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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION ONE 

_________________________________ 

) D074434 

NATACHE MENEZES, ) 

) (Super. Ct. 

Appellant, ) DS51030) 

) 

v. ) 

) 

TIM MCDANIEL, ) 

) 

Respondent. ) 

_________________________________) 

ARGUMENT 

I. 

Transcripts from The Hearings Held on June 13 And August 29, 2017, Are 

Irrelevant Since They Do Not Contain Any Matter Reasonably Material to The 

Appeal's Determination 

Here, Tim contends this is a judgment roll appeal because Natache did not 

designate transcripts from hearings held on June 13 and August 29, 2017.  (Respondent 

Brief, R.B. pp. 23-27.)  This contention fails.   At the outset the Rules of Court state

that unnecessary material should not be included in the record on appeal.  If any party has 

required the inclusion of “any matter not reasonably material to the appeal's 

determination,” the appellate court can sanction the offending attorney and/or party by 

withholding or assessing costs or imposing any other penalties deemed appropriate under 

the circumstances.  (Cal. Rules of Court, Rule 8.276 (a)(2) [hereinafter “Rule”; see 

Garcia v. Lucido (1961) 191 Cal.App.2d 303, 308 [Appellant included 1,118 pages of the 

*linking should be visible here.  If not, it means you did not open
the sample brief in a compatible PDF viewer

First link
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reporter’s transcript in the record when only eight pages were necessary]; disapproved on 

other grounds in Nichols v. Hast (1965) 62 Cal.2d 598, 601.)  The transcripts from 

hearings held on June 13 and August 29, 2017 are  matter not reasonably material to the 

appeal’s determination.  In her Designation of Record filed July 23, 2018, Natache 

designated hearings held on January 16, March 12, and March 29, 2019.  (Appellant’s 

Appendix, A.A. p. 27.)

On October 12, 2018, the trial court held a hearing and adopted Tim’s settled 

statement of the dates Natache designated.  (Respondent’s Appendix, R.A. p. 24.)  On

February 27, 2019, the trial court entered its Final Order After Hearing in this case.  

(A.A. p. 273.)  The court stated the proceedings which led to the court’s Order occurred 

on March 29 and May 9, 2018.1   (A.A. p. 273.) 

Unlike most cases, due to the fact this case involved preparation of a settled 

statement, the trial court was well aware of what the issues on appeal were.  Then once 

the trial court settled the record, it issued its Findings and Order After Hearing 

(“FOAH”).  (A.A. p. 11.)  Yet, the court did not include in its FOAH any of the hearing 

dates Tim contends Natache omitted from the record.  (A.A. p. 273.)  In other words, the 

trial court did not rely on those hearing dates in making is decision.  Whatever occurred 

in 2017 was irrelevant. The trial court “ostensibly believe[d] that the only hearings 

concerning the issue of sanctions took place” on those dates.  (R.B. p. 25; A.A. p. 273.) 

1 On May 9, 2018, the trial court amended its Statement of Decision to reflect a 

modification of spousal support that occurred on September 1, 2016.  (A.A. p. 278.) 
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Moreover, as explained in section III, supra, the court relied on Tim’s counsel’s 

representation of what Tim requested.  All the amounts Tim requested were adduced on 

the dates Natache designated.  (C.T. p. 79-80.) 

II. 

While Tim Asserts in his Statement of the Case the Court Considered All of Natache 

and Tim’s Declarations Since December 12, 2016, He Fails to Mention the Court 

Did Not Consider Them for Their Truth or That They Were Not Admitted 

Tim, in his Response’s Statement of the Case, states “in making its ruling, the 

Court considered all of Natache’s and Tim’s declarations filed under penalty of perjury in 

this matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016.”  (1 R.B. p. 12.)  This statement is 

accurate.  However, the statement is incomplete.  Tim fails to mention declarations not 

specifically admitted into evidence were not considered for their truth.   (C.T. p. 77; 

Appellant’s Opening Brief A.O.B. p. 76.)

Moreover, the trial court could not have considered all the declarations because 

not all the declarations were admitted into evidence.  At one point in the proceedings the 

court asked Tim’s counsel if she had any declarations she wanted entered into evidence.  

Counsel responded that she would like to admit Tim’s declarations submitted January 10, 

and February 27, 2018.  (C.T. p. 44.)  The record demonstrates Tim did not admit any 

other of his declarations into evidence.   

Box appears where cited page does not in fact exist

A.O.B./76
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III.  

 

Tim’s Contention This Court May Not Give the Court’s Oral Comments Any 

Import Is Misplaced and Counsel’s Argument Setting Forth What Tim Requested 

Was an Admission  

 

 The trial court in this case was confused by Tim’s testimony.  (A.O.B. pp. 20-21.)  

To clear up the confusion, the court requested Tim’s trial counsel to state exactly what 

Tim wanted because there were “lots of numbers thrown around” and the court wanted to 

have that “clear.”  (C.T. p. 79.)  Tim made his requests with the Court accepting certain 

figures.  (C.T. pp. 79-80.)  Tim in his Response contends this Court cannot attribute any 

import to the exercise Tim’s counsel and the court engaged in to establish what exactly 

Tim requested and testified to.  (R.B. pp. 21-22.)  Tim is mistaken.   

 According to leading treatise, “[a]ppellate courts can [ ] use a trial court’s 

memorandum opinion or tentative decision as an aid in interpreting the judgment or 

statement of decision or for purposes of discovering the process by which the trial court 

arrived at its ruling. [Citations.]”  (Eisenberg et al., Cal. Practice Guide: Civil Appeals 

and Writs (The Rutter Group 2019) § 8:228, emphasis in original.)  An opinion rendered 

by our State Supreme Court in Union Sugar Co. v. Hollister Estate Co. (1935) 3 Cal.2d 

740, 47 P.2d 273 (Union Sugar Co.), is strikingly similar to the situation here.   

 In the Union Sugar Co. case, the findings specified the amount of damages which 

the respondent had sustained but did not show how that amount had been computed.  The 

trial judge had previously filed a written opinion in which he expressed approval of a 

certain method of computation, using certain factors.  (Union Sugar Co., supra, 3 Cal.2d 

at p. 743.)  By use of this method the reviewing court arrived at the identical total which 
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appeared in the findings.  (Id. at pp. 750-751.)  It was certain the judge did use the 

method set forth in his opinion.  (Id. at p. 751.)  That method was erroneous for failure to 

deduct certain items of cost which were subject to mathematical calculation, 

demonstrating that the amount set forth in the findings was excessive in a certain amount.  

(Id. at pp. 751-753.)  Accordingly, the reviewing court deducted that amount from the 

original judgment, and then affirmed.  Of this the court said:  

“The written opinion of the trial judge in the instant case clearly shows the process 

by which judgment was reached, or the basis on which the court computed the 

damages of the respondent under its counterclaim.  It shows that the court simply 

took the number of tons of beets which the respondent lost by reason of appellant's 

improvident farming methods, and the price these beets would have brought had 

they been produced, and by multiplying this tonnage by the price arrived at the 

loss or damage sustained by respondent.  By this process the court found the 

damages sustained by respondent to be the precise amount which in its findings of 

fact it found the respondent had been damaged by appellant's improper farming 

methods.  The opinion of the trial court does not, therefore, impeach any of its 

findings of fact in the sense that any statement therein is in conflict with any fact 

found by the court.  It simply explains the formal findings and shows the basis on 

which the court arrived at the amount of damages as fixed.”  ($  at pp. 750-751.)  

 

 Here, use of the method the court utilized to produce the sanctions award not only 

meets the 200,000 threshold, it exceeds it to the tune of $134,427 (court’s method results 

in $334,427 in attorney’s fees).  The court’s oral ruling “clearly shows the process by 

which judgment was reached” and “simply explains the formal findings and shows the 

basis on which the court arrived at the [sanctions award]”  (Union Sugar Co., supra, at 

pp. 750-751.)  

 Moreover, this Court should also consider Tim’s argument of what he requested 

because Tim is bound by this admission.   (See Monzon v. Schaefer Ambulance Service, 

Inc. (1990) 224 Cal.App.3d 16, 23, fn. 1 [“a reviewing court may make use of 
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statements” in a party's trial court briefs “as admissions against the party”]; Brandwein v. 

Butler (4th Dist. Div. 1, 2013) 218 Cal.App.4th 1485, 1515, fn. 19; Fassberg 

Construction Co. v. Housing Authority of City of Los Angeles (2007) 152 Cal.App.4th 

720, 752, [statements of counsel may be binding admissions].)  In the alternative, Tim’s 

counsel’s statements were a judicial admission.  (Hearn Pac. Corp. v. Second Generation 

Roofing, Inc. (2016) 247 Cal.App.4th 117, 132.) 

In light of the above, Tim’s chart found on pages 31-32 is incorrect.  In the second 

line of his Table, Tim states he owed 20% of the home’s value ($26,000) to his Brazilian 

attorney.  (R.B. p. 31.)  Then on line eight, Tim states additional expected fees are 

$8,000.2 (R.B. p. 32.)  Then on line seven, Tim states attorney’s fees incurred with his 

Brazilian attorney were $24,127.3  (R.B. p. 32.)  This Court should only accept the 

$26,000 figure.4  Tim’s counsel, at the court’s request Tim provided the court with what 

he was asking, stated “at the end of everything my understanding is that [that Brazilian 

attorney] takes 20% of the value of the house.  (C.T. p. 80.)   

2 In his chart, Tim does not denominate whether these are attorney’s fees attributable to 
his California or Brazilian attorney.  From the citation to Clerk’s Transcript, page 43, it is 

evident Tim was referring to Brazilian attorney’s fees.  (R.B. p. 32.)  

3 While Tim states in his chart this amount was “incurred,” his counsel made the 
representation $24,127.10 was “a future cost of taking care of the end of this process”  

(R.B. p. 32; C.T. p. 80:17-18.) 

4 In her A.O.B., Natache asked this Court to accept $24,127.10 and not $26,000.  The 
amount should have been $26,000.  This was an error in the A.O.B.  The difference is 

$1,872.90.  It is appropriate to reduce that amount in reversed fees in Tim’s favor by that 

amount.  (A.O.B. p. 18; C.T. p. 80.)   
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Additionally, incorrect on Tim’s chart is the $8,000 sum listed on line three of his 

chart.  When the Court asked Tim to tell it what fees he was requesting, Tim did not 

request $8,000 for additional California fees.  (R.B. p. 32, citing C.T. p. 43; C.T. pp. 79-

81.)  Likewise, Tim did not request $9,000 in fees for delinquent property taxes.5  (R.B. 

p. 32, citing 1 A.A. p. 129.)  Thus, without the above improper amounts, the trial court 

accepted $336,300.  (Increase of $1,872.90 from A.O.B. Chart #1, see fn. 6.) 

IV. 

Even if This Court Credits Tim’s Argument This Court May Not Employ the 

Court’s Oral Comments to Explain the SOD, Amounts Tim Included in His Table 

Are Nonetheless Still Not Attorney’s Fees or Costs. 

Even if this Court decides it cannot consider the trial court’s oral comments to 

explain its SOD reasoning, amounts Tim has included on his Table still do not constitute 

attorney’s fees or costs as required in Family Code section 271.  As explained in the 

A.O.B., as a matter of statutory interpretation, amounts that are not “incurred” are not 

costs and amounts not expended are not “attorney’s fees.”  (A.O.B. pp. 8, 25-28.)  Tim 

did not incur $26,000 (2% of the home’s value), the sum listed on line two of his Table 

representing future fees to the Brazilian attorney.6  (R.B. p. 31; C.T. p. 31.)  Since these 

amounts were not expended, they cannot constitute any part of the sanctions award.   

Moreover, Tim’s Table line eight lists $8,000 as expected attorney’s fees.  Again, these 

amounts were not expended, they cannot constitute attorney’s fees.  (R.B. p. 32; C.T. p. 

5In any event, delinquent property taxes do not meet the plain dictionary definition of 

“attorney’s fees” or “costs” as related in section IV, infra, below.

6 Tim’s Table does not reflect this was a future fee, however, examination of his citation 

to Clerk’s Transcript page 25 reflects the fee was merely “anticipated.”  (C.T. p. 25.)   
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43.)  Finally, Tim’s Table line nine lists $9,000 as delinquent property taxes.  Natache 

incurred the property taxes, not Tim.  Thus, they are not Tim’s costs.  (R.B. p. 32; 1 A.A. 

p. 129.)  Thus, even if the court does not credit any of the trial court’s oral comments, 

$43,000 in fees and costs are still inappropriate.7   

V. 

 

Tim Concedes the Trial Court Erred When It Included the Stock Account ($30,000) 

And Retirement Funds ($130,000) Values in Its Sanctions Award. 

 

 Although it is not specifically stated in the Response, it is clear from Tim’s Table 

on pages 31 through 32 that he has conceded it was error for the trial court to include the 

stock account and retirement funds values in its sanctions award.  (R.B. pp. 31-32.)  

Neither of those values are reflected in his Table that totals attorney’s fees and costs.  

(R.B. pp. 31-32.)   

VI.  

 

Tim Cannot Demonstrate Family Code Section 271 Is Ambiguous or That Following 

Section 271’s Plain Meaning Would Frustrate the Manifest Purpose of The 

Legislation or Lead to Absurd Results, to Warrant Consideration of Extrinsic Aids 

to Interpretation. 

 

 In his Response, Tim acknowledges a statute’s plain language controls and that 

where a statute is clear “we need go no further.”  (R.B. p. 28.)  This is correct.  In fact, 

“there is no safer nor better settled cannon of interpretation than that when language is 

clear and unambiguous it must be held to mean what it plainly expresses[.] [Citations]”  

                                                 
7The transfer fee and vacation time are not included since the A.O.B. at pp. 28-29 already 

addressed those amounts.  Natache renews her argument the home’s value was not an 

attorney fee since the correct excluded amount is $26,000 and not $24,127.  (See, supra, 

footnote 4.)    
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(2A Singer, Statutes and Statutory Construction (7th ed. 2017) § 46:1 (Singer).)  “It is not 

allowable to interpret what has no need of interpretation. [Citations]”   (Ibid.)  “where the 

words of the statute are clear and free from ambiguity, the letter of the statute may not be 

disregarded under the pretext of pursuing its spirit. [Citations.]”  (Ibid.)  “Courts are not 

free to read unwarranted meanings into an unambiguous statute, even to support a 

supposedly desirable policy not effectuated by the act as written. [Citations.]”  (Ibid.) 

 Here, Tim provides two justifications for looking beyond the plain meaning of 

“costs” and “attorneys fees.”  First, he appears to suggest the terms “attorney’s fees” and 

“costs” are ambiguous.  (R.B. p. 28.)  Second, he appears to suggest even if those terms 

are unambiguous, this Court should find their plain meaning would frustrate the purpose 

of the sanctions legislation or lead to absurd results.  (R.B. p. 29.)  Both contentions are 

without merit.  Regarding ambiguity, Sagonowsky v. Kekoa (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 1142, 

1153, already held “attorney’s fees and costs” were not ambiguous.  If there is any doubt, 

it is resolved by the parentheticals Sagonowsky employed to support its reasoning.  Those 

parentheticals were, 

“(See West Hills, supra, at p. 719, [provision of the Corporations Code did not 

authorize recovery of attorney fees independent of the bond; Legislature was 

capable of drafting a statute authorizing such recovery, but did not]; Sino Century 

Development Limited v. Farley (2012) 211 Cal.App.4th 688, 697–699, [rule of 

court's “plain language” limited recovery of certain fees as sanctions; noting the 

“Judicial Council knew how to draft a broader sanctions provision” and could 

have used broader language had it “intended to expand the recoverable” fees].)”  

(Sagonowsky v. Kekoa, surpa, 6 Cal. App. 5th at p. 1153.)  

 

According to Singer, “[c]ourts assume the legislature knew the plain and ordinary 

meanings of the words it chose to include in a statute.”  (Singer, supra, § 46:1.)  Just as 

explained in the Sagnowsky parentheticals, since the legislature was familiar with the 
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plain meaning of “attorney’s fees” and costs, the Legislature was capable of drafting a 

statute that favored the recovery of amounts that were not performed/incurred, but it did 

not.   (Sagonowsky v. Kekoa, surpa, 6 Cal. App. 5th at p. 1153.)  

 Moreover, in In re Marriage of Corona (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1205, a case cited 

by Sagonowsky, Justice O’Rourke of this Court in affirming a 271 sanction stated “the 

[trial court] had information permitting it to make a reasoned determination of an 

appropriate amounts of sanctions that would not impose an undue hardship on Richard 

and would not exceed the total attorney fees and costs she had incurred.”  In other 

words, Justice O’Rourke determined only amounts incurred were “attorney’s fees” and 

“costs.”   

 Even if this court decided to examine extrinsic evidence, the extrinsic evidence 

Tim has proffered is not persuasive.   Tim erroneously contends since the Legislature 

employed the term “incurred” in Code of Civil Procedure section 2023.030, the absence 

of the same term in Family Code section 271 reflects the Legislature intended sanctions 

to reach speculative fees.  (R.B. pp. 29-31.  The People v. Brandt (1956) 306 P.2d 1069 

(Supp.) (Brandt), opinion, demonstrates why it is unwise to use the inclusion of the term 

“incurred” in one statute to infer the Legislature meant a contrary intent in Family Code 

section 271.  In that “novel” case, the court reversed for insufficient evidence the trial 

court’s conviction of a woman (appellant) as a “common prostitute” under a vagrancy 

statute.  The only witness testified he (a man) had intercourse with appellant, a woman he 

never met before.  Appellant was convicted.  (Id. at p. 1070.)  
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 On appeal, appellant contented the court erred since the Penal Code required the 

accomplice witness to be liable for the identical offense as the appellant to credit his 

testimony.  As summarized by the court “it follows, therefore, that [witness] was an 

accomplice under the provisions of the section quoted only if he could be prosecuted for 

the identical offense charged against the appellant, namely, vagrancy.”  (Brandt, supra, 

306 P.2d at p. 1070.)  The reviewing court noted obviously a male could not be a 

prostitute and was therefore not subject to prosecution under subdivision 10 of the 

section.  However, there were other acts enumerated in the section to which an offender 

may be prosecuted for vagrancy.  (Id. at p. 1070.)  

 The court noted the statute provided twelve means for identifying a vagrant “each 

constituting a separate subdivision and describing a different act.”  (Brandt, supra, 306 

P.2d at p. 1071.)  Even though the statute identified separate acts that would identify a 

vagrant, there was “implicit in the crime of vagrancy the element of a course of conduct 

as contradistinguished from isolated acts[.]” (Ibid.)  The court went on to note that the 

word “vagrant” had lost its meaning by reason of statutory enactments.  Despite that 

pollution by the Legislature, courts continued to hold vagrancy required repetition.  (Id. at 

p. 1071.)  The court stated “our attention has not been called to any California cases 

which hold one act of illicit intercourse” led to vagrancy.  Indeed, a case from New York 

held contrary.  (Ibid.)  Brandt cited with approval  

“Before believing that our lawmaking body intended to initiate this radical 

departure, before concluding that it meant to class an otherwise respectable man 

with those ‘who are vagrants,’ I must ask for a much clearer expression of the 

legislative intent, for words that will leave no room for doubt.’ ”  (Id. at pp. 1072 
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Brandt concluded, “if our own legislature had intended that one act of illicit intercourse 

made the offender a lewd and dissolute person and hence guilty of vagrancy, it would 

have said so in a subdivision leaving no room for doubt.”  The court reversed.  (Id. at p. 

1072   

 Brandt has direct application to Family Code section 271.  Tim has not called this 

Court’s attention to any California cases which hold the term “attorney’s fees” on its own 

includes speculative non-incurred amounts.  The reason no case exists is because implicit 

in the term “attorney’s fees” and “cots” is the recognition attorney’s fees and costs only 

consist of those amounts incurred or performed.  Before believing the Legislature 

intended to initiate such a radical departure from plain meaning, we must ask for a much 

clearer expression of legislative intent.   

Tim’s second contention is that the plain meaning frustrates Family Code section 

271’s intent to “reduce the costs of litigation.”  (R.B. p. 31.)  Accepting Natache’s 

interpretation, he argues, will cause litigants to “come back to court again and again 

because they have to wait for certain costs to be incurred.”  (R.B. p. 31.)  Family Code 

section 271 already “contemplates assessing a sanction at the end of the lawsuit, when the 

extent and severity of the party's bad conduct can be judged.”  (In re Marriage of Quay 

(1993) 18 Cal.App.4th 961, 970.)  To the extent Tim complains he will have to come 

back again and again, it is a problem of his own design.  He was in control of when to 

request fees, not Natacha.  Finally, while Tim states the plain meaning should be avoided 

where it renders absurd results, he provides no cogent analysis on how Natache’ s 

preferred meaning will result in absurdity.  In fact, the opposite is true.  It’s the definition 
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of absurd to grant attorney’s fees or costs as sanction to a litigant who may then never go 

on to incur them.   

VII. 

Tim’s Request This Court Remand so The Trial Court can Base Sanctions on Some 

Other Unspecified Conduct Not Contained in The Record and To Assess an 

Unspecified Interest Not Included in The Record Is Baseless And, Even If Proper, 

Should Have Belonged in The Cross Appeal He Abandoned, Not In His Response 

Tim, perhaps sensing there was insufficient evidence to support the trial court’s 

actions, calls on this Court to remand so that he can plead new theories and evidence in 

the trial court to support the sanctions order.  (R.B. pp. 33-34.)  Apparently, he believes 

this constitutes a valid harmless error argument.  It does not. 

First, Tim’s theory runs afoul of Rules of Court, rule 8.204, subdivision (a)(2)(C).  

The summary of significant facts in a brief must be limited to matters in the record.  

(CRC 8.204, subd. (a)(2)(C).  A handy way of thinking about this rule is that if it is not in 

the record, it didn’t happen.  The problem here, Tim seeks to establish harmless error 

with evidence that, by his own admission, was not adduced in the court below and does 

not exist in the record.  Tim has cited no authority to support his position harmless error 

can be established in this manner.  (R.B. pp. 33-34.)  Moreover, Tim’s insistence this 

court may award some unspecified amount of interest at sum unspecified rate, interest 

Tim never requested below, suffers from the same defect.  The record discloses no 

interest rate.  This explains why Tim states “[w]with interest accounted for, the $200,000 

threshold is easily met.”  He does not provide a definite figure because he does not even 

know what the rate is.   
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  Second, Tim’s theories, even if they did not suffer from the fatal defects 

previously discussed, are not the proper subjects for a harmless error analysis.  Instead, 

they are theories that belong in a cross-appeal.  Tim filed a cross-appeal, but then he 

abandoned it.  (A.A. pp. 179, 187.)  These theories are the proper subject of a cross 

appeal because due process requires a party be given notice and an opportunity to be 

heard before a court imposes sanctions under Family Code section 271.  (In re Marriage 

of Petropoulos (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 161, 178; § 271, subd. (b).)  In addition, the notice 

provided must specify the authority relied upon and must advise of the specific grounds 

and conduct on which sanctions are to be based.  (In re Marriage of Quinlan (1989) 209 

Cal.App.3d 1417, 1421–1422.)  Since Tim essentially wants a new trial, he should have 

argued in his cross-appeal why the court erred in not granting him a new trial (he did not 

request one) or why the evidence of this other conduct or interest rate should not have 

been excluded (it was not proffered).  Had Tim taken action in the trial court, Natache 

would have had notice Tim wanted to base sanctions off of whatever conduct or interest 

rate he now alleges supports higher sanctions.  He did not.  No remand is appropriate.  
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VIII. 

 

Tim’s Request That This Court Dismiss the Appeal for Disentitlement Fails Because 

Tim Did Not Make A Separate Motion for Dismissal, The Trial Court Waived the 

Requirement Natache Provide Recordings, And California Rules of Court Rule 

1.150 Is Unconstitutional  

 

A. Disentitlement Is in The Form of a Dismissal Requiring A Separate 

Motion, Which Tim Did Not File 

 

Tim argues that Natache’s appeal should be dismissed under the disentitlement. 

doctrine.  (R.B. pp. 34-35.)   Under the doctrine of disentitlement, we may stay or dismiss 

an appeal by a party who has refused to obey the superior court's legal orders.  (Say & 

Say v. Castellano (1994) 22 Cal.App.4th 88, 94.)  “Dismissal is not ‘ “a penalty imposed 

as a punishment for criminal contempt.  It is an exercise of a state court's inherent power 

to use its processes to induce compliance” ’ with a presumptively valid order.” (Ibid.) 

Thus, the disentitlement doctrine prevents a party from seeking assistance from the court 

while that party is in “an attitude of contempt to legal orders and processes of the courts 

of this state.” (MacPherson v. MacPherson (1939) 13 Cal.2d 271, 277.)   Appellate 

disentitlement “is not a jurisdictional doctrine, but a discretionary tool that may be 

applied when the balance of the equitable concerns make it a proper sanction.” (People v. 

Puluc–Sique (2010) 182 Cal.App.4th 894, 897.)   

From the principles set forth above it is clear disentitlement is a form of dismissal.  

“A motion to dismiss the appeal made before the record is filed in the appellate court 

must be accompanied by an affidavit or superior court certificate setting forth certain 

basic information about the appeal.  (Eisenberg et al., Cal. Practice Guide: Civil Appeals 

and Writs (The Rutter Group 2019) ¶ 5:243, (Rutter), citing rule 8.57(a), italic in 
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original.) “[T]he motion must be served on each party represented by separate counsel, 

each unrepresented party, and any other person or entity required by statute or rule to be 

served. [citation.]”  (Id. § 5:245, italics in original.) “The motion itself must state the 

grounds upon which it is made and the relief requested, and must identify any documents 

on which the motion is based. [citation]”  (Id. § 5240, italics in original.) “The motion 

must be accompanied by a memorandum in support of the motion. [Citation.]”  (Id. § 

5:241.) And, if based on matters not appearing in the record, the motion must also be 

accompanied by declarations [citation] and/or other evidence in support. [Citations]”  

(Id. § 5:242.)  

Here, Tim did not file a separate motion to dismiss for disentitlement.  His 

argument is thus forfeited.  (See Jocer Enterprises, Inc. v. Price (2010) 183 Cal.App4th 

559, 565, 107 CR3d 539, 544, fn. 4 (citing text)—dismissal motion in respondent's brief 

denied for lack of separate written motion; Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. v. 

Department of Transp. (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 87, 106 (same)].) 

B.  Even If Natache Did Not Submit the Recordings, The Trial                             

Court Waived Compliance 

 

Even if Natache did not submit the recordings, the trial court waived compliance.  

Tim has provided a copy of the settled statement hearing minute order in his appendix.  

According to the minute order, the court acknowledged Natache recorded the proceedings 

and then settled the statement.  (R.A. p. 24.)  Apparently, the trial court had all the 

information it needed to settle the statement.  
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C. California Rules of Court Rule 1.150 Is Unconstitutional As                        

Applied to A Party or Counsel.  

 

In any event, California Rules of Court Rule 1.150 is unconstitutional according 

our Supreme Court’s recent decision in Jameson v. Desta (2018) 5 Cal.5th 594, 599, 420 

P.3d 746, 749 (Jameson).  The reason Natache did not have a court reporter was due to 

the San Diego Superior Court’s policy that  

“Official court reporters are normally available in felony criminal cases and 

juvenile matters during regular court hours. Official court reporters are not 

normally available in civil, family, or probate matters with exceptions [relating to 

some specified family and probate matters]. ... [¶] ... [¶] Parties may privately 

arrange for the appointment of a court-approved official court reporter pro 

tempore without stipulation for civil, family, and probate matters. ... [¶] Parties 

may privately arrange for the appointment of a reporter not on the court-approved 

list, by stipulation and order for civil, family, and probate matters. ... [¶] Parties, 

including those with fee waivers, are responsible for all fees and costs related to 

court reporter services arranged under the foregoing provisions.” (S.D. Reporter 

Availability Policy, supra, at p. 1, italics added, boldface omitted.)”   (Jameson, 

supra, at p. 611.)   

 
Jameson concluded that as applied to in forma pauperis litigants who are entitled to a 

waiver of court reporter fees, the policy “creates the type of restriction of meaningful 

access to the civil judicial process that the relevant California in forma pauperis 

precedents and legislative policy render impermissible.”  (Id. at p. 599.) 

 Jameson did not have occasion to discuss the policy’s import to litigants without 

fee waivers or Rule of Court rule 1.150.  Since Natache did not obtain a fee waiver, she 

would not have been entitled to a court reporter under Jameson.  The only other method 

to obtain a record of the superior court proceedings was to tape record the proceedings.  

(Jameson, supra, 5 Cal.5th at p. 623)   
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 In Davey v. City of Atlanta (1974) 130 Ga. App. 687, a court of appeal in Georgia 

held a trial court’s refusal to allow a defendants counsel to tape record proceedings was a 

denial of due process.  Despite prohibition of the practice in most courts, or at best only 

permitted under supervision and at the discretion of the presiding judge, there was “no 

valid reason why a party or his counsel may not use a recording device in order to assist 

in perfecting a record.”  The trial court judge could not “arbitrarily deny counsel the right 

to use a recording device.”  The refusal was “arbitrary and constituted a denial of due 

process.”  (Id. at p. 688.)  The court noted that its holding was limited a party or counsel’s 

use of a recording device.   

 Here. Rule of Court rule 1.150 is unconstitutional as applied to Natache.  Although 

Natache did not possess a fee waiver, the record discloses she had limited means.  

Natache could only afford limited scope representation.  (A.A. p. 157.)  Most of her 

assets were tied up in real estate.  (A.A. pp. 128-129.)  She tape recorded the proceedings 

to protect her appellate rights.  There is likewise no valid reason as to why a party or their 

counsel may not use a recording device to assist in perfecting a record for appeal.  

(Davey, supra, 130 Ga.App. at p. 688.)   

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated here and in Appellant’s Opening Brief, the order awarding 

section 271 fees and costs should be reversed. 

Dated: May 20, 2019 

                                                 ________________________ 

    Dennis Temko 

    Attorney for Appellant 
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la corte previamente exentas a petici6n de usted o de la otra parte. Si esto ocurre, la parte ordenada a pagar estas cuotas debe recibir 
aviso y la oportunidad de solicitar una audiencia para anu/ar la orden de pagar las cuotas exentas. 


1. The name and address of the court are (El nombre y direcci6n de la corte son): 
Superior Court of California 
500 Third Avenue 
500 Third Avenue 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 


2· The name, address, and telephone number of petitioner's attorney, or the petitioner without an attorney, are: 
(El nombre, direccion y numero de telefono de/ abogado de/ demandante, o def demandante si no tiene abogado, son): 


Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) (619) 420-1600 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 1 71 5 
259 Third Avenue, Ste. R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 


Date (~~ha); . 


[SEAL] 


Clerk, by (Secretan·o, por) 


TO THE PERSON SERVED: You ares 
LA PERSONA QUE REC/816 LA ENTR realiza 


x as an individual. (a usted como individuo.) 


on behalf of respondent who is a (en nombre de un demandado que es): 
(1) D minor (menor de edad) 


. (2) D ward or conservatee (dependiente de la corte o pupilo) 
·ht-. ...__,,"-~"- (3) D other (specify) (otro - especifique): 


For4~t9d for dill)'; Use 
JuuCoOndi 6tCillfnii 
FL-110 [Rev. July 1, 2009] 
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WARNING-IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
WARNING: California law provides that, for purposes of division of property upon dissolution of a marriage or domestic 
partnership or upon legal separation, property acquired by the parties during marriage or domestic partnership in joint 
form is presumed to be community property. If either party to this action should die before the jointly held community 
property is divided, the language in the deed that characterizes how title is held (i.e., joint tenancy, tenants in common, 
or community property) will be controlling, and not the community property presumption. You should consult your 
attorney if you want the community property presumption to be written into the recorded title to the property. 


STANDARD FAMILY LAW RESTRAINING ORDERS 


Starting immediately, you and your spouse or domestic partner are restrained from 


1. Removing the minor child or children of the parties, if any, from the state without the prior written consent of the other party or 
an order of the court; 


2. Cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other 
coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, held for the benefit of the parties and their minor child or children; 


3. Transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether 
community, quasi-community, or separate, without the written consent of the other party or an order of the court, except in the 
usual course of business or for the necessities of life; and 


4. Creating a nonprobate transfer or modifying a nonprobate transfer in a manner that affects the disposition of property subject to 
the transfer, without the written consent of the other party or an order of the court. Before revocation of a non probate transfer can 
take effect or a right of survivorship to property can be eliminated, notice of the change must be filed and served on the other 
party. 


You must notify each other of any proposed extraordinary expenditures at least five business days prior to incurring these 
extraordinary expenditures and account to the court for all extraordinary expenditures made after these restraining orders are 
effective. However, you may use community property, quasi-community property, or your own separate property to pay an attorney 
to help you or to pay court costs. 


ADVERTENC/A - /NFORMACION IMPORTANTE 


ADVERTENCIA: De acuerdo a la ley de California, las propiedades adquiridas por las partes durante su matrimonio 
o pareja de hecho en forma conjunta se consideran propiedad comunitaria para los fines de la divls/6n de bienes 
que ocurre cuando se produce una disolucion o separaci6n legal de/ matrimonio o pareja de hecho. Si cualquiera de 
las partes de este caso llega a fallecer antes de que se divida la propiedad comunitaria de tenencia conjunta, el 
destino de la misma quedara determinado por las c/ausu/as de la escritura correspondiente que describen su 
tenencia (por ej., tenencia conjunta, tenencia en com(m o propiedad comunitaria) y no por la presunci6n de 
propiedad comunitaria. Si quiere que la presunci6n comunitaria quede registrada en la escritura de la propiedad, 
deberla consultar con un abogado. 


ORDENES DE RESTRICCION NORMALES DE DERECHO FAMLIAR 


En forma inmediata, usted y su conyuge o pareja de hecho tienen prohibido: 


1. Uevarse de/ estado de California a /os hijos menores de /as partes, si /os hubiere, sin el consentimiento previo por escrito de 
la otra parte o una orden de la corte; 


2. Cobrar, pedir prestado, cancelar, transferir, deshacerse o cambiar el nombre de /os beneficiarios de cualquier seguro u otro 
tipo de cobertura, ta/ como de vida, sa/ud, vehfculo y discapacidad, que tenga como beneficiario(s) a /as partes y su(s) 
hija(s) menor(es); 


3. Transferir, gravar, hipotecar, ocultar o deshacerse de cualquier manera de cualquier propiedad, inmueble o personal, ya sea 
comunitaria, cuasicomunitaria o separada, sin el consentimiento escrito de la otra parle o una orden de la corle, con excepci6n 
las operaciones realizadas en el curso normal de actividades o para satisfacer las necesidades de la vida; y 


4. Crear o modificar una transferencia no testamentaria de manera que afecte el destino de una propiedad sujeta a transferencia, 
sin el consentimiento por escrito de la otra parte o una orden de la corte. Antes de que se pueda e/iminar la revocaci6n de una 
transferencia no testamentaria, se debe presentar ante la corle un aviso de/ cambio y hacer una entrega legal de dicho aviso a 
la otra parte. 


Cada parte tiene que notificar a la otra sobre cualquier gasto extraordinario propuesto, por lo menos cinco dlas /aborales antes de 
realizarlo, y rendir cuenta a la corte de todos los gastos extraordinarios realizados despues de que estas 6rdenes de restricci6n 
hayan entrado en vigencia. No obstante, puede usar propiedad comunitaria, cuasicomunitaria o suya separada para pagar a un 
abogado o para ayudarfe a pagar los costos de la corte. 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTV WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name. Stale Bar number, and address): 


_Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 


Te.EPHONE NO. ( 61 9) 4 2 Q -16 Q Q FAX 00. (Opllonal)' ( 61 9) 4 2 Q-1611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Op/Jon,1/): 


ATTORNEYFOR<Nam,J. Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 


STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 
MAILINGADoRess 500 Third Avenue 


c1TYANoz1PcoDe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME: South County Regional Center 


MARRIAGE OF 


PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves .Menezes 


RESPONDENT: Tim McDanie 1 


PETITION FOR 
W Dissolution of Marriage 
D Legal Separation 
D Nullity of Marriage 0 AMENDED 


FL-100 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


; . 


I' '• I 1 '"1 I'"""\ '), I "! 
JU1 I I I_, '· ~ 


CASENUr11_ 
y'J 5 l O ~ ~ 


1. RESIDENCE (Dissolution only) ~ Petitioner D Respondent has been a resident of this state for at least six months and 


of this county for at least three months immediately preceding the filing of this Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. 


2. STATISTICAL FACTS 


a. Date of marriage: 10 / 0 9 / 0 4 c. Time from date of marriage to date of separation (specify): 


b. Date of separation: 0 6 / 0 5 / 13 Years: 8 Months: 8 


3. DECLARATION REGARDING MINOR CHILDREN (include children of this relationship born prior to or during the marriage or 
adopted during the marriage): 


a. Gu There are no minor children. 
b. D The minor children are: 


Child's name Birthdate ~ Sex 


D Continued on Attachment 3b. 
c. If there are minor children of the Petitioner and Respondent, a completed Declaration Under Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction 


and Enforcement Act (UCCJEA) (form FL-105) must be attached. 


d. D A completed voluntary declaration of paternity regarding minor children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior to 
the marriage is attached. 


4. SEPARATE PROPERTY 


Petitioner requests that the assets and debts listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) 


W below be confirmed as separate property. 
Item 


Avenida Alberto Quatrini Bianchi, ?U9, JD. Praiano Guaruja SP Brazil 
Avenida .l\bi!:,:, Oo.s Santos Brar,-::o, 126 A? 33 .:;:,. Praiano Guc:ruJa SP Bc-.:s:il 


_r •·· 


D in Attachment 4 


Confirm to 


.i: -~- 1 ;' t~~=t~~r~·· :;~ r -
:~. ~:· Pet1~;:o~r·0·• : 


•• ~ .-- :·, ➔ 
"',, ·•1 .::.. - .a,, .,.I .-.~ -:::· ., -


NOTICE: You may redact (black out) social security numbers from any written material filed with the court in thisicaiie~i' 
other than a form used to collect child or spousal support. -· :::; ··; 


Form Adopted for Mandatory Use PETITION-MARRIAGE 
Judicial Council of California 


---AFc~-t'l'IIW£'""'·""''·"'!11s.n11ll'l'!a..M1p""1""'!, ,'"'005,.,1---------~---{EamUy""Law)... ~ 







MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): 
CASE NUMBER 


J:1arriage of Menezes and McDaniel 


5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 


a. D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 


b. [xJ All such assets and debts are listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment 5b. 


[iJ below (specify): 


5332 Angler Place, San Diego, CA 92154; 2011 Mazda 3; HSBC Ban~ account; 
Cadell Construction 401{k) 


6. Petitioner requests 
D nullity of voidable marriage based on a. UL] dissolution of the marriage based on d. 


(1) W irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{a).) 


(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{b).) 


{1} D petitioner's age at time of marriage. 


{Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 


b. D legal separation of the parties based on (2) D prior existing marriage. 


(Fam. Code,§ 2210{b}.) {1) D irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{a).) 


(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) 


c. D nullity of void marriage based on 


(3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(c).) 


(4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 


(5) D force. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(e).) (1} D incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.) 


(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) (6) D physical incapacity. {Fam. Code,§ 2210(f).) 


7. Petitioner requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 
Petitioner Respondent Joint Other 


a. Legal custody of children to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D D 
b. Physical custody of children to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D 


As requested in form: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341(C) D FL-341(D) D FL-341(E) D Attachment 7c. 


d. D Determination of parentage of any children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior to the marriage. 


e. Attorney fees and costs payable by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D W 
f. Spousal support payable to (earnings assignment will be issued) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W D 
g. [iJ Terminate the court's jurisdiction {ability) to award spousal support to Respondent. 


h. W Property rights be determined. 


i. D Petitioner's former name be restored to (specify): 


j. D Other (specify): 


D Continued on Attachment 7j. 


8. Child support-If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submission of financial forms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 


amounts at the "legal" rate, which is currently 1 O percent 


9. I HAVE READ THE RESTRAINING ORDERS ON THE BACK OF THE SUMMONS, AND I UNDERSTAND THAT THEY APPLY 


TO ME WHEN THIS PETITION IS FILED. 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Date: 06/05/13 :· , '\ 


Natache c. Goncalves Menezes -►----........ ~~--·-----------
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) OF PETITIONER) 


Date: 06/05/13 


Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 


NOTICE: Dissolution or legal separation may automatically cancel the rights of a spouse un other spouse's will, trust, 
retirement plan, power of attorney. pay on death bank account, survivorship rights to any property owned in joint tenancy, and any 
other similarthi_ng. It does not automatically cancel the right of a spouse as beneficiary of the other spouse's life insurance policy. 
You should review these matters, as well as any credit cards, other credit accounts, insurance polices, retirement plans, and credit 
repo~s to determine whether they should be changed or whether you should take any other actions However, some changes may 
require the agreement of your spouse or a court order (see Family Code sectio~:-· 231-235). 


=============== ;=: ==== :==== 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Nams. Sta/a Bar m,mber. and address}. 


~eill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 


TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619) 4 2 Q -16 Q FAX NO. (Optional): ( 619 ) 4 2 Q -1611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Op/Jona/) 


ATTORNEYFOR(NameJ: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
STREET ADDRESS: 50 0 Thi rd Avenue 
MAILINGADDREss: 500 Third Avenue 


c1TYANoz1PcooE: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
aRANCHNMIE: South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


REQUEST FOR ORDER 
D Child Custody 
D Child Support 
D Attorney Fees and Costs 


1. TO (name): Tim McDaniel 


D MODIFICATION D Temporary Emergency 
D Visitation Court Order 


UL) Spousal Support UL) Other (specify): 
Exclusive Use of Car 


FL-300 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


20 rninm:es 


2. A hearing on this Request for Order will be held as follows: If child custody or visitation is an issue in this proceeding, Family 
Code section 317 requ· es mediation before or at the same time as the hearing (see item 7.) 


3 Time: W Dept.: D Room: 


b. Address o court w same as noted above D other (specify): 


3. Attachments to be served with this Request for Order: 
a. A blank Responsive Declaration (form FL-320) 


b. D Completed Income and Expense Declaration (form 
FL-150) and a blank Income and Expense 
DecJmjion 


c. D Completed Financial Statement (Simplified) (form 
FL-155) and a blank Financial Statement (Simplified) 


d. D Points and authorities 


Date: 0 Co/I(/( 3 
Neill M. Marangi 


e. D Otr.u::,J,-,f'ttttt'lal.·tyJ: 


► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE) 


D 
4. 0 YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT AT THE DATE AND TIME LISTED IN ITEM 2 TO GIVE ANY LEGAL 


REASON WHY THE ORDERS REQUESTED SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. 


5. D Time for D service D hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 


6. Any responsive declaration must be served on or before (date): 
7. The parties are ordered to attend mandatory custody services as follows: 


8. D You are ordered to comply with the Temporary Emergency Court Orders (form FL-305) attached. 


9. D Other (specify): 


Date: JUDICIAL OFFICER 


To the person who received this Request for Order: If you wish to respond to this Request for Order, you must file a 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) and serve a copy on the other parties at least nine court days 
before the hearing date unless the court has ordered a shorter period of time. You do not have to pay a filing fee to file the 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) or any other declaration including an Income and Expense 
Declaration (form FL-150) or Financial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). 


Form Adopted for Mandatory Use 
Jud,cial Council of Califomia REQUEST FOR ORDER 


~--l-•e-ao&-fR-.-dul~2!~~----------=~-- .~ ... --~--~·=··~--
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


CASE NUMBER 


REQUEST FOR ORDER AND SUPPORTING DECLARATION 
W Petitioner D Respondent D Other Parent/Party requests the following orders: 


1. D CHILD CUSTODY D To be ordered pending the hearing 


FL-300 


a. Child's name and age b. Legal custody to (name of person who 
makes decisions about health, education, etc.) 


c. Physical custody to (name of 
person with whom child will live) 


d. D As requested in form D Child Ci.Jstody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 


D Request for Child Abduction Prevention Orders (form FL-312) 


D Children's Holiday Schedule Attachment (form FL-341 (C)) 


e. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 


(2) ordering (specify): 


D Additional Provisions-Physical Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (D)) 


D Joint Legal Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (E)) 


D Other (Attachment 1d) 


2. 0 CHILD VISITATION {PARENTING TIME) □ To be ordered pending the hearing 


a. As requested in: (1) D Attachment 2a (2) D Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 


(3) D Other (specify): 


b. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 


c. D One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now in effect. (Attach a copy of the orders if you 
have one.) The orders are from the following court or courts (specify county and state): 


(1) D Criminal: County/state: (3) D Juvenile: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 


(2) D Family: County/state: (4) D Other: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 


3. D CHILD SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 


a. Child's name and age b. D I request support based on the 
child support guidelines 


c. Monthly amount requested (if not by guideline) 
$ 


d. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 


N~tic~: The court is required to order child support based on the income of both parents. It normally continues until the 
child rs 18. You must supply the court with information about your finances by filing an Income and Expense Declaration 
~form FL:150) or a Finan_cial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). Otherwise, the child support order will be based on 
information about vour income that the court receives from other sources includino the other oarent 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


4. W SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 


5 - 0 :-. ,. 
'· . 0 v 


a. W Amount requested (monthly): $ reasonable c. D Modify existing order 
b. D Terminate existing order (1) filed on (date): 


(1) filed on (date): (2) ordering (specify): 
(2) ordering (specify): 


d. D The Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form FL-157) is attached (for modification of spousal or 
partner support after judgment only) 


e. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be attached 


5. D ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS are requested on Request for Attorney Fees and Costs OrderAttachment(form FL-319) or a 
declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be 
attached. A Supporting Declaration for Attomey Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-158) or a declaration that 
addresses the factors covered in that form must also be attached. 


6. D PROPERTY RESTRAINT D To be ordered pending the hearing 


a. The D petitioner C:J respondent D claimant is restrained from transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, 
concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether community, quasi-community, or 
separate, except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life. 


D The applicant will be notified at least five business days before any proposed extraordinary expenditures, 
and an accounting of such will be made to the court. 


b. D Both parties are restrained and enjoined from cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or 
changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, 
held for the benefit of the parties or their minor children. 


c. D Neither party may incur any debts or liabilities for which the other may be held responsible, other than in the 
ordinary course of business or for the necessities of life. 


7. W PROPERTY CONTROL D To be ordered pending the hearing 


a. W The petitioner D respondent is given the exclusive temporary use, possession, and control of the following 
property that we own or are buying (specify): 2011 Mazda 3 


b. D The petitioner D respondent is ordered to make the following payments on liens and encumbrances coming 
due while the order is in effect: 
Debt Amount of payment Pay to 


8. D OTHER RELIEF (specify}: 


NOTE: To obtain domestic violence restraining orders, you must use the forms Request for Order 
(Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-100), Temporary Restraining Order(Domestic Violence) (form 
DV-110), and Notice of Court Hearing (Domestic Violence) (form DV-109). 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache c. Goncalves Menezes 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim Mc Danie 1 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


FL-300 
CASE NUMBER: 


9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specify number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 
order shortening time because of the facts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 


10. [iJ FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify): 


D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose. 
The attached declaration must not exceed 1 o pages in length unless permission to file a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 


Tim and I have been married for over 8 years. When we married, I quit 


my job. The only job I've had during the marriage is the part-time job 


I have now at Victoria's Secret as a sales associate. Full-time 


employment is not available to me there. I work as many hours as I am 


given. I've been working at Victoria's Secret since March of 2010. 


Tim has a high-paying job overseas working for Cadell Construction. He 


made $166,558 in 2012. Tim financially supports me by paying all of 


our bills. Now that I'm filing for divorce, I suspect Tim will stop 


supporting me this way. 


I ask the court to award me temporary spousal support because I need it 


and Tim has the ability to pay it. 


The 2011 Mazda 3 is in Tim's name. I'm worried he will try to take the 


car from me, but I'll need it in order to work. 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 


Date: 06/11/13 


Natache C. Goncalves Menezes ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) - -~R~ OF APPLICANT] 


Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office or go to www.courts.ca.gov/forms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons With Disabilities and Response (form MC-41 O). (Civil Code, § 54.8.) 
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:;ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, • Bir, ,,umber, and address): 


~Nl!:ill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
tLaw Office of Neill M. Marangi 
2~9 Third Avenue 
Suite R 


~.~ula Vista, CA 91910 
~ ·: . TELEPHONE NO: ( 619 ) 4 2 Q - 1 6 Q 0 
, _-E-MAIL ADDRESS (Opt,onal): 


FL-150 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


~ ~ATTORNEY FOR Name· Na tache C. Gonca 1 ves Menezes II f~I I 7 
..,-..:1·, , I P 2: l J 


SUP_ERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
$- • 


~-1~ STREET ADDRESS: 500 Thi rd Avenue 
tt0:a MAILINGAODRESS. 500 Third Avenue 
(:-·f c1TYANoz1Pcooe· Chula Vista, CA ~1910 
i:~---. BRANCH NAME: South Count Re 1.onal Center 


-· @:{f.ETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: N~tache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 


~Employment (Give information on yourcurrentjob or, if you're unemployed, your most recentjob.) 
· .. ( a. Employer: Victoria's Secret 


Attachcopies b. Employer's address: 324 Horton Plaza, San Diego, CA 92101 
o( your pay c. Employer's phone number: ( 61 9) 2 3 6- 0 816 
stubs for last 
~'months 


,(bla'ck out 
isbcial 
. seturity 
n~riibers. 


d. Occupation: Sales Associate 


e. Date job started: 0 3 / 10 
f. If unemployed, date job ended: 


g. I work about 8 hours per week. 


h. I get paid $ 2 4 0 gross (before taxes) w per month D per week D per hour. 


(t(:]9u have more than one job, attach an 8½-by-11-inch sheet of paper and list the same information as above for your other 
jotil


1
• Write "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 


R• 
·.:-tA.ge and education 


·:· i My age is (specify): 32 
D No If no, highest grade completed (specify): ··.!?_. I have completed high school or the equivalent: [iJ Yes 


Number of years of college completed (specify): 5 
_Number of years of graduate school completed (specify): 


W Degree(s) obtained (specify): Physical Therapy 


D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 
I have: D professional/occupational license(s) (specify): 


D vocational training (specify): 


·:~ Tax Information 


·-.: ~·a. [iJ I last filed taxes for tax year (specify year): 2011 


.:;-;,b. My tax filing status is D single D head of household D married, filing separately 


w married, filing jointly with (specify name): Tim McDaniel 


I file state tax returns in w California D other (specify state): 


a:;-:-:,. 
I claim the following number of exemptions (including myself) on my taxes (specify): 2 


~J9" .... 


;t'.:..,Qther party's income. I estimate the gross monthly income (before taxes) of the other party in this case at (specify):$ 13, 8 7 9 
·
1 .This estimate is based on (explain): W-2 


/". ;(If you need more space to answer any questions on this form, attach an 8½-by-11-inch sheet of paper and write the 
,.-- _ question number before your answer.) Number of pages attached: 4 


· i:declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information contained on all pages of this form and 
-Qy attachments is true and correct. 


. tk 06111113 


il_JN..;,.:a::.~ t.=,:.;a=c~h~e~Cu•~G"'-=o~n=c~a...,l...:v~e._.s'--IM"4.e~n~e~z:,!:,e:.:.s'-------- ::..►------<::..~.:=::::ii1:i:::::!:::::::::=:d:..::..~.::::::::~:::..... ________ _ 
_:;~, (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF OECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
_RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


CASE NUMBER 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


Attach copies of your pay stubs for the last two months and proof of any other income. Take a copy of your latest federal 
tax return to the court hearing. (Black out your social security number on the pay stub and tax return.) 


5. Income (For average monthly, add up all the income you received in each category in the last 12 months 
and divide the total by 12.) Last month 


Average 
monthly 


a. Salary or wages (gross, before taxes) .................................................. $ __ -=1=9-=8-- ----=2--4;...;:;0--


b. Overtime (gross, before taxes} ...................................................... $ ___ ....,O __ -----=0-


c. Commissions or bonuses ..................................................... $ _____ 0 __ -----=0-


d. Public assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GA/GR) D currently receiving ............. $ ___ -=0-- -----=0-


e. Spousal support D from this marriage D from a different marriage ................... $ _____ 0_ -----=O-


f. Partner support D from this domestic partnership D from a different domestic partnership $ _____ 0-- _____ O_ 


g. Pension/retirement fund payments ................................................... $ ______ 0_ -----=O-


h. Social security retirement (not SSI) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ 0 _____ o_ 
i. Disability: D Social security (not SSI) D State disability (SDI) D Private insurance .... $ ___ __..O _____ O __ 


j. Unemployment compensation ........................................................ $ ______ 0 _______ O_ 


k. Workers' compensation ............................................................. $ ___ ---0 ________ O_ 


I. Other {military BAO, royalty payments, etc.) (specify): ...................................... $ ___ _.O ______ 0_ 


6. Investment income (Attach a schedule showing gross receipts less cash expenses for each piece of property.) 


a. Dividends/interest .................................................................. $ _____ 0 ________ 0_ 
b. Rental property income ............................................................ $ ___ .... 0 _____ 0--
c. Trust income ..................................................................... $ _____ 0 ________ O __ 
d. Other (specify): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ __ ___,.;;0 ______ ....,;:0;.._ 


7. Income from self-employment, after business expenses for all businesses ............... $ _____ 0 ________ 0_ 
I am the D owner/sole proprietor D business partner D other (specify): 


Number of years in this business (specify): 


Name of business (specify): 


Type of business (specify): 


Attach a profit and loss statement for the last two years or a Schedule C from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
social security number. If you have more than one business, provide the information above for each of your businesses. 


8. D Additional income. I received one-time money (lottery winnings, inheritance, etc.) in the last 12 months (specify source and 


amount): 


9. D Change in income. My financial situation has changed significantly over the last 12 months because (specify): 


10. Deductions Last month 


a. Required union dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $ O 
b. Required retirement payments (not social security, FICA, 401 (k), or IRA) .................................. $ 0 


c. Medical, hospital, dental, and other health insurance premiums (total monthly amount) ...................... $ 3 9 9 
d. Child support that I pay for children from other relationships ........................................... $ O 
e. Spousal support that I pay by court order from a different marriage .................................. $ _____ 0_ 
f. Partner support that I pay by court order from a different domestic partnership ............................. $ ___ ..,.O_ 
g. Necessary job-related expenses not reimbursed by my employer (attach explanation labeled "Question 10g'1 ... $ ___ """'O_ 


11. Assets Total 


a. Cash and checking accounts, savings, credit union, money market, and other deposit accounts ............... $ 1 O O 


b. Stocks, bonds, and other assets I could easily sell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ Q 


c. All other property, W real and W personal (estimate fair market value minus the debts you owe) . . $ 21 O, 4 9 2 
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FL-150 
, ~~TITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


--RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
CASE NUMBE 


-_ -~,;.-,-
aQ)THER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


.. ~ following people live with me: 


How the person is That person's gross Pays some of the 
household expenses? A e 


Francelino 14 


related to me? ex: son) monthl income 


Daughter $-0-


0 
0 


0 
0 


0Yes w No 


□ Yes D No 


0Yes D No 


0Yes D No 


0Yes D No 


:~~~age monthly expenses UL] Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 


_-,_.Hom~: 


D Rent or w mortgage ....... $ 2,187 
h. Laundry and cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ --------'5=-0=---
i. Clothes ......................... $ ------'2=-0 __ 0=--


If mortgage: 


(a) average principal: $ ----=5-=4-=4- j. Education .. QQ11l~fl.i,qq~ ......... $ _____ 7:..,;0 __ 0_ 


(b) average interest: $ ----=l...._,..a,6 __ 4 __ 3 __ k. Entertainment, gifts, and vacation ..... $ ______ 4:.,;S_o_ 


Real property taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ______ 5=2==3- I. Auto expenses and transportation 


Homeowner's or renter's insurance (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, etc.) ..... $ ______ 6=-0-0 ___ 
(if notincluded above) ........ , ..... $ 277 m. Insurance (life, accident, etc.; do not 


13 9 
include auto, home, or health insurance)$ ______ o_ 


Maintenance and repair ............ $ ____ ...,;;;.; ___ _ 


~-t-f~alth-care costs not paid by insurance ... $ _____ .aa.6.aa.O_ 
n. Savings and investments. . . . . . . . . . . . $ ______ o_ 
o. Charitable contributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ _;::.O_ 


-
0 


p. Monthly payments listed in item 14 
· :.'f.f hild care · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $ (itemize below in 14 and insert total here) $ ____ ___,;2;;;..;:;;.5_ 


~-*-: ~~ 
\~roceries and household supplies ........ $ _____ 6=--=-3=0- q. Other (specifyJ.P.~t;.. J!1.~1:l.r:~tl.G~ .... $ _____ 4.....,_0_ 
:~~tingout ........................... $ ____ ~2...,2=5- ______________________ _ 


_ tilities (gas, electric, water, trash) ....... $ ______ 3.._0......::..0_ r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) (do not add in 


·19":,-
.~:. 


the amounts in a(1)(a) and (b)) $ ___ ;;:a..6 "--'' S;::;;_l=-=-l _ 1 


:.:Telephone, cell phone, and e-mail ....... $ ______ 1=0-=5-
s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ _______ O_ 


'¥.tallment payments and debts not listed above 


For Amount 


Hour Fitness G mernbershi $ 


$ 


$ 


$ 


$ 


$ 


-)!orney fees (This is required if either party is requesting attorney fees.): O 
;:::-To date, I have paid my attorney this amount for fees and costs (specify): $ 0 
>: The source of this money was (specify): 


}-:-) still owe the following fees and costs to my attorney (specify total owed): $ 0 
{: ·My attorney's hourly rate is (specify): $ 0 


M. Marangi {Bar J167155} 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME O ATTORNEY) ► 


NCOMe-A'NDgEXPENSE:DECLARA TION 


Balance Date of last payment 


25 $ 0 current 


0 $ 0 


0 $ 0 


0 $ 0 
0 $ 0 
0 $ 0 


(SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY) 







PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Na tache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 


CASE NUMBER 


(NOTE: Fill out this page only if your case involves child support.) 
16. Number of children 


a. I have (specify number): children under the age of 18 with the other parent in this case. 


-~ .; ~---~·;,,. 


~:11 
b. The children spend O percent of their time with me and O percent of their time with the other parent. 


. ;~f,, ;~,~ (If you're not sure about percentage or it has not been agreed on, please describe your parenting schedule here.) 


17. Children's health-care expenses 
a. DI do D I do not have health insurance available to me for the children through my job. 


b. Name of insurance company: 


c. Address of insurance company: 


d. The monthly cost for the children's health insurance is or would be (specify):$ 0 
(Do not include the amount your employer pays.) 


18. Additional expenses for the children in this case Amount per month 


a. Child care so I can work or get job training ......................... $ 0 


b. Children's health care not covered by insurance ..................... $ _____ ..;;O_ 


c. Travel expenses for visitation .................................... $ _____ =0-


d. Children's educational or other special needs (specify below): .......... $ _____ ..::;O_ 


19. Special hardships. I ask the court to consider the following special financial circumstances 
(attach documentation of any item listed here, including court orders): 


Amount per month 


a. Extraordinary health expenses not included in 18b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ ..;;O_ 


b. Major losses not covered by insurance (examples: fire, theft, other 
insured loss} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ ~0-


c. (1} Expenses for my minor children who are from other relationships and 
are living with me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ =0-


(2) Names and ages of those children (specify): 


(3) Child support I receive for those children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ------=O~ 
The expenses listed in a, b, and c create an extreme financial hardship because (explain): 


20. Other information I want the court to know concerning support in my case (specify): 


FL-150 [Rev. January 1. 2007) 
INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATIOf'' 
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For how many months? . ·:~•f j 
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CO LOCATION DEPTID 'l03042-002974 
vss 00080 0008' 


VICTORIA'S SECRET 
Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Four Limffed Parkway 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068 


HR Direct l-866-473-4728 
Employee ID: 00001218271 
Exemptions Addl Amt Addl % 
Fed: S-00 
CA(W): S-00 


E.rnin1s Rate Hours This Period 
Regular 8.76 8.81 77 .18 
Holiday Work o.oo 
Meal Pay o.oo 
Store Closed 0.00 
OVT - FLSA o.oo 


Taxes 
Fed Withholdng o.oo 
fed MED/EE 1.12 
Fed OASDI/EE 4.78 
CA WHhhol dng o.oo 
CA SDI FTDI 0.77 


Year-to-Date 


893.35 
69.49 
8.76 


19.10 
1.28 


35.91 
14.38 
61.50 
o.oo 
9,92 


. .. . ....... . . .. ··::%.:hi;t!:\K <U.i.L:i:~Ji.~JX::;:,::~;:.:::<:~]ali .:f':: 
ns 


Earn:· "f ~. Statement 


Period Beginning: 
Period Ending: 
Advice Date: 
Advice Number: 
Batch Number: 


Page 001 of 001 
05/12/2013 
05/25/2013 
05/31/2013 
0006358465 
SPOH04001188 


NATACHE C, GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 Angler Place 
San Diego, CA 92154 


Other Benefits and 
Inforaatfon This Period Year-to-Datt 


Current Hours Worked Sullllftary 
Hours Worked 8.81 


P1fd TiNe Off SU11Ury 


Direct Deposft Sumary 
Trans Type Allount 
Deposit Che 70.51 
Net Check 0,00 


Meaaage 
Questions about your pay? 
Call HR Oirect 866-473-4728 


Brand Discount Card: 


Victoria's Secret Stores,._L-LC 
Cross Brands Discount: 30% 
Expires 06/15/2013 EMP ID 101218271 
NATACHE C, GONCALVES MENEZES 


C%X!2k&:9U<Oft"'~~ 


G 


NON-NEG.OTIABLE 


a: 
0 
<· 


ii 
~I 
T 







CO LOCATION DEPTID 002841-002784 
vss oooao ooo· 


VICTORIA'S SECRET 
Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Four Limfted Parkway 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43088 


HR Direct 1-866-473-4728 
Employee ID: 00001218271 
Exemptions Addl Amt Addl % 
Fed: S-00 
CA(W): S-00 


E1rnin1s 
Regular 
Holiday Work 
Meal Pay 
Store Closed 
OVT - FLSA 


Taxes 
Fed ~Hthholdng 
Fed MED/EE 
Fed OASDI/EE 
CA Withholdng 
CA SDI FTDI 


Rate 
8.76 


Hours 


3.96 


Thts Period 


34,68 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
o.oo 


0.00 
a.so 
2.15 
o.oo 
0.35 


Ye&r-ta-Date 


816.17 
69.49 
8.76 


19.10 
1.28 


35.91 
13.26 
56.72 
o.oo 
9.15 


Earr ~ _,,, ·, Statement 


Period Beginning: 
Period Ending: 
Advice Date: 
Advice Number: 
Batch Number: 


Page 001 of 001 
04/14/2013 
04/27/2013 
05/03/2013 
0006264433 
SPOH04001182 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 Angler Place 
San Diego, CA 92154 


Other Benefits and 
Infonaatfon This Period Ye1r-to-D1te 


. . . .. . ,, -:~ 


Fed Taxable Wages 34.68 914,80 


Current Hours Worked Sll'IIIAry 
Hours ~orked 3.96 


P•fd Time Off SU11Nry 


Direct Deposit SU11Nry 
Tr•ns Type Allount 
Deposit Che 31.68 
Net Check 0,00 


Meaaaae 
Questions about your pay? 
Call HR Direct 866-473-4728 


Brand Discount C•rd: 


Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Cross Brands Discount: 30% 
Expires 05/18/2013 EMP ID 101218271 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 


,•:, 


a 
C 
0 


i 


u. a: 
w 
J: 
~ 
< w 
l-


e2X1ZAl&:l'TCC~P_,-g~ '1 


NON-NEGOTIABLE 


025 
~1r11 r1 ,,•r 1\,\I t\ ,1lr•t ":' ·r'r, 111-,1,\1 1.1,,1.-;1 ,, 1 1..-,,,,,, .,;., ·•••- -•••·•· .... , •. ,· -







I> Ernp!cp lddbtion number (EIN) S . 
c Em~• n■ml, lddrw. 1t11UJP cod■ L 4-21701 , 


i~w~~rui~EF~oLORES, LLC 


1211 See lnsbuctions fa,, bcnc 12 


s 
12b 


12c 


12d 


"i'1i;Emi,1ayt9;;;;;;;;.;,,:iht;;-;:;;neme;;;;-and;;;:;jlnitial;;;;i1--"j-;1.ac;;;-;:ta1M:;;:---------;:;ss.iuff1. -il--
12


-. _JJ.. ____ _j 


NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 


Thanformdal\1111M,g..,,...,,..,to1N 
lrufflll~~-


1 wage 1 :npensatiol' · 


-~ .24 


S~wlglisandlpl· 
2891.24 


7 Social~ llpa 


11Nclnquallhd~ 


11 SIDI ~ f• A 17 State inalme 1u 11 Local wega, llpe, etc. 11 Local lllc0ml tax 


' ;2' ...... JnaJD .. __ 


114.90 


tWedcal'91D-.llllheif 
41,92 


. 13 


28,91 


---------- ----- ----- ----------
_ £arm !:/-2 Wage and Tax Stabtment 2012 __ De~nl Df the Treasury-Internal Revenue s«vtat __ 0MB # 154S-0008 _ _ _ _ _ Copy B To Be F1i.cf W!ttl ~•• FED£JW. Ta Rttum · 


• Ernplo)'N'a llrlt name and ~ LIit'-


NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 


p 


Suff. 


1:Z. 


! $ 
12b 


I 
12c 


t 
12d 


f 
12• 
! 


Copy 2 To Be Filed With 
E~'s STATE, CITY or 
L Income Tax Return 


Er ·,.:-·· -- lollCIJrtt\l 


1 w.,,,.. lipl, otlw ~ 
2891.24 


3 
Seda! 289 f.24 


5 Mediem'e W1091,anlf t1ps· 


2891.24 
., Scx:la lil8CUlfty tip& 


11 NonQualir,ed plats 


1,oit.l' 
CASOI 


~• &'llil 10 number 11 51111a MON, tips, 81c. 17 5111111 inalrne tax 
_ 414-2904-4 _ _ _ _ _ 2891.24 ____ _ 


11 Local wag,..,'ttps, etc. 1t l.ocal inalme tax 


2 Federli lnc:0mt tax wle'lhlld 
114.90 


'Soc:WaecuritftD~ 
121.43 


.. Mldfcn'aii wltnld 
41.92 


· a Aloadlld 11pa 


1D ~ an bllllltl 


28.91 


Form W•2 Wage and Tu Statllment 2012 Dep■ttmont of tlll Treaury-lnttmal Revenue Servi<le 0MB # 1545--0008 Copy 2 To Be Ried Wllfl ~·· 8TATI. CITY or LOCAL lnoome TIX Rttum 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -·- -- -- - - - - -


., SodaJ saaaty tips IAIDcaaldtlps 


• ~• l'nl name and lnillll Lall natN1 SUI!. 


0098423 01 AT D.374 **AUTO TSO 0823 821~4•581032 10 Dapenlenlan i.lllb 


WACHE C ~YES IENEZES 32 ERP E-ofi CA 2 54-5810 


• f ·-·-·· ~ Mantty 


11 S1a111 wages. tlpl. etc. 17 Slla!lt Income lllx 11 Local wages, tlpa, a1c. ,a 1..cc111 1na:me tax 
_ _j8_i1~-L ____ _ 


• !°'!!'~-~~~~'!_T~~~~-2- _ ~~~"!._lll!T~~~~- _ ~!•~~ _ ~Z!a_!,e!~~-~~••_!T~~C!!Y_r6~~!_n~--
b ldanllllcaticn numbs 12a See lnnuctions for box 12 1 Wages, Ups, 0lha' cu,4)eiulb, 2 Fldarll mc:on-e tax wtlnheld 
C ~ln■ml,~a,,dZJPcade 54•2170171 f 2891 ,24 114, 90 


~tCJO~+eifi~E~lfi~~ORES, LLC 12b s SocauaauMywegm 'So:W,i.~ 
RrootMeu~ OH 43068 f SMelbl'e=~.}! •~mdNld. 


2891.24 41.92 
-~tips 


• Emiilo,N'a ht l"lmM and initial · Lat nama SUff, 
0091423 01 AT 0.374 ••AUTO T8 0 0823 82154•&81032 10~onbenell!a 


NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 EMPLOYEE'S u O!hllr 


· CASDI 28.91 







'1l.r1'f B • -,... Be Filed with Employee's FEDEIIAL Tu Return. 


1 Employee's SSN 1~-~'corrc-uatlon 


142637.56 


~B N0.1545-008 


rtdtral illafflw tax wiolheld 


734l. 57 1"'1"-,~------' 3 Soda! MN!tyMga -4 Soda! r.1Cla1tyw withhlld 
Empjoyl,IDno.W~ 110100, 00 4624, 20 


63-0837971 
c ~• ram& lddresund ZIP mdt 


~ 0D0EL~NSTRUCTION CO., INC. MO LA N PARK DRIVE 
33~4- ItsAL 36109 


d Corlllal~ 


O)'W's I Nme 


TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92154 


FormW-2Wl9'1ndTaSQ111m1nt cClc 
nib ll1fonoNllon fl bang flmnd ID IN ltl!lrnal ~ S.W:. 


Copy 2 -To Be Filed .tth Employws State, 
Oty. or Loal lna,me Tax Return. 
1 ~ISSN 1 Wlg«s,·alha'~ 


142637. 56 


6 Medlen tu WI held 


2415.10 


Suff. 


D 
r.. ... 


D 11753.00 


DD 5761.92 
12c 


12d 


Oept.afTrna1ry-lRS 


OMS NO. 1 S45-<>0I 


2 federil l"lml'lt tll lMlhhcld 


7341. 57 
l":"-::'"-'!------3Sodl!Maatt,Mga -4 SodllMNfl)'Qlwith/ied 
b EmpqwlO~ 110100. 00 4624. 20 


63-0837971 
C En,pla,,,rsn.nc,~andl:JP 0Clde 


~8ELLLA CONSTRUCTION CO. , INC. 
MO GOON PARK DRIVE 
33~~ItsAL 36109 


d ComralNI.ITN 


TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 


Nffll 


SAN DIEGO, CA 92154 


, fmpic,yw111ddran1 ZP~ 


Form W-2 Wlgt and Tu 5lacitmn 


dps 


c0l2 


D 
I 


D 


2415.10 


-.. .... 
11753.00 


5761.92 


-------------------------------


Copy C - For EMPLOYEE'S RE' 0MB N0.1545-008 
~otlce to Employee on b,ck, ...!l:..:.•--------,~~-:-:-----~~~----1 
a ~•, SS>1 1 W1ga, 1ip1. ocher CDffiPINMIOl'I 2 Fedtnl lnc:«III 11X wllt'lheid 


142637.56 7341.57 
3 Sodal sewitywaQII 4 SodlJ MC.U11ywwllhhlld 


~b~~:--,--~-~~~=M.-----f 110100.00 4624.20 
s Medlc.ara~es 1nd tfpa 6 MedlcntlX d 


2415.10 63-0837971 166558.56 


C ~· name. ldd,-andZIP code 


CADDELL CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 
2700 LAGOON PARK DRIVE 
MONTGOMERY, AL 36109 
334-244-53.tlS 


d Control Numbtt 


TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 
S.AN DIEGO, CA 92154 


f Emolorw'1MidlftlandZJl'mde 


13 140tner 


t---i=-~~-~NQ DEF DED 12168.00 


D 


•• •* •••• 


D 11753.00 
, Code 


DD 5761. 92 
llic 


12d 


Form W-2 Waoe and Tu 5r.tarTW1t c Cl 2 Dtpt ofTrua,ry-lR'i 
"llu lnfonn,tjon 1$ bang fllnlshed 10 ltw I~ If )'OU _. requred ID Ille I tall l'ftn\ a negllotna 
penalty a ocher wnction may be I~ on you If d'lts lnairM 11 axabla n )IOU fall ta f'ISJClft It 


Co:,y 2 -To Be Alld with Employee's St3tt. 
Oty, or Loc:al lncom, Tu Ret\lm. 
I Empqw'15.SN 1 Wlgel. tlP', ~ ~ 


142637.56 


OM8 NO. 1 S4S-008 


2 F«Mnl IIICX)ffll !Dw4ltftld 


7341.57 
3 5ocY1 s«Yity MglS -4 Social sea.tty tD wi'lhnlld 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (NafTlfl, Slate Bar number, and address): 


Alan V. Ednmnds, Esq. SBN: 70736 
-The Edmunds Law Firm 


527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 


TELEPHONE NO,; (760) 634-7630 FAX NO, (Optional); (760) 634-6799 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 


ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIM MCDANIEL 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


c1rv AND ZIP CODE: Chula Vista, 9 J 910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 


MARRIAGE OF 


PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES :tv1ENEZES 


RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 


RESPONSE [X] and REQUEST FOR 
[X] Dissolution of Marriage 
D Legal Separation 
D Nullity of Marriage D AMENDED 


FL-120 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


Zn 13 !L'1·1'_ I J u .... - ,'~ :C: 00 


' ..... -·'. 
::;_.,~i1 ; . ;!. : __ _ : L _ 'I: . 


CASE NUMBER: 


OS 51030 


1. RESIDENCE (Dissolution only} [X] Petitioner D Respondent has been a resident of this state for at least six months and 


of this-county for at least three months immediately preceding the filing of the Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. 


2. STATISTICAL FACTS 


a. Date of marriage: 10/09/04 c. Time from date of marriage to date of separation (specify): 
b. Date of separation: 01/07/13 Years: 8 Months: 2 


3. DECLARATION REGARDING MINOR CHILDREN (include children of this relationship born prior to or during the marriage or 


ad°fX_°j during the marriage): 
a. There are no minor children. 
b. D The minor children are: 


Child's name Birthdate 89.§. Sex 


D Continued on Attachment 3b. 
c. If there are minor children of J!le Petitioner and Respondent, a completed Declaration Under Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction 


and Enforcement Act (UCCJEA) (form FL-105) must be attached. 


d. D A completed voluntary declaration of paternity regarding minor children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior 
to the marriage is attached. 


4. SEPARATE PROPERTY 
~ondent requests that the assets and debts listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment 4 
LXJ below be confirmed as separate property. 
Item Confirm to 


All property acquired prior to marriage by gift, inheritance, bequest. devise, Respondent 
or descent. All accwnulations and earings acquired after the date of separation, 
in addition to other separate property unknown at this time. Respondent 
reserves the right to amend this response upon further discovery. 


NOTICE: You may redact (black out) social security numbers from any written material filed with the court in this case 
other than a form used to collect chi Id or spousal support. 


Form Adopled lor Mandatory Use 
Judiclal Council of Caldornia 


FL-120 IRev, January 1, 20051 
RESPONSE-MARRIAGE 


(Family Law) 
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MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): CASE NUMBER: 


C-ONCALVES MENEZES V. MCDANIEL DS 51030 


5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 
a. D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 


b. [X] All such assets and debts are listed CJ ln Property Dedaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment Sb. 


[X] below (specify): 


Respondent anticipates all such assets and debts will be disposed of by written agreement. In the event such an agreement is not 
entered into, he will prepare a property declaration to enable an equitable line disposition of all community and quasi
community assets and debts. 


6. D Respondent contends that the parties were never legally married. 


7. D Respondent denies the grounds set forth in item 6 of the petition. 


8. Res
1


'in1ent requests 
a. dlssolutlon of the marriage based on d. 


(1) [X] irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code, § 2310(a).) 
(2) D incurable Insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b}.) 


b. D legal~aratlon of the parties based on 
(1) LJ irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) 
(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) 


c. D nullity of void marriage based on 
(1) D incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.} 
(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) 


D nullity of voidable marriage based on 
( 1) D respondent's age at time of marriage. 


(Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 
(2) D prior existing marriage. 


(Fam. Code, § 221 0(b).) 
(3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code, § 221 0(c).) 
(4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 
(5) D force. (Fam. Code, § 221 0(e).) 
(6} D physical incapacity. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(f).) 


9. Respondent requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 


a. Legal custody of children to ... ....... ........ ........ .......... ......... ........ ............... ..... ............ .... PeCJner Rejponldent Jt=J ~r 
b. Physical custody of children to ...................................................................................... D D D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to ....................................................................... ,................. D D D 


As requested in form: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341 (C) D FL-341 (D) D FL-341 (E) D Attachment 9c. 


d. D Determination of parentage of any children born to the Petitioner and Respondent [)ti to the marriage. 
e. Attorney fees and costs payable by............................................................................... D 
f. Spousal support payable to (wage assignment will be Issued} ....................................... D ~ 
g. 00 Terminate the court's jurisdiction (ability) to award spousal support to Petitioner. 


h. [X] Property rights be determined. 


i. D Respondent's former name be restored to (specify): 
j. [X] Other (specify): Memorandum on all contested Issues; leave to Amend Response. 


D Continued on Attachment 9j. 


10. Child support- If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submisslon of financial forms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 
amounts at the "legal" rate, which Is currently 10 percent. 


I declarefn~er penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that tho foregoing is true and correct. 


Date: 11 \q \ f3 
TIM MCDANIEL -►------1-+-lorL-~...-=;...;::...~~~-=-..:..---=-=--=---+-=-,;__:,__:...;l...,IL- trlvre 


(TVPE OR PRINT NAME) 


Date: 


Alan V Edmunds Esq OuJia Sz_afraniec Esq ► 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 


The original response must be flied in the court with proof of service of a copy on Petitioner. 


Fl-120 [Rev. January 1, 20051 RESPONSE-MARRIAGE 
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MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): CASE NUMBER: 


GONCALVES MENEZES V. MCDANIEL OS 51030 


5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 
a D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 


b. [X] All such assets and debts are listed D in Property Declaraffon (form Fl-160) D in Attachment Sb. 


[X] below (specify): 


Respondent anticipates all such assets and debts -will be disposed of by written agreement. In the event such an agreement is not 
entered into, he will prepare a property declaration to enable an equitable line ctisposition of all community and quasi
community assets and debts. 


6. D Respondent contends that the parties were never legally married. 


7. D Respondent denies the grounds set forth in item 6 of the petition. 


8. Respondent requests 
a. [X] dissolutlon of the marriage based on d. D nullity of voidable marriage based on 


(1) [X] irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) (1) D respondent's age at time of marriage. 
(2) D Incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) (Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 


b. D lega~aration of the parties based on (2) D prior existing marriage. 
(1) LJ irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) (Fam. Code,§ 2210(b).) 
(2) D Incurable Insanity. (Fam. Code, § 231 0(b).) (3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code, § 221 O(c).) 


c. D nullity of void marriage based on (4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 
(1) D Incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.) (5) D force. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(e).) 
(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) (6) D physical Incapacity. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(f}.) 


9. Respondent requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 


a. Legal custody of children to .... ............... ....... .. ..... ..... .................. ..... ..... ......... ... .. ......... Peon er Res[::=:rertt 
b. Physical custody of children to ... ................................. ........................ .......................... D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to ... . .... .............. ..... ...... ... .... ... .................... ... ... .... ..... .. ......... D D 


As requested inform: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341(C) D FL-341(0) D FL-341(E) D 


~: ~rn~:~=~~i~~~~~~:sp;~~~~;~~~-~~~-~-~~~~~~~-~~~~--t-~ .. t-~-~-~~~~~~-~~-~~-~-~~~:.~:~~nt p~rl to the mc3ge. 


f. Spousal support payable to (wage assignment will be issued) ....................................... D D 
g. [X] Terminate the court's jurisdiction (ability) to award spousal support to Petitioner. 


h. [X] Property rights be determined. 


i. D Respondent's former name be restored to (specify): 
j. [X] Other (specify): Memorandum on all contested Issues; leave to Amend Response. 


D Continued on Attachment 9J. 


Joint Other 
DD 
DD 


D 
Attachment 9c. 


10. Child support- If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submission at financial torms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 
amounts at the "legal" rate, which ls currently 10 percent. 


~::~la1rq [illy of perjury under the laws of the Stale of Calffornia that the foregoing is true and correct. "' 


TIMMCPAt:lJEI ► ::-sl ~t½U_:') 
(TVPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF AESPONDENTI 


Date: 


Alan v fnrouods Er,q /JuJja Szafraoit& Esq ► 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAK) (SIGNAlURE OF ATTORNEY FOR RESP()ltDENn 


The original response must be filed in the court with proof of service of a copy on Petitioner. 


FL·f20IRev.J11nuary 1,2005) RESPONSE-MARRIAGE 
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FL-335 
ATTORNEY OR PARTY IMTHOVT ATTORNEY (Name, Sista Bar numbor, and addrass)· FOR COURT USE ONLY 


~Ian V. Edmunds, Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. SBN: 70736 / 256783 
The Edmunds Law Firm 


527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 


Encinitas, CA 92024 
TB.EPHONE NO. (760) 634-76)0 FAX NO (Optional). (760) 634-6799 2013 .. :Ui.. 2 3 ° 3: o 7 


E-MAIL AOORESS (Ophon1Q; 


ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIJv1 MCDANIEL 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN uu:.uu 
STREET ADDRess: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRess: 500 3rd Avenue 


aTY ANo ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, 9191 0 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL 


CASE NUMBER: 


DS 51030 


HEARING DATE: 


HEARING TIME: 


DEPT.: 


NOTICE: To serve temporary restraining orders you must use personal service (see form FL-330). 


(If eppllcable, provide): 


1. I am at least 18 years of age, not a party to this action, and I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing took 
place. 


2. My residence or business address is: THE EDMUNDS LAW FIRM 
527 ENCINTAS BLVD., SUITE 100 
ENCINTAS, CA 92024 


3. I served a copy of the following documents (specify): CONFORMED COPY FILED JULY 11, 2013: 
1. RESPONSE AND REQUEST FOR DISSOLUTION OF MARRJAGE. 


by enclosing them in an envelope AND 
a. CJ depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 
b. [X] placing the envelope for collection and mailing on the date and at the place shown in item 4 following our ordinary 


business practices. I am readily familiar with this business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for 
mailing. On the same day that correspondence is placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of 
business with the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 


4. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follows: 


a. Name of person served: MS. NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES C/O l'vlR. NEIL M. MARANGI, ESQ. 
b. Address: LAW OFFICE OF l\1EIL M. MARANGI 


259 THIRD AVENUE, SUITER. CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 
c. Date mailed: 7/15/13 
d. Place of mailing (city and state): ENCINTAS, CA 


5. CJ I served a request to modify a child custody, visitation, or child support judgment or permanent order which included an 
address verification declaration. (Declaration Regarding Address Verification-Postjudgment Request to Mod;fy a Child 


Custody, Visitation. or Child Support Order (form FL-334) may be used for this purpose.) 


6. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California tha7t~e foregoing ·s true and correct. 


Date: JULY 15, 2013 ► \ 
JOY SALMON ----+lt---i--t----,L~~------------


Form Approved for Optional UH 
Judicial Counol ot Callornia 


FL,335 [Rev. January 1. 201~] 


(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 


PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAI, 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Slate t:JBr number, and address)" FOR COURT USE ONLY 


$/~ 
FL-115 (l It.-


_Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R •:',.//_i , .1 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 - ·!. /q 


TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619 ) 4 2 0 -1 6 Q FAX NO (Oplional). ( 619 ) 4 2 Q -1611 ' · ,'--; 


t-E-~-~rr-:-~-~-,:-:-F~-:-~N-:-rn;-'~::_o_:-~-:-t-,Fc_o_:-:-,A-~-~-o-~-N-~-~-~-:-1-~_e_a_~-~ .... : .... :-:-z-o_e_s _______ _,: .. ; ;i ('.,t-i Aj{,_!/(-l~·-·· ~ 
STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 O Third Avenue ., 
MAILING ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 


c1TYANoz1Pcooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 


PROOF OF SERVICE OF SUMMONS 
CASE NUMBER" 


05~1(Q)D 
1. At the time of service I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I served the respondent with copies of: 


a. w Family Law-Marriage: Petition-Marriage (form FL-100), Summons (form FL-110), and blank Response-Marriage 
(form FL-120) -or-


b. D Family Law-Domestic Partnership: Petition-Domestic Partnership (form FL-103), Summons (form FL-110), and 
blank Response-Domestic Partnership (form FL-123) 


-or-
e. D Uniform Parentage: Petition to Establish Parental Relationship (form FL-200), Summons (form FL-210), and blank 


Response to Petition to Establish Parental RelaUonship (form FL-220) 
-or-


d. D Custody and Support: Petition for Custody and Support of Minor Cht1dren (form FL-260), Summons (form FL-210), and 
blank Response to Petition for Custody and Support of Minor Children (form FL-270) 


.. and 


e. W (1) D Completed and blank Declaration Under 
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and 
Enforcement Act(form FL-105) 


(2) w Completed and blank Declaration of 
Disclosure (form FL-140) 


(3) w Completed and blank Schedule of Assets 
and Debts (form FL-142) 


(4) W Completed and blank Income and 
Expense Declaration (form FL-150) 


2. Address where respondent was served: 


5 352-- -A ~v- T'iace 


3. I served the respondent by the following means (check proper box): 


(5) D Completed and blank Financial Statement 
(Simplified) (form FL-155) 


(6) D Completed and blank Properly 
Declaration (form FL-160) 


(7) w Request for Order (form FL-300), and blank 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order 
(form FL-320) 


(8} UL] Other(specify): :3rr . .!.l.J' L=•,: ce.:ti:i.:~te :f 


Assignment; Notic~ of Case Assignment; 
Notice of Hearing 


a. w Personal service. I personally delivered the copies to the respondent (Code Civ. Proc.,§ 415.10) 


on (date): 7 / 0 / 1.D ( ~ at (time): 7 ~ ':) .3 pry, 
b. D Substituted service. I left the copies with or in the presence of (name): 


who is (specify title or relationship to respondent): 


( 1) D (Business) a person at least 18 years of age who was apparently in charge at the office or usual place of 
business of the respondent. I informed him or her of the general nature of the papers. 


(2) D (Home) a competent member of the household (at least 18 years of age) at the home of the respondent. I 
informed him or her of the general nature of the papers. 


Page 1 of 2 


Five, 


@ 


Form Approved for Op11onaI Use 
Judicial Council of California 
FL-115 [Rev. July 1, 2012) 


PROOF OF SERVICE OF SUMMONS CodeofC1vU Procedure.§ 41710 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT A TT':.RNEY (~Tn'1. State. .Jmber. end address); 


Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 
TELEPHONE NO.: ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q - 1 6 Q Q ;: AX NO. . ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q - 1 611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS 


ATTORNEYFOR(NemeJ: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 


STREET ADDRESS 500 Third Avenue 
MAILJNGADDREss: 500 Third Avenue 


c1TYANoz1PcooE: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME: South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/PARlY: 


DECLARATION REGARDING SERVICE OF DECLARATION OF 
DISCLOSURE AND INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 


W Petitioner's w Preliminary 


D Respondent's D Final 


1. I am the CK] attorney for w petitioner D respondent in this matter. 


. -
,.' ·,f, 'c1f:°~·cl") :\j•~,;/>\·: ;_:/ 


CASE NUMBER: 


OS 51030 


2. w Petitioner's D Respondent's Preliminary Declaration of Disclosure (form FL-140), current* Income and Expense 
Declaration (form FL-150), completed Schedule of Assets and Debts (form FL-142) or Community and Separate Properly 
Declarations (form FL-160) with appropriate attachments, all tax returns filed by the party in the two years before service of the 
preliminary disclosures, and all other required information under Family Code section 2104 were served on: 


W the other party UL] the other party's attorney by D personal seNice D mail 
[Ju Other (specify): PDOD personally served on the other party on 07 /03/13. Tax 
returns served by mail upon the other party's attorney on 07/18/13. 
on (date): 07 /03/13 and 07 /18/13 


3. D Petitioner's D Respondent's Final Declaration of Disclosure (form FL-140), current* Income and Expense Declaration 
(form FL-150), completed Schedule of Assets and Debts (form FL-142) or Community or Separate Property Declarations (form 
FL-160) with attachments, and the material facts and information required by Family Code section 2105 were served on: 


D the other party D other party's attorney by D personal service D mail 


D Other (specify): 


on (date): 


4. D Service of D Petitioner's D Respondent's D preliminary D final declaration of disclosure 
D current income and expense declaration has been waived as follows: 


a. D The parties agreed to waive final declaration of disclosure requirements under Family Code section 2105(d.) 
(Form FL-144 may be used for this purpose.) The waiver D was filed on (date): 


Dis being filed at the same time as this form. 


b. D The party has failed to comply with disclosure requirements, and the court has granted the request for voluntary waiver of 
receipt under Family Code section 2107 on (date): 


c. D This is a default proceeding that does not include a stipulated judgment or settlement agreement. Petitioner waives final 
disclosure requirements under Family Code section 2110. 


*Current is defined as completed within the past three months providing no facts have changed. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 5.260.) 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoinQ.J.:iHH~1-1.1 


Date: 07 /18/13 


Neill M. Marangi ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 


NOTE: File this document with the court. 
Do not file a copy of the Preliminary or Final Declaration of Disclosure or 
any attachments to either declaration of disclosure with this document. 


FormAdoptedforMandatoiyUse DECLARATION REGARDING SERVICE OF DECLARATION OF 
e==---.kirtlClal.coua.o1.c.a.u(Qr.01A.=== 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, State Bar number. and address). 


,_ Alan V. Edmunds, Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. SBN: 70736 / 256783 
The Edmunds Law Firm 
527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 


TaEPHONE NO.: (760) 634-7630 
E,MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 


FAX NO. (Optional): (760) 63 4-6799 


ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIM MCDANIEL 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING AOORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


c1rv AND z1P cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES l\1ENEZES 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARTY: 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 


HEARING DATE: TIME: DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 


AUGUST 5, 2013 1:45 PM 17 


1. CJ CHILD CUSTODY 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 


2. CJ CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 


3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I consent to guideline support. 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 


(1) CJ Guideline 
(2) CJ Other (specify): 


4. [X] SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 


FL-320 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


P "). n, 
..)• .. , 


CASE NUMBER: 


DS 51030 


c. CJ I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 


Fonn Adopted for Mandatory Ur.e 
Judicial Council of California 
FL-320 [Rev. July 1. 2012] 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 
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PETITIONERJPLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES lvIBNEZES 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARlY: 


5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


8. [X] OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 


CASE NUMBER 


DS 51030 


c. 0 I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 


9. 0 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 


[X] Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 


PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TlM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 


NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form OV-120). 


FL-320 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct. 


Date: JULY Z Z ,2013 Signature Via Facsimile 
TIM MCDANIEL ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF DECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARTY. 


5 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order 


6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested 


c. D I consent to the following order 


7 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b D I do not consent to the order requested 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


8. D[I OTHER RELIEF 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 


CASE NU.IJ.l!Ol 


DS 510:lO 


c. LJ I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRl::NTLY HEREIN. 


9 0 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 


PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION Of RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTIJY HEREIN. 


NOTE: To respond to domestic violence reslraining orders requested rn the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-120). 


FL-320 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct 


Date JULY Z. l .20 I 3 


TIM MCD -\NTEI ► 
RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER Pili!CI 2o(2 







1 Julia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 


2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. I 00 
Encinitas, California 92024 


ZU/3 ,./UL 23 P 3: OT 3 (760) 634-7630 
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13 


Attorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 


In Re: 


Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


Petitioner, 


) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
) MCDANIEL, IN OPPOSITION OF 


14 v. ) PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER 
) 


15 Tim McDaniel ) 
) 


16 Respondent ) Date: 8/5/2013 
) Time: 1 :45 p.m. 


17 


18 


19 


20 


) Dept.: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 


--------------) 


I, TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 


21 1. I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years. 


I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 


on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 


would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


I. 
BACKGROUND 


2. Petitioner, NAT ACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 


3. 


separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 


Petitioner filed for dissolution on June I 3, 2013. 


DECLARATION OF TIM McDANIEL 0"37 
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10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


4. 


5. 


6. 


7. 


8. 


II. 


EXCLUSIVE USE OF CAR 


Petitioner has requested exclusive use of our car, which was purchased by me and is titled 


solely in my name. 


I consent to Petitioner's use of the car, but request the court order Petitioner assume title 


and insure the vehicle in her name. 


During the past two (2) years Petitioner has been involved in two (2) serious, at-fault 


collisions; one September 2011 causing nearly $10,000 in damages, and another October 


2012 resulting in a total loss of the vehicle. I should not be to forced to continue to face 


liability for Petitioner's reckless driving. 


III. 


SPOUSAL SUPPORT 


I ask the court order guideline spousal support, with credit to me for all support provided 


since the filing of this action. 


In calculating the guideline amount, I request the court impute Petitioner the income she 


should be earning as a physical therapist. She has completed the five (5) year degree 


program but remains under-employed because I have always paid all of her expenses. In 


the past she has told me she has no intention of contributing financially. (Please see 


Exhibit ~'A" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and 


Wages) and (Please sec Exhibit "B" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Jobs, 


Employment in San Diego, CA) 


23 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 


24 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 


25 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 


26 
Dated: _:i(, \,\.. \ 


27 


28 


Signature Via Facsimil 


TIM McDANIEL 
Respondent 
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4. 


5. 


6. 


7. 


8. 


If. 


EXCLUSIVE USE OF CAR 


Petitioner has requested exclusive use of our car, which was purchased by me and is titled 


solely in my name. 


I consenl to Petitioner's use of the car 1 but request the court order Petitioner assume title 


and insure the vehicle in her name. 


During the past two (2) years Petitioner has been involved in two (2) serious, at-fault 


collisions; one September 20 l l causing nea.rly $10,000 in damages, and another October 


2012 resulting in a total loss of the vehicle. l should not be to forced to continue to face 


liability for Petitioner's reckless driving. 


III. 


SPOUSAL SUPPORT 


I ask the court order guideline spousal support, with credit to me for all support provided 


since the fi]jng of this action. 


In calculating the guideline amount, I request the court impute Petitioner the income she 


should be caming as a physical therapist. She has completed the five (5) year degree 


program but remains under-employed because I have always paid all of her expenses. ln 


the past she hac, told me she has no intention of contributing financially. (Please see 


Exbibit "A" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and 


Wages) and (Please sec Exhibit ''B'' Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Jobs, 


Employment in San Diego, CA) 


23 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 


24 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 


25 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 


26 


27 


28 TlM McDANIEL 
Respondent 


DECLARATION OF TIM McDANIEL 







Julia Szafraniec, Esq, (256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 


2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Suite 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 lO I 1 Jl 2] p 3: I 0 


3 Telephone: (760) 634-7630 


4 


5 Attorney for Respondent, TIM McDANIEL 


6 


7 


8 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 


9 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


In RE: ~ Case No. D~S 16e444 1)S SlO~c) 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES M 


PETITIONER, 


V 


TIM McDANIEL 


RESPONDENT. 


) 
) NOTICE OF LODGMENT AND 
) LODGMENT OF DOCUMENTS 
) 
) 
) Date: 8/5/2013 
) Time: 1 :45 p.m. 
) Dept: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 
) 


NOTICE IS HEREIN GIVEN that Respondent, TIM McDANIEL, intends to lodge the following 


exhibits for the above-captioned matter. 


1. Exhibit HA," Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and Wages. 


2. Exhibit "B," Physical Therapist Jobs, Employment in San Diego, CA. 


Dated: JULY 22, 2013 


Respectfully Submitted, 


The Edmunds Law Firm 


j 


\ '._.,l \. l '- l.t.: 


Al Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. 
Att spondent, Tim McDaniel 


NOTICE OF LODGMENT AND LODGMENT 







ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Stale Bar 11Umbar, arxi address): 


_JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 


THE EDMUNDS LAW FIRM 
527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 


TELEPHONE NO. (760) 634-7630 
E·MAIL ADDRESS (Optional}. 


SBN: 256783 


FAX NO. (Optional): (760) 634-6799 


FOR COURT USE ONLY 


ATTORNEY FOR (Name)." TIM MCDANIEL '• · 
1----------------------------------.,.i.i._, ;\ti :.,; __ '.~ . 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


arv AND 21P coDe: Chula Vista 9191 0 
BRAACH NAME South Countv Rel?ionaJ Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


REQUEST FOR ORDER CJ 
D Child Custody CJ 
D Child Support CJ 


MODIFICATION 
Visitation 
Spousal Support 


CJ 


[X] 


Temporary Emergency 
Court Order 
Other (specify): Exclusive 


CASE NUMBER: 


DS 51030 


D Attorney Fees and Costs Use, Possesion of house i!l Brazil 


1. TO (name): NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 


FL-300 


2. A hearing on this Request for Order will be held as follows: If child custody or visitation is an issue in this proceeding, Family 
Code section 31 0 requi es mediation before or at the same time as the hearing (see item 7.) 


b. Address o court other (specify): 


3. Attachments to be served with this Request for Order: 


a. A blank Responsive Dedaration (form FL-320) 
b. D Completed Income and Expense Declaration (form 


FL-150) and a blank Income and Expense 


~. rec,aTion 


k n.1. \ \'_-,_•.,_l 
Date: 


JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 


c. D Completed Financial Statement (Simplified) (form 


FL-155) and a blank Financial Statement (Simpliffed) 
d. D ~oints and authorities 


e. D ;'6,er (specify): 


► i ·1 \' ,.·l· \1 ·J1. l .1') J l \ \,\_L,1_ · - 1 \I, ,l, j · ''- • · '-' 


CJ COURT ORDER \ I -· 


4. 0 YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT AT THE DATE AND TIM~ LISTED IN ITEM 2 TO GIVE ANY LEGAL 
REASON WHY THE ORDERS REQUESTED SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. 


5. D Time for CJ service CJ hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 


6. Any responsive declaration must be served on or before (date): 
7. The parties are ordered to attend mandatory custody services as follows: 


8. D You are ordered to comply with the Temporary Emergency Court Orders (form FL-305) attached. 


9. D other {specify): 


-·, ---~ -· -1· :.:.-> -·. ..,'"I c-1 ,... -:~~ 
'.::i· C !.~ '' '?. !'·< ~ ~~ ~ r,:;· ;::.t ~~t ·1'~, 


JUDICIAL l'"\'iFICER ~!. It i') ~~ ~~ ( ,) lt,I (~ ~\:: 


Date: 


~-1 · !:~ ~ • r•r 1-<t ''I• -• .._~ 


To the person who received this Request for Order. If you wish to respond to this Request for Or.deij~you•.p,lf~t filfa .3 _. . .--- ·-7· ~I 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) and serve a copy on the other parties· at l_east· rii~•~ cotlrt day.S _·; 1 ~~ 
before the hearing date unless the court has ordered a shorter period of time. You do not have to pay ~1illn~ fee to fH~ tD~ ;;: .~:. ::; 
Responsive Declaration to Request forOrder(form FL-320) or any other declaration including an /ncome·ani:JExpense' ~- ;_:: c- ~,. 


Declaration (form FL-150) or Financial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). , ::J -;,:; ~-~-'. 
'-----------------------------------------------,----'--'-:--, ··•: ... I 


Form Adopted for Mandatory U5oe 
Judicial Council of Ca~fomiil 
FL-300 [ReY. July 1, 2012) 


REQUEST FOR ORDER 


Pa e:1 of4 : ,·· 


,;,, Fa~i_ly ~~,'~§ 2045, 210~., 6224 •.. _ ; :! 
•:. :, '.:· ·6226, d320-:8326, 6380-6383 · , , , 


•-~-; ~O\le~r,n~~.t.Code, § 26826 . . fff-% 







PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM' MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/PAR1Y: 


CASE NUMBER 


DS 51030 


REQUEST FOR ORDER AND SUPPORTING DECLARATION 


D Petitioner [X] Respondent D other Parent/Party requests the following orders: 


1. 0 CHILD CUSTODY C=:J To be ordered pending the hearing 


FL-300 


a. Child's name and age b. Legal custody to (name of person who 
makes decisions about health, education, etc.) 


c. Physical custody to (name of 
person with whom child will live) 


d. D As requested in form D Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 
D Request for Child Abduction Prevention Orders (form FL-312) 
D Children's Holiday Schedule Attachment (form FL-341(C)) 


e. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 


D Additional Provisions-Physical Custody Attachment (form FL-341(D)) 
D Joint Legal Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (E)) 
D Other (Attachment 1 d) 


2. 0 CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) CJ To be ordered pending the hearing 


a. As requested in: (1) c=J Attachment 2a (2) CJ Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 


(3) CJ Other (specify): 


b. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 


(2) ordering (specify): 


c. D One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now in effect. (Attach a copy of the orders if you 


have one.) The orders are from the following court or courts (specify county and state): 


(1) D Criminal: County/state: (3) C:J Juvenile: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 


(2) D Family: County/state: (4) CJ Other: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 


3. D CHILD SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 


a. Child's name and age b. CJ I request support based on the 
child support guidelines 


c. Monthly amount requested (if not by guideline) 
$ 


d. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 


Notice: The court is required to order child support based on the income of both parents. It normally continues until the 
child is 18. You must supply the court with Information about your finances by filing an Income and Expense Declaration 
(form Fl-150) or a Financial Statement (S/mplifled) (form FL-155). Otherwise, the child support order will be based on 
information about your income that the court receives from other sources, including the other parent. 


Fl-300 [Rev. July 1, 2012j REQUEST FOR ORDER 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
-RESPONDENTfDEFENOANT: TJM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


CASE NUMBER. 


DS 51030 


4. 0 SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 


a. D Amount requested (monthly): $ c. c=J Modify existing order 
b. D Terminate existing order (1) filed on (date): 


( 1) filed on (date): (2) ordering (specify): 
(2) ordering (specify): 


FL-300 


d. D The Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form FL-157) is attached (for modification of spousal or 
partner support after judgment only) 


e. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be attached 


5. D ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS are requested on Request for Attorney Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-319) or a 
declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be 
attached. A Supporting Declaration for Attorney Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-158) or a declaration that 
addresses the factors covered in that form must also be attached. 


6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT [=:J To be ordered pending the hearing 


a. The c=J petitioner [=:J respondent D claimant is restrained from transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, 
concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether community, quasi-community, or 
separate, except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life. 


D The applicant will be notified at least five business days before any proposed extraordinary expenditures, 
and an accounting of such will be made to the court. 


b. CJ Both parties are restrained and enjoined from cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or 
changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, 
held for the benefit of the parties or their minor children. 


c. CJ Neither party may incur any debts or liabilities for which the other may be held responsible, other than in the 
ordinary course of business or for the necessities of life, 


7. D PROPERTY CONTROL c=J To be ordered pending the hearing 


a. CJ The petitioner c=J respondent is given the exclusive temporary use, possession, and control of the following 
property that we own or are buying (specify): 


b. CJ The petitioner CJ respondent is ordered to make the following payments on liens and encumbrances coming 
due while the order is in effect: 
Debt Amount of payment Pay to 


8. [X] OTHER RELIEF (specify): 


EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESJON OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI Bl AN CHI, GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 


NOTE: To obtain domestic violence restraining orders, you must use the forms Request for Order 
(Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-100) 1 Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence) (form 
DV-110), and Notice of Court Hearing (DomesUc Violence) (form DV-109). 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES lVIBNEZES 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


CASE NUMBER. 


DS 51030 


FL-300 


9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specify number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 


order shortening time because of the tacts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 


10. [X] FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify): 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. ( You may use Attached Declaration (form MC·031) for this purpose. 


The attached declaration must not exceed 10 pages in length unless rermission to file a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 


PLEASE SEE ATTACHED DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HERElN IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER 


I declare rder renalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 


~:~~~~ ► Signature Via Facsimile 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT) 


Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office or go to www.courts.ca.gov/forms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons \Mth Disabilities and Response (form MC-410). (Civil Code,§ 54.8.) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES !vrENEZES 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANTEL 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


FL-300 
CASE ~JUMOcR: 


DS 51030 


9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specif',! number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 


order shortening time because of the facts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 


10. 00 FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify)" 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. ( You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose. 


The attached declaration must not exceed 10 pages in length unless permission to ffle a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 


PLEASE SEE /fff ACHED DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HEREIN IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER. 


I declare un1er Pf nalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoirg is true and correct 


Date; \Ol\ei\y'?, . rvlCh 
TIM MCDANIEL ► ~ ~ J 


(TYPE OR PRll'IIT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT} 


Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office orgo to www.courts.ca.govlforms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons IMth Disabilities and Response (fomi MC-410) (Civil Code, § 54.8 ) 
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Julia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 


2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, California 92024 ZDl3 OCi 23 /~ 1


~: I , 
3 (760) 634-7630 
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Attorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 


In Re: 


Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


Petitioner, 
v. 


Tim McDaniel 


Respondent 


) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST 
FOR ORDER RE: EXCLUSIVE USE AND 
POSSESSION OF HOUSE IN BRAZIL 


Date: I /z-zj llf 
Time: 13 ·-tt'~/tJll1 
Dept.: 17 
HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ ______________ ) 


1. 


2. 


3. 


I, TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 


I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years. 


I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 


on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 


would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 


I. 
BACKGROUND 


Petitioner, NAT ACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 


separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 


Petitioner filed for dissolution on JW1e 13, 2013. 
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2 EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESSION OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI BIANCHI, 
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4. 


5. 


6. 


7. 


8. 


9. 


GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 


Prior to my meeting Petitioner, I had purchased a preconstruction price condo in 


Australia. In 2003, I closed on the property which Petitioner knew about and then I sold 


the condo in December 2004 for a profit of approximately $103,000. (Please see Exhibit 


"A" which will be lodged with the court) This money was put into a Bank of America 


Savings CD that I had prior to marriage and had only my separate funds in it. 


I withdrew the profits out of the Savings CD acquired from the Australia property and 


wired it to Petitioner to purchase the house in Brazil which cost approximately $100,000. 


(Please see Exhibit "B" which will be lodged with the court) 


In order to purchase any real estate in Brazil if you are a non-resident you must obtain a 


CPF (Cadastro das Pessoas Fisicas) number. This is an Individual Taxpayer Registry 


which is mandatory for individuals residing abroad who own properties and investments 


in Brazil subject to public registration. (Please see Exhibit "C" which will be lodged 


with the court) 


The foreign applicant for a CPF must bring an international identity document. The best 


document for this purpose is the foreigner's passport. If the document offered is NOT the 


passport AND is not in Portugese, the foreign applicant may be required to submit an 


official translation of the docwnent, which would cost about thirty dollars and is only 


available from a small and obscure society of government certified translators. The 


simplest approach is to present one's passport when applying for a CPF. 


Unlike Brazilians, foreigners must wait for a mailed invitation from the Receita Federal 


Branch of the government to arrive at their place of residence and the foreigner must 


appear at an appointment at Receita Federal which is functionally like the US IRS. A 


half-hour interview is then held and an interviewer will enter the applicant's basic 


biographical and professional information into the Federal database. 


Since it may take 15 days to a month for the invitation to arrive and the interview to be 


held, applying for a CPF is not a procedure that casual one-time tourists to Brazil will 
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find feasible or time-effective. A week or more after the interview at the Receita Federal, 


the foreigner should receive his CPF in the mail at the address provided to the Receita 


Federal during the application interview. 


This house was purchased when I was working overseas in September 2005. I only 


viewed the house by photos and could not apply for a CPF in Brazil or a Brazilian 


Consulate in the USA. Petitioner had also told me that she had called the Receita Federal 


and that the processing was taking anywhere from 3-5 months because they were so 


behind. As I was working overseas I would not be in Brazil. I did not personally walk 


into the house until December of 2005. 


Petitioner said we needed a bigger house because we were living in a one bedroom 


apartment in Brazil at the time, that I had also purchased with my separate property, and 


her daughter was getting bigger while Petitioner attended school. 


I was not in Brazil and Petitioner's constant requests to get a bigger place finally led me 


to transfer my separate money acquired from the sale of my property in Australia from my 


Bank of America CD into a joint HSBC account and Petitioner, who is a Brazilian 


resident, was able to purchase the property. 


Over the years, we developed many problems in our relationship including but not limited 


to physically and mentally abusive behavior on the part of Petitioner. In 2012, I finally 


obtained my CPF and I requested that Petitioner add my name to the property. (Please 


see Exhibit "D" which will be lodged with the court). Petitioner outright refused. 


I have supported Petitioner the entire duration of marriage including supporting her 


daughter who is not my biological child. 


In 2010, when taking my Electronic Questionnaire for Investigations Processing for my 


security clearance when asked about residence information I reported that I owned this 


property in Brazil. (Please see Exhibit "E" which will be lodged with the court). This 


property is my separate property. I purchased my property in Australia prior to ma1Tiage 


with my money and the money from the sale was in my separate account and never co


mingled. Any property acquired by either spouse before marriage, and any rents, issues, 


and profits from such property, are ordinarily the separate property of the acquiring 


___ )_ 
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3 


4 


spouse under California Family Law Code § 5.10. It is completely traceable to separate 


property funds and Petitioner has zero interest in the property. My current contract with 


my employer is ending and I am unsure as to what my future employment status will be. 


5 16. As such, I respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 


6 


7 


8 


separate property in Brazi I. 


I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 


9 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 


10 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 
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TIM McDANIEL, Respondent 
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2 


3 


4 


spouse under California family Law Code§ 5.10. It is completely traceable to separate 


prope1ty funds and Petitioner has zero interest in the property. My current contract with 


my employer is ending and I am unsure as to what my future employment status will be. 


5 16. 


6 


As such, 1 respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 


separate property in Brazil. 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


I declare under penalty of perjury and the lan·s of the state of California that 


foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 


stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 


Dated: / Z -0(..t - 1 3 ---------....__~, -- ~[bcDJ) 
TIM McDANIEL, Respondent 
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,, THE ED~MUNDS LAW FIRM FOR COURT USE ONLY - ALAN \J. EDMUNDS, ESQ. SBN: 70736 
527 ENCINITAS BLVD., SUITE 100 EtJCrlTAS, CA 92024 


Attorney For: 11'""' {Y)( \'JClYitf 
TELEPHONE NO.:(t 0) 634-7630 FAX NO. (Op/iona/J:(760) 634-6799 


E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 


SAN DIEGO SUPERIOR COURT- SOUTH BAY FAMILY 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 THIRD AVE. 
MAILING ADDRESS; 


CITYANDZIPCODE:CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 


BRANCH NAME: DOMESTIC BRANCH ZOIJ ~r-· ? ~ U1.1 l - .., ,~, C· ,· l I 


PLAINTIFF(nameeachJ: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MANEZES ti.. 


DEFENDANT(name each): TIM MCDANIEL 
CASENY~-~Ri 1::-::".·: ·:·I:.;·_~·: / 


· · .. ··· · ·oss·1030 '· ' J\3)< 
HEARING DATE: TIME: DEPT.: Ref No. or File No.: 


PROOF OF SERVICE 08/05/2013 01:45 pm 17 MCDANIEL, TIM 


AT THE TIME OF SERVICE I WAS AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE AND NOT A PARTY TO THIS ACTION, AND 
I SERVED COPIES OF THE: 


V 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER; DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT TIM MCDANIEL IN OPPOSITION 
OF PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER; NOTICE OF LODGTMENT AND LODGMENT OF DOCUMENTS 


NAME: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES C/0 NEIL MARANGI, ESQ. 


DELIVERED TO: PLACED DOCUMENTS IN MAIL BASKET- PER ATTORNEY'S INSTRUCTION 


DATE & TIME OF DELIVERY: 07/23/2013 
03:45 pm 


ADDRESS, CITY, ANO STATE: 259 THIRD AVENUE, STE. R 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 


MANNER OF SERVICE: 
Delivery to Law Office: Service was made by delivery to the attorney's office; or by leaving the document(s) with his clerk over 
the age of 18 therein; or with a person having charge thereof; or if there was no such person in the office, by leaving them 
between the hours of nine in the morning and five in the afternoon, In a conspicuous place in the office. ([CCP 1011 (1)] Or 
Service Upon a Party: Service was made by leaving the notice or other paper at the party's residence, between the hours of 
eight In the morning and six in the evening, with some person of not less than 18 years of age [CCP 1011(b)]. 


Fee for Service: 93. 95 
r;:::::J County: SAN DIEGO 
~ Registration No.: 1779 


Advanced Attorney Services, Inc. 
3500 Fifth Ave., Suite 202 
San Diego, CA 92103 
(619) 299-2012 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 
The State of California that the foregoing information 
contained in the return of service and statement of 
service fees is true and correct and that this declaration 
was executed on July 24, 2013. 


I ) 1J ./ 
/. :/./ // / 


Signature: '/'~\ f' / ,--1 
,·1 /. - , 


ALBERTO MADRID 


---~~PROOF-OF-HAND DELIVERY 
Or5:13977S1/CCP1011 982(a)(23l[New July 1, 1987) 







SUPERIOR co~.<T OF CALIFORNIA, COUN°l . OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH BAY DIVISION 


TO: 
NEILL M MARANGI 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
259 THIRD AVENUE, SUITER 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 


TIM MCDANIEL 


500 Third Avenue 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 


619-7 46-6200 


FILE COPY: 


2 NOTICES PREPARED 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES .. 
P-et1t1oner 


CASE NO: D85103 0 EXH 


vs. NOTICE OF HEARING 


TIM MCDANIEL 
Respondent 


Notice is given that the above-entitled case has been set for the reason listed below and at the location shown above. 
ALL INQUIRIES REGARDING THIS NOTICE SHOULD BE REFERRED TO THE COURT AND PHONE NUMBER LISTED ABOVE. 


TYPE OF HEARING 


Family Resolution Conference 11/06/13 Ol:45PM 


DEPT 


17 


NEILL M MARANGI (P) 
TIM MCDANIEL (R) 


Judge ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 


I certify that I am not a party to the above-entitled case; On the date shown below, I placed a true 
copy of the NOTICE OF HEARING in separate envelopes, addressed to each addressee shown above; each envelope was 
then sealed and, with postage theron fully prepaid, deposited in the United States Postal Service at: 
Chula Vista, California. 


j DATED: 06/17/13 BY: CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 


Site.ct Q-131 {Bey 10-96} NOTICE OF ~EARIN.Q __ 
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ATTORNEY OR PI\RTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Slate Bar number, a/Id address): 


_lJeill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 


TELEPHONE NO ; ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q -16 0 Q FAX NO. (Optional). ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q -1 61 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (OplJonal): 


ATTORNEY FOR (NameJ:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 


STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 
MAJL1NG ACOREss 5 00 Third Avenue 


crrv AND z1P cooE· Chu 1 a Vista , CA 9191 0 
BRANCHNAME. South Countv Reaional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY: 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 


FL-320 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


CASE NUMBER: 


OS 51030 
HEARING DATE. TIME: DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 


01/22/14 8:45 a.m. 17 


1. 0 CHILD CUSTODY 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 


2. 0 CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 


3. 0 CHILDSUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b.· D I consent to guideline support. 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 


(1) D Guideline 
(2) D Other (specify): 


4. 0 SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


Pa e 1 of 2 
F«m Adopted for Mandatory Use 


Judicial Council of California 
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- PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Na tache C. Goncalves Menez.es 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY: 


5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


8. W OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. Ci] I do not consent to the order requested. 


CASE NUMBER: 


OS 51030 


c. [iJ I consent to the following order: That the court denies the request. 


9. W SUPPORTING INFORMATION 


FL-320 


D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 


Please see the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 


NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-120). 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct. 


Date: 


Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 


Signature 
P.y Fac.simne 


(SIGNATURE OF DECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Nat ache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY: 


5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order. 


6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to ttie following order. 


7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 


c. D I consent to the following order: 


8. W OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [iJ I do not consent to the order requested. 


CASE NUMBER: 


OS 51030 


c. W I consent to the following order: That the court denies the request. 


9. W SUPPORTING INFORMATION 


FL-320 


D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 


Please see the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 


NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (fonn DV-120). 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Galifomia that the foregoing and alt attachments are true and correct. 


Date: o l{ OS' /rt 
Natache C. Goncalves Menezes ► (TYPE OR PRINT N.AAE) 


~-
(SIGNA ruff OECLARANT) 
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Neill M. Marangi 
Law Office ofNeill M. Maran!.!i 
259 Third Avenue. Suite R -


2 Chula Vista. CA 91910 


3 


4 Attorney for Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


10 


II 


12 


13 


14 


In re the Marriage ot: 
) 
J 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, ~ 
Petitioner. 


and 


) 
) 
) 


1s TIM MCDANIEL, 


J ., 
) 
) 


16 


17 


______ R_e_sp_o_n_d_e1_1t _______ ) 


Case No.: DS SI 030 


DECLARATION OF NAT ACHE C. 
GONCALVES MENEZES 


DATE: 01/22114 
Tl ME: S:45 a.111. 
DEPT: 17 


18 f. Natache C. Goncalves Menezes. declare as follows: 


19 I ask the court to deny Tim's rcqutst for exclusive use: '1t1d possession of the Brazilian 


20 property. Tim doesn't live there. Tim lives and works in Afghanistan. Thar Brazilian propeny 


2 t is occupied by my 14-year-o !d d:nrghter, my :nothcr. Ill)' best friend. my best friend ·s husband. 


n and my 2-year-old godson. Tim has never lived in the Brnzilian property. He says he wants it 


23 now only to try to hurt me by kicking out my family. 


24 Characterization of the Brnzilian property set'.111s like a trial issue. but Tim's claim that 


25 ifs his separate prope1ty is not true. The property is acwally my separate property. It is titled in 


26 my name alone. I've attached th~ trun:;laled deed th,H shows I [!Jone purch~sed the property in 


27 June of 2006. 


28 I I I I 
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Tim declares I was 5omelhrn plt1si~all:· ~nd mental I) ahusive tvward him. but it was the 


2 opposite. Tim is an alcoholic. V•/h\.n h~ get drunk, he started swearing. lost his temper. and 


3 later started the violence. The first time that he got violent with me was in December of 20 I I. 


4 when we were spending a vacation with my family and friends in my house in Brazil. On 


5 December 30, 2011, after Tim had been drinking al I day, he got drunk and I tried to make him 


6 stop drinking and I asked him to give me the beer. He refused, so I got a mirror and I told him I 


7 was going lo shmv him how he looked and that he was drunk so he took it away from my hands 


8 and was going to break the mirror on my head. [ stepped away and he just didn't do it because I 


9 said he was crazy and I was going to ~all the polic~. It was ver) late and everybody was in bed 


10 


II 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


and they could hear us fighting. but they don't know English so they didn't know what was going 


on. After that. I went to sleep and I locked the door bt!t\vecn lhe rooms so I and my friends 


would be safe through the night. The next day, because of so much drinking, Tim was still 


under the alcohol effect and h~ went to sleep in the bedroom unlil afternoon. A fler he woke up. 


he came to talk and said sorry c1nd he promised to never drink ug:.iin and said sorry for what he 


had done and the way he treated me:. Aft.er New Ye,tr's, I came back to San Diego with my 


daughter and Tim went back to work in Afghanistan. 


In July of 2012. Tim came back home to Snn Diego for vacation and started fighting 


again. He pushed me against the bedruom door) telling me he 1,,rns going to leave me and I 


should take care of myscl[ He wns treating me r~E!II) badly and being abusi\e with words and 


calling me bad names. On July 07. 2012. after gettlng drunk all night at a birthday party. Tim 


came back home and started a tight saying he was gl)ing to leave. and I said he should not go 


anywhere driving drunk. Suddenly, h~ pushed rric out of bed and when i got ba1.:k to it he got on 


top of me so mad and started to choke me and I couldn't belie"ve he was trying to kill me. I 


defended myself with my hand, smacking his fa~e and trying lo gd nv\:ay from him. With his 


strength on holding me. he broke my Nike \Vat~h. After l got away, he stood up and he kept 


screaming at me and trying to hit my face. I steppe<l back and he kept pushing me and he threw 


me to the ground. My daughter woke up ~md came to the door. worried, and wanted to call the I 
police. I told her not to call thr: polic<: because he was drunk and it was going to pass. I didn't 


1·0· :·.; . . ,. 
I .· i 
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want to call the police because I was worried that Tim was going to lose his job and they were 


2 going to take my daughter away because u f his violence with me. Tim looked at my daughter 


3 and said he was not her father, that he was her stepfather, and that he was going lo leave her I ike 


4 her biological dad did. He was so mean, and listening to that broke my heart. It was awful to 


5 see this and see my daughter scared. 


6 The next day, Tim said sorry for me and for my daughter and that he would never drink 


7 again. After that. in the same week, I went to the gym and left my daughter at home with him. 


s She called me without him knowing to tell me that he was drinking again and she was scared, so 


9 I had to go back home because I was worried about her. When I got there, I asked Tim why he 


10 was drinking again, and he said that it was just 4 beers to relax. So I got my phone and I started 


11 recording him and I said that I wanted to show him that he started to drink agaln and was 


12 breaking again his promise of stopping. !n this video (that I still have in my old phone and in 


13 my computer). Tim confirmed that ht choked me and he didn't know why I was still there after 


14 he tried to kill me. 


15 I was worried about my daughter because l ·didn't have any money saved or a job ihat 


16 could pay enough to support me and her. Afl:er a couple hours when he was sober, Tim said we 


11 should try to work things out and forget what happened. He went back to "'·ork overseas and I 


18 looked for psychological treatment to try to forget whac he did. From that day forward, I started 


19 to save money linle by little to leave the San Diego house to protect my daughter and to afford a 


20 lawyer to get a divorce. J couldn't forget what he did ~rnd I couldn't recover from all the pain. 


21 sent my daughter back to Brazil in June of2013 for her safety and I filed the divorce. 


22 Tim was personally serwd with the divorce papers on 07/03/13. That night. he called 


23 me many times wanting to talk to me. I said we could talk another day. The next day, he called 


24 me to ask me to come back and l told him it was over because of his violence. He promised 


25 never to do it again and to do things all different. He asked me to lorgi ve him and said he 


26 wanted me back. I told him I \Va11ted him a\.v:1y from m~. Tim then threatened that his lawyer 


27 was going to take care of it and he was going to quit his job just to not pay any spousal support 


28 He then also angril) said he was going to take my Brazilian house away. I told him justice was 


10. ~ . .. 
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going to be made and he could not hurt me anymore. 


2 aggression and violence and it was over. No more. 


I told him I would never forget his 


3 On 07/10/13, Tim flew to Brazil. On that day. he invaded my house, jumping over the 


4 walls because nobody was at home and he didn't have the key to my house. He went to my 


5 personal file in the garage outside and stole some papers and documents. The neighbor of the 


6 bllilding in front of my house saw everything and called my friend that was at work. After Tim 


7 received the divorce papers, he lost his mind and I think he was trying to get the title of my 


s house, but he didn't know it was here \Vith me in the States, so l'ni not sure what exact papers he 


9 took. That proves how dangerous and unpredictable he is. 


10 


11 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of CaJifornia that the 


12 foregoing is true and correct. 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


15 


26 


27 


28 


Dated: -------


$igt1ature 
8Y f ~~~5imHe 


NAT.ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
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1 going to be made and he could not hurt me anymore. I toJd him I would never forget his 


2 aggression and violence and it was over. No more. 


3 On 07/10/13, Tim flew to Brazil. On that day, he invaded my house, jumping over the 


4 walls because nobody was at home and he didn't have the key to my house. He went to my 


5 personal file in the garage outside and stole some papers and documents. The neighbor of the 


6 building in front of my house saw everything and called my friend that was at work. After Tim 


7 received the divorce papers, be lost his mind and I think he was trying to get the title of my 


8 house, but he didn't know it was here with me in the States, so l' m not sure what exact papers he 


9 took. That proves how dangerous and m1predictable he is. 


10 


11 I declare under penalty of perjury under the Jaws of Lhe Staie of California that the 


12 foregoing is true and correct. 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 
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24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Dated: 0 \ / o S/2..-01 l( 
NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 







L wt:gtote seatJ [Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103} {Signature} 
{Founded in 1951; Sao Paulo SecJion; Mt p qf the Notarial lnrernarional Union} 


[Embossed seal: "C,. .Jja Notary Public Office; [I/legible}''} 


OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 


DISTRICT OF GUARUJA- STATE OF SAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SAMPAIO 


HE 
1ST TRANSCRIPT 
BOOK: 1074 - PAGE: 171 


[Left margin text: "Federative Republic of Brazil"} 


[Right margin stamp: "Guarujti Real £stale Registry; Dr. Zulmira Euphrasia Muniz 
Sampaio; Officer; Bachelor Roberto de Jesus Giannella: Substitute Officer "J 


PUBLIC DEED OF SALE AND PURCHASE WITH 
ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS 


On the nineteenth (19th
) day of June (06) in the year two thousand and six (2006), in this city and 


district of Guaruja., State of Sao Paulo, at the notary office, before me, Clerk and Notary, appear the 


contracting parties, which are: as SELLERS- OSWALDO Luis CARDAMONE IERVOLINO, 


Brazilian, salesman, holding the Identification Card N° 8.222.963-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 


013.864.818-23, married with partial community property, under Law 6,515/77, to Christiane Lapoian 


Iervolino, Brazilian, psychologist, holding the Identification Card N° I 8.758.486-2-SSP/SP, and 


Taxpayer Identification N° 107.159.948-83, residing and domiciled in the Capital of Sao Paulo State, at 


430 Inhambu St.- suite 12, Moema, represented herein by their attorney-in-fact: Maria Lygia 


Cardamone, identified below, pursuant to the Power of Attorney issued on June 22; 2004, at the Sao 


Paulo 29th Notary Public Office, on book 532, page 291, which, with its updated certificate, is filed at this 


office on file 047, page 057; SONIA ANTONlA CARDAMONE IERVOLINO DE OLIVEIRA, 


business administrator, and her husband SERGIO ANTONIO DE OLIVEIRA, chemist, Brazilian, 


married with community of goods, under Law 6,515/77, pursuant to the Prenuptial Agreement dated 


November 9, 1990, issued at the Capital 4th Notary Office, on book 2137, page 161, registered under n° 


7,336 on Book 3 - Auxiliary Register of the Sao Paulo 4u1Office of the Real Estate Registry, holders of 


Identification Cards N° 7.387.498-X-SSP/SP and 8.130. I 65-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 


082.354.678-01 and 852.828.048-91, respectively, residing and domiciled in the Capital of Sao Paulo 


State, at I 62 Horacio Bandieri St.- Morumbi, herein represented by their attorney-in-fact: Maria Lygia 


Cardamone, identified below, pursuant to the Power of Attorney issued on June 22, 2004, at the Sao 


[Seal: Notarial lnJernalfonal Union (Founded in /948)} 
204 MARIO RIBEIRO ST 15rFLOOR- DOWNTOWN 
-- .. --=GUARUJA-SP ·ZIP'CODE 11410:t90' ·-··-· ~--=---


PHONE: 13-33471112 FAX; 13-33552970 0 61 
Valid lhrouohout the countrv Anv adulle<alions er"""'"'~ nr rnnri,fi,..,.1;nn,. '" 11->, • ...,.,. .. --, '"'-·"'-' 







Paulo 29
th 


Notary Public Office, on book 532, page 297, which, with its updated certificate, is filed at this 


office on file 047 page 058; and MARIA LYGIA CARDAMONE, Brazilian, divorced, housewife, 


holding the Identification Card N° 1.280.320-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 042.286.53 8-98, 


residing and domiciled in the city of Santos, State of Sao Paulo, at 66 Presidente Wilson Ave.- suite 3 l -


Gonzaga; as the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS: JOAO DOMINGUES COELHO, manager, and his 


wife MARTA LUCIA ALVES DA SILVA DOMINGUES, bank employee, Brazilian, married with 


community of goods, under Law 6,515/77, pursuant to the Prenuptial Agreement dated September 17, 


1980, issued at the Brasflia/DF rd Notary Office, on Book U-1, page 20, registered under n° 3,463 on 


Book 3 - Auxiliary Register of the Notary Office for the Brasilia-OF I 51 Real Estate Registry Office, 


holders of Identification Cards N° 470.146-SSP/DF and 593.158-SSP/DF, and Taxpayer Identification N° 


145.994.811-49 and 238.937.371-20, respectively, residing and domiciled in the city of Santo Andre, 


State of Siio Paulo, at 697 Coronel Seabra St.- suite 11 I - Vila Alzira; and as BUYER and ASSIGNEE


NATACHE CRJSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, Brazilian, single, of legal age, student, holding 


the Identification Card N°30.045.201-9-SSP-SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 218.647.928-17, residing 


and domiciled in this city and district of Guaruja, State of Sao Paulo, at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St. 


- Jardim Vitoria. Those present here, identified by the documents listed above, are recognized 


themselves, by me, the Clerk, and the Notary, who subscribes, which I observe and attest; and, by the 


contracting parties, each speaking in tum, declared the following: t) Pursuant to the public deed of 


purchase and sale with the institution of usufruct rights, dated August 7, 1980, Book 868ebp, page 286, 


and notarial act, dated February 1, 2005, Book 2919, page 283, both issued at the Sao Paulo 21 st Notary 


Public, for the price of Cr$750,000.00 and Cr$250,000.00 (Currency in force on 08/07/1980), registered 


under n° 07 (eight [sic]) and 08 (eight), in record n° 14,790 of the Guaruja Real Estate Registry, and by 


the own construction of improvements pursuant to Certificate of Occupancy n° 9891/82, issued by the 


Guaruja City Hall, dated December 19, 1979, process 15.058/2861 I/79, pennit n° 0 l 042/79 -


replacement permit n° 0631/81 from 07/22/1981, the SELLERS, at that time with the marital status of 


single and married, respectively, became legitimate owners of the RESIDENCE AND ANNEXES 


UNDER N° 288 (TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-EIGIIT) ALBERTO OUATRINI BIANCID 


STREET, and the respective land made up of lot n° 18 (eighteen), block "D" at the Jardim Vitoria 


development, in this city, district and municipality of Guaruia, State of Sao Paulo, measuring 10 


meters facing Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St., with 35 meters front to back, on both sides, with the back 


having the same measurement as the front, encompassing the area of 350 square meters, bordered on one 


side by lot n° 17, with the other side having a boundary with the Jardim Josefina Estefno development, 


and on the back with lot n° 01, all on the same block. This property is registered by the Guaruja City Hall 
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[ llleg1ble seal} [Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103] {Signature] 
[Founded In J 95 ! ; Silo Paulo Section; Mf · of the Notarial International Union] 


[Embossed seal: "G.. .ljo. Notary Public Office; [Illegible]"] 


OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 


DISTRICT OF GUARUJA- STATE OF SAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SAMPAIO 


under n° 3-0136-018-000, with the Fiscal Year 2006 market value of R$210,331.22. 2) Pursuant to the 


deed cited in item I above, the SELLERS instituted the Usufruct of the mentioned property to their 


parents Oswaldo Miguel Gatti Iervolino and Maria Lygia Cardamone Iervolino, married at the time, under 


record n° 08 (eight), in the aforementioned file n° 14,790 of the Guaruja Real Estate Registry. 3) Pursuant 


to the marriage certificate issued on June 21, 2000, by the Officer of the Civil Register of Individuals -


I 1
th 


Sub district - Santa Cecilia - Sao Paulo- SP, on Book 8-065, marriage records, page 232, on the 


margin of record n° 12554, the consensual separation and later the conversion of the separation into 


divorce of the usufruct-granted parties was annotated, with the wife coming to be named Maria Lygia 


Cardamone. 4) On June 5, 1999, the usufruct-granted party Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino, passed away, 


according to the death certificate issued on June 15, 1999, by the Officer of the Civil Register of 


Individuals and Notary Public - I st Sub district - Headquarters - "Conceic;ao" - Campinas - SP, thus 


consolidating the entirety of the Usufruct in the name of Maria Lygia Cardamone. 5) Pursuant to an 


individual purchase and sale commitment agreement, dated January 23, 2006, unregistered, the herein 


SELLERS committed to sell to the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS, for the price of R$100,000.00 (one 


hundred thousand reais), paid-off, the property described and characterized in item l above. 6) The herein 


CONSENTING ASSIGNORS, by the present deed and in the best fonn of law, irrevocably transfer and 


assign, to the herein BUYER and ASSIGNEE, all their rights and obligations of committed buyers for 


the property described in item 1 above, for the price of R$220,000.00 (two hundred twenty thousand 


reais), previously paid in the national currency, counted and found to be exact, of which I attest; and, 


having received the said price in the form described above, the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS give a 


fu11, plain, and general release from payments and that they are made in full, with nothing more to receive 


or claim under any pretext, and promise to make this Assignment of Rights good, sound, and valuable for 


them, their heirs, or their successors, hereby transferring all rights, stakes, and possession they hold over 


the aforementioned property, and when and if they are called before any authority, they shall respond for 


legal eviction, declaring under civil and criminal liability, expressly under the penalties of law that: a) 


they are not subject to the requirements of the law governing the National Social Security Institute 


(INSS), as employers or rural producers; and b) there is no contentious action against the 


CONSENTING ASSIGNORS in relation to the property object hereof, which requires the presentation 


of the respective certificates under Article 1, paragraph 2 of Law 7,433/85, regulated by Decree n° 


93,240/86.7) This having been stated and the SELLERS having the property described in detail and 


characterized in item I above, fully free and unconstrained of encumbrance, taxes, or fees of any nature, 


including legal or conventional mortgages, in compliance with the individual purchase and sale 


commitment agreement cited in item 5 of the transfer done in item 6 above, through the present deed, in 


[Seal: Notarial /nternaJional Union (Founded in 1948)} 
204 MARIO RIBEIRO ST. 15TFLOOR - DOWNTOWN 
- .,~~'GUARUJA~sp~z,p CODe 1141 O~f90~~-0-6-3----=-


PHONE: 13-33471112 FAX: 13-33552970 







the fonn of law, with Oswaldo Luis Cardamone Iervolino, with the consent of his wife, sell the property 


to the herein BUYER at the full and total price of R$100,000.00 (one hundred thousand reais). The 


SELLERS declare that they have received these payments from the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS in 


the manner of the aforementioned instrument, of which I attest; and as the aforementioned price is fully 


received, they give the BUYER and ASSIGNEE full, general, and irrevocable release from payments 


and that they are made in full, with nothing more to receive or claim, transferring the entire possession, 


activity, domain, and rights that they have and exercise over the aforementioned property as owners, who 


were committed for themselves, their heirs, and their successors to make this sale good, finn, and 


valuable and when called before the authorities, to respond for the legal eviction, declaring under civil 


and criminal liability, expressly under the penalty of law, that: a) they are not subject to the requirements 


of the law governing the National Social Security Jnstitute (INSS), as employers or rural producers; and 


b) there is no contentious action against the SELLERS in relation to the property object hereof, which 


requires the presentation of the respective certificates under Article 1, paragraph 2 of Law 7,433/85, 


regulated by Decree n° 93,240/86.8) The BUYER and ASSIGNEE told me that she accepts this deed in 


all of its express terms and contents, and considers herself vested with the property acquired herein, 


becoming hers as it was deemed so by her and under the Law, undertaking to pay in a timely manner all 


taxes, fees, and other proportional tributes for the property object hereof; and the "inter-vivas" transfer 


tax (ISTI) dut: as a result of this deed to the Guaruja City Hall were collected on this date, in branch n° 


0156 of Banco Banespa S.A., through collection forms in the amounts of R$4,206.62 and R$4,400.00, 


respectively, of which one copy is filed at this office and the other shall accompany the first transcript 


hereof; she also declares that she waives for the SELLERS and CONSENTING ASSIGNORS the 


presentation of the respective certificates referred to in Article 1, paragraph 2 of Federal Law n° 7,433 


from December 18, 1985, regulated by Decree n° 93, 240/86, under which the Distinguished Sao Paulo 


State Court of Justice is granted the normative opinion, of 01/16/1986 and published in the Official 


Gazette from 01/17/1986, and the certificates of the Labor Court. The Declaration on the Real Estate 


Transaction is issued pursuant to the Normative Instruction from the Internal Revenue Secretariat. The 


contracting parties each make themselves responsible for any fiscal debts in arrears impacting on the 


property object hereof, and request that the Officer of the competent Real Estate Registry collect all 


necessary documents for this purpose, especially the following: a) registration of marriage of the sellers 


Oswaldo Luis Cardamone and Sonia Antonia Cardamon e Iervolino; b) registration of the consensual 


separation and divorce between Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino and Maria Lygia Cardamone Iervolino; 


c) the death certificate for Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino, consolidating the whole Usufruct for Maria 


Lygia Cardamone; and d) annotation for the building of residence n° 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St., 
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L Jl/eg1ble seal} {Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103] {Signature] 
(Founded in 195/; Siio Paulo Section: M •r of the Notarial International Union] 


[Embossed seal: "(, UJO Notary Public Office: [Illegible]"} 


OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 


DISTRICT OF GUARUJA-STATE OF sAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SANIPAIO 


pursuant to the Certificate of Occupancy n° 9891/82, issued by the Guaruja City Hall, dated 03/02/1982 


and the Debt Clearance Certification from the INSS under n° 037102005-21033020, issued on September 


2, 2005, pursuant to the blueprint duly approved by the Guaruja City Hall, dated December 19, 1979, 


process 15,058/28611/79, pennit n° 01041/79 - substitute permit n° 0631 /8 I from 07/22/198 I, with a base 


value of R$50,000.00 (fifty thousand reais), of modest level, with a SindusCon (Construction Union) 


value of R$162,987.20 (one hundred sixty-two thousand nine hundred eighty-seven reais and twenty 


cents) and the Property Registration Certificate was presented to me, as required by Article 1, Subsection 


IV of Decree n° 93,240/86, which was filed at this office in file n° 108 page 088. Finally, the contracting 


parties, previously identified, declare that they assume the consequences, civil and criminal liability for 


all documents they present and the declarations they make. And, in witness whereof, they ask me to issue 


this deed, which is done, read out loud, and found to be correct, they declare, deliver, accept, and sign, 


before me, the undersigned Clerk and Notary, expressly waiving the right to the presence of witnesses to 


this act, pursuant to provision n° 58/89 of the Distinguished Sao Paulo State Court of Justice, which is 


known to me and I attest. I, IDALCI DA COSTA FILHO, clerk, have written. I, STELLA MARIS 


SAMP AIO BRAGA, substitute of the Notary, have subscribed (undersigned).Duly signed by the 


parties mentioned nbove.(FEES R$2,343.52; INTERNAL REVENUE SECRETARIAT R$666.06; 


NOTARY UNION RS123.34; SAO PAULO WELFARE INSTITUTION R$493.38; SANTA CASA 


DE MISERICORDIA DE SAO PAULO R$23.44; COURT R$123.34; TOTAL AMOUNT


R$3,773.08). Nothing to add. Transcribed immediately. On the date shown above. I, STELLA MARIS 


SAMP AIO BRAGA, substitute of the Notary, had this copy of the original typed, which I granted, 


subscribed, I attest, I sign in public and place my seal. 


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 


[Signature] 


[Stamp: "Guaruja Notary Public Office; Dr. Zulmira Euphrasia Muniz 


Sampaia: Notary: Bachelor Stella Maris Sampaio Braga; Substitute Notary"] 


[&al: Notarial /nJemaliona/ Union (Foundl!d in 1948)} 
204 MARIO RIBEIRO ST. 1STFLOOR - DOWNTOWN 


- -=~ ·GUARUJA~,SP·ZIP·cooE·11410-"f9""0 ___ 0_6_5 ___ _ 
PHONE: 13-33471112 FAX: 13-33552970 







Trusted.., 
T: 


'1 • 
., 't ~.~ rans1.ati0.u .. ~ 


September 20, 2013 


CERTIFICATION 


To Whom It May Concern: 


Deeds recorded at Book 1074, Page 171 and Book 441: Pages 119/122 of the Real Estate 
Registry of Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, were translated by a team of translators qualified to 
read and translate this material. 


The docwnents are accurately translated from Portuguese to English to the best of 
our knowledge and belief. 


Sincerely, 


TRUSTED TRANSLATIONS, INC. 


Liliana E. Ward 
Director of Operations 


County of Fairfax 
Commonwealth of Virginia 


The foregoing instrument was acknowledged and signed before me this 20th day of 
September, 2013, by Liliana E. Ward. 


HILDA M. APARICIO 
NOTARY PUBllC 


COMMONWEAlTH OF VIRGINIA 
MV COMMISSION EXPIRES FEB. 28, 2017 


COMMISSION I 35m8 


My commission expires vJC1w;,y , 







1 ulia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
he Edmunds Law Firm 


2 27 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
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ttorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 


Re: 


Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


Petitioner, 


Tim McDaniel 


Respondent 


) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) REPLY DECLARATION OF 
) RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL, IN 
) RESPONSE TO DECLARATION OF 
) PETITIONER 
) 
) 
) Date: 01/22/14 
) Time: 8:45A.M. 
) Dept.: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 


11---------------) 


1. 


I , TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 


I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years. 


I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 


on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 


would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 


I. 
BACKGROUND 


Petitioner, NATACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 


separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 


Petitioner filed for dissolution on June 13, 2013. 
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II. 


2 EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESSION OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI BIANCHI, 


3 GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 . 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Petitioner's declaration states that I do not reside at this property and that I live and work 


in Afghanistan. I have lived in Brazil from February l8, 2004 with Petitioner and her 


daughter. I purchased the apartment with my separate money as explained in my original 


declaration and then 1 also purchased the house. I have all my personal possessions, 


clothes, tools, photo's, and documents in my home in Brazil. I do not live in 


Afghanistan. 


I am currently completing my employment contract. Bia and Marcello Araujo have been 


occupying the house rent free since December 2008 when I asked them to move in to 


watch the house when I was able to have family status for a work contract. 


The documents that I have submitted in my previous declaration show that I transferred 


money from funds that were separate prope11y to purchase this house on July 2005 and 


the circumstances why I could not have my name on the Deed. The real estate contract 


documents were signed August 26, 2005 and the final purchase documents were signed 


September 10, 2005. After the final installment payment was made, Petitioner filed for a 


public deed while I was working overseas and unavailable. 


Petitioner is not able to refute any of the infonnation or proof that I provided to the Court 


because this property belongs to me. This is evidenced by the declaration she submitted 


through her counsel which does not address any relevant issues but is merely an attempt 


on her part to defame my character. 


I am not an alcoholic. The incidents as described by Petitioner on December 2011 are not 


accurate and moreover completely irrelevant to the determination of the ownership of this 


property. I was not drinking all day. We were at the beach and using the pool all day 


and I had a few beers around 1 0:00p.tn. Petitioner wanted me to go to bed, however, as I 


had just returned from Burundi, Africa and my body had not adjusted to the time zone yet 


I was not able to fall asleep. She got angry and approached me with a minor. I never 


threatened her with this mirror. She then locked me out of the bedroom and I slept on the 
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10. 


11. 


12. 


couch and eventually was able to sleep more in the bedroom when everyone awoke. I 


was tired due to jet lag. Petitioner was angry that J was no~ tired and that I had taken my 


wedding ring off and is now manipulating the facts of what happened. 


I have never been abusive towards Petitioner. To the contrary, she has assaulted me on 


three (3) different occasions July 5, 2012, July 7, 2012, and January 7, 2013. She has also 


been investigated for abusing her daughter by the San Diego Child Welfare Services. In 


July of 2012, when I returned from Afghanistan she was acting strange and was hyper


aggressive. We went to a birthday party where she left me with her daughter so she could 


go drink with her single friends. When we got home she slapped me, yelled at me, and 


eventually pinned me down to the floor. I yelled for her daughter to call 911 and 


Petitioner instructed her not to. There was no abusive behavior on my part ever. Any 


such claim is patently untrue. 


I have never threatened Petitioner with lawyers. I never said 1 was going to take her 


house because 1 have never considered it her house. This is my house. In addition, I 


never told her I would quit my job not to pay spousal support. Petitioner is blatantly lying 


to the court and has unclean hands. I work construction, when the job is complete you 


look for another job. 


Finally, it is true that I entered into my house to retrieve my personal documents. I had 


tried to contact the Arjuaros with no luck. After three (J) hours, I returned to the house 


where 1 proceeded to check the house to make sure everything was ok and I retrieved my 


personal documents. I sent the Araujo's an email explaining everything. l did NOT 


invade MY house. 


Petitioner's entire declaration is an attempt to disparage my character because she has no 


argument or proof that this property belongs to her. I ask that the Court look past her 


disingenuous response and look at the paperwork and the actions of both myself and 


Petitioner as it evidences that the property was purchased with my separate property 


money and the only reason Petitioner was involved was because I was overseas and the 


process for purchasing property in Brazil required us to proceed in the manner that I did. 
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13. As such, I respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 


2 separate property in Brazil. 


3 


4 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 


5 oregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 


6 tated under information and belief, and as to those matter, J believe them to be true. 
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ated: --------
Signature Via Facsimile 


TIM McDANIEL. Respondent 
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3 


4 


13. As such. I r~spcctfol!r rcque~t the: courl grnnc me exclu~ivo u:,;i: nnd possession ofmy 


separate prop1.my in Brazil. 


I dcdnre under penalty of pcrJttr)· and the laws of the state of CaJifornfa that 


5 foregoing is true and cnrrccl to my own J)(!r·sonal k11 O\Ylc<lgc, cx<.~epl as to those mutw1• in be 
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THvl fvkl.JANIEL, R1.!:-.pondcn1 
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1 JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#2S6783 
LAW OFFICE OF MA ITHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE L L p 


2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 ' · · · 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


3 (760) 931-1981 


Attorney for Respondcn~ TIM MCDANIEL 
s 


6 


7 


8 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


NATACHEC. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 


Petitioner, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Res dent 


Case No.: OS 5 I 030 


DECLARATION OF JULIA KAEMERLE 
REGARDING A TIORNEY'S FEES 


I 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 I, Julia Kaemerle, hereby state that I am an attorney, duly licensed to practice law 


15 In the State of California, and a member in good standing of the State Bar of California. I know 


16 the following to be bue, and if called upon as a witness, I could and would testify competently 


17 thereto. I am the attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, in this matter. 


18 2. Petitioner seeks an award of attorney fees against Respondent, based on Family 


19 Codes, §271, CCP §2023.010 (abuse of discovery process), and CCP §3294 (actual and 


20 exemplary damages). 


21 3. Petitioner is billed for attorney time at the rate of $285.00 per hour. Work 


22 pcrf onned by paralegals in this case is $150 per hour. 


23 4. I. together with my staff, have incurred approximately $59,000 in W\.lfk 


24 performed on this case to d1ile. This includes fees from the EdtnW\ds Law Finn~ L~w Otlice of 


25 Alexandra Mclnto~h. and Law Office of Matthew and Julia K11emerle, L.L.P. I have been the 


26 attorney of record throughout the: entire nultter. 


21 Ill 


28 
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27 
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28. 


from ttansfcrrin h 
g my oUsc to her attorney. 


• There is upwards of $J .soo . 
' Ul propeny f~~s l will have to pay. 


• ~~::o~; fc~~~or A~tomcy Eva BischotTwill be about 20"/4 of the value of the 
.. • Wt available to the Coun via CounCall should the Coun have 


questions about her fees on l/16/18. 


• I h~ve had to cover the costs to obtain translations of the Hra1.i lian processes 
which wzJl had up to several thousan~. 


Ill, 
RELJEf' REQUESTED 


J am respectfully requesting that the Coun award me all of the remaining stock 


(specifically Petitioner's Commu.aity Property portion) ba.scd on her behavior and Jclay in 


transferring this property to me d~spitc repeated Coun Order1 and direct commc:nrs by numerous 


Judicial Officers. 


29. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and CCP §3294 in 


amount of $30,000 for havm8 to continuously come before the Coun on this same is.sue and for 


her blatant disregard for Coun Orders. Toe request for the S30.000 is in addition to the Court 


awarding me all of the stock. If Petitioner continues to sec no consequence to hl!r conduct and 


repeated disobedience and dilircspcct to the Court her behavior will cc.mtinuc. 


I dee Jan under penalty of perJury the laws of the State of Cahfom1a that the: foreg~lm1' is 


true and con-cct. Executed this 10 day of January 2018. 


~, SCANNED 
SUPPLEMC:.NT AL OH'LAfv\ 1 ION Of• RJ·.Sf'( >Nl>l;N r, ·1 IM MU>MJ.t-,L, lN Sl.•l'l'OK l 01-' IU·.Ql1EST H>R 
Ok.Dl:.lt Rl:.: A1'101lNl:.Y H-.t-~ ANU S~N<.1 lUNS • l I 
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RECEIVED-FL 


2011 OCT -W A 10: ~S 


JULIA KAEMERLE, SB#2S6783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 


2 5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


3 (760) 931-1981 


4 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


s 


6 


7 


8 


9 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


11 


12 


13 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


Plaintiff, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Defendant 


14 L Tim McDaniel, declare: 


Case No.: OS .51030 VIA 


DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 


ORDER 


15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 


16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 


l 7 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 


18 


19 


20 
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28 


1. 


2. 


PETffiONER HAS STILL NOT TRANSFERRED THE PROPERTY IN 
BRAZIL AS ORDERED BY THE COURT. 


On August 4, 2017, Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of 


being in contempt of Court. Petitioner specifically violated an order to transfer the Braziliwi 


property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into my name. 


3. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the 


Court Order and transfer the property into my name by the Review Hearing previously set for 


August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 


4. Petitioner had not done so at the Review Hearing and instead provided a power o 


attorney which I had translated which allowed me use of the property but did not transfer the 
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2 


3 


property. In addition. she included that I would be responsible for her fees in Brazil for a lawsui 


she filed on the home and she awarded herself furniture. I am providing the translation for the 


Court. (Please see Translation lodged herein as Exhibit "A".) 
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5. The Court ordered that my attorney in Brazil provide Petitioner with instructions 


and a Power of Attorney so that the property could be transferred to me. (Please see Letter from 


Eva Bischoff with Instructions on transferring the property lodged herein as Exhibit "B"'.) The 


property was to be transferred within 30 days of the review hearing. The letter and instructions 


were provided to Petitioner's attorney via email and facsimile September 26, 2017. They were 


also mailed. My attorney has followed up with Petitioner's attorney and we hnve received no 


confinnation of Petitioner taking any action to transfer the property. 


6. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 


woman she could sell the home. This would cause irreparable harm. I would have no recourse 


and I have already spent a significant amount of funds to have this judgement enforced and 


because the property is in Brazil and my name is not on it it would be difficult if not impossible 


to seek assistance there. Eva Bischofrs letter attached hereto as Exhibit B explains this concern 


as well. 


7. It could not be made clearer to Pcti ti oner how she is to transfer the property so 


that she docs not continue to violate Comt Orders. I have complied with all requests made of me 


by the Court. There have been little repercussions for her consistent violation of orders and 


perjury. She has consistently shown that she thinks she knows more about the law than the 


Court. 


Ill 


Ill 


Ill 
Ill 


Ill 


Ill 
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ll. Prayer for Relief 


2 8. I am requesting that the Court make strict orders directing Petitioner (now that 


3 she bas very specific instructions along with a Power of Attorney) to transfer the property to me. 


4 9. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and §3294 in the 


s amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and for 


6 her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 


7 


8 I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 


9 true and conect Executed this day of October 2017. 


10 
V 


~r.iCJ~ 11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


2S 


26 


27 


28 


TimMcDamel, Respondent 
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PARTYWTHOUT ATTORNEY OR ATTORHEV: STATEBARH0:256783 
NAME: Julia Kacmcrle 
RRMNAME:l.aw Office of Matthew and Julia Kacmcrlc, L.L.P. 
STREET ADOftESS:5962 La Place Coun Ste J 65 
CITY: Carlsbad 
TB.EPI-ONENO,: 760-931-1981 
E-MAIL AOORESS: juJiaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 
ATTOANeV FOR(-,: 


sr ATE: CA 21P COOE: 92008 
FAX NO.: 760-931-1982 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MNUHG ADOReSS: 500 3rd A venue 
CITY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vi~ 9191 O 
BRANCH NAMe South Coun Re ional Center 


PETITIONER:Natachc C. Goncalves Mene2cs 
RESPONDENT:Tim McDaniel 


OTI-IER PARENT/PARTY: 


REQUEST FOR ORDER D CHANGE D TEMPORARY EMERGENCY ORDER 


D Child Custody D Visitation {Parenting Time) D Spousal or Partner Support 


,.._,, 
~ 
--.I 


:::.0 
0 rr; r, 
--t <i 
J 


r., -.C' < 
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)> CJ 
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OCT 5 2017 


lerk of the ~il..lf.1•:;!i:)1 LO 
By: B. Stidman e~ 


0 Child Support O Domestic Violence Order ffi Attorney's Fees and Costs OS 51030 


0 Property Control [X} Other (specify): Sanctions under fC 271. 2031. and 3294. 
Enforce Order to transfer Property 


NOTICE OF HEARING 


1. TO (name(s)): Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes and her attorney of record 
rn Petitioner D Respondent D Other Parent/Party D Other (specify): 


2. A COURT HEARING WILL BE HELD AS FOLLOWS: 


a Date: - \ Tima: : Dept: 17 D Room.: 
b. Address bf cou same as noted above 


3. WARNING to the person served With the Request for Order: The court may make the requested orders without you If you do 
not file a Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320), serve a copy on the other parties at least nine court days 
before the hearing (unless the court has ordered a shorter pertod of time), and appear at the hearing. (See form FL-320-INFO for 
more ;monnation.) 


(Forms EL·300:fNFO end DV-400-/NfO provide infonnation about completing this form.) 


COURT ORDER 
ft Is 0/'darod that: (1'0RCOU1UUSEONI.~ 


4. D Time D for service D until the hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 


5. D A Respomive Declaration to Request for Order (fonn FL-320) must be served on or before (dste): 


6. D The parties must attend an appointment for child custody mediation or child custody recommending counseling as follO\'.Y'S 
(specify dale, time, and location): 


7. D Tho orders in Tf1mporary Emergency (EX Parte) Orders (form FL-305) apply to this proceeding and must be personally 
served with all documenlB filed with this Request for Order. 


8. D Other (SPfJcify): 


Date: 


Fall'IMarptadlotr.talldabryUlo 
JudldaJCowd~CellDmia 
R."300 lRll'I. July 1. 201~ 


REQUEST FOR ORDER 


JUDICIAL OFRCSt 
PIQD1of4 


f1Udy C:000, §§ 2045, 2107, 8ZZ4, 
az28.~.~; 


001•1111'nM1'1 Codo, f 2882e 
Cal Rulm of Court, rule 5.92 


_ _. __ _ 
W!:Stlall'Dat6 FUIII~ 
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PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: . 


REQUEST FOR ORDER 


CASE...U.C~ 


OS 51030 


FL-3CO 


Nata: Place a mark~ in front of the box that applies to your case or to your request If you need more space, mark the box for 
"Attachment• For example, mark "Attachment 2a· to Indicate that the 11st of children's names and birtn dates oontinues on a paper 
attached to this form. Then, on a sheet of paper, list each attachment number followed by your request At the top of the paper, write 
your name, case number, and "Fl-300" a5 a titte. (You may use Attadied Declaration (form MC-031} for this purpo5e.) 


1. 0 RESTRAINING ORDER INFORMATION 
One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now In effect between (sp,scify): 
D Petitioner D Respondent D 01her Parent/Party (Attach a copy oflhe orders if you have one.) 


The orders are from the follO"Mng court or courts {spscify coLlnty and state): 


a. D Criminal: County/state (specify): Caae No. (if known): 


b. D Famlty: County/state (specify): Case No. (tf known): 


c. D Juvenile: County/state (sfHl(ify): Case No. (if known); 


d. D Other: County/state (specify): Case No. (if known): 


2. D CHILO CUSTODY D I request temporary emergency orders 
0 VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 


a. I request that the court make order& about the following children (specify): 
. D Legel Custody to (penon who CJ Physical CtJStodv_to (person 


Child'& Name Date of B1r1h decides: health, ecJucBlion. etc): with whom chitd /ives): 


c:J Attachment 2a 
b. D Toe orders I request for D child custody CJ visitation (parenting time) ere: 


(1) D Specified in the attached forms: 


CJ form FL-305 D Form FL-311 D Form fL-312 D EQJm.fL-341,c) 
D Esmn..E.~Ql CJ Form FL-341{E) D Other(specify): 


(2) CJ r.a rollOW8 (specify): D Attachment 2b 


c. The orders that I request are In the best interest of the children because (specify): D Attachment 2c 


d. D This is a change from the current order for D child custody D visitation (parenting time). 
(1) c::J The order for legal or physical custody we:, filed on (date): • Toe court ordered (specify): 


(2) D The visitation (parenting time) order was filed on (date): . The court ordered (specify): 


D Attachment 2d 


REQUEST FOR ORDER 
Page19'4 
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FL-30~ 


I 
PETITIONER:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT:rim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/PARTY: I 


CASSl«JMBER: 


OS 51030 


3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
(Note: An earnings assignment may be issued. See Income Withholding tor Support (fQrmJ:.~) 
a. I request that the court order chlld support as follows: 


Child's name and age D I request support for each chltd Monthly amount (S) requested 
based on the child support guideline. (If not by guideline) 


b. D I went to change a current court order ro, child support filed on (dsts): 
CJ Attachment 3a 


The court ordered chlld support as follows (specify): 


c. I have completed and filed with this Request for Order a current lncoms and Expense DBclarstion {form FL-150) or I filed 
a current Financial Statomant (Simplified) {form FL-155) because I meet the requirements to file form FL-155. 


d. The court should make or change the support orders because (specify); D Attachment 3d. 


4 0 SPOUSAL OR DOMESTIC PARTNER SUPPORT 
(Note: An Earnings Assignment Ord6r For Spousal or Pettner Support lform fb::435) may be issued.) 


a. D Amount requested (monthly): $ 


b. D I want the court to D change D end the current support order filed on (date): 
The court ordered S per month for support. 


c. D This request is to modify (change) spousal or partner support after entry of a judgment 
I have completed and attached Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form Fl-157) or a dedaration 
that addresses the same factors covered in form FL-157. 


d. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expen3a DtJcJarat/on (fonn FL-150} in support of my request 


e. The court should should make, change, or end the support orders because (spscify): D Attachmeo..tA!,. 


5 [&] PROPERTY CONTROL D I request temporary emergency orders 


a. The D petitioner m respondent D other parent/party be given exdusive temporary use, possession, and 
control of tho following property that we D own or are buying D lease or rent (specify): Pct is still In violatioa or 


lhc order lo transfer the home in Brazil. She wu held in contempt OD 8/4/17. Pet w:u ordcmi then 1111d 8/29/1710 innsfcr the property. I 
requesl 1he Court ordar her IO toke 1ho Power nr Atty th.ii wu providcu tu ha to the Consulate forthwllh 1111d gru.a1 SJOk for fc:a/sa.actions. 


b. The D petitioner D respondent D other parent/party be ordered to make the following payments on debts 
and liens coming due while the order is in effect 
Pay to: ___________ For. _______ Amount: $ _________ Due date: _____ _ 


Pay to: ___________ For: _______ Amount $ _______ Due date: _____ _ 


Pay tD: For: Amount: $ Due date: _____ _ 


Pay to: For. Amount $ Due date: _____ _ 


c. D This is a change from the current order for property control filed on (date): 


d. Specify In &ta..£11.tru:!l'ltRi;i ttle reasons why the court should make or change the property oontrol orders. 
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PETITIONER:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT:Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


6. CK) ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
I requv5t attorney'5 fees and costs, which total (specify amounr): $30,000 


a. A current Income end Expense Declan1lion (form fL-1 SOt 


~NUM&a: 


OS 51030 


• I filed the following to support my request 


b. A Request for Attorney's Fees and Casts Attachment {form fl-319} or a dedaration that addresses the factcrs covered 
in that form. 


c. A Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Cost$ Attachmeri {form FL-158) or a declaration that addresses the 
factors covered in that farm. 


7. 0 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER 


• Do not use this fonn to ask for domestic violence restraining orders! Read form PY-505-jNFO How Do I Ask for a 
Temporary ReMraining Order. for forms and information you need to ask for domestic violence restraining orders. 


• Read form DV-400-!NFO How to Change or End a Dome$Uc Violence Restraining Order for more information. 


a. The Restraining Order Altar HBaring (form OV-130) was filed on (data): 


b. I request that the court D change D end the personal conduct, stay-away, move-out orders, or other 
protective orders made In Restraining Order After Hearing (form OV-130). (If you want to change the orders, complete 7c. 


c. D I request that the court make the follC1Ning changes to the restrelning orders (spacify): D Attachment 7c 


d. I want the court to change or end the orders because (specify): D Attachment 7d 


8. 0 OTHER ORDERS REQUESTED (specify): D Attachment 8 


9. 0 TIME FOR SERVICE / TIME UNTIL HEARi NG I urgently need: 
a. D To serve the Request for Order no less 1han (number): cour1 days before the hearing. 
b. D The hearing date and ser1ice of the the Request for Order to be sooner. 


c. I need the order because (~): D ~~t_9~-


10. [K] FACTS TO SUPPORT the orders I request are listed below. The fads that I wme In support and attach to this request 
cannot be longer than 10 pages, unl868 the court gives me permission. D Attachment 10. 
Please sec attached declaration. 


I dedare under penalty or perjury under the laws of the State of Calif ornla that the information provided in this form and all attachments 
is true and correct 


Date: l 0/3/17 
Tim McDaniel 


(TYPE OR PRJNT NA.t.E) 
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SHORT TITLE: 
- Menezes, Natache C. 


McDaniel, Tim 


CASENUMlEt 


DS 51030 


ATTACHMENT (Number): _____ S __ d __ _ 


(This Attachment may be used With any Judicial Council form.) 
FL-300 


Reasons why the court should make or change the property cootrol orders: 


(If the item that this Attachment concerns is made under penalty of perjury, all statements in this 


Attachment are mads under penalty of perjury.) 


ATTACHMENT 
to Judicial council Fonn 


MC--02! 


Page_l_ of ___L_ 


(Add pages as required) 
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JULIA KAEMERLE, SB#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTIIEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(760) 931-1981 
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Attorney for Respondent. TIM MCDANIEL 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 Case No.: DS.Sl030 VIA 


DECLARATION Of RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, TN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 


10 


11 


12 


13 


Plaintiff, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Defendant 


ORDER ~ 


c::, 
c-, 
--f 


t 


14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: .c- ;, 


15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced czsR. The 
a 


16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, an~ 


17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. c.n 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


I. 


2. 


PETITIONER HAS STil,L NOT TRANSFERRED THE PROPERTY IN 
BRAZIL AS ORDERED BY THE COURT. 


On August 4.2017, Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of 


being in contempt of Court. Petitioner specifically violated an order to transfer the Brazilian 


property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Stteet into my name. 


3. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the 


Court Order and transfer the property into my name by the Review Hearing previously set for 


August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.m. 


4. Petitioner had not done so at the Review Hearing and instead provided a power o 


attorney which I had translated which allowed me use of the property but did not transfer the 
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2 


3 


4 


s 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


2S 


26 


27 


28 


property. In ndditio~ she included that I would be responsible for her fees in Brazil for a lawsui 


she filed on the home and she awarded herself furniture. I am providing the translation for the 


Court. (Please see Translation lodged herein as Exhibit '~ ".) 


5. The Court ordered that my attorney in Brazil provide Petitioner with instructions 


and a Power of Attorney so that the property could be transferred to me. (Please see Letter from 


Eva Bischoff with Instructions on transferring the property lodged herein as Exhibit "Bn.) The 


property was to be transferred within 30 days of the review hearing. The letter and instructions 


were provided to Petitioner's attorney via email and facsimile September 26, 2017. They were 


also mailed. My attorney has followed up with Petitioner's attorney and we have received no 


confirmation of Petitioner taking any action to transfer the property. 


6. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 


woman she could sell the home. This would cause irreparable hann. I would have no recourse 


and I have already spent a significant amount of funds to have this judgement enforced and 


because the property is in Brazil and my name is not on it it would be difficult if not impossible 


to seek assistance there. Eva Bischoff s letter attached hereto as Exhibit B explains this concern 


as well. 


7. It could not be made clearer to Petitioner how she is to transfer the property so 


that she does not continue to violate Court Orders. I have complied with all requests made of me 


by the Court. There have beea little repercussions for her consistent violation of orders and 


perjury. She has consistently shown that she thinks she knows more about the law than the 


Court. 


Ill 


/JI 


Ill 


Ill 


Ill 


Ill 
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ll. Prayer for Relief 


2 8. I am requesting that the Cowt make strict orders directing Petitioner (now that 


3 she has very specific instructions along with a Power of Attorney) to transfer the property to me. 


4 9. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and §3294 in the 


S amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and for 


6 her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 


7 


8 I declare under penalty ofperjwy the laws of the State of Califomia that the foregoing is 


9 true and correct Executed this day of October 2017. 


IO --.--. "' V A 'kDf'J__y 11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Tim ·~McDamel, Respondent 
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ATTORNEY OR PNrrY Yv1THO\TT ATTORNEY (flllffO, &Ito Ber numbflf, and ltddron): 


Julia Kaemerle SBN: 2S6783 
Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 
5962 La Piece Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


lB.EPHONENO.: 760-931-198} FAX NO. (apb1.sQ: 760-93 J-1982 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (op~: juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 


ATTORNEY FOR (namJ: Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AOORESS: S00 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


aTY AND ZIP oooE: Chula Vista, 919 I 0 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY/PARENT; 


ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND 
AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT 


,OlfCOUllrUSiONI.Y 


! ID) 
NOV Z-7 2017 


Clerk of the Supefio, Court 
By: A Zarzoso 


CASE NUMBER: 


DS 51030 


1AVJSOI 


FL-410 


NOTICE! 
A contempt proceeding Is crlmln11I In natunt. If the court finds you in 
contempt, the possible penaltles Include Jall sentence, community 
service, and fine. 


Un proceso judlclal por desacato u de (ndole crimfnal. SI la co rte le 
declare a usted en duacato, las 11nclonu poslble1 lncluyan p11nas 
de prlsf6n y de servtclo a la comunldad, y nwltas. 


You are entitled to the services of an attorney, who should be 
conautted prompUy In order to assist you. Ir you cannot afford an 
attorney, the court may appoint an attorney to represent you. 


Usted tlene derocho I los servicios de un abogado, a qulen deba 
consultar sin demora para obtener ayuda. SI no puede pagar a un 
abogado, la corte podrj nombrar a un abogado para que le 
represente. 


1. TO CITEE (name of person you allege has violated the orders): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
2. YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN THIS COURT /JS FOLLOWS, TO GIVE ~y LEGAL REASON WHY THIS COURT 


SHOULD NOT FINO YOU GUil TY OF CONTEMPT, PUNISH YOU FOR WlLLFULL Y DISOBEYING ITS ORDERS AS SET 
FORTH IN THE AFFIDAVIT BELOW AND ANY ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS CONSTITUTING CONTEMPT; AND 
REQUIRE YOU TO PAY, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE MOVING PARTY, THE ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS OF THIS 
PROCEEDING. 


Dept.: 17 


b. Address of court rn same BS noted above D other (specify): 


Date: \\/z.-i/ti kJ-, !.._► ~~.Jt::4.--J..~~~~--


Shsar n ' _· K~ ' ' • arf'OICIAL OFFlCER 


AFFIDAVIT SUPPORTING OROl:A: ~ ~HlSW c8lU ~ CbNTEMPT 
3. D An Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 or FL-412) la attached. 
4. Citee has v.illf\Jlly disobeyed certaJn orders or this court as set forth In this affidavit and any attached affidavits. 
5. a. Cites hed knOYAedge of the order In that 


(1) [!] cltee was present in court at the time the order was made. 
(2) D cttee was served with a copy of the order. 
(3) CJ citee signed a stipulation upon which the order was ba&ed. 
(4) [X] other (specify): She wu ordered to submit the perfected Power or Attorney on 10/16/17. Sho 1w not done so. 


D Continued on Attachment 5a(4). 
b. Cltee was able to comply with each order when It was disobeyed. 


6. Based on the Instances or disobedience desert bed In this affidavit 
a D I have not previously flied a request with the court that the cltee be held In contempt. 
b. [X] I have previously flied a request with the court that the dtee be held Jn contempt (specify dale filed and results): August 


--------4.4,,....,1,lO++-before-Judge-Dweyne-k-Morin~itioner-warlound-goiltyiJcyondTreasonable-doubtl>fvtolatirrg'lli,.,,..e _____ _ 
Court Order to transfer the property in Brazil to Respondent 


D Continued on Attachment 6b. Page 1 ot4 
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PETITIONERJPI.AINTIFF: Nacachi: C. Gonc-Jlv~ Mt!nt."7.i:S 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT; Tim McDnnid 
OTHER PARTY/PARENT; 


DS 51030 


7. [J[] Citee has previously been found In contempt of a court order (specify case. court, date): August 4, 2017 before I Ion. 
Dwayne k. Moring in Dcpamncnt 8. Pc1i1iuncr w:is found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of violating the Coun 
Order made on Mny 7, 2015 ordering Petitioner to transfer the Brazilian propeny loc:ated al 288 Albcno Qunlrini 
Bianchi Street. 


D Conbnued on Attachment 7. 
8, CK} Each order disobeyed and each instance of cisobediance is described as follows: 


a. D Orders for child support, spousal support, family support, attorney fees, and court or other litigation costs (see 
attached Affidavit cf Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL.-111)) 


b D Domestic violence restraining orders and child custody and visitation orders (see attached Affidavit of Facts 
Constituting Contempt {form FL-412)) 


FL-410 


c. [K] Injunctive or other order (specify which order was violsted, how the order was violated. end when the order was 
violated): Petitioner wus ordered lo transfer the Brazilian Property localed al 288 Alberto Quntrini Bianchi 
Street on May 71 2015. Respondent filed a Request for Order heard on 12/1 '!./ 16 requesting that the Judgment 
be enforced in regards to transferring thi1, property nnd the Court ordered her to do so hy 1/12/17. She 
violated this Order. She was held in contempt of Court for violating this order on Augusr 4.2017. She was 
ordered to transfer the: property by Augu.,;L 29, 2017. She ag1tin did not comply. Judge Kalemkiarill!l gnve her 
30 d11ys from lhc Review Hearing lo lrani;fer lhc propcny. Petitioner did not comply. Al the Ex J>artc on IO/S 
/17 she was ordered to perfect lhe Power of Attorney to transfer the property to Brazil to Rc~pondent and 
provide it to his Counsel by 10/16/17. She again did not comply. Petitioner has violated thii; order 5 times. 


00 Continued on Attachment Be. 
d. W Other material facts, indudlng facts indicating that the violation or the orders was without justification or excuse 


(specify): Petitioner refuses to lr.msfc:r this property. The property is soley in her nume and it is likely she will 
attempt lo sell U1c: property. TI1crc is no rcuson she would not be able 10 lrun.,fcr Ll1c properly und hus c:wn 
been provided with direct instructions. Jam requesting that jail time be imposed ns well as sanctions under 
Family Code 271, 2031. and 3294. Specificully, I um rcqucsLing 1hut the Court snnclion her by nwnrding me 
her community portion of the stock to me in i1s entirety in addition to $50,000 in fees 1md sw1ctions. 


D Continued on Attachment 8d. 


e. IT] I am requesting that attorney fees and costs be awarded to me 1or the costs ot pursuing this contempt action. (A 
co~ or my Income and Expense Declaration (form FL·150) is a ched.} 


Ff ttt\ 5 1 1 r - ~ l 
WARNING: IF YOU PURSUE THI C NTEMPT ACTION, IT MA AFFECT Tii ABJLllY OF THE DISTRICT 
ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE THE CITEE CRIMINALLY FOR THE SAME VIOLATIONS. 


I declare under penalty of pe~ury under the laws of the State of California that the loregoingls true and cor~ SCANNED 
Date· 


1 
\ 11, ; , 


I '):;; 1- "'- r;:, frl D~~~c1 ~i ~;>':.$.fv..'I' 
._ _ -C~--~--cr t Di~ ~~ e~~.t·~ 


Tjm McDnaicl r ._ ::J ' I 
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT 


(Do NOT deliver this Information Sheet to the cou'rt clerk.) 


Please follow these Instructions to complete the Order to Show Cause and Affidavit ;or Contempt (form FL-410) if you do 
not have an attorney to represent you. Your attorney, if you have one, should complete this form, as well as the Affidavit 
of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 or ronn FL-412). You may wish to consult an attorney for assistance. 
Contempt actions are very difficult to prove. An attorney may be appointed for the citee. 


INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT (TYPE OR 
PRINT FORM IN INK): 


If the top section of the form has already been filled out, skip down lo number 1 below. If the top section of the form is 
blank, you must provide this infonnation. 


Front page, nrst box, top of man left side; Print your name, address, telephone number, and fax number, If any, In this 
box. If you have a restraining order and wish to keep your address confidential, you may use any address where you can 
receive mall. You can be legally served court papers at this address. 


Front page. second box, left side: Print the name of the county where the court is located and insert the address and .any 
branch name of the court building where you are seeking to obtain a contempt order. You may get this information from 
the court clerk. This should be the same court in which the original order was Issued. 


Front page third box, left side: Print the names of the Petitioner, Respondent, and Other Party/Parent (if any) in this box. 
Use the same names as appear on the most recent court order disobeyed. 


Front page, flrst box, top of form, right side: Leave this box blank for the court's use. 


Front page, second box. rlght side; Print the court case number in this box. This number Is also shown on the most recent 
court order disobeyed. 


lli2mJ.;, Insert the name of the party who disobeyed the order ("the citeej. 


~ The court clerk will provide the hearing date and location. 


1.mm.1.;, Either check the box in Item 3 and attach an Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 for financial 
orders or fonn FL-412 for domestic violence, or custody and visitation orders), or leave the box In item 3 blank but 
check and complete item 8. 


~ Check the box that describes how the cltee knew about the order that has been disobeyed. 


Item 6; a. Check this box if you have not previously applied for a contempt order. 


b. Check this box If you have previously applied for a contempt order and briefly explain when you requested the 
order and results of your request. If you need more space, check the box that says "continued on Attachment 
6b" end attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause. 


lllW..1.;. Check this box If the cttee has previously been found In contempt by a court of law. Briefly explain when the 
citee was found In contempt and for what. If there ls not enough space to write all the facts, check the box that 
says "continued on Attachment 7" and attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause. 


~ a. Check this box If the citee has disobeyed orders for child support, custody, visitation, spousal support, family 
support, attorney fees, and court or litigation costs. Refer to Item 1 a on Affidavit of Facts Constituting 
Contempt (form Fl-411). 


b. Check thls box If the cttee bas dlsobeyert..domesttc violenca..oroelS-Of.Child-custody...and-vlsitatlafH}f'ders.-. -----
Refer to Affldavlt of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-412). 
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Information Sheet (continued) 


Item 8: c. If you are completing this item, use facts personalty known to you or known to the best of your knowledge. 
State the facts In detail. if there is not enough space to write all the facts, check the box that says "continued 
on Attachment Sc" and attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause, Including facts indicating that the 
violation of the orders was without Justification or excuse. 


d. Use this Item to write other facts that are Important to this order. If you are completing this item, insert fadS 
personally known to you, or known to the best of your knowledge. State facts in detail. If there is not enough 
space to write all the facts, check the box that says °Continued on Attachment 6d" and attach a separate sheet 
to the order to show cause. 


e. If you request attorney fees and/or costs for pursuing this contempt action, check this box. Attach a copy of 
your Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150). 


Type or print and sign your name at the bottom of page 2. 


If you checked the boxes in Item 3 and item Ba or Bb, complete the appropriate Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt 
(form FL-411 ), following the instructions for the affidavit above. 


Make at least three copies of the Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contempt (fonn FL-410) and any supporting 
Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (fonn FL-411 or FL-412) and the lncom& and Expense Declaration (fonn FL-150) 
for the court clerk, the cltee, and yourself. If the district attorney or local child support agency Is involved in your case, you 
must provide a copy to the dls1r1ct attorney or local child support agency. 


Take the completed form(s) to the court clerk's office. The clerk will provide hearing date and location in item 2, obtain the 
judicial officer's signature, file the originals, and return the copies to you. 


Have someone who Is at least 18 years of age, who Is not a party, serve the order and any attached papers on the 
disobedient party. For example, a process server or someone you know may serve the papers. You may not serve the 
papers yourself. Service must be personal~ service by mail is Insufficient. The papers must be served at least 16 
court days before the hearing. The person serving papers must complete a Proof of Persons/ Service (form FL-330) and 
give the origin al to you. Keep a copy for yourself and file the original Proof of Personal Service (fonn FL-330) with the 
court. 


If you need assistance with these fonns, contact an attorney or the Famlly Law Fa~litator In your county. 
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1 Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes vs. Tim McDaniel 


2 San Diego Superior Court Case No.: DS 51030 


3 ATTACHMENT 8c 


4 ~ 


5 


6 


7 


8 COUNT I: 


ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT: 


(Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt) 


9 The parties went to trial on this matter in May of 2015. After hearing testimony and 


10 reviewing the evidence the Court found that Respondent had traced his separate property funds to a 


11 property located in Brazil, specifically, 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street. The Court at this time 


12 awarded the property to Respondent as his sole and separate property. 


13 Respondent filed a Request for Order that was heard on 12/12/16 requesting enforcement of 


14 this order. She was to do so by January 12, 2017. She violated this Court Order. 


15 Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of violating this Court Order. The 


16 criminal portion of this repeated violation has already been decided. At the Contempt Trial heard on 


17 August 29, 2017, the Judge specifically ordered her to provide proof of compliance at the Review 


18 Hearing on August 29, 2017. She dld not do so and provided a docwnent that awarded herself fees 


19 in Portuguese. 


20 COUNT2: 


21 At the review hearing on August 29, 2017, Petitioner was ordered to execute a Power of 


22 Attorney per Respondent's Brazilian attorney Power of Attorney and instructions within 30 days. 


23 Petitioner was already in contempt. She willfully and knowingly violated this order again. 


24 COUNT3: 


25 Respondent next filed an Ex Parte request, heard on October 5, 2017, because it is clear 


26 Petitioner has ao problem violating Court Orders.and as this propetty-is.titled-in-ber-name-as-a-singl-e ---


27 woman she could se]) it at any time. She has now in fact even made it clear that it is her intent to 


'>R enter the property to remove items from the home even though there is no Court Order pennitting her 


-- ~-- 0 8 9 ---~--- -· 







l to do so. The Court made an order at this hearing that Petitioner was to perfect the Power of Attorney 


2 per the Brazilian Attorney's instructions by October 13, 2017 and deliver the docwnent to 


3 Respondent's counsel by October 16, 2017. She again willfully and knowingly violated this Order. 


4 (Please see emails from Respondent's Counsel to Petitioner's Counsel regarding status lodged herein 


S as Exhibit "A ".) 


6 Petitioner did not communicate regarding the Power of Attorney being perfected until 


7 October 27, 2017 which is the day it was signed according to the document that she provided The 


8 Brazilian Consulate in Los Angeles is only open until l pm so she could have easily stopped at the 


9 office of Respondent's Counsel in Carlsbad on her way back from Los Angeles to Chula Vista. 


IO Not until many follow up emails did Petitioner finally suggest a time and day for 


11 Respondent's Counsel to have someone to meet her to obtain the original Power of Attorney. This 


12 was not until November 10, 2017 which was almost an entire month from the deadline given to her 


13 at the ex parte. This was also the 5th time the Court had given her a deadline that she did not abide 


14 by. 


15 COUNT4: 


16 The Power of Attorney that she provided was mailed to Attorney Bischoff so that the title to 


17 the property could be put in my name. On November 22, 2017, Attorney Bischoff contacted 


18 Respondent and his Counsel to inform them that the document provided was not an original but in 


19 fact a copy. In her email, Attorney Bischoff wrote in pertinent part: "This seems to be a very bad 


20 joke. I received not the original but a SIMPLE COPY OF THE POA! ! THIS IS NOT THE 


21 ORIGINAL!!!" 


22 Upon Respondent's counsel's inquiry as to whether it was absolutely conclusive that the 


23 document was a copy and could not be used she received a response from Attorney Bischoff. The 


24 response stated (again in pertinent part): "The copy came in the envelope that Natache gave you and 


25 I can send it back to you to prove to the court that she sent a copy. The original document should 


______ _..21io.1,6.,_,hLIAa'le..the-stamp..from..the.J3razilian--Embassy-glued-to-the-POA.-As-yoHwl-See-it-ittmactly-the--sam----


27 copy you sent me to check (I am sending both copies) You can even see the line of the tape that 


?~ glued the stamp to the POA .... she DID IT ON PURPOSE TO DELAY EVERYTHING. The fact is 







--·---


that if this deed is not signed this year, the next year it is going to cost more." 


2 Respondent has also incurred additional expenses and hardship because he had planned on 


3 flying in to Brazil once the Power of Attorney was received to help facilitate putting the property in 


4 his name. At this time, Respondent has bad to cancel those plans until some Relief is granted from 


5 the Court and Petitioner is finally required to abide by Court Orders. Petitioner has consistently 


6 shown that she has no regard for the Court or the Courts orders. 


7 Unless the Court sanctions her further, in addition to sentencing her to jail time, and takes 


8 very direct action to have Petitioner perfect this document she will not do so. An Elisor will not be 


9 sufficient as Respondent1s Brazilian Attorney, Eva Bischoff, has advised that it would not be 


10 accepted by the Registry of Property in Guaruja. Further, Petitioner was ordered to communicate 


11 with Respondent's counsel regarding where she would like to be served if she is unrepresented. We 


12 have requested this infonnation to serve her with this contempt and have not received a response. At 


13 this time, we have had to hire a process server to try to find her. 


14 


15 Petitioner is willfully violating the Court Order and Respondent is respectfully 


16 requesting that the Court take immediate action. 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


2 


27 


?R 


Mr. McDaniel is respectfully requesting that the Court Order Petitioner to pay him attorney 


fees and costs by awarding him Petitioner's community property portion of the stock that is subject 


of the January 16, 2018 hearing and in addition he is requesting that the Court sentence her to the 


mandatory jail time for these continuous violations of Court Orders. In addition to the stock and jail 


time, Respondent is now requesting $50,000 in Attorney Fees and sanctions. The Sanction request is 


made pursuant to §271, § 2031, and §3294 for having to pursue this second contempt action. 


0 91-·· - ·= --- -
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Carlsbad, CA 92008 
TELEPHONENO.: 760-931-1981 FAX NO. {Opton.lJ:760-93 }- l 982 


E-MAIL AOORess (OptJona/J: juliaszafraniec.law@gmaiJ.com 
ATTORNEY FOR (Name): Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


MAILING ADDRESS· 500 3rd A venue 
c1TY ,wo z1P cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 


BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY: 


DS5HJ]lJ 
FCAHA 
Fint!•r,!J~· :;:uJ ~rdf' A~, 
.'Q~f.~;, 


CASE NUMBER: 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 


1. This proceeding was heard 


on (datet August 29, 2017 at (time): 1 :45pm in Dept: 17 Room: 


by Judge (name): Hon. Sharon Kalemkiarian D Temporary Judge 


On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date):2/27/17 by (name): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


~·. ·.~ 
;,..:t." 


i; 


II; 


It 


" 


a. CXJ Petitioner/plaintiff present W Attorney present (name): NeilJ Marangi 
b. W Respondent/defendant present C&J Attorney present (name): Julia Kaemerle 
c. D Other party present D Attorney present (name): 


THE COURT ORDERS 


2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on form FL-341 D other D 
3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D other D 
4. Spousal or family support: As attached D on form FL-343 D Other D 
5. Property orders: As attached D on form FL-344 [X] Other D 
6. Attorney's fees: As attached D on form FL-346 [X] other D 
7. Other orders: DD As attached D Not applicable 


8. All other issues are reserved until further order of court. 


9. [X] This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 1/16/18 at (time): I :45pm in Dept.: 17 
on the following issues: Review Hearing regarding disposition of HSBC account and stocks as well as sanctions requests. 


Date: September---;-20tt I - , - LS' 


Approved as confonning to court order. 
Sharon L. Kalemk'i~ffF'CER 


" ~< ·-, "'..; ► 
~ ·.. .. --------------------------------


SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY FOR 


~·,, Fom, Adopmd for Mandatory Use 


i ~ 
.!-- _;._ ___ . 


Judicial Counc:il of Califomia 
FL.J40 [Rev Janua,y 1, 2012) 


[XJ PETITIONER/ PlAINTIFF D RESPONOENTIOEFENOANT D OTHER PARTY 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Family Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel 
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Case No. OS 51030 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


A IT ACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.rn. in Department 17 of the 


Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South CoW1ty Division, Honorable Sharon 


Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 


''Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 


TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 


attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 


Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 


1. The Attomey Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 


the amount of $10,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 


the amount of $8,961.50. 


2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 


Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 


shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 


3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 


encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 


Respondent's sole and separate property. 


4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's counsel 


with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 


FfNDJNGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 







1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 


2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 


5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 


Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest remaining in 


the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment. 


6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 


.l.r;-tte,~\i4' P~"1-~ ~ 
change of ownership form within 7 d~~sl J::Ja~~Gel-ino-is the benefieiary-ef-this 
~ ~ d~t.ivc-v-..~ ~~ ~~.,14. 


a~>£,(~ 


7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 


12 stock accowits within 7 days. 


13 OTHER FINDINGS 


14 


15 


16 


17 


Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 


Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 


2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 


1 a to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 


Review Hearing. 


4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 


the Review Hearing. 


5. The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1:45 p.m. to address the 


orders as made as weil as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 


[END OF ORDER] 
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1 


2 


3 


4 


5 


Matter of Menezes v, McDaniel Case No. DS SI 030 


ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AF1ER HEARING 


This matter came on for hearing on December 12, 2016, at I :4.5 p.m. in Department 17 o 


the Superior Court of Californi~ County of San Diego, South ColDlty Division, Honorable 


6 Esteban Hernandez, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 


7 "Petitioner'') was present and represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ. Rcspondcn 


8 TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present tclephonically and represented by his 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


attorney, JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 


Based on the evidence and araument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 


Petitioner is ordered to pay Respondent SI 0,000 in attorney fees as he was the 


prevailing party in the Temporary Restraining Order filed by her in which she failed to meet her 


burden of proof. 


2. The $10,000 awarded to Respondent is offset by the $4,342 in spousal support 


arrears previously ordered by the Court in September of 2016 leaving a balance of $5,658 due 


and owing to Respondent. This balance shall be paid off at a rate ofS500 per month by 


19 Petitioner. 


20 


21 


22 


23 


3. Petitioner's request for Attorney Fees and Costs continued from the Septem~ 


1 &2, 2016 hearing arc denied. 


4. Respondent's request for Attorney Fees and Costs continued from the Septembc:r 


24 l & 2, 2016 hearing are denied aside from the aforementioned $10,000. 


25 s. The Court denies Respondent's request for tennination of spousal supJ".ll1 at this 


2G 
time. 


27 
Ill 


28 
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l 6. Petitioner is to sign any required documents or take any necessary action to put 


2 title of the property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street in Brazil in Respondent's 


3 name by Janwuy 12, 2017. 
4 


s 


6 


1 


8 


9 


10 


ll 


12 


OTHER ORDERS 


1. 


2. 


Petitioner is ordered to notify Respondent if she remarries within 48 hours. 


The Court dismisses without prejudice Respondent's request for Attorney Fees 


and Costs under California Code of Civil Procedure 128.5 against Neill Marangi or Petitioner 


and this request can be brought forward again with notice. 


3. The Court orders that the two motions set for March 13, 2017 and March 14, 201 


13 arc not te be consolidated and that they wiJI be heard on the dates that they were originally set. 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Respondent may appear telephonically for both of these hearings. 


4. All other orders not in conflict with this order shall remain in full force and effect 


[END OF ORDER) 
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SHORTTITLE:Marriage of Menezes and McDaniel CASE~CR 


- OS 51030 


ATTACHMENT (Number): ______ _ 


(This Attschment may be used with any Judicial Council form.) 


1. The Court orders that Counsel, Ms. Szafraniec, is to redact the Petitioner's 
address from all subpoena records as previously granted on the ex-parte heard 
this morning. 
2. The Court recites tentative ruling. At Attorney Marangi's request the court 
takes a ~~ort recess for counsel to review Court's tentative with Pe~itioner. 
3. The Court finds there is no material change in circumstance to re-litigate 
Family Code Section 4320 factors to modify spousal support, therefore request to 
modify spousal support is denied. 
4. The Court adopts the tentative ruling as specified below: 


a. The Petitioner is ordered to grant the Respondent power of attorney for the 
transfer of Brazilian property located at, 288 Alberto Quartini Bianchi Street, 
to the Respondent, no later than January 12, 2017. 


b. The court finds there is not sufficient evidence to order sanctions under 
Family Code section 271 as requested by Respondent. 


c. The court denies the Respondent's request for sanctions under CCP 128.5. 
d. The Court grants the Respondent's request tor sanctions under Family Code 


Section 2030 against the Petitioner in the amount of $10,000 for prevailing in 
the domestic violence restraining order hearing. 


e. The court grants the Petitioner's request for spousal support arrears in 
the amount of $4,342. Therefore, the offset amount owed for the sanctions under 
Family Code section 2030 by the Petitioner is $5,658. The Petitioner is ordered 
to pay $500 a month commencing January 1, 2017. 
5. Petitioner is ordered to notify Respondent of re-marriage within 72 hours 


(ff the Item that this Attachment concem3 I! made under penalty of perjury, all statements In this 
Attachment are made under penalty of perjury.) 


fonn ~ ror Optional u.. 
Jud",cial ~ d Calllomia 
MC~ (Rav. Mr 1, 20081 


ATTACHMENT 
to Judlcial Council Fonn 


Page __ ot -


(Add pages as required) 
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PETITlO~ER.PLAINTIFF. Nahl\.'hc (.;. (.jonc11lvcs Mcnc1c:11 


Rl:SPONOEN'tJOEf'ENDANT Tim Md).:m,cJ 


OTr-tER PARTY 


ANOINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARJNG 


Tl'\is p1oeee<S1ng was heard 


on fdatt1) Augusl 29.2017 at (time) I :4~prn in Dept 17 


by Judge (name). I Ion. Sharon Kalc!mk1ari.in D Temporary Judge 


DS .SIO)O 


Room 


On the order to st,ow ~use. not,ce of motion or reque,t for order filed {d11te). '!/11, 17 by (name) Na1achc C Gltn<:al'wc$ ~knc,cs 


a. IT) Petrt10ner/plaintrff pre.ent C2J Attomey present (name) N\!ill Marang1 


b [SJ RespondenVdPfendant present W At1orney present (name) Julia K.icmcrk 
c CJ Other party present D Attorney present (name) 


THE COURT ORDERS 


2 Custody and \llsrtallon/parenbng time. As attached D on form FL-341 CJ Other CJ 
3 Child support. As attached CJ on form FL-342 D Other D 
4 Spousal or Ta'Tllly supp0rt As attached D on form FL-343 D Other CJ 
s Property order!. As attached D on form FL-344 m Other D 
6 Attorney's tees: As attached D on rorm FL-346 OJ . Other D 
7 Other orders CK) Asa~ched CJ Not applicable 


8 All other rnues are re$erved until further order of court 


9 IT) This rl'atter 1s continued for further hearing on (diJle) 1/16/18 af (llmo) 1 :4!ipm 1n Dept 17 


on tne lollo-.-.,1ng 1$$U4'1 ltc\•1~ lfc.umi n:,.uJm1& ll"JIU"hvn ul ltSlll' .11:.:,,u11111nll ~,od., ll) .-ell u •1111\.llu,u. IC\lll<'•b. 


Date Scpttm~r , 20 I 7 


ADpr~ H c.-onformng to court ordtu 


► 
____ ..,,~...,~..


_..').l;,:0.,.,,0('~
.L'.\ollO:'f .. • .. .....,•;,Q•JI 


FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(F •mily u~ustody and Supp0rt-Uniform Puentage) 


Not apphcable 


Not as:>pltcable 


Not applicable 


Not app11cable 


Not app1tcable 
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1 Matter of Megqg v, McDaniel 
2 


Cue No., DS 51030 


l 


4 


5 


6 


ATrACHMENJ TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARINQ 


This matter came on for hearing on August 29. 20 I 7 at I :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 


., Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 


8 
Kalemki,rlan, presidift&. Petitioner NA TACHE C. OONCALVES MENEZES (heteafter 


9 


10 
.. Petitioner; was present rep~ted by her attorney, NEILL MARANO I, ESQ., Respondent 


11 TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was pmient telcpboaically and represented by his 


12 attorney, RJLIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 


13 


14 


15 


16 


Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Coun makes the following orders: 


The Attorney fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 


the amount of SI 0,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 


1 7 the amowit of $8,961.50. 


18 2. The balance ofthe $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 


19 Respondent (Sl,038.SO) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 


20 
shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 


21 


22 
3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 


23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 


24 Respondent's aole and separate property. 


25 4. Rcspondent•s counsel in Brazil. Eva Bischoff, is to provide Rc.,pondent''s COW1.1el 
26 


with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent•s property located at 
27 


28 


FINDINGS AND OR.DEa. AFTER HF.AIUNO ATTACHMENT 
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1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street '--'- . 
~ to his name. Respondent's counsel is 10 provide the 


2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 
3 


5. 
Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer oft.be aforementioned 


Brazilian real estate will be ded .. -~ "- p . · • 
5 \A,,""" uum ct:Jtioner s community property interest remainina in 


, the shares as listed in p&raa,aph 9 of the Judament. 


7 6. 
Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 


8 
chan&e of Ownership form wilhin 7 days. Dominique 0. Francclino is the beneficiary of this 


9 


10 


11 


account. 


7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 


12 stock accounts within 7 days. 


1J OTHER FINDINGS 
14 


lS 


16 


17 


Petitioner bad been ordered to transfer the Bruilian property loated at 288 


Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by Auaust 29, 20 J 7 and had not done so. 


2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 


18 to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 


19 


20 


21 


22 


3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 


Review Hearing. 


4. 1be Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 


2 3 the Review Hearin&. 


24 s. The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1 :45 p.m. to address the 


25 orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 
26 


21 


28 [END OF ORDER) 
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La"v ()fiice of l\1attl 1e·w & Julia Kaen1edc 


Superior Court of Calif omia 
South County Division 
Attn: Clerk of Department 17 
500 Third A venue 
Chula Vis~ CA 919 I l 


5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


Phone:760~931-1981 
Fax: 760-931-1982 


Re: Menezes v. McDaniel - OS 5 I 030 


Honorable Sharon Kalemkiarian: 


October 12, 2017 


With respect to the Request for Order motion heard on August 29, 2017, I have prepared the 
Finding and Order After Hearing and it was submitted for approval to Neill Marangi electronically and 
via US Mail on September 13, 2017 and September 15, 2017 respectively. Mr. Marangi has not 
responded with any proposed changes and has not signed the FOAH. 


I am submitting my Findings and Orders after Hearing directly to the Court. If the Court finds it 
to be appropriate I am respectfully requesting that the Order be signed and that the Cowt return the 
conformed copies in the pre-addressed envelopes included. 


Should there be any questions please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 


I ' . I 


/ ...... ) Sincerely, . 


[ .• . r,clw.. 1<_!e1°,v/-(_ 
.. I • 


1 .: Juha Kaemerle 
Attomey for Respondent, Tim McDaniel 


Enclosures as indicated. 
cc: Neill Marangi, Attorney for Petitioner 


Iii i Iii llilllll llll lllllllilil/ill 111 l!I 
-
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTOONEY (Name, SIBie Bsrrwmbsr, and address): 


_ Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l67155) 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C 
CHULA VISTA, Ck9191 l 


SBN: 167155 


TELEPHONE NO.:( 619) 420-1600 
E•MAIL ADDRESS (Opl/onal): 


FAX NO. (Op(Jonsl): ( 619) 420-16 I I 


ATTORNEY FOR (NamsJ:Menezes 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DrEGO 
STREET ADDREss:500 Third Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third A venue 


CITY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 


PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 


DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT:TIM MCDANIEL 


DECLARATION 


I). (DJ) 
/)(o MC-030 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


, 1; ;~: ln c r.r31 :1 H ·: ~:, 
. , : ~ '.~'.~ - ·:'\ I :"j'··~ 


ZO 8 JAN - 4 P 4: I Lt 


CASE NUMBER: 


DS 51030 


I ask the court to order Mr. McDaniel to pay me the remaining balance of the $5,000 in attorney's fees the court ordered him to pay at 
trial back in May of 2015. Mr. McDaniel can pay me forthwith from his share of the community property funds he holds. 


At trial on 05/07/15, the court ordered Mr. McDaniel to pay me $5,000 toward Ms. Menezes's attorney's fees and costs at the rate of $100 
per month, effective 07/01/15. If any payment were not timely made, the entire unpaid balance would be immediately due. Here are Mr. 
McDaniel's payments: 


2015: 2016: 2017: 


July $100 Jan $0 Jan $100 
Aug $100 Feb $100 
Sep $100 Mar $100 
Oct $100 Apr $100 
Nov $100 May $100 
Dec $0 June $100 


July $JOO 
Aug $100 
Sep $100 
Oct$0 
Nov $100 
Dec$0 


Mr. McDaniel has paid $1,400. He's paid nothing since January of 2017, leaving a balance due of $3,600. I tried to resolve this 
informally with Mr. McDaniel (through bis attorney). Ms. Kaemerle said on 06/19/17 she thought Judge Hernandez instructed Mr. 
McDaniel to stop paying me. That never happened. though. and I've not heard back from Mr. McDaniel on this topic. 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 


Date:01/01/18 


Neill M. Marangi 


Fonn Approved for Optional Use 
Judicial Counc~ of Califomia 
MC-030 (Rev. January 1, 2006) 


(lYPE OR PAINT NAME) 


00 
□ 


-(~IGNA TUF_¥>F DECLARANT) 


Attorney for D Plaintiff []] Petitioner 


Respondent D Other (Specify): 


DECLARATION 


D Defendant 


Paga 1 of 1 
1!81b'.lrdl!r 
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1/1/2018 
I Print 


Subject: Menezes and McDaniel 


From: Neill Marangi (nmarangi@pacbell.net) 


To; juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com; 


Bee: natache10@hotmail.com; 


Date: Wednesday, June 14, 2017 5:30 PM 


I don't think I've received a $100 attorney fee payment from Tim since January. I'd be grateful for 
anything you can do. 


about:blank 







1/1/2018 Print 


Subject: Re: Menezes and McDaniel 


From: Julia Szafraniec Uuliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com) 


To: nmarangi@pacbell.net; 


Date: Monday, June 19, 2017 4:02 PM 


Neill, 


Do you still have the minutes from this hearing (12/12/16)? If so, could you please email them to me? Also I 
received your email in regards to attorney fees and to my recollection Judge Hernandez instructed Mr. McDaniel 
to stop paying when we were in Court towards the end of last year (around August I believe). I will review my 
notes and verify. 


Thanks, 
Julia 


Julia Kaemerle 
Attorney at Law 


LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 


- Carlsbad, CA 92008 


TEL (760) 931-1981 


FAX (760) 931-1982 


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the 
individual(s) named as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 
2510-2521. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under 
applicable law including, but not limited to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are 
not the intended recipient of this transmission, please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not 
deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its contents or take any action in reliance on the 
information it contains. 


On Mon, Jan 30, 2017 at 9:06 PM, Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> wrote: 
I just got the Minutes, but I see you've already sent your version of the 12/12/16 order to the court. 
I've attached my letter to the court and my version of the order. 


about:blank 104 1/1 







I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, L.L.P. 


2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


,-,, FO r \ --·· 
SOUTH CCUNT'(-14 


3 (760) 931-1981 


4 
Z018 JAN I O P 3: 2 


Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANlEL 
5 


6 


7 


8 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DMSION 


NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 


Petihoner, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Respondent 


Case No.: DS 51030 


NOTICE OF LODGMENT 
10 


11 


12 


13 


14 Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, by and through his attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, 


15 hereby lodges the following: 


16 Exhibit 


11 A 


Description 
Email Correspondence to Neill Marangi 10/3/17 


18 


19 


B 


C 


Email Correspondence regarding the Power of Attorney 


Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contempt 


20 
D 


21 
E. 


22 


23 
F. 


24 G. 


25 


26 


27 Dated: January 10, 2018 


28 


Email Correspondence regarding delivery of POA 


Email from Petitioner dated 11/9/17 


Brazilian Process Paperwork (translations to be provided) 


Findings and Orders after Hearing submitted to Court. 


JULIA 


NOTJCE OF LODGMENT - 1 


1 
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I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
70!8 JAN I 0 LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 


2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 .-. : _:: . .: · -i_ ~c~ .:: t_::~/3;:y 


3 (760)931-1981 ,• ;_r~ :_.,'-... 41~ !.'JJ ~-t''/l c.:~. 
4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


Q 


11 


12 


13 


Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL Al 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


fN AND FOR THF, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


N1\TACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


Plaintiff. 


TIM MCDANIEL. 


Defendant 


Ca.~c No.: DS 51030 


SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF 
RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL. IN SUPPORT OF 
REQUEST FOR ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES 
AND SANCTIONS 


14 I. Tim McDaniel, declare: 


15 I. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 


16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where othenvise indicated, and if 


17 called to testify. I could and would testify competently thereto. 


18 


19 


20 


11 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


.., 


.t.. 


1. 
TIMELTNE OF PETITIONER VIOLATING COURT ORDERS 
REGARDING SIGNING THE POWER OF ATTORNEY 


Originally, we filed a motion to enforce the Judgment from May 2015 regardin 


Petitioner transferring title of the home located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into m) 


name which was heard on December 12, 2016. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to sign an) 


required documents or take any necessary action to put title of the property located at 288 Albert 


Quatrini Bianchi Street in Brazil in my name by January 12, 2017. This was never done and th 


Attorney fee and Sanctions Requests as noticed in our Request for Order were not granted. 


SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 
ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND SANCTIONS - I 
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2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


i 


8 


9 


11 


12 


13 


14 


IS 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


J. On February J, 2017, I tiled an Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contemp 


as Petitioner had taken no action to transfer the property to me. On August 4, 2017: Pctitione 


was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of being in contempt of Court. Petitioner speci ticall 


violated an order to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Strec 


into my name. 


4. On August 29, 2017 (a Review Hearing previously set by the Court): The Cou 


(Both Family and Criminul) had previously ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof o 


compliance with the Court Order at this hearing. She again was in violation of the above Cou 


Order which was originally made in 2015. In fact, she provided a Power of Attorney to th 


Court which specifically did NOT transfer the property but authorized me to use the house unti 


after her process to remove the :,;quatters was completed. In addition. she added specific languag 


which made me responsible not just for the cost of the process but also her personal attorney fees 


costs for the transfer, and cosL<i of the registration in the Registry. The Court had already ordere 


I hat she was to hear all o_{ these costs. As the Court will sec later in this declaration, she goes o 


to attempt to award the house to her Brazilian attorney as a payment for her fees (despite th 


speci fie order for her not to encumber the property in any way). Petitioner has never had an 


intention of abiding by the Court Orders at any time during this case. 


5. At the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017, Petitioner was ordered to execute the 


23 Power of Attorney per the instructions ofmy anomcy in Brazil within 30 days. We provided her 


24 with instructions on September 26, 2017 which we even had verified by the registry in Brazil. 


25 We did not receive any response from Petitioner at all. 


26 


27 


28 


6. My attorney then followed up with Petitioner's attorney on September 29, 20 I 7 


via email; however. he told us he was not representing her on this issue but that he would 
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2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


JU 


II 


12 


I) 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


2.7 


28 


forward our request for status to Petitioner. On October 2, 2017. well over the 30 days she was 


given, my attorney followed up again and Petitioner's attorney informed her that Petitioner was 


requesting the document he translated even though her primary language is Portuguese. 


7. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 


woman she could sell the home. Based on her past actions, this would not surprise me especially 


since she is suing the tenants to evict them from my home. This is a lawsuit she could have casil 


dropped on her own when the home was awarded to me in 2015. We gave Petitioner and her 


attorney Ex Parte notice on October 3, 2017 for October 5, 2017 hoping that Petitioner would 


get the document executed and that we could then take the matter off calendar. (Please see email 


correspondence re ex partc lodged herein as Exhibit "A".) 


8. We appeared Ex Parte on October 5, 2017 to request that the Court assist us in 


having the Power of Attorney executed as it seemed clear she had no intention of complying. Al 


th~ Ex Parle she was still given additional time again. She was to go to the consulate by 


October 13, 2017 and then to deliver the pe1fected Power of Attorney to my attorney by 


October 16, 2017, This was not done. My attorney followed up with Petitioner's attorney on 


October 12, 2017 to sec if"Pctitioncr had complied with the Order and to try to facilitate a way 


for Petitioner to get her lhe Power of Attorney on October I 6, 2017. On October 17, 2017, we 


had still not heard back from Petitioner or her attorney so my attorney followed up again that da 


and on October 18, 20 J 7 (Please email correspondence re: Power of Attorney lodged herein as 


Exhibit ''B ".) 


9. By October 21, 2017, we had still received no news so we prepared another 


Order to Show Cause and Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt. (Please sec prepared and 


signed Order to Show CaLtsc and Affidavit for Contempt lodged herein as Exltibit "C".) My 


attorney infom,ed Petitioner that we would pursue a contempt as the Court had stated we could 


have it heard in Family Court as criminal guilt had already been decided. I did not want to have 


to bring this before the Court again but I needed to be prepared in the event Petilioner again 
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12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


IR 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


directly violated the Courts orders. 


I 0. Finally, on October 27, 2017, Petitioner sent my attorney a scanned copy of the 


Power of Attorney. However, by November 6, 2017, we still had heard nothing about when 


Petitioner would be delivering the original to my attomcy. My attorney contacted Petitioner 


again on this day to inquire as to how she could get the original. (Please see email re: Delivery 


of POA lodged herein as Exhi'bit "D ".) The original was needed by my attorney in Brazil to be 


able to take to the registry. Petitioner finally agreed to meet someone from my attomcy's service 


in front of the Courthouse on November 10, 2017. This is almost one month after she was 


ordered for the 51
h time to provide this Power of Attorney. 


11. Petitioner did email my attorney prior to that day that it was her intention to go 


into my separate property house after the litigation she instigated is over to remove property 


from the home. (Please see email from Petitioner dated November 9, 2017 lodged herein as 


Exhibit "E. '? [f she did thjs before the house was titled in my name there is nothing I could do 


to protect myself or my property in the home. This is just another example of her complete 


disregard of Court Orders. She believes that she knows better than all the Judges we have 


encountered to date and she will continue to try to manipulate the orders to benefit herself. 


12. At this Lime, we arc finally in possession of the origina I document which has been 


mailed to Attorney Eva Bischoff. Upon receipt of the original Power of Attorney, Attorney 


Bischoff went to start the process of transferring the property back into my name. On Decembe 


7, 2017, we were notified by Attorney Bischoff that she found documentation lo show that 


Petitioner (along with her attorney ADTMlLSON BARBOSA DA SILVA) had tiled a process in 


which Petitioner claimed to owe her attorney R$352,528,00. The house is Brazil is valued at 


approximately R$404,000.00. Petitioner, to compensate for this al1cgcd debt, awarded the house 


to her attorney. This is despite a strict order from this Court that she not encumber or 


transfer this property in any way. 
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13. The letter oF adjudication (carta de adjudicacao) was presented by ADIMf LSON 


BARBOSA DA SILVA to the registry in Brazil on November 30, 2017, This clearly 


demonstrates that Petitioner had absolutely no intention of abiding by the Court Orders. If this 


documentation had not been found by Attorney Bischoff then the property would already have 


been transferred to ADTMTLSON BARBOSA DA SILVA and J would have no recourse. Wear 


currently having all the processes translated so that the Court can see the extent of deception, 


manipulation, and criminal behavior of the Petitioner. We are providing the Portuguese 


documents at this time. (Please see Portuguese Processes lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 


14. On December 16, 2017, Attorney Bischoff notified us that the apartment awarde 


to Petitioner in Brazil as well as her Mother's home were still in her name. This means that she 


had other assets which she could have used to pay her alleged debt. Attorney Bischoff was able 


to meet with the Judge and the registration of the decision was temporarily cancelled. 


I 5. I have continuously represented to the Court that Petitioner can dispose of this 


property and we now have obtained documentation that she has absolutely engaged in fraudulent 


behavior. ln addition to the Contempt in the San Diego Superior Court, Petitioner, her attorney 


in Brazil, and her mother may be facing a criminal process in Brazil. We have provided an email 


to the Court from October 2015 (approximately 5 months aner the Court originally awarded the 


property to me) in which her attorney writes her that as of November 8, 2014 he had only 


received R$2.000,00 from her and that they should agree to a reasonable fee of I 0% of the value 


of the house. This was about RS243.067,00 (10% minus the R$2,000 already paid). The email 


specifies that he would consider it an agreement if she did not respond. Petitioner has never 


informed the Court in San Diego about any of this. 


16. ln addition to the translated processes l will provide to the Court. I am having 


Attorney Eva Bischoff appear via Court Cal I so that if the Court has any questions for her about 


the processes in Brazil she will be available. 


ill 
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17. To outline what has happened for the Court, I filed my request to Enforce the 


Judgment August 11, 2016, I filed the first contempt motion in January of 2017 and the origina 


order was made in 2015. The contempt was set for May Z3, 2017 for the arraignment, then we 


returned June 13, 2017 at which point Petitioner requested a continuance so the Court could 


appoint a defense attorney. Finally, on August 4, 2017 the Contempt was heard and Petitioner 


was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. [twas not until November 10, 2017, that my 


attorney was in receipt of the Power of attorney and now I have had to tile a lawsuit in Brazil to 


prevent Petitioner from transferring the house to her Brazilian attorney. This is 2 vears and 8 


months from the original order being made and 1 year and 5 months since I have been asking 


for the Court's a."sistance in enforcing the Judgment. 


18. Now after a RFO to Enforce Judgment, a Motion to Compel discovery regarding 


the house in question, multiple Review Hearings, a Contempt Trial, Related Matters, another 


Contempt motion, and an Ex Pa rte we are just now moving closer to the house being put back in 


my name. Even to finalize putting the house back into my name will require me to tly back to 


Brazil. Petitioner's behavior has caused me to incur unnecessary expenses, fees, and has taken 


up the Court's time unnecessarily. I am respectfully requesting the Court to seriously 


consider my request to not only award me Petitioner's community interest portion in the 


bank account (this was awarded to me already for the $10,000 she was ordered to pay for 


the Contempt Motion) but also the stocks and in addition an attorney fee and cost award in 


the amount of $30,000. 


19. I also request that the Court take action in penalizing Petitioner for her complete 


lack of candor, blatant perjury, and criminal behavior. She has wasted not just the Court's time 


and judicial resources but has also caused me to incur unnecessary costs, time, and difficulty. 


Nothing in the Family Court System has been effective to enforce the Court Order's again~t 


Petitioner. I have abided by all Court orders and just am requesting that the Court make a ruling 


that will make sure Petitioner does as well. 
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20. As the Court can clearly see Petitioner has twice had to pay fees because of her 


behavior. The first being for her DVTRO which the Court denied and I was the prevailing party 


and was awarded $10.000. I had to fly in from Belgium for this hearing. This amount was offse 


by spousal support that J would have to pay Petitioner despite the fact she was and is co


habitating with and being supported by Shane Douglas according to their testimony. He 


admitted to supporting her in Court on the record at the DVTRO hearing. The next being the 


Contempt trial wherein the Judge found her guilty beyond a reasonable doubt and also awarded 


me $10,000 which is being offset by her community property interest in a bank account we had 


during the marriage. I had to fly in from Sri Lanka for this hearing which she continued. She 


has yet to have to actually pay for her continued perjury to the Court, her bad faith requests to th 


Court, and her complete and total disregard for Court Orders. I believe that unless there is a 


punishment we will continue to see her violating and manipulating Court Orders. 


u. 
TIMELINE OF THE COURT RESERVCNG JURJSDICTION OVER ATTORNEY FEE' 


AND SANCTIONS THROUGHOUT THIS LITT GA TION. 


21. The Request for Attorney Fees and Costs as well as Sanctions has been before the 


Court since at least January 2016. The Cour1 reserved over this issue at the hearing on June 13, 


2017 and set a Review Hearing for August 29, 2017. At the Review Hearing on August 29, 


2017, the Court again reserved jurisdiction over all sanction and fee requests and set another 


Review Hearing for January 16, 2018. (Please see FOAH'S for the above-mentioned hearings 


lodged herein as Exhibit "f;'.) Both FOAH's were prepared and submitted to Petitioner's 


Counsel by my attorney. After receiving no response from him, my attorney submitted both 


FOAH's directly to the Court but we have not received conformed copies as of yet. 


22. Mr. Marangi has submitted an additional declaration claiming he is owed fees by 


myself: The Court specifically stated to the best of my recollection and supported by the notes o 
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my attorney that the Court was reserviJ1g over the payment of these fees. In light of the above, I 


do nol believe Petitioner should be awarded fees of any kind and should be solely responsible for 


her fees. The only reason this case is still being litigated is directly because of her actions. She 


has absolutely frustrated settlement and increased litigation both in Brazil and California. 


23. At each level we had the following requests: 


• ln our Responsive Declaration, tiled May 31, 2017. to Petitioner's Request for Order 


filed February 27,2017 and heard on June 13, 2017, r requested $20,000 ,n Attorney 


Fees and Sanctions under Family Code §271, CCP §2031.010, and CCP §3294. (This 


was supported by the Declaration of Julia Kaemerle Regar,Jing Attorney Fees filed on 


MayJl,2017.) 


• Per the Findings and Orders aftel' Hearing, the Court reserved on the above. 


• My request for $20,000 in fees and sanctions was continued again at the August 29, 2017 


hearing to the Review hearing set for January 16, 2018. 


• Per the declaration I submitted for the Ex Parte heard on October 5, 2017, I again made a 


request for fees and sanctions. This was filed October 4, 2017 and the underlying motion 


that l tiled concurrently for fees and sanctions was set for the January 16, 2018 date as 


well. ln my ex parte declaration, l requested $30,000 in fees based on Family Code §271 


§2031, and CCP §3294. This request was made because of Petitioner's blatant disregard 


for Court Orders which has forced me to appear before the Court on numerous occasions 


to enforce this Order. 


• In the underlying motion filed concurrently with the Ex Parte, (which was set for the 


same day as the Review Hearing) I again requested $30,000 under Family Code § 271, 
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§2031, and CCP §3294. 


• Prior to all of this, on November 8, 2016, I had to file a Motion to Compel because 


Petitioner refused to comply with our discovery requests, specifically, Fann 


Interrogatories. The motion was heard on March 13, 2017. We had requested $5,000 in 


Attorney Fees and sanctions under CCP §2031. 290 and §2031.300 for failure to timely 


and properly respond - there in fact was no response. Petitioner was only ordered to pay 


$500 under Family Code §271. 


24. lam asking that the Court review the aforementioned declarations, specifically, 


my Responsive Declaration filed May 31, 2017, my attorney's attorney fee declaration filed the 


same day, the Findings and Orders after Hearing lodged herein as Exhibit E, my ex-pane 


declaration submitted October 4, 2017, the Courts Order made at the hearing, the transcript from 


the C_ontempt Motion (previously lodged as Exliibit Hon August 24, 2017), my declaration 


submitted with the RFO filed October 5, 2017, as well as this declaration. In addition, I am 


respectfully requesting lhc Court review my Request for Order filed August 14, 2015 which 


outlines Petitioner's perjury to the Court as well as the Contempt Motion filed November 27, 


2017. 


25. I am also respectfully requesting that the Court consider the transcripts or minutes 


from May 23, 2017, June 13, 2017, and August 29, 2017. ln addition, I would request that the 


Court consider the original motion I filed to enforce the Judgment on August 11, 2016. I have 


throughout this matter informed the Court that Petitioner is committing perjury. 


26. The Court should also consider that she has been co-habiting with Shane Douglas 


since Oct. 7, 2013. We have infonned the Court of this several times. Our evidence is Faceboo 


statements and photos, investigation of her subletting an apartment and stating she lived there 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 
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when she lived with Shane and her bank statements with no utility bills or household expenses 


(these have all previously been submitted to the Court but will be provided again prior to the 


Review Hearing.) She is fully supported by him and she is intentionally misrepresenting her 


finances to the Court. 


27. While Petitioner continues to claim financial hardship, I would like the Court to 


see that this is not at. all the case. Petitioner has substantially bencfitted financially from this 


divorce. 


In addition to her salary which averages S3,000 per month, she also has the following: 


• Petitioner still has my home in her name valued at S I l 0,000 usd although she 
actively tried to transfer it to ADJMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA. 


• She has her own home in GuaruJhos in Brazil valued at $183,000 usd 


• She was awarded an apartment in Brazil valued at S60,000 usd which was 
purchased with my separate property funds. 


• Petitioner has received l /2 of my 40 I k which is valued at $ l 02,000 usd 


• Petitioner was able to purchase a new Mazda 6 in 2015- value $22,000 usd 


• She has not paid any Utility bills according to subpoenaed bank statements and T 
believe that she is fully being supported by Shane Douglas per his testimony in 
Coun. 


• In the time that Petitioner has been cohabiting with Shane Douglas, I have paid 
her $64,120 usd in spousal support. 


• This is a total of $541,000 usd (not including salary) that she has acquired 
throughout this matter. 


• 1 had to pay $990 (1 % of the value) to file the process against her preventing her 
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from transferring my house to her attorney. 


• There is upwards of S3150O in propeny fees J will have to pay. 


• My attorney fees for Attorney Eva Bischoff will be about 20% of the value of the 
house. She will be available to the Court via CourtCall should the Court have 
questions about her fees on l/16/18. 


• t have had to cover the costs to obtain translations of the Brazilian processes 
which will had up to several thousands. 


111. 
RELIEF REQUESTED 


[ am respectfully requesting that the Court award me all of the remaining stock 


(specifically Petitioner's Community Property portion) based on her behavior and delay in 


transferring this property to me despite repeated Court Orders and direct comments by numerous 


Judicial Officers. 


29. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and CCP §3294 in th 


amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Coun on this same issut: and for 


her blatant disregard for Court Orders. The request for the $30,000 is in addition to the Court 


awarding me lllJ of the stock. If Petitioner continues to sec no consequence:: to her conduct and 


repeated disobedience and disrespect to the Court her behavior will continue. 


I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 


true and correct. Executed this 10 day of January 2018. 


,r;: ~ S> 
T1ffi' McDaniel. Respondent 


~ SCANNED 
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Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kacmerlc, L.L.P 


2 5962 La Place Court, Suite#] 65 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
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Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


k1 
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DJEGO 


FAMILY COURT 


8 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES. Case No.: D51030 
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Petitioner, 


vs. WITNESS LIST 


TIM MCDANIEL, Date: January 16. 2018 


Respondent. 
Time: 1:45 PM 


Dept: 17 


At the time of the Review Hearing, Respondent TIM MCDANTEL. reserves the right to 


take oral testimony from the following witnesses: 


1. 


2. 


... 


.). 


Petitioner. NAT ACHE C.GONCAL VES MENEZES 


Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


Attorney Eva Bischoff; other party. Respondent"s attorney in Brazil. Attorney 


Bischoff can testify as to the lawsuits regarding the House in question in Brazil as 


well as costs incurred by Respondent regarding the transfer of the House. 


Dated: January 9,2018 


i'J~51l'JI) 
Fl 1?1 


i'l:fi51~ 
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ATTORNEY Ofl PARTY WITHOUT A TTOANEY (N11"8. Sll/11 £Ju nurrc,r, 1NI Md'H1): 


_ Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l671S5) SBN: 167155 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911 


TELEPl'ONE N0,:(619) 420-1600 FAX NO. (Op«ona0:(619) 420-l 61 J 
£.MM. AOOAESS (C),lional): 


ATTORNEVi::oR 1'11•1111'-'Menezes 


SUPERIOR C:OUf;f. OF C:~L,IF()RNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
sTTmTAOORess:500 Third Avenue 
MAJLJNGADORES~:500 Third Avenue 


cmANDZJPCOOE:Chula Vista. CA 91910 
BAANCH NAME:Sou£h County Regional Center 


PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER:NAT ACHE C. GONCAL YES MENEZES 


DEFENDANT/AESPONDENT:TJM MCDANIEL 


DECLARATION 


MC-030 
FOR COURT IJ$E cw, Y 


23\8 JAN \ 2 P 3: P·1 


CASE NUIABER: 


DS 51030 


Tim was involved with the squauers. What happen is that had a lot. of debt from .the process against the squatters. !t y.,~ a legal decision 
from the judge in Brazil. l had a court order saying r lost the house to· Adn:iilson. I don't !lave any saying on the judge d:ecision. 


My lawyer in Brazil after the 2015 email he send tc me charging me he stop working for me because I told him I ~ouldn't pay and my 
mom look for another lawyer and unfonunately the judge didn't accept the new lawyer and sent the court paperwork to Admilson so 
decided to come back to work for me agc:tin my mom couldn't pay so he _started a process against us and the judge freeze the property and 
did a court order to award the houSI! to Admtlson. 


I in the same way can't determinate what happen there and what did happen there is whar I have been saying on court after court that had 
a chance ro happen and the house was losr. It's not true that I passed this house. I lost in the litigation proces.-. by court order in Brazil. I 
did my part I gave the POA exactly how they wanted. What happen in the litigation and the outcome result of losing the house was nor 
what I wanted. I lost the case. I never have the control of the hous!;: since 2014 when litigation started 1 told everyone that I didn't have 
the ownership because the squaner5 were trying to take over the house. I said that many times. 


I didn't know about the ex-part~ I didn't see my emails. This ex parte should not happened because Ms. Kaemerle took her 1 month to 
give me the POA draft and judge said r had one month to do it after she give me the paper and if she was late she was going to excuse me 
from any delay. 1 did my part and did-the POA even knowing was against the Brazilian law that 1 couldn'ttransfer the house tci nobody 
until the process was over. 


Tim didn't do the new form to transfer the college plan so that still pending. He is the one in the first place that should had done and srnd 
to the college plan. 


The value of Houses Ta.}(es I paid from 2015 to 2017: $ 8,363.43. I ask the court to order Tim to reimburse me. 


I declare under penalty of perjury under th11 laws of the State of California that the foregoing ls true and oorreet. 


Date: c!) \ I C l,. / cg 


NATACHE C GONCALVES MF.NFZF~ 


0S5103D 
MC030 
Declaration 
767538 


l~m~tlltltltlll~~l~I~ l~I 


(TYPE OR PFIINT 11.AMEJ 


Signatur~
By Fac:;irnite 


0 Attorney tor O Plalntlff 00 Petitioner D Defendant 


D Respondent D Other (Specify): 


DECLARATION Plot 1 011 
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F1TITIONERIPL.AINT:F,:: N~tache C. Gonaalves ~enezes 
RES1>0~0ENT1DEFENOANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION CSE 5~030 
1. Employment (GAie lnfom,a~n cm your t;f.!mmt }ob or, if 'IO'J'«J unem;,byed, YQLJr most reot,nt Job.) 


a. Employ•: Optimum Behavioral Health · 
Attach copies b. Employer's a;edreat.: 591 Camino De La Reina, #8l1, San Diego, CA 92108 
of your pay e, Employa,'1 phone number: ( 619) 297-4300 
• tuba for l,st d. Occupation: 8ehaviora l Theranist 
two months "' 
(black out •· Date JPb started! 01 / Oe / 14 
mat f. If unemployed, d~t• Jop endecl; 


security g. I W01k about 40 hours per week. 
numbers}. h. I get paid S 4, 224 groa {before taxes) CX: per month C per week CJ per hour. 


•150 


(tf you hav• rnort than Ot\e job, attach an •Yrby·11-i~ sheet of p1J>$r ~nd lfat-tht 11me Information u atH?ve- for )four Olher 
jobs. Write uQuestlon 1--cthar Jottt• 11 the top.) 
2. Age and tducatfon 


a. My age Is (spedy): 37 
b. I have completed h{gh school Cf tht QQulvalent: .. X ·1 Yes i,_ __ : No If no, highest grade c:ompleted (specify): 


c. Number ot yure of ~llsga compl&tad (spet;lfy): 5 rx:: ~rN(S) obtained (~P'Klf</): Physical Therapy 
d. Number of years ot g111duate achool completid (specify): C"_J Oagree(s) ot>t11tnad (liPf'Clfy): 
e. 1 have: :Jc~ pRJf$81ionaVoccupatlOl1at 11can,e<11) (l{)(dy): Registered Behavioral Therapist 


CJ ¥Ocational training (9Pflclly): 
3. Tax lnformatk,n 


a . . 1'· __ I last flied taxes for taw year (apaoify Yfft); 2015 
b, My tax filing statu1 11 :..J single --~-~ head of household C~J mani6d, fll!ng separately 


·• .-: married, flllng jointly with (lt»Clfo/ nsrm1): 


c. l file state tax returns In ::.)L c,urarnla [--::~~ other (BPfci/y slate).· 


d. I Cl&lm the following number cf eXlffl!ptions (including myself) on my taX&G (spscify)i. 


4. Other panyts Income. I estimate the·gro~ monthly Income (before taxes) of the other partY In tt,is ca~• at (s,,«ify): • 8,666 
This etima~ I& be~ an (e)(IIJ.tin): Inc.orne and expense Def:lara.tion 


(If )'OU need mote apace to Ptwe, anr QUHt!ona on tftlJ ,f)l'm, •Uaoh an 8'fl.by•11-tneh ah"& of pJplP and w,lte ttle 
qu~tJon number before your •~wsr, Numbs, cf pag,91 attechad: ,,_ _ _,,.. __ _ 


I declare under penalty of perjury under tho lawa or th& State of C.allfornla thal the-Information ~ntalned on ell pages of this form and 


any ~ttachments is tl'\Je and correct. ~~ • Signature 
Oate. <!JI/ /1,./1 g »---..L-~-1---··-~ Ry F~,~•;imi1e 


Natache C, Goocaivcs Menezes ~►---'./l...:;..,~-~~~~~=------m" QI PR"'CT NAM~I 1$1CiNA"IV'IE Of OiCI.Altw.lTI 


INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 


□S51030 
FL 150P 
Petitio11er's lnr.ornr. and ~K1,1enSe O'!tlilrnliJn 
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Fl -1~'1 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


._RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT; 


CASE NUMBER: 


DS 51030 


Attach copies of your pay stubs for the last two months and proof of any other income. Take a copy of your latest federal 
tax return to the court hearing. (Black out your social security number on the pay stub and tax return.) 


5. Income (For average monthly, add up all the income you received in each category in the last 12 months Average 
and divide the total by 12.) Last month monthly 


a. Salary or wages (gross, before taxes) .................................................. $ o 3,727 


b. Overtime (gross, before taxes) ...................................................... $ ___ __,,,,_ 0 
c. Commissions or bonuses ...... _(_$_~99!.1.~ .l!l~.n-~t:i~. ~- -~~~/~~: ~ ................ $ ___ _.._ 0 


d. Public assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GNGR) D currently receiving ............. $ ___ -=-0 


e. Spousal support I x 7 from this marriage D from a different marriage ................... $ ___ ---=-0 


f. Partner support D from this domestic partnership C-_J from a different domestic partnership $ ___ ---0 


0 g. Pension/retirement fund payments .................................................... $ ___ _::,_ 


0 h. Social security retirement (not SSI).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... $ ___ ~ 


i. Disability: D Social security (not SSI) D State disability (SDI) f I Private insurance .... $ ___ -=-0 


0 j. Unemployment compensation ........................................................ $ ___ _;:_ 


0 k. Workers' compensation ............................................................ $ ___ -=-


1. Other (military BAQ, royalty payments, etc.) (specffy):V.i.C:t;.9.r.~?.' -~. ?~.C:f!=!.t ... ( !!. )~9~J.f !? ...... $...:.·..:.•--:.....:.... 77 
per month) 


6. Investment income (Attach a schedule showing gross receipts less cash expenses for each piece of property.) 


0 a. Dividends/interest ................................................................. $ ___ -=-


0 b. Rental property income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .$ ___ ___ 


0 c. Trust income .............................................................. - ..... $ ___ -=-


0 d. Other (specify): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ __ ____,~ 


7. Income from self-employment, after business expenses for all businesses ... 
I am the D owner/sole proprietor D business partner D other (specify)· 


Number of years in this business (specify): 


Name of business (specify): 


Type of business (specify): 


0 .. $ ___ ....._ 


456 
41 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


65 


0 
0 
0 


0 


0 


Attach a profit and loss statement for the last two year:.; or a Schedule c from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
social security number. If you have more than one business, provide the Information above for each of your businesses. 


8. D Additional income. I received one-time money (lottery winnings, inheritance. etc.) in the last 12 months (specify source and 
amount): 


9. D Change in income. My financial situation has changed significantly over the last 12 months because (specify): 


10. Deductions Last month 


a. Required union dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................... $ 0 


b. Required retirement payments (not social security, FICA, 401 (k), or IRA}.... . ........................... $ 0 
c. Medical, hospital, dental, and other health insurance premiums (total monthly amount). . . ............ $ 3 7 3 


d. Child support that I pay for children from other relationships . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ $ 0 


e. Spousal support that I pay by court order from a different marriage .................................. $ 0 


f. Partner support that I pay by court order from a different domestic partnership ............................. $ 0 


g. Necessary job-related expenses not reimbursed by rny employer (attach explanation labeled "Question 10g") . . $ 0 


11. Assets Total 


a. Cash and checking accounts, savings, credit union, money market, and other deposit accounts.. . . . . . . . . ... $ ~_Q_5_2_ 


b. Stocks, bonds, and other assets t could easily sell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ $ 0 


c. All other property, UL) real and ~.J personal (estimc1te fair market value minus the debts you owe). . $ 30. 841 
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FL-150 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Nat ache C. Goncalves Menezes 


~RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
CASE NUMBER· 


DS 51030 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


12. The following people live with me· 


Name 
How the person is That person's gross Pays some of the 


Age related to me? (ex: son) monthly income household expenses? 


a. Dominique Francelino 18 Daughter $-0- 0Yes W No 
b. Shane Douglas 33 Boyfriend $5,500 Ci] Yes D No 
c. 0 0Yes D No 
d. 0 0Yes D No 
e. 0 0Yes D No 


13. Average monthly expenses [i] Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 


a. Home: 


(1) W Rent or D mortgage ....... $ ___ ..::::.J...: 


If mortgage: 


h. Laundry and cleaning .............. $ 
2.500 


i. Clothes ....... . . ' .............. $ 


(a) average principal: $ ___ __,O::... j. Education ..................... $ 


(b) average interest: $ 0 k. Entertainment. gifts, and vacation .... $ 


0 (2) Real property taxes ................ $ _____ ____ I. Auto expenses and transportation 


(3) Homeowners or renter's insurance (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, etc.) ..... $ 


0 (if not included above) .............. $ _____ __:::'-- m. Insurance (life, accident. etc.; do not 


300 (4) Maintenance and repair ............ $ ------=-=-- include auto, home, or health insurance)$ 


b. Health-care costs not paid by insurance ... $ 
n. Savings and investments ............ $ 


100 
0. Charitable contributions ............. $ 


0 
p. Monthly payments listed in item 14 


(itemize below in 14 and insert total here) $ 
c. Child care .......................... $ -------=--


800 d. Groceries and household supplies ........ $ ____ ___,_..;...;a;'- q. Other (specify)?.~~. Jrv~ \l.r:c;1nc;:~ .... $ 


480 e. Eating out .......................... $ -----=--=-a;-


630 
r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) (do not add in 


the amounts in a(1)(a) and (b)) $ 
f. Utilities (gas, electric, water, trasll) . . .... $ ------"--'-"-


162 g. Telephone, cell phone, and e-mail ....... $ ____ __.._ 


s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ 


14. Installment payments and debts not listed above 


0 


100 


125 


250 


460 


0 


25 


0 


20Q 


53 


6[185 


0 


Paid to For Amount Balance Date of last payment 


Chase Visa Credit card $ 200 $ L 443 current 


$ 0 $ 0 


$ 0 $ 0 


$ 0 $ 0 


$ 0 $ 0 


$ 0 $ 0 


15. Attorney fees (This is required if either party is requesting attorney fees.): 0 
a. To date, I have paid my attorney this amount for fees and costs (specffy): $9, 6 0 3 
b. The source of this money was (specify): savings; credit card 
c. I still owe the following fees and costs to my attorney (specffy total owed): $0 
d. My attorney's hourly rate is (specify): $ f 1 at 


I confirm this fee arrangement. 


Date: c)\ { ( "'( '-'J 
Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) ► (lYPE OR PRINT NAME OF ATTORNEY) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncal ,,es Menezes 
__ RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 


CASE NUMBER: 


~s s1030 


16. Number of children 
(NOTE: Fill out this page only if your case involves child support.) 


a. I have (specify number): children under the age of 18 with the other parent in this case. 


b. The children spend O percent of their time with me and O percent of their time with the other parent. 


(If you're not sure about percentage or it has not been agreed on, please describe your parenting schedule here.) 


17. Children's health-care expenses 


a. D I do D I do not have health insurance available to me for the children through my job. 


b. Name of insurance company: 


c. Address of insurance company: 


d. The monthly cost for the children's health insurance is or would be (specffy): $0 
(Do not include the amount your employer pays.) 


18. Additional expenses for the children in this case Amount per month 


a. Child care so I can work or get job training ......................... $ 0 


b. Children's health care not covered by insurance ..................... $ _____ ....,.O._ 


c. Travel expenses for visitation .................................... $ ___ --"O ___ 


d. Children's educational or other special needs (specify below): .......... $ _____ ...:,O._ 


19. Special hardships. I asl< the court to consider the following special financial circumstances 
(attach documentation of any item listed here, including court orders): 


FL -15C 


Amount per month For how many months? 


a. Extraordinary health expenses not included in 18b .................. $ _____ ....,.O'--


b. Major losses not covered by insurance (examples: fire. theft, other 
insured loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ -0_ 


c. (1) Expenses for my minor children who are from other relationships and 
0 are living with me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................... $------


(2) Names and ages of those children (specify): 


(3) Child support I receive for those children ....................... $ ____ ___,.O'---


The expenses listed in a, b, and c create an extreme financial hardship because (explain): 


20. Other information I want the court to know concerning support in my case (specify): 
I received my December µay in January, so the year-to-date income has been 
divided by 11 months, rather than 10. The $500 bonus I've rec~ived this year 
is the only bonus I'll receive this year, so I've divided that amount by 12 
months. 
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GREGORY CARINCI PSVCHC•LOG~ INC 
!!'iill CM,tlNC) 0€ LA 1'((1"'14 STE az, 
SM 01eao CA 112,oe-;1110 


A132·f-2O1-4 
EE lrJ: 13 


NATACHEG ~ENE.ZE$ 
F<rnox~sjo3e2 
SAN DIEGO CA 82153 


~· ....... ---- --·--·····----·-·-••·-----I re•~NINGS "6PIS(»N"1, .ANO CHECK 1~,0f\MATION 
Nat.ad'le G Menezes 
PO 8oll5303.62 
San Diego. CA 92.1 S3 
Soc S.C #: :iooc•XX·l000I Emp4oy,e 10: 13 


PayPMtod: 10J01/17to 10/31/17 
£~.~_Da\41: .. ~_1/0&l1~----~~ck#: 5009~ 
N!T PAY ALLOCATlON1S 


DD 


Q~SCR/Pl'10N 


Hourly 
Ss1a1y 
OWlrtime 
Bonua 
Vacation 
Total Houre 
Orots Earnings 
Total Hn Worked 


Hf'(S/UNITS RA TE TWS PERIOD ( I) .YTO HOURS 


182.00 21 0000 


14.00 31,5000 


r/6.00 


176.00 


l-402.00 


4-41.00 


38,43 00 


1566 00 
15700 
1-'500 


_4_~.QQ 
1926 00 


32763 50 
:iso; co 
-15150 75 
500 00 


..J.@~QO 


423J9 25 


DESCRIPTION THIS PERiOO (SJ YTD (SJ MIieage 2-SfJ. :Q ,~ ?4 :,Q 
Che<:kAmounl 0.00 0.00 ______ REtMB&. OTHER PAYMENT-=S~--- .],_59 50 _______ 29!'4 ~~ 
Chkg 6639 2§7..U;J ~99-~~ WITH ... OLDll'IIGS DESCRIPTION FILING STA'TVS THIS PERICX) (SJ YTO tSJ 
NET PAY ______ ~1_S_.2_3 ___ 2_~6_9_8_.5_5 ,.., ..... 
TUiie Otrf (B8Md 0(1 Policy Vear) Social Secunty .,;..,., ,c;g 


DESCRIPTION 


So2.4 
AMTTAXEN 


0.00 hrs 
AVAIL BAL 


2◄ OOtn 


Medicare 65 72 
Fed lncomo Tax S O S•Ul 12 
CA lnoomi,TaJC SO 0 131 23 
CA Oisal)llity ~ S9 


roT~ tOO?~ 
oeovcriONS-- DESCR/P--r:-,ON--------- rn,s f-'t:RIOO ISJ 


PIA DEN POST T 
PIA MEO POST T 
PX40I EEPRE 


'fOTAL 


23 !i6 
H0':16 
3a ,lj 


.·,i 3~ 


;;:e;;~ OJ 
1>1Jn 


!!!07~ j") 


l•H-1~ 
331 or 


~56~ 
3?~ •i 


-4.::3 jg 


I 
I 


'. NIT Jl'AV 


f 


THISl>t;RtOD,SJ.' YTD(S) i 
_____________ l_ __ .. 


1 ZUUJ• ?M93.~ 1• 


'. --~ ·-- --- - ·- ---- --- _· -----·- ---~----------
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FILED 
So '!TJ...1 CrJn1...~ Y- i 1 ·t, I a I •, ,., r'l -


J JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#l56783 ZOl8 FEB 21 P J: ~O 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 


2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


3 (760)931-1981 


4 


s 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


II 


12 


13 


Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DMSION 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


Plaintiff, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Defendant 


Case No.: OS S l 030 


DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 
ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND SANCTIONS 


14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: 


15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 


t 6 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 


17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


I. 
TIMELINE OF PETITIONER'S PROCESS IN BRAZIL 


2. On May 7, 201S, Petitioner was ordered to transfer title oftbe home located at 28 


Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into my name. I am providing the Court with a detailed timelin 


as to what has occurred with this property. (Please s~e Litigation Timeline lodged herein a 


Exhibit "A".) On August 10, 2015, Petitioner was sent an email from her attorney in Brazil statin 


that he would be charging her R$241,067 .00 as her mother (who was her attorney-in-fact throu 


27 an executed Power-of-Attorney) directed him to charge her for the remaining amount of her bill 


28 DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL, lN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER RE: 
ATTORNEY FEES AND SANCTIONS • 1 


0S51030 
om 
Otclaration/Fle:idlng 
786127 


~I~ . 
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1 (Please see Translated and Original Email from Adimilson da Silva to Petitioner dated 8/10/1 


2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


lodged herein as Exhibit "B".) ft was sent to the same email that she provided my attorney wit 


on January 28, 20 I 8. Petitioner has !!ill! informed the Court that she was being charged wi 


this amount as a debt for legal fees on this property. 


3. On June 25, 2017, Petitioner admits and assumes as liquidated certain an 


7 presently due a debt to Adimilson Barbosa Da Silva in the amount of R$320,000.00. Th 


8 


9 


lO 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


regarding the home awarded to me on May 7, 2015. (Please see Translated and Original "Privat 


instrument of Admission of Debt" dated June 25, 2017 lodged herein as Exhibit "C",) 


4. I would like the Court to take judicial notice that the home is 


R$427,339,78 currentlywb.foh is the equivalent of approximately $131,364.07 usd. In 2017 it w 


valued at R$406,409,69. (Please see Property Valuation lodged herein as Exhibit "D".J This i 


an extremely high amount to owe in Brazil for legal fees and Adimilson Barbosa da Silva has neve 


1 s to divide the funds from this property between each other. 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


5. On February 3, 2017, I filed an Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contemp 


as Petitioner had taken no action to transfer the property to me. On August 4, 2017, Petitione 


was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of being in contempt of Court regarding the Order t 


transfer the property back into my name. 


Ill 


Ill 


Ill 
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6. On August 29, 2017, the Courts (Both Family and Criminal) had previous! 


ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the Court Order at this hearing 


Petitioner was given yet another extension and was ordered to comply within 30 days. Petitione 


attempted to provide a Power of Attorney at this hearing which stated that she was authorizing m 


to take possession of the home (it was not being transferred to me) and in addition it required tha 


I pay for all costs with the transfer (although the Court had already ordered she was responsible 


and all of her attorney fees in Brazil. (Please see translation of POA provided 8/29/17 by Petitione 


lodged herein as Exhibit "E".J We provided her with instructions on September 26, 2017 whic 


we even had verified by the registry in Brazil. 


7. We appeared Ex Parte on October S, 2017 as Petitioner had still not complied. 


Petitioner however appeared through her Mother before the Court in Brazil informing the Court 


that the parties have "amicably settled the dispute." The terms as described in the Instrument of 


Settlement and Giving in Payment of Real Estate are the same as those in the emaiJ from 


Adimilson Barbosa da Silva lodged herein as Exhibit "A". 


8. Petitioner represented to the Court in Brazil that the property that was awarded to 


me l'was free of any kind of encumbrances ... and it is not object of any other typed of contract." 


She then released her interest to the property to her Brazilian counsel which is what we have 


previously told the Court would happen because the property is in ber name. She had previously 


been awarded an apartment in Brazil (which I had purchased) and has an interest in a property 


with her Mother but she did not offer to use either of those properties as payment for her debt. 


(Please see Translated and Original Instrument of Settlement and Giving in Payment of Real 


Estate lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 


9. Petitioner states in a declaration under penalty of perjury "It was a 1egal decision 


from the Judge in Brazil. I had a Court Order saying I lost the house to Adimilson. I don't have 


any saying on the Judge decision." This declaration was filed January 12, 2018. This 
DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER RE: 
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statement along with the majority of this declaration, her testimony, and everything she has 


presented to the Court is blatantly untrue. She agreed to allowing the property to be 


transferred to Adimilsoo Barbosa da Silva to settle her legal debt despite the fact that she 


knew the property was my sole and separate property. (Please see Eva Bischoff's 


"Comments to Natache's Declaration lodged herein as Exhibit "G".) 


10. Subsequently, on October 16, 2017, the Court in Brazil confirmed the settlement 


and the enforcement of the lien was recorded and the Judgment was made final and 


unappealable. (Please see Translated and Portuguese Judgment dated October 16, 2017 lodged 


herein as Exhibit "H''.) Petitioner had been ordered by this Court at our Ex Parte Hearing on 


October 5, 2016 that she was to provide my attorney with the executed Power of Attorney by 


October 16, 2017. 


11. Not until October 27, 2017, after the Judgement had been made final in Brazil 


did Petitioner send my attorney a scanned copy of the Power of Attorney. We did not receive the 


actual Power of Attorney from Petitioner until November 10, 2017. This docwnent had to be 


mailed to my attorney in Brazil. On November 21, 2017, Adimilson Barbosa da Silva appeared 


before the Court in Brazil to enforce the Judgment which would convey my property to him; 


however, be had not submitted his Certificate of Marriage, so we were able to sue both Petitione 


and Adimilson Barbosa da Silva before the property was transferred. (Please see Translated and 


Pormguese Notice of Compulsory Conveyance of Ownership lodged herein as Exhibit"[".) 


12. My Attorney, Eva Ingrid Reichel Bischoff, was able to file a Motion to Stay 


Execution of Judicial Lien on my behalf on December 19, 2017. (Please see translated and 


Portuguese Decision lodged herein as Exhibit "J".) On February 20, 2018, we expect to have a 


Judgment at the Superior Court in Guarulhos, Brazil. A criminal complaint has also been filed 


but at this time we do not have any news. 


Ill 


Ill 
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13. We are approaching three years from the date the first Order was made. I am 


respectfully requesting that this Court finally take aclion after reviewing my previous 


supplemental declaration and exhibits, this declaration and lodgments, and the Declaration of 


Eva Bischoff who was on hold to speak with the Court at our last hearing for opproximately two 


hours. Petitioner needs to be held responsible for her actions and blatant disregard to this 


Court's Orders now. 


II. 
PETITIONER'S ASSETS 


14. The Request for Attorney Fees and Costs as well as Sanctions has been before the 


Court since January 2016. The Court has always reserved over this issue and l would ask that 


the Court rt!vicw the timclinc submitted and our last Supplemental Declarntion which outlines 


the history of al I the requests for nttorney fees and sanctions that we have made during the 


pcndcncy of this matter. 


15. Petitioner continues to claim financial hardship, yet she has substantially 


bcnefittcd financially from this clivorcc. In addition to her salary which uvcrages $3,000 per 


month and the support of her tiancc (or husband at this time). she also has the following: 


• Petitioner still hns not transferred the property to me and it is valued at 
approximately $131,364.07 usd. 


• She has her own home in Guarulhos in Brazil valued at $I 8],000 usd 


• She was awarded an arartment in Brazil valued at $60,000 usd which was 


1mrchascd with my separate property funds. 


o Petitioner has received I /2 of my 40 I k which is valued at $ \ 32,310.86 usd 
(Plensc sec Cnddcll Retirement Statement lodged herein as E.,·hibit "K".) 


• Petitioner was able to purchase a new Mazda 6 in 2015- value $22,000 usd. 
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16. 


• She bas not paid any Utility biHs according to subpoenaed bank statements and I 
believe that she is fully being supported by Shane Douglas per his testimony in 
Court. 


• In the time that Petitioner has been cohabiting with Shane Douglas, I have paid 
her $64,120 usd in spousal support. We have on numerous occasions provided 
Petitioner's Facebook post wherein she states she is moving in with Shane 
Douglas. This was in October of 2013. (Please see Petitioner's Facebook Pose 
10/4/13 lodged herein as Exhibit "L ".) 


• This is at minimum roughly $592,000 usd (not including salary) that she has 
acquired throughout this matter. 


• In addition, I have contributed to her attorney fees in the US while she committed 
perjury the entire duration of this matter. 


m. 
MY EXPENSES 


My expenses/costa have been increased unnecessarily because of Petitioners 


behavior both in San Diego and in Brazil. These expenses include the following and do not 


include the expenses incurred listed under Petitioner's Assets: 


• Approximately $80,000 in attorney fees in Ca1ifomia and at this time 
approximately $10,000 in attorney fees in Brazil. At the conclusion of the matter, 
10% of the value of the home will also be owed to my attorney in Brazil. {This 
does not include appeals in Brazil if necessary.) 


• I have paid $7,000 to my attorney in fees to file the processes in Brazil to stop the 
property from being transferred. 


• It will cost at least $10,000 to have the property transferred once the litigation is 
over. 


• Petitioner was delinquent on property taxes and she owes (per Court order) a 
minimum of$9,000. She has perjured herself again and represented that she paid 
these truces, 
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17. 


• I have had to pay for international flights from Sri Lanka and other locations to 
San Diego for these hearings, 


• I have had to pay for translations of all the Court documents for Brazil and the 
costs continue as we return to Court yet again with the same facts and requests. 
(Please see Receipts for Expenses lodged herein as Exhibit "M" - more to be 
produced at time of the hearing) 


On top of these fees, I had filed a Request for Order and a second contempt 


neither of which were heard by the Court. The criminal portion of the contempt bad been 


decided so there would have been no violation of Petitioner's fifth amendment rights and the 


RFO was sent to Petitioner and her counsel. She has on numerous occasions dodged service, her 


attorney has subbed in and out of her case, and she had no consequences to her actions aside 


from our Contempt Motion in Criminal Court. 


18. It has been frustrating to be involved in litigation where Petitioner has been 


allowed time and time again to violate Court Orders with no repercussions. It is my sincere hop 


that the Court will now see the extent of deception and manipulation she has engaged in while I 


have obeyed all Court Orders and acted in good faith. 


m. 
RELIEF REQUESTED 


19. I am respectfully requesting that the Court award me all of the remaining stock 


(specifically Petitioner's Community Property portion) based on her behavior and delay in 


transferring this property to me despite repeated Court Orders and direct comments by numerous 


Judicial Officers. 


20. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, §1101(d) (I) & (2), 


§1101(b), §210S(a), §2107(d), §2121, §2122(a), §2123, §128.7(c)(2) and CCP §3294 in the 


amount of $500,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and 


for her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 
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21. This request is in addition to the Court awarding me all of the stock. Petitioner 


has presented declarations and testimony for an improper pUll)ose, she has furthered litigation 


and frustrated settlement, and she has wasted a tremendous amount of Court resources. 


22. This amount can come out of her returning the apartment a listed in paragraph 15 


of the Judgment, her interest in her mother's home and business, the return ofmy retirement 


funds, the return of spousal support paid, reimbursement for health insurance and tax refunds, 


and the funds she has saved by being fully supported by a third party since 2015. 


I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 


true and correct. Executed thisJJday of February 2018. 


<~ SCANNED 
~~½D 
Tim McDaniel, Respondent 
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A.TT~ OR PARTY WITHOUT A TTOftNEY (H-. 5111'1 Bu 1t11"1119r end~ 


Julia Kaemer1e SBN: 256783 


Law Office or Matthew and Julia Kaemer1e, L.L.P. 
5962 La Place Court Sle 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


TGLE~(»j£ ~o 760-931-1981 fax: 760-931-19B2 


21rrft1rr,CMi=> 3: 31 
CLEm{~SUPERlOR COURT 
SAN Of EGO COUNTY. CA 


E•MAll >.ooREss 1opto,t111. Julla$zarranlec.law@gmail.oom 
ATTOR11EnORfNffllC/. Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNn' OF SAN DIEGO 
SttEET ADOAEss: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAUHG ADORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


ClTYANDU>COOE. Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH NiWE. South County Regional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natsche C. Goncalv~ Menezes 
RESPONOEITT/OeFENOANT: nm McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
CAi&NU'-lBER: 


1. Employment (Give lnformstlon on your current Job or, ff you're unemployed, your most recent Job.} 
a. Employer: Caddell Construction LLC 


OS 51030 


0851030 
Fl15JlP. 


At1ach copies 1 


of your pay ; 
stubs ror lasl ' 
two mor,ths 
(black OtJI 
social 


b. Employer's address: Montgomery Alabama Resµonrlant's Income Md hp;:'i~P. l)ecl:mitior 
7il5124 c. E.11ployer's phone number: 334-272-7723 


d. OccupaUon: Civil Superintendant 


e. Date Job started: 23-Jan-2018 


f. If unemployed, dale job ended: 
Ill i llllllll!llllllilllillll lllifll I Ill 


~ecurity 
numbers). g, I wori< about 43.33 hours per week. 


h. I get paid S 50.00 gross (before taxes) D per month D per week W per hour. 


(If you have more than one job, attach an 81/rby•11-lnch sheet of paper and list the same Information as above for your other 
Jobs. Wrfta "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 


2. Age and aducaUon 


a. My sge Is (specify): 57 years old 
b. I have completed high school or lhe equivalent: 0 Yes D No tf no, highest grade completed (spsclfy}: 


c. Number cf years ol college completed (specify}: D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 


d. Number ~ass or graduate school oomplete<i {specify): 


e. I have: L...J professlonaVoccupatlonal llcansa(s) (specify): 


CJ Oegree(s) obtained (specify): 


W vocational training (spec/Ft): 


3. Tax lnrormaUon 


a. 0 I last filed taxes ror taic year {specify yearj: 2016 


b. My tax filing status Is m slng!e D head of household D manied, fillng separately 


D marrled, filing joinUy with (specify name): 


C. I file state tax returns In D canfomla m other (specify slalo): Florida 


d, I claim the following number of exemptions {including myseH) on my laxes (specify): 1 


4. Other party's Income. I estlmale the gross moothly Income (before taxes) or the olhar pany in lhis case at (specify): S 
This estimate Is based on (eKplain): 


(If you need more space to answor any questJons on this fonn, attach an 8'/rby•11•1nch sheet of paper an~w the 


question number before your answer.) Number or pages attached: --- ~ (' A lJNED 
I deciare under penalty or pe~ury under the laws of lhe State of Callfomla that the Information contained on all page~ Is r~ffll 
any altad!Tenls ,''}"'" and com,cl. ~ 


Dale:c3./la~;i8 T-.. ,,, rY\LD ..... 1J ► ~ ~.J) 
(T'VPE OR PAIHT NAJ.IEJ (SICNATVRE OF OEa.AIUNTl 


Fonn ~ for~ Uw 
Judicial Cooundl"' Callomll 


FL,150p:l.-, J--,y1.2007J 


INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 


loU 
Fld/ C:OCS., SS 20»-2032. 


4100-211J 3552. le2G-.)UI. 
-l050-l0711, AJ00-4339 


.....,., ~fo.c.1 pov 







PETTTIONER/Pl.AfNTtFF: Nalache C. Goncalves Menezes 
..ftESPONOENT/DEFENDANT! Tim McDanlel 


OlliER PARENT/CLAIMANT! 


CAS!!MIMB!R: 


FL-150 


OS 51030 


Attach caplas of your pay atub9 for the last two months and proof of any ottiar In coma. Tau a capy of your latest federaJ 
tu return to the court hnrtng. (Black out your soda/ sKUrlt)' number on the pay dub and tax return.) 


5. Income (For average monthly, add up aJ1 the income fOtJ 1'8C8iv&d in fHldr category In the last 12 months Average 
and divide the totll by 12.) Last month monthly 
a, salary or wages (gross, berore taxes), t t • t t t I t t t t • t • t • t t • t • 1 t 1 0 1 1 I t I I t I t I t I • t t t t t t , , , o t • s 8666,00 8866.00 


b. Overtime (grcaa, befo,e taxea) •• , ••••• , ••••• , ••••••• , •••• , , ••• , • , •• , , , • , , •• , •• , • , , • • • • $ __ _ 


c. COINTllsslcns or bonuses ••••••• , , •••••••• , • , •••••••••••••• , ••••••••• , , •• , •••••••••••• S---
d. Pub!Je assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GA/GR) D currenUy receivfng • , • , , •••••••••••• $ __ _ 


e. Spou1&1 support D ffllm this mamage D frcm a different marriage .••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 


f. Pettner support D from thla domastic partnership D from a different itomostlc pa,tnershlp S __ _ 
g. PenslonlreUrernent fund payments, •••.•••.•••.••••••••••.••.•••••••• , .• , • , •• , •• , ••••.•• S __ _ 
h. SodaJ security ra11rement (not SSI) , •• , • , , •••• , , ••••••••••••• , , ••••. , ••. , •••••••• , •• , .•• S __ _ 
I. Dlsah~ D SodaJ aecurfty (not SSI} D State dlsabSlty (SOI} D Private Insurance • $ __ _ 


J, Unemployment campensaUan ••••• , , ••• , •••• , •• , • , ••••• , •• , , ••••••• , •• , ••••••• , • , ••••• $ __ _ 


k. Wcrtc.era' ccrnpensatlon , ••.•••..••••• , •• , •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••• , •••.•• , • S---
1. Other (mffltary BAO, royalty payments, etc.) (specify): ••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••• $ __ _ 


8. Investment Income (Attach a schedule showing rJ10$1 r&ce/pls less cash ex,,e,,ns ror esch plecs of property.) 
a. Olvtdendsllnterest. .•••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••..•••••••.•..•.•.••••••••••• S---
b. Rental property Income ••••••.•••••••..••••.••••••••••••.•• , ••••••..•••••••••.•••••• , $---
c. Trust lnc:onte •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• , $ __ _ 


cl. Other(apedfy): ... •........................•...•..•.••.•...••....•. ' •.............. $ __ _ 


7, Income from Hlf-employment. aftltr business up1tnses for atl businesses. , , , . , •• , •••• , ••••••• $ __ _ 


I am the D owner/sole proprtator CJ bu&lness par1ner D other (specl(y): 
Number of years In this business (speclfyJ: 


Ne.me of business (specify): 


Type or business (specify): 


Attach a pn,ffi and loss statement for th• Ian two years or a Schedule C from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
soc:lal securfty number. If yau have more than ono buslnass, provide the lnfafmatlon above far each of your bustnaaaes, 


8, D Addftlonal Income. I rocelved on&-tlme money (lottery winnings, lnherttanco, ale.) In the last 12 months (specify aoun::e and 
amount): 


9. D Change In Income. My finandal situation has changed algntflcantly aver the last 12 montha because (spet:lty): 


10. Deductions Lastmonth 
a. Required union duBS •••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• , .••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 5 __ _ 
b, Required rotlrement paymonta (nol social sea.ntty, FlCA, 401(k), er IRA), •••••••••• , ••• , ••••• , • , ••••••• , • , , S---
c. MedlcaJ, hospital, dental. and other health Insurance premiums (total monthly amcwntJ ••••••••••• , ••••••••••• , s~55.oo 
d. Chlld suppor1 that I pay rar c:hndten from other relatfonahlps ••••••••••• I • ' • ' • ' •••••••••••••• ' • ' •••••••••• S--
e, Spousal support that I pay by court Ofder from a d1fferBnt maniage ••••••••••••• , •• , ••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • $ ---
r. Partner support that I pay by court Ofder from a different domestic partnership • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $--
g. Nec:essary Job-ralaled expenses not reimbursed by my employer (attach explansllanlebe#ed "Quesllon 100, ••••• $---


11. Aasets Total 


a. Cash and checklng acccunts, savfngs, ~It union, monil')' rnalbl, and other deposit accounts • , • , •••• , •••••• , S 36,000 
0 


b. Sleeks, bonds. and olher aasets I could eas8y sell •••••• , , ••••••••••••••• , •••••.••••••••••••••••••• , • $---


c. Alt othor property, D real snd D pem,nal (esllmats !&fr msrl<et value minus Iha debt8 you owe) • • • • 5 _o __ 
Fl.•IID(Rw. JINIIJ'f 1, 2D071 INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Park Drive 


Monigomery, AL 36109 


10166 l Tim McDaniel 


tmttW®ctltf7 
Gro,s Pay 


Bonu11 / Rolro 


twiii&i-
J,333,50 


0.00 


13,000.SO 401c 


19,667.42: !401k 


02-15-2018 2030 


2s0.00/ 


823.37 • 


750.00 


2,426.77 


Olhet Eoming, <\ Relmbul"!lements 2,133,40 4.268.80 , , ADDT Ins Pre Tox 6,22 18.66 


Taxaa And Deductions 1,736.62 6,507.86 ·•CIGNA Pro Tux 147,28, 441.84 


~•n.~f:...i.•~~~1~~~,~)t--ifri:,,,;; ::?;~ ~~ 4,730.28 30,426.86 14,91 44.73 


~~ilB~li~:.~~~~1'~i,?r~ i~~~1::.:;,;;;~:~~--... 1,&t-½'.:~.1 
Regular Wagos i 86.67 260.01 4,333.50 13,000.50 i FICA ! 390.51 2,258.83, 


(;~k 1~~-·-./,5b:tl?:b :, (:i!TiO'i[!, r ·••• tW/t~ IMedh:~rv 91.33 528.23 


::~IHoronll ~:: 1,73~:: lS,SS7.4i? ~. • '7~~~:{;,.., 't-•t>•;~/ 481.84 2,786.66 


Food/lncidenlllls Yu 400.~; aoo.oo ~TO Ins. 
~ 213340 -2.;9 .... ·-22-· .. , l"'""1,,1fi:c" ....... ::-r~•.1';"'"'~:if7~_"• 13,00 &Mri@@LtJiJ J31iluNti❖IPi#i.fl ·· -~~-- .,xt::-.:-.."t":\,._-_c~~z~ 'l 


xxxx:u2225 4,730.28' 12,264.00 


Total Olract Deposits 4,730.28 12,264.00 


FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY DOLLARS 28/100 


PAY TO 
IBE 
ORDER 
OF 


Tim McOanlel • 2030 


02-15-2018 


..... 4,730.28 


39.00 







ATTORNEY OR PA.~T'Y Yt1THOUT ATTORNEY fN- S11re S.,r Mm:>er. rnd ~."!!n!. 


- Julia Kaemer1e SBN: 256783 
Law Office of Matthew ancl Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 
5962 La Place Court Sia 165 
Car1sbad, CA 92008 


TEI.EFHONE NO 760-931-1981 fax: 760-931-1982 
E-WJL AOOREss (Optio1111/. juliaszafranlec.law@gmail.com 


ATTOAAEY FOR (Name]. Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AOORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


MAil.iNG ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


CIT'Y ANO ZIP COOE. Chula Vista, 91910 


DRAtfCH NAME. Soulh County Regional Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacha C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: nm McDanlel 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
CASE NUMBER: 


1, Employment (Give informs lion on your current jab or, if you're unemployed, your most recent Job.) 


Attach copies : 
ofyourpay • 
slubs for last 
two months , 
(black out 
social 


a. Employer: Caddell Construclion LLC 


b. Employer's address: Monlgomery Alabama 


c. Employer's phone number. 334-272-7723 
d. Occupation: Civil Superintendant 


e. Dale Job started: 23-Jan-20i B 
f. Ir unemployed. dale job ended: 


g. I work about 43.33 hours per week. 


FOR COURT USE ONI. Y 


OS 51030 


security 
numbers). 


h. I gel paid$ SO.OD gross (before taxes) D per monlh D per week W per hour. 


FL-150 


(If you have more than one Job, attach an 81/rby-11-lnch sheet of paper and 11st the same information as above for your other 
Jobs. Write "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 


2. Age and education 


a. My age is (specify): 57 years olcl 


b. I have completed high school or the equivalent: 0 Yes D No If no, highest grade compleled (sper;ify): 
c. Number of years of college completed (specify): D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 


d. Number r yejrs of graduate school completed (specify): 
e. I have: professlona1/occupallonal llcense(s) (specify): 


D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 


W vocational training (specify): 


3. Tax Information 
a. 0 I last filed laxes for tax year (specify year): 2016 


b. My tax filing status Is 0 single D head or household D married, filing separately 


D married, filing jolnUy with (specify name): 
c. I file slate tax returns In D California 0 other (specify state): Florida 


d. I claim the following number of exemptions (including myself) on my taxes (specify): 1 


4. Other party's Income. I esllmale the gross monthly income (before taxes) or the other party in thls case at (specify):$ 
This estimate Is based on (explain): 


(If you noed more space to answer any questions on this fonn, attach an B'/rby-11-lnch sheet of paper an~the 


question number before your answer.) Number or pages attached: --- ~('A llNED 
I deciare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale or California lhal the informallon contained on all page; Is r&lJ.llil1 
any attactuj'ents,i•r,• and correct.n, !\ 
Date:2)./ld.~/18 l\rv. r'f)c__C).._"\J ► ~ ~ ~_J) 


{TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF OECLARAHT) 


Form AdoC)led f0t M_,,.,1101y U1e 
JudlciAI Coulldl 01 C1~l0ffll11 


Ft.1!".0(Rev Jan1J11,y 1. 20071 


INCOME ANO EXPENSE DECLARATION 
F&lf'ot,/ CCICM, §, 20J0--20J2. 


2100--2113 3552, J620-.3al-4, 
4DS0---4076, 4300-'JJII 


ww.,,C!lUlllnhl.tapo>1 
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PETITIONERIPLAINTIFf: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
_RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Ttm McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


CASHMIMa!R: 


Fl•150 


OS 51030 


Attach copies of your pay atubll for the 1111 two months and proof of any other Income. Taka a copy of your latest federal 
tu return to the court hearing. (Blaclr out your loclal 1aan#ty number on lhe pay stub and tu ,etum.) 


5. lncame (For avvnrge monthly, add up ell the Income you l8C8Mld In each category in the last 12 montha Averqa 
and divide Ure tolaJ by 12.J Last month monwy 
a. Salary ar wages (gross. befora taxes). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • s 8866.00 8666.00 


b. C>vertlrna (groa,a.. before lllxes) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••• 1---
c. CCll'rl111Jsslons or boriu:aas ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S---
d. Pub1Jc assistance (fer example: TANF. SSI, GA/GR) D cwrently nK:elvlng ••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 


e. Spousal support D from this marriage D from a different marriage ...•....•........ ,$ __ _ 


f. Partner support D l'ram thla domestic partnership D from a different domestic pa,tne,ahfp s __ _ 
g. Penslan/rallrarnent fund payrnants •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 


h. Social securtty rethemenl (not sst) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••• $ __ _ 


I. DlsablJty: D Social aecurtty (not SSI) D State dlsab&lty (SOI) D Private &nsurance • s __ _ 
J. UnanlployrnentcornpenaaUon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 __ _ 
k. Workers' con.-nsatlon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • S---
1. Other (mflltary BAO. royally payments, etc.) (apeclfy): •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 


8. fnvastmant Income (Attach a schedule ahowlng g,us, 18C81pt. lea ca&h upenses ro, each piece of property.) 
a. DtvldandallntaresL •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
b. Rental property Income •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• $---
c. TN&t lrlc:IJrna •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1---
d. 0ttter (apedfyJ: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . S---


7. Income from aaH-employment, after bualneas expense• for an businesses ••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 


I am the D owner/sole proprietor CJ business partner D other (specify): 
Number of yeara In lhla buaJnaaa (spec:lfyJ: 
Name of bustness (,pecity): 


Type of business (specify): 


Altacb a profit and Joa atatamant for the 1111 two years or• 8chaduJa c from your last federal tu ratmn. Black out your 
aoclal 8KWlty number. If you have more than one buslnea, pn,ylde 1he lnfannatlan abava fDI' uch af your bualnasan. 


a. D Addltlonal Income. I received one-timo money (lottery winnings. Inheritance, etc.) In the lntt 12 months (,pe,:lfy source and 
amt1UMJ: 


9. D Change In Income. My financial situation has changed algnlftcantly over tha last 12 months because (spsdfy): 


10. Deductions Last month 


a. Raqubed union dues •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • , • • • • S---
b. Required retfrument payments (not social saautty, FICA. 401(1(), or IRA) •••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• S---


1455.CO c. MedJcaJ. hoapftal. danlal. and other health fnauranr.e premiums (lDtal monthly amount} • ••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
d. Child support that I pay far chDdren tam other relatlonahlps ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
e. Spcuaal support that I pay by court order from a dH\'arant menlage. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S---
f. Partner auppart that I pay by cowt Older from a dlfferenl domeutlc partnership • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $---
0- Nacassary job-rala!ad upense1 not relmbuned b'f my employer (atlach eJJJlatudlan labeled "Question 10g' ••• •• $---


11. Aaaats Total 
a. cash and d1ecking aa:cunta, savings. credit unlan, money marbt. and other deposit accaums • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S 38•000 


0 
b. Stoc:lca, bonds. and othet aaaets I axjd eally tell ••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , $---


c. An other praperty. D raal end CJ petBDnat (eallmate fair martcet value mlnua the debts you owe) • • • • $ _o __ 
F1.-•sut11w.Jana,y,,2DCffJ INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION Papa au 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacha C. Goncalves Menezes 


-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


12. The following people live with me: 


FL-150 
CASE NUl.lBEA 


OS 51030 


Name 
How the person Is That parson's gross Pays some of the 


Age related to me? (ex: son) monthly Income household expenses? 


a. D Yes 0No 
b. D Yes 0No 
c. 0Yes 0No 
d. Dves 0No 
e. Oves CJ No 


13. Average monthly expenses 
a. Home: 


m Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 
325 


h. Laundry and cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $ ----


(1) 0 Rent or D mortgage. . • $ 
1700 250 


I. Clothes . • . • . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . $ ----


Jr mortgage: j. Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . S ___ _ 


(a) average principal: S ___ _ k. Entertainment, gifts, and vacation. . • . . . • • S ----
(b) average Interest: $ ___ _ 1. Auto expenses and transportation 


(2) Real property laxes . • . . . • • • • . . . • • $ __ _ (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, ere.) • • . . . . . $ _4_s_o __ _ 


(3) Homeowner's or renler's insurance 
30 


{if not Included above) ............ $ ----


(4) Maintenance and repair ••••••••..• s ___ _ 
b. Heallh-care costs not paid by Insurance .•• s JOOO 


c. Child care .......................... S ___ _ 


m. Insurance (lire, accident. elc.; do not 
Include auto, home, or health insurance) ... $ ___ _ 


n. Savings and investments. • • . . . • • • . . • • • . $ _2_0_0 __ _ 


a. Charitable conlribulions. . • . • . . . • • . . • . . . $ ___ _ 


p. Monthly payments listed In item 14 
(itemize below in 14 end insert total here). . s _s_oo __ _ 


d. Groceries and household supplies ..•..•• s _ao_o __ q. Other (specify): • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . $ ___ _ 


e. Ealing out. ••.•.•.••••••••.•. , •••.•• S _2_5_o __ 
350 f. Utilities {gas, electric, water, lrash) •.•••• $ ___ _ 


r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) {do not add in 
the amounts In a(1)(a) and (b)J s _ao_5_5 ___ 1 


g. Telephone, cell phone, and e•mail ••••..• $ _2_0_o __ 
s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ ___ _ 


14. Installment payments and debts not listed above 


Paid to For Amount Balance Dale of last paymenl 


Chase Credit Card Misc items / attorneys rees $ 500 $ 6361.82 14-Fetr18 


s $ 


s $ 


$ $ 


$ $ 


$ s 


15. Attorney fees (This Is required If either party is requesting attorney fees.); . 


a. To dale, I have paid my allomey this amount ror rees and co7Ls,Jipecj(Y): S { i UD [ F, V 'lJD O 
b. The source or this money was (specify}: Mb \\U{ l_(A..\f"'-l-0 \--V'Ci \,V\. .<lW'-rl,o 
c. I still owe the following fees and costs to my altom~(specify to/al owed): $ O\I\ tv I Y'-' 
d. My attorney's hourty rate is (specify): S 285 () 


I confinn this ree arrar,emenl. 


Date: I) j '11 / I ~ . 
Julia Ka~erfe #256783 ► ~()..,,, 


(TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF ATTORNEY) ;__ ___ ___,,q..._;~,wt-....:.... ...... ~r=::~~.A-'--X::;;..._ __ _ 


Fl•l50 (R..,, J"'4JMV 1. 2007) INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLA 
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PETTTIONERA.AlNllFF: Natacha C. Gcncalvel ManBZH 
PCNDEHTIDEFENDANT: nm McDanlal 


OTHER PARENT/ClAIMANT: 


CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 


CAR NUMBER: 


(NOTE: FIii out thla page only If your caaa lnvolvel child support.) 


18. Number of chfldn1n 
L I have (apady numbe,J: c:Nldren under lh8 age ol 18 With the other parent In th11 C898. 


OS 51030 


b. lbe chltdren spend percant of their llma wffll me and pen:ent of fh8lr time with Iha olher parent. 
(11,au'tw not aun, about pe,canfar,a or I has nat been lll/ffl8d an. plllalS desofb8 your pa,antlng aclHldule here,) 


17. Chlldnm._ health-can expanHS 
a. D I do D J do not have health Insurance avallable to ma for Iha chlJdren through my job. 


b. Name of Insurance company. 
c. AddJall of lnauranca company: 


d. The mantNr coat for tha chlldran'■ health tnsurance II or would be (,pecl(y): S 
(Do not lndude the amounl -yoclf employer pays.) 


18. Additional npenan for lhe chlldren 1n this cue Amount per month 


a. Qilld can1 10 I can wont ar gal Jab training ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, ____ _ 


b. Chlldtan"8 haallh cant net CUNnld by lnawanc8 ••••••••• • •••• , ••••• S-----
c. Travel expensas far vlattaUon • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• 


s ____ _ 


d. Chldron'& educaUonal or olher lpedal needs (specify below): •...•.•• 
$ ____ _ 


19. Speclal hardahtp■• I ask the court lo consider the follawtng apedal ftnanclal cuaunstances 
(atlach docutnenldon of any llem Hated here, lndudlng eoutf orden): Amount per month For how many month&? 
a. Extrlonflnmy health expenses not Included In 18b.................. $ ____ _ 


b. Major lossal not cavared by lnSUf&nce (examples: fire, theft. other 
Insured losa)............................................... $ ____ _ 


c. (1) Expanses for my miner chDdren who are from other relatlonahlps and 
era living wltll ITl8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • •••• , • • • I ____ _ 


(2) Names and ages or lhOl8 Chlkfran (specify): 


(3) Otlld support I racalva far thoae chlldren. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S ____ _ 


Tha expenses Bated !n a. b, and c craata an mdrema lnandal hanllhlp bec:allle (mtplaln): 


20. Othar Information I want the court ID llnaw concerning aupport In my cue (,pedly): 


R.•11D(bw • .-..,1,2DGJI INCOME ANO EXPENSE DECLARATION 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Par1t Crtve 
Montgomery, AL 36109 


®t¥W#i· 
10166 


@Ptk-5&\f'Et 
; Gross Pay 


1 Bonus I Retro 


WW,IUiH 
llm McOanlel 


I Other Eemlngs & Rolmbursomonts 
I T&lt85 And OeducUons 


CfEjN?a■ rat•· iiia\ 
4,333.50: 8,667.00 401c 


0.00' 19,667.42 401k 


0.00 i 
1,573.40 


2,760.10 


2,133.40 
4,n1.24 


25,696.58 


ADOT Ins Pre Tax 


CIGNA PreTax 


Dental Pra Tax 


TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY DOLLARS 10/100 


PAYTO 
Tl-IE 
ORDER 
OF 


Tlm McDaniel - 2030 


ltJflif Gild· 
01-30-2018 


01-30-2018 


..... 2,760.10 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Park Drive 
Montgomery, Al 38109 


EmpfoyN ID Employ■- N.1m1 . Period Ending C:hKlc Sort Group . 


10166 j Tlm McDaniel 02-15-2018 l 2030 


, GIii .. Pay •• 333.50 , 13.000.SO r:: M·:-nti¥Vft:tiii~,·"r;.~j:~~, 
Bonus I Retro 0.00 19,667.42 


1 
! 401k 623.37; 2,426.77 


Olh~r Earnings & Reimbursements 2.133.40 4,266.80 
1 


j ADDT Ins Pre Tax 8.22 18.66 


TaxeaAndOeductlcns ____ J 1,736.62 6,507.86 lclGNAPreTax 147.28
1 


441.84 


-1;HJ).v I 4,730.28 30,426.86 1 j Dental Pre Tax 14.91 44.73 


1~2tfri;-::i'~'~-=~~ · ··;· ffiP. <-- ~-. -~li}t~T~ ... {;'I;.5J:!~Q::J:2) · 1,241.78 3.682.00 


~~t: ·• \_ f2!b ~ =•~> . G:nrtrw \A8 --;:-·.-~1~•---·'."··- -~urI?:i . l"•~l!J 
Rogular Wagos I 86.67 260.01 , 4,333.50 13,000.50 'FlCA 2,258.63 


lc~nmwuTTfR1wTI~ ; rn:rtltJ ... ·arr-mill ~<"' ·\.it~! ~ IMedk:ara 528.23 


Al1la OllferonU 
I 


Yes ' 1,733.410 I 3,466.80 • 2,786-86 


Bonus Vos 0.00 19,667.42 ' ~1;;;.~t-·. 


Food/Incidental& Yes 400.00 800.00 b-~rnft:"':,.....~,,...-~"l'."!ll:~SZTI 
39


,00 I 
I.:..:., 2, 133.40f 23,934.22 I ~~·~~~~b!it!!~--~,... 39


.oo I -~_ ....... __ __, _________ -i 


J · 'l~iL~jl-::, \~I.!_, 


Total Direct DeposllS 


4,730.28 


4,730.28 


12,264.00 


12,264.00 


FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY DOLLARS 28/100 


PAYTO 
ll<E 
ORDER 
OF 


Tim McOanlel • 2030 


02-15-2018 


--4,730.28 
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ATTQANE"\' OR PAFITV WITMOl)T ATTOPNEV /Nu,,,., Sl.1111 (Ja, 11:1r1'bli1, IIIICI ,,u,;,.s,:J. 


_ Julia Kaemcrlc SBN: 2567RJ 
Law Office of Matthew and Juliu Kaemcrlc. I..f....P. 
5962 La Place Court Ste I 6S 
Carlsbad. CA 92008 


_ 1, p:xi'i_OURr US/'i <JNL Y 


r Lt:iJ 
St UTH COUNTY-12 


20 U MAR - b P 3: Ii 1 
TELEPH:INE N0,.-760-93I-198I FAX NO. (Ot,llo,1,,t).. 760-931-)982 t 


l:•"4AILl\l>OFl£S8/0,,11011111i:juliusz.afraniec.law@gmail.com v .... : ~:{<~:;F'Em ··, "'OUIH 
>TTORHEVFOR(N.-J;Tim McDaniel s;, ~ DIEGO C Y. CA r---------------------------------1 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DH~GO 


STF.EE'! ADORESS· .mo 3rd A vcn UC 


1M1LJNGAOOREss:SOO 3rd Avenue 
crrrn,;o 7JP coor:-Chula Vista, 919 I 0 


'3Fl'-\CM NAL<F.:Soulh CuunLy Regional Cenlcr 


PLAINTIFF/PETITIONEA:Natachc C. Goncalves Mccezes 
0EFENDANi/RESPON0ENT:'fim McDaniel 


DECLARA TlON 


Please see attached declaralion of Attorney Eva Ingrid Reichel Bi!;choff. 


DS 51030 


MC-030 


I declare under penally of perjury under th·e laws ot the State of California q,at the toregoing is true and co~ 


Dale: ' -~ sr,~NNED 
Eva lngrid Reichel Bischoff 


Form ~uved lot Op1041.il U5ll 
.-O,c•I Cclmcl al Cal,C)l'l'IIIJ 
1.'C.(l.'Vl (Rev. J;i,,uary 1. 2006! 


[7 Attorney for D Plaintlff D Petitioner D Defendant 


D Respondent []] Other (Specify}:Rcsp. Altomcy in Brazil 


DECLARATION Pag• 1 ol 1 
~t.llflllli!r 
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I t ! &'.',:,_, ... ~ .' 


To the 
Supeiior Cowt of California, 
County of SAN DIEGO 


BISCHOFF .A.DVOGADOS 


DECLARATION 


, •. :, I•,~;, f ! >~ 3~:--• f ! ••••, 


I ::~.I 11
: ,•:1,.,·l:,1:f!;/ :!::~ .:, .r; .. J.-


Santos, March 6th .. 2018. 


This declaration refers to the process/suit which ADJMILSON BARBOSA DA SIL VA, 
Natache·s lawyer. flied against her in Brazil, regarding an alleged debt of fees in the 
amount or R$ 352.528.00 and in which suit. after a fraudulent agreement by which, 
Natache's mother, legal representative of Natache and who rt!prescnted her in this suit, 
gave the house, which property Natache had been ordered by the Court to transfer to 
Tim McDaniel, in payment to Adjmilson. 


On the 18 1
h. of December I managed to get a copy of the above process and went to talk 


to the judge of tht: 9th
. Civil Court of Guarul hos/SP and after explaining tl1e situation 


she granted me one day to file my considerations regarding the process and fraudulent 
agreement which I did on December 19th 


•• one day before the Court·s recess of the end 
of the year. The recess/holida,1s ended on January 22nd


, 2018. 


Adimilson Barbosa da Silva - who continues representing Natache in tJ1e suH against 
the invaders of the house - as well as _the lawyer who represents Natache in the suit 
which Adimilson filed again.st her, JOSE MARCELLO ABRANTES FRAN<;A, replied 
to my motion defending the validity of agreement between them and even accused Tim 
McDaniel to have tried to kill Natachc and h~r c.laughter and wns stalking them in the 
States. 


Against Ad.imilson trnd Natache was filed a criminal process for calumny and 
diffamation. 


The judge is now waiting that the pnrtics inform which further evidence they intend tu 
produce to fix the date for a hearing in which witnesses and the parties might be callccl. 


Up to this date. nothing has been dt!cided except thnt the main process, which 
determined the transfer the property of the house of Quatrini Bianchi do Adimilson~ 
would rest until this suit be decided. 


Expenses incurred in by Tim McDaniel 


R$ 
R$ 


1.039,00 
2.327.00 


TranslaLion of documents 
Translation of documents 







I ! !. 1 I £,1!1 • , ,, ,: > , ,, - I._ •• 


R$ 217,00 
RS 236.9 l 
R$ 3.535.28 
R$ 21.52 
R$ 7.376,71 


BISCHOH ADVOGAT>t)S 


Fedex 
Fedex 
Court's expenses 
Court's expense$ 


1-i.-r ••1,::!: 11 .',.>,:..1.;-·1 


1t't1~l t•f"\;,,·1-i.,.~;,.'1 .. ,~.,-.,;11, l( 


Fees due are equivalent to 20% of the value given to the al lcgcd debt by Adimilson 
Barbosa da Silva of R$ 352.528,00, amounting to RS 70.505,60. 


Total e.xpenses and fees R$ 77.882,31 


Today's rate of c;u:hange is RS 3,228 x USD 1,00 = USD 2-U27,10. 


2 
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COMMENTS to NATACHE'S DECLARATION 


1. TIM was never involved ,vith the squatters. The squatters were long term friends 
of NA TAC HE and therefore allowed them to live in the house for free. 


2. [n the second sentence of NA TACHE's Declaration it. is not clear as to who 


"had a Int of debt from the process cJgainsl the squatters··. Who sta11ed the 
process against the squatters was NA TACHE who wanted them out of the 
house asap because a<:; she signed the deed of purchase in her name stating that 
she was singlt! thereby omitting the fact that she was married to Tim, she could 
sell Lhe h0use at any moment. 


3, 1--he judge nt!vcr isst1cd an order sa}'ing she 1'hud lo.\·t the l1t,u .. ,·e I<> .4din1ilsr1n'·. 


The judge only homologatcd (confirmed) the agreement between NATACHE 


(represented by her mother in Brazil) and her lawyer ADIMILSON, by which 


NA TACHE recognized a debt of unpaid fees to ADDvflLSON for Lhe various 
suits where he allegedly represented her. 


4. As the e-maiJ ADIMTLSON sent NATACHE on August 10. 2015 continns. 


ADIMILSON charged NATACHE for representing her 1n first and second 
instance in the process against the squatters, fees of 10% (ten percent) of the 


value given to the house in that suit and which value was of R$ 243.067,00. 
So, what NATACHE actually owed ADIMILSON was the amount of R$ 
22.306,70 (24.306,70 less R$ 2.000,00 she had previously paid). 


5. In that same e-mail ADIMILSON contim,ed that the real value of the property 


was, in 2015, R$ 600,000,00 (:,;ix hundred thousand rcais). 


6. But NATACHE confessed owing ADIMILSON approx. R$ 3S0.000~00 which 


means that she gave ADIMILSON 1N PAYMENT of this alleged debt a house 
worth nvice as much and ADI MILSON also lied in Court when he said Lhat the 


house in Guarujri was the only property NAT ACHE had in Bruzil. 


7. Nt\ TACHE has two two more properties in Brazil, an apartment in Guan~ja 


and a house in Guarulhos and ADIMILSON knew that 


8. Two vc11• suspicious facts about the confession of' debt that was allegedly 


signed by Natache and Adimilson on .June 25th, 2017, are that: 


a) tllt: c1uth<;nticity of the signatures of Natacbe's mother and Adimilson was 
not confirmed by a Notary Public which is usual in a confession of debt, so 
that confi::ssion of debt could have been signed at any time:; 
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b) the witnesses of the signature or this confession of debt were 


ADIMILSON'S wife FRANCISCA AUMERI DA SILVA who. strangely 


enough, si&>ned that document with her maiden name, FRANClSC/\ 
AUMERI DA COSTA (see marriage certificate) and ALEX BARBOSA 
DASILVA. probably ADfMILSON· son. 


9. NA TACHE c1l:m lies when she says that sbe warned to Court (in the States) that 
that might happen (to lose the house). She never said that. I tinderstand that 
what she said was that she might lose the house to the squatters (which would 


have never happened because NAT ACHE had already won that suit and the 
Court had already ordered the .squatters to leavt": 1he housej 


I U. What NA TACHE thought was very simple: As she would lose the house if she 
transferred the property to TIM, why not kill to rabbits with one shot'! She 


makes a fake agreement with her lawyer ADCMILSON admitting owing fees of 


an absurdly high amount. gives the house in payment of that debt, the property is 


transferred to ADlMlLSON who sells the house. cashes his fet;s and gives the 


balance back to NATACHE. 


11. Therefore NATACHE got out of her way to DELAY granting the power of 
attorney to me 10 gain time for the process in Guarulhos to finish. And. miracles 
do occur, this process which would have nonnal ly taken. at leasl. 2 Lo 3 years to 
finish. ended in less than C\.vo months: exactly in one month and 5 days. from 


September 11~2017 until October 16, 2017 v.'ith the .sentence of the judge which 
homologated the agreement between NATACHE and ADIMTLSON as 


mentioned above. 


12. It is not true that transfening the house to TIM while processing the squatters 
would be against Brazilian laws. In any case the Judge and the Court i:n Brazil 
had already decided in favour of NAT ACHE ordering the squatter~ to leave the 


house. 


13. This process of ADIMILSON against Nt\TACHE was just a scheme to disobey 
the judge• s order to transfer the property to TIM and they used the process to 


commit this fraud. 


14. At no moment. did ADIMKSON show a fee agreement regarding his 


professional lees for the various suit5 he said he was representing NAT ACHE 
nor did he prove that NAT ACHE was really a party of all of them! And she is 


not. In at least two of them. he was representing her mother. 
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15. Not forgetting that tllc percentage he mentioned in the e-mail to NATACHE was 


the payment for his professional work in first and second instance. 


16. And last hut not lea~. when filing this suit against NA TA CHE. ADltvfILSON 
requested that only the r,arties involved could have: access Lo this process. to 


avoid that this process became public and therefore, when the POA finally 
arrived ir would be too late to avoid the transfor lo the house to him. 


17. Forlunately. we got the information in time to sue NA TACI-IE and 
ADlMILSON before the property of the house was transferred to ADIMll .SON. 


l8. Rcimbun;crncnt or laxes paid from 2015 to 2017. As NATACllE did not 
transfer the property to TIM there is nothing to he reimburs<:d. 


Samos . .January I 5lh. 2018. 


EV A INGRID REICHEL BISCHOFF 
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l JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATIBEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, L.L.P. i:.-ILEO 


2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 c-o•JTtl couiuTY-12 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 v '1 1 1, 


3 (760) 931-1981 2018 MAR - b P 3: 5 Q 
4 


Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL '-.L.::.:~,-\ ·SU:)c.r<~u COUiri s SM~ DiEGO CO , CA 


6 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


7 


8 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 


Petitioner, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Res ondent 


Case No.: OS 51030 


NOTlCE OF LODGMENT 
10 


11 


12 


13 


14 Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, by and through his attorney, JULIA KAE:MERLE, 


Is hereby lodges the following: 


16 Exhibit 


17 A 


18 B 


19 


20 C 


21 


22 


23 D 


24 E. 


25 F. 


26 


27 


28 


Description 
Litigation Timeline 


Email from Adimilson Barbosa da Silva to Petitioner dated 
8/10/15 (Portuguese and translated - original translations t 
be provided in Court) 


Private Instrument of Admission of [Petitioners] Debt date 
June 25, 2017. (Portuguese and translated - original 
translations to be provided in Court) 


Property Valuation 


Translation of POA provided by Petitioner 8/29/17 


Instrument of Settlement and in Giving in Payment of Real 
Estate. (Portuguese and translated - original translations to 
be provided in Court) 


NOTICE OF LODGMENT - 1 







1 


2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


G. 


H. 


I. 


J. 


K. 


L. 


M. 


Dated: February 28, 2018 


Comments of Eva Bischoff in response to Petitioner's 
Declaration submitted 1/12/18. 


Judgment dated 10/16/17. (Portuguese and translated -
original translations to be provided in Court) 


Notice of Compulsory Conveyance of Property. 
(Portuguese and translated - original translations to be 
provided in Court) 


Decision. (Portuguese and translated - original translations 
to be provided in Court) 


Caddell Retirement Statement 


Petitioner's Facebook indicating move-in date with Shane 
Douglass as 10/4/13 


Receipts for Expenses Incurred (more to be provided at 
hearing) 


ey for Respondent 


NOTICE OF LODGMENT - 2 
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PARTY ~1THOUT ATTORNEY OR ATTORNEY 


NAME: Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
FIRM NAME: NEILL M MA RANG I 


STATE B.AR NO.: 167155 


STREET ADDRESS. 355 K Street, Suite C 
CITY CHULA VISTA STATECA ZIP COOE9191 t 
TaEPHONE NO. ( 6 J 9) 4 20-1600 FAX N0.{6 J 9) 420•} 6} l 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: 


ATTORNEY FOR (name>:Nataches C. Goncalves Menezes 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AODRESs· soo Third Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue 


c,rv AND ZJP cooE Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCH NAME· South Coun Re ional Center 


PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT:TrM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 
HEARING DATE: 


03/12/18 
1'IME; 


l:45p.m. 
DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 


17 


FOR COURT USE ONLY 


lb 


MAR O 8 2018 
Cllfk of lhe Supeoor Coe.wt 


Sy: A. Z8rtOISO 


CASE NUMBER: 


OS 51030 


Read Information Sheet: Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320-INFO) for more information about this form. 


1. CJ RESTRAINING ORDER INFORMATION 
a. D No domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now In effect bet-Neen the parties in this case. 
b. D I agree that one or more domestic violence restraining/ protective orders are now in effect between the parties In 


this case 


. 2. CJ CHILD CUSTODY 
LJ VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 


a. D I consent to the order requested for child custody (legal and physical custody). 
b. D I consent to the order requested for visitation (parenting time). 


c. D I do not consent to the order requested for D child custody D visitation (parenting time) 
D but I consent to the following order: 


3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (f.9.cm.E..L-150) or, If eligible, a current Financial 


Statement (Simplified) (form FL,..:.15.§) to support my responsive declaration. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 
c. D I consent to guideline support 
d. D I do not consent ta the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 


4. c:J SPOUSAL OR DOMESTIC PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (fQr.a:u=J.:J.5_Q) to support my responsive 


declaration. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 


c. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 


0S51030 Pnge 1 of2 
FL320 
Responsive Declaration to Req11es~ for Order 
799177 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 


Jllll■IWll,~1~ -~----·-


Code ol Civil Proe,auro. § 1005 
ca1. Rules of Court rule 5.92 


www.courls.co.gav 


Vw!stlr# Doc & Form lulder 
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PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES c~su,v,.ieE" 
RESPONOENT:rJM MCDANIEL DS 51030 


OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 


5. [K) PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested [X] but I consent to the following order: That the coun denies the 


request. 


6. [X] ATTORNEY'S FEES ANO COSTS 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income sntfExpense 09clsration (f_Qf.!!!£'-=".Ql to support my responsive 


declaration. 
b. I have completed and filed with this form a Supporting D9Claration for ANom9y's Ff18S and C05ts Attachment (19'.rn 


FL-158) or a declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. 
c. D I consent to the order requested. 
d. CK) I do not consent to the order requGsted [KJ but I consent to the follO'Mng order: That the court denies 


the request 


7. 0 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 


8. [K) OTHER ORDERS REQUESTED 


a. D I conGent to the order requested. 
b. [][) I do not consent to the order requested W but I consent to the following order: 


That the cowt denies the request. 


9. 0 TIME FOR SERVICE/ TIME UNTIL HEARING 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 


10. [X] FACTS TO SUPPORT my respon&lve declaration are listed below. The factll thal I write and attach to 1his form cannot be 
longer than ,o pages, unless the court gives me permission. D Attachn•ent 10 


Please sec the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 


I declare under penalty of periury under 1he laws of the State of California that the information provided In this rorm and all attachments 


is true and correct. £~ 
Date: () 'J/.!n kg ~ ~ . ··: -:· 
Nat.aches C. Goncalves Menezes ► 


(TYPl ?It PRINT N,.MEj \St(;Nlll\,:IIE OF OECL-'~ANT) 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 
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Neill M. Marangi 
1 Law Office ofNeill M. Marangi 


355 K Street, Suite C 
2 Chula Vista, CA 91911 


3 


4 Attomey for Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


5 


6 


7 


MAR O 8 2018 


~ottne supeAOtCOlli: 
By: A. zarzoso 


8 


9 


10 


THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


11 In re the Marriage of: 


12 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


13 


14 and 


Petitioner, 


1s TIM MCDANIEL, 


~ Case No.: OS 51030 


~ 
) 


~ 
~ 
) 


DECLARATION OFNATACHE C. 
GONCALVES MENEZES 


16 


17 


Respondent ~ ______ ....c;._ ________ _ 


DATE: 03/12/18 
Tilvffi: l :45 p.m. 
DEPT: 17 


18 l, N atache C. Goncalves Menezes, declare as follows: 


19 04/17 /14: Respondent disobeyed court order of exclusive use of the Brazilian house and 


20 went to lhe house in Brazil. Respondent confi rrns very close friendship with squatters, Araujo 


21 family. See Exhibit 1 of Reporter's Transcript of proceedings of January 22, 2014 page 8 


22 (paragraph 3 ), 13 (paragraph I), 14 (paragraph I) and page 15 (paragraph 2) and Respondent e-


23 mail. 


24 6/05/2014: Respondent started a process in Brazil secretly against me to freeze all my 


25 properties there and tried to get a divorce settlement agreement with this process with the judge. 


26 See Exhibit 2. Process was denied by the judge and put down to file and he lost it. See Exhibit 2 


27 of Bischoff Attorneys Injunction. 


28 
0S51030 
OECL 
Oeclaration/Pleadiny 


~--ti,M~II 111111\11 ... ---· _.J._ 
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2014: Araujo's family refused to leave the Brazilian house and kicked my daughter out. 


2 My mother went to pick up my daughter and Marcelo Silva, one of the squatters, threatened to 


3 stab my mother if she tried to walk in the house. My mother picked up my daughter and opened 


4 a criminal process against Marcelo and Tim's lawyer, Eva Bischoff, defended the squatter and 


s this is not a coincidence that the same lawyer is helping the Araujo's family. See Exhibit 3 of 


6 Listing Publication Certificate. 


1 06117/2014: I was the only one that could defend the Brazilian house because it was in 


8 my name, so I was forced to file a repossession Lawsuit against the squatters to protect the 


9 property. This family said to the judge that I abandoned my house and they had their kids there 


10 and lived there for so many years that they could have the possession of the house by the Brazilian 


11 law of years that they are there. As of today, they are still living in the house. Exhibit 4 of Legal 


12 Action of Rescission of Verbal Commodatum. 


13 04/07/15: At trial, Judge Hernandez awarded the Brazilian house to Respondent, even 


14 knowing the fact that the house was in litigation. Respondent never took responsibility of house 


15 taxes of the house or costs with thls process that I start to defend the property. 


16 08/ l 0/15: My lawyer in Brazil charged me a partial part of the first year of the process 


11 and I told him I didn't have the means to pay it in that moment. Respondent still did not comply 


18 with the court orders from divorce settlement. 


19 11/27/15: My lawyer in Brazil exclude himself from the process because I couldn't pay 


20 him fast enough. My mother hired another lawyer after that, but the judge didn't accept and later 


21 send the court results to Adimilson's address for him to continue the process. 


22 06/17/16: Responqent's lawyer in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, sent an e-mail to my lawyer, 


23 Adimilson, mentioning their phone conversation and that she wants to congratulate him for his 


24 work. See Exhibit 5 of the e-mail. 


25 12/12/16: Adimilson went back to work for me and wrote a declaration to the couii of 


26 California about the situation of the process in Brazil. I explained again to Judge Hernandez that 


21 I couldn 1 t do anything with the house because I would be going against the Brazilian law because 


28 in the process I couldn't do anything \~ith the house. By the Brazilian court proceeding, I was 
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prohibited from trying to rent, sell, or give the propetty during the litigation. Judge Hernandez 


2 then ordered for me to do a power of attorney to Respondent. The California court kept enforcing 


3 me to go against the laws in Brazil. Respondent still had not complied with any of the orders of 


4 the Divorce settlement. The following year, he filed a process of contempt against me because I 


5 didn't give him the power of attorney. See Exhibit 6 of Silva & Associados declaration. 


6 08/04/17: I went to contempt court and testified why I couldn't do a power of attorney. I 


7 told the Judge that if the outcome of the litigation in Brazil was not in my favor, Respondent 


8 would then come to California court and claim more money and that was one of the reasons I had 


9 to wait for the litigation to be over. Judge srud.I could have dropped the Lawsuit in Brazil and 


10 could comply with court orders but he didn't want to hear that the law in Brazil is not the same 


11 and I couldn't drop a process that means losing a house to the squatters. I explained to the judge 


12 I didn't have ownership of the house until the process was done and the decision was made on 


13 who the house was going to belong to. Giving a power of attorney to Respondent was going to 


14 put me in violation of the Brazilian law and I would face sanctions in Brazil. Respondent was 


15 going to try to put the house in his name and he would not tell the title company he knew the 


16 house was in an active Brazilian Lawsuit, so I was going to face even more consequences of fraud 


17 to try pass a house that is not clean to do a title transfer. Even explaining all of this, the judge 


18 said I was guilty and ordered me to present the power of attorney in writing by me in a way that 


19 would protect against Lawsuits and sanctions in Brazil and give to Respondent at the next court. 


20 See Exhibit 7 of Advocacia Falcone declaration. 


21 08/29/17: I complied with the contempt court order and I did the power of attorney dated 


22 of 08/22/17 on my terms to save me from any consequences I could face in Brazil. I consulted 


23 two lawyers and the title company in Brazil to do this power of attorney. At the august 29 court 


24 hearing, Respondent Lold the judge they didn't accept my power of attorney and judge told 


25 Respondent to do a draft that they would accept. I believe Respondent didn 1t want to take 


26 responsibility for the Lawsuit and its costs because he is the one behind all of this and continues 


27 to have a close relationship with the squatters and support that they continue with the litigation 


28 against me. See Exhibit 8 of power of attorney. 
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08/29/17: Also at the August 29 court hearing, it states that Respondent is to provide 


2 Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College change of ownership form within 7 days. 


3 Respondent is ordered to transfer the college plan to Petitioner and he provided a paper signed 


4 that was not sufficient to complete the transfer. The Respondent is still the current owner of the 


s college plan and my daughter is still not able to use the plan. Respondent was also ordered to 


6 provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and stock account within 7 days and 


7 be has still not provided those documents requested by court order to date. See Exhibit 9 of court 


8 order. 


9 09/11/17; My lawyer in Brazil, Adimilson Barbosa da Silva, started a secret state Lawsuit 


to against me in Brazil to get paid for all his services in the Lawsuits he did. See Exhibit 10 of 


11 AdimiJson Lawsuit. 


12 09/27/17: Brazilian Judge Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira ordered to give the Brazilian 


13 property to Adimilson Barbosa da Silva. See Exhibit 11 of court order. 


14 09/28/17: The Brazilian house deed is stamped with the court order to block any actions 


15 on my behalf to try to do anything with the property and said Adimilson has the rights reserved 


16 to obtain the house by court order. See Exhibit 12 of the house deed with court order. 


17 10/27/17: I did a second power of attorney to comply with the court order that Respondent 


18 lawyer in Brazil drafted for me to take to the Brazilian consulate. This power of attorney said to 


19 give power for Respondent's attorney, Eva Bischoff, to represent him in Brazil and do the process 


20 to t.rnnsfer of the house to him by DONATION. I just copied everything and signed the power of 


21 attorney. Respondent wrote "donation" to evade property taxes in the transfer. 


22 11/30/17: My mother got notified by a court officer that I was facing a Lawsuit from 


23 Adimilson Barbosa da Silva against me. On this day is when I found out about this process. I 


24 had already complied with the San Diego court order and I gave the power of attorney to 


25 Respondent for the second time but now was on his terms. I don't have anything to do with this 


16 Adimilson lawsuit outcome. I was dealing with this process as much as I could to prevent loss of 


21 the Brazilian house to the squatters so I could comply with the California court order, but during 


28 the duration of this process I continually let the judges know every time that I didn't have 


1 4 







ownership of the house anymore until the process was over and I could lose the house, meaning 


2 Respondent could lose, too. It's absurd that the house is his responsibility and he want me to pay 


3 for all those lawyer's fees with him tmowing the house has had this Lawsuit since 2014 and I paid 


4 all the house tax.es since 2006. I do not have any say on the Brazilian judge's ruling or court 


s orders there. See Exhibit 13 of court officer proof of service to my mother in Brazil. 


6 12/19/17: Respondent lawyer, Eva Bischoff, filed a Lawsuit against me and Adimilson 


7 Barbosa da Silva to appeal with the court in Brazil to try to change judge's decision in Brazil that 


8 gave a court order to award the house to Adimilson, See Exhibit 14 of the Lawsuit from 


9 Respondenfs lawyer, Eva Bischoff. 


10 12/21/17: Brazilian lawyer, Adimilson, file an opposition Lawsuit against Respondent. 


11 See Exhibit 15 of Adimilson opposition to Respondent Lawsuit 


12 


13 


14 


IS 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


'23 


24 


25 


26 


'li 


28 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


Dated: 0 ~ / D 1-' / ( 6 
5f&(---:?)' .. 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WfrHOUT ATTORNEY (Nan-e, State 8ar number, and addreii.s): FOR COURT USE ONLY 


Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) SBN: 167155 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C, CHULA VISTA, CA 9191 l 


TELEPHONE NO.: (619) 420-1600 FAXNO.(Opllanal):(619) 420-1611 


E-MAIL AOORESS (Optional): 


[F i IL i! [Q) 
ATTORNEY FOR (Narroi:Nataches C. Goncalves Menezes 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
MAR O 8 2018 0 CENTRAL DIVISION, CENTRAL COURTHOUSE, 1100 UNION ST., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 B CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNlY COURTHOUSE, 220 w. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 


CENTRAL DIVISION, FAMILY COURT, 1555 6TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
Clerk ot the SuperJor (;O(Jt ~ CENTRAL DIVISION, MADGE BRADLEY, 1409 4TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 


EAST COUNTY DIVISION, 250 E. MAIN ST., EL CAJON, CA 92020 By: A. Zarzoso NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION, 500 3RD AVE., CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 


PETITIONER(S) NAT ACHE C. GONCAL YES MENEZES 


.. .- , - r 


RESPONDENT(S) TIM MCDANIEL CASE NUMBER ,:··\ ;- -~ -"' .. :·:.7'•.~! 


DS 51030 : ".i ' 


. ~~, 
.;\ -~~:.1 .. _ 


DATE: 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO LODGE DOCUMENTS TIME: 


DEPT: 


___________________ hereby gives notice that the documents listed below will be lodged 


with the court for the above hearing in accordance with San Diego Superior Court Local Rules. 


Exhibit No. 


2 


Description 


Reporter's Transcript and e-mail 


Bischoff Attorneys 1njunction 


3 Listing Publication Certificate 


4 Legal Action of Rescission ofVerbal Commodatum 


5 Eva Bischoff e-mail 


6 Silva & Associados declaration 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


Advocacia Falcone declaration 


Power of Attorney 


Court order 


Adimilson Lawsuit 


Brazilian Judge Ana Carolina ¼randa de Oliveira order 


House deed with court order 


13 Court officer proof of service 


14 


15 


Lawsuit from Respondent's lawyer, Eva Bischoff 


Adimilson opposition to Respondent Lawsuit 


Page No(s). 
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s 
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5 


2 


3 
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3 


2 


7 
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. ~ \..i ;<, (,,, ; ;;; !\'.,, )( 
~ ... ,.. ·',,,..•.a.: 


'~gnature of Filing Party/Attorney 
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Notice ot lnlenl to Lodge Documenls 
789181 
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Court l,f Appeal. four1h Appcll:rle l1islrkl. Di•:i~il'm ,."'ne 


Kevin J Lane. CkrkiF:xecu 1i,•c ('lfficer 


Electronically RECEIVED on 4/112019 at 3,58,32 PM 


(\,11rt l,f Appc.11. fourth ,\ppdlah: l1i$lticl. flivisil'lll l)nc 


Kevin J La Ill', CkrkiF:xecutive l"fficcr 


Electronically FIi.ED on 41 I IZO 19 at 3,58,32 PM 


ATTORNEY:Neill M. Marangi (Bar#167155) 
NM1E. 


FIRM NAME: NEILL M MARANGl 
srREET ADDRESS 355 K Street, Suite C 
mv: CHULA YlST A 
TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619) 420-1600 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: 


FL-950 
STATE BAR NO.: 167155 FOR COURT USE OHL Y 


STATE:CA ZIP CODE: 91911 
FN<N0.:(619)420-)6I J 


rA_TT_o_R_N~_FOR_(_na_~_i._N_a_ta_c_h_e_C_._G~o_n_c_al_v~cs~M~e~n~ez~~~---------------~n~.~ i L 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


111 ~ ~o 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue l!:dl 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue MAR O 8 2018 


c1rv AN□ ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
DRANCH NAME.: South County Regional Center 1 ~Of,r,. Slipert,, . 


i-------------------------------l Sy: A , ... _o•.-. Caur, 
PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 6.01~ ov 


RESPONOENT:TIM MCDANrEL 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 


1. Attorney (name):Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
and party (name):Natachc C. Goncalves Menezes 


D AMENDED 


have an agreement that attorney will provide limited scope representation to the party. 


2. The attorney will represent the party as follows: 


CASE NUMBER: 


DS 51030 


[J[] At the hearing on (date): 03/12/18 [X] and for any continuance of that hearing 
D Until resolution of the issues checked on this form by trial or settlement 


D Other (specify duration of representation): 


D Submitting to the court an order after hearing or judgment Is not within the scope of the attorney's representation. 


3. Attorney will serve as "attorney of record" for the party ~:m!Y. for the following issues in the case: 


a. D Child custody and visitation (parenting time): (1) CJ Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (specify)• 


b. D Child support (1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (descnbe in detail): 


c. D Spousal or domestic partner support: ( 1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (describe in detail): 


d. D Restraining order: (1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (describe in detail): 


e. D Division of property (describe in detail): 


DS51030 
FL95(1 
Nolh;e ol Limited Scope RepresP.11!:illon 
789171 


--itffll~ll 1111111 ii I I Ill~ I 1111111~ 


NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 


Page I or 3 


Cal. Rules ot Couit, l\lle 5.425 
M-m.eourl$.c..i,ov 


Wesllaw Doc & Fenn Buider 
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PETITIONER- NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT· TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


3. f. D Pension issues (describe in c:JetaiQ· 


g. D Contempt (describe in d6taH): 


h. D Other (describe in detail): 


i. D See attachment 31. 


FL-950 


DS 51030 


4. By signing this form, the party agrees to sign Substitution of Attorney-Civil (form MC-050) when the representation is 
completed. 


5. The attorney named above is "attorney of record" and available for service of documents only for those issues specifically checked 
on pages 1 and 2. For all other matters, the party must be served directiy. The party's name, address, and phone nurnber are listed 


below for that purr,,ose. 


Name:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
Address (for the purposfJ of service): 


P.O. Box 212213 
Chula Vista, CA 91921 


Phone: (619) 942-2085 Fax Number: 


Thie notice acC\Jrately set8 forth all current maners on which the attorney has agreed to serve as "attorney of record" for the party in this 
case The ,nformahon provided in this document is not intended to set forth all of the terms and conditions of the agreement between 
the party and the attorney for limited scope representation. 


Date: c:J? /41 (t~ 


Date: 


Natache C. Goncal\les Menc1.es~· _____ _ 


t:l'] r ,zy l'i", ............. . 
Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l67155._ ____ _ 


(TYPE OR PR11◄ l NAME1 


NOTICE. OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 
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PETITIONER:NATACHEC. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT:TIM MCDANIEL 


OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 


FL-950 
CASE NUMBER: 


OS 51030 


PROOF OF SERVICE: 0 PERSONAL SERVICE [K) MAIL O OVERNIGHT DELIVERY LJ ELECTRONIC SERVICE 


1. At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this legal action (not applicable to electronic service). 


2. I served a copy of Notice of Umited Scope Representation (form FL-950) as follows: 


a. D Personal service. The document listed above was given to 


(1) Name of person served: 


Address where served: 
Date served: 


Time served: 


(2) Name of person served: 
Address where served· 
Date served: 


Time served: 


b. [K] Mall. I placed a copy of the form listed above in the U.S. mail, in a sealed envelope 'Nith postage fully prepaid. The 
envelope was addressed and mailed as indicated below. I live or work in the county where the form was mailed. 


(1) Name of person served:Julia Kaemerlc, Esq. 


Address where served: 5962 La Place Court, #165, Carlsbad, CA 92008 
Date of mailing: 
Place of mailing (city and state):Chula Vista. CA 


(2) Name of person setved: 


Address where served: 
Date of mailing: 
Place of mailing (city and state), 


c. D Overnight delivery. I placed a copy of the form listed above in a sealed envelope, with Express Mail postage fully 
prepaid, and deposited it in a post office mailbox, subpost office, substation, mail chute, or other llke facility maintained 
by the U.S. Postal Service for receipt of Express Mail. The envelope was addressed and mailed as indicated below. 
I live or work in the county where the form was deposited for overnight delivery. 


(1) Name of person served: 


Address where served: 
Date of malling: 
Place of mailing (city and state): 


(2) Name of person served: 
Address where served: 
Date of mailing: 


Place of mailing (city and state): 


d. D Electronic service. I electronically served the document listed above as described in the attached proof of electronic 
service (Proof of Electronic Service (form POS-050) may be used for this purpose). 


3. Server's information 
a. Name: Neill M. Marangi 
b. Home or work address:355 K St., Ste. C, Chllla Vista, CA 9191 I 


c. Telephone number. (619) 420-1600 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information above is true and correct. 


Date; r, 7( •£/i g ...--- ?;,{)/~~-
Neill M. Marangi ► ..;;;,,· :A·x~-, 


(TYPE OR ~INT NAMEJ -----.-,{-SIG_N_A....,;TU:..;R~E-Of.,....P--E-RSO_N_SE~R-VI-NG-NO---T--ICE)-------


<_ -- h .. / ·r 
F=L-950 [Rev. Soplembe, ,, 20'17] NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION P~• 3013 
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I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MA ITHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 


2 5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


3 (760) 931-198 I 


4 1018 MAR 23 P lf: 01 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


: SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALI;::~:b 't'~:Ji;\~ 
7 


8 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


9 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, Case No.: DS 51030 


10 


11 vs. 


Plaintiff, 


12 TIM MCDANlEL, 


POINTS AND AUTHORTIES MEMORANDUM rN 
SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES, COSTS, AND SANCTlON 


13 


14 


15 


Defendant 


I. 
INTRODUCTION 


16 
Respondent has made the following requests for fees throughout the post-judgment litigation 


17 
regarding the home: 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 1. 


II. 
RESPONDENT HAS REQUESTED FEES AND SANCTIONS UNDER THE 


FOLLOWING CODES AND THE COURT HAS AUTHORITY TO GRANT HIS 
REQUEST 


FAMILY CODE 271: The Court may order sanctions and attorney fees and cost under 


23 this code based on "the extent to which the conduct of each party or attorney furthers or 


strates settlement of litigation. " 24 


25 2. Petitioner's conduct and litigation over transferring the property has done nothing beside 


26 frustrate settlement and it has absolutely furthered litigation. Petitioner has misrepresented the 
27 status of her litigation and involvement with her attorney to transfer the property to Adimilson 
28 POINTS AND AUTHORTIES MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR 


A ITORNEY'S FEES, COSTS, AND SANCTION - J 
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2 
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12 


13 
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16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Barbosa da Silva She in fact voluntarily transferred the property to him. The Court should note 


that this was done almost two years after Judge Hernandez found it to be Respondent's sole and 


separate property and ordered that she transfer the property into hls name. 


3. The Court should also note that she was aware of the agreement to transfer the property 


to her attorney in Brazil in exchange for legal fees that she incurred on her own. In the entire 


time that the post-judgment litigation regarding the property has been going on Petitioner was 


aware that the house was being used to settle her personal legal fees. 


4. Based on Family Code 271 alone, the Court has grounds to sanction Petitioner for her 


delay tactics, misrepresentation and perjury to the Court. This statute gives family court iudges 


the power to reign in out of control litigants that behave like Petitioner through awards of 


attorney's fees and costs. Her uncooperative tactics merit fees and sanctions per this Code. 


5. Family Code §2031: This code specifies that the Court is allowed to award Attorney 


Fees and Costs in a post-judgment matter. Specifically, the Code allows the Court to augment, 


modify, or award fees made by a noticed motion or at the time of the hearing. It was included in 


noticed motions and on all post-judgment hearings. The Court awarded $5,000 to Mr. Marangi 


(payable by Respondent) for Petitioner's attorney fees in January of 2018. This decision should 


be modified. 


6. We believe Judge Hernandez suspended the fees in the amount of$ 5,000 based on her 


conduct and frivolous DVTRO filing. Based on this code, we are requesting that this order be 


modified suspending Respondent's obligation to pay any further fees to Mr. Marangi and for 


Petitioner to reimburse him for anything he has paid so far per this specific order. 


7. Family Code 1101 (d) (1) & (2): Respondent was not made aware of Petitioner settling 


her attorney fee debt with Adimilson Barbosa da Silva until December 7, 2017 when notified by 


Attorney Eva Bischoff. Though documents already provided to the Court (specifically Exhibit 


"C, F, H, I, J") submitted for the hearing dated March 12, 2018, the Court can clearly see when 
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27 


28 


these events took place. This code specifies that Respondent has 3 years from when he "had 


actual knowledge that the transaction or event for which the remedy is being sought occurred." 


8. The remedy Respondent is seeking is an award of $500,000 in the form of sanctions and 


fees. His request is timely and she is and been on notice of the request. The amount consists of 


fees he has incurred in Brazil and Califomi~ expenses regarding transferring the home, unpaid 


property truces on the home, the value of the home (as Petitioner used the value of the home to 


pay her fees although she knew it was his sole and separate property), and punitive damages in 


addition to the actual damages suffered because of Petitioner's conduct and blatant 


misrepresentations. 


9. Petitioner absolutely breached her fiduciary duty to Respondent. Petitioner did not 


treat Respondent with the highest duty of "good faith" and "fair dealing" and began litigation 


prior to the date of separation on property she had personal knowledge was purchased with his 


separate property money. She put this property in her name alone as a single woman when she 


could have put married. The Date of Separation in this matter is June 5, 2013 and she began 


litigation regarding this house (unbeknownst to Respondent) January 2013. Petitioner has acted 


in bad faith throughout this entire process. 


10. Family Code §1 lOl(h): This code states "the remedies for the breach of fiduciary duty 


by one spouse .... Shall include, but not be limited to, an award to the other spouse of 100 


percent, or an amount equal to 100 percent, of any asset undisclosed or TRANSFERRED. 


Petitioner transferred this property despite the very specific order of this Court not to encwnber 


this property. She had already signed docwnents to transfer the property at that time and made 


no mention of it to this Court. Her transfer of this property to her attorney in Brazil (in lieu of 


paying her legal fees) has a detrimental impact on Respondent as he has no remedies there aside 


from the motion filed by his attorney in Brazil to stop the transfer. 


11. It is also important that the Court keep in mind that Petitioner alleges that she filed this 


lawsuit in Brazil to protect the property but then gave it away to pay her fees. This was despite 
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28 


the Order from this Court that she not encwnber the property, that it had been awarded to 


Respondent as his sole and separate property, and that she had already been found guilty beyond 


a reasonable doubt of violating thls Court's Orders. 


12. As such, the value of the property should be awarded to Respondent under this code. Th 


code also specifies "a Court may order an accounting of the property" which as mentioned above 


was indeed commenced within three years of Respondent having actual knowledge of what had 


transpired. We have provided documentation showing the value of the property and Respondent 


has also testified about his personal knowledge of the value. 


13. Family Code §2121: "The Court may, on any terms that may be just, relieve a spouse 


from a judgment, or any part or parts thereof, adjudicating ... division of property." This code 


further goes on to say that the Court can grant relief "if the moving party would materially 


benefit from the granting of the relief." 


14. Here, Petitioner was awarded an apartment that we have shown was purchased with 


Respondent's separate money but awarded to Petitioner because it was prior to their date of 


marriage. This is property that she could sell to pay fees/sanctions which would materially 


benefit Respondent for costs he has had to incur because Petitioner would not sign the property 


over to him, involved it in extensive litigation in Brazil and California, and then agreed to 


transfer it to her attorney in Brazil in lieu of paying her debt causing Respondent to have to start 


a process in Brazil to prevent this from happening. 


15. Petitioner is also co-owner of a business in Brazil and is on title to another home. These 


are all interests/assets that could be used to reimburse Respondent for the unnecessary costs and 


expenses he has incurred because of her conduct. 


16. Family Code §2122: The Court also has authority to award the Respondent the 


apartment listed in paragraph 15 of the Judgment and the $5,000 the Court ordered Respondent 


to pay in January of 2018 (listed as paragraph 18 in the Judgment.) It is our recollection that 
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Judge Hernandez instructed Respondent to cease payment after Petitioner's meritless DVTRO 


and volatile conduct. 


17. Per this Code, if there is Actual Fraud or Perjury, Respondent would have one year 


from discovering the fraud or perjury so this motion and request (which has been continued 


nwnerous times) is timely. As mentioned above, Respondent was notified that Petitioner was 


intending on transferring the home December 20 I 7. 


18. Code of Civil Procedure§ 128.5 and §128.7: Under CCP 128.5 "every trial court may 


order a party, the party~s attorney, costs incurred by another party as a result of "bad faith 


actions or tactics that are frivolous or solely intended to cause unnecessary delay" to pay 


reasonable expenses to that party which is Respondent in this matter. Petitioner has perjured 


herself to this Co~ she has presented argwnents totally and completely without merit, and the 


Court should impose sanctions based on this conduct. 


19. Under CCP 128.7, any declaration, petition, or other similar document cannot be 


submitted unless the party is submitting it to the best of their knowledge, information or belief as 


being truthful and accurate. Petitioner knew what was happening with the process in Brazil she 


started and both misled the Court as to the actual facts and in addition she 1ied by omission. Her 


representations to the Court were done for an improper purpose, her claims and defenses were 


not supported by existing law, and there was no evidentiary support to any document, pleading, 


or testimony she presented to the Family Court or the Criminal Court. The Criminal Court 


agreed with this position and the transcript has been provided to the Court. 


20. This case presents the perfect example of the type of abuse of the Judicial System that 


the Code of Civil Procedure Section 128. 7 was designed to prevent. Respondent requested fe 


under this section previously on December 12, 2016 which were dismissed without prejudice 


and again specifically requested of the Court in the declaration filed February 27, 2018. 


Petitioner has been on notice of these requests as she was present at both hearings, the hearing o 


March 12, 2018, and now is being presented with this Memorandum. 
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21. Civil Code §3294: This code allows the Court to award, in addition to actual damages 


punitive damages, if there is clear and convincing evidence that the defendant (in this case 


Petitioner) has been guilty of oppression, fraud or malice. 


22. Malice per this code, is conduct intending to cause injury or despicable conduct carried 


out with disregard for another's rights or safety. Petitioner's conduct has caused injury to 


Respondent, has caused him extensive fees/expenses, and has left him in a position where he 


may have no recourse to take possession of the home that was awarded to him. She entered into 


a settlement with Adimilson Barbosa da Silva conveying ownership of the property to him in lie 


of paying her legal fees and at no point informed Respondent or the Court. She delayed 


providing the Power of Attorney for approximately two years after Respondent's Motion to 


Enforce Judgment but since 2015 she has made no attempt to comply with the order. 


23. Oppression per the code is despicable conduct or concealment of facts depriving a 


person of property or legal rights causing injury. For the same reasons mentioned above and in 


all motions and pleadings submitted by Respondent from the beginning of this matter, 


Petitioner's conduct is despicable and has deprived him of property in addition to causing injury. 


24. Fraud per the code, is intentional misrepresentation, deceit, or concealment of a material 


fact known to the person causing depriving the other of property, legal rights, or causing injury. 


To avoid repetition of all facts that have been presented by Respondent since the Motion to 


Enforce Judgement and most importantly those that have been discovered and presented to the 


Court since December 2017, Petitioner's conduct shows malice, oppression, and fraud 


consistently. Petitioner has also had no consequences, aside from the Contempt Trial heard 


before Hon. Dwayne Moring. 


25. It has absolutely been proven to this Court by clear and convincing evidence that 


25 Petitioner has violated Court Orders, misrepresented facts to the Court and Respondent, and has 


26 been found guilty on a criminal level. The Court may award punitive damages based on this 


27 


28 POINTS AND AUTHORTIES MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR 
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conduce. We are respectfully requesting based on this Code and the codes specified above that 


Respondent be awarded $500~000 for sanctions, fees, expenses~ and punitive damages. 
Ill. 


OUTLINE OF MOTIONS WHEREIN FEES WERE REQUESTED AND THE COlJRT 
RESERVED ,JURISDICTION 


• March 13! 2017 - $5~000 - FC 2031, 290, 271, 2031.300. 


• May 31, 2017 - $201000 FC 271, 2031, and CCP 3294 


• October 4, 2017 - $20,000 per the same codes 


• January 16, 2018, $30,000 in addition to ALL stock that were considered Petitioner's 


community property portion per the same codes 


• February 27~2018-$500,000 under Family Code 271, 2031.1101.1101. 2105. 2107. 


2121. 2122. 2123. CCP 128.7 and 3294. 


Dated this 23rd of March~ 2018. 


Julia 
Attor 
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ATTORNEY'S FEES, COSTS, AND SANCTION - 7 
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DATE: APRIL 30, 201~ 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


CASE NUMBER: DS51030 


PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
PROSE 
LIMITED SCOPE COUNSEL: NEILL M. MARANGI 


RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 
ATTORNEY: JULIA KAEMERLE 


~ • L E D Cltti ,1 Hit Superior c,urt 


APR 3 0 2018 


By: K. BOYLES 


This matter came on for hearing re: Husband's various requests for attorneys fees and sanctions, on 
March 29, 2018. The Court makes the following orders in regards to Respondent Husband's request for 
fees and sanctions in this matter. For ease of reference, the Court will refer to Petitioner Natache C. 
Goncalves Menezes as "Wife" and Respondent Tim McDaniel as "Husband" in its orders. 


These orders are pursuant to Husband's request for fees per Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP 
(sic)§ 3294, made in his responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017 (the court reserved jurisdiction over 
this request at the hearing of June 13, 2017) and Husband's subsequent request for order filed October 
5, 2017, requesting fees under Family Code §271, §2031 and §3294. (The Court does not know what 
request is being made per Family Code §2031 or §3294, as these code sections are not correct. The 
Court construes the request for "3294" to be a request under Civil Code §3294 for punitive 
damages). Husband also filed a supplemental declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 
2018 and February 27, 2018. In his declaration of February 27, 2018, Husband further requests fees 
under "Family Code §271, §2031, §1110l(d)(l) & (2), §1101 (h), §2105{a), §2107 (d), §2121, §2122{a), 
§2123, §128.7(c)(2) and CCP §3294 in the amount of $500,000. All of the declarations of Wife of 
Husband filed under penalty of perjury in this matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016 have been 
considered by the Court in making its ruling. 


The Court is awarding Husband fees as a sanction under Family Code $271 of $200,000, for Wife's 
repeated actions which thwarted Husband's ability to take ownership of his separate property residence 
on Quartini Bianchi street. Her actions thwarted any enforcement of the court's orders, and caused 
protracted litigation around an issue that was heard and settled by the Court at numerous hearings -
namely, the transfer of Husband's separate property home in Brazil by Wife to Husband. The home had 
been purchased during marriage, and was titled solely to Wife. The Court made a finding on May 5, 
2017, that Husband had successfully traced the home to a separate property source, and found the 
property to be his sole and separate property. 


The Court finds that Wife has the ability to pay these sanctions, as she has income sufficient to pay 
(including $1,500 in spousal support from now through November 30, 2019 per the judgment entered 
September 17, 2015), her share of the community property stock account, and separate property real 
estate in Brazil, in addition to her earned income and other assets. The fees will be paid in part as 
follows: 
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From Wife's income received as spousal support. Beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $1,500 income 
due by Husband to Wife shall be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates 
this to be a remainder of $12,000 in 2018 (Payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 
months at $1,500) and $16,500 for the first 11 months of 2019, for a total of $28,500. 


In addition, Husband is to receive Wife's share of the community property stock account, or 
$29,000. Husband represented to the Court on 1.1.18 that each party had an approximately 
$29,000 in the stock account. Husband informed the Court that these funds were 
liquid. Husband is to verify to Wife's counsel the cash value of the stock account within 5 court 
days of the receipt of this order. 


Any balance owed by Wife to Husband, after totaling the support off-set of $28,500 and Wife's 
community property share of the stock account, is to be paid to Husband by Wife by August 1, 
2018. If the entire amount of the award has not been paid by that time, standard acceleration 
clause on the amount owed by Wife to Husband pursuant to these orders shall apply. The Court 
reserves jurisdiction over the payment of these fees and sanctions by Wife to Husband. 


This award does not include the property on Quartini Bianchi street as part of the value of the 
award. That property was assigned to Husband as his sole and separate property. The award of 
$200,000 is a cash sanction, separate and apart from the value of the Quatrini Bianchi residence. 


The Court finds the sanctions are warranted due to Wife's actions since the Court ordered her to 
transfer the property to Husband on December 12, 2016. At that hearing, the Court denied Husband's 
then outstanding fee request, and ordered Wife to grant to Husband power of attorney to transfer the 
Quartini Bianchi street property, no later than January 12, 2017. 


Wife did not provide a Power of Attorney to effectuate that transfer by January 12, 2017, and 
was held in contempt of court on August 4, 2017 for having failed to do so. She was sanctioned $10,000 
in attorneys fees and costs at the contempt hearing by the Court, and ordered to comply with the 
Court's orders to provide the power of attorney by August 29, 2017. The evidence is clear that there 
was a power of attorney provided by Wife to Husband on August 22, 2018, but this Power of Attorney 
did not transfer ownership to Husband, and had a number of provisions not acceptable to Husband and 
that went beyond the court's orders. Wife was provided with a power of attorney drafted by Husband's 
Brazilian attorney in a timely fashion after the August 29, 2017 hearing at which she was ordered to 
cooperate, and not to make any disposition of the property in Brazil. Husband had to come to court ex 
parte on October 4th


, 2017, to get Wife's compliance with the Court's order that she sign the POA 
provided by Husband's Brazilian attorney. 


In addition to Wife's lack of cooperation with the signing of an appropriate power of attorney, 
as a result of which Husband incurred substantial attorneys' fees, the Court finds that Wife appears to 
have been deliberately hiding information from Husband as to a very significant development in Brazil as 
to the ownership of the property. Wife testified that she gave her mother power of attorney sometime 
before judgment in this matter in May 2015, to deal with litigation Wife had initiated as to individuals 
who were seeking to possess the Quatrini Bianchi property. (Husband testified in his declaration of 
2.3.17 that he had been aware of Wife's litigation regarding the removal of the tenants, and he was 
fearful she could sell the house). Wife testified at the hearing on the request for order re: fees that she 
had hired Attorney Adimilson Barbosa da Silva ("da Silva 11


) for this purpose started in 2013. 







The evidence established that Mr. da Silva informed her in August of 2015 that she owed him a 
great deal of money in legal fees for the repossession action. In June of 2017, Wife's agent, her mother, 
signs an agreement and "admission of debt11 to pay da Silva R$320000.00 at the rate of R$ 16,000.00 per 
month. Her mother {or Wife - it was never established conclusively who signed this agreement nor 
does it matter, as Wife acknowledged that her mother had power of attorney for her in Brazil, as to the 
property) signed the agreement and Wife is listed as the Debtor, through her legal representative Maria 
Ines Goncalves. There was some dispute over payment, as on October 5, 2017, da Silva and Wife 
{through her legal representative), present an agreement to the Court in Brazil, giving the property in 
question to da Silva as payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him by Wife. This agreement is signed 
by da Silva as creditor, and by attorney Jose Marcelo Abrantes Franca, lawyer for debtor, and Natache 
Cristiane Goncalves Menezes (debtor) represented by Maria Ines Goncalves. 


At no time after the granting of the property to da Silva did Wife notify Husband that she and 
her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to da Silva. Wife does not send a signed copy 
of the power of attorney provided by Husband to him until October 27, 2017, and then only sent a faxed 
copy. In the meantime, the settlement between Wife and da Silva was ratified or "homolgated" by the 
Court in Brazil, and the Brazilian court ordered a "compulsory conveyance" of the property to da 
Silva. Husband only discovered the existence of this conveyance when his Brazilian attorney, sometime 
in late November, early December 2017, goes to execute the transfer of the property to husband per 
the power of attorney, and is informed by the authorities that the property had already been 
transferred to da Silva. 


Wife's testimony that she did not know that her mother was signing these documents is not 
credible. She testified that da Silva was a long time friend of the family, and had been working on the 
litigation regarding the tenants for over 4 years. She testified that she gave her mother power of 
attorney to deal with the litigation in Brazil to remove the tenants. She also testified that she was trying 
to preserve the interest in the house, first for herself (as she claimed it as her separate property in the 
dissolution proceeding) and then for Husband. It is not believable that she would give power of 
attorney to her mother in the litigation, that she would be aware of the debt to da Silva {which she 
testified she was aware of}, yet would have been unaware of her mother's actions on her behalf to 
settle the debt by signing over the property. 


As to Husband's other attorney fee requests, the Court makes the following findings: 


Family Code §1101(d} {1) and (2): These code sections address the statute of limitations for 
bringing a breach of fiduciary duty claim under Family Code §1101 (a). The Court would not make an 
award pursuant to §llOl(d)(i) and (2). If the Court construes this request to be a request for fees for 
breach of a fiduciary duty under Family Code §110l(a), this code section is usually applied for a breach 
of fiduciary duty for actions that impair the "claimant spouses's present undivided one-half interest in 
the community estate". Husband is seeking remedy for Wife's impairment of his access to his separate 
property. The case of IRMO Walker, 138 Cal App. 4th 1408 {2006) in dicta indicates that a spouse who 
impairs the claimant spouse's access to his separate property estate may well have breached a fiduciary 
duty, but the Court could find no other authority to award Husband fees for breach of a fiduciary duty 
by Wife as to his separate property. If the Court were inclined to find that Wife breached a fiduciary 
duty, it would not have awarded anything additional to the $200,000 awarded pursuant to Family Code 
§271, 
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Family Code §ll0l(h): This code sections addresses award of 100% of a community asset 
(giving the clamant spouse the breaching spouse's interest in the asset) is not applicable to these facts. 
This is Husband's separate property residence, in which Wife has no interest. 


Family Code 2105{a), and 2107 {d): These provisions of the family code pertain to disclosure 
requirements before judgment. The court file includes a waiver of the Final Declaration of Disclosure 
filed September 17, 2015, the same date that the Judgment was filed. Status had been taken May 7, 
2015. The waiver of Final Declaration of Disclosure is signed by both parties but not dated. The Court 


cannot determine if the final declaration of disclosure was waived by the parties before the trial on May 
7, 2015. Therefore, these two code sections are not applicable at this time. 


Family Code §2121: Husband gives the basis for this request in his declaration filed March 23, 
2018. The Court finds that his request essentially asks this Court to undo the orders of May 7, 2015, so 
that he might have a better opportunity to enforce any orders this court makes regarding fees or 
sanctions. He does not plead any basis under this Chapter of the family code, which is required for a set 
aside or relief from judgment. 


Family Code §2122: Husband requests that the Court award him the apartment listed in 
paragraph 15 of the Judgment, but does not link that request to any fraud committed by Wife related to 
the Court confirming that apartment as her separate property after hearing the evidence. 


Family Code §2123: This code section addresses restriction on grounds for relief, and does not 
provide Husband with a basis for an additional claim of fees or sanctions. 


Family Code 128.7 {c) (2): This code section does not exist, but Husband in his declaration filed 
March 23, 2018 clarifies that he is asking for fees pursuant to CCP 128.5 and CCP 128.7. CCP sanctions 
and fees cannot be awarded as the code requires that this request be made "separately from other 
motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct alleged to violate subdivision (b).'' 


CCP 128. 7 (d). Husband's request for CCP 128.5 sanctions and fees is a parallel claim in the 
Court's opinion to his request for Family Code 271 sanctions, and would not result in a different order 
from this Court. 


CCP 2023.010; This is a discovery sanction statute. A misuse of the discovery process has not 
been sufficiently plead by Husband for the Court to award sanctfons. 


Civil Code 3294: Husband did not plead the proper code section {referring to it as CCP 3294 in 
earlier declarations) until his declaration filed March 23, 2018. While the Court finds that there is clear 
and convincing evidence that Wife engaged in fraud when the property was transferred to Attorney da 
Silva by Wife's agent, the Court does not find that Husband has met his burden to prove that there are 
damages for the sake "of example and by way of punishing the defendant" CCP 3294 (a). The court has 
sanctioned Wife for her conduct by awarding Husband his fees and costs for his California and Brazilian 
attorney, and his costs is pursuing the transfer of the property to his name. The Court does not find that 
the need for punitive damages has been sufficiently established. 


IT IS SO ORDERED. S4l 7 /<J;1th1V~ -
SHARON L KALEMK1ARIAN 


----------
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NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 


DEFENDANT(S)/RESPONOENT(S) JUDGE: SHARON L. KALEMKIARIAN 
TIM MCDANIEL 


DEPT: 17 


CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL 
CASE NUMBER 


(CCP 1013a{4)) DS51030 


I, certify that: I am not a party to the above-entitled case; that on the date shown below, I served the following document(s): 
Statement of decision 


on the parties shown below by placing a true copy in a separate envelope, addressed as shown below: each envelope was then sealed and, 
with postage thereon fully prepaid, deposited in the United States Postal Service at: 0 San Diego D Vista D El Cajon 
181 Chula Vista D Ramona, California. 


NAME & ADDRESS 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
P.O. BOX 530362 
SAN DI EGO, CA 92153 


ATTORNEY NEILL M. MARANGI 
355 K STREET, STE. C 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911 


THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 LA PLACE COURT, STE. 165 
CARLSBAD, CA 92008 
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NAME & ADDRESS 


CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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t JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
I LAW OFFICE OF MA TilIEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 


2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 I I -• -:-


Carlsbad, CA 92008 
3 (760) 931-1981 


4 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


5 


6 


7 


8 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 


Case No.: DS 51030 


11 


12 


13 


14 


Plaintiff, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Defendant 


DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF 
EX PARTE REQUEST 


OS51030 


15 Respondent is making the following requests of the Court at this time: 


16 


OECL 
Declaration/Pleading 


~\ill\\\ II I\ II I Ill\\\ Ill\\\\ II Ill 17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


I. 
MODIFICATION OF STATEMENT OF DECISION 


The Statement of Decision issued by the Court (filed on 4/30/18 and receive 


5/3.18) awards Respondent $200,000 in sanctions owed by Wife. This amount in the decision h 


a total of $28,500 off-set in support against the $200,000. This amoW1t needs to be recalculated. 


2. In September of 2016, the Court changed the support order from $1,500 to $50 


24 per month. The calculation in the Statement of Decision uses $1,500 as support received fro 


25 May 201 8 through the first 11 months of 2019. 


26 


27 


28 


3. We believe support was terminated in December of2016 or January of2017 an 


are going to be requesting all minute orders as the FOAH's have not been sent back to counsel. 


DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF EX PARTE REQUEST- I 
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2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


s 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


4. The o IT-set will need to be recalculated to either show spousal support as $500 


which would change lhe off-set to approximately $9,000 instead of $28,500 or ifwe are correct 


that i 1 was terminated there should be no offset. 


5. We are respectfully requesting that the Court amend this part of the Statement of 


Decision. 


II. 
PASSPORT 


6. There is a concern that Petitioner will leave the Country to avoid payment of the 


sanction. Petitioner has demonstrated that she has no respect for Court orders and her avoiding 


payment is very likely. We respectfully request that Petitioner be ordered to relinquish her 


passport until the amount is paid in full or in the alternative be ordered to notify the Court on a 


regular basis that she is still in San Diego. 


Dated this 9th day of May~ 2018. 


DECLARATION lN SUPPORT OF EX P/\RTE REQUEST- 2 







2 JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN #256783 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 


3 LAW OFFICE OF MA ITHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, LLP 
5962 La Place Court, Ste 165 


4 Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(760) 931-1981 


5 


6 Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


7 


8 


9 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STA TE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE SOUTH COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


IL 


MAY 09 20 


0$51030 
OECL 
l'eclaration/Piea1ing 
813297 


~ fN 1_Q1 


IO NATA CHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


11 


12 


13 


Petitioner, 


Case No.: DS S 130 


Ill l Ill II I II I II II I I I ll!I I I !1111111111111 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 
14 


DECLARATION OF JULIA KAEMERLE 
REGARDING NOTICE OF EX PARTE 
HEARING 


Respondent 
15 


16 


17 


18 


1. I, Julia Kaemerle, hereby state that I am an attorney, duly licensed to practice 


law in the State of California, and a member in good standing of the State Bar of California. I 


19 
wn the attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, in this matter. 


20 


21 
2. On May 8, 2018 at 4:15pm and 7:07pmt I personally gave notice to Petitioner's 


22 
Counsel Neill Marangi via email and Counsel and Petitioner respectively, of my intention to 


23 
appear Ex Parte on May 10, 2018 at 8:30am in Dept 17. 


24 3. Petitioner was notified as Mr. Marangi infonned me that he would not be 


25 attending the hearing due to a conflict and he has also filed a Notice of limited scope 


26 representation. The Court has given me permission to serve Petitioner via email and has stated 


27 that it will be considered proper service. I did email her notice at 7:07pm on May 8, 2018 (with 


28 Mr. Marangi copied on the email) and wrote "Return Receipt Requested" as ordered by the 
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1 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


\8 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


18 


Court. 


4. The purpose of the Ex Parte is to request that the Court amend the statement of 


decision as the amount of spousal support that is used to calculate the amount off-set from the 


sanction awarded to Respondent in nol correct ($28,500 was the total listed). The Cou1t used 


$1,500 as the support amount; however, support had been reduced in 2016 to $500 and we 


believe further that it was then tem1inated and will be requesting minutes from the business 


office to confirm. We also are requesting Petitioner relinquish her passport. 


1 declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 


true and correct. Executed this 9th day of May, 2018. 


Julia aemerle 
/\ ttorney for Respondent 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY: STATE BAR NO 288498 FOR COURT USE ONLY 


NAME: Dennis Temko 
FIRM NAME: Law Office of Dennis Temko 
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to the parties shown with postage prepaid, and deposited it in the United States mail at~ San Diego D Vista, California. 


Date: 07 /13/18 


To: 


Dennis Temko, Esq. 
LAW OFFICE OF DENNIS TEMKO 
12636 High Bluff Drive, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 


SDSC APL-022 CIV (Rev. 11/16) 


Clerk of the Superior Court 


,/"'J .. I~. L 
by ___ \..;_· -=-b_<.,..,.( :_~.·:,....:·'I_.,;._.~....:~;;...· ..• ____ , Deputy 


C. DELOS SANTOS 


Julia Kaemerle, Esq. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA 
KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court, Ste. 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


DS511J30 
APPL022CIV 
Notice of Filing 
&112183 
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APP-001-
j ATTORNEY OR PA.RT'Y WITHOUT ATTORNEY STATE BAR NO: 2 5 6 7 6 "i 0351030 


APF1JfJ2 
!lil'-"E: Julia Kaerne r le 
i:.R\111"-"E.T,aw Office of Matt!,ey; and Ju1.i.; ~:ae::ae.rlc:, LL!:' 
STRF.FT>nMcsr. 5962 La ?lace Court Ste 165 


Notice of Appeo: 


!iji11il 111 i 111111 !I l!lilll 1111 i I ii 11!1 
c1rv Carlsbad STATE. CA ZIP cor.1a. 92 O o 8 
TELl:PHOJ.lf ~- 7 60-931-19 81 FAX NO.· 


1:-w.1LAooREss· j ulias zafraniec. law@gnail.com 
ATTORW:YFOR(na1r-cr Tim McDaniel 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNrY OF San D1egr; 


!;r4f.E"T •ooRi:si; SO O 3 rd Ave 
MA1u-iG AODREss 500 3rd Ave 


crTHNDZJPto!>t Chuia Vis~a, CA 919.L0 
OR>'-'CHN/\MC So•.1th Cour.ty e>:.vision 


PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: Na tc1cl1i~ Menezes 


DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 


NOTICE OF APPEAL ! x.·~ CROSS-APPEAL 
(UNLIMITED CNIL CASE) 


,- It~ ED 
SOUTH COUNTY 


2018 JUL 18 P 3: 2·q 


;)551030 


~----•------ -------·- ---- ---- -···--· 
i 
: Notice: Please read Information on Appeal Procedures for Unlimited Civil Cases (Judicial Council form 
l APP-001) before completlng this form, This form must be filed In the superior court, not In the Court of Appeal. 


1


1 
A copy of this fonn must also be served on the other party or parties to this appeal. You may use an 
applicable Judicial Council form (such as APP..009 or APP-009E) for the proof of service, When this document 
has been completed and a copy served. the original may then be flied with the court with proof of service, 


I 


-----·. --· .. --··· -·--· --------··-----------·· 
1. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that (narne):Tim ~cDaniel 


appeals from the following judgment or order In this case. which was entered on (date): .. Tun~ 2 8 , 2018 


. X. 


Judgment after jury trial 


Judgment after court trial 


Default judgment 


Judgment after an order granting a summary judgment motion 


Judgment of dismissal under Code of Civil Procedure, §§ 581 d, 583.250, 583.360, or 583.430 


Judgment or dismissal after an order sustaining a demurrer 


An order after judgment under Code of Civil Procedure, § 904. 1 (a)(2) 


An order or judgment under Code of Civil Procedure, § 904.1(a)(3H13) 


Other (describe and specify code section that authorizes t.hi.r; appeal): 


2. For cross-appeals only: 
a. Datenoticeofappealwasfiledinoriginalappeal: Jtir:e 28, 2018 
b. Date superior court derk mailed notice -:;f original app•:::al:No t ye,: received 
c Court of Appeal case number (if known): 


Date; J1Jl y 18, 2018 


F"cm, ~01/0d IOI O:,~QNII Us;, 
Ju:t.ciill COllnCll o/ C.1'o,llin 
>J>l'-()()2 (Rc:v Jar...Ary 1, 20171 


NOTICE OF APPEAUCROSS-APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE~c:a1. RuJe-,fJCour1."'1o 9 ,oo 
(Appellate) u · ns- _.axm,.,.,a~v 


~ 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY STATE BAR NO.: 288498 


NAME: Dennis Temko 


FIRM NAME: Law Office of Dennis Temlco 


STREET ADDRESS: 12636 High Bluff Dr., Suite 200 


CITY: San Diego STATE: CA ZIP CODE: 92130 


TELEPt.ONE NO.: (858) 274-3538 FAX. NO'. 


E-MAIL ADDRESS: Dennis.Temko@yahoo.com 


ATTORNEY FOR (nofT18}: Natacha Menezes 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 


STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Ave. 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Ave. 


CITY AND ZIP CODE: Chula Vista, CA 91910-5649 
BRANCH NAM!:: South County 


PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: Natache Menezes 


DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 


APPELLANT'S NOTICE DESIGNATING RECORD ON APPEAL 
(UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 


RE: Appeal filed on {date): June 28, 2018 


0S5103C 
APP003 
Appellants Nolie~ es,g D . nating Rrco•d on Appe, 


ilii\\lil \II Ill II 11 \\\\II\ II\ 111111111\l 


~luk fol th ~ptrlor :w,1 D 
JUL 2 3 2018 


APP-003 


By: A. SANTIAGO, Deputy 


SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 


OS51030 


COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER (ii known): 


Notice: Please read form APP-001 before completing this form. This form must be filed In the superior court, 
not in the Court of Appeal. 


1. RECORD OF THE DOCUMENTS FILED IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 


I elect lo use the following method of providing the Court of Appeal with a record of the documents filed in the superior court (check 
a, b, c, or d, and fill in any required information): 


a. D A clerk's transcript under rule 8.122. (You must check (1) or (2) and fill out the clerk's transcript section on page 2 of this 
form.) 


( 1) D I will pay the superior court clerk for this transcript myself when I receive the clerk's estimate of the costs of this 
transcript. I understand that if I do not pay for this transcript, it will not be prepared and provided to the Court of 
Appeal. 


(2) D I request that the clerk's transcript be provided to me at no cost because I cannot afford to pay this cost. I have 
submitted the following document with this notice designating the record (check (a) or (b)): 


(a) D An order granting a waiver of court fees and costs under rule 3.50 et seq.; or 


(b) D An application for a waiver of court fees and costs under rule 3.50 et seq. (Use Request to Waive Court Fees 
(form FW-001) to prepare and file this application.) 


b. IT] An appendix under rule 8.124. 


c. D The original superior court file under rule 8.128. (NOTE: Local rules in the Court of Appeal, First, Third, and Fourth 
Appellate Districts, permit parties to stipulate to use the original superior court file instead of a clerk's transcript; you may 
select this option if your appeal is in one of these districts and all the parties have stipulated to use the original superior 
court file Instead of a clerk's transcript In this case. Attach a copy of this stipulation.) 


d. D An agreed statement under rule 8.134. (You must complete item 2b(2) below and attach to your agreed statement copies 
of all the documents that are required to be Included in the clerk's transcript. These documents are listed in rule 8.134(a).) 


2. RECORD OF ORAL PROCEEDINGS IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 


I elect to proceed (you must check a orb below): 


a. D WITHOUT a record of the oral proceedings in the superior court. I understand that without a record of tile oral 
proceedings in the superior court, the Court of Appeal will not be able to consider what was said during those proceedings 
in determining whether an error was made in the superior court proceedings. 


Fenn Approved fer OpliOnal 1Js11 
Judicial Council of California 
APP..003 jRav. January 1. 2018) 


APPELLANT'S NOTICE DESIGNATING RECORD ON APPEAL 
(Unlimited Civil Case) 


Page 1 of 4 


Cal. Rules or Court. rules 3.50, 
8.121-8.124. 0.128, 8.1:lO. 8.134. 8.137 


www.courts.ee gov 







APP-003 
CASE NAME: Menezes V. McDaniel SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 


n::-, ·~ \ ·):.,-) I . ·-~ . , .• 


2. b. CR] WITH the following record of the oral proceedings in the superior court (you must check (1), (2), or (3) below): 


(1) D A reporter's transcript under rule 8.130. (You must fill out the reporter's transcript section on page 3 of this form.) I 
have (check all that apply): 


(a) D Deposited the approximate cost of transcribing the designated proceedings with this notice as provided in rule 
8.130(b)(1 ). 


(b) D Attached a copy of a Transcript Reimbursement Fund application filed under rule 8.130(c}(1). 


(c) D Attached the reporter's written waiver of a deposit for (check either (i) or (ii)): 


(I) D all of the designated proceedings. 


(ii) [:=J part of the designated proceedings. 


(d) D Attached a certified transcript under rule 8.130(b)(3)(C). 


(2) D An agreed statement. (Check and complete either (a) or (b) below.) 


(a) D I have attached an agreed statement to this notice. 


(b} D All the parties have agreed in writing (stipulated) lo try to agree on a statement. (You must attach a copy of this 
stipulation to this notice.) I understand that, within 40 days after I file the notice of appeal, I must file either the 
agreed statement or a notice indicating the parties were unable to agree on a statement and a new notice 
designating the record on appeal. 


(3) IT] A settled statement under rule 8.137. (You must check (a), (b), or (c) below.) 


(a) W The oral proceedings in the superior court were not reported by a court reporter. 


(b) D The oral proceedings in the superior court were reported by a court reporter, but the appellant has an order 
waiving his or her court fees and is unable to pay for a reporter's transcript. 


(c) D I am requesting to use a settled statement for reasons other than those listed in (a) or (b). (You must attach the 
motion required under rule 8.137(b) to this form.) 


3. RECORD OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING TO BE TRANSMITTED TO THE REVIEWING COURT 
D I request that the clerk transmit to the reviewing court under rule 8.123 the record of the following administrative proceeding 


that was admitted into evidence, refused, or lodged in the superior court (give the title and date or dates of the administrative 
proceeding): 


Title of Administrative Proceeding Date or Dates 


4. NOTICE DESIGNATING CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT 
(You must complete this section if you checked item 1 a above indicating that you elect to use a clerk's transcript as the record of 
the documents filed in the superior court.) 


a. Required documents. The clerk will automatically include the following items in the clerk's transcript, but you must provide the 
date each document was filed, or if that is not available, the date the document was signed . 


.__ _________ D_o_c_um_e_n_t _T_it_le_a_n_d_D_e_s_c_r __ ip_ti_o_n ________ __,I .... I __ D_a_t_e_o_f _Fl_li_ng-'--_ __, 


(1) Notice of appeal 


(2) Notice designating record on appeal (this document) 


(3) Judgment or order appealed from 


(4) Notice of entry of judgment (if any) 


(5) Notice of intention to move for new trial or motion to vacate the judgment, for judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict, or for reconsideration of an appealed order (if any) 


(6) Ruling on one or more of the items listed in (5) 


(7) Register of actions or docket (if any) 


APP-OOJ [Rev. January 1, 2018) APPELLANT'S NOTICE DESIGNATING RECORD ON APPEAL 
(Unlimited Civil Case) 
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APP-003 


CASE NAME: SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 


4. NOTICE DESIGNATING CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT 


b. Additional documents. (If you want any documents from the superior court proceeding in addition to the items listed in 4a. 
above to be included in the clerk's transcript, you must identify those documents here.) 


D I request that the clerk include the following documents from the superior court proceeding in the transcript. (You must 
identify each document you want included by its title and provide the date it was filed or, if that is not available, the date 
the document was signed.) 


..._ _________ D_o_c_um_e_n_t _T_it_le_a_n_d_D_e_s_c_r_ip_ti_o_n ________ ___.l l.._ __ o_a_te_o_f F_i_lin_g __ .... 


(8) 


(9) 


(10) 


(11) 


(12) 


CJ Additional documents are listed on Attachment 4b beginning with number (13). 


c. Exhibits to be included in clerk's transcript 


CJ I request that the clerk include in the transcript the following exhibits that were admitted in evidence, refused, or lodged in 
the superior court (for each exhibit, give the exhibit number, such as Plaintiff's #1 or Defendant's A, and a brief description 
of the exhibit. Indicate whether or not the court admitted the exhibit into evidence): 


Exhibit Number 11 Description ! I Admitted (Yes/No) I 


(1) 


(2) 


(3) 


(4) 


(5) 


D Additional exhibits are listed on Attachment 4c beginning with number (6). 


5. NOTICE DESIGNATING REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 


You must complete both a and bin this section if you checked item 2b{1) above indicating that you elect to use a reporter's 
transcript as the record of the oral proceedings in the superior court. Please remember that you must pay for the cost of preparing 
the reporter's transcript. 


a. I request that the reporters provide (check one): 


(1) CJ My copy of the reporter's transcript in electronic format. 


(2) D My copy of the reporter's transcript in paper format. 


(3) c:J My copy of the reporter's transcript in electronic format and a second copy in paper format. 


(Code Civ. Proc.,§ 271.) 


APP-OC3 (Rev. January 1, 201 8) APPELLANT'S NOTICE DESIGNATING RECORD ON APPEAL 
(Unlimited Civil Case) 
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APP-003 
CASE NAME: SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 


' I 
'~ .. ,~i' .. - ·. .. ---


' ...:. -;"'" .I") ,- 'J-. 
I_ • ; -:) I _., '._ 


5. b. Proceedings 
I request that the following proceedings in the superior court be included in the reporter's transcript. (You must identify each 
proceeding you want included by its date, the department in which it took place, a description of the proceedings-for example, 
the examination of jurors, motions before trial, the taking of testimony, or the giving of jury instructions-and the name of the 
court reporter who recorded the proceedings {if known), and whether a certified transcript of the designated proceeding was 
previously prepared.) 


Date I Department I Full/Partial Dayl Description Reporter's Name I Prev. prepared? 


(1) 


(2) 


(3) 


(4) 


D Additional proceedings are listed on Attachment Sb beginning with number{5). 


6. NOTICE DESIGNATING PROCEEDINGS TO BE INCLUDED IN SETTLED STATEMENT 


□ 


□ 


□ 


□ 


Yes □ No 


Yes □ No 


Yes □ No 


Yes □ No 


(You must complete this section if you checked item 2b(3) above indicating you 6lect to use a settled statement.) I request that 
the following proceedings in the superior court be included in the settled statement. (You must identify each proceeding you 
want included by its date, the department in which It took place, a description of the proceedings-for example, the examination 
of jurors, motions before trial, the taking of testimony, or the giving of jury instruc.ions- and, if applicable, the name of the court 
reporter who recorded the proceedings {if known], and whether a certified transcript of the designated proceeding was 
previously prepared.) 


Date ! Department I Full/Partial Day I 
(1)1-16-18 SB-17 Unknown 


(2)3-12-18 SB-17 Partial 


(3)3-29-19 SB-17 Partial 


(4) 


Description Reporter's Name 


Scheduling Sanctions Motn. And N/A No Rptr. Present 
Required Filings 


Tentative+ Respondent's NIA No Rptr. Present 
Testimony 


Petitioner's Testimony NIA No Rptr. Present 


c=J Additional proceedings are listed on Attachment 6 beginning with number (5). 


I Prev. prepared? 


O Yes [8] No 


□ Yes [8] No 


□ Yes @ No 


□ Yes O No 


7. a. The proceedings designated in 5b or 6 IT] include CJ do not include all of the testimony in the superior court. 


b. If the designated proceedings DO NOT include all of the testimony, state the points that you intend to raise on appeal (rule 
8.130(a)(2) provides that your appeal will be limited to these points unless, on motion, the reviewing court permits otherwise). 


Points are set forth: c=J Below C=1 On Attachment 7. 


Date: 7-1s-1a 


Dennis Temko 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 


...... _ 
\ , ___ 
i -----_..,,...-,,/ 


--(S1Gni\TIJRE1'FAPPELl.ANT OR ATTORNEY) 


APP-003 (Rev. Jar.uary 1, 2018) APPELLANT'S NOTICE DESIGNATING RECORD ON APPEAL 
(Unlimited Civil Case) 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
sTREEr ADDREss: -S-cD ~rJ A..,"-
MAIL1No AooREss; $CD '3r~ Av~ 


CITY AND ZIP COOE: ~ """' \.k. \) -~~~( CA '( ,q t D 
BRANCH NAME; ~ \.. "t::4..,(\ 


PET1T10NERJPLA1NT1FF: N (t-tu., ~e. /{/\e.,,.,eZ.e.> 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT~ A A r\. ., \ 
l \""- IVl l. \,,0/\. ,!, 


PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 


FOR COURT USE ONLY 


F I L E D 
Clerk ol th, Suptrior Court 


JUL 2 3 2018 


By: A. SANTIAGO, Deputy 


CASE NUMBER: 


DSS'l03u 
(Do not use this Proof of Service to show service of a Summons and Complaint.) 


1. I am over 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing 
took place. 


2. My residence or business addr~s~ is: 
j2.bJ,C, \~:11,,l ~h~ DJ(, s+e. 2CD 


b..1./1 Pr~ C, FA cr-z..) ~ u 
3. On (date)'.-jv\~ Z'3 LO; e) I mailed from (city and state): 


the following documents (specify): 


~e:A ke )e;,?) c ,CJ<\ ~~ -:i -\ 1.-.e, Q.e LO(~ 


D The documents are listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service by First-Class Mail-Civil (Documents Served) 
(form POS-030(O)). 


4. I served the documents by enclosing them in an envelope and (check one): 
a. ~ depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 


POS-030 


b. D placing the envelope for collection and mailing following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this 
business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that correspondence is 
placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in 
a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 


5. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follow1\ . 


a. Name of person served: 0 u\,o,... 5z.c~~rM,e l 
b. Address of p,son served: . . 


S2.7 -~c·\ t~~u.~ 51voi S\e ibO 
<2.l\L\\\.\°'-.5 10,4 C-j ·1-C 2..'°i 


D The name and address of each person to whom I mailed the documents is listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service 
by First-Class Mail-Civil (Persons Served) (POS-030(P)). 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true -c!n.Q ~orrect 


Date: ~ \'i -t_ 3, :lo 1Y \ 


De:('\O\ )::fet\/\. v; ~ ~►-r=~~--___:;::z::::::::::::::;;;;.:~--
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM) 


Fom, Approved fol" Optional Use 
Judicial Council of cauromia 
POS-030 [New January 1, 2005] 


PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
(Proof of Service} 


COdeotCrvtl Proced\Jte, §§ 1013. 1013a 
www.courtinlc.ca.gov 


Amencan LegalNet, Inc 
----~ www:USCourtForms.com 







SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO FDR COURT USE ONLY 


181 CENTRAL DIVISION. CENTRAL COURTHOUSE. 1100 UNION ST., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 


~,.,, lol th, ~pttlor :wt D 0 CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 220 W. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
0 NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


RESPONDENT JUL 2 6 2018 
TIM MCDANIEL, 


APPELLANT By: C. Delos SantoR n.nutu , 
SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER 


0S51030 
NOTICE OF FILING 


COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER 


A D Abandonment of Appeal D Notice of Appeal C8J Notice of Cross-Appeal D Amended Notice of Appeal from the 


4/30/18 order 


was filed in this office on 07 /18/18 by: Tim McDaniel 


Clerk of the Superior Court 


Date: 7 /26/18 by ___ O__,;. lY...,...·\(+-.J ...... 11 ....,.q_.._h __ · -' ..... .r· ____ , Deputy 
C. Delos--Santos 


CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am not a party to the above-entitled cause, that I placed a copy of this form in a sealed envelope addressed 
to the parties shown with postage prepaid, and deposited it in the United States mail at C8J San Diego D Vista, California. 


Date: 7 /26/18 


To: 


Dennis Temko, Esq. 
LAW OFFICE OF DENNIS TEMKO 
12636 High Bluff Drive, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 


sosc APL-022 CIV (Rev 11/16) 


Clerk of the Superior Court 


('\/, J,, 
by ____ L-_--_' _··-1_:1_:_•."-_,.-_-____ _, Deputy 


C. Delos Santos 


Julia Kaemerle, Esq. 256783 
THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA 
KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court, Ste. 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


NOTICE OF.FILING 


0S51030 
APPLD22C::IV 
Notice of i:11ing 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Nam&. Srate Bar .,11mb&r, and addre:ssJ: 


Dennis Temko 
Law Office of Dennis Temko 
12636 High Bluff Dr., Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 


TELEPHONE N0.:858-27 4-3538 FAX 110. (Optional}: 


E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optiom,vDennis. Temko@yahoo.com 
ATTORNEY FoR (N.111i.J:N atache Menezes 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
sTREET A□□Ress:5OO 3rd Ave. 


POS-030 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 


288498 


JUL 2 6 2018 


MAILING A□oRess:5OO 3rd Ave. 
c1TYANoz1Pcooe:Chula Vista, CA 91910 


By: c. Delos Santos, Deputy 


sAANcH NAMe:South Countv .. 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: 


Tim McDaniel 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: 


PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
CASE NUMBER: 


OS51030 


(Do not use this Proof of Service to show service of a Summons and Complaint.) 


1. I am over 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing 
took place. 


2. 
1
M'.i residence or_ business address is: 
2636 High Bluff Dr. Suite 200 


San Diego, CA 92130 


3. On (dafe):7-26-2018 I mailed rrom (city and state):San Diego, CA 


.!.iik9i'~i,in~~Pcium~?J~£i~3W~&>rd on Appeal 


OS51030 
POS010 
Proof of Service 
84541' 


111111111111111111111111111111111111111 


D The documents are listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service by First-Class Mail-Civil (Documents Served) 
(form POS-030(0)). 


4. I served the documents by enclosing them in an envelope and (check one): 
a. W depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 
b. D placing the envelope for collection and mailing following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this 


business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that correspondence is 
placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in 


a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 


5. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follows: 


a. Name of person served:Julia Kaemerle 
b. Address of person served: 


.5962 La Place Ct Ste 165, Carlsbad, CA 92008-8838 


D The name and address of each person to whom I mailed the documents is listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service 
by First-Class Mail-Civil (Persons Served) (POS-030(P}). 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 


Date: 7-26-2018 


Dennis Temko ► {TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM) 


Form Approved lor OplioNI Use 
J1.1ctc111 Co1.1ncd or Calilor"la 
POS-OJ0 [New Jar.1.:ary 1, 2005] 


PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
(Proof of Service) 


Coda olCMI Proce<!ure. §§ 1013. 1013a 
www.COUtfJnlo.ca.gov 
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Doct.1Sign Envelope ID: 4E634095-9O4E-4690-8AF1-887987CDBA5F 


TO BE FILED IN THE SUPERIOR COURT APP-005 
A TTORNE T OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY.· STATE 8AR NO : 2 5 6 7 8 J 
NAME· Julia Kaemerle 
FIRMN/IMI;; Law Office of Matthew & Julia Kaemerle 
sTREer A0011.ess. 5 9 62 La Place Ct Ste 165 F, ' L E D c1TY: Car ls bad STATE.CA ZIP COOE: 9 2 Q Q 8 
TELEPHONE NO,: ( 7 60) 931-1981 F"1CNO.: CIHk or lht Suptrlor Cnrt 


E-MAIL AOORESS; ·• 


AlTORNEYFORjnam•) Tim McDaniel AUG 21 2018 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
STREET ADDRESS; 500 3rd Ave 


By: N. ZUAZO, Deputy MAIi.iNG ADDRESS: 5 Q Q 3rd Ave 
CITY ANO ZIP COOE. s an Diego, CA 91910 


t1RANCHNAME: South County Division 


PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER; Na tache Goncalves Menezes COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER. 


DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT· Tim McDaniel 00744 'H 
SUPERIOR COURT CAS! NUMBER 


ABANDONMENT OF APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 
M Sl 01n 


The undersigned appellant hereby abandons the appeal filed on (date): Jul Y 18, 2018 in the above-entitled action. 


BY ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE 


Oa~:August 20, 2018 


Julia Kaemerle ► 
1¼:11:::~. 
Ls50,c,aaw,1e 


('NPE OR PRINT HMIEJ (SIGNATUR! OF APPELL.ANT OR l'lTORNEYl 


NOTE: File this form in the superior court If the record has not yet been filed in the Court of Appeal. If the 
record has already been filed In the Court of Appeal, you cannot use this form; you must file a request for 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


DEPARTMENT 17 BEFORE HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ, JUDGE 


S NATACHE C. MENEZES, 


9 PETITIONER, 


:.o -AND-


11 TIM MC DANIEL, 


12 RESPONDENT. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) CASE NO. DS51.J30 
) 
) 
) 
) ___________ ) 
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REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 


JANUARY 22, 2014 


:.s APPEARANCES: 


- 1 L. ..J 
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FOP. THE PETITIONER: 


FOP THE P ESPONDENT: 


NEILL M. MARANGI, 
ATTORNEY AT LA\V 
259 THIRD AVE:\UE. SUITE R 
CHULA VISTA., CA 919 L.1 


THE EDMU!\J[")S LLl.\V FlRf\1 
e. y · 1 u u A s ~ Ar R ... , N 1 h:· . 
ATTOHI\JEY .t\T LA\V 


HI LARY A. CAR LUC C 1, CSR NO. 8 16 0 
COURT-APPROVED REPORTER PRO TEMPORE 
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In his reply declaration, husband also says he has lived 


in Brazil with wife from February 18, 2004. At the same time, 


husband tells us in his reply declaration that the family called Araujo, 


they've been occupying that Brazilian house rent free since December 


of 2008, when husband declares that he asked them to move in and 


watch the place. So if husband really did live in the Brazilian 


property, likes he declares, why would he need a family to move in 


and watch the place? 


With his declaration, I oelieve husband admits that the 


Araujos have lived in the Brazilian house continuously since at least 


2008, consistent with wife's declaration that her best friend and the 


best friend's family occupy that house. 


Let's go back to husband's statement that he and wife 


have lived in Brazil since 2004. He declared that. If that were true, 


how could wife have filed this divorce action here in California? How 


could wife have met the residency requirement? 


Now, the reason that wife qualified to file for divorce 


here in San Diego County is the parties lived here. The parties 


bought a home here. The parties' San Diego home was listed on 


wife's petition. That's how she qualified. The parties lived together 


at 5332 Angler Place, San Diego, 92154, and that's the address that 


husband gave to his employer. 


Attached to wife's income and expense declaration is a 


W-2 for husband. And on husband's own 2012 W-2, his residential 


address is listed as 5332 Angler Place, San Diego, California, 92154. 


There's no Brazilian address listed there. Husband's name is not on 


the deed to the Brazilian property. 


Now, I don't claim to know anything about Brazilian law, 
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My client is in -- he has good contact with the people 


that are residing there. He says that he feels that if he was able to 


stay at the house, they would gladly let him stay there. Petitioner's 


mother is not, in fact, living there, and he has a wonderful 


relationship with Petitioner's daughter to the point where he has been 


supporting her college education, even though it's not his biological 


child. 


I don't believe there would be any sort of volatile 


situation. At the most, my client is home six weeks out of the year, 


so this is not that he would be, you know, staying there permanently. 


This would be a place where he could go. 


Now, both of these properties were purchased with his 


money. The property that Counsel mentions in San Diego, they lived 


there because he was working in Tijuana. He had a contract in 


Tijuana, so the San Diego property was convenient for them. That 


was in between 2009 and 2012. This property has been sold, so he 


has no access to any other residence other than the two properties in 


Brazil. 


He is just asking that the Court make an interim order 


until we can get through this case, so that if in the chance that he -


because there have been time periods where he's had five, six 


months where it's taken him to renew a contract. If in case that 


happens -- because as of right now, he is saying there are no new 


contracts available until 2015, some possibly in Kabul. If in the off 


chance that he needs extra time, he has somewhere to go. 


Now, whether the Court feels that the apartment is 


better, he's willing to comply with the Court on that. If th~ Court 


feels that the house would be appropriate, my client is certainly 
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1 flexible with that and has a good relationship with the people that are 


2 currently residing there. 


3 So I think in the interest of having some kind of 


4 temporary orders in place, so that, you know -- and opposing --


5 Petitioner lives in San Diego, so it's not going to be them around each 


6 other in the case that he was granted access to either of these 


7 locations. 


8 I think that it's just in the interest of fairness, as he has 


9 a very strong and compelling argument that both of these properties 


10 are separate properties, and unfortunately, due to the way Brazilian 


11 property law is, he just had to structure the purchasing of these 


12 homes in accordance with Brazilian law, which caused him not to be 


13 on the deed.. 
.... -· 


14 So my client just requests that the Court enter an 


15 interim order, so that in the case that in four to seven weeks his 


16 contract is up and he is not offered another one, he is able to go 


17 somewhere where his possessions are and have a place that he can 


18 be home now. 


19 THE COURT: Okay. Let me ask you a few questions. 


20 Number one: The precise RFO is very narrow. We have 


21 been talking about it in more general terms of the properties of the 


22 parties, including the apartment, including the house here in 


23 San Diego, but that's actually not really before the Court. The only 


24 issue is the house In Brazil. 


25 So with regards to the house, tt1e tt1restrnld issue is, 


26 again, whether it's a trial issue, and I still trnven't t1eard sufficient 


27 basis to convince me that it's not a trial issue. So if it is a trial issue, 


28 then it's only a question of whether there would be some kind of 
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credits or offsets as a result. 


So if that's the case, then the threshold question has not 


been satisfied to go even further, so that it would be -- there will be 


no ruling on exclusive use of the house in Brazil because it will be 


addressed at trial. 


But as a matter of equity, looking at the relative total 


picture of the marriage, there appear to be three properties that the 


couple own: The house in Brazil, the apartment in Brazil, and a 


house in San Diego. 


And in terms of what husband's situation would be, it's 


very speculative at this point. Number one, because he says he may 


be in Afghanistan four to seven more weeks, but it may renew, in 


which case it would probably be another year. So that's a big 


uncertainty. 


Number two, even assuming it did not renew, where 


would he work after that? Would it be Tijuana? Would it be Central 


America? Somewhere else on the globe? Who knows? So that's a 


lot of speculation in terms of would he need a place to reside while 


he's looking for other employment? So that's a big second question. 


But even assuming arguendo there was no other job and 


he just needs a place -- a roof over his head, by denying exclusive 


use, there would be a number of options, apparently. 


Number one would be the house in Brazil. He would 


have to contend with the law in BraLil wtwttier, because he's married, 


he would be able to enter the house given the fact tt,at wife is on the 


deed. And from what Mr. Marangi has indicated, I'm not familiar with 


Brazilian law to be even able to comment, but that may be a big 


question under Brazilian law, whether he would have access or not 
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Q~Outlook [i_pe here to sea"«ti]~re Maibox "'CPI Privac.y ~ Ll Optcns O Sgn out 


l 1 ~ ,, ; [' • I ' • I '• ! !-:l I "' i ! · 0 11 • • □ I 
L~ :,· · .. My House 
\ i;j--: .--------:!: Tim McDaniel [timmcdaniel00@hotmail.com] 


I Sent: Thursday, Aprt 17, 2014 15:39 


. .J Caixa de l:ntrada (224) 


.. _j !tens Envedos 


~;i ltens Exd.Ji:ios 


. e Uxo Betr6nlco (9) 


... _lj RasaJnhos [19) 


Cid< to view all fow:lers ~ 


J DI\ORCIO 


~ Ocx:s 


[ill Manage Fok:1ers .•• 


To: Natache. [natachelO@rotrratcom) 


Natache, 


You have not been telng the truth to friends and f armv. I have answered questions about everything, 
from you onty receivng $500 a n-onth from rre, you havng to pay off debt from the San Diego house, to 
how rruch rroney a rronth do you get from rre, ard wtiy you haven't sent rroney for Ndcy's school or 
expenses. I thnk the worst of all is teling Ndy, your own daughter, that she betrayed you by takng tn 
n-e. The Question everybody and I rrean everyoody, rx:ilding Nidc:y, why is Nicky stiil ii &-az~? Why 
Natache? Does she iiterfere wth your social rte? 


You conntted perjury n Braza Farri¥ court. Jorge Santana Francelino has lived wth his rrother Maria 


since 2008 at Rua carbs Eduardo Nunes, nurrero 63, Jardm Rcc;a de Franc, Guaruhos, Sao Pauk:>- SP. 


CEP: 07081-230 / Ph# 55 1124513698, but you mew this didn't you? 


I amstayi1g in mt house i1 Guan.Jja wi:h Noey, Marcello, Be, Zeus and Cindy. I carre to Brazij a~er I 
corrpleted mt work n Afghanistan. I will stay here until we rreet in rourt on May 7 when the court wil 
officially decide on the property. lhey de not tell you because of beng led to by you, along wi.h Y°'-X 
explosive te"l)er and what you rright do. Ths s between you and n-e, not them Bia and t-"arc:elb are 
c:elet>rating Cndy. Do the rght thi'lg and leave them out of this and do not destroy ther happinesS by 


your sefishneSS, 


Tm 


...... 
-- . - -------------------Connected tD MicroSDft Exchange 
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BISCHOFF A TTORNE\'S 


An& CCKt• Avenue .C84-su1tc 721 
CI-.P 110(>()-002 UNlOS 


Sl'-Runl 


Telephone: 00.55.13 32114.1479 
r.rn ■ il ehi\Choff@uol.CMl.br 


Hisn-Jer Honor The Judge ofone of Civil Courts of the District of Guaruja / SP. 


TIM McDANIEL, American, married. cun·ently 
unemployed, resident and domiciled at 6538 Collins Avenue, 455, Miami Beach, 
Florida, 33 I 41, United States, to be found temporarily at Rua Iracema. 42, Praia da 
Enseada, Guaruja/SP, CEP 11443-400; 722 in Santos / SP, respectfully appears 
before Your Honor through his lawyer, Eva Ingrid Reichel Bischoff, entered in the 
Order of Brazilian La\vyers/Sao Paulo [OAB I SP] under No. 8796:!, with oflices at 
Avenida Ana Costa, 484 - suite 722, Santos/SP for you to pass judgment in this 
action, regarding 


LISTING OF ASSETS. 
baud on Articles 798 and 8.Uff, of the Code o/Ci1·il Procedure 


CIC 
APPL/CA TJON FOR AN UOVNCTJON 


against Nutal'lrt' Cri~lhrne Gonralves Mt'ne~es, Hralilisn, man-it'd, holtkr of 
General Registry [l<G] lcknti!y Cnrd n°30.045.201-9-SSP-'SI', ~nh:rt"J in the Rc-gister 
of IndividuaJs/Ministry of Finance I CPF I t-.·tF] u11dc-1 n. I,) 2 l No47Y2S-l-l, cum:11tly 
residing and domicilc-d at JLJ09 A lltt I.m11H Dr., lh111itu, CA, 9 l 90~- I 005, USA, on 
the grounds given : 
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ANh Ct.>STA A vu;:-.n. r. 4R4•Svil'l. 722 
CEP l I OM-002 SM'TO:i 
SP-BRAZll. 


BISCHOFF A TT'ORNEYS 


1. Application for injunction 


TI.l.EPHOh.1-:: 00.5S .13 3284.1479 
EMAIL: UIISCHe>Fr!ptlOL.C:OM.BR 


On the basis of Article 798 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, he asks Your Honor to grant an injunction to freez.t! the assets acqwred 
during the common law partnership, and subsequent marriage contracted b~tween 
the parties, denying them disposal un4er any title. 


This is because, as detailed below, there are grounds for 
concern that the def enda.'1t might secretly sell real estate belonging jointly to the 
couple. 


2. Applications and the reason for them 


The application is for an inventory to prevent disposal of 
the assets until the U.S. courts finali7.e the judicial division of the assets in divorce 
proceedings pending before the L.S. and Brazilian courts, and decide on action to 
rectify deeds and registrations to be filed within the statmory period. 


The application is based on the well founded fear of 


dissipation of the assets for which an inventory is hereby required, and which had 


been recorded soleJy in the defendant's name. 


3, Facts 


The parties have been married to each other since 0Q 
October 2004 - the rna1Tiage being celebrated in Las Vegas, Nevada, L1S:\ according 


to the attached ccnificatc and the certified translation thereof . . 
Before the marriage, however, the parties had lived 


together in a common law manfage, for over a year. 
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ANA Cosr 11. A VENl.."F- 484-s:IJTTk 7:U 
CEP l I 060-002 SA."J"l'OS 
SP-Bu211. 


BISCHOFF A ITORNEYS 


TU..EM'V>,..,,: oo.s~.1131g•· 1479 
EM/\Il.: EDl!C'l<OFf@LtfJt..COM~ 


Tl happens lhat in ~tember, 2005, i.e. during the 
marriage - the defendant acquired the property located at Rua Albeno Bianchi 
Quatrini, 288, Garden Praiano, Guaruja / SP, declaring herself single before the 
notary responsible for drafting the deed - copy attached. 


The plaintiff fears, because of this, that the defendant 
wiJI secretly sell the joint property of the couple. 


It should be sb·cssed that the parties are in the process of 
getting divorced in the competent court in the U.S. - Case No. DS 51030 of the 
Superior Court of San Diego, California - in v .. ·hich Lhe ownership of property 
acquired by the couple in Brazil is being discussed. 


According to the attached documents, the defendant 
stated several times before that foreign court that the real estate was ''separate 
property. r, The relevant portion of the translation of a statement issued by The 
Edmunds Law Firm, wh.ich represents the plaintiff, Tim McDaniel, in that divorce 
process is transcribed here: 


"This office. represents J1r. Tim McDanfol in his ongoing divor<:e action filed 
in the Superior Court of the State of California in and for the County of San 


Diego, South County Division. The fiJ/lowing properties arc in dispute in the 
action. in progress: 


J) The property situated at Ave. Abi/io dos Santos Branco, No. 426. apl. 33 


Guaruja, SP, Brazil; and, 
2) The property located at Rua Alberto Biam:hi Qualrini, No. 288, 


Guaruja, SP. Brazil. 


"The plaintiff, Natache C. Gonralves Menezes (hereillcifler simply r~ferred 
to as the JJlainrim, has said several time.~. verhallv and in writing, that the 
above properties are her separate propertp [ our underlining). 


.._ 


..) 
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8JSCIJOff ATI'ORNEYS 


A:-V. CciSTA A Vl·M.l'E 4t!4•Sl.Tlc 722 
CFJ' I J 060-002 SASTOS 


1l-.1J.;PJ-!Ol>"E: 00,Sj.13 3284.147~ 
tMAIL: P.RISC.riOfl·li:_~tJOL.COM.BJI. 


SP-BRAZll. 


Please note the follnwing documents that were presented and filed by the plaintiff 
(in the divorce proceedings) to prove his claim, and which are attached and 
incorporated as Exhibits "A" to "C:" 


A) Lisr o_f Assets and Liabilities, dated .June 11, 2012; 
B) Statement by Natache C. Gnnfa/ves J,.,fenezes. filed on January 8, 
2014 and; 
C) Response by plaintiff (Natache) to the Defendant's Questions (TIMj. 
dated April 14, 2014." 


These exhibits, "A," ''B" and ''C" resulted in the following: 


a) Exhibit A, a table showing assets consisting of the following properties. 
marked with 11P," indicating 1hat the asset would be the separate property of lhe 
plaintiff (in the divorce action): 


"Avenida A lherto Quatrini Bianchi, 288. Jd. Praiano Guarujd. SP 
Brazil,· 
Avenida Ahilio Dos Sanfos Branco, 426.. AP 33 JD Praiano Guan4ci 
SP Brazil, " 


b) Document B, second paragraph: 


" .... The prnperry is aclually my separate property. It ij· regi\·tereJ in my 
name only. I present, atfachr.d l,e.reto, the translated Jo,~ument indicating 
that I alone acquired tlte property in June 2006. "(our cmph:tsis] 


c) Document C, second page, Item 11: 


"JI. The residences /ocared at 'A\'enida Alberto Qzwtrini Bimu:hi, 2.S8 · and 
·Avenida Abilio dos Samos Branco, 426, 'in Bm::il, ,m.• n~v .\'t.1wraw propcrcy. 


I acquired the property in 'Avenidu Abilio' bejcJre the marriage. 1 acquired the 
property in 'Avenida Alberw' in my name only."[Our emphasis] 
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ANA COSTA A \'Dl\JE 484•SUllc 722 
Cf;P l 106(1-0()'.! SANTO~ 


SJ'-BRA7JJ. 


BISCHOFF ATTORNEYS 


lll.EPHO:,.1T°\.: 00.SS. I 3 321l4.109 
l:.MAn., r-JUSl:HOFf@llOL.COM...DA 


It should be noted, Your Honor, that in June 2006 tbe 
ddeodant was already married to the plaintiff, but falsely claimed to be single 
when the corresponding document was prepared! 


In additio~ in Februarv 2004 the parties had been livin& 
together under common law and the property located at Avenida Alberto had been 
purchased with funds from the sale of separate property of the plaintiff, located in 
Australia - howe\'er, the defend3Jlt omitted thal she was cohabiting W1d now states that 
she acquired the property "hr herself." 


The question of the fW1ds connected with the real estate is 


part of the divorce proceedings, in which the relevant evidence will be produced. lt is 
therefore important to stress in the present document lhat: 


a) the parties are married to each other; 


b) the defendant declared hcrself to be single when purcbasing the Property 
during the marriage ; 


c) There are divorce proceedings pending between the parties themselves in 
which the defendant now c1aims that the goods listed herein arc her exclusb.·t 
property. 


Finally this Court ought to be told that the defendant is 
planning to travel to Brazil in the near future, when she rnHy sell the real estate 
without any intervention or knowledge by the pl:iintiff. 
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ANA COSTA A\'I:Nt.'E-484-st,n,; 722 
Cf.p l 1 06U-002 sM, os 
SP-R.lU.ZJJ 


4. Leg~l Basis 


BISCHOFF A 1TORNEYS 


TF.1.Ef'HONJl: 00 . .55.13 3'ZK4.l479 
f..MAIL: l:.UISCHOFH~'lJOt..COM.l\Jt 


The injunction is therefore necessary. 


The requirements for the inventory . especially those under 
Articles 855, 856 and 857 of the Code of Civil Procedure, have already been 
explained above~ with the following being highlighted: 


a) the parties are married to each other, but the defendant acquires property 
during the marriage while identifying herself as unmarried; 


b) divorce proceedings between the parties~ in which the defendant claims that 
the assets onJy belong to her, are under way; 


c) with free entry into Brazil and appearing as sole owner, and unmarried, the 
defendant may sell the properties without any intervention or knowledge by the 
plaintiff; 


d) as the defendant's husband. the plaintiff has 1he right to half the property -
despi'ce it all having been bought with her ovvn resources. 


The plaintiffs interests are U1erefore proven and the reasons 
for fearing the dissipation of assr:ts made clear. 


Regarding the injunction to prevent the property from 
being d~posed of, the provisions of Article 798 of the CPC. apply for lhe same 
reasons, especially with regard to ''The well-founded fear that one party, K·ithin pre
trial proceedingl·, may ctluse serious harm to the rixhts of the other party that 
may be difficult to repair" 
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BISCIJOFF ATTOilNIYS 


A:"U.. Co.,i A AV0.1.IE 484-SUTTE 722 
Cf:P 11060-002 S>.."10S 


SP•B.RAZll. 


Tl'J.F.PHONF.: 00.55. I 3 32l<•tt•79 
r.MAn..: EBLS<.'HOFF(~UOL.COM..rut 


5. Moin issues 


The mafo issues lie in the divorce action, already 
mentioned, and the imminent action aimed at rectifying the registration of the 
property, in order to rectify the marital status of the defendant. 


6. Fr~ Jusrke 


As sho\\'Tl in the attachments - the originals and the 
translations • the plaintiff was dismissed in ~ .. fal'ch of this vear and has remained 
unemployed up to now. " 


As a result, he asks to be granted the benefits of Free 
Justice as he does not meet the current condilions for bearing legal costs, without 
prejudice to his own maintenance. 


7. Requests 


Based on the foregoing, he requests: 


a) an fNJUNCTION " /NAUD/TA ALTERA PARS," to prevent tbr 
assets described above from being disposed of, 
bearing in mind the possible difficulty in locating the plaintiff, considering her 
mobilily between Brazil and the United States~ which ~ame mobility, 
moreover, facilitates the sale of goods before she is summonsed; 


b) Natache Crisliuuc Gou~ah•es Menezes b~ sun.unoused by 1.£!.!£.!: 
rogatorv, at the address 3909 Aha Loma Dr., Bonita, CA1 9190~-l 005, USA, 
so tl1a1, with reg3.1·d to proceedings, she,rcply lo the preseJ1l claim subject to a 
warning about the effects of default in the eve11t of her not responding; 


c) the overall legality of the application for the inventory of the real estate 
described above, and maiataining the ba.n on disposing thereof until 
completion of the main proceedings. i.e. the divorce and rectification of the 
documents and the respective registration thereof. 
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BISCHOFF ATTORNEYS 


AN.-\ COSTA. A VF..NUE 48~sun E 712 
CQl I l 060.002 SANTOS 
SJ>-BRAZll. 


Tra.h-PHONE: 00.SS.13 321!4.1479 
°EMAll.: l::!!IS<.liOFF(S!UC)L.COM.Blt 


d) the defendant to be sentenced lo pay legal costs and expenses~ these to be 
decided by Your Honor, 


The facts alleged are duly supported by documents that 
accompany the original, without prejudice to any evidence that may be produced 
during proceedings. 


Without prejudice, he requests that Your Honor should, 
under Article 130 of the Code of Civil Procedure, indicate the evidence considered 
necessary to prove the facts alleged above, permitting from the outset the production 
of all evidence admissible in law, especially that specified herein: the personal 
testimony of the defendant, hearing of witnesses, gathering new documents, 
conducting surveys, sending and drafting letters rogatory, without prejudice to any 
other evidence that may become relevant. 


The swn of R$142,000.00 (one hundred and forty-two 
thousand reals) is allocated to the case. 


T em1s under which, 
I request justice, 


Santos, June 5, 2014. 


EV A lNGRID RElCHEL BISCHOFF OAB I SP 87.962 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 


College of Attorney, of Brazil OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
fla ... iooab holmail.com 


THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF THE COURT OF THE CIVIL 


Cl RCUIT WITHIN THE JURISICTION OF THE JUDICIAL 


DISTRICT OF GUARUJA. STATE OF SAO PAULO. 


NATA.CHE CRlSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, of Brazman 


nationality, unmarried, of legal age, bearer of General Registration [RG] Card No. 


30.045.201.9, and registered under Personal Tax Identification No. 


218.647.928.17 for Natural. Persons, issued by the Ministry of the Treasury 


{CPF/MF], represented in this act, by and through her public attorney, by her 


mother, Mrs. MARIA INES GONCALVES. of Brazilian nationality, widow. bearer 


of General Registration [RG} Card No. 5.272.631 and Personal Tax Identification 


No. 446.153.618.15, Issued by the Ministry of the Treasury [CPF/MF]. residing 


and legally domiciled on Rua Farias de Lemos, 46-Picanyo-Guarulhos, State of 


Sao Paulo, now comes by and through her attorneys, having duly signed a 


power-of-attorney, attached hereto. and, with all due respect, appears before this 


Honorable Court on the grounds provided under Article 926 and subsequent 


articles, of the Code of Civil Procedure, to file 


A LEGAL ACTION OF RESCISSION OF VERBAL COMMODATIJM 


against MARCELO DA SILVA, of Brazilian nationality, married, 


bearer of General Registration IRG] Card No. 32,563.058, and Personal Tax 


Identification No. 279.196.548.31, Issued by the Ministry of the Treasury 


[CPF/MFJ, and his wife, MARIA ROSEMJR DA SILVA, of Brazilian nationality, a 


storekeeper, bearer of General Registration (RG] Card No. 23.737.019.0, and 


Personal Tax Identification No. 121.488.018.56, issued by the Ministry of the 


Treasury lCPF/MF]; both residing on ,Bua.61,Qerto Quatrini Bianc~i, No. 288, 


Jardim Vitoria; and Jose Eudes dos Santos. or Brazilian nationality, other 


identifying characteristics being unknown, who resides on Rua Arthur Domingos 


Martins, 90. Jardim Fortareza.Guarulhos, State Postal Code 07153-290, for the 


following reasons: 
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Flavio Schoppan 
2 Attorney 


College of Attomeya of Brazil OAB / State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
Fla\lioo&bli1ho1mail.corn 


The pla1nbffs ere woman and owners of e property located on Rua 


Alberto Bianchi Quatrinl, comprised of Lot 18 on Block UD". ,n the subdivision 


called Jardim Vitoria-GuaruJa-State of sao Paulo. 


Through the generosity of the plaintiff and by virtue of her daughter. 


Dominique C Francelino wno Is living with the defendants in order to be able to 


study, because she Is attending the International School, the plalntiff has allowed 


the defendants to live at her residence, so they could watch over her daughter, 


since the plaintiffs mother cares for the minor child and the minor child stays 'With 


the grandmother on the weekends. 


It should be noted that the plaintiff considered herself to be a friend of 


defendants. and for this reason allowed them to live at her residence. 


It so happens that about one week ago the defendants informed the 


plaintiff that they were going to vacate the property and that they were no longer 


interested In remaining on the property. 


• So the mother of the plaintiff went to the property to find the daughter 


of the plaintiff, since the defendants were going to vacate the property. 


It came as a complete shock to the plaintiffs mother, when she went 


to find the minor child, that the defendant called her on her cell phone and 


threatened her by saying u,at if she went to the property, they would kill her. 


these events constituting the grounds th~t led the mother to file Complaint No. 


5575/2014 (copy attached hereto). 


This then prompted the plaintiff to contact the defendants again, but 


she was shocked again when the latter informed her that they wtre no longer 


going to vacate the property and that the pla1nt1ff would have to as5ert her rights. 
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Flavia Sc::hoppan 
Attorney 


College of Attorn•v• of Brazil OAB / State of Sio Paulo 250.425 
Fla..,looa cl.holmoil.cum 


In this sense. the jurisprudence of our Courts seeks to impose peace. 


By way of illustratlOl'I, we cite: 


Case Law 11116 


Entry; UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION BY 
COMMODATUM 


characterized by NOTIFICATION 


Judge writing the opinion Joao Jose Schaefer 


Court of Justice/Santa Catarina [T J/SC] 


Commodatum Characterized by unlawful 


dispossession. Action f Of repossession of property • 


Defendant served notice by the 0~ of Deeds and 


Instruments that the commodal\Jm on the property. 


in effect for an indefinite term. and the bailee not 


vacating the property in question within the term 


specified in the notice, wlll be charactenzed as 


unlawful dispossession of property, which authorizes 


the bailor to assert her rights to bring a legal action 


for repossession of property and curta~ment of non


existent defense if the facts proven do not resp0nd to 


the retolution of the issue. Judgment upheld. 


{Supreme Court of Justice/SC - Civil Appeal No. 


37,655 - Municipality of Seara • Unanimous • 4th 


Civil Chamber - Judge writing the opinion, Joao 


Schaefer • appellant Juvenal Rodrigues Bastos • 


Appellee Centrais Eletncas do Sul do Brasil S/A -


VEletrosul .. Attorneys: Celio Roberto Streck, Alacir 


Borges Schmidt and others - Source: OJSC, 


12/03191. p. 08). 


Case Law 14915 


Entry: REPOSSSESION OF PROPER1Y -


PROPERTY ceded by way of COtv1MOOA TUM· 


NOTIF"ICATION of RESCISSION OF CONTRACT 


• Refusal - UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION -


Characterizatiort 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 4 


College of Attorneys of Brun OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.,2& 
Fla\·looab(a.hotmail.com 


NOTIFICATION of RESCISSION of CONTRACT -


Reh.lsal • UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION • 


Cha racterizat1on. 


Judge writing the opinion: lrlan Arco-Verde 


court: Court of Appeals/State of Paran~ 


The property having been ceded to the defendants by way of 


commodatum, their refusal to restore it, upon rescission of lhe contract, is 


characterized as unlawful dispossession. especially since the defendants were 


duly notified of such circumstances. It ls clarified, moreover, that proof of a 


retainer should be admissible on ttie basis ot witness depositions, given that the 


contract was concluded both ln writing and verbally. A.ppeal upheld. 


Court of Appeals-Parana, Civil Appeal No. 


0052819-2 - Judicial District of Antonina -


Legal Cause 3781 - Unanimous. - 2nd Civil 


Chamber - Judge Writing the opinion, lrlan 


Arco-Verde - Appellants: Marci Lopes da Sil11a 


and Neusa de Almeida Silva, Attorneys; 


Narelvi Carlos Malucelli - Appellees: Edevaldo 


Maestre and Gladineia Roberto Maestri -


Attorneys: Tadeu Coelho Rocha Campos -


Legal License No. 09.09.92 - Source: DJ -


ParaM, 10/30/92, p. 11). 


Case Law 11628 


Entry: LEGAL ACTION FOR POSSESSION • 


COMMO0A.TUM - verbal notification of 


lentency - Failure to respond - UNLAWFUL 


DISPOSSESSION - Contiguratton - LOSSES 


AND DAMAGES - INDEMNIFICATION -


Payment of rent. Juclge writing the opinion: 


Lui.I Cezar de Oliveira Court: Court of 


AppealSIState of Parana 
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Flavia Schoppan 
Attorney 5 


College of Attornoys of Brull OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
Fla,·iooab@!hounaJ I. com 


Failure to respond to the service of process of 


the complaint regarding the commodatum, as 


verbally agreed upon, for possession of the 


real property, or any part thereof, i5 


characterized as unlawful dispossessbn, 


rendering the bailee subject to the obligation 


lo indemnify the bailor, pursuant to Articles 


501 and 1252 of the Clvil Code, upon 


payment of rent for unjust oo:.upancy, as of 


the date on which the dispossession took 


place. (Court of Appeals-State of Parani -


Civil Appeal No. 0041943-6 - Judicial District 


of Curitiba - Legal Action 2972 - Unanimous. • 


1st Civil Chamber - Judge writing the appeal 


Luiz Cezar de Oliveira - Decision handed 


down on 11.26.91 - Source: DJPR, 2/21/92, 


p. 39). 


In his capacity as owner and possessor of the property. the Plaintiff 


seeks to recover possession thereof. due to the failure to respond to the 


notif1cat1on to vacate the property. 


The defendants have always lived on the property free of charges: all 


taxes and fees ere paid by the plaintiff, as well as the gas and electric utility bills 


for the property. Therefore, the existence of a commodatum is self-evident. 


g,ven that the def end ant even failed to offer a response to the notification. The 


defendant limited themselves only to stating their refusal to the property. 


5. In light of the foregoing, the Plaintiff was compelled to seel< redress 


of her Injuries through the courts. 


PLEADlNGS 


Based on the foregoing, the undersigned pleads as follows: 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 


College of Attorne s of BrazJI OAB / State of S!o Paulo 250.425 
flu vioonbr,i: hotmll.i I com 


6 


Thal a preliminary rescission be granted of the verbal 


commodatum, restoring possession of the property to the plaintiff, under the 


terms of the Article 928 of the Code of Clvil Procedure. 


Summons of the defendants - so that they will appear before the 


Court to offer their response to the present legal action, within the statuto,y 


period required by law, under penalty of being held in contempt of court; 


The reconstruction of the rent due and payable by the bailee. as of 


the end or the period of notification, under the provisions of Article 1252 of the 


Civil Code; 


Declaring the production of evidence to be admissible by law, but 


objecting, in advance, to the personal testimony of the defendants. under 


penalty of their acknowledgment of fault. 


Finally, that this legal action be declared to be in accordance with 


law, so that the plaintiff may be permanently reinstated in the possession of her 


property. v.lith defendants sentenced to bear artomey's tees and court costs. 


The undersigned demand ttie benefits accorded by Law 1060/50. 


since the plaintiH does not have the resources to bear the procedural costs and 


expenses, 


which amount in this case to RS 10,000.00 {ten thousand) Brazilian 


reais. 


The foregoing having been submitted with all Clue respect, we beg this 


Honorable Court to grant our petrtion. 


Guarulho1. on June 14, 2013 


MARIA DE FATIMA ALMFIDA SGHOPPAN 


College of Atlorneys ot Braz/I {OABJISlale of Sao Paulo No. 324 952 
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Principal: 


MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Consulate General of Brazil in Los Angeles 


COPY OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 


..... 


TOME: 52 
PAGE(S): 100 - 101 
RECORD: 9575 


- NATACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, Brazilian citizen, single, physiotherapist, 
identity card (RG) 300452019, issued on 02/19/1998, by SSP/SP (Public Security Bureau of the 
State of Sao Paulo), taxpayer identification number (CPF) 218.647.928-17. 


Agent: 
- TIM MCDANIEL, U.S. citizen, divorced, construction supervisor, passport no. 745481137, issued 
by the United States on 09/29/2010, taxpayer identification number (CPF) 703.137. 721-85. 


Let it be known through this notarized Power of Attorney that, on the twenty-second day of August of the year 
two thousand and seventeen (08/22/2017), in this Office, located at 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 300, 
Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, United States, appearing before me, Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle, Vice-Consul, 
was the Principal NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, residing and domiciled at Avenida Abllio 
dos Santos Branco, no. 426 - Apt. 33, Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Postal Code (CEP) 11440-380, whose 
identity and legal capacity were hereby attested by me, as well as by the witnesses Caroline Muir, Brazilian 
citizen, and Viviane Montgomery, Brazilian citizen. The principal declared to me that, by this Public Instrument. 
she appointed as her attorney in fact Mr. TIM MCDANIEL, residing and domiciled at 210 S Grundy St, Gardner, 
Illinois, United States, Zip Code 60424, to whom she confers specific powers to take possession only of the 
property located at Rua Alberto Quatrini Bianchi no. 288, Jd Vitoria, in the District of Guaruja, in the State or 
Sao Paulo, registered by the Municipal Government of Guaruja under no. 3-0136-018-000, which is owned by 
the principal, except for the principal's furniture and personal belongings that are in the property. Let it be noted 
that the agent is fully aware of the existence of REPOSSESSION action number 1004917 -70.2014. 8.26.0223, 
filed on June 17, 2014, related to the property described in this power of attorney, being the agent aware that 
he can only take possession of the property after final judgment on this action; the agent will be responsible for 
following up the progress and conclusion of this action, and shall incur any legal expenses arising from the 
proceedings related to the property, including attorney fees. The agent is aware of the possibility of losing this 
property through a judicial decision resulting from this legal action that is still pending in the Judicial District of 
Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, and cannot claim any monetary value or recover the property if it is lost in court, in 
which case this power of attorney shall not be valid. At the end of the repossession proceedings and once the 
illegal occupants obey the court's order and vacate the property, the principal will remove her personal 
belongings and furnishings from the property, at which point the agent may transfer the deed to his name. The 
principal shall then be able to transfer to the agent the domain, possession, power of sale, right and action, 
accept and sign the corresponding notarized deeds, endorse the registration of the deed in the Real Estate 
Registry Office, and the agent shall be responsible for paying all the fees and taxes associated with the deed 
(transfer (ITBI) and property (IPTU) taxes, Deed and Registration), release and sign any necessary 
documentation, gather and retrieve documents from the property and reestablish possession: in sum, to carry 
out all necessary actions for the proper execution of this power of attorney. Nothing further was contained in 
the aforementioned power of attorney, which was transcribed and recorded in pages 100 and 101 of tome 52 
of this Consulate General. from which I faithfully extracted this first copy. I drafted, verified, read and hereby 
conclude this instrument. I hereby attest and sign. 
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034651MN NOTE 
11 lhe nurooer in lhe 
b:lrcodc is different, 
\his label is FALSE. 


............ _ ...... ...._. 


Consulate General of Brazil in Los Angele5 


Request no. 440.2.170822.000015 


Power of attorney of: NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GON~ALVES 
MENEZES. 
Tome no.: 52. Pages no.: 100 and 101. Record: 9575. 


Los Angeles. the twenty--second of August, two thousand 
seventeen (8122/2017) 


(signature I 
Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle 


Vice-Corisul 


• iha legalization of u,e ainsular sign3lure was waivod in accordance v,llh article 1, § 1 of Decree 
8742/2016 
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FL-3-40 
4TT0RHFt O~ PAATY WlhtC:ll/1' ATT()olr,;E'\' p.-- s,.,- a., .-..mo., • ..,-,.,.,., ,011 COURT UU ONl 'f 


Julia Kacmcrlc SUN:25fi710 
~ Law Otlice of Mon hew and Juli3 Kai:mcrlc. L.l..r. 


SW,~ L.I Place C\,urt Sic I(,~ 


t'arlsb:id. CA ll~U<>:< 
TEU?-tO'-lE "'° 7{,0-'}J l-19X I FAX~ ,0~1760-9) 1-1982 


E ,.,l.l._ AL"'OQESS,O~ JUhasz.1fr:u,1\."C,l:iw('.! ,;ma1l.cl'lll 
"'"~or°',,.,,.,.., Tim Mcl111ntcl . 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STACI: ~c!'...c; 5()() 3rd /\venue 
'-'"UNG .. OOAESS ~00 lrd A \'Cnul! 


orv ""'° ZIP cOOE C:hulil Vi~ta. 919 I 0 


BAA-o- 111•ue South Count)' Rc~i,m;il Center 


PETITIONE.R:PLAINTIFF: Natachc C. (joncalvcs Mcnaci; 


RESPONOENT.'DEFEN:lANT Tim Mc03n1c) 


OTHER PAR'l"V· 


FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 


This proceeding was heard 


on (date)· ,\ugust 29, 2017 at (time) I : ➔~pm in Dept 17 


by Judge (:isme). lfon. Sharon Kalcmk1:ina.n D Temporar,. Judge 


On tne order :o show cause. notice or motion or reQoest ror order filed (dale). "2127/17 


DS s1mo 


Room 


a. [1J Petrt1oner/pta,nt1ff present 


b CIJ Respondent/defendant present 


c D Other party present 


OJ Attorney pre sen! (name) Nl!'ill Marang1 


W Attorney present (name) Julia Kat!m~rle 
D Attorney present (name) 


THE COURT ORDERS 


2 Custody and \IISttahon/parentmg time: As attached D on form FL-341 D Other 


3 Ctiild support As attached D on lorm FL-342 CJ Other 


4 Spousal or family supper. As a~ached D on fcrm FL-343 CJ Other 


5 Prooerr1 order'!,. As a::.ached CJ on form FL-344 CD . Other 


6 A~ome)"!. rees: As attached D on form FL-346 OJ Other 


7 Other orders OJ As attached D Not applicable 


8 All other •HJes ere reserved until further order or court 


9 CZ] This matter 1s conllnuecl for further hearing on {cliJIB) 1/lfl/lR al (t11no) I :~5rm ,n Dept 


Date Scptl!'mlxr , 20 I 7 ► 
Approved as uinrormng lo t;our\ ur<111r 


► 
&IGHAT\JREOf"ATTORNE"VfOR m P£T1TI0•1t:R/P,.~111,rr D IU.~,l'(lltllU<I/ClltEM•Al~l LJ l)lllfJH•ARl'I' 


,o,-, locac:-G IQ, l.&..,c•::.-t I.-. 
~i:o.,or,c..-=,,,... 


FL ~!'I .. J_....W, • ,01)1 


FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(family Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage} 


D 
D 
D 
D 
D 


17 


Nol applicable 


Nol applicable 


Nol ac,~1ocat:1e 


Nol ap:,i,cable 


Not a~p11cable 
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1 Matter of Menezes V, McDaniel 


2 


Case No. OS S 1030 


3 


4 


s 


6 


ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at l :4 S p.m. in Department 17 of the 


7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 


8 Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 


9 


10 
.. Petitionern) was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 


TW MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telcphonically and represented by his 
11 


12 attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 


13 Based on the evidence and argument present~ the Court makes the following orders: 


14 


15 


16 


11 


18 


1. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 


the amount of $10,000 will be taken out of her commwuty property share of HSBC AccoW1t in 


the amount of $8,961.50. 


2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 


19 Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 


20 
shares as listed io paragraph 9 ~f the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 


21 


22 
3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 


23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 


2 4 Respondent's sole and separate property. 


25 


26 


27 


28 


4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's coW1.SCl 


with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transf~r Rc::!pondent's property located at 
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l 


2 


3 


• 
s 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 


instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 


s. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 


Braz.man real estate will be deducted from Petitioner"s community property interest rc:mafoing in 


the shares ~ listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 


6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 


change of ownership form within 7 days. Dominique G. Francclino is the beneficiary of this 


account 


7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 


12 stock accoW1ts within 7 days. 


13 OTHER FINDINGS 


14 


15 


16 


l7 


1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 


Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 


2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 


l 8 to Petitioner• s Counsel for approval. 


19 


20 


21 


22 


3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 


Review Hearing. 


4. lbe Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and anomey fee requests Wltil 


23 the Review Hearing. 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


5. The Court set, a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 al I :45 p.m. to ad~ the 


orders as made as well as the is.sues over which the Cow1 n::scrvcd jwisdiction over. 


[END OF ORDER) 
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, .. ,...,, .... 191 ....... 


Case no.: 
Category - Subject 
Creditor: 
Person to be cited: 


COURT OF .JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9th CIVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, 103 - Guarulhos-SP - Postal Code (CEP) 07011-060 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 


DECISION/ORDER 


1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Debt Enforcement - Lien/ Lc,•y I Assessment / Asset Freezing 
Adimilson Barbosa da Sil\'a 
NATACHE CRISTL.\NEGOr-;(:AL\'ES MENEZES 
(REPRESE~TED BY )1ARlA INES GON<;ALVES), a Brazilian citizen, single, 
physiotherapist. Identity Card (RG) 300452019, Ta"tpayer Identification Number 
(CPF) 218.647.928-17, residing at Avcnida DoutorTim6tco Pcnteado,2153/2199. 
Picarn;u. Postal Code (CEP) 07094-000. Guarulhos -SP 


Honorable Judge: Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira 


Case re~ords examined. 


This case is filed in dig.ital format, i.e., without physical documents, and the parties and their 
anomeys may, at any time, access thl! digital fiks on the website (https://c:saj.ljsp.jus.br/). 


Taking judicial cog11izancc of the request for a writ of attachment of the propt!rLy, Lhe court 
acknowledges, at least for the time being, the existence of elements that justify granting the emergency 
measure prior to hearing the opposing party. 


This is because the debtor, herein represented by her mother (pages 16/17), who also has power of 
attorney to receive a summons, does not reside in Brazil. Thus, the court hereby acknowledges the fear that 
the condition of the property referred to on pages I 8/26 may deteriorate. 


Therefore, I hereby G RA~T the preliminary request for attachment of the property registered 
under no. 14,790 at tbe Real Estate Registry Office ofGuaruja, under the name of NATACHE CRISTIANE 
GONtALVESMENEZE& 


The cun-cnt owner of lh\! property is named as dl.!positary, regardless ofany other formality. 


This decision. signed digitally, will serve as a statement oflicn. 


The attachment shall be recon.lcd in the AR1SP system, if possible, and the attorney of the creditor 
shall provide the email address to which the debtor must send the bank slip for payment, a proof of which the 
records below. 


If an electronic \\-Tit of attachment cannot be issued. this court hcn:by orders the issu.ince of a full 
writ. upon payment of the costs. and it is incumbent upon the creditor lo arrange for its registration in the 
corresponding real estate registry office. 


It should be noted chat the use of the online system docs not prevent interested parties from 
learning about the ou1come of the clas;ification directly from the Real Estate Registry Office, in ordl!r to learn 
the requirements tlrnt may have bt!en formulated. 


In addition, pursuant co Article 829 of the Code of Civil Procedure (CCP). the di=btor is summoned 
to voluntarily comply with the obligation. within thrc!e working <lays. under penalty of having the attachment 
converted into a levy. 


Case no. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 - p. l 
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COURT OF ,JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF sAo PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9111 CIVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, I 03 - Guarulhos-SP - Postal Code (CEP) 070 I J-060 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 


Attorney's fees c1re set at I 0% oCthc amount being enfon;cd (CCP, article 827); this amount will be 
reduced by half in the event of' full payment within the aforementioned deadline (CCP. a11icle 827, paragraph 
I). 


The .\1arshal is instructed to observe article 827 and subsequent articles of the CCP. 


Let it be noted. 


Guarulhos. September 27, 2017. 


DOCUMENT SIGNED DIGITALLY I~ ACCORDANCE WITH LAW 11,419/2006, AS PER RIGHT 
.MARGIN TEXT 


THE COPY OF THE ORIGINAL COMPLAINT IS ATTACHED HERETO AND CO~STITUTES 
AN P.\'TEGR.\.L PART OF THIS DOCUMENT 


ITE1HS 4 arid 5 OF Cl/APTER VI OF THE STANDARJJS OF SER VICE OF THE DISClPLINARY 
BOARD OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM, VOLUME I 


Prov. 3i2001 of the Discipli11a,y Board oft he .Judicial System states: "4. The marshal is hereby forbidden 
from receiving c111y payment direcr~vfrom the party. 4.1 Expenses incurred ll'ith the rra11sportatio11 and 
deposit o_{goods and any 01/zer expenses necessa,yfhr lhe execution ofwarra111s. other than those related to 
a compul.\'01)' process, shall be paid by the party depositing the amount indicated by the marshal in the 
records, in a checking ttccou11t amilable to the court. 4.2. Once the deadline for compliance ·with the 
warrant lzas e.q,ired withnul the deposit /wvi11g been made (4.1 ). the marshal shall return it, cert([ving the 
occurrenct?. 4.3. W71e11 the imerested party ojfers the means to wmp~i- with rhe 1varram (4.1.), they must.first 
Jpecify them. i11dicari11g the dale, time and place when (111d where they will be ami/able, in which case rlrere 
no deposit shall be associated with suclr proceedings. 5. UIJ1e11 pe,jorming his or her duties, the marshal 
shall be idem(lied b_v showing his professional identijication card. mandatory in all procedures." Text 
extracted from Section VI. rf the Standard.~ of Service of the Disc1jJ/i11a1J' Board of the Judicial System. Note: 
To object to the execution ofa legal act. by means of violence or threat directed at a competent official 
appointed to execute rhe action, or to whom he or she is giving assistance shall be punished by: a prison 
sentence of 2 (two) months to 2 (i,..,o) years; Disrespecting a public o.fficial in the exercise of 1hcir cl11z1· or 
because ofil shall be pzmished by: a prL'io11 scmcnce of six (6) mo11tlL\· ro til"O (2) _\'L'ar:-: or a fine '"Text 
extracted/rum the Criminal Code. articles 329. !1t~ad provision, a11d 331. 


Cose no. 1033964-81.2017,8.26.0224 - p. 2 
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COURT OF ,Jt;STICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRJCT OF GUARULHOS 
9th Cl VIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, l 03, Anexo I, Centro - Postal Code (CEP) 07011-060, Phone: 
( 11) 2408-8122, Guarulhos-SP - Email: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 


OFFICIAL LETTER - PARTY'S ACCESS PASSWORD 


The information related to the process below can be consulted on the website of the Court of 
Justice of Sao Paulo (http://www.tjsp.jus.br), by clicking on ••Proccsso Digital, e-SAJ, Consultas processuais" 
and then on .. Consulta de processos do IO grau". 


Digital Case: 
Category - Subject: 
Creditor: 


1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Debt Enforcement - Lien/ Levy/ Assessment/ Asset Freezing 
Adimilson Barbosa da Silva 


Debtor: Natache Cristiane Gon~alves J\'lcnl'zcs (represented by Maria Ines Guni;alves) 


Password: 061hty 


To consult the information. enter th~ password wht!n prompted on the site. Be aware that the 
password is personal and non-transferable. and allows full Hcccss to the proceedings. 


Guarulhos, October 3, 20 I 7 
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, ............ . 


Digital Case no.: 


COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9111 CTVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo I. Centro - Postal Code {CEP) 07011-060, 
Phone: ( l I) 2408-8122, Guarulhos-SP - Email: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 


CERTIFICATE 


1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Category - Subject: Debt Enforcement - Lien / Lc\·y / Assessment/ Asset Freezing 


Adimilson Barbosa da Sil\'a Creditor: 
Debtor: 
Warrant Status 
Marshal 


Natache Cristiane Gon~alves Menezes (represented by Mnria Ines Gon~alves) 
Scnrcd - Satisfactory Action 
Emerson Armando Borim (18154) 


CERTIFICATE- WARRANT SATISFACTORILY SERVED 


I. a Court Marshal, hereby certify that, in compliance with warrant no. 
224.2017/091864-5. I went to AV. DOCTOR TIM6TEO PENTEADO, 2199 -
PICANCO, where l delivered a summons to NATACHE CRISTIAl'lE 
GON~ALVES MENEZES in the hands of MARIA INES GON<;ALVES, who 
was made aware of the entire content of the instrumenL. accepting it and 
acknowledging receipt. I attest to the above stutcment. 


Guarnlhos, Sao Paulo, l l/30117. 


Transport: GUIA 216556- R$75.2 I 


page 93 
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BISCHOFF AnVOGADOS 


Av. Ana Costa, 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Cude (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 


Phone: [13)3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.corn.br 


Honorable Judge of the 9th Civil Court of the Judicial District of Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo. 


Subordillated Case Assignm e11t 


Case no. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 


TIM MCDANIEL, U.S. citizen, divorced, engineer, 
US passport 475481137, tax identification number (CPF/MF) 703.137.721-85, 
residing and domiciled in the United States of America, at 455 Miami Beach 
Street, Florida, 33141, hereby respectfully addresses Your Honor through his 
attorney for the purpose of opposing the present 


INTERESTED THIRD-PARTY APPEAL with suspensive effect 
against 


I. NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GON(;AL VES MENEZES, Brazilian citizen, 
single, physical therapist, identity card (RG) 30.045-201-9-SSP/SP, tax 
identification number (CPF/MF) 218.647.928-17, declaring as her place of 
residence Av. Dr. Timoteo Penteado, 2153/2199 - Pican90, Postal Code 
(CEP) 07094-000, Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, and 


2. ADIMILSON BARBOSA DASILVA, Brazilian citizen, matTied, lawyer, 
identity card (RG) 19.106.922, tax identification number (CPF/MF) 
108.681.428-24, residing and domiciled at Av. Tiradentes, 1555, Centro, 
Postal Code (CEP) 07130-001, Guarulhos, Sao Paulo. 
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BISCHOFF AnVOGADOS 


Av. Ana Costa, 484 - cuni. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 


Pgs.2 


Phone: (13] 3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 


Unfortunately, Your Honor, all of the circumstantial 
evidence submitted in the case suggests that the parties have used the Judiciary 
to SIMULA TE an action and an agreement aimed at banning the right of the 
appellant to the property given in payment by NAT ACHE CRJSTIANE 
GONCAL YES MENEZES to her attorney ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA 
SILVA. 


Preliminarily, we request that the power of attorney 
on behalf of the undersigned attorney be admitted to the records, since the 
appellee is currently working in Colombo, capital of SRI LANKA. 


For the same reason, we also request that additional 
time be granted for payment of any costs that may arise. 


I. FACTS 


1. The appellant married the appellee NAT ACHE CHRISTIANE 
GON(,AL VEZ MENEZES on September 10, 2004 in Las Vegas, USA 
(please see attached documents). 


2. While married, exactly on June 19, 2006 (R. 17 of the property registration 
[Pg. 67]), the appellant acquired the property that has NOW been given by 
the appellee as payment of an alleged debt to ADIMILSON BARBOSA 
DA SILVA. 


3. Unfortunately, taking advantage of her then spouse's ignorance of the 
language and his credulity, in the property deed, the appellee declared 
herself as "single" (as she was also described by the other appellee, her 
attorney MR. DA SILVA, in this action for debt enforcement), which 
demonstrates her bad faith when acquiring such property. 


4. In the divorce proceeding that was filed before the District Court of 
San Diego, CA, USA, on July 5, 2015, the court granted the divorce 
and a,•rnrded the aforementioned property (Rua Alberto Quatrini 
Bianchi, 288, Jardim Vitoria, Guaruja, Sao Paulo) to the appellant, 
rnling that the appellant shall transfer the property, in the least costly and 
simplest maimer possible (please see attached documents). 
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BISCHOFF ADVOGADOS 


Av. Aua Costa, 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SA.~·ffOS - Sao Paulo 
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Phone: [ 13] 3284-14 79 
Email: cbischoff@.uol.com.br 


5. Unfortunately, the appellee tried in every possible way to delay the 
granting of the necessary power of attorney to the undersigned attorney, 
who would represent her in granting the conveyance deed for that property 
to the appellant. 


6. Due to the delay caused by the appellee MS. MENEZES in a hearing held 
on August 4, 2017 before the Superior Court of California at San Diego 
County, she was ordered to pay the appellant the amount of USD 10,000.00 
in compensation for attorney's fees paid as a result of the delay in 
complying with the court order for the division of assets, and was given 
until August 29, 2017 to transfer ownership of the property to the appellant 
(please see attached documents; we hereby request that the translation 
thereof be admitted to the records, since she received these documents by 
email on this date). 


7. All this delay was caused by the appellee MS. MENEZES to allow time for 
the appellee MR. DA SILVA to file this debt enforcement action and 
request for injunction relief against herself, where the parties had 
previously negotiated an agreement that would give the property that bad 
been adjudicated to the appellant as payment, in a clear retaliation for the 
fact that she had been ordered to pay USD I 0,000.00 to the appellant as 
reimbursement for his attorney fees incun-ed in the United States. 


8. It should be noted that the appellee MS. MENEZES went to the Brazilian 
Consulate General in Los Angeles on October 27, 2017, ten (10) days 
after ratification of the agreement contained in these records, which 
had been signed on October 5 (pp. 57/58), to grant power of attorney to 
the undersigned attorney for the purpose of CONVEYING THE 
PROPERTY, which she had just given in payment to the appellee 
ADIMILSON, in order to comply with the order of the San Diego court 
(please see attached documents). 


9. Once this power of attorney was sent to the 1st Notary Public's Office in 
Guaruja to have the conveyance deed drawn up, the appellant had the 
unpleasant surprise of discovering that the prope1ty had been attached and 
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BISCHOFF ADVOGADOS 


Av. Ana Costa, 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 
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Phone: [13] 3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 


that it had been presented for pre-notation of the adjudication order issued 
in these records. 


10. Infonnation on the origin and cause of this adjudication could not be found 
on the internet, since the case was being beard under seal, which caught 
the attention of the undersigned lawyer for the fact that it was a simple debt 
enforcement action. 


11. \Vhat was the purpose of requesting that this case be heard under seal? To 
prevent the appellant from learning about this action and taking any 
appropriate measures before a ruling was issued. 


12. The restriction was lifted after the undersigned lawyer intervened and 
questioned the reason for its being kept under seal. 


II - EVIDENCE OF SIMULATION 


It should be noted that the appellee MR. DA SILVA 
has been MS. MENEZES 's attorney for a long time, and must certainly be 
aware of the divorce proceeding and division of his client's assets, because, as he 
himself says on page 3, "The debtor is unequivocally aware of this, as she has 
always kept contact l•vith this lawyer, proof being that her mother is the one who 
ansn'ers for her in Brazil, since she has taken up residence in tlze United States 
of America (USA). " 


A - Appellee's request for free legal aid 


It is odd that a lawyer as illustrious and as successful as 
the appellee should file for free legal aid, and submit an Employment Booklet 
issued back in 1982, that is, over 25 years ago, 1 isting a single job as a clerk, 
where the signature has no resemblance whatsoever to that of the appellee! 
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BISCHOFF ADVOGADOS 


Av. Ana Costa. 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 
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Phone: [13] 3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 


B - The existence of other assets to guarantee the alleged debt 


In the 01iginal complaint, the creditor (now appellee 
MS. DA SILVA) immediately files for a writ of attachment on the prope1ty 
located at Rua Alberto Quatrini Bianchi, 288, in Guaruja, claiming that the 
debtor (now appellee) only had that property in Brazil and that she had 110 other 
g1wra11tees in the cmmhy! 


1.1. Now, the appellee himself stated in the alleged Cognovit Note 
(signed on June 25, 2017) that the appellee resided in the property 
located at Av. Abilio dos Santos Branco, 426~ Apt. 33, zip code 
11440-380, Guarnja/SP, which is owned by the debtor MS. 
MENEZES (please see attached documents). 


1.2. Also belonging to the appellee NAT ACHE is the property 
registered under number 68,769 at the 2nd Real Estate Registry 
Office of Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, in Vila Fany, Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo (please see attached documents). 


That is, there were other assets that could 
guarantee enforcement of the debt, and that could have been given as 
payment. 


But the intention was to give as payment the 
property that, as it was known to both appellees, had been awarded to the 
appellant in the divorce and division of assets. 


C - Cognovit Note 


While we do not question the fact that the appellee MR. 
DA SILVA was and continues to be the lawyer of the appellee MS. MENEZES, 
the latter appellee (represented by her mother) signed a cognovit note that on1y 
mentions a total amount, without a breakdown of the amounts due for each case. 
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Another aspect that stands out is the supersonic speed 
with which the parties got together to enter into an agreement by which payment 
was made in the forn1 of a prope1ty that no longer belonged to the appellee since 
it had been awarded to the appellant, a fact which-again-was of her 
knowledge, and seeing that she bad other assets of her own-as we have 
shown-to provide as payment, either the one in Vila Fany, in Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo, or the apaitment in Guarnja, Sao Paulo. 


D - TIMELINESS 


The NEW Code of Civil Procedure (CPC) in its article 
675 states that: 


Art. 675: Motions may be challenged at any time during the hearing 
until a final decision is rendered and, during compliance or enforcement 
process of the ruling, within jive (5) days after the property is awarded, 
sold or auctioned, but always before the corresponding document is 
signed. 


Although the ruling on p. 69 points to a waiver of the 
procedural deadline by vi1tue of the agreement made on pages 56/58, the 
appellees did not make such a request, which is why, unless Your Honor finds 
that it was the mling that ratified the agreement, the ruling is not yet final with 
regards to interested third parties. 


On the other hand, although the adjudication order on p. 
79 was signed by the appellee MR. DA SILVA on November 22, 2017, the 
appellant understands that, due to the requirements of the Real Estate Registry 
Office on p., that order was incomplete and must be amended to, as has already 
been ruled by tbjs Court, which would cause these interested third-party appeals 
to be considered timely, unless Your Honor sees it otherwise. 


Be it for one reason or another, we respectfully request 
that Your Honor rule these appeals as timely. 
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BISCHOFF AnVOGADOS 


Av. Ana Costa, 484- conj. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 


Phon~ [13]3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 


Having thus been accepted, we request that your Honor 
grant these appeals to suspend the registration of the adjudication order issued in 
these proceedings until a final ruling on the motions, which shall be granted to 
ANNUL the writ of attachment on the property located at Rua Alberto Quatrini 
Bianchi 288, Jardim Virginia, Guaruja, Sao Paulo. 


We request summons be served to the appellces, 
ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA~ at his respective address, and 
NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, at the address of her 
mother MARIA INES GON<;AL VES, who has the power of attorney to receive 
summons (p. I 6 in fine). 


We request that all evidence admitted by law be 
accepted for this appeal, notably the hearing of witnesses, documentation 
gathered, issuance of letters of request and letters rogatory and other records 
needed to ascertain the facts. 


The suit is valued at BRL 352,528.00 


We hereby request that this appeal be granted. 


Santos~ December 19, 2017. 


EV A INGRID REICHEL BISCHOFF 
OAB/SP 87 .962 
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11/14/2017 Gmail • Menezes v. Marangi 


MGmail Julia Kaemerle <jullaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 


Menezes v. Marangi 


Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 
Reply-To: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 
To: Julia Kaemerfe <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 


I'll forward this to Natache, but I don't represent her on this issue. 


Take care. 


From: Julia Kaemerte <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
To: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 


Sent: Tuesday, October 3, 2017 2:29 PM 
Subject: Menezes v. Marangi 


Neill, 


Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at4:41 PM 


We will be appearing ex parte Thursday October 5, 2017 at 8:30 am in Department 17 to 
request that the Court enforce the order for your client to sign the property in Brazil over to 
Mr. McDaniel as ordered. We are also requesting sanctions for continued violation of Court 
Orders and for an order shortening time on our underlying Request for Order. I will get all 
paperwork to you as soon as possible. 


The concern is that she will try to sell this property. She has been found in contempt of court for 
violating this order and was to have completed the transfer by the review hearing in August - she 
had not complied. 


She was then given an additional 30 days in which time she has still done nothing to transfer the 
property. If this is not accurate please notify me and I will take the ex parte of calendar. I will be 
appearing telephonically. 


Should you wish to meet and confer and try to resolve this matter please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 


Regards, 
Julia 


https://mail.google.com/mail/u/Onui =2&ik= 154 e 7684c7 &jsver-=M~lChRWnOlpO.en. &view=pt&msg= 15ee49d86a0fa567 &q=in%3Asent%20n~~g~Op... 1 /1 







11/14/2017 Gmail - Menezes v. Marangi 


M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 


·-··-··-·--------------------------
Menezes v. Marangi 


Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
To: Neill Marangi <nmarangl@pacbell.net> 


Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 6:21 PM 


Thank you for forwarding my email. I am awaiting signature on the ex pa rte paperwork and then will send that as well. 
would prefer not to have to go ex parte on this matter so if there is compliance on her part please let me know. 


Regards, 
Julia 


Julia Kaemerte 
Attorney at Law 


LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


TEL (760) 931-1981 


FAX (760) 931-1982 


CONFIDENTrALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the individual{s) named 
as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law including, but not limited 
to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are not the inlended recipient of this transmission, 
please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its 
contents or take any action In reliance on the information it contains. 


[Quoted text hidden] 
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11/14/2017 Gmail - Menezes v. McDaniel 


M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <jullaszafraniec.law@gmall.com> 


--- ------------------------
Menezes v. McDaniel 


Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 6, 2017 at 2:30 PM 
To: "Natacha." <natache10@hotmail.com>, Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 


Natacha, 


I still have not heard from you regarding providing me with the original power of attorney as ordered by the Court Please 
advise when you will be bringing it to the office or If there is somewhere I can have someone meet you to get it. 


Thank you, 


Julia Kaemerle 
Attorney at Law 


LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


TEL (760)931-1981 


FAX (760) 931-1982 


CONFIDENTIALl1Y NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the individual(s) named 
as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law including, but not limited 
to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. \f you are not the intended recipient of this transmission, 
please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its 
contents or take any action in reliance on the information it contains. 


https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0nui-2&ik-154c7684c7 &jsver=M-xhRWn0Ip0.en.&view=pt&msg=15f93751c68123f6&q=in%3Asent0/o20n2"3ti0p... 1 /1 











11/14/2017 Gmail • Friday November 10, 2017 


M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 


Friday November 10, 2017 


Natache. <natache10@hotmail.com> 
To: Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
Cc: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 


Ok. Please send me a confirmation email when you get the original copy on hands. 


Thu, Nov 9, 2017 at 5:08 PM 


Please advise your client and his Brazilian lawyer Eva Bischoff to be truthful about the knowledge of the squatters 
litigation in Brazil when she goes to do the transfer at the Notary Public in Brazil. Also as soon as this litigation is over and 
the justice is made to remove the criminals from the house I'm going to get my personal belongs. 


Thanks 


From: Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 9, 2017 2:24:41 AM 
To: Natache .; Neill Marangi 
Subject: Friday November 1 O. 2017 
[Quoted text hidden] 


htlps://mall .google .com/mail/u/0l?ui=2&ik=154c7684 c7 &jsver=M-xhRWn0lp0.en.&view=pt&msg=- 15fa378be5 7ad9c6&q=nalacha10°/o40h~a~&q... 1 /1 











ATTORHEYOA P#lffYIMTIOJT ATTOR,,'IV .,..,._ a.a,,,_.,, Mltl.-,...J. fl'Olt COCMIT US1! OM. Y 


Julia Kaemerlc SBN:256788 
- Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kacmerte, L.L.P. 


5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


"l'ELS'tiOHE NO.: 7~931-198 l FAX NO. ~7 60-931-1982 
E-MAIL A00RESS to,t,on-o: juli.uzafianiec. law@gmail.com 


ATTilAHEV i:at ~ Tun McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT Of CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIHOO 
&TREET AOCRESS SOO 3rd Avenue 
IMA.INO ~ 500 3rd Avenue 


cnY AHD lf' ccoe Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH ~South County Regional Center 


PETITlONER/PLAINTIFF: Natachc C. Ooncalvcs Menezes 


RESPON0ENT/OEFENOANT: Ttm McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY; 


FlNDINGS AND ORDER Afll:R HEARING 


1. Thia proceeding was heard 


CASE NUMBER 


OS 51030 


on (date): June 13, 2017 at (lime):8:4Sam In Dept: 17 Room: 


by Judge (name): Judge Sharon K.alenwrian D Temporary Judge 
On the order to show cause, notice or motion or request for order filed {date): by (name): 


a. CXl Petitioner/plaintiff present [X] Altomey present (name): Neill Marangi 
b. CD Respondent/defendant present [X] Attorney prnent (name): Julia K.aemerle 
e. D Other party present D .Altomey present (name): 


THE COURT ORDERS 


2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: Matt:ached D on form FL-341 CJ other D 
3. Child 5Upport As attached D on form FL-342 CJ Other D 
4. Spousal or family support: ~ attached D on form FL-343 D Other D 
5. Property order5: As attached CJ on form FL-344 rn Other D 
8. Attomey's fees: ~ attached D on form FL-346 CK] Other D 
7. Other orders; CXJ /w attached CJ Not applicable 


8. All other Issues are reserved unttl f\nther order of court 


9. [&J This matter Is continuod for further hearing on (dale): 8129/17 a1 (tlmB): 1 :4Spm In Oepl: 17 


Not appHcable 


Not appllc::able 


Not applleable 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


on the folJowtng tssuea: Review Hearing to verify lhat the Judgment was made available to the Florida Pre Paid College Plan 
as well as Peritiooei's daughter. The cowt also rcacrvc:d jurisdiction over the HSBC Account, the stock. and Attorney Fees 
and Sanctions. 


Date: July 14, 2017 ► .ILOCIAL ~ 


Approwd as conl'onnlng tD court onier. 


► 
SIGHAT\JAE Of 4TTORHEY FOR [[) ?EmlOHa / PI.AIHTIFI' D R!IP0Ml&fT'~ D cm9 PAATY 


.._~,_......,.,LIM 
.t11111U1c-,aitt1Cdlw'IIII 


FL..:MQ[Arl .llmaly 1, 31111 
FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


(Family LaW-Cualody and Support-Unlfonn Parentage) 
-.-.ca,.... 


... DrlF'amtalr 
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel 


2 


Case No. DS 51030 


3 


4 


5 


6 


ATIACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


This matter came on for hearing on June 13, 2017 at 8:45 a.m. in Department 17 of the 


7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South CoWlty Division, Honorable Sharon 


8 Kalemkiarian, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. OONCAL YES MENEZES (hereafter 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


"Petitioner') was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 


TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent,,) was present telephonically and represented by his 


attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 


Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 


1. The Court Order's that the parties are to jointly, with the assistance of counsel, 


forward to the Florida Prepaid College Plan administrators of 1068140576, 2068140576, and 


6068140S76 the Judgment with the attachment and indicate that the College Plan is to be 


transferred per the Judgment. This is to be done by July 14, 2017. 


2. A copy of the order is also to made available to Petitioner's daughter, Dominique 


Francelino, forthwith as she is the beneficiary of the Florida Prepaid College Plan. 


3. The ODRO is to be signed forthwith. The Court will sanction Respondent in the 


23 amount ofSl.500 if the QDRO is not signed before the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017. 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


4. Respondent is ordered not to dispose of any of the funds in the HSBC account or 


any stocks listed in paragraph 9 of the JudgmenL These funds may be used for fees, sanctions, 


or to further equali7.e the separation of the estate. 


Ill 
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l 


2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


OTHER FINDINGS 


1. The Court reserves jurisdiction over orders as to the HSBC Account and the Stoc 


Account until the contempt motion has been resolved. This portion of the Request for Order is 


continued to the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 


2. The Court reserves jurisdiction over Attorney Fee's and Sanctions until the 


7 Review Hearing. 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


2 ◄ 


25 


26 


2"7 


28 


3. Petitioner's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 


to Respondent's Counsel for approval. 


4. The Court sets a Review Hearing for August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. to address the 


orders as made as welJ as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 


[END OF ORDER) 


FINDfNGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 
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FL-340 
ATTORNEY OR PNnYWTHOUr ATTOAHEV ,....__ .S1111t a,,,nurne.; Md~:. /IOII COUIITUSE OHt.Y 


J~a-.lC.acmcrle. . . . . - . . SBN:2567~3 


-- Law Offi~ ofManhcw and Julia K.acmcrle, L.L.P. 
5962-1.a Place Court Ste 165 
carlsbac1, ·cA 9200s 


: :m.EPttQNEHO.: 76()-931-1981 FAXN0.~16Q-'9JJ.J982 


E-MMLAIXlRESS ~.juiiuzafnmiec.law@gmail.com 
A~ORNEY Fat ~:Tim McDaniel 


: S~PERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COU_Nty OF SAN DJEOO 
STREET ~500 3rd Avenue 
MAl.M AOOAeSS:_500 3rd A venue 


cnvm,ZJPcooe:~hula Vista. 91910 
~ NAM&:~uth County Regfon11J Center 


. PETITIONERJPl.AINTIFF: N11tachc C. Goncalves Menezc5 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT; Tim McOMicJ 


OTHER PARTY: 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 


1. This proceeding was heard 
· on(dats):A".lgust29,2011 at(lime):1:45pm in Dept: 17 Roam: 


by Judge (neme):Hon. Sharon Kalcmldaria.n O. temporary Judge 
On the order to stlow ~~se, nob~e of motion or request for ;o~ .fi!~d (dllle_):21211, 1. by (norn~): Natachc. c.~ <39ncalvcs. Menezes : . 


a. aJ . PetfUoner/plalntlff pre~ent '[j] Attorney pr8$0nt (name): .Nci~ M~gi· 


b. [X) Respondent/defendant present . : m Attorney present.(nstritJJ; Jalia Kumerlc 
c:. : D Other party present D · Attorney present (name): -


THE ~OURT ORDERS 


2. Custody.and visitation/parenUng time: As attached D on form Fl-341 D Othor D 
3. Child support: A& attached D .on fOf'm FL-342 D Other D 
4. Spousal or family &upport As at!Khed CJ on form FL-343 D other t::J 
5. Property orders: As attached CJ .on form FL-344 rn Other D 
6. Attorneys fee-a: As attached D on form FL-346 rn Othor D 
7. Other orders: CXJ As attached D Not applicable 


8.: All other Issues are reserved untll further order ot court 


9. [&] · This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 1/J.6118 at (lime): 1 :4Spm in Dept.: 17 
on the following l~uos: Review Haricg rq1nUn9 disposition ofHSBC. X00Unl and~ ~.wdl.u aancfiom requesu. 


Date: Seplember ,·2017 ► J..OIQAI.OfflCeR 


Appn,-.,ed as oontarming to 00urt order. 


SIGAATVREOFATTORNFtFOR OD PEmlONER/PUINTIFF CJ R£1iPCtUHTID~lT D O'THStPARTV 


FINDINGS AND ORDER Afll:R HEARING 
(Family Law-Custody and.Support-Untfonn Parentage) 


Not applicable . 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


Nat applicable 


Not applicable · 


-----•r,tlll 
"51111~UetaM!r-
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel Case No. DS 51030 


2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


A TI ACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 


7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Divisio0t Honorable Sharon 


8 Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES :MENEZES (hereafter 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


11 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


0 Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANOI, ESQ., Respondent 


TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 


attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 


Based on the evidence and argwnent presented, the Court makes the following orders: 


1. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 


the amount of S l 0,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 


the amount of$8,961.S0. 


2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 


Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 


shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 


3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 


23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 


24 Respondent's sole and separate property. 


25 


26 


27 


28 


4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's counsel 


with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 
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1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 


2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 


3 
5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 


4 
Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's commwuty property interest remaining in 


5 


6 
the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 


7 6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 


8 change of ownership form within 7 days. Dominique G. Francelino is the beneficiary of this 


9 


10 


11 


account 


1. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 


12 stock accom1ts within 7 days. 


13 OTHER FINDINGS 


1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 


Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 


14 


lS 


16 


17 
2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 


1 a to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 


19 


20 


21 


22 


3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 


Review Hearing. 


4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 


2 3 the Review Hearing. 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


5. The Court sets a Review Hearing for J8Jluary 16, 2018 at I :45 p.m. to address the 


orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 


[END OF ORDER) 
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Telephone: +1(877)255-0717 
Web: www.TrustedTranslations.com 
Email: sales@TrustedTranslations.com 


September 14, 2017 


To Whom It May Concern· 


~CERTIFICATION 


Trusted~~ 
Translations~ 


The following documents regarding Natache Cristiane Gonc;alves Menezes were translated by a team of 


linguists qualified to read and translate this material. 


• Accurate Transcript of Power-Of-Attorney 


• Consulate Stamp 


The documents are accurately translated from Portuguese to English to the best of our knowledge 
and belief. 


Sincerely, 


TRUSTED TRANSLATIONS, INC. 


--\ iJ!A1-.\JJ 1:~\~~J 
Bv Ana Whitby 
Office Manager 


Miami Dade County 
State of Florida 


The foregoing instrument was acknowledged by Ana Whitby and signed before me on this 14'h day of September 
2017, by Ana Whitby. 


/\ilanta ( hic;:.igo 


.-_,:.,·~•--,~-. BO0BIE JEAN 0. RAPOZA 
·, .. ig~ : 1.:, cc\,r,,,:;s;,1N ,,rr·1.-1:1:1-1 


. ".•,~ •. ,. ,·' EXf'lilF!-; Oc:101wr :?3. :?()llJ 


Gt UU1\I UJl/_1£ I< IN Tlll'>l•J',I /d/(1!-J ,1Nl i Ir.; ll !.-i'i/J //1! ;< JiJ Siu~_.,, ! -. 


AN ISO 9001 · 2008 Qt,.~, If y Cl 1-: m ,r,, Cr1~.'1W1N f 


Miami Washington D.C. 







Granter: 


[COAT OF ARMS] 


MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RElATIONS 
Consulate-General of Brazil in Los Angeles 


ACCURATE TRANSCRIPT OF POWER-OF-ATTORNEY 


BOOK: 52 
PAGE(S): 100 -101 


TERM: 9575 


- NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, Brazilian, single, physical therapist. ID no. 300452019. 
issued on February 19, 1998 by the SSP/SP, Individual Taxpayers' Registry no. 218.647.928-17. 


Grantee: 
- TIM MCDANIEL, American. divorced, worksile supervisor. passport no. 745481137, issued by the United 
Stateson September 29, 2010, Individual Taxpayers' Registry no. 703.137. 721-85. 


Those who see this Public Instrument of Power of Attorney satisfactorily know that, in the year of two thousand 
seventeen, on the twenty-second day of August (08/22/2017), in this Public Office, located at 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 300, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, USA, before me, Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle, Vice-Consul, 
appeared as Granter Mrs. NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, resident and domiciled at Avenida 
Abilio dos Santos Branco no. 426. Apt. 33. Guaruja, Sao Paulo. Brasil, Postal Code 11440-380, recognized and 
identified by me as herself, of whose legal capacity I certify, and by witnesses Caroline Muir, Brazilian, and 
Viviane Montgomery, Brazilian, before whom she told me that by this Public Instrument, she named and 
constituted her as Proxy Mr. TIM MCDANIEL, resident and domiciled at210 S. Grundy St., Gardner, Illinois, 
USA, Zip Code 60424, to whom she grants specific powers only for taking over the real estate located al Rua 
Alberto Quatrini Bianchi no. 288, Jd Vitoria, in Guaruja, Sao Paulo State, registered by Guaruja City Hall under 
no. 3-0136-018-000 as her property, with exception of furniture and personal belongings of the Granter that are 
found there, it being worth noting here that the Grantee has full knowledge of the existence of 
OWNERSHIPREPOSSESSION PROCESS number 1004917- 70.2014.8.26.0223, which was registered on 
June 17, 2014, related to the real estate described in this power-of-attorney, by which the Grantee is aware he 
can only have the ownership of the estate after the end of this process, the Granter will be responsible for 
performing the procedures and finalization of this process and pay the costs of any legal expense~ resulting from 
the processes related to the object of the estate, including payment of the legal fees. The Grantee is aware of the 
possibility of losing this real estate by judicial decision in this process, which is still under procedure at the 
Guaruja Legal Court, Sao Paulo, Brazil, not being able to demand any monetary amount or repossess the estate 
in case he loses it judicially,and that this power-of-attorney will not be valid. At the end of the ownership 
repossession process and removal of trespassers by judicial decision, the Granter will remove her personal 
belongings and furniture from the real estate and then the Grantee may transfer the title deed of the property into 
his name. The Granter may transr er to the Grantee the domain, possession, power to sell, direct and gain, accept 
and sign the respective public deeds, facilitate the registry of the deed at the Real Estate Registry Office, and he 
shall pay for all fees stemming from this deed (ITBI, IPTU, Deed and Registration), grant discharge and sign 
whatever is required, gather and withdraw documents from the real estate and reestablish its possession: i.e., 
whatever is necessary for the good and faithful compliance with the present mandate. There was nothing else in 
the above-mentioned power-of-attorney, transcribed and registered on pages 100 and 101, from book number 
52, of this Consulate-General, out of which I faithfully extracted this first transcript. I elaborated, checked, read • 
and closed the present act. I certify and sign it. 


!ILLEGIBLE SEAL] 
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20.00 
P.~d RS ~0.00, G<Ad 


USS 2000°TEC '-ID': 


1,a,-.~•w. :,•rr-.~,o,, l 
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ConSlllai.-G,...,.., of Brad i,, Los Angal~s 


Req11osl N" "40.2.170822-<100015 


PCJWl'rol Allomey lrom: NATACltE CRISTIANE GOtl<;Al.VES MfNE.!FS 
BOOk u•: !12, P.19<11 N': 100 and 101. Torm: 9!115. 


[Signature] 
Tlcoana C<Jnho RtDeirn do V.Jlic 


vco-~ 


•TheCllf!lllbt119na11,rell1Uued~loar1. 1,i I rJ0ecn,ol.7O/201g 
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S W O R N 


• ! ~ ::- .: .. ': ::, : C ~ 5 ~·- : : 
:::.;;: .:~: :~;.;.; 


t I • ; .: :' •::.: : 


·,,:;.~. -:11-,~ ,, 0.-226.1.llL_ 


a:::ir ····-· ····-·22_~-----· 
::,-;;:~• . ·- 269 ·--···


::-::1.~ - • ·-····~ 12.01.2018 


me undersigned .swom translator does hereb-; ca.r1ty that a aocumant Y✓rirran /!1 me Portuguese language 
wos presented to her in order to be translated Into f nglish. which she t-:as done In her official capac,tt 


to wU: Settlement 1 /2 


Adimilson Barbosa da Silva, Lawyer 
•Avenlda Tfradantes, 1555- Centro - Guan,lhos/SP- CEP: 07113-001 ". • 


Tel: 112447-0106-Emall: dradlmlllon@aasp.org.br. • 


PP. 56lo59. 


THE HONORABLE JUOGE OF THE 9™ CIVIL COURT IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
GUARULHOS-SP. -


Case Number. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224. -


ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA. already duly described in the AcHon for 
Enrorcement of Exfrajudicially Executable lns1rument coupled with lntar1ocutory Ref'ief fled agalnst 
NATACHE CRJSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, therein represented by her mother MARIA IN~S 
GONCALVES, through her underaigned lawyer and attomey•in-fact, hereby moves• to lnfonn the 
Court that the parties have amicably settled the dispute according to the terms and conditions 
hereunder transcribed: 


INSTRUMENT OF SETTLEMENT AND GIVING IN PAYMENT OF REAL ESTATE,· 


The herein Debtor recognizes and adrruls lo owe the herein Creditor the sum of three hundred fifty• 
two thousand, five hundred and twenty-eight reals (R$ 352,528.00) inaeased by interest and 
adjustmentftrinflation.-


CREDITOR hereby and act0rdlng lo the law r!Q!lves from DEBTOR the REAL ESTATE registered 
under the number 14,790 with the Register of Deeds In Guaru]a In the name of NATACHE 
CRISTIANE GON~ALVES MENEZES, arrested for the herein etedl1or through the provfslonal 
annotation number 382413. CREDITOR recognizes and accepts the precarious possession of the 
REAL ESTATE GIVEN IN PAYMENT. -


DEBTOR dedares that the REAL ESTATE in question, objed of trus settlemen~ is free of any kind 
of encumbrances, whether in the form of personal guaranty or serurily lnteresl and it is not object 
of any other type of contracl -


In view of above and according to the law, the CREDIT OR receives from the DEBTOR in the manner 
of GIVING IN PAYMENT, lhe REAL ESTATE described as a piece of land of lot n.18, block "D", 
In the development named "JARDIM V1T6R1A11


1 located In the munlclpallty and dlstrict of 
Guaruji, measuring 10.00 meters front on Street 07, by a depth of 35.00 meters on b01h sides, 
and measuring ln the rear same as on th, front, totaling an area of 350.00 square meters, 
abuttJng on one side lot n. 17 and on the other side, lot n. 01, all of them In same block. -


CREDITOR hereby gives DEBTOR full and irrevocable release In all respeds as reganls the sum of 
three hundred fifty•lwo thousand, five hundred and twenty-eight reais (RS 352rS28.00) and will make 
no fur1her clain in court or oul of cou,t - ~ 
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T R ,-\ N S L .A. T O R 


, :-; ;: ~ 1 • [j) 'I n ;Ii:.:,.!: 
.;rF.~,~-~o~ ~?d-;!t 


z,~• .. ! t . ~ C .: • l 


2261/18 
f:c.O!c ___ 22_9 __ _ 


270 ?ewe------
12.01.2018 Dale _____ _ 


The undenignea sworn tronslolor doas.hereby cer1tty that a document written In 1he Portuguese language 
was presented f'O lier f,, order to be tron1lmed f.r,l'O Engllst,, which she has done fn h8r offlciotcapocify. 


· 10 ....,,,,. Settle11Jent.2J2 


The Parties hereby undertake to execute all documents and do an acts required lo formaf12e the 
transfer of ownership concemlng the REAL ESTATE, including, but not limited to, arrangements for 
the signature of the Deed and respective regtstralfon In the Register of Deeds. 


Considering the limltatlons and detennlnatlons of the offices of registrars of deeds, the 
parties move for the deed to be recorded through court-ordered compulsory conveyance of 
ownership. -


All costs and expenses deriving from the transfer of ownership of lhe REAL EST ATE, such as 
registrar's fees, payment of taxes. charges and any other applicable ~enses will be borne by 
DEBTOR.-


The parties request that an official letter be sent to the Register of Deed In the judlclal district 
of Guaruja. because of the arrest annotation, ordering the Register to have the real estate 
compulsorily conveyed on behalf of the herein creditor. -


In view of above, the parties respectfully move the court to have this settlement ratified lhrough 
judgment so that it may be lawfully and legally effective and, In the end, the real ntate described 
above be compulsorily conveyed to the creditor. -


Now, therefore, grant is requested. -
At Guarulhos: October 051 2017. -
[IRegible signature) AdlmH&on Barbosa da Sliva (CREDITOR). • 
Lawyer- Barn. 201,654/SP.-


[Wegihle signature) JOSE MARCELO ABRANTES FRANCA (LAWYER FOR DEBTOR) -laW'Jer 
-Bar n.164,764/SP. -


[lllegiblesignature] NATACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES (DEBTOR)- Represen1ed 
by MARIA IN~S GONCALVES. -


[Three initials in the right me-gin of pages 1 & 2 (P. 56 & 57) / Two Initials in Iha right margin of page 3 
(P. 58) / Ona initial in 1he right margin of page 4 (P. 59)). -


Remarlc In Ille tight margin of elCh page: -
This doaJmenl Is a a,py or the original dlgi1aly signed by AOiMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA and by lhe Cowt 
of Appeals cl the State d SAo Pau1o. ~ on 0dJ0512017, at 06:18 p.m., under the number 
WGRU17703564044. The authenticity of the original can be verified at 
https://esaj.tjsp.jus.brlpastadlglta/pg/abrirConferenciaDocumento.do, enter the number of the case 1033964-
81.2017.6.2.6.tlzi4 and the OJde 2260'lFC, FO, FE, FF. • 


(Reverse: blank} 
NOTHtNG FURTHER was written, stamped, typed or printed in the document submitted in four 
pages, which I translated to the best of my knowledge and ability and return duty _stamped. -


Em01vmamo/Fae: RS 338.00 
RedbolRacelpC no.~ 23,431 
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o/alena J[e[6r9 
TRADUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 
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. 1Q: 1i 2w..010&- EMAIL: d~~ 
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Adimilson Barbosa da Silva 
Advo~do. 


r\O ~'" \: - . , ... .,__,.. JOd' J -~ 1raANCA (1'DV-UECOTADA) 


ADV'OGU>o-oAB/SP.~64.764 


Aven.kfa iiradcmtes. 155S - Centro - Guarulhos/SP- CE.P.: 07113-001 
Tel,; 11 2447-0106-EMAJL: dradlmllson@aasp.org.br 
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Translati..,'"'11 i·-: ->;t~I'& IJ;68ook 4 2,t\ -r-~2a~ ............. , 


Sa11tos_l~_J_9 l./ ~-----------· 
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••• •
1 Judgment 1/2 


. 2262/18 
229 


2i1 
12.01.2018 


Proceedings no.: 
Type - Subject: 


Creditor: 
Debtcr: 


COURT OF APPEALS OF iHE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT of Guarulhos 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9~ CIVIL COURT 
PRua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo l, Cen:ro. CEP 07011-060 
GuarulhosJsp• 
Telephone: (11) 2408-8122 - Email: guaru1hos9cv@tisp.jus.br 


JUDGMENT 


1033964-81.201i .8.26.0224. · 
Enforcement of Extrajudicially Executable Instrument- Judicial Lien 
I Levy I Appraisal/ Freeze of Assets. • 
Adimilson Barbosa da Si1•1a. • 
Natache Cristiane Gonc;alves Menezes (represented by Maria Ines 
Gon~alves). -


Judge: Ad~i~na Porto Mer.des 


.A.DVISEMENT 
On October 16, 2017 I s:nd this record to the Judge, to be taken undo: advisement. • 


Having this case been ana,yzed, rep:>r1ed r,n a;-.d disc"Jssed. I HOY.OLCGATE by judgment Uie 
settlement executed on pp. 56i58. -


Consequently. I DISMISS lhe case according 10 article 487-111-·b·. coupled wiU1 aiticle 924•11. 
both from the New Code of Civil Pro~dure. -


In v,ew of statement, I assvrne that time to ?.ppeal is waived. -


This judgment will so become FINAL AND UNAPPEALABLE. on this date. -


Enter notice of compulsory conveyance of ownership lo creditor concerning the real estate on 
pp. 60/68. -


Afterwards. upon payment of any required fees and arranged for the necessury papers, issue a 
letter of compulsory conveyance in favor of creditor. -


Be this re::;ord shelved, anno1ated and commu:iicated ecc::irdingly. • 


Then. t:e it p1.1blist:ed. recorded and nctified 2ccoroingly. • 


At Guarulhos. October 16, 2017. -


DOCW/:~T Sl·'.:N:D DIGIT).ilY ;..ccoA0i.'JG TOTH: P?.OVl5:o~s c;: iH: L:..w 
11,419/2006, .t.S PRINTEO IN TH: RIGHi l.t~Glrl H:REOF 


1033964-81.2017.8.26.022~- page 1.. 
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0019 ___ 12_.0_1_.2_0_18_ 


The uncJerslgnec:J .M'Om_ trcmslatar does hereby certify fhaf o document_ wr.'tt~n In the Portu~e languag& 
was ptStented to her In order to be tran~loted Info ErigtfSh, Whlcn !he has done In her orllel01 Cf1POC/fY, 
to wit: Judgm~nt 2/2 . . 


... 
!i 


i ... 
lj 


Remark In the &Jht margin of tha page: -
This document is a oopy or the original df;tally signed by ADRIANA PORTO MENDES, relead to lhe record 
on Oct/1&'2017, at 07:29 p.m. The authenticity of the otlgfnal Cll1 be veflfied at 
h•J/esaj.'5p.jus.br/pastacftgi1a~.do, enter lhe number d 1he case 1033964-
81.2017 .8.28.0224 and the c:ode 2'283EFO. -


[Reverse: blank] 
NOTHING FURTHER was written, stamped, typed or printed In the document submitted In one page, 
which I translated to the best of my knowledge and ability and return duly atamped. -


Emolumatt.DJFN: RS 1S0,00 
ReciboJRacejpl no.: 23.431 
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ff/awria J[e{.i ig 
TRAOUTORA 
TRANSL A.TOR 


-~ TRIBUNAL DE JUSTl<;A DO EST ADO DE SAO PAULO :.S-r;'ipe COMAR CA de Guarulho• 
~FORO DEGUARULHOS 


9°VARAcfVEL 
Rua Jos~ Mauricio. 103, Anexo I, Centro - CEP 07011-060, Pone: (11) 
2408-812Z Ouarulhos-SP - E-mail: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 


SENTEN(!A 


Proccsso 0°: J 033964-81.2017.8.26.0%24 
Classe - Assunto Execu~o de Tltulo Extrajudiclal. Constri~o I Peohora / Avalla~o 


/ lndlsponibilldade de Bens 
Exeqnentc: 
Exccutado: 


Adimilson Barbosa da Silvu 
Natache Crlstlane Gon~lves Meneus (representada Por Marie 
In& Gon~Jvcs) 


Juiz(a) de Direito: Dr(a), Adriana Pono Mendes 


CONCLUSAO 
Em 16 de outubro de 2017, fa~o os autos conclusos ao MM. Juiz de Direito. 


Vlstos. 


HOMOLOGO, por seoteo~, para que produza .seus Jur(dlco.s e legals efeitos, o 


scordo cclcbrado 6s fls. 56/58 


Em consequEncia, JULGO EXTINTO o processo, nos termos do artigo 487, U1, b, 


cc com o artigo 924, ll, ambos do Novo C6digo de Processo Civil. 


Diantc da manifcsta~o. cntcndo que h4 a renuncia ao prazo recursal. 


Scrvini a prcsente sentenc;a de TRANSITO EM JULGADO nesta data. 


Lavre-se o auto de adjudicaJ;ao do im6vel de fls. 60/68 em favor do excqucn\e, 


Ap6s, recolhida as tu--as necessarias e providencindas as peyas necessarias. ex~-se 


carta de adjudica~o em favor do exequente. 


Arquivem-sc os autos. Anote-se e comuniquc-se. 


Publiquc-se. Reg.istre-se. lntimcm-sc. 


Guarulhos, 16 de outubro de 2017. 


DOCUMENTO ASSINADO DIGITALME1'1E NOS TERMOS DA LEI 11.419/2006, CONFORME 
IMP~AO A MAR.GEM DrREJT A 


1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 - laada l 


fls. 69 
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2263/18 
229 


'!-,, ... ____ 273 --·--
12.01.2018 


The underslgnea swam lransk11or ~ nereby c;ert;ty that-a doc:.Jment w,;rren in the Portuguase Jangvage 
wcs Pf9$enlao lo her in order to be transloted inlo English. whfcn sr.e nos ao:,a m her otficlal capoc!ry. 
to wit: Notice t?f Compulsory Conveyance 1/2 
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COURT OF APPEALS OF THE ST ATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9" CIVIL COURT 
•Rua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo I, Centro- CEP 07011-060 
Guarulhos/SP· • Phone: (11) 2408.S 122 
Emoll: guarulhos9cv@tlsp.ius.br 
Open to the public from12:30 pm to 07:00 pm. 


NOTICE OF COMPULSORY CONVEYANCE OF OWNERSHIP 


OfgitaJ Proceedings no.: 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224. • 
Type - Subject Enforcement of Extnljudlclally Executable Instrument - Judlctal 


Lien/ Levy/ Appraisal/ Fre8%8 of Assata. • 
Creditor: Adlmllson Barbosa da Sliva. • 
Debtor. Natache Crlstlane Gon~lves Menezes (represented by Maria lnAs 


Gon~tves). • 


At the Clerk's Office In lhe Courthouse of Guarulhos, city of Guarulhos, on November 22 2017, 
there appeared the lawyer of the creditor Adlmnson Barbosa da Silva, registered under lhe federal 
taxpayer ID n. 108,681,428-24, bearer of ID n. 19,106,922, Mr. Adimllson Barbosa da SOva, 
registered under the Barn. 201654/SP, with respect to Iha abovementioned record of proceedlngs, 
to sign this NOTICE OF COMPULSORY CONVEYANCE OF OWNERSHIP, granted by tt,e Hon. 
Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira, pursuant to order with the following content •Having this case 
been analyzed, reported on snd dlscussed, I HOMDLOGATE by judgment the settlement 
executed on pp. 56158. Consequently, t DISMISS the case according to article 487-111-•b•, coupled 
with article 924--11, both from the New (;ode of Civil Procedure. In vjew of statement, I assume that 
time to appeal is waived. This Judgment will so become FINAL AND UNAPPEALABLE on this 
date. Notice of compulsory conveyance of ownership to creditor concerning the real estste on pp. 
60'68 is to be entered. Afte1W81ris, upon payment of any required fees and mranged for the 
necessa,y papers, a letter of compulsory conveyance Is to be Issued in f8vor of craditor. Be this 
record shelved, annotated and communicated accordingly. Then, be it published, rscorded and 
notified accordingly'. -


ASSETS CONVEYED COMPULSORILY BY COURT: Reel estate desaibed as a pieeG of land of 
lot n. 18, block -o·, in the development named •JAROIM vrr6R1A•, located In the municipality and 
district of Guaruja, measuring 10.00 meters front on Street 07, by a depth of 35.00 meters on both 
sides, and measuring In the rear same as on the front, totallng an area or 350.00 square meters. 
PRICE OF CONVEYANCE: R$ 352,528.00, adjusted unbl Oct/05/2017. for the record, I have 
drawn up this notice, which was !hen read back and agreed to, and duly signed. FU~THER 
NAUGHT. At Guarulhos: November 21, 2017. • 


Pllegible signature} A<fimllson Bart>osa da Silva• Barn. 201, 6541S?. -
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rrcr.~;ollon il:> __ 22_6_3_/1_8 __ 


~o~· ___ 22_9 __ _ 
?og~ ___ 2_74 __ _ 
D:>!~ ____ 12_._0_1._2_0_18_ 


rt>e• undersigned sworn- t,arukitar cioSs he.r.eby certify that. a C1oe(Jmarit written In the Portuguese language 
,vqs presented to her-lrtotder to be trofisiafe<finfo Engllsh. which ,he ho$ done in her offlcla,:copaclty, 
to wit Notice 9f Compulsory Conveyance 212 . . . 


.... . , 


,. 
·-' 


Remark In the right margin of the page: -
This document is a oopy or the original digi1ally sgned by ROGENES ROZENDO DA SILVA, released to the 
record on Nov/2312017, at 10:18 a.m. The authenticity of the original can be verified at 
htfps://esaJ.gsp.jus.br/pastsdigl1aVpg/abrirConfesendaDocumento.do, enter the number at the case 1033964-
81.2017.8.26.0224 and the code 246F8E4 • 


[Reverse: blank) 
NOTHING FURTHER was written, slamped, typed or printed In Iha document submitted rn one 
page, Which I lranslated to lhe best of my knowledge and ability and return duly stamped. -


Emolumanta.fee: R$ 200,00 
RedbolREcepl no.: 23.431 


\ 
\ 


\ 


'· 
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'Valeria Jli:(6io 
TRADUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 


ns. 79 


_,., • .._. TRJBUNALDEJUSTIC:.A DO ESTADO DE SAO PAULO 
-~----COMARCA DE GUARULHOS 


S .» · p FORO DE GUARULHOS 
---...~..._...::.a_9-" VARA CfVEL ....... ,_ .... 


~'CSSO Di&ilal nu; 


Qa:i;.i;c - Assuntn: 


F."cquen1c: 
~xcculluln~ 


Rua Jm,c Mauricio, IOJ, Ancxo I. Ccncro - CEP 07011.060, ronc: ( 11) 
240~-8122. Guarulhos-SP - E-mail: guarulh069cv@tji1p.jus.hr 
Horalrlo de Atcndtmento ao PubJico: das JZhJOmin asl9h00min 


AUTO OE ADJUDICA<;Ao 


I OJJ964-8J.l017 .8,26. 0224 
Ex~cu('io de Trtulo E-rtn1Jodkl2l - Con,trf~Go I Penbor11 / A\'Alia~ / 
lndisponibllidatlc de Dens 
Adintllson Barbosa da Sih·o 
Natathc Crlsrlanc Gon~~l\"a McnC'7.cs (rrprescm1:acJ:, ror Maria In!.~ 
Gon(alves) 


Em Gunrulhus, 22 <le nnvcmhro lie 2017. no Foro de Gu.,rulhos ~m C-artorin. cnmparcc;('u o 
pntrom . ., do credor Adimil~on Barh,1.~a da Silva, CPF/CNPJ n" 108.681.428-24. RG nn IQ.106.922. 
Dr. Admil:o.on Dartm.c;a do Silva - OAU/SP201654, nos auto:. 11ci01u nu:ncionnc..lo~. pnm assinntura 
tlu pr!!!icntc AUTO DE ADJUDICA<;AO, <.lcfcrido(a) pcln(n) MM. An11 Corolin.i MimnJa De 
Oliveira, <.''Onforme c.h,-:;pachu de i;cguinlc tcnr:" Vl~lns.HOMOLOGO. por ,;cntc.:n~a. para 4w 
pmduzn ~cu." jurfdic.."Os ~ lcgais crcitos, o acurdo cclchrado a.Iii n!-. 56/58. Em cunscqucnda, 
JULGO EXTINTO o procc.~o. nos termos t.lo ortigo ~7. HJ, t,, cc cnm o nrtigo ~24, IL omt,05 llo 
Novo C6digo de Pmcc~'KI Civil. Dinnie tla mnnifcstll\"tiO, cnlcn<Jo quc h6 11 n.:num;ia no pra;eu 
rct.-ursul. Scrvirti 11 ptt.."-t:nlc ~cnlenfiU de TRA.NSITO EM JULGAOO ncfilu duLH. Lnvrc--:i;c o uul<l 


de atljudicac;iio do imovd de n~. (-J..l/r-.R cm favor do cxcquenlc. Apt',s, n:colhh.ln n.-. laxas 
nccc~"'1rins c providcncfadas n.li pcc;as nccc,;,;aria.,. cxpc<;,MiC ct1rta c.fo aJju<.lica~an cm fovor du 
c.xc4ucntc.Arquivcm-sc o.-. nutus. Anotc-sc c cnrnuniquc-~c.Puhlit1uc•~c. Rcgi~lrc-~c. lnlimcm-sc. 


DE.NS ADJUDlCADOS: lm(wcl <.'Onstiluidn pclo lcrreno n° I~ dn l{Undrn "D" <lu lotcamcnh) 
''JARDJM VITORIA"', munidpio. di~tritn de Guarujri. mcuindo ID ml'lrrn: lie frc111c pam a Rua 
07, por 35.00 metms t.lc frcnlc Bl>:i rum.Jo." cm amhos o:; Im.Jo~, tcm.ln nos fumJo.-; a mcsma mcuh!o 
de frcntc. cnccrruncJo u nrcn mlal de :4S0,0Clm.:!. VAL.OR OA ADJUDICA<;AO RS 352.518,00 • 
a1u.:1Jiz:u.Jo 1116 05/I0/20l7. Pnra cnnslnr. lavrci ,, prc.c::crHt! :culo, quc. lido c achnJo <:onformc. u 
\lcvi<lnm~nl ADA MAIS. Guarulho:-. 21 <.le; novcmhm tic 2017. 


Dr. /SPWtr,54 
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Troni1ofi:,n 11°. 2264/18 
S VI O R N T R A N S L A T O R a-:x11c _____ _,;;22=..;..9 __ 


: >.: :• , • : ' _ ~1 ~ r;; ~ v ; r, ! :: 
:.Oge ___ 2 __ 7--5 __ 


:: ;, ; • •:i : ~ t. .J , . ,~ '= J . a , D~I~ ___ 12.01.2018 


Tl'Je un.<;fertJgned sworn translator does hetet:>v certlfY tfltJt a dOCurN3rtt writ/en In lhe Portugve3e language 
was pr&!enfed to her in order to be trdmlared frtto E'nglish, Which she has done In her-offlclaf copor;tty, 
ro.wtt: Oecis~r ,,, 


I 
! 


:.l 


6 


~~-= 
••rn,J~lut•.'.l."'• 


Proceedings no.: 


COURT OF APPW.S OF THE STATE OF SXO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT Of GUARULHOS 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9111 CIVIL COURT 
"Rua Jos6 Maur{clo, 103, Anexo I, Centro - CEP 07011·060 
Guanilhos/SP11 


Telephone: (11) 2408-8122 - Email: auarulhos9cvflisp.Ius.br 


DECISION 


104735H6.2017.8.Z6.0224. -


P.38 


Type - SUbjett~ Third-Party's Motton to Stay Execution - Judicial Uen / Levy / AppralsaJ 
/ Freeze of Assets. -


Appellant: nm McDanleL • 
Appellee: Adlmllson Barbosa da Silva and other.· 


Judge: Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira 


Having this case been analyzed, reported on and discussed, I receive this third-party motion 
to stay execution to operate as supersedeas, according to the provisions of the articles 675 and 
678 of the Code of Clvil Procedure. -


Be It annotated In/attached to the main record. -
Be appellees summoned to serve an answer, If they so d!Sire, within 15 working days.
Without prejudice, within ftve working days. court costs and procedural expenses have to be 


paid, as well as the social security charge regarding the judicial power of attorney under penalty 
of dismissal without prejudice (art. 485- I coupied with IV, of the Code of Civil Procedure) 
Irrespective of further notice. -


Give notice accordlngly. • 
At Guarulhos: December 19, 2017. -


O0CUMD4T SIGHED DIG\TAU Y ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS Of' TME LAW TI,419/2006, AS 
PRINTED 1H THE RIGHT MARGIN KEKEOf 


1047353·36.Z017.B.Z6.0ZZ4- page 1. • 


Remark in f/Je right ma,vin of the pave:· 
This docomenl Is a copy or the origin.ti diQltalfy signed by ANA CAROLINA MIRANDA OE OLIVEIRA, released to 
the record on Dec/19/Z017, at 07:22 p.m. The authentklty of the orlglnal can be verlfled at 
https://e.saitJ.sp.Jus.br/pastadlgital/pg/abrirConferentlaDocumento.do, enter the number of the we 
1047353-36l0t7.8.26.0Z2◄ and the code ZSD0A87 ·/J/ [Reverse: bfank). • 


KOTHIIC FURTll£R was Britten, stamped, typed or printed in tile doaimen submitted la m pa9a. wbicb I transhted lD the 
but of my knolledge and ibllily ~ re1ml duly stamped. -


Emolumeolo/fe,:R$12MO · Recibo/Reulolno.:Z3A31 ~ 


o::•Ooc;,o:<:.;,s•,mc,o·•• , ,_ .:;., :; • ?J-o-:e. (1~i3219.4Ba9 -im:~2!J~SP 
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Proccsso n°: 
C'lassc - .-\.ssuntc 


Err.barg-111:c: 
Embtt:-godc.i: 


, ,. ~ 


·, IS[O, .. 


TRIBUXAL DE JUSTI~A DO ESTADO DE SAO PAt;LO 
cm ... t,.\. .. ilCA DE GU . ..\Rl1LHOS 
FORO DE GUARULHOS 
9"VARACiVEI. 
?~ua Jose ).fauricio. 103, An~xo 1, C·:ntro - CEP 07011-060, For:c: (! 1) 
2408-S 122, Gurirulhns-SP - E-mail: gu.:iru1llos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 


DECISAO 


10~7353-36.2017,8,26,02:?4 


Embnrgos ck Tercl!Iro • Con)1Ji~ilo i Penl10rn i ,.\ ,·nlla~iio i 
lndlspo11ibillrl:idc de Bens 


Tim :\lcD:micl 


Adlmilsoa Bnrl.Josa d::i Sil\':J c ourro 


Juiza de Direico: Dro. An:1 Carolina !\iJr:md:1 de Olivcir:1 


Nos termos dos artigos 675 :: 676 c!o Ceidigo de Pro,:-es;so Civil tCPCJ. recebo os 
prescntes embargo:. de tercc.iros no efeito suspensin,. 


A not:::-se..':ipcnsem-se nos auto:, pti:icipais. 


Citc:m-sc os cmbargndos pnro contcstar, qu.::r.::ndc,, cm 15 dias uteis. 


Sem prcjuizo, no prru:o <l~ i.:i11co dias utcis, devcru recolher ~~s cusros Jndiclui.c; c 
clespe.sus proccm111is, bcrn coma a ta'.\:il previdcnciurio rebrivl u procuJw;iio adjudicfa, sob penn 
<le e:dinc;iio scm resolu~ao de mcdto (art. 485, I ,:/c TV, d(I CF'C). indepcndcntcmcntc cte nova 
intir.iaqno. 


lntimc-sc. 


Guarulhos. 19 de c.kzembro de 2017. 


DO<.:U~IE:\7"0 ASSl:-i . .\.DO OIGITAL.\lE:'-TE :\OS ITR~l05 DA u:f i 1:.$(9/200£i-,,---
,. ___ , CONFQ.i1\1E lM_PRESS.4.0 A :\URr.EM DJ.REIT~\ . 


Processo nu 1047353-36.2017.3.26,0224 - p. 1 


ns. 35 
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A TTOANEV OR PARTY W Tl-lOUT A TTORMeY ,~.,,,.. 5'M Bat 11~ Md ICl!hU): 


Natache Menezes 
-708 San Gabriel Place 


Chula Vista, CA 91914 


TELEPHONE NO.: ( 6) 9) 942-2085 F.U NO. (Opt/cVIIJ/: 


t-wA•L AOOResa t/Jolionall: natache 1 O@hotmaiI.com 
ATTOANev ,01t '"-•J: Pro-se 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
smm AOOREss: 500 3rd Avenue 
UAJL1No AcoAess: 500 3rd Avenue 
c,rv~oZJPcooe:Chula Vista, CA 91910 


eRANCHNAAilE: South County Regional Center 
PET1r10NERJPLAJNTtFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY: 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


1. This proceeding was heard 


-
FL-340 


fOlt COUIU ILSL ~ Y 


FILED 
S.in Diego Superior Court 


FEB 2 7 2019 


By: A. Escobio 
Clerk of the Supe~urt 


~NLJt,18£R: 


DS51030 


on (date): 3-29-18; 5-9-18 at (time): in Dept: 17 Room: 


by Judge (name): Sharon Kalemkiarian D Temporary Judge 


On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date): 5-31-17 by (name): Tim McDaniel 


a, m Petitiooer/plaintiff present [lJ Attorney present (name): Marangi (limited scope) 
b. m Respondent/defendant present [lJ Attomey present (name): Julia Kaemerle 
c. D Other party present D Attorney present (name): 


THE COURT ORDERS 


2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on forrn Fl-341 D Other m Not applicable 


3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D Other rn Not applicable 


4. Spousal or family support A! attached D on form FL-343 D Other m Not applicable 


5. Property orders: As attached D on form FL-344 D Other [ZJ Not applicable 


6. Attorney's fees: on form FL-346 D Other D Not applicable 


7. Other orders: 


Asattached Cl] 
W As attached D Not applicable Attached: Statement of Decision and 


8. All other issues are reserved until further order or court. Amendment to Statement of Decision 


9. CJ This matter is conUnued for further hearing on (date): 
on the following iss\Jes; 


Date: '1 "' "'::J L '4 
c1-~"" r. '--


at (tlmo): 


RESPONCENTIOEF£N!W.-Y D OTI-IE" PARTV 


F~A:l:lpeft!ICrW UM 


Ir, Dept.'. 


~ Cownai o/ CullwrM 
Fl~ (Rev. J&hMJ 1, 20121 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Famlly Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 


P•gt 1 Of 1 
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DATE: APRIL 30, 201t3~ 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


CASE NUMBER: D551030 


PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
PRO SE 


LIMITED SCOPE COUNSEL: NEILL M. MARANGI 


RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 
ATTORNEY: JULIA KAEMERLE 


F. I L E D 
Clut 1I U1 Sw1tllt1 CtV/1 


APR 3 0 2018 


By: K. BOYLES 


This matter came on for hearing re: Husband's various requests for attorneys fees and sanctions, on 


March 29, 2018. The Court makes the followlng orders In regards to Respondent Husband's request for 


fees and sanctions in this matter. For ease of reference, the Court will refer to Petitioner Natache C. 
Goncalves Menezes as "Wife" and Respondent Tim McDaniel as "Husband" In Its orders, 


These orders are pursuant to Husband's request for fees per Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP 
(sic)§ 3294, made in his responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017 (the court reserved jurisdiction over 


this request at the hearing of June 13, 2017) and Husband's subsequent request for order filed October 


5, 2017, requesting fees under Famlly Code §271, §2031 and §3294. {The Court does not know what 


request Is being made per Family Code §2031 or §3294, as these code sections are not correct. The 


Court construes the request for "3294" to be a request under Civil Code §3294 for punitive 
damages). Husband also filed a supplemental declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 
2018 and February 27, 2018. In his declaration of February 27, 2018, Husband further requests fees 
under "Family Code §271, §2031, §11101(d){1) & (2), §1101 {h), §2105(a), §2107 (d), §2121, §2122(a), 


§2123, §128.7{c)(2) and CCP §3294 In the amount of $500,000. All of the declarations of Wife of 
Husband filed under penalty of perJury In this matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016 have been 
considered by the Court in making its ruling. 


The Court is awarding Husband fees as a sanction under Famlly Code $271 of $200,000, for Wife's 
repeated actions which thwarted Husband's ability to take ownership of his separate property residence 


on Q.uartini Bianchi street. Her actions thwarted any enforcement of the court's orders, and caused 
protracted litigation around an Issue that was heard and settled by the Court at numerous hearings
namely, the transfer of Husband's separate property home in Brazil by Wife to Husband. The home had 
been purchased during marriage, and was titled solely to Wife. The Court made a finding on May 5, 
2017, that Husband had successfully traced the home to a separate property source, and found the 
property to be his sole and separate property. 


The Court finds that Wife has the ability to pay these sanctions, as she has income sufficient to pay 
(including $1,500 in spousal support from now through November 30, 2019 per the judgment entered 


September 17, 2015), her share of the community property stock account, and separate property real 


estate in Brazil, in addition to her earned income and other assets. The fees will be paid in part as 
follows: 
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From Wife's Income received as spousal support. Beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $1,500 income 


due by Husband to Wife shall be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates 


this to be a remainder of $12,000 in 2018 (Payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 
months at $1,500) and $16,500 for the first 11 months of 2019, for a total of $28,500. 


In addition, Husband is to receive Wife's share of the community property stock account, or 


$29,000. Husband represented to the Court on 1.1.18 that each party had an approximately 


$29,000 in the stock account. Husband Informed the Court that these funds were 


liquid. Husband is to verify to Wife's counsel the cash value of the stock account within S court 


days of the receipt of this order. 


Any balance owed by Wife to Husband, after totaling the support off-set of S28,500 and Wife's 


community property share of the stock account, is to be paid to Husband by Wife by August 1, 
2018. If the entire amount of the award has not been paid by that time, standard acceleration 
clause on the amount owed by Wife to Husband pursuant to these orders shall apply. The Court 


reserves Jurisdiction over the payment of these fees and sanctions by Wife to Husband. 


This award does not Include the property on Quartini Bianchi street as part of the value of the 


award. That property was assigned to Husband as his sole and separate property. The award of 
$200,000 is a cash sanction, separate and apart from the value of the Quatrinl Bianchi residence. 


The Court finds the sanctions are warranted due to Wife's actions since the Court ordered her to 


transfer the property to Husband on December 12, 2016. At that hearing, the Court denied Husband's 
then outstanding fee request, and ordered Wife to grant to Husband power of attorney to transfer the 


Quartinl Bianchi street property, no later than January 12, 2017. 


Wife did not provide a Power of Attorney to effectuate that transfer by January 12, 2017, and 
was held in contempt of court on August 4, 2017 for having failed to do so. She was sanctioned $10,000 


in attorneys fees and costs at the contempt hearing by the Court, and ordered to comply with the 
Court's orders to provide the power of attorney by August 29, 2017. The evidence Is clear that there 
was a power of attorney provided by Wife to Husband on August 22, 2018, but this Power of Attorney 


did not transfer ownership to Husband, and had a number of provisions not acceptable to Husband and 


that went beyond the court's orders. Wife was provided with a power of attorney drafted by Husband's 
Brazilian attorney in a timely fashion after the August 29, 2017 hearing at which she was ordered to 


cooperate, and not to make any disposition of the property in Brazil. Husband had to come to court~ 
parte on October 4 th


, 2017, to get Wife's compliance with the Court's order that she sign the POA 


provided by Husband's Brazilian attorney. 


In addition to Wife's lack of cooperation with the signing of an appropriate power of attorney, 


as a result of which Husband Incurred substantial attorneys' fees, the Court finds that Wife appears to 


have been deliberately hiding information from Husband as to a very significant development In Brazil as 


to the ownership of the property. Wife testified that she gave her mother power of attorney sometime 


before judgment in this matter in May 2015, to deal with litigation Wife had Initiated as to individuals 
who were seeking to possess the Quatrinl Bianchi property. (Husband testified in his declaration of 
2.3.17 that he had been aware of Wife's litigation regarding the removal of the tenants, and he was 
fearful she could sell the house). Wife testified at the hearing on the request for order re: fees that she 
had hired Attorney Adlmllson Barbosa da Silva ("da Silva") for this purpose started in 2013. 
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The evidence established that Mr. da Silva informed her in August of 2015 that she owed him a 
great deal of money In legal fees for the repossession action. In June of 2017, Wife's agent, her mother, 
signs an agreement and ''admission of debt" to pay da Silva R$320000.00 at the rate of R$ 16,000.00 per 
month. Her mother (or Wife - It was never established conclusively who signed this agreement nor 
does it matter, as Wife acknowledged that her mother had power of attorney for her in Brazil, as to the 


property) signed the agreement and Wife Is listed as the Debtor, through her legal representative Maria 
Ines Goncalves. There was some dispute over payment, as on October S, 2017, da Silva and Wife 
(through her legal representative), present an agreement to the Court in Brazil, giving the property in 
question to da Sliva as payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him by Wife. This agreement is signed 
by da Silva as creditor, and by attorney Jose Marcelo Abrantes Franca, lawyer for debtor, and Natache 


Cristiane Goncalves Menezes {debtor) represented by Maria Ines Goncalves. 


At no time after the granting of the property to da Silva did Wife notify Husband that she and 
her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to da Sliva, Wife does not send a signed copy 
of the power of attorney provided by Husband to him until October 27, 2017, and then only sent a faxed 
copy. In the meantime, the settlement between Wife and da Silva was ratified or "homolgated" by the 
Court in Brazil, and the Brazilian court ordered a "compulsory conveyance" of the property to da 
Silva. Husband only discovered the existence of this conveyance when his Brazilian attorney, sometime 
in late November, early December 201?, goes to execute the transfer of the property to husband per 


the power of attorney, and is Informed by the authorities that the property had already been 
transferred to da Silva. 


Wife's testimony that she did not know that her mother was signing these documents is not 
credible. She testified that da Silva was a long time friend of the family, and had been working on the 
litigation regarding the tenants for over 4 years. She testified that she gave her mother power of 
attorney to deal with the litigation In Brazil to remove the tenants. She also testified that she was trying 
to preserve the interest In the house, first for herself (as she claimed it as her separate property In the 
dissolution proceeding) and then for Husband. It is not believable that she would give power of 
attorney to her mother in the litigation, that she would be aware of the debt to da Silva (which she 
testified she was aware of), yet would have been unaware of her mother's actions on her behalf to 


settle the debt by signing over the property. 


A5 to Husband's other attorney fee requests, the Court makes the following findings: 


Family Code §llOl(d) (1) and (2): These code sections address the statute of limitations for 
bringing a breach of fiduciary duty claim under Family Code §1101 (a), The Court would not make an 
award pursuant to §1101(d)(i) and (2). If the Court construes this request to be a request for fees for 
breach of a fiduciary duty under Family Code §110l(a), this code section Is usually applied for a breach 
of fiduciary duty for actions that Impair the "claimant spouses's present undivided one-half interest in 
the community estate", Husband is seeking remedy for Wife's impairment of his access to his separate 
property. The case of IRMO Walker. 138 Cal App. 4th 1408 (2006) in dicta indicates that a spouse who 
impairs the claimant spouse's access to his separate property estate may well have breached a fiduciary 
duty, but the Court could find no other authority to award Husband fees for breach of a fiduciary duty 
by Wife as to his separate property. If the Court were Inclined to find that Wife breached a fiduciary 
duty, it would not have awarded anything additional to the $200,000 awarded pursuant to Family Code 
§271. 
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Family Code 2105(a}, and 2107 (d): These pro1Jlslons of the family code pertain to disclosure 
requirements before judgment. The court file Includes a waiver of the Final Declaration of Disclosure 
filed September 17, 2015, the same date that the Judgment was filed, Status had been taken May 7, 
2015. The waiver of Final Declaration of Disclosure is signed by both parties but not dated. The Court 
cannot determine If the final declaration of disclosure was waived by the parties before the trial on May 
7, 2015. Therefore, these two code sections are not applicable at this time. 


Family Code §2121: Husband gives the basis for this request in his declaration filed March 23, 
2018. The Court finds that his request essentially asks this Court to undo the orders of May 7, 2015, so 
that he might have a better opportunity to enforce any orders this court makes regarding fees or 
sanctions. He does not plead any basis under. this Chapter of.the family code, which is required for a set 
aside or relief from judgment. 


Family Code §2122: Husband requests that the Court award him the apartment listed In 
paragraph 15 of the Judgment, but does not link that request to any fraud committed by Wife related to 
the Court confirming that apartment as her separate property after hearing the evidence. 


Family Code §2123: This code section addresses restriction on grounds for relief, and does not 
provide Husband with a basis for an additional claim of fees or sanctions, 


Family Code 128.7 (c) (2): This code section does not exist, but Husband in his declaration filed 
March 23, 2018 clarifies that he Is asking for fees pursuant to CCP 128.5 and CCP 128,7. CCP sanctions 
and fees cannot be awarded as the code requires that this request be made "separately from other 
motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct alleged to violate subdivision (b)." 


CCP 128. 7 (d). Husband's request for CCP 128.5 sanctions and fees fs a parallel claim in the 
Court's opinion to his request for Family Code 271 sanctions, and would not result In a different order 
from this Court. 


CCP 2023.010: This is a discovery sanction statute. A misuse of the discovery process has not 
been sufficiently plead by Husband for the Court to award sanctions. 


Civil Code 3294: Husband did not plead the proper code section (referring to it as CCP 3294 in 
earlier declarations) until his declaration filed March 23, 2018. While the Court finds that there is clear 
and convincing evidence that Wife engaged In fraud when the property was transferred to Attorney da 
Silva by Wife's agent, the Court does not find that Husband has met his burden to prove that there are 
damages for the sake "of example and by way of punishing the defendant" CCP 3294 {a). The court has 
sanctioned Wife for her conduct by awarding Husband his fees and costs for his California and Brazilian 
attorney, and his costs is pursuing the transfer of the property to his name. The Court does not find that 
the need for punitive damages has been sufficiently established. 


IT IS SO ORDERED. %?~-
SHARON L. KALEMKfARIAN 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


DA TE: March 29, 20 t 8 DEPT. 17 


PRESENT HONORABLE SHARON L. KALEMKIARJAN 


CLERK: A. Escobio 


DS51030 Menezes, Natachc C. Goncalves, 
Petitioner 


McDaniel, Tim, 
Respondent 


Attorney.: Marangi, Neill M. 


Attorney,: Kaemerle, Julia 


EX PARTE MINUTE ORDER 


The Responden~ Tim McDaniel, sought Ex Parte relief on May 9, 2018, as to the calculations the Court 
provided in its order of April 30, 2018, regarding Petitioner's payment offamily Code §271 Sanctions of 
S200,000. The Respondent was correct that spousal support was modified to $500 per month. effective 
September 1, 2016 by Court order on September 2, 2016. 


The amends order dated April 30, 2018 as follows. The first full paragraph at the top of page 2 of the 
order, beginning with uFrom Wife's income ... " and ending with "for a total of $28,500," is replaced ,..,,,th the 
following: 


From Wife's, Petitioner's, income received as spousal support, beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $500 
income due by Husband to Wife shaJI be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates this to~ 
a remainder of $4,000 in 2018 (payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 months at $500) and $~ 1500 
for the first 9 months of 2019 (from January 1 to September 1, 2019, at which point spousal support te-nnin:Jtcs 
by previous order), for a total of $8,500. 


The balance of the order remains. 


IT IS SO ORDlmED: 


J/ii~ 'JI~ ~ 
Hoaor:.hlt Shuon L. K~Jrmkiarlirn DATEU: !\lay 29, 201H 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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22 Appellant proposes the following narrative summary of the oral proceedings during trial: 


23 JANUARY 16, 2018 
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25 Mr. McDaniel 


26 Ms. Kaemerle 
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COURT: Yes. 


MS. MENEZES: It has to be updated they don't accept that one anymore. 


COURT: Well Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi have to resolve this. 


MS. MENEZES: Ok, thank you. 


COURT: Ms. Kaemerle any more questions? 


3 


4 


5 


6 MS KAEMERLE: If the court reframe what Ms. Menezes should be doing with this 


7 property. I don't know if that would help but 


8 COURT: You are clear on that, right, he needs to get it. If it has some encumbrance on 


9 it rm going to hear about it but you can't encumber the property. But if it was encumbered by 


10 someone else it's a different issue. If her attorney filed a lien on it, that is a Brazil issue and is 


11 not a California issue and I will hear about that in March. 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


l7 


18 


19 


20 


MR. MARANGI: Thank you, your honor. 


Mr. McDaniel 


Ms. Kaemerle 


Ms.Menezes 


Mr. Marangi 


MARCH 12, 2018 


WITNESSES 


21 CHULA VISTA~ CALIFORNIA. TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 


22 MS. KAEMERLE: How much did you incur in attorney's fees in California? 


23 MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $50,000. 


24 MS. KAEMERLE: How much you have you paid Eva Bischoff in Brazil? 


2s MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $16,000. 


26 MS. KAEMERLE: And this included the cost of translating the documents? 


27 MR. MCDANIEL: No. no that is easily $1.000 to $2,000. That doesn't include additional 


28 $7 to $8000 in fees for registration and to transfer the house to my name. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 


Appellant Natache Goncalves Menezes (“Natache”) appeals from a 


trial court order awarding Respondent Tim McDaniel (“Tim”) $200,000 in 


sanctions under Family Code section 271. She argues that the $200,000 


award is not supported by substantial evidence. Her appeal must fail 


because: 


1. This is a judgment roll appeal. The record of oral proceedings 


is incomplete. The trial court took testimony on Family Code 


section 271 sanctions on June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017 


and explicitly reserved jurisdiction over sanctions at those 


hearings. Therefore, this Court is required to assume that the 


$200,000 Family Code section 271 sanctions award was 


supported by substantial evidence. 


2. Even with this incomplete transcript, substantial evidence still 


supports the award of $200,000 in sanctions. 


3. Natache’s appeal should also fail under the disentitlement 


doctrine. Natache willfully violated Rule of Court 1.150 and 


then violated a court order when she refused to turn over her 


illegal recordings of the Court hearings. This has led to a 
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necessarily imperfect record of oral proceedings on appeal, 


which Natache must not benefit from. 


II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 


A. The Hearing Held on June 13, 2017 


On May 31, 2017, Tim filed his Responsive Declaration to Petitioner 


Natache C. Goncalves Menezes’ (“Natache”) Request for Order.  (1 RA 4.)  


In his Responsive Declaration, Tim requested “Attorney Fees for 


Respondent and sanction in the amount of $20,000 pursuant to Family 


Code 271, CCP 2023.010, and CCP 3294.”  (1 RA 5.)   


On June 13, 2017, the Court held the hearing regarding the Request 


for Order.  (1 RA 11.)  As seen in the Minutes of the Family Court, both 


Tim and Natache were sworn in and examined at this hearing.  (1 RA 11.)  


The Minutes further state that the court “does not issue sanctions as to 


either party at this time.”  (1 RA 13.) 


On August 25, 2017, the Findings and Order After Hearing 


(“FOAH”) for the June 13, 2017 hearing was filed with the court.  (1 RA 


14.)  The FOAH states that the Court “also reserved jurisdiction over the 


HSBC Account, the stock, and Attorney Fees and Sanctions.”  (1 RA 14.)  


The attachment to this FOAH further states that, based on the evidence and 


argument presented, the trial court reserves jurisdiction over attorney fees 


and sanctions until the Review Hearing.  (1 RA 16.)  The Court set the 
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Review Hearing for August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.m. to address the orders as 


made as well as the issues over which the trial court reserved jurisdiction 


over.  (1 RA 16.) 


B. The Hearing Held on August 29, 2017 


On August 29, 2017 the Court held a Review Hearing.  (1 RA 17.)  


Pursuant to the Minutes of the Family Court, both Tim and Natache were 


sworn in and examined at this hearing.  (1 RA 17.)  In addition, the Court 


called Dominique Goncalves Francelino as a witness.  (1 RA 18.)  After 


being sworn in, Ms. Francelino took the witness stand and the trial court 


examined the witness.  (1 RA 18.)  The trial court again reserved 


jurisdiction as to attorney fees and sanctions.  (1 RA 18.) 


On January 3, 2018, the FOAH for the August 29, 2017 hearing was 


filed with the court.  (1 RA 20.)  The attachment to this FOAH states that, 


based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court reserves 


jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until the Review 


Hearing.  (1 RA 22.)  The Court set the Review Hearing for January 16, 


2018 at 1:45 p.m. to address the orders as made as well as the issues over 


which the Court reserved jurisdiction over.  (1 RA 22.) 


C. The Ex Parte Hearing Held on October 5, 2017 
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On October 5, 2017 an ex parte hearing was held.  (1 RA 19.)  At 


this hearing, the Court set a further hearing regarding sanctions for January 


16, 2018 at 1:45 p.m. in department D17.    


D.  Tim’s Declarations 


On January 10, 2018, Tim filed a supplemental declaration in 


support of his request for attorney fees and sanctions.  This declaration was 


admitted into evidence.  (1 CT 44.)  In his declaration, Tim outlines several 


costs that he must pay regarding this action.  He states that he has had to 


pay $990 to “file the process against her [Natache] preventing her from 


transferring my house to her attorney.”  (1 CT 44.)  Tim also states that he 


will have to pay $3,500 in property fees.  (1 AA 115.)  Tim states that his 


attorney fees for Attorney Eva Bischoff will be about 20% of the value of 


the house.  (1 AA 116.)  If the Court has any questions regarding Tim’s 


attorney fees, he states that his attorney would be available to the Court via 


CourtCall on the date of the hearing, January 16, 2018.  (1 AA 116.)  


Lastly, Tim states that he has had to cover the costs to obtain translations of 


the Brazilian processes which will add up to “thousands” of dollars.  (1 AA 


116.) 


On February 27, 2018 Tim filed a declaration in support of his 


request for attorney fees and sanctions.  This declaration was admitted into 


evidence.  (1 CT 44.)  In his declaration, Tim explained a portion of his 
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expenses that he has incurred due to legal proceedings.  (1 CT 44.)  Tim 


stated that he incurred approximately $80,000 in California attorney fees 


and approximately $10,000 in Brazilian attorney fees.  (1 CT 44.)  Tim 


stated that at the conclusion of this matter he will owe approximately 10% 


of the value of his home in Brazil, which was then worth approximately 


$131,364.07 in U.S. dollars.  (1 CT 44.)  Tim asserted that he has paid 


$7,000 to his attorney in order to file the processes in Brazil to stop the 


property from being transferred.  (1 CT 44.)  Tim stated that it will cost him 


at least $10,000 to have the property transferred once the litigation is over.  


(1 CT 44.)   


Tim state that Natache “was delinquent on property taxes and she 


owes (per Court order) a minimum of $9,000.  [Natache] has perjured 


herself again and represented that she paid these taxes.”  (1 CT 44.)  Tim 


had to pay for international flights from Sri Lanka and other locations to 


San Diego for these hearings.  (1 CT 44.)  Tim had to pay for translations 


for all Court documents in Brazil and these costs will continue because “we 


return to Court yet again with the same facts and requests.”  (1 CT 44.)  


Tim also stated in his declaration that he had filed a Request for Order and 


a second contempt, but the Court had yet to hear either of his requests.  (1 


CT 44.) 


E.  Statement of Decision of March 29, 2018 
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On April 30, 2018 the Statement of Decision was filed with the 


court.  (1 AA 167.)  Pursuant to this document, this matter came on for 


hearing regarding Tim’s various requests for attorney fees and sanctions.  


(1 AA 167.)  The Court’s orders were made pursuant to Tim’s requests per 


Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP §3294 that he made in his 


responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017.  (1 AA 167.)  The Court 


reserved jurisdiction over Tim’s requests at the hearing on June 13, 2017.  


(1 AA 167.)  The Court also made its orders pursuant to Tim’s subsequent 


request for order filed October 5, 2017, in which he requested fees under 


Family Code §271, §2031 and §3294.  Tim also filed a supplemental 


declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 2018 and February 27, 


2018.  (1 AA 167.)  In making its ruling, the Court considered all of 


Natache’s and Tim’s declarations filed under penalty of perjury in this 


matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016.  (1 AA 167.) 


The Court awarded Tim $200,000 in fees as a sanction under Family 


Code §271 for Natache’s repeated actions which thwarted Tim’s ability to 


take ownership of his separate property residence on Quartini Bianchi 


Street.  (1 AA 167.)  Natche’s actions thwarted any enforcement of the 


court’s orders, and caused protracted litigation around an issue that was 


heard and settled by the Court numerous times.  (1 AA 167.)  The main 


issue heard by the Court was the transfer of Tim’s separate property home 
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in Brazil by Natache to Tim.  (1 AA 167.)  Although the home had been 


purchased during marriage, and was titled solely in Natache’s name, on 


May 5, 2017 the Court found that Tim had successfully traced the home to 


a separate property source and found the property to be his sole and 


separate property.  (1 AA 167.) 


In the Statement of Decision, the Court ordered that the $200,000 


was a cash sanction that was separate and apart from the value of the 


Quatrini Bianchi residence.  (1 AA 168.)  The Court elaborated that 


sanctions are warranted because on December 12, 2016 Natache was 


ordered to transfer the property to Tim.  At that hearing, the Court denied 


Tim’s then outstanding fee request and ordered Natache to grant to Tim 


power of attorney to transfer the property no later than January 12, 2017.  


(1 AA 168.) 


However, Wife did not provide a power of attorney to effectuate that 


transfer by January 12, 2017 and she was held in contempt of court on 


August 4, 2017 for her failure to do so.  (1 AA 168.)  On August 22, 2018, 


there was evidence that Natache did provide a power of attorney to Tim, 


but this power of attorney did not transfer ownership to Tim and had a 


number of provisions not acceptable to Tim that went beyond the court’s 


orders.  (1 AA 168.)  Natache was then timely provided with a power of 


attorney drafted by Tim’s Brazilian attorney after the August 29, 2017 
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hearing.  (1 AA 168.)  At that hearing, Natache was ordered to cooperate in 


executing the power of attorney and she was further ordered to not make 


any disposition of the property in Brazil.  (1 AA 168.)  Natache did not 


cooperate and Tim was forced to come to court ex parte on October 4, 2017 


in order to get Natache to comply with the Court’s order that she sign the 


power of attorney provided by Tim’s Brazilian attorney. (1 AA 168.)  In 


addition to Natache’s lack of cooperation with signing an appropriate 


power of attorney, which resulted in Tim incurring substantial attorney 


fees, the Court also found that Natache had been deliberately hiding 


information from Tim regarding a very significant development in Brazil as 


to the ownership of the property located there.  (1 AA 168.) 


In 2013, Natache hired Brazilian Attorney Adimilson Barbosa da 


Silva (“da Silva”) in order to assist with litigation to remove tenants at the 


Quatrini Bianchi property.  (1 AA 168.)  In August 2015, Mr. da Silva 


informed Natache that she owed him a great deal of money in legal fees, 


and in 2017 Natache’s agent, her mother, signed an agreement to repay Mr. 


da Silva.  (1 AA 169.)  There was a dispute over the payment, and in 


October 2017 an agreement was presented to the Brazilian court in which 


Natache signed over the Quatrini Bianchi property to Mr. da Silva as 


payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him.  (1 AA 169.)  At no time 


after the granting of the property to Mr. da Silva did Natache notify Tim 
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that she and her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to Mr. 


da Silva. (1 AA 169.)  Tim only discovered the existence of this 


conveyance in late November or early December 2017 when his Brazilian 


attorney went to execute the transfer of the property to Tim per the power 


of attorney.  (1 AA 169.)  It was at this point that Tim’s attorney was 


informed by the authorities that the property had already been transferred to 


Mr. da Silva.  (1 AA 169.)  Natache testified that she did not know her 


mother was signing these documents, however, the Court did not find 


Natache credible.  (1 AA 169.) 


F. The Ex Parte Hearing Held on September 21, 2018  


Pursuant to the Minute Order, at the ex parte hearing held on 


September 21, 2018, the trial court was in receipt of Natache’s Proposed 


Statement on Appeal, which she filed on August 21, 2018.  (1 RA 23.)  The 


Court was also in receipt of Tim’s proposed settled statement, which 


included a redlined version with proposed corrections and a DVD.  (1 RA 


23.)  The Court set a hearing for October 12, 2018 at 8:45 a.m. in 


Department 17 in order to review and correct the proposed statement, 


pursuant to California Rule of Court 8.137(f)(1).  (1 RA 23.)  In particular, 


the Court ordered the parties to explain at the hearing how they created 


their respective summaries and provide the Court with a true copy of any 


“recordings” that may have formed the basis for the settled statement or 
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proposed corrections.  (1 RA 23.)  The Court ordered that any such 


recordings should be accompanied by a declaration signed under penalty of 


perjury of the individual who made the recording with an explanation of the 


circumstances of the recording.  (1 RA 23.) No such recordings or 


declarations were provided to the Court. (See Register of Actions, 20-21.) 


G. The Ex Parte Hearing Held on October 12, 2018 


Pursuant to the ex parte order, on October 12, 2018 the trial court 


held the hearing regarding the proposed settled statements presented by the 


parties.  (1 RA 24.)  The trial court found that Natache had telephonically 


recorded the proceedings, in violation of California Rule of Court 1.150.  (1 


RA 24.)  The trial court find that neither the trial court, nor Tim, were 


aware that Natache was recording these hearings.  (1 RA 24.)   


III. STATEMENT OF FACTS 


A. The January 16, 2018 Hearing 


This hearing was not reported, but a settled statement was prepared.  


(1 CT 4-21.)  Both parties were sworn in, but only Tim testified at this 


hearing.  No other witnesses were sworn in or testified at the hearing.  


Tim’s attorney, Julia Kaemerle, claimed that the Court had reserved 


jurisdiction over the issue of sanctions since June 2017.  (1 CT 6.)  


Attorney Kaemerle further stated that the Court again reserved on the issue 


of fees and sanctions in August 2017 and these issues were originally set to 
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be heard on January 24, 2018.  (1 CT 7.)  The Court agreed with Attorney 


Kaemerle, stating that the August 29, 2017 Findings and Order After 


Hearing indicated that the Court had in fact reserved over the issues of fees 


and sanctions since the original June hearing.  (1 CT 8.)  The Court allowed 


the parties to submit supplemental declarations for the Court to further 


consider the issues of sanctions and/or fees within 10 days of the next 


hearing.  (1 CT 11-12.)   


The Court reserved jurisdiction over the issue of Tim’s request for 


sanctions and fees until March because the Court did not have testimony 


from Attorney Kaemerle regarding the fees that Tim incurred.  (1 CT 20.)  


The Court tentatively ruled that there would be sanctions for $30,000 at a 


minimum, but the Court would still need to review translated documents 


regarding Tim’s legal expenses in California and Brazil, expenses related to 


the house, and any information shown in the declarations and the parties’ 


income and expense declarations.  (1 CT 20-21.) 


B.  The March 12, 2018 Hearing 


This hearing was not reported, but a settled statement was prepared.  


(1 CT 22-33.)  Both parties were sworn in and testified.  No other witnesses 


were sworn in or testified at the hearing.  The Court provided a tentative 


ruling of $30,000 in sanctions against Natache in addition to costs/expenses 
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for the attorney in Brazil, in California, and for costs related to transferring 


the house to Tim’s name.  (1 CT 22.)  


At this hearing, Tim testified that he has incurred close to $80-90k in 


attorney fees in California.  (1 CT 23.)  He further testified that his attorney 


fees in Brazil are ongoing, but thus far he has incurred close to $16k in 


fees.  (1 CT 23.)  These Brazilian attorney fees did not include the cost of 


translating documents.  (1 CT 24.)  Tim estimated that the cost of the 


translated documents was “easily $1,000 to $2,000.”  (1 CT 24.)  Tim 


further testified that he anticipated incurring around $8k in fees to transfer 


the Brazilian property to his name.  (1 CT 24.) 


Tim further testified that he will owe his Brazilian attorney, Ms. 


Bischoff future attorney fees in an amount approximately equal to 20% the 


value of his Brazilian home.  (1 CT 24-25.)  Tim stated that when he last 


checked the value of the home it was worth approximately $130k.  (1 CT 


26.)  Tim stated that he has also spent, on average, $2,000 in flights and 


accommodations for each court hearing he attended in San Diego.  (1 CT 


26.)   


Regarding the lawsuit against Natache and her attorney in Brazil, 


Tim stated that this lawsuit would cost him additional expenses “anywhere 


from $4,000 to $8,000.”  (1 CT 29.) 


C.  The March 29, 2018 Hearing 
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This hearing was not reported, but a settled statement was prepared.  


(1 CT 33-87.)  Both parties were sworn in and testified.  Tim appeared for 


this hearing via CourtCall.  No other witnesses were sworn in or testified at 


the hearing.  (1 CT 33.) 


When asked if he incurred any additional fees not mentioned in the 


last hearing, Tim testified that he believed he incurred an additional $7-8k 


in fees from the last hearing.  (1 CT 36.)  Tim further testified that he 


previously had spent $1,500-2,000 on getting court documents translated, 


but now that cost has increased to $5,300.  (1 CT 36.)  Tim also had to miss 


34 vacation days in order to attend the Court proceedings.  (1 CT 36.) 


Tim testified that he has incurred $19k in legal fees related to 


transferring the house in Brazil to his name.  (1 CT 36.)  Tim stated that 


these legal fees are ongoing, and that if he were able to transfer the house 


back into his name at this moment he would pay an additional $10k for the 


transfer.  (1 CT 36.)  Tim further stated that he would be responsible for 


any property taxes that are due on the house.  (1 CT 36.) 


Tim re-stated that he spends approximately $2,000 on flights and 


accommodations for these court hearings, and thus far he has spent $18k.  


(1 CT 37.)  Tim has lost 34 days of vacations in order to be present at the 


hearings, and he testified that 34 days of vacation would be the equivalent 


to almost $9,000.  (1 CT 37.)  
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Attorney Kaemerle stated that, per Eva Bischoff’s declaration, Tim 


has also paid for additional expenses related to the litigation.  (1 CT 43.)  


Tim confirmed that the expenses listed on Ms. Bischoff’s declaration were 


accurate and that he paid for those expenses.  (1 CT 43.)  Tim has paid 


$24,127 in fees to Ms. Bischoff and he expects to pay approximately 


$6,000-8,000 in additional fees depending on how long the litigation lasts.  


(1 CT 43.) 


The trial court stated that because Tim testified to an estimate of his 


expense , it would admit Exhibit M into evidence.  (1 CT 44.)  At Attorney 


Kaemerle’s request, the trial court admitted Tim’s January 10, 2018 and 


February 27, 2018 declarations into evidence.   (1 CT 44.)  Attorney 


Marangi did not object to these declarations being entered into evidence.  (1 


CT 44.) 


Attorney Marangi argued that the trial court’s jurisdiction regarding 


sanctions is limited to conduct that occurred after the June 2017 hearing.  (1 


CT 82.)  Attorney Marangi did, however, acknowledge that the trial court 


reserved over the issue of attorney fees.  (1 CT 82.)  The trial court 


corrected Attorney Marangi, stating that it had reserved over “fees and 


sanctions” and that the Court did not issue sanctions against either party “at 


this time.”  (1 CT 82-83.)  Then, in August, the trial court stated that it is 


reserving over “fees and sanctions.”  (1 CT 82-83.) 
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IV. ARGUMENT 


A. Standard of Review 


“We review any findings of fact that formed the basis for the award 


of sanctions under a substantial evidence standard of review.” (In re 


Marriage of Corona (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1226.”) The ultimate 


question of whether or not the record supports an award of $200,000 in 


sanctions under Family Code section 271 is a question of substantial 


evidence. However, to the extent this court is required to interpret Family 


Code section 271 in determining what constitutes “attorney fees and costs,” 


such statutory interpretation requires de novo review. 


i. Application of Implied Findings 


Natache repeatedly makes reference to the trial court’s oral 


comments as though they were actual findings made by the trial court. 


However, this Court may only consider the factual findings contained in the 


trial court’s statement of decision. Natache cannot use the trial court’s oral 


statements to undermine the trial court’s ruling.  


“Because we review the correctness of the order, and not the court's 


reasons, we will not consider the court's oral comments or use them to 


undermine the order ultimately entered.” (In re Marriage of Bodo (2011) 


198 Cal.App.4th 373, 392.)  
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“[W]here there are no express findings, we must review the trial 


court's exercise of discretion based on implied findings that are supported 


by substantial evidence.” (Fair v. Bakhtiari (2011) 195 Cal.App.4th 1135, 


1148–1149.) 


“There are instances in which a court's oral comments may be 


valuable in illustrating the trial judge's theory, but they may never be used 


to impeach the order or judgment on appeal [Citation.] This is because a 


trial court retains inherent authority to change its decision, its findings of 


fact, or its conclusions of law at any time before entry of judgment and 


then, the judgment supersedes any memorandum or tentative decision or 


any oral comments from the bench.” (Shaw v. County of Santa Cruz (2008) 


170 Cal.App.4th 229, 268.) 


The statement of decision does not contain any explanation on how 


the trial court calculated the $200,000 attorney fee and sanction award. 


Further, Natache did not make any objections to this lack of specificity. 


Therefore, this Court must look to the entirety of the record, and not just the 


portions identified by the court’s oral statements, in determining whether 


the order is supported by substantial evidence. 


B. The Appellate Court Must Presume that the Trial Court Received 


Evidence That Support its Findings Because the Record of Oral 


Proceedings is Incomplete 
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“A judgment or order of the lower court is presumed correct.  All 


intendments and presumptions are indulged to support it on matters as to 


which the record is silent.”  (Rossiter v. Benoit (1979) 88 Cal.App.3d 706, 


712.) 


“The reviewing court will presume that the record in an appeal 


includes all matters material to deciding the issues raised. If the appeal 


proceeds without a reporter's transcript, this presumption applies only if the 


claimed error appears on the face of the record.” (Cal. Rules of Court, 


8.163.) 


“It is not presumed, in the absence of the oral proceedings being 


made a part of the record on appeal pursuant to one of the methods 


provided for by the Rules, that the record on appeal contains all matter 


material to the determination of the appeal. Therefore, [a reviewing court] 


must presume that the trial court received evidence which would support its 


findings.” (Pfleg v. Pfleg (1959) 168 Cal.App.2d 53, 56.) 


“A proper record includes a reporter's transcript or a settled 


statement of any hearing leading to the order being challenged on appeal.” 


(See Null v. City of Los Angeles (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 1528, 1532; Berg v. 


Investors Real Estate Loan Co. (1962) 207 Cal.App.2d 808, 817–818; Utz 


v. Aureguy (1952) 109 Cal.App.2d 803, 806–807.)   
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Here, the record on appeal only includes a record of oral proceedings 


for 3 out of the 5 hearings where the trial court adduced evidence for the 


$200,000 sanction order currently being challenged. Despite live testimony 


being presented at the hearing on June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017, 


Natache did not provide a record of oral proceedings for either of these 


hearings. In the absence of a complete record of oral proceedings, this 


Court is required to assume that the $200,000 sanctions order made 


pursuant to Family Code section 271 was supported by substantial 


evidence. 


i. As The Oral Proceedings Held on June 13, 2017 and August 29, 
2017 Are Absent from the Record, Natache’s Appeal Must Fail 
Because This Court is Required to Conclusively Presume that 
the $200,000 Sanction Award is Supported by Substantial 
Evidence 
 
“Absence of a record of the oral proceedings (a) bars appellant from 


claiming the evidence was insufficient to support the judgment or raising 


any other evidentiary issues and (b) also precludes a determination that the 


trial court abused its discretion.[Aguilar v. Avis Rent A Car System, 


Inc. (1999) 21 C4th 121, 132, 87 CR2d 132, 140; Parker v. Harbert (2012) 


212 CA4th 1172, 1178, 151 CR3d 642, 647; see Elena S. v. Kroutik (2016) 


247 CA4th 570, 575-576, 202 CR3d 318, 322—absence of reporter's 


transcript barred appellant from denying that he orally stipulated on record 
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to trial before court commissioner.]” (Eisenenberg, Cal. Prac. Guide: Civil 


Appeals & Writs, (The Rutter Group 2017 § 4:45.) 


“It is elementary and fundamental that [absent a record of oral 


proceedings], the appellate court must conclusively presume that the 


evidence is ample to sustain the findings.” (Ehrler v. Ehrler (1981) 126 


Cal.App.3d 147, 154; Winkelman v. City of Tiburon (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 


834, 841.) 


Natache ostensibly believes that the only hearings concerning the 


issue of sanctions took place on January 16, 2018 and March 12 and 29, 


2018.  Accordingly, the settled statement on appeal only provides a record 


for those three days. This belief is misplaced. 


On June 13, 2017, both parties were sworn and examined. (1 RA 4.) 


Per the Findings and Order After Hearing (“FOAH”) regarding the June 13, 


2017 hearing, the trial court continued the matter “for further hearing” until 


August 29, 2017.  (1 RA 7.)  The FOAH stated that the court “reserves 


jurisdiction over Attorney Fee’s and Sanctions until the Review Hearing” 


of August 29, 2017. (1 RA 9.)  This FOAH was explicitly based on the 


“evidence” presented to the trial court. (1 RA 8.)   


On August 29, 2017, the parties were sworn and examined. (1 RA 


10.) Pursuant to the FOAH for the August 29, 2017 hearing, the trial court 


continued the matter for further hearing until January 16, 2018.  (1 RA 12.)  
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The trial court set a “review hearing regarding disposition of HSBC 


account and stocks as well as sanctions requests.”  (1 RA 12.) The order 


also provided that the “Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and 


attorney fee requests until the Review Hearing” of January 16, 2018. (1 RA 


14.) Natache’s record of oral proceedings begins with the January 16, 2018 


hearing, despite the issue of sanctions being litigated at the 2017 hearings.  


This FOAH also explicitly stated that it was based on the “evidence” 


presented. 


In addition to the FOAH, the Settled Statement for the hearing on 


January 16, 2018 also demonstrates that the trial court reserved jurisdiction 


on the issue of sanctions beginning at the June 2017 hearing and that the 


trial court considered the evidence adduced at that hearing.  Attorney 


Kaemerle stated, “At the hearing in June the Court reserved on fees and 


sanctions for both parties.”  (1 CT 8.)  The trial court, responding, stated 


“Okay I see from the August 29 that I reserved from the June hearing.”  (1 


CT 8.) 


Furthermore, the Settled Statement for the March 29, 2018 hearing 


further supports that the hearing on sanctions began back in 2017.  Attorney 


Marangi argued that “[T]he court’s jurisdiction regarding sanctions is 


limited to conduct after June of 2017” although he acknowledges that “The 


court did…reserve over the issue of attorney’s fees.  The court specifically 
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carried that issue forward to the next review hearing.” (1 CT 82; emphasis 


in original.)  The trial court corrected Attorney Marangi adding that it also 


reserved jurisdiction over “fees and sanctions.”  (1 CT 82; emphasis 


added.)  The trial court further clarified what evidence it was considering 


when it stated, “Hold on.  ‘Court does not issue sanctions against either 


party at this time.’  Then in August I said I’m reserving over fees and 


sanctions.”  (1 CT 83; emphasis added.) 


As seen above, the Settled Statement provides that the trial court was 


considering the evidence relating to sanctions from both the June 13, 2017 


and the August 29, 2017 hearings.  Therefore, the parties were put on notice 


that the Court would be considering all evidence presented, including 


testimony from the June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017 hearings. 


Since Natache did not provide a record of oral proceedings for the 


June 13, 2017 and August 29, 2017 hearing and since the parties testified at 


these hearings, this Court must assume that the evidence presented on those 


days support the trial court’s ultimate finding of $200,000 in sanctions.  


Accordingly, since Natache is only challenging whether or not 


substantial evidence supports the $200,000 sanction awards, her appeal 


must fail.  


C. Family Code section 271 Permits the Court to Include Future 


Attorney Fees and Costs in Making a Sanctions Award 
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Natache argues that the plain language of Family Code section 271 


unambiguously precludes the trial court from considering future attorney 


fees and costs in making an award for sanctions. She errs. 


 “As in any case involving statutory interpretation, our fundamental 


task here is to determine the Legislature's intent so as to effectuate the law's 


purpose. [Citation.] We begin by examining the statute's words, giving 


them a plain and commonsense meaning. [Citation.]” (People v. 


Murphy (2001) 25 Cal.4th 136, 142, 105 Cal.Rptr.2d 387, 19 P.3d 1129.) 


“‘When the language of a statute is clear, we need go no further.’ 


[Citation.] But where a statute's terms are unclear or ambiguous, we may 


‘look to a variety of extrinsic aids, including the ostensible objects to be 


achieved, the evils to be remedied, the legislative history, public policy, 


contemporaneous administrative construction, and the statutory scheme of 


which the statute is a part.’ ” (People v. Harrison  (2013) 57 Cal.4th 1211, 


1221–22.) 


“[T]he intent of the Legislature is the end and aim of all statutory 


construction. [Citations.]” (Title Ins. & Trust Co. v. County of 


Riverside (1989) 48 Cal.3d 84, 95.)  


“‘If there is no ambiguity in the language of the statute, ‘then the 


Legislature is presumed to have meant what it said, and the plain meaning 


of the language governs.” ’ [Citation.] “‘Therefore, if a statute is 
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unambiguous, it must be applied according to its terms. Judicial 


construction is neither necessary nor permitted.’” [Citation.] On the other 


hand, ‘[w]e need not follow the plain meaning of a statute when to do so 


would ‘frustrate[ ] the manifest purposes of the legislation as a whole or 


[lead] to absurd results.’ [Citations.]” (Guardianship of Elan E. (2000) 85 


Cal.App.4th 998, 1001.) 


Unlike Civil Procedure section 2023.030 discussed below, nothing 


in Family Code section 271 makes clear whether sanctions are limited to 


past fees and costs. Therefore, it is appropriate for the Court to resort to 


extrinsic aids. 


In Tucker v. Pacific Bell Mobile Services, the Court determined 


whether discovery sanctions as allowed under Civil Procedure section 


2023.030 precluded the trial court from considering future attorney fees 


and/or costs in making its award. The Court concluded that the trial court 


could not make an award of future attorney fees and costs because of 


explicit language in the statute forbidding such awards. 


“The court may impose a monetary sanction ordering that one 


engaging in the misuse of the discovery process, or any attorney advising 


that conduct, or both pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, 


incurred by anyone as a result of that conduct. (Code Civ. Proc., § 


2023.030; emphasis added.) 
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“Here, the use of the past tense—‘incurred’—in section 


2023.030 suggests the individual seeking sanctions must have already 


become liable for those expenses before those expenses can be awarded 


as sanctions. (Tucker v. Pacific Bell Mobile Services (2010) 186 


Cal.App.4th 1548, 1563; emphasis added.) The Court relied exclusively on 


the existence of the word “incurred” in concluding that past attorney fees 


and costs were not contemplated. 


“It is a settled rule of statutory construction that where a statute, with 


reference to one subject contains a given provision, the omission of such 


provision from a similar statute concerning a related subject is significant to 


show that a different legislative intent existed with reference to the different 


statutes.” (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority v. 


Alameda Produce Market, LLC (2011) 52 Cal.4th 1100, 1108; 


San Diegans for Open Government v. City of San Diego (2015) 242 


Cal.App.4th 416, 429.) 


Unlike Code of Civil Procedure section 2023.030, Family Code 


section 271 contains no language whatsoever limiting attorney fees and 


costs to those already incurred. It merely states “[a]n award of attorney’s 


fees and costs pursuant to this section is in the nature of a sanction.” 


Further, the aims of “the ostensible objects to be achieved, the evils 


to be remedied [and] public policy” all strongly augur in favor of allowing 
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the trial court to consider future attorney fees and costs. Since one of the 


express purposes of Family Code section 271 is to “reduce the cost of 


litigation,” it follows that requiring litigants to come back to court again 


and again because they have to wait for certain costs to be incurred is 


inapposite to the letter and the spirit of the statute. 


D.  On this record, substantial evidence supports a Family Code section 


271 sanction of $200,000. Should This Court find Otherwise, a Remand 


is Appropriate. 


Per the following table, the principal of attorney fees and costs add 


up to $189,427. 


Attorney Fee or 


Cost 


Amount1 Record 


Citation 


California 


Attorney 


$90,000 1 CT 23 


20% of Brazilian 


Home Value owed to 


$26,000 


($130,000 * 0.2) 


1 CT 24-25 


                                              


1 If an estimated range is provided in the record, the higher number 


is provided in the table, in accordance with the doctrine of implied findings. 
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Brazilian Attorney 


Additional Fees 


to California Attorney 


since March 12, 2018 


hearing 


$8,000 1 CT 36 


Document 


Translation 


$5,300 1 CT 36 


Fee to transfer 


home back into Tim’s 


name 


$10,000 1 CT 36 


Travel Expenses 


for Court Hearings 


$18,000 1 CT 37 


Attorney Fees 


Incurred with Brazilian 


Lawyer 


$24,127 1 CT 43 


Additional 


expected attorney fees 


$8,000 1 CT 43 


Delinquent 


Property Taxes 


$9,000 1 AA 129 
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 The Court also could have properly assumed that several thousand 


dollars in attorney fees and costs had been by incurred by Tim on the final 


day of the hearing. 


The Court, may also include interest in determining Family Code 


section 271 sanctions. A trial court is “within its discretion under section 


271 to award interest on [an] unpaid attorney fee bill as an additional fee 


imposed by his attorney.” (Sagonowsky v. Kekoa (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 


1142, 1156–1157.) With interest accounted for, the $200,000 threshold is 


easily met. 


i. In The Event This Court Does Not Find That The $200,000 
Sanctions Award is Supported by Substantial Evidence, this 
Court should Remand. 
 
A Family Code section 271 sanction need not “be limited to the cost 


to the other side resulting from the bad conduct.” (In re Marriage of 


Corona (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1226.) 


 “[I]t is of no moment whether some of the [Family Code section 


271) sanctions can be pigeonholed outside of…costs that directly resulted 


from [the sanctionable] conduct.” (In re Marriage of Falcone & 


Fyke (2012) 203 Cal.App.4th 964, 991.) 


In the event this Court, does not reach the $200,000 figure, the case 


should be remanded so that the trial court can take evidence of further 


attorney fees and costs, as the Family Code section 271 fee award does not 
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have to be limited to the costs from the recent litigation. Since Tim spent 


well in excess of $200,000 in attorney fees and costs since the beginning of 


the divorce, Tim will easily be able to show $200,000 in fees and costs 


expended since the beginning of the divorce in 2013 (See Register of 


Actions, 1-23). 


E. Natache Should be Disentitled from Pursing Her Appeal Because of 


Her Blatant Violation of the Court’s Order and Processes.   


Appellate courts have the inherent power to dismiss or stay an 


appeal taken by a party who has willfully disobeyed court orders in the 


action. (TMS, Inc. v. Aihara (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 377, 379; Alioto Fish 


Co., Ltd. V. Alioto (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 1669, 1682-1683.) “The rationale 


upon which [appellate] relief is denied is that it would be a flagrant abuse 


of the principles of equity and of the due administration of justice to 


consider the demands of a party who becomes a voluntary actor before a 


court and seeks its aid while he stands in contempt of its legal orders and 


processes.” (Stone v. Bach (1978) 80 Cal.App.3d 442, 444.) 


The appellate court’s power to dismiss an appeal in this way is based 


on “fundamental equity and is not to be frustrated by technicalities, such as 


the absence of a formal citation and judgment of contempt.” (In re 


Marriage of Hofer (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 454, 460.) 
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“Appellate disentitlement…is not a jurisdictional doctrine, but a 


discretionary tool that may be applied when the balance of the equitable 


concerns make it a proper sanction...” (People v. Puluc–Sique (2010) 182 


Cal.App.4th 894, 897; San Francisco Unified School District ex. rel. 


Contreras v. First Student, Inc. (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 1212, 1239.) 


The disentitlement doctrine “is not limited to cases in which the 


appellant is in violation of the order from which he or she appeals, but 


rather may also apply to cases in which the appellant has violated orders 


other than the one from which the appeal has been taken.” (In re 


E.M. (2012) 204 Cal.App.4th 467, 477.) 


In this case, Natache unlawfully recorded the trial Court 


proceedings, which is in direct violation of California Rule of Court 1.150.  


(1 RA 24.)(“… court proceedings may not be photographed, recorded, or 


broadcast.”)  Rule 1.150 further states that, “[a] person proposing to use a 


recording device must obtain advance permission from the 


judge.”(emphasis added.)   


Here, not only did Natache not obtain advance permission from the 


judge and illegally record these hearings, she violated the trial court’s 


orders in  refusing to turn those recordings over to the Court.  (1 RA 24.) In 


other words, the settled statement in this case represents a necessarily 


imperfect record solely because Natache refused to disclose these illegal 







recordings. The record of oral proceedings might even skewed in 


Natache's favor. This Court must condemn Natache's willful disobedience 


of the trial courts orders and processes. Accordingly, Natache's appeal 


should be dismissed pursuant to the disentitlement doctrine. 


V. CONCLUSION 


The trial court's order should be affirmed in full. 


Dated: {rJ C\'-1 } 5-> d-o f ~ Respectfully submitted, 


Andrew J. Botros, Esq. 
Bickford Blado & Botros 
Attorney for Appellant 
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SUMMONS (Family Law) 
NOTICE TO RESPONDENT (Name): Tim McDaniel 
A VISO AL DEMANDADO (Nombre): 



FL-110 
CITACION (Derecho familiar) 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 



(SOLO PARA USO DE LA CORTE} 



. ' . ~ 



'• I I 



You are being sued. Lo estan demandando. 
r11 u J 



tit'.' ....... , ! 7 P 2: 13 
Petitioner's name is:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
Nombre de/ demandante: 



CASE NUMBER (NUM 



You have 30 calendar days after this Summons and 
Petition are served on you to file a Response (form 
FL-120 or FL-123) at the court and have a copy 
served on the petitioner. A letter or phone call will not 
protect you. 



If you do not file your Response on time, the court 
may make orders affecting your marriage or domestic 
partnership, your property, and custody of your 
children. You may be ordered to pay support and 
attorney fees and costs. If you cannot pay the filing 
fee, ask the clerk for a fee waiver form. 



If you want legal advice, contact a lawyer immediately. 
You can get information about finding lawyers at the 
California Courts Online Self-Help Center 
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/se/fhelp), at the California Legal 
Services Web site (www.lawhelpcalifornia.org), or by 
contacting your local county bar association. 



Tiene 30 dias corridos despues de haber recibido la entrega legal 
de esta Citaci6n y Petici6n para presentar una Respuesta 
(formulario FL-120 6 FL-123) ante la corte y efectuar la entrega 
legal de una copia al demandante. Una carta o 1/amada telef6nica 
no basta para protegerlo. 



Si no presenta su Respuesta a tiempo, la corte puede dar 6rdenes 
que afecten su matrimonio o pareja de hecho, sus bienes y la 
custodia de sus hijos. La corte tambien le puede ordenar que pague 
manutenci6n, y honorarios y costos legates. Si no puede pagar la 
cuota de presentaci6n, pida al secretario un formulario de exenci6n 
de cuotas. 



Si desea obtener asesoramiento legal, p6ngase en contacto de 
inmediato con un abogado. Puede obtener informaci6n para 
encontrar a un abogado en el Centro de Ayuda de las Cortes de 
California (www.sucorte.ca.gov), en el sitio Web de los Servicios 
Legales de California (www.lawhelpcalifornia.org) o poniendose en 
contacto con el colegio de abogados de su condado. 



NOTICE: The restraining orders on page 2 are effective against both spouses or domestic partners until the petition is dismissed, a 
judgment is entered, or the court makes further orders. These orders are enforceable anywhere in California by any law 
enforcement officer who has received or seen a copy of them. 



A VISO: Las 6rdenes de restriccl6n que figuran en la pagina 2 val en para ambos c6nyuges o pareja de hecho hasta que se despida 
la petici6n, se emita un fa/lo o la corte de otras 6rdenes. Cua/quier autoridad de la fey que haya reclbido o visto una copia de estas 
6rdenes puede hacerlas acatar en cualquier lugar de California. 



NOTE: If a judgment or support order is entered, the court may order you to pay all or part of the fees and costs that the court waived 
for yourself or for the other party. If this happens, the party ordered to pay fees shall be given notice and an opportunity to request a 
hearing to set aside the order to pay waived court fees. 
A VISO: Sise emite un fa/lo u orden de manutenci6n, la corte puede ordenar que usted pague parte de, o todas las cuotas y costos de 
la corte previamente exentas a petici6n de usted o de la otra parte. Si esto ocurre, la parte ordenada a pagar estas cuotas debe recibir 
aviso y la oportunidad de solicitar una audiencia para anu/ar la orden de pagar las cuotas exentas. 



1. The name and address of the court are (El nombre y direcci6n de la corte son): 
Superior Court of California 
500 Third Avenue 
500 Third Avenue 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



2· The name, address, and telephone number of petitioner's attorney, or the petitioner without an attorney, are: 
(El nombre, direccion y numero de telefono de/ abogado de/ demandante, o def demandante si no tiene abogado, son): 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) (619) 420-1600 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 1 71 5 
259 Third Avenue, Ste. R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



Date (~~ha); . 



[SEAL] 



Clerk, by (Secretan·o, por) 



TO THE PERSON SERVED: You ares 
LA PERSONA QUE REC/816 LA ENTR realiza 



x as an individual. (a usted como individuo.) 



on behalf of respondent who is a (en nombre de un demandado que es): 
(1) D minor (menor de edad) 



. (2) D ward or conservatee (dependiente de la corte o pupilo) 
·ht-. ...__,,"-~"- (3) D other (specify) (otro - especifique): 



For4~t9d for dill)'; Use 
JuuCoOndi 6tCillfnii 
FL-110 [Rev. July 1, 2009] 



(Read the reverse for important information.) (Lea importante informaci6n al dorso.) 
Pa e 1 of 2 











WARNING-IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
WARNING: California law provides that, for purposes of division of property upon dissolution of a marriage or domestic 
partnership or upon legal separation, property acquired by the parties during marriage or domestic partnership in joint 
form is presumed to be community property. If either party to this action should die before the jointly held community 
property is divided, the language in the deed that characterizes how title is held (i.e., joint tenancy, tenants in common, 
or community property) will be controlling, and not the community property presumption. You should consult your 
attorney if you want the community property presumption to be written into the recorded title to the property. 



STANDARD FAMILY LAW RESTRAINING ORDERS 



Starting immediately, you and your spouse or domestic partner are restrained from 



1. Removing the minor child or children of the parties, if any, from the state without the prior written consent of the other party or 
an order of the court; 



2. Cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other 
coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, held for the benefit of the parties and their minor child or children; 



3. Transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether 
community, quasi-community, or separate, without the written consent of the other party or an order of the court, except in the 
usual course of business or for the necessities of life; and 



4. Creating a nonprobate transfer or modifying a nonprobate transfer in a manner that affects the disposition of property subject to 
the transfer, without the written consent of the other party or an order of the court. Before revocation of a non probate transfer can 
take effect or a right of survivorship to property can be eliminated, notice of the change must be filed and served on the other 
party. 



You must notify each other of any proposed extraordinary expenditures at least five business days prior to incurring these 
extraordinary expenditures and account to the court for all extraordinary expenditures made after these restraining orders are 
effective. However, you may use community property, quasi-community property, or your own separate property to pay an attorney 
to help you or to pay court costs. 



ADVERTENC/A - /NFORMACION IMPORTANTE 



ADVERTENCIA: De acuerdo a la ley de California, las propiedades adquiridas por las partes durante su matrimonio 
o pareja de hecho en forma conjunta se consideran propiedad comunitaria para los fines de la divls/6n de bienes 
que ocurre cuando se produce una disolucion o separaci6n legal de/ matrimonio o pareja de hecho. Si cualquiera de 
las partes de este caso llega a fallecer antes de que se divida la propiedad comunitaria de tenencia conjunta, el 
destino de la misma quedara determinado por las c/ausu/as de la escritura correspondiente que describen su 
tenencia (por ej., tenencia conjunta, tenencia en com(m o propiedad comunitaria) y no por la presunci6n de 
propiedad comunitaria. Si quiere que la presunci6n comunitaria quede registrada en la escritura de la propiedad, 
deberla consultar con un abogado. 



ORDENES DE RESTRICCION NORMALES DE DERECHO FAMLIAR 



En forma inmediata, usted y su conyuge o pareja de hecho tienen prohibido: 



1. Uevarse de/ estado de California a /os hijos menores de /as partes, si /os hubiere, sin el consentimiento previo por escrito de 
la otra parte o una orden de la corte; 



2. Cobrar, pedir prestado, cancelar, transferir, deshacerse o cambiar el nombre de /os beneficiarios de cualquier seguro u otro 
tipo de cobertura, ta/ como de vida, sa/ud, vehfculo y discapacidad, que tenga como beneficiario(s) a /as partes y su(s) 
hija(s) menor(es); 



3. Transferir, gravar, hipotecar, ocultar o deshacerse de cualquier manera de cualquier propiedad, inmueble o personal, ya sea 
comunitaria, cuasicomunitaria o separada, sin el consentimiento escrito de la otra parle o una orden de la corle, con excepci6n 
las operaciones realizadas en el curso normal de actividades o para satisfacer las necesidades de la vida; y 



4. Crear o modificar una transferencia no testamentaria de manera que afecte el destino de una propiedad sujeta a transferencia, 
sin el consentimiento por escrito de la otra parte o una orden de la corte. Antes de que se pueda e/iminar la revocaci6n de una 
transferencia no testamentaria, se debe presentar ante la corle un aviso de/ cambio y hacer una entrega legal de dicho aviso a 
la otra parte. 



Cada parte tiene que notificar a la otra sobre cualquier gasto extraordinario propuesto, por lo menos cinco dlas /aborales antes de 
realizarlo, y rendir cuenta a la corte de todos los gastos extraordinarios realizados despues de que estas 6rdenes de restricci6n 
hayan entrado en vigencia. No obstante, puede usar propiedad comunitaria, cuasicomunitaria o suya separada para pagar a un 
abogado o para ayudarfe a pagar los costos de la corte. 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTV WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name. Stale Bar number, and address): 



_Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



Te.EPHONE NO. ( 61 9) 4 2 Q -16 Q Q FAX 00. (Opllonal)' ( 61 9) 4 2 Q-1611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Op/Jon,1/): 



ATTORNEYFOR<Nam,J. Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 



STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 
MAILINGADoRess 500 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1PcoDe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME: South County Regional Center 



MARRIAGE OF 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves .Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDanie 1 



PETITION FOR 
W Dissolution of Marriage 
D Legal Separation 
D Nullity of Marriage 0 AMENDED 



FL-100 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



; . 



I' '• I 1 '"1 I'"""\ '), I "! 
JU1 I I I_, '· ~ 



CASENUr11_ 
y'J 5 l O ~ ~ 



1. RESIDENCE (Dissolution only) ~ Petitioner D Respondent has been a resident of this state for at least six months and 



of this county for at least three months immediately preceding the filing of this Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. 



2. STATISTICAL FACTS 



a. Date of marriage: 10 / 0 9 / 0 4 c. Time from date of marriage to date of separation (specify): 



b. Date of separation: 0 6 / 0 5 / 13 Years: 8 Months: 8 



3. DECLARATION REGARDING MINOR CHILDREN (include children of this relationship born prior to or during the marriage or 
adopted during the marriage): 



a. Gu There are no minor children. 
b. D The minor children are: 



Child's name Birthdate ~ Sex 



D Continued on Attachment 3b. 
c. If there are minor children of the Petitioner and Respondent, a completed Declaration Under Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction 



and Enforcement Act (UCCJEA) (form FL-105) must be attached. 



d. D A completed voluntary declaration of paternity regarding minor children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior to 
the marriage is attached. 



4. SEPARATE PROPERTY 



Petitioner requests that the assets and debts listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) 



W below be confirmed as separate property. 
Item 



Avenida Alberto Quatrini Bianchi, ?U9, JD. Praiano Guaruja SP Brazil 
Avenida .l\bi!:,:, Oo.s Santos Brar,-::o, 126 A? 33 .:;:,. Praiano Guc:ruJa SP Bc-.:s:il 



_r •·· 



D in Attachment 4 



Confirm to 



.i: -~- 1 ;' t~~=t~~r~·· :;~ r -
:~. ~:· Pet1~;:o~r·0·• : 



•• ~ .-- :·, ➔ 
"',, ·•1 .::.. - .a,, .,.I .-.~ -:::· ., -



NOTICE: You may redact (black out) social security numbers from any written material filed with the court in thisicaiie~i' 
other than a form used to collect child or spousal support. -· :::; ··; 



Form Adopted for Mandatory Use PETITION-MARRIAGE 
Judicial Council of California 



---AFc~-t'l'IIW£'""'·""''·"'!11s.n11ll'l'!a..M1p""1""'!, ,'"'005,.,1---------~---{EamUy""Law)... ~ 











MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): 
CASE NUMBER 



J:1arriage of Menezes and McDaniel 



5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 



a. D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 



b. [xJ All such assets and debts are listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment 5b. 



[iJ below (specify): 



5332 Angler Place, San Diego, CA 92154; 2011 Mazda 3; HSBC Ban~ account; 
Cadell Construction 401{k) 



6. Petitioner requests 
D nullity of voidable marriage based on a. UL] dissolution of the marriage based on d. 



(1) W irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{a).) 



(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{b).) 



{1} D petitioner's age at time of marriage. 



{Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 



b. D legal separation of the parties based on (2) D prior existing marriage. 



(Fam. Code,§ 2210{b}.) {1) D irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{a).) 



(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) 



c. D nullity of void marriage based on 



(3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(c).) 



(4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 



(5) D force. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(e).) (1} D incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.) 



(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) (6) D physical incapacity. {Fam. Code,§ 2210(f).) 



7. Petitioner requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 
Petitioner Respondent Joint Other 



a. Legal custody of children to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D D 
b. Physical custody of children to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D 



As requested in form: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341(C) D FL-341(D) D FL-341(E) D Attachment 7c. 



d. D Determination of parentage of any children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior to the marriage. 



e. Attorney fees and costs payable by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D W 
f. Spousal support payable to (earnings assignment will be issued) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W D 
g. [iJ Terminate the court's jurisdiction {ability) to award spousal support to Respondent. 



h. W Property rights be determined. 



i. D Petitioner's former name be restored to (specify): 



j. D Other (specify): 



D Continued on Attachment 7j. 



8. Child support-If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submission of financial forms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 



amounts at the "legal" rate, which is currently 1 O percent 



9. I HAVE READ THE RESTRAINING ORDERS ON THE BACK OF THE SUMMONS, AND I UNDERSTAND THAT THEY APPLY 



TO ME WHEN THIS PETITION IS FILED. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Date: 06/05/13 :· , '\ 



Natache c. Goncalves Menezes -►----........ ~~--·-----------
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) OF PETITIONER) 



Date: 06/05/13 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 



NOTICE: Dissolution or legal separation may automatically cancel the rights of a spouse un other spouse's will, trust, 
retirement plan, power of attorney. pay on death bank account, survivorship rights to any property owned in joint tenancy, and any 
other similarthi_ng. It does not automatically cancel the right of a spouse as beneficiary of the other spouse's life insurance policy. 
You should review these matters, as well as any credit cards, other credit accounts, insurance polices, retirement plans, and credit 
repo~s to determine whether they should be changed or whether you should take any other actions However, some changes may 
require the agreement of your spouse or a court order (see Family Code sectio~:-· 231-235). 



=============== ;=: ==== :==== 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Nams. Sta/a Bar m,mber. and address}. 



~eill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619) 4 2 Q -16 Q FAX NO. (Optional): ( 619 ) 4 2 Q -1611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Op/Jona/) 



ATTORNEYFOR(NameJ: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
STREET ADDRESS: 50 0 Thi rd Avenue 
MAILINGADDREss: 500 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1PcooE: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
aRANCHNMIE: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 
D Child Custody 
D Child Support 
D Attorney Fees and Costs 



1. TO (name): Tim McDaniel 



D MODIFICATION D Temporary Emergency 
D Visitation Court Order 



UL) Spousal Support UL) Other (specify): 
Exclusive Use of Car 



FL-300 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



20 rninm:es 



2. A hearing on this Request for Order will be held as follows: If child custody or visitation is an issue in this proceeding, Family 
Code section 317 requ· es mediation before or at the same time as the hearing (see item 7.) 



3 Time: W Dept.: D Room: 



b. Address o court w same as noted above D other (specify): 



3. Attachments to be served with this Request for Order: 
a. A blank Responsive Declaration (form FL-320) 



b. D Completed Income and Expense Declaration (form 
FL-150) and a blank Income and Expense 
DecJmjion 



c. D Completed Financial Statement (Simplified) (form 
FL-155) and a blank Financial Statement (Simplified) 



d. D Points and authorities 



Date: 0 Co/I(/( 3 
Neill M. Marangi 



e. D Otr.u::,J,-,f'ttttt'lal.·tyJ: 



► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE) 



D 
4. 0 YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT AT THE DATE AND TIME LISTED IN ITEM 2 TO GIVE ANY LEGAL 



REASON WHY THE ORDERS REQUESTED SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. 



5. D Time for D service D hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 



6. Any responsive declaration must be served on or before (date): 
7. The parties are ordered to attend mandatory custody services as follows: 



8. D You are ordered to comply with the Temporary Emergency Court Orders (form FL-305) attached. 



9. D Other (specify): 



Date: JUDICIAL OFFICER 



To the person who received this Request for Order: If you wish to respond to this Request for Order, you must file a 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) and serve a copy on the other parties at least nine court days 
before the hearing date unless the court has ordered a shorter period of time. You do not have to pay a filing fee to file the 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) or any other declaration including an Income and Expense 
Declaration (form FL-150) or Financial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). 



Form Adopted for Mandatory Use 
Jud,cial Council of Califomia REQUEST FOR ORDER 



~--l-•e-ao&-fR-.-dul~2!~~----------=~-- .~ ... --~--~·=··~--
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Family Code,§§ 2045, 2107. 6224, 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



CASE NUMBER 



REQUEST FOR ORDER AND SUPPORTING DECLARATION 
W Petitioner D Respondent D Other Parent/Party requests the following orders: 



1. D CHILD CUSTODY D To be ordered pending the hearing 



FL-300 



a. Child's name and age b. Legal custody to (name of person who 
makes decisions about health, education, etc.) 



c. Physical custody to (name of 
person with whom child will live) 



d. D As requested in form D Child Ci.Jstody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 



D Request for Child Abduction Prevention Orders (form FL-312) 



D Children's Holiday Schedule Attachment (form FL-341 (C)) 



e. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 



(2) ordering (specify): 



D Additional Provisions-Physical Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (D)) 



D Joint Legal Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (E)) 



D Other (Attachment 1d) 



2. 0 CHILD VISITATION {PARENTING TIME) □ To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. As requested in: (1) D Attachment 2a (2) D Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 



(3) D Other (specify): 



b. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



c. D One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now in effect. (Attach a copy of the orders if you 
have one.) The orders are from the following court or courts (specify county and state): 



(1) D Criminal: County/state: (3) D Juvenile: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



(2) D Family: County/state: (4) D Other: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



3. D CHILD SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



a. Child's name and age b. D I request support based on the 
child support guidelines 



c. Monthly amount requested (if not by guideline) 
$ 



d. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



N~tic~: The court is required to order child support based on the income of both parents. It normally continues until the 
child rs 18. You must supply the court with information about your finances by filing an Income and Expense Declaration 
~form FL:150) or a Finan_cial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). Otherwise, the child support order will be based on 
information about vour income that the court receives from other sources includino the other oarent 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



4. W SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



5 - 0 :-. ,. 
'· . 0 v 



a. W Amount requested (monthly): $ reasonable c. D Modify existing order 
b. D Terminate existing order (1) filed on (date): 



(1) filed on (date): (2) ordering (specify): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



d. D The Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form FL-157) is attached (for modification of spousal or 
partner support after judgment only) 



e. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be attached 



5. D ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS are requested on Request for Attorney Fees and Costs OrderAttachment(form FL-319) or a 
declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be 
attached. A Supporting Declaration for Attomey Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-158) or a declaration that 
addresses the factors covered in that form must also be attached. 



6. D PROPERTY RESTRAINT D To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. The D petitioner C:J respondent D claimant is restrained from transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, 
concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether community, quasi-community, or 
separate, except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life. 



D The applicant will be notified at least five business days before any proposed extraordinary expenditures, 
and an accounting of such will be made to the court. 



b. D Both parties are restrained and enjoined from cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or 
changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, 
held for the benefit of the parties or their minor children. 



c. D Neither party may incur any debts or liabilities for which the other may be held responsible, other than in the 
ordinary course of business or for the necessities of life. 



7. W PROPERTY CONTROL D To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. W The petitioner D respondent is given the exclusive temporary use, possession, and control of the following 
property that we own or are buying (specify): 2011 Mazda 3 



b. D The petitioner D respondent is ordered to make the following payments on liens and encumbrances coming 
due while the order is in effect: 
Debt Amount of payment Pay to 



8. D OTHER RELIEF (specify}: 



NOTE: To obtain domestic violence restraining orders, you must use the forms Request for Order 
(Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-100), Temporary Restraining Order(Domestic Violence) (form 
DV-110), and Notice of Court Hearing (Domestic Violence) (form DV-109). 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache c. Goncalves Menezes 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim Mc Danie 1 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



FL-300 
CASE NUMBER: 



9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specify number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 
order shortening time because of the facts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 



10. [iJ FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify): 



D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose. 
The attached declaration must not exceed 1 o pages in length unless permission to file a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 



Tim and I have been married for over 8 years. When we married, I quit 



my job. The only job I've had during the marriage is the part-time job 



I have now at Victoria's Secret as a sales associate. Full-time 



employment is not available to me there. I work as many hours as I am 



given. I've been working at Victoria's Secret since March of 2010. 



Tim has a high-paying job overseas working for Cadell Construction. He 



made $166,558 in 2012. Tim financially supports me by paying all of 



our bills. Now that I'm filing for divorce, I suspect Tim will stop 



supporting me this way. 



I ask the court to award me temporary spousal support because I need it 



and Tim has the ability to pay it. 



The 2011 Mazda 3 is in Tim's name. I'm worried he will try to take the 



car from me, but I'll need it in order to work. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



Date: 06/11/13 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) - -~R~ OF APPLICANT] 



Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office or go to www.courts.ca.gov/forms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons With Disabilities and Response (form MC-41 O). (Civil Code, § 54.8.) 
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:;ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, • Bir, ,,umber, and address): 



~Nl!:ill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
tLaw Office of Neill M. Marangi 
2~9 Third Avenue 
Suite R 



~.~ula Vista, CA 91910 
~ ·: . TELEPHONE NO: ( 619 ) 4 2 Q - 1 6 Q 0 
, _-E-MAIL ADDRESS (Opt,onal): 



FL-150 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



~ ~ATTORNEY FOR Name· Na tache C. Gonca 1 ves Menezes II f~I I 7 
..,-..:1·, , I P 2: l J 



SUP_ERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
$- • 



~-1~ STREET ADDRESS: 500 Thi rd Avenue 
tt0:a MAILINGAODRESS. 500 Third Avenue 
(:-·f c1TYANoz1Pcooe· Chula Vista, CA ~1910 
i:~---. BRANCH NAME: South Count Re 1.onal Center 



-· @:{f.ETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: N~tache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 



~Employment (Give information on yourcurrentjob or, if you're unemployed, your most recentjob.) 
· .. ( a. Employer: Victoria's Secret 



Attachcopies b. Employer's address: 324 Horton Plaza, San Diego, CA 92101 
o( your pay c. Employer's phone number: ( 61 9) 2 3 6- 0 816 
stubs for last 
~'months 



,(bla'ck out 
isbcial 
. seturity 
n~riibers. 



d. Occupation: Sales Associate 



e. Date job started: 0 3 / 10 
f. If unemployed, date job ended: 



g. I work about 8 hours per week. 



h. I get paid $ 2 4 0 gross (before taxes) w per month D per week D per hour. 



(t(:]9u have more than one job, attach an 8½-by-11-inch sheet of paper and list the same information as above for your other 
jotil



1
• Write "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 



R• 
·.:-tA.ge and education 



·:· i My age is (specify): 32 
D No If no, highest grade completed (specify): ··.!?_. I have completed high school or the equivalent: [iJ Yes 



Number of years of college completed (specify): 5 
_Number of years of graduate school completed (specify): 



W Degree(s) obtained (specify): Physical Therapy 



D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 
I have: D professional/occupational license(s) (specify): 



D vocational training (specify): 



·:~ Tax Information 



·-.: ~·a. [iJ I last filed taxes for tax year (specify year): 2011 



.:;-;,b. My tax filing status is D single D head of household D married, filing separately 



w married, filing jointly with (specify name): Tim McDaniel 



I file state tax returns in w California D other (specify state): 



a:;-:-:,. 
I claim the following number of exemptions (including myself) on my taxes (specify): 2 



~J9" .... 



;t'.:..,Qther party's income. I estimate the gross monthly income (before taxes) of the other party in this case at (specify):$ 13, 8 7 9 
·
1 .This estimate is based on (explain): W-2 



/". ;(If you need more space to answer any questions on this form, attach an 8½-by-11-inch sheet of paper and write the 
,.-- _ question number before your answer.) Number of pages attached: 4 



· i:declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information contained on all pages of this form and 
-Qy attachments is true and correct. 



. tk 06111113 



il_JN..;,.:a::.~ t.=,:.;a=c~h~e~Cu•~G"'-=o~n=c~a...,l...:v~e._.s'--IM"4.e~n~e~z:,!:,e:.:.s'-------- ::..►------<::..~.:=::::ii1:i:::::!:::::::::=:d:..::..~.::::::::~:::..... ________ _ 
_:;~, (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF OECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
_RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



CASE NUMBER 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



Attach copies of your pay stubs for the last two months and proof of any other income. Take a copy of your latest federal 
tax return to the court hearing. (Black out your social security number on the pay stub and tax return.) 



5. Income (For average monthly, add up all the income you received in each category in the last 12 months 
and divide the total by 12.) Last month 



Average 
monthly 



a. Salary or wages (gross, before taxes) .................................................. $ __ -=1=9-=8-- ----=2--4;...;:;0--



b. Overtime (gross, before taxes} ...................................................... $ ___ ....,O __ -----=0-



c. Commissions or bonuses ..................................................... $ _____ 0 __ -----=0-



d. Public assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GA/GR) D currently receiving ............. $ ___ -=0-- -----=0-



e. Spousal support D from this marriage D from a different marriage ................... $ _____ 0_ -----=O-



f. Partner support D from this domestic partnership D from a different domestic partnership $ _____ 0-- _____ O_ 



g. Pension/retirement fund payments ................................................... $ ______ 0_ -----=O-



h. Social security retirement (not SSI) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ 0 _____ o_ 
i. Disability: D Social security (not SSI) D State disability (SDI) D Private insurance .... $ ___ __..O _____ O __ 



j. Unemployment compensation ........................................................ $ ______ 0 _______ O_ 



k. Workers' compensation ............................................................. $ ___ ---0 ________ O_ 



I. Other {military BAO, royalty payments, etc.) (specify): ...................................... $ ___ _.O ______ 0_ 



6. Investment income (Attach a schedule showing gross receipts less cash expenses for each piece of property.) 



a. Dividends/interest .................................................................. $ _____ 0 ________ 0_ 
b. Rental property income ............................................................ $ ___ .... 0 _____ 0--
c. Trust income ..................................................................... $ _____ 0 ________ O __ 
d. Other (specify): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ __ ___,.;;0 ______ ....,;:0;.._ 



7. Income from self-employment, after business expenses for all businesses ............... $ _____ 0 ________ 0_ 
I am the D owner/sole proprietor D business partner D other (specify): 



Number of years in this business (specify): 



Name of business (specify): 



Type of business (specify): 



Attach a profit and loss statement for the last two years or a Schedule C from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
social security number. If you have more than one business, provide the information above for each of your businesses. 



8. D Additional income. I received one-time money (lottery winnings, inheritance, etc.) in the last 12 months (specify source and 



amount): 



9. D Change in income. My financial situation has changed significantly over the last 12 months because (specify): 



10. Deductions Last month 



a. Required union dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $ O 
b. Required retirement payments (not social security, FICA, 401 (k), or IRA) .................................. $ 0 



c. Medical, hospital, dental, and other health insurance premiums (total monthly amount) ...................... $ 3 9 9 
d. Child support that I pay for children from other relationships ........................................... $ O 
e. Spousal support that I pay by court order from a different marriage .................................. $ _____ 0_ 
f. Partner support that I pay by court order from a different domestic partnership ............................. $ ___ ..,.O_ 
g. Necessary job-related expenses not reimbursed by my employer (attach explanation labeled "Question 10g'1 ... $ ___ """'O_ 



11. Assets Total 



a. Cash and checking accounts, savings, credit union, money market, and other deposit accounts ............... $ 1 O O 



b. Stocks, bonds, and other assets I could easily sell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ Q 



c. All other property, W real and W personal (estimate fair market value minus the debts you owe) . . $ 21 O, 4 9 2 
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FL-150 
, ~~TITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



--RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
CASE NUMBE 



-_ -~,;.-,-
aQ)THER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



.. ~ following people live with me: 



How the person is That person's gross Pays some of the 
household expenses? A e 



Francelino 14 



related to me? ex: son) monthl income 



Daughter $-0-



0 
0 



0 
0 



0Yes w No 



□ Yes D No 



0Yes D No 



0Yes D No 



0Yes D No 



:~~~age monthly expenses UL] Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 



_-,_.Hom~: 



D Rent or w mortgage ....... $ 2,187 
h. Laundry and cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ --------'5=-0=---
i. Clothes ......................... $ ------'2=-0 __ 0=--



If mortgage: 



(a) average principal: $ ----=5-=4-=4- j. Education .. QQ11l~fl.i,qq~ ......... $ _____ 7:..,;0 __ 0_ 



(b) average interest: $ ----=l...._,..a,6 __ 4 __ 3 __ k. Entertainment, gifts, and vacation ..... $ ______ 4:.,;S_o_ 



Real property taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ______ 5=2==3- I. Auto expenses and transportation 



Homeowner's or renter's insurance (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, etc.) ..... $ ______ 6=-0-0 ___ 
(if notincluded above) ........ , ..... $ 277 m. Insurance (life, accident, etc.; do not 



13 9 
include auto, home, or health insurance)$ ______ o_ 



Maintenance and repair ............ $ ____ ...,;;;.; ___ _ 



~-t-f~alth-care costs not paid by insurance ... $ _____ .aa.6.aa.O_ 
n. Savings and investments. . . . . . . . . . . . $ ______ o_ 
o. Charitable contributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ _;::.O_ 



-
0 



p. Monthly payments listed in item 14 
· :.'f.f hild care · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $ (itemize below in 14 and insert total here) $ ____ ___,;2;;;..;:;;.5_ 



~-*-: ~~ 
\~roceries and household supplies ........ $ _____ 6=--=-3=0- q. Other (specifyJ.P.~t;.. J!1.~1:l.r:~tl.G~ .... $ _____ 4.....,_0_ 
:~~tingout ........................... $ ____ ~2...,2=5- ______________________ _ 



_ tilities (gas, electric, water, trash) ....... $ ______ 3.._0......::..0_ r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) (do not add in 



·19":,-
.~:. 



the amounts in a(1)(a) and (b)) $ ___ ;;:a..6 "--'' S;::;;_l=-=-l _ 1 



:.:Telephone, cell phone, and e-mail ....... $ ______ 1=0-=5-
s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ _______ O_ 



'¥.tallment payments and debts not listed above 



For Amount 



Hour Fitness G mernbershi $ 



$ 



$ 



$ 



$ 



$ 



-)!orney fees (This is required if either party is requesting attorney fees.): O 
;:::-To date, I have paid my attorney this amount for fees and costs (specify): $ 0 
>: The source of this money was (specify): 



}-:-) still owe the following fees and costs to my attorney (specify total owed): $ 0 
{: ·My attorney's hourly rate is (specify): $ 0 



M. Marangi {Bar J167155} 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME O ATTORNEY) ► 



NCOMe-A'NDgEXPENSE:DECLARA TION 



Balance Date of last payment 



25 $ 0 current 



0 $ 0 



0 $ 0 



0 $ 0 
0 $ 0 
0 $ 0 



(SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY) 











PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Na tache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 



CASE NUMBER 



(NOTE: Fill out this page only if your case involves child support.) 
16. Number of children 



a. I have (specify number): children under the age of 18 with the other parent in this case. 



-~ .; ~---~·;,,. 



~:11 
b. The children spend O percent of their time with me and O percent of their time with the other parent. 



. ;~f,, ;~,~ (If you're not sure about percentage or it has not been agreed on, please describe your parenting schedule here.) 



17. Children's health-care expenses 
a. DI do D I do not have health insurance available to me for the children through my job. 



b. Name of insurance company: 



c. Address of insurance company: 



d. The monthly cost for the children's health insurance is or would be (specify):$ 0 
(Do not include the amount your employer pays.) 



18. Additional expenses for the children in this case Amount per month 



a. Child care so I can work or get job training ......................... $ 0 



b. Children's health care not covered by insurance ..................... $ _____ ..;;O_ 



c. Travel expenses for visitation .................................... $ _____ =0-



d. Children's educational or other special needs (specify below): .......... $ _____ ..::;O_ 



19. Special hardships. I ask the court to consider the following special financial circumstances 
(attach documentation of any item listed here, including court orders): 



Amount per month 



a. Extraordinary health expenses not included in 18b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ ..;;O_ 



b. Major losses not covered by insurance (examples: fire, theft, other 
insured loss} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ ~0-



c. (1} Expenses for my minor children who are from other relationships and 
are living with me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ =0-



(2) Names and ages of those children (specify): 



(3) Child support I receive for those children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ------=O~ 
The expenses listed in a, b, and c create an extreme financial hardship because (explain): 



20. Other information I want the court to know concerning support in my case (specify): 



FL-150 [Rev. January 1. 2007) 
INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATIOf'' 



.. ,. ,,1(1,c, 
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' 



' 



;_~}ft~ 
,-.•. i 



·:.:.' ~~\· .. :-,f; 



/Jl 



For how many months? . ·:~•f j 
, ' ~ 
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CO LOCATION DEPTID 'l03042-002974 
vss 00080 0008' 



VICTORIA'S SECRET 
Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Four Limffed Parkway 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068 



HR Direct l-866-473-4728 
Employee ID: 00001218271 
Exemptions Addl Amt Addl % 
Fed: S-00 
CA(W): S-00 



E.rnin1s Rate Hours This Period 
Regular 8.76 8.81 77 .18 
Holiday Work o.oo 
Meal Pay o.oo 
Store Closed 0.00 
OVT - FLSA o.oo 



Taxes 
Fed Withholdng o.oo 
fed MED/EE 1.12 
Fed OASDI/EE 4.78 
CA WHhhol dng o.oo 
CA SDI FTDI 0.77 



Year-to-Date 



893.35 
69.49 
8.76 



19.10 
1.28 



35.91 
14.38 
61.50 
o.oo 
9,92 



. .. . ....... . . .. ··::%.:hi;t!:\K <U.i.L:i:~Ji.~JX::;:,::~;:.:::<:~]ali .:f':: 
ns 



Earn:· "f ~. Statement 



Period Beginning: 
Period Ending: 
Advice Date: 
Advice Number: 
Batch Number: 



Page 001 of 001 
05/12/2013 
05/25/2013 
05/31/2013 
0006358465 
SPOH04001188 



NATACHE C, GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 Angler Place 
San Diego, CA 92154 



Other Benefits and 
Inforaatfon This Period Year-to-Datt 



Current Hours Worked Sullllftary 
Hours Worked 8.81 



P1fd TiNe Off SU11Ury 



Direct Deposft Sumary 
Trans Type Allount 
Deposit Che 70.51 
Net Check 0,00 



Meaaage 
Questions about your pay? 
Call HR Oirect 866-473-4728 



Brand Discount Card: 



Victoria's Secret Stores,._L-LC 
Cross Brands Discount: 30% 
Expires 06/15/2013 EMP ID 101218271 
NATACHE C, GONCALVES MENEZES 



C%X!2k&:9U<Oft"'~~ 



G 



NON-NEG.OTIABLE 



a: 
0 
<· 



ii 
~I 
T 











CO LOCATION DEPTID 002841-002784 
vss oooao ooo· 



VICTORIA'S SECRET 
Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Four Limfted Parkway 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43088 



HR Direct 1-866-473-4728 
Employee ID: 00001218271 
Exemptions Addl Amt Addl % 
Fed: S-00 
CA(W): S-00 



E1rnin1s 
Regular 
Holiday Work 
Meal Pay 
Store Closed 
OVT - FLSA 



Taxes 
Fed ~Hthholdng 
Fed MED/EE 
Fed OASDI/EE 
CA Withholdng 
CA SDI FTDI 



Rate 
8.76 



Hours 



3.96 



Thts Period 



34,68 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
o.oo 



0.00 
a.so 
2.15 
o.oo 
0.35 



Ye&r-ta-Date 



816.17 
69.49 
8.76 



19.10 
1.28 



35.91 
13.26 
56.72 
o.oo 
9.15 



Earr ~ _,,, ·, Statement 



Period Beginning: 
Period Ending: 
Advice Date: 
Advice Number: 
Batch Number: 



Page 001 of 001 
04/14/2013 
04/27/2013 
05/03/2013 
0006264433 
SPOH04001182 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 Angler Place 
San Diego, CA 92154 



Other Benefits and 
Infonaatfon This Period Ye1r-to-D1te 



. . . .. . ,, -:~ 



Fed Taxable Wages 34.68 914,80 



Current Hours Worked Sll'IIIAry 
Hours ~orked 3.96 



P•fd Time Off SU11Nry 



Direct Deposit SU11Nry 
Tr•ns Type Allount 
Deposit Che 31.68 
Net Check 0,00 



Meaaaae 
Questions about your pay? 
Call HR Direct 866-473-4728 



Brand Discount C•rd: 



Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Cross Brands Discount: 30% 
Expires 05/18/2013 EMP ID 101218271 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



,•:, 



a 
C 
0 



i 



u. a: 
w 
J: 
~ 
< w 
l-



e2X1ZAl&:l'TCC~P_,-g~ '1 



NON-NEGOTIABLE 



025 
~1r11 r1 ,,•r 1\,\I t\ ,1lr•t ":' ·r'r, 111-,1,\1 1.1,,1.-;1 ,, 1 1..-,,,,,, .,;., ·•••- -•••·•· .... , •. ,· -











I> Ernp!cp lddbtion number (EIN) S . 
c Em~• n■ml, lddrw. 1t11UJP cod■ L 4-21701 , 



i~w~~rui~EF~oLORES, LLC 



1211 See lnsbuctions fa,, bcnc 12 



s 
12b 



12c 



12d 



"i'1i;Emi,1ayt9;;;;;;;;.;,,:iht;;-;:;;neme;;;;-and;;;:;jlnitial;;;;i1--"j-;1.ac;;;-;:ta1M:;;:---------;:;ss.iuff1. -il--
12



-. _JJ.. ____ _j 



NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 



Thanformdal\1111M,g..,,...,,..,to1N 
lrufflll~~-



1 wage 1 :npensatiol' · 



-~ .24 



S~wlglisandlpl· 
2891.24 



7 Social~ llpa 



11Nclnquallhd~ 



11 SIDI ~ f• A 17 State inalme 1u 11 Local wega, llpe, etc. 11 Local lllc0ml tax 



' ;2' ...... JnaJD .. __ 



114.90 



tWedcal'91D-.llllheif 
41,92 



. 13 



28,91 



---------- ----- ----- ----------
_ £arm !:/-2 Wage and Tax Stabtment 2012 __ De~nl Df the Treasury-Internal Revenue s«vtat __ 0MB # 154S-0008 _ _ _ _ _ Copy B To Be F1i.cf W!ttl ~•• FED£JW. Ta Rttum · 



• Ernplo)'N'a llrlt name and ~ LIit'-



NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 



p 



Suff. 



1:Z. 



! $ 
12b 



I 
12c 



t 
12d 



f 
12• 
! 



Copy 2 To Be Filed With 
E~'s STATE, CITY or 
L Income Tax Return 



Er ·,.:-·· -- lollCIJrtt\l 



1 w.,,,.. lipl, otlw ~ 
2891.24 



3 
Seda! 289 f.24 



5 Mediem'e W1091,anlf t1ps· 



2891.24 
., Scx:la lil8CUlfty tip& 



11 NonQualir,ed plats 



1,oit.l' 
CASOI 



~• &'llil 10 number 11 51111a MON, tips, 81c. 17 5111111 inalrne tax 
_ 414-2904-4 _ _ _ _ _ 2891.24 ____ _ 



11 Local wag,..,'ttps, etc. 1t l.ocal inalme tax 



2 Federli lnc:0mt tax wle'lhlld 
114.90 



'Soc:WaecuritftD~ 
121.43 



.. Mldfcn'aii wltnld 
41.92 



· a Aloadlld 11pa 



1D ~ an bllllltl 



28.91 



Form W•2 Wage and Tu Statllment 2012 Dep■ttmont of tlll Treaury-lnttmal Revenue Servi<le 0MB # 1545--0008 Copy 2 To Be Ried Wllfl ~·· 8TATI. CITY or LOCAL lnoome TIX Rttum 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -·- -- -- - - - - -



., SodaJ saaaty tips IAIDcaaldtlps 



• ~• l'nl name and lnillll Lall natN1 SUI!. 



0098423 01 AT D.374 **AUTO TSO 0823 821~4•581032 10 Dapenlenlan i.lllb 



WACHE C ~YES IENEZES 32 ERP E-ofi CA 2 54-5810 



• f ·-·-·· ~ Mantty 



11 S1a111 wages. tlpl. etc. 17 Slla!lt Income lllx 11 Local wages, tlpa, a1c. ,a 1..cc111 1na:me tax 
_ _j8_i1~-L ____ _ 



• !°'!!'~-~~~~'!_T~~~~-2- _ ~~~"!._lll!T~~~~- _ ~!•~~ _ ~Z!a_!,e!~~-~~••_!T~~C!!Y_r6~~!_n~--
b ldanllllcaticn numbs 12a See lnnuctions for box 12 1 Wages, Ups, 0lha' cu,4)eiulb, 2 Fldarll mc:on-e tax wtlnheld 
C ~ln■ml,~a,,dZJPcade 54•2170171 f 2891 ,24 114, 90 



~tCJO~+eifi~E~lfi~~ORES, LLC 12b s SocauaauMywegm 'So:W,i.~ 
RrootMeu~ OH 43068 f SMelbl'e=~.}! •~mdNld. 



2891.24 41.92 
-~tips 



• Emiilo,N'a ht l"lmM and initial · Lat nama SUff, 
0091423 01 AT 0.374 ••AUTO T8 0 0823 82154•&81032 10~onbenell!a 



NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 EMPLOYEE'S u O!hllr 



· CASDI 28.91 











'1l.r1'f B • -,... Be Filed with Employee's FEDEIIAL Tu Return. 



1 Employee's SSN 1~-~'corrc-uatlon 



142637.56 



~B N0.1545-008 



rtdtral illafflw tax wiolheld 



734l. 57 1"'1"-,~------' 3 Soda! MN!tyMga -4 Soda! r.1Cla1tyw withhlld 
Empjoyl,IDno.W~ 110100, 00 4624, 20 



63-0837971 
c ~• ram& lddresund ZIP mdt 



~ 0D0EL~NSTRUCTION CO., INC. MO LA N PARK DRIVE 
33~4- ItsAL 36109 



d Corlllal~ 



O)'W's I Nme 



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92154 



FormW-2Wl9'1ndTaSQ111m1nt cClc 
nib ll1fonoNllon fl bang flmnd ID IN ltl!lrnal ~ S.W:. 



Copy 2 -To Be Filed .tth Employws State, 
Oty. or Loal lna,me Tax Return. 
1 ~ISSN 1 Wlg«s,·alha'~ 



142637. 56 



6 Medlen tu WI held 



2415.10 



Suff. 



D 
r.. ... 



D 11753.00 



DD 5761.92 
12c 



12d 



Oept.afTrna1ry-lRS 



OMS NO. 1 S45-<>0I 



2 federil l"lml'lt tll lMlhhcld 



7341. 57 
l":"-::'"-'!------3Sodl!Maatt,Mga -4 SodllMNfl)'Qlwith/ied 
b EmpqwlO~ 110100. 00 4624. 20 



63-0837971 
C En,pla,,,rsn.nc,~andl:JP 0Clde 



~8ELLLA CONSTRUCTION CO. , INC. 
MO GOON PARK DRIVE 
33~~ItsAL 36109 



d ComralNI.ITN 



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 



Nffll 



SAN DIEGO, CA 92154 



, fmpic,yw111ddran1 ZP~ 



Form W-2 Wlgt and Tu 5lacitmn 



dps 



c0l2 



D 
I 



D 



2415.10 



-.. .... 
11753.00 



5761.92 



-------------------------------



Copy C - For EMPLOYEE'S RE' 0MB N0.1545-008 
~otlce to Employee on b,ck, ...!l:..:.•--------,~~-:-:-----~~~----1 
a ~•, SS>1 1 W1ga, 1ip1. ocher CDffiPINMIOl'I 2 Fedtnl lnc:«III 11X wllt'lheid 



142637.56 7341.57 
3 Sodal sewitywaQII 4 SodlJ MC.U11ywwllhhlld 



~b~~:--,--~-~~~=M.-----f 110100.00 4624.20 
s Medlc.ara~es 1nd tfpa 6 MedlcntlX d 



2415.10 63-0837971 166558.56 



C ~· name. ldd,-andZIP code 



CADDELL CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 
2700 LAGOON PARK DRIVE 
MONTGOMERY, AL 36109 
334-244-53.tlS 



d Control Numbtt 



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 
S.AN DIEGO, CA 92154 



f Emolorw'1MidlftlandZJl'mde 



13 140tner 



t---i=-~~-~NQ DEF DED 12168.00 



D 



•• •* •••• 



D 11753.00 
, Code 



DD 5761. 92 
llic 



12d 



Form W-2 Waoe and Tu 5r.tarTW1t c Cl 2 Dtpt ofTrua,ry-lR'i 
"llu lnfonn,tjon 1$ bang fllnlshed 10 ltw I~ If )'OU _. requred ID Ille I tall l'ftn\ a negllotna 
penalty a ocher wnction may be I~ on you If d'lts lnairM 11 axabla n )IOU fall ta f'ISJClft It 



Co:,y 2 -To Be Alld with Employee's St3tt. 
Oty, or Loc:al lncom, Tu Ret\lm. 
I Empqw'15.SN 1 Wlgel. tlP', ~ ~ 



142637.56 



OM8 NO. 1 S4S-008 



2 F«Mnl IIICX)ffll !Dw4ltftld 



7341.57 
3 5ocY1 s«Yity MglS -4 Social sea.tty tD wi'lhnlld 



~b~~~mplo)w...,.._O~na41....,,.,.~.,..____,. 110100.00 4624.20 
5 MldlQrewagesllldllpa 6 ~ID 



63-0837971 166558.56 
C ~1Nme,lddtasand1Jlaim 



CADDELL CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 
2700 LAGOON PARK DRIVE 
MONTGOMERY, AL 36109 
334-244-53.tiS 



d ContJaNumbs 



10166 
r ~·s hnarntr.dlnillll ~-



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 .ANGLER PL 
SAN DIEGO, CA nl54 



°'" 140ltw 



t-~;;;:;:~~n-"1NQ DEF DED 12168.00 



fonTI W-2 Wage and Tu SDtlmenl 2Cli! 



2415.10 



Suff. 



II 
r.; ·' .... 



D 11753.00 



5761.92 



Dlpt. a(Trwu.iry- I RS 



027 











ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (NafTlfl, Slate Bar number, and address): 



Alan V. Ednmnds, Esq. SBN: 70736 
-The Edmunds Law Firm 



527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 



TELEPHONE NO,; (760) 634-7630 FAX NO, (Optional); (760) 634-6799 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIM MCDANIEL 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



c1rv AND ZIP CODE: Chula Vista, 9 J 910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



MARRIAGE OF 



PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES :tv1ENEZES 



RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 



RESPONSE [X] and REQUEST FOR 
[X] Dissolution of Marriage 
D Legal Separation 
D Nullity of Marriage D AMENDED 



FL-120 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



Zn 13 !L'1·1'_ I J u .... - ,'~ :C: 00 



' ..... -·'. 
::;_.,~i1 ; . ;!. : __ _ : L _ 'I: . 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



1. RESIDENCE (Dissolution only} [X] Petitioner D Respondent has been a resident of this state for at least six months and 



of this-county for at least three months immediately preceding the filing of the Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. 



2. STATISTICAL FACTS 



a. Date of marriage: 10/09/04 c. Time from date of marriage to date of separation (specify): 
b. Date of separation: 01/07/13 Years: 8 Months: 2 



3. DECLARATION REGARDING MINOR CHILDREN (include children of this relationship born prior to or during the marriage or 



ad°fX_°j during the marriage): 
a. There are no minor children. 
b. D The minor children are: 



Child's name Birthdate 89.§. Sex 



D Continued on Attachment 3b. 
c. If there are minor children of J!le Petitioner and Respondent, a completed Declaration Under Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction 



and Enforcement Act (UCCJEA) (form FL-105) must be attached. 



d. D A completed voluntary declaration of paternity regarding minor children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior 
to the marriage is attached. 



4. SEPARATE PROPERTY 
~ondent requests that the assets and debts listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment 4 
LXJ below be confirmed as separate property. 
Item Confirm to 



All property acquired prior to marriage by gift, inheritance, bequest. devise, Respondent 
or descent. All accwnulations and earings acquired after the date of separation, 
in addition to other separate property unknown at this time. Respondent 
reserves the right to amend this response upon further discovery. 



NOTICE: You may redact (black out) social security numbers from any written material filed with the court in this case 
other than a form used to collect chi Id or spousal support. 
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MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): CASE NUMBER: 



C-ONCALVES MENEZES V. MCDANIEL DS 51030 



5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 
a. D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 



b. [X] All such assets and debts are listed CJ ln Property Dedaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment Sb. 



[X] below (specify): 



Respondent anticipates all such assets and debts will be disposed of by written agreement. In the event such an agreement is not 
entered into, he will prepare a property declaration to enable an equitable line disposition of all community and quasi
community assets and debts. 



6. D Respondent contends that the parties were never legally married. 



7. D Respondent denies the grounds set forth in item 6 of the petition. 



8. Res
1



'in1ent requests 
a. dlssolutlon of the marriage based on d. 



(1) [X] irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code, § 2310(a).) 
(2) D incurable Insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b}.) 



b. D legal~aratlon of the parties based on 
(1) LJ irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) 
(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) 



c. D nullity of void marriage based on 
(1) D incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.} 
(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) 



D nullity of voidable marriage based on 
( 1) D respondent's age at time of marriage. 



(Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 
(2) D prior existing marriage. 



(Fam. Code, § 221 0(b).) 
(3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code, § 221 0(c).) 
(4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 
(5) D force. (Fam. Code, § 221 0(e).) 
(6} D physical incapacity. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(f).) 



9. Respondent requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 



a. Legal custody of children to ... ....... ........ ........ .......... ......... ........ ............... ..... ............ .... PeCJner Rejponldent Jt=J ~r 
b. Physical custody of children to ...................................................................................... D D D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to ....................................................................... ,................. D D D 



As requested in form: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341 (C) D FL-341 (D) D FL-341 (E) D Attachment 9c. 



d. D Determination of parentage of any children born to the Petitioner and Respondent [)ti to the marriage. 
e. Attorney fees and costs payable by............................................................................... D 
f. Spousal support payable to (wage assignment will be Issued} ....................................... D ~ 
g. 00 Terminate the court's jurisdiction (ability) to award spousal support to Petitioner. 



h. [X] Property rights be determined. 



i. D Respondent's former name be restored to (specify): 
j. [X] Other (specify): Memorandum on all contested Issues; leave to Amend Response. 



D Continued on Attachment 9j. 



10. Child support- If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submisslon of financial forms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 
amounts at the "legal" rate, which Is currently 10 percent. 



I declarefn~er penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that tho foregoing is true and correct. 



Date: 11 \q \ f3 
TIM MCDANIEL -►------1-+-lorL-~...-=;...;::...~~~-=-..:..---=-=--=---+-=-,;__:,__:...;l...,IL- trlvre 



(TVPE OR PRINT NAME) 



Date: 



Alan V Edmunds Esq OuJia Sz_afraniec Esq ► 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



The original response must be flied in the court with proof of service of a copy on Petitioner. 
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MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): CASE NUMBER: 



GONCALVES MENEZES V. MCDANIEL OS 51030 



5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 
a D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 



b. [X] All such assets and debts are listed D in Property Declaraffon (form Fl-160) D in Attachment Sb. 



[X] below (specify): 



Respondent anticipates all such assets and debts -will be disposed of by written agreement. In the event such an agreement is not 
entered into, he will prepare a property declaration to enable an equitable line ctisposition of all community and quasi
community assets and debts. 



6. D Respondent contends that the parties were never legally married. 



7. D Respondent denies the grounds set forth in item 6 of the petition. 



8. Respondent requests 
a. [X] dissolutlon of the marriage based on d. D nullity of voidable marriage based on 



(1) [X] irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) (1) D respondent's age at time of marriage. 
(2) D Incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) (Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 



b. D lega~aration of the parties based on (2) D prior existing marriage. 
(1) LJ irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) (Fam. Code,§ 2210(b).) 
(2) D Incurable Insanity. (Fam. Code, § 231 0(b).) (3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code, § 221 O(c).) 



c. D nullity of void marriage based on (4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 
(1) D Incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.) (5) D force. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(e).) 
(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) (6) D physical Incapacity. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(f}.) 



9. Respondent requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 



a. Legal custody of children to .... ............... ....... .. ..... ..... .................. ..... ..... ......... ... .. ......... Peon er Res[::=:rertt 
b. Physical custody of children to ... ................................. ........................ .......................... D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to ... . .... .............. ..... ...... ... .... ... .................... ... ... .... ..... .. ......... D D 



As requested inform: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341(C) D FL-341(0) D FL-341(E) D 



~: ~rn~:~=~~i~~~~~~:sp;~~~~;~~~-~~~-~-~~~~~~~-~~~~--t-~ .. t-~-~-~~~~~~-~~-~~-~-~~~:.~:~~nt p~rl to the mc3ge. 



f. Spousal support payable to (wage assignment will be issued) ....................................... D D 
g. [X] Terminate the court's jurisdiction (ability) to award spousal support to Petitioner. 



h. [X] Property rights be determined. 



i. D Respondent's former name be restored to (specify): 
j. [X] Other (specify): Memorandum on all contested Issues; leave to Amend Response. 



D Continued on Attachment 9J. 



Joint Other 
DD 
DD 



D 
Attachment 9c. 



10. Child support- If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submission at financial torms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 
amounts at the "legal" rate, which ls currently 10 percent. 



~::~la1rq [illy of perjury under the laws of the Stale of Calffornia that the foregoing is true and correct. "' 



TIMMCPAt:lJEI ► ::-sl ~t½U_:') 
(TVPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF AESPONDENTI 



Date: 



Alan v fnrouods Er,q /JuJja Szafraoit& Esq ► 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAK) (SIGNAlURE OF ATTORNEY FOR RESP()ltDENn 



The original response must be filed in the court with proof of service of a copy on Petitioner. 
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FL-335 
ATTORNEY OR PARTY IMTHOVT ATTORNEY (Name, Sista Bar numbor, and addrass)· FOR COURT USE ONLY 



~Ian V. Edmunds, Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. SBN: 70736 / 256783 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 



Encinitas, CA 92024 
TB.EPHONE NO. (760) 634-76)0 FAX NO (Optional). (760) 634-6799 2013 .. :Ui.. 2 3 ° 3: o 7 



E-MAIL AOORESS (Ophon1Q; 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIJv1 MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN uu:.uu 
STREET ADDRess: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRess: 500 3rd Avenue 



aTY ANo ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, 9191 0 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



HEARING DATE: 



HEARING TIME: 



DEPT.: 



NOTICE: To serve temporary restraining orders you must use personal service (see form FL-330). 



(If eppllcable, provide): 



1. I am at least 18 years of age, not a party to this action, and I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing took 
place. 



2. My residence or business address is: THE EDMUNDS LAW FIRM 
527 ENCINTAS BLVD., SUITE 100 
ENCINTAS, CA 92024 



3. I served a copy of the following documents (specify): CONFORMED COPY FILED JULY 11, 2013: 
1. RESPONSE AND REQUEST FOR DISSOLUTION OF MARRJAGE. 



by enclosing them in an envelope AND 
a. CJ depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 
b. [X] placing the envelope for collection and mailing on the date and at the place shown in item 4 following our ordinary 



business practices. I am readily familiar with this business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for 
mailing. On the same day that correspondence is placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of 
business with the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 



4. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follows: 



a. Name of person served: MS. NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES C/O l'vlR. NEIL M. MARANGI, ESQ. 
b. Address: LAW OFFICE OF l\1EIL M. MARANGI 



259 THIRD AVENUE, SUITER. CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 
c. Date mailed: 7/15/13 
d. Place of mailing (city and state): ENCINTAS, CA 



5. CJ I served a request to modify a child custody, visitation, or child support judgment or permanent order which included an 
address verification declaration. (Declaration Regarding Address Verification-Postjudgment Request to Mod;fy a Child 



Custody, Visitation. or Child Support Order (form FL-334) may be used for this purpose.) 



6. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California tha7t~e foregoing ·s true and correct. 



Date: JULY 15, 2013 ► \ 
JOY SALMON ----+lt---i--t----,L~~------------



Form Approved for Optional UH 
Judicial Counol ot Callornia 



FL,335 [Rev. January 1. 201~] 



(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAI, 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Slate t:JBr number, and address)" FOR COURT USE ONLY 



$/~ 
FL-115 (l It.-



_Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R •:',.//_i , .1 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 - ·!. /q 



TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619 ) 4 2 0 -1 6 Q FAX NO (Oplional). ( 619 ) 4 2 Q -1611 ' · ,'--; 



t-E-~-~rr-:-~-~-,:-:-F~-:-~N-:-rn;-'~::_o_:-~-:-t-,Fc_o_:-:-,A-~-~-o-~-N-~-~-~-:-1-~_e_a_~-~ .... : .... :-:-z-o_e_s _______ _,: .. ; ;i ('.,t-i Aj{,_!/(-l~·-·· ~ 
STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 O Third Avenue ., 
MAILING ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1Pcooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



PROOF OF SERVICE OF SUMMONS 
CASE NUMBER" 



05~1(Q)D 
1. At the time of service I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I served the respondent with copies of: 



a. w Family Law-Marriage: Petition-Marriage (form FL-100), Summons (form FL-110), and blank Response-Marriage 
(form FL-120) -or-



b. D Family Law-Domestic Partnership: Petition-Domestic Partnership (form FL-103), Summons (form FL-110), and 
blank Response-Domestic Partnership (form FL-123) 



-or-
e. D Uniform Parentage: Petition to Establish Parental Relationship (form FL-200), Summons (form FL-210), and blank 



Response to Petition to Establish Parental RelaUonship (form FL-220) 
-or-



d. D Custody and Support: Petition for Custody and Support of Minor Cht1dren (form FL-260), Summons (form FL-210), and 
blank Response to Petition for Custody and Support of Minor Children (form FL-270) 



.. and 



e. W (1) D Completed and blank Declaration Under 
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and 
Enforcement Act(form FL-105) 



(2) w Completed and blank Declaration of 
Disclosure (form FL-140) 



(3) w Completed and blank Schedule of Assets 
and Debts (form FL-142) 



(4) W Completed and blank Income and 
Expense Declaration (form FL-150) 



2. Address where respondent was served: 



5 352-- -A ~v- T'iace 



3. I served the respondent by the following means (check proper box): 



(5) D Completed and blank Financial Statement 
(Simplified) (form FL-155) 



(6) D Completed and blank Properly 
Declaration (form FL-160) 



(7) w Request for Order (form FL-300), and blank 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order 
(form FL-320) 



(8} UL] Other(specify): :3rr . .!.l.J' L=•,: ce.:ti:i.:~te :f 



Assignment; Notic~ of Case Assignment; 
Notice of Hearing 



a. w Personal service. I personally delivered the copies to the respondent (Code Civ. Proc.,§ 415.10) 



on (date): 7 / 0 / 1.D ( ~ at (time): 7 ~ ':) .3 pry, 
b. D Substituted service. I left the copies with or in the presence of (name): 



who is (specify title or relationship to respondent): 



( 1) D (Business) a person at least 18 years of age who was apparently in charge at the office or usual place of 
business of the respondent. I informed him or her of the general nature of the papers. 



(2) D (Home) a competent member of the household (at least 18 years of age) at the home of the respondent. I 
informed him or her of the general nature of the papers. 
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Form Approved for Op11onaI Use 
Judicial Council of California 
FL-115 [Rev. July 1, 2012) 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT A TT':.RNEY (~Tn'1. State. .Jmber. end address); 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 
TELEPHONE NO.: ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q - 1 6 Q Q ;: AX NO. . ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q - 1 611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS 



ATTORNEYFOR(NemeJ: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 



STREET ADDRESS 500 Third Avenue 
MAILJNGADDREss: 500 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1PcooE: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARlY: 



DECLARATION REGARDING SERVICE OF DECLARATION OF 
DISCLOSURE AND INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 



W Petitioner's w Preliminary 



D Respondent's D Final 



1. I am the CK] attorney for w petitioner D respondent in this matter. 



. -
,.' ·,f, 'c1f:°~·cl") :\j•~,;/>\·: ;_:/ 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



2. w Petitioner's D Respondent's Preliminary Declaration of Disclosure (form FL-140), current* Income and Expense 
Declaration (form FL-150), completed Schedule of Assets and Debts (form FL-142) or Community and Separate Properly 
Declarations (form FL-160) with appropriate attachments, all tax returns filed by the party in the two years before service of the 
preliminary disclosures, and all other required information under Family Code section 2104 were served on: 



W the other party UL] the other party's attorney by D personal seNice D mail 
[Ju Other (specify): PDOD personally served on the other party on 07 /03/13. Tax 
returns served by mail upon the other party's attorney on 07/18/13. 
on (date): 07 /03/13 and 07 /18/13 



3. D Petitioner's D Respondent's Final Declaration of Disclosure (form FL-140), current* Income and Expense Declaration 
(form FL-150), completed Schedule of Assets and Debts (form FL-142) or Community or Separate Property Declarations (form 
FL-160) with attachments, and the material facts and information required by Family Code section 2105 were served on: 



D the other party D other party's attorney by D personal service D mail 



D Other (specify): 



on (date): 



4. D Service of D Petitioner's D Respondent's D preliminary D final declaration of disclosure 
D current income and expense declaration has been waived as follows: 



a. D The parties agreed to waive final declaration of disclosure requirements under Family Code section 2105(d.) 
(Form FL-144 may be used for this purpose.) The waiver D was filed on (date): 



Dis being filed at the same time as this form. 



b. D The party has failed to comply with disclosure requirements, and the court has granted the request for voluntary waiver of 
receipt under Family Code section 2107 on (date): 



c. D This is a default proceeding that does not include a stipulated judgment or settlement agreement. Petitioner waives final 
disclosure requirements under Family Code section 2110. 



*Current is defined as completed within the past three months providing no facts have changed. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 5.260.) 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoinQ.J.:iHH~1-1.1 



Date: 07 /18/13 



Neill M. Marangi ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



NOTE: File this document with the court. 
Do not file a copy of the Preliminary or Final Declaration of Disclosure or 
any attachments to either declaration of disclosure with this document. 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, State Bar number. and address). 



,_ Alan V. Edmunds, Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. SBN: 70736 / 256783 
The Edmunds Law Firm 
527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 



TaEPHONE NO.: (760) 634-7630 
E,MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 



FAX NO. (Optional): (760) 63 4-6799 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIM MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING AOORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



c1rv AND z1P cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES l\1ENEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARTY: 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 



HEARING DATE: TIME: DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 



AUGUST 5, 2013 1:45 PM 17 



1. CJ CHILD CUSTODY 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



2. CJ CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I consent to guideline support. 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



(1) CJ Guideline 
(2) CJ Other (specify): 



4. [X] SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 



FL-320 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



P "). n, 
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CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



c. CJ I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 



Fonn Adopted for Mandatory Ur.e 
Judicial Council of California 
FL-320 [Rev. July 1. 2012] 
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PETITIONERJPLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES lvIBNEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARlY: 



5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. [X] OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NUMBER 



DS 51030 



c. 0 I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 



9. 0 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 



[X] Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TlM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form OV-120). 



FL-320 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct. 



Date: JULY Z Z ,2013 Signature Via Facsimile 
TIM MCDANIEL ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF DECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARTY. 



5 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested 



c. D I consent to the following order 



7 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b D I do not consent to the order requested 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. D[I OTHER RELIEF 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NU.IJ.l!Ol 



DS 510:lO 



c. LJ I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRl::NTLY HEREIN. 



9 0 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION Of RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTIJY HEREIN. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence reslraining orders requested rn the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-120). 



FL-320 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct 



Date JULY Z. l .20 I 3 



TIM MCD -\NTEI ► 
RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER Pili!CI 2o(2 











1 Julia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. I 00 
Encinitas, California 92024 



ZU/3 ,./UL 23 P 3: OT 3 (760) 634-7630 
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13 



Attorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 



In Re: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



Petitioner, 



) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
) MCDANIEL, IN OPPOSITION OF 



14 v. ) PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER 
) 



15 Tim McDaniel ) 
) 



16 Respondent ) Date: 8/5/2013 
) Time: 1 :45 p.m. 



17 



18 



19 



20 



) Dept.: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 



--------------) 



I, TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 



21 1. I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years. 



I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 



on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 



would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



I. 
BACKGROUND 



2. Petitioner, NAT ACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 



3. 



separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 



Petitioner filed for dissolution on June I 3, 2013. 



DECLARATION OF TIM McDANIEL 0"37 











1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



4. 



5. 



6. 



7. 



8. 



II. 



EXCLUSIVE USE OF CAR 



Petitioner has requested exclusive use of our car, which was purchased by me and is titled 



solely in my name. 



I consent to Petitioner's use of the car, but request the court order Petitioner assume title 



and insure the vehicle in her name. 



During the past two (2) years Petitioner has been involved in two (2) serious, at-fault 



collisions; one September 2011 causing nearly $10,000 in damages, and another October 



2012 resulting in a total loss of the vehicle. I should not be to forced to continue to face 



liability for Petitioner's reckless driving. 



III. 



SPOUSAL SUPPORT 



I ask the court order guideline spousal support, with credit to me for all support provided 



since the filing of this action. 



In calculating the guideline amount, I request the court impute Petitioner the income she 



should be earning as a physical therapist. She has completed the five (5) year degree 



program but remains under-employed because I have always paid all of her expenses. In 



the past she has told me she has no intention of contributing financially. (Please see 



Exhibit ~'A" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and 



Wages) and (Please sec Exhibit "B" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Jobs, 



Employment in San Diego, CA) 



23 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



24 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



25 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 



26 
Dated: _:i(, \,\.. \ 



27 



28 



Signature Via Facsimil 



TIM McDANIEL 
Respondent 











2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



4. 



5. 



6. 



7. 



8. 



If. 



EXCLUSIVE USE OF CAR 



Petitioner has requested exclusive use of our car, which was purchased by me and is titled 



solely in my name. 



I consenl to Petitioner's use of the car 1 but request the court order Petitioner assume title 



and insure the vehicle in her name. 



During the past two (2) years Petitioner has been involved in two (2) serious, at-fault 



collisions; one September 20 l l causing nea.rly $10,000 in damages, and another October 



2012 resulting in a total loss of the vehicle. l should not be to forced to continue to face 



liability for Petitioner's reckless driving. 



III. 



SPOUSAL SUPPORT 



I ask the court order guideline spousal support, with credit to me for all support provided 



since the fi]jng of this action. 



In calculating the guideline amount, I request the court impute Petitioner the income she 



should be caming as a physical therapist. She has completed the five (5) year degree 



program but remains under-employed because I have always paid all of her expenses. ln 



the past she hac, told me she has no intention of contributing financially. (Please see 



Exbibit "A" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and 



Wages) and (Please sec Exhibit ''B'' Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Jobs, 



Employment in San Diego, CA) 



23 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



24 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



25 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 



26 



27 



28 TlM McDANIEL 
Respondent 
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Julia Szafraniec, Esq, (256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Suite 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 lO I 1 Jl 2] p 3: I 0 



3 Telephone: (760) 634-7630 



4 



5 Attorney for Respondent, TIM McDANIEL 



6 



7 



8 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 



9 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



In RE: ~ Case No. D~S 16e444 1)S SlO~c) 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES M 



PETITIONER, 



V 



TIM McDANIEL 



RESPONDENT. 



) 
) NOTICE OF LODGMENT AND 
) LODGMENT OF DOCUMENTS 
) 
) 
) Date: 8/5/2013 
) Time: 1 :45 p.m. 
) Dept: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 
) 



NOTICE IS HEREIN GIVEN that Respondent, TIM McDANIEL, intends to lodge the following 



exhibits for the above-captioned matter. 



1. Exhibit HA," Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and Wages. 



2. Exhibit "B," Physical Therapist Jobs, Employment in San Diego, CA. 



Dated: JULY 22, 2013 



Respectfully Submitted, 



The Edmunds Law Firm 



j 



\ '._.,l \. l '- l.t.: 



Al Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. 
Att spondent, Tim McDaniel 



NOTICE OF LODGMENT AND LODGMENT 











ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Stale Bar 11Umbar, arxi address): 



_JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 



THE EDMUNDS LAW FIRM 
527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 



TELEPHONE NO. (760) 634-7630 
E·MAIL ADDRESS (Optional}. 



SBN: 256783 



FAX NO. (Optional): (760) 634-6799 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name)." TIM MCDANIEL '• · 
1----------------------------------.,.i.i._, ;\ti :.,; __ '.~ . 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



arv AND 21P coDe: Chula Vista 9191 0 
BRAACH NAME South Countv Rel?ionaJ Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



REQUEST FOR ORDER CJ 
D Child Custody CJ 
D Child Support CJ 



MODIFICATION 
Visitation 
Spousal Support 



CJ 



[X] 



Temporary Emergency 
Court Order 
Other (specify): Exclusive 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



D Attorney Fees and Costs Use, Possesion of house i!l Brazil 



1. TO (name): NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



FL-300 



2. A hearing on this Request for Order will be held as follows: If child custody or visitation is an issue in this proceeding, Family 
Code section 31 0 requi es mediation before or at the same time as the hearing (see item 7.) 



b. Address o court other (specify): 



3. Attachments to be served with this Request for Order: 



a. A blank Responsive Dedaration (form FL-320) 
b. D Completed Income and Expense Declaration (form 



FL-150) and a blank Income and Expense 



~. rec,aTion 



k n.1. \ \'_-,_•.,_l 
Date: 



JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



c. D Completed Financial Statement (Simplified) (form 



FL-155) and a blank Financial Statement (Simpliffed) 
d. D ~oints and authorities 



e. D ;'6,er (specify): 



► i ·1 \' ,.·l· \1 ·J1. l .1') J l \ \,\_L,1_ · - 1 \I, ,l, j · ''- • · '-' 



CJ COURT ORDER \ I -· 



4. 0 YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT AT THE DATE AND TIM~ LISTED IN ITEM 2 TO GIVE ANY LEGAL 
REASON WHY THE ORDERS REQUESTED SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. 



5. D Time for CJ service CJ hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 



6. Any responsive declaration must be served on or before (date): 
7. The parties are ordered to attend mandatory custody services as follows: 



8. D You are ordered to comply with the Temporary Emergency Court Orders (form FL-305) attached. 



9. D other {specify): 



-·, ---~ -· -1· :.:.-> -·. ..,'"I c-1 ,... -:~~ 
'.::i· C !.~ '' '?. !'·< ~ ~~ ~ r,:;· ;::.t ~~t ·1'~, 



JUDICIAL l'"\'iFICER ~!. It i') ~~ ~~ ( ,) lt,I (~ ~\:: 



Date: 



~-1 · !:~ ~ • r•r 1-<t ''I• -• .._~ 



To the person who received this Request for Order. If you wish to respond to this Request for Or.deij~you•.p,lf~t filfa .3 _. . .--- ·-7· ~I 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) and serve a copy on the other parties· at l_east· rii~•~ cotlrt day.S _·; 1 ~~ 
before the hearing date unless the court has ordered a shorter period of time. You do not have to pay ~1illn~ fee to fH~ tD~ ;;: .~:. ::; 
Responsive Declaration to Request forOrder(form FL-320) or any other declaration including an /ncome·ani:JExpense' ~- ;_:: c- ~,. 



Declaration (form FL-150) or Financial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). , ::J -;,:; ~-~-'. 
'-----------------------------------------------,----'--'-:--, ··•: ... I 



Form Adopted for Mandatory U5oe 
Judicial Council of Ca~fomiil 
FL-300 [ReY. July 1, 2012) 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 



Pa e:1 of4 : ,·· 



,;,, Fa~i_ly ~~,'~§ 2045, 210~., 6224 •.. _ ; :! 
•:. :, '.:· ·6226, d320-:8326, 6380-6383 · , , , 



•-~-; ~O\le~r,n~~.t.Code, § 26826 . . fff-% 











PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM' MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PAR1Y: 



CASE NUMBER 



DS 51030 



REQUEST FOR ORDER AND SUPPORTING DECLARATION 



D Petitioner [X] Respondent D other Parent/Party requests the following orders: 



1. 0 CHILD CUSTODY C=:J To be ordered pending the hearing 



FL-300 



a. Child's name and age b. Legal custody to (name of person who 
makes decisions about health, education, etc.) 



c. Physical custody to (name of 
person with whom child will live) 



d. D As requested in form D Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 
D Request for Child Abduction Prevention Orders (form FL-312) 
D Children's Holiday Schedule Attachment (form FL-341(C)) 



e. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



D Additional Provisions-Physical Custody Attachment (form FL-341(D)) 
D Joint Legal Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (E)) 
D Other (Attachment 1 d) 



2. 0 CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) CJ To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. As requested in: (1) c=J Attachment 2a (2) CJ Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 



(3) CJ Other (specify): 



b. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 



(2) ordering (specify): 



c. D One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now in effect. (Attach a copy of the orders if you 



have one.) The orders are from the following court or courts (specify county and state): 



(1) D Criminal: County/state: (3) C:J Juvenile: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



(2) D Family: County/state: (4) CJ Other: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



3. D CHILD SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



a. Child's name and age b. CJ I request support based on the 
child support guidelines 



c. Monthly amount requested (if not by guideline) 
$ 



d. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



Notice: The court is required to order child support based on the income of both parents. It normally continues until the 
child is 18. You must supply the court with Information about your finances by filing an Income and Expense Declaration 
(form Fl-150) or a Financial Statement (S/mplifled) (form FL-155). Otherwise, the child support order will be based on 
information about your income that the court receives from other sources, including the other parent. 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
-RESPONDENTfDEFENOANT: TJM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



CASE NUMBER. 



DS 51030 



4. 0 SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



a. D Amount requested (monthly): $ c. c=J Modify existing order 
b. D Terminate existing order (1) filed on (date): 



( 1) filed on (date): (2) ordering (specify): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



FL-300 



d. D The Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form FL-157) is attached (for modification of spousal or 
partner support after judgment only) 



e. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be attached 



5. D ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS are requested on Request for Attorney Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-319) or a 
declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be 
attached. A Supporting Declaration for Attorney Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-158) or a declaration that 
addresses the factors covered in that form must also be attached. 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT [=:J To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. The c=J petitioner [=:J respondent D claimant is restrained from transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, 
concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether community, quasi-community, or 
separate, except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life. 



D The applicant will be notified at least five business days before any proposed extraordinary expenditures, 
and an accounting of such will be made to the court. 



b. CJ Both parties are restrained and enjoined from cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or 
changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, 
held for the benefit of the parties or their minor children. 



c. CJ Neither party may incur any debts or liabilities for which the other may be held responsible, other than in the 
ordinary course of business or for the necessities of life, 



7. D PROPERTY CONTROL c=J To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. CJ The petitioner c=J respondent is given the exclusive temporary use, possession, and control of the following 
property that we own or are buying (specify): 



b. CJ The petitioner CJ respondent is ordered to make the following payments on liens and encumbrances coming 
due while the order is in effect: 
Debt Amount of payment Pay to 



8. [X] OTHER RELIEF (specify): 



EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESJON OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI Bl AN CHI, GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 



NOTE: To obtain domestic violence restraining orders, you must use the forms Request for Order 
(Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-100) 1 Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence) (form 
DV-110), and Notice of Court Hearing (DomesUc Violence) (form DV-109). 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES lVIBNEZES 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



CASE NUMBER. 



DS 51030 



FL-300 



9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specify number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 



order shortening time because of the tacts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 



10. [X] FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify): 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. ( You may use Attached Declaration (form MC·031) for this purpose. 



The attached declaration must not exceed 10 pages in length unless rermission to file a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 



PLEASE SEE ATTACHED DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HERElN IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER 



I declare rder renalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



~:~~~~ ► Signature Via Facsimile 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT) 



Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office or go to www.courts.ca.gov/forms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons \Mth Disabilities and Response (form MC-410). (Civil Code,§ 54.8.) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES !vrENEZES 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANTEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



FL-300 
CASE ~JUMOcR: 



DS 51030 



9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specif',! number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 



order shortening time because of the facts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 



10. 00 FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify)" 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. ( You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose. 



The attached declaration must not exceed 10 pages in length unless permission to ffle a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 



PLEASE SEE /fff ACHED DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HEREIN IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER. 



I declare un1er Pf nalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoirg is true and correct 



Date; \Ol\ei\y'?, . rvlCh 
TIM MCDANIEL ► ~ ~ J 



(TYPE OR PRll'IIT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT} 



Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office orgo to www.courts.ca.govlforms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons IMth Disabilities and Response (fomi MC-410) (Civil Code, § 54.8 ) 
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Julia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, California 92024 ZDl3 OCi 23 /~ 1



~: I , 
3 (760) 634-7630 
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Attorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 



In Re: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



Petitioner, 
v. 



Tim McDaniel 



Respondent 



) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 



DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST 
FOR ORDER RE: EXCLUSIVE USE AND 
POSSESSION OF HOUSE IN BRAZIL 



Date: I /z-zj llf 
Time: 13 ·-tt'~/tJll1 
Dept.: 17 
HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ ______________ ) 



1. 



2. 



3. 



I, TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 



I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years. 



I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 



on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 



would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 



I. 
BACKGROUND 



Petitioner, NAT ACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 



separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 



Petitioner filed for dissolution on JW1e 13, 2013. 
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1 IL 



2 EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESSION OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI BIANCHI, 
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15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. 



5. 



6. 



7. 



8. 



9. 



GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 



Prior to my meeting Petitioner, I had purchased a preconstruction price condo in 



Australia. In 2003, I closed on the property which Petitioner knew about and then I sold 



the condo in December 2004 for a profit of approximately $103,000. (Please see Exhibit 



"A" which will be lodged with the court) This money was put into a Bank of America 



Savings CD that I had prior to marriage and had only my separate funds in it. 



I withdrew the profits out of the Savings CD acquired from the Australia property and 



wired it to Petitioner to purchase the house in Brazil which cost approximately $100,000. 



(Please see Exhibit "B" which will be lodged with the court) 



In order to purchase any real estate in Brazil if you are a non-resident you must obtain a 



CPF (Cadastro das Pessoas Fisicas) number. This is an Individual Taxpayer Registry 



which is mandatory for individuals residing abroad who own properties and investments 



in Brazil subject to public registration. (Please see Exhibit "C" which will be lodged 



with the court) 



The foreign applicant for a CPF must bring an international identity document. The best 



document for this purpose is the foreigner's passport. If the document offered is NOT the 



passport AND is not in Portugese, the foreign applicant may be required to submit an 



official translation of the docwnent, which would cost about thirty dollars and is only 



available from a small and obscure society of government certified translators. The 



simplest approach is to present one's passport when applying for a CPF. 



Unlike Brazilians, foreigners must wait for a mailed invitation from the Receita Federal 



Branch of the government to arrive at their place of residence and the foreigner must 



appear at an appointment at Receita Federal which is functionally like the US IRS. A 



half-hour interview is then held and an interviewer will enter the applicant's basic 



biographical and professional information into the Federal database. 



Since it may take 15 days to a month for the invitation to arrive and the interview to be 



held, applying for a CPF is not a procedure that casual one-time tourists to Brazil will 
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find feasible or time-effective. A week or more after the interview at the Receita Federal, 



the foreigner should receive his CPF in the mail at the address provided to the Receita 



Federal during the application interview. 



This house was purchased when I was working overseas in September 2005. I only 



viewed the house by photos and could not apply for a CPF in Brazil or a Brazilian 



Consulate in the USA. Petitioner had also told me that she had called the Receita Federal 



and that the processing was taking anywhere from 3-5 months because they were so 



behind. As I was working overseas I would not be in Brazil. I did not personally walk 



into the house until December of 2005. 



Petitioner said we needed a bigger house because we were living in a one bedroom 



apartment in Brazil at the time, that I had also purchased with my separate property, and 



her daughter was getting bigger while Petitioner attended school. 



I was not in Brazil and Petitioner's constant requests to get a bigger place finally led me 



to transfer my separate money acquired from the sale of my property in Australia from my 



Bank of America CD into a joint HSBC account and Petitioner, who is a Brazilian 



resident, was able to purchase the property. 



Over the years, we developed many problems in our relationship including but not limited 



to physically and mentally abusive behavior on the part of Petitioner. In 2012, I finally 



obtained my CPF and I requested that Petitioner add my name to the property. (Please 



see Exhibit "D" which will be lodged with the court). Petitioner outright refused. 



I have supported Petitioner the entire duration of marriage including supporting her 



daughter who is not my biological child. 



In 2010, when taking my Electronic Questionnaire for Investigations Processing for my 



security clearance when asked about residence information I reported that I owned this 



property in Brazil. (Please see Exhibit "E" which will be lodged with the court). This 



property is my separate property. I purchased my property in Australia prior to ma1Tiage 



with my money and the money from the sale was in my separate account and never co



mingled. Any property acquired by either spouse before marriage, and any rents, issues, 



and profits from such property, are ordinarily the separate property of the acquiring 
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spouse under California Family Law Code § 5.10. It is completely traceable to separate 



property funds and Petitioner has zero interest in the property. My current contract with 



my employer is ending and I am unsure as to what my future employment status will be. 



5 16. As such, I respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 



6 



7 



8 



separate property in Brazi I. 



I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



9 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



10 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 
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TIM McDANIEL, Respondent 
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spouse under California family Law Code§ 5.10. It is completely traceable to separate 



prope1ty funds and Petitioner has zero interest in the property. My current contract with 



my employer is ending and I am unsure as to what my future employment status will be. 



5 16. 



6 



As such, 1 respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 



separate property in Brazil. 
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10 



11 



12 
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16 
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I declare under penalty of perjury and the lan·s of the state of California that 



foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 



Dated: / Z -0(..t - 1 3 ---------....__~, -- ~[bcDJ) 
TIM McDANIEL, Respondent 
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,, THE ED~MUNDS LAW FIRM FOR COURT USE ONLY - ALAN \J. EDMUNDS, ESQ. SBN: 70736 
527 ENCINITAS BLVD., SUITE 100 EtJCrlTAS, CA 92024 



Attorney For: 11'""' {Y)( \'JClYitf 
TELEPHONE NO.:(t 0) 634-7630 FAX NO. (Op/iona/J:(760) 634-6799 



E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 



SAN DIEGO SUPERIOR COURT- SOUTH BAY FAMILY 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 THIRD AVE. 
MAILING ADDRESS; 



CITYANDZIPCODE:CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



BRANCH NAME: DOMESTIC BRANCH ZOIJ ~r-· ? ~ U1.1 l - .., ,~, C· ,· l I 



PLAINTIFF(nameeachJ: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MANEZES ti.. 



DEFENDANT(name each): TIM MCDANIEL 
CASENY~-~Ri 1::-::".·: ·:·I:.;·_~·: / 



· · .. ··· · ·oss·1030 '· ' J\3)< 
HEARING DATE: TIME: DEPT.: Ref No. or File No.: 



PROOF OF SERVICE 08/05/2013 01:45 pm 17 MCDANIEL, TIM 



AT THE TIME OF SERVICE I WAS AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE AND NOT A PARTY TO THIS ACTION, AND 
I SERVED COPIES OF THE: 



V 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER; DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT TIM MCDANIEL IN OPPOSITION 
OF PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER; NOTICE OF LODGTMENT AND LODGMENT OF DOCUMENTS 



NAME: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES C/0 NEIL MARANGI, ESQ. 



DELIVERED TO: PLACED DOCUMENTS IN MAIL BASKET- PER ATTORNEY'S INSTRUCTION 



DATE & TIME OF DELIVERY: 07/23/2013 
03:45 pm 



ADDRESS, CITY, ANO STATE: 259 THIRD AVENUE, STE. R 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



MANNER OF SERVICE: 
Delivery to Law Office: Service was made by delivery to the attorney's office; or by leaving the document(s) with his clerk over 
the age of 18 therein; or with a person having charge thereof; or if there was no such person in the office, by leaving them 
between the hours of nine in the morning and five in the afternoon, In a conspicuous place in the office. ([CCP 1011 (1)] Or 
Service Upon a Party: Service was made by leaving the notice or other paper at the party's residence, between the hours of 
eight In the morning and six in the evening, with some person of not less than 18 years of age [CCP 1011(b)]. 



Fee for Service: 93. 95 
r;:::::J County: SAN DIEGO 
~ Registration No.: 1779 



Advanced Attorney Services, Inc. 
3500 Fifth Ave., Suite 202 
San Diego, CA 92103 
(619) 299-2012 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 
The State of California that the foregoing information 
contained in the return of service and statement of 
service fees is true and correct and that this declaration 
was executed on July 24, 2013. 



I ) 1J ./ 
/. :/./ // / 



Signature: '/'~\ f' / ,--1 
,·1 /. - , 



ALBERTO MADRID 



---~~PROOF-OF-HAND DELIVERY 
Or5:13977S1/CCP1011 982(a)(23l[New July 1, 1987) 











SUPERIOR co~.<T OF CALIFORNIA, COUN°l . OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH BAY DIVISION 



TO: 
NEILL M MARANGI 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
259 THIRD AVENUE, SUITER 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



TIM MCDANIEL 



500 Third Avenue 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



619-7 46-6200 



FILE COPY: 



2 NOTICES PREPARED 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES .. 
P-et1t1oner 



CASE NO: D85103 0 EXH 



vs. NOTICE OF HEARING 



TIM MCDANIEL 
Respondent 



Notice is given that the above-entitled case has been set for the reason listed below and at the location shown above. 
ALL INQUIRIES REGARDING THIS NOTICE SHOULD BE REFERRED TO THE COURT AND PHONE NUMBER LISTED ABOVE. 



TYPE OF HEARING 



Family Resolution Conference 11/06/13 Ol:45PM 



DEPT 



17 



NEILL M MARANGI (P) 
TIM MCDANIEL (R) 



Judge ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 



I certify that I am not a party to the above-entitled case; On the date shown below, I placed a true 
copy of the NOTICE OF HEARING in separate envelopes, addressed to each addressee shown above; each envelope was 
then sealed and, with postage theron fully prepaid, deposited in the United States Postal Service at: 
Chula Vista, California. 



j DATED: 06/17/13 BY: CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 



Site.ct Q-131 {Bey 10-96} NOTICE OF ~EARIN.Q __ 
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ATTORNEY OR PI\RTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Slate Bar number, a/Id address): 



_lJeill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



TELEPHONE NO ; ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q -16 0 Q FAX NO. (Optional). ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q -1 61 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (OplJonal): 



ATTORNEY FOR (NameJ:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 



STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 
MAJL1NG ACOREss 5 00 Third Avenue 



crrv AND z1P cooE· Chu 1 a Vista , CA 9191 0 
BRANCHNAME. South Countv Reaional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 



FL-320 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 
HEARING DATE. TIME: DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 



01/22/14 8:45 a.m. 17 



1. 0 CHILD CUSTODY 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



2. 0 CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



3. 0 CHILDSUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b.· D I consent to guideline support. 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



(1) D Guideline 
(2) D Other (specify): 



4. 0 SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 
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- PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Na tache C. Goncalves Menez.es 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. W OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. Ci] I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



c. [iJ I consent to the following order: That the court denies the request. 



9. W SUPPORTING INFORMATION 



FL-320 



D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



Please see the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-120). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct. 



Date: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 



Signature 
P.y Fac.simne 



(SIGNATURE OF DECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Nat ache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order. 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to ttie following order. 



7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. W OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [iJ I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



c. W I consent to the following order: That the court denies the request. 



9. W SUPPORTING INFORMATION 



FL-320 



D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



Please see the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (fonn DV-120). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Galifomia that the foregoing and alt attachments are true and correct. 



Date: o l{ OS' /rt 
Natache C. Goncalves Menezes ► (TYPE OR PRINT N.AAE) 



~-
(SIGNA ruff OECLARANT) 
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Neill M. Marangi 
Law Office ofNeill M. Maran!.!i 
259 Third Avenue. Suite R -



2 Chula Vista. CA 91910 



3 



4 Attorney for Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



10 



II 



12 



13 



14 



In re the Marriage ot: 
) 
J 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, ~ 
Petitioner. 



and 



) 
) 
) 



1s TIM MCDANIEL, 



J ., 
) 
) 



16 



17 



______ R_e_sp_o_n_d_e1_1t _______ ) 



Case No.: DS SI 030 



DECLARATION OF NAT ACHE C. 
GONCALVES MENEZES 



DATE: 01/22114 
Tl ME: S:45 a.111. 
DEPT: 17 



18 f. Natache C. Goncalves Menezes. declare as follows: 



19 I ask the court to deny Tim's rcqutst for exclusive use: '1t1d possession of the Brazilian 



20 property. Tim doesn't live there. Tim lives and works in Afghanistan. Thar Brazilian propeny 



2 t is occupied by my 14-year-o !d d:nrghter, my :nothcr. Ill)' best friend. my best friend ·s husband. 



n and my 2-year-old godson. Tim has never lived in the Brnzilian property. He says he wants it 



23 now only to try to hurt me by kicking out my family. 



24 Characterization of the Brnzilian property set'.111s like a trial issue. but Tim's claim that 



25 ifs his separate prope1ty is not true. The property is acwally my separate property. It is titled in 



26 my name alone. I've attached th~ trun:;laled deed th,H shows I [!Jone purch~sed the property in 



27 June of 2006. 



28 I I I I 



-1-



,~ Iv 
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Tim declares I was 5omelhrn plt1si~all:· ~nd mental I) ahusive tvward him. but it was the 



2 opposite. Tim is an alcoholic. V•/h\.n h~ get drunk, he started swearing. lost his temper. and 



3 later started the violence. The first time that he got violent with me was in December of 20 I I. 



4 when we were spending a vacation with my family and friends in my house in Brazil. On 



5 December 30, 2011, after Tim had been drinking al I day, he got drunk and I tried to make him 



6 stop drinking and I asked him to give me the beer. He refused, so I got a mirror and I told him I 



7 was going lo shmv him how he looked and that he was drunk so he took it away from my hands 



8 and was going to break the mirror on my head. [ stepped away and he just didn't do it because I 



9 said he was crazy and I was going to ~all the polic~. It was ver) late and everybody was in bed 



10 



II 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



and they could hear us fighting. but they don't know English so they didn't know what was going 



on. After that. I went to sleep and I locked the door bt!t\vecn lhe rooms so I and my friends 



would be safe through the night. The next day, because of so much drinking, Tim was still 



under the alcohol effect and h~ went to sleep in the bedroom unlil afternoon. A fler he woke up. 



he came to talk and said sorry c1nd he promised to never drink ug:.iin and said sorry for what he 



had done and the way he treated me:. Aft.er New Ye,tr's, I came back to San Diego with my 



daughter and Tim went back to work in Afghanistan. 



In July of 2012. Tim came back home to Snn Diego for vacation and started fighting 



again. He pushed me against the bedruom door) telling me he 1,,rns going to leave me and I 



should take care of myscl[ He wns treating me r~E!II) badly and being abusi\e with words and 



calling me bad names. On July 07. 2012. after gettlng drunk all night at a birthday party. Tim 



came back home and started a tight saying he was gl)ing to leave. and I said he should not go 



anywhere driving drunk. Suddenly, h~ pushed rric out of bed and when i got ba1.:k to it he got on 



top of me so mad and started to choke me and I couldn't belie"ve he was trying to kill me. I 



defended myself with my hand, smacking his fa~e and trying lo gd nv\:ay from him. With his 



strength on holding me. he broke my Nike \Vat~h. After l got away, he stood up and he kept 



screaming at me and trying to hit my face. I steppe<l back and he kept pushing me and he threw 



me to the ground. My daughter woke up ~md came to the door. worried, and wanted to call the I 
police. I told her not to call thr: polic<: because he was drunk and it was going to pass. I didn't 



1·0· :·.; . . ,. 
I .· i 
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want to call the police because I was worried that Tim was going to lose his job and they were 



2 going to take my daughter away because u f his violence with me. Tim looked at my daughter 



3 and said he was not her father, that he was her stepfather, and that he was going lo leave her I ike 



4 her biological dad did. He was so mean, and listening to that broke my heart. It was awful to 



5 see this and see my daughter scared. 



6 The next day, Tim said sorry for me and for my daughter and that he would never drink 



7 again. After that. in the same week, I went to the gym and left my daughter at home with him. 



s She called me without him knowing to tell me that he was drinking again and she was scared, so 



9 I had to go back home because I was worried about her. When I got there, I asked Tim why he 



10 was drinking again, and he said that it was just 4 beers to relax. So I got my phone and I started 



11 recording him and I said that I wanted to show him that he started to drink agaln and was 



12 breaking again his promise of stopping. !n this video (that I still have in my old phone and in 



13 my computer). Tim confirmed that ht choked me and he didn't know why I was still there after 



14 he tried to kill me. 



15 I was worried about my daughter because l ·didn't have any money saved or a job ihat 



16 could pay enough to support me and her. Afl:er a couple hours when he was sober, Tim said we 



11 should try to work things out and forget what happened. He went back to "'·ork overseas and I 



18 looked for psychological treatment to try to forget whac he did. From that day forward, I started 



19 to save money linle by little to leave the San Diego house to protect my daughter and to afford a 



20 lawyer to get a divorce. J couldn't forget what he did ~rnd I couldn't recover from all the pain. 



21 sent my daughter back to Brazil in June of2013 for her safety and I filed the divorce. 



22 Tim was personally serwd with the divorce papers on 07/03/13. That night. he called 



23 me many times wanting to talk to me. I said we could talk another day. The next day, he called 



24 me to ask me to come back and l told him it was over because of his violence. He promised 



25 never to do it again and to do things all different. He asked me to lorgi ve him and said he 



26 wanted me back. I told him I \Va11ted him a\.v:1y from m~. Tim then threatened that his lawyer 



27 was going to take care of it and he was going to quit his job just to not pay any spousal support 



28 He then also angril) said he was going to take my Brazilian house away. I told him justice was 



10. ~ . .. 
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going to be made and he could not hurt me anymore. 



2 aggression and violence and it was over. No more. 



I told him I would never forget his 



3 On 07/10/13, Tim flew to Brazil. On that day. he invaded my house, jumping over the 



4 walls because nobody was at home and he didn't have the key to my house. He went to my 



5 personal file in the garage outside and stole some papers and documents. The neighbor of the 



6 bllilding in front of my house saw everything and called my friend that was at work. After Tim 



7 received the divorce papers, he lost his mind and I think he was trying to get the title of my 



s house, but he didn't know it was here \Vith me in the States, so l'ni not sure what exact papers he 



9 took. That proves how dangerous and unpredictable he is. 



10 



11 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of CaJifornia that the 



12 foregoing is true and correct. 



13 



14 
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16 
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28 



Dated: -------



$igt1ature 
8Y f ~~~5imHe 



NAT.ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
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1 going to be made and he could not hurt me anymore. I toJd him I would never forget his 



2 aggression and violence and it was over. No more. 



3 On 07/10/13, Tim flew to Brazil. On that day, he invaded my house, jumping over the 



4 walls because nobody was at home and he didn't have the key to my house. He went to my 



5 personal file in the garage outside and stole some papers and documents. The neighbor of the 



6 building in front of my house saw everything and called my friend that was at work. After Tim 



7 received the divorce papers, be lost his mind and I think he was trying to get the title of my 



8 house, but he didn't know it was here with me in the States, so l' m not sure what exact papers he 



9 took. That proves how dangerous and m1predictable he is. 



10 



11 I declare under penalty of perjury under the Jaws of Lhe Staie of California that the 



12 foregoing is true and correct. 
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17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 
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26 



27 



28 



Dated: 0 \ / o S/2..-01 l( 
NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 











L wt:gtote seatJ [Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103} {Signature} 
{Founded in 1951; Sao Paulo SecJion; Mt p qf the Notarial lnrernarional Union} 



[Embossed seal: "C,. .Jja Notary Public Office; [I/legible}''} 



OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA- STATE OF SAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SAMPAIO 



HE 
1ST TRANSCRIPT 
BOOK: 1074 - PAGE: 171 



[Left margin text: "Federative Republic of Brazil"} 



[Right margin stamp: "Guarujti Real £stale Registry; Dr. Zulmira Euphrasia Muniz 
Sampaio; Officer; Bachelor Roberto de Jesus Giannella: Substitute Officer "J 



PUBLIC DEED OF SALE AND PURCHASE WITH 
ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS 



On the nineteenth (19th
) day of June (06) in the year two thousand and six (2006), in this city and 



district of Guaruja., State of Sao Paulo, at the notary office, before me, Clerk and Notary, appear the 



contracting parties, which are: as SELLERS- OSWALDO Luis CARDAMONE IERVOLINO, 



Brazilian, salesman, holding the Identification Card N° 8.222.963-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 



013.864.818-23, married with partial community property, under Law 6,515/77, to Christiane Lapoian 



Iervolino, Brazilian, psychologist, holding the Identification Card N° I 8.758.486-2-SSP/SP, and 



Taxpayer Identification N° 107.159.948-83, residing and domiciled in the Capital of Sao Paulo State, at 



430 Inhambu St.- suite 12, Moema, represented herein by their attorney-in-fact: Maria Lygia 



Cardamone, identified below, pursuant to the Power of Attorney issued on June 22; 2004, at the Sao 



Paulo 29th Notary Public Office, on book 532, page 291, which, with its updated certificate, is filed at this 



office on file 047, page 057; SONIA ANTONlA CARDAMONE IERVOLINO DE OLIVEIRA, 



business administrator, and her husband SERGIO ANTONIO DE OLIVEIRA, chemist, Brazilian, 



married with community of goods, under Law 6,515/77, pursuant to the Prenuptial Agreement dated 



November 9, 1990, issued at the Capital 4th Notary Office, on book 2137, page 161, registered under n° 



7,336 on Book 3 - Auxiliary Register of the Sao Paulo 4u1Office of the Real Estate Registry, holders of 



Identification Cards N° 7.387.498-X-SSP/SP and 8.130. I 65-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 



082.354.678-01 and 852.828.048-91, respectively, residing and domiciled in the Capital of Sao Paulo 



State, at I 62 Horacio Bandieri St.- Morumbi, herein represented by their attorney-in-fact: Maria Lygia 



Cardamone, identified below, pursuant to the Power of Attorney issued on June 22, 2004, at the Sao 
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Paulo 29
th 



Notary Public Office, on book 532, page 297, which, with its updated certificate, is filed at this 



office on file 047 page 058; and MARIA LYGIA CARDAMONE, Brazilian, divorced, housewife, 



holding the Identification Card N° 1.280.320-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 042.286.53 8-98, 



residing and domiciled in the city of Santos, State of Sao Paulo, at 66 Presidente Wilson Ave.- suite 3 l -



Gonzaga; as the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS: JOAO DOMINGUES COELHO, manager, and his 



wife MARTA LUCIA ALVES DA SILVA DOMINGUES, bank employee, Brazilian, married with 



community of goods, under Law 6,515/77, pursuant to the Prenuptial Agreement dated September 17, 



1980, issued at the Brasflia/DF rd Notary Office, on Book U-1, page 20, registered under n° 3,463 on 



Book 3 - Auxiliary Register of the Notary Office for the Brasilia-OF I 51 Real Estate Registry Office, 



holders of Identification Cards N° 470.146-SSP/DF and 593.158-SSP/DF, and Taxpayer Identification N° 



145.994.811-49 and 238.937.371-20, respectively, residing and domiciled in the city of Santo Andre, 



State of Siio Paulo, at 697 Coronel Seabra St.- suite 11 I - Vila Alzira; and as BUYER and ASSIGNEE



NATACHE CRJSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, Brazilian, single, of legal age, student, holding 



the Identification Card N°30.045.201-9-SSP-SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 218.647.928-17, residing 



and domiciled in this city and district of Guaruja, State of Sao Paulo, at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St. 



- Jardim Vitoria. Those present here, identified by the documents listed above, are recognized 



themselves, by me, the Clerk, and the Notary, who subscribes, which I observe and attest; and, by the 



contracting parties, each speaking in tum, declared the following: t) Pursuant to the public deed of 



purchase and sale with the institution of usufruct rights, dated August 7, 1980, Book 868ebp, page 286, 



and notarial act, dated February 1, 2005, Book 2919, page 283, both issued at the Sao Paulo 21 st Notary 



Public, for the price of Cr$750,000.00 and Cr$250,000.00 (Currency in force on 08/07/1980), registered 



under n° 07 (eight [sic]) and 08 (eight), in record n° 14,790 of the Guaruja Real Estate Registry, and by 



the own construction of improvements pursuant to Certificate of Occupancy n° 9891/82, issued by the 



Guaruja City Hall, dated December 19, 1979, process 15.058/2861 I/79, pennit n° 0 l 042/79 -



replacement permit n° 0631/81 from 07/22/1981, the SELLERS, at that time with the marital status of 



single and married, respectively, became legitimate owners of the RESIDENCE AND ANNEXES 



UNDER N° 288 (TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-EIGIIT) ALBERTO OUATRINI BIANCID 



STREET, and the respective land made up of lot n° 18 (eighteen), block "D" at the Jardim Vitoria 



development, in this city, district and municipality of Guaruia, State of Sao Paulo, measuring 10 



meters facing Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St., with 35 meters front to back, on both sides, with the back 



having the same measurement as the front, encompassing the area of 350 square meters, bordered on one 



side by lot n° 17, with the other side having a boundary with the Jardim Josefina Estefno development, 



and on the back with lot n° 01, all on the same block. This property is registered by the Guaruja City Hall 
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OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA- STATE OF SAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SAMPAIO 



under n° 3-0136-018-000, with the Fiscal Year 2006 market value of R$210,331.22. 2) Pursuant to the 



deed cited in item I above, the SELLERS instituted the Usufruct of the mentioned property to their 



parents Oswaldo Miguel Gatti Iervolino and Maria Lygia Cardamone Iervolino, married at the time, under 



record n° 08 (eight), in the aforementioned file n° 14,790 of the Guaruja Real Estate Registry. 3) Pursuant 



to the marriage certificate issued on June 21, 2000, by the Officer of the Civil Register of Individuals -



I 1
th 



Sub district - Santa Cecilia - Sao Paulo- SP, on Book 8-065, marriage records, page 232, on the 



margin of record n° 12554, the consensual separation and later the conversion of the separation into 



divorce of the usufruct-granted parties was annotated, with the wife coming to be named Maria Lygia 



Cardamone. 4) On June 5, 1999, the usufruct-granted party Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino, passed away, 



according to the death certificate issued on June 15, 1999, by the Officer of the Civil Register of 



Individuals and Notary Public - I st Sub district - Headquarters - "Conceic;ao" - Campinas - SP, thus 



consolidating the entirety of the Usufruct in the name of Maria Lygia Cardamone. 5) Pursuant to an 



individual purchase and sale commitment agreement, dated January 23, 2006, unregistered, the herein 



SELLERS committed to sell to the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS, for the price of R$100,000.00 (one 



hundred thousand reais), paid-off, the property described and characterized in item l above. 6) The herein 



CONSENTING ASSIGNORS, by the present deed and in the best fonn of law, irrevocably transfer and 



assign, to the herein BUYER and ASSIGNEE, all their rights and obligations of committed buyers for 



the property described in item 1 above, for the price of R$220,000.00 (two hundred twenty thousand 



reais), previously paid in the national currency, counted and found to be exact, of which I attest; and, 



having received the said price in the form described above, the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS give a 



fu11, plain, and general release from payments and that they are made in full, with nothing more to receive 



or claim under any pretext, and promise to make this Assignment of Rights good, sound, and valuable for 



them, their heirs, or their successors, hereby transferring all rights, stakes, and possession they hold over 



the aforementioned property, and when and if they are called before any authority, they shall respond for 



legal eviction, declaring under civil and criminal liability, expressly under the penalties of law that: a) 



they are not subject to the requirements of the law governing the National Social Security Institute 



(INSS), as employers or rural producers; and b) there is no contentious action against the 



CONSENTING ASSIGNORS in relation to the property object hereof, which requires the presentation 



of the respective certificates under Article 1, paragraph 2 of Law 7,433/85, regulated by Decree n° 



93,240/86.7) This having been stated and the SELLERS having the property described in detail and 



characterized in item I above, fully free and unconstrained of encumbrance, taxes, or fees of any nature, 



including legal or conventional mortgages, in compliance with the individual purchase and sale 



commitment agreement cited in item 5 of the transfer done in item 6 above, through the present deed, in 
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the fonn of law, with Oswaldo Luis Cardamone Iervolino, with the consent of his wife, sell the property 



to the herein BUYER at the full and total price of R$100,000.00 (one hundred thousand reais). The 



SELLERS declare that they have received these payments from the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS in 



the manner of the aforementioned instrument, of which I attest; and as the aforementioned price is fully 



received, they give the BUYER and ASSIGNEE full, general, and irrevocable release from payments 



and that they are made in full, with nothing more to receive or claim, transferring the entire possession, 



activity, domain, and rights that they have and exercise over the aforementioned property as owners, who 



were committed for themselves, their heirs, and their successors to make this sale good, finn, and 



valuable and when called before the authorities, to respond for the legal eviction, declaring under civil 



and criminal liability, expressly under the penalty of law, that: a) they are not subject to the requirements 



of the law governing the National Social Security Jnstitute (INSS), as employers or rural producers; and 



b) there is no contentious action against the SELLERS in relation to the property object hereof, which 



requires the presentation of the respective certificates under Article 1, paragraph 2 of Law 7,433/85, 



regulated by Decree n° 93,240/86.8) The BUYER and ASSIGNEE told me that she accepts this deed in 



all of its express terms and contents, and considers herself vested with the property acquired herein, 



becoming hers as it was deemed so by her and under the Law, undertaking to pay in a timely manner all 



taxes, fees, and other proportional tributes for the property object hereof; and the "inter-vivas" transfer 



tax (ISTI) dut: as a result of this deed to the Guaruja City Hall were collected on this date, in branch n° 



0156 of Banco Banespa S.A., through collection forms in the amounts of R$4,206.62 and R$4,400.00, 



respectively, of which one copy is filed at this office and the other shall accompany the first transcript 



hereof; she also declares that she waives for the SELLERS and CONSENTING ASSIGNORS the 



presentation of the respective certificates referred to in Article 1, paragraph 2 of Federal Law n° 7,433 



from December 18, 1985, regulated by Decree n° 93, 240/86, under which the Distinguished Sao Paulo 



State Court of Justice is granted the normative opinion, of 01/16/1986 and published in the Official 



Gazette from 01/17/1986, and the certificates of the Labor Court. The Declaration on the Real Estate 



Transaction is issued pursuant to the Normative Instruction from the Internal Revenue Secretariat. The 



contracting parties each make themselves responsible for any fiscal debts in arrears impacting on the 



property object hereof, and request that the Officer of the competent Real Estate Registry collect all 



necessary documents for this purpose, especially the following: a) registration of marriage of the sellers 



Oswaldo Luis Cardamone and Sonia Antonia Cardamon e Iervolino; b) registration of the consensual 



separation and divorce between Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino and Maria Lygia Cardamone Iervolino; 



c) the death certificate for Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino, consolidating the whole Usufruct for Maria 



Lygia Cardamone; and d) annotation for the building of residence n° 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St., 
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L Jl/eg1ble seal} {Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103] {Signature] 
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OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA-STATE OF sAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SANIPAIO 



pursuant to the Certificate of Occupancy n° 9891/82, issued by the Guaruja City Hall, dated 03/02/1982 



and the Debt Clearance Certification from the INSS under n° 037102005-21033020, issued on September 



2, 2005, pursuant to the blueprint duly approved by the Guaruja City Hall, dated December 19, 1979, 



process 15,058/28611/79, pennit n° 01041/79 - substitute permit n° 0631 /8 I from 07/22/198 I, with a base 



value of R$50,000.00 (fifty thousand reais), of modest level, with a SindusCon (Construction Union) 



value of R$162,987.20 (one hundred sixty-two thousand nine hundred eighty-seven reais and twenty 



cents) and the Property Registration Certificate was presented to me, as required by Article 1, Subsection 



IV of Decree n° 93,240/86, which was filed at this office in file n° 108 page 088. Finally, the contracting 



parties, previously identified, declare that they assume the consequences, civil and criminal liability for 



all documents they present and the declarations they make. And, in witness whereof, they ask me to issue 



this deed, which is done, read out loud, and found to be correct, they declare, deliver, accept, and sign, 



before me, the undersigned Clerk and Notary, expressly waiving the right to the presence of witnesses to 



this act, pursuant to provision n° 58/89 of the Distinguished Sao Paulo State Court of Justice, which is 



known to me and I attest. I, IDALCI DA COSTA FILHO, clerk, have written. I, STELLA MARIS 



SAMP AIO BRAGA, substitute of the Notary, have subscribed (undersigned).Duly signed by the 



parties mentioned nbove.(FEES R$2,343.52; INTERNAL REVENUE SECRETARIAT R$666.06; 



NOTARY UNION RS123.34; SAO PAULO WELFARE INSTITUTION R$493.38; SANTA CASA 



DE MISERICORDIA DE SAO PAULO R$23.44; COURT R$123.34; TOTAL AMOUNT



R$3,773.08). Nothing to add. Transcribed immediately. On the date shown above. I, STELLA MARIS 



SAMP AIO BRAGA, substitute of the Notary, had this copy of the original typed, which I granted, 



subscribed, I attest, I sign in public and place my seal. 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 



[Signature] 



[Stamp: "Guaruja Notary Public Office; Dr. Zulmira Euphrasia Muniz 



Sampaia: Notary: Bachelor Stella Maris Sampaio Braga; Substitute Notary"] 



[&al: Notarial /nJemaliona/ Union (Foundl!d in 1948)} 
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Trusted.., 
T: 
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September 20, 2013 



CERTIFICATION 



To Whom It May Concern: 



Deeds recorded at Book 1074, Page 171 and Book 441: Pages 119/122 of the Real Estate 
Registry of Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, were translated by a team of translators qualified to 
read and translate this material. 



The docwnents are accurately translated from Portuguese to English to the best of 
our knowledge and belief. 



Sincerely, 



TRUSTED TRANSLATIONS, INC. 



Liliana E. Ward 
Director of Operations 



County of Fairfax 
Commonwealth of Virginia 



The foregoing instrument was acknowledged and signed before me this 20th day of 
September, 2013, by Liliana E. Ward. 



HILDA M. APARICIO 
NOTARY PUBllC 



COMMONWEAlTH OF VIRGINIA 
MV COMMISSION EXPIRES FEB. 28, 2017 



COMMISSION I 35m8 



My commission expires vJC1w;,y , 











1 ulia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
he Edmunds Law Firm 



2 27 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
ncinitas, California 92024 



3 760) 634-7630 
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ttorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 



Re: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



Petitioner, 



Tim McDaniel 



Respondent 



) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) REPLY DECLARATION OF 
) RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL, IN 
) RESPONSE TO DECLARATION OF 
) PETITIONER 
) 
) 
) Date: 01/22/14 
) Time: 8:45A.M. 
) Dept.: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 



11---------------) 



1. 



I , TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 



I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years. 



I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 



on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 



would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 



I. 
BACKGROUND 



Petitioner, NATACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 



separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 



Petitioner filed for dissolution on June 13, 2013. 
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II. 



2 EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESSION OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI BIANCHI, 



3 GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 . 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



Petitioner's declaration states that I do not reside at this property and that I live and work 



in Afghanistan. I have lived in Brazil from February l8, 2004 with Petitioner and her 



daughter. I purchased the apartment with my separate money as explained in my original 



declaration and then 1 also purchased the house. I have all my personal possessions, 



clothes, tools, photo's, and documents in my home in Brazil. I do not live in 



Afghanistan. 



I am currently completing my employment contract. Bia and Marcello Araujo have been 



occupying the house rent free since December 2008 when I asked them to move in to 



watch the house when I was able to have family status for a work contract. 



The documents that I have submitted in my previous declaration show that I transferred 



money from funds that were separate prope11y to purchase this house on July 2005 and 



the circumstances why I could not have my name on the Deed. The real estate contract 



documents were signed August 26, 2005 and the final purchase documents were signed 



September 10, 2005. After the final installment payment was made, Petitioner filed for a 



public deed while I was working overseas and unavailable. 



Petitioner is not able to refute any of the infonnation or proof that I provided to the Court 



because this property belongs to me. This is evidenced by the declaration she submitted 



through her counsel which does not address any relevant issues but is merely an attempt 



on her part to defame my character. 



I am not an alcoholic. The incidents as described by Petitioner on December 2011 are not 



accurate and moreover completely irrelevant to the determination of the ownership of this 



property. I was not drinking all day. We were at the beach and using the pool all day 



and I had a few beers around 1 0:00p.tn. Petitioner wanted me to go to bed, however, as I 



had just returned from Burundi, Africa and my body had not adjusted to the time zone yet 



I was not able to fall asleep. She got angry and approached me with a minor. I never 



threatened her with this mirror. She then locked me out of the bedroom and I slept on the 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 
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10. 



11. 



12. 



couch and eventually was able to sleep more in the bedroom when everyone awoke. I 



was tired due to jet lag. Petitioner was angry that J was no~ tired and that I had taken my 



wedding ring off and is now manipulating the facts of what happened. 



I have never been abusive towards Petitioner. To the contrary, she has assaulted me on 



three (3) different occasions July 5, 2012, July 7, 2012, and January 7, 2013. She has also 



been investigated for abusing her daughter by the San Diego Child Welfare Services. In 



July of 2012, when I returned from Afghanistan she was acting strange and was hyper



aggressive. We went to a birthday party where she left me with her daughter so she could 



go drink with her single friends. When we got home she slapped me, yelled at me, and 



eventually pinned me down to the floor. I yelled for her daughter to call 911 and 



Petitioner instructed her not to. There was no abusive behavior on my part ever. Any 



such claim is patently untrue. 



I have never threatened Petitioner with lawyers. I never said 1 was going to take her 



house because 1 have never considered it her house. This is my house. In addition, I 



never told her I would quit my job not to pay spousal support. Petitioner is blatantly lying 



to the court and has unclean hands. I work construction, when the job is complete you 



look for another job. 



Finally, it is true that I entered into my house to retrieve my personal documents. I had 



tried to contact the Arjuaros with no luck. After three (J) hours, I returned to the house 



where 1 proceeded to check the house to make sure everything was ok and I retrieved my 



personal documents. I sent the Araujo's an email explaining everything. l did NOT 



invade MY house. 



Petitioner's entire declaration is an attempt to disparage my character because she has no 



argument or proof that this property belongs to her. I ask that the Court look past her 



disingenuous response and look at the paperwork and the actions of both myself and 



Petitioner as it evidences that the property was purchased with my separate property 



money and the only reason Petitioner was involved was because I was overseas and the 



process for purchasing property in Brazil required us to proceed in the manner that I did. 
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13. As such, I respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 



2 separate property in Brazil. 



3 



4 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



5 oregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



6 tated under information and belief, and as to those matter, J believe them to be true. 



7 



8 
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ated: --------
Signature Via Facsimile 



TIM McDANIEL. Respondent 
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13. As such. I r~spcctfol!r rcque~t the: courl grnnc me exclu~ivo u:,;i: nnd possession ofmy 



separate prop1.my in Brazil. 



I dcdnre under penalty of pcrJttr)· and the laws of the state of CaJifornfa that 



5 foregoing is true and cnrrccl to my own J)(!r·sonal k11 O\Ylc<lgc, cx<.~epl as to those mutw1• in be 
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THvl fvkl.JANIEL, R1.!:-.pondcn1 
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1 JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#2S6783 
LAW OFFICE OF MA ITHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE L L p 



2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 ' · · · 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



3 (760) 931-1981 



Attorney for Respondcn~ TIM MCDANIEL 
s 
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7 



8 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHEC. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Petitioner, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Res dent 



Case No.: OS 5 I 030 



DECLARATION OF JULIA KAEMERLE 
REGARDING A TIORNEY'S FEES 



I 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 I, Julia Kaemerle, hereby state that I am an attorney, duly licensed to practice law 



15 In the State of California, and a member in good standing of the State Bar of California. I know 



16 the following to be bue, and if called upon as a witness, I could and would testify competently 



17 thereto. I am the attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, in this matter. 



18 2. Petitioner seeks an award of attorney fees against Respondent, based on Family 



19 Codes, §271, CCP §2023.010 (abuse of discovery process), and CCP §3294 (actual and 



20 exemplary damages). 



21 3. Petitioner is billed for attorney time at the rate of $285.00 per hour. Work 



22 pcrf onned by paralegals in this case is $150 per hour. 



23 4. I. together with my staff, have incurred approximately $59,000 in W\.lfk 



24 performed on this case to d1ile. This includes fees from the EdtnW\ds Law Finn~ L~w Otlice of 



25 Alexandra Mclnto~h. and Law Office of Matthew and Julia K11emerle, L.L.P. I have been the 



26 attorney of record throughout the: entire nultter. 



21 Ill 
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28. 



from ttansfcrrin h 
g my oUsc to her attorney. 



• There is upwards of $J .soo . 
' Ul propeny f~~s l will have to pay. 



• ~~::o~; fc~~~or A~tomcy Eva BischotTwill be about 20"/4 of the value of the 
.. • Wt available to the Coun via CounCall should the Coun have 



questions about her fees on l/16/18. 



• I h~ve had to cover the costs to obtain translations of the Hra1.i lian processes 
which wzJl had up to several thousan~. 



Ill, 
RELJEf' REQUESTED 



J am respectfully requesting that the Coun award me all of the remaining stock 



(specifically Petitioner's Commu.aity Property portion) ba.scd on her behavior and Jclay in 



transferring this property to me d~spitc repeated Coun Order1 and direct commc:nrs by numerous 



Judicial Officers. 



29. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and CCP §3294 in 



amount of $30,000 for havm8 to continuously come before the Coun on this same is.sue and for 



her blatant disregard for Coun Orders. Toe request for the S30.000 is in addition to the Court 



awarding me all of the stock. If Petitioner continues to sec no consequence to hl!r conduct and 



repeated disobedience and dilircspcct to the Court her behavior will cc.mtinuc. 



I dee Jan under penalty of perJury the laws of the State of Cahfom1a that the: foreg~lm1' is 



true and con-cct. Executed this 10 day of January 2018. 



~, SCANNED 
SUPPLEMC:.NT AL OH'LAfv\ 1 ION Of• RJ·.Sf'( >Nl>l;N r, ·1 IM MU>MJ.t-,L, lN Sl.•l'l'OK l 01-' IU·.Ql1EST H>R 
Ok.Dl:.lt Rl:.: A1'101lNl:.Y H-.t-~ ANU S~N<.1 lUNS • l I 
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RECEIVED-FL 



2011 OCT -W A 10: ~S 



JULIA KAEMERLE, SB#2S6783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



3 (760) 931-1981 



4 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



11 



12 



13 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



14 L Tim McDaniel, declare: 



Case No.: OS .51030 VIA 



DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 



ORDER 



15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 



16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 



l 7 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 



18 



19 



20 



2) 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



1. 



2. 



PETffiONER HAS STILL NOT TRANSFERRED THE PROPERTY IN 
BRAZIL AS ORDERED BY THE COURT. 



On August 4, 2017, Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of 



being in contempt of Court. Petitioner specifically violated an order to transfer the Braziliwi 



property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into my name. 



3. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the 



Court Order and transfer the property into my name by the Review Hearing previously set for 



August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 



4. Petitioner had not done so at the Review Hearing and instead provided a power o 



attorney which I had translated which allowed me use of the property but did not transfer the 
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2 



3 



property. In addition. she included that I would be responsible for her fees in Brazil for a lawsui 



she filed on the home and she awarded herself furniture. I am providing the translation for the 



Court. (Please see Translation lodged herein as Exhibit "A".) 
4 



5 



6 



7 



g 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. The Court ordered that my attorney in Brazil provide Petitioner with instructions 



and a Power of Attorney so that the property could be transferred to me. (Please see Letter from 



Eva Bischoff with Instructions on transferring the property lodged herein as Exhibit "B"'.) The 



property was to be transferred within 30 days of the review hearing. The letter and instructions 



were provided to Petitioner's attorney via email and facsimile September 26, 2017. They were 



also mailed. My attorney has followed up with Petitioner's attorney and we hnve received no 



confinnation of Petitioner taking any action to transfer the property. 



6. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 



woman she could sell the home. This would cause irreparable harm. I would have no recourse 



and I have already spent a significant amount of funds to have this judgement enforced and 



because the property is in Brazil and my name is not on it it would be difficult if not impossible 



to seek assistance there. Eva Bischofrs letter attached hereto as Exhibit B explains this concern 



as well. 



7. It could not be made clearer to Pcti ti oner how she is to transfer the property so 



that she docs not continue to violate Comt Orders. I have complied with all requests made of me 



by the Court. There have been little repercussions for her consistent violation of orders and 



perjury. She has consistently shown that she thinks she knows more about the law than the 



Court. 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
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ll. Prayer for Relief 



2 8. I am requesting that the Court make strict orders directing Petitioner (now that 



3 she bas very specific instructions along with a Power of Attorney) to transfer the property to me. 



4 9. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and §3294 in the 



s amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and for 



6 her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 



7 



8 I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



9 true and conect Executed this day of October 2017. 



10 
V 



~r.iCJ~ 11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



2S 



26 



27 



28 



TimMcDamel, Respondent 
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PARTYWTHOUT ATTORNEY OR ATTORHEV: STATEBARH0:256783 
NAME: Julia Kacmcrle 
RRMNAME:l.aw Office of Matthew and Julia Kacmcrlc, L.L.P. 
STREET ADOftESS:5962 La Place Coun Ste J 65 
CITY: Carlsbad 
TB.EPI-ONENO,: 760-931-1981 
E-MAIL AOORESS: juJiaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 
ATTOANeV FOR(-,: 



sr ATE: CA 21P COOE: 92008 
FAX NO.: 760-931-1982 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MNUHG ADOReSS: 500 3rd A venue 
CITY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vi~ 9191 O 
BRANCH NAMe South Coun Re ional Center 



PETITIONER:Natachc C. Goncalves Mene2cs 
RESPONDENT:Tim McDaniel 



OTI-IER PARENT/PARTY: 



REQUEST FOR ORDER D CHANGE D TEMPORARY EMERGENCY ORDER 



D Child Custody D Visitation {Parenting Time) D Spousal or Partner Support 



,.._,, 
~ 
--.I 



:::.0 
0 rr; r, 
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J 



r., -.C' < 
r-r, 



)> CJ 



9 ..3op 



OCT 5 2017 



lerk of the ~il..lf.1•:;!i:)1 LO 
By: B. Stidman e~ 



0 Child Support O Domestic Violence Order ffi Attorney's Fees and Costs OS 51030 



0 Property Control [X} Other (specify): Sanctions under fC 271. 2031. and 3294. 
Enforce Order to transfer Property 



NOTICE OF HEARING 



1. TO (name(s)): Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes and her attorney of record 
rn Petitioner D Respondent D Other Parent/Party D Other (specify): 



2. A COURT HEARING WILL BE HELD AS FOLLOWS: 



a Date: - \ Tima: : Dept: 17 D Room.: 
b. Address bf cou same as noted above 



3. WARNING to the person served With the Request for Order: The court may make the requested orders without you If you do 
not file a Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320), serve a copy on the other parties at least nine court days 
before the hearing (unless the court has ordered a shorter pertod of time), and appear at the hearing. (See form FL-320-INFO for 
more ;monnation.) 



(Forms EL·300:fNFO end DV-400-/NfO provide infonnation about completing this form.) 



COURT ORDER 
ft Is 0/'darod that: (1'0RCOU1UUSEONI.~ 



4. D Time D for service D until the hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 



5. D A Respomive Declaration to Request for Order (fonn FL-320) must be served on or before (dste): 



6. D The parties must attend an appointment for child custody mediation or child custody recommending counseling as follO\'.Y'S 
(specify dale, time, and location): 



7. D Tho orders in Tf1mporary Emergency (EX Parte) Orders (form FL-305) apply to this proceeding and must be personally 
served with all documenlB filed with this Request for Order. 



8. D Other (SPfJcify): 



Date: 



Fall'IMarptadlotr.talldabryUlo 
JudldaJCowd~CellDmia 
R."300 lRll'I. July 1. 201~ 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 



JUDICIAL OFRCSt 
PIQD1of4 



f1Udy C:000, §§ 2045, 2107, 8ZZ4, 
az28.~.~; 



001•1111'nM1'1 Codo, f 2882e 
Cal Rulm of Court, rule 5.92 



_ _. __ _ 
W!:Stlall'Dat6 FUIII~ 
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PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: . 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 



CASE...U.C~ 



OS 51030 



FL-3CO 



Nata: Place a mark~ in front of the box that applies to your case or to your request If you need more space, mark the box for 
"Attachment• For example, mark "Attachment 2a· to Indicate that the 11st of children's names and birtn dates oontinues on a paper 
attached to this form. Then, on a sheet of paper, list each attachment number followed by your request At the top of the paper, write 
your name, case number, and "Fl-300" a5 a titte. (You may use Attadied Declaration (form MC-031} for this purpo5e.) 



1. 0 RESTRAINING ORDER INFORMATION 
One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now In effect between (sp,scify): 
D Petitioner D Respondent D 01her Parent/Party (Attach a copy oflhe orders if you have one.) 



The orders are from the follO"Mng court or courts {spscify coLlnty and state): 



a. D Criminal: County/state (specify): Caae No. (if known): 



b. D Famlty: County/state (specify): Case No. (tf known): 



c. D Juvenile: County/state (sfHl(ify): Case No. (if known); 



d. D Other: County/state (specify): Case No. (if known): 



2. D CHILO CUSTODY D I request temporary emergency orders 
0 VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 



a. I request that the court make order& about the following children (specify): 
. D Legel Custody to (penon who CJ Physical CtJStodv_to (person 



Child'& Name Date of B1r1h decides: health, ecJucBlion. etc): with whom chitd /ives): 



c:J Attachment 2a 
b. D Toe orders I request for D child custody CJ visitation (parenting time) ere: 



(1) D Specified in the attached forms: 



CJ form FL-305 D Form FL-311 D Form fL-312 D EQJm.fL-341,c) 
D Esmn..E.~Ql CJ Form FL-341{E) D Other(specify): 



(2) CJ r.a rollOW8 (specify): D Attachment 2b 



c. The orders that I request are In the best interest of the children because (specify): D Attachment 2c 



d. D This is a change from the current order for D child custody D visitation (parenting time). 
(1) c::J The order for legal or physical custody we:, filed on (date): • Toe court ordered (specify): 



(2) D The visitation (parenting time) order was filed on (date): . The court ordered (specify): 



D Attachment 2d 
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FL-30~ 



I 
PETITIONER:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT:rim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/PARTY: I 



CASSl«JMBER: 



OS 51030 



3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
(Note: An earnings assignment may be issued. See Income Withholding tor Support (fQrmJ:.~) 
a. I request that the court order chlld support as follows: 



Child's name and age D I request support for each chltd Monthly amount (S) requested 
based on the child support guideline. (If not by guideline) 



b. D I went to change a current court order ro, child support filed on (dsts): 
CJ Attachment 3a 



The court ordered chlld support as follows (specify): 



c. I have completed and filed with this Request for Order a current lncoms and Expense DBclarstion {form FL-150) or I filed 
a current Financial Statomant (Simplified) {form FL-155) because I meet the requirements to file form FL-155. 



d. The court should make or change the support orders because (specify); D Attachment 3d. 



4 0 SPOUSAL OR DOMESTIC PARTNER SUPPORT 
(Note: An Earnings Assignment Ord6r For Spousal or Pettner Support lform fb::435) may be issued.) 



a. D Amount requested (monthly): $ 



b. D I want the court to D change D end the current support order filed on (date): 
The court ordered S per month for support. 



c. D This request is to modify (change) spousal or partner support after entry of a judgment 
I have completed and attached Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form Fl-157) or a dedaration 
that addresses the same factors covered in form FL-157. 



d. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expen3a DtJcJarat/on (fonn FL-150} in support of my request 



e. The court should should make, change, or end the support orders because (spscify): D Attachmeo..tA!,. 



5 [&] PROPERTY CONTROL D I request temporary emergency orders 



a. The D petitioner m respondent D other parent/party be given exdusive temporary use, possession, and 
control of tho following property that we D own or are buying D lease or rent (specify): Pct is still In violatioa or 



lhc order lo transfer the home in Brazil. She wu held in contempt OD 8/4/17. Pet w:u ordcmi then 1111d 8/29/1710 innsfcr the property. I 
requesl 1he Court ordar her IO toke 1ho Power nr Atty th.ii wu providcu tu ha to the Consulate forthwllh 1111d gru.a1 SJOk for fc:a/sa.actions. 



b. The D petitioner D respondent D other parent/party be ordered to make the following payments on debts 
and liens coming due while the order is in effect 
Pay to: ___________ For. _______ Amount: $ _________ Due date: _____ _ 



Pay to: ___________ For: _______ Amount $ _______ Due date: _____ _ 



Pay tD: For: Amount: $ Due date: _____ _ 



Pay to: For. Amount $ Due date: _____ _ 



c. D This is a change from the current order for property control filed on (date): 



d. Specify In &ta..£11.tru:!l'ltRi;i ttle reasons why the court should make or change the property oontrol orders. 
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PETITIONER:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT:Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



6. CK) ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
I requv5t attorney'5 fees and costs, which total (specify amounr): $30,000 



a. A current Income end Expense Declan1lion (form fL-1 SOt 



~NUM&a: 



OS 51030 



• I filed the following to support my request 



b. A Request for Attorney's Fees and Casts Attachment {form fl-319} or a dedaration that addresses the factcrs covered 
in that form. 



c. A Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Cost$ Attachmeri {form FL-158) or a declaration that addresses the 
factors covered in that farm. 



7. 0 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER 



• Do not use this fonn to ask for domestic violence restraining orders! Read form PY-505-jNFO How Do I Ask for a 
Temporary ReMraining Order. for forms and information you need to ask for domestic violence restraining orders. 



• Read form DV-400-!NFO How to Change or End a Dome$Uc Violence Restraining Order for more information. 



a. The Restraining Order Altar HBaring (form OV-130) was filed on (data): 



b. I request that the court D change D end the personal conduct, stay-away, move-out orders, or other 
protective orders made In Restraining Order After Hearing (form OV-130). (If you want to change the orders, complete 7c. 



c. D I request that the court make the follC1Ning changes to the restrelning orders (spacify): D Attachment 7c 



d. I want the court to change or end the orders because (specify): D Attachment 7d 



8. 0 OTHER ORDERS REQUESTED (specify): D Attachment 8 



9. 0 TIME FOR SERVICE / TIME UNTIL HEARi NG I urgently need: 
a. D To serve the Request for Order no less 1han (number): cour1 days before the hearing. 
b. D The hearing date and ser1ice of the the Request for Order to be sooner. 



c. I need the order because (~): D ~~t_9~-



10. [K] FACTS TO SUPPORT the orders I request are listed below. The fads that I wme In support and attach to this request 
cannot be longer than 10 pages, unl868 the court gives me permission. D Attachment 10. 
Please sec attached declaration. 



I dedare under penalty or perjury under the laws of the State of Calif ornla that the information provided in this form and all attachments 
is true and correct 



Date: l 0/3/17 
Tim McDaniel 



(TYPE OR PRJNT NA.t.E) 
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SHORT TITLE: 
- Menezes, Natache C. 



McDaniel, Tim 



CASENUMlEt 



DS 51030 



ATTACHMENT (Number): _____ S __ d __ _ 



(This Attachment may be used With any Judicial Council form.) 
FL-300 



Reasons why the court should make or change the property cootrol orders: 



(If the item that this Attachment concerns is made under penalty of perjury, all statements in this 



Attachment are mads under penalty of perjury.) 



ATTACHMENT 
to Judicial council Fonn 



MC--02! 



Page_l_ of ___L_ 



(Add pages as required) 
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JULIA KAEMERLE, SB#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTIIEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(760) 931-1981 
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Attorney for Respondent. TIM MCDANIEL 
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8 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 Case No.: DS.Sl030 VIA 



DECLARATION Of RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, TN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 



10 



11 



12 



13 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



ORDER ~ 



c::, 
c-, 
--f 



t 



14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: .c- ;, 



15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced czsR. The 
a 



16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, an~ 



17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. c.n 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



I. 



2. 



PETITIONER HAS STil,L NOT TRANSFERRED THE PROPERTY IN 
BRAZIL AS ORDERED BY THE COURT. 



On August 4.2017, Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of 



being in contempt of Court. Petitioner specifically violated an order to transfer the Brazilian 



property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Stteet into my name. 



3. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the 



Court Order and transfer the property into my name by the Review Hearing previously set for 



August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.m. 



4. Petitioner had not done so at the Review Hearing and instead provided a power o 



attorney which I had translated which allowed me use of the property but did not transfer the 
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2 



3 



4 



s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



2S 



26 



27 



28 



property. In ndditio~ she included that I would be responsible for her fees in Brazil for a lawsui 



she filed on the home and she awarded herself furniture. I am providing the translation for the 



Court. (Please see Translation lodged herein as Exhibit '~ ".) 



5. The Court ordered that my attorney in Brazil provide Petitioner with instructions 



and a Power of Attorney so that the property could be transferred to me. (Please see Letter from 



Eva Bischoff with Instructions on transferring the property lodged herein as Exhibit "Bn.) The 



property was to be transferred within 30 days of the review hearing. The letter and instructions 



were provided to Petitioner's attorney via email and facsimile September 26, 2017. They were 



also mailed. My attorney has followed up with Petitioner's attorney and we have received no 



confirmation of Petitioner taking any action to transfer the property. 



6. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 



woman she could sell the home. This would cause irreparable hann. I would have no recourse 



and I have already spent a significant amount of funds to have this judgement enforced and 



because the property is in Brazil and my name is not on it it would be difficult if not impossible 



to seek assistance there. Eva Bischoff s letter attached hereto as Exhibit B explains this concern 



as well. 



7. It could not be made clearer to Petitioner how she is to transfer the property so 



that she does not continue to violate Court Orders. I have complied with all requests made of me 



by the Court. There have beea little repercussions for her consistent violation of orders and 



perjury. She has consistently shown that she thinks she knows more about the law than the 



Court. 



Ill 



/JI 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
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ll. Prayer for Relief 



2 8. I am requesting that the Cowt make strict orders directing Petitioner (now that 



3 she has very specific instructions along with a Power of Attorney) to transfer the property to me. 



4 9. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and §3294 in the 



S amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and for 



6 her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 



7 



8 I declare under penalty ofperjwy the laws of the State of Califomia that the foregoing is 



9 true and correct Executed this day of October 2017. 



IO --.--. "' V A 'kDf'J__y 11 
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Tim ·~McDamel, Respondent 
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ATTORNEY OR PNrrY Yv1THO\TT ATTORNEY (flllffO, &Ito Ber numbflf, and ltddron): 



Julia Kaemerle SBN: 2S6783 
Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 
5962 La Piece Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



lB.EPHONENO.: 760-931-198} FAX NO. (apb1.sQ: 760-93 J-1982 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (op~: juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 



ATTORNEY FOR (namJ: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AOORESS: S00 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



aTY AND ZIP oooE: Chula Vista, 919 I 0 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY/PARENT; 



ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND 
AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT 



,OlfCOUllrUSiONI.Y 



! ID) 
NOV Z-7 2017 



Clerk of the Supefio, Court 
By: A Zarzoso 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



1AVJSOI 



FL-410 



NOTICE! 
A contempt proceeding Is crlmln11I In natunt. If the court finds you in 
contempt, the possible penaltles Include Jall sentence, community 
service, and fine. 



Un proceso judlclal por desacato u de (ndole crimfnal. SI la co rte le 
declare a usted en duacato, las 11nclonu poslble1 lncluyan p11nas 
de prlsf6n y de servtclo a la comunldad, y nwltas. 



You are entitled to the services of an attorney, who should be 
conautted prompUy In order to assist you. Ir you cannot afford an 
attorney, the court may appoint an attorney to represent you. 



Usted tlene derocho I los servicios de un abogado, a qulen deba 
consultar sin demora para obtener ayuda. SI no puede pagar a un 
abogado, la corte podrj nombrar a un abogado para que le 
represente. 



1. TO CITEE (name of person you allege has violated the orders): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
2. YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN THIS COURT /JS FOLLOWS, TO GIVE ~y LEGAL REASON WHY THIS COURT 



SHOULD NOT FINO YOU GUil TY OF CONTEMPT, PUNISH YOU FOR WlLLFULL Y DISOBEYING ITS ORDERS AS SET 
FORTH IN THE AFFIDAVIT BELOW AND ANY ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS CONSTITUTING CONTEMPT; AND 
REQUIRE YOU TO PAY, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE MOVING PARTY, THE ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS OF THIS 
PROCEEDING. 



Dept.: 17 



b. Address of court rn same BS noted above D other (specify): 



Date: \\/z.-i/ti kJ-, !.._► ~~.Jt::4.--J..~~~~--



Shsar n ' _· K~ ' ' • arf'OICIAL OFFlCER 



AFFIDAVIT SUPPORTING OROl:A: ~ ~HlSW c8lU ~ CbNTEMPT 
3. D An Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 or FL-412) la attached. 
4. Citee has v.illf\Jlly disobeyed certaJn orders or this court as set forth In this affidavit and any attached affidavits. 
5. a. Cites hed knOYAedge of the order In that 



(1) [!] cltee was present in court at the time the order was made. 
(2) D cttee was served with a copy of the order. 
(3) CJ citee signed a stipulation upon which the order was ba&ed. 
(4) [X] other (specify): She wu ordered to submit the perfected Power or Attorney on 10/16/17. Sho 1w not done so. 



D Continued on Attachment 5a(4). 
b. Cltee was able to comply with each order when It was disobeyed. 



6. Based on the Instances or disobedience desert bed In this affidavit 
a D I have not previously flied a request with the court that the cltee be held In contempt. 
b. [X] I have previously flied a request with the court that the dtee be held Jn contempt (specify dale filed and results): August 



--------4.4,,....,1,lO++-before-Judge-Dweyne-k-Morin~itioner-warlound-goiltyiJcyondTreasonable-doubtl>fvtolatirrg'lli,.,,..e _____ _ 
Court Order to transfer the property in Brazil to Respondent 



D Continued on Attachment 6b. Page 1 ot4 



ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT F1.m11yCode,12112; 
Codo Ill CMI Pracffuro, H 1211.~, 21)15.S 



enter 10 S!,t'"- C.:!~:f! :,: .. ! .~r:°:.!" .: ,., -:,,, .• 1.'":"'p 



75C6 IJ 



·-11rilf.lMH ii 1: !lmt 
-.-..ru.cagov 



Wes.11rlh:,midii!-











PETITIONERJPI.AINTIFF: Nacachi: C. Gonc-Jlv~ Mt!nt."7.i:S 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT; Tim McDnnid 
OTHER PARTY/PARENT; 



DS 51030 



7. [J[] Citee has previously been found In contempt of a court order (specify case. court, date): August 4, 2017 before I Ion. 
Dwayne k. Moring in Dcpamncnt 8. Pc1i1iuncr w:is found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of violating the Coun 
Order made on Mny 7, 2015 ordering Petitioner to transfer the Brazilian propeny loc:ated al 288 Albcno Qunlrini 
Bianchi Street. 



D Conbnued on Attachment 7. 
8, CK} Each order disobeyed and each instance of cisobediance is described as follows: 



a. D Orders for child support, spousal support, family support, attorney fees, and court or other litigation costs (see 
attached Affidavit cf Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL.-111)) 



b D Domestic violence restraining orders and child custody and visitation orders (see attached Affidavit of Facts 
Constituting Contempt {form FL-412)) 



FL-410 



c. [K] Injunctive or other order (specify which order was violsted, how the order was violated. end when the order was 
violated): Petitioner wus ordered lo transfer the Brazilian Property localed al 288 Alberto Quntrini Bianchi 
Street on May 71 2015. Respondent filed a Request for Order heard on 12/1 '!./ 16 requesting that the Judgment 
be enforced in regards to transferring thi1, property nnd the Court ordered her to do so hy 1/12/17. She 
violated this Order. She was held in contempt of Court for violating this order on Augusr 4.2017. She was 
ordered to transfer the: property by Augu.,;L 29, 2017. She ag1tin did not comply. Judge Kalemkiarill!l gnve her 
30 d11ys from lhc Review Hearing lo lrani;fer lhc propcny. Petitioner did not comply. Al the Ex J>artc on IO/S 
/17 she was ordered to perfect lhe Power of Attorney to transfer the property to Brazil to Rc~pondent and 
provide it to his Counsel by 10/16/17. She again did not comply. Petitioner has violated thii; order 5 times. 



00 Continued on Attachment Be. 
d. W Other material facts, indudlng facts indicating that the violation or the orders was without justification or excuse 



(specify): Petitioner refuses to lr.msfc:r this property. The property is soley in her nume and it is likely she will 
attempt lo sell U1c: property. TI1crc is no rcuson she would not be able 10 lrun.,fcr Ll1c properly und hus c:wn 
been provided with direct instructions. Jam requesting that jail time be imposed ns well as sanctions under 
Family Code 271, 2031. and 3294. Specificully, I um rcqucsLing 1hut the Court snnclion her by nwnrding me 
her community portion of the stock to me in i1s entirety in addition to $50,000 in fees 1md sw1ctions. 



D Continued on Attachment 8d. 



e. IT] I am requesting that attorney fees and costs be awarded to me 1or the costs ot pursuing this contempt action. (A 
co~ or my Income and Expense Declaration (form FL·150) is a ched.} 



Ff ttt\ 5 1 1 r - ~ l 
WARNING: IF YOU PURSUE THI C NTEMPT ACTION, IT MA AFFECT Tii ABJLllY OF THE DISTRICT 
ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE THE CITEE CRIMINALLY FOR THE SAME VIOLATIONS. 



I declare under penalty of pe~ury under the laws of the State of California that the loregoingls true and cor~ SCANNED 
Date· 



1 
\ 11, ; , 



I '):;; 1- "'- r;:, frl D~~~c1 ~i ~;>':.$.fv..'I' 
._ _ -C~--~--cr t Di~ ~~ e~~.t·~ 



Tjm McDnaicl r ._ ::J ' I 
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT 



(Do NOT deliver this Information Sheet to the cou'rt clerk.) 



Please follow these Instructions to complete the Order to Show Cause and Affidavit ;or Contempt (form FL-410) if you do 
not have an attorney to represent you. Your attorney, if you have one, should complete this form, as well as the Affidavit 
of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 or ronn FL-412). You may wish to consult an attorney for assistance. 
Contempt actions are very difficult to prove. An attorney may be appointed for the citee. 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT (TYPE OR 
PRINT FORM IN INK): 



If the top section of the form has already been filled out, skip down lo number 1 below. If the top section of the form is 
blank, you must provide this infonnation. 



Front page, nrst box, top of man left side; Print your name, address, telephone number, and fax number, If any, In this 
box. If you have a restraining order and wish to keep your address confidential, you may use any address where you can 
receive mall. You can be legally served court papers at this address. 



Front page. second box, left side: Print the name of the county where the court is located and insert the address and .any 
branch name of the court building where you are seeking to obtain a contempt order. You may get this information from 
the court clerk. This should be the same court in which the original order was Issued. 



Front page third box, left side: Print the names of the Petitioner, Respondent, and Other Party/Parent (if any) in this box. 
Use the same names as appear on the most recent court order disobeyed. 



Front page, flrst box, top of form, right side: Leave this box blank for the court's use. 



Front page, second box. rlght side; Print the court case number in this box. This number Is also shown on the most recent 
court order disobeyed. 



lli2mJ.;, Insert the name of the party who disobeyed the order ("the citeej. 



~ The court clerk will provide the hearing date and location. 



1.mm.1.;, Either check the box in Item 3 and attach an Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 for financial 
orders or fonn FL-412 for domestic violence, or custody and visitation orders), or leave the box In item 3 blank but 
check and complete item 8. 



~ Check the box that describes how the cltee knew about the order that has been disobeyed. 



Item 6; a. Check this box if you have not previously applied for a contempt order. 



b. Check this box If you have previously applied for a contempt order and briefly explain when you requested the 
order and results of your request. If you need more space, check the box that says "continued on Attachment 
6b" end attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause. 



lllW..1.;. Check this box If the cttee has previously been found In contempt by a court of law. Briefly explain when the 
citee was found In contempt and for what. If there ls not enough space to write all the facts, check the box that 
says "continued on Attachment 7" and attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause. 



~ a. Check this box If the citee has disobeyed orders for child support, custody, visitation, spousal support, family 
support, attorney fees, and court or litigation costs. Refer to Item 1 a on Affidavit of Facts Constituting 
Contempt (form Fl-411). 



b. Check thls box If the cttee bas dlsobeyert..domesttc violenca..oroelS-Of.Child-custody...and-vlsitatlafH}f'ders.-. -----
Refer to Affldavlt of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-412). 
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Information Sheet (continued) 



Item 8: c. If you are completing this item, use facts personalty known to you or known to the best of your knowledge. 
State the facts In detail. if there is not enough space to write all the facts, check the box that says "continued 
on Attachment Sc" and attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause, Including facts indicating that the 
violation of the orders was without Justification or excuse. 



d. Use this Item to write other facts that are Important to this order. If you are completing this item, insert fadS 
personally known to you, or known to the best of your knowledge. State facts in detail. If there is not enough 
space to write all the facts, check the box that says °Continued on Attachment 6d" and attach a separate sheet 
to the order to show cause. 



e. If you request attorney fees and/or costs for pursuing this contempt action, check this box. Attach a copy of 
your Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150). 



Type or print and sign your name at the bottom of page 2. 



If you checked the boxes in Item 3 and item Ba or Bb, complete the appropriate Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt 
(form FL-411 ), following the instructions for the affidavit above. 



Make at least three copies of the Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contempt (fonn FL-410) and any supporting 
Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (fonn FL-411 or FL-412) and the lncom& and Expense Declaration (fonn FL-150) 
for the court clerk, the cltee, and yourself. If the district attorney or local child support agency Is involved in your case, you 
must provide a copy to the dls1r1ct attorney or local child support agency. 



Take the completed form(s) to the court clerk's office. The clerk will provide hearing date and location in item 2, obtain the 
judicial officer's signature, file the originals, and return the copies to you. 



Have someone who Is at least 18 years of age, who Is not a party, serve the order and any attached papers on the 
disobedient party. For example, a process server or someone you know may serve the papers. You may not serve the 
papers yourself. Service must be personal~ service by mail is Insufficient. The papers must be served at least 16 
court days before the hearing. The person serving papers must complete a Proof of Persons/ Service (form FL-330) and 
give the origin al to you. Keep a copy for yourself and file the original Proof of Personal Service (fonn FL-330) with the 
court. 



If you need assistance with these fonns, contact an attorney or the Famlly Law Fa~litator In your county. 
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1 Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes vs. Tim McDaniel 



2 San Diego Superior Court Case No.: DS 51030 



3 ATTACHMENT 8c 



4 ~ 



5 



6 



7 



8 COUNT I: 



ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT: 



(Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt) 



9 The parties went to trial on this matter in May of 2015. After hearing testimony and 



10 reviewing the evidence the Court found that Respondent had traced his separate property funds to a 



11 property located in Brazil, specifically, 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street. The Court at this time 



12 awarded the property to Respondent as his sole and separate property. 



13 Respondent filed a Request for Order that was heard on 12/12/16 requesting enforcement of 



14 this order. She was to do so by January 12, 2017. She violated this Court Order. 



15 Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of violating this Court Order. The 



16 criminal portion of this repeated violation has already been decided. At the Contempt Trial heard on 



17 August 29, 2017, the Judge specifically ordered her to provide proof of compliance at the Review 



18 Hearing on August 29, 2017. She dld not do so and provided a docwnent that awarded herself fees 



19 in Portuguese. 



20 COUNT2: 



21 At the review hearing on August 29, 2017, Petitioner was ordered to execute a Power of 



22 Attorney per Respondent's Brazilian attorney Power of Attorney and instructions within 30 days. 



23 Petitioner was already in contempt. She willfully and knowingly violated this order again. 



24 COUNT3: 



25 Respondent next filed an Ex Parte request, heard on October 5, 2017, because it is clear 



26 Petitioner has ao problem violating Court Orders.and as this propetty-is.titled-in-ber-name-as-a-singl-e ---



27 woman she could se]) it at any time. She has now in fact even made it clear that it is her intent to 



'>R enter the property to remove items from the home even though there is no Court Order pennitting her 



-- ~-- 0 8 9 ---~--- -· 











l to do so. The Court made an order at this hearing that Petitioner was to perfect the Power of Attorney 



2 per the Brazilian Attorney's instructions by October 13, 2017 and deliver the docwnent to 



3 Respondent's counsel by October 16, 2017. She again willfully and knowingly violated this Order. 



4 (Please see emails from Respondent's Counsel to Petitioner's Counsel regarding status lodged herein 



S as Exhibit "A ".) 



6 Petitioner did not communicate regarding the Power of Attorney being perfected until 



7 October 27, 2017 which is the day it was signed according to the document that she provided The 



8 Brazilian Consulate in Los Angeles is only open until l pm so she could have easily stopped at the 



9 office of Respondent's Counsel in Carlsbad on her way back from Los Angeles to Chula Vista. 



IO Not until many follow up emails did Petitioner finally suggest a time and day for 



11 Respondent's Counsel to have someone to meet her to obtain the original Power of Attorney. This 



12 was not until November 10, 2017 which was almost an entire month from the deadline given to her 



13 at the ex parte. This was also the 5th time the Court had given her a deadline that she did not abide 



14 by. 



15 COUNT4: 



16 The Power of Attorney that she provided was mailed to Attorney Bischoff so that the title to 



17 the property could be put in my name. On November 22, 2017, Attorney Bischoff contacted 



18 Respondent and his Counsel to inform them that the document provided was not an original but in 



19 fact a copy. In her email, Attorney Bischoff wrote in pertinent part: "This seems to be a very bad 



20 joke. I received not the original but a SIMPLE COPY OF THE POA! ! THIS IS NOT THE 



21 ORIGINAL!!!" 



22 Upon Respondent's counsel's inquiry as to whether it was absolutely conclusive that the 



23 document was a copy and could not be used she received a response from Attorney Bischoff. The 



24 response stated (again in pertinent part): "The copy came in the envelope that Natache gave you and 



25 I can send it back to you to prove to the court that she sent a copy. The original document should 



______ _..21io.1,6.,_,hLIAa'le..the-stamp..from..the.J3razilian--Embassy-glued-to-the-POA.-As-yoHwl-See-it-ittmactly-the--sam----



27 copy you sent me to check (I am sending both copies) You can even see the line of the tape that 



?~ glued the stamp to the POA .... she DID IT ON PURPOSE TO DELAY EVERYTHING. The fact is 











--·---



that if this deed is not signed this year, the next year it is going to cost more." 



2 Respondent has also incurred additional expenses and hardship because he had planned on 



3 flying in to Brazil once the Power of Attorney was received to help facilitate putting the property in 



4 his name. At this time, Respondent has bad to cancel those plans until some Relief is granted from 



5 the Court and Petitioner is finally required to abide by Court Orders. Petitioner has consistently 



6 shown that she has no regard for the Court or the Courts orders. 



7 Unless the Court sanctions her further, in addition to sentencing her to jail time, and takes 



8 very direct action to have Petitioner perfect this document she will not do so. An Elisor will not be 



9 sufficient as Respondent1s Brazilian Attorney, Eva Bischoff, has advised that it would not be 



10 accepted by the Registry of Property in Guaruja. Further, Petitioner was ordered to communicate 



11 with Respondent's counsel regarding where she would like to be served if she is unrepresented. We 



12 have requested this infonnation to serve her with this contempt and have not received a response. At 



13 this time, we have had to hire a process server to try to find her. 



14 



15 Petitioner is willfully violating the Court Order and Respondent is respectfully 



16 requesting that the Court take immediate action. 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



2 



27 



?R 



Mr. McDaniel is respectfully requesting that the Court Order Petitioner to pay him attorney 



fees and costs by awarding him Petitioner's community property portion of the stock that is subject 



of the January 16, 2018 hearing and in addition he is requesting that the Court sentence her to the 



mandatory jail time for these continuous violations of Court Orders. In addition to the stock and jail 



time, Respondent is now requesting $50,000 in Attorney Fees and sanctions. The Sanction request is 



made pursuant to §271, § 2031, and §3294 for having to pursue this second contempt action. 



0 91-·· - ·= --- -
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Carlsbad, CA 92008 
TELEPHONENO.: 760-931-1981 FAX NO. {Opton.lJ:760-93 }- l 982 



E-MAIL AOORess (OptJona/J: juliaszafraniec.law@gmaiJ.com 
ATTORNEY FOR (Name): Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



MAILING ADDRESS· 500 3rd A venue 
c1TY ,wo z1P cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 



BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



DS5HJ]lJ 
FCAHA 
Fint!•r,!J~· :;:uJ ~rdf' A~, 
.'Q~f.~;, 



CASE NUMBER: 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 



1. This proceeding was heard 



on (datet August 29, 2017 at (time): 1 :45pm in Dept: 17 Room: 



by Judge (name): Hon. Sharon Kalemkiarian D Temporary Judge 



On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date):2/27/17 by (name): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



~·. ·.~ 
;,..:t." 



i; 



II; 



It 



" 



a. CXJ Petitioner/plaintiff present W Attorney present (name): NeilJ Marangi 
b. W Respondent/defendant present C&J Attorney present (name): Julia Kaemerle 
c. D Other party present D Attorney present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on form FL-341 D other D 
3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D other D 
4. Spousal or family support: As attached D on form FL-343 D Other D 
5. Property orders: As attached D on form FL-344 [X] Other D 
6. Attorney's fees: As attached D on form FL-346 [X] other D 
7. Other orders: DD As attached D Not applicable 



8. All other issues are reserved until further order of court. 



9. [X] This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 1/16/18 at (time): I :45pm in Dept.: 17 
on the following issues: Review Hearing regarding disposition of HSBC account and stocks as well as sanctions requests. 



Date: September---;-20tt I - , - LS' 



Approved as confonning to court order. 
Sharon L. Kalemk'i~ffF'CER 



" ~< ·-, "'..; ► 
~ ·.. .. --------------------------------



SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY FOR 



~·,, Fom, Adopmd for Mandatory Use 



i ~ 
.!-- _;._ ___ . 



Judicial Counc:il of Califomia 
FL.J40 [Rev Janua,y 1, 2012) 



[XJ PETITIONER/ PlAINTIFF D RESPONOENTIOEFENOANT D OTHER PARTY 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Family Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 
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A IT ACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.rn. in Department 17 of the 



Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South CoW1ty Division, Honorable Sharon 



Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



''Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 



attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



1. The Attomey Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of $10,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 



the amount of $8,961.50. 



2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



Respondent's sole and separate property. 



4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's counsel 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 



FfNDJNGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 











1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 



5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 



Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest remaining in 



the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment. 



6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



.l.r;-tte,~\i4' P~"1-~ ~ 
change of ownership form within 7 d~~sl J::Ja~~Gel-ino-is the benefieiary-ef-this 
~ ~ d~t.ivc-v-..~ ~~ ~~.,14. 



a~>£,(~ 



7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accowits within 7 days. 



13 OTHER FINDINGS 



14 



15 



16 



17 



Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 



2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



1 a to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 



the Review Hearing. 



5. The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1:45 p.m. to address the 



orders as made as weil as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER] 
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Matter of Menezes v, McDaniel Case No. DS SI 030 



ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AF1ER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on December 12, 2016, at I :4.5 p.m. in Department 17 o 



the Superior Court of Californi~ County of San Diego, South ColDlty Division, Honorable 



6 Esteban Hernandez, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



7 "Petitioner'') was present and represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ. Rcspondcn 



8 TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present tclephonically and represented by his 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



attorney, JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and araument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



Petitioner is ordered to pay Respondent SI 0,000 in attorney fees as he was the 



prevailing party in the Temporary Restraining Order filed by her in which she failed to meet her 



burden of proof. 



2. The $10,000 awarded to Respondent is offset by the $4,342 in spousal support 



arrears previously ordered by the Court in September of 2016 leaving a balance of $5,658 due 



and owing to Respondent. This balance shall be paid off at a rate ofS500 per month by 



19 Petitioner. 



20 



21 



22 



23 



3. Petitioner's request for Attorney Fees and Costs continued from the Septem~ 



1 &2, 2016 hearing arc denied. 



4. Respondent's request for Attorney Fees and Costs continued from the Septembc:r 



24 l & 2, 2016 hearing are denied aside from the aforementioned $10,000. 



25 s. The Court denies Respondent's request for tennination of spousal supJ".ll1 at this 



2G 
time. 



27 
Ill 



28 
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'- . 
l 6. Petitioner is to sign any required documents or take any necessary action to put 



2 title of the property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street in Brazil in Respondent's 



3 name by Janwuy 12, 2017. 
4 



s 



6 



1 



8 



9 



10 



ll 



12 



OTHER ORDERS 



1. 



2. 



Petitioner is ordered to notify Respondent if she remarries within 48 hours. 



The Court dismisses without prejudice Respondent's request for Attorney Fees 



and Costs under California Code of Civil Procedure 128.5 against Neill Marangi or Petitioner 



and this request can be brought forward again with notice. 



3. The Court orders that the two motions set for March 13, 2017 and March 14, 201 



13 arc not te be consolidated and that they wiJI be heard on the dates that they were originally set. 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



Respondent may appear telephonically for both of these hearings. 



4. All other orders not in conflict with this order shall remain in full force and effect 



[END OF ORDER) 
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SHORTTITLE:Marriage of Menezes and McDaniel CASE~CR 



- OS 51030 



ATTACHMENT (Number): ______ _ 



(This Attschment may be used with any Judicial Council form.) 



1. The Court orders that Counsel, Ms. Szafraniec, is to redact the Petitioner's 
address from all subpoena records as previously granted on the ex-parte heard 
this morning. 
2. The Court recites tentative ruling. At Attorney Marangi's request the court 
takes a ~~ort recess for counsel to review Court's tentative with Pe~itioner. 
3. The Court finds there is no material change in circumstance to re-litigate 
Family Code Section 4320 factors to modify spousal support, therefore request to 
modify spousal support is denied. 
4. The Court adopts the tentative ruling as specified below: 



a. The Petitioner is ordered to grant the Respondent power of attorney for the 
transfer of Brazilian property located at, 288 Alberto Quartini Bianchi Street, 
to the Respondent, no later than January 12, 2017. 



b. The court finds there is not sufficient evidence to order sanctions under 
Family Code section 271 as requested by Respondent. 



c. The court denies the Respondent's request for sanctions under CCP 128.5. 
d. The Court grants the Respondent's request tor sanctions under Family Code 



Section 2030 against the Petitioner in the amount of $10,000 for prevailing in 
the domestic violence restraining order hearing. 



e. The court grants the Petitioner's request for spousal support arrears in 
the amount of $4,342. Therefore, the offset amount owed for the sanctions under 
Family Code section 2030 by the Petitioner is $5,658. The Petitioner is ordered 
to pay $500 a month commencing January 1, 2017. 
5. Petitioner is ordered to notify Respondent of re-marriage within 72 hours 



(ff the Item that this Attachment concem3 I! made under penalty of perjury, all statements In this 
Attachment are made under penalty of perjury.) 



fonn ~ ror Optional u.. 
Jud",cial ~ d Calllomia 
MC~ (Rav. Mr 1, 20081 



ATTACHMENT 
to Judlcial Council Fonn 



Page __ ot -



(Add pages as required) 
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f'1'CRHEVOIIPAIITVWl'TMOVT AnQR..,(Y~ S..lta.-- _,,,,~,, 



lc.d,a Kacmcrf c · i l'OltCOCMrutf OH!.\" 



- l <> :r. SBN·2567K3 
.nw t,1cc of Matthew •nd Jul in Kacn,crlc [ [ r 
!'i~t>2 La Place (\,ur1 Ste 1(,1\ • •· •· · 
Carbbad. l'A noox · 



TEI.E~i:IIIO 760-Y.l1•19MI FM-«> ,~7b0-931-1982 
£ "'~LAOOIIE~('('),.._.. ' I .. f JU ia~a rJm1."-'..l.aw(c1 gma1l.~,1111 



-~~~F'f ~ 11,/e.,,., 1'1m MdJani~I . 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CAi:ii=:;:O::;R-:;;N-;-;-lA:-,-:::C::-:::0::-U-:-:-N-:-::TY~O~F=-s-A_N_l_)r_E_C_O ___ ---I 
STA£E"" A.~5£, 500 3rJ J\,t.'nlll! 



"'•• ING "00RESS !iOO )rJ A vcnu"~ 
c•Tv AHO ZIP cooe Chu la Vil\ta. Iii 191 o 



~ANO. "'•'-'E South County R\!l?fon.il Center 



PETITlO~ER.PLAINTIFF. Nahl\.'hc (.;. (.jonc11lvcs Mcnc1c:11 



Rl:SPONOEN'tJOEf'ENDANT Tim Md).:m,cJ 



OTr-tER PARTY 



ANOINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARJNG 



Tl'\is p1oeee<S1ng was heard 



on fdatt1) Augusl 29.2017 at (time) I :4~prn in Dept 17 



by Judge (name). I Ion. Sharon Kalc!mk1ari.in D Temporary Judge 



DS .SIO)O 



Room 



On the order to st,ow ~use. not,ce of motion or reque,t for order filed {d11te). '!/11, 17 by (name) Na1achc C Gltn<:al'wc$ ~knc,cs 



a. IT) Petrt10ner/plaintrff pre.ent C2J Attomey present (name) N\!ill Marang1 



b [SJ RespondenVdPfendant present W At1orney present (name) Julia K.icmcrk 
c CJ Other party present D Attorney present (name) 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2 Custody and \llsrtallon/parenbng time. As attached D on form FL-341 CJ Other CJ 
3 Child support. As attached CJ on form FL-342 D Other D 
4 Spousal or Ta'Tllly supp0rt As attached D on form FL-343 D Other CJ 
s Property order!. As attached D on form FL-344 m Other D 
6 Attorney's tees: As attached D on rorm FL-346 OJ . Other D 
7 Other orders CK) Asa~ched CJ Not applicable 



8 All other rnues are re$erved until further order of court 



9 IT) This rl'atter 1s continued for further hearing on (diJle) 1/16/18 af (llmo) 1 :4!ipm 1n Dept 17 



on tne lollo-.-.,1ng 1$$U4'1 ltc\•1~ lfc.umi n:,.uJm1& ll"JIU"hvn ul ltSlll' .11:.:,,u11111nll ~,od., ll) .-ell u •1111\.llu,u. IC\lll<'•b. 



Date Scpttm~r , 20 I 7 



ADpr~ H c.-onformng to court ordtu 



► 
____ ..,,~...,~..



_..').l;,:0.,.,,0('~
.L'.\ollO:'f .. • .. .....,•;,Q•JI 



FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(F •mily u~ustody and Supp0rt-Uniform Puentage) 



Not apphcable 



Not as:>pltcable 



Not applicable 



Not app11cable 



Not app1tcable 
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1 Matter of Megqg v, McDaniel 
2 



Cue No., DS 51030 



l 



4 



5 



6 



ATrACHMENJ TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARINQ 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29. 20 I 7 at I :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 



., Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 



8 
Kalemki,rlan, presidift&. Petitioner NA TACHE C. OONCALVES MENEZES (heteafter 



9 



10 
.. Petitioner; was present rep~ted by her attorney, NEILL MARANO I, ESQ., Respondent 



11 TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was pmient telcpboaically and represented by his 



12 attorney, RJLIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



13 



14 



15 



16 



Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Coun makes the following orders: 



The Attorney fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of SI 0,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 



1 7 the amowit of $8,961.50. 



18 2. The balance ofthe $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



19 Respondent (Sl,038.SO) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



20 
shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



21 



22 
3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



24 Respondent's aole and separate property. 



25 4. Rcspondent•s counsel in Brazil. Eva Bischoff, is to provide Rc.,pondent''s COW1.1el 
26 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent•s property located at 
27 



28 
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1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street '--'- . 
~ to his name. Respondent's counsel is 10 provide the 



2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 
3 



5. 
Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer oft.be aforementioned 



Brazilian real estate will be ded .. -~ "- p . · • 
5 \A,,""" uum ct:Jtioner s community property interest remainina in 



, the shares as listed in p&raa,aph 9 of the Judament. 



7 6. 
Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



8 
chan&e of Ownership form wilhin 7 days. Dominique 0. Francclino is the beneficiary of this 



9 



10 



11 



account. 



7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accounts within 7 days. 



1J OTHER FINDINGS 
14 



lS 



16 



17 



Petitioner bad been ordered to transfer the Bruilian property loated at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by Auaust 29, 20 J 7 and had not done so. 



2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



18 to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. 1be Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 



2 3 the Review Hearin&. 



24 s. The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1 :45 p.m. to address the 



25 orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 
26 



21 



28 [END OF ORDER) 
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La"v ()fiice of l\1attl 1e·w & Julia Kaen1edc 



Superior Court of Calif omia 
South County Division 
Attn: Clerk of Department 17 
500 Third A venue 
Chula Vis~ CA 919 I l 



5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



Phone:760~931-1981 
Fax: 760-931-1982 



Re: Menezes v. McDaniel - OS 5 I 030 



Honorable Sharon Kalemkiarian: 



October 12, 2017 



With respect to the Request for Order motion heard on August 29, 2017, I have prepared the 
Finding and Order After Hearing and it was submitted for approval to Neill Marangi electronically and 
via US Mail on September 13, 2017 and September 15, 2017 respectively. Mr. Marangi has not 
responded with any proposed changes and has not signed the FOAH. 



I am submitting my Findings and Orders after Hearing directly to the Court. If the Court finds it 
to be appropriate I am respectfully requesting that the Order be signed and that the Cowt return the 
conformed copies in the pre-addressed envelopes included. 



Should there be any questions please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 



I ' . I 



/ ...... ) Sincerely, . 



[ .• . r,clw.. 1<_!e1°,v/-(_ 
.. I • 



1 .: Juha Kaemerle 
Attomey for Respondent, Tim McDaniel 



Enclosures as indicated. 
cc: Neill Marangi, Attorney for Petitioner 



Iii i Iii llilllll llll lllllllilil/ill 111 l!I 
-
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTOONEY (Name, SIBie Bsrrwmbsr, and address): 



_ Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l67155) 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C 
CHULA VISTA, Ck9191 l 



SBN: 167155 



TELEPHONE NO.:( 619) 420-1600 
E•MAIL ADDRESS (Opl/onal): 



FAX NO. (Op(Jonsl): ( 619) 420-16 I I 



ATTORNEY FOR (NamsJ:Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DrEGO 
STREET ADDREss:500 Third Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third A venue 



CITY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT:TIM MCDANIEL 



DECLARATION 



I). (DJ) 
/)(o MC-030 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



, 1; ;~: ln c r.r31 :1 H ·: ~:, 
. , : ~ '.~'.~ - ·:'\ I :"j'··~ 



ZO 8 JAN - 4 P 4: I Lt 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



I ask the court to order Mr. McDaniel to pay me the remaining balance of the $5,000 in attorney's fees the court ordered him to pay at 
trial back in May of 2015. Mr. McDaniel can pay me forthwith from his share of the community property funds he holds. 



At trial on 05/07/15, the court ordered Mr. McDaniel to pay me $5,000 toward Ms. Menezes's attorney's fees and costs at the rate of $100 
per month, effective 07/01/15. If any payment were not timely made, the entire unpaid balance would be immediately due. Here are Mr. 
McDaniel's payments: 



2015: 2016: 2017: 



July $100 Jan $0 Jan $100 
Aug $100 Feb $100 
Sep $100 Mar $100 
Oct $100 Apr $100 
Nov $100 May $100 
Dec $0 June $100 



July $JOO 
Aug $100 
Sep $100 
Oct$0 
Nov $100 
Dec$0 



Mr. McDaniel has paid $1,400. He's paid nothing since January of 2017, leaving a balance due of $3,600. I tried to resolve this 
informally with Mr. McDaniel (through bis attorney). Ms. Kaemerle said on 06/19/17 she thought Judge Hernandez instructed Mr. 
McDaniel to stop paying me. That never happened. though. and I've not heard back from Mr. McDaniel on this topic. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



Date:01/01/18 



Neill M. Marangi 



Fonn Approved for Optional Use 
Judicial Counc~ of Califomia 
MC-030 (Rev. January 1, 2006) 



(lYPE OR PAINT NAME) 



00 
□ 



-(~IGNA TUF_¥>F DECLARANT) 



Attorney for D Plaintiff []] Petitioner 



Respondent D Other (Specify): 



DECLARATION 



D Defendant 



Paga 1 of 1 
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1/1/2018 
I Print 



Subject: Menezes and McDaniel 



From: Neill Marangi (nmarangi@pacbell.net) 



To; juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com; 



Bee: natache10@hotmail.com; 



Date: Wednesday, June 14, 2017 5:30 PM 



I don't think I've received a $100 attorney fee payment from Tim since January. I'd be grateful for 
anything you can do. 



about:blank 











1/1/2018 Print 



Subject: Re: Menezes and McDaniel 



From: Julia Szafraniec Uuliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com) 



To: nmarangi@pacbell.net; 



Date: Monday, June 19, 2017 4:02 PM 



Neill, 



Do you still have the minutes from this hearing (12/12/16)? If so, could you please email them to me? Also I 
received your email in regards to attorney fees and to my recollection Judge Hernandez instructed Mr. McDaniel 
to stop paying when we were in Court towards the end of last year (around August I believe). I will review my 
notes and verify. 



Thanks, 
Julia 



Julia Kaemerle 
Attorney at Law 



LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 



- Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TEL (760) 931-1981 



FAX (760) 931-1982 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the 
individual(s) named as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 
2510-2521. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under 
applicable law including, but not limited to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are 
not the intended recipient of this transmission, please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not 
deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its contents or take any action in reliance on the 
information it contains. 



On Mon, Jan 30, 2017 at 9:06 PM, Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> wrote: 
I just got the Minutes, but I see you've already sent your version of the 12/12/16 order to the court. 
I've attached my letter to the court and my version of the order. 
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I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, L.L.P. 



2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



,-,, FO r \ --·· 
SOUTH CCUNT'(-14 



3 (760) 931-1981 



4 
Z018 JAN I O P 3: 2 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANlEL 
5 



6 



7 



8 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DMSION 



NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Petihoner, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Respondent 



Case No.: DS 51030 



NOTICE OF LODGMENT 
10 



11 



12 



13 



14 Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, by and through his attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, 



15 hereby lodges the following: 



16 Exhibit 



11 A 



Description 
Email Correspondence to Neill Marangi 10/3/17 



18 



19 



B 



C 



Email Correspondence regarding the Power of Attorney 



Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contempt 



20 
D 



21 
E. 



22 



23 
F. 



24 G. 



25 



26 



27 Dated: January 10, 2018 



28 



Email Correspondence regarding delivery of POA 



Email from Petitioner dated 11/9/17 



Brazilian Process Paperwork (translations to be provided) 



Findings and Orders after Hearing submitted to Court. 



JULIA 



NOTJCE OF LODGMENT - 1 



1 
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I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
70!8 JAN I 0 LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 .-. : _:: . .: · -i_ ~c~ .:: t_::~/3;:y 



3 (760)931-1981 ,• ;_r~ :_.,'-... 41~ !.'JJ ~-t''/l c.:~. 
4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



Q 



11 



12 



13 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL Al 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



fN AND FOR THF, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



N1\TACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff. 



TIM MCDANIEL. 



Defendant 



Ca.~c No.: DS 51030 



SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF 
RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL. IN SUPPORT OF 
REQUEST FOR ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES 
AND SANCTIONS 



14 I. Tim McDaniel, declare: 



15 I. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 



16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where othenvise indicated, and if 



17 called to testify. I could and would testify competently thereto. 



18 



19 



20 



11 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



.., 



.t.. 



1. 
TIMELTNE OF PETITIONER VIOLATING COURT ORDERS 
REGARDING SIGNING THE POWER OF ATTORNEY 



Originally, we filed a motion to enforce the Judgment from May 2015 regardin 



Petitioner transferring title of the home located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into m) 



name which was heard on December 12, 2016. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to sign an) 



required documents or take any necessary action to put title of the property located at 288 Albert 



Quatrini Bianchi Street in Brazil in my name by January 12, 2017. This was never done and th 



Attorney fee and Sanctions Requests as noticed in our Request for Order were not granted. 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



i 



8 



9 



11 



12 



13 



14 



IS 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



J. On February J, 2017, I tiled an Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contemp 



as Petitioner had taken no action to transfer the property to me. On August 4, 2017: Pctitione 



was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of being in contempt of Court. Petitioner speci ticall 



violated an order to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Strec 



into my name. 



4. On August 29, 2017 (a Review Hearing previously set by the Court): The Cou 



(Both Family and Criminul) had previously ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof o 



compliance with the Court Order at this hearing. She again was in violation of the above Cou 



Order which was originally made in 2015. In fact, she provided a Power of Attorney to th 



Court which specifically did NOT transfer the property but authorized me to use the house unti 



after her process to remove the :,;quatters was completed. In addition. she added specific languag 



which made me responsible not just for the cost of the process but also her personal attorney fees 



costs for the transfer, and cosL<i of the registration in the Registry. The Court had already ordere 



I hat she was to hear all o_{ these costs. As the Court will sec later in this declaration, she goes o 



to attempt to award the house to her Brazilian attorney as a payment for her fees (despite th 



speci fie order for her not to encumber the property in any way). Petitioner has never had an 



intention of abiding by the Court Orders at any time during this case. 



5. At the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017, Petitioner was ordered to execute the 



23 Power of Attorney per the instructions ofmy anomcy in Brazil within 30 days. We provided her 



24 with instructions on September 26, 2017 which we even had verified by the registry in Brazil. 



25 We did not receive any response from Petitioner at all. 



26 



27 



28 



6. My attorney then followed up with Petitioner's attorney on September 29, 20 I 7 



via email; however. he told us he was not representing her on this issue but that he would 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



JU 



II 



12 



I) 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



2.7 



28 



forward our request for status to Petitioner. On October 2, 2017. well over the 30 days she was 



given, my attorney followed up again and Petitioner's attorney informed her that Petitioner was 



requesting the document he translated even though her primary language is Portuguese. 



7. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 



woman she could sell the home. Based on her past actions, this would not surprise me especially 



since she is suing the tenants to evict them from my home. This is a lawsuit she could have casil 



dropped on her own when the home was awarded to me in 2015. We gave Petitioner and her 



attorney Ex Parte notice on October 3, 2017 for October 5, 2017 hoping that Petitioner would 



get the document executed and that we could then take the matter off calendar. (Please see email 



correspondence re ex partc lodged herein as Exhibit "A".) 



8. We appeared Ex Parte on October 5, 2017 to request that the Court assist us in 



having the Power of Attorney executed as it seemed clear she had no intention of complying. Al 



th~ Ex Parle she was still given additional time again. She was to go to the consulate by 



October 13, 2017 and then to deliver the pe1fected Power of Attorney to my attorney by 



October 16, 2017, This was not done. My attorney followed up with Petitioner's attorney on 



October 12, 2017 to sec if"Pctitioncr had complied with the Order and to try to facilitate a way 



for Petitioner to get her lhe Power of Attorney on October I 6, 2017. On October 17, 2017, we 



had still not heard back from Petitioner or her attorney so my attorney followed up again that da 



and on October 18, 20 J 7 (Please email correspondence re: Power of Attorney lodged herein as 



Exhibit ''B ".) 



9. By October 21, 2017, we had still received no news so we prepared another 



Order to Show Cause and Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt. (Please sec prepared and 



signed Order to Show CaLtsc and Affidavit for Contempt lodged herein as Exltibit "C".) My 



attorney infom,ed Petitioner that we would pursue a contempt as the Court had stated we could 



have it heard in Family Court as criminal guilt had already been decided. I did not want to have 



to bring this before the Court again but I needed to be prepared in the event Petilioner again 
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directly violated the Courts orders. 



I 0. Finally, on October 27, 2017, Petitioner sent my attorney a scanned copy of the 



Power of Attorney. However, by November 6, 2017, we still had heard nothing about when 



Petitioner would be delivering the original to my attomcy. My attorney contacted Petitioner 



again on this day to inquire as to how she could get the original. (Please see email re: Delivery 



of POA lodged herein as Exhi'bit "D ".) The original was needed by my attorney in Brazil to be 



able to take to the registry. Petitioner finally agreed to meet someone from my attomcy's service 



in front of the Courthouse on November 10, 2017. This is almost one month after she was 



ordered for the 51
h time to provide this Power of Attorney. 



11. Petitioner did email my attorney prior to that day that it was her intention to go 



into my separate property house after the litigation she instigated is over to remove property 



from the home. (Please see email from Petitioner dated November 9, 2017 lodged herein as 



Exhibit "E. '? [f she did thjs before the house was titled in my name there is nothing I could do 



to protect myself or my property in the home. This is just another example of her complete 



disregard of Court Orders. She believes that she knows better than all the Judges we have 



encountered to date and she will continue to try to manipulate the orders to benefit herself. 



12. At this Lime, we arc finally in possession of the origina I document which has been 



mailed to Attorney Eva Bischoff. Upon receipt of the original Power of Attorney, Attorney 



Bischoff went to start the process of transferring the property back into my name. On Decembe 



7, 2017, we were notified by Attorney Bischoff that she found documentation lo show that 



Petitioner (along with her attorney ADTMlLSON BARBOSA DA SILVA) had tiled a process in 



which Petitioner claimed to owe her attorney R$352,528,00. The house is Brazil is valued at 



approximately R$404,000.00. Petitioner, to compensate for this al1cgcd debt, awarded the house 



to her attorney. This is despite a strict order from this Court that she not encumber or 



transfer this property in any way. 
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13. The letter oF adjudication (carta de adjudicacao) was presented by ADIMf LSON 



BARBOSA DA SILVA to the registry in Brazil on November 30, 2017, This clearly 



demonstrates that Petitioner had absolutely no intention of abiding by the Court Orders. If this 



documentation had not been found by Attorney Bischoff then the property would already have 



been transferred to ADTMTLSON BARBOSA DA SILVA and J would have no recourse. Wear 



currently having all the processes translated so that the Court can see the extent of deception, 



manipulation, and criminal behavior of the Petitioner. We are providing the Portuguese 



documents at this time. (Please see Portuguese Processes lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 



14. On December 16, 2017, Attorney Bischoff notified us that the apartment awarde 



to Petitioner in Brazil as well as her Mother's home were still in her name. This means that she 



had other assets which she could have used to pay her alleged debt. Attorney Bischoff was able 



to meet with the Judge and the registration of the decision was temporarily cancelled. 



I 5. I have continuously represented to the Court that Petitioner can dispose of this 



property and we now have obtained documentation that she has absolutely engaged in fraudulent 



behavior. ln addition to the Contempt in the San Diego Superior Court, Petitioner, her attorney 



in Brazil, and her mother may be facing a criminal process in Brazil. We have provided an email 



to the Court from October 2015 (approximately 5 months aner the Court originally awarded the 



property to me) in which her attorney writes her that as of November 8, 2014 he had only 



received R$2.000,00 from her and that they should agree to a reasonable fee of I 0% of the value 



of the house. This was about RS243.067,00 (10% minus the R$2,000 already paid). The email 



specifies that he would consider it an agreement if she did not respond. Petitioner has never 



informed the Court in San Diego about any of this. 



16. ln addition to the translated processes l will provide to the Court. I am having 



Attorney Eva Bischoff appear via Court Cal I so that if the Court has any questions for her about 



the processes in Brazil she will be available. 



ill 
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17. To outline what has happened for the Court, I filed my request to Enforce the 



Judgment August 11, 2016, I filed the first contempt motion in January of 2017 and the origina 



order was made in 2015. The contempt was set for May Z3, 2017 for the arraignment, then we 



returned June 13, 2017 at which point Petitioner requested a continuance so the Court could 



appoint a defense attorney. Finally, on August 4, 2017 the Contempt was heard and Petitioner 



was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. [twas not until November 10, 2017, that my 



attorney was in receipt of the Power of attorney and now I have had to tile a lawsuit in Brazil to 



prevent Petitioner from transferring the house to her Brazilian attorney. This is 2 vears and 8 



months from the original order being made and 1 year and 5 months since I have been asking 



for the Court's a."sistance in enforcing the Judgment. 



18. Now after a RFO to Enforce Judgment, a Motion to Compel discovery regarding 



the house in question, multiple Review Hearings, a Contempt Trial, Related Matters, another 



Contempt motion, and an Ex Pa rte we are just now moving closer to the house being put back in 



my name. Even to finalize putting the house back into my name will require me to tly back to 



Brazil. Petitioner's behavior has caused me to incur unnecessary expenses, fees, and has taken 



up the Court's time unnecessarily. I am respectfully requesting the Court to seriously 



consider my request to not only award me Petitioner's community interest portion in the 



bank account (this was awarded to me already for the $10,000 she was ordered to pay for 



the Contempt Motion) but also the stocks and in addition an attorney fee and cost award in 



the amount of $30,000. 



19. I also request that the Court take action in penalizing Petitioner for her complete 



lack of candor, blatant perjury, and criminal behavior. She has wasted not just the Court's time 



and judicial resources but has also caused me to incur unnecessary costs, time, and difficulty. 



Nothing in the Family Court System has been effective to enforce the Court Order's again~t 



Petitioner. I have abided by all Court orders and just am requesting that the Court make a ruling 



that will make sure Petitioner does as well. 
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20. As the Court can clearly see Petitioner has twice had to pay fees because of her 



behavior. The first being for her DVTRO which the Court denied and I was the prevailing party 



and was awarded $10.000. I had to fly in from Belgium for this hearing. This amount was offse 



by spousal support that J would have to pay Petitioner despite the fact she was and is co



habitating with and being supported by Shane Douglas according to their testimony. He 



admitted to supporting her in Court on the record at the DVTRO hearing. The next being the 



Contempt trial wherein the Judge found her guilty beyond a reasonable doubt and also awarded 



me $10,000 which is being offset by her community property interest in a bank account we had 



during the marriage. I had to fly in from Sri Lanka for this hearing which she continued. She 



has yet to have to actually pay for her continued perjury to the Court, her bad faith requests to th 



Court, and her complete and total disregard for Court Orders. I believe that unless there is a 



punishment we will continue to see her violating and manipulating Court Orders. 



u. 
TIMELINE OF THE COURT RESERVCNG JURJSDICTION OVER ATTORNEY FEE' 



AND SANCTIONS THROUGHOUT THIS LITT GA TION. 



21. The Request for Attorney Fees and Costs as well as Sanctions has been before the 



Court since at least January 2016. The Cour1 reserved over this issue at the hearing on June 13, 



2017 and set a Review Hearing for August 29, 2017. At the Review Hearing on August 29, 



2017, the Court again reserved jurisdiction over all sanction and fee requests and set another 



Review Hearing for January 16, 2018. (Please see FOAH'S for the above-mentioned hearings 



lodged herein as Exhibit "f;'.) Both FOAH's were prepared and submitted to Petitioner's 



Counsel by my attorney. After receiving no response from him, my attorney submitted both 



FOAH's directly to the Court but we have not received conformed copies as of yet. 



22. Mr. Marangi has submitted an additional declaration claiming he is owed fees by 



myself: The Court specifically stated to the best of my recollection and supported by the notes o 
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my attorney that the Court was reserviJ1g over the payment of these fees. In light of the above, I 



do nol believe Petitioner should be awarded fees of any kind and should be solely responsible for 



her fees. The only reason this case is still being litigated is directly because of her actions. She 



has absolutely frustrated settlement and increased litigation both in Brazil and California. 



23. At each level we had the following requests: 



• ln our Responsive Declaration, tiled May 31, 2017. to Petitioner's Request for Order 



filed February 27,2017 and heard on June 13, 2017, r requested $20,000 ,n Attorney 



Fees and Sanctions under Family Code §271, CCP §2031.010, and CCP §3294. (This 



was supported by the Declaration of Julia Kaemerle Regar,Jing Attorney Fees filed on 



MayJl,2017.) 



• Per the Findings and Orders aftel' Hearing, the Court reserved on the above. 



• My request for $20,000 in fees and sanctions was continued again at the August 29, 2017 



hearing to the Review hearing set for January 16, 2018. 



• Per the declaration I submitted for the Ex Parte heard on October 5, 2017, I again made a 



request for fees and sanctions. This was filed October 4, 2017 and the underlying motion 



that l tiled concurrently for fees and sanctions was set for the January 16, 2018 date as 



well. ln my ex parte declaration, l requested $30,000 in fees based on Family Code §271 



§2031, and CCP §3294. This request was made because of Petitioner's blatant disregard 



for Court Orders which has forced me to appear before the Court on numerous occasions 



to enforce this Order. 



• In the underlying motion filed concurrently with the Ex Parte, (which was set for the 



same day as the Review Hearing) I again requested $30,000 under Family Code § 271, 
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§2031, and CCP §3294. 



• Prior to all of this, on November 8, 2016, I had to file a Motion to Compel because 



Petitioner refused to comply with our discovery requests, specifically, Fann 



Interrogatories. The motion was heard on March 13, 2017. We had requested $5,000 in 



Attorney Fees and sanctions under CCP §2031. 290 and §2031.300 for failure to timely 



and properly respond - there in fact was no response. Petitioner was only ordered to pay 



$500 under Family Code §271. 



24. lam asking that the Court review the aforementioned declarations, specifically, 



my Responsive Declaration filed May 31, 2017, my attorney's attorney fee declaration filed the 



same day, the Findings and Orders after Hearing lodged herein as Exhibit E, my ex-pane 



declaration submitted October 4, 2017, the Courts Order made at the hearing, the transcript from 



the C_ontempt Motion (previously lodged as Exliibit Hon August 24, 2017), my declaration 



submitted with the RFO filed October 5, 2017, as well as this declaration. In addition, I am 



respectfully requesting lhc Court review my Request for Order filed August 14, 2015 which 



outlines Petitioner's perjury to the Court as well as the Contempt Motion filed November 27, 



2017. 



25. I am also respectfully requesting that the Court consider the transcripts or minutes 



from May 23, 2017, June 13, 2017, and August 29, 2017. ln addition, I would request that the 



Court consider the original motion I filed to enforce the Judgment on August 11, 2016. I have 



throughout this matter informed the Court that Petitioner is committing perjury. 



26. The Court should also consider that she has been co-habiting with Shane Douglas 



since Oct. 7, 2013. We have infonned the Court of this several times. Our evidence is Faceboo 



statements and photos, investigation of her subletting an apartment and stating she lived there 
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when she lived with Shane and her bank statements with no utility bills or household expenses 



(these have all previously been submitted to the Court but will be provided again prior to the 



Review Hearing.) She is fully supported by him and she is intentionally misrepresenting her 



finances to the Court. 



27. While Petitioner continues to claim financial hardship, I would like the Court to 



see that this is not at. all the case. Petitioner has substantially bencfitted financially from this 



divorce. 



In addition to her salary which averages S3,000 per month, she also has the following: 



• Petitioner still has my home in her name valued at S I l 0,000 usd although she 
actively tried to transfer it to ADJMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA. 



• She has her own home in GuaruJhos in Brazil valued at $183,000 usd 



• She was awarded an apartment in Brazil valued at S60,000 usd which was 
purchased with my separate property funds. 



• Petitioner has received l /2 of my 40 I k which is valued at $ l 02,000 usd 



• Petitioner was able to purchase a new Mazda 6 in 2015- value $22,000 usd 



• She has not paid any Utility bills according to subpoenaed bank statements and T 
believe that she is fully being supported by Shane Douglas per his testimony in 
Coun. 



• In the time that Petitioner has been cohabiting with Shane Douglas, I have paid 
her $64,120 usd in spousal support. 



• This is a total of $541,000 usd (not including salary) that she has acquired 
throughout this matter. 



• 1 had to pay $990 (1 % of the value) to file the process against her preventing her 
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28. 



from transferring my house to her attorney. 



• There is upwards of S3150O in propeny fees J will have to pay. 



• My attorney fees for Attorney Eva Bischoff will be about 20% of the value of the 
house. She will be available to the Court via CourtCall should the Court have 
questions about her fees on l/16/18. 



• t have had to cover the costs to obtain translations of the Brazilian processes 
which will had up to several thousands. 



111. 
RELIEF REQUESTED 



[ am respectfully requesting that the Court award me all of the remaining stock 



(specifically Petitioner's Community Property portion) based on her behavior and delay in 



transferring this property to me despite repeated Court Orders and direct comments by numerous 



Judicial Officers. 



29. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and CCP §3294 in th 



amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Coun on this same issut: and for 



her blatant disregard for Court Orders. The request for the $30,000 is in addition to the Court 



awarding me lllJ of the stock. If Petitioner continues to sec no consequence:: to her conduct and 



repeated disobedience and disrespect to the Court her behavior will continue. 



I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



true and correct. Executed this 10 day of January 2018. 



,r;: ~ S> 
T1ffi' McDaniel. Respondent 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DJEGO 
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8 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES. Case No.: D51030 
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Petitioner, 



vs. WITNESS LIST 



TIM MCDANIEL, Date: January 16. 2018 



Respondent. 
Time: 1:45 PM 



Dept: 17 



At the time of the Review Hearing, Respondent TIM MCDANTEL. reserves the right to 



take oral testimony from the following witnesses: 



1. 



2. 



... 



.). 



Petitioner. NAT ACHE C.GONCAL VES MENEZES 



Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



Attorney Eva Bischoff; other party. Respondent"s attorney in Brazil. Attorney 



Bischoff can testify as to the lawsuits regarding the House in question in Brazil as 



well as costs incurred by Respondent regarding the transfer of the House. 



Dated: January 9,2018 
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ATTORNEY Ofl PARTY WITHOUT A TTOANEY (N11"8. Sll/11 £Ju nurrc,r, 1NI Md'H1): 



_ Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l671S5) SBN: 167155 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911 



TELEPl'ONE N0,:(619) 420-1600 FAX NO. (Op«ona0:(619) 420-l 61 J 
£.MM. AOOAESS (C),lional): 



ATTORNEVi::oR 1'11•1111'-'Menezes 



SUPERIOR C:OUf;f. OF C:~L,IF()RNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
sTTmTAOORess:500 Third Avenue 
MAJLJNGADORES~:500 Third Avenue 



cmANDZJPCOOE:Chula Vista. CA 91910 
BAANCH NAME:Sou£h County Regional Center 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER:NAT ACHE C. GONCAL YES MENEZES 



DEFENDANT/AESPONDENT:TJM MCDANIEL 



DECLARATION 



MC-030 
FOR COURT IJ$E cw, Y 



23\8 JAN \ 2 P 3: P·1 



CASE NUIABER: 



DS 51030 



Tim was involved with the squauers. What happen is that had a lot. of debt from .the process against the squatters. !t y.,~ a legal decision 
from the judge in Brazil. l had a court order saying r lost the house to· Adn:iilson. I don't !lave any saying on the judge d:ecision. 



My lawyer in Brazil after the 2015 email he send tc me charging me he stop working for me because I told him I ~ouldn't pay and my 
mom look for another lawyer and unfonunately the judge didn't accept the new lawyer and sent the court paperwork to Admilson so 
decided to come back to work for me agc:tin my mom couldn't pay so he _started a process against us and the judge freeze the property and 
did a court order to award the houSI! to Admtlson. 



I in the same way can't determinate what happen there and what did happen there is whar I have been saying on court after court that had 
a chance ro happen and the house was losr. It's not true that I passed this house. I lost in the litigation proces.-. by court order in Brazil. I 
did my part I gave the POA exactly how they wanted. What happen in the litigation and the outcome result of losing the house was nor 
what I wanted. I lost the case. I never have the control of the hous!;: since 2014 when litigation started 1 told everyone that I didn't have 
the ownership because the squaner5 were trying to take over the house. I said that many times. 



I didn't know about the ex-part~ I didn't see my emails. This ex parte should not happened because Ms. Kaemerle took her 1 month to 
give me the POA draft and judge said r had one month to do it after she give me the paper and if she was late she was going to excuse me 
from any delay. 1 did my part and did-the POA even knowing was against the Brazilian law that 1 couldn'ttransfer the house tci nobody 
until the process was over. 



Tim didn't do the new form to transfer the college plan so that still pending. He is the one in the first place that should had done and srnd 
to the college plan. 



The value of Houses Ta.}(es I paid from 2015 to 2017: $ 8,363.43. I ask the court to order Tim to reimburse me. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under th11 laws of the State of California that the foregoing ls true and oorreet. 



Date: c!) \ I C l,. / cg 



NATACHE C GONCALVES MF.NFZF~ 



0S5103D 
MC030 
Declaration 
767538 
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(TYPE OR PFIINT 11.AMEJ 



Signatur~
By Fac:;irnite 



0 Attorney tor O Plalntlff 00 Petitioner D Defendant 



D Respondent D Other (Specify): 
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F1TITIONERIPL.AINT:F,:: N~tache C. Gonaalves ~enezes 
RES1>0~0ENT1DEFENOANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION CSE 5~030 
1. Employment (GAie lnfom,a~n cm your t;f.!mmt }ob or, if 'IO'J'«J unem;,byed, YQLJr most reot,nt Job.) 



a. Employ•: Optimum Behavioral Health · 
Attach copies b. Employer's a;edreat.: 591 Camino De La Reina, #8l1, San Diego, CA 92108 
of your pay e, Employa,'1 phone number: ( 619) 297-4300 
• tuba for l,st d. Occupation: 8ehaviora l Theranist 
two months "' 
(black out •· Date JPb started! 01 / Oe / 14 
mat f. If unemployed, d~t• Jop endecl; 



security g. I W01k about 40 hours per week. 
numbers}. h. I get paid S 4, 224 groa {before taxes) CX: per month C per week CJ per hour. 



•150 



(tf you hav• rnort than Ot\e job, attach an •Yrby·11-i~ sheet of p1J>$r ~nd lfat-tht 11me Information u atH?ve- for )four Olher 
jobs. Write uQuestlon 1--cthar Jottt• 11 the top.) 
2. Age and tducatfon 



a. My age Is (spedy): 37 
b. I have completed h{gh school Cf tht QQulvalent: .. X ·1 Yes i,_ __ : No If no, highest grade c:ompleted (specify): 



c. Number ot yure of ~llsga compl&tad (spet;lfy): 5 rx:: ~rN(S) obtained (~P'Klf</): Physical Therapy 
d. Number of years ot g111duate achool completid (specify): C"_J Oagree(s) ot>t11tnad (liPf'Clfy): 
e. 1 have: :Jc~ pRJf$81ionaVoccupatlOl1at 11can,e<11) (l{)(dy): Registered Behavioral Therapist 



CJ ¥Ocational training (9Pflclly): 
3. Tax lnformatk,n 



a . . 1'· __ I last flied taxes for taw year (apaoify Yfft); 2015 
b, My tax filing statu1 11 :..J single --~-~ head of household C~J mani6d, fll!ng separately 



·• .-: married, flllng jointly with (lt»Clfo/ nsrm1): 



c. l file state tax returns In ::.)L c,urarnla [--::~~ other (BPfci/y slate).· 



d. I Cl&lm the following number cf eXlffl!ptions (including myself) on my taX&G (spscify)i. 



4. Other panyts Income. I estimate the·gro~ monthly Income (before taxes) of the other partY In tt,is ca~• at (s,,«ify): • 8,666 
This etima~ I& be~ an (e)(IIJ.tin): Inc.orne and expense Def:lara.tion 



(If )'OU need mote apace to Ptwe, anr QUHt!ona on tftlJ ,f)l'm, •Uaoh an 8'fl.by•11-tneh ah"& of pJplP and w,lte ttle 
qu~tJon number before your •~wsr, Numbs, cf pag,91 attechad: ,,_ _ _,,.. __ _ 



I declare under penalty of perjury under tho lawa or th& State of C.allfornla thal the-Information ~ntalned on ell pages of this form and 



any ~ttachments is tl'\Je and correct. ~~ • Signature 
Oate. <!JI/ /1,./1 g »---..L-~-1---··-~ Ry F~,~•;imi1e 



Natache C, Goocaivcs Menezes ~►---'./l...:;..,~-~~~~~=------m" QI PR"'CT NAM~I 1$1CiNA"IV'IE Of OiCI.Altw.lTI 
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Fl -1~'1 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



._RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT; 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



Attach copies of your pay stubs for the last two months and proof of any other income. Take a copy of your latest federal 
tax return to the court hearing. (Black out your social security number on the pay stub and tax return.) 



5. Income (For average monthly, add up all the income you received in each category in the last 12 months Average 
and divide the total by 12.) Last month monthly 



a. Salary or wages (gross, before taxes) .................................................. $ o 3,727 



b. Overtime (gross, before taxes) ...................................................... $ ___ __,,,,_ 0 
c. Commissions or bonuses ...... _(_$_~99!.1.~ .l!l~.n-~t:i~. ~- -~~~/~~: ~ ................ $ ___ _.._ 0 



d. Public assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GNGR) D currently receiving ............. $ ___ -=-0 



e. Spousal support I x 7 from this marriage D from a different marriage ................... $ ___ ---=-0 



f. Partner support D from this domestic partnership C-_J from a different domestic partnership $ ___ ---0 



0 g. Pension/retirement fund payments .................................................... $ ___ _::,_ 



0 h. Social security retirement (not SSI).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... $ ___ ~ 



i. Disability: D Social security (not SSI) D State disability (SDI) f I Private insurance .... $ ___ -=-0 



0 j. Unemployment compensation ........................................................ $ ___ _;:_ 



0 k. Workers' compensation ............................................................ $ ___ -=-



1. Other (military BAQ, royalty payments, etc.) (specffy):V.i.C:t;.9.r.~?.' -~. ?~.C:f!=!.t ... ( !!. )~9~J.f !? ...... $...:.·..:.•--:.....:.... 77 
per month) 



6. Investment income (Attach a schedule showing gross receipts less cash expenses for each piece of property.) 



0 a. Dividends/interest ................................................................. $ ___ -=-



0 b. Rental property income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .$ ___ ___ 



0 c. Trust income .............................................................. - ..... $ ___ -=-



0 d. Other (specify): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ __ ____,~ 



7. Income from self-employment, after business expenses for all businesses ... 
I am the D owner/sole proprietor D business partner D other (specify)· 



Number of years in this business (specify): 



Name of business (specify): 



Type of business (specify): 



0 .. $ ___ ....._ 



456 
41 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



65 



0 
0 
0 



0 



0 



Attach a profit and loss statement for the last two year:.; or a Schedule c from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
social security number. If you have more than one business, provide the Information above for each of your businesses. 



8. D Additional income. I received one-time money (lottery winnings, inheritance. etc.) in the last 12 months (specify source and 
amount): 



9. D Change in income. My financial situation has changed significantly over the last 12 months because (specify): 



10. Deductions Last month 



a. Required union dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................... $ 0 



b. Required retirement payments (not social security, FICA, 401 (k), or IRA}.... . ........................... $ 0 
c. Medical, hospital, dental, and other health insurance premiums (total monthly amount). . . ............ $ 3 7 3 



d. Child support that I pay for children from other relationships . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ $ 0 



e. Spousal support that I pay by court order from a different marriage .................................. $ 0 



f. Partner support that I pay by court order from a different domestic partnership ............................. $ 0 



g. Necessary job-related expenses not reimbursed by rny employer (attach explanation labeled "Question 10g") . . $ 0 



11. Assets Total 



a. Cash and checking accounts, savings, credit union, money market, and other deposit accounts.. . . . . . . . . ... $ ~_Q_5_2_ 



b. Stocks, bonds, and other assets t could easily sell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ $ 0 



c. All other property, UL) real and ~.J personal (estimc1te fair market value minus the debts you owe). . $ 30. 841 
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FL-150 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Nat ache C. Goncalves Menezes 



~RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
CASE NUMBER· 



DS 51030 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



12. The following people live with me· 



Name 
How the person is That person's gross Pays some of the 



Age related to me? (ex: son) monthly income household expenses? 



a. Dominique Francelino 18 Daughter $-0- 0Yes W No 
b. Shane Douglas 33 Boyfriend $5,500 Ci] Yes D No 
c. 0 0Yes D No 
d. 0 0Yes D No 
e. 0 0Yes D No 



13. Average monthly expenses [i] Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 



a. Home: 



(1) W Rent or D mortgage ....... $ ___ ..::::.J...: 



If mortgage: 



h. Laundry and cleaning .............. $ 
2.500 



i. Clothes ....... . . ' .............. $ 



(a) average principal: $ ___ __,O::... j. Education ..................... $ 



(b) average interest: $ 0 k. Entertainment. gifts, and vacation .... $ 



0 (2) Real property taxes ................ $ _____ ____ I. Auto expenses and transportation 



(3) Homeowners or renter's insurance (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, etc.) ..... $ 



0 (if not included above) .............. $ _____ __:::'-- m. Insurance (life, accident. etc.; do not 



300 (4) Maintenance and repair ............ $ ------=-=-- include auto, home, or health insurance)$ 



b. Health-care costs not paid by insurance ... $ 
n. Savings and investments ............ $ 



100 
0. Charitable contributions ............. $ 



0 
p. Monthly payments listed in item 14 



(itemize below in 14 and insert total here) $ 
c. Child care .......................... $ -------=--



800 d. Groceries and household supplies ........ $ ____ ___,_..;...;a;'- q. Other (specify)?.~~. Jrv~ \l.r:c;1nc;:~ .... $ 



480 e. Eating out .......................... $ -----=--=-a;-



630 
r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) (do not add in 



the amounts in a(1)(a) and (b)) $ 
f. Utilities (gas, electric, water, trasll) . . .... $ ------"--'-"-



162 g. Telephone, cell phone, and e-mail ....... $ ____ __.._ 



s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ 



14. Installment payments and debts not listed above 



0 



100 



125 



250 



460 



0 



25 



0 



20Q 



53 



6[185 



0 



Paid to For Amount Balance Date of last payment 



Chase Visa Credit card $ 200 $ L 443 current 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



15. Attorney fees (This is required if either party is requesting attorney fees.): 0 
a. To date, I have paid my attorney this amount for fees and costs (specffy): $9, 6 0 3 
b. The source of this money was (specify): savings; credit card 
c. I still owe the following fees and costs to my attorney (specffy total owed): $0 
d. My attorney's hourly rate is (specify): $ f 1 at 



I confirm this fee arrangement. 



Date: c)\ { ( "'( '-'J 
Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) ► (lYPE OR PRINT NAME OF ATTORNEY) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncal ,,es Menezes 
__ RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 



CASE NUMBER: 



~s s1030 



16. Number of children 
(NOTE: Fill out this page only if your case involves child support.) 



a. I have (specify number): children under the age of 18 with the other parent in this case. 



b. The children spend O percent of their time with me and O percent of their time with the other parent. 



(If you're not sure about percentage or it has not been agreed on, please describe your parenting schedule here.) 



17. Children's health-care expenses 



a. D I do D I do not have health insurance available to me for the children through my job. 



b. Name of insurance company: 



c. Address of insurance company: 



d. The monthly cost for the children's health insurance is or would be (specffy): $0 
(Do not include the amount your employer pays.) 



18. Additional expenses for the children in this case Amount per month 



a. Child care so I can work or get job training ......................... $ 0 



b. Children's health care not covered by insurance ..................... $ _____ ....,.O._ 



c. Travel expenses for visitation .................................... $ ___ --"O ___ 



d. Children's educational or other special needs (specify below): .......... $ _____ ...:,O._ 



19. Special hardships. I asl< the court to consider the following special financial circumstances 
(attach documentation of any item listed here, including court orders): 



FL -15C 



Amount per month For how many months? 



a. Extraordinary health expenses not included in 18b .................. $ _____ ....,.O'--



b. Major losses not covered by insurance (examples: fire. theft, other 
insured loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ -0_ 



c. (1) Expenses for my minor children who are from other relationships and 
0 are living with me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................... $------



(2) Names and ages of those children (specify): 



(3) Child support I receive for those children ....................... $ ____ ___,.O'---



The expenses listed in a, b, and c create an extreme financial hardship because (explain): 



20. Other information I want the court to know concerning support in my case (specify): 
I received my December µay in January, so the year-to-date income has been 
divided by 11 months, rather than 10. The $500 bonus I've rec~ived this year 
is the only bonus I'll receive this year, so I've divided that amount by 12 
months. 
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GREGORY CARINCI PSVCHC•LOG~ INC 
!!'iill CM,tlNC) 0€ LA 1'((1"'14 STE az, 
SM 01eao CA 112,oe-;1110 



A132·f-2O1-4 
EE lrJ: 13 



NATACHEG ~ENE.ZE$ 
F<rnox~sjo3e2 
SAN DIEGO CA 82153 



~· ....... ---- --·--·····----·-·-••·-----I re•~NINGS "6PIS(»N"1, .ANO CHECK 1~,0f\MATION 
Nat.ad'le G Menezes 
PO 8oll5303.62 
San Diego. CA 92.1 S3 
Soc S.C #: :iooc•XX·l000I Emp4oy,e 10: 13 



PayPMtod: 10J01/17to 10/31/17 
£~.~_Da\41: .. ~_1/0&l1~----~~ck#: 5009~ 
N!T PAY ALLOCATlON1S 



DD 



Q~SCR/Pl'10N 



Hourly 
Ss1a1y 
OWlrtime 
Bonua 
Vacation 
Total Houre 
Orots Earnings 
Total Hn Worked 



Hf'(S/UNITS RA TE TWS PERIOD ( I) .YTO HOURS 



182.00 21 0000 



14.00 31,5000 



r/6.00 



176.00 



l-402.00 



4-41.00 



38,43 00 



1566 00 
15700 
1-'500 



_4_~.QQ 
1926 00 



32763 50 
:iso; co 
-15150 75 
500 00 



..J.@~QO 



423J9 25 



DESCRIPTION THIS PERiOO (SJ YTD (SJ MIieage 2-SfJ. :Q ,~ ?4 :,Q 
Che<:kAmounl 0.00 0.00 ______ REtMB&. OTHER PAYMENT-=S~--- .],_59 50 _______ 29!'4 ~~ 
Chkg 6639 2§7..U;J ~99-~~ WITH ... OLDll'IIGS DESCRIPTION FILING STA'TVS THIS PERICX) (SJ YTO tSJ 
NET PAY ______ ~1_S_.2_3 ___ 2_~6_9_8_.5_5 ,.., ..... 
TUiie Otrf (B8Md 0(1 Policy Vear) Social Secunty .,;..,., ,c;g 



DESCRIPTION 



So2.4 
AMTTAXEN 



0.00 hrs 
AVAIL BAL 



2◄ OOtn 



Medicare 65 72 
Fed lncomo Tax S O S•Ul 12 
CA lnoomi,TaJC SO 0 131 23 
CA Oisal)llity ~ S9 



roT~ tOO?~ 
oeovcriONS-- DESCR/P--r:-,ON--------- rn,s f-'t:RIOO ISJ 



PIA DEN POST T 
PIA MEO POST T 
PX40I EEPRE 



'fOTAL 



23 !i6 
H0':16 
3a ,lj 



.·,i 3~ 



;;:e;;~ OJ 
1>1Jn 



!!!07~ j") 



l•H-1~ 
331 or 



~56~ 
3?~ •i 



-4.::3 jg 



I 
I 



'. NIT Jl'AV 



f 



THISl>t;RtOD,SJ.' YTD(S) i 
_____________ l_ __ .. 



1 ZUUJ• ?M93.~ 1• 



'. --~ ·-- --- - ·- ---- --- _· -----·- ---~----------
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FILED 
So '!TJ...1 CrJn1...~ Y- i 1 ·t, I a I •, ,., r'l -



J JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#l56783 ZOl8 FEB 21 P J: ~O 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



3 (760)931-1981 



4 



s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



II 



12 



13 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DMSION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



Case No.: OS S l 030 



DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 
ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND SANCTIONS 



14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: 



15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 



t 6 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 



17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



I. 
TIMELINE OF PETITIONER'S PROCESS IN BRAZIL 



2. On May 7, 201S, Petitioner was ordered to transfer title oftbe home located at 28 



Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into my name. I am providing the Court with a detailed timelin 



as to what has occurred with this property. (Please s~e Litigation Timeline lodged herein a 



Exhibit "A".) On August 10, 2015, Petitioner was sent an email from her attorney in Brazil statin 



that he would be charging her R$241,067 .00 as her mother (who was her attorney-in-fact throu 



27 an executed Power-of-Attorney) directed him to charge her for the remaining amount of her bill 



28 DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL, lN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER RE: 
ATTORNEY FEES AND SANCTIONS • 1 
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1 (Please see Translated and Original Email from Adimilson da Silva to Petitioner dated 8/10/1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



lodged herein as Exhibit "B".) ft was sent to the same email that she provided my attorney wit 



on January 28, 20 I 8. Petitioner has !!ill! informed the Court that she was being charged wi 



this amount as a debt for legal fees on this property. 



3. On June 25, 2017, Petitioner admits and assumes as liquidated certain an 



7 presently due a debt to Adimilson Barbosa Da Silva in the amount of R$320,000.00. Th 



8 



9 



lO 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



regarding the home awarded to me on May 7, 2015. (Please see Translated and Original "Privat 



instrument of Admission of Debt" dated June 25, 2017 lodged herein as Exhibit "C",) 



4. I would like the Court to take judicial notice that the home is 



R$427,339,78 currentlywb.foh is the equivalent of approximately $131,364.07 usd. In 2017 it w 



valued at R$406,409,69. (Please see Property Valuation lodged herein as Exhibit "D".J This i 



an extremely high amount to owe in Brazil for legal fees and Adimilson Barbosa da Silva has neve 



1 s to divide the funds from this property between each other. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. On February 3, 2017, I filed an Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contemp 



as Petitioner had taken no action to transfer the property to me. On August 4, 2017, Petitione 



was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of being in contempt of Court regarding the Order t 



transfer the property back into my name. 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



lO 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



6. On August 29, 2017, the Courts (Both Family and Criminal) had previous! 



ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the Court Order at this hearing 



Petitioner was given yet another extension and was ordered to comply within 30 days. Petitione 



attempted to provide a Power of Attorney at this hearing which stated that she was authorizing m 



to take possession of the home (it was not being transferred to me) and in addition it required tha 



I pay for all costs with the transfer (although the Court had already ordered she was responsible 



and all of her attorney fees in Brazil. (Please see translation of POA provided 8/29/17 by Petitione 



lodged herein as Exhibit "E".J We provided her with instructions on September 26, 2017 whic 



we even had verified by the registry in Brazil. 



7. We appeared Ex Parte on October S, 2017 as Petitioner had still not complied. 



Petitioner however appeared through her Mother before the Court in Brazil informing the Court 



that the parties have "amicably settled the dispute." The terms as described in the Instrument of 



Settlement and Giving in Payment of Real Estate are the same as those in the emaiJ from 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silva lodged herein as Exhibit "A". 



8. Petitioner represented to the Court in Brazil that the property that was awarded to 



me l'was free of any kind of encumbrances ... and it is not object of any other typed of contract." 



She then released her interest to the property to her Brazilian counsel which is what we have 



previously told the Court would happen because the property is in ber name. She had previously 



been awarded an apartment in Brazil (which I had purchased) and has an interest in a property 



with her Mother but she did not offer to use either of those properties as payment for her debt. 



(Please see Translated and Original Instrument of Settlement and Giving in Payment of Real 



Estate lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 



9. Petitioner states in a declaration under penalty of perjury "It was a 1egal decision 



from the Judge in Brazil. I had a Court Order saying I lost the house to Adimilson. I don't have 



any saying on the Judge decision." This declaration was filed January 12, 2018. This 
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6 



7 



8 



9 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



statement along with the majority of this declaration, her testimony, and everything she has 



presented to the Court is blatantly untrue. She agreed to allowing the property to be 



transferred to Adimilsoo Barbosa da Silva to settle her legal debt despite the fact that she 



knew the property was my sole and separate property. (Please see Eva Bischoff's 



"Comments to Natache's Declaration lodged herein as Exhibit "G".) 



10. Subsequently, on October 16, 2017, the Court in Brazil confirmed the settlement 



and the enforcement of the lien was recorded and the Judgment was made final and 



unappealable. (Please see Translated and Portuguese Judgment dated October 16, 2017 lodged 



herein as Exhibit "H''.) Petitioner had been ordered by this Court at our Ex Parte Hearing on 



October 5, 2016 that she was to provide my attorney with the executed Power of Attorney by 



October 16, 2017. 



11. Not until October 27, 2017, after the Judgement had been made final in Brazil 



did Petitioner send my attorney a scanned copy of the Power of Attorney. We did not receive the 



actual Power of Attorney from Petitioner until November 10, 2017. This docwnent had to be 



mailed to my attorney in Brazil. On November 21, 2017, Adimilson Barbosa da Silva appeared 



before the Court in Brazil to enforce the Judgment which would convey my property to him; 



however, be had not submitted his Certificate of Marriage, so we were able to sue both Petitione 



and Adimilson Barbosa da Silva before the property was transferred. (Please see Translated and 



Pormguese Notice of Compulsory Conveyance of Ownership lodged herein as Exhibit"[".) 



12. My Attorney, Eva Ingrid Reichel Bischoff, was able to file a Motion to Stay 



Execution of Judicial Lien on my behalf on December 19, 2017. (Please see translated and 



Portuguese Decision lodged herein as Exhibit "J".) On February 20, 2018, we expect to have a 



Judgment at the Superior Court in Guarulhos, Brazil. A criminal complaint has also been filed 



but at this time we do not have any news. 



Ill 



Ill 
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13. We are approaching three years from the date the first Order was made. I am 



respectfully requesting that this Court finally take aclion after reviewing my previous 



supplemental declaration and exhibits, this declaration and lodgments, and the Declaration of 



Eva Bischoff who was on hold to speak with the Court at our last hearing for opproximately two 



hours. Petitioner needs to be held responsible for her actions and blatant disregard to this 



Court's Orders now. 



II. 
PETITIONER'S ASSETS 



14. The Request for Attorney Fees and Costs as well as Sanctions has been before the 



Court since January 2016. The Court has always reserved over this issue and l would ask that 



the Court rt!vicw the timclinc submitted and our last Supplemental Declarntion which outlines 



the history of al I the requests for nttorney fees and sanctions that we have made during the 



pcndcncy of this matter. 



15. Petitioner continues to claim financial hardship, yet she has substantially 



bcnefittcd financially from this clivorcc. In addition to her salary which uvcrages $3,000 per 



month and the support of her tiancc (or husband at this time). she also has the following: 



• Petitioner still hns not transferred the property to me and it is valued at 
approximately $131,364.07 usd. 



• She has her own home in Guarulhos in Brazil valued at $I 8],000 usd 



• She was awarded an arartment in Brazil valued at $60,000 usd which was 



1mrchascd with my separate property funds. 



o Petitioner has received I /2 of my 40 I k which is valued at $ \ 32,310.86 usd 
(Plensc sec Cnddcll Retirement Statement lodged herein as E.,·hibit "K".) 



• Petitioner was able to purchase a new Mazda 6 in 2015- value $22,000 usd. 
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16. 



• She bas not paid any Utility biHs according to subpoenaed bank statements and I 
believe that she is fully being supported by Shane Douglas per his testimony in 
Court. 



• In the time that Petitioner has been cohabiting with Shane Douglas, I have paid 
her $64,120 usd in spousal support. We have on numerous occasions provided 
Petitioner's Facebook post wherein she states she is moving in with Shane 
Douglas. This was in October of 2013. (Please see Petitioner's Facebook Pose 
10/4/13 lodged herein as Exhibit "L ".) 



• This is at minimum roughly $592,000 usd (not including salary) that she has 
acquired throughout this matter. 



• In addition, I have contributed to her attorney fees in the US while she committed 
perjury the entire duration of this matter. 



m. 
MY EXPENSES 



My expenses/costa have been increased unnecessarily because of Petitioners 



behavior both in San Diego and in Brazil. These expenses include the following and do not 



include the expenses incurred listed under Petitioner's Assets: 



• Approximately $80,000 in attorney fees in Ca1ifomia and at this time 
approximately $10,000 in attorney fees in Brazil. At the conclusion of the matter, 
10% of the value of the home will also be owed to my attorney in Brazil. {This 
does not include appeals in Brazil if necessary.) 



• I have paid $7,000 to my attorney in fees to file the processes in Brazil to stop the 
property from being transferred. 



• It will cost at least $10,000 to have the property transferred once the litigation is 
over. 



• Petitioner was delinquent on property taxes and she owes (per Court order) a 
minimum of$9,000. She has perjured herself again and represented that she paid 
these truces, 
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17. 



• I have had to pay for international flights from Sri Lanka and other locations to 
San Diego for these hearings, 



• I have had to pay for translations of all the Court documents for Brazil and the 
costs continue as we return to Court yet again with the same facts and requests. 
(Please see Receipts for Expenses lodged herein as Exhibit "M" - more to be 
produced at time of the hearing) 



On top of these fees, I had filed a Request for Order and a second contempt 



neither of which were heard by the Court. The criminal portion of the contempt bad been 



decided so there would have been no violation of Petitioner's fifth amendment rights and the 



RFO was sent to Petitioner and her counsel. She has on numerous occasions dodged service, her 



attorney has subbed in and out of her case, and she had no consequences to her actions aside 



from our Contempt Motion in Criminal Court. 



18. It has been frustrating to be involved in litigation where Petitioner has been 



allowed time and time again to violate Court Orders with no repercussions. It is my sincere hop 



that the Court will now see the extent of deception and manipulation she has engaged in while I 



have obeyed all Court Orders and acted in good faith. 



m. 
RELIEF REQUESTED 



19. I am respectfully requesting that the Court award me all of the remaining stock 



(specifically Petitioner's Community Property portion) based on her behavior and delay in 



transferring this property to me despite repeated Court Orders and direct comments by numerous 



Judicial Officers. 



20. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, §1101(d) (I) & (2), 



§1101(b), §210S(a), §2107(d), §2121, §2122(a), §2123, §128.7(c)(2) and CCP §3294 in the 



amount of $500,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and 



for her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 
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21. This request is in addition to the Court awarding me all of the stock. Petitioner 



has presented declarations and testimony for an improper pUll)ose, she has furthered litigation 



and frustrated settlement, and she has wasted a tremendous amount of Court resources. 



22. This amount can come out of her returning the apartment a listed in paragraph 15 



of the Judgment, her interest in her mother's home and business, the return ofmy retirement 



funds, the return of spousal support paid, reimbursement for health insurance and tax refunds, 



and the funds she has saved by being fully supported by a third party since 2015. 



I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



true and correct. Executed thisJJday of February 2018. 



<~ SCANNED 
~~½D 
Tim McDaniel, Respondent 
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A.TT~ OR PARTY WITHOUT A TTOftNEY (H-. 5111'1 Bu 1t11"1119r end~ 



Julia Kaemer1e SBN: 256783 



Law Office or Matthew and Julia Kaemer1e, L.L.P. 
5962 La Place Court Sle 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TGLE~(»j£ ~o 760-931-1981 fax: 760-931-19B2 



21rrft1rr,CMi=> 3: 31 
CLEm{~SUPERlOR COURT 
SAN Of EGO COUNTY. CA 



E•MAll >.ooREss 1opto,t111. Julla$zarranlec.law@gmail.oom 
ATTOR11EnORfNffllC/. Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNn' OF SAN DIEGO 
SttEET ADOAEss: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAUHG ADORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



ClTYANDU>COOE. Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH NiWE. South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natsche C. Goncalv~ Menezes 
RESPONOEITT/OeFENOANT: nm McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
CAi&NU'-lBER: 



1. Employment (Give lnformstlon on your current Job or, ff you're unemployed, your most recent Job.} 
a. Employer: Caddell Construction LLC 



OS 51030 



0851030 
Fl15JlP. 



At1ach copies 1 



of your pay ; 
stubs ror lasl ' 
two mor,ths 
(black OtJI 
social 



b. Employer's address: Montgomery Alabama Resµonrlant's Income Md hp;:'i~P. l)ecl:mitior 
7il5124 c. E.11ployer's phone number: 334-272-7723 



d. OccupaUon: Civil Superintendant 



e. Date Job started: 23-Jan-2018 



f. If unemployed, dale job ended: 
Ill i llllllll!llllllilllillll lllifll I Ill 



~ecurity 
numbers). g, I wori< about 43.33 hours per week. 



h. I get paid S 50.00 gross (before taxes) D per month D per week W per hour. 



(If you have more than one job, attach an 81/rby•11-lnch sheet of paper and list the same Information as above for your other 
Jobs. Wrfta "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 



2. Age and aducaUon 



a. My sge Is (specify): 57 years old 
b. I have completed high school or lhe equivalent: 0 Yes D No tf no, highest grade completed (spsclfy}: 



c. Number cf years ol college completed (specify}: D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 



d. Number ~ass or graduate school oomplete<i {specify): 



e. I have: L...J professlonaVoccupatlonal llcansa(s) (specify): 



CJ Oegree(s) obtained (specify): 



W vocational training (spec/Ft): 



3. Tax lnrormaUon 



a. 0 I last filed taxes ror taic year {specify yearj: 2016 



b. My tax filing status Is m slng!e D head of household D manied, fillng separately 



D marrled, filing joinUy with (specify name): 



C. I file state tax returns In D canfomla m other (specify slalo): Florida 



d, I claim the following number of exemptions {including myseH) on my laxes (specify): 1 



4. Other party's Income. I estlmale the gross moothly Income (before taxes) or the olhar pany in lhis case at (specify): S 
This estimate Is based on (eKplain): 



(If you need more space to answor any questJons on this fonn, attach an 8'/rby•11•1nch sheet of paper an~w the 



question number before your answer.) Number or pages attached: --- ~ (' A lJNED 
I deciare under penalty or pe~ury under the laws of lhe State of Callfomla that the Information contained on all page~ Is r~ffll 
any altad!Tenls ,''}"'" and com,cl. ~ 



Dale:c3./la~;i8 T-.. ,,, rY\LD ..... 1J ► ~ ~.J) 
(T'VPE OR PAIHT NAJ.IEJ (SICNATVRE OF OEa.AIUNTl 



Fonn ~ for~ Uw 
Judicial Cooundl"' Callomll 



FL,150p:l.-, J--,y1.2007J 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 



loU 
Fld/ C:OCS., SS 20»-2032. 



4100-211J 3552. le2G-.)UI. 
-l050-l0711, AJ00-4339 



.....,., ~fo.c.1 pov 











PETTTIONER/Pl.AfNTtFF: Nalache C. Goncalves Menezes 
..ftESPONOENT/DEFENDANT! Tim McDanlel 



OlliER PARENT/CLAIMANT! 



CAS!!MIMB!R: 



FL-150 



OS 51030 



Attach caplas of your pay atub9 for the last two months and proof of any ottiar In coma. Tau a capy of your latest federaJ 
tu return to the court hnrtng. (Black out your soda/ sKUrlt)' number on the pay dub and tax return.) 



5. Income (For average monthly, add up aJ1 the income fOtJ 1'8C8iv&d in fHldr category In the last 12 months Average 
and divide the totll by 12.) Last month monthly 
a, salary or wages (gross, berore taxes), t t • t t t I t t t t • t • t • t t • t • 1 t 1 0 1 1 I t I I t I t I t I • t t t t t t , , , o t • s 8666,00 8866.00 



b. Overtime (grcaa, befo,e taxea) •• , ••••• , ••••• , ••••••• , •••• , , ••• , • , •• , , , • , , •• , •• , • , , • • • • $ __ _ 



c. COINTllsslcns or bonuses ••••••• , , •••••••• , • , •••••••••••••• , ••••••••• , , •• , •••••••••••• S---
d. Pub!Je assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GA/GR) D currenUy receivfng • , • , , •••••••••••• $ __ _ 



e. Spou1&1 support D ffllm this mamage D frcm a different marriage .••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



f. Pettner support D from thla domastic partnership D from a different itomostlc pa,tnershlp S __ _ 
g. PenslonlreUrernent fund payments, •••.•••.•••.••••••••••.••.•••••••• , .• , • , •• , •• , ••••.•• S __ _ 
h. SodaJ security ra11rement (not SSI) , •• , • , , •••• , , ••••••••••••• , , ••••. , ••. , •••••••• , •• , .•• S __ _ 
I. Dlsah~ D SodaJ aecurfty (not SSI} D State dlsabSlty (SOI} D Private Insurance • $ __ _ 



J, Unemployment campensaUan ••••• , , ••• , •••• , •• , • , ••••• , •• , , ••••••• , •• , ••••••• , • , ••••• $ __ _ 



k. Wcrtc.era' ccrnpensatlon , ••.•••..••••• , •• , •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••• , •••.•• , • S---
1. Other (mffltary BAO, royalty payments, etc.) (specify): ••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••• $ __ _ 



8. Investment Income (Attach a schedule showing rJ10$1 r&ce/pls less cash ex,,e,,ns ror esch plecs of property.) 
a. Olvtdendsllnterest. .•••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••..•••••••.•..•.•.••••••••••• S---
b. Rental property Income ••••••.•••••••..••••.••••••••••••.•• , ••••••..•••••••••.•••••• , $---
c. Trust lnc:onte •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• , $ __ _ 



cl. Other(apedfy): ... •........................•...•..•.••.•...••....•. ' •.............. $ __ _ 



7, Income from Hlf-employment. aftltr business up1tnses for atl businesses. , , , . , •• , •••• , ••••••• $ __ _ 



I am the D owner/sole proprtator CJ bu&lness par1ner D other (specl(y): 
Number of years In this business (speclfyJ: 



Ne.me of business (specify): 



Type or business (specify): 



Attach a pn,ffi and loss statement for th• Ian two years or a Schedule C from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
soc:lal securfty number. If yau have more than ono buslnass, provide the lnfafmatlon above far each of your bustnaaaes, 



8, D Addftlonal Income. I rocelved on&-tlme money (lottery winnings, lnherttanco, ale.) In the last 12 months (specify aoun::e and 
amount): 



9. D Change In Income. My finandal situation has changed algntflcantly aver the last 12 montha because (spet:lty): 



10. Deductions Lastmonth 
a. Required union duBS •••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• , .••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 5 __ _ 
b, Required rotlrement paymonta (nol social sea.ntty, FlCA, 401(k), er IRA), •••••••••• , ••• , ••••• , • , ••••••• , • , , S---
c. MedlcaJ, hospital, dental. and other health Insurance premiums (total monthly amcwntJ ••••••••••• , ••••••••••• , s~55.oo 
d. Chlld suppor1 that I pay rar c:hndten from other relatfonahlps ••••••••••• I • ' • ' • ' •••••••••••••• ' • ' •••••••••• S--
e, Spousal support that I pay by court Ofder from a d1fferBnt maniage ••••••••••••• , •• , ••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • $ ---
r. Partner support that I pay by court Ofder from a different domestic partnership • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $--
g. Nec:essary Job-ralaled expenses not reimbursed by my employer (attach explansllanlebe#ed "Quesllon 100, ••••• $---



11. Aasets Total 



a. Cash and checklng acccunts, savfngs, ~It union, monil')' rnalbl, and other deposit accounts • , • , •••• , •••••• , S 36,000 
0 



b. Sleeks, bonds. and olher aasets I could eas8y sell •••••• , , ••••••••••••••• , •••••.••••••••••••••••••• , • $---



c. Alt othor property, D real snd D pem,nal (esllmats !&fr msrl<et value minus Iha debt8 you owe) • • • • 5 _o __ 
Fl.•IID(Rw. JINIIJ'f 1, 2D071 INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Park Drive 



Monigomery, AL 36109 



10166 l Tim McDaniel 



tmttW®ctltf7 
Gro,s Pay 



Bonu11 / Rolro 



twiii&i-
J,333,50 



0.00 



13,000.SO 401c 



19,667.42: !401k 



02-15-2018 2030 



2s0.00/ 



823.37 • 



750.00 



2,426.77 



Olhet Eoming, <\ Relmbul"!lements 2,133,40 4.268.80 , , ADDT Ins Pre Tox 6,22 18.66 



Taxaa And Deductions 1,736.62 6,507.86 ·•CIGNA Pro Tux 147,28, 441.84 



~•n.~f:...i.•~~~1~~~,~)t--ifri:,,,;; ::?;~ ~~ 4,730.28 30,426.86 14,91 44.73 



~~ilB~li~:.~~~~1'~i,?r~ i~~~1::.:;,;;;~:~~--... 1,&t-½'.:~.1 
Regular Wagos i 86.67 260.01 4,333.50 13,000.50 i FICA ! 390.51 2,258.83, 



(;~k 1~~-·-./,5b:tl?:b :, (:i!TiO'i[!, r ·••• tW/t~ IMedh:~rv 91.33 528.23 



::~IHoronll ~:: 1,73~:: lS,SS7.4i? ~. • '7~~~:{;,.., 't-•t>•;~/ 481.84 2,786.66 



Food/lncidenlllls Yu 400.~; aoo.oo ~TO Ins. 
~ 213340 -2.;9 .... ·-22-· .. , l"'""1,,1fi:c" ....... ::-r~•.1';"'"'~:if7~_"• 13,00 &Mri@@LtJiJ J31iluNti❖IPi#i.fl ·· -~~-- .,xt::-.:-.."t":\,._-_c~~z~ 'l 



xxxx:u2225 4,730.28' 12,264.00 



Total Olract Deposits 4,730.28 12,264.00 



FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY DOLLARS 28/100 



PAY TO 
IBE 
ORDER 
OF 



Tim McOanlel • 2030 



02-15-2018 



..... 4,730.28 



39.00 











ATTORNEY OR PA.~T'Y Yt1THOUT ATTORNEY fN- S11re S.,r Mm:>er. rnd ~."!!n!. 



- Julia Kaemer1e SBN: 256783 
Law Office of Matthew ancl Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 
5962 La Place Court Sia 165 
Car1sbad, CA 92008 



TEI.EFHONE NO 760-931-1981 fax: 760-931-1982 
E-WJL AOOREss (Optio1111/. juliaszafranlec.law@gmail.com 



ATTOAAEY FOR (Name]. Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AOORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



MAil.iNG ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



CIT'Y ANO ZIP COOE. Chula Vista, 91910 



DRAtfCH NAME. Soulh County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacha C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: nm McDanlel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
CASE NUMBER: 



1, Employment (Give informs lion on your current jab or, if you're unemployed, your most recent Job.) 



Attach copies : 
ofyourpay • 
slubs for last 
two months , 
(black out 
social 



a. Employer: Caddell Construclion LLC 



b. Employer's address: Monlgomery Alabama 



c. Employer's phone number. 334-272-7723 
d. Occupation: Civil Superintendant 



e. Dale Job started: 23-Jan-20i B 
f. Ir unemployed. dale job ended: 



g. I work about 43.33 hours per week. 



FOR COURT USE ONI. Y 



OS 51030 



security 
numbers). 



h. I gel paid$ SO.OD gross (before taxes) D per monlh D per week W per hour. 



FL-150 



(If you have more than one Job, attach an 81/rby-11-lnch sheet of paper and 11st the same information as above for your other 
Jobs. Write "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 



2. Age and education 



a. My age is (specify): 57 years olcl 



b. I have completed high school or the equivalent: 0 Yes D No If no, highest grade compleled (sper;ify): 
c. Number of years of college completed (specify): D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 



d. Number r yejrs of graduate school completed (specify): 
e. I have: professlona1/occupallonal llcense(s) (specify): 



D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 



W vocational training (specify): 



3. Tax Information 
a. 0 I last filed laxes for tax year (specify year): 2016 



b. My tax filing status Is 0 single D head or household D married, filing separately 



D married, filing jolnUy with (specify name): 
c. I file slate tax returns In D California 0 other (specify state): Florida 



d. I claim the following number of exemptions (including myself) on my taxes (specify): 1 



4. Other party's Income. I esllmale the gross monthly income (before taxes) or the other party in thls case at (specify):$ 
This estimate Is based on (explain): 



(If you noed more space to answer any questions on this fonn, attach an B'/rby-11-lnch sheet of paper an~the 



question number before your answer.) Number or pages attached: --- ~('A llNED 
I deciare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale or California lhal the informallon contained on all page; Is r&lJ.llil1 
any attactuj'ents,i•r,• and correct.n, !\ 
Date:2)./ld.~/18 l\rv. r'f)c__C).._"\J ► ~ ~ ~_J) 



{TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF OECLARAHT) 



Form AdoC)led f0t M_,,.,1101y U1e 
JudlciAI Coulldl 01 C1~l0ffll11 



Ft.1!".0(Rev Jan1J11,y 1. 20071 



INCOME ANO EXPENSE DECLARATION 
F&lf'ot,/ CCICM, §, 20J0--20J2. 



2100--2113 3552, J620-.3al-4, 
4DS0---4076, 4300-'JJII 



ww.,,C!lUlllnhl.tapo>1 
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PETITIONERIPLAINTIFf: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
_RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Ttm McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



CASHMIMa!R: 



Fl•150 



OS 51030 



Attach copies of your pay atubll for the 1111 two months and proof of any other Income. Taka a copy of your latest federal 
tu return to the court hearing. (Blaclr out your loclal 1aan#ty number on lhe pay stub and tu ,etum.) 



5. lncame (For avvnrge monthly, add up ell the Income you l8C8Mld In each category in the last 12 montha Averqa 
and divide Ure tolaJ by 12.J Last month monwy 
a. Salary ar wages (gross. befora taxes). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • s 8866.00 8666.00 



b. C>vertlrna (groa,a.. before lllxes) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••• 1---
c. CCll'rl111Jsslons or boriu:aas ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S---
d. Pub1Jc assistance (fer example: TANF. SSI, GA/GR) D cwrently nK:elvlng ••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



e. Spousal support D from this marriage D from a different marriage ...•....•........ ,$ __ _ 



f. Partner support D l'ram thla domestic partnership D from a different domestic pa,tne,ahfp s __ _ 
g. Penslan/rallrarnent fund payrnants •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



h. Social securtty rethemenl (not sst) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



I. DlsablJty: D Social aecurtty (not SSI) D State dlsab&lty (SOI) D Private &nsurance • s __ _ 
J. UnanlployrnentcornpenaaUon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 __ _ 
k. Workers' con.-nsatlon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • S---
1. Other (mflltary BAO. royally payments, etc.) (apeclfy): •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



8. fnvastmant Income (Attach a schedule ahowlng g,us, 18C81pt. lea ca&h upenses ro, each piece of property.) 
a. DtvldandallntaresL •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
b. Rental property Income •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• $---
c. TN&t lrlc:IJrna •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1---
d. 0ttter (apedfyJ: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . S---



7. Income from aaH-employment, after bualneas expense• for an businesses ••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



I am the D owner/sole proprietor CJ business partner D other (specify): 
Number of yeara In lhla buaJnaaa (spec:lfyJ: 
Name of bustness (,pecity): 



Type of business (specify): 



Altacb a profit and Joa atatamant for the 1111 two years or• 8chaduJa c from your last federal tu ratmn. Black out your 
aoclal 8KWlty number. If you have more than one buslnea, pn,ylde 1he lnfannatlan abava fDI' uch af your bualnasan. 



a. D Addltlonal Income. I received one-timo money (lottery winnings. Inheritance, etc.) In the lntt 12 months (,pe,:lfy source and 
amt1UMJ: 



9. D Change In Income. My financial situation has changed algnlftcantly over tha last 12 months because (spsdfy): 



10. Deductions Last month 



a. Raqubed union dues •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • , • • • • S---
b. Required retfrument payments (not social saautty, FICA. 401(1(), or IRA) •••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• S---



1455.CO c. MedJcaJ. hoapftal. danlal. and other health fnauranr.e premiums (lDtal monthly amount} • ••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
d. Child support that I pay far chDdren tam other relatlonahlps ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
e. Spcuaal support that I pay by court order from a dH\'arant menlage. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S---
f. Partner auppart that I pay by cowt Older from a dlfferenl domeutlc partnership • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $---
0- Nacassary job-rala!ad upense1 not relmbuned b'f my employer (atlach eJJJlatudlan labeled "Question 10g' ••• •• $---



11. Aaaats Total 
a. cash and d1ecking aa:cunta, savings. credit unlan, money marbt. and other deposit accaums • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S 38•000 



0 
b. Stoc:lca, bonds. and othet aaaets I axjd eally tell ••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , $---



c. An other praperty. D raal end CJ petBDnat (eallmate fair martcet value mlnua the debts you owe) • • • • $ _o __ 
F1.-•sut11w.Jana,y,,2DCffJ INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION Papa au 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacha C. Goncalves Menezes 



-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



12. The following people live with me: 



FL-150 
CASE NUl.lBEA 



OS 51030 



Name 
How the person Is That parson's gross Pays some of the 



Age related to me? (ex: son) monthly Income household expenses? 



a. D Yes 0No 
b. D Yes 0No 
c. 0Yes 0No 
d. Dves 0No 
e. Oves CJ No 



13. Average monthly expenses 
a. Home: 



m Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 
325 



h. Laundry and cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $ ----



(1) 0 Rent or D mortgage. . • $ 
1700 250 



I. Clothes . • . • . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . $ ----



Jr mortgage: j. Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . S ___ _ 



(a) average principal: S ___ _ k. Entertainment, gifts, and vacation. . • . . . • • S ----
(b) average Interest: $ ___ _ 1. Auto expenses and transportation 



(2) Real property laxes . • . . . • • • • . . . • • $ __ _ (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, ere.) • • . . . . . $ _4_s_o __ _ 



(3) Homeowner's or renler's insurance 
30 



{if not Included above) ............ $ ----



(4) Maintenance and repair ••••••••..• s ___ _ 
b. Heallh-care costs not paid by Insurance .•• s JOOO 



c. Child care .......................... S ___ _ 



m. Insurance (lire, accident. elc.; do not 
Include auto, home, or health insurance) ... $ ___ _ 



n. Savings and investments. • • . . . • • • . . • • • . $ _2_0_0 __ _ 



a. Charitable conlribulions. . • . • . . . • • . . • . . . $ ___ _ 



p. Monthly payments listed In item 14 
(itemize below in 14 end insert total here). . s _s_oo __ _ 



d. Groceries and household supplies ..•..•• s _ao_o __ q. Other (specify): • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . $ ___ _ 



e. Ealing out. ••.•.•.••••••••.•. , •••.•• S _2_5_o __ 
350 f. Utilities {gas, electric, water, lrash) •.•••• $ ___ _ 



r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) {do not add in 
the amounts In a(1)(a) and (b)J s _ao_5_5 ___ 1 



g. Telephone, cell phone, and e•mail ••••..• $ _2_0_o __ 
s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ ___ _ 



14. Installment payments and debts not listed above 



Paid to For Amount Balance Dale of last paymenl 



Chase Credit Card Misc items / attorneys rees $ 500 $ 6361.82 14-Fetr18 



s $ 



s $ 



$ $ 



$ $ 



$ s 



15. Attorney fees (This Is required If either party is requesting attorney fees.); . 



a. To dale, I have paid my allomey this amount ror rees and co7Ls,Jipecj(Y): S { i UD [ F, V 'lJD O 
b. The source or this money was (specify}: Mb \\U{ l_(A..\f"'-l-0 \--V'Ci \,V\. .<lW'-rl,o 
c. I still owe the following fees and costs to my altom~(specify to/al owed): $ O\I\ tv I Y'-' 
d. My attorney's hourty rate is (specify): S 285 () 



I confinn this ree arrar,emenl. 



Date: I) j '11 / I ~ . 
Julia Ka~erfe #256783 ► ~()..,,, 



(TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF ATTORNEY) ;__ ___ ___,,q..._;~,wt-....:.... ...... ~r=::~~.A-'--X::;;..._ __ _ 



Fl•l50 (R..,, J"'4JMV 1. 2007) INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLA 
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PETTTIONERA.AlNllFF: Natacha C. Gcncalvel ManBZH 
PCNDEHTIDEFENDANT: nm McDanlal 



OTHER PARENT/ClAIMANT: 



CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 



CAR NUMBER: 



(NOTE: FIii out thla page only If your caaa lnvolvel child support.) 



18. Number of chfldn1n 
L I have (apady numbe,J: c:Nldren under lh8 age ol 18 With the other parent In th11 C898. 



OS 51030 



b. lbe chltdren spend percant of their llma wffll me and pen:ent of fh8lr time with Iha olher parent. 
(11,au'tw not aun, about pe,canfar,a or I has nat been lll/ffl8d an. plllalS desofb8 your pa,antlng aclHldule here,) 



17. Chlldnm._ health-can expanHS 
a. D I do D J do not have health Insurance avallable to ma for Iha chlJdren through my job. 



b. Name of Insurance company. 
c. AddJall of lnauranca company: 



d. The mantNr coat for tha chlldran'■ health tnsurance II or would be (,pecl(y): S 
(Do not lndude the amounl -yoclf employer pays.) 



18. Additional npenan for lhe chlldren 1n this cue Amount per month 



a. Qilld can1 10 I can wont ar gal Jab training ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, ____ _ 



b. Chlldtan"8 haallh cant net CUNnld by lnawanc8 ••••••••• • •••• , ••••• S-----
c. Travel expensas far vlattaUon • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• 



s ____ _ 



d. Chldron'& educaUonal or olher lpedal needs (specify below): •...•.•• 
$ ____ _ 



19. Speclal hardahtp■• I ask the court lo consider the follawtng apedal ftnanclal cuaunstances 
(atlach docutnenldon of any llem Hated here, lndudlng eoutf orden): Amount per month For how many month&? 
a. Extrlonflnmy health expenses not Included In 18b.................. $ ____ _ 



b. Major lossal not cavared by lnSUf&nce (examples: fire, theft. other 
Insured losa)............................................... $ ____ _ 



c. (1) Expanses for my miner chDdren who are from other relatlonahlps and 
era living wltll ITl8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • •••• , • • • I ____ _ 



(2) Names and ages or lhOl8 Chlkfran (specify): 



(3) Otlld support I racalva far thoae chlldren. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S ____ _ 



Tha expenses Bated !n a. b, and c craata an mdrema lnandal hanllhlp bec:allle (mtplaln): 



20. Othar Information I want the court ID llnaw concerning aupport In my cue (,pedly): 



R.•11D(bw • .-..,1,2DGJI INCOME ANO EXPENSE DECLARATION 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Par1t Crtve 
Montgomery, AL 36109 



®t¥W#i· 
10166 



@Ptk-5&\f'Et 
; Gross Pay 



1 Bonus I Retro 



WW,IUiH 
llm McOanlel 



I Other Eemlngs & Rolmbursomonts 
I T&lt85 And OeducUons 



CfEjN?a■ rat•· iiia\ 
4,333.50: 8,667.00 401c 



0.00' 19,667.42 401k 



0.00 i 
1,573.40 



2,760.10 



2,133.40 
4,n1.24 



25,696.58 



ADOT Ins Pre Tax 



CIGNA PreTax 



Dental Pra Tax 



TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY DOLLARS 10/100 



PAYTO 
Tl-IE 
ORDER 
OF 



Tlm McDaniel - 2030 



ltJflif Gild· 
01-30-2018 



01-30-2018 



..... 2,760.10 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Park Drive 
Montgomery, Al 38109 



EmpfoyN ID Employ■- N.1m1 . Period Ending C:hKlc Sort Group . 



10166 j Tlm McDaniel 02-15-2018 l 2030 



, GIii .. Pay •• 333.50 , 13.000.SO r:: M·:-nti¥Vft:tiii~,·"r;.~j:~~, 
Bonus I Retro 0.00 19,667.42 



1 
! 401k 623.37; 2,426.77 



Olh~r Earnings & Reimbursements 2.133.40 4,266.80 
1 



j ADDT Ins Pre Tax 8.22 18.66 



TaxeaAndOeductlcns ____ J 1,736.62 6,507.86 lclGNAPreTax 147.28
1 



441.84 



-1;HJ).v I 4,730.28 30,426.86 1 j Dental Pre Tax 14.91 44.73 



1~2tfri;-::i'~'~-=~~ · ··;· ffiP. <-- ~-. -~li}t~T~ ... {;'I;.5J:!~Q::J:2) · 1,241.78 3.682.00 



~~t: ·• \_ f2!b ~ =•~> . G:nrtrw \A8 --;:-·.-~1~•---·'."··- -~urI?:i . l"•~l!J 
Rogular Wagos I 86.67 260.01 , 4,333.50 13,000.50 'FlCA 2,258.63 



lc~nmwuTTfR1wTI~ ; rn:rtltJ ... ·arr-mill ~<"' ·\.it~! ~ IMedk:ara 528.23 



Al1la OllferonU 
I 



Yes ' 1,733.410 I 3,466.80 • 2,786-86 



Bonus Vos 0.00 19,667.42 ' ~1;;;.~t-·. 



Food/Incidental& Yes 400.00 800.00 b-~rnft:"':,.....~,,...-~"l'."!ll:~SZTI 
39



,00 I 
I.:..:., 2, 133.40f 23,934.22 I ~~·~~~~b!it!!~--~,... 39



.oo I -~_ ....... __ __, _________ -i 



J · 'l~iL~jl-::, \~I.!_, 



Total Direct DeposllS 



4,730.28 



4,730.28 



12,264.00 



12,264.00 



FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY DOLLARS 28/100 



PAYTO 
ll<E 
ORDER 
OF 



Tim McOanlel • 2030 



02-15-2018 



--4,730.28 
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ATTQANE"\' OR PAFITV WITMOl)T ATTOPNEV /Nu,,,., Sl.1111 (Ja, 11:1r1'bli1, IIIICI ,,u,;,.s,:J. 



_ Julia Kaemcrlc SBN: 2567RJ 
Law Office of Matthew and Juliu Kaemcrlc. I..f....P. 
5962 La Place Court Ste I 6S 
Carlsbad. CA 92008 



_ 1, p:xi'i_OURr US/'i <JNL Y 



r Lt:iJ 
St UTH COUNTY-12 



20 U MAR - b P 3: Ii 1 
TELEPH:INE N0,.-760-93I-198I FAX NO. (Ot,llo,1,,t).. 760-931-)982 t 



l:•"4AILl\l>OFl£S8/0,,11011111i:juliusz.afraniec.law@gmail.com v .... : ~:{<~:;F'Em ··, "'OUIH 
>TTORHEVFOR(N.-J;Tim McDaniel s;, ~ DIEGO C Y. CA r---------------------------------1 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DH~GO 



STF.EE'! ADORESS· .mo 3rd A vcn UC 



1M1LJNGAOOREss:SOO 3rd Avenue 
crrrn,;o 7JP coor:-Chula Vista, 919 I 0 



'3Fl'-\CM NAL<F.:Soulh CuunLy Regional Cenlcr 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONEA:Natachc C. Goncalves Mccezes 
0EFENDANi/RESPON0ENT:'fim McDaniel 



DECLARA TlON 



Please see attached declaralion of Attorney Eva Ingrid Reichel Bi!;choff. 



DS 51030 



MC-030 



I declare under penally of perjury under th·e laws ot the State of California q,at the toregoing is true and co~ 



Dale: ' -~ sr,~NNED 
Eva lngrid Reichel Bischoff 



Form ~uved lot Op1041.il U5ll 
.-O,c•I Cclmcl al Cal,C)l'l'IIIJ 
1.'C.(l.'Vl (Rev. J;i,,uary 1. 2006! 



[7 Attorney for D Plaintlff D Petitioner D Defendant 



D Respondent []] Other (Specify}:Rcsp. Altomcy in Brazil 



DECLARATION Pag• 1 ol 1 
~t.llflllli!r 
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\ ', • I .I ~ f ,. L j ..; ~ 



I t ! &'.',:,_, ... ~ .' 



To the 
Supeiior Cowt of California, 
County of SAN DIEGO 



BISCHOFF .A.DVOGADOS 



DECLARATION 



, •. :, I•,~;, f ! >~ 3~:--• f ! ••••, 



I ::~.I 11
: ,•:1,.,·l:,1:f!;/ :!::~ .:, .r; .. J.-



Santos, March 6th .. 2018. 



This declaration refers to the process/suit which ADJMILSON BARBOSA DA SIL VA, 
Natache·s lawyer. flied against her in Brazil, regarding an alleged debt of fees in the 
amount or R$ 352.528.00 and in which suit. after a fraudulent agreement by which, 
Natache's mother, legal representative of Natache and who rt!prescnted her in this suit, 
gave the house, which property Natache had been ordered by the Court to transfer to 
Tim McDaniel, in payment to Adjmilson. 



On the 18 1
h. of December I managed to get a copy of the above process and went to talk 



to the judge of tht: 9th
. Civil Court of Guarul hos/SP and after explaining tl1e situation 



she granted me one day to file my considerations regarding the process and fraudulent 
agreement which I did on December 19th 



•• one day before the Court·s recess of the end 
of the year. The recess/holida,1s ended on January 22nd



, 2018. 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silva - who continues representing Natache in tJ1e suH against 
the invaders of the house - as well as _the lawyer who represents Natache in the suit 
which Adimilson filed again.st her, JOSE MARCELLO ABRANTES FRAN<;A, replied 
to my motion defending the validity of agreement between them and even accused Tim 
McDaniel to have tried to kill Natachc and h~r c.laughter and wns stalking them in the 
States. 



Against Ad.imilson trnd Natache was filed a criminal process for calumny and 
diffamation. 



The judge is now waiting that the pnrtics inform which further evidence they intend tu 
produce to fix the date for a hearing in which witnesses and the parties might be callccl. 



Up to this date. nothing has been dt!cided except thnt the main process, which 
determined the transfer the property of the house of Quatrini Bianchi do Adimilson~ 
would rest until this suit be decided. 



Expenses incurred in by Tim McDaniel 



R$ 
R$ 



1.039,00 
2.327.00 



TranslaLion of documents 
Translation of documents 











I ! !. 1 I £,1!1 • , ,, ,: > , ,, - I._ •• 



R$ 217,00 
RS 236.9 l 
R$ 3.535.28 
R$ 21.52 
R$ 7.376,71 



BISCHOH ADVOGAT>t)S 



Fedex 
Fedex 
Court's expenses 
Court's expense$ 



1-i.-r ••1,::!: 11 .',.>,:..1.;-·1 



1t't1~l t•f"\;,,·1-i.,.~;,.'1 .. ,~.,-.,;11, l( 



Fees due are equivalent to 20% of the value given to the al lcgcd debt by Adimilson 
Barbosa da Silva of R$ 352.528,00, amounting to RS 70.505,60. 



Total e.xpenses and fees R$ 77.882,31 



Today's rate of c;u:hange is RS 3,228 x USD 1,00 = USD 2-U27,10. 



2 
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COMMENTS to NATACHE'S DECLARATION 



1. TIM was never involved ,vith the squatters. The squatters were long term friends 
of NA TAC HE and therefore allowed them to live in the house for free. 



2. [n the second sentence of NA TACHE's Declaration it. is not clear as to who 



"had a Int of debt from the process cJgainsl the squatters··. Who sta11ed the 
process against the squatters was NA TACHE who wanted them out of the 
house asap because a<:; she signed the deed of purchase in her name stating that 
she was singlt! thereby omitting the fact that she was married to Tim, she could 
sell Lhe h0use at any moment. 



3, 1--he judge nt!vcr isst1cd an order sa}'ing she 1'hud lo.\·t the l1t,u .. ,·e I<> .4din1ilsr1n'·. 



The judge only homologatcd (confirmed) the agreement between NATACHE 



(represented by her mother in Brazil) and her lawyer ADIMILSON, by which 



NA TACHE recognized a debt of unpaid fees to ADDvflLSON for Lhe various 
suits where he allegedly represented her. 



4. As the e-maiJ ADIMTLSON sent NATACHE on August 10. 2015 continns. 



ADIMILSON charged NATACHE for representing her 1n first and second 
instance in the process against the squatters, fees of 10% (ten percent) of the 



value given to the house in that suit and which value was of R$ 243.067,00. 
So, what NATACHE actually owed ADIMILSON was the amount of R$ 
22.306,70 (24.306,70 less R$ 2.000,00 she had previously paid). 



5. In that same e-mail ADIMILSON contim,ed that the real value of the property 



was, in 2015, R$ 600,000,00 (:,;ix hundred thousand rcais). 



6. But NATACHE confessed owing ADIMILSON approx. R$ 3S0.000~00 which 



means that she gave ADIMILSON 1N PAYMENT of this alleged debt a house 
worth nvice as much and ADI MILSON also lied in Court when he said Lhat the 



house in Guarujri was the only property NAT ACHE had in Bruzil. 



7. Nt\ TACHE has two two more properties in Brazil, an apartment in Guan~ja 



and a house in Guarulhos and ADIMILSON knew that 



8. Two vc11• suspicious facts about the confession of' debt that was allegedly 



signed by Natache and Adimilson on .June 25th, 2017, are that: 



a) tllt: c1uth<;nticity of the signatures of Natacbe's mother and Adimilson was 
not confirmed by a Notary Public which is usual in a confession of debt, so 
that confi::ssion of debt could have been signed at any time:; 
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b) the witnesses of the signature or this confession of debt were 



ADIMILSON'S wife FRANCISCA AUMERI DA SILVA who. strangely 



enough, si&>ned that document with her maiden name, FRANClSC/\ 
AUMERI DA COSTA (see marriage certificate) and ALEX BARBOSA 
DASILVA. probably ADfMILSON· son. 



9. NA TACHE c1l:m lies when she says that sbe warned to Court (in the States) that 
that might happen (to lose the house). She never said that. I tinderstand that 
what she said was that she might lose the house to the squatters (which would 



have never happened because NAT ACHE had already won that suit and the 
Court had already ordered the .squatters to leavt": 1he housej 



I U. What NA TACHE thought was very simple: As she would lose the house if she 
transferred the property to TIM, why not kill to rabbits with one shot'! She 



makes a fake agreement with her lawyer ADCMILSON admitting owing fees of 



an absurdly high amount. gives the house in payment of that debt, the property is 



transferred to ADlMlLSON who sells the house. cashes his fet;s and gives the 



balance back to NATACHE. 



11. Therefore NATACHE got out of her way to DELAY granting the power of 
attorney to me 10 gain time for the process in Guarulhos to finish. And. miracles 
do occur, this process which would have nonnal ly taken. at leasl. 2 Lo 3 years to 
finish. ended in less than C\.vo months: exactly in one month and 5 days. from 



September 11~2017 until October 16, 2017 v.'ith the .sentence of the judge which 
homologated the agreement between NATACHE and ADIMTLSON as 



mentioned above. 



12. It is not true that transfening the house to TIM while processing the squatters 
would be against Brazilian laws. In any case the Judge and the Court i:n Brazil 
had already decided in favour of NAT ACHE ordering the squatter~ to leave the 



house. 



13. This process of ADIMILSON against Nt\TACHE was just a scheme to disobey 
the judge• s order to transfer the property to TIM and they used the process to 



commit this fraud. 



14. At no moment. did ADIMKSON show a fee agreement regarding his 



professional lees for the various suit5 he said he was representing NAT ACHE 
nor did he prove that NAT ACHE was really a party of all of them! And she is 



not. In at least two of them. he was representing her mother. 
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15. Not forgetting that tllc percentage he mentioned in the e-mail to NATACHE was 



the payment for his professional work in first and second instance. 



16. And last hut not lea~. when filing this suit against NA TA CHE. ADltvfILSON 
requested that only the r,arties involved could have: access Lo this process. to 



avoid that this process became public and therefore, when the POA finally 
arrived ir would be too late to avoid the transfor lo the house to him. 



17. Forlunately. we got the information in time to sue NA TACI-IE and 
ADlMILSON before the property of the house was transferred to ADIMll .SON. 



l8. Rcimbun;crncnt or laxes paid from 2015 to 2017. As NATACllE did not 
transfer the property to TIM there is nothing to he reimburs<:d. 



Samos . .January I 5lh. 2018. 



EV A INGRID REICHEL BISCHOFF 
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l JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATIBEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, L.L.P. i:.-ILEO 



2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 c-o•JTtl couiuTY-12 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 v '1 1 1, 



3 (760) 931-1981 2018 MAR - b P 3: 5 Q 
4 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL '-.L.::.:~,-\ ·SU:)c.r<~u COUiri s SM~ DiEGO CO , CA 



6 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



7 



8 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Petitioner, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Res ondent 



Case No.: OS 51030 



NOTlCE OF LODGMENT 
10 



11 



12 



13 



14 Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, by and through his attorney, JULIA KAE:MERLE, 



Is hereby lodges the following: 



16 Exhibit 



17 A 



18 B 



19 



20 C 



21 



22 



23 D 



24 E. 



25 F. 



26 



27 



28 



Description 
Litigation Timeline 



Email from Adimilson Barbosa da Silva to Petitioner dated 
8/10/15 (Portuguese and translated - original translations t 
be provided in Court) 



Private Instrument of Admission of [Petitioners] Debt date 
June 25, 2017. (Portuguese and translated - original 
translations to be provided in Court) 



Property Valuation 



Translation of POA provided by Petitioner 8/29/17 



Instrument of Settlement and in Giving in Payment of Real 
Estate. (Portuguese and translated - original translations to 
be provided in Court) 
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G. 



H. 



I. 



J. 



K. 



L. 



M. 



Dated: February 28, 2018 



Comments of Eva Bischoff in response to Petitioner's 
Declaration submitted 1/12/18. 



Judgment dated 10/16/17. (Portuguese and translated -
original translations to be provided in Court) 



Notice of Compulsory Conveyance of Property. 
(Portuguese and translated - original translations to be 
provided in Court) 



Decision. (Portuguese and translated - original translations 
to be provided in Court) 



Caddell Retirement Statement 



Petitioner's Facebook indicating move-in date with Shane 
Douglass as 10/4/13 



Receipts for Expenses Incurred (more to be provided at 
hearing) 



ey for Respondent 
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PARTY ~1THOUT ATTORNEY OR ATTORNEY 



NAME: Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
FIRM NAME: NEILL M MA RANG I 



STATE B.AR NO.: 167155 



STREET ADDRESS. 355 K Street, Suite C 
CITY CHULA VISTA STATECA ZIP COOE9191 t 
TaEPHONE NO. ( 6 J 9) 4 20-1600 FAX N0.{6 J 9) 420•} 6} l 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: 



ATTORNEY FOR (name>:Nataches C. Goncalves Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AODRESs· soo Third Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue 



c,rv AND ZJP cooE Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCH NAME· South Coun Re ional Center 



PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT:TrM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 
HEARING DATE: 



03/12/18 
1'IME; 



l:45p.m. 
DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 



17 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 



lb 



MAR O 8 2018 
Cllfk of lhe Supeoor Coe.wt 



Sy: A. Z8rtOISO 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



Read Information Sheet: Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320-INFO) for more information about this form. 



1. CJ RESTRAINING ORDER INFORMATION 
a. D No domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now In effect bet-Neen the parties in this case. 
b. D I agree that one or more domestic violence restraining/ protective orders are now in effect between the parties In 



this case 



. 2. CJ CHILD CUSTODY 
LJ VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 



a. D I consent to the order requested for child custody (legal and physical custody). 
b. D I consent to the order requested for visitation (parenting time). 



c. D I do not consent to the order requested for D child custody D visitation (parenting time) 
D but I consent to the following order: 



3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (f.9.cm.E..L-150) or, If eligible, a current Financial 



Statement (Simplified) (form FL,..:.15.§) to support my responsive declaration. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 
c. D I consent to guideline support 
d. D I do not consent ta the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 



4. c:J SPOUSAL OR DOMESTIC PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (fQr.a:u=J.:J.5_Q) to support my responsive 



declaration. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 



c. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 
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PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES c~su,v,.ieE" 
RESPONOENT:rJM MCDANIEL DS 51030 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



5. [K) PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested [X] but I consent to the following order: That the coun denies the 



request. 



6. [X] ATTORNEY'S FEES ANO COSTS 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income sntfExpense 09clsration (f_Qf.!!!£'-=".Ql to support my responsive 



declaration. 
b. I have completed and filed with this form a Supporting D9Claration for ANom9y's Ff18S and C05ts Attachment (19'.rn 



FL-158) or a declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. 
c. D I consent to the order requested. 
d. CK) I do not consent to the order requGsted [KJ but I consent to the follO'Mng order: That the court denies 



the request 



7. 0 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 



8. [K) OTHER ORDERS REQUESTED 



a. D I conGent to the order requested. 
b. [][) I do not consent to the order requested W but I consent to the following order: 



That the cowt denies the request. 



9. 0 TIME FOR SERVICE/ TIME UNTIL HEARING 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 



10. [X] FACTS TO SUPPORT my respon&lve declaration are listed below. The factll thal I write and attach to 1his form cannot be 
longer than ,o pages, unless the court gives me permission. D Attachn•ent 10 



Please sec the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 



I declare under penalty of periury under 1he laws of the State of California that the information provided In this rorm and all attachments 



is true and correct. £~ 
Date: () 'J/.!n kg ~ ~ . ··: -:· 
Nat.aches C. Goncalves Menezes ► 



(TYPl ?It PRINT N,.MEj \St(;Nlll\,:IIE OF OECL-'~ANT) 
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Neill M. Marangi 
1 Law Office ofNeill M. Marangi 



355 K Street, Suite C 
2 Chula Vista, CA 91911 



3 



4 Attomey for Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
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6 



7 



MAR O 8 2018 



~ottne supeAOtCOlli: 
By: A. zarzoso 
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9 



10 



THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



11 In re the Marriage of: 



12 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



13 



14 and 



Petitioner, 



1s TIM MCDANIEL, 



~ Case No.: OS 51030 



~ 
) 



~ 
~ 
) 



DECLARATION OFNATACHE C. 
GONCALVES MENEZES 



16 



17 



Respondent ~ ______ ....c;._ ________ _ 



DATE: 03/12/18 
Tilvffi: l :45 p.m. 
DEPT: 17 



18 l, N atache C. Goncalves Menezes, declare as follows: 



19 04/17 /14: Respondent disobeyed court order of exclusive use of the Brazilian house and 



20 went to lhe house in Brazil. Respondent confi rrns very close friendship with squatters, Araujo 



21 family. See Exhibit 1 of Reporter's Transcript of proceedings of January 22, 2014 page 8 



22 (paragraph 3 ), 13 (paragraph I), 14 (paragraph I) and page 15 (paragraph 2) and Respondent e-



23 mail. 



24 6/05/2014: Respondent started a process in Brazil secretly against me to freeze all my 



25 properties there and tried to get a divorce settlement agreement with this process with the judge. 



26 See Exhibit 2. Process was denied by the judge and put down to file and he lost it. See Exhibit 2 



27 of Bischoff Attorneys Injunction. 



28 
0S51030 
OECL 
Oeclaration/Pleadiny 
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2014: Araujo's family refused to leave the Brazilian house and kicked my daughter out. 



2 My mother went to pick up my daughter and Marcelo Silva, one of the squatters, threatened to 



3 stab my mother if she tried to walk in the house. My mother picked up my daughter and opened 



4 a criminal process against Marcelo and Tim's lawyer, Eva Bischoff, defended the squatter and 



s this is not a coincidence that the same lawyer is helping the Araujo's family. See Exhibit 3 of 



6 Listing Publication Certificate. 



1 06117/2014: I was the only one that could defend the Brazilian house because it was in 



8 my name, so I was forced to file a repossession Lawsuit against the squatters to protect the 



9 property. This family said to the judge that I abandoned my house and they had their kids there 



10 and lived there for so many years that they could have the possession of the house by the Brazilian 



11 law of years that they are there. As of today, they are still living in the house. Exhibit 4 of Legal 



12 Action of Rescission of Verbal Commodatum. 



13 04/07/15: At trial, Judge Hernandez awarded the Brazilian house to Respondent, even 



14 knowing the fact that the house was in litigation. Respondent never took responsibility of house 



15 taxes of the house or costs with thls process that I start to defend the property. 



16 08/ l 0/15: My lawyer in Brazil charged me a partial part of the first year of the process 



11 and I told him I didn't have the means to pay it in that moment. Respondent still did not comply 



18 with the court orders from divorce settlement. 



19 11/27/15: My lawyer in Brazil exclude himself from the process because I couldn't pay 



20 him fast enough. My mother hired another lawyer after that, but the judge didn't accept and later 



21 send the court results to Adimilson's address for him to continue the process. 



22 06/17/16: Responqent's lawyer in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, sent an e-mail to my lawyer, 



23 Adimilson, mentioning their phone conversation and that she wants to congratulate him for his 



24 work. See Exhibit 5 of the e-mail. 



25 12/12/16: Adimilson went back to work for me and wrote a declaration to the couii of 



26 California about the situation of the process in Brazil. I explained again to Judge Hernandez that 



21 I couldn 1 t do anything with the house because I would be going against the Brazilian law because 



28 in the process I couldn't do anything \~ith the house. By the Brazilian court proceeding, I was 
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prohibited from trying to rent, sell, or give the propetty during the litigation. Judge Hernandez 



2 then ordered for me to do a power of attorney to Respondent. The California court kept enforcing 



3 me to go against the laws in Brazil. Respondent still had not complied with any of the orders of 



4 the Divorce settlement. The following year, he filed a process of contempt against me because I 



5 didn't give him the power of attorney. See Exhibit 6 of Silva & Associados declaration. 



6 08/04/17: I went to contempt court and testified why I couldn't do a power of attorney. I 



7 told the Judge that if the outcome of the litigation in Brazil was not in my favor, Respondent 



8 would then come to California court and claim more money and that was one of the reasons I had 



9 to wait for the litigation to be over. Judge srud.I could have dropped the Lawsuit in Brazil and 



10 could comply with court orders but he didn't want to hear that the law in Brazil is not the same 



11 and I couldn't drop a process that means losing a house to the squatters. I explained to the judge 



12 I didn't have ownership of the house until the process was done and the decision was made on 



13 who the house was going to belong to. Giving a power of attorney to Respondent was going to 



14 put me in violation of the Brazilian law and I would face sanctions in Brazil. Respondent was 



15 going to try to put the house in his name and he would not tell the title company he knew the 



16 house was in an active Brazilian Lawsuit, so I was going to face even more consequences of fraud 



17 to try pass a house that is not clean to do a title transfer. Even explaining all of this, the judge 



18 said I was guilty and ordered me to present the power of attorney in writing by me in a way that 



19 would protect against Lawsuits and sanctions in Brazil and give to Respondent at the next court. 



20 See Exhibit 7 of Advocacia Falcone declaration. 



21 08/29/17: I complied with the contempt court order and I did the power of attorney dated 



22 of 08/22/17 on my terms to save me from any consequences I could face in Brazil. I consulted 



23 two lawyers and the title company in Brazil to do this power of attorney. At the august 29 court 



24 hearing, Respondent Lold the judge they didn't accept my power of attorney and judge told 



25 Respondent to do a draft that they would accept. I believe Respondent didn 1t want to take 



26 responsibility for the Lawsuit and its costs because he is the one behind all of this and continues 



27 to have a close relationship with the squatters and support that they continue with the litigation 



28 against me. See Exhibit 8 of power of attorney. 
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08/29/17: Also at the August 29 court hearing, it states that Respondent is to provide 



2 Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College change of ownership form within 7 days. 



3 Respondent is ordered to transfer the college plan to Petitioner and he provided a paper signed 



4 that was not sufficient to complete the transfer. The Respondent is still the current owner of the 



s college plan and my daughter is still not able to use the plan. Respondent was also ordered to 



6 provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and stock account within 7 days and 



7 be has still not provided those documents requested by court order to date. See Exhibit 9 of court 



8 order. 



9 09/11/17; My lawyer in Brazil, Adimilson Barbosa da Silva, started a secret state Lawsuit 



to against me in Brazil to get paid for all his services in the Lawsuits he did. See Exhibit 10 of 



11 AdimiJson Lawsuit. 



12 09/27/17: Brazilian Judge Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira ordered to give the Brazilian 



13 property to Adimilson Barbosa da Silva. See Exhibit 11 of court order. 



14 09/28/17: The Brazilian house deed is stamped with the court order to block any actions 



15 on my behalf to try to do anything with the property and said Adimilson has the rights reserved 



16 to obtain the house by court order. See Exhibit 12 of the house deed with court order. 



17 10/27/17: I did a second power of attorney to comply with the court order that Respondent 



18 lawyer in Brazil drafted for me to take to the Brazilian consulate. This power of attorney said to 



19 give power for Respondent's attorney, Eva Bischoff, to represent him in Brazil and do the process 



20 to t.rnnsfer of the house to him by DONATION. I just copied everything and signed the power of 



21 attorney. Respondent wrote "donation" to evade property taxes in the transfer. 



22 11/30/17: My mother got notified by a court officer that I was facing a Lawsuit from 



23 Adimilson Barbosa da Silva against me. On this day is when I found out about this process. I 



24 had already complied with the San Diego court order and I gave the power of attorney to 



25 Respondent for the second time but now was on his terms. I don't have anything to do with this 



16 Adimilson lawsuit outcome. I was dealing with this process as much as I could to prevent loss of 



21 the Brazilian house to the squatters so I could comply with the California court order, but during 



28 the duration of this process I continually let the judges know every time that I didn't have 
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ownership of the house anymore until the process was over and I could lose the house, meaning 



2 Respondent could lose, too. It's absurd that the house is his responsibility and he want me to pay 



3 for all those lawyer's fees with him tmowing the house has had this Lawsuit since 2014 and I paid 



4 all the house tax.es since 2006. I do not have any say on the Brazilian judge's ruling or court 



s orders there. See Exhibit 13 of court officer proof of service to my mother in Brazil. 



6 12/19/17: Respondent lawyer, Eva Bischoff, filed a Lawsuit against me and Adimilson 



7 Barbosa da Silva to appeal with the court in Brazil to try to change judge's decision in Brazil that 



8 gave a court order to award the house to Adimilson, See Exhibit 14 of the Lawsuit from 



9 Respondenfs lawyer, Eva Bischoff. 



10 12/21/17: Brazilian lawyer, Adimilson, file an opposition Lawsuit against Respondent. 



11 See Exhibit 15 of Adimilson opposition to Respondent Lawsuit 



12 



13 



14 



IS 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



'23 



24 



25 



26 



'li 



28 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 



foregoing is true and correct. 



Dated: 0 ~ / D 1-' / ( 6 
5f&(---:?)' .. 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WfrHOUT ATTORNEY (Nan-e, State 8ar number, and addreii.s): FOR COURT USE ONLY 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) SBN: 167155 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C, CHULA VISTA, CA 9191 l 



TELEPHONE NO.: (619) 420-1600 FAXNO.(Opllanal):(619) 420-1611 



E-MAIL AOORESS (Optional): 



[F i IL i! [Q) 
ATTORNEY FOR (Narroi:Nataches C. Goncalves Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
MAR O 8 2018 0 CENTRAL DIVISION, CENTRAL COURTHOUSE, 1100 UNION ST., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 B CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNlY COURTHOUSE, 220 w. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 



CENTRAL DIVISION, FAMILY COURT, 1555 6TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
Clerk ot the SuperJor (;O(Jt ~ CENTRAL DIVISION, MADGE BRADLEY, 1409 4TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 



EAST COUNTY DIVISION, 250 E. MAIN ST., EL CAJON, CA 92020 By: A. Zarzoso NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION, 500 3RD AVE., CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



PETITIONER(S) NAT ACHE C. GONCAL YES MENEZES 



.. .- , - r 



RESPONDENT(S) TIM MCDANIEL CASE NUMBER ,:··\ ;- -~ -"' .. :·:.7'•.~! 



DS 51030 : ".i ' 



. ~~, 
.;\ -~~:.1 .. _ 



DATE: 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO LODGE DOCUMENTS TIME: 



DEPT: 



___________________ hereby gives notice that the documents listed below will be lodged 



with the court for the above hearing in accordance with San Diego Superior Court Local Rules. 



Exhibit No. 



2 



Description 



Reporter's Transcript and e-mail 



Bischoff Attorneys 1njunction 



3 Listing Publication Certificate 



4 Legal Action of Rescission ofVerbal Commodatum 



5 Eva Bischoff e-mail 



6 Silva & Associados declaration 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



Advocacia Falcone declaration 



Power of Attorney 



Court order 



Adimilson Lawsuit 



Brazilian Judge Ana Carolina ¼randa de Oliveira order 



House deed with court order 



13 Court officer proof of service 



14 



15 



Lawsuit from Respondent's lawyer, Eva Bischoff 



Adimilson opposition to Respondent Lawsuit 



Page No(s). 



6 



s 



6 



5 



2 



3 



7 



3 



2 



7 



9 



. ~ \..i ;<, (,,, ; ;;; !\'.,, )( 
~ ... ,.. ·',,,..•.a.: 



'~gnature of Filing Party/Attorney 
0S51030 
0235 NOTICE OF INTENT TO LODGE DOCUMENrs·::::::J 
Notice ot lnlenl to Lodge Documenls 
789181 
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Court l,f Appeal. four1h Appcll:rle l1islrkl. Di•:i~il'm ,."'ne 



Kevin J Lane. CkrkiF:xecu 1i,•c ('lfficer 



Electronically RECEIVED on 4/112019 at 3,58,32 PM 



(\,11rt l,f Appc.11. fourth ,\ppdlah: l1i$lticl. flivisil'lll l)nc 



Kevin J La Ill', CkrkiF:xecutive l"fficcr 



Electronically FIi.ED on 41 I IZO 19 at 3,58,32 PM 



ATTORNEY:Neill M. Marangi (Bar#167155) 
NM1E. 



FIRM NAME: NEILL M MARANGl 
srREET ADDRESS 355 K Street, Suite C 
mv: CHULA YlST A 
TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619) 420-1600 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: 



FL-950 
STATE BAR NO.: 167155 FOR COURT USE OHL Y 



STATE:CA ZIP CODE: 91911 
FN<N0.:(619)420-)6I J 



rA_TT_o_R_N~_FOR_(_na_~_i._N_a_ta_c_h_e_C_._G~o_n_c_al_v~cs~M~e~n~ez~~~---------------~n~.~ i L 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



111 ~ ~o 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue l!:dl 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue MAR O 8 2018 



c1rv AN□ ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
DRANCH NAME.: South County Regional Center 1 ~Of,r,. Slipert,, . 



i-------------------------------l Sy: A , ... _o•.-. Caur, 
PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 6.01~ ov 



RESPONOENT:TIM MCDANrEL 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 



1. Attorney (name):Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
and party (name):Natachc C. Goncalves Menezes 



D AMENDED 



have an agreement that attorney will provide limited scope representation to the party. 



2. The attorney will represent the party as follows: 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



[J[] At the hearing on (date): 03/12/18 [X] and for any continuance of that hearing 
D Until resolution of the issues checked on this form by trial or settlement 



D Other (specify duration of representation): 



D Submitting to the court an order after hearing or judgment Is not within the scope of the attorney's representation. 



3. Attorney will serve as "attorney of record" for the party ~:m!Y. for the following issues in the case: 



a. D Child custody and visitation (parenting time): (1) CJ Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (specify)• 



b. D Child support (1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (descnbe in detail): 



c. D Spousal or domestic partner support: ( 1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (describe in detail): 



d. D Restraining order: (1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (describe in detail): 



e. D Division of property (describe in detail): 



DS51030 
FL95(1 
Nolh;e ol Limited Scope RepresP.11!:illon 
789171 



--itffll~ll 1111111 ii I I Ill~ I 1111111~ 



NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 



Page I or 3 



Cal. Rules ot Couit, l\lle 5.425 
M-m.eourl$.c..i,ov 



Wesllaw Doc & Fenn Buider 
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PETITIONER- NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT· TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



3. f. D Pension issues (describe in c:JetaiQ· 



g. D Contempt (describe in d6taH): 



h. D Other (describe in detail): 



i. D See attachment 31. 



FL-950 



DS 51030 



4. By signing this form, the party agrees to sign Substitution of Attorney-Civil (form MC-050) when the representation is 
completed. 



5. The attorney named above is "attorney of record" and available for service of documents only for those issues specifically checked 
on pages 1 and 2. For all other matters, the party must be served directiy. The party's name, address, and phone nurnber are listed 



below for that purr,,ose. 



Name:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
Address (for the purposfJ of service): 



P.O. Box 212213 
Chula Vista, CA 91921 



Phone: (619) 942-2085 Fax Number: 



Thie notice acC\Jrately set8 forth all current maners on which the attorney has agreed to serve as "attorney of record" for the party in this 
case The ,nformahon provided in this document is not intended to set forth all of the terms and conditions of the agreement between 
the party and the attorney for limited scope representation. 



Date: c:J? /41 (t~ 



Date: 



Natache C. Goncal\les Menc1.es~· _____ _ 



t:l'] r ,zy l'i", ............. . 
Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l67155._ ____ _ 



(TYPE OR PR11◄ l NAME1 



NOTICE. OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 
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PETITIONER:NATACHEC. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT:TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



FL-950 
CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



PROOF OF SERVICE: 0 PERSONAL SERVICE [K) MAIL O OVERNIGHT DELIVERY LJ ELECTRONIC SERVICE 



1. At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this legal action (not applicable to electronic service). 



2. I served a copy of Notice of Umited Scope Representation (form FL-950) as follows: 



a. D Personal service. The document listed above was given to 



(1) Name of person served: 



Address where served: 
Date served: 



Time served: 



(2) Name of person served: 
Address where served· 
Date served: 



Time served: 



b. [K] Mall. I placed a copy of the form listed above in the U.S. mail, in a sealed envelope 'Nith postage fully prepaid. The 
envelope was addressed and mailed as indicated below. I live or work in the county where the form was mailed. 



(1) Name of person served:Julia Kaemerlc, Esq. 



Address where served: 5962 La Place Court, #165, Carlsbad, CA 92008 
Date of mailing: 
Place of mailing (city and state):Chula Vista. CA 



(2) Name of person setved: 



Address where served: 
Date of mailing: 
Place of mailing (city and state), 



c. D Overnight delivery. I placed a copy of the form listed above in a sealed envelope, with Express Mail postage fully 
prepaid, and deposited it in a post office mailbox, subpost office, substation, mail chute, or other llke facility maintained 
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9 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, Case No.: DS 51030 



10 



11 vs. 



Plaintiff, 



12 TIM MCDANlEL, 
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15 



Defendant 



I. 
INTRODUCTION 



16 
Respondent has made the following requests for fees throughout the post-judgment litigation 



17 
regarding the home: 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 1. 



II. 
RESPONDENT HAS REQUESTED FEES AND SANCTIONS UNDER THE 



FOLLOWING CODES AND THE COURT HAS AUTHORITY TO GRANT HIS 
REQUEST 



FAMILY CODE 271: The Court may order sanctions and attorney fees and cost under 



23 this code based on "the extent to which the conduct of each party or attorney furthers or 



strates settlement of litigation. " 24 



25 2. Petitioner's conduct and litigation over transferring the property has done nothing beside 



26 frustrate settlement and it has absolutely furthered litigation. Petitioner has misrepresented the 
27 status of her litigation and involvement with her attorney to transfer the property to Adimilson 
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Barbosa da Silva She in fact voluntarily transferred the property to him. The Court should note 



that this was done almost two years after Judge Hernandez found it to be Respondent's sole and 



separate property and ordered that she transfer the property into hls name. 



3. The Court should also note that she was aware of the agreement to transfer the property 



to her attorney in Brazil in exchange for legal fees that she incurred on her own. In the entire 



time that the post-judgment litigation regarding the property has been going on Petitioner was 



aware that the house was being used to settle her personal legal fees. 



4. Based on Family Code 271 alone, the Court has grounds to sanction Petitioner for her 



delay tactics, misrepresentation and perjury to the Court. This statute gives family court iudges 



the power to reign in out of control litigants that behave like Petitioner through awards of 



attorney's fees and costs. Her uncooperative tactics merit fees and sanctions per this Code. 



5. Family Code §2031: This code specifies that the Court is allowed to award Attorney 



Fees and Costs in a post-judgment matter. Specifically, the Code allows the Court to augment, 



modify, or award fees made by a noticed motion or at the time of the hearing. It was included in 



noticed motions and on all post-judgment hearings. The Court awarded $5,000 to Mr. Marangi 



(payable by Respondent) for Petitioner's attorney fees in January of 2018. This decision should 



be modified. 



6. We believe Judge Hernandez suspended the fees in the amount of$ 5,000 based on her 



conduct and frivolous DVTRO filing. Based on this code, we are requesting that this order be 



modified suspending Respondent's obligation to pay any further fees to Mr. Marangi and for 



Petitioner to reimburse him for anything he has paid so far per this specific order. 



7. Family Code 1101 (d) (1) & (2): Respondent was not made aware of Petitioner settling 



her attorney fee debt with Adimilson Barbosa da Silva until December 7, 2017 when notified by 



Attorney Eva Bischoff. Though documents already provided to the Court (specifically Exhibit 



"C, F, H, I, J") submitted for the hearing dated March 12, 2018, the Court can clearly see when 
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these events took place. This code specifies that Respondent has 3 years from when he "had 



actual knowledge that the transaction or event for which the remedy is being sought occurred." 



8. The remedy Respondent is seeking is an award of $500,000 in the form of sanctions and 



fees. His request is timely and she is and been on notice of the request. The amount consists of 



fees he has incurred in Brazil and Califomi~ expenses regarding transferring the home, unpaid 



property truces on the home, the value of the home (as Petitioner used the value of the home to 



pay her fees although she knew it was his sole and separate property), and punitive damages in 



addition to the actual damages suffered because of Petitioner's conduct and blatant 



misrepresentations. 



9. Petitioner absolutely breached her fiduciary duty to Respondent. Petitioner did not 



treat Respondent with the highest duty of "good faith" and "fair dealing" and began litigation 



prior to the date of separation on property she had personal knowledge was purchased with his 



separate property money. She put this property in her name alone as a single woman when she 



could have put married. The Date of Separation in this matter is June 5, 2013 and she began 



litigation regarding this house (unbeknownst to Respondent) January 2013. Petitioner has acted 



in bad faith throughout this entire process. 



10. Family Code §1 lOl(h): This code states "the remedies for the breach of fiduciary duty 



by one spouse .... Shall include, but not be limited to, an award to the other spouse of 100 



percent, or an amount equal to 100 percent, of any asset undisclosed or TRANSFERRED. 



Petitioner transferred this property despite the very specific order of this Court not to encwnber 



this property. She had already signed docwnents to transfer the property at that time and made 



no mention of it to this Court. Her transfer of this property to her attorney in Brazil (in lieu of 



paying her legal fees) has a detrimental impact on Respondent as he has no remedies there aside 



from the motion filed by his attorney in Brazil to stop the transfer. 



11. It is also important that the Court keep in mind that Petitioner alleges that she filed this 



lawsuit in Brazil to protect the property but then gave it away to pay her fees. This was despite 
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the Order from this Court that she not encwnber the property, that it had been awarded to 



Respondent as his sole and separate property, and that she had already been found guilty beyond 



a reasonable doubt of violating thls Court's Orders. 



12. As such, the value of the property should be awarded to Respondent under this code. Th 



code also specifies "a Court may order an accounting of the property" which as mentioned above 



was indeed commenced within three years of Respondent having actual knowledge of what had 



transpired. We have provided documentation showing the value of the property and Respondent 



has also testified about his personal knowledge of the value. 



13. Family Code §2121: "The Court may, on any terms that may be just, relieve a spouse 



from a judgment, or any part or parts thereof, adjudicating ... division of property." This code 



further goes on to say that the Court can grant relief "if the moving party would materially 



benefit from the granting of the relief." 



14. Here, Petitioner was awarded an apartment that we have shown was purchased with 



Respondent's separate money but awarded to Petitioner because it was prior to their date of 



marriage. This is property that she could sell to pay fees/sanctions which would materially 



benefit Respondent for costs he has had to incur because Petitioner would not sign the property 



over to him, involved it in extensive litigation in Brazil and California, and then agreed to 



transfer it to her attorney in Brazil in lieu of paying her debt causing Respondent to have to start 



a process in Brazil to prevent this from happening. 



15. Petitioner is also co-owner of a business in Brazil and is on title to another home. These 



are all interests/assets that could be used to reimburse Respondent for the unnecessary costs and 



expenses he has incurred because of her conduct. 



16. Family Code §2122: The Court also has authority to award the Respondent the 



apartment listed in paragraph 15 of the Judgment and the $5,000 the Court ordered Respondent 



to pay in January of 2018 (listed as paragraph 18 in the Judgment.) It is our recollection that 
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Judge Hernandez instructed Respondent to cease payment after Petitioner's meritless DVTRO 



and volatile conduct. 



17. Per this Code, if there is Actual Fraud or Perjury, Respondent would have one year 



from discovering the fraud or perjury so this motion and request (which has been continued 



nwnerous times) is timely. As mentioned above, Respondent was notified that Petitioner was 



intending on transferring the home December 20 I 7. 



18. Code of Civil Procedure§ 128.5 and §128.7: Under CCP 128.5 "every trial court may 



order a party, the party~s attorney, costs incurred by another party as a result of "bad faith 



actions or tactics that are frivolous or solely intended to cause unnecessary delay" to pay 



reasonable expenses to that party which is Respondent in this matter. Petitioner has perjured 



herself to this Co~ she has presented argwnents totally and completely without merit, and the 



Court should impose sanctions based on this conduct. 



19. Under CCP 128.7, any declaration, petition, or other similar document cannot be 



submitted unless the party is submitting it to the best of their knowledge, information or belief as 



being truthful and accurate. Petitioner knew what was happening with the process in Brazil she 



started and both misled the Court as to the actual facts and in addition she 1ied by omission. Her 



representations to the Court were done for an improper purpose, her claims and defenses were 



not supported by existing law, and there was no evidentiary support to any document, pleading, 



or testimony she presented to the Family Court or the Criminal Court. The Criminal Court 



agreed with this position and the transcript has been provided to the Court. 



20. This case presents the perfect example of the type of abuse of the Judicial System that 



the Code of Civil Procedure Section 128. 7 was designed to prevent. Respondent requested fe 



under this section previously on December 12, 2016 which were dismissed without prejudice 



and again specifically requested of the Court in the declaration filed February 27, 2018. 



Petitioner has been on notice of these requests as she was present at both hearings, the hearing o 



March 12, 2018, and now is being presented with this Memorandum. 
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21. Civil Code §3294: This code allows the Court to award, in addition to actual damages 



punitive damages, if there is clear and convincing evidence that the defendant (in this case 



Petitioner) has been guilty of oppression, fraud or malice. 



22. Malice per this code, is conduct intending to cause injury or despicable conduct carried 



out with disregard for another's rights or safety. Petitioner's conduct has caused injury to 



Respondent, has caused him extensive fees/expenses, and has left him in a position where he 



may have no recourse to take possession of the home that was awarded to him. She entered into 



a settlement with Adimilson Barbosa da Silva conveying ownership of the property to him in lie 



of paying her legal fees and at no point informed Respondent or the Court. She delayed 



providing the Power of Attorney for approximately two years after Respondent's Motion to 



Enforce Judgment but since 2015 she has made no attempt to comply with the order. 



23. Oppression per the code is despicable conduct or concealment of facts depriving a 



person of property or legal rights causing injury. For the same reasons mentioned above and in 



all motions and pleadings submitted by Respondent from the beginning of this matter, 



Petitioner's conduct is despicable and has deprived him of property in addition to causing injury. 



24. Fraud per the code, is intentional misrepresentation, deceit, or concealment of a material 



fact known to the person causing depriving the other of property, legal rights, or causing injury. 



To avoid repetition of all facts that have been presented by Respondent since the Motion to 



Enforce Judgement and most importantly those that have been discovered and presented to the 



Court since December 2017, Petitioner's conduct shows malice, oppression, and fraud 



consistently. Petitioner has also had no consequences, aside from the Contempt Trial heard 



before Hon. Dwayne Moring. 



25. It has absolutely been proven to this Court by clear and convincing evidence that 



25 Petitioner has violated Court Orders, misrepresented facts to the Court and Respondent, and has 



26 been found guilty on a criminal level. The Court may award punitive damages based on this 



27 
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conduce. We are respectfully requesting based on this Code and the codes specified above that 



Respondent be awarded $500~000 for sanctions, fees, expenses~ and punitive damages. 
Ill. 



OUTLINE OF MOTIONS WHEREIN FEES WERE REQUESTED AND THE COlJRT 
RESERVED ,JURISDICTION 



• March 13! 2017 - $5~000 - FC 2031, 290, 271, 2031.300. 



• May 31, 2017 - $201000 FC 271, 2031, and CCP 3294 



• October 4, 2017 - $20,000 per the same codes 



• January 16, 2018, $30,000 in addition to ALL stock that were considered Petitioner's 



community property portion per the same codes 



• February 27~2018-$500,000 under Family Code 271, 2031.1101.1101. 2105. 2107. 



2121. 2122. 2123. CCP 128.7 and 3294. 



Dated this 23rd of March~ 2018. 



Julia 
Attor 
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DATE: APRIL 30, 201~ 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



CASE NUMBER: DS51030 



PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
PROSE 
LIMITED SCOPE COUNSEL: NEILL M. MARANGI 



RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 
ATTORNEY: JULIA KAEMERLE 



~ • L E D Cltti ,1 Hit Superior c,urt 



APR 3 0 2018 



By: K. BOYLES 



This matter came on for hearing re: Husband's various requests for attorneys fees and sanctions, on 
March 29, 2018. The Court makes the following orders in regards to Respondent Husband's request for 
fees and sanctions in this matter. For ease of reference, the Court will refer to Petitioner Natache C. 
Goncalves Menezes as "Wife" and Respondent Tim McDaniel as "Husband" in its orders. 



These orders are pursuant to Husband's request for fees per Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP 
(sic)§ 3294, made in his responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017 (the court reserved jurisdiction over 
this request at the hearing of June 13, 2017) and Husband's subsequent request for order filed October 
5, 2017, requesting fees under Family Code §271, §2031 and §3294. (The Court does not know what 
request is being made per Family Code §2031 or §3294, as these code sections are not correct. The 
Court construes the request for "3294" to be a request under Civil Code §3294 for punitive 
damages). Husband also filed a supplemental declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 
2018 and February 27, 2018. In his declaration of February 27, 2018, Husband further requests fees 
under "Family Code §271, §2031, §1110l(d)(l) & (2), §1101 (h), §2105{a), §2107 (d), §2121, §2122{a), 
§2123, §128.7(c)(2) and CCP §3294 in the amount of $500,000. All of the declarations of Wife of 
Husband filed under penalty of perjury in this matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016 have been 
considered by the Court in making its ruling. 



The Court is awarding Husband fees as a sanction under Family Code $271 of $200,000, for Wife's 
repeated actions which thwarted Husband's ability to take ownership of his separate property residence 
on Quartini Bianchi street. Her actions thwarted any enforcement of the court's orders, and caused 
protracted litigation around an issue that was heard and settled by the Court at numerous hearings -
namely, the transfer of Husband's separate property home in Brazil by Wife to Husband. The home had 
been purchased during marriage, and was titled solely to Wife. The Court made a finding on May 5, 
2017, that Husband had successfully traced the home to a separate property source, and found the 
property to be his sole and separate property. 



The Court finds that Wife has the ability to pay these sanctions, as she has income sufficient to pay 
(including $1,500 in spousal support from now through November 30, 2019 per the judgment entered 
September 17, 2015), her share of the community property stock account, and separate property real 
estate in Brazil, in addition to her earned income and other assets. The fees will be paid in part as 
follows: 



OS510~ 
ORD 
~•:;p• 



Ii. l!i; 











From Wife's income received as spousal support. Beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $1,500 income 
due by Husband to Wife shall be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates 
this to be a remainder of $12,000 in 2018 (Payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 
months at $1,500) and $16,500 for the first 11 months of 2019, for a total of $28,500. 



In addition, Husband is to receive Wife's share of the community property stock account, or 
$29,000. Husband represented to the Court on 1.1.18 that each party had an approximately 
$29,000 in the stock account. Husband informed the Court that these funds were 
liquid. Husband is to verify to Wife's counsel the cash value of the stock account within 5 court 
days of the receipt of this order. 



Any balance owed by Wife to Husband, after totaling the support off-set of $28,500 and Wife's 
community property share of the stock account, is to be paid to Husband by Wife by August 1, 
2018. If the entire amount of the award has not been paid by that time, standard acceleration 
clause on the amount owed by Wife to Husband pursuant to these orders shall apply. The Court 
reserves jurisdiction over the payment of these fees and sanctions by Wife to Husband. 



This award does not include the property on Quartini Bianchi street as part of the value of the 
award. That property was assigned to Husband as his sole and separate property. The award of 
$200,000 is a cash sanction, separate and apart from the value of the Quatrini Bianchi residence. 



The Court finds the sanctions are warranted due to Wife's actions since the Court ordered her to 
transfer the property to Husband on December 12, 2016. At that hearing, the Court denied Husband's 
then outstanding fee request, and ordered Wife to grant to Husband power of attorney to transfer the 
Quartini Bianchi street property, no later than January 12, 2017. 



Wife did not provide a Power of Attorney to effectuate that transfer by January 12, 2017, and 
was held in contempt of court on August 4, 2017 for having failed to do so. She was sanctioned $10,000 
in attorneys fees and costs at the contempt hearing by the Court, and ordered to comply with the 
Court's orders to provide the power of attorney by August 29, 2017. The evidence is clear that there 
was a power of attorney provided by Wife to Husband on August 22, 2018, but this Power of Attorney 
did not transfer ownership to Husband, and had a number of provisions not acceptable to Husband and 
that went beyond the court's orders. Wife was provided with a power of attorney drafted by Husband's 
Brazilian attorney in a timely fashion after the August 29, 2017 hearing at which she was ordered to 
cooperate, and not to make any disposition of the property in Brazil. Husband had to come to court ex 
parte on October 4th



, 2017, to get Wife's compliance with the Court's order that she sign the POA 
provided by Husband's Brazilian attorney. 



In addition to Wife's lack of cooperation with the signing of an appropriate power of attorney, 
as a result of which Husband incurred substantial attorneys' fees, the Court finds that Wife appears to 
have been deliberately hiding information from Husband as to a very significant development in Brazil as 
to the ownership of the property. Wife testified that she gave her mother power of attorney sometime 
before judgment in this matter in May 2015, to deal with litigation Wife had initiated as to individuals 
who were seeking to possess the Quatrini Bianchi property. (Husband testified in his declaration of 
2.3.17 that he had been aware of Wife's litigation regarding the removal of the tenants, and he was 
fearful she could sell the house). Wife testified at the hearing on the request for order re: fees that she 
had hired Attorney Adimilson Barbosa da Silva ("da Silva 11



) for this purpose started in 2013. 











The evidence established that Mr. da Silva informed her in August of 2015 that she owed him a 
great deal of money in legal fees for the repossession action. In June of 2017, Wife's agent, her mother, 
signs an agreement and "admission of debt11 to pay da Silva R$320000.00 at the rate of R$ 16,000.00 per 
month. Her mother {or Wife - it was never established conclusively who signed this agreement nor 
does it matter, as Wife acknowledged that her mother had power of attorney for her in Brazil, as to the 
property) signed the agreement and Wife is listed as the Debtor, through her legal representative Maria 
Ines Goncalves. There was some dispute over payment, as on October 5, 2017, da Silva and Wife 
{through her legal representative), present an agreement to the Court in Brazil, giving the property in 
question to da Silva as payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him by Wife. This agreement is signed 
by da Silva as creditor, and by attorney Jose Marcelo Abrantes Franca, lawyer for debtor, and Natache 
Cristiane Goncalves Menezes (debtor) represented by Maria Ines Goncalves. 



At no time after the granting of the property to da Silva did Wife notify Husband that she and 
her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to da Silva. Wife does not send a signed copy 
of the power of attorney provided by Husband to him until October 27, 2017, and then only sent a faxed 
copy. In the meantime, the settlement between Wife and da Silva was ratified or "homolgated" by the 
Court in Brazil, and the Brazilian court ordered a "compulsory conveyance" of the property to da 
Silva. Husband only discovered the existence of this conveyance when his Brazilian attorney, sometime 
in late November, early December 2017, goes to execute the transfer of the property to husband per 
the power of attorney, and is informed by the authorities that the property had already been 
transferred to da Silva. 



Wife's testimony that she did not know that her mother was signing these documents is not 
credible. She testified that da Silva was a long time friend of the family, and had been working on the 
litigation regarding the tenants for over 4 years. She testified that she gave her mother power of 
attorney to deal with the litigation in Brazil to remove the tenants. She also testified that she was trying 
to preserve the interest in the house, first for herself (as she claimed it as her separate property in the 
dissolution proceeding) and then for Husband. It is not believable that she would give power of 
attorney to her mother in the litigation, that she would be aware of the debt to da Silva {which she 
testified she was aware of}, yet would have been unaware of her mother's actions on her behalf to 
settle the debt by signing over the property. 



As to Husband's other attorney fee requests, the Court makes the following findings: 



Family Code §1101(d} {1) and (2): These code sections address the statute of limitations for 
bringing a breach of fiduciary duty claim under Family Code §1101 (a). The Court would not make an 
award pursuant to §llOl(d)(i) and (2). If the Court construes this request to be a request for fees for 
breach of a fiduciary duty under Family Code §110l(a), this code section is usually applied for a breach 
of fiduciary duty for actions that impair the "claimant spouses's present undivided one-half interest in 
the community estate". Husband is seeking remedy for Wife's impairment of his access to his separate 
property. The case of IRMO Walker, 138 Cal App. 4th 1408 {2006) in dicta indicates that a spouse who 
impairs the claimant spouse's access to his separate property estate may well have breached a fiduciary 
duty, but the Court could find no other authority to award Husband fees for breach of a fiduciary duty 
by Wife as to his separate property. If the Court were inclined to find that Wife breached a fiduciary 
duty, it would not have awarded anything additional to the $200,000 awarded pursuant to Family Code 
§271, 
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Family Code §ll0l(h): This code sections addresses award of 100% of a community asset 
(giving the clamant spouse the breaching spouse's interest in the asset) is not applicable to these facts. 
This is Husband's separate property residence, in which Wife has no interest. 



Family Code 2105{a), and 2107 {d): These provisions of the family code pertain to disclosure 
requirements before judgment. The court file includes a waiver of the Final Declaration of Disclosure 
filed September 17, 2015, the same date that the Judgment was filed. Status had been taken May 7, 
2015. The waiver of Final Declaration of Disclosure is signed by both parties but not dated. The Court 



cannot determine if the final declaration of disclosure was waived by the parties before the trial on May 
7, 2015. Therefore, these two code sections are not applicable at this time. 



Family Code §2121: Husband gives the basis for this request in his declaration filed March 23, 
2018. The Court finds that his request essentially asks this Court to undo the orders of May 7, 2015, so 
that he might have a better opportunity to enforce any orders this court makes regarding fees or 
sanctions. He does not plead any basis under this Chapter of the family code, which is required for a set 
aside or relief from judgment. 



Family Code §2122: Husband requests that the Court award him the apartment listed in 
paragraph 15 of the Judgment, but does not link that request to any fraud committed by Wife related to 
the Court confirming that apartment as her separate property after hearing the evidence. 



Family Code §2123: This code section addresses restriction on grounds for relief, and does not 
provide Husband with a basis for an additional claim of fees or sanctions. 



Family Code 128.7 {c) (2): This code section does not exist, but Husband in his declaration filed 
March 23, 2018 clarifies that he is asking for fees pursuant to CCP 128.5 and CCP 128.7. CCP sanctions 
and fees cannot be awarded as the code requires that this request be made "separately from other 
motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct alleged to violate subdivision (b).'' 



CCP 128. 7 (d). Husband's request for CCP 128.5 sanctions and fees is a parallel claim in the 
Court's opinion to his request for Family Code 271 sanctions, and would not result in a different order 
from this Court. 



CCP 2023.010; This is a discovery sanction statute. A misuse of the discovery process has not 
been sufficiently plead by Husband for the Court to award sanctfons. 



Civil Code 3294: Husband did not plead the proper code section {referring to it as CCP 3294 in 
earlier declarations) until his declaration filed March 23, 2018. While the Court finds that there is clear 
and convincing evidence that Wife engaged in fraud when the property was transferred to Attorney da 
Silva by Wife's agent, the Court does not find that Husband has met his burden to prove that there are 
damages for the sake "of example and by way of punishing the defendant" CCP 3294 (a). The court has 
sanctioned Wife for her conduct by awarding Husband his fees and costs for his California and Brazilian 
attorney, and his costs is pursuing the transfer of the property to his name. The Court does not find that 
the need for punitive damages has been sufficiently established. 



IT IS SO ORDERED. S4l 7 /<J;1th1V~ -
SHARON L KALEMK1ARIAN 



----------
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Case No.: DS 51030 



11 



12 



13 



14 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF 
EX PARTE REQUEST 



OS51030 



15 Respondent is making the following requests of the Court at this time: 



16 



OECL 
Declaration/Pleading 



~\ill\\\ II I\ II I Ill\\\ Ill\\\\ II Ill 17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



I. 
MODIFICATION OF STATEMENT OF DECISION 



The Statement of Decision issued by the Court (filed on 4/30/18 and receive 



5/3.18) awards Respondent $200,000 in sanctions owed by Wife. This amount in the decision h 



a total of $28,500 off-set in support against the $200,000. This amoW1t needs to be recalculated. 



2. In September of 2016, the Court changed the support order from $1,500 to $50 



24 per month. The calculation in the Statement of Decision uses $1,500 as support received fro 



25 May 201 8 through the first 11 months of 2019. 



26 



27 



28 



3. We believe support was terminated in December of2016 or January of2017 an 



are going to be requesting all minute orders as the FOAH's have not been sent back to counsel. 



DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF EX PARTE REQUEST- I 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



s 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. The o IT-set will need to be recalculated to either show spousal support as $500 



which would change lhe off-set to approximately $9,000 instead of $28,500 or ifwe are correct 



that i 1 was terminated there should be no offset. 



5. We are respectfully requesting that the Court amend this part of the Statement of 



Decision. 



II. 
PASSPORT 



6. There is a concern that Petitioner will leave the Country to avoid payment of the 



sanction. Petitioner has demonstrated that she has no respect for Court orders and her avoiding 



payment is very likely. We respectfully request that Petitioner be ordered to relinquish her 



passport until the amount is paid in full or in the alternative be ordered to notify the Court on a 



regular basis that she is still in San Diego. 



Dated this 9th day of May~ 2018. 
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5962 La Place Court, Ste 165 
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6 Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 
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813297 
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IO NATA CHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
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13 



Petitioner, 



Case No.: DS S 130 
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vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 
14 



DECLARATION OF JULIA KAEMERLE 
REGARDING NOTICE OF EX PARTE 
HEARING 



Respondent 
15 



16 



17 



18 



1. I, Julia Kaemerle, hereby state that I am an attorney, duly licensed to practice 



law in the State of California, and a member in good standing of the State Bar of California. I 



19 
wn the attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, in this matter. 



20 



21 
2. On May 8, 2018 at 4:15pm and 7:07pmt I personally gave notice to Petitioner's 



22 
Counsel Neill Marangi via email and Counsel and Petitioner respectively, of my intention to 



23 
appear Ex Parte on May 10, 2018 at 8:30am in Dept 17. 



24 3. Petitioner was notified as Mr. Marangi infonned me that he would not be 



25 attending the hearing due to a conflict and he has also filed a Notice of limited scope 



26 representation. The Court has given me permission to serve Petitioner via email and has stated 



27 that it will be considered proper service. I did email her notice at 7:07pm on May 8, 2018 (with 



28 Mr. Marangi copied on the email) and wrote "Return Receipt Requested" as ordered by the 
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18 



Court. 



4. The purpose of the Ex Parte is to request that the Court amend the statement of 



decision as the amount of spousal support that is used to calculate the amount off-set from the 



sanction awarded to Respondent in nol correct ($28,500 was the total listed). The Cou1t used 



$1,500 as the support amount; however, support had been reduced in 2016 to $500 and we 



believe further that it was then tem1inated and will be requesting minutes from the business 



office to confirm. We also are requesting Petitioner relinquish her passport. 



1 declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



true and correct. Executed this 9th day of May, 2018. 



Julia aemerle 
/\ ttorney for Respondent 
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in determining whether an error was made in the superior court proceedings. 
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(3) IT] A settled statement under rule 8.137. (You must check (a), (b), or (c) below.) 



(a) W The oral proceedings in the superior court were not reported by a court reporter. 



(b) D The oral proceedings in the superior court were reported by a court reporter, but the appellant has an order 
waiving his or her court fees and is unable to pay for a reporter's transcript. 



(c) D I am requesting to use a settled statement for reasons other than those listed in (a) or (b). (You must attach the 
motion required under rule 8.137(b) to this form.) 



3. RECORD OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING TO BE TRANSMITTED TO THE REVIEWING COURT 
D I request that the clerk transmit to the reviewing court under rule 8.123 the record of the following administrative proceeding 



that was admitted into evidence, refused, or lodged in the superior court (give the title and date or dates of the administrative 
proceeding): 



Title of Administrative Proceeding Date or Dates 



4. NOTICE DESIGNATING CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT 
(You must complete this section if you checked item 1 a above indicating that you elect to use a clerk's transcript as the record of 
the documents filed in the superior court.) 



a. Required documents. The clerk will automatically include the following items in the clerk's transcript, but you must provide the 
date each document was filed, or if that is not available, the date the document was signed . 



.__ _________ D_o_c_um_e_n_t _T_it_le_a_n_d_D_e_s_c_r __ ip_ti_o_n ________ __,I .... I __ D_a_t_e_o_f _Fl_li_ng-'--_ __, 



(1) Notice of appeal 



(2) Notice designating record on appeal (this document) 



(3) Judgment or order appealed from 



(4) Notice of entry of judgment (if any) 



(5) Notice of intention to move for new trial or motion to vacate the judgment, for judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict, or for reconsideration of an appealed order (if any) 



(6) Ruling on one or more of the items listed in (5) 



(7) Register of actions or docket (if any) 
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APP-003 



CASE NAME: SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 



4. NOTICE DESIGNATING CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT 



b. Additional documents. (If you want any documents from the superior court proceeding in addition to the items listed in 4a. 
above to be included in the clerk's transcript, you must identify those documents here.) 



D I request that the clerk include the following documents from the superior court proceeding in the transcript. (You must 
identify each document you want included by its title and provide the date it was filed or, if that is not available, the date 
the document was signed.) 



..._ _________ D_o_c_um_e_n_t _T_it_le_a_n_d_D_e_s_c_r_ip_ti_o_n ________ ___.l l.._ __ o_a_te_o_f F_i_lin_g __ .... 



(8) 



(9) 



(10) 



(11) 



(12) 



CJ Additional documents are listed on Attachment 4b beginning with number (13). 



c. Exhibits to be included in clerk's transcript 



CJ I request that the clerk include in the transcript the following exhibits that were admitted in evidence, refused, or lodged in 
the superior court (for each exhibit, give the exhibit number, such as Plaintiff's #1 or Defendant's A, and a brief description 
of the exhibit. Indicate whether or not the court admitted the exhibit into evidence): 



Exhibit Number 11 Description ! I Admitted (Yes/No) I 



(1) 



(2) 



(3) 



(4) 



(5) 



D Additional exhibits are listed on Attachment 4c beginning with number (6). 



5. NOTICE DESIGNATING REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 



You must complete both a and bin this section if you checked item 2b{1) above indicating that you elect to use a reporter's 
transcript as the record of the oral proceedings in the superior court. Please remember that you must pay for the cost of preparing 
the reporter's transcript. 



a. I request that the reporters provide (check one): 



(1) CJ My copy of the reporter's transcript in electronic format. 



(2) D My copy of the reporter's transcript in paper format. 



(3) c:J My copy of the reporter's transcript in electronic format and a second copy in paper format. 



(Code Civ. Proc.,§ 271.) 
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CASE NAME: SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 



' I 
'~ .. ,~i' .. - ·. .. ---



' ...:. -;"'" .I") ,- 'J-. 
I_ • ; -:) I _., '._ 



5. b. Proceedings 
I request that the following proceedings in the superior court be included in the reporter's transcript. (You must identify each 
proceeding you want included by its date, the department in which it took place, a description of the proceedings-for example, 
the examination of jurors, motions before trial, the taking of testimony, or the giving of jury instructions-and the name of the 
court reporter who recorded the proceedings {if known), and whether a certified transcript of the designated proceeding was 
previously prepared.) 



Date I Department I Full/Partial Dayl Description Reporter's Name I Prev. prepared? 



(1) 



(2) 



(3) 



(4) 



D Additional proceedings are listed on Attachment Sb beginning with number{5). 



6. NOTICE DESIGNATING PROCEEDINGS TO BE INCLUDED IN SETTLED STATEMENT 



□ 



□ 



□ 



□ 



Yes □ No 



Yes □ No 



Yes □ No 



Yes □ No 



(You must complete this section if you checked item 2b(3) above indicating you 6lect to use a settled statement.) I request that 
the following proceedings in the superior court be included in the settled statement. (You must identify each proceeding you 
want included by its date, the department in which It took place, a description of the proceedings-for example, the examination 
of jurors, motions before trial, the taking of testimony, or the giving of jury instruc.ions- and, if applicable, the name of the court 
reporter who recorded the proceedings {if known], and whether a certified transcript of the designated proceeding was 
previously prepared.) 



Date ! Department I Full/Partial Day I 
(1)1-16-18 SB-17 Unknown 



(2)3-12-18 SB-17 Partial 



(3)3-29-19 SB-17 Partial 



(4) 



Description Reporter's Name 



Scheduling Sanctions Motn. And N/A No Rptr. Present 
Required Filings 



Tentative+ Respondent's NIA No Rptr. Present 
Testimony 



Petitioner's Testimony NIA No Rptr. Present 



c=J Additional proceedings are listed on Attachment 6 beginning with number (5). 



I Prev. prepared? 



O Yes [8] No 



□ Yes [8] No 



□ Yes @ No 



□ Yes O No 



7. a. The proceedings designated in 5b or 6 IT] include CJ do not include all of the testimony in the superior court. 



b. If the designated proceedings DO NOT include all of the testimony, state the points that you intend to raise on appeal (rule 
8.130(a)(2) provides that your appeal will be limited to these points unless, on motion, the reviewing court permits otherwise). 



Points are set forth: c=J Below C=1 On Attachment 7. 



Date: 7-1s-1a 



Dennis Temko 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 



...... _ 
\ , ___ 
i -----_..,,...-,,/ 



--(S1Gni\TIJRE1'FAPPELl.ANT OR ATTORNEY) 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
sTREEr ADDREss: -S-cD ~rJ A..,"-
MAIL1No AooREss; $CD '3r~ Av~ 



CITY AND ZIP COOE: ~ """' \.k. \) -~~~( CA '( ,q t D 
BRANCH NAME; ~ \.. "t::4..,(\ 



PET1T10NERJPLA1NT1FF: N (t-tu., ~e. /{/\e.,,.,eZ.e.> 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT~ A A r\. ., \ 
l \""- IVl l. \,,0/\. ,!, 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 



F I L E D 
Clerk ol th, Suptrior Court 



JUL 2 3 2018 



By: A. SANTIAGO, Deputy 



CASE NUMBER: 



DSS'l03u 
(Do not use this Proof of Service to show service of a Summons and Complaint.) 



1. I am over 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing 
took place. 



2. My residence or business addr~s~ is: 
j2.bJ,C, \~:11,,l ~h~ DJ(, s+e. 2CD 



b..1./1 Pr~ C, FA cr-z..) ~ u 
3. On (date)'.-jv\~ Z'3 LO; e) I mailed from (city and state): 



the following documents (specify): 



~e:A ke )e;,?) c ,CJ<\ ~~ -:i -\ 1.-.e, Q.e LO(~ 



D The documents are listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service by First-Class Mail-Civil (Documents Served) 
(form POS-030(O)). 



4. I served the documents by enclosing them in an envelope and (check one): 
a. ~ depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 



POS-030 



b. D placing the envelope for collection and mailing following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this 
business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that correspondence is 
placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in 
a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 



5. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follow1\ . 



a. Name of person served: 0 u\,o,... 5z.c~~rM,e l 
b. Address of p,son served: . . 



S2.7 -~c·\ t~~u.~ 51voi S\e ibO 
<2.l\L\\\.\°'-.5 10,4 C-j ·1-C 2..'°i 



D The name and address of each person to whom I mailed the documents is listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service 
by First-Class Mail-Civil (Persons Served) (POS-030(P)). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true -c!n.Q ~orrect 



Date: ~ \'i -t_ 3, :lo 1Y \ 



De:('\O\ )::fet\/\. v; ~ ~►-r=~~--___:;::z::::::::::::::;;;;.:~--
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM) 



Fom, Approved fol" Optional Use 
Judicial Council of cauromia 
POS-030 [New January 1, 2005] 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
(Proof of Service} 
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~,.,, lol th, ~pttlor :wt D 0 CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 220 W. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
0 NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



RESPONDENT JUL 2 6 2018 
TIM MCDANIEL, 



APPELLANT By: C. Delos SantoR n.nutu , 
SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER 



0S51030 
NOTICE OF FILING 



COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER 



A D Abandonment of Appeal D Notice of Appeal C8J Notice of Cross-Appeal D Amended Notice of Appeal from the 



4/30/18 order 



was filed in this office on 07 /18/18 by: Tim McDaniel 



Clerk of the Superior Court 



Date: 7 /26/18 by ___ O__,;. lY...,...·\(+-.J ...... 11 ....,.q_.._h __ · -' ..... .r· ____ , Deputy 
C. Delos--Santos 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am not a party to the above-entitled cause, that I placed a copy of this form in a sealed envelope addressed 
to the parties shown with postage prepaid, and deposited it in the United States mail at C8J San Diego D Vista, California. 



Date: 7 /26/18 



To: 



Dennis Temko, Esq. 
LAW OFFICE OF DENNIS TEMKO 
12636 High Bluff Drive, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 



sosc APL-022 CIV (Rev 11/16) 



Clerk of the Superior Court 



('\/, J,, 
by ____ L-_--_' _··-1_:1_:_•."-_,.-_-____ _, Deputy 



C. Delos Santos 



Julia Kaemerle, Esq. 256783 
THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA 
KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court, Ste. 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



NOTICE OF.FILING 



0S51030 
APPLD22C::IV 
Notice of i:11ing 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Nam&. Srate Bar .,11mb&r, and addre:ssJ: 



Dennis Temko 
Law Office of Dennis Temko 
12636 High Bluff Dr., Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 



TELEPHONE N0.:858-27 4-3538 FAX 110. (Optional}: 



E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optiom,vDennis. Temko@yahoo.com 
ATTORNEY FoR (N.111i.J:N atache Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
sTREET A□□Ress:5OO 3rd Ave. 



POS-030 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



288498 



JUL 2 6 2018 



MAILING A□oRess:5OO 3rd Ave. 
c1TYANoz1Pcooe:Chula Vista, CA 91910 



By: c. Delos Santos, Deputy 



sAANcH NAMe:South Countv .. 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: 



Tim McDaniel 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
CASE NUMBER: 



OS51030 



(Do not use this Proof of Service to show service of a Summons and Complaint.) 



1. I am over 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing 
took place. 



2. 
1
M'.i residence or_ business address is: 
2636 High Bluff Dr. Suite 200 



San Diego, CA 92130 



3. On (dafe):7-26-2018 I mailed rrom (city and state):San Diego, CA 



.!.iik9i'~i,in~~Pcium~?J~£i~3W~&>rd on Appeal 



OS51030 
POS010 
Proof of Service 
84541' 



111111111111111111111111111111111111111 



D The documents are listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service by First-Class Mail-Civil (Documents Served) 
(form POS-030(0)). 



4. I served the documents by enclosing them in an envelope and (check one): 
a. W depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 
b. D placing the envelope for collection and mailing following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this 



business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that correspondence is 
placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in 



a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 



5. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follows: 



a. Name of person served:Julia Kaemerle 
b. Address of person served: 



.5962 La Place Ct Ste 165, Carlsbad, CA 92008-8838 



D The name and address of each person to whom I mailed the documents is listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service 
by First-Class Mail-Civil (Persons Served) (POS-030(P}). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



Date: 7-26-2018 



Dennis Temko ► {TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM) 



Form Approved lor OplioNI Use 
J1.1ctc111 Co1.1ncd or Calilor"la 
POS-OJ0 [New Jar.1.:ary 1, 2005] 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
(Proof of Service) 
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Doct.1Sign Envelope ID: 4E634095-9O4E-4690-8AF1-887987CDBA5F 



TO BE FILED IN THE SUPERIOR COURT APP-005 
A TTORNE T OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY.· STATE 8AR NO : 2 5 6 7 8 J 
NAME· Julia Kaemerle 
FIRMN/IMI;; Law Office of Matthew & Julia Kaemerle 
sTREer A0011.ess. 5 9 62 La Place Ct Ste 165 F, ' L E D c1TY: Car ls bad STATE.CA ZIP COOE: 9 2 Q Q 8 
TELEPHONE NO,: ( 7 60) 931-1981 F"1CNO.: CIHk or lht Suptrlor Cnrt 



E-MAIL AOORESS; ·• 



AlTORNEYFORjnam•) Tim McDaniel AUG 21 2018 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
STREET ADDRESS; 500 3rd Ave 



By: N. ZUAZO, Deputy MAIi.iNG ADDRESS: 5 Q Q 3rd Ave 
CITY ANO ZIP COOE. s an Diego, CA 91910 



t1RANCHNAME: South County Division 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER; Na tache Goncalves Menezes COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER. 



DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT· Tim McDaniel 00744 'H 
SUPERIOR COURT CAS! NUMBER 



ABANDONMENT OF APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 
M Sl 01n 



The undersigned appellant hereby abandons the appeal filed on (date): Jul Y 18, 2018 in the above-entitled action. 



BY ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE 



Oa~:August 20, 2018 



Julia Kaemerle ► 
1¼:11:::~. 
Ls50,c,aaw,1e 



('NPE OR PRINT HMIEJ (SIGNATUR! OF APPELL.ANT OR l'lTORNEYl 



NOTE: File this form in the superior court If the record has not yet been filed in the Court of Appeal. If the 
record has already been filed In the Court of Appeal, you cannot use this form; you must file a request for 
dismissal in the Court of Appeal. You can use form APP-007 to file a request for dismissal In the Court of 
Appeal. A copy of this form must also be served on the other party or parties to this appeal, and proof of 
service filed with this form. You may use an applicable Judicial Council form (such as APP-009 or APP-009E) 
for the proof of service. When this document has been completed and a copy ser,ed, the original may then be 
filed with the court with proof of service. 



l'1gc 1 ol \ 



Form Aoorovea ro, OP1icna1 Uu 
JUC,cial COUt\"' 01 C.1,lo,ni1 
Af'p.005 !Rh Janua,y I, 20111 



ABANDONMENT OF APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 
(Appellate) 
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Exhibit 1 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



E 



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



DEPARTMENT 17 BEFORE HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ, JUDGE 



S NATACHE C. MENEZES, 



9 PETITIONER, 



:.o -AND-



11 TIM MC DANIEL, 



12 RESPONDENT. 



) 
) 
) 
) 
) CASE NO. DS51.J30 
) 
) 
) 
) ___________ ) 



13 



, ,. 
.... ': 



15 



: 6 



2. 7 



l8 



REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 



JANUARY 22, 2014 



:.s APPEARANCES: 



- 1 L. ..J 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



FOP. THE PETITIONER: 



FOP THE P ESPONDENT: 



NEILL M. MARANGI, 
ATTORNEY AT LA\V 
259 THIRD AVE:\UE. SUITE R 
CHULA VISTA., CA 919 L.1 



THE EDMU!\J[")S LLl.\V FlRf\1 
e. y · 1 u u A s ~ Ar R ... , N 1 h:· . 
ATTOHI\JEY .t\T LA\V 



HI LARY A. CAR LUC C 1, CSR NO. 8 16 0 
COURT-APPROVED REPORTER PRO TEMPORE 
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16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



8 



In his reply declaration, husband also says he has lived 



in Brazil with wife from February 18, 2004. At the same time, 



husband tells us in his reply declaration that the family called Araujo, 



they've been occupying that Brazilian house rent free since December 



of 2008, when husband declares that he asked them to move in and 



watch the place. So if husband really did live in the Brazilian 



property, likes he declares, why would he need a family to move in 



and watch the place? 



With his declaration, I oelieve husband admits that the 



Araujos have lived in the Brazilian house continuously since at least 



2008, consistent with wife's declaration that her best friend and the 



best friend's family occupy that house. 



Let's go back to husband's statement that he and wife 



have lived in Brazil since 2004. He declared that. If that were true, 



how could wife have filed this divorce action here in California? How 



could wife have met the residency requirement? 



Now, the reason that wife qualified to file for divorce 



here in San Diego County is the parties lived here. The parties 



bought a home here. The parties' San Diego home was listed on 



wife's petition. That's how she qualified. The parties lived together 



at 5332 Angler Place, San Diego, 92154, and that's the address that 



husband gave to his employer. 



Attached to wife's income and expense declaration is a 



W-2 for husband. And on husband's own 2012 W-2, his residential 



address is listed as 5332 Angler Place, San Diego, California, 92154. 



There's no Brazilian address listed there. Husband's name is not on 



the deed to the Brazilian property. 



Now, I don't claim to know anything about Brazilian law, 
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My client is in -- he has good contact with the people 



that are residing there. He says that he feels that if he was able to 



stay at the house, they would gladly let him stay there. Petitioner's 



mother is not, in fact, living there, and he has a wonderful 



relationship with Petitioner's daughter to the point where he has been 



supporting her college education, even though it's not his biological 



child. 



I don't believe there would be any sort of volatile 



situation. At the most, my client is home six weeks out of the year, 



so this is not that he would be, you know, staying there permanently. 



This would be a place where he could go. 



Now, both of these properties were purchased with his 



money. The property that Counsel mentions in San Diego, they lived 



there because he was working in Tijuana. He had a contract in 



Tijuana, so the San Diego property was convenient for them. That 



was in between 2009 and 2012. This property has been sold, so he 



has no access to any other residence other than the two properties in 



Brazil. 



He is just asking that the Court make an interim order 



until we can get through this case, so that if in the chance that he -



because there have been time periods where he's had five, six 



months where it's taken him to renew a contract. If in case that 



happens -- because as of right now, he is saying there are no new 



contracts available until 2015, some possibly in Kabul. If in the off 



chance that he needs extra time, he has somewhere to go. 



Now, whether the Court feels that the apartment is 



better, he's willing to comply with the Court on that. If th~ Court 



feels that the house would be appropriate, my client is certainly 
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1 flexible with that and has a good relationship with the people that are 



2 currently residing there. 



3 So I think in the interest of having some kind of 



4 temporary orders in place, so that, you know -- and opposing --



5 Petitioner lives in San Diego, so it's not going to be them around each 



6 other in the case that he was granted access to either of these 



7 locations. 



8 I think that it's just in the interest of fairness, as he has 



9 a very strong and compelling argument that both of these properties 



10 are separate properties, and unfortunately, due to the way Brazilian 



11 property law is, he just had to structure the purchasing of these 



12 homes in accordance with Brazilian law, which caused him not to be 



13 on the deed.. 
.... -· 



14 So my client just requests that the Court enter an 



15 interim order, so that in the case that in four to seven weeks his 



16 contract is up and he is not offered another one, he is able to go 



17 somewhere where his possessions are and have a place that he can 



18 be home now. 



19 THE COURT: Okay. Let me ask you a few questions. 



20 Number one: The precise RFO is very narrow. We have 



21 been talking about it in more general terms of the properties of the 



22 parties, including the apartment, including the house here in 



23 San Diego, but that's actually not really before the Court. The only 



24 issue is the house In Brazil. 



25 So with regards to the house, tt1e tt1restrnld issue is, 



26 again, whether it's a trial issue, and I still trnven't t1eard sufficient 



27 basis to convince me that it's not a trial issue. So if it is a trial issue, 



28 then it's only a question of whether there would be some kind of 
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credits or offsets as a result. 



So if that's the case, then the threshold question has not 



been satisfied to go even further, so that it would be -- there will be 



no ruling on exclusive use of the house in Brazil because it will be 



addressed at trial. 



But as a matter of equity, looking at the relative total 



picture of the marriage, there appear to be three properties that the 



couple own: The house in Brazil, the apartment in Brazil, and a 



house in San Diego. 



And in terms of what husband's situation would be, it's 



very speculative at this point. Number one, because he says he may 



be in Afghanistan four to seven more weeks, but it may renew, in 



which case it would probably be another year. So that's a big 



uncertainty. 



Number two, even assuming it did not renew, where 



would he work after that? Would it be Tijuana? Would it be Central 



America? Somewhere else on the globe? Who knows? So that's a 



lot of speculation in terms of would he need a place to reside while 



he's looking for other employment? So that's a big second question. 



But even assuming arguendo there was no other job and 



he just needs a place -- a roof over his head, by denying exclusive 



use, there would be a number of options, apparently. 



Number one would be the house in Brazil. He would 



have to contend with the law in BraLil wtwttier, because he's married, 



he would be able to enter the house given the fact tt,at wife is on the 



deed. And from what Mr. Marangi has indicated, I'm not familiar with 



Brazilian law to be even able to comment, but that may be a big 



question under Brazilian law, whether he would have access or not 
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Q~Outlook [i_pe here to sea"«ti]~re Maibox "'CPI Privac.y ~ Ll Optcns O Sgn out 



l 1 ~ ,, ; [' • I ' • I '• ! !-:l I "' i ! · 0 11 • • □ I 
L~ :,· · .. My House 
\ i;j--: .--------:!: Tim McDaniel [timmcdaniel00@hotmail.com] 



I Sent: Thursday, Aprt 17, 2014 15:39 



. .J Caixa de l:ntrada (224) 



.. _j !tens Envedos 



~;i ltens Exd.Ji:ios 



. e Uxo Betr6nlco (9) 



... _lj RasaJnhos [19) 



Cid< to view all fow:lers ~ 



J DI\ORCIO 



~ Ocx:s 



[ill Manage Fok:1ers .•• 



To: Natache. [natachelO@rotrratcom) 



Natache, 



You have not been telng the truth to friends and f armv. I have answered questions about everything, 
from you onty receivng $500 a n-onth from rre, you havng to pay off debt from the San Diego house, to 
how rruch rroney a rronth do you get from rre, ard wtiy you haven't sent rroney for Ndcy's school or 
expenses. I thnk the worst of all is teling Ndy, your own daughter, that she betrayed you by takng tn 
n-e. The Question everybody and I rrean everyoody, rx:ilding Nidc:y, why is Nicky stiil ii &-az~? Why 
Natache? Does she iiterfere wth your social rte? 



You conntted perjury n Braza Farri¥ court. Jorge Santana Francelino has lived wth his rrother Maria 



since 2008 at Rua carbs Eduardo Nunes, nurrero 63, Jardm Rcc;a de Franc, Guaruhos, Sao Pauk:>- SP. 



CEP: 07081-230 / Ph# 55 1124513698, but you mew this didn't you? 



I amstayi1g in mt house i1 Guan.Jja wi:h Noey, Marcello, Be, Zeus and Cindy. I carre to Brazij a~er I 
corrpleted mt work n Afghanistan. I will stay here until we rreet in rourt on May 7 when the court wil 
officially decide on the property. lhey de not tell you because of beng led to by you, along wi.h Y°'-X 
explosive te"l)er and what you rright do. Ths s between you and n-e, not them Bia and t-"arc:elb are 
c:elet>rating Cndy. Do the rght thi'lg and leave them out of this and do not destroy ther happinesS by 



your sefishneSS, 



Tm 



...... 
-- . - -------------------Connected tD MicroSDft Exchange 
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BISCHOFF A TTORNE\'S 



An& CCKt• Avenue .C84-su1tc 721 
CI-.P 110(>()-002 UNlOS 



Sl'-Runl 



Telephone: 00.55.13 32114.1479 
r.rn ■ il ehi\Choff@uol.CMl.br 



Hisn-Jer Honor The Judge ofone of Civil Courts of the District of Guaruja / SP. 



TIM McDANIEL, American, married. cun·ently 
unemployed, resident and domiciled at 6538 Collins Avenue, 455, Miami Beach, 
Florida, 33 I 41, United States, to be found temporarily at Rua Iracema. 42, Praia da 
Enseada, Guaruja/SP, CEP 11443-400; 722 in Santos / SP, respectfully appears 
before Your Honor through his lawyer, Eva Ingrid Reichel Bischoff, entered in the 
Order of Brazilian La\vyers/Sao Paulo [OAB I SP] under No. 8796:!, with oflices at 
Avenida Ana Costa, 484 - suite 722, Santos/SP for you to pass judgment in this 
action, regarding 



LISTING OF ASSETS. 
baud on Articles 798 and 8.Uff, of the Code o/Ci1·il Procedure 



CIC 
APPL/CA TJON FOR AN UOVNCTJON 



against Nutal'lrt' Cri~lhrne Gonralves Mt'ne~es, Hralilisn, man-it'd, holtkr of 
General Registry [l<G] lcknti!y Cnrd n°30.045.201-9-SSP-'SI', ~nh:rt"J in the Rc-gister 
of IndividuaJs/Ministry of Finance I CPF I t-.·tF] u11dc-1 n. I,) 2 l No47Y2S-l-l, cum:11tly 
residing and domicilc-d at JLJ09 A lltt I.m11H Dr., lh111itu, CA, 9 l 90~- I 005, USA, on 
the grounds given : 
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ANh Ct.>STA A vu;:-.n. r. 4R4•Svil'l. 722 
CEP l I OM-002 SM'TO:i 
SP-BRAZll. 



BISCHOFF A TT'ORNEYS 



1. Application for injunction 



TI.l.EPHOh.1-:: 00.5S .13 3284.1479 
EMAIL: UIISCHe>Fr!ptlOL.C:OM.BR 



On the basis of Article 798 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, he asks Your Honor to grant an injunction to freez.t! the assets acqwred 
during the common law partnership, and subsequent marriage contracted b~tween 
the parties, denying them disposal un4er any title. 



This is because, as detailed below, there are grounds for 
concern that the def enda.'1t might secretly sell real estate belonging jointly to the 
couple. 



2. Applications and the reason for them 



The application is for an inventory to prevent disposal of 
the assets until the U.S. courts finali7.e the judicial division of the assets in divorce 
proceedings pending before the L.S. and Brazilian courts, and decide on action to 
rectify deeds and registrations to be filed within the statmory period. 



The application is based on the well founded fear of 



dissipation of the assets for which an inventory is hereby required, and which had 



been recorded soleJy in the defendant's name. 



3, Facts 



The parties have been married to each other since 0Q 
October 2004 - the rna1Tiage being celebrated in Las Vegas, Nevada, L1S:\ according 



to the attached ccnificatc and the certified translation thereof . . 
Before the marriage, however, the parties had lived 



together in a common law manfage, for over a year. 
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ANA Cosr 11. A VENl.."F- 484-s:IJTTk 7:U 
CEP l I 060-002 SA."J"l'OS 
SP-Bu211. 



BISCHOFF A ITORNEYS 



TU..EM'V>,..,,: oo.s~.1131g•· 1479 
EM/\Il.: EDl!C'l<OFf@LtfJt..COM~ 



Tl happens lhat in ~tember, 2005, i.e. during the 
marriage - the defendant acquired the property located at Rua Albeno Bianchi 
Quatrini, 288, Garden Praiano, Guaruja / SP, declaring herself single before the 
notary responsible for drafting the deed - copy attached. 



The plaintiff fears, because of this, that the defendant 
wiJI secretly sell the joint property of the couple. 



It should be sb·cssed that the parties are in the process of 
getting divorced in the competent court in the U.S. - Case No. DS 51030 of the 
Superior Court of San Diego, California - in v .. ·hich Lhe ownership of property 
acquired by the couple in Brazil is being discussed. 



According to the attached documents, the defendant 
stated several times before that foreign court that the real estate was ''separate 
property. r, The relevant portion of the translation of a statement issued by The 
Edmunds Law Firm, wh.ich represents the plaintiff, Tim McDaniel, in that divorce 
process is transcribed here: 



"This office. represents J1r. Tim McDanfol in his ongoing divor<:e action filed 
in the Superior Court of the State of California in and for the County of San 



Diego, South County Division. The fiJ/lowing properties arc in dispute in the 
action. in progress: 



J) The property situated at Ave. Abi/io dos Santos Branco, No. 426. apl. 33 



Guaruja, SP, Brazil; and, 
2) The property located at Rua Alberto Biam:hi Qualrini, No. 288, 



Guaruja, SP. Brazil. 



"The plaintiff, Natache C. Gonralves Menezes (hereillcifler simply r~ferred 
to as the JJlainrim, has said several time.~. verhallv and in writing, that the 
above properties are her separate propertp [ our underlining). 



.._ 



..) 
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8JSCIJOff ATI'ORNEYS 



A:-V. CciSTA A Vl·M.l'E 4t!4•Sl.Tlc 722 
CFJ' I J 060-002 SASTOS 



1l-.1J.;PJ-!Ol>"E: 00,Sj.13 3284.147~ 
tMAIL: P.RISC.riOfl·li:_~tJOL.COM.BJI. 



SP-BRAZll. 



Please note the follnwing documents that were presented and filed by the plaintiff 
(in the divorce proceedings) to prove his claim, and which are attached and 
incorporated as Exhibits "A" to "C:" 



A) Lisr o_f Assets and Liabilities, dated .June 11, 2012; 
B) Statement by Natache C. Gnnfa/ves J,.,fenezes. filed on January 8, 
2014 and; 
C) Response by plaintiff (Natache) to the Defendant's Questions (TIMj. 
dated April 14, 2014." 



These exhibits, "A," ''B" and ''C" resulted in the following: 



a) Exhibit A, a table showing assets consisting of the following properties. 
marked with 11P," indicating 1hat the asset would be the separate property of lhe 
plaintiff (in the divorce action): 



"Avenida A lherto Quatrini Bianchi, 288. Jd. Praiano Guarujd. SP 
Brazil,· 
Avenida Ahilio Dos Sanfos Branco, 426.. AP 33 JD Praiano Guan4ci 
SP Brazil, " 



b) Document B, second paragraph: 



" .... The prnperry is aclually my separate property. It ij· regi\·tereJ in my 
name only. I present, atfachr.d l,e.reto, the translated Jo,~ument indicating 
that I alone acquired tlte property in June 2006. "(our cmph:tsis] 



c) Document C, second page, Item 11: 



"JI. The residences /ocared at 'A\'enida Alberto Qzwtrini Bimu:hi, 2.S8 · and 
·Avenida Abilio dos Samos Branco, 426, 'in Bm::il, ,m.• n~v .\'t.1wraw propcrcy. 



I acquired the property in 'Avenidu Abilio' bejcJre the marriage. 1 acquired the 
property in 'Avenida Alberw' in my name only."[Our emphasis] 
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ANA COSTA A \'Dl\JE 484•SUllc 722 
Cf;P l 106(1-0()'.! SANTO~ 



SJ'-BRA7JJ. 



BISCHOFF ATTORNEYS 



lll.EPHO:,.1T°\.: 00.SS. I 3 321l4.109 
l:.MAn., r-JUSl:HOFf@llOL.COM...DA 



It should be noted, Your Honor, that in June 2006 tbe 
ddeodant was already married to the plaintiff, but falsely claimed to be single 
when the corresponding document was prepared! 



In additio~ in Februarv 2004 the parties had been livin& 
together under common law and the property located at Avenida Alberto had been 
purchased with funds from the sale of separate property of the plaintiff, located in 
Australia - howe\'er, the defend3Jlt omitted thal she was cohabiting W1d now states that 
she acquired the property "hr herself." 



The question of the fW1ds connected with the real estate is 



part of the divorce proceedings, in which the relevant evidence will be produced. lt is 
therefore important to stress in the present document lhat: 



a) the parties are married to each other; 



b) the defendant declared hcrself to be single when purcbasing the Property 
during the marriage ; 



c) There are divorce proceedings pending between the parties themselves in 
which the defendant now c1aims that the goods listed herein arc her exclusb.·t 
property. 



Finally this Court ought to be told that the defendant is 
planning to travel to Brazil in the near future, when she rnHy sell the real estate 
without any intervention or knowledge by the pl:iintiff. 
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ANA COSTA A\'I:Nt.'E-484-st,n,; 722 
Cf.p l 1 06U-002 sM, os 
SP-R.lU.ZJJ 



4. Leg~l Basis 



BISCHOFF A 1TORNEYS 



TF.1.Ef'HONJl: 00 . .55.13 3'ZK4.l479 
f..MAIL: l:.UISCHOFH~'lJOt..COM.l\Jt 



The injunction is therefore necessary. 



The requirements for the inventory . especially those under 
Articles 855, 856 and 857 of the Code of Civil Procedure, have already been 
explained above~ with the following being highlighted: 



a) the parties are married to each other, but the defendant acquires property 
during the marriage while identifying herself as unmarried; 



b) divorce proceedings between the parties~ in which the defendant claims that 
the assets onJy belong to her, are under way; 



c) with free entry into Brazil and appearing as sole owner, and unmarried, the 
defendant may sell the properties without any intervention or knowledge by the 
plaintiff; 



d) as the defendant's husband. the plaintiff has 1he right to half the property -
despi'ce it all having been bought with her ovvn resources. 



The plaintiffs interests are U1erefore proven and the reasons 
for fearing the dissipation of assr:ts made clear. 



Regarding the injunction to prevent the property from 
being d~posed of, the provisions of Article 798 of the CPC. apply for lhe same 
reasons, especially with regard to ''The well-founded fear that one party, K·ithin pre
trial proceedingl·, may ctluse serious harm to the rixhts of the other party that 
may be difficult to repair" 
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BISCIJOFF ATTOilNIYS 



A:"U.. Co.,i A AV0.1.IE 484-SUTTE 722 
Cf:P 11060-002 S>.."10S 



SP•B.RAZll. 



Tl'J.F.PHONF.: 00.55. I 3 32l<•tt•79 
r.MAn..: EBLS<.'HOFF(~UOL.COM..rut 



5. Moin issues 



The mafo issues lie in the divorce action, already 
mentioned, and the imminent action aimed at rectifying the registration of the 
property, in order to rectify the marital status of the defendant. 



6. Fr~ Jusrke 



As sho\\'Tl in the attachments - the originals and the 
translations • the plaintiff was dismissed in ~ .. fal'ch of this vear and has remained 
unemployed up to now. " 



As a result, he asks to be granted the benefits of Free 
Justice as he does not meet the current condilions for bearing legal costs, without 
prejudice to his own maintenance. 



7. Requests 



Based on the foregoing, he requests: 



a) an fNJUNCTION " /NAUD/TA ALTERA PARS," to prevent tbr 
assets described above from being disposed of, 
bearing in mind the possible difficulty in locating the plaintiff, considering her 
mobilily between Brazil and the United States~ which ~ame mobility, 
moreover, facilitates the sale of goods before she is summonsed; 



b) Natache Crisliuuc Gou~ah•es Menezes b~ sun.unoused by 1.£!.!£.!: 
rogatorv, at the address 3909 Aha Loma Dr., Bonita, CA1 9190~-l 005, USA, 
so tl1a1, with reg3.1·d to proceedings, she,rcply lo the preseJ1l claim subject to a 
warning about the effects of default in the eve11t of her not responding; 



c) the overall legality of the application for the inventory of the real estate 
described above, and maiataining the ba.n on disposing thereof until 
completion of the main proceedings. i.e. the divorce and rectification of the 
documents and the respective registration thereof. 
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BISCHOFF ATTORNEYS 



AN.-\ COSTA. A VF..NUE 48~sun E 712 
CQl I l 060.002 SANTOS 
SJ>-BRAZll. 



Tra.h-PHONE: 00.SS.13 321!4.1479 
°EMAll.: l::!!IS<.liOFF(S!UC)L.COM.Blt 



d) the defendant to be sentenced lo pay legal costs and expenses~ these to be 
decided by Your Honor, 



The facts alleged are duly supported by documents that 
accompany the original, without prejudice to any evidence that may be produced 
during proceedings. 



Without prejudice, he requests that Your Honor should, 
under Article 130 of the Code of Civil Procedure, indicate the evidence considered 
necessary to prove the facts alleged above, permitting from the outset the production 
of all evidence admissible in law, especially that specified herein: the personal 
testimony of the defendant, hearing of witnesses, gathering new documents, 
conducting surveys, sending and drafting letters rogatory, without prejudice to any 
other evidence that may become relevant. 



The swn of R$142,000.00 (one hundred and forty-two 
thousand reals) is allocated to the case. 



T em1s under which, 
I request justice, 



Santos, June 5, 2014. 



EV A lNGRID RElCHEL BISCHOFF OAB I SP 87.962 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 



College of Attorney, of Brazil OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
fla ... iooab holmail.com 



THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF THE COURT OF THE CIVIL 



Cl RCUIT WITHIN THE JURISICTION OF THE JUDICIAL 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA. STATE OF SAO PAULO. 



NATA.CHE CRlSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, of Brazman 



nationality, unmarried, of legal age, bearer of General Registration [RG] Card No. 



30.045.201.9, and registered under Personal Tax Identification No. 



218.647.928.17 for Natural. Persons, issued by the Ministry of the Treasury 



{CPF/MF], represented in this act, by and through her public attorney, by her 



mother, Mrs. MARIA INES GONCALVES. of Brazilian nationality, widow. bearer 



of General Registration [RG} Card No. 5.272.631 and Personal Tax Identification 



No. 446.153.618.15, Issued by the Ministry of the Treasury [CPF/MF]. residing 



and legally domiciled on Rua Farias de Lemos, 46-Picanyo-Guarulhos, State of 



Sao Paulo, now comes by and through her attorneys, having duly signed a 



power-of-attorney, attached hereto. and, with all due respect, appears before this 



Honorable Court on the grounds provided under Article 926 and subsequent 



articles, of the Code of Civil Procedure, to file 



A LEGAL ACTION OF RESCISSION OF VERBAL COMMODATIJM 



against MARCELO DA SILVA, of Brazilian nationality, married, 



bearer of General Registration IRG] Card No. 32,563.058, and Personal Tax 



Identification No. 279.196.548.31, Issued by the Ministry of the Treasury 



[CPF/MFJ, and his wife, MARIA ROSEMJR DA SILVA, of Brazilian nationality, a 



storekeeper, bearer of General Registration (RG] Card No. 23.737.019.0, and 



Personal Tax Identification No. 121.488.018.56, issued by the Ministry of the 



Treasury lCPF/MF]; both residing on ,Bua.61,Qerto Quatrini Bianc~i, No. 288, 



Jardim Vitoria; and Jose Eudes dos Santos. or Brazilian nationality, other 



identifying characteristics being unknown, who resides on Rua Arthur Domingos 



Martins, 90. Jardim Fortareza.Guarulhos, State Postal Code 07153-290, for the 



following reasons: 
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Flavio Schoppan 
2 Attorney 



College of Attomeya of Brazil OAB / State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
Fla\lioo&bli1ho1mail.corn 



The pla1nbffs ere woman and owners of e property located on Rua 



Alberto Bianchi Quatrinl, comprised of Lot 18 on Block UD". ,n the subdivision 



called Jardim Vitoria-GuaruJa-State of sao Paulo. 



Through the generosity of the plaintiff and by virtue of her daughter. 



Dominique C Francelino wno Is living with the defendants in order to be able to 



study, because she Is attending the International School, the plalntiff has allowed 



the defendants to live at her residence, so they could watch over her daughter, 



since the plaintiffs mother cares for the minor child and the minor child stays 'With 



the grandmother on the weekends. 



It should be noted that the plaintiff considered herself to be a friend of 



defendants. and for this reason allowed them to live at her residence. 



It so happens that about one week ago the defendants informed the 



plaintiff that they were going to vacate the property and that they were no longer 



interested In remaining on the property. 



• So the mother of the plaintiff went to the property to find the daughter 



of the plaintiff, since the defendants were going to vacate the property. 



It came as a complete shock to the plaintiffs mother, when she went 



to find the minor child, that the defendant called her on her cell phone and 



threatened her by saying u,at if she went to the property, they would kill her. 



these events constituting the grounds th~t led the mother to file Complaint No. 



5575/2014 (copy attached hereto). 



This then prompted the plaintiff to contact the defendants again, but 



she was shocked again when the latter informed her that they wtre no longer 



going to vacate the property and that the pla1nt1ff would have to as5ert her rights. 
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Flavia Sc::hoppan 
Attorney 



College of Attorn•v• of Brazil OAB / State of Sio Paulo 250.425 
Fla..,looa cl.holmoil.cum 



In this sense. the jurisprudence of our Courts seeks to impose peace. 



By way of illustratlOl'I, we cite: 



Case Law 11116 



Entry; UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION BY 
COMMODATUM 



characterized by NOTIFICATION 



Judge writing the opinion Joao Jose Schaefer 



Court of Justice/Santa Catarina [T J/SC] 



Commodatum Characterized by unlawful 



dispossession. Action f Of repossession of property • 



Defendant served notice by the 0~ of Deeds and 



Instruments that the commodal\Jm on the property. 



in effect for an indefinite term. and the bailee not 



vacating the property in question within the term 



specified in the notice, wlll be charactenzed as 



unlawful dispossession of property, which authorizes 



the bailor to assert her rights to bring a legal action 



for repossession of property and curta~ment of non



existent defense if the facts proven do not resp0nd to 



the retolution of the issue. Judgment upheld. 



{Supreme Court of Justice/SC - Civil Appeal No. 



37,655 - Municipality of Seara • Unanimous • 4th 



Civil Chamber - Judge writing the opinion, Joao 



Schaefer • appellant Juvenal Rodrigues Bastos • 



Appellee Centrais Eletncas do Sul do Brasil S/A -



VEletrosul .. Attorneys: Celio Roberto Streck, Alacir 



Borges Schmidt and others - Source: OJSC, 



12/03191. p. 08). 



Case Law 14915 



Entry: REPOSSSESION OF PROPER1Y -



PROPERTY ceded by way of COtv1MOOA TUM· 



NOTIF"ICATION of RESCISSION OF CONTRACT 



• Refusal - UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION -



Characterizatiort 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 4 



College of Attorneys of Brun OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.,2& 
Fla\·looab(a.hotmail.com 



NOTIFICATION of RESCISSION of CONTRACT -



Reh.lsal • UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION • 



Cha racterizat1on. 



Judge writing the opinion: lrlan Arco-Verde 



court: Court of Appeals/State of Paran~ 



The property having been ceded to the defendants by way of 



commodatum, their refusal to restore it, upon rescission of lhe contract, is 



characterized as unlawful dispossession. especially since the defendants were 



duly notified of such circumstances. It ls clarified, moreover, that proof of a 



retainer should be admissible on ttie basis ot witness depositions, given that the 



contract was concluded both ln writing and verbally. A.ppeal upheld. 



Court of Appeals-Parana, Civil Appeal No. 



0052819-2 - Judicial District of Antonina -



Legal Cause 3781 - Unanimous. - 2nd Civil 



Chamber - Judge Writing the opinion, lrlan 



Arco-Verde - Appellants: Marci Lopes da Sil11a 



and Neusa de Almeida Silva, Attorneys; 



Narelvi Carlos Malucelli - Appellees: Edevaldo 



Maestre and Gladineia Roberto Maestri -



Attorneys: Tadeu Coelho Rocha Campos -



Legal License No. 09.09.92 - Source: DJ -



ParaM, 10/30/92, p. 11). 



Case Law 11628 



Entry: LEGAL ACTION FOR POSSESSION • 



COMMO0A.TUM - verbal notification of 



lentency - Failure to respond - UNLAWFUL 



DISPOSSESSION - Contiguratton - LOSSES 



AND DAMAGES - INDEMNIFICATION -



Payment of rent. Juclge writing the opinion: 



Lui.I Cezar de Oliveira Court: Court of 



AppealSIState of Parana 
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Flavia Schoppan 
Attorney 5 



College of Attornoys of Brull OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
Fla,·iooab@!hounaJ I. com 



Failure to respond to the service of process of 



the complaint regarding the commodatum, as 



verbally agreed upon, for possession of the 



real property, or any part thereof, i5 



characterized as unlawful dispossessbn, 



rendering the bailee subject to the obligation 



lo indemnify the bailor, pursuant to Articles 



501 and 1252 of the Clvil Code, upon 



payment of rent for unjust oo:.upancy, as of 



the date on which the dispossession took 



place. (Court of Appeals-State of Parani -



Civil Appeal No. 0041943-6 - Judicial District 



of Curitiba - Legal Action 2972 - Unanimous. • 



1st Civil Chamber - Judge writing the appeal 



Luiz Cezar de Oliveira - Decision handed 



down on 11.26.91 - Source: DJPR, 2/21/92, 



p. 39). 



In his capacity as owner and possessor of the property. the Plaintiff 



seeks to recover possession thereof. due to the failure to respond to the 



notif1cat1on to vacate the property. 



The defendants have always lived on the property free of charges: all 



taxes and fees ere paid by the plaintiff, as well as the gas and electric utility bills 



for the property. Therefore, the existence of a commodatum is self-evident. 



g,ven that the def end ant even failed to offer a response to the notification. The 



defendant limited themselves only to stating their refusal to the property. 



5. In light of the foregoing, the Plaintiff was compelled to seel< redress 



of her Injuries through the courts. 



PLEADlNGS 



Based on the foregoing, the undersigned pleads as follows: 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 



College of Attorne s of BrazJI OAB / State of S!o Paulo 250.425 
flu vioonbr,i: hotmll.i I com 



6 



Thal a preliminary rescission be granted of the verbal 



commodatum, restoring possession of the property to the plaintiff, under the 



terms of the Article 928 of the Code of Clvil Procedure. 



Summons of the defendants - so that they will appear before the 



Court to offer their response to the present legal action, within the statuto,y 



period required by law, under penalty of being held in contempt of court; 



The reconstruction of the rent due and payable by the bailee. as of 



the end or the period of notification, under the provisions of Article 1252 of the 



Civil Code; 



Declaring the production of evidence to be admissible by law, but 



objecting, in advance, to the personal testimony of the defendants. under 



penalty of their acknowledgment of fault. 



Finally, that this legal action be declared to be in accordance with 



law, so that the plaintiff may be permanently reinstated in the possession of her 



property. v.lith defendants sentenced to bear artomey's tees and court costs. 



The undersigned demand ttie benefits accorded by Law 1060/50. 



since the plaintiH does not have the resources to bear the procedural costs and 



expenses, 



which amount in this case to RS 10,000.00 {ten thousand) Brazilian 



reais. 



The foregoing having been submitted with all Clue respect, we beg this 



Honorable Court to grant our petrtion. 



Guarulho1. on June 14, 2013 



MARIA DE FATIMA ALMFIDA SGHOPPAN 



College of Atlorneys ot Braz/I {OABJISlale of Sao Paulo No. 324 952 
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Principal: 



MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Consulate General of Brazil in Los Angeles 



COPY OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 



..... 



TOME: 52 
PAGE(S): 100 - 101 
RECORD: 9575 



- NATACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, Brazilian citizen, single, physiotherapist, 
identity card (RG) 300452019, issued on 02/19/1998, by SSP/SP (Public Security Bureau of the 
State of Sao Paulo), taxpayer identification number (CPF) 218.647.928-17. 



Agent: 
- TIM MCDANIEL, U.S. citizen, divorced, construction supervisor, passport no. 745481137, issued 
by the United States on 09/29/2010, taxpayer identification number (CPF) 703.137. 721-85. 



Let it be known through this notarized Power of Attorney that, on the twenty-second day of August of the year 
two thousand and seventeen (08/22/2017), in this Office, located at 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 300, 
Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, United States, appearing before me, Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle, Vice-Consul, 
was the Principal NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, residing and domiciled at Avenida Abllio 
dos Santos Branco, no. 426 - Apt. 33, Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Postal Code (CEP) 11440-380, whose 
identity and legal capacity were hereby attested by me, as well as by the witnesses Caroline Muir, Brazilian 
citizen, and Viviane Montgomery, Brazilian citizen. The principal declared to me that, by this Public Instrument. 
she appointed as her attorney in fact Mr. TIM MCDANIEL, residing and domiciled at 210 S Grundy St, Gardner, 
Illinois, United States, Zip Code 60424, to whom she confers specific powers to take possession only of the 
property located at Rua Alberto Quatrini Bianchi no. 288, Jd Vitoria, in the District of Guaruja, in the State or 
Sao Paulo, registered by the Municipal Government of Guaruja under no. 3-0136-018-000, which is owned by 
the principal, except for the principal's furniture and personal belongings that are in the property. Let it be noted 
that the agent is fully aware of the existence of REPOSSESSION action number 1004917 -70.2014. 8.26.0223, 
filed on June 17, 2014, related to the property described in this power of attorney, being the agent aware that 
he can only take possession of the property after final judgment on this action; the agent will be responsible for 
following up the progress and conclusion of this action, and shall incur any legal expenses arising from the 
proceedings related to the property, including attorney fees. The agent is aware of the possibility of losing this 
property through a judicial decision resulting from this legal action that is still pending in the Judicial District of 
Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, and cannot claim any monetary value or recover the property if it is lost in court, in 
which case this power of attorney shall not be valid. At the end of the repossession proceedings and once the 
illegal occupants obey the court's order and vacate the property, the principal will remove her personal 
belongings and furnishings from the property, at which point the agent may transfer the deed to his name. The 
principal shall then be able to transfer to the agent the domain, possession, power of sale, right and action, 
accept and sign the corresponding notarized deeds, endorse the registration of the deed in the Real Estate 
Registry Office, and the agent shall be responsible for paying all the fees and taxes associated with the deed 
(transfer (ITBI) and property (IPTU) taxes, Deed and Registration), release and sign any necessary 
documentation, gather and retrieve documents from the property and reestablish possession: in sum, to carry 
out all necessary actions for the proper execution of this power of attorney. Nothing further was contained in 
the aforementioned power of attorney, which was transcribed and recorded in pages 100 and 101 of tome 52 
of this Consulate General. from which I faithfully extracted this first copy. I drafted, verified, read and hereby 
conclude this instrument. I hereby attest and sign. 
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034651MN NOTE 
11 lhe nurooer in lhe 
b:lrcodc is different, 
\his label is FALSE. 



............ _ ...... ...._. 



Consulate General of Brazil in Los Angele5 



Request no. 440.2.170822.000015 



Power of attorney of: NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GON~ALVES 
MENEZES. 
Tome no.: 52. Pages no.: 100 and 101. Record: 9575. 



Los Angeles. the twenty--second of August, two thousand 
seventeen (8122/2017) 



(signature I 
Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle 



Vice-Corisul 



• iha legalization of u,e ainsular sign3lure was waivod in accordance v,llh article 1, § 1 of Decree 
8742/2016 
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FL-3-40 
4TT0RHFt O~ PAATY WlhtC:ll/1' ATT()olr,;E'\' p.-- s,.,- a., .-..mo., • ..,-,.,.,., ,011 COURT UU ONl 'f 



Julia Kacmcrlc SUN:25fi710 
~ Law Otlice of Mon hew and Juli3 Kai:mcrlc. L.l..r. 



SW,~ L.I Place C\,urt Sic I(,~ 



t'arlsb:id. CA ll~U<>:< 
TEU?-tO'-lE "'° 7{,0-'}J l-19X I FAX~ ,0~1760-9) 1-1982 



E ,.,l.l._ AL"'OQESS,O~ JUhasz.1fr:u,1\."C,l:iw('.! ,;ma1l.cl'lll 
"'"~or°',,.,,.,.., Tim Mcl111ntcl . 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STACI: ~c!'...c; 5()() 3rd /\venue 
'-'"UNG .. OOAESS ~00 lrd A \'Cnul! 



orv ""'° ZIP cOOE C:hulil Vi~ta. 919 I 0 



BAA-o- 111•ue South Count)' Rc~i,m;il Center 



PETITIONE.R:PLAINTIFF: Natachc C. (joncalvcs Mcnaci; 



RESPONOENT.'DEFEN:lANT Tim Mc03n1c) 



OTHER PAR'l"V· 



FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This proceeding was heard 



on (date)· ,\ugust 29, 2017 at (time) I : ➔~pm in Dept 17 



by Judge (:isme). lfon. Sharon Kalcmk1:ina.n D Temporar,. Judge 



On tne order :o show cause. notice or motion or reQoest ror order filed (dale). "2127/17 



DS s1mo 



Room 



a. [1J Petrt1oner/pta,nt1ff present 



b CIJ Respondent/defendant present 



c D Other party present 



OJ Attorney pre sen! (name) Nl!'ill Marang1 



W Attorney present (name) Julia Kat!m~rle 
D Attorney present (name) 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2 Custody and \IISttahon/parentmg time: As attached D on form FL-341 D Other 



3 Ctiild support As attached D on lorm FL-342 CJ Other 



4 Spousal or family supper. As a~ached D on fcrm FL-343 CJ Other 



5 Prooerr1 order'!,. As a::.ached CJ on form FL-344 CD . Other 



6 A~ome)"!. rees: As attached D on form FL-346 OJ Other 



7 Other orders OJ As attached D Not applicable 



8 All other •HJes ere reserved until further order or court 



9 CZ] This matter 1s conllnuecl for further hearing on {cliJIB) 1/lfl/lR al (t11no) I :~5rm ,n Dept 



Date Scptl!'mlxr , 20 I 7 ► 
Approved as uinrormng lo t;our\ ur<111r 



► 
&IGHAT\JREOf"ATTORNE"VfOR m P£T1TI0•1t:R/P,.~111,rr D IU.~,l'(lltllU<I/ClltEM•Al~l LJ l)lllfJH•ARl'I' 



,o,-, locac:-G IQ, l.&..,c•::.-t I.-. 
~i:o.,or,c..-=,,,... 



FL ~!'I .. J_....W, • ,01)1 



FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(family Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage} 



D 
D 
D 
D 
D 



17 



Nol applicable 



Nol applicable 



Nol ac,~1ocat:1e 



Nol ap:,i,cable 



Not a~p11cable 



Paga I or I 
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1 Matter of Menezes V, McDaniel 



2 



Case No. OS S 1030 



3 



4 



s 



6 



ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at l :4 S p.m. in Department 17 of the 



7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 



8 Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



9 



10 
.. Petitionern) was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 



TW MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telcphonically and represented by his 
11 



12 attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



13 Based on the evidence and argument present~ the Court makes the following orders: 



14 



15 



16 



11 



18 



1. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of $10,000 will be taken out of her commwuty property share of HSBC AccoW1t in 



the amount of $8,961.50. 



2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



19 Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



20 
shares as listed io paragraph 9 ~f the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



21 



22 
3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



2 4 Respondent's sole and separate property. 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's coW1.SCl 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transf~r Rc::!pondent's property located at 
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l 



2 



3 



• 
s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 



instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 



s. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 



Braz.man real estate will be deducted from Petitioner"s community property interest rc:mafoing in 



the shares ~ listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 



6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



change of ownership form within 7 days. Dominique G. Francclino is the beneficiary of this 



account 



7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accoW1ts within 7 days. 



13 OTHER FINDINGS 



14 



15 



16 



l7 



1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 



2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



l 8 to Petitioner• s Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. lbe Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and anomey fee requests Wltil 



23 the Review Hearing. 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. The Court set, a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 al I :45 p.m. to ad~ the 



orders as made as well as the is.sues over which the Cow1 n::scrvcd jwisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER) 
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, .. ,...,, .... 191 ....... 



Case no.: 
Category - Subject 
Creditor: 
Person to be cited: 



COURT OF .JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9th CIVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, 103 - Guarulhos-SP - Postal Code (CEP) 07011-060 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 



DECISION/ORDER 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Debt Enforcement - Lien/ Lc,•y I Assessment / Asset Freezing 
Adimilson Barbosa da Sil\'a 
NATACHE CRISTL.\NEGOr-;(:AL\'ES MENEZES 
(REPRESE~TED BY )1ARlA INES GON<;ALVES), a Brazilian citizen, single, 
physiotherapist. Identity Card (RG) 300452019, Ta"tpayer Identification Number 
(CPF) 218.647.928-17, residing at Avcnida DoutorTim6tco Pcnteado,2153/2199. 
Picarn;u. Postal Code (CEP) 07094-000. Guarulhos -SP 



Honorable Judge: Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira 



Case re~ords examined. 



This case is filed in dig.ital format, i.e., without physical documents, and the parties and their 
anomeys may, at any time, access thl! digital fiks on the website (https://c:saj.ljsp.jus.br/). 



Taking judicial cog11izancc of the request for a writ of attachment of the propt!rLy, Lhe court 
acknowledges, at least for the time being, the existence of elements that justify granting the emergency 
measure prior to hearing the opposing party. 



This is because the debtor, herein represented by her mother (pages 16/17), who also has power of 
attorney to receive a summons, does not reside in Brazil. Thus, the court hereby acknowledges the fear that 
the condition of the property referred to on pages I 8/26 may deteriorate. 



Therefore, I hereby G RA~T the preliminary request for attachment of the property registered 
under no. 14,790 at tbe Real Estate Registry Office ofGuaruja, under the name of NATACHE CRISTIANE 
GONtALVESMENEZE& 



The cun-cnt owner of lh\! property is named as dl.!positary, regardless ofany other formality. 



This decision. signed digitally, will serve as a statement oflicn. 



The attachment shall be recon.lcd in the AR1SP system, if possible, and the attorney of the creditor 
shall provide the email address to which the debtor must send the bank slip for payment, a proof of which the 
records below. 



If an electronic \\-Tit of attachment cannot be issued. this court hcn:by orders the issu.ince of a full 
writ. upon payment of the costs. and it is incumbent upon the creditor lo arrange for its registration in the 
corresponding real estate registry office. 



It should be noted chat the use of the online system docs not prevent interested parties from 
learning about the ou1come of the clas;ification directly from the Real Estate Registry Office, in ordl!r to learn 
the requirements tlrnt may have bt!en formulated. 



In addition, pursuant co Article 829 of the Code of Civil Procedure (CCP). the di=btor is summoned 
to voluntarily comply with the obligation. within thrc!e working <lays. under penalty of having the attachment 
converted into a levy. 



Case no. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 - p. l 
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COURT OF ,JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF sAo PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9111 CIVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, I 03 - Guarulhos-SP - Postal Code (CEP) 070 I J-060 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 



Attorney's fees c1re set at I 0% oCthc amount being enfon;cd (CCP, article 827); this amount will be 
reduced by half in the event of' full payment within the aforementioned deadline (CCP. a11icle 827, paragraph 
I). 



The .\1arshal is instructed to observe article 827 and subsequent articles of the CCP. 



Let it be noted. 



Guarulhos. September 27, 2017. 



DOCUMENT SIGNED DIGITALLY I~ ACCORDANCE WITH LAW 11,419/2006, AS PER RIGHT 
.MARGIN TEXT 



THE COPY OF THE ORIGINAL COMPLAINT IS ATTACHED HERETO AND CO~STITUTES 
AN P.\'TEGR.\.L PART OF THIS DOCUMENT 



ITE1HS 4 arid 5 OF Cl/APTER VI OF THE STANDARJJS OF SER VICE OF THE DISClPLINARY 
BOARD OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM, VOLUME I 



Prov. 3i2001 of the Discipli11a,y Board oft he .Judicial System states: "4. The marshal is hereby forbidden 
from receiving c111y payment direcr~vfrom the party. 4.1 Expenses incurred ll'ith the rra11sportatio11 and 
deposit o_{goods and any 01/zer expenses necessa,yfhr lhe execution ofwarra111s. other than those related to 
a compul.\'01)' process, shall be paid by the party depositing the amount indicated by the marshal in the 
records, in a checking ttccou11t amilable to the court. 4.2. Once the deadline for compliance ·with the 
warrant lzas e.q,ired withnul the deposit /wvi11g been made (4.1 ). the marshal shall return it, cert([ving the 
occurrenct?. 4.3. W71e11 the imerested party ojfers the means to wmp~i- with rhe 1varram (4.1.), they must.first 
Jpecify them. i11dicari11g the dale, time and place when (111d where they will be ami/able, in which case rlrere 
no deposit shall be associated with suclr proceedings. 5. UIJ1e11 pe,jorming his or her duties, the marshal 
shall be idem(lied b_v showing his professional identijication card. mandatory in all procedures." Text 
extracted from Section VI. rf the Standard.~ of Service of the Disc1jJ/i11a1J' Board of the Judicial System. Note: 
To object to the execution ofa legal act. by means of violence or threat directed at a competent official 
appointed to execute rhe action, or to whom he or she is giving assistance shall be punished by: a prison 
sentence of 2 (two) months to 2 (i,..,o) years; Disrespecting a public o.fficial in the exercise of 1hcir cl11z1· or 
because ofil shall be pzmished by: a prL'io11 scmcnce of six (6) mo11tlL\· ro til"O (2) _\'L'ar:-: or a fine '"Text 
extracted/rum the Criminal Code. articles 329. !1t~ad provision, a11d 331. 



Cose no. 1033964-81.2017,8.26.0224 - p. 2 
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COURT OF ,Jt;STICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRJCT OF GUARULHOS 
9th Cl VIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, l 03, Anexo I, Centro - Postal Code (CEP) 07011-060, Phone: 
( 11) 2408-8122, Guarulhos-SP - Email: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 



OFFICIAL LETTER - PARTY'S ACCESS PASSWORD 



The information related to the process below can be consulted on the website of the Court of 
Justice of Sao Paulo (http://www.tjsp.jus.br), by clicking on ••Proccsso Digital, e-SAJ, Consultas processuais" 
and then on .. Consulta de processos do IO grau". 



Digital Case: 
Category - Subject: 
Creditor: 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Debt Enforcement - Lien/ Levy/ Assessment/ Asset Freezing 
Adimilson Barbosa da Silva 



Debtor: Natache Cristiane Gon~alves J\'lcnl'zcs (represented by Maria Ines Guni;alves) 



Password: 061hty 



To consult the information. enter th~ password wht!n prompted on the site. Be aware that the 
password is personal and non-transferable. and allows full Hcccss to the proceedings. 



Guarulhos, October 3, 20 I 7 
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, ............ . 



Digital Case no.: 



COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9111 CTVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo I. Centro - Postal Code {CEP) 07011-060, 
Phone: ( l I) 2408-8122, Guarulhos-SP - Email: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 



CERTIFICATE 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Category - Subject: Debt Enforcement - Lien / Lc\·y / Assessment/ Asset Freezing 



Adimilson Barbosa da Sil\'a Creditor: 
Debtor: 
Warrant Status 
Marshal 



Natache Cristiane Gon~alves Menezes (represented by Mnria Ines Gon~alves) 
Scnrcd - Satisfactory Action 
Emerson Armando Borim (18154) 



CERTIFICATE- WARRANT SATISFACTORILY SERVED 



I. a Court Marshal, hereby certify that, in compliance with warrant no. 
224.2017/091864-5. I went to AV. DOCTOR TIM6TEO PENTEADO, 2199 -
PICANCO, where l delivered a summons to NATACHE CRISTIAl'lE 
GON~ALVES MENEZES in the hands of MARIA INES GON<;ALVES, who 
was made aware of the entire content of the instrumenL. accepting it and 
acknowledging receipt. I attest to the above stutcment. 



Guarnlhos, Sao Paulo, l l/30117. 



Transport: GUIA 216556- R$75.2 I 
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Pgs. 1 



BISCHOFF AnVOGADOS 



Av. Ana Costa, 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Cude (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 



Phone: [13)3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.corn.br 



Honorable Judge of the 9th Civil Court of the Judicial District of Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo. 



Subordillated Case Assignm e11t 



Case no. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 



TIM MCDANIEL, U.S. citizen, divorced, engineer, 
US passport 475481137, tax identification number (CPF/MF) 703.137.721-85, 
residing and domiciled in the United States of America, at 455 Miami Beach 
Street, Florida, 33141, hereby respectfully addresses Your Honor through his 
attorney for the purpose of opposing the present 



INTERESTED THIRD-PARTY APPEAL with suspensive effect 
against 



I. NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GON(;AL VES MENEZES, Brazilian citizen, 
single, physical therapist, identity card (RG) 30.045-201-9-SSP/SP, tax 
identification number (CPF/MF) 218.647.928-17, declaring as her place of 
residence Av. Dr. Timoteo Penteado, 2153/2199 - Pican90, Postal Code 
(CEP) 07094-000, Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, and 



2. ADIMILSON BARBOSA DASILVA, Brazilian citizen, matTied, lawyer, 
identity card (RG) 19.106.922, tax identification number (CPF/MF) 
108.681.428-24, residing and domiciled at Av. Tiradentes, 1555, Centro, 
Postal Code (CEP) 07130-001, Guarulhos, Sao Paulo. 
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BISCHOFF AnVOGADOS 



Av. Ana Costa, 484 - cuni. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 



Pgs.2 



Phone: (13] 3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 



Unfortunately, Your Honor, all of the circumstantial 
evidence submitted in the case suggests that the parties have used the Judiciary 
to SIMULA TE an action and an agreement aimed at banning the right of the 
appellant to the property given in payment by NAT ACHE CRJSTIANE 
GONCAL YES MENEZES to her attorney ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA 
SILVA. 



Preliminarily, we request that the power of attorney 
on behalf of the undersigned attorney be admitted to the records, since the 
appellee is currently working in Colombo, capital of SRI LANKA. 



For the same reason, we also request that additional 
time be granted for payment of any costs that may arise. 



I. FACTS 



1. The appellant married the appellee NAT ACHE CHRISTIANE 
GON(,AL VEZ MENEZES on September 10, 2004 in Las Vegas, USA 
(please see attached documents). 



2. While married, exactly on June 19, 2006 (R. 17 of the property registration 
[Pg. 67]), the appellant acquired the property that has NOW been given by 
the appellee as payment of an alleged debt to ADIMILSON BARBOSA 
DA SILVA. 



3. Unfortunately, taking advantage of her then spouse's ignorance of the 
language and his credulity, in the property deed, the appellee declared 
herself as "single" (as she was also described by the other appellee, her 
attorney MR. DA SILVA, in this action for debt enforcement), which 
demonstrates her bad faith when acquiring such property. 



4. In the divorce proceeding that was filed before the District Court of 
San Diego, CA, USA, on July 5, 2015, the court granted the divorce 
and a,•rnrded the aforementioned property (Rua Alberto Quatrini 
Bianchi, 288, Jardim Vitoria, Guaruja, Sao Paulo) to the appellant, 
rnling that the appellant shall transfer the property, in the least costly and 
simplest maimer possible (please see attached documents). 
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5. Unfortunately, the appellee tried in every possible way to delay the 
granting of the necessary power of attorney to the undersigned attorney, 
who would represent her in granting the conveyance deed for that property 
to the appellant. 



6. Due to the delay caused by the appellee MS. MENEZES in a hearing held 
on August 4, 2017 before the Superior Court of California at San Diego 
County, she was ordered to pay the appellant the amount of USD 10,000.00 
in compensation for attorney's fees paid as a result of the delay in 
complying with the court order for the division of assets, and was given 
until August 29, 2017 to transfer ownership of the property to the appellant 
(please see attached documents; we hereby request that the translation 
thereof be admitted to the records, since she received these documents by 
email on this date). 



7. All this delay was caused by the appellee MS. MENEZES to allow time for 
the appellee MR. DA SILVA to file this debt enforcement action and 
request for injunction relief against herself, where the parties had 
previously negotiated an agreement that would give the property that bad 
been adjudicated to the appellant as payment, in a clear retaliation for the 
fact that she had been ordered to pay USD I 0,000.00 to the appellant as 
reimbursement for his attorney fees incun-ed in the United States. 



8. It should be noted that the appellee MS. MENEZES went to the Brazilian 
Consulate General in Los Angeles on October 27, 2017, ten (10) days 
after ratification of the agreement contained in these records, which 
had been signed on October 5 (pp. 57/58), to grant power of attorney to 
the undersigned attorney for the purpose of CONVEYING THE 
PROPERTY, which she had just given in payment to the appellee 
ADIMILSON, in order to comply with the order of the San Diego court 
(please see attached documents). 



9. Once this power of attorney was sent to the 1st Notary Public's Office in 
Guaruja to have the conveyance deed drawn up, the appellant had the 
unpleasant surprise of discovering that the prope1ty had been attached and 
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that it had been presented for pre-notation of the adjudication order issued 
in these records. 



10. Infonnation on the origin and cause of this adjudication could not be found 
on the internet, since the case was being beard under seal, which caught 
the attention of the undersigned lawyer for the fact that it was a simple debt 
enforcement action. 



11. \Vhat was the purpose of requesting that this case be heard under seal? To 
prevent the appellant from learning about this action and taking any 
appropriate measures before a ruling was issued. 



12. The restriction was lifted after the undersigned lawyer intervened and 
questioned the reason for its being kept under seal. 



II - EVIDENCE OF SIMULATION 



It should be noted that the appellee MR. DA SILVA 
has been MS. MENEZES 's attorney for a long time, and must certainly be 
aware of the divorce proceeding and division of his client's assets, because, as he 
himself says on page 3, "The debtor is unequivocally aware of this, as she has 
always kept contact l•vith this lawyer, proof being that her mother is the one who 
ansn'ers for her in Brazil, since she has taken up residence in tlze United States 
of America (USA). " 



A - Appellee's request for free legal aid 



It is odd that a lawyer as illustrious and as successful as 
the appellee should file for free legal aid, and submit an Employment Booklet 
issued back in 1982, that is, over 25 years ago, 1 isting a single job as a clerk, 
where the signature has no resemblance whatsoever to that of the appellee! 
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B - The existence of other assets to guarantee the alleged debt 



In the 01iginal complaint, the creditor (now appellee 
MS. DA SILVA) immediately files for a writ of attachment on the prope1ty 
located at Rua Alberto Quatrini Bianchi, 288, in Guaruja, claiming that the 
debtor (now appellee) only had that property in Brazil and that she had 110 other 
g1wra11tees in the cmmhy! 



1.1. Now, the appellee himself stated in the alleged Cognovit Note 
(signed on June 25, 2017) that the appellee resided in the property 
located at Av. Abilio dos Santos Branco, 426~ Apt. 33, zip code 
11440-380, Guarnja/SP, which is owned by the debtor MS. 
MENEZES (please see attached documents). 



1.2. Also belonging to the appellee NAT ACHE is the property 
registered under number 68,769 at the 2nd Real Estate Registry 
Office of Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, in Vila Fany, Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo (please see attached documents). 



That is, there were other assets that could 
guarantee enforcement of the debt, and that could have been given as 
payment. 



But the intention was to give as payment the 
property that, as it was known to both appellees, had been awarded to the 
appellant in the divorce and division of assets. 



C - Cognovit Note 



While we do not question the fact that the appellee MR. 
DA SILVA was and continues to be the lawyer of the appellee MS. MENEZES, 
the latter appellee (represented by her mother) signed a cognovit note that on1y 
mentions a total amount, without a breakdown of the amounts due for each case. 
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Another aspect that stands out is the supersonic speed 
with which the parties got together to enter into an agreement by which payment 
was made in the forn1 of a prope1ty that no longer belonged to the appellee since 
it had been awarded to the appellant, a fact which-again-was of her 
knowledge, and seeing that she bad other assets of her own-as we have 
shown-to provide as payment, either the one in Vila Fany, in Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo, or the apaitment in Guarnja, Sao Paulo. 



D - TIMELINESS 



The NEW Code of Civil Procedure (CPC) in its article 
675 states that: 



Art. 675: Motions may be challenged at any time during the hearing 
until a final decision is rendered and, during compliance or enforcement 
process of the ruling, within jive (5) days after the property is awarded, 
sold or auctioned, but always before the corresponding document is 
signed. 



Although the ruling on p. 69 points to a waiver of the 
procedural deadline by vi1tue of the agreement made on pages 56/58, the 
appellees did not make such a request, which is why, unless Your Honor finds 
that it was the mling that ratified the agreement, the ruling is not yet final with 
regards to interested third parties. 



On the other hand, although the adjudication order on p. 
79 was signed by the appellee MR. DA SILVA on November 22, 2017, the 
appellant understands that, due to the requirements of the Real Estate Registry 
Office on p., that order was incomplete and must be amended to, as has already 
been ruled by tbjs Court, which would cause these interested third-party appeals 
to be considered timely, unless Your Honor sees it otherwise. 



Be it for one reason or another, we respectfully request 
that Your Honor rule these appeals as timely. 
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Having thus been accepted, we request that your Honor 
grant these appeals to suspend the registration of the adjudication order issued in 
these proceedings until a final ruling on the motions, which shall be granted to 
ANNUL the writ of attachment on the property located at Rua Alberto Quatrini 
Bianchi 288, Jardim Virginia, Guaruja, Sao Paulo. 



We request summons be served to the appellces, 
ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA~ at his respective address, and 
NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, at the address of her 
mother MARIA INES GON<;AL VES, who has the power of attorney to receive 
summons (p. I 6 in fine). 



We request that all evidence admitted by law be 
accepted for this appeal, notably the hearing of witnesses, documentation 
gathered, issuance of letters of request and letters rogatory and other records 
needed to ascertain the facts. 



The suit is valued at BRL 352,528.00 



We hereby request that this appeal be granted. 



Santos~ December 19, 2017. 



EV A INGRID REICHEL BISCHOFF 
OAB/SP 87 .962 
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11/14/2017 Gmail • Menezes v. Marangi 



MGmail Julia Kaemerle <jullaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



Menezes v. Marangi 



Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 
Reply-To: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 
To: Julia Kaemerfe <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



I'll forward this to Natache, but I don't represent her on this issue. 



Take care. 



From: Julia Kaemerte <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
To: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 



Sent: Tuesday, October 3, 2017 2:29 PM 
Subject: Menezes v. Marangi 



Neill, 



Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at4:41 PM 



We will be appearing ex parte Thursday October 5, 2017 at 8:30 am in Department 17 to 
request that the Court enforce the order for your client to sign the property in Brazil over to 
Mr. McDaniel as ordered. We are also requesting sanctions for continued violation of Court 
Orders and for an order shortening time on our underlying Request for Order. I will get all 
paperwork to you as soon as possible. 



The concern is that she will try to sell this property. She has been found in contempt of court for 
violating this order and was to have completed the transfer by the review hearing in August - she 
had not complied. 



She was then given an additional 30 days in which time she has still done nothing to transfer the 
property. If this is not accurate please notify me and I will take the ex parte of calendar. I will be 
appearing telephonically. 



Should you wish to meet and confer and try to resolve this matter please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 



Regards, 
Julia 



https://mail.google.com/mail/u/Onui =2&ik= 154 e 7684c7 &jsver-=M~lChRWnOlpO.en. &view=pt&msg= 15ee49d86a0fa567 &q=in%3Asent%20n~~g~Op... 1 /1 











11/14/2017 Gmail - Menezes v. Marangi 



M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



·-··-··-·--------------------------
Menezes v. Marangi 



Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
To: Neill Marangi <nmarangl@pacbell.net> 



Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 6:21 PM 



Thank you for forwarding my email. I am awaiting signature on the ex pa rte paperwork and then will send that as well. 
would prefer not to have to go ex parte on this matter so if there is compliance on her part please let me know. 



Regards, 
Julia 



Julia Kaemerte 
Attorney at Law 



LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TEL (760) 931-1981 



FAX (760) 931-1982 



CONFIDENTrALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the individual{s) named 
as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law including, but not limited 
to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are not the inlended recipient of this transmission, 
please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its 
contents or take any action In reliance on the information it contains. 



[Quoted text hidden] 
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11/14/2017 Gmail - Menezes v. McDaniel 



M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <jullaszafraniec.law@gmall.com> 



--- ------------------------
Menezes v. McDaniel 



Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 6, 2017 at 2:30 PM 
To: "Natacha." <natache10@hotmail.com>, Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 



Natacha, 



I still have not heard from you regarding providing me with the original power of attorney as ordered by the Court Please 
advise when you will be bringing it to the office or If there is somewhere I can have someone meet you to get it. 



Thank you, 



Julia Kaemerle 
Attorney at Law 



LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TEL (760)931-1981 



FAX (760) 931-1982 



CONFIDENTIALl1Y NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the individual(s) named 
as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law including, but not limited 
to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. \f you are not the intended recipient of this transmission, 
please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its 
contents or take any action in reliance on the information it contains. 



https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0nui-2&ik-154c7684c7 &jsver=M-xhRWn0Ip0.en.&view=pt&msg=15f93751c68123f6&q=in%3Asent0/o20n2"3ti0p... 1 /1 

















11/14/2017 Gmail • Friday November 10, 2017 



M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



Friday November 10, 2017 



Natache. <natache10@hotmail.com> 
To: Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
Cc: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 



Ok. Please send me a confirmation email when you get the original copy on hands. 



Thu, Nov 9, 2017 at 5:08 PM 



Please advise your client and his Brazilian lawyer Eva Bischoff to be truthful about the knowledge of the squatters 
litigation in Brazil when she goes to do the transfer at the Notary Public in Brazil. Also as soon as this litigation is over and 
the justice is made to remove the criminals from the house I'm going to get my personal belongs. 



Thanks 



From: Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 9, 2017 2:24:41 AM 
To: Natache .; Neill Marangi 
Subject: Friday November 1 O. 2017 
[Quoted text hidden] 



htlps://mall .google .com/mail/u/0l?ui=2&ik=154c7684 c7 &jsver=M-xhRWn0lp0.en.&view=pt&msg=- 15fa378be5 7ad9c6&q=nalacha10°/o40h~a~&q... 1 /1 

















ATTORHEYOA P#lffYIMTIOJT ATTOR,,'IV .,..,._ a.a,,,_.,, Mltl.-,...J. fl'Olt COCMIT US1! OM. Y 



Julia Kaemerlc SBN:256788 
- Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kacmerte, L.L.P. 



5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



"l'ELS'tiOHE NO.: 7~931-198 l FAX NO. ~7 60-931-1982 
E-MAIL A00RESS to,t,on-o: juli.uzafianiec. law@gmail.com 



ATTilAHEV i:at ~ Tun McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT Of CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIHOO 
&TREET AOCRESS SOO 3rd Avenue 
IMA.INO ~ 500 3rd Avenue 



cnY AHD lf' ccoe Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH ~South County Regional Center 



PETITlONER/PLAINTIFF: Natachc C. Ooncalvcs Menezes 



RESPON0ENT/OEFENOANT: Ttm McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY; 



FlNDINGS AND ORDER Afll:R HEARING 



1. Thia proceeding was heard 



CASE NUMBER 



OS 51030 



on (date): June 13, 2017 at (lime):8:4Sam In Dept: 17 Room: 



by Judge (name): Judge Sharon K.alenwrian D Temporary Judge 
On the order to show cause, notice or motion or request for order filed {date): by (name): 



a. CXl Petitioner/plaintiff present [X] Altomey present (name): Neill Marangi 
b. CD Respondent/defendant present [X] Attorney prnent (name): Julia K.aemerle 
e. D Other party present D .Altomey present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: Matt:ached D on form FL-341 CJ other D 
3. Child 5Upport As attached D on form FL-342 CJ Other D 
4. Spousal or family support: ~ attached D on form FL-343 D Other D 
5. Property order5: As attached CJ on form FL-344 rn Other D 
8. Attomey's fees: ~ attached D on form FL-346 CK] Other D 
7. Other orders; CXJ /w attached CJ Not applicable 



8. All other Issues are reserved unttl f\nther order of court 



9. [&J This matter Is continuod for further hearing on (dale): 8129/17 a1 (tlmB): 1 :4Spm In Oepl: 17 



Not appHcable 



Not appllc::able 



Not applleable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



on the folJowtng tssuea: Review Hearing to verify lhat the Judgment was made available to the Florida Pre Paid College Plan 
as well as Peritiooei's daughter. The cowt also rcacrvc:d jurisdiction over the HSBC Account, the stock. and Attorney Fees 
and Sanctions. 



Date: July 14, 2017 ► .ILOCIAL ~ 



Approwd as conl'onnlng tD court onier. 



► 
SIGHAT\JAE Of 4TTORHEY FOR [[) ?EmlOHa / PI.AIHTIFI' D R!IP0Ml&fT'~ D cm9 PAATY 



.._~,_......,.,LIM 
.t11111U1c-,aitt1Cdlw'IIII 



FL..:MQ[Arl .llmaly 1, 31111 
FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



(Family LaW-Cualody and Support-Unlfonn Parentage) 
-.-.ca,.... 



... DrlF'amtalr 
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel 



2 



Case No. DS 51030 



3 



4 



5 



6 



ATIACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on June 13, 2017 at 8:45 a.m. in Department 17 of the 



7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South CoWlty Division, Honorable Sharon 



8 Kalemkiarian, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. OONCAL YES MENEZES (hereafter 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



"Petitioner') was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent,,) was present telephonically and represented by his 



attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



1. The Court Order's that the parties are to jointly, with the assistance of counsel, 



forward to the Florida Prepaid College Plan administrators of 1068140576, 2068140576, and 



6068140S76 the Judgment with the attachment and indicate that the College Plan is to be 



transferred per the Judgment. This is to be done by July 14, 2017. 



2. A copy of the order is also to made available to Petitioner's daughter, Dominique 



Francelino, forthwith as she is the beneficiary of the Florida Prepaid College Plan. 



3. The ODRO is to be signed forthwith. The Court will sanction Respondent in the 



23 amount ofSl.500 if the QDRO is not signed before the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017. 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. Respondent is ordered not to dispose of any of the funds in the HSBC account or 



any stocks listed in paragraph 9 of the JudgmenL These funds may be used for fees, sanctions, 



or to further equali7.e the separation of the estate. 



Ill 



F[NDfNGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING A Tr AC HM ENT 
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l 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



OTHER FINDINGS 



1. The Court reserves jurisdiction over orders as to the HSBC Account and the Stoc 



Account until the contempt motion has been resolved. This portion of the Request for Order is 



continued to the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 



2. The Court reserves jurisdiction over Attorney Fee's and Sanctions until the 



7 Review Hearing. 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



2 ◄ 



25 



26 



2"7 



28 



3. Petitioner's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



to Respondent's Counsel for approval. 



4. The Court sets a Review Hearing for August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. to address the 



orders as made as welJ as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER) 
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FL-340 
ATTORNEY OR PNnYWTHOUr ATTOAHEV ,....__ .S1111t a,,,nurne.; Md~:. /IOII COUIITUSE OHt.Y 



J~a-.lC.acmcrle. . . . . - . . SBN:2567~3 



-- Law Offi~ ofManhcw and Julia K.acmcrle, L.L.P. 
5962-1.a Place Court Ste 165 
carlsbac1, ·cA 9200s 



: :m.EPttQNEHO.: 76()-931-1981 FAXN0.~16Q-'9JJ.J982 



E-MMLAIXlRESS ~.juiiuzafnmiec.law@gmail.com 
A~ORNEY Fat ~:Tim McDaniel 



: S~PERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COU_Nty OF SAN DJEOO 
STREET ~500 3rd Avenue 
MAl.M AOOAeSS:_500 3rd A venue 



cnvm,ZJPcooe:~hula Vista. 91910 
~ NAM&:~uth County Regfon11J Center 



. PETITIONERJPl.AINTIFF: N11tachc C. Goncalves Menezc5 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT; Tim McOMicJ 



OTHER PARTY: 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 



1. This proceeding was heard 
· on(dats):A".lgust29,2011 at(lime):1:45pm in Dept: 17 Roam: 



by Judge (neme):Hon. Sharon Kalcmldaria.n O. temporary Judge 
On the order to stlow ~~se, nob~e of motion or request for ;o~ .fi!~d (dllle_):21211, 1. by (norn~): Natachc. c.~ <39ncalvcs. Menezes : . 



a. aJ . PetfUoner/plalntlff pre~ent '[j] Attorney pr8$0nt (name): .Nci~ M~gi· 



b. [X) Respondent/defendant present . : m Attorney present.(nstritJJ; Jalia Kumerlc 
c:. : D Other party present D · Attorney present (name): -



THE ~OURT ORDERS 



2. Custody.and visitation/parenUng time: As attached D on form Fl-341 D Othor D 
3. Child support: A& attached D .on fOf'm FL-342 D Other D 
4. Spousal or family &upport As at!Khed CJ on form FL-343 D other t::J 
5. Property orders: As attached CJ .on form FL-344 rn Other D 
6. Attorneys fee-a: As attached D on form FL-346 rn Othor D 
7. Other orders: CXJ As attached D Not applicable 



8.: All other Issues are reserved untll further order ot court 



9. [&] · This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 1/J.6118 at (lime): 1 :4Spm in Dept.: 17 
on the following l~uos: Review Haricg rq1nUn9 disposition ofHSBC. X00Unl and~ ~.wdl.u aancfiom requesu. 



Date: Seplember ,·2017 ► J..OIQAI.OfflCeR 



Appn,-.,ed as oontarming to 00urt order. 



SIGAATVREOFATTORNFtFOR OD PEmlONER/PUINTIFF CJ R£1iPCtUHTID~lT D O'THStPARTV 



FINDINGS AND ORDER Afll:R HEARING 
(Family Law-Custody and.Support-Untfonn Parentage) 



Not applicable . 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Nat applicable 



Not applicable · 



-----•r,tlll 
"51111~UetaM!r-
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel Case No. DS 51030 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



A TI ACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 



7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Divisio0t Honorable Sharon 



8 Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES :MENEZES (hereafter 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



11 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



0 Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANOI, ESQ., Respondent 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 



attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and argwnent presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



1. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of S l 0,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 



the amount of$8,961.S0. 



2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



24 Respondent's sole and separate property. 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's counsel 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 
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1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 



2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 



3 
5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 



4 
Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's commwuty property interest remaining in 



5 



6 
the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 



7 6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



8 change of ownership form within 7 days. Dominique G. Francelino is the beneficiary of this 



9 



10 



11 



account 



1. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accom1ts within 7 days. 



13 OTHER FINDINGS 



1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 



14 



lS 



16 



17 
2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



1 a to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 



2 3 the Review Hearing. 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. The Court sets a Review Hearing for J8Jluary 16, 2018 at I :45 p.m. to address the 



orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER) 
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Telephone: +1(877)255-0717 
Web: www.TrustedTranslations.com 
Email: sales@TrustedTranslations.com 



September 14, 2017 



To Whom It May Concern· 



~CERTIFICATION 



Trusted~~ 
Translations~ 



The following documents regarding Natache Cristiane Gonc;alves Menezes were translated by a team of 



linguists qualified to read and translate this material. 



• Accurate Transcript of Power-Of-Attorney 



• Consulate Stamp 



The documents are accurately translated from Portuguese to English to the best of our knowledge 
and belief. 



Sincerely, 



TRUSTED TRANSLATIONS, INC. 



--\ iJ!A1-.\JJ 1:~\~~J 
Bv Ana Whitby 
Office Manager 



Miami Dade County 
State of Florida 



The foregoing instrument was acknowledged by Ana Whitby and signed before me on this 14'h day of September 
2017, by Ana Whitby. 



/\ilanta ( hic;:.igo 



.-_,:.,·~•--,~-. BO0BIE JEAN 0. RAPOZA 
·, .. ig~ : 1.:, cc\,r,,,:;s;,1N ,,rr·1.-1:1:1-1 



. ".•,~ •. ,. ,·' EXf'lilF!-; Oc:101wr :?3. :?()llJ 



Gt UU1\I UJl/_1£ I< IN Tlll'>l•J',I /d/(1!-J ,1Nl i Ir.; ll !.-i'i/J //1! ;< JiJ Siu~_.,, ! -. 



AN ISO 9001 · 2008 Qt,.~, If y Cl 1-: m ,r,, Cr1~.'1W1N f 



Miami Washington D.C. 











Granter: 



[COAT OF ARMS] 



MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RElATIONS 
Consulate-General of Brazil in Los Angeles 



ACCURATE TRANSCRIPT OF POWER-OF-ATTORNEY 



BOOK: 52 
PAGE(S): 100 -101 



TERM: 9575 



- NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, Brazilian, single, physical therapist. ID no. 300452019. 
issued on February 19, 1998 by the SSP/SP, Individual Taxpayers' Registry no. 218.647.928-17. 



Grantee: 
- TIM MCDANIEL, American. divorced, worksile supervisor. passport no. 745481137, issued by the United 
Stateson September 29, 2010, Individual Taxpayers' Registry no. 703.137. 721-85. 



Those who see this Public Instrument of Power of Attorney satisfactorily know that, in the year of two thousand 
seventeen, on the twenty-second day of August (08/22/2017), in this Public Office, located at 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 300, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, USA, before me, Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle, Vice-Consul, 
appeared as Granter Mrs. NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, resident and domiciled at Avenida 
Abilio dos Santos Branco no. 426. Apt. 33. Guaruja, Sao Paulo. Brasil, Postal Code 11440-380, recognized and 
identified by me as herself, of whose legal capacity I certify, and by witnesses Caroline Muir, Brazilian, and 
Viviane Montgomery, Brazilian, before whom she told me that by this Public Instrument, she named and 
constituted her as Proxy Mr. TIM MCDANIEL, resident and domiciled at210 S. Grundy St., Gardner, Illinois, 
USA, Zip Code 60424, to whom she grants specific powers only for taking over the real estate located al Rua 
Alberto Quatrini Bianchi no. 288, Jd Vitoria, in Guaruja, Sao Paulo State, registered by Guaruja City Hall under 
no. 3-0136-018-000 as her property, with exception of furniture and personal belongings of the Granter that are 
found there, it being worth noting here that the Grantee has full knowledge of the existence of 
OWNERSHIPREPOSSESSION PROCESS number 1004917- 70.2014.8.26.0223, which was registered on 
June 17, 2014, related to the real estate described in this power-of-attorney, by which the Grantee is aware he 
can only have the ownership of the estate after the end of this process, the Granter will be responsible for 
performing the procedures and finalization of this process and pay the costs of any legal expense~ resulting from 
the processes related to the object of the estate, including payment of the legal fees. The Grantee is aware of the 
possibility of losing this real estate by judicial decision in this process, which is still under procedure at the 
Guaruja Legal Court, Sao Paulo, Brazil, not being able to demand any monetary amount or repossess the estate 
in case he loses it judicially,and that this power-of-attorney will not be valid. At the end of the ownership 
repossession process and removal of trespassers by judicial decision, the Granter will remove her personal 
belongings and furniture from the real estate and then the Grantee may transfer the title deed of the property into 
his name. The Granter may transr er to the Grantee the domain, possession, power to sell, direct and gain, accept 
and sign the respective public deeds, facilitate the registry of the deed at the Real Estate Registry Office, and he 
shall pay for all fees stemming from this deed (ITBI, IPTU, Deed and Registration), grant discharge and sign 
whatever is required, gather and withdraw documents from the real estate and reestablish its possession: i.e., 
whatever is necessary for the good and faithful compliance with the present mandate. There was nothing else in 
the above-mentioned power-of-attorney, transcribed and registered on pages 100 and 101, from book number 
52, of this Consulate-General, out of which I faithfully extracted this first transcript. I elaborated, checked, read • 
and closed the present act. I certify and sign it. 



!ILLEGIBLE SEAL] 
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20.00 
P.~d RS ~0.00, G<Ad 



USS 2000°TEC '-ID': 



1,a,-.~•w. :,•rr-.~,o,, l 
~ .... ,, .. ,.~~ .. .," 
!:t.n~rrol frl•\.'-.:l.lt!J 



r.:u1.Pttr"Jr ,, . 



fUAIICUUfJ 
OJ.,6~11.ltl 



ConSlllai.-G,...,.., of Brad i,, Los Angal~s 



Req11osl N" "40.2.170822-<100015 



PCJWl'rol Allomey lrom: NATACltE CRISTIANE GOtl<;Al.VES MfNE.!FS 
BOOk u•: !12, P.19<11 N': 100 and 101. Torm: 9!115. 



[Signature] 
Tlcoana C<Jnho RtDeirn do V.Jlic 



vco-~ 



•TheCllf!lllbt119na11,rell1Uued~loar1. 1,i I rJ0ecn,ol.7O/201g 
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S W O R N 



• ! ~ ::- .: .. ': ::, : C ~ 5 ~·- : : 
:::.;;: .:~: :~;.;.; 



t I • ; .: :' •::.: : 



·,,:;.~. -:11-,~ ,, 0.-226.1.llL_ 



a:::ir ····-· ····-·22_~-----· 
::,-;;:~• . ·- 269 ·--···



::-::1.~ - • ·-····~ 12.01.2018 



me undersigned .swom translator does hereb-; ca.r1ty that a aocumant Y✓rirran /!1 me Portuguese language 
wos presented to her in order to be translated Into f nglish. which she t-:as done In her official capac,tt 



to wU: Settlement 1 /2 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silva, Lawyer 
•Avenlda Tfradantes, 1555- Centro - Guan,lhos/SP- CEP: 07113-001 ". • 



Tel: 112447-0106-Emall: dradlmlllon@aasp.org.br. • 



PP. 56lo59. 



THE HONORABLE JUOGE OF THE 9™ CIVIL COURT IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
GUARULHOS-SP. -



Case Number. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224. -



ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA. already duly described in the AcHon for 
Enrorcement of Exfrajudicially Executable lns1rument coupled with lntar1ocutory Ref'ief fled agalnst 
NATACHE CRJSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, therein represented by her mother MARIA IN~S 
GONCALVES, through her underaigned lawyer and attomey•in-fact, hereby moves• to lnfonn the 
Court that the parties have amicably settled the dispute according to the terms and conditions 
hereunder transcribed: 



INSTRUMENT OF SETTLEMENT AND GIVING IN PAYMENT OF REAL ESTATE,· 



The herein Debtor recognizes and adrruls lo owe the herein Creditor the sum of three hundred fifty• 
two thousand, five hundred and twenty-eight reals (R$ 352,528.00) inaeased by interest and 
adjustmentftrinflation.-



CREDITOR hereby and act0rdlng lo the law r!Q!lves from DEBTOR the REAL ESTATE registered 
under the number 14,790 with the Register of Deeds In Guaru]a In the name of NATACHE 
CRISTIANE GON~ALVES MENEZES, arrested for the herein etedl1or through the provfslonal 
annotation number 382413. CREDITOR recognizes and accepts the precarious possession of the 
REAL ESTATE GIVEN IN PAYMENT. -



DEBTOR dedares that the REAL ESTATE in question, objed of trus settlemen~ is free of any kind 
of encumbrances, whether in the form of personal guaranty or serurily lnteresl and it is not object 
of any other type of contracl -



In view of above and according to the law, the CREDIT OR receives from the DEBTOR in the manner 
of GIVING IN PAYMENT, lhe REAL ESTATE described as a piece of land of lot n.18, block "D", 
In the development named "JARDIM V1T6R1A11



1 located In the munlclpallty and dlstrict of 
Guaruji, measuring 10.00 meters front on Street 07, by a depth of 35.00 meters on b01h sides, 
and measuring ln the rear same as on th, front, totaling an area of 350.00 square meters, 
abuttJng on one side lot n. 17 and on the other side, lot n. 01, all of them In same block. -



CREDITOR hereby gives DEBTOR full and irrevocable release In all respeds as reganls the sum of 
three hundred fifty•lwo thousand, five hundred and twenty-eight reais (RS 352rS28.00) and will make 
no fur1her clain in court or oul of cou,t - ~ 
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T R ,-\ N S L .A. T O R 



, :-; ;: ~ 1 • [j) 'I n ;Ii:.:,.!: 
.;rF.~,~-~o~ ~?d-;!t 



z,~• .. ! t . ~ C .: • l 



2261/18 
f:c.O!c ___ 22_9 __ _ 



270 ?ewe------
12.01.2018 Dale _____ _ 



The undenignea sworn tronslolor doas.hereby cer1tty that a document written In 1he Portuguese language 
was presented f'O lier f,, order to be tron1lmed f.r,l'O Engllst,, which she has done fn h8r offlciotcapocify. 



· 10 ....,,,,. Settle11Jent.2J2 



The Parties hereby undertake to execute all documents and do an acts required lo formaf12e the 
transfer of ownership concemlng the REAL ESTATE, including, but not limited to, arrangements for 
the signature of the Deed and respective regtstralfon In the Register of Deeds. 



Considering the limltatlons and detennlnatlons of the offices of registrars of deeds, the 
parties move for the deed to be recorded through court-ordered compulsory conveyance of 
ownership. -



All costs and expenses deriving from the transfer of ownership of lhe REAL EST ATE, such as 
registrar's fees, payment of taxes. charges and any other applicable ~enses will be borne by 
DEBTOR.-



The parties request that an official letter be sent to the Register of Deed In the judlclal district 
of Guaruja. because of the arrest annotation, ordering the Register to have the real estate 
compulsorily conveyed on behalf of the herein creditor. -



In view of above, the parties respectfully move the court to have this settlement ratified lhrough 
judgment so that it may be lawfully and legally effective and, In the end, the real ntate described 
above be compulsorily conveyed to the creditor. -



Now, therefore, grant is requested. -
At Guarulhos: October 051 2017. -
[IRegible signature) AdlmH&on Barbosa da Sliva (CREDITOR). • 
Lawyer- Barn. 201,654/SP.-



[Wegihle signature) JOSE MARCELO ABRANTES FRANCA (LAWYER FOR DEBTOR) -laW'Jer 
-Bar n.164,764/SP. -



[lllegiblesignature] NATACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES (DEBTOR)- Represen1ed 
by MARIA IN~S GONCALVES. -



[Three initials in the right me-gin of pages 1 & 2 (P. 56 & 57) / Two Initials in Iha right margin of page 3 
(P. 58) / Ona initial in 1he right margin of page 4 (P. 59)). -



Remarlc In Ille tight margin of elCh page: -
This doaJmenl Is a a,py or the original dlgi1aly signed by AOiMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA and by lhe Cowt 
of Appeals cl the State d SAo Pau1o. ~ on 0dJ0512017, at 06:18 p.m., under the number 
WGRU17703564044. The authenticity of the original can be verified at 
https://esaj.tjsp.jus.brlpastadlglta/pg/abrirConferenciaDocumento.do, enter the number of the case 1033964-
81.2017.6.2.6.tlzi4 and the OJde 2260'lFC, FO, FE, FF. • 



(Reverse: blank} 
NOTHtNG FURTHER was written, stamped, typed or printed in the document submitted in four 
pages, which I translated to the best of my knowledge and ability and return duty _stamped. -



Em01vmamo/Fae: RS 338.00 
RedbolRacelpC no.~ 23,431 
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'Vaferia Jfel6iiJ 
TRAOUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 
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o/alena J[e[6r9 
TRADUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 



-·~~••l~f: ~- ,~~~·~·DL• 



A execut41da ... ~~~c·~ e c:011f9ssa dever ao 
oxagu&Q.~.o,.o.:. !~.~e de ~-.,....;.~ ••. ~o ~tte%f!1't0:'t G elnqu_~n:a 
a do1~ ~J ·::~1.111ientos o· ·-v~te· ·o ·oito ieai.s) ,~,;~cl~s ~ 
jur1:,s ·a ·.cor~ monet.6.rJ,a • . , . . . .. •. _. ' . . ·-. 



. • £>cg, me.lo .dest.e: ~t-.t~n~o. · n·a . ~.i.bor .fC>~ de 
':11.rei.~o •.. ,i . ~IX)RA z.ece~. :.~~~-- ;Dt!VEOQ~, . ccmo .. · ™-~~o-· .. Ml 



Pag~tu,· ~ .. ~-.. ~~ l.w~:··~l..a .llild:ri:cn1e ).4. IJSP., cam 
,:ogi~m _no of..lc!o cfe•·~~fi,. .~·: .. c:;uarujai°~cm· noiine .. da ~en 



_·_1 -~-~-,-~-.'~~-jif..Y•~•~~~~~:=~<J ... ex~guento · com 
DLND~:>·· ~~~.:.- ~5a£?':·~~---. ~ .. -~ ·o CREDOR 
recontae~c .~· :~~:l:ta.: &•.~~-:~1-a_ . ._~o-~·~~~-·-



.. b .-,ev2!)Q.~.·-~-~~-- -~-ob~e~--C)·· IHOYEL ol)jeto do 
Pt'Cs~n~e ~~ ~.9.".:~~a~· p~~·e.r.. -t1P9$ ·:·c1c ··~nus, =oais ou 
pGSSC?Jl,i'&; o -!c°~.·que.-p~:-~..::.~j~b··_de' g~lqµer outro t:!po 
'(le COD'tiflllto. · . ··.· .. , . · . . . . · . . . 



... -~-- . ·: .. · . 



C9~slde,ranao:':o .d~~o. · d~ste · i.Dstx:_WDQru:o, na 
~-~~~~- ~onaa ~·'



1d_ye~~-~i-'•?,~:~,~-.~---D.~,. ~ 
Da lo CS. E'cl amentO o.A~---~·· 'fa-tm.cfi►.:.::::..., .... ~- A ... 0 .'-11-t.8·. da ~ .. o ... I -~~·,.,-·.-·-···"'~-•v•·~ 1 ••. ...... 
-~-.. z,-:. ~·.J.ot; . t,o .. -,P1Q.l(t,~~-. T. imp:Ao.,,:tU,iita,-t:o .dO 



.,:2~!,=:.t--~.o~:~4~::·:=~~ -:~:7~~== 
·-• ···· ·-•• • _-,,~ r:G ·•eic1o a ,ua,· t:ou1·· .;,· ·,so·;GO ~ .,_,. . ~~.. ·-•.. . . .... -· . .,. ' 
11112,~ · de .-.. -.. -=~· 1



• ·ocm:·-- o -l4ta:;: 1?:;·aa •. ~oua,o !ado ~- · ...... ••.•··• .. ,·--· . .,.· ... ..,. •..... ,.;-.... , .• ·•.--=·. ' 
,:&•· . __ ·i-~.,.p ~~• •• t_ ~: ~~ ~--~ .o no• 



~~~~-·~ta D~ 01,~.:~.·~ ~·~a.: 
. . - . 



. o CR&DOR:- outorq~- ~ DE;VEDOM qui tai;Jc pl_e-na, resa 
ll 4~vogAvel. e '·~rre~~c,Ave!. -~ re1~:u;ao a quan t~ de Rf 
352 .~0.0 -'Ct:~~Dt~. e ~ei~e:ita o do.is :ni:J. quinhentos. e 
vi~1.e o ou~o ~~i~l para ~da. Qa!8 ~;.amar, em ju1.:~ 01.. 



~era del.e. 



~ ~ars~s oamp~~~aa:-se 9 as~iaar ~odos 0$ 



do~1u;~ •e pr.ad.car:· roelos oa ~cos necassa=j,os- po.:-a ~ 
fo.rmal 1:•~cAo da · c~ef-'9nt~.c1a da t.1tulac-ldadc do JM6VEL, 
incluind~,~ ·se 1.-imii:,r,~ provi.~neias pal.'-~ a ~l~t~a 
da ~c::J.:tu~a · Public.a ~ respoetivo reqis:ro no Cart6rio de 
RaqUtn:>. de llra6v&ts, · •• · · · · · ~ 
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Avenldamiadeetes, 1555-C-anim-~-CR.:-07113-001 
. 1Q: 1i 2w..010&- EMAIL: d~~ 
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•:_. · ·AdilnilS.Qn ·Barbosa da Silva 
·. ~· · ., ' --Adv. . do: . 



o/..1leric11M1iig 
TRA!::.iTC:1.! 
TR.l.~•!3Lr ~·(.;:, 
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~~!';t;&f:_ · ~rc~1~~~. --·~C9~JltO _ de Impastos, : :-t~x~s c. 
quaisqAAr .. .-.;~utro~. i"n~~t;:es .'. :·3;0r~o ~e res.p.ohS,ab.111dade da 
DC:V-1:J)()~.. . 
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-P.ed~:·cief~~t_o,. 



Avenllla T&adentas, ~-Centro.~~~ CEP.: 01113-001 
1'El: 112441-0106-EMAJL:~br , 
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Adimilson Barbosa da Silva 
Advo~do. 



r\O ~'" \: - . , ... .,__,.. JOd' J -~ 1raANCA (1'DV-UECOTADA) 



ADV'OGU>o-oAB/SP.~64.764 



Aven.kfa iiradcmtes. 155S - Centro - Guarulhos/SP- CE.P.: 07113-001 
Tel,; 11 2447-0106-EMAJL: dradlmllson@aasp.org.br 
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Translati..,'"'11 i·-: ->;t~I'& IJ;68ook 4 2,t\ -r-~2a~ ............. , 



Sa11tos_l~_J_9 l./ ~-----------· 
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1 Judgment 1/2 



. 2262/18 
229 



2i1 
12.01.2018 



Proceedings no.: 
Type - Subject: 



Creditor: 
Debtcr: 



COURT OF APPEALS OF iHE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT of Guarulhos 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9~ CIVIL COURT 
PRua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo l, Cen:ro. CEP 07011-060 
GuarulhosJsp• 
Telephone: (11) 2408-8122 - Email: guaru1hos9cv@tisp.jus.br 



JUDGMENT 



1033964-81.201i .8.26.0224. · 
Enforcement of Extrajudicially Executable Instrument- Judicial Lien 
I Levy I Appraisal/ Freeze of Assets. • 
Adimilson Barbosa da Si1•1a. • 
Natache Cristiane Gonc;alves Menezes (represented by Maria Ines 
Gon~alves). -



Judge: Ad~i~na Porto Mer.des 



.A.DVISEMENT 
On October 16, 2017 I s:nd this record to the Judge, to be taken undo: advisement. • 



Having this case been ana,yzed, rep:>r1ed r,n a;-.d disc"Jssed. I HOY.OLCGATE by judgment Uie 
settlement executed on pp. 56i58. -



Consequently. I DISMISS lhe case according 10 article 487-111-·b·. coupled wiU1 aiticle 924•11. 
both from the New Code of Civil Pro~dure. -



In v,ew of statement, I assvrne that time to ?.ppeal is waived. -



This judgment will so become FINAL AND UNAPPEALABLE. on this date. -



Enter notice of compulsory conveyance of ownership lo creditor concerning the real estate on 
pp. 60/68. -



Afterwards. upon payment of any required fees and arranged for the necessury papers, issue a 
letter of compulsory conveyance in favor of creditor. -



Be this re::;ord shelved, anno1ated and commu:iicated ecc::irdingly. • 



Then. t:e it p1.1blist:ed. recorded and nctified 2ccoroingly. • 



At Guarulhos. October 16, 2017. -



DOCW/:~T Sl·'.:N:D DIGIT).ilY ;..ccoA0i.'JG TOTH: P?.OVl5:o~s c;: iH: L:..w 
11,419/2006, .t.S PRINTEO IN TH: RIGHi l.t~Glrl H:REOF 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.022~- page 1.. 
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0019 ___ 12_.0_1_.2_0_18_ 



The uncJerslgnec:J .M'Om_ trcmslatar does hereby certify fhaf o document_ wr.'tt~n In the Portu~e languag& 
was ptStented to her In order to be tran~loted Info ErigtfSh, Whlcn !he has done In her orllel01 Cf1POC/fY, 
to wit: Judgm~nt 2/2 . . 



... 
!i 



i ... 
lj 



Remark In the &Jht margin of tha page: -
This document is a oopy or the original df;tally signed by ADRIANA PORTO MENDES, relead to lhe record 
on Oct/1&'2017, at 07:29 p.m. The authenticity of the otlgfnal Cll1 be veflfied at 
h•J/esaj.'5p.jus.br/pastacftgi1a~.do, enter lhe number d 1he case 1033964-
81.2017 .8.28.0224 and the c:ode 2'283EFO. -



[Reverse: blank] 
NOTHING FURTHER was written, stamped, typed or printed In the document submitted In one page, 
which I translated to the best of my knowledge and ability and return duly atamped. -



Emolumatt.DJFN: RS 1S0,00 
ReciboJRacejpl no.: 23.431 
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ff/awria J[e{.i ig 
TRAOUTORA 
TRANSL A.TOR 



-~ TRIBUNAL DE JUSTl<;A DO EST ADO DE SAO PAULO :.S-r;'ipe COMAR CA de Guarulho• 
~FORO DEGUARULHOS 



9°VARAcfVEL 
Rua Jos~ Mauricio. 103, Anexo I, Centro - CEP 07011-060, Pone: (11) 
2408-812Z Ouarulhos-SP - E-mail: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 



SENTEN(!A 



Proccsso 0°: J 033964-81.2017.8.26.0%24 
Classe - Assunto Execu~o de Tltulo Extrajudiclal. Constri~o I Peohora / Avalla~o 



/ lndlsponibilldade de Bens 
Exeqnentc: 
Exccutado: 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silvu 
Natache Crlstlane Gon~lves Meneus (representada Por Marie 
In& Gon~Jvcs) 



Juiz(a) de Direito: Dr(a), Adriana Pono Mendes 



CONCLUSAO 
Em 16 de outubro de 2017, fa~o os autos conclusos ao MM. Juiz de Direito. 



Vlstos. 



HOMOLOGO, por seoteo~, para que produza .seus Jur(dlco.s e legals efeitos, o 



scordo cclcbrado 6s fls. 56/58 



Em consequEncia, JULGO EXTINTO o processo, nos termos do artigo 487, U1, b, 



cc com o artigo 924, ll, ambos do Novo C6digo de Processo Civil. 



Diantc da manifcsta~o. cntcndo que h4 a renuncia ao prazo recursal. 



Scrvini a prcsente sentenc;a de TRANSITO EM JULGADO nesta data. 



Lavre-se o auto de adjudicaJ;ao do im6vel de fls. 60/68 em favor do excqucn\e, 



Ap6s, recolhida as tu--as necessarias e providencindas as peyas necessarias. ex~-se 



carta de adjudica~o em favor do exequente. 



Arquivem-sc os autos. Anote-se e comuniquc-se. 



Publiquc-se. Reg.istre-se. lntimcm-sc. 



Guarulhos, 16 de outubro de 2017. 



DOCUMENTO ASSINADO DIGITALME1'1E NOS TERMOS DA LEI 11.419/2006, CONFORME 
IMP~AO A MAR.GEM DrREJT A 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 - laada l 



fls. 69 
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2263/18 
229 



'!-,, ... ____ 273 --·--
12.01.2018 



The underslgnea swam lransk11or ~ nereby c;ert;ty that-a doc:.Jment w,;rren in the Portuguase Jangvage 
wcs Pf9$enlao lo her in order to be transloted inlo English. whfcn sr.e nos ao:,a m her otficlal capoc!ry. 
to wit: Notice t?f Compulsory Conveyance 1/2 



l4 



P. 79 



-4snp 
....:~~-..... 



tN •~'111.._.., .. • .. •:.'.!.i l 



COURT OF APPEALS OF THE ST ATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9" CIVIL COURT 
•Rua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo I, Centro- CEP 07011-060 
Guarulhos/SP· • Phone: (11) 2408.S 122 
Emoll: guarulhos9cv@tlsp.ius.br 
Open to the public from12:30 pm to 07:00 pm. 



NOTICE OF COMPULSORY CONVEYANCE OF OWNERSHIP 



OfgitaJ Proceedings no.: 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224. • 
Type - Subject Enforcement of Extnljudlclally Executable Instrument - Judlctal 



Lien/ Levy/ Appraisal/ Fre8%8 of Assata. • 
Creditor: Adlmllson Barbosa da Sliva. • 
Debtor. Natache Crlstlane Gon~lves Menezes (represented by Maria lnAs 



Gon~tves). • 



At the Clerk's Office In lhe Courthouse of Guarulhos, city of Guarulhos, on November 22 2017, 
there appeared the lawyer of the creditor Adlmnson Barbosa da Silva, registered under lhe federal 
taxpayer ID n. 108,681,428-24, bearer of ID n. 19,106,922, Mr. Adimllson Barbosa da SOva, 
registered under the Barn. 201654/SP, with respect to Iha abovementioned record of proceedlngs, 
to sign this NOTICE OF COMPULSORY CONVEYANCE OF OWNERSHIP, granted by tt,e Hon. 
Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira, pursuant to order with the following content •Having this case 
been analyzed, reported on snd dlscussed, I HOMDLOGATE by judgment the settlement 
executed on pp. 56158. Consequently, t DISMISS the case according to article 487-111-•b•, coupled 
with article 924--11, both from the New (;ode of Civil Procedure. In vjew of statement, I assume that 
time to appeal is waived. This Judgment will so become FINAL AND UNAPPEALABLE on this 
date. Notice of compulsory conveyance of ownership to creditor concerning the real estste on pp. 
60'68 is to be entered. Afte1W81ris, upon payment of any required fees and mranged for the 
necessa,y papers, a letter of compulsory conveyance Is to be Issued in f8vor of craditor. Be this 
record shelved, annotated and communicated accordingly. Then, be it published, rscorded and 
notified accordingly'. -



ASSETS CONVEYED COMPULSORILY BY COURT: Reel estate desaibed as a pieeG of land of 
lot n. 18, block -o·, in the development named •JAROIM vrr6R1A•, located In the municipality and 
district of Guaruja, measuring 10.00 meters front on Street 07, by a depth of 35.00 meters on both 
sides, and measuring In the rear same as on the front, totallng an area or 350.00 square meters. 
PRICE OF CONVEYANCE: R$ 352,528.00, adjusted unbl Oct/05/2017. for the record, I have 
drawn up this notice, which was !hen read back and agreed to, and duly signed. FU~THER 
NAUGHT. At Guarulhos: November 21, 2017. • 



Pllegible signature} A<fimllson Bart>osa da Silva• Barn. 201, 6541S?. -
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,.... ~.: ~ ·J ~ - ·' 



rrcr.~;ollon il:> __ 22_6_3_/1_8 __ 



~o~· ___ 22_9 __ _ 
?og~ ___ 2_74 __ _ 
D:>!~ ____ 12_._0_1._2_0_18_ 



rt>e• undersigned sworn- t,arukitar cioSs he.r.eby certify that. a C1oe(Jmarit written In the Portuguese language 
,vqs presented to her-lrtotder to be trofisiafe<finfo Engllsh. which ,he ho$ done in her offlcla,:copaclty, 
to wit Notice 9f Compulsory Conveyance 212 . . . 



.... . , 



,. 
·-' 



Remark In the right margin of the page: -
This document is a oopy or the original digi1ally sgned by ROGENES ROZENDO DA SILVA, released to the 
record on Nov/2312017, at 10:18 a.m. The authenticity of the original can be verified at 
htfps://esaJ.gsp.jus.br/pastsdigl1aVpg/abrirConfesendaDocumento.do, enter the number at the case 1033964-
81.2017.8.26.0224 and the code 246F8E4 • 



[Reverse: blank) 
NOTHING FURTHER was written, slamped, typed or printed In Iha document submitted rn one 
page, Which I lranslated to lhe best of my knowledge and ability and return duly stamped. -



Emolumanta.fee: R$ 200,00 
RedbolREcepl no.: 23.431 
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'Valeria Jli:(6io 
TRADUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 



ns. 79 



_,., • .._. TRJBUNALDEJUSTIC:.A DO ESTADO DE SAO PAULO 
-~----COMARCA DE GUARULHOS 



S .» · p FORO DE GUARULHOS 
---...~..._...::.a_9-" VARA CfVEL ....... ,_ .... 



~'CSSO Di&ilal nu; 



Qa:i;.i;c - Assuntn: 



F."cquen1c: 
~xcculluln~ 



Rua Jm,c Mauricio, IOJ, Ancxo I. Ccncro - CEP 07011.060, ronc: ( 11) 
240~-8122. Guarulhos-SP - E-mail: guarulh069cv@tji1p.jus.hr 
Horalrlo de Atcndtmento ao PubJico: das JZhJOmin asl9h00min 



AUTO OE ADJUDICA<;Ao 



I OJJ964-8J.l017 .8,26. 0224 
Ex~cu('io de Trtulo E-rtn1Jodkl2l - Con,trf~Go I Penbor11 / A\'Alia~ / 
lndisponibllidatlc de Dens 
Adintllson Barbosa da Sih·o 
Natathc Crlsrlanc Gon~~l\"a McnC'7.cs (rrprescm1:acJ:, ror Maria In!.~ 
Gon(alves) 



Em Gunrulhus, 22 <le nnvcmhro lie 2017. no Foro de Gu.,rulhos ~m C-artorin. cnmparcc;('u o 
pntrom . ., do credor Adimil~on Barh,1.~a da Silva, CPF/CNPJ n" 108.681.428-24. RG nn IQ.106.922. 
Dr. Admil:o.on Dartm.c;a do Silva - OAU/SP201654, nos auto:. 11ci01u nu:ncionnc..lo~. pnm assinntura 
tlu pr!!!icntc AUTO DE ADJUDICA<;AO, <.lcfcrido(a) pcln(n) MM. An11 Corolin.i MimnJa De 
Oliveira, <.''Onforme c.h,-:;pachu de i;cguinlc tcnr:" Vl~lns.HOMOLOGO. por ,;cntc.:n~a. para 4w 
pmduzn ~cu." jurfdic.."Os ~ lcgais crcitos, o acurdo cclchrado a.Iii n!-. 56/58. Em cunscqucnda, 
JULGO EXTINTO o procc.~o. nos termos t.lo ortigo ~7. HJ, t,, cc cnm o nrtigo ~24, IL omt,05 llo 
Novo C6digo de Pmcc~'KI Civil. Dinnie tla mnnifcstll\"tiO, cnlcn<Jo quc h6 11 n.:num;ia no pra;eu 
rct.-ursul. Scrvirti 11 ptt.."-t:nlc ~cnlenfiU de TRA.NSITO EM JULGAOO ncfilu duLH. Lnvrc--:i;c o uul<l 



de atljudicac;iio do imovd de n~. (-J..l/r-.R cm favor do cxcquenlc. Apt',s, n:colhh.ln n.-. laxas 
nccc~"'1rins c providcncfadas n.li pcc;as nccc,;,;aria.,. cxpc<;,MiC ct1rta c.fo aJju<.lica~an cm fovor du 
c.xc4ucntc.Arquivcm-sc o.-. nutus. Anotc-sc c cnrnuniquc-~c.Puhlit1uc•~c. Rcgi~lrc-~c. lnlimcm-sc. 



DE.NS ADJUDlCADOS: lm(wcl <.'Onstiluidn pclo lcrreno n° I~ dn l{Undrn "D" <lu lotcamcnh) 
''JARDJM VITORIA"', munidpio. di~tritn de Guarujri. mcuindo ID ml'lrrn: lie frc111c pam a Rua 
07, por 35.00 metms t.lc frcnlc Bl>:i rum.Jo." cm amhos o:; Im.Jo~, tcm.ln nos fumJo.-; a mcsma mcuh!o 
de frcntc. cnccrruncJo u nrcn mlal de :4S0,0Clm.:!. VAL.OR OA ADJUDICA<;AO RS 352.518,00 • 
a1u.:1Jiz:u.Jo 1116 05/I0/20l7. Pnra cnnslnr. lavrci ,, prc.c::crHt! :culo, quc. lido c achnJo <:onformc. u 
\lcvi<lnm~nl ADA MAIS. Guarulho:-. 21 <.le; novcmhm tic 2017. 



Dr. /SPWtr,54 
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Troni1ofi:,n 11°. 2264/18 
S VI O R N T R A N S L A T O R a-:x11c _____ _,;;22=..;..9 __ 



: >.: :• , • : ' _ ~1 ~ r;; ~ v ; r, ! :: 
:.Oge ___ 2 __ 7--5 __ 



:: ;, ; • •:i : ~ t. .J , . ,~ '= J . a , D~I~ ___ 12.01.2018 



Tl'Je un.<;fertJgned sworn translator does hetet:>v certlfY tfltJt a dOCurN3rtt writ/en In lhe Portugve3e language 
was pr&!enfed to her in order to be trdmlared frtto E'nglish, Which she has done In her-offlclaf copor;tty, 
ro.wtt: Oecis~r ,,, 
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••rn,J~lut•.'.l."'• 



Proceedings no.: 



COURT OF APPW.S OF THE STATE OF SXO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT Of GUARULHOS 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9111 CIVIL COURT 
"Rua Jos6 Maur{clo, 103, Anexo I, Centro - CEP 07011·060 
Guanilhos/SP11 



Telephone: (11) 2408-8122 - Email: auarulhos9cvflisp.Ius.br 



DECISION 



104735H6.2017.8.Z6.0224. -



P.38 



Type - SUbjett~ Third-Party's Motton to Stay Execution - Judicial Uen / Levy / AppralsaJ 
/ Freeze of Assets. -



Appellant: nm McDanleL • 
Appellee: Adlmllson Barbosa da Silva and other.· 



Judge: Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira 



Having this case been analyzed, reported on and discussed, I receive this third-party motion 
to stay execution to operate as supersedeas, according to the provisions of the articles 675 and 
678 of the Code of Clvil Procedure. -



Be It annotated In/attached to the main record. -
Be appellees summoned to serve an answer, If they so d!Sire, within 15 working days.
Without prejudice, within ftve working days. court costs and procedural expenses have to be 



paid, as well as the social security charge regarding the judicial power of attorney under penalty 
of dismissal without prejudice (art. 485- I coupied with IV, of the Code of Civil Procedure) 
Irrespective of further notice. -



Give notice accordlngly. • 
At Guarulhos: December 19, 2017. -



O0CUMD4T SIGHED DIG\TAU Y ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS Of' TME LAW TI,419/2006, AS 
PRINTED 1H THE RIGHT MARGIN KEKEOf 



1047353·36.Z017.B.Z6.0ZZ4- page 1. • 



Remark in f/Je right ma,vin of the pave:· 
This docomenl Is a copy or the origin.ti diQltalfy signed by ANA CAROLINA MIRANDA OE OLIVEIRA, released to 
the record on Dec/19/Z017, at 07:22 p.m. The authentklty of the orlglnal can be verlfled at 
https://e.saitJ.sp.Jus.br/pastadlgital/pg/abrirConferentlaDocumento.do, enter the number of the we 
1047353-36l0t7.8.26.0Z2◄ and the code ZSD0A87 ·/J/ [Reverse: bfank). • 



KOTHIIC FURTll£R was Britten, stamped, typed or printed in tile doaimen submitted la m pa9a. wbicb I transhted lD the 
but of my knolledge and ibllily ~ re1ml duly stamped. -



Emolumeolo/fe,:R$12MO · Recibo/Reulolno.:Z3A31 ~ 



o::•Ooc;,o:<:.;,s•,mc,o·•• , ,_ .:;., :; • ?J-o-:e. (1~i3219.4Ba9 -im:~2!J~SP 
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Proccsso n°: 
C'lassc - .-\.ssuntc 



Err.barg-111:c: 
Embtt:-godc.i: 



, ,. ~ 



·, IS[O, .. 



TRIBUXAL DE JUSTI~A DO ESTADO DE SAO PAt;LO 
cm ... t,.\. .. ilCA DE GU . ..\Rl1LHOS 
FORO DE GUARULHOS 
9"VARACiVEI. 
?~ua Jose ).fauricio. 103, An~xo 1, C·:ntro - CEP 07011-060, For:c: (! 1) 
2408-S 122, Gurirulhns-SP - E-mail: gu.:iru1llos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 



DECISAO 



10~7353-36.2017,8,26,02:?4 



Embnrgos ck Tercl!Iro • Con)1Ji~ilo i Penl10rn i ,.\ ,·nlla~iio i 
lndlspo11ibillrl:idc de Bens 



Tim :\lcD:micl 



Adlmilsoa Bnrl.Josa d::i Sil\':J c ourro 



Juiza de Direico: Dro. An:1 Carolina !\iJr:md:1 de Olivcir:1 



Nos termos dos artigos 675 :: 676 c!o Ceidigo de Pro,:-es;so Civil tCPCJ. recebo os 
prescntes embargo:. de tercc.iros no efeito suspensin,. 



A not:::-se..':ipcnsem-se nos auto:, pti:icipais. 



Citc:m-sc os cmbargndos pnro contcstar, qu.::r.::ndc,, cm 15 dias uteis. 



Sem prcjuizo, no prru:o <l~ i.:i11co dias utcis, devcru recolher ~~s cusros Jndiclui.c; c 
clespe.sus proccm111is, bcrn coma a ta'.\:il previdcnciurio rebrivl u procuJw;iio adjudicfa, sob penn 
<le e:dinc;iio scm resolu~ao de mcdto (art. 485, I ,:/c TV, d(I CF'C). indepcndcntcmcntc cte nova 
intir.iaqno. 



lntimc-sc. 



Guarulhos. 19 de c.kzembro de 2017. 



DO<.:U~IE:\7"0 ASSl:-i . .\.DO OIGITAL.\lE:'-TE :\OS ITR~l05 DA u:f i 1:.$(9/200£i-,,---
,. ___ , CONFQ.i1\1E lM_PRESS.4.0 A :\URr.EM DJ.REIT~\ . 



Processo nu 1047353-36.2017.3.26,0224 - p. 1 



ns. 35 
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A TTOANEV OR PARTY W Tl-lOUT A TTORMeY ,~.,,,.. 5'M Bat 11~ Md ICl!hU): 



Natache Menezes 
-708 San Gabriel Place 



Chula Vista, CA 91914 



TELEPHONE NO.: ( 6) 9) 942-2085 F.U NO. (Opt/cVIIJ/: 



t-wA•L AOOResa t/Jolionall: natache 1 O@hotmaiI.com 
ATTOANev ,01t '"-•J: Pro-se 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
smm AOOREss: 500 3rd Avenue 
UAJL1No AcoAess: 500 3rd Avenue 
c,rv~oZJPcooe:Chula Vista, CA 91910 



eRANCHNAAilE: South County Regional Center 
PET1r10NERJPLAJNTtFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



1. This proceeding was heard 



-
FL-340 



fOlt COUIU ILSL ~ Y 



FILED 
S.in Diego Superior Court 



FEB 2 7 2019 



By: A. Escobio 
Clerk of the Supe~urt 



~NLJt,18£R: 



DS51030 



on (date): 3-29-18; 5-9-18 at (time): in Dept: 17 Room: 



by Judge (name): Sharon Kalemkiarian D Temporary Judge 



On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date): 5-31-17 by (name): Tim McDaniel 



a, m Petitiooer/plaintiff present [lJ Attorney present (name): Marangi (limited scope) 
b. m Respondent/defendant present [lJ Attomey present (name): Julia Kaemerle 
c. D Other party present D Attorney present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on forrn Fl-341 D Other m Not applicable 



3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D Other rn Not applicable 



4. Spousal or family support A! attached D on form FL-343 D Other m Not applicable 



5. Property orders: As attached D on form FL-344 D Other [ZJ Not applicable 



6. Attorney's fees: on form FL-346 D Other D Not applicable 



7. Other orders: 



Asattached Cl] 
W As attached D Not applicable Attached: Statement of Decision and 



8. All other issues are reserved until further order or court. Amendment to Statement of Decision 



9. CJ This matter is conUnued for further hearing on (date): 
on the following iss\Jes; 



Date: '1 "' "'::J L '4 
c1-~"" r. '--



at (tlmo): 



RESPONCENTIOEF£N!W.-Y D OTI-IE" PARTV 



F~A:l:lpeft!ICrW UM 



Ir, Dept.'. 



~ Cownai o/ CullwrM 
Fl~ (Rev. J&hMJ 1, 20121 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Famlly Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 



P•gt 1 Of 1 
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DATE: APRIL 30, 201t3~ 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



CASE NUMBER: D551030 



PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
PRO SE 



LIMITED SCOPE COUNSEL: NEILL M. MARANGI 



RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 
ATTORNEY: JULIA KAEMERLE 



F. I L E D 
Clut 1I U1 Sw1tllt1 CtV/1 



APR 3 0 2018 



By: K. BOYLES 



This matter came on for hearing re: Husband's various requests for attorneys fees and sanctions, on 



March 29, 2018. The Court makes the followlng orders In regards to Respondent Husband's request for 



fees and sanctions in this matter. For ease of reference, the Court will refer to Petitioner Natache C. 
Goncalves Menezes as "Wife" and Respondent Tim McDaniel as "Husband" In Its orders, 



These orders are pursuant to Husband's request for fees per Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP 
(sic)§ 3294, made in his responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017 (the court reserved jurisdiction over 



this request at the hearing of June 13, 2017) and Husband's subsequent request for order filed October 



5, 2017, requesting fees under Famlly Code §271, §2031 and §3294. {The Court does not know what 



request Is being made per Family Code §2031 or §3294, as these code sections are not correct. The 



Court construes the request for "3294" to be a request under Civil Code §3294 for punitive 
damages). Husband also filed a supplemental declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 
2018 and February 27, 2018. In his declaration of February 27, 2018, Husband further requests fees 
under "Family Code §271, §2031, §11101(d){1) & (2), §1101 {h), §2105(a), §2107 (d), §2121, §2122(a), 



§2123, §128.7{c)(2) and CCP §3294 In the amount of $500,000. All of the declarations of Wife of 
Husband filed under penalty of perJury In this matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016 have been 
considered by the Court in making its ruling. 



The Court is awarding Husband fees as a sanction under Famlly Code $271 of $200,000, for Wife's 
repeated actions which thwarted Husband's ability to take ownership of his separate property residence 



on Q.uartini Bianchi street. Her actions thwarted any enforcement of the court's orders, and caused 
protracted litigation around an Issue that was heard and settled by the Court at numerous hearings
namely, the transfer of Husband's separate property home in Brazil by Wife to Husband. The home had 
been purchased during marriage, and was titled solely to Wife. The Court made a finding on May 5, 
2017, that Husband had successfully traced the home to a separate property source, and found the 
property to be his sole and separate property. 



The Court finds that Wife has the ability to pay these sanctions, as she has income sufficient to pay 
(including $1,500 in spousal support from now through November 30, 2019 per the judgment entered 



September 17, 2015), her share of the community property stock account, and separate property real 



estate in Brazil, in addition to her earned income and other assets. The fees will be paid in part as 
follows: 
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From Wife's Income received as spousal support. Beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $1,500 income 



due by Husband to Wife shall be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates 



this to be a remainder of $12,000 in 2018 (Payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 
months at $1,500) and $16,500 for the first 11 months of 2019, for a total of $28,500. 



In addition, Husband is to receive Wife's share of the community property stock account, or 



$29,000. Husband represented to the Court on 1.1.18 that each party had an approximately 



$29,000 in the stock account. Husband Informed the Court that these funds were 



liquid. Husband is to verify to Wife's counsel the cash value of the stock account within S court 



days of the receipt of this order. 



Any balance owed by Wife to Husband, after totaling the support off-set of S28,500 and Wife's 



community property share of the stock account, is to be paid to Husband by Wife by August 1, 
2018. If the entire amount of the award has not been paid by that time, standard acceleration 
clause on the amount owed by Wife to Husband pursuant to these orders shall apply. The Court 



reserves Jurisdiction over the payment of these fees and sanctions by Wife to Husband. 



This award does not Include the property on Quartini Bianchi street as part of the value of the 



award. That property was assigned to Husband as his sole and separate property. The award of 
$200,000 is a cash sanction, separate and apart from the value of the Quatrinl Bianchi residence. 



The Court finds the sanctions are warranted due to Wife's actions since the Court ordered her to 



transfer the property to Husband on December 12, 2016. At that hearing, the Court denied Husband's 
then outstanding fee request, and ordered Wife to grant to Husband power of attorney to transfer the 



Quartinl Bianchi street property, no later than January 12, 2017. 



Wife did not provide a Power of Attorney to effectuate that transfer by January 12, 2017, and 
was held in contempt of court on August 4, 2017 for having failed to do so. She was sanctioned $10,000 



in attorneys fees and costs at the contempt hearing by the Court, and ordered to comply with the 
Court's orders to provide the power of attorney by August 29, 2017. The evidence Is clear that there 
was a power of attorney provided by Wife to Husband on August 22, 2018, but this Power of Attorney 



did not transfer ownership to Husband, and had a number of provisions not acceptable to Husband and 



that went beyond the court's orders. Wife was provided with a power of attorney drafted by Husband's 
Brazilian attorney in a timely fashion after the August 29, 2017 hearing at which she was ordered to 



cooperate, and not to make any disposition of the property in Brazil. Husband had to come to court~ 
parte on October 4 th



, 2017, to get Wife's compliance with the Court's order that she sign the POA 



provided by Husband's Brazilian attorney. 



In addition to Wife's lack of cooperation with the signing of an appropriate power of attorney, 



as a result of which Husband Incurred substantial attorneys' fees, the Court finds that Wife appears to 



have been deliberately hiding information from Husband as to a very significant development In Brazil as 



to the ownership of the property. Wife testified that she gave her mother power of attorney sometime 



before judgment in this matter in May 2015, to deal with litigation Wife had Initiated as to individuals 
who were seeking to possess the Quatrinl Bianchi property. (Husband testified in his declaration of 
2.3.17 that he had been aware of Wife's litigation regarding the removal of the tenants, and he was 
fearful she could sell the house). Wife testified at the hearing on the request for order re: fees that she 
had hired Attorney Adlmllson Barbosa da Silva ("da Silva") for this purpose started in 2013. 
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The evidence established that Mr. da Silva informed her in August of 2015 that she owed him a 
great deal of money In legal fees for the repossession action. In June of 2017, Wife's agent, her mother, 
signs an agreement and ''admission of debt" to pay da Silva R$320000.00 at the rate of R$ 16,000.00 per 
month. Her mother (or Wife - It was never established conclusively who signed this agreement nor 
does it matter, as Wife acknowledged that her mother had power of attorney for her in Brazil, as to the 



property) signed the agreement and Wife Is listed as the Debtor, through her legal representative Maria 
Ines Goncalves. There was some dispute over payment, as on October S, 2017, da Silva and Wife 
(through her legal representative), present an agreement to the Court in Brazil, giving the property in 
question to da Sliva as payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him by Wife. This agreement is signed 
by da Silva as creditor, and by attorney Jose Marcelo Abrantes Franca, lawyer for debtor, and Natache 



Cristiane Goncalves Menezes {debtor) represented by Maria Ines Goncalves. 



At no time after the granting of the property to da Silva did Wife notify Husband that she and 
her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to da Sliva, Wife does not send a signed copy 
of the power of attorney provided by Husband to him until October 27, 2017, and then only sent a faxed 
copy. In the meantime, the settlement between Wife and da Silva was ratified or "homolgated" by the 
Court in Brazil, and the Brazilian court ordered a "compulsory conveyance" of the property to da 
Silva. Husband only discovered the existence of this conveyance when his Brazilian attorney, sometime 
in late November, early December 201?, goes to execute the transfer of the property to husband per 



the power of attorney, and is Informed by the authorities that the property had already been 
transferred to da Silva. 



Wife's testimony that she did not know that her mother was signing these documents is not 
credible. She testified that da Silva was a long time friend of the family, and had been working on the 
litigation regarding the tenants for over 4 years. She testified that she gave her mother power of 
attorney to deal with the litigation In Brazil to remove the tenants. She also testified that she was trying 
to preserve the interest In the house, first for herself (as she claimed it as her separate property In the 
dissolution proceeding) and then for Husband. It is not believable that she would give power of 
attorney to her mother in the litigation, that she would be aware of the debt to da Silva (which she 
testified she was aware of), yet would have been unaware of her mother's actions on her behalf to 



settle the debt by signing over the property. 



A5 to Husband's other attorney fee requests, the Court makes the following findings: 



Family Code §llOl(d) (1) and (2): These code sections address the statute of limitations for 
bringing a breach of fiduciary duty claim under Family Code §1101 (a), The Court would not make an 
award pursuant to §1101(d)(i) and (2). If the Court construes this request to be a request for fees for 
breach of a fiduciary duty under Family Code §110l(a), this code section Is usually applied for a breach 
of fiduciary duty for actions that Impair the "claimant spouses's present undivided one-half interest in 
the community estate", Husband is seeking remedy for Wife's impairment of his access to his separate 
property. The case of IRMO Walker. 138 Cal App. 4th 1408 (2006) in dicta indicates that a spouse who 
impairs the claimant spouse's access to his separate property estate may well have breached a fiduciary 
duty, but the Court could find no other authority to award Husband fees for breach of a fiduciary duty 
by Wife as to his separate property. If the Court were Inclined to find that Wife breached a fiduciary 
duty, it would not have awarded anything additional to the $200,000 awarded pursuant to Family Code 
§271. 
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·· ,:. .'i=i~;iy-C~d;§i.fo1{h):·· This ~ode,se~fions addresses award of 100% of a community asset 
.., • ,,,, • .~ • I ; • • ; •" f ,,·:!,• •. •-,,.~. 



(giylng,tht::cla~ant.spouse tne·_b~ea._chln:S:.~~,~~~~1s in~erest in the asset) is not applicable to these facts. 
This Is Husba.nd s s~parate property resldenc·e~ In which Wife has no Interest, 
~···~-,--· •-.... - ... . 



~ i.,,,.'.•·--



Family Code 2105(a}, and 2107 (d): These pro1Jlslons of the family code pertain to disclosure 
requirements before judgment. The court file Includes a waiver of the Final Declaration of Disclosure 
filed September 17, 2015, the same date that the Judgment was filed, Status had been taken May 7, 
2015. The waiver of Final Declaration of Disclosure is signed by both parties but not dated. The Court 
cannot determine If the final declaration of disclosure was waived by the parties before the trial on May 
7, 2015. Therefore, these two code sections are not applicable at this time. 



Family Code §2121: Husband gives the basis for this request in his declaration filed March 23, 
2018. The Court finds that his request essentially asks this Court to undo the orders of May 7, 2015, so 
that he might have a better opportunity to enforce any orders this court makes regarding fees or 
sanctions. He does not plead any basis under. this Chapter of.the family code, which is required for a set 
aside or relief from judgment. 



Family Code §2122: Husband requests that the Court award him the apartment listed In 
paragraph 15 of the Judgment, but does not link that request to any fraud committed by Wife related to 
the Court confirming that apartment as her separate property after hearing the evidence. 



Family Code §2123: This code section addresses restriction on grounds for relief, and does not 
provide Husband with a basis for an additional claim of fees or sanctions, 



Family Code 128.7 (c) (2): This code section does not exist, but Husband in his declaration filed 
March 23, 2018 clarifies that he Is asking for fees pursuant to CCP 128.5 and CCP 128,7. CCP sanctions 
and fees cannot be awarded as the code requires that this request be made "separately from other 
motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct alleged to violate subdivision (b)." 



CCP 128. 7 (d). Husband's request for CCP 128.5 sanctions and fees fs a parallel claim in the 
Court's opinion to his request for Family Code 271 sanctions, and would not result In a different order 
from this Court. 



CCP 2023.010: This is a discovery sanction statute. A misuse of the discovery process has not 
been sufficiently plead by Husband for the Court to award sanctions. 



Civil Code 3294: Husband did not plead the proper code section (referring to it as CCP 3294 in 
earlier declarations) until his declaration filed March 23, 2018. While the Court finds that there is clear 
and convincing evidence that Wife engaged In fraud when the property was transferred to Attorney da 
Silva by Wife's agent, the Court does not find that Husband has met his burden to prove that there are 
damages for the sake "of example and by way of punishing the defendant" CCP 3294 {a). The court has 
sanctioned Wife for her conduct by awarding Husband his fees and costs for his California and Brazilian 
attorney, and his costs is pursuing the transfer of the property to his name. The Court does not find that 
the need for punitive damages has been sufficiently established. 



IT IS SO ORDERED. %?~-
SHARON L. KALEMKfARIAN 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



DA TE: March 29, 20 t 8 DEPT. 17 



PRESENT HONORABLE SHARON L. KALEMKIARJAN 



CLERK: A. Escobio 



DS51030 Menezes, Natachc C. Goncalves, 
Petitioner 



McDaniel, Tim, 
Respondent 



Attorney.: Marangi, Neill M. 



Attorney,: Kaemerle, Julia 



EX PARTE MINUTE ORDER 



The Responden~ Tim McDaniel, sought Ex Parte relief on May 9, 2018, as to the calculations the Court 
provided in its order of April 30, 2018, regarding Petitioner's payment offamily Code §271 Sanctions of 
S200,000. The Respondent was correct that spousal support was modified to $500 per month. effective 
September 1, 2016 by Court order on September 2, 2016. 



The amends order dated April 30, 2018 as follows. The first full paragraph at the top of page 2 of the 
order, beginning with uFrom Wife's income ... " and ending with "for a total of $28,500," is replaced ,..,,,th the 
following: 



From Wife's, Petitioner's, income received as spousal support, beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $500 
income due by Husband to Wife shaJI be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates this to~ 
a remainder of $4,000 in 2018 (payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 months at $500) and $~ 1500 
for the first 9 months of 2019 (from January 1 to September 1, 2019, at which point spousal support te-nnin:Jtcs 
by previous order), for a total of $8,500. 



The balance of the order remains. 



IT IS SO ORDlmED: 



J/ii~ 'JI~ ~ 
Hoaor:.hlt Shuon L. K~Jrmkiarlirn DATEU: !\lay 29, 201H 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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.&T'l'()II~ CM OU1Y 'M'TM(lllT •TT~~ eo--. _ ,_, •- ---t 
Julia Kacmcrlc SBN: ?j67ltJ 
I.aw (llftc.: ,,rM111hcw Md Juhl 11:wmi-.k;, 1..1 .. 1'. 0•1'11411: iuli.u1.1rn,nicc.l~gm1il,c~n, 
59112 L1 Pla.:e Cour1 Sit 1 b$, Cul~b.,d, C/1 Q~00II 
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4no1ucvrc11 p.i.-J Tiin Mc:Dnnic:I 



PEllTIONER(S) 



Nabc:hc C. Cionc-,lvcs Mcnc1.~~ 
RESPONOENT(S) 
Tim McD~nicl 



EX PARTE APPLICATION ANO ORDER - FAMILY LAW 



Hearing Date:Oc.1obcr ~. 2017 Time: ______ 00 a.m. 0 p.m. 



1. Ty!M of relief requested: 



-



18/8 UAY -q p t2: 



.'UOGE/OEPT 
Hon. K11lcmki4ri:in / Dcpl 17 
G.'SE NUt.18fR 



DS ,10:10 



0 Opposed 0 Unopposed 



0 Tempor1ry Restraining Ordr:rs 



(El Order Shortening Time 



0 Child CustodyNi31t1tion Order 
0 Order Alter Heanng Being Submitted for Slgnat1.Jre 



(El Other (spedfy): Cn1Tcc1i1," i" s,~,~lllf"I, 11r O«l,lc,n tc, 1ddrt:,, ofT•ret 1w3,dfd '° Pc1l1io,,w fr,, !ltSOII. (')f'llc, 10 \-U1Te<1dcr pnupun. 



Ex parte relief 1s necessary because: l'fl, 11,.,.rdcd nfr-JCiofSlUOO r« spowul "lfP"' ~ 5fl/llC lhit>u&II 11 1110111hJ 11'1019 1n ,he~lffl'lllnl or 



C$I for• OVTRO. It is our belief NI 1u n wu 1~,m1na1cJ ~IWI 1lli, nm.l\lnl i""",ld !'\ b ( 
2 Name or oppcsing attorney/party: l"eill M11rangi / Notachc C. Gonculves Men~ics ct~t' 
3. Did the opposing attorney/party receive notice? (E Yes O No Date: May 81 2018 



4. If notice was not ~iven. stale reason(s): -----------------------------



5 Have eviden1Iary c:eclaritioni been submrted? D Yes [ID No 



6. Has a proposed oroer Deen submllted7 (El Yes O No ;~ 



7. Have you appeared ex par1e berore ror u,e same relief? D Yes [N No. lf'"yes;· relier was O grilnled O denied. ~::t 
I declare under penalty er perjury under the laws or the State af Callfornl !~ 
true ind corre<:t. 



Da~e. ~- ~ J 5 •.:( 
S,gna1ure -... 



' ;.ai 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
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19 TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT: 
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~ DATE: 
) TIME: 
) DEPT: 



20 Under California Rule of Court 8.13 7. Appellant. submits this statement in lieu of a 



21 reporter's transcript. 



22 Appellant proposes the following narrative summary of the oral proceedings during trial: 



23 JANUARY 16, 2018 



24 WITNESSES 



25 Mr. McDaniel 



26 Ms. Kaemerle 



27 



28 
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COURT: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: It has to be updated they don't accept that one anymore. 



COURT: Well Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi have to resolve this. 



MS. MENEZES: Ok, thank you. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle any more questions? 



3 



4 



5 



6 MS KAEMERLE: If the court reframe what Ms. Menezes should be doing with this 



7 property. I don't know if that would help but 



8 COURT: You are clear on that, right, he needs to get it. If it has some encumbrance on 



9 it rm going to hear about it but you can't encumber the property. But if it was encumbered by 



10 someone else it's a different issue. If her attorney filed a lien on it, that is a Brazil issue and is 



11 not a California issue and I will hear about that in March. 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



l7 
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19 



20 



MR. MARANGI: Thank you, your honor. 



Mr. McDaniel 



Ms. Kaemerle 



Ms.Menezes 



Mr. Marangi 



MARCH 12, 2018 



WITNESSES 



21 CHULA VISTA~ CALIFORNIA. TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 



22 MS. KAEMERLE: How much did you incur in attorney's fees in California? 



23 MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $50,000. 



24 MS. KAEMERLE: How much you have you paid Eva Bischoff in Brazil? 



2s MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $16,000. 



26 MS. KAEMERLE: And this included the cost of translating the documents? 



27 MR. MCDANIEL: No. no that is easily $1.000 to $2,000. That doesn't include additional 



28 $7 to $8000 in fees for registration and to transfer the house to my name. 
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DECLARATION OF SERVICE 



I, Olga Vasileva, declare: 



I am over 18 years of age, and not a party to the within cause; my business address 
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Each email was then, on April 1, 2019 emailed in the United States at San Diego, 
California, the county in which I am employed. I declare under penalty of perjury that 
the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April 1, 2019 at San Die , California. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



DATE: October 17, 2018 



CASE NUMBER: DS5 l 030 



INRE: 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



JUDGE: Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian 



CLERK: A. Escobio 



Attorney : Pro Se 



Attorney : Julia Kaemerle 



EX PARTE ORDER 



On October 12, 2018, the Court held a hearing regarding the proposed settled statements 
presented by Petitioner and Respondent. 



The Court note that the Petitioner had telephonically recorded the proceedings, in violation of 
California Rule of Court 1.150. The Court was unaware that Petitioner was recording these 
proceedings, apparently on her phone. Respondent was unaware of this as well. 



The Court has reviewed the settled statements of Petitioner and Respondent. The Court adopts 
the Respondent's settled statement, with one amendment that is found on lines 3 and 4, on page 8 
of the statement. The Court corrected the language of the court in this section, where the Court 
was inquiring as to what declarations would be provided at an upcoming hearing. 



The clerk shall provide a copy of this order and proposed settled statement to Counsel forthwith 
via U.S. Mail. 



0S51030 
MO 



IT IS SO ORDERED: Minute Order 
872468 !Jtki ~--- Ill lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 



Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian DATED: October 17, 2018 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



Case No.: DS 51030 



RESPONDENT PROPOSED SETTLED STATEMENT 
(CALIFORNIA RULE OF COURT 8.137 (A) 



14 TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT: 



15 Under California Rule of Court 8.137, Respondent, submits this statement in lieu of a reporter's 



16 transcript. For the court's convenience, lodged as Exhibit A is a redlined document showing the 



17 differences between Petitioner's proposed settled statement and Respondent's proposed settled 



18 statement. Also for the Court's convenience, lodged as Exhibit Bis a compact disk that includes 



19 both the Petitioner's settled statement and the Respondent's settled statement in Word format. 



20 



21 Respondent proposes the following narrative summary of the oral proceedings during trial. 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, JANUARY 16, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 



Petitioner and Respondent are both sworn in. 
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COURT: Because of the contempt, Ms. Kaemerle, I can't move forward with this 
2 



Request for Order. I cannot make any order until we resolve the second contempt as the issues 
3 



4 



5 



6 
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8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



are related. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Understood. 



COURT: I can't take testimony from anybody unless Ms. Menezes waives her right 



against self-incrimination, but I would not advise her to do that without the advice of counsel as 



it is a quasi-criminal matter. Mr. Marangi has informed the Court he is not representing her for 



the Contempt. Is that accurate still Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: That has not changed. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, we are willing to drop the contempt if that is the 



Court's position. It was my understanding that as the criminal portion was decided it could be 



heard; however, because this is issue is time-sensitive we would like to be heard today. 



COURT: If you drop the contempt we can proceed today with the review hearing on the 



sanctions motion. Was Mr. Marangi served with the sanctions motion? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, and it was submitted with the ex parte paperwork. These were 



sent to Mr. Marangi and Petitioner. 



COURT: Okay, Mr. Marangi, were you served with the RFO? 



MR. MARANGI: I think a post-judgment motion has to be served on my client 



personally. 



COURT: It think so also. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The issue is I am unable to serve her personally. This has been an 



ongoing issue and has been addressed with the Court previously. She does not respond to 



emails that I send her and she dodges service. The court previously told me serve her via e



mail. 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, did you get any copy in any fashion of the request for orders for 



sanctions and attorney fees today? 



MS. MENEZES: By e-mail? I believe so, by e-mail. 
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COURT: When did you get a copy? 



MS. MENEZES: I can check my e-mail. 



COURT: Ok. While you are checking, Mr. McDaniel, do you still reside outside the 



country? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: Are you here just for the day or will you be here for a longer amount of time? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I will be here for approximately 3 weeks. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You Honor, I also have an updated Income and Expense 



Declaration to file with the Court. 



MR. MARANGI: So my client is looking at her phone and this is something I received, 



I don't know if she got something before that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It was October 4th specifically when ex parte notice was given. The 



RFO was submitted with the ex parte paperwork. I have the emails on my phone and can show 



the Court. It was sent to MR. MARAN GI as well as Natache on October 4th. 



MR. MARANGI: She has an email on her phone from October 4th. She has not opened 



it yet, but it is from Ms. Kaemerle. But I don't know if it's the sanctions motion. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was the underlying request for order filed with the ex parte 



and the Court has reserved over sanctions since June 2017. I have proof of electronic service. 



COURT: Is there an agreement for electronic service? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Mr. Marangi and I have served everything to each other 



electronically post-judgment and prior to that. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi, is this accurate? 



MR. MARANGI: Yes, I never had a problem with service by email, but I don't think 



she can serve me with something post-judgment. I don't even remember that motion for what 



it's worth. 



COURT: This is post judgment. Do you have an agreement for electronic service that 



was signed by Mr. Marangi or Ms. Menezes? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: No. The Court had previously directed me to serve her 



electronically as Mr. Marangi was substituting in and out of the case and sometimes 



representing her in limited scope. 



COURT: Can you remind me when that happened? 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was right around when we had the motion to compel. 



COURT: I want to make sure this is done properly. You asked for $30,000 in sanctions 



and that is a substantial amount of money. The parties have to agree with electronic service 



and a post-judgment motion needs to be served personally, especially if it is for sanctions. 



MS KAEMERLE: I have not been able to serve her personally. 



COURT: Well, she can be served right now. Mr. Marangi can serve her or someone in 



the audience that came with you. You can serve her personally right now if you have a copy. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I do. 



COURT: Okay. When do we have a hearing date? 



CLERK: March 12 at 1 :45. 



COURT: If she is served today then we can hear this on March 12 at 1 :45 P.M. 



MR. MARANGI: I can do it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I am available. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, did you serve her with the motion? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I have. The Court had reserved on the issues of fees and 



sanctions from August and it had been set for 1/24/18 originally. 



COURT: So the contempt that was set for 04/17/18 is withdrawn and that date is 



vacated. The review hearing was set. I was reserving over fees. That has been requested by 



previous motion and I see most recently that I reserved on 08/29/17. Now, Mr. Marangi first, to 



make this part of it simple, has requested payment on the $3,600 that is owed to him from the 



original judgment of07/01/15 so that is put as an issue. The sanctions requested Ms. Kaemerle 



that you made in your most recent motion are in regards to Petitioner's conduct that occurred 



after I last reserved jurisdiction? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: I reserved jurisdiction over previous requests for fees and sanctions. There 



has been so much activity in this case, from your perspective, which hearings was I reserving 



from? If you understand my question. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. At the hearing in June the Court reserved on fees and sanctions 



for both parties. Then a Review Hearing was set for 8/29 to see the outcome of the Contempt. 



It has been reserved on since that first hearing. 



COURT: That was from the June hearing when we were dealing with the college 



administration plan and other things? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And then I believe I just got a findings and orders from the court 



that indicates the same thing. 



COURT: Okay I see from the August, 29 that I reserved from the June hearing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: Let me ask some questions to see where we are in terms of the issues on 



calendar today, that are not about fees. Have the legal issues regarding the property been 



resolved, Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No, your honor, and I brought translations of the legal documents 



from Brazil and Ms. Bischoff who represents my client in Brazil is on the phone through 



CourtCall if the Court has any questions for her. She can clarify anything for you in regards to 



costs and expenses for Mr. McDaniel in Brazil as this was also an issue the Court reserved over. 



Most recently, Ms. Bischoff went to the registry in Brazil with the Power of Attorney that we 



did not receive until November despite the fact that this Court has ordered Petitioner to do so 



since our initial motion. I went through all of the hearings in CA and Brazil in the timeline 



submitted with my supplemental declaration. 
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COURT: I have reviewed the Court file so I'm familiar with the timelines. What has 



happened since then? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Ms. Bischoff went to the registry with the Power of Attorney 



provided by Natache to have the property transferred back into my client's name. She then 



found out there was a lawsuit that was sealed involving Petitioner and the attorney that had 



represented her in Brazil against the people who she alleges are squatters. She was able to talk 



to the judge right before the Courts closed in Brazil and obtained the legal documents indicating 



that Natache had signed an agreement to transfer the property to her attorney there to pay her 



own legal bills. Ms. Menezes had specifically been ordered by this court not to encumber or put 



any liens on this property. That was a previous order and is also in the FOAH from August, 29. 



We have proof that she signed an admission of debt to her attorney in Brazil and subsequently 



conveyed ownership of the house to her attorney in Brazil. I have all the paperwork showing 



that as well as the court's ratification of the agreement between Natache and Admilson Barbosa 



da Silva transferring the property to him for her fees. We were lucky that Ms. Bischoff was 



able to find out this information prior to the Courts closing because they close in Brazil from 



December 20 to January 20. Ms. Bischoff was able to file a third party motion to stay execution 



on the lien or frozen assets on behalf of Mr. McDaniel. So at this point the transfer to Ms. 



Menezes's attorney is on standstill, but the court will not open until the 20th of January. The 



next step would be for the court to make a decision on their appeal in Brazil and on our motion 



to stay execution. The decision to transfer the property to Mr. da Silva, her attorney in Brazil, 



then will be decided based on Mr. McDaniel's lawsuit. So this has been an extremely 



complicated and expensive process here and at this point we have no resolution. The house has 



not been transferred and there is proof showing that there were discussions between her and this 



attorney, well in advance of her providing us the power of attorney as ordered, that she planned 



on using the home to pay the fees she owed him. 



COURT: I understand that will be part of what you will be presenting to me when you 



come back. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: What are the remaining funds? I went back and reviewed the file and the 



funds in the HSBC account were awarded as sanctions already. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That's correct. 



COURT: The Florida account has been transferred. Are there any other community 



funds that have been held somewhere? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. The stocks that were divided in the judgement. The Court 



reserved over the stock. Our request is that remainder of the stock be awarded to Mr. McDaniel 



in addition to the $30,000 in sanctions. 



COURT: And how much is there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: $45,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: About $45,000. 



COURT: In total? I looked at the judgment and there was just one stock account. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Mr. McDaniel was awarded $10,000 from the Court at the contempt 



trial. This court awarded $8,961.50 to him out of the HSBC account out of her community 



property share and the balance of that which was $1,038.50 was awarded out of her share of the 



stock listed on paragraph 9 of the judgment. 



COURT: So the HSBC account was separate from the stock? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: At this point that stock is not going anywhere. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That's correct, your honor. 



COURT: Mr. McDaniel's supplemental declaration has updated information and he will 



be presenting another supplemental declaration before the March hearing when he knows what 



happens after Ms. Bischoff speaks with the judge or lawyers in Brazil. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. There is evidence to show that the amount of the encumbrance 



on the property which she is admitting to owing her attorney in Brazil is almost the entire value 
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of the house. It is very likely that there will be a fraud and/or criminal action against her, her 



mother, and the attorney in Brazil related to her agreement to use the house to pay her own fees. 



COURT: I don't mean to interrupt you but what I need to know is what information I'm 



anticipating that I don't know yet and will be presented with at the next hearing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely. 



COURT: Is it possible Ms. Bischoff will provide a declaration as well? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, and she is available to explain the exact status to the court and 



fees Mr. McDaniel has incurred until today. The fees are at least $4,000 just to file the motion 



to stop the property to going to attorney da Silva. These fees are ongoing. 



COURT: She does speak English? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, she does. 



COURT: I think I can get the information that I need through a declaration from Ms. 



Bischoff and she did one before as to what her fees had been with the equivalent information. 



As you both know I did some research on this and I can't issue 271 sanctions post-judgment 



without taking into account Mr. McDaniel's costs and income, but I do to have review the 



declarations because there seem to be significant costs that he has incurred due transferring the 



house in addition to attorney fees. I want information from you in the declaration about how 



much this has cost him. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I can inform you of what has been incurred to this point; however, 



the costs will increase and will be included in our declaration. 



COURT: I would request both parties to submit declarations and updated income and 



expense declaration 10 days prior to our next date. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We will submit both and would like the court to consider the gravity 



of the violations of the Court Orders that have been made. 



COURT: I definitely will. The Requests from the Request for Order files 10/5/17 RE: 



Sanctions per FC 2031/2031, 271 and 3294 to be heard March 12, 2018 at 1:45 in Department 



17. You can file a supplemental declaration for the Court to consider further sanctions/fees 
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against Petitioner within 10 days of the next hearing and Mr. Marangi can review that. I do not 



know what 3294 is. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It is a punitive sanction under the Civil Code. 



COURT: I didn't find the 3294 code for sanctions. Okay. In order for me to determine 



and order sanctions, I would need to know any information related to the legal actions in Brazil 



which would be helpful to the court. Alright, Mr. Marangi, do you have anything you want to 



be heard on today? I mean, you didn't anticipate we were going to be arguing this today. 



MR. MARAN GI: If the court would indulge me since we have the floor, it will take me 



a few minutes but to answer the courts question I'm ready to argue it. I'm ready for what I 



think is before the court today. If you would let me, I'm just going to briefly list what I think is 



before the court today. So, back on August 29, here is my understanding of the issues the court 



set for today. The court ordered husband to sign the college plan document that would name 



wife the new owner in 7 days or I could appear ex parte and husband pay the fees. That was 



item number 1. Then the court awarded the $8,961 to Husband from her community portion of 



the HSBC account as partial satisfaction of the $10,000 sanction from the Contempt Trial and 



$1,039 from the stock for the remainder. 



COURT: Was the college plan resolved? 



MR. MARANGI: I will address that, but the answer is yes. But for now I'm going only 



through what court did at the last one. 



COURT: Alright. 



MR. MARANGI: So court ordered Husband to also provide a current HSBC account 



statement in 7 days. That was ordered. The court also ordered that husband could withdraw 



$1,039 from the stock to make up for the difference to get to the $10,000 of the contempt 



ordered. Counsel has said that somehow the stocks still exist. As far as I know, it does not and, 



in fact, husband has liquidated all the stocks cash and I think it went in the HSBC account so for 



what it's worth I think he sold it all anyway. I could be wrong 
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COURT: Put a pin in that because that was my understanding, too. I thought the stock 



did not exist anymore, so we will have to have Mr. McDaniel answer that. Go ahead. 



MR. MARANGI: The court also ordered husband to provide historical statements for 



the stock account. That was an order. The court also renewed the order that wife cannot 



dispose of the Brazilian property That was ordered. The court ordered that husband's 



Brazilian counsel would provide a letter to explain the process by which title would go to 



husband along with the necessary power of attorney for wife to sign. That was ordered. Then 



wife would follow those instructions within 30 days. So that was an order. The Brazilian 



counsel was to do the transfer. The court ordered that. Any transfer costs would be advanced 



from the already liquidated stock account, subject to reallocation. That was ordered. Both 



parties to provide Income and Expense Declarations for the next hearing so the court can 



analyze ability to pay attorney fees. Okay. The court did reserve on attorney fees and 



sanctions. I wrote that down. And today's hearing is to address Wife's compliance with the 



transfer of the Brazilian house. We are here to address attorney fees, the transfer fees, and also 



property taxes that my client is claiming she is paying this whole time while this matter is 



pending and she wants reimbursement. So, going in order, I think the college plan husband's 



complied. He signed the document and we got it in 7 days. Done. The HSBC statement for 



what is worth I didn't get a current HSBC account statement. I got one that was from 2014. 



Husband felt like he only needed to provide the one that shows the balance on the date of 



separation. For what it's worth it, I don't think this is what the court ordered. The stock 



account, I don't think husband complied with that order, either. We didn't get historical 



statements that show what stocks they were or where they were when the liquidation happened 



and where they are now. I'm worried that he liquidated things while the action was pending. 



But anyway that is another issue. Anyway, I don't think husband has complied with the court 



orders for historical statements so I will leave that to the court. As far as disposal of the 



Brazilian property, let me just tell you what my client has told me. I think that husband's 



argument today is wife somehow disobeyed the order from the last court and disposed of the 
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brazilian house. For what it's worth, my client denies that. For this case even before your 



honor was on this bench, there was a lawsuit my client started before Judge Hernandez awarded 



the Brazilian property to anybody. There was a squatter in the Brazilian property, and she 



started a lawsuit to try to get them out. Of course, it's her position that Mr. McDaniel was 



responsible for the squatter's presence there, but whatever that was in the past. Well, that 



lawsuit has been pending for all these years. She finally lost it. There was finally a ruling. 



From what I can tell, the Brazilian court did not side with her. I don't know if that means the 



squatter got ownership of the Brazilian property. The only thing she tells me is that she lost it. 



Related to that is about this Brazilian attorney getting paid. I don't know what the agreement 



was between the Brazilian lawyer and my client. I don't know if she agrees to pay him, but her 



story is that she never did anything to somehow give the property to her Brazilian attorney. Her 



understanding is that the Brazilian court awarded the Brazilian property to her attorney. That's 



all I know is what she is telling me. The point is she didn't do anything to dispose of the 



property in violation of the order of August, 29. In fact, the Brazilian court gave the house to 



her attorney is all I know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, may I respond? 



MR. MARANO!: Just let me just get through my argument ifl could. 



COURT: Yes, but hold on I'm taking this as an open argument because and I appreciate 



it's good to get my head around it, but I'm still going to ask you to submit declarations as to the 



facts, any evidentiary documents that support the facts, and your position as what sanctions 



should be ordered against Petitioner 



MR. MARANO!: But here is my personal problem. It's not the courts problem but my 



own problem. I'm on limited scope. I don't have any idea if my client wants me to represent 



her on any future hearing for sanctions. I don't know so what I'm saying is my job I think is 



done today and I'm going through the issues and which ones I think are resolved. 



COURT: Okay. Let me ask some questions. You are under penalty of perjury, Mr. 



McDaniel. I'm confused about the stocks account. Do the stocks exist in one account? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No, they do not. 



COURT: When they were sold? 



MR. MCDANEIL: I think they were sold in 2015. They took the stock off the market 



and they deposited the amount that they were sold for into my account. 



COURT: And when you said my account what account is that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It was in one of the on-line accounts. I don't remember which one 



because I have not used them for a long time. 



COURT: Is that money still there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The money is all still in that one account, yes. 



COURT: Alright, so the Judgement filed September 2015 said the HSBC account and 



the following stocks Etrade, Green Bay Packers, Science, Ireland will be divided. 



MR. MCDANIEL: Correct, but the only one with value was the IRE which was the 



Irish bank. 



COURT: Those were the stocks you are saying were sold? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, they took the IRE stock off the market and deposited the 



amount they were sold for into my E*Trade account. 



COURT: So you believe it was in the E*Trade account. 



MR. MCDANIEL: It was, yes. 



COURT: And you can look it up now? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, I took it out of the E*Trade account and put in a bank account. 



COURT: What bank account did you put into? 



MR. MCDANIEL: That was the HSBC. 



COURT: That was the same HSBC account that was divided as part of the judgment? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: When was it deposited to the HSBC account? 



MR. MCDANIEL: This is showing 2014. 
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COURT: Just let me say this, counsel. The fact that we are not clear on this issue still is 



very concerning to the Court because I know we have had this discussion and we have asked 



these questions. I don't know that either of you can tell me that if they divided the account and 



stocks in 2015, and the money was deposited in 2014 why is the division of the stock a still 



being heard at contested hearing in 2018. 



MR. MARANGI: Because he didn't disclose that in the trial. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Only one stock was moved, the other ones are still there correct? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: Alright Mr. Marangi in terms of the issues that you raised regarding the stock, 



are those resolved? 



MR. MARANGI: I think the court can resolve this today. It's fine if it is liquidated in 



cash somewhere. They want the court to give it all to them. I don't know what the court will do 



that but that is the request. I think it should be divided community property law also I wanted to 



be paid the $3,600 from husband's share that he's owed me for almost 3 years. I'd like to be 



paid. 



COURT: Are you convinced that this money was already divided as part of the HSBC 



division? 



MR. MARANGI: Yes, I'm convinced of that yes 



COURT: So, where do you think it is? 



MR. MARANGI: I think he liquidated all the stocks without telling anyone it probably 



went to a Etrade account. I believe him. I think then he deposited into a HSBC account. What 



we divided from the HSBC account was the balance as the day of separation so that was 



separate from the stocks. 



COURT: Ok so that was my question. 



MR. MARANGI: I'm satisfied with the amount that she received from the HSBC 



account the only outstanding issue is the stocks that I think he liquidated. 
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COURT: Mr. McDaniel do you have any documentation that shows what the amount of 



the liquidated stock was? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Those documents have been provided Mr. Marangi. 



COURT: What is amount is represented? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have to find it 



COURT: Alright. 



MR. MCDANIEL: It's showing here the value of the Ireland Bank stock at $58,000. 



COURT: Alright, and where was amount deposited? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The HSBC account. 



COURT: Alright and do you agree Ms. Kaemerle that the amount divided on 05/2015 



was the separation value? 



COURT: That was a division of $17,923. I will ask your client what was that number? 



Again, that was an amount divided in the judgment of $17,923. 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: That was the date of separation value? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it was. 



COURT: Not included the $58,000? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, ma'am. 



COURT: So, under the judgment there was to be a division of the stock and it appears 



from the testimony today that that would be $58,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: And let me hear from counsel. The judgment indicates that it should be 



divided equally. Mr. Marangi is asking for previous balance on fees of $3,600 and at the Court 



still has the outstanding sanctions requested from Ms Kaemerle that I'm going to hear in March. 



I have an outstanding request from Mr. Marangi for sanctions on her behalf as to signing the 



QDRO and dividing the stocks account. 
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MR. MARANGI: Correct. 



COURT: So, first Ms. Kaemerle do you want to provide any arguments to the court 



about the stock account issues and why the $58,000 should not be divided per the judgment? 



MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, the 2015 Judgment specifically ordered Ms. Menezes to 



transfer the property in Brazil to Mr. McDaniel. If the court looks at what happened we have 



since December 12, 2016 requested that the Court enforce the order. Next, she was ordered to 



transfer it into his name by January 12, 2017. Here we are January 16, 2018 with the same 



request. 



COURT: Let's cut to it, are you asking me to hold onto it because that is going to pay 



her sanctions? 



MS KAEMERLE: Yes, and that was the purpose of this hearing. We have had to file 



all these motions, and the fact that he has to continuously come back and ask for the court's 



assistance and she is not complying with any Court Orders is why we are making that request. 



COURT: I understand. 



MS KAEMERLE: So, I think at a minimum he should be awarded her portion of that 



$58,000. On top of that we are requesting for sanctions for her behavior to transfer this 



property. 



COURT: I'm not doing that today. She didn't have notice personally. I can't do that 



today so I'm not going to distribute the funds, either. But I will make some orders regarding the 



amount and location. Mr. Marangi, you wish to be heard on the $58,000? 



MR. MARAN GI: I'm fine with it if the court wants me to speak about that but, from 



my perspective, it should again be divided equally because that was what the judgment ordered. 



As to the balance, I would like $3,600 from his share. It's a long-standing order. Husband 



keeps saying Judge Hernandez changed that. It never happened. You will not find any orders, 



any minutes anywhere, saying somehow Judge Hernandez changed the fee order. That fee 



order was made at the trial and nothing has changed except for the fact that he stopped paying 
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me. I want that amount paid immediately from his half of the stocks because, again, I don't 



know ifl'll be here in March. My job is done as it is today. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, I would have to say that I disagree. If you look at Mr. 



Marangi's declaration, you can see that Mr. McDaniel had set up a direct payment to Mr. 



Marangi and January 2016 is his last payment. The reason why it stops right there is that is 



when she filed her domestic violence request and our recollection is that at that hearing the 



judge did instruct Tim that he could stop these payments. 



MR. MARANGI: That never happened. 



COURT: I looked, Ms. Kaemerle, because I saw in your pleadings. But where are any 



orders to say that he should not pay the 2015 attorney fees order? 



MS. KAEMERLE: In the finding and order after the domestic violence? 



COURT: You show me. I didn't see it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The problem has been that when Counsel has been requested to 



prepare the FOAH it is either not done or I do not receive a conformed copy. 



COURT: Give me the minute order. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I don't have the minute order. I can request it and give it to the 



court. But I believe the Court reserved. 



COURT: I have it here and I don't see that. What day in the court do you think he said 



that Mr. McDaniel doesn't have to pay? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Because his payment stopped in January 2017 I think whatever 



hearing was close to that day. 



COURT: There was a hearing in December, that was a request for documents that was 



denied, that was a hearing on December 12 for sanctions requests and spousal support arrears. 



There was a hearing on March 13, I don't see any orders. 



COURT: These are going to be the orders of the court today. First, the court orders Ms. 



Kaemerle to serve Ms. Menezes with the RFO of October 5th, 2017. The court finds good 



service today of that RFO for future hearing of March 12, 2018 at 1 :45pm in Dept. 17. Second, 
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the court orders that Mr. McDaniel pay Mr. Marangi the $3,600 balance on the attorney fees 



ordered as part of the judgment and within 48 hours or interest is going to accrue at the legal 



rate. Mr. McDaniel is authorized to withdraw monies for this from his share of the liquidated 



stock or elsewhere. Third, each party has an interest of $29,000 in the liquidation of the stock 



account. The court is reserving over the distribution of monies pending the hearing of March, 



12 due to the outstanding sanctions request. Fourth, each counsel to file ad serve an updated 



income and expense declaration IO days before hearing. Mr. Marangi's limited scope is 



concluded forthwith. The Court relieves Attorney Marangi. The court denies sanctions against 



Mr. McDaniel pursuant to the motion filed by Petitioner on February 27,2017. The Respondent 



may serve the Petitioner via email forthwith and Petitioner is to provide a valid email address 



today. The court sets further hearing on Respondent's RFO filed 10/5/17 re: Sanctions per 



2030/2031, 271, 2031 and 3294 sanctions. Parties to file and serve declarations regarding any 



facts for the Court to consider sanctions against Ms. Menezes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, can I say a couple of things? 



COURT: Sure. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Part of the hearing today was specifically to see what happens with 



the transfer of the house. 



COURT: I understand that, but what else can I do? I made the orders that were 



requested as to the power of attorney and everything else and what I'm hearing now is that we 



don't know until January 20 what is going to happen with the house. There are no further 



orders that I can make about the house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We have specifically requested attorney fees and sanctions if Wife 



was not transferring the house. 



COURT: Those were all going to be reserved for March because there is so much that 



has been put in subsequent motions and I don't have testimony from you about the fees that he's 



incurred. My tentative is that there will be sanctions for $30,000 at a minimum, but I have to 
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see what all of the translated documents show about his legal expenses in CA and Brazil, 



expenses related to the house, and anything shown in the declarations and IED's. 



MS KAEMERLE: Last question very briefly Your Honor. Now that Mr. Marangi is not 



going to be representing her, can the court allow me to serve her electronically? 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, for anything after today that is relevant to this motion, yes, you 



can serve electronically and do it with return receipt requested. And Ms. Menezes you are 



ordered to open it and read it and get back to her. The HSBC account Ms Kaemerle, Mr 



Marangi that account is not to be, well I hope the money is still there but I ordered each party 



has an interest in $29,000 pending the hearing set on March 12, 2018 due to outstanding 



sanctions requests. Alright, any questions, Mr. Marangi? 



MR MARANGI: I don't, but she may I guess. Natache has something. Go ahead. 



MS. MENEZES: The college plan the form that he provides the college plan didn't 



accept the stamp and they said it has to be done again because they couldn't see the stamp he 



did for notarized so the plan still not on my name. 



MR MARAN GI: Maybe we can get the original because counsel sent me via email. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes and the original was mailed as well directly to Mr. Marangi. 



MS. MENEZES: It has to be updated they don't accept that one anymore. 



COURT: Well Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi have to resolve this. Ms. Kaemerle any 



more questions? 



MS KAEMERLE: Could the Court remind Ms. Menezes that she is not to encumber the 



property in any way and that it is to be transferred my client? 



COURT: You are clear on that, right, he needs to get it. If it has some encumbrance on 



it I'm going to hear about it but you can't encumber the property. But if it was encumbered by 



someone else it's a different issue. If her attorney filed a lien on it, that is a Brazil issue and is 



not a California issue and I will hear about that in March. 



MR. KAEMERLE: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 



Petitioner and Respondent Both Sworn in. (Attorney: Julia Kaemerle, Esq.) 



Petitioner Pro Se (Limited Scope Neill Marangi, Esq.) 



The Court provides tentative ruling: $30,000 sanction against Petitioner and costs/expenses 



for attorney in Brazil in CA and costs related to transferring the house to his name. 



Judicial Notice: Respondent has filed two contempt's prevailing in the first but dismissing the 



second so this matter could be heard earlier. 



EXHIBITS ADMITTED FOR REPONDENT: From notice of lodgment filed January 10, 



2018-for 1/16/18 hearing: 



EXHIBIT A: Emails to Neill Marangi from 10/3/17 



EXHIBIT D: Email Correspondence regarding delivery of POA 



EXHIBIT E: Email from Petitioner dated 11/9/17 



EXHIBIT G: FOAH submitted to Court 
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Notice of Lodgement submitted 3/6/18 for 3/12/18 hearing: 



EXHIBIT E: Translation of POA provided by Petitioner 8/29/17 



EXHIBIT F: Instrument of Settlement and in Giving Paument of Real Estate 



EXHIBIT H: Brazil Judgment dated 10/16/17 



EXHIBIT I: Notice of Compulsory of Property 



EXHIBIT J: Decision from Brazil 



EXHIBITS ADMITTED FOR PETITIONER: 



1. Transcript 



2. Eva Bischoff s Injunction against Petitioner 



4. Legal Action of Recission 



8.POA 



9. Court Order 



11.Brazilian Order 



13. Proof of Service 



14. Lawsuit filed by Eva Bischoff 



MS. KAEMERLE: Good Afternoon Tim, we are going to be discussing your expenses 



today in regards to attorney fees and costs to transfer this property back to you. Can you 



estimate how much you incurred in attorney's fees in California? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $80-$90. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you have also incurred attorney fees in Brazil, how much 



would you estimate you have paid Eva Bischoff your attorney in Brazil? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $16,000 at this time but this an expense that is ongoing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did this include the cost of translating the documents? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No, no that is easily $1,000 to $2,000. That doesn't include an 



additional $7000 to $8000 in fees for registration and to actually transfer the house to my name. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know if you will have any future fees to transfer the 



property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The last time I talked to my lawyer ... 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, hearsay. 



COURT: What she told you is hearsay but if you have personal knowledge of what 



additional fees may be incurred ... are you referring to prospective fees, Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: The $7 to $8,000, Mr. McDaniel? 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, speculative. 



COURT: I want to know what the anticipated fees to transfer the home may be so 



Overruled. 



MR. MCDANIEL: I was told just the transfer fee was at least 7 to 8 thousand dollars. 



MR. MARANGI: Objection. 



COURT: Mr. McDaniel you can't say what you have been told. It has to be of what 



personal knowledge you have. So that question is do you have any personal knowledge of how 



much the anticipated fees would be to transfer the property to your name? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: And how much that it will be? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I believe $8,000. 



MS. KAERMELE: And are you going to owe Ms. Bischoff any future attorney fees? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I am. 
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MS KAEMERLE: And what is your personal knowledge of what future anticipated fees 



to Ms. Bischoff could be? 



MR. MCDANIEL: She would be paid a percentage of the value of the house. I believe 



20% of the value. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know personally what the value of the house is? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I believe it is ... 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, lack of foundation 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, can you lay per the family code of the law the basis of his 



belief. He can testify what his belief about the value of the property is. 



MS. KAEMERLE: May I approach; your honor? 



COURT: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you recognize this document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, these are the real estate taxes which state how much they 



appraise the property for. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And what is your understanding of the value of the house? 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, this is not evidence it is hearsay. 



COURT: Right. He has to testify as to his knowledge, any properties he sold, 



investigation he's done himself. It cannot be from a hearsay document. 



MS. KAERMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge of the value of the property? 



MR. MARANGI: Objection relevance 



COURT: Overruled, it is relevant. 



MR. MARAN GI: Objection, lack of foundation. Based on what? 



COURT: That is what she is trying to establish. 



MR. MCDANIEL: The properties in the area are valued around 400 thousand reals. 



MR. MARAN GI: Objection lack of foundation, how does he know that? 
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COURT: Ms. Kaemerle ask how he knows. 



MS. KAEMERLE: How do you know the values of the properties in the area? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I looked it up on the internet. 



MR. MARANGI: That is hearsay, objection. 



COURT: That is admitted under California law he can look it up in the internet to see 



what he thinks it is worth. Overruled. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So in US dollars do you know what the value the home would be or 



an approximately range? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The last time I looked the exchange rate was $130,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you testified previously that 20% of that would go to Ms. 



Bischoff? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that is from a written agreement? 



MR. MCDANEIL: My understanding was from a statement she showed me. 



MS. KAEMERLE: She has a document that she showed to you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that's how you have knowledge of the fees? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAERMELE: How much have you paid on flights to and from these hearings to 



San Diego regarding this home? 



MR. MCDANIEL: On average with flights, rental cars, hotels I would say 



approximately $2000 for each court hearing. 



MS. KAERMELE: Are you reimbursed for that time by your employer? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, I use my vacation time. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And your contract in Sri Lanka ended, correct? 



MR. MCDANEIL: Yes. I'm in another contract right now. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And the pay is similar? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: It's exactly the same. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you have an opportunity to review the documents submitted to 



the court from the Brazilian court regarding the litigation there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge if the lawsuit that the 



petitioner filed in Brazil is one that could have been dropped? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. I was told that she can drop the lawsuit as you can in the 



United States. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay 



COURT: What lawsuit are we referring to? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The lawsuit in Brazil. Specifically, I'm talking about the document 



submitted in my lodgments as Exhibit C. Do you remember the instrument of the admission of 



debt? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I don't remember that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: May I approach you honor? 



COURT: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen that? 



MR. MCDANEIL: Yes, yes, I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And do you have any knowledge if this is a court document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, that is a court document, that was submitted by my lawyer in 



Brazil. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I ask for the exhibit C to be admitted. 



COURT: I'm not going to admit it yet. I will admit it once I hear from Ms. Menezes 



that she signed this because this doesn't appear to me that this is a court document it says it is a 



private instrument. It reads and appears to me to be an agreement between Ms. Menezes and 



Mr. Admilson Barbosa da Silva. I don't see it's a court document but if she testifies that she 



signed it and there is a signature page attached but I don't think he can't testify to that. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Ok. I will move to exhibit B that was admitted already. Do you 



recognize this document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: To the best of your knowledge what is this document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It's a power of attorney from Natache. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And was that the original power of attorney submitted to you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The first one I believe it got translated. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Would that transfer the property over to you to your knowledge? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It would have not have transferred the property but allowed me to 



use the property, but I would have to pay her legal fees in Brazil, it would cost double the value 



of the house because of the legal fees, plus she wanted to go in and take whatever she wanted 



out of the house which was confirmed by the translation. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Were you able to look at the Exhibit G which were comments about 



Natache's declaration by Eva Bischoff? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Ok, I'm going over some of these statements with you. The first part 



states that you were -- this is from Ms. Bichoff s point of view -- is it correct that you were 



never involved with the squatters? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Correct. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Are you in contact with them right now? 



MR. MCDNAIEL: No, I'm not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any knowledge that Ms. Bischoff represents any of the 



squatters? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have no knowledge of that at all. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you know that there was an admission of debt of Natache using 



the house to pay her legal fees during the process of our post-judgment motions and the process 



in Brazil? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No I did not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen the timeline we presented to the court? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: As for the Court documents in Brazil, the admission of debt we have 



provided was signed around June 25, 2017 does that sounds correct to you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, that sounds correct. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You were still unaware that this was happening? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I was unaware until December 7th or 5th after I received the second 



power of attorney from Natache and we tried to transfer the property to my name. 



MS. KAEMERLE: If the property has been transferred to Admilson Barbosa de Silva 



would you have any recourse to your knowledge? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, not at all. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And how you were able to find out? 



MR. MCDANIEL: My attorney went to transfer the property at the registry and she was 



notified that the attorney Admilson de Silva filed their agreement as to her debt and using the 



home as payment, but he didn't have a marriage certificate and so we were able to stop the 



filing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge if there is now a lawsuit 



against petitioner and her attorney in Brazil? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes and her mother. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any knowledge of the status of that lawsuit? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, I do not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know if Petitioner's lawsuit will cause you any future costs? 



MR. MCDANEIL: Yes, it will. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know how much? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I hear anywhere from $4,000 to $8,000. 
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MS KAEMERLE: Do you know what would happen if the lawsuit were not to be 



successful in your favor? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No I don't know what the results would be on that but I would not 



get the property if it fails. 



MS KAEMERLE: Would you have any recourse against petitioner if you were to lose 



the property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It there any other lawsuit in Brazil you could file to obtain this 



property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, not that I know of. 



MS. KAEMERLE: No furthers questions at this time. 



COURT: Alright, Mr. Marangi and Ms. Kaemerle, we need another day because we are 



not going to finish today. 



CLERK: March 29? 



COURT: Mr. McDaniel you have to be present because Mr. Marangi will have 



questions for you so you need to find a way to be here or you may appear via CourtCall. I was 



surprised we have a date so soon but I want to help to get this done for everybody. 



MS. KAEMERLE: March, 29 at 9 am? 



COURT: March 29, 8:45 all morning, I will block all morning. Let me point out to 



counsel a couple of things. I was confused about it but in the document found on Exhibit B that 



was not admitted as evidence because it has to wait until Ms. Menezes has to be asked about it. 



Mr. Marangi in the few minutes we have which exhibits you want to be admitted? Do you want 



it all as evidence? 



MR. MARANGI: Yes. 



COURT: Let's go through it now. Item number 1 is reporter transcripts. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 
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COURT: Item number 1 will be admitted. Item number 2 Attorney Bischoffs 



injunction. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 



COURT: Alright, Item number 3 listing complications certificated. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object to that as hearsay and also lack of foundation. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi it is hearsay. Your response to that? 



MR. MARANGI: No your honor is fine 



COURT: Ok so that will be stricken. Item number 4 Action of decision of a verbal 



Agreement. It has been translated and looks like is a court document Ms. Kaemerle. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 



COURT: Item number 5 an email from Ms. Bischoff. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object as to hearsay and lack of foundation. 



COURT: Alright, Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: Is that admission from Mr. McDaniel? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: Sorry, I was asking the court, not my client. 



COURT: It has two emails here from Ms. Bischoff and two people and they were not 



here so I don't think so. Yes, it's hearsay so it will be stricken. Silvia and associates number 6? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object as to hearsay and lack of foundation. 



COURT: Who was it addressed to Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: I will ask my client. 



MS. MENEZES: Judge Hernandez that saw it first I just put it again for you to have 



knowledge. It was admitted in December. 



COURT: Before the house was awarded to Mr. McDaniel? 



MS. MENEZES: It was after. The day is November 16, 2016. 



COURT: I don't want any explanation about it is hearsay. Mr. Barbosa de Silva is not 



here and it will not be admitted. Item number 7. 
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MS KAEMERLE: Hearsay, lack of foundation. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: Ifwe are going by that, it's hearsay. 



COURT: Yes. Item number 8? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 



COURT: Alright item number 8 will be admitted. Item number 9 that is the findings of 



the order and will come in. Item number 1 0? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I will object to that as hearsay and lack of foundation. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARAN GI: My client says it's a lodgment of a lawsuit. 



COURT: It doesn't look like the actual document has been translated so I don't see the 



original document. 



MS.MENEZES: I can bring the original version without being translated. 



COURT: Well I don't have it. At this time, it will not come in. You can come later on 



with better foundation. Item number 11? 



MS.KAEMERLE: It looks like this is a document of the court. 



COURT: So no objection Ms. Kaemerle. Alright number 11 will come in now. Number 



12. 



MS.KAEMERLE: Subject to our review and opportunity to present testimony . The 



actual document, no objection. 



COURT: I will reserve over number 12. Item number 13? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 



COURT: Ok item 13 will be admitted. Item number 14? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 



COURT: Alright. And item number 15? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object to hearsay, lack of foundation 



COURT: Mr. Marangi? 
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MR. MARAN GI: My client said it's a translation of something filed in court in Brazil. 



COURT: Yes, again it's not an official translation, it's not the original document. I 



don't believe this is acceptable. It doesn't tell me who translated and was translated by, so it 



will not be admitted this time. Alright, so from Mr. Marangi listed Items 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13 



and 14 were admitted. Okay, everybody, I will see you on March 29 in the morning and Mr. 



McDaniel will appear by phone and make sure you have a good connection. 



MARCH 29, 2018 



WITNESSES 



Mr. McDaniel APPEARED VIA COURT CALL 



Ms. Menezes 



CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 2018, 8:45 A.M. 



MR. MARAN GI: How many powers of attorney has Natache given you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Two. 



MR. MARANGI: Relative to that first one that she gave you when was that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I would say September first week of October. 



MR. MARANGI: We were in court on August 29 do you remember that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes I do. 



MR. MARANGI: That was when she gave you the first power of attorney? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: I do not remember. 



MR. MARAN GI: For that first power of attorney that would allowed you to take title of 



the Brazilian house? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No. 



MR. MARANGI: Why not? 



MR. MCDANIEL: My attorney in Brazil said that is would not transfer the property to 



me. 



MR. MARAN GI: Could you have used it somehow to transfer ownership of the house 



for anybody else? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I didn't use that power of attorney. 



MR. MARANGI: Did you try? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, we presented it to the real estate registry in Guaruja and they 



did not allow us to transfer the house to my name. 



COURT: When you said you presented the power of attorney to transfer, which power 



of attorney, number one or two? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Number 2. 



COURT: Did they gave you a reason why? 



MR.MCDANIEL: The second power of attorney, if I remember correctly, was at the 



time her, her mother, and her attorney in Brazil agreed to transfer the house in Brazil to the Da 



Silva to pay off her lawyer's debt regarding the home that had already been found to my 



separate property. 



MR. MARANGI: What about the first power of attorney, did you try to use that to 



transfer your house to yourself? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No, I did not. What we received was only a copy of a power of 



attorney. I did not receive the original and when my attorney in Brazil presented it to the 



registry they said it was not adequate to transfer my property to my name. We didn't receive the 



original power of attorney from her at that time. 
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MR. MARANGI: If you have received the original could you have transferred the 



ownership? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No. 



MR. MARANGI: OK thank you. 



MS.KAEMERLE: Would it be accurate that the first power of attorney that was 



provided to you on August 29 didn't actually put the property in your name but in fact just 



allowed you to use the home? 



MR.MCDANIEL: If I remember correctly all it was for was the use of the house until 



the litigation she started in Brazil regarding my home was resolved but if she lost it she was not 



responsible for reimbursing me for the cost of the house. If I took over the house I would have 



to pay her lawyer fees and she was not going to be responsible for anything but it was just for 



the usage of the house. 



MS.KAEMERLE: Did it include her taking furniture and personal belongs out of the 



house? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes it did. I believe it has a clause there in the power of attorney that 



she could come in and take anything she wanted out of the house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You testified earlier that you would have to wait until the lawsuit in 



Brazil was complete to take possession, correct? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes, her lawsuit that was pending against the tenants had to be 



completed before I was allowed to use my property. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You looked at the time line I prepared, correct? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes I did yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you know on August 29 that she had signed the property over to 



Admilson Barbosa de Silva? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No but I believe the process had been started by June of 2017 if I 



remember correctly. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Were you aware of how much she owed in attorney's fees? 
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MR.MCDANIEL: No not at all not until December of last year when my attorney in 



Brazil pointed out that the power of attorney included a debt clause to pay the attorney fees. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Prior to December 2017, did you know she had entered into an 



agreement to transfer the property to Mr. de Silva to pay her fees? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No I did not. The second power of attorney would have worked. 



My attorney in Brazil said it would be fine but they had already basically went to the registry 



with the agreement to transfer the house to her attorney. I believe she was delaying all along to 



have the time to work on the transfer to the attorney's name. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Last time when I took testimony from you we discussed expenses 



and fees you had incurred. Do you have any recollection of any fees you didn't mentioned in 



the last hearing? 



MR.MCDANIEL: I believe I will have additional fees because of her attempt to transfer 



the property to the attorney. I believe it was $7000 to $8,000 additional fees from the last time 



we were here. I checked my record on the costs for all of the translations of the Court 



documents, I think I said $1,500 or $2,000 when we were here last. It is now $5,300. Also I 



missed 34 days of vacation for these proceedings in court. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have an estimate on how much you had to expend just in the 



process in Brazil regarding the house? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Legal fees or transferring the house? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Legal fees and what it would cost to have the house in your name. 



MR.MCDANIEL: $19,000 in legal fees to date and those are ongoing. If I were able to 



transfer the house back into my name right now I would be paying probably an additional 



$10,000 to get the property transferred and if there are any property taxes I would be 



responsible for those as well. 



MS KAEMERLE: And Ms. Menezes has testified that she paid the house taxes. To the 



best of your knowledge is that accurate? 



MC.MCDANEIL: To the best ofmy knowledge they have not been paid since last year. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: So they are not current now? 



MR.MCDANIEL: I do not know that I have to check with the registry in Guaruja as to 



what any taxes are owed currently. 



MS. KAEMERLE: How much do you spend on flights when you appear at these 



hearings? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Like I said in my previous testimony it is on average $1,800 to 



$2,000 depending on the flight. All together I have spent a total of $18,000 on flights. I lost 



vacation days an equivalent of 34 vacations days as well. 



MS. KAEMERLE: What would the 34 days be equivalent to in terms of your salary? 



MR.MCDANIEL: It would be close to $9,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I do not have further questions at this time. 



COURT: I have some questions now Mr. McDaniel and there could be additional 



questions from Ms. Kaemerle or Mr. Marangi. 



COURT: First you answered Ms. Kaemerle that one agreement was made one on June 



17 what was leading you to believe that? Why do you believe that agreement was made in 



June? The reason the court is asking is because I have a copy of the document that was 



presented to the court from Brazil in August of 17, but what makes you believe that this 



agreement was made in June? 



MR.MCDANIEL: The attorney in Brazil told me that was when it was filed in Brazil. 



COURT: Is there any document? I don't have it here. I see it was exhibit C because I 



think was not admitted as evidence. Exhibit C from your lodgment of March 6? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes 



COURT: Alright. Mr. Marangi, this document has signatures on it I will ask her about it 



but it indicates from the translation that there is a signature on it. Is there an objection to this 



document coming into evidence? 



MR. MARANGI: No 
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COURT: Alright so Exhibit C will be admitted from Respondent's lodgment of March 



6. And then Mr. McDaniel, because I wasn't here when the judgment was entered, I do see 



from the language of the judgment from 2015 the court found that the property was your 



separate property and not a community asset. Am I reading that judgement correctly? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: Why was the property only in Ms. Menezes's name? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Well if I remember it correctly the house was put in her name 



because I was not allowed to put on my name because I was not a resident. 



COURT: So the property had only her name on the deed and that was something at the 



time that you thought and believed was legally required by Brazilian law? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes 



COURT: Ok. And I think Ms. Kaemerle asked you this to but to your knowledge at 



what point of time did Ms. Menezes transfer the property to Mr. DaSilva to pay her legal fees? 



MR.MCDANIEL: That was in December between 19 and 21 of 2017. Maybe 



December 12 it was before Christmas. 



COURT: Alright, in Exhibit B an email from her attorney regarding her debt dated 



August 10, 2015, Mr. Marangi I was going to ask her about it unless there is a stipulation it is 



not in evidence yet but there is a reference that he was doing legal work related to the home 



since November 2014, that was before the judgement. Did you have any knowledge of Mr. de 



Silva doing any legal work for Ms. Menezes before 2017? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No I never heard of this name before. 



COURT: When was the first time you were aware that Mr. de Silva was doing legal 



work for Ms. Menezes? 



MR.MCDANIEL: I believe was in December when we tried to transfer the property to 



my name. 
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COURT: Okay, Ms. Menezes says that you knew the squatters and you somehow were 



involved with them and they were living in there. Do you know the name of the individuals 



squatting on the property on Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes I do, they are Natache's friends they are Bia and Marcelo and 



their children. 



COURT: They were friends of yours? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Through Natache. 



COURT: And at what point do you know they started to live in the property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have to say maybe January 2010. 



COURT: So when you bought the property they were living in there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, they were not. We were living in a property in San Diego. She 



had her aunt and uncle living in the house and they had some issues and she told them to leave. 



I spoke to her and we both decided that Bia and Marcelo could stay in the house. 



COURT: And when was that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: 2010 I believe they met each other in 2008. 



COURT: So when did you live in the house? 



MR. MCDANEIL: I lived in the house in 2005 until we moved to San Diego. I would 



stay at the house on my time off from work. 



COURT: And when did you move to San Diego 



MR. MCDANIEL: In 2008 I believe. 



COURT: So you were living there alone or with Ms. Menezes? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I always lived with Ms. Menezes in the apartment starting in 2004 I 



believe. Then we moved to San Diego and she filed for divorce. 



COURT: Ok so these folks living in there you said was about 2010? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes 2009, 2010 end of 2009 beginning of2010 I believe. 



COURT: Ok and you didn't have any knowledge of Mr. de Silva until sometime in 



December 2017? 
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MR. MCDANEIL: Yes I had never heard about him before. 



COURT: Alright. Anything further Mr. Marangi? 



MR.MARANGI: No, thank you. 



COURT: Alright and does your client stipulate to Exhibit B it was an email sent to her 



being admitted? 



MR. MARANGI: She does. 



COURT: Ok Exhibit B will be admitted to the court. Ok Ms. Kaemerle anything 



further? 



MS KAEMERLE: Yes I have a couple of questions 



COURT: Ok 



MS KAEMERLE: Tim do you have the exhibits in front of you? 



MR. MCDANEIL: My computer crashed so no I don't 



MS KAEMERLE: Ok what I'm talking about specifically is Exhibit C. It discusses that 



the litigation started in January 2013. Do you have any recollection of that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: 2013? 



MS KAEMERLE: The the email from Da silva to Natache stating that the legal fees 



were incurred from January 2013 through 2015. 



MR. MCDANIEL: No I'm not aware of any of that. 



MS KAEMERLE: Do you remember what your date of separation is? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I believe it was July 7, 2013. 



MS KAEMERLE: Prior to the date of separation, were you aware of her involvement in 



any litigation regarding the property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Not at all. I had no idea of any litigation at all in Brazil involving my 



home. 



MS KAEMERLE: She had put the property deed in her name as a single woman. 



Correct? 
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MR. MCMDANIEL: Correct. All her legal documents even the power or attorney she 



provided states she is single not divorced. 



MS KAEMERLE: Could she sell this property in Brazil without your knowledge? 



MR MCDANIEL: Yes 



MS KAEMERLE: As far as the squatters you said they were friends of Ms. Menezes. 



Did her daughter live with them also? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, for one year she lived in the house with Bia and Marcelo and as 



I understood they paid for her daughter's expenses. 



MS KAEMERLE: And why she was living there without petitioner? 



MR. MCDANEIL: I don't know this is a question you have to ask Natache. 



MS KAEMERLE: No further questions 



COURT: Ok anything else Mr Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No, thank you. 



COURT: Alright, ok Ms Kaemerle anything further or evidence that you would like 



admitted? 



MS KAEMERLE: In the documents we submitted just for clarity I wanted to make sure 



I have the right ones you have the exhibit B admitted, is that correct? 



COURT: Well let's start with the day of lodgment. From the March 6 lodgment, we 



now have B, C, E, F, H, I, J admitted and Band C were admitted today and from the 01/10/18 



lodgments I have A, C, D, E and G and Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi I think B should have 



been admitted on the minutes but I think we missed it. It is email correspondence between the 



two of you. 



MS KAEMERLE: Ok. 



MR MARANGI: Ok. 



COURT: B from the lodgment of 01/10/2018 is now admitted. And Mr. Marangi from 



his lodgment of 03/07/19 I have 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13 and 14. That is what everybody else has? 



MS KAEMERLE: As far as exhibit K I would ask for that to be admitted also. 
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COURT: Any objection Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARAN GI: I don't know why it's relevant it seems as hearsay. 



COURT: Yes Ms. Kaemerle it is hearsay. 



MS KAEMERLE: I can inquire of client as the veracity of the document. 



COURT: Alright go ahead and ask ifhe has personal knowledge of that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Tim did you remember sending me a Caddel retirement account 



summary? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I did send you the statement. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you obtained the statement off an online account? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it was a website that the company uses so we can monitor our 



401k. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And what does this document show? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It shows -- I don't remember the dates -- but probably one month 



after I was ordered to tum over half of the 401K, it shows the 401k being depleted in the 



amount of$ l 32k which went to Natache I assume, because I didn't take it out. 



MS KAEMERLE: Did you complete a QDRO to effectuate the transfer? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Correct. 



MS KAEMERLE: You provided me with receipts of your expenses including plane 



tickets and looks like Hertz vehicle rentals which we submitted in our lodgment. Did you 



remember providing me with these receipts? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I do. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And all those receipts are accurate as to the expenses you've 



incurred? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, should be an average with each trip I made to San Diego to 



here. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And I also have an email from your attorney in Brazil that estimated 



the total for the translation is about $5,300, is that accurate? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it is. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And have you also had a chance to look at Eva Bischoff s 



declaration? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And she listed several expenses, have you reviewed those? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes I have actually paid them. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And they are accurate? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, they are. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The total with the current exchange rate is $24,127 is that accurate? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it is. 



MR MARANGI: It's hearsay. 



COURT: Yes, Ms. Kaemerle, I'm sorry he cannot testify. Her declaration was not 



admitted because it's hearsay. If he has personal knowledge of what he pays, it's different, but 



you cannot ask what she said and if is that is right because that is hearsay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: To the best of your knowledge did you pay $24,000? 



MR.MARAN GI: This is leading your honor. 



COURT: Yes just ask him directly how much he has paid in fees at this time to Eva 



Bischoff. 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have paid right now I have paid $24,127 and there will be 



additional fees coming to finish the process relating to the house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know how much the additional fees will total? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Anywhere from $6000 to $8,000 approximately but I cannot be sure 



until the litigation stops. 



COURT: Anything else Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No, thanks. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would ask that Exhibit M be admitted. 



COURT: Letter M? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, those are his receipts with his expenses and also K with the 



retirement statement. 



COURT: K is still hearsay, but he testifies to his knowledge and I also I'm aware a 



QDRO has been completed. Any objection to his expenses Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARAN GI: Hearsay, your honor. 



COURT: They are hearsay. He testified to an estimate of his expenses and that will be 



the evidence so I will admit only M. Okay, so, Ms. Kaemerle, do you have any declarations 



from Mr. McDaniel that you wish to have entered into evidence? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I would like the declaration submitted February 27, 2018 



admitted into evidence and I'd also like the supplemental declaration submitted Jan 10, 2018 to 



be admitted. 



COURT: Ok Feb 27, 2018 is the declaration of respondent for fees. Any objections Mr. 



Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No. 



COURT: And the other one Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The supplemental declaration filed January 10, 2018. 



COURT: Alright Jan 10. Any objections MR. MARANGI? 



MR. MARANGI: No. 



COURT: Alright that will be admitted as evidence. Okay, Ms. Kaemerle, any other 



evidence? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No. Just cross examination of the petitioner. 



COURT: Of course. Ok Mr. Marangi your first witness please 



MR. MARANGI: So we while we are in the declarations as I don't forget I would ask 



for the admission of my client's declaration submitted March 08, 2018 so I don't forget. 



MS. KAEMERLE: What date? 



COURT: 03/08/18 



MS. KAEMERLE: Subject to cross examination that is fine. 
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COURT: I appreciate that. Ms. Kaemerle. Subject to cross examination. 



MR. MARANGI: My only and one witness is Ms. Menezes. 



COURT: Alright and then we take a short break after that. 



MR. MARAN GI: During the course of this proceeding has Tim ever acknowledged he 



has a close relationship with the people living in the Brazilian house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he did in January 2014 in one of his declarations he said he has a 



close relationship. He requested to have the exclusive usage of the house and that was when he 



told the judge he has a close relationship. After that court hearing, my daughter was still living 



in Brazil. He disobeyed the order that was denied for the exclusive usage of the house and he 



went to the house. 



COURT: I'm sorry who in court wanted to have the exclusive usage of the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Him and Judge Hernandez denied because my daughter was living in 



there and we had the domestic violence issues and Judge Hernandez prohibited him to go there 



and he went there anyway. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Move to strike the comment regarding domestic violence. The TRO 



was denied and found to have no merit. 



COURT: I will sustain because I think it's irrelevant. 



MR. MARANGI: What was the name of the people living in the Brazilian house 



Natache? 



MS. MENEZES: Aucilene Araujo and Marcelo Silva. Family Araujo. 



MR. MARANGI: Were you ever involved with any litigation against the Araujos? 



COURT: Can you spell the last name? 



MR. MARANGI: spelled to court 



COURT: When we refer to the Araujos we will refer to the people living in the home. 



MR. MARANGI: Were you ever involved with any litigation against the Araujos? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes so in 2014 when my daughter was living there they still my 



friends but they betrayed me and started to be Tim's friend and I ask themed to leave the house 



and they said they only would leave the house with a court order so I have to sue them. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Objection 



COURT: Hold on the question was if she tried to get them out of the house wasn't it? 



MR. MARAN GI: if she was involved in any litigation against them 



COURT: No, it's responsive so overruled. 



MS. MENEZES: So then I have to legally ask them to leave because they refused to 



leave the house. So then I did a process for repossess my house because was only in my name 



sole so I have to preserve the property. 



MR. MARANGI: So during this litigation to get the squatters out of the house, the 



squatter has an attorney representing them? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: What was that attorney's name? 



MS. MENEZES: Eva Bischoff represented them. 



COURT:who? 



MS. MENEZES: Eva Bischoff. 



MR. MARANGI: spelled the name for judge 



MS. KAEMERLE: Objection. 



COURT: Hold on. Your objection? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Lack of foundation. We don't have any evidence whatsoever to 



show 



that Ms. Eva Bischoff represented them. 



COURT: It's her belief. Overruled. 



MR. MARAN GI: Natache, does Eva Bischoff now represent Tim for any purpose? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, the entire thing in Brazil is Eva Bischoff is his lawyer. 



MR. MARANGI: so Eva Bischoff represents both the squatters and Tim? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARAN GI: So, related to the litigation against the squatters, what was your role in 



that litigation? 



MS. MENEZES: So, I'm the only one that could do this litigation because the property 



is on my name sole because in Brazil I'm the only one that could preserve the house. Tim could 



not take the squatters out and they're his friends anyway. 



MR. MARANGI: If you hadn't done this lawsuit for repossession of the Brazilian 



house, is is possible that the Brazilian house could be somehow awarded to the squatters? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. I would lose the house. They lived there since 2009, has a law in 



Brazil that the name is uso capeao and if someone is living for a long time in a house and they 



claim is their own and they don't have someone that claims it was theirs and they can prove 



they are living for that much of a time and nobody says anything, the house goes to the person 



that is claiming of the house. So I have totally the chance of losing the house because of the 



length of time they living in the house. 



MR. MARANGI: Did you file the repossession lawsuit to preserve the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: And how else did you preserve the Brazilian house? 



MS. MENEZES: I preserve because I was the only one that could do this and I still 



paying all the house taxes because still on my name. If I don't pay here I would have a bad 



credit, but there I would be prosecuted for not paying the house taxes because is on my name 



alone. I paid the lawyer's fees that I paid to start this and I had to keep on going. 



MR. MARAN GI: Did you have a Brazilian lawyer representing you for the repossession 



of lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: I had his name is Admilson. 



MR. MARAN GI: you honor I don't know if you refer to him as de Silva. 



MS. MENEZES: Admilson is the first name. 



COURT: So how should we refer to him? Which one is the first and which is the last? 
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MS. MENEZES: first is Admilson. 



COURT: It's easy for me to say Silva. 



MR. MARAN GI: How did you paid your Brazilian lawyer? 



MS. MENEZES: I could pay the first year and the start and some other money I could 



give here and there but I didn't have money to sustain the process. I couldn't pay and I told him 



I couldn't pay. 



MR. MARANGI: So was there a time that de Silva stopped representing you? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: When was that? 



MS. MENEZES: It was in 2015. He sent me an email. I had a debt and supposed to 



pay and if I didn't he would not serve me anymore. And he stopped working for me. I tried to 



get a new lawyer because I had to respond to the squatter's appeals because they keep appealing 



and then my mom looked for a new lawyer and want to restart with this new lawyer. But the 



judge refused and he didn't want the new lawyer to participate and sent all the paperwork to 



Admilson so he had to continue the process. 



MR. MARANGI: What was your understanding of your ability to somehow transfer 



ownership of the Brazilian house while the lawsuit is pending? 



MS. MENEZES: With this repossession process still ongoing I couldn't rent the house 



or sell the house or borrow or give to nobody or I would have a consequence by Brazilian law 



with sanctions. I don't know exactly what was going to happen but I was trying to prevent 



myself to get in trouble in Brazil because of that lawsuit. 



COURT: Which lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: The repossession because is a property and you can't do nothing with 



the property. 



COURT: Your lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT:ok. 
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MR. MARAN GI: So when judge at trial ordered you to do a power of attorney for Tim, 



how did you interpret that relative to your standing on the Brazilian lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: I couldn't because is the same as I giving, passing, selling was the 



same thing as I couldn't do anything with the house I couldn't do this power of attorney and I 



explained at every single court hearing. 



MR. MARAN GI: So you went to a contempt trial here and what was the result? 



MS. MENEZES: The result was guilty and on the contempt I explained to the judge the 



only reason I have for not doing the power of attorney is that I was going to have consequences 



in Brazil and that Tim was going to go there to try to transfer the house to him and not mention 



there was an ongoing lawsuit. So the Brazilian court was going to find I was doing fraud 



because I not supposed to do nothing with the house. I was going to get sanctioned. I was 



going to get in a lot of trouble. So the judge in the contempt said alright do it on the way you 



could be safe, with no sanctions and no problems in Brazil -- do it the way you can do it and all 



right. I consulted two lawyers and the tittle company, and I did this power of attorney to Tim 



that I presented in August. 



MR. MARANGI: Alright. On top of the judge telling you to prepare a power of 



attorney you felt protected you, what else did the judge order on that day? 



MS. MENEZES: Order me to pay $10,000. 



MR. MARANGI: $10,000. Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, I'm going to object to this. It's not accurate testimony. 



If the court would accept the transcript, the judge didn't say to her to do it so she protects 



herself. 



COURT: She says what she thinks he said. Did I have this transcript admitted to the 



court? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The transcript was submitted to the court August 24, 2017 it was a 



lodgment submitted for the review hearing in August. 
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COURT: I would reserve on that. I don't have it. If it was filed we will look at it. I do 



know there was a contempt hearing. What was the date for the contempt hearing? 



MR. MARAN GI: I don't remember May 23, 2017 off the top of my head. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The hearing was August 4, 2017 your honor. 



COURT: Okay, hold on. The minute order indicates the court finds all the elements 



have been met, the petitioner needs to follow through with the court order in 30 days, finds her 



with contempt, $10,000. It doesn't indicate specifically what she was ordered to do. Mr. 



Marangi, do you have any objection to me reviewing the transcript of that proceeding? 



MR. MARANGI: No. 



COURT: Ok if it is available I will review. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, so it's your testimony that the judge on the contempt ordered 



you to do a power of attorney that would protect you against lawsuits and sanctions in Brazil. 



Did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I did. 



MR. MARAN GI: And when did you present that power of attorney to Tim? 



MS. MENEZES: In the next court, August 29, 2017. 



MR. MARAN GI: So on August 29, 2017 what we call power of attorney number 1. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARAN GI: That Tim could use this power of attorney to take ownership of the 



house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, and he admitted on the last court now on MARCH 12. 



MR. MARANGI: Did Tim refuse to accept that power of attorney that would have 



allowed him to take the ownership of the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he refused. 



MR. MARAN GI: So did Tim say he wanted a different power of attorney at that court 



hearing? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 
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MR. MARANGI: So what did the court order on August 29, 2017? 



MS. MENEZES: The court didn't review my power of attorney, it just accepted their 



word for it that they needed another one. So the court ordered to go by their draft. The court 



ordered Tim had 30 days for his Brazilian lawyer to do a draft, and I was to follow directions on 



how to do it after. That supposed to come to me in 30 days so they can have the new power of 



attorney. 



MR. MARANGI: So, correct me if I'm wrong, on August 29 this court ordered Tim and 



his Brazilian attorney to provide you with the power of attorney that he wanted in 30 days. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: And when you have it, you then have 30 days to comply by signing 



that thing? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes with the instructions go to the consulate and provide the new one. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, Natache, did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARAN GI: Did you follow their instructions? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. I copy and paste exactly how she draft. I think the reason Tim 



wants this power of attorney is because he wants to evade taxes in Brazil because it was a 



donation for him so that's why he really wanted another one. He could have used the first 



power of attorney. 



MR. MARANGI: Alright. So you, within the 30 days you had received Tim's power of 



attorney, you signed how the court ordered you to sign? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: Meanwhile what, if anything, was happening m Brazil with the 



repossession lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: A lot of things happened. The squatters were still in the house. This 



process was still not done and the lawyer that I used to have decided to process me for debt. 



My mom was taking care of my sick grandma and she ended up passing and my mom signed a 
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paper for this lawyer acknowledging the debt. In the meanwhile, I didn't have no knowledge of 



this process. He did this secretly in Brazil, something that I didn't got served or my mom. I 



don't know why he did that way. After that I did the power of attorney for Tim -- the number 



two --and my mom she broke her knee on Thanksgiving. So, after she came back from the 



hospital, she got served that was going on this process that Admilson was doing against me. 



And the judge really took over the house she arrested the house and already had a stamp on my 



deed. There was nothing that I could do about it. I had knowledge in the end of November. I 



had already given the second power of attorney to Tim and then ended up finding out what was 



happening in Brazil. This way that the judge arrested the house and gave it to the lawyer. 



MR. MARANGI: The judge arrested the house and gave it to Mr. De Silva. Did you 



give the house to Mr .Da Silva? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MR. MARAN GI: Did you ever sign anything saying, "Here, Mr. De Silva, this Brazilian 



house is yourpayment of my debt?" 



MS. MENEZES: No never. 



MR. MARAN GI: Thanks, your honor. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, let me ask some questions, then you can. Can you please give 



her a copy of the lodgments from MARCH 6 to start with? 



COURT: I don't want to give my copies because I have to ask her questions. 



MR. MARAN GI: I'm working on it. 



COURT: Okay. 



COURT: Let's start with exhibits C and B. Ms. Kaemerle pointed at out Mr. De Silva 



or, I'm sorry, the private instrument of admission of debt. That is your signature first on the 



non-translated on the bottom of page two where says devedor excuse my my pronunciation 



Natache Cristiane Goncalves Menezes? 



MS. MENEZES: No 
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COURT: I think you are not on the right page. Keep going on the page that is not 



translated. There. That is not your signature? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



COURT: Do you know who signed that? 



MS. MENEZES: The signature looks like my mother. 



COURT: Okay. In this private instrument of admission of debt, indicated on the page 



one of the translated version, Mr. Marangi, the debt originates from the honorariums of legal 



assistance and services from January 13 to May 17. Did you hire Mr. De Silva starting in 



January 2013? 



MS. MENEZES: I hire him in 2014, on the 2013 probably was talking about process 



that may happen in the future because of the divorce I was consulting with him in 2013. 



COURT: So in 2013 and 2014 you were consulting with Mr. De Silva? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 2014 is when I initiate the repossession, so for sure. 



COURT: Okay. Did you tell him at that time you believed that house was yours, that 



you have an interest in the property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, we didn't have the court. 



COURT: Okay,just answer yes or no. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Okay. Did you tell Mr. McDaniel that you were consulting with Mr. De Silva 



in 2013 or 2014? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I didn't talk to him anymore. 



COURT: And in 2014 is when you started the repossession action? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Did you notify Mr. McDaniel that you started that action? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he knows by court. 



COURT: What do you mean by court? 
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MS. MENEZES: When I told Judge Hernandez that I couldn't transfer the house 



because of the lawsuit. 



COURT: I asked a very specific question. Did you tell Mr. McDaniel at any point 



before August 2015 that you filed a lawsuit for repossession of this home? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I don't talk to him. 



COURT: Okay. Now, on exhibit B. Hold one second. When I'm asking questions and 



there is not a court reporter I have to take notes. Exhibit B is an email to you dated August 10, 



2015 that is titled Dominique's birthday 2008. My first question is do you have any knowledge 



why it looks like in the bottom has an email from you to Mr. De Silva also saying Dominique's 



birthday. Do you know why there is a reference to Dominique's birthday 2008? 



MS. MENEZES: I think this lawyer just copy and reply for this email. 



COURT: So I guess from that you knew Mr. De Silva a long time? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: He is a family friend? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



COURT: You sent him an email, he sent you an email back, and he is indicating that 



since November 14 he received fees for an action for repossession and that is the same action of 



repossession on the property in question 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: I remember just one thing important your honor. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: So, Tim McDaniel know Admilson for long time because he was our 



lawyer when we needed authorization to travel with my daughter out of the country so 



Admilson has been our lawyer a family lawyer for a long time. 



COURT: Okay so when you said Ms. Bischoff was representing the squatters it was a 



response to the action you file for repossession. 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes and I tried to lodge the ... 



COURT: Hold on. So you file an action first for repossession sometime you said in 



January in 2014. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, in some point I don't know the month right now 



COURT: Ms. Bischoff was representing these squatters in response to that action? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I don't know the date these people has other lawyers involved 



but I don't know the day she got in the process she was in between after or something she got in 



I don't know the date but I have an evidence that I tried to lodge with her name on it but was not 



accepted. 



COURT: Alright those are the courts questions at this time. Let's take a 15 minute 



break. Mr. McDaniel, you still with us? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I am. 



COURT: Okay, we will be back in 15 minutes. 



COURT RECONVENES 



COURT: Ms. Menezes can you take the stand again? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Ms. Menezes, the process that you filed in Brazil regarding the 



property at 288 Alberto Quatrini. When did you file that exactly? 



MS. MENEZES: 2014. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you remember what month? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I have to see the paperwork. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Was it before the date of separation? 



MS. MENEZES: Before ... Wait. Separation or the date of the divorce settlement? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The date of separation. 



MS. MENEZES: The day of separation is when you just separate? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The day of separation listed on the judgment I believe is June 2014. 



COURT: 2013. 



MS. KAEMERLE: 2013 I'm sorry. 
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MS. MENEZES: After. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You did not notify Tim of the lawsuit, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I don't talk to him. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, now we have discussed this email entitled Dominique's 



birthday 2008. You do recognize this email? 



MS. MENEZES: yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The first sentence reads, "Considering that until now since 



November 2014 I only received R200,000 ... " So this isn't correct that Mr. De Silva represented 



you prior to November 2014? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay and did you have some kind of retainer agreement with him or 



any kind of agreement as to what fees you would pay? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And do you have any idea of the value of the property? 



MS. MENEZES: Not exactly. 



MS. KAEMERLE: In this email it says it's worth six hundred thousand reais does this 



sound accurate to you? 



MS. MENEZES: It's probably his assumption I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now the next document Exhibit "C" the Admission of Debt. Let 



me ask a quick question. Do you admit that this was a debt that you had to Mr. Da Silva? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, for sure is debt. 



COURT: What exhibit is this? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The email that we submitted stating the debt was 243.000,00 reais. 



COURT: So exhibit B. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes exhibit B. When you initially filed the petition for dissolution, 



do you remember filing an income and expense declaration? 



MS. MENEZES: No, here or in Brazil? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Here. 



MS. MENEZES: Ah ok yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember completing a schedule of assets and debts? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you include this debt on the schedule of debts? 



MS. MENEZES: I didn't include debts from Brazil because it was in Brazil and as my 



knowledge I didn't have to put debt in another country. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you did not put on your schedule of assets and debts? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now the next document is the private instrument of admission of 



debt. Have you seen this document before? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, when they put in the court. 



COURT: Exhibit C? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, it is Exhibit C. 



COURT: Alright. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now it says on here, and this is dated June 2017, in this document it 



says you owe R$320,000. It says Debtor admits and assumes as liquidated certain and presently 



due the debt described hereunder. Did you remember admitting to this debt? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So the signature on the copies is whose? 



MS. MENEZES: My mother. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Does your mother have power of attorney for you in Brazil? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, she does. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you are saying your mom signed this agreement without your 



knowledge? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So she committed fraud? 
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MS. MENEZES: She has my power of attorney she can make decisions. I don't have 



the knowledge. I have the knowledge of the debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: She authority through the power of attorney to sign legal documents 



on your behalf correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you had no knowledge that she signed an instrument of 



admission of debt on your behalf to this attorney? 



MS. MENEZES: I have knowledge she signed a paper about the debt. I didn't see the 



paper. This is the first time I'm seeing this paper. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Prior to June 2017, we had already filed a RFO December 12, 2016 



to enforce the judgment, specifically, in regards to Tim's house. Do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: December 2016? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So this document then, this private instrument of admission of debt, 



was signed after you again were ordered to transfer the property back into Tim's name? 



MS. MENEZES: When was the date of that? 



MS. KAEMERLE: June 2017. 



MS. MENEZES: 2017 the other 2016 then one year after? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: Like I said I have knowledge of this paper from court. 



COURT: When you say Court you are referring to this court? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I mean from this court. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But you also said that your mother told you that she was signing this 



document? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I told you that my mom had knowledge of debt. She said she 



signed a paper of knowledge of debt. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: So you have no idea that she was admitting that you owe? 



MS. MENEZES: Like I said, I just see this paper now. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You previously testified that you knew you owed Da Silva for fees, 



correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I have knowledge of debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, the next document that we have is F. This is the instrument 



of settlement in giving in payment of real estate. Did your mother ever tell you that she agreed 



on your behalf as your attorney in fact that she agreed to pay your debt with a home that had 



been awarded to my client? 



MS. MENEZES: No, my mom never agreed with such a thing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen this document? 



COURT: What document are you showing her? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Exhibit F. 



MS. MENEZES: This is not an agreement giving the house. Sorry, this is saying the 



judge arrested the house and that was the proceedings of the court and she is just saying what 



happen. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It specifically says the herein debtor recognizes and admits to owe 



the herein creditor of R$352,528 and that you declare the real estate, Tim's house, is payment 



for your debt, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Let me read the part you have to read, here credit reberly and 



according to the receives from debtor the real estate register on number register of the deed 



number in Guaruja on the name of Natache that's me arrested for the rering creditor though the 



probismo annotation number 382413. That says when Judge arrested the house from this 



number here to the creditor recognizes and accepts the precaution and process the real state 



giving in payment because she arrested and the judged arrested. 



COURT: Can you show me from where you are reading because I'm reading the middle 



of the page were it says the real estate is conveyed on page 2? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: I think she is reading this first page. It is also saying in the first 



paragraph that Natache Cristiane Goncalves Menezes therein represented by her mother Maria 



Ines Goncalves, through the undersigned lawyer and attorney in fact, hereby moves to inform 



the court that the parties have amicably settled the dispute according to the terms and conditions 



here under described. That is referring to the settlement through the private instrument of debt is 



that not true? 



MS. MENEZES: If is associate with debt and this is one agreement of debt. So that 



means that she acknowledge the debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Is the amount more because of the interest added to it? 



MS. MENEZES: Is just an agreement of debt. 



COURT: Hold on, Ms. Menezes. I know you have a position you want to take, but I 



have to listen to the question and the answer, so let Ms. Kaemerle ask a question and you 



answer the question if you can ok. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The document goes on to state that debtor declares that the real 



estate, object of this settlement, is free of any kind of encumbrances. So it is a settlement of 



your debt? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember this court specifically ordering you to not 



encumber this property in any way? 



MS. MENEZES: I never did anything with this property. 



MS. KAEMERLE: This states says right here that you are giving this property to your 



attorney as payment for a debt you owe, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I'm not giving this property to nobody. Because of the repossession 



lawsuit, I can't give, or rent or sell it or give it to nobody because of the lawsuit in Brazil. So 



the judge, knowing that I can't do nothing with it, the judge arrested it and she made an 



enforcement happen. The judge arrested the house and she made that decision and that's what 



are you seeing on this paper. She arrested it, has a number, and she put the deed frozen. She 
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did. I didn't go there. My mom didn't go to the title company. The lawyer didn't. The judge 



arrested and went to the title company. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know what the word encumbrance means? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You don't know. 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know this word. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, have you seen this document? It is Exhibit I the Notice of 



Compulsory Conveyance of Ownership. 



MS. MENEZES: Not really. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So is it your position that all these legal documents were signed by 



your mother without your knowledge? 



MS. MENEZES: If I see the signature, I guess so because I don't know about it. The 



only thing I know that my mom signed was that she agreed that I have a debt to my attorney. 



That's the only knowledge I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, well in this document it says having this case being analyzed, 



reported on and discussed, I HOMOLOGATE by judgement the settlement executed. So is it 



still your position that it was awarded without your knowledge and was not a settlement? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, the judge arrested the house. It's her own decision, I don't have 



nothing to do with it. I don't have no agreement. I never would give this house away. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You've never seen or notified about any of these documents 



regarding your own lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, this judge and this lawyer was doing everything secretly and I 



didn't know. The only thing is that my mom was dealing with my grandma's death and she said 



she signed a knowledge of debt and I didn't know. I asked my mom in November when she got 



notified and when we find out about the paperwork. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: And the Judgment which is Exhibit H states I HOMOLOGATE by 



judgment the settlement as well. What reason would the Court have to believe this was not an 



agreed upon settlement? 



MR. MARAN GI: Does that even matter your honor? 



COURT: Overruled it is relevant. 



MS. MENEZES: I think this court has to believe that the judge arrested the house and I 



didn't have no decisions on it. I wish Tim used the first power of attorney and we would not be 



here by now. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's talk about this first power of attorney that was submitted 



August 29. That document specifically said that Tim could live in the house after the lawsuit 



was finished? 



MS. MENEZES: That he could take possession and he should be waiting for the lawsuit 



to finish. He could not get in with people there. It was very clear that the house was taken over 



by squatters. There was litigation, like when I talked in the contempt court, I need to make that 



known to the title company in Brazil so it wouldn't be fraud for me. I didn't want to have 



sanctions by the court, so that meant Tim needed to acknowledge a lawsuit was happening there 



and he had to wait for the lawsuit to finish because he can't go in it with people living there and 



this lawsuit going on. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's go back to what you just said about taking possession. Is that 



what you were agreeing to instead of transferring the property that he owns back to him? 



MS. MENEZES: Possession means you take ownership. You go there so for that he 



needs to know that there are people living in the house. So this paper is for the title company to 



know because Tim was not going to tell that he knows that it's in litigation going on the house. 



The title company was going to say, well so you have people there and litigation, you're going 



to have a problem. So he would probably have to take over the litigation or do other things to 



resolve it because it was happening and that was the knowledge in the paper. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And also it said he had to pay all your legal fees didn't it? 
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MS. MENEZES: He has to assume the litigation. He had to take over it was still 



happening. 



MS. KAEMERLE: On August 29, the judge specifically said that you were responsible 



for any cost or fees for the transfer and it was going to be deducted from your community 



property portion of what was awarded to you as a tentative. So why did you put that language 



on the power of attorney? 



MS. MENEZES: Because the litigation was still happening and the judge here said I 



have to pay for the transfer of the house to him. That is the legal fees you talking about. I'm 



talking about that has a litigation there and he will encounter there when he gets to Brazil and 



Brazil needs to know he has the knowledge of this litigation and he is not trying to get 



something that I said it was free of the litigation, so I make sure I was protected in Brazil and he 



could take over as soon as finished or he had to proceed to take over. Look, he got the house, 



he got the problem, and it's like you buy a house and have a hole in the roof, I can tell you 



about the hole and I can commit to fix it, or you just take the house because it's yours and you 



fix it. So this house has a litigation before the judgment settlement to give the house to him, so 



it's a problem that he knows and has knowledge about it and I have to not be punished for 



something that is his and for these people there. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So let's clarify then why he should be responsible for the costs and 



encumbrances that you incur without his knowledge? 



MS. MENEZES: He has knowledge. He know about the process since day one starts he 



has knowledge. Nothing is for free. I did my best to pay what I could. He knows. 



MS. KAEMERLE: On the private admission of debt it says that you reside in Brazil. 



Have you seen that? 



MS. MENEZES: No, show me the paper so I can see it. So is because I have an 



apartment there so when you do a lawsuit they just relate it to the address you have 



MS. KAEMERLE: This is not a lawsuit, it's a private instrument of admission of debt. 



You don't live in Brazil, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes, but when you have a property, you can be related to that 



property. It doesn't mean you live there or not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mother came to court and testify on your behalf? 



MS. MENEZES: Here? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, she came here. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember when that was? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't remember the date, but it was when Tim wanted to take over 



her house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that was after the judgement correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't remember the date I'm sorry 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mom have knowledge that the house was awarded to him 



as his sole and separate property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, this house yes 



MS. KAEMERLE: So your mother, having knowledge that this house was awarded to 



Tim, as your attorney of record, signed this property away 



MS. MENEZES: She didn't signed this property away sorry 



MS. KAEMERLE: The documents of the litigation in Brazil show the property is now 



transferred to Admilson Barbosa the Silva for your debt using the property as payment. Is that 



accurate? 



MS. MENEZES: Do you want me to read the part again that said the judge arrested the 



house and I would read the number and that is the settlement that she did. My mom didn't give 



my house away. It says that the judge, by the arrest, that she had already taken and was 



prosecuting for the payment for this lawyer. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, but let's go through exactly what the series of events is here. 



We have an email saying you start litigation regarding his home and that you owe the attorney 



money, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes, I have a debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And then we have an instrument settling this debt, saying I agree I 



owe this debt, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I didn't agree with that paper. I didn't sign anything. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We have a document showing the property being conveyed to 



Barbosa Da Silva and we then have a decision saying that everything in that agreement was 



HOLMULGA TED and was final and unappealable. Do you know when he found out when the 



property was about to be transferred to pay for your debt to Barbosa? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know when he found out but I only just found out after giving 



the second power of attorney. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The Judgment says that they find this final and unappealable and 



they amologate this settlement. Meanwhile in California you have been ordered at least six 



times to transfer the house that's not correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't have the number but every time they order me to transfer I said 



I have a litigation until the contempt that the judge let me do it the way I was preserved in 



Brazil so I did in August. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's see what the judge says I'm reading through the contempt 



transcript I can give a copy to the court now or at a later time. 



COURT: Do you have an extra copy? If not just read and give me a copy later. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay the judge said "she [Natache] doesn't want to and she has a 



speculative fear of some type of litigation that she may expose herself to if she complies with 



this Court Order. However, I give that very little weight. She has been ordered to effectuate a 



transfer and she's --- through her testimony, she has acknowledged that she has spoken with 



counsel in Brazil. And so at the very least she could provide an alternative means of 



effectuating the transfer. Do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: Alternative means? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: The judge specifically asked you since 2015 have you ever offered a 



different way of transferring this property and you had not, is that correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Correct because Tim would not accept like he didn't accepted in 



August. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well that was in August of last year so that was 2 years that went by 



correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I guess so. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So for two years you did nothing to comply with the order? 



MS. MENEZES: Look I have an excuse, that I couldn't comply because of the 



litigation. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You have still not provided that as an excuse ... 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, every court hearing. 



COURT: Hold on. Question and answer, so let her finish. So the question was you still 



did not provide that as an excuse and your answer? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, every court I said I couldn't do it because of the litigation. If 



Tim ever said I take over the litigation is my house I have to continue this and I would say 



alright let's do all the legal papers for you to take over this lawsuit. I can't just abandon and let 



these people take over the house. I have to protect it ifs on my name only and he never really 



offer that, right? So, I have to maintain the position of saving the house this entire time and I 



don't understand why I have to be responsible for his house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But the judge said to you ... 



COURT: Wait, so you said why do you have to be responsible for his house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he got awarded the house and I have this litigation and I already 



with the litigation before the decision preserving the house so I should not be responsible for his 



house. I have been responsible for this litigation to save the house and he could really have the 



initiative really let me take over. How can we do this? I got the document of the CPF to let me 



take over. I have to get this house I could not abandon and could not just not respond anymore 
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for this litigation so I continue the litigation. I continue paying the house taxes until finish. I 



wish it finish a long time ago, but still not finish for today's day this people still there and they 



still appealing. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: I'm sorry is frustrating. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you remember the judge saying to you that your testimony that 



convinced him that the decision you are making is because you think you know better than the 



court? 



MS. MENEZES: He probably said that because I know the law in Brazil and I know my 



punishments I was going to get there and all the sanctions and yes, I know what was going to 



happen with me in Brazil if Tim goes to Brazil and don't say to the title company that he knows 



this litigation and just try to take over. I know the problems I was going to have. I was in a 



comer. I had to do this power of attorney here and comply with the court order, but I have other 



proceedings in Brazil and I have to comply with what they say to not give this house away or 



pass this house or sell it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's simplify this then. You started this lawsuit to protect the 



property from the people living there? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Why couldn't you drop the lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Because they would take it. The judge there would assume it's theirs. 



It would not have a defense. When here you do a lawsuit you have to reply, right, and if you 



don't reply that means you accept it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, but when Tim was awarded the property why you didn't you 



drop the lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Because I was going to lose the house because the house is only on my 



name is not on Tim's name. If I did it the house was going to be lost. I wanted to preserve the 



house I couldn't lose it. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: But it was Tim's house at that point, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: So, I should not care alright say ok buy I lose the house. No, I was 



going to fight for preserve and if get go to him he just have to wait for it to finish. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Would it not be his responsibility to refile a lawsuit then if it's his 



property? 



MS. MENEZES: No because it's not his property until it's in his name and because it's 



on my name is mine by Brazilian law. So, no, I was going to lose it and he would not have 



opportunity to do nothing. It was going to be with the squatters and he may come back here and 



ask for his house again. So I try and I did my best judgment what I should have done on that 



moment to save the house, you know, until this house could pass the right way. 



MS. KAEMERLE: One of the documents says the amount of legal assistance is from 



November 2014 to the date of the email in August 2015 is that not accurate? 



2013 



MS. MENEZES: I just told the judge I was having consultations with this lawyer in 



MS. KAEMERLE: But in the consultations, did he do legal services? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes you pay by the house when you go talk with a lawyer right? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you ever mention this debt to anyone? 



MS. MENEZES: Anyone who? 



MS. KAEMERLE: In any records received or any of your declarations you never 



mentioned you have this very large amount of debt specifically related to the house? 



MS. MENEZES: I never put the debts from Brazil in any court paperwork. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But when we specifically talked about a property in Brazil, why 



would you never mention that it had so much debt attached to it from your personal legal debt? 



MS. MENEZES: Tim knows of the debt because he knows the proceedings are 



25 happening, he know about the lawsuit, he know is not free, he knows the debt 



26 MS. KAEMERLE: So you didn't know about any of these documents, but Tim did? 



27 MS. MENEZES: Not these documents, I'm talking about the debt 



28 
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MS. KAEMERLE: How did he know about the debt? 



MS. MENEZES: Because you pay a lawyer and even if I pay halfway it's still a debt, 



it's still an amount of money paid for a litigation. He knows this house is in litigation since 



2014, he knows the proceedings have a cost, not the amount because I don't even know the 



amount. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any other real estate in Brazil? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Such as what? 



MS. MENEZES: Such as an apartment. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you have an interest in your mother's house as well? 



MS. MENEZES: Interest? 



MS. KAEMERLE: You are listed on your mother's house, aren't you? 



MS. MENEZES: It's in my name, but it's an inheritance from my Dad. We already 



discussed this in court. It's my mother's house. 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, try to just answer her question. 



MS. KAEMERLE: If you are paying your debts with property, why would you not use 



your property? 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry I'm not paying this debt with my property. I already told you I 



didn't agree with that so No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now the second power of attorney which we had already asked for 



in our first hearing on December 12, 2016, you were supposed to transfer by January 12. At 



that point, you had already been notified by email about the debt, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: What year? 



MS. KAEMERLE: 2016 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: In 2017, you were found guilty of contempt of court, right? 



MS. MENEZES: When? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: August 2017 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But in June 2017, is when the agreement that there is a debt owed in 



the private instrument was executed so that was one month before the hearing correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't have knowledge of that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mom know of all of those hearings? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You don't talk with your mom about these court proceedings? 



MS. MENEZES: This court proceeding, yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So did your mom know you were scheduled for a contempt trial? 



MS. MENEZES: She knew I was going to have a contempt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And one month prior to the hearing, the debt was assumed by you in 



a private instrument relating to the property, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I didn't see this document. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, I want you to watch the time. I want to use part of it for a 



closing argument. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely. So, in September when we provided you with specific 



language to use for the second power of attorney, do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know exactly the date of it when it was in September. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was when we provided you with the language to use for the 



second power of attorney and by October 5th we still had not heard from you can you explain 



that? 



MS. MENEZES: Give me the dates again. 



MS. KAEMERLE: In September we told you the specific language that needed to be 



included in the power of attorney to transfer the property to Tim, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Okay, then I had a month after that to do it with the draft. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: And in October we appeared ex parte and you were ordered to 



provide to me on October 16? 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry I was not present. I didn't know and have no knowledge of this 



ex parte. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I emailed you, provided you with notice, and provided documents 



to you and I informed your attorney as well. 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry my attorney could not even be here for this when I saw those 



emails later on. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Were you provided with a document saying that you were to have 



the power of attorney to us by October 16? 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry I have only the knowledge that I have 30 days after you provide 



me with the draft and I was taking care of it and trying to get a day off work to proceed this 



paperwork. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well you were directed to have it done by October 16. What also 



happened on October 16, 2017 is the confirmation by the Court in Brazil of the settlement of 



debt. That is just a coincidence? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know 



MS. KAEMERLE: On October 27 you sent a scanned copy of the power of attorney 



which we couldn't use and not until November 10 did you actually provide me with the original 



power of attorney, do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: I remember that I went to meet with you to deliver and you were not 



available to meet in your office and wanted me to meet someone to work for you to pick it up 



and you set a date and I met him so the delay to have the paper was your availability. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You were ordered to provide it to me but I had someone meet you at 



the South Bay Courthouse. This is your obligation. I accommodated you and I sent someone to 



meet you, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Well, you don't want me to go deliver to you, that's why you want me 



to meet with your employee so I waited for the date to meet your employee. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did I not specifically ask you when you could come to my office? 



MS. MENEZES: No, you said I have to meet your employee. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was after I asked you to come to my office, you don't 



remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I just remember to meet with your employee and deliver the 



paperwork and when I said I wanted to meet with you and you said no I prefer my employee. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you do not remember you told me you could not come to my 



office because you live in Chula Vista? 



MS. MENEZES: Not sure if I said that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well, on November 10 was when you finally gave it to us and the 



Judgment making the settlement final was October 16. Do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: No 



MS. KAEMERLE: Looking at these documents and your actions throughout these 



proceedings, are you doing this to not transfer the property to Tim? 



MS. MENEZES: I tried. I gave the power of attorney in August because I had the 



contempt so there was nothing I could do before because I have to be preserved in Brazil but he 



has the knowledge of the litigation. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you and Mr. De Silva have an agreement to split the money 



from the house? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now on your declaration and your testimony from the contempt 



proceeding -- I'm talking about your most recent responsive declaration -- you state that you 



didn't have ownership of the house and you needed a decision of the ownership of the house. Is 



that accurate? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Could you have transferred the property to him by dropping the 



lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: No because I don't have the ownership. That means that is not 



decided if it was going to be repossessed by me or the squatters were going to take over. So I 



don't have no power to do that because it was going to be against the law in Brazil. So I don't 



have no power to do something against the litigation. I wasn't going to be against the law. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Are you aware you are being sued in Brazil? 



MS. MENEZES: For? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Fraud. 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no further questions at this time. 



COURT: Alright. I have just a couple, but we are going to stop at 20 of noon so each 



have a chance to do the closing 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, when did you ... Lefs start with this. Did you give your mother 



a power of attorney in fact at any point since 2013? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: When did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: I believe was in 2014 that I gave her power of attorney but I don't 



remember the day I need to see the copy of the power of attorney. 



COURT: Okay and why did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: Because of the litigation. She has to do this there to proceed because I 



was not going to be there every single time. 



COURT: Okay and did you do that voluntarily? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Okay. When you initiated the conversations with Mr. De Silva in 2013, who 



did you believe owned the property in question? 



MS. MENEZES: I believed I owned the house in 2013. 
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COURT: Did you believe that Mr. McDaniel had any ownership interest in the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he wanted the house and was interested in it. 



COURT: And what type of interest do you believe he had? 



MS. MENEZES: That he maybe wanted to go through the Brazilian divorce law and 



maybe get half of the property to him because 



COURT: So hold on. So is your belief that he was entitled to half of the property? 



MS. MENEZES: In my believe is that he was not entitled to the property because the 



proceeding for the house was bought with the money that was donated to me. So the house 



could not be in the divorce process and that he would not have ownership of the house from 



Brazilian law. 



COURT: So that was your understanding? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I was trying to investigate with this lawyer and telling that I was 



going to go to a divorce. I didn't know the proceeding and if I had to probably do the divorce 



here and not there so how was the law and I was consulting with this lawyer. 



COURT: Okay, so your understanding in 2013-2014 when you start the litigation, what 



was your understanding about the ownership interest in the property? How did you see it? 



MS. MENEZES: When you said the word interest is who wants it? 



COURT: Anything. What did you think about it at that time? You thought it was only 



your property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, at the time yes and it was in my name. 



COURT: Were you aware that he may have an interest in the property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he wanted. 



COURT: And you were investigating the situation? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, by Brazilian law, how was the possibility for he have this house? 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: And they said maybe half potential but nothing because of the 



donation. 
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COURT: Alright and Mr. McDaniel, if you recall, in October 2013, did you recall, I 



think you mentioned today he filed a motion for exclusive usage? 



MS. MENEZES: 2014 yes 



COURT: 2013 did you recall when he filed that motion? 



MS. MENEZES: Not in 2013 it was 2014 here in California court. 



COURT: Let me clarify. The motion was filed and stamped October 23rd 2013 you 



have a hearing in January 22, 2014. 



MS. MENEZES: Oh, ok. 



COURT: So that is your recollection. You remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I only remember the hearing. I don't remember when is filed. 



COURT: Alright, so you recall what he was asking for when he came for that hearing? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, so he said he was leaving a job and wanted exclusive usage of 



the house and he wanted to live there. 



COURT: Okay and you recalled he was saying it was his separate property at that time? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he was saying that. 



COURT: Okay, and what was your response to that in court? 



MS. MENEZES: I told no because was not decided yet and didn't have a court hearing 



yet and he tried to kill me with the domestic violence. 



COURT: But about the ownership. When he said, "I think this is my property," what 



was your response? 



MS. MENEZES: Not yet, we have to see what the judgement is going to 



COURT: Alright. Mr. Marangi, any further questions? 



MR. MARANGI: No, thank you. 



COURT: Alright, Ms. Kaemerle, and consciously use the time if it's going to take you a 



little longer than ten minutes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I will save that time for closing. 



COURT: Alright, thank you, Ms. Menezes, you can go take a seat. 
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COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, did you have a chance to confer with your client over the 



break? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I did. 



COURT: Alright, Ms. Kaemerle, I'll let you go first as your closing argument so stay 



with me while I make some notes before you start and counsel, excuse me, but I will be typing 



as you speak because we don't have a reporter and I want to be sure that I can do it and I can 



type faster than I can write. Also I'm going to inform the parties the court -- because I wasn't 



the judge who was here, Judge Hernandez was, -- I'm going to take additional notice of any of 



the file's pleadings. Not of the facts Mr. Marangi and Ms Kaemerle, but the fact that the 



litigation the requests that have been made and the minute orders so I'm not reading the 



declarations for the factual contents just to understand the course of the litigation. Any 



objections with that Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No, and I do have the contempt transcript. 



COURT: You can leave it and I can review it because I will be giving you a written 



decision and I wanted to review the evidence and I take this as well. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Thank you. 



COURT: Alright. Ms. Kaemerle, go ahead. And, Mr. McDaniel, if you can't hear her 



let me know and I have them get their closing by the microphone. 



MR. MCDANIEL: Okay, thank you, your honor. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your Honor I think the most important thing for the court to look at 



is the timeline of events in California and Brazil. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that's because we start with May 2015 my client was awarded 



this property as sole and separate property. Then shortly after it Ms. Menezes is informed that 



she has a debt to her attorney in Brazil regarding the litigation of this property. We hear 
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nothing about this debt and then we have to appear to enforce this order. By the time we appear 



to enforce the order, she had at that time admitted and assumed through the private instrument 



of admission of debt and that was a private agreement that matches the email she received from 



her counsel in Brazil completely. So it's really not believable to me that she didn't know that 



there was an agreement that she was making because it matched the email so closely. Her 



mother appeared in this court before she testified for petitioner and I believe that she is probably 



very aware of what is going on in this case and certainly aware Mr. McDaniel was awarded this 



property. And the fact that Ms. Menezes purposely gave her power of attorney, and did so 



repeatedly, that just shows to me that she was aware of what her mom was signing. And if the 



court also looks at the signatures on the documents compared to the signature that's on her 



responsive declaration, for example, they are pretty similar. There is, you know, obviously I'm 



not a hand writing expert but everyone of this translations documents when you look at the 



original in Portuguese the signature is similar to the petitioner's so it is possible even that they 



were mailed to her. Either way, she allowed her mother to have power of attorney, she was able 



to sign for her, and then these documents were signed. She has other real estate in Brazil that 



could have been used to pay her debt, but specifically Mr. McDaniel's property was used 



instead of her own property. When we appeared at the contempt hearing, the judge even said to 



her, I don't believe that the laws in Brazil can be that different from the United States that you 



can't dismiss a lawsuit that you started voluntarily. So she could have done that and Mr. 



McDaniel could then pick up that lawsuit so as not to lose the property. But instead, for two 



years going on three now, we were waiting for her to do this, but she is taking no action. The 



power of attorney that she provided us first dido 't transfer ownership it, in fact, it hasn't been 



submitted to this court. 



COURT: rm aware of it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It specifically said that he can use the property but he has to wait for 



the litigation to end, pay for all the litigation, that she demands to take all of her things out of 



the house, and she is acting like she still is the owner. The court knows how many times we 
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have appeared before asking for the Court's assistance with the transfer of the property. The 



entire time we are doing that we have the contempt hearing. She is given another chance on the 



review hearing August 29. She has been provided with directions September 2017 again we 



appear ex parte October 5th to request that the power of attorney be provided. She is supposed 



to do so October 16 and on October 16 in Brazil we see the enforcement of the settlement of 



debt is filed in Brazil. That is a very big coincidence. Not until October 27, did I get a scanned 



copy which would not even had assisted us. I did tell petitioner to come to my office and I tried 



to arrange meetings with her. Finally, she agreed to meet one of my process servers in front of 



the court house on a holiday. I'm not sure what holiday it is, but November 10 and November 



21st Mr. Barbosa de Silva appear in front of the court and reinforced the judgement. So you can 



see that our position is that the reason that she has been dragging this out and not obeying court 



orders was so that this process in Brazil could go through and it is fortunate that when we 



finally did get the power of attorney to Ms. Bischoff that she was able to provide it to the Judge 



right before the courts was shutting down. She was then able to find out about this lawsuit and 



notify us exactly of what was happening. She had met with the judge that was involved with 



this case, the case regarding the house, and she told the judge exactly what was happening in the 



States and we were fortunate enough for the judge to freeze the process with transferring the 



property over to Mr. De Silva. Had that not happened, we would not have known anything 



now. On December 19, the motion to stay execution was filed and that was one day before the 



court was shutting down in Brazil. So had we not found out Mr. De Silva had filed this 



judgment to get this property, it would have been lost. It would have been transferred to Mr. De 



Silva and Mr. McDaniel would have absolutely zero recourse. So I think the point here is there 



are too many coincidences with the lawsuits in California and in Brazil to not see the 



correlation. I think is has been done purposefully. I think petitioner has shown has no respect 



for this court. I think, as the judge said from the contempt trial, she thinks she knows better 



than the Courts and the law. I think she thinks she is smarter than the court and she is telling us 



things about Brazilian law that she cannot verify. She has not shown us any proof that she was 
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going to be sanctioned or in any form of trouble in Brazil if she had not just dropped the lawsuit 



and transferred it to my client. So I'm asking the court to consider all of our declarations plus 



of the documents and exhibits that have been admitted because it shows there is clearly a 



pattern: this is your debt, I agreed to assume the debt, here the judgement is approved the 



settlement, and then there is a petition to actually transfer the property and a Judgment making 



it final and irreversible. 



COURT: So, Ms. Kaemerle, tell me exactly what Mr. McDaniel is asking for because 



there have been lots of number thrown around and I wanted to know what relief he is seeking 



fees, sanctions, anything else so I have that clear and of course I will hear from Mr. Marangi. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely, your honor. In total we are asking for $500,000 and 



that is to consist at her community portion of the stock, any other assets she has an interest in, 



and this is in addition to sanctions. 



COURT: And how much is that? 



MS. KAEMERLE: That is 30 thousand for the stock. 



COURT: And that hasn't been given to her yet? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No, the court told Mr. McDaniel to keep it but not touch it 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We are asking for the return of his retirement, his half of the 



retirement portion that is $130,000. 



COURT: And in what theory you are asking for that? 



MS. KAEMERLE: It's all under sanctions and we have submitted a Memorandum of 



Points and Authorities citing the codes. We are asking the court order that she should be 



responsible for any of his costs that is related to the transfer of this property. He has given 



specific testimony of what costs he has incurred both attorney fees in California, attorney fees in 



Brazil, translations, travel costs, and the costs to transfer of the house. 



COURT: Okay, I got $19,000 for Ms. Bischoff, $6k to $8K anticipated additionally, 



$5,300 for translations, $10,000 approximately for transferring the house, $9,000 for vacation 
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time, travel costs to appear at these hearings, retirement funds awarded to her, and the stock. 



What did he paid you for post-judgment litigation related to the house? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I believe he testified at least $50,000. 



COURT: Is that on you latest accrued? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have the income expense declaration that was filed but that is not 



just for post judgment but that was his testimony when he testified to at the last hearing 



COURT: Alright so there will be additional costs for post judgment litigation of the 



house? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, that's correct. 



COURT: And you agree that is about that amount as counsel? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I believe that is accurate approximately but he anticipates more 



costs in Brazil and California. Mr. McDaniel would know his records as well. 



COURT: Alright and so fees for Bischoff are partially paid but 20% of the value of the 



house is anticipated, $6k-$8K fees in possible fees in Brazil, $5,300 for translations, $50,000 to 



post-judgment costs, and he is asking for $30,000 for the return of stock, and $130,000 for 



retirement and what else he is asking for? 



MS. KAEMERLE: There is also a future cost of taking care of the end of this process 



that he has to do to get the house in his name for a total of $24,127.10. 



COURT: What is that for? 



MS. KAEMERLE: That is 20% of the value of the house. 



COURT: Okay, give me that number again. 



MS. KAEMERLE: 24 thousand one hundred and twenty-seven and ten cents 



COURT: And that is based upon Brazilian legal fees? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



COURT: Is that is what is Ms. Bischoff is anticipating, because he said 6 to 8 thousand? 



MS. KAEMERLE: At the end of everything my understanding is that Ms. Bischoff 



takes 20% of the value of the house. 
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COURT: Alright I need to give Mr. Marangi some time now. Is anything else that he is 



asking then what you already told me? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well, sanctions per my points and authorities submitted March 23, 



2018. I would ask that the court review that we are asking for sanctions and fees including all 



of those codes I believe that petitioner did lie on her schedule of assets and debts and the fact 



that was admitted entitles Mr. McDaniel to get the value of the house. 



COURT: As a sanction? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. That is specifically under 1101H 



COURT: Okay 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have gone through when the court was reserving on fees and 



sanctions. I listed all of that in the last page of my point of authorities. All the times we 



requested fees and they were reserved on. 



COURT: Alright, okay, I see that. I need to give Mr. Marangi some time. Okay. Mr. 



Marangi. 



MR. MARANGI: From what I can tell, the only motion before the court today is the 



one Husband filed on 10/05/17. I think Husband served it upon Wife on 01/16/18. There was a 



three-page declaration in support of Husband's motion. Husband filed a supplemental 



declaration in January, and then, on 02/27/18, Husband served more extensive pleadings, 



including a 69-page lodgment. With that motion, Husband requested sanctions under Family 



Code section 271, as well as attorney's fees of $30,000 under Family Code section 2031. 



Again, as far as I can tell, those are the only two issues before this court today. 



COURT: You also have 3294. The request to enforce the transfer the property and then 



as we went over last time you were over here there are various requests in the body of the 



dee larati ons. 



MR. MARAN GI: Right, my recollection is that the last time we were here the court said 



those were pretty much separate motions that Husband needed to do. 



COURT: Yes, indeed, and I will address that in a moment. 
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MR. MARANGI: Again, as far as I can tell, those are the only issues before the court 



today- a sanctions request filed in October of 2017, as well as an attorney fee request. 



Procedurally, I argue that Husband's sanction request is limited to Wife's conduct after June 13, 



2017. I ask the court to hear me out on this. Here's why I think the court's jurisdiction 



regarding sanctions is limited to conduct after June of 2013. 



On June 13, 2017, Husband requested sanctions against Wife for her conduct relative to the 



Brazilian house. We can confirm this by looking at Husband's own recent pleadings. I'm not 



sure when he filed it, but in the Supplemental Declaration Husband signed this past January, he 



declares at page 8: "and heard on June 13, 2017, I requested $20,000 in attorney fees and 



sanctions under Family Code section 271." 



So, again, Husband asked for 271 sanctions against Wife at the hearing on 06/13/17. Likewise, 



Wife asked for 271 sanctions at that hearing based upon her argument Husband was in violation 



of the terms of the Judgment for not signing the QDRO and not paying Wife her share of the 



HSBC account. These were denied. 



At the hearing on 06/13/17, the court ruled on the parties' respective requests for 271 sanctions 



against each other. First, the court ruled that it would sanction Husband $1,500 ifhe didn't sign 



the QDRO before the next review hearing. Second, the court ruled there would otherwise be no 



sanctions ordered against either party because neither party was in compliance with the 



Judgment. That was it. 



The court did, I acknowledge, reserve over the issue of attorney's fees. The court specifically 



carried that issue forward to the next review hearing. 



COURT: And fees and sanctions. 



MR. MARANGI: That may be, but I was there on June 13. The court minutes also said 



no sanctions because neither party was in compliance? That is what I wrote it down. 



COURT: Sorry, I was looking at the August one. 



MR. MARANGI: That is the wrong one. June 13. 
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COURT: Hold on. Court does not issue sanctions against either party "at this time." 



Then in August I said I'm reserving over fees and sanctions. 



MR. MARANGI: That's okay, I guess you can do that. It seems like a ruling "at this 



time." What other time is it? 



COURT: Well, because a further hearing was set regarding contempt and regarding 



review and I specifically recall I said we are going to review this because I was trying to make 



sure people were going to comply. So go ahead Mr. Marangi. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay. 



COURT: I just wanted to make sure I double checked what you were looking at. 



MR. MARANGI: I think the issue of sanctions was resolved that day. You can read it 



however you like. That is how I remember it. Plus, the court has already ordered wife to pay 



$10,000 relative to a contempt trial August 4, 2017. And I wasn't there, but what about this? I 



even wonder if the imposition of sanctions against wife for conduct before the contempt trial 



August 4, 2017 would be a violation of double jeopardy laws. I don't know how can you hit her 



twice for the same behavior. She's already been convicted. She's already been sanctioned in 



the contempt proceeding for that very same conduct. So my position is, for what it's worth, that 



any of Wife's conduct regarding the Brazilian house up to 06/13/17 has already been addressed 



by the contempt ruling and the sanctions ruling in August. Wife's conduct before then is 



irrelevant today. 



With that context, let's look at Wife's conduct regarding the Brazilian house since 06/13/17. 



Wife has testified she provided a first power of attorney to Husband on 08/29/17. 



According to Wife, it was the power of attorney ordered by the court during the contempt 



proceeding. Husband admits the power of attorney Wife gave him on 08/29/17 would indeed 



have allowed him to take title to the Brazilian house. 



Yet, at the hearing on 08/29/17, Husband balked at Wife's first power of attorney. He 



told the court he wanted a different one from Wife, so the court ordered Husband's Brazilian 



attorney to provide a letter of explanation and whatever power of attorney he wanted Wife to 
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sign within 30 days. Upon receipt of the second power of attorney from the Brazilian attorney, 



Wife then had 30 days to sign it. 



From what I can tell from Husband's own pleadings, Wife received the second power of 



attorney around 09/26/17. I think that would mean Wife needed to sign the second Power of 



Attorney by around 10/26/17. Wife has testified she complied by 11/17. I think Husband 



acknowledges in his pleadings that Wife sent a scanned copy of the second Power of Attorney 



on 10/27/17. 



Backing up a bit, it looks like Husband went ex parte on October 5th and filed today's 



motion, but I'm not sure why. After all, it hadn't yet been over 30 days since Wife had received 



the Power of Attorney. I guess that was Husband's choice to seek relief before his request was 



actually ripe, but I'm not sure why the court should sanction Wife for that choice. 



In any event, and according to Husband's own Supplemental Declaration, he received a scanned 



copy Power of Attorney from Wife on 10/27 /17, 31 days after Wife received it. So, if Wife 



was in compliance with the court's time line, is there any other basis to consider sanctioning 



Wife? 



COURT: That was not the request on the 5th because there were further things that had 



to happen that she has to be at the consulate they have procedures and etc. 



MR. MARANGI: I don't know. I wasn't there. But number 2 your order was she gets 



30 days from the day she receives it. 



COURT: But what I'm saying is that he came back because she had not complied. That 



wasn't the order. On the 5th there was a specific request that regarding things she had to do to 



be in compliance. Go ahead. That is what is clear to me. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, well, from what I can tell, I think Husband alleges Wife 



somehow purposely disposed of the Brazilian house. Wife denies that. 



As a side note, remember Wife gave Husband the first Power of Attorney on 08/29/17. Given 



the Brazilian court apparently didn't award the Brazilian house to Wife's Brazilian attorney 
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until 09/27 /17, perhaps Husband could have influenced that outcome by utilizing the first Power 



of Attorney Wife had offered him a month before. 



In any event, Wife tells us there was finally a ruling on the Brazilian repossession lawsuit. Wife 



has always contended people squatted in the Brazilian house. Wife reports she started a lawsuit 



to get them out before this court ever awarded the property to Husband. For what it's worth, 



that's consistent with what Wife said repeatedly, which was that she felt she couldn't transfer 



the property because of the pending Brazilian lawsuit. Anyway, Wife reports there was finally 



a ruling, and she lost. And, as part of a separate lawsuit filed against her by her Brazilian 



attorney, Wife reports the Brazilian court awarded the Brazilian property to her attorney there to 



pay him for his fees. Wife testifies this was involuntary, that she simply did not convey the 



Brazilian house to her Brazilian attorney. Instead, the Brazilian court "arrested" the Brazilian 



house and awarded it to the Brazilian lawyer without Wife's knowledge or input. 



COURT: According to the document it's characterized as a settlement executed by her 



mother as her attorney in fact. In fact, your argument is that it was arrested, it was not requested 



and agreed to by her. 



MR. MARANGI: Yes, my understanding is that the document simply reflects what the 



judge did. She "arrested" the property. 



COURT: Alright. 



MR. MARANGI: Relative to sanctions, again, Wife argues Husband's claim is limited 



to conduct after 06/13/17, when the court already ruled on both parties' request for sanctions. 



It's not clear why the court would somehow sanction Wife, but not Husband. Wife is in 



compliance with the court's orders of 08/29/17. Number one, she provided Husband with the 



first Power of Attorney that day, one that would have allowed Husband to take title to the 



Brazilian house. Number two, Wife complied by providing Husband with the second Power of 



Attorney within 31 days of having received it from Husband's Brazilian lawyer. 
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And while Wife is in compliance with the order of 08/29/17, Husband is not. Husband never 



provided the current HSBC statement as ordered. Husband never provided the historical stock 



account statements as ordered. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, I object. These facts are not in evidence. My client did 



not testify to that. 



COURT: I take it as argument. 



MR. MARANGI: I think Husband's supplemental declaration throws out the number of 



$500,000 for sanctions for some reason. I say he "throws out" that number because I don't 



actually see an evidentiary basis for that particular amount. In other words, I don't see that 



Husband alleges he's actually incurred that amount in attorney's fees, and that he wants Wife to 



be responsible for that amount of attorney's fees as sanctions. 



Family Code §271 says an award of "attorney's fees and costs" can be awarded as a sanction 



after notice and an opportunity to be heard. That section doesn't say the court just makes up a 



dollar amount and imposes that as a sanction because it sounds huge and impressive. Again, 



there appears to be no evidentiary basis for a sanction of $30,000 or $500,000, as there's no fee 



declaration to support those seemingly random figures. Husband's sanction request is defective. 



Likewise, Husband's request for attorney's fees under Family Code section 2031 is also 



defective. From what I can tell, I don't think Husband has filed any of the mandatory Judicial 



Council forms that go with an attorney fee request, as required by California Rule of Court 



5.427(b), such as the forms called Request for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment (FL-319), 



the Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment (FL-158), and the 



Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (FL-157). And, again, there's no attorney 



fee declaration for the court to assess the reasonableness of Husband's fees that he may or may 



have paid, we don't know. So Wife objects to an attorney fee award to Husband on the basis his 



request is also defective. 



COURT: I have to wrap it up. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, I'm done. 
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COURT: Okay, thank you, I will give all of you a written decision so you don't have to 



come back into court because I need to take some submissions and it will be with some time 



frame to give you a written decision. Certainly I can give that in 14 days. I will hold on to the 



lodgments and I let you both knows when you can come and collect them and that's it. Thank 



you both of you. 



This narrative summary is proposed in lieu of a reporter's transcript 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 



foregoing is true and correct. 



Dated: -------
Tim McDaniel 
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dedaration. 



FL-320 



b. I have completed and filed with this form a Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment ({Qrm 
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a 0 I consent to the order requested. 
b. 0 I do not consent to the order requested 



D but I consent to the following order 
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D but I consent to the folloWing order: 
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NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Petitioner, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Respondent 



Case No.: DS 51030 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, 
TIM MCDANIEL, IN OPPOSITION TO 
PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER 



14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: 



15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 



16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 



17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 



18 I. 



19 ENFORCE JUDGEMENT 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



2. Petitioner is asking that the Court order that I sign the QDRO. I have read 



through the transcript from this hearing and the Court specifically states that the QDRO be 



prepared "within 30 days of retirement." (Please see relevant portions of Reporter's Transcript 



(pg. 12) dated May 7, 2015lodged herein as Exhibit'~".) I am not retired and as such am 



abiding by the Court's decision. 



3. Petitioner is requesting $8,961.50 from an HSBC account and division of stocks. 



Due to Petitioner refusing to transfer title of the home located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi 



Street in Brazil to me and filing lawsuits in Brazil to remove the tenants from the home 1 have 
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been forced to hire counsel in Brazil. (Please see documentation regarding litigation in Brazil 



lodged herein as Exhibit "B.'') The concern is that because she has the property titled in her 



name as a single woman she could then sell the property and I would have no recourse. I have 



had to incur expenses not only for my counsel in Brazil due to this litigation but have also had to 



propound discovery (which has never been responded to despite sanctions being issued when I 



had to file my motion to compel.) I also had to file an additional motion to enforce the judgemen 



as well.) 



4. Petitioner was ordered to transfer title to my name January 12,2017 for this 



above-mentioned property after I had to file a motion to Enforce the Judgment. She has still 



made no attempt to do so and in fact told my attorney that she would not transfer the property. 



As such, I am providing the Court with my expenses in dealing with this property in Brazil 



which was granted to me as my sole and separate property in May of 2015 and ask that the Court 



consider the expenses I have incurred. (Please see documentation of expenses lodged herein as 



Exhibit "C".) This money was needed to protect my interest in this real estate and I would not 



have this expense if Petitioner had complied with the Court Order in May 2015 and December 



2016. 



5. Regarding the Florida Prepaid College Plan, the Court ordered that the money go 



to Petitioner's daughter in whatever way the daughter desires. (Please see Exhibit '~"pages 18 



20 lodged herein.) My concern was that Petitioner would not give this money to her daughter 



which is why I was specific on my request that it go to her whether she goes to college or not. 



All money that is in this account was contributed directly by myself. Petitioner had never 



contributed to the fund. I paid the balance of$4,825.42 to complete the fund since May 7, 2015 



because Petitioner was not paying. (Please documents regarding Florida Prepaid College Plan 



lodged herein as Exhibit "D".) 



6. I ask that the Court make an order that the money is given directly to Petitioner's 



daughter. As she is now 18 years old I am requesting that the Court instruct me how to give this 
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money directly to her. Petitioner has made previous false allegations against me for domestic 



violence which were found to be without merit so I do not want to put myself in a position where 



she could try to do this again. 



7. I am happy to get this money to her whether through Counsel, direct deposit to 



Petitioner's daughter, or whatever other method the Court finds appropriate. My sole concern in 



Petitioner taking this money for herself instead of her daughter who was always the intended 



beneficiary. 



8. Petitioner is blatantly disregarding Court Orders, she has exhibited violent and 



erratic behavior towards myself and my counsel, and she has throughout this case committed 



perjury. She has, by and through Counsel, evaded service and has caused unnecessary litigation. 



In addition, we have documented throughout this matter that Petitioner has been co-habitating 



with Shane Douglas while receiving substantial amounts of support from me. Both Petitioner 



and Mr. Douglas testified that he is paying for her bills. 



II. 



DISCOVERY 



9. As this Court knows I was forced to file a Motion to Compel discovery in 



November of 2016. At the hearing, Petitioner was sanctioned $500 as she made no attempt to 



respond to the discovery whatsoever. The information requested was directly in regards to the 



home in Brazil. 



10. On March 22, 2017, Petitioner was again sent Form Interrogatories as well as a 



Request for Production of Documents. The information that we were seeking were in regards to 



the home in Brazil which is at issue in the upcoming Contempt Hearing. (Please see 



correspondence between Respondent's Counsel and Petitioner lodged herein as Exhibit "E".) 



11. On April 23, 2017 (one day before the requests were due), Petitioner provided her 



responses which were either "Personal, Private" or saying she didn't understand the request. 



(Please see Petitioner's Discovery Responses lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 
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12. My attorney sent Petitioner a Meet and Confer letter to avoid the cost of another 



Motion to Compel and to avoid any litigation. This letter was met with another set of responses 



sent May 12, 2017 which again provided responses that were insufficien~. It is quite clear that 



Petitioner will not provide truthful answers. (Please see Meet and Confer letter and Second set 



of Discovery Responses lodged here in as Exhibit "G".) 



13. As our next hearing was May 23, 2017 for the Contempt Motion there was not 



enough time to even file a Motion to Compel. In addition, I do not believe Petitioner has any 



regard for Court Orders, discovery rules, and she has consistently perjured herself throughout 



this matter with no consequence. As such, I decided that addressing this issue may be more 



productive if heard in conjunction with the hearing on June 13,2017. I have done everything I 



can to settle this case and have been met with every difficulty possible including but not limited 



to perjury, evasion of service, non-responsive discovery responses, violation of numerous Court 



Orders and Petitioner's counsel substituting in and out of the case regularly. 



14. I flew into San Diego on May 22, 2017 from Sri Lanka for the Contempt hearing. 



The hearing was then continued to June 13,2017. I am back in Sri Lanka at this time and while 



the Court was gracious enough to allow me to appear telephonically at the next hearing I am 



going to try to move my time off around so that I can be at the hearing. 



III. 



ATTORNEY FEE'S AND SANCTIONS 



15. I am respectfully requesting that the Court Order Petitioner to pay me $10,000 in 



sanctions under Family Coder 271. I have had to file a Motion to Compel discovery for which 



she was sanctioned (although she told my Counsel I couldn't cash the check because she didn't 



have money in that account.) I had propounded discovery again to which she provided no 



answers, a meet and confer letter was then sent to her and still her second response provided no 



answers. This discovery was propounded as it was directly related to the house in Brazil. 



Ill 
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16. I have now been put in the position of litigating over this house in Brazil and 



California. In addition, I have now even had to file a Contempt Motion because Petitioner does 



not believe Your Honor can make a decision in regards to the property that she has now been 



ordered to sign over to me on at least 4 occasions. It is time that Petitioner respect the Court 



Orders and the law. I ask Your Honor to hold Petitioner accountable for her conduct. 



17. I am also asking that the Court award me an additional $1 0,000 for Petitioner's 



abuse of the discovery process per Code of Civil Procedure §2023.010. She has failed to 



respond to an authorized method of discovery, she included unmeritorious objections, her 



answers were evasive, the Court has told her she needs to respond to discovery and she is 



disobeying the Court, and she has failed to make any effort to respond to the meet and confer 



letter sent to her in order to make a good faith attempt to resolve this issue. 



11. This is a Court of equity. Petitioner has frustrated any progress or settlement in 



this matter and has caused undue burden to the Court as well as myself. Based on the 



aforementioned, I believe Attorney Fee's pursuant to Family Code §271 , CCP §2023.0 10, and 



CC? §3294 are warranted in the amount of$20,000. 



I, Tim McDaniel, declare under penalty ofpeijury under the laws of the State of 



alifomia that the foregoing is true and correct. 



Executed this 31 day of May, 2017, Carlsbad, California. ~ SCANNED 
SJ-~~_Q 



Tim McDaniel, the Respondent 
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0 CONFIRMED 0VACATED 



THE ABOVE MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING THIS DATE WITH ABOVE APPEARANCES, AFTER HEARING THE COURT ORDERED THAT 



CONSq,y:>ATI0~0CASE NO · IS CONSOLIDATED WITH PRIMARY/LEAD CASE NO. 
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DFAMILY COURT.SERVICES 0MINORS' COUNSEL RECOM. DATED ADOPTED AS AN ORDER 0BY STIPULATION 0AS MODIFIED 
DVISITATION OF 0PTNR DRESP 0SUPERVISED BY 0AGREED UPON 3RD PARTY 0PROFESSIONALAGENCY _______ _ 



DCHILDREN NOT TO BE REMOVED FROM DCOUNTY DsTATE WITHOUTWRITIEN CONSENT OF THE OTHER PARENT OR THE COURT 
DPARTIES NOT TO MAKE DISPARAGING REMARKS ABOUT THE OTHER PARTY OR HAVE ADULT DISCUSSIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE 
CHILDREN 
DPTNR DRESP ORDERED NOT TO CONSUME ALCOHOL/DRUGS IN PRESENCE OF CHILDREN 0 DURING VISITS OR W/IN 24 HRS OF VISITATION 
DPTNR DRESP TO COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE ASSESSMENT 
DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. PARENTING CLASS DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. ANGER MGMT. CLASS DPTNR 0RESP TO COMP. 52-WEEK DVRP 
DPTNR DRESP STIPULATE/ORDERED TO DRUG TESTING 0PROOF TO 0COURT FILE 0COUNSEL BY---------------·--------· 
COURT FINDINGS (FC§ 3048): BASIS FOR JURISDICTION: 0HOME STATE DEMERGENCY DNO OTHER STATE HAS ASSUMED JURISD. & THIS 
IS AN APPROPRIATE FORUM DPREVIOUS ORDERS MADE IN THIS COURT 0 
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ATTY FEES$ AT$ MO. EFF. BY 0PTNR 0RESP DRESERVED 02 MONTH ACCELERATION CLAUSE 
DAS ADDTL. SUPPORT FOR ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES DWAGE ASSIGNMENT AUTHORIZED 
ARREARAGES: 0COURT SETS ARRE:".RAQES AT$ --~~OX DPTNR DRESP ORDERED TO PAY$ MO EFF: __ _ 
HEARING: DOFF CALECONT. TO ~~-1'1 AT~/11N DEPT. l/17 BY DPTNR ORESP OSTIP !OURT DREISSUE 
DEXISTING ORDERS MAIN IN EFFECT PENDING FURTHER HEARING, EXCEP~ IN CONFLICT, THIS ORDER CON OLS 
0COURT RETAINS JU IS DICTION OVER . . DRETROACTIVE TO 0RESERVED 
0COURT APPTS. ATI!. FOR DMINOR(S) [RESERVED AS TO FEE REIMBURSEMENT] OSEE ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CAUFORN~A, COUNTY OF SAN D~EGO cAL.No. 5 
NUMBER 
DS51030 



DATE OF HEARING 
06/13/2017 



THE ABOVE MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING THIS DATE WITH ABOVE APPEARANCES, AFTER HEARING THE COURT ORDERED THAT 



EMPLOYMENT: 0PTNR 0RESP ADMONISHED PURSUANT TO FC§4330 0PTNR 0RESP TO MAKE __ JOB CONTACTS PER WEEK AND SUBMIT THE DETAILS TO OPPOSING COUNSEUPARTY _____________ _ 



PAYMENTS: DPETITIONER 
DRESPONDENT 



POSSESSIONS: DPETITIONER ----------------------------------
DRESPONDEN~T----------------------------------



RESTRAINING ORDERS: 0PTNR DRESP MOTION FOR RESTRAINING ORDER 0GRANTED DDENIED PURSUANT TO TEMPORARY ORDER 
0EXCEPTION FOR COURT ORDERED VISITATION EXCHANGES 0PROTECTED PARTY MAY RECORD COMMUNICATION FROM RESTRAINED PARTY 
DWITH MODIFICATIONS YDS) TO EXPIRE: 03 YEARS 0 0FC6389 FIREARMS ADVISAL 
0PC§29825 FIREARMS NOTICE TO RESTRAINED PARTY 0RESTRAINED PARTY IN MILITARY- BRANCH: RANK: ___ _ 
DRESTRAINED PARTY TO PICK UP PERSONAL PROPERTY WITH PEACE OFFICER PRESENT ON--------------



MOTIONS: DPTNR DRESP MOTION __________________________ 0GRANTED 0DENIED 



STIPULATION: 0PART/FULL 0SUBMITIED/RECITED BY COUNSEL DPARTIES AGREE TO BE BOUND 0COUNSEL AUTH. DADOPTED AS ORDER 



JUDGMENT: 0GRANTED EFF. ---- DINCORP STIP. 0DISSOLUTION 0STATUS ONLY 0LEGAL SEP DNULLITY DPATERNITY 



WAIVER: DPTNR 0RESP WAIVES FILING OF FINAL DECLARATION OF DISCLOSURE 



DISMISSAL: DAFTER PROPER NOTICE TO PARTIES, CASE DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE DUE TO INACTIVITY . . • 



ORDER AFTER HEARING: ~TNR DRESP 0MINORS ATIY. TO PREPARE}( SEND TO OPPOSING COUNSEL FOR APPROVAl ~SUBMIT orR'~cJ 
0PTNR DRESP REFERRED TO FLF FOR PREPARATION OF 0FOAH 0ROAH-CLETS 0JUDGMENT 00THER AND FLF TO PREPARE AND SUBMIT DIRECTLY TO THE COURT. 0 PTNR 0 RESP TO SERVE COURT-STAMPED COP_Y_O_N-TH_E_O_T_H_E_R_P_A-RT-Y-. --



0STATUS CONFERENCE PROCESSED BY FAMILY LAW FACILITATOR'S OFFICE DNOT REPORTED 



OTHER: 
•!• Attorney Marangi does not represent the Petitioner in contempt matter. 
•!• Attorney Bumer specially appears on behalf of Attorney Kern, Office of Assigned Counsel, representing the 



Petitioner in Contempt matter. 
•!• Attorney Burner enters not guilty plea on behalf of the Petitioner, waiving formal reading of complaint. 
·~· The Court continues Contempt trial to August 4, 2017 at 8:30a.m. in department 16. 



Attorney Marangi is now present, representing the Petitioner, on Motion Re: Enforce Judgment, sign QDRO, sanctions 
filed February 27, 2017 



•!• The Court recites documents received and reviewed. 
•!• The Court orders QDRO be prepared forthwith, both parties shall comply in preparation. 
•!• In the instance the Respondent does not comply with preparation of QDRO prior to review hearing, the Court 



may sanction the Respondent $1,500. 
•!• The Court orders the Respondent not dispose stocks or HSBC account ending in 8961. 
•!• As to the stock account and HSBC account, the Court does not make an order regarding distribution and 



reserves jurisdiction, pending conclusion of Contempt; the Court notes liquid funds may be used for 
fees/sanctions. 



•!• As to the college plan, the Court orders parties jointly, with assistance of Counsel, forward copy of Judgment 
including attachment, to Florida Prepaid College Plan, indicating order for the division of plan, no later than July 
14, 2017, The Petitioner's child shall also receive a copy of Judgment no later than July 14, 2017. The Court shall 
address transfer of plan at review hearing. 



CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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SUPER!OR COl. S OF CAUFOR!\IIA1 COUNT\ JF SAN D~EGO 
DS51030 Continued June 13, 2017 



•!• The Court admonishes both parties in regards to complying with previous Court orders. 
•!• The Court does not issue sanctions as to either party at this time. 
•!• The Court orders the documentation from Brazil be translated into English. 
•!• The Court reserves as to attorney fees, as to both parties. 
•:• The Court authorizes the Respondent appear via CourtCall to review hearing. 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Na,....., Shlte Bar number. anesddl<>ss): 
. (' .> :, 



;:·d ; ·. j · ·· 
.. 'NLY 



FL-340 
Julia Kaemerle SBN:256788 



1- Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. l ii !ji rif 'l. !ri '" ~ J l'i: ~ · ! :i -7 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 ,, ~: . ,~!r r r ~ f':• Carlsbad, CA 92008 l ~' ~ . 



'· ; 
TELEPHONE NO.: 76~931-1981 FAX NO. (Oplion<l/):1 60-931-1982 



F. I L E D E-MAIL ADDRess fOplionaQ: juliaszafraniec.Iaw@gmail.com 
ATTORNEY FOR (Name): Tim McDaniel 



San Diego Superior Court SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



AUG 2 5 STREET ADDRESS: 5003rd Avenue 
2017 MAIUNG ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



Clerk Of the S . CITY ANDZIPCOOE:ChuJa Vista, 91910 By· p C upenor Court BRANCH NAME South County Regional Center .. oncepcil 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



CASE NUMBER: 
FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 



1. This proceeding was heard . ~ E c En;~~~ on (date): June 13, 2017 at (time): 8:45am ih Dept.: J 7 Room: : , · .-, 
1 



._.~ ~ 
by Judge (name).' Judge SharonKalemkirian D Temporary Judge .-.:(- { 'Z.""' a.-:'.{-- " • '" '- 1 2 017 On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date): 0 "2-/ "Z.. by (name): \6 \ ·:!:.---.;- :::;:::.o ~..;;; fL. 
a. [][] Petitioner/plaintiff present CRJ Attorney present (name): Neill Marangi 
b. [][] Respondent/defendant present (rei.-r;£,1( \>I"'t.iiS)CRJ Attorney present(name): Julia Kaemerle c. 0 Other party present D Attorney present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on form FL-341 D Other D Not applicable 
3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D Other D Not applicable 
4. Spousal or family support: As attached D on form FL-343 D Other CJ Not applicable 
5. Property orders: As attache_d D on form FL-344 rn Other D Not applicable 
6. Attorney's fees: As attached D on form FL-346 rn Other D Not applicable 
7. Other orders: []] As attached D Not applicable 
8. All other issues are reserved until further order of court. 



9. CRJ This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 8129117 at (time): I :45pm in Dept.: 17 
on the following issues: Review Hearing to vericy that the Judgment was made available to the Florida .Pre Paid College Plan as well as Petitioner's daughter. The court also reserved jurisdiction e the7 S C Account, the stock, and Attorney Fees and Sanctions. · J /}A . 



Date: Jaty--M-;-26'l"'r _y,., ;>. s-.....- t --;r- ~~--....-----
JUDICIAL OFFICER 



Approved as conforming to court order. 



-SHARON L KAhEMKIARIAN 



SIGNATURE OF A DORNEY FOR rn PETITIONER, PlAINTIFF o RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT o OTHER PARTY 



Form .1:\dopted tor Mandatory Use 
Jud1cial CouOcil of California 



FL-340 (Rev. January 1. 20121 
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Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel Case No. DS 51030 



ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for heating onJune 13,2017 at 8:45a.m. in Department 17 ofthe 



Superior Court of California, · County of San l)iego, South County Divi~ion, HonoraiJle Sharpn 



8 ·· Kaleirtkiarian, presiding. PetitionerNATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



9 
"Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney;' NEILL MARANGI,ESQ., Respondent 



10 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter ''Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 
11 



12 attorney, JULIA. KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



13 Based on the evidence and.argumentpresented, the Court makes the following orders: 



14 
1. The Court Order's that the parties are to jofutly, with the assistance of counsel, 



15 
forward to the Florida Prepaid College Plan administtatorsofl068l40576, 2068 i 40576, and 



16 



17 
6068140576 the Judgfnent with the attachmentand indicate that the College Plan is to be 



18 · tran5fetredper the Judgment. This is to be done by July 14,2017. 



19 2. Acopyofthe orqer is alsotp made available to Petitioner's daughter, Dominique 



20 
Fraricelino, forthwith as she is the beneficiary of the: Florida Prepaid College Plan. 



21 
3. 'fhe ODRO is to be signed forthwith, The Court Will sanction Respondent in the 



23 amount of$1500 if the QDROis not signed before the Review Hearing on August 29, :2017. 



2.4 4. Respondent is ordered ilotto dispose ofany of the funds in the HSBC account or 



25 
any stocks listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment. These funds may be used for fees~ sanctions, 



26. 
·or to further eq~~e~th~ separation of the estate. 



27 



28 
Ill 
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1 OTHER FINDINGS 



2 1. The Cou.rtreservesjurisdiction ~ver orders as to th(! HSBC Account and Th(! Stoc 



3 
Ac.count tmtilthe contempt motion ha5 been resolved. This portion of the Request· for Order is 



4 
contint1ed to the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 



5 



6 
2. The Court reservesjurisdiction over Attotn¢y Fee's and Sanctions until the 



7 Review H¢aring. 



8 3. Petitioner's Counsel to prepare the. Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



9 
to Respondent's Counsel for approval. 



10 
4; the Court sets a Review Ilearingfor August 29, 2017 at 1:4$ p.m. to address the 



11 



12 orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction ovet. . . 



13 



14 



15 



16 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



2.6 



21 -



28 
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SUPERiOR COURT,-.~ CAUFORNiA? COUNTY OF ~AN DiEGO CAL. NO. D 
NUMBER REP9~~~R • CSR#. IINTEt" ,hER 0 SPANISH 0 
DS51030 ~··~ '"'"'i'f C4>:\lf!IRI}{'i '!;/ \ll?li' ' o!>'',o;() "~·«. ,-'\ 



OP DR 11'~.11~.·['~ t::l•l f.~{\) 
DATE OF HEARING I TIME OF HEARING I DEPT JUDGE 



~ ,.. WI • I CLERK 
08/29/2017 1:45 PM S-17 SHARON L. KALEMKIARIAN A. ESCOBIO 



PETITIONER ~p DNP AITORNEY FOR PETITIONER j;(P DNP 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES NEILL M MARANGI 



RESPONDENT ~ ~p ONP ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
9\'P DNP 



TIM MCDANIEL~~ ~ JULIA KAEMERLE 



ADDITIONAL PARTY DP DNP ADDITIONAL COUNSEL DP DNP 



Rev1ew Hear1ng. SET ON 6-13-17 RE LOAN, STOCKS, PROPERTY, PENDING CONTEMPT HRG. 



Next Hearing: 0 CONFIRMED DVACATED 



THE ABOVE MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING THIS DATE WITH ABOVE APPEARANCES, AFTER HEARING THE COURT ORDERED THAT 



CONS~ATIOrt}JCASE NO IS CONSOLIDATED. WITH PRIMARY/LEAD CASE NO. 
oATH: ~TNR)~\RESP swoRN AND EXAMINED 0As TO JURISDICTION DADVISAL, WAIVER OF RIGHTS, ST-1-PU_LA_T-IO_N_R_E_: -PA_T_E_R_NI_T_Y_F-IL-ED-
cusTODY: LEGAL: OJOINT OsoLE LEGAL PTNR DsoLE LEGAL RESP PHYSICAL: OJOINT DPRIMARY DPTNR 0RESP 
VISITATION: 0 PARTIES REFERRED TO FAMILY COURT SERVICES 0 EXTENDED MEDIATION 0 PSYCH. EVALUATION ORDERED 
0 FAMILY COURT SERVICES DMINORS' COUNSEL RECOM. DATED . ADOPTED AS AN ORDER 0 BY STIPULATION 0AS MODIFIED 
0VISITATION OF 0PTNR 0RESP 0SUPERVISED BY 0AGREED UPON 3RD PARTY 0PROFESSIONALAGENCY _______ _ 



0 CHILDREN NOT TO BE REMOVED FROM 0 COUNTY 0STATE WITHOUT WRITIEN CONSENT OF THE OTHER PARENT OR THE COURT 
0PARTIES NOT TO MAKE DISPARAGING REMARKS ABOUT THE OTHER PARTY OR HAVE ADULT DISCUSSIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE 
CHILDREN 
0PTNR 0RESP ORDERED NOT TO CONSUME ALCOHOUDRUGS IN PRESENCE OF CHILDREN 0 DURING VISITS OR W/IN 24 HRS OF VISITATION 
0PTNR 0RESP TO COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE ASSESSMENT 
DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. PARENTING CLASS DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. ANGER MGMT. CLASS DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. 52-WEEK DVRP 
0PTNR 0RESP STIPULATE/ORDERED TO DRUG TESTING 0PROOF TO 0COURT FILE 0COUNSEL BY ____________________ _ 
COURT FINDINGS (FC§ 3048): BASIS FOR JURISDICTION: DHOME STATE 0EMERGENCY ONO OTHER STATE HAS ASSUMED JURISD. & THIS 
IS AN APPROPRIATE FORUM 0PREVIOUS ORDERS MADE IN THIS COURT 0 
MANNER NOTICE GIVEN: 0PERSONAL SERVICE DMAIL SERVICE DPERS_O_N_A-LL_Y_P_R_E-SE_N_T_&_H_A_S_K_N_O_W_L_E-DG_E_O_F -H-EA-R-IN_G__,O_,-----



HABITUAL RESIDENCE OF THE CHILD(REN): 0SAN DIEGO CNTY, CALIFORNIA, USA 0 
0PARTIES ADVISED THAT VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER MAY RESULT IN CIVIL OR CRIMINAL_P_E_N_A_L T-IE-S-, _O_R_B-:-0,-.,TH----------



THE COURT FINDS: CHILDREN CHILD SHARE· % 01NTERIM DFINAL CUSTODYNISITATION ORDER 
PTNR: OSINGLE OHH OMARRIED DJOINT DFILING SEP ( ) . RESP: OSINGLE OHH DMARRIED OJOINT DFILING SEP ( ) 
GROSS$ __ ONON-TAX $ DABILITY GROSS$ __ ONON-TAX $ OABILITY 
DEDUCT: HEALTH$__ PROP.TAX$__ INTEREST$__ DEDUCT: HEALTH$__ PROP.TAX$__ INTER 
UNION DUES$__ MAND.RETIREMT$__ HARDSHIP$__ UNION DUES$ __ . MAND.RETIREMT$__ H~ 
NEW SPOUSE$ NET$ NEW SPOUSE$ NET$ 



THE COURT ORDERS CHILD SUPPORT OF:$, ______ _ MO.EFF: ---- PAYABLE BY RESP 
DCHILD SUPPORT ORDERED THRU D.C.S.S 
DFIRST CHILD$ SECOND CHILD $ THIRD CHILD$ FOURTH CHILD$ __ 
0PTNR 0RESP TO PAY 1/2 OF ANY UNCOVERED MEDICAUDENTAUORTHODONTIC/OPTICAL!PSYCHOLOGICAL FEES PURSUANT T 
0PTNR DRESP TO PAY 1/2 OF CHILD CARE COSTS FOR EMPLOYMENT I JOB SEARCH ONLY I AUTHORIZED EDUCATIONAL PURSUI 
DBILLS TO BE SUBMITIED W/IN 10/30 DAYS AND REIMBURSEMENT DUE 10/30 DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF THE BILL 
DPTNR DRESP TO MAINTAIN DHEALTH INSURANCE AT MINIMAL OR NO COST DUFE INSURANCE 
CHILD SUPPORT: EARNINGS ASSIGNMENT DORDERED DISSUED 0NOT ISSUED. 



THE COURT ORDERS SPOUSAL SUPPORT OF:$ MO.EFF: PAYABLE BY DPTNR 0RESP 
0TERMINATED DTERM. DATE DTHE COURT HAS CONSIDERED FC4320 FACTORS 
SPOUSAL SUPPORT: EARNINGS ASSIGNMENT 00RDERED 01SSUED DNOT ISSUED. 



ATTY FEES$ AT$ MO. EFF. BY 0PTNR DRESP 0RESERVED 02 MONTH ACCELERATION CLAUSE 
0AS ADDTL. SUPPORT FOR ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES 0WAGE ASSIGNMENT AUTHORIZED 
ARREARAGES: 0COU~ETS ARRE E AT DPTNR DRESP ORDERED TO PAY$ MO EFF: 
HEARING: DOFF CAL CONT. TO = AT ' DEPT. r "] BY DPTNR DRESP 0STIP ~OURT DREISSUE 
0EXISTING ORDERS IN IN EFF CT PENDING FURTHER HEARING, EXCEPT WHERE IN CONFLICT, THIS ORDER CO OLS 
0COURT RETAINS JURI DICTION OVER DRETROACTIVE TO DRESERVED 
0COURT APPTS. ATIY. FOR DMINOR~) [RESERVED AS TO FEE REIMBURSEMENT] OSEE ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL 



r-ev,tNVsee f9{ZJ . 
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SUPERiOR COURT OF CAUFORNIA7 COUNTY OF SAN [)~EGO CAL. NO. 
NUMBER 
DS51030 



DATE OF HEARING 
08/29/2017 



THE ABOVE MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING THIS DATE WITH ABOVE APPEARANCES, AFTER HEARING THE COURT ORDERED THAT 



EMPLOYMENT: 0PTNR DRESP ADMONISHED PURSUANT TO FC§4330 DPTNR DRESP TO MAKE __ JOB CONTACTS PER WEEK AND 
SUBMIT THE DETAILS TO OPPOSING COUNSEUPARTY _____________ _ 



PAYMENTS: DPETITIONER 
DRESPONDENT 



POSSESSIONS: DPETITIONER ----------------------------------
DRESPONDENT __________________________________ _ 



RESTRAINING ORDERS: DPTNR DRESP MOTION FOR RESTRAINING ORDER 0GRANTED DDENIED PURSUANT TO TEMPORARY ORDER 
DEXCEPTION FOR COURT ORDERED VISITATION EXCHANGES DPROTECTED PARTY MAY RECORD COMMUNICATION FROM RESTRAINED PARTY. 
DWITH MODIFICATIONS YDS) TO EXPIRE: 03 YEARS 0 0FC6389 FIREARMS ADVISAL 
0PC§29825 FIREARMS NOTICE TO RESTRAINED PARTY DRESTRAINED PARTY IN MILITARY- BRANCH: RANK: ____ _ 
DRESTRAINED PARTY TO PICK UP PERSONAL PROPERTY WITH PEACE OFFICER PRESENT ON--------------



MOTIONS: DPTNR 0RESP MOTION, __________________________ 0GRANTED DDENIED 



STIPULATION: DPART/FULL 0SUBMITIED/RECITED BY COUNSEL 0PARTIES AGREE TO BE BOUND 0COUNSEL AUTH. 0ADOPTED AS ORDER 



JUDGMENT: 0GRANTED EFF. ----DINCORP STIP. 0DISSOLUTION 0STATUS ONLY DLEGAL SEP ONULLITY DPATERNITY 



WAIVER: DPTNR DRESP WAIVES FILING OF FINAL DECLARATION OF DISCLOSURE 



DISMISSAL: DAFTER PROPER NOTICE TO PARTIES, CASE DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE DUE TO INACTIVITY 



ORDER AFTER HEARING: 0PTNR tlRESP DMINORS ATIY. TO PREPARE ~SEND TO OPPOSING COUNSEL FOR APPROVAL 0SUBMIT DIRECTLY 



OTHER: •!• The Court recites documents received and reviewed. The Court affirms orders in Judgment. 
•!• The Court notes the Petitioner's daughter is present in the audience. 
•!• Attorney Marangi informs the Court QDRO has been prepared. 
•!• The Court calls witness, Dominique Goncalves Francelino; witness is sworn, takes the witness stand, and the 



Court inquires of witness/child. 
•:• As to college plan, the Court orders the Respondent complete college plan disbursement form, specifying the 



Petitioner is new owner/survivor, as specified by the Court on the record, within (7) days. If Respondent fails to 
comply, Attorney Marangi may appear Ex Parte to request appointment of Elisor on Respondent's behalf; costs 
borne by the Respondent. 



•!• The Court orders the Respondent provide opposing party/Counsel with historical statements of HSBC/Stock 
account from 2015 to present, within (7) days. 



•!• As to the Respondent's award of $10,000 in attorney fees ordered on August 4, 2017, the Court awards the 
Respondent the Petitioner's portion of HSBC account ending in 2225, totaling $8,961.50, as partial payment of 
attorney fees award. The Respondent may withdrawal balance of $1,039 from stock account. 



•!• As to Brazilian property, the Court renews order the Petitioner shall not make any disposition of property. 
•!• As to Brazilian property, the Respondent's Brazilian Counsel shall provide Power of Attorney with specific 



instructions, including explanation regarding process of changing title of property, to the Petitioner; Petitioner 
shall comply within (30) days. 



•!• As to the transfer fees of Brazilian property, the Court orders fees be withdrawn from the community stock 
account, subject to reallocation. 



•t• The Court reserves as to fees and sanctions. 
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•!• The Court sets a further review hearing to address compliance of transfer of Brazilian property, property 
transfer fees, and fees/sanctions on January 24,2018 at 1:45 p.m. in department 17. The Petitioner may file a 
Request for Order Re: Property taxes to be set on same date, file and served per code. 
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ATI~ ORP~TYWITHOIJT ATIORNEY (Name, Slate Bar number, and addws$): 
SBN: 256783 FO~~j:';~~fi ;of'Y\( •• J 



Julta Kaemer e 
Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 



i 5962 La Place Court Ste 165, Carlsbad, CA 92008 
Z!Jfl OCT -Lt P ~: TELEPHONE NO.: 760-931-1981 FAX NO.(Oplional): 760-931-1982 



e-mail:1,J¥f!: .. za~ie~,.law@gmail.com 
I ATIORNEY FOR (Name): • ' 



~UPERIOR COURT OF ~AU~OR~~. COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO CL[f(~ .. ; .. ~~UPERI!J~ CO 
SAN DiEGO COUNTY. §CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 220 W. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 CENTRAL DIVISION, FAMILY COURT, 1555 6TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 



.. §CENTRAL DIVISION, MADGE BRADLEY, 1409 4TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 EAST COUNTY DIVISION, 250 E. MAIN ST., EL CAJON, CA 92020 
NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 500 3RD AVE. CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



PETITJONER(S) 
Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT($) JUDGE/DEPT 
Tim McDaniel Hon. Kalemkiarian I Dept I 7 



CASE NUMBER EX PARTE APPLICATION AND ORDER- FAMILY LAW DS 51030 



Hearing Date: October 5. 2017 Time: 8:30 fjg a.m. 0 p.m. 0 Opposed 0 Unopposed 



1. Type of relief requested: 
0 Temporary Restraining Orders 
(gJ Order Shortening Time 



0 Child CustodyNisitation Order 
[&) Order After Hearing Being Submitted for Signature 



(gj Other (specify): Enforce Court Orders for Petitioner to transfer the Brazilian Propeny at 288 Ouatrini Bianchi St. to Respondent. 



Ex parte relief is necessary because: Petitioner was found guilty of Contempt for not tran.~ferring Respondent's home in Brazil back into his name/ 
. She was ordered to to so within 30 davs at the Review Hearing. This time has lapsed. She was provided with instructions from Respondent's Brazilian I 
attorney and the POA as ordered and she has made no attempt to our knowledge of transferring the nropertv. 



i 



i 



i 
I 



I 
I 



2. Name of opposing attorney/party: N\.!:e!<!i.u.ll.uM~a!!.!ra~n!:.!!l!.... -----------------------.,..--
1 3. Did the opposing attorney/party receive notice? fjg Yes 0 No Date: October 3. 2017 Time: 2:29 ·- 0 a.m. [&) ~.m. 



0851030 4. If notice was not given, state reason(s): -------------- oo4s 



5. Have evidentiary declarations been submitted? fjg Yes 0 No 
6. Has a proposed order been submitted? 0 Yes [&) No 



7. Have you appeared ex parte before for the same relief? 0 Yes l1f) No. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the Jaws of the State of Califo 
true and correct. 



Ex Parte Application and Order Family Law 
727019 



llllllllflllllflllflllllllllllllllllllll 
If "yes," relief was 0 granted U denied. I 



""f 
i 



I 



~ 0 



O.T 
A ~j· 



< -l> 



~ 
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ATTORNE'f em PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Nemo. state Btu number. end eddt&as): 



Julia Kaemerle SBN:256783 
~Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 



5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TELS'HONENO.: 760-931-1981 FAX NO. (OptiotXIIJ:760-931-1982 



E-MAIL ADDRESS {Optionaf: juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 
ATTORNEY FOR (NartteJ: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUN1Y OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADCRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
ctlY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 



BRANCH NAME: South County Regiolfal Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



FOR COURT USB ONLY 



~I L E D 
San Diego Superior Court 



JAN 3 2018 



Clerk of the Superior Court 
By: B. Stidman 



CASE NUMBER: 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 



1. This proceeding was heard 
on (date): August 29, 2017 at (time): 1:45pm in Depl: 17 Room: 



by Judge (name):Hon. Sharon Kalemkiarian r=J Temporary Judge 



FL-340 



On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date):2121111 by (name): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



a. DO Petitioner/plaintiff present [[] Attorney present (name): Neill Marangi 



b. DO Respondent/defendant present [K] Attorney present (name): Julia Kaemerle 



c. c:l Other party present c:J Attorney present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting. time: As attached CJ on form FL-341 CJ Other CJ 
3. Child support As attached CJ on form FL-342 CJ other CJ 



4. Spousal or family support: As attached CJ on form FL-343 CJ Other CJ 
5. Property orders: As attached CJ on form FL-344 CKl other CJ 



6. Attorneys fees: As attached CJ on form FL-346 [X] other CJ 
7. Other orders: []D As attached CJ Not applicable 



8. All other issues are reserved until further order of court. 



9. [X] This matter is continued for further hearing on (d~te): 1/16/18 at (time): 1:45pm in Dept.: 17 



on the following Issues: Review Hearing regarding disposition of HSBC account and stocks as weU as sanctions requests. 



Date:..Septcmbet , 201 I Og .JAN 2018 ~ $f:lat:On L Kalemkjarian 
JUDICIAL OFFICER 



Approved as conforming to court order. 



SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY FOR C&'J PEllTIONER I PlAINTIFF CJ RESPONDENTIDEFENOANT CJ OTHER PAR'N 



Form Adoptad ror Mandatory U5o 
JudldaJ Council of caJifDmfa 



Fl-340 [Rev. January 1, 2012] 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Family Law-custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel Case No. DS 51030 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



ij 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



'-tl 



25 



26 



27 



28 



ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29,2017 at I :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 



Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 



Kalemkiarian, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



"Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 



attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



I. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of$10,000 will be taken out of her community property share ofHSBC Account in 



the amount of$8,961.50. 



2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



Respondent ($1,038.50) \Viii be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



Respondent's sole and separate property. 



4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil~ Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent"s counsel 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 
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..... ' _ ... 



1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 



2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 



3 
5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 



4 
Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest remaining in 



5 



6 
the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 



1 6. . Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



8 change of ownership form within 7 ~Y~ f>='"!:~~~ ~of this 
9 
~ ~ ·o~t.te.Jt\1\~ ~~ c:ac.CC-6w~. 



aeeowrt. )~L-
10 



7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 11 



12 stock accounts within 7 days. 



13 OTHERFINDINGS 



14 
1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 



15 
Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 



16 



17 
2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



18 to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 



19 3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 
20 



Review Hearing. 
21 



4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and att~meyfee requests until 22 



2 3 the Review Hearing. 



. 24 5 . The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1:45 p.m. to address the 
25 orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 
26 



27 



28 [END OF ORDER] 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



DJ\ TE: September 21, 2018 DEPT. 17 



PRESENT: HONORABLE SHARON L. KALEMKIARIAN 



CLERK: A. Escobio 



DS51 030 Menezes, Natache C. Goncalves, 
Petitioner 



YicDaniel, Tim, 
Respondent 



Attorney.: Marangi. Neill M. 



Attorney.: Kaemerle, Julia 



EX PARTE MINUTE ORDER 



The Court is in receipt of Appellant Natache Menezes Proposed Statement on Appeal. filed August 21,2018. 



The Court has also received Respondent's proposed settled statement, including a red lined version with 
proposed corrections, and a DVD (Exhibit B). 



Pursuant to California Rule of Court 8.137(f)(J ), the Court is setting a hearing for October 12, 2018, at 
8:45 a.m. in department 17, to review and correct the proposed statement. In particular the Court orders the 
parties to explain at the hearing how the parties created their respective summaries of the oral proceedings and 
to provide the Court with a true and correct copy of any "recording(s)" that may have formed the basis for the 
Proposed Settled Statement or Respondent's proposed corrections. Any such recordings should be 
accompanied by a declaration signed under penalty of perjury of the individual who made the recording, and 
explaining the circumstances of the recording. 



IT IS SO ORDERED: 



Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian 
Judge of the Superior Court 



DATE D: September 21,2018 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



DATE: October 17, 20 18 JUDGE: Honorable Sharon L. Kalcmkiarian 



CASE NUMBER: DS51030 CLERK: A. Escobio 



rNRE: 



PETTTJONER: Natachc C. Goncalves Menezes A ttomey : Pro Se 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel Attorney : Julia Kaemerle 



EX PARTE ORDER 



On October 12, 2018, the Court held a hearing regarding the proposed settled statements 
presented by Petitioner and Respondent. 



The Court note that the Petitioner had telephonically recorded the proceedings, in violation of 
California Rule of Court 1.1 5'0: The Court was unaware that P~titioner was recording these 
proceedings, apparently on her.phone. Respondent was unaware oftl}is as well. 



, . • , , , • I , ' ' •. •, ' , 



The Court_ has reviewed the settled staterp~nts of Petitioner and. Respond~nt. The Court adopts. 
the Respondent' s settl~d statement, '-~vi.~h one amendfn:ef!.t t.liat is founc}'Qn litles 3_. and 4, on page 8 
of the stateme.nt. The Court correc.ted the. language 'ofth~.-~6urt in this section, .\\fhere the Co\lrt 
was inquiring as to what decJaratiO?S WOUld.be piovi~ed at. an UpCOining hearing. 



•-1 ' • '~ ' .. . ' '• , : ) 



The clerk shaH provide a. copy of this order and proposed settled statement to Counsel forthwith 
via U.S. Mail . 



' 
~ . 
' ' 



•,, . , 



IT IS SO ORDERED: 



~/7 ~---------... 
Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian 
Judge of the Superior Court 



DATED: October 17,20.18 
. . ' 



1 • . 



' . 
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COURT OF APPEAL, STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION ONE 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
Appellant, 


V. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 
Respondent. 


FROM THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


HON. SHARON L. KALEMKIARIAN 


JUDGE 


COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER 
D074434 


CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT 
Volume 1 of 1 
Page 1 to 88 


ATTORNEY FOR NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, Dennis Temko, Esq. 288498 
APPELLANT: LAW OFFICE OF DENNIS TEMKO 


12636 High Bluff Drive, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 
(858)366-5680 
Dennis.Temko@yahoo.com 


ATTORNEY FOR TIM MCDANIEL, RESPONDENT: Julia Kaemerle, Esq. 256783 


SDSC APL-048 CIV (Rev 4/11) 


THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA 
KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court, Ste. 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(760)931-1981 
juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 


SETTLED STATEMENT ON APPEAL
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SUPERIOR COURT - STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
Appellant, 


V. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 
Respondent. 


SUPCT APL-47(Rev 7-05) 


CASE NUMBER DS51030 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


DATE: October 17, 2018 


CASE NUMBER: DS5 l 030 


INRE: 


PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 


JUDGE: Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian 


CLERK: A. Escobio 


Attorney : Pro Se 


Attorney : Julia Kaemerle 


EX PARTE ORDER 


On October 12, 2018, the Court held a hearing regarding the proposed settled statements 
presented by Petitioner and Respondent. 


The Court note that the Petitioner had telephonically recorded the proceedings, in violation of 
California Rule of Court 1.150. The Court was unaware that Petitioner was recording these 
proceedings, apparently on her phone. Respondent was unaware of this as well. 


The Court has reviewed the settled statements of Petitioner and Respondent. The Court adopts 
the Respondent's settled statement, with one amendment that is found on lines 3 and 4, on page 8 
of the statement. The Court corrected the language of the court in this section, where the Court 
was inquiring as to what declarations would be provided at an upcoming hearing. 


The clerk shall provide a copy of this order and proposed settled statement to Counsel forthwith 
via U.S. Mail. 


0S51030 
MO 


IT IS SO ORDERED: Minute Order 
872468 !Jtki ~--- Ill lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 


Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian DATED: October 17, 2018 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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1 JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 


2 5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


3 (760) 931-1981 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


Plaintiff, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Defendant 


Case No.: DS 51030 


RESPONDENT PROPOSED SETTLED STATEMENT 
(CALIFORNIA RULE OF COURT 8.137 (A) 


14 TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT: 


15 Under California Rule of Court 8.137, Respondent, submits this statement in lieu of a reporter's 


16 transcript. For the court's convenience, lodged as Exhibit A is a redlined document showing the 


17 differences between Petitioner's proposed settled statement and Respondent's proposed settled 


18 statement. Also for the Court's convenience, lodged as Exhibit Bis a compact disk that includes 


19 both the Petitioner's settled statement and the Respondent's settled statement in Word format. 


20 


21 Respondent proposes the following narrative summary of the oral proceedings during trial. 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, JANUARY 16, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 


Petitioner and Respondent are both sworn in. 


RESPONDENT PROPOSED SETTLED STATEMENT (CALIFORNIA RULE OF COURT 8.137 (A) - 1 
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COURT: Because of the contempt, Ms. Kaemerle, I can't move forward with this 
2 


Request for Order. I cannot make any order until we resolve the second contempt as the issues 
3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


are related. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Understood. 


COURT: I can't take testimony from anybody unless Ms. Menezes waives her right 


against self-incrimination, but I would not advise her to do that without the advice of counsel as 


it is a quasi-criminal matter. Mr. Marangi has informed the Court he is not representing her for 


the Contempt. Is that accurate still Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: That has not changed. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, we are willing to drop the contempt if that is the 


Court's position. It was my understanding that as the criminal portion was decided it could be 


heard; however, because this is issue is time-sensitive we would like to be heard today. 


COURT: If you drop the contempt we can proceed today with the review hearing on the 


sanctions motion. Was Mr. Marangi served with the sanctions motion? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, and it was submitted with the ex parte paperwork. These were 


sent to Mr. Marangi and Petitioner. 


COURT: Okay, Mr. Marangi, were you served with the RFO? 


MR. MARANGI: I think a post-judgment motion has to be served on my client 


personally. 


COURT: It think so also. 


MS. KAEMERLE: The issue is I am unable to serve her personally. This has been an 


ongoing issue and has been addressed with the Court previously. She does not respond to 


emails that I send her and she dodges service. The court previously told me serve her via e


mail. 


COURT: Ms. Menezes, did you get any copy in any fashion of the request for orders for 


sanctions and attorney fees today? 


MS. MENEZES: By e-mail? I believe so, by e-mail. 
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COURT: When did you get a copy? 


MS. MENEZES: I can check my e-mail. 


COURT: Ok. While you are checking, Mr. McDaniel, do you still reside outside the 


country? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


COURT: Are you here just for the day or will you be here for a longer amount of time? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I will be here for approximately 3 weeks. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You Honor, I also have an updated Income and Expense 


Declaration to file with the Court. 


MR. MARANGI: So my client is looking at her phone and this is something I received, 


I don't know if she got something before that. 


MS. KAEMERLE: It was October 4th specifically when ex parte notice was given. The 


RFO was submitted with the ex parte paperwork. I have the emails on my phone and can show 


the Court. It was sent to MR. MARAN GI as well as Natache on October 4th. 


MR. MARANGI: She has an email on her phone from October 4th. She has not opened 


it yet, but it is from Ms. Kaemerle. But I don't know if it's the sanctions motion. 


MS. KAEMERLE: That was the underlying request for order filed with the ex parte 


and the Court has reserved over sanctions since June 2017. I have proof of electronic service. 


COURT: Is there an agreement for electronic service? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Mr. Marangi and I have served everything to each other 


electronically post-judgment and prior to that. 


COURT: Mr. Marangi, is this accurate? 


MR. MARANGI: Yes, I never had a problem with service by email, but I don't think 


she can serve me with something post-judgment. I don't even remember that motion for what 


it's worth. 


COURT: This is post judgment. Do you have an agreement for electronic service that 


was signed by Mr. Marangi or Ms. Menezes? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: No. The Court had previously directed me to serve her 


electronically as Mr. Marangi was substituting in and out of the case and sometimes 


representing her in limited scope. 


COURT: Can you remind me when that happened? 


MS. KAEMERLE: That was right around when we had the motion to compel. 


COURT: I want to make sure this is done properly. You asked for $30,000 in sanctions 


and that is a substantial amount of money. The parties have to agree with electronic service 


and a post-judgment motion needs to be served personally, especially if it is for sanctions. 


MS KAEMERLE: I have not been able to serve her personally. 


COURT: Well, she can be served right now. Mr. Marangi can serve her or someone in 


the audience that came with you. You can serve her personally right now if you have a copy. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I do. 


COURT: Okay. When do we have a hearing date? 


CLERK: March 12 at 1 :45. 


COURT: If she is served today then we can hear this on March 12 at 1 :45 P.M. 


MR. MARANGI: I can do it. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I am available. 


COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, did you serve her with the motion? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I have. The Court had reserved on the issues of fees and 


sanctions from August and it had been set for 1/24/18 originally. 


COURT: So the contempt that was set for 04/17/18 is withdrawn and that date is 


vacated. The review hearing was set. I was reserving over fees. That has been requested by 


previous motion and I see most recently that I reserved on 08/29/17. Now, Mr. Marangi first, to 


make this part of it simple, has requested payment on the $3,600 that is owed to him from the 


original judgment of07/01/15 so that is put as an issue. The sanctions requested Ms. Kaemerle 


that you made in your most recent motion are in regards to Petitioner's conduct that occurred 


after I last reserved jurisdiction? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 


COURT: I reserved jurisdiction over previous requests for fees and sanctions. There 


has been so much activity in this case, from your perspective, which hearings was I reserving 


from? If you understand my question. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. At the hearing in June the Court reserved on fees and sanctions 


for both parties. Then a Review Hearing was set for 8/29 to see the outcome of the Contempt. 


It has been reserved on since that first hearing. 


COURT: That was from the June hearing when we were dealing with the college 


administration plan and other things? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 


COURT: Okay. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And then I believe I just got a findings and orders from the court 


that indicates the same thing. 


COURT: Okay I see from the August, 29 that I reserved from the June hearing. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 


COURT: Let me ask some questions to see where we are in terms of the issues on 


calendar today, that are not about fees. Have the legal issues regarding the property been 


resolved, Ms. Kaemerle? 


MS. KAEMERLE: No, your honor, and I brought translations of the legal documents 


from Brazil and Ms. Bischoff who represents my client in Brazil is on the phone through 


CourtCall if the Court has any questions for her. She can clarify anything for you in regards to 


costs and expenses for Mr. McDaniel in Brazil as this was also an issue the Court reserved over. 


Most recently, Ms. Bischoff went to the registry in Brazil with the Power of Attorney that we 


did not receive until November despite the fact that this Court has ordered Petitioner to do so 


since our initial motion. I went through all of the hearings in CA and Brazil in the timeline 


submitted with my supplemental declaration. 
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COURT: I have reviewed the Court file so I'm familiar with the timelines. What has 


happened since then? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Ms. Bischoff went to the registry with the Power of Attorney 


provided by Natache to have the property transferred back into my client's name. She then 


found out there was a lawsuit that was sealed involving Petitioner and the attorney that had 


represented her in Brazil against the people who she alleges are squatters. She was able to talk 


to the judge right before the Courts closed in Brazil and obtained the legal documents indicating 


that Natache had signed an agreement to transfer the property to her attorney there to pay her 


own legal bills. Ms. Menezes had specifically been ordered by this court not to encumber or put 


any liens on this property. That was a previous order and is also in the FOAH from August, 29. 


We have proof that she signed an admission of debt to her attorney in Brazil and subsequently 


conveyed ownership of the house to her attorney in Brazil. I have all the paperwork showing 


that as well as the court's ratification of the agreement between Natache and Admilson Barbosa 


da Silva transferring the property to him for her fees. We were lucky that Ms. Bischoff was 


able to find out this information prior to the Courts closing because they close in Brazil from 


December 20 to January 20. Ms. Bischoff was able to file a third party motion to stay execution 


on the lien or frozen assets on behalf of Mr. McDaniel. So at this point the transfer to Ms. 


Menezes's attorney is on standstill, but the court will not open until the 20th of January. The 


next step would be for the court to make a decision on their appeal in Brazil and on our motion 


to stay execution. The decision to transfer the property to Mr. da Silva, her attorney in Brazil, 


then will be decided based on Mr. McDaniel's lawsuit. So this has been an extremely 


complicated and expensive process here and at this point we have no resolution. The house has 


not been transferred and there is proof showing that there were discussions between her and this 


attorney, well in advance of her providing us the power of attorney as ordered, that she planned 


on using the home to pay the fees she owed him. 


COURT: I understand that will be part of what you will be presenting to me when you 


come back. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 


COURT: What are the remaining funds? I went back and reviewed the file and the 


funds in the HSBC account were awarded as sanctions already. 


MS. KAEMERLE: That's correct. 


COURT: The Florida account has been transferred. Are there any other community 


funds that have been held somewhere? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. The stocks that were divided in the judgement. The Court 


reserved over the stock. Our request is that remainder of the stock be awarded to Mr. McDaniel 


in addition to the $30,000 in sanctions. 


COURT: And how much is there? 


MR. MCDANIEL: $45,000. 


MS. KAEMERLE: About $45,000. 


COURT: In total? I looked at the judgment and there was just one stock account. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Mr. McDaniel was awarded $10,000 from the Court at the contempt 


trial. This court awarded $8,961.50 to him out of the HSBC account out of her community 


property share and the balance of that which was $1,038.50 was awarded out of her share of the 


stock listed on paragraph 9 of the judgment. 


COURT: So the HSBC account was separate from the stock? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 


COURT: At this point that stock is not going anywhere. 


MS. KAEMERLE: That's correct, your honor. 


COURT: Mr. McDaniel's supplemental declaration has updated information and he will 


be presenting another supplemental declaration before the March hearing when he knows what 


happens after Ms. Bischoff speaks with the judge or lawyers in Brazil. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. There is evidence to show that the amount of the encumbrance 


on the property which she is admitting to owing her attorney in Brazil is almost the entire value 
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of the house. It is very likely that there will be a fraud and/or criminal action against her, her 


mother, and the attorney in Brazil related to her agreement to use the house to pay her own fees. 


COURT: I don't mean to interrupt you but what I need to know is what information I'm 


anticipating that I don't know yet and will be presented with at the next hearing. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely. 


COURT: Is it possible Ms. Bischoff will provide a declaration as well? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, and she is available to explain the exact status to the court and 


fees Mr. McDaniel has incurred until today. The fees are at least $4,000 just to file the motion 


to stop the property to going to attorney da Silva. These fees are ongoing. 


COURT: She does speak English? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, she does. 


COURT: I think I can get the information that I need through a declaration from Ms. 


Bischoff and she did one before as to what her fees had been with the equivalent information. 


As you both know I did some research on this and I can't issue 271 sanctions post-judgment 


without taking into account Mr. McDaniel's costs and income, but I do to have review the 


declarations because there seem to be significant costs that he has incurred due transferring the 


house in addition to attorney fees. I want information from you in the declaration about how 


much this has cost him. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I can inform you of what has been incurred to this point; however, 


the costs will increase and will be included in our declaration. 


COURT: I would request both parties to submit declarations and updated income and 


expense declaration 10 days prior to our next date. 


MS. KAEMERLE: We will submit both and would like the court to consider the gravity 


of the violations of the Court Orders that have been made. 


COURT: I definitely will. The Requests from the Request for Order files 10/5/17 RE: 


Sanctions per FC 2031/2031, 271 and 3294 to be heard March 12, 2018 at 1:45 in Department 


17. You can file a supplemental declaration for the Court to consider further sanctions/fees 
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against Petitioner within 10 days of the next hearing and Mr. Marangi can review that. I do not 


know what 3294 is. 


MS. KAEMERLE: It is a punitive sanction under the Civil Code. 


COURT: I didn't find the 3294 code for sanctions. Okay. In order for me to determine 


and order sanctions, I would need to know any information related to the legal actions in Brazil 


which would be helpful to the court. Alright, Mr. Marangi, do you have anything you want to 


be heard on today? I mean, you didn't anticipate we were going to be arguing this today. 


MR. MARAN GI: If the court would indulge me since we have the floor, it will take me 


a few minutes but to answer the courts question I'm ready to argue it. I'm ready for what I 


think is before the court today. If you would let me, I'm just going to briefly list what I think is 


before the court today. So, back on August 29, here is my understanding of the issues the court 


set for today. The court ordered husband to sign the college plan document that would name 


wife the new owner in 7 days or I could appear ex parte and husband pay the fees. That was 


item number 1. Then the court awarded the $8,961 to Husband from her community portion of 


the HSBC account as partial satisfaction of the $10,000 sanction from the Contempt Trial and 


$1,039 from the stock for the remainder. 


COURT: Was the college plan resolved? 


MR. MARANGI: I will address that, but the answer is yes. But for now I'm going only 


through what court did at the last one. 


COURT: Alright. 


MR. MARANGI: So court ordered Husband to also provide a current HSBC account 


statement in 7 days. That was ordered. The court also ordered that husband could withdraw 


$1,039 from the stock to make up for the difference to get to the $10,000 of the contempt 


ordered. Counsel has said that somehow the stocks still exist. As far as I know, it does not and, 


in fact, husband has liquidated all the stocks cash and I think it went in the HSBC account so for 


what it's worth I think he sold it all anyway. I could be wrong 
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COURT: Put a pin in that because that was my understanding, too. I thought the stock 


did not exist anymore, so we will have to have Mr. McDaniel answer that. Go ahead. 


MR. MARANGI: The court also ordered husband to provide historical statements for 


the stock account. That was an order. The court also renewed the order that wife cannot 


dispose of the Brazilian property That was ordered. The court ordered that husband's 


Brazilian counsel would provide a letter to explain the process by which title would go to 


husband along with the necessary power of attorney for wife to sign. That was ordered. Then 


wife would follow those instructions within 30 days. So that was an order. The Brazilian 


counsel was to do the transfer. The court ordered that. Any transfer costs would be advanced 


from the already liquidated stock account, subject to reallocation. That was ordered. Both 


parties to provide Income and Expense Declarations for the next hearing so the court can 


analyze ability to pay attorney fees. Okay. The court did reserve on attorney fees and 


sanctions. I wrote that down. And today's hearing is to address Wife's compliance with the 


transfer of the Brazilian house. We are here to address attorney fees, the transfer fees, and also 


property taxes that my client is claiming she is paying this whole time while this matter is 


pending and she wants reimbursement. So, going in order, I think the college plan husband's 


complied. He signed the document and we got it in 7 days. Done. The HSBC statement for 


what is worth I didn't get a current HSBC account statement. I got one that was from 2014. 


Husband felt like he only needed to provide the one that shows the balance on the date of 


separation. For what it's worth it, I don't think this is what the court ordered. The stock 


account, I don't think husband complied with that order, either. We didn't get historical 


statements that show what stocks they were or where they were when the liquidation happened 


and where they are now. I'm worried that he liquidated things while the action was pending. 


But anyway that is another issue. Anyway, I don't think husband has complied with the court 


orders for historical statements so I will leave that to the court. As far as disposal of the 


Brazilian property, let me just tell you what my client has told me. I think that husband's 


argument today is wife somehow disobeyed the order from the last court and disposed of the 
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brazilian house. For what it's worth, my client denies that. For this case even before your 


honor was on this bench, there was a lawsuit my client started before Judge Hernandez awarded 


the Brazilian property to anybody. There was a squatter in the Brazilian property, and she 


started a lawsuit to try to get them out. Of course, it's her position that Mr. McDaniel was 


responsible for the squatter's presence there, but whatever that was in the past. Well, that 


lawsuit has been pending for all these years. She finally lost it. There was finally a ruling. 


From what I can tell, the Brazilian court did not side with her. I don't know if that means the 


squatter got ownership of the Brazilian property. The only thing she tells me is that she lost it. 


Related to that is about this Brazilian attorney getting paid. I don't know what the agreement 


was between the Brazilian lawyer and my client. I don't know if she agrees to pay him, but her 


story is that she never did anything to somehow give the property to her Brazilian attorney. Her 


understanding is that the Brazilian court awarded the Brazilian property to her attorney. That's 


all I know is what she is telling me. The point is she didn't do anything to dispose of the 


property in violation of the order of August, 29. In fact, the Brazilian court gave the house to 


her attorney is all I know. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, may I respond? 


MR. MARANO!: Just let me just get through my argument ifl could. 


COURT: Yes, but hold on I'm taking this as an open argument because and I appreciate 


it's good to get my head around it, but I'm still going to ask you to submit declarations as to the 


facts, any evidentiary documents that support the facts, and your position as what sanctions 


should be ordered against Petitioner 


MR. MARANO!: But here is my personal problem. It's not the courts problem but my 


own problem. I'm on limited scope. I don't have any idea if my client wants me to represent 


her on any future hearing for sanctions. I don't know so what I'm saying is my job I think is 


done today and I'm going through the issues and which ones I think are resolved. 


COURT: Okay. Let me ask some questions. You are under penalty of perjury, Mr. 


McDaniel. I'm confused about the stocks account. Do the stocks exist in one account? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No, they do not. 


COURT: When they were sold? 


MR. MCDANEIL: I think they were sold in 2015. They took the stock off the market 


and they deposited the amount that they were sold for into my account. 


COURT: And when you said my account what account is that? 


MR. MCDANIEL: It was in one of the on-line accounts. I don't remember which one 


because I have not used them for a long time. 


COURT: Is that money still there? 


MR. MCDANIEL: The money is all still in that one account, yes. 


COURT: Alright, so the Judgement filed September 2015 said the HSBC account and 


the following stocks Etrade, Green Bay Packers, Science, Ireland will be divided. 


MR. MCDANIEL: Correct, but the only one with value was the IRE which was the 


Irish bank. 


COURT: Those were the stocks you are saying were sold? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, they took the IRE stock off the market and deposited the 


amount they were sold for into my E*Trade account. 


COURT: So you believe it was in the E*Trade account. 


MR. MCDANIEL: It was, yes. 


COURT: And you can look it up now? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No, I took it out of the E*Trade account and put in a bank account. 


COURT: What bank account did you put into? 


MR. MCDANIEL: That was the HSBC. 


COURT: That was the same HSBC account that was divided as part of the judgment? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


COURT: When was it deposited to the HSBC account? 


MR. MCDANIEL: This is showing 2014. 
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COURT: Just let me say this, counsel. The fact that we are not clear on this issue still is 


very concerning to the Court because I know we have had this discussion and we have asked 


these questions. I don't know that either of you can tell me that if they divided the account and 


stocks in 2015, and the money was deposited in 2014 why is the division of the stock a still 


being heard at contested hearing in 2018. 


MR. MARANGI: Because he didn't disclose that in the trial. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Only one stock was moved, the other ones are still there correct? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


COURT: Alright Mr. Marangi in terms of the issues that you raised regarding the stock, 


are those resolved? 


MR. MARANGI: I think the court can resolve this today. It's fine if it is liquidated in 


cash somewhere. They want the court to give it all to them. I don't know what the court will do 


that but that is the request. I think it should be divided community property law also I wanted to 


be paid the $3,600 from husband's share that he's owed me for almost 3 years. I'd like to be 


paid. 


COURT: Are you convinced that this money was already divided as part of the HSBC 


division? 


MR. MARANGI: Yes, I'm convinced of that yes 


COURT: So, where do you think it is? 


MR. MARANGI: I think he liquidated all the stocks without telling anyone it probably 


went to a Etrade account. I believe him. I think then he deposited into a HSBC account. What 


we divided from the HSBC account was the balance as the day of separation so that was 


separate from the stocks. 


COURT: Ok so that was my question. 


MR. MARANGI: I'm satisfied with the amount that she received from the HSBC 


account the only outstanding issue is the stocks that I think he liquidated. 
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COURT: Mr. McDaniel do you have any documentation that shows what the amount of 


the liquidated stock was? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Those documents have been provided Mr. Marangi. 


COURT: What is amount is represented? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I have to find it 


COURT: Alright. 


MR. MCDANIEL: It's showing here the value of the Ireland Bank stock at $58,000. 


COURT: Alright, and where was amount deposited? 


MR. MCDANIEL: The HSBC account. 


COURT: Alright and do you agree Ms. Kaemerle that the amount divided on 05/2015 


was the separation value? 


COURT: That was a division of $17,923. I will ask your client what was that number? 


Again, that was an amount divided in the judgment of $17,923. 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


COURT: That was the date of separation value? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it was. 


COURT: Not included the $58,000? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No, ma'am. 


COURT: So, under the judgment there was to be a division of the stock and it appears 


from the testimony today that that would be $58,000. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 


COURT: And let me hear from counsel. The judgment indicates that it should be 


divided equally. Mr. Marangi is asking for previous balance on fees of $3,600 and at the Court 


still has the outstanding sanctions requested from Ms Kaemerle that I'm going to hear in March. 


I have an outstanding request from Mr. Marangi for sanctions on her behalf as to signing the 


QDRO and dividing the stocks account. 
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MR. MARANGI: Correct. 


COURT: So, first Ms. Kaemerle do you want to provide any arguments to the court 


about the stock account issues and why the $58,000 should not be divided per the judgment? 


MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, the 2015 Judgment specifically ordered Ms. Menezes to 


transfer the property in Brazil to Mr. McDaniel. If the court looks at what happened we have 


since December 12, 2016 requested that the Court enforce the order. Next, she was ordered to 


transfer it into his name by January 12, 2017. Here we are January 16, 2018 with the same 


request. 


COURT: Let's cut to it, are you asking me to hold onto it because that is going to pay 


her sanctions? 


MS KAEMERLE: Yes, and that was the purpose of this hearing. We have had to file 


all these motions, and the fact that he has to continuously come back and ask for the court's 


assistance and she is not complying with any Court Orders is why we are making that request. 


COURT: I understand. 


MS KAEMERLE: So, I think at a minimum he should be awarded her portion of that 


$58,000. On top of that we are requesting for sanctions for her behavior to transfer this 


property. 


COURT: I'm not doing that today. She didn't have notice personally. I can't do that 


today so I'm not going to distribute the funds, either. But I will make some orders regarding the 


amount and location. Mr. Marangi, you wish to be heard on the $58,000? 


MR. MARAN GI: I'm fine with it if the court wants me to speak about that but, from 


my perspective, it should again be divided equally because that was what the judgment ordered. 


As to the balance, I would like $3,600 from his share. It's a long-standing order. Husband 


keeps saying Judge Hernandez changed that. It never happened. You will not find any orders, 


any minutes anywhere, saying somehow Judge Hernandez changed the fee order. That fee 


order was made at the trial and nothing has changed except for the fact that he stopped paying 
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me. I want that amount paid immediately from his half of the stocks because, again, I don't 


know ifl'll be here in March. My job is done as it is today. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, I would have to say that I disagree. If you look at Mr. 


Marangi's declaration, you can see that Mr. McDaniel had set up a direct payment to Mr. 


Marangi and January 2016 is his last payment. The reason why it stops right there is that is 


when she filed her domestic violence request and our recollection is that at that hearing the 


judge did instruct Tim that he could stop these payments. 


MR. MARANGI: That never happened. 


COURT: I looked, Ms. Kaemerle, because I saw in your pleadings. But where are any 


orders to say that he should not pay the 2015 attorney fees order? 


MS. KAEMERLE: In the finding and order after the domestic violence? 


COURT: You show me. I didn't see it. 


MS. KAEMERLE: The problem has been that when Counsel has been requested to 


prepare the FOAH it is either not done or I do not receive a conformed copy. 


COURT: Give me the minute order. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I don't have the minute order. I can request it and give it to the 


court. But I believe the Court reserved. 


COURT: I have it here and I don't see that. What day in the court do you think he said 


that Mr. McDaniel doesn't have to pay? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Because his payment stopped in January 2017 I think whatever 


hearing was close to that day. 


COURT: There was a hearing in December, that was a request for documents that was 


denied, that was a hearing on December 12 for sanctions requests and spousal support arrears. 


There was a hearing on March 13, I don't see any orders. 


COURT: These are going to be the orders of the court today. First, the court orders Ms. 


Kaemerle to serve Ms. Menezes with the RFO of October 5th, 2017. The court finds good 


service today of that RFO for future hearing of March 12, 2018 at 1 :45pm in Dept. 17. Second, 
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the court orders that Mr. McDaniel pay Mr. Marangi the $3,600 balance on the attorney fees 


ordered as part of the judgment and within 48 hours or interest is going to accrue at the legal 


rate. Mr. McDaniel is authorized to withdraw monies for this from his share of the liquidated 


stock or elsewhere. Third, each party has an interest of $29,000 in the liquidation of the stock 


account. The court is reserving over the distribution of monies pending the hearing of March, 


12 due to the outstanding sanctions request. Fourth, each counsel to file ad serve an updated 


income and expense declaration IO days before hearing. Mr. Marangi's limited scope is 


concluded forthwith. The Court relieves Attorney Marangi. The court denies sanctions against 


Mr. McDaniel pursuant to the motion filed by Petitioner on February 27,2017. The Respondent 


may serve the Petitioner via email forthwith and Petitioner is to provide a valid email address 


today. The court sets further hearing on Respondent's RFO filed 10/5/17 re: Sanctions per 


2030/2031, 271, 2031 and 3294 sanctions. Parties to file and serve declarations regarding any 


facts for the Court to consider sanctions against Ms. Menezes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, can I say a couple of things? 


COURT: Sure. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Part of the hearing today was specifically to see what happens with 


the transfer of the house. 


COURT: I understand that, but what else can I do? I made the orders that were 


requested as to the power of attorney and everything else and what I'm hearing now is that we 


don't know until January 20 what is going to happen with the house. There are no further 


orders that I can make about the house. 


MS. KAEMERLE: We have specifically requested attorney fees and sanctions if Wife 


was not transferring the house. 


COURT: Those were all going to be reserved for March because there is so much that 


has been put in subsequent motions and I don't have testimony from you about the fees that he's 


incurred. My tentative is that there will be sanctions for $30,000 at a minimum, but I have to 
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see what all of the translated documents show about his legal expenses in CA and Brazil, 


expenses related to the house, and anything shown in the declarations and IED's. 


MS KAEMERLE: Last question very briefly Your Honor. Now that Mr. Marangi is not 


going to be representing her, can the court allow me to serve her electronically? 


COURT: Ms. Menezes, for anything after today that is relevant to this motion, yes, you 


can serve electronically and do it with return receipt requested. And Ms. Menezes you are 


ordered to open it and read it and get back to her. The HSBC account Ms Kaemerle, Mr 


Marangi that account is not to be, well I hope the money is still there but I ordered each party 


has an interest in $29,000 pending the hearing set on March 12, 2018 due to outstanding 


sanctions requests. Alright, any questions, Mr. Marangi? 


MR MARANGI: I don't, but she may I guess. Natache has something. Go ahead. 


MS. MENEZES: The college plan the form that he provides the college plan didn't 


accept the stamp and they said it has to be done again because they couldn't see the stamp he 


did for notarized so the plan still not on my name. 


MR MARAN GI: Maybe we can get the original because counsel sent me via email. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes and the original was mailed as well directly to Mr. Marangi. 


MS. MENEZES: It has to be updated they don't accept that one anymore. 


COURT: Well Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi have to resolve this. Ms. Kaemerle any 


more questions? 


MS KAEMERLE: Could the Court remind Ms. Menezes that she is not to encumber the 


property in any way and that it is to be transferred my client? 


COURT: You are clear on that, right, he needs to get it. If it has some encumbrance on 


it I'm going to hear about it but you can't encumber the property. But if it was encumbered by 


someone else it's a different issue. If her attorney filed a lien on it, that is a Brazil issue and is 


not a California issue and I will hear about that in March. 


MR. KAEMERLE: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 


Petitioner and Respondent Both Sworn in. (Attorney: Julia Kaemerle, Esq.) 


Petitioner Pro Se (Limited Scope Neill Marangi, Esq.) 


The Court provides tentative ruling: $30,000 sanction against Petitioner and costs/expenses 


for attorney in Brazil in CA and costs related to transferring the house to his name. 


Judicial Notice: Respondent has filed two contempt's prevailing in the first but dismissing the 


second so this matter could be heard earlier. 


EXHIBITS ADMITTED FOR REPONDENT: From notice of lodgment filed January 10, 


2018-for 1/16/18 hearing: 


EXHIBIT A: Emails to Neill Marangi from 10/3/17 


EXHIBIT D: Email Correspondence regarding delivery of POA 


EXHIBIT E: Email from Petitioner dated 11/9/17 


EXHIBIT G: FOAH submitted to Court 
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Notice of Lodgement submitted 3/6/18 for 3/12/18 hearing: 


EXHIBIT E: Translation of POA provided by Petitioner 8/29/17 


EXHIBIT F: Instrument of Settlement and in Giving Paument of Real Estate 


EXHIBIT H: Brazil Judgment dated 10/16/17 


EXHIBIT I: Notice of Compulsory of Property 


EXHIBIT J: Decision from Brazil 


EXHIBITS ADMITTED FOR PETITIONER: 


1. Transcript 


2. Eva Bischoff s Injunction against Petitioner 


4. Legal Action of Recission 


8.POA 


9. Court Order 


11.Brazilian Order 


13. Proof of Service 


14. Lawsuit filed by Eva Bischoff 


MS. KAEMERLE: Good Afternoon Tim, we are going to be discussing your expenses 


today in regards to attorney fees and costs to transfer this property back to you. Can you 


estimate how much you incurred in attorney's fees in California? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $80-$90. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And you have also incurred attorney fees in Brazil, how much 


would you estimate you have paid Eva Bischoff your attorney in Brazil? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $16,000 at this time but this an expense that is ongoing. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did this include the cost of translating the documents? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No, no that is easily $1,000 to $2,000. That doesn't include an 


additional $7000 to $8000 in fees for registration and to actually transfer the house to my name. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know if you will have any future fees to transfer the 


property? 


MR. MCDANIEL: The last time I talked to my lawyer ... 


MR. MARANGI: Objection, hearsay. 


COURT: What she told you is hearsay but if you have personal knowledge of what 


additional fees may be incurred ... are you referring to prospective fees, Ms. Kaemerle? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 


COURT: The $7 to $8,000, Mr. McDaniel? 


MR. MARANGI: Objection, speculative. 


COURT: I want to know what the anticipated fees to transfer the home may be so 


Overruled. 


MR. MCDANIEL: I was told just the transfer fee was at least 7 to 8 thousand dollars. 


MR. MARANGI: Objection. 


COURT: Mr. McDaniel you can't say what you have been told. It has to be of what 


personal knowledge you have. So that question is do you have any personal knowledge of how 


much the anticipated fees would be to transfer the property to your name? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


COURT: And how much that it will be? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I believe $8,000. 


MS. KAERMELE: And are you going to owe Ms. Bischoff any future attorney fees? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I am. 
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MS KAEMERLE: And what is your personal knowledge of what future anticipated fees 


to Ms. Bischoff could be? 


MR. MCDANIEL: She would be paid a percentage of the value of the house. I believe 


20% of the value. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know personally what the value of the house is? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I believe it is ... 


MR. MARANGI: Objection, lack of foundation 


COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, can you lay per the family code of the law the basis of his 


belief. He can testify what his belief about the value of the property is. 


MS. KAEMERLE: May I approach; your honor? 


COURT: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you recognize this document? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, these are the real estate taxes which state how much they 


appraise the property for. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And what is your understanding of the value of the house? 


MR. MARANGI: Objection, this is not evidence it is hearsay. 


COURT: Right. He has to testify as to his knowledge, any properties he sold, 


investigation he's done himself. It cannot be from a hearsay document. 


MS. KAERMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge of the value of the property? 


MR. MARANGI: Objection relevance 


COURT: Overruled, it is relevant. 


MR. MARAN GI: Objection, lack of foundation. Based on what? 


COURT: That is what she is trying to establish. 


MR. MCDANIEL: The properties in the area are valued around 400 thousand reals. 


MR. MARAN GI: Objection lack of foundation, how does he know that? 
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COURT: Ms. Kaemerle ask how he knows. 


MS. KAEMERLE: How do you know the values of the properties in the area? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I looked it up on the internet. 


MR. MARANGI: That is hearsay, objection. 


COURT: That is admitted under California law he can look it up in the internet to see 


what he thinks it is worth. Overruled. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So in US dollars do you know what the value the home would be or 


an approximately range? 


MR. MCDANIEL: The last time I looked the exchange rate was $130,000. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And you testified previously that 20% of that would go to Ms. 


Bischoff? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And that is from a written agreement? 


MR. MCDANEIL: My understanding was from a statement she showed me. 


MS. KAEMERLE: She has a document that she showed to you? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And that's how you have knowledge of the fees? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


MS. KAERMELE: How much have you paid on flights to and from these hearings to 


San Diego regarding this home? 


MR. MCDANIEL: On average with flights, rental cars, hotels I would say 


approximately $2000 for each court hearing. 


MS. KAERMELE: Are you reimbursed for that time by your employer? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No, I use my vacation time. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And your contract in Sri Lanka ended, correct? 


MR. MCDANEIL: Yes. I'm in another contract right now. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And the pay is similar? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: It's exactly the same. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you have an opportunity to review the documents submitted to 


the court from the Brazilian court regarding the litigation there? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge if the lawsuit that the 


petitioner filed in Brazil is one that could have been dropped? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. I was told that she can drop the lawsuit as you can in the 


United States. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay 


COURT: What lawsuit are we referring to? 


MS. KAEMERLE: The lawsuit in Brazil. Specifically, I'm talking about the document 


submitted in my lodgments as Exhibit C. Do you remember the instrument of the admission of 


debt? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I don't remember that. 


MS. KAEMERLE: May I approach you honor? 


COURT: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen that? 


MR. MCDANEIL: Yes, yes, I have. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And do you have any knowledge if this is a court document? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, that is a court document, that was submitted by my lawyer in 


Brazil. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I ask for the exhibit C to be admitted. 


COURT: I'm not going to admit it yet. I will admit it once I hear from Ms. Menezes 


that she signed this because this doesn't appear to me that this is a court document it says it is a 


private instrument. It reads and appears to me to be an agreement between Ms. Menezes and 


Mr. Admilson Barbosa da Silva. I don't see it's a court document but if she testifies that she 


signed it and there is a signature page attached but I don't think he can't testify to that. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Ok. I will move to exhibit B that was admitted already. Do you 


recognize this document? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: To the best of your knowledge what is this document? 


MR. MCDANIEL: It's a power of attorney from Natache. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And was that the original power of attorney submitted to you? 


MR. MCDANIEL: The first one I believe it got translated. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Would that transfer the property over to you to your knowledge? 


MR. MCDANIEL: It would have not have transferred the property but allowed me to 


use the property, but I would have to pay her legal fees in Brazil, it would cost double the value 


of the house because of the legal fees, plus she wanted to go in and take whatever she wanted 


out of the house which was confirmed by the translation. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Were you able to look at the Exhibit G which were comments about 


Natache's declaration by Eva Bischoff? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Ok, I'm going over some of these statements with you. The first part 


states that you were -- this is from Ms. Bichoff s point of view -- is it correct that you were 


never involved with the squatters? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Correct. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Are you in contact with them right now? 


MR. MCDNAIEL: No, I'm not. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any knowledge that Ms. Bischoff represents any of the 


squatters? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I have no knowledge of that at all. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you know that there was an admission of debt of Natache using 


the house to pay her legal fees during the process of our post-judgment motions and the process 


in Brazil? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No I did not. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen the timeline we presented to the court? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: As for the Court documents in Brazil, the admission of debt we have 


provided was signed around June 25, 2017 does that sounds correct to you? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, that sounds correct. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You were still unaware that this was happening? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I was unaware until December 7th or 5th after I received the second 


power of attorney from Natache and we tried to transfer the property to my name. 


MS. KAEMERLE: If the property has been transferred to Admilson Barbosa de Silva 


would you have any recourse to your knowledge? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No, not at all. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And how you were able to find out? 


MR. MCDANIEL: My attorney went to transfer the property at the registry and she was 


notified that the attorney Admilson de Silva filed their agreement as to her debt and using the 


home as payment, but he didn't have a marriage certificate and so we were able to stop the 


filing. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge if there is now a lawsuit 


against petitioner and her attorney in Brazil? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes and her mother. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any knowledge of the status of that lawsuit? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No, I do not. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know if Petitioner's lawsuit will cause you any future costs? 


MR. MCDANEIL: Yes, it will. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know how much? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I hear anywhere from $4,000 to $8,000. 
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MS KAEMERLE: Do you know what would happen if the lawsuit were not to be 


successful in your favor? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No I don't know what the results would be on that but I would not 


get the property if it fails. 


MS KAEMERLE: Would you have any recourse against petitioner if you were to lose 


the property? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No. 


MS. KAEMERLE: It there any other lawsuit in Brazil you could file to obtain this 


property? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No, not that I know of. 


MS. KAEMERLE: No furthers questions at this time. 


COURT: Alright, Mr. Marangi and Ms. Kaemerle, we need another day because we are 


not going to finish today. 


CLERK: March 29? 


COURT: Mr. McDaniel you have to be present because Mr. Marangi will have 


questions for you so you need to find a way to be here or you may appear via CourtCall. I was 


surprised we have a date so soon but I want to help to get this done for everybody. 


MS. KAEMERLE: March, 29 at 9 am? 


COURT: March 29, 8:45 all morning, I will block all morning. Let me point out to 


counsel a couple of things. I was confused about it but in the document found on Exhibit B that 


was not admitted as evidence because it has to wait until Ms. Menezes has to be asked about it. 


Mr. Marangi in the few minutes we have which exhibits you want to be admitted? Do you want 


it all as evidence? 


MR. MARANGI: Yes. 


COURT: Let's go through it now. Item number 1 is reporter transcripts. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 
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COURT: Item number 1 will be admitted. Item number 2 Attorney Bischoffs 


injunction. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 


COURT: Alright, Item number 3 listing complications certificated. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I would object to that as hearsay and also lack of foundation. 


COURT: Mr. Marangi it is hearsay. Your response to that? 


MR. MARANGI: No your honor is fine 


COURT: Ok so that will be stricken. Item number 4 Action of decision of a verbal 


Agreement. It has been translated and looks like is a court document Ms. Kaemerle. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 


COURT: Item number 5 an email from Ms. Bischoff. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I would object as to hearsay and lack of foundation. 


COURT: Alright, Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: Is that admission from Mr. McDaniel? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARANGI: Sorry, I was asking the court, not my client. 


COURT: It has two emails here from Ms. Bischoff and two people and they were not 


here so I don't think so. Yes, it's hearsay so it will be stricken. Silvia and associates number 6? 


MS. KAEMERLE: I would object as to hearsay and lack of foundation. 


COURT: Who was it addressed to Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: I will ask my client. 


MS. MENEZES: Judge Hernandez that saw it first I just put it again for you to have 


knowledge. It was admitted in December. 


COURT: Before the house was awarded to Mr. McDaniel? 


MS. MENEZES: It was after. The day is November 16, 2016. 


COURT: I don't want any explanation about it is hearsay. Mr. Barbosa de Silva is not 


here and it will not be admitted. Item number 7. 
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MS KAEMERLE: Hearsay, lack of foundation. 


COURT: Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: Ifwe are going by that, it's hearsay. 


COURT: Yes. Item number 8? 


MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 


COURT: Alright item number 8 will be admitted. Item number 9 that is the findings of 


the order and will come in. Item number 1 0? 


MS. KAEMERLE: I will object to that as hearsay and lack of foundation. 


COURT: Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARAN GI: My client says it's a lodgment of a lawsuit. 


COURT: It doesn't look like the actual document has been translated so I don't see the 


original document. 


MS.MENEZES: I can bring the original version without being translated. 


COURT: Well I don't have it. At this time, it will not come in. You can come later on 


with better foundation. Item number 11? 


MS.KAEMERLE: It looks like this is a document of the court. 


COURT: So no objection Ms. Kaemerle. Alright number 11 will come in now. Number 


12. 


MS.KAEMERLE: Subject to our review and opportunity to present testimony . The 


actual document, no objection. 


COURT: I will reserve over number 12. Item number 13? 


MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 


COURT: Ok item 13 will be admitted. Item number 14? 


MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 


COURT: Alright. And item number 15? 


MS. KAEMERLE: I would object to hearsay, lack of foundation 


COURT: Mr. Marangi? 
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MR. MARAN GI: My client said it's a translation of something filed in court in Brazil. 


COURT: Yes, again it's not an official translation, it's not the original document. I 


don't believe this is acceptable. It doesn't tell me who translated and was translated by, so it 


will not be admitted this time. Alright, so from Mr. Marangi listed Items 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13 


and 14 were admitted. Okay, everybody, I will see you on March 29 in the morning and Mr. 


McDaniel will appear by phone and make sure you have a good connection. 


MARCH 29, 2018 


WITNESSES 


Mr. McDaniel APPEARED VIA COURT CALL 


Ms. Menezes 


CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 2018, 8:45 A.M. 


MR. MARAN GI: How many powers of attorney has Natache given you? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Two. 


MR. MARANGI: Relative to that first one that she gave you when was that? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I would say September first week of October. 


MR. MARANGI: We were in court on August 29 do you remember that? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes I do. 


MR. MARANGI: That was when she gave you the first power of attorney? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: I do not remember. 


MR. MARAN GI: For that first power of attorney that would allowed you to take title of 


the Brazilian house? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No. 


MR. MARANGI: Why not? 


MR. MCDANIEL: My attorney in Brazil said that is would not transfer the property to 


me. 


MR. MARAN GI: Could you have used it somehow to transfer ownership of the house 


for anybody else? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I didn't use that power of attorney. 


MR. MARANGI: Did you try? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, we presented it to the real estate registry in Guaruja and they 


did not allow us to transfer the house to my name. 


COURT: When you said you presented the power of attorney to transfer, which power 


of attorney, number one or two? 


MR.MCDANIEL: Number 2. 


COURT: Did they gave you a reason why? 


MR.MCDANIEL: The second power of attorney, if I remember correctly, was at the 


time her, her mother, and her attorney in Brazil agreed to transfer the house in Brazil to the Da 


Silva to pay off her lawyer's debt regarding the home that had already been found to my 


separate property. 


MR. MARANGI: What about the first power of attorney, did you try to use that to 


transfer your house to yourself? 


MR.MCDANIEL: No, I did not. What we received was only a copy of a power of 


attorney. I did not receive the original and when my attorney in Brazil presented it to the 


registry they said it was not adequate to transfer my property to my name. We didn't receive the 


original power of attorney from her at that time. 
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MR. MARANGI: If you have received the original could you have transferred the 


ownership? 


MR.MCDANIEL: No. 


MR. MARANGI: OK thank you. 


MS.KAEMERLE: Would it be accurate that the first power of attorney that was 


provided to you on August 29 didn't actually put the property in your name but in fact just 


allowed you to use the home? 


MR.MCDANIEL: If I remember correctly all it was for was the use of the house until 


the litigation she started in Brazil regarding my home was resolved but if she lost it she was not 


responsible for reimbursing me for the cost of the house. If I took over the house I would have 


to pay her lawyer fees and she was not going to be responsible for anything but it was just for 


the usage of the house. 


MS.KAEMERLE: Did it include her taking furniture and personal belongs out of the 


house? 


MR.MCDANIEL: Yes it did. I believe it has a clause there in the power of attorney that 


she could come in and take anything she wanted out of the house. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You testified earlier that you would have to wait until the lawsuit in 


Brazil was complete to take possession, correct? 


MR.MCDANIEL: Yes, her lawsuit that was pending against the tenants had to be 


completed before I was allowed to use my property. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You looked at the time line I prepared, correct? 


MR.MCDANIEL: Yes I did yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you know on August 29 that she had signed the property over to 


Admilson Barbosa de Silva? 


MR.MCDANIEL: No but I believe the process had been started by June of 2017 if I 


remember correctly. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Were you aware of how much she owed in attorney's fees? 
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MR.MCDANIEL: No not at all not until December of last year when my attorney in 


Brazil pointed out that the power of attorney included a debt clause to pay the attorney fees. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Prior to December 2017, did you know she had entered into an 


agreement to transfer the property to Mr. de Silva to pay her fees? 


MR.MCDANIEL: No I did not. The second power of attorney would have worked. 


My attorney in Brazil said it would be fine but they had already basically went to the registry 


with the agreement to transfer the house to her attorney. I believe she was delaying all along to 


have the time to work on the transfer to the attorney's name. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Last time when I took testimony from you we discussed expenses 


and fees you had incurred. Do you have any recollection of any fees you didn't mentioned in 


the last hearing? 


MR.MCDANIEL: I believe I will have additional fees because of her attempt to transfer 


the property to the attorney. I believe it was $7000 to $8,000 additional fees from the last time 


we were here. I checked my record on the costs for all of the translations of the Court 


documents, I think I said $1,500 or $2,000 when we were here last. It is now $5,300. Also I 


missed 34 days of vacation for these proceedings in court. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have an estimate on how much you had to expend just in the 


process in Brazil regarding the house? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Legal fees or transferring the house? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Legal fees and what it would cost to have the house in your name. 


MR.MCDANIEL: $19,000 in legal fees to date and those are ongoing. If I were able to 


transfer the house back into my name right now I would be paying probably an additional 


$10,000 to get the property transferred and if there are any property taxes I would be 


responsible for those as well. 


MS KAEMERLE: And Ms. Menezes has testified that she paid the house taxes. To the 


best of your knowledge is that accurate? 


MC.MCDANEIL: To the best ofmy knowledge they have not been paid since last year. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: So they are not current now? 


MR.MCDANIEL: I do not know that I have to check with the registry in Guaruja as to 


what any taxes are owed currently. 


MS. KAEMERLE: How much do you spend on flights when you appear at these 


hearings? 


MR.MCDANIEL: Like I said in my previous testimony it is on average $1,800 to 


$2,000 depending on the flight. All together I have spent a total of $18,000 on flights. I lost 


vacation days an equivalent of 34 vacations days as well. 


MS. KAEMERLE: What would the 34 days be equivalent to in terms of your salary? 


MR.MCDANIEL: It would be close to $9,000. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I do not have further questions at this time. 


COURT: I have some questions now Mr. McDaniel and there could be additional 


questions from Ms. Kaemerle or Mr. Marangi. 


COURT: First you answered Ms. Kaemerle that one agreement was made one on June 


17 what was leading you to believe that? Why do you believe that agreement was made in 


June? The reason the court is asking is because I have a copy of the document that was 


presented to the court from Brazil in August of 17, but what makes you believe that this 


agreement was made in June? 


MR.MCDANIEL: The attorney in Brazil told me that was when it was filed in Brazil. 


COURT: Is there any document? I don't have it here. I see it was exhibit C because I 


think was not admitted as evidence. Exhibit C from your lodgment of March 6? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes 


COURT: Alright. Mr. Marangi, this document has signatures on it I will ask her about it 


but it indicates from the translation that there is a signature on it. Is there an objection to this 


document coming into evidence? 


MR. MARANGI: No 
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COURT: Alright so Exhibit C will be admitted from Respondent's lodgment of March 


6. And then Mr. McDaniel, because I wasn't here when the judgment was entered, I do see 


from the language of the judgment from 2015 the court found that the property was your 


separate property and not a community asset. Am I reading that judgement correctly? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 


COURT: Why was the property only in Ms. Menezes's name? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Well if I remember it correctly the house was put in her name 


because I was not allowed to put on my name because I was not a resident. 


COURT: So the property had only her name on the deed and that was something at the 


time that you thought and believed was legally required by Brazilian law? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes 


COURT: Ok. And I think Ms. Kaemerle asked you this to but to your knowledge at 


what point of time did Ms. Menezes transfer the property to Mr. DaSilva to pay her legal fees? 


MR.MCDANIEL: That was in December between 19 and 21 of 2017. Maybe 


December 12 it was before Christmas. 


COURT: Alright, in Exhibit B an email from her attorney regarding her debt dated 


August 10, 2015, Mr. Marangi I was going to ask her about it unless there is a stipulation it is 


not in evidence yet but there is a reference that he was doing legal work related to the home 


since November 2014, that was before the judgement. Did you have any knowledge of Mr. de 


Silva doing any legal work for Ms. Menezes before 2017? 


MR.MCDANIEL: No I never heard of this name before. 


COURT: When was the first time you were aware that Mr. de Silva was doing legal 


work for Ms. Menezes? 


MR.MCDANIEL: I believe was in December when we tried to transfer the property to 


my name. 
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COURT: Okay, Ms. Menezes says that you knew the squatters and you somehow were 


involved with them and they were living in there. Do you know the name of the individuals 


squatting on the property on Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street? 


MR.MCDANIEL: Yes I do, they are Natache's friends they are Bia and Marcelo and 


their children. 


COURT: They were friends of yours? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Through Natache. 


COURT: And at what point do you know they started to live in the property? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I have to say maybe January 2010. 


COURT: So when you bought the property they were living in there? 


MR. MCDANIEL: No, they were not. We were living in a property in San Diego. She 


had her aunt and uncle living in the house and they had some issues and she told them to leave. 


I spoke to her and we both decided that Bia and Marcelo could stay in the house. 


COURT: And when was that? 


MR. MCDANIEL: 2010 I believe they met each other in 2008. 


COURT: So when did you live in the house? 


MR. MCDANEIL: I lived in the house in 2005 until we moved to San Diego. I would 


stay at the house on my time off from work. 


COURT: And when did you move to San Diego 


MR. MCDANIEL: In 2008 I believe. 


COURT: So you were living there alone or with Ms. Menezes? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I always lived with Ms. Menezes in the apartment starting in 2004 I 


believe. Then we moved to San Diego and she filed for divorce. 


COURT: Ok so these folks living in there you said was about 2010? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes 2009, 2010 end of 2009 beginning of2010 I believe. 


COURT: Ok and you didn't have any knowledge of Mr. de Silva until sometime in 


December 2017? 
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MR. MCDANEIL: Yes I had never heard about him before. 


COURT: Alright. Anything further Mr. Marangi? 


MR.MARANGI: No, thank you. 


COURT: Alright and does your client stipulate to Exhibit B it was an email sent to her 


being admitted? 


MR. MARANGI: She does. 


COURT: Ok Exhibit B will be admitted to the court. Ok Ms. Kaemerle anything 


further? 


MS KAEMERLE: Yes I have a couple of questions 


COURT: Ok 


MS KAEMERLE: Tim do you have the exhibits in front of you? 


MR. MCDANEIL: My computer crashed so no I don't 


MS KAEMERLE: Ok what I'm talking about specifically is Exhibit C. It discusses that 


the litigation started in January 2013. Do you have any recollection of that? 


MR. MCDANIEL: 2013? 


MS KAEMERLE: The the email from Da silva to Natache stating that the legal fees 


were incurred from January 2013 through 2015. 


MR. MCDANIEL: No I'm not aware of any of that. 


MS KAEMERLE: Do you remember what your date of separation is? 


MR. MCDANIEL: I believe it was July 7, 2013. 


MS KAEMERLE: Prior to the date of separation, were you aware of her involvement in 


any litigation regarding the property? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Not at all. I had no idea of any litigation at all in Brazil involving my 


home. 


MS KAEMERLE: She had put the property deed in her name as a single woman. 


Correct? 
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MR. MCMDANIEL: Correct. All her legal documents even the power or attorney she 


provided states she is single not divorced. 


MS KAEMERLE: Could she sell this property in Brazil without your knowledge? 


MR MCDANIEL: Yes 


MS KAEMERLE: As far as the squatters you said they were friends of Ms. Menezes. 


Did her daughter live with them also? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, for one year she lived in the house with Bia and Marcelo and as 


I understood they paid for her daughter's expenses. 


MS KAEMERLE: And why she was living there without petitioner? 


MR. MCDANEIL: I don't know this is a question you have to ask Natache. 


MS KAEMERLE: No further questions 


COURT: Ok anything else Mr Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: No, thank you. 


COURT: Alright, ok Ms Kaemerle anything further or evidence that you would like 


admitted? 


MS KAEMERLE: In the documents we submitted just for clarity I wanted to make sure 


I have the right ones you have the exhibit B admitted, is that correct? 


COURT: Well let's start with the day of lodgment. From the March 6 lodgment, we 


now have B, C, E, F, H, I, J admitted and Band C were admitted today and from the 01/10/18 


lodgments I have A, C, D, E and G and Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi I think B should have 


been admitted on the minutes but I think we missed it. It is email correspondence between the 


two of you. 


MS KAEMERLE: Ok. 


MR MARANGI: Ok. 


COURT: B from the lodgment of 01/10/2018 is now admitted. And Mr. Marangi from 


his lodgment of 03/07/19 I have 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13 and 14. That is what everybody else has? 


MS KAEMERLE: As far as exhibit K I would ask for that to be admitted also. 
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COURT: Any objection Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARAN GI: I don't know why it's relevant it seems as hearsay. 


COURT: Yes Ms. Kaemerle it is hearsay. 


MS KAEMERLE: I can inquire of client as the veracity of the document. 


COURT: Alright go ahead and ask ifhe has personal knowledge of that. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Tim did you remember sending me a Caddel retirement account 


summary? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I did send you the statement. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And you obtained the statement off an online account? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it was a website that the company uses so we can monitor our 


401k. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And what does this document show? 


MR. MCDANIEL: It shows -- I don't remember the dates -- but probably one month 


after I was ordered to tum over half of the 401K, it shows the 401k being depleted in the 


amount of$ l 32k which went to Natache I assume, because I didn't take it out. 


MS KAEMERLE: Did you complete a QDRO to effectuate the transfer? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Correct. 


MS KAEMERLE: You provided me with receipts of your expenses including plane 


tickets and looks like Hertz vehicle rentals which we submitted in our lodgment. Did you 


remember providing me with these receipts? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I do. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And all those receipts are accurate as to the expenses you've 


incurred? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, should be an average with each trip I made to San Diego to 


here. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And I also have an email from your attorney in Brazil that estimated 


the total for the translation is about $5,300, is that accurate? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it is. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And have you also had a chance to look at Eva Bischoff s 


declaration? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And she listed several expenses, have you reviewed those? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes I have actually paid them. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And they are accurate? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, they are. 


MS. KAEMERLE: The total with the current exchange rate is $24,127 is that accurate? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it is. 


MR MARANGI: It's hearsay. 


COURT: Yes, Ms. Kaemerle, I'm sorry he cannot testify. Her declaration was not 


admitted because it's hearsay. If he has personal knowledge of what he pays, it's different, but 


you cannot ask what she said and if is that is right because that is hearsay. 


MS. KAEMERLE: To the best of your knowledge did you pay $24,000? 


MR.MARAN GI: This is leading your honor. 


COURT: Yes just ask him directly how much he has paid in fees at this time to Eva 


Bischoff. 


MR. MCDANIEL: I have paid right now I have paid $24,127 and there will be 


additional fees coming to finish the process relating to the house. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know how much the additional fees will total? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Anywhere from $6000 to $8,000 approximately but I cannot be sure 


until the litigation stops. 


COURT: Anything else Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: No, thanks. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I would ask that Exhibit M be admitted. 


COURT: Letter M? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, those are his receipts with his expenses and also K with the 


retirement statement. 


COURT: K is still hearsay, but he testifies to his knowledge and I also I'm aware a 


QDRO has been completed. Any objection to his expenses Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARAN GI: Hearsay, your honor. 


COURT: They are hearsay. He testified to an estimate of his expenses and that will be 


the evidence so I will admit only M. Okay, so, Ms. Kaemerle, do you have any declarations 


from Mr. McDaniel that you wish to have entered into evidence? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I would like the declaration submitted February 27, 2018 


admitted into evidence and I'd also like the supplemental declaration submitted Jan 10, 2018 to 


be admitted. 


COURT: Ok Feb 27, 2018 is the declaration of respondent for fees. Any objections Mr. 


Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: No. 


COURT: And the other one Ms. Kaemerle? 


MS. KAEMERLE: The supplemental declaration filed January 10, 2018. 


COURT: Alright Jan 10. Any objections MR. MARANGI? 


MR. MARANGI: No. 


COURT: Alright that will be admitted as evidence. Okay, Ms. Kaemerle, any other 


evidence? 


MS. KAEMERLE: No. Just cross examination of the petitioner. 


COURT: Of course. Ok Mr. Marangi your first witness please 


MR. MARANGI: So we while we are in the declarations as I don't forget I would ask 


for the admission of my client's declaration submitted March 08, 2018 so I don't forget. 


MS. KAEMERLE: What date? 


COURT: 03/08/18 


MS. KAEMERLE: Subject to cross examination that is fine. 
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COURT: I appreciate that. Ms. Kaemerle. Subject to cross examination. 


MR. MARANGI: My only and one witness is Ms. Menezes. 


COURT: Alright and then we take a short break after that. 


MR. MARAN GI: During the course of this proceeding has Tim ever acknowledged he 


has a close relationship with the people living in the Brazilian house? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, he did in January 2014 in one of his declarations he said he has a 


close relationship. He requested to have the exclusive usage of the house and that was when he 


told the judge he has a close relationship. After that court hearing, my daughter was still living 


in Brazil. He disobeyed the order that was denied for the exclusive usage of the house and he 


went to the house. 


COURT: I'm sorry who in court wanted to have the exclusive usage of the house? 


MS. MENEZES: Him and Judge Hernandez denied because my daughter was living in 


there and we had the domestic violence issues and Judge Hernandez prohibited him to go there 


and he went there anyway. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Move to strike the comment regarding domestic violence. The TRO 


was denied and found to have no merit. 


COURT: I will sustain because I think it's irrelevant. 


MR. MARANGI: What was the name of the people living in the Brazilian house 


Natache? 


MS. MENEZES: Aucilene Araujo and Marcelo Silva. Family Araujo. 


MR. MARANGI: Were you ever involved with any litigation against the Araujos? 


COURT: Can you spell the last name? 


MR. MARANGI: spelled to court 


COURT: When we refer to the Araujos we will refer to the people living in the home. 


MR. MARANGI: Were you ever involved with any litigation against the Araujos? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes so in 2014 when my daughter was living there they still my 


friends but they betrayed me and started to be Tim's friend and I ask themed to leave the house 


and they said they only would leave the house with a court order so I have to sue them. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Objection 


COURT: Hold on the question was if she tried to get them out of the house wasn't it? 


MR. MARAN GI: if she was involved in any litigation against them 


COURT: No, it's responsive so overruled. 


MS. MENEZES: So then I have to legally ask them to leave because they refused to 


leave the house. So then I did a process for repossess my house because was only in my name 


sole so I have to preserve the property. 


MR. MARANGI: So during this litigation to get the squatters out of the house, the 


squatter has an attorney representing them? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARANGI: What was that attorney's name? 


MS. MENEZES: Eva Bischoff represented them. 


COURT:who? 


MS. MENEZES: Eva Bischoff. 


MR. MARANGI: spelled the name for judge 


MS. KAEMERLE: Objection. 


COURT: Hold on. Your objection? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Lack of foundation. We don't have any evidence whatsoever to 


show 


that Ms. Eva Bischoff represented them. 


COURT: It's her belief. Overruled. 


MR. MARAN GI: Natache, does Eva Bischoff now represent Tim for any purpose? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, the entire thing in Brazil is Eva Bischoff is his lawyer. 


MR. MARANGI: so Eva Bischoff represents both the squatters and Tim? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARAN GI: So, related to the litigation against the squatters, what was your role in 


that litigation? 


MS. MENEZES: So, I'm the only one that could do this litigation because the property 


is on my name sole because in Brazil I'm the only one that could preserve the house. Tim could 


not take the squatters out and they're his friends anyway. 


MR. MARANGI: If you hadn't done this lawsuit for repossession of the Brazilian 


house, is is possible that the Brazilian house could be somehow awarded to the squatters? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. I would lose the house. They lived there since 2009, has a law in 


Brazil that the name is uso capeao and if someone is living for a long time in a house and they 


claim is their own and they don't have someone that claims it was theirs and they can prove 


they are living for that much of a time and nobody says anything, the house goes to the person 


that is claiming of the house. So I have totally the chance of losing the house because of the 


length of time they living in the house. 


MR. MARANGI: Did you file the repossession lawsuit to preserve the house? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARANGI: And how else did you preserve the Brazilian house? 


MS. MENEZES: I preserve because I was the only one that could do this and I still 


paying all the house taxes because still on my name. If I don't pay here I would have a bad 


credit, but there I would be prosecuted for not paying the house taxes because is on my name 


alone. I paid the lawyer's fees that I paid to start this and I had to keep on going. 


MR. MARAN GI: Did you have a Brazilian lawyer representing you for the repossession 


of lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: I had his name is Admilson. 


MR. MARAN GI: you honor I don't know if you refer to him as de Silva. 


MS. MENEZES: Admilson is the first name. 


COURT: So how should we refer to him? Which one is the first and which is the last? 
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MS. MENEZES: first is Admilson. 


COURT: It's easy for me to say Silva. 


MR. MARAN GI: How did you paid your Brazilian lawyer? 


MS. MENEZES: I could pay the first year and the start and some other money I could 


give here and there but I didn't have money to sustain the process. I couldn't pay and I told him 


I couldn't pay. 


MR. MARANGI: So was there a time that de Silva stopped representing you? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARANGI: When was that? 


MS. MENEZES: It was in 2015. He sent me an email. I had a debt and supposed to 


pay and if I didn't he would not serve me anymore. And he stopped working for me. I tried to 


get a new lawyer because I had to respond to the squatter's appeals because they keep appealing 


and then my mom looked for a new lawyer and want to restart with this new lawyer. But the 


judge refused and he didn't want the new lawyer to participate and sent all the paperwork to 


Admilson so he had to continue the process. 


MR. MARANGI: What was your understanding of your ability to somehow transfer 


ownership of the Brazilian house while the lawsuit is pending? 


MS. MENEZES: With this repossession process still ongoing I couldn't rent the house 


or sell the house or borrow or give to nobody or I would have a consequence by Brazilian law 


with sanctions. I don't know exactly what was going to happen but I was trying to prevent 


myself to get in trouble in Brazil because of that lawsuit. 


COURT: Which lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: The repossession because is a property and you can't do nothing with 


the property. 


COURT: Your lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


COURT:ok. 
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MR. MARAN GI: So when judge at trial ordered you to do a power of attorney for Tim, 


how did you interpret that relative to your standing on the Brazilian lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: I couldn't because is the same as I giving, passing, selling was the 


same thing as I couldn't do anything with the house I couldn't do this power of attorney and I 


explained at every single court hearing. 


MR. MARAN GI: So you went to a contempt trial here and what was the result? 


MS. MENEZES: The result was guilty and on the contempt I explained to the judge the 


only reason I have for not doing the power of attorney is that I was going to have consequences 


in Brazil and that Tim was going to go there to try to transfer the house to him and not mention 


there was an ongoing lawsuit. So the Brazilian court was going to find I was doing fraud 


because I not supposed to do nothing with the house. I was going to get sanctioned. I was 


going to get in a lot of trouble. So the judge in the contempt said alright do it on the way you 


could be safe, with no sanctions and no problems in Brazil -- do it the way you can do it and all 


right. I consulted two lawyers and the tittle company, and I did this power of attorney to Tim 


that I presented in August. 


MR. MARANGI: Alright. On top of the judge telling you to prepare a power of 


attorney you felt protected you, what else did the judge order on that day? 


MS. MENEZES: Order me to pay $10,000. 


MR. MARANGI: $10,000. Okay. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, I'm going to object to this. It's not accurate testimony. 


If the court would accept the transcript, the judge didn't say to her to do it so she protects 


herself. 


COURT: She says what she thinks he said. Did I have this transcript admitted to the 


court? 


MS. KAEMERLE: The transcript was submitted to the court August 24, 2017 it was a 


lodgment submitted for the review hearing in August. 
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COURT: I would reserve on that. I don't have it. If it was filed we will look at it. I do 


know there was a contempt hearing. What was the date for the contempt hearing? 


MR. MARAN GI: I don't remember May 23, 2017 off the top of my head. 


MS. KAEMERLE: The hearing was August 4, 2017 your honor. 


COURT: Okay, hold on. The minute order indicates the court finds all the elements 


have been met, the petitioner needs to follow through with the court order in 30 days, finds her 


with contempt, $10,000. It doesn't indicate specifically what she was ordered to do. Mr. 


Marangi, do you have any objection to me reviewing the transcript of that proceeding? 


MR. MARANGI: No. 


COURT: Ok if it is available I will review. 


MR. MARANGI: Okay, so it's your testimony that the judge on the contempt ordered 


you to do a power of attorney that would protect you against lawsuits and sanctions in Brazil. 


Did you do that? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, I did. 


MR. MARAN GI: And when did you present that power of attorney to Tim? 


MS. MENEZES: In the next court, August 29, 2017. 


MR. MARAN GI: So on August 29, 2017 what we call power of attorney number 1. 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARAN GI: That Tim could use this power of attorney to take ownership of the 


house? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, and he admitted on the last court now on MARCH 12. 


MR. MARANGI: Did Tim refuse to accept that power of attorney that would have 


allowed him to take the ownership of the house? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, he refused. 


MR. MARAN GI: So did Tim say he wanted a different power of attorney at that court 


hearing? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 
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MR. MARANGI: So what did the court order on August 29, 2017? 


MS. MENEZES: The court didn't review my power of attorney, it just accepted their 


word for it that they needed another one. So the court ordered to go by their draft. The court 


ordered Tim had 30 days for his Brazilian lawyer to do a draft, and I was to follow directions on 


how to do it after. That supposed to come to me in 30 days so they can have the new power of 


attorney. 


MR. MARANGI: So, correct me if I'm wrong, on August 29 this court ordered Tim and 


his Brazilian attorney to provide you with the power of attorney that he wanted in 30 days. 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARANGI: And when you have it, you then have 30 days to comply by signing 


that thing? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes with the instructions go to the consulate and provide the new one. 


MR. MARANGI: Okay, Natache, did you do that? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARAN GI: Did you follow their instructions? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. I copy and paste exactly how she draft. I think the reason Tim 


wants this power of attorney is because he wants to evade taxes in Brazil because it was a 


donation for him so that's why he really wanted another one. He could have used the first 


power of attorney. 


MR. MARANGI: Alright. So you, within the 30 days you had received Tim's power of 


attorney, you signed how the court ordered you to sign? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MR. MARANGI: Meanwhile what, if anything, was happening m Brazil with the 


repossession lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: A lot of things happened. The squatters were still in the house. This 


process was still not done and the lawyer that I used to have decided to process me for debt. 


My mom was taking care of my sick grandma and she ended up passing and my mom signed a 
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paper for this lawyer acknowledging the debt. In the meanwhile, I didn't have no knowledge of 


this process. He did this secretly in Brazil, something that I didn't got served or my mom. I 


don't know why he did that way. After that I did the power of attorney for Tim -- the number 


two --and my mom she broke her knee on Thanksgiving. So, after she came back from the 


hospital, she got served that was going on this process that Admilson was doing against me. 


And the judge really took over the house she arrested the house and already had a stamp on my 


deed. There was nothing that I could do about it. I had knowledge in the end of November. I 


had already given the second power of attorney to Tim and then ended up finding out what was 


happening in Brazil. This way that the judge arrested the house and gave it to the lawyer. 


MR. MARANGI: The judge arrested the house and gave it to Mr. De Silva. Did you 


give the house to Mr .Da Silva? 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


MR. MARAN GI: Did you ever sign anything saying, "Here, Mr. De Silva, this Brazilian 


house is yourpayment of my debt?" 


MS. MENEZES: No never. 


MR. MARAN GI: Thanks, your honor. 


COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, let me ask some questions, then you can. Can you please give 


her a copy of the lodgments from MARCH 6 to start with? 


COURT: I don't want to give my copies because I have to ask her questions. 


MR. MARAN GI: I'm working on it. 


COURT: Okay. 


COURT: Let's start with exhibits C and B. Ms. Kaemerle pointed at out Mr. De Silva 


or, I'm sorry, the private instrument of admission of debt. That is your signature first on the 


non-translated on the bottom of page two where says devedor excuse my my pronunciation 


Natache Cristiane Goncalves Menezes? 


MS. MENEZES: No 
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COURT: I think you are not on the right page. Keep going on the page that is not 


translated. There. That is not your signature? 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


COURT: Do you know who signed that? 


MS. MENEZES: The signature looks like my mother. 


COURT: Okay. In this private instrument of admission of debt, indicated on the page 


one of the translated version, Mr. Marangi, the debt originates from the honorariums of legal 


assistance and services from January 13 to May 17. Did you hire Mr. De Silva starting in 


January 2013? 


MS. MENEZES: I hire him in 2014, on the 2013 probably was talking about process 


that may happen in the future because of the divorce I was consulting with him in 2013. 


COURT: So in 2013 and 2014 you were consulting with Mr. De Silva? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 2014 is when I initiate the repossession, so for sure. 


COURT: Okay. Did you tell him at that time you believed that house was yours, that 


you have an interest in the property? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, we didn't have the court. 


COURT: Okay,just answer yes or no. 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


COURT: Okay. Did you tell Mr. McDaniel that you were consulting with Mr. De Silva 


in 2013 or 2014? 


MS. MENEZES: No, I didn't talk to him anymore. 


COURT: And in 2014 is when you started the repossession action? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


COURT: Did you notify Mr. McDaniel that you started that action? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, he knows by court. 


COURT: What do you mean by court? 
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MS. MENEZES: When I told Judge Hernandez that I couldn't transfer the house 


because of the lawsuit. 


COURT: I asked a very specific question. Did you tell Mr. McDaniel at any point 


before August 2015 that you filed a lawsuit for repossession of this home? 


MS. MENEZES: No, I don't talk to him. 


COURT: Okay. Now, on exhibit B. Hold one second. When I'm asking questions and 


there is not a court reporter I have to take notes. Exhibit B is an email to you dated August 10, 


2015 that is titled Dominique's birthday 2008. My first question is do you have any knowledge 


why it looks like in the bottom has an email from you to Mr. De Silva also saying Dominique's 


birthday. Do you know why there is a reference to Dominique's birthday 2008? 


MS. MENEZES: I think this lawyer just copy and reply for this email. 


COURT: So I guess from that you knew Mr. De Silva a long time? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


COURT: He is a family friend? 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


COURT: You sent him an email, he sent you an email back, and he is indicating that 


since November 14 he received fees for an action for repossession and that is the same action of 


repossession on the property in question 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


COURT: Okay. 


MS. MENEZES: I remember just one thing important your honor. 


COURT: Okay. 


MS. MENEZES: So, Tim McDaniel know Admilson for long time because he was our 


lawyer when we needed authorization to travel with my daughter out of the country so 


Admilson has been our lawyer a family lawyer for a long time. 


COURT: Okay so when you said Ms. Bischoff was representing the squatters it was a 


response to the action you file for repossession. 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes and I tried to lodge the ... 


COURT: Hold on. So you file an action first for repossession sometime you said in 


January in 2014. 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, in some point I don't know the month right now 


COURT: Ms. Bischoff was representing these squatters in response to that action? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, I don't know the date these people has other lawyers involved 


but I don't know the day she got in the process she was in between after or something she got in 


I don't know the date but I have an evidence that I tried to lodge with her name on it but was not 


accepted. 


COURT: Alright those are the courts questions at this time. Let's take a 15 minute 


break. Mr. McDaniel, you still with us? 


MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I am. 


COURT: Okay, we will be back in 15 minutes. 


COURT RECONVENES 


COURT: Ms. Menezes can you take the stand again? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Ms. Menezes, the process that you filed in Brazil regarding the 


property at 288 Alberto Quatrini. When did you file that exactly? 


MS. MENEZES: 2014. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you remember what month? 


MS. MENEZES: No, I have to see the paperwork. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Was it before the date of separation? 


MS. MENEZES: Before ... Wait. Separation or the date of the divorce settlement? 


MS. KAEMERLE: The date of separation. 


MS. MENEZES: The day of separation is when you just separate? 


MS. KAEMERLE: The day of separation listed on the judgment I believe is June 2014. 


COURT: 2013. 


MS. KAEMERLE: 2013 I'm sorry. 
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MS. MENEZES: After. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You did not notify Tim of the lawsuit, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: No, I don't talk to him. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, now we have discussed this email entitled Dominique's 


birthday 2008. You do recognize this email? 


MS. MENEZES: yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: The first sentence reads, "Considering that until now since 


November 2014 I only received R200,000 ... " So this isn't correct that Mr. De Silva represented 


you prior to November 2014? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay and did you have some kind of retainer agreement with him or 


any kind of agreement as to what fees you would pay? 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And do you have any idea of the value of the property? 


MS. MENEZES: Not exactly. 


MS. KAEMERLE: In this email it says it's worth six hundred thousand reais does this 


sound accurate to you? 


MS. MENEZES: It's probably his assumption I don't know. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Now the next document Exhibit "C" the Admission of Debt. Let 


me ask a quick question. Do you admit that this was a debt that you had to Mr. Da Silva? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, for sure is debt. 


COURT: What exhibit is this? 


MS. KAEMERLE: The email that we submitted stating the debt was 243.000,00 reais. 


COURT: So exhibit B. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes exhibit B. When you initially filed the petition for dissolution, 


do you remember filing an income and expense declaration? 


MS. MENEZES: No, here or in Brazil? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Here. 


MS. MENEZES: Ah ok yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember completing a schedule of assets and debts? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you include this debt on the schedule of debts? 


MS. MENEZES: I didn't include debts from Brazil because it was in Brazil and as my 


knowledge I didn't have to put debt in another country. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So you did not put on your schedule of assets and debts? 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Now the next document is the private instrument of admission of 


debt. Have you seen this document before? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, when they put in the court. 


COURT: Exhibit C? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, it is Exhibit C. 


COURT: Alright. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Now it says on here, and this is dated June 2017, in this document it 


says you owe R$320,000. It says Debtor admits and assumes as liquidated certain and presently 


due the debt described hereunder. Did you remember admitting to this debt? 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So the signature on the copies is whose? 


MS. MENEZES: My mother. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Does your mother have power of attorney for you in Brazil? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, she does. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So you are saying your mom signed this agreement without your 


knowledge? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So she committed fraud? 
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MS. MENEZES: She has my power of attorney she can make decisions. I don't have 


the knowledge. I have the knowledge of the debt. 


MS. KAEMERLE: She authority through the power of attorney to sign legal documents 


on your behalf correct? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So you had no knowledge that she signed an instrument of 


admission of debt on your behalf to this attorney? 


MS. MENEZES: I have knowledge she signed a paper about the debt. I didn't see the 


paper. This is the first time I'm seeing this paper. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Prior to June 2017, we had already filed a RFO December 12, 2016 


to enforce the judgment, specifically, in regards to Tim's house. Do you remember that? 


MS. MENEZES: December 2016? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So this document then, this private instrument of admission of debt, 


was signed after you again were ordered to transfer the property back into Tim's name? 


MS. MENEZES: When was the date of that? 


MS. KAEMERLE: June 2017. 


MS. MENEZES: 2017 the other 2016 then one year after? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 


MS. MENEZES: Like I said I have knowledge of this paper from court. 


COURT: When you say Court you are referring to this court? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, I mean from this court. 


MS. KAEMERLE: But you also said that your mother told you that she was signing this 


document? 


MS. MENEZES: No, I told you that my mom had knowledge of debt. She said she 


signed a paper of knowledge of debt. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: So you have no idea that she was admitting that you owe? 


MS. MENEZES: Like I said, I just see this paper now. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You previously testified that you knew you owed Da Silva for fees, 


correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I have knowledge of debt. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, the next document that we have is F. This is the instrument 


of settlement in giving in payment of real estate. Did your mother ever tell you that she agreed 


on your behalf as your attorney in fact that she agreed to pay your debt with a home that had 


been awarded to my client? 


MS. MENEZES: No, my mom never agreed with such a thing. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen this document? 


COURT: What document are you showing her? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Exhibit F. 


MS. MENEZES: This is not an agreement giving the house. Sorry, this is saying the 


judge arrested the house and that was the proceedings of the court and she is just saying what 


happen. 


MS. KAEMERLE: It specifically says the herein debtor recognizes and admits to owe 


the herein creditor of R$352,528 and that you declare the real estate, Tim's house, is payment 


for your debt, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: Let me read the part you have to read, here credit reberly and 


according to the receives from debtor the real estate register on number register of the deed 


number in Guaruja on the name of Natache that's me arrested for the rering creditor though the 


probismo annotation number 382413. That says when Judge arrested the house from this 


number here to the creditor recognizes and accepts the precaution and process the real state 


giving in payment because she arrested and the judged arrested. 


COURT: Can you show me from where you are reading because I'm reading the middle 


of the page were it says the real estate is conveyed on page 2? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: I think she is reading this first page. It is also saying in the first 


paragraph that Natache Cristiane Goncalves Menezes therein represented by her mother Maria 


Ines Goncalves, through the undersigned lawyer and attorney in fact, hereby moves to inform 


the court that the parties have amicably settled the dispute according to the terms and conditions 


here under described. That is referring to the settlement through the private instrument of debt is 


that not true? 


MS. MENEZES: If is associate with debt and this is one agreement of debt. So that 


means that she acknowledge the debt. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Is the amount more because of the interest added to it? 


MS. MENEZES: Is just an agreement of debt. 


COURT: Hold on, Ms. Menezes. I know you have a position you want to take, but I 


have to listen to the question and the answer, so let Ms. Kaemerle ask a question and you 


answer the question if you can ok. 


MS. KAEMERLE: The document goes on to state that debtor declares that the real 


estate, object of this settlement, is free of any kind of encumbrances. So it is a settlement of 


your debt? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't know. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember this court specifically ordering you to not 


encumber this property in any way? 


MS. MENEZES: I never did anything with this property. 


MS. KAEMERLE: This states says right here that you are giving this property to your 


attorney as payment for a debt you owe, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I'm not giving this property to nobody. Because of the repossession 


lawsuit, I can't give, or rent or sell it or give it to nobody because of the lawsuit in Brazil. So 


the judge, knowing that I can't do nothing with it, the judge arrested it and she made an 


enforcement happen. The judge arrested the house and she made that decision and that's what 


are you seeing on this paper. She arrested it, has a number, and she put the deed frozen. She 
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did. I didn't go there. My mom didn't go to the title company. The lawyer didn't. The judge 


arrested and went to the title company. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know what the word encumbrance means? 


MS. MENEZES: No, I don't know. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You don't know. 


MS. MENEZES: I don't know this word. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, have you seen this document? It is Exhibit I the Notice of 


Compulsory Conveyance of Ownership. 


MS. MENEZES: Not really. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So is it your position that all these legal documents were signed by 


your mother without your knowledge? 


MS. MENEZES: If I see the signature, I guess so because I don't know about it. The 


only thing I know that my mom signed was that she agreed that I have a debt to my attorney. 


That's the only knowledge I have. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, well in this document it says having this case being analyzed, 


reported on and discussed, I HOMOLOGATE by judgement the settlement executed. So is it 


still your position that it was awarded without your knowledge and was not a settlement? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, the judge arrested the house. It's her own decision, I don't have 


nothing to do with it. I don't have no agreement. I never would give this house away. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You've never seen or notified about any of these documents 


regarding your own lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, this judge and this lawyer was doing everything secretly and I 


didn't know. The only thing is that my mom was dealing with my grandma's death and she said 


she signed a knowledge of debt and I didn't know. I asked my mom in November when she got 


notified and when we find out about the paperwork. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: And the Judgment which is Exhibit H states I HOMOLOGATE by 


judgment the settlement as well. What reason would the Court have to believe this was not an 


agreed upon settlement? 


MR. MARAN GI: Does that even matter your honor? 


COURT: Overruled it is relevant. 


MS. MENEZES: I think this court has to believe that the judge arrested the house and I 


didn't have no decisions on it. I wish Tim used the first power of attorney and we would not be 


here by now. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Let's talk about this first power of attorney that was submitted 


August 29. That document specifically said that Tim could live in the house after the lawsuit 


was finished? 


MS. MENEZES: That he could take possession and he should be waiting for the lawsuit 


to finish. He could not get in with people there. It was very clear that the house was taken over 


by squatters. There was litigation, like when I talked in the contempt court, I need to make that 


known to the title company in Brazil so it wouldn't be fraud for me. I didn't want to have 


sanctions by the court, so that meant Tim needed to acknowledge a lawsuit was happening there 


and he had to wait for the lawsuit to finish because he can't go in it with people living there and 


this lawsuit going on. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Let's go back to what you just said about taking possession. Is that 


what you were agreeing to instead of transferring the property that he owns back to him? 


MS. MENEZES: Possession means you take ownership. You go there so for that he 


needs to know that there are people living in the house. So this paper is for the title company to 


know because Tim was not going to tell that he knows that it's in litigation going on the house. 


The title company was going to say, well so you have people there and litigation, you're going 


to have a problem. So he would probably have to take over the litigation or do other things to 


resolve it because it was happening and that was the knowledge in the paper. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And also it said he had to pay all your legal fees didn't it? 
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MS. MENEZES: He has to assume the litigation. He had to take over it was still 


happening. 


MS. KAEMERLE: On August 29, the judge specifically said that you were responsible 


for any cost or fees for the transfer and it was going to be deducted from your community 


property portion of what was awarded to you as a tentative. So why did you put that language 


on the power of attorney? 


MS. MENEZES: Because the litigation was still happening and the judge here said I 


have to pay for the transfer of the house to him. That is the legal fees you talking about. I'm 


talking about that has a litigation there and he will encounter there when he gets to Brazil and 


Brazil needs to know he has the knowledge of this litigation and he is not trying to get 


something that I said it was free of the litigation, so I make sure I was protected in Brazil and he 


could take over as soon as finished or he had to proceed to take over. Look, he got the house, 


he got the problem, and it's like you buy a house and have a hole in the roof, I can tell you 


about the hole and I can commit to fix it, or you just take the house because it's yours and you 


fix it. So this house has a litigation before the judgment settlement to give the house to him, so 


it's a problem that he knows and has knowledge about it and I have to not be punished for 


something that is his and for these people there. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So let's clarify then why he should be responsible for the costs and 


encumbrances that you incur without his knowledge? 


MS. MENEZES: He has knowledge. He know about the process since day one starts he 


has knowledge. Nothing is for free. I did my best to pay what I could. He knows. 


MS. KAEMERLE: On the private admission of debt it says that you reside in Brazil. 


Have you seen that? 


MS. MENEZES: No, show me the paper so I can see it. So is because I have an 


apartment there so when you do a lawsuit they just relate it to the address you have 


MS. KAEMERLE: This is not a lawsuit, it's a private instrument of admission of debt. 


You don't live in Brazil, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes, but when you have a property, you can be related to that 


property. It doesn't mean you live there or not. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mother came to court and testify on your behalf? 


MS. MENEZES: Here? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, she came here. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember when that was? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't remember the date, but it was when Tim wanted to take over 


her house. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And that was after the judgement correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't remember the date I'm sorry 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mom have knowledge that the house was awarded to him 


as his sole and separate property? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, this house yes 


MS. KAEMERLE: So your mother, having knowledge that this house was awarded to 


Tim, as your attorney of record, signed this property away 


MS. MENEZES: She didn't signed this property away sorry 


MS. KAEMERLE: The documents of the litigation in Brazil show the property is now 


transferred to Admilson Barbosa the Silva for your debt using the property as payment. Is that 


accurate? 


MS. MENEZES: Do you want me to read the part again that said the judge arrested the 


house and I would read the number and that is the settlement that she did. My mom didn't give 


my house away. It says that the judge, by the arrest, that she had already taken and was 


prosecuting for the payment for this lawyer. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, but let's go through exactly what the series of events is here. 


We have an email saying you start litigation regarding his home and that you owe the attorney 


money, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes, I have a debt. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And then we have an instrument settling this debt, saying I agree I 


owe this debt, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I didn't agree with that paper. I didn't sign anything. 


MS. KAEMERLE: We have a document showing the property being conveyed to 


Barbosa Da Silva and we then have a decision saying that everything in that agreement was 


HOLMULGA TED and was final and unappealable. Do you know when he found out when the 


property was about to be transferred to pay for your debt to Barbosa? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't know when he found out but I only just found out after giving 


the second power of attorney. 


MS. KAEMERLE: The Judgment says that they find this final and unappealable and 


they amologate this settlement. Meanwhile in California you have been ordered at least six 


times to transfer the house that's not correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't have the number but every time they order me to transfer I said 


I have a litigation until the contempt that the judge let me do it the way I was preserved in 


Brazil so I did in August. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Let's see what the judge says I'm reading through the contempt 


transcript I can give a copy to the court now or at a later time. 


COURT: Do you have an extra copy? If not just read and give me a copy later. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay the judge said "she [Natache] doesn't want to and she has a 


speculative fear of some type of litigation that she may expose herself to if she complies with 


this Court Order. However, I give that very little weight. She has been ordered to effectuate a 


transfer and she's --- through her testimony, she has acknowledged that she has spoken with 


counsel in Brazil. And so at the very least she could provide an alternative means of 


effectuating the transfer. Do you remember that? 


MS. MENEZES: Alternative means? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: The judge specifically asked you since 2015 have you ever offered a 


different way of transferring this property and you had not, is that correct? 


MS. MENEZES: Correct because Tim would not accept like he didn't accepted in 


August. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Well that was in August of last year so that was 2 years that went by 


correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I guess so. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So for two years you did nothing to comply with the order? 


MS. MENEZES: Look I have an excuse, that I couldn't comply because of the 


litigation. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You have still not provided that as an excuse ... 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, every court hearing. 


COURT: Hold on. Question and answer, so let her finish. So the question was you still 


did not provide that as an excuse and your answer? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, every court I said I couldn't do it because of the litigation. If 


Tim ever said I take over the litigation is my house I have to continue this and I would say 


alright let's do all the legal papers for you to take over this lawsuit. I can't just abandon and let 


these people take over the house. I have to protect it ifs on my name only and he never really 


offer that, right? So, I have to maintain the position of saving the house this entire time and I 


don't understand why I have to be responsible for his house. 


MS. KAEMERLE: But the judge said to you ... 


COURT: Wait, so you said why do you have to be responsible for his house? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, he got awarded the house and I have this litigation and I already 


with the litigation before the decision preserving the house so I should not be responsible for his 


house. I have been responsible for this litigation to save the house and he could really have the 


initiative really let me take over. How can we do this? I got the document of the CPF to let me 


take over. I have to get this house I could not abandon and could not just not respond anymore 
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for this litigation so I continue the litigation. I continue paying the house taxes until finish. I 


wish it finish a long time ago, but still not finish for today's day this people still there and they 


still appealing. 


COURT: Okay. 


MS. MENEZES: I'm sorry is frustrating. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you remember the judge saying to you that your testimony that 


convinced him that the decision you are making is because you think you know better than the 


court? 


MS. MENEZES: He probably said that because I know the law in Brazil and I know my 


punishments I was going to get there and all the sanctions and yes, I know what was going to 


happen with me in Brazil if Tim goes to Brazil and don't say to the title company that he knows 


this litigation and just try to take over. I know the problems I was going to have. I was in a 


comer. I had to do this power of attorney here and comply with the court order, but I have other 


proceedings in Brazil and I have to comply with what they say to not give this house away or 


pass this house or sell it. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Let's simplify this then. You started this lawsuit to protect the 


property from the people living there? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Why couldn't you drop the lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: Because they would take it. The judge there would assume it's theirs. 


It would not have a defense. When here you do a lawsuit you have to reply, right, and if you 


don't reply that means you accept it. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, but when Tim was awarded the property why you didn't you 


drop the lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: Because I was going to lose the house because the house is only on my 


name is not on Tim's name. If I did it the house was going to be lost. I wanted to preserve the 


house I couldn't lose it. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: But it was Tim's house at that point, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: So, I should not care alright say ok buy I lose the house. No, I was 


going to fight for preserve and if get go to him he just have to wait for it to finish. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Would it not be his responsibility to refile a lawsuit then if it's his 


property? 


MS. MENEZES: No because it's not his property until it's in his name and because it's 


on my name is mine by Brazilian law. So, no, I was going to lose it and he would not have 


opportunity to do nothing. It was going to be with the squatters and he may come back here and 


ask for his house again. So I try and I did my best judgment what I should have done on that 


moment to save the house, you know, until this house could pass the right way. 


MS. KAEMERLE: One of the documents says the amount of legal assistance is from 


November 2014 to the date of the email in August 2015 is that not accurate? 


2013 


MS. MENEZES: I just told the judge I was having consultations with this lawyer in 


MS. KAEMERLE: But in the consultations, did he do legal services? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes you pay by the house when you go talk with a lawyer right? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you ever mention this debt to anyone? 


MS. MENEZES: Anyone who? 


MS. KAEMERLE: In any records received or any of your declarations you never 


mentioned you have this very large amount of debt specifically related to the house? 


MS. MENEZES: I never put the debts from Brazil in any court paperwork. 


MS. KAEMERLE: But when we specifically talked about a property in Brazil, why 


would you never mention that it had so much debt attached to it from your personal legal debt? 


MS. MENEZES: Tim knows of the debt because he knows the proceedings are 


25 happening, he know about the lawsuit, he know is not free, he knows the debt 


26 MS. KAEMERLE: So you didn't know about any of these documents, but Tim did? 


27 MS. MENEZES: Not these documents, I'm talking about the debt 


28 
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MS. KAEMERLE: How did he know about the debt? 


MS. MENEZES: Because you pay a lawyer and even if I pay halfway it's still a debt, 


it's still an amount of money paid for a litigation. He knows this house is in litigation since 


2014, he knows the proceedings have a cost, not the amount because I don't even know the 


amount. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any other real estate in Brazil? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Such as what? 


MS. MENEZES: Such as an apartment. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And you have an interest in your mother's house as well? 


MS. MENEZES: Interest? 


MS. KAEMERLE: You are listed on your mother's house, aren't you? 


MS. MENEZES: It's in my name, but it's an inheritance from my Dad. We already 


discussed this in court. It's my mother's house. 


COURT: Ms. Menezes, try to just answer her question. 


MS. KAEMERLE: If you are paying your debts with property, why would you not use 


your property? 


MS. MENEZES: Sorry I'm not paying this debt with my property. I already told you I 


didn't agree with that so No. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Now the second power of attorney which we had already asked for 


in our first hearing on December 12, 2016, you were supposed to transfer by January 12. At 


that point, you had already been notified by email about the debt, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: What year? 


MS. KAEMERLE: 2016 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: In 2017, you were found guilty of contempt of court, right? 


MS. MENEZES: When? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: August 2017 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: But in June 2017, is when the agreement that there is a debt owed in 


the private instrument was executed so that was one month before the hearing correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't have knowledge of that. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mom know of all of those hearings? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't know. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You don't talk with your mom about these court proceedings? 


MS. MENEZES: This court proceeding, yes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So did your mom know you were scheduled for a contempt trial? 


MS. MENEZES: She knew I was going to have a contempt. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And one month prior to the hearing, the debt was assumed by you in 


a private instrument relating to the property, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: I didn't see this document. 


COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, I want you to watch the time. I want to use part of it for a 


closing argument. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely. So, in September when we provided you with specific 


language to use for the second power of attorney, do you remember that? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't know exactly the date of it when it was in September. 


MS. KAEMERLE: That was when we provided you with the language to use for the 


second power of attorney and by October 5th we still had not heard from you can you explain 


that? 


MS. MENEZES: Give me the dates again. 


MS. KAEMERLE: In September we told you the specific language that needed to be 


included in the power of attorney to transfer the property to Tim, correct? 


MS. MENEZES: Okay, then I had a month after that to do it with the draft. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: And in October we appeared ex parte and you were ordered to 


provide to me on October 16? 


MS. MENEZES: Sorry I was not present. I didn't know and have no knowledge of this 


ex parte. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I emailed you, provided you with notice, and provided documents 


to you and I informed your attorney as well. 


MS. MENEZES: Sorry my attorney could not even be here for this when I saw those 


emails later on. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Were you provided with a document saying that you were to have 


the power of attorney to us by October 16? 


MS. MENEZES: Sorry I have only the knowledge that I have 30 days after you provide 


me with the draft and I was taking care of it and trying to get a day off work to proceed this 


paperwork. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Well you were directed to have it done by October 16. What also 


happened on October 16, 2017 is the confirmation by the Court in Brazil of the settlement of 


debt. That is just a coincidence? 


MS. MENEZES: I don't know 


MS. KAEMERLE: On October 27 you sent a scanned copy of the power of attorney 


which we couldn't use and not until November 10 did you actually provide me with the original 


power of attorney, do you remember that? 


MS. MENEZES: I remember that I went to meet with you to deliver and you were not 


available to meet in your office and wanted me to meet someone to work for you to pick it up 


and you set a date and I met him so the delay to have the paper was your availability. 


MS. KAEMERLE: You were ordered to provide it to me but I had someone meet you at 


the South Bay Courthouse. This is your obligation. I accommodated you and I sent someone to 


meet you, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Well, you don't want me to go deliver to you, that's why you want me 


to meet with your employee so I waited for the date to meet your employee. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did I not specifically ask you when you could come to my office? 


MS. MENEZES: No, you said I have to meet your employee. 


MS. KAEMERLE: That was after I asked you to come to my office, you don't 


remember that? 


MS. MENEZES: No, I just remember to meet with your employee and deliver the 


paperwork and when I said I wanted to meet with you and you said no I prefer my employee. 


MS. KAEMERLE: So you do not remember you told me you could not come to my 


office because you live in Chula Vista? 


MS. MENEZES: Not sure if I said that. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Well, on November 10 was when you finally gave it to us and the 


Judgment making the settlement final was October 16. Do you remember that? 


MS. MENEZES: No 


MS. KAEMERLE: Looking at these documents and your actions throughout these 


proceedings, are you doing this to not transfer the property to Tim? 


MS. MENEZES: I tried. I gave the power of attorney in August because I had the 


contempt so there was nothing I could do before because I have to be preserved in Brazil but he 


has the knowledge of the litigation. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Did you and Mr. De Silva have an agreement to split the money 


from the house? 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Now on your declaration and your testimony from the contempt 


proceeding -- I'm talking about your most recent responsive declaration -- you state that you 


didn't have ownership of the house and you needed a decision of the ownership of the house. Is 


that accurate? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Could you have transferred the property to him by dropping the 


lawsuit? 


MS. MENEZES: No because I don't have the ownership. That means that is not 


decided if it was going to be repossessed by me or the squatters were going to take over. So I 


don't have no power to do that because it was going to be against the law in Brazil. So I don't 


have no power to do something against the litigation. I wasn't going to be against the law. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Are you aware you are being sued in Brazil? 


MS. MENEZES: For? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Fraud. 


MS. MENEZES: No. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I have no further questions at this time. 


COURT: Alright. I have just a couple, but we are going to stop at 20 of noon so each 


have a chance to do the closing 


COURT: Ms. Menezes, when did you ... Lefs start with this. Did you give your mother 


a power of attorney in fact at any point since 2013? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


COURT: When did you do that? 


MS. MENEZES: I believe was in 2014 that I gave her power of attorney but I don't 


remember the day I need to see the copy of the power of attorney. 


COURT: Okay and why did you do that? 


MS. MENEZES: Because of the litigation. She has to do this there to proceed because I 


was not going to be there every single time. 


COURT: Okay and did you do that voluntarily? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes. 


COURT: Okay. When you initiated the conversations with Mr. De Silva in 2013, who 


did you believe owned the property in question? 


MS. MENEZES: I believed I owned the house in 2013. 
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COURT: Did you believe that Mr. McDaniel had any ownership interest in the house? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, he wanted the house and was interested in it. 


COURT: And what type of interest do you believe he had? 


MS. MENEZES: That he maybe wanted to go through the Brazilian divorce law and 


maybe get half of the property to him because 


COURT: So hold on. So is your belief that he was entitled to half of the property? 


MS. MENEZES: In my believe is that he was not entitled to the property because the 


proceeding for the house was bought with the money that was donated to me. So the house 


could not be in the divorce process and that he would not have ownership of the house from 


Brazilian law. 


COURT: So that was your understanding? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, I was trying to investigate with this lawyer and telling that I was 


going to go to a divorce. I didn't know the proceeding and if I had to probably do the divorce 


here and not there so how was the law and I was consulting with this lawyer. 


COURT: Okay, so your understanding in 2013-2014 when you start the litigation, what 


was your understanding about the ownership interest in the property? How did you see it? 


MS. MENEZES: When you said the word interest is who wants it? 


COURT: Anything. What did you think about it at that time? You thought it was only 


your property? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, at the time yes and it was in my name. 


COURT: Were you aware that he may have an interest in the property? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, he wanted. 


COURT: And you were investigating the situation? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, by Brazilian law, how was the possibility for he have this house? 


COURT: Okay. 


MS. MENEZES: And they said maybe half potential but nothing because of the 


donation. 
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COURT: Alright and Mr. McDaniel, if you recall, in October 2013, did you recall, I 


think you mentioned today he filed a motion for exclusive usage? 


MS. MENEZES: 2014 yes 


COURT: 2013 did you recall when he filed that motion? 


MS. MENEZES: Not in 2013 it was 2014 here in California court. 


COURT: Let me clarify. The motion was filed and stamped October 23rd 2013 you 


have a hearing in January 22, 2014. 


MS. MENEZES: Oh, ok. 


COURT: So that is your recollection. You remember that? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, I only remember the hearing. I don't remember when is filed. 


COURT: Alright, so you recall what he was asking for when he came for that hearing? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, so he said he was leaving a job and wanted exclusive usage of 


the house and he wanted to live there. 


COURT: Okay and you recalled he was saying it was his separate property at that time? 


MS. MENEZES: Yes, he was saying that. 


COURT: Okay, and what was your response to that in court? 


MS. MENEZES: I told no because was not decided yet and didn't have a court hearing 


yet and he tried to kill me with the domestic violence. 


COURT: But about the ownership. When he said, "I think this is my property," what 


was your response? 


MS. MENEZES: Not yet, we have to see what the judgement is going to 


COURT: Alright. Mr. Marangi, any further questions? 


MR. MARANGI: No, thank you. 


COURT: Alright, Ms. Kaemerle, and consciously use the time if it's going to take you a 


little longer than ten minutes. 


MS. KAEMERLE: I will save that time for closing. 


COURT: Alright, thank you, Ms. Menezes, you can go take a seat. 
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COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, did you have a chance to confer with your client over the 


break? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I did. 


COURT: Alright, Ms. Kaemerle, I'll let you go first as your closing argument so stay 


with me while I make some notes before you start and counsel, excuse me, but I will be typing 


as you speak because we don't have a reporter and I want to be sure that I can do it and I can 


type faster than I can write. Also I'm going to inform the parties the court -- because I wasn't 


the judge who was here, Judge Hernandez was, -- I'm going to take additional notice of any of 


the file's pleadings. Not of the facts Mr. Marangi and Ms Kaemerle, but the fact that the 


litigation the requests that have been made and the minute orders so I'm not reading the 


declarations for the factual contents just to understand the course of the litigation. Any 


objections with that Mr. Marangi? 


MR. MARANGI: No 


COURT: Ms. Kaemerle? 


MS. KAEMERLE: No, and I do have the contempt transcript. 


COURT: You can leave it and I can review it because I will be giving you a written 


decision and I wanted to review the evidence and I take this as well. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Thank you. 


COURT: Alright. Ms. Kaemerle, go ahead. And, Mr. McDaniel, if you can't hear her 


let me know and I have them get their closing by the microphone. 


MR. MCDANIEL: Okay, thank you, your honor. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Your Honor I think the most important thing for the court to look at 


is the timeline of events in California and Brazil. 


COURT: Okay. 


MS. KAEMERLE: And that's because we start with May 2015 my client was awarded 


this property as sole and separate property. Then shortly after it Ms. Menezes is informed that 


she has a debt to her attorney in Brazil regarding the litigation of this property. We hear 
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nothing about this debt and then we have to appear to enforce this order. By the time we appear 


to enforce the order, she had at that time admitted and assumed through the private instrument 


of admission of debt and that was a private agreement that matches the email she received from 


her counsel in Brazil completely. So it's really not believable to me that she didn't know that 


there was an agreement that she was making because it matched the email so closely. Her 


mother appeared in this court before she testified for petitioner and I believe that she is probably 


very aware of what is going on in this case and certainly aware Mr. McDaniel was awarded this 


property. And the fact that Ms. Menezes purposely gave her power of attorney, and did so 


repeatedly, that just shows to me that she was aware of what her mom was signing. And if the 


court also looks at the signatures on the documents compared to the signature that's on her 


responsive declaration, for example, they are pretty similar. There is, you know, obviously I'm 


not a hand writing expert but everyone of this translations documents when you look at the 


original in Portuguese the signature is similar to the petitioner's so it is possible even that they 


were mailed to her. Either way, she allowed her mother to have power of attorney, she was able 


to sign for her, and then these documents were signed. She has other real estate in Brazil that 


could have been used to pay her debt, but specifically Mr. McDaniel's property was used 


instead of her own property. When we appeared at the contempt hearing, the judge even said to 


her, I don't believe that the laws in Brazil can be that different from the United States that you 


can't dismiss a lawsuit that you started voluntarily. So she could have done that and Mr. 


McDaniel could then pick up that lawsuit so as not to lose the property. But instead, for two 


years going on three now, we were waiting for her to do this, but she is taking no action. The 


power of attorney that she provided us first dido 't transfer ownership it, in fact, it hasn't been 


submitted to this court. 


COURT: rm aware of it. 


MS. KAEMERLE: It specifically said that he can use the property but he has to wait for 


the litigation to end, pay for all the litigation, that she demands to take all of her things out of 


the house, and she is acting like she still is the owner. The court knows how many times we 
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have appeared before asking for the Court's assistance with the transfer of the property. The 


entire time we are doing that we have the contempt hearing. She is given another chance on the 


review hearing August 29. She has been provided with directions September 2017 again we 


appear ex parte October 5th to request that the power of attorney be provided. She is supposed 


to do so October 16 and on October 16 in Brazil we see the enforcement of the settlement of 


debt is filed in Brazil. That is a very big coincidence. Not until October 27, did I get a scanned 


copy which would not even had assisted us. I did tell petitioner to come to my office and I tried 


to arrange meetings with her. Finally, she agreed to meet one of my process servers in front of 


the court house on a holiday. I'm not sure what holiday it is, but November 10 and November 


21st Mr. Barbosa de Silva appear in front of the court and reinforced the judgement. So you can 


see that our position is that the reason that she has been dragging this out and not obeying court 


orders was so that this process in Brazil could go through and it is fortunate that when we 


finally did get the power of attorney to Ms. Bischoff that she was able to provide it to the Judge 


right before the courts was shutting down. She was then able to find out about this lawsuit and 


notify us exactly of what was happening. She had met with the judge that was involved with 


this case, the case regarding the house, and she told the judge exactly what was happening in the 


States and we were fortunate enough for the judge to freeze the process with transferring the 


property over to Mr. De Silva. Had that not happened, we would not have known anything 


now. On December 19, the motion to stay execution was filed and that was one day before the 


court was shutting down in Brazil. So had we not found out Mr. De Silva had filed this 


judgment to get this property, it would have been lost. It would have been transferred to Mr. De 


Silva and Mr. McDaniel would have absolutely zero recourse. So I think the point here is there 


are too many coincidences with the lawsuits in California and in Brazil to not see the 


correlation. I think is has been done purposefully. I think petitioner has shown has no respect 


for this court. I think, as the judge said from the contempt trial, she thinks she knows better 


than the Courts and the law. I think she thinks she is smarter than the court and she is telling us 


things about Brazilian law that she cannot verify. She has not shown us any proof that she was 
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going to be sanctioned or in any form of trouble in Brazil if she had not just dropped the lawsuit 


and transferred it to my client. So I'm asking the court to consider all of our declarations plus 


of the documents and exhibits that have been admitted because it shows there is clearly a 


pattern: this is your debt, I agreed to assume the debt, here the judgement is approved the 


settlement, and then there is a petition to actually transfer the property and a Judgment making 


it final and irreversible. 


COURT: So, Ms. Kaemerle, tell me exactly what Mr. McDaniel is asking for because 


there have been lots of number thrown around and I wanted to know what relief he is seeking 


fees, sanctions, anything else so I have that clear and of course I will hear from Mr. Marangi. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely, your honor. In total we are asking for $500,000 and 


that is to consist at her community portion of the stock, any other assets she has an interest in, 


and this is in addition to sanctions. 


COURT: And how much is that? 


MS. KAEMERLE: That is 30 thousand for the stock. 


COURT: And that hasn't been given to her yet? 


MS. KAEMERLE: No, the court told Mr. McDaniel to keep it but not touch it 


COURT: Okay. 


MS. KAEMERLE: We are asking for the return of his retirement, his half of the 


retirement portion that is $130,000. 


COURT: And in what theory you are asking for that? 


MS. KAEMERLE: It's all under sanctions and we have submitted a Memorandum of 


Points and Authorities citing the codes. We are asking the court order that she should be 


responsible for any of his costs that is related to the transfer of this property. He has given 


specific testimony of what costs he has incurred both attorney fees in California, attorney fees in 


Brazil, translations, travel costs, and the costs to transfer of the house. 


COURT: Okay, I got $19,000 for Ms. Bischoff, $6k to $8K anticipated additionally, 


$5,300 for translations, $10,000 approximately for transferring the house, $9,000 for vacation 
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time, travel costs to appear at these hearings, retirement funds awarded to her, and the stock. 


What did he paid you for post-judgment litigation related to the house? 


MS. KAEMERLE: I believe he testified at least $50,000. 


COURT: Is that on you latest accrued? 


MS. KAEMERLE: I have the income expense declaration that was filed but that is not 


just for post judgment but that was his testimony when he testified to at the last hearing 


COURT: Alright so there will be additional costs for post judgment litigation of the 


house? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, that's correct. 


COURT: And you agree that is about that amount as counsel? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I believe that is accurate approximately but he anticipates more 


costs in Brazil and California. Mr. McDaniel would know his records as well. 


COURT: Alright and so fees for Bischoff are partially paid but 20% of the value of the 


house is anticipated, $6k-$8K fees in possible fees in Brazil, $5,300 for translations, $50,000 to 


post-judgment costs, and he is asking for $30,000 for the return of stock, and $130,000 for 


retirement and what else he is asking for? 


MS. KAEMERLE: There is also a future cost of taking care of the end of this process 


that he has to do to get the house in his name for a total of $24,127.10. 


COURT: What is that for? 


MS. KAEMERLE: That is 20% of the value of the house. 


COURT: Okay, give me that number again. 


MS. KAEMERLE: 24 thousand one hundred and twenty-seven and ten cents 


COURT: And that is based upon Brazilian legal fees? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 


COURT: Is that is what is Ms. Bischoff is anticipating, because he said 6 to 8 thousand? 


MS. KAEMERLE: At the end of everything my understanding is that Ms. Bischoff 


takes 20% of the value of the house. 
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COURT: Alright I need to give Mr. Marangi some time now. Is anything else that he is 


asking then what you already told me? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Well, sanctions per my points and authorities submitted March 23, 


2018. I would ask that the court review that we are asking for sanctions and fees including all 


of those codes I believe that petitioner did lie on her schedule of assets and debts and the fact 


that was admitted entitles Mr. McDaniel to get the value of the house. 


COURT: As a sanction? 


MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. That is specifically under 1101H 


COURT: Okay 


MS. KAEMERLE: I have gone through when the court was reserving on fees and 


sanctions. I listed all of that in the last page of my point of authorities. All the times we 


requested fees and they were reserved on. 


COURT: Alright, okay, I see that. I need to give Mr. Marangi some time. Okay. Mr. 


Marangi. 


MR. MARANGI: From what I can tell, the only motion before the court today is the 


one Husband filed on 10/05/17. I think Husband served it upon Wife on 01/16/18. There was a 


three-page declaration in support of Husband's motion. Husband filed a supplemental 


declaration in January, and then, on 02/27/18, Husband served more extensive pleadings, 


including a 69-page lodgment. With that motion, Husband requested sanctions under Family 


Code section 271, as well as attorney's fees of $30,000 under Family Code section 2031. 


Again, as far as I can tell, those are the only two issues before this court today. 


COURT: You also have 3294. The request to enforce the transfer the property and then 


as we went over last time you were over here there are various requests in the body of the 


dee larati ons. 


MR. MARAN GI: Right, my recollection is that the last time we were here the court said 


those were pretty much separate motions that Husband needed to do. 


COURT: Yes, indeed, and I will address that in a moment. 
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MR. MARANGI: Again, as far as I can tell, those are the only issues before the court 


today- a sanctions request filed in October of 2017, as well as an attorney fee request. 


Procedurally, I argue that Husband's sanction request is limited to Wife's conduct after June 13, 


2017. I ask the court to hear me out on this. Here's why I think the court's jurisdiction 


regarding sanctions is limited to conduct after June of 2013. 


On June 13, 2017, Husband requested sanctions against Wife for her conduct relative to the 


Brazilian house. We can confirm this by looking at Husband's own recent pleadings. I'm not 


sure when he filed it, but in the Supplemental Declaration Husband signed this past January, he 


declares at page 8: "and heard on June 13, 2017, I requested $20,000 in attorney fees and 


sanctions under Family Code section 271." 


So, again, Husband asked for 271 sanctions against Wife at the hearing on 06/13/17. Likewise, 


Wife asked for 271 sanctions at that hearing based upon her argument Husband was in violation 


of the terms of the Judgment for not signing the QDRO and not paying Wife her share of the 


HSBC account. These were denied. 


At the hearing on 06/13/17, the court ruled on the parties' respective requests for 271 sanctions 


against each other. First, the court ruled that it would sanction Husband $1,500 ifhe didn't sign 


the QDRO before the next review hearing. Second, the court ruled there would otherwise be no 


sanctions ordered against either party because neither party was in compliance with the 


Judgment. That was it. 


The court did, I acknowledge, reserve over the issue of attorney's fees. The court specifically 


carried that issue forward to the next review hearing. 


COURT: And fees and sanctions. 


MR. MARANGI: That may be, but I was there on June 13. The court minutes also said 


no sanctions because neither party was in compliance? That is what I wrote it down. 


COURT: Sorry, I was looking at the August one. 


MR. MARANGI: That is the wrong one. June 13. 
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COURT: Hold on. Court does not issue sanctions against either party "at this time." 


Then in August I said I'm reserving over fees and sanctions. 


MR. MARANGI: That's okay, I guess you can do that. It seems like a ruling "at this 


time." What other time is it? 


COURT: Well, because a further hearing was set regarding contempt and regarding 


review and I specifically recall I said we are going to review this because I was trying to make 


sure people were going to comply. So go ahead Mr. Marangi. 


MR. MARANGI: Okay. 


COURT: I just wanted to make sure I double checked what you were looking at. 


MR. MARANGI: I think the issue of sanctions was resolved that day. You can read it 


however you like. That is how I remember it. Plus, the court has already ordered wife to pay 


$10,000 relative to a contempt trial August 4, 2017. And I wasn't there, but what about this? I 


even wonder if the imposition of sanctions against wife for conduct before the contempt trial 


August 4, 2017 would be a violation of double jeopardy laws. I don't know how can you hit her 


twice for the same behavior. She's already been convicted. She's already been sanctioned in 


the contempt proceeding for that very same conduct. So my position is, for what it's worth, that 


any of Wife's conduct regarding the Brazilian house up to 06/13/17 has already been addressed 


by the contempt ruling and the sanctions ruling in August. Wife's conduct before then is 


irrelevant today. 


With that context, let's look at Wife's conduct regarding the Brazilian house since 06/13/17. 


Wife has testified she provided a first power of attorney to Husband on 08/29/17. 


According to Wife, it was the power of attorney ordered by the court during the contempt 


proceeding. Husband admits the power of attorney Wife gave him on 08/29/17 would indeed 


have allowed him to take title to the Brazilian house. 


Yet, at the hearing on 08/29/17, Husband balked at Wife's first power of attorney. He 


told the court he wanted a different one from Wife, so the court ordered Husband's Brazilian 


attorney to provide a letter of explanation and whatever power of attorney he wanted Wife to 
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sign within 30 days. Upon receipt of the second power of attorney from the Brazilian attorney, 


Wife then had 30 days to sign it. 


From what I can tell from Husband's own pleadings, Wife received the second power of 


attorney around 09/26/17. I think that would mean Wife needed to sign the second Power of 


Attorney by around 10/26/17. Wife has testified she complied by 11/17. I think Husband 


acknowledges in his pleadings that Wife sent a scanned copy of the second Power of Attorney 


on 10/27/17. 


Backing up a bit, it looks like Husband went ex parte on October 5th and filed today's 


motion, but I'm not sure why. After all, it hadn't yet been over 30 days since Wife had received 


the Power of Attorney. I guess that was Husband's choice to seek relief before his request was 


actually ripe, but I'm not sure why the court should sanction Wife for that choice. 


In any event, and according to Husband's own Supplemental Declaration, he received a scanned 


copy Power of Attorney from Wife on 10/27 /17, 31 days after Wife received it. So, if Wife 


was in compliance with the court's time line, is there any other basis to consider sanctioning 


Wife? 


COURT: That was not the request on the 5th because there were further things that had 


to happen that she has to be at the consulate they have procedures and etc. 


MR. MARANGI: I don't know. I wasn't there. But number 2 your order was she gets 


30 days from the day she receives it. 


COURT: But what I'm saying is that he came back because she had not complied. That 


wasn't the order. On the 5th there was a specific request that regarding things she had to do to 


be in compliance. Go ahead. That is what is clear to me. 


MR. MARANGI: Okay, well, from what I can tell, I think Husband alleges Wife 


somehow purposely disposed of the Brazilian house. Wife denies that. 


As a side note, remember Wife gave Husband the first Power of Attorney on 08/29/17. Given 


the Brazilian court apparently didn't award the Brazilian house to Wife's Brazilian attorney 
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until 09/27 /17, perhaps Husband could have influenced that outcome by utilizing the first Power 


of Attorney Wife had offered him a month before. 


In any event, Wife tells us there was finally a ruling on the Brazilian repossession lawsuit. Wife 


has always contended people squatted in the Brazilian house. Wife reports she started a lawsuit 


to get them out before this court ever awarded the property to Husband. For what it's worth, 


that's consistent with what Wife said repeatedly, which was that she felt she couldn't transfer 


the property because of the pending Brazilian lawsuit. Anyway, Wife reports there was finally 


a ruling, and she lost. And, as part of a separate lawsuit filed against her by her Brazilian 


attorney, Wife reports the Brazilian court awarded the Brazilian property to her attorney there to 


pay him for his fees. Wife testifies this was involuntary, that she simply did not convey the 


Brazilian house to her Brazilian attorney. Instead, the Brazilian court "arrested" the Brazilian 


house and awarded it to the Brazilian lawyer without Wife's knowledge or input. 


COURT: According to the document it's characterized as a settlement executed by her 


mother as her attorney in fact. In fact, your argument is that it was arrested, it was not requested 


and agreed to by her. 


MR. MARANGI: Yes, my understanding is that the document simply reflects what the 


judge did. She "arrested" the property. 


COURT: Alright. 


MR. MARANGI: Relative to sanctions, again, Wife argues Husband's claim is limited 


to conduct after 06/13/17, when the court already ruled on both parties' request for sanctions. 


It's not clear why the court would somehow sanction Wife, but not Husband. Wife is in 


compliance with the court's orders of 08/29/17. Number one, she provided Husband with the 


first Power of Attorney that day, one that would have allowed Husband to take title to the 


Brazilian house. Number two, Wife complied by providing Husband with the second Power of 


Attorney within 31 days of having received it from Husband's Brazilian lawyer. 
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And while Wife is in compliance with the order of 08/29/17, Husband is not. Husband never 


provided the current HSBC statement as ordered. Husband never provided the historical stock 


account statements as ordered. 


MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, I object. These facts are not in evidence. My client did 


not testify to that. 


COURT: I take it as argument. 


MR. MARANGI: I think Husband's supplemental declaration throws out the number of 


$500,000 for sanctions for some reason. I say he "throws out" that number because I don't 


actually see an evidentiary basis for that particular amount. In other words, I don't see that 


Husband alleges he's actually incurred that amount in attorney's fees, and that he wants Wife to 


be responsible for that amount of attorney's fees as sanctions. 


Family Code §271 says an award of "attorney's fees and costs" can be awarded as a sanction 


after notice and an opportunity to be heard. That section doesn't say the court just makes up a 


dollar amount and imposes that as a sanction because it sounds huge and impressive. Again, 


there appears to be no evidentiary basis for a sanction of $30,000 or $500,000, as there's no fee 


declaration to support those seemingly random figures. Husband's sanction request is defective. 


Likewise, Husband's request for attorney's fees under Family Code section 2031 is also 


defective. From what I can tell, I don't think Husband has filed any of the mandatory Judicial 


Council forms that go with an attorney fee request, as required by California Rule of Court 


5.427(b), such as the forms called Request for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment (FL-319), 


the Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment (FL-158), and the 


Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (FL-157). And, again, there's no attorney 


fee declaration for the court to assess the reasonableness of Husband's fees that he may or may 


have paid, we don't know. So Wife objects to an attorney fee award to Husband on the basis his 


request is also defective. 


COURT: I have to wrap it up. 


MR. MARANGI: Okay, I'm done. 
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COURT: Okay, thank you, I will give all of you a written decision so you don't have to 


come back into court because I need to take some submissions and it will be with some time 


frame to give you a written decision. Certainly I can give that in 14 days. I will hold on to the 


lodgments and I let you both knows when you can come and collect them and that's it. Thank 


you both of you. 


This narrative summary is proposed in lieu of a reporter's transcript 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


Dated: -------
Tim McDaniel 
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a. CJ No domestic violence restraining.(protective orders are now in effect betweeh the parties in this case. 
b. CJ I agree that one or more domestic violence restraining/ protective orders are now in effect between the parties in 


this case. 


2. CJ CHILD CUSTODY 
CJ VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 


a CJ I consent to the order requested for child custody (legal and physical custody). 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested for visitation (parenting time). 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested for c=J child custody D visitation (parenting time) 


D but I consent to the following order: 


3. CJ CHILD SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (form EL-150) or, if eligible, a current Financial 


Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155) to support my responsive declaration. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 
c. CJ I consent to guideline support 
d. D I do not consent to the order requested CJ but I consent to the following order: 


4. CJ SPOUSAL OR DOME~TIC PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) to support my responsive 


dedaratlon. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested CJ but I consent to the following order: 
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PEllTIONER:Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARENTIPARlY: 


5. 0 PROPERlY CONTROL 


a. D I consent to the order requested. 


CASE NUil.SER: 


DS 51030 


b. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 


6. 00 A TIORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration ([orm FL-150) to support my responsive 


dedaration. 


FL-320 


b. I have completed and filed with this form a Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment ({Qrm 
~ or a declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. 


c. D I consent to the order requested. 
d 00 I do not consent to the order requested 00 but I consent to the following order: Petitioner to pay 


Attorney Fees for Respondent and sanctioned in the amount of$20,000 pursuant to Family Code 271, CCP 
2023.010, and CCP 3294. 


7. 0 DOMESllC VIOLENCE ORDER 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. 0 I do not consent to the order requested 


B. 00 OTHER ORDERS REQUESTED 


a. c:::J I consent to the order requested. 
b. []] I do not consent to the order requested 


9. 0 llME FOR SERVICE I TIME UNTIL HEARING 
a 0 I consent to the order requested. 
b. 0 I do not consent to the order requested 


D but I consent to the following order 


D but I consent to the followmg order: 


D but I consent to the folloWing order: 


10. [J[J FACTS TO SUPPORT my responsive declaration are listed below. The facts that I write and atta~h to this form cannot be longer than 10 page!!, unlc:» the court give:~ me permission. D Attachment 10. 
Please see attached declaration of Tim McDaniel. 


I ''"'" "''" """~ of ,.;,cy "''" tho ,,_ of tho Slot• of c"'o'"" lhottl" '"fo•m•tioo pro<ldo<!io ~~ ~C~j~[ is true and correct. 


Date: 


T im McDaniel 
(TYPE OR PRJ NT NAME) 
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JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, L.L.P. 


2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


3 (760) 931-1981 


4 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 


5 


6 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


7 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 


Petitioner, 


vs. 


TIM MCDANIEL, 


Respondent 


Case No.: DS 51030 


RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, 
TIM MCDANIEL, IN OPPOSITION TO 
PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER 


14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: 


15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 


16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 


17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 


18 I. 


19 ENFORCE JUDGEMENT 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


2. Petitioner is asking that the Court order that I sign the QDRO. I have read 


through the transcript from this hearing and the Court specifically states that the QDRO be 


prepared "within 30 days of retirement." (Please see relevant portions of Reporter's Transcript 


(pg. 12) dated May 7, 2015lodged herein as Exhibit'~".) I am not retired and as such am 


abiding by the Court's decision. 


3. Petitioner is requesting $8,961.50 from an HSBC account and division of stocks. 


Due to Petitioner refusing to transfer title of the home located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi 


Street in Brazil to me and filing lawsuits in Brazil to remove the tenants from the home 1 have 
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been forced to hire counsel in Brazil. (Please see documentation regarding litigation in Brazil 


lodged herein as Exhibit "B.'') The concern is that because she has the property titled in her 


name as a single woman she could then sell the property and I would have no recourse. I have 


had to incur expenses not only for my counsel in Brazil due to this litigation but have also had to 


propound discovery (which has never been responded to despite sanctions being issued when I 


had to file my motion to compel.) I also had to file an additional motion to enforce the judgemen 


as well.) 


4. Petitioner was ordered to transfer title to my name January 12,2017 for this 


above-mentioned property after I had to file a motion to Enforce the Judgment. She has still 


made no attempt to do so and in fact told my attorney that she would not transfer the property. 


As such, I am providing the Court with my expenses in dealing with this property in Brazil 


which was granted to me as my sole and separate property in May of 2015 and ask that the Court 


consider the expenses I have incurred. (Please see documentation of expenses lodged herein as 


Exhibit "C".) This money was needed to protect my interest in this real estate and I would not 


have this expense if Petitioner had complied with the Court Order in May 2015 and December 


2016. 


5. Regarding the Florida Prepaid College Plan, the Court ordered that the money go 


to Petitioner's daughter in whatever way the daughter desires. (Please see Exhibit '~"pages 18 


20 lodged herein.) My concern was that Petitioner would not give this money to her daughter 


which is why I was specific on my request that it go to her whether she goes to college or not. 


All money that is in this account was contributed directly by myself. Petitioner had never 


contributed to the fund. I paid the balance of$4,825.42 to complete the fund since May 7, 2015 


because Petitioner was not paying. (Please documents regarding Florida Prepaid College Plan 


lodged herein as Exhibit "D".) 


6. I ask that the Court make an order that the money is given directly to Petitioner's 


daughter. As she is now 18 years old I am requesting that the Court instruct me how to give this 
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money directly to her. Petitioner has made previous false allegations against me for domestic 


violence which were found to be without merit so I do not want to put myself in a position where 


she could try to do this again. 


7. I am happy to get this money to her whether through Counsel, direct deposit to 


Petitioner's daughter, or whatever other method the Court finds appropriate. My sole concern in 


Petitioner taking this money for herself instead of her daughter who was always the intended 


beneficiary. 


8. Petitioner is blatantly disregarding Court Orders, she has exhibited violent and 


erratic behavior towards myself and my counsel, and she has throughout this case committed 


perjury. She has, by and through Counsel, evaded service and has caused unnecessary litigation. 


In addition, we have documented throughout this matter that Petitioner has been co-habitating 


with Shane Douglas while receiving substantial amounts of support from me. Both Petitioner 


and Mr. Douglas testified that he is paying for her bills. 


II. 


DISCOVERY 


9. As this Court knows I was forced to file a Motion to Compel discovery in 


November of 2016. At the hearing, Petitioner was sanctioned $500 as she made no attempt to 


respond to the discovery whatsoever. The information requested was directly in regards to the 


home in Brazil. 


10. On March 22, 2017, Petitioner was again sent Form Interrogatories as well as a 


Request for Production of Documents. The information that we were seeking were in regards to 


the home in Brazil which is at issue in the upcoming Contempt Hearing. (Please see 


correspondence between Respondent's Counsel and Petitioner lodged herein as Exhibit "E".) 


11. On April 23, 2017 (one day before the requests were due), Petitioner provided her 


responses which were either "Personal, Private" or saying she didn't understand the request. 


(Please see Petitioner's Discovery Responses lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 
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12. My attorney sent Petitioner a Meet and Confer letter to avoid the cost of another 


Motion to Compel and to avoid any litigation. This letter was met with another set of responses 


sent May 12, 2017 which again provided responses that were insufficien~. It is quite clear that 


Petitioner will not provide truthful answers. (Please see Meet and Confer letter and Second set 


of Discovery Responses lodged here in as Exhibit "G".) 


13. As our next hearing was May 23, 2017 for the Contempt Motion there was not 


enough time to even file a Motion to Compel. In addition, I do not believe Petitioner has any 


regard for Court Orders, discovery rules, and she has consistently perjured herself throughout 


this matter with no consequence. As such, I decided that addressing this issue may be more 


productive if heard in conjunction with the hearing on June 13,2017. I have done everything I 


can to settle this case and have been met with every difficulty possible including but not limited 


to perjury, evasion of service, non-responsive discovery responses, violation of numerous Court 


Orders and Petitioner's counsel substituting in and out of the case regularly. 


14. I flew into San Diego on May 22, 2017 from Sri Lanka for the Contempt hearing. 


The hearing was then continued to June 13,2017. I am back in Sri Lanka at this time and while 


the Court was gracious enough to allow me to appear telephonically at the next hearing I am 


going to try to move my time off around so that I can be at the hearing. 


III. 


ATTORNEY FEE'S AND SANCTIONS 


15. I am respectfully requesting that the Court Order Petitioner to pay me $10,000 in 


sanctions under Family Coder 271. I have had to file a Motion to Compel discovery for which 


she was sanctioned (although she told my Counsel I couldn't cash the check because she didn't 


have money in that account.) I had propounded discovery again to which she provided no 


answers, a meet and confer letter was then sent to her and still her second response provided no 


answers. This discovery was propounded as it was directly related to the house in Brazil. 


Ill 
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16. I have now been put in the position of litigating over this house in Brazil and 


California. In addition, I have now even had to file a Contempt Motion because Petitioner does 


not believe Your Honor can make a decision in regards to the property that she has now been 


ordered to sign over to me on at least 4 occasions. It is time that Petitioner respect the Court 


Orders and the law. I ask Your Honor to hold Petitioner accountable for her conduct. 


17. I am also asking that the Court award me an additional $1 0,000 for Petitioner's 


abuse of the discovery process per Code of Civil Procedure §2023.010. She has failed to 


respond to an authorized method of discovery, she included unmeritorious objections, her 


answers were evasive, the Court has told her she needs to respond to discovery and she is 


disobeying the Court, and she has failed to make any effort to respond to the meet and confer 


letter sent to her in order to make a good faith attempt to resolve this issue. 


11. This is a Court of equity. Petitioner has frustrated any progress or settlement in 


this matter and has caused undue burden to the Court as well as myself. Based on the 


aforementioned, I believe Attorney Fee's pursuant to Family Code §271 , CCP §2023.0 10, and 


CC? §3294 are warranted in the amount of$20,000. 


I, Tim McDaniel, declare under penalty ofpeijury under the laws of the State of 


alifomia that the foregoing is true and correct. 


Executed this 31 day of May, 2017, Carlsbad, California. ~ SCANNED 
SJ-~~_Q 


Tim McDaniel, the Respondent 
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HABITUAL RESIDENCE OF THE CHILD(REN): 0SAN DIEGO CNTY, CALIFORNIA, USA 0 •• - ""~'\~!"' '8, _ 
DPARTIES ADVISED THAT VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER MAY RESULT IN CIVIL OR CRIMINAL PENALTIES, OR BOTH '::~;~'::" f?\%. ~ ~ 
THE COURT FINDS: CHILDREN CHILD SHARE- % 01NTERIM 0FINAL GUST( "' ~ IS WER 
PTNR: OSINGLE DHH OMARRIED OJOINT OFILING SEP ( RESP: OSINGLE DHH OMARRIED OJOINT 0 "" ~. _' 1 
GROSS$ DNON-TAX $ OABILITY GROSS$ DNON-TAX $ ~ 
DEDUCT: HEALTH$ ___ PROP.TAX$ __ INTEREST$__ DEDUCT: HEALTH$ __ PROP.TAX$__ -~ 
UNION DUES$__ MAND.RETIREMT$__ HARDSHIP$__ UNION DUES$__ MAND.RETIREMT$__ ::if 
NEW SPOUSE$ NET$ NEW SPOUSE$ NET$_ fi 


~ THE COURT ORDERS CHILD SUPPORT OF:$ MO.EFF: PAYABLE BY RES I .-~ _ ....... 
DCHILD SUPPORT ORDERED THRU D.C.S.S ~ 
DFIRST CHILD$ SECOND CHILD $ THIRD CHILD$ FOURTH CHILD$_ ~~ 
DPTNR DRESP TO PAY 1/2 OF ANY UNCOVERED MEDICAL/DENTAL/ORTHODONTIC/OPTICAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL FEES PURSUA 
DPTNR DRESP TO PAY 1/2 OF CHILD CARE COSTS FOR EMPLOYMENT I JOB SEARCH ONLY I AUTHORIZED EDUCATIONAL PUI 
DBILLS TO BE SUBMITIED W/IN 10/30 DAYS AND REIMBURSEMENT DUE 10/30 DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF THE BILL 
DPTNR DRESP TO MAINTAIN DHEALTH INSURANCE AT MINIMAL OR NO COST DLIFE INSURANCE 
CHILD SUPPORT: EARNINGS ASSIGNMENT 00RDERED DISSUED ONOT ISSUED. 


THE COURT ORDERS SPOUSAL SUPPORT OF:$ MO.EFF: PAYABLE BY DPTNR DRESP DRESERVED 
DTERMINATED 0TERM. DATE DTHE COURT HAS CONSIDERED FC4320 FACTORS 
SPOUSAL SUPPORT: EARNINGS ASSIGNMENT 00RDERED DISSUED DNOT ISSUED. 


ATTY FEES$ AT$ MO. EFF. BY 0PTNR 0RESP DRESERVED 02 MONTH ACCELERATION CLAUSE 
DAS ADDTL. SUPPORT FOR ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES DWAGE ASSIGNMENT AUTHORIZED 
ARREARAGES: 0COURT SETS ARRE:".RAQES AT$ --~~OX DPTNR DRESP ORDERED TO PAY$ MO EFF: __ _ 
HEARING: DOFF CALECONT. TO ~~-1'1 AT~/11N DEPT. l/17 BY DPTNR ORESP OSTIP !OURT DREISSUE 
DEXISTING ORDERS MAIN IN EFFECT PENDING FURTHER HEARING, EXCEP~ IN CONFLICT, THIS ORDER CON OLS 
0COURT RETAINS JU IS DICTION OVER . . DRETROACTIVE TO 0RESERVED 
0COURT APPTS. ATI!. FOR DMINOR(S) [RESERVED AS TO FEE REIMBURSEMENT] OSEE ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CAUFORN~A, COUNTY OF SAN D~EGO cAL.No. 5 
NUMBER 
DS51030 


DATE OF HEARING 
06/13/2017 


THE ABOVE MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING THIS DATE WITH ABOVE APPEARANCES, AFTER HEARING THE COURT ORDERED THAT 


EMPLOYMENT: 0PTNR 0RESP ADMONISHED PURSUANT TO FC§4330 0PTNR 0RESP TO MAKE __ JOB CONTACTS PER WEEK AND SUBMIT THE DETAILS TO OPPOSING COUNSEUPARTY _____________ _ 


PAYMENTS: DPETITIONER 
DRESPONDENT 


POSSESSIONS: DPETITIONER ----------------------------------
DRESPONDEN~T----------------------------------


RESTRAINING ORDERS: 0PTNR DRESP MOTION FOR RESTRAINING ORDER 0GRANTED DDENIED PURSUANT TO TEMPORARY ORDER 
0EXCEPTION FOR COURT ORDERED VISITATION EXCHANGES 0PROTECTED PARTY MAY RECORD COMMUNICATION FROM RESTRAINED PARTY 
DWITH MODIFICATIONS YDS) TO EXPIRE: 03 YEARS 0 0FC6389 FIREARMS ADVISAL 
0PC§29825 FIREARMS NOTICE TO RESTRAINED PARTY 0RESTRAINED PARTY IN MILITARY- BRANCH: RANK: ___ _ 
DRESTRAINED PARTY TO PICK UP PERSONAL PROPERTY WITH PEACE OFFICER PRESENT ON--------------


MOTIONS: DPTNR DRESP MOTION __________________________ 0GRANTED 0DENIED 


STIPULATION: 0PART/FULL 0SUBMITIED/RECITED BY COUNSEL DPARTIES AGREE TO BE BOUND 0COUNSEL AUTH. DADOPTED AS ORDER 


JUDGMENT: 0GRANTED EFF. ---- DINCORP STIP. 0DISSOLUTION 0STATUS ONLY 0LEGAL SEP DNULLITY DPATERNITY 


WAIVER: DPTNR 0RESP WAIVES FILING OF FINAL DECLARATION OF DISCLOSURE 


DISMISSAL: DAFTER PROPER NOTICE TO PARTIES, CASE DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE DUE TO INACTIVITY . . • 


ORDER AFTER HEARING: ~TNR DRESP 0MINORS ATIY. TO PREPARE}( SEND TO OPPOSING COUNSEL FOR APPROVAl ~SUBMIT orR'~cJ 
0PTNR DRESP REFERRED TO FLF FOR PREPARATION OF 0FOAH 0ROAH-CLETS 0JUDGMENT 00THER AND FLF TO PREPARE AND SUBMIT DIRECTLY TO THE COURT. 0 PTNR 0 RESP TO SERVE COURT-STAMPED COP_Y_O_N-TH_E_O_T_H_E_R_P_A-RT-Y-. --


0STATUS CONFERENCE PROCESSED BY FAMILY LAW FACILITATOR'S OFFICE DNOT REPORTED 


OTHER: 
•!• Attorney Marangi does not represent the Petitioner in contempt matter. 
•!• Attorney Bumer specially appears on behalf of Attorney Kern, Office of Assigned Counsel, representing the 


Petitioner in Contempt matter. 
•!• Attorney Burner enters not guilty plea on behalf of the Petitioner, waiving formal reading of complaint. 
·~· The Court continues Contempt trial to August 4, 2017 at 8:30a.m. in department 16. 


Attorney Marangi is now present, representing the Petitioner, on Motion Re: Enforce Judgment, sign QDRO, sanctions 
filed February 27, 2017 


•!• The Court recites documents received and reviewed. 
•!• The Court orders QDRO be prepared forthwith, both parties shall comply in preparation. 
•!• In the instance the Respondent does not comply with preparation of QDRO prior to review hearing, the Court 


may sanction the Respondent $1,500. 
•!• The Court orders the Respondent not dispose stocks or HSBC account ending in 8961. 
•!• As to the stock account and HSBC account, the Court does not make an order regarding distribution and 


reserves jurisdiction, pending conclusion of Contempt; the Court notes liquid funds may be used for 
fees/sanctions. 


•!• As to the college plan, the Court orders parties jointly, with assistance of Counsel, forward copy of Judgment 
including attachment, to Florida Prepaid College Plan, indicating order for the division of plan, no later than July 
14, 2017, The Petitioner's child shall also receive a copy of Judgment no later than July 14, 2017. The Court shall 
address transfer of plan at review hearing. 


CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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SUPER!OR COl. S OF CAUFOR!\IIA1 COUNT\ JF SAN D~EGO 
DS51030 Continued June 13, 2017 


•!• The Court admonishes both parties in regards to complying with previous Court orders. 
•!• The Court does not issue sanctions as to either party at this time. 
•!• The Court orders the documentation from Brazil be translated into English. 
•!• The Court reserves as to attorney fees, as to both parties. 
•:• The Court authorizes the Respondent appear via CourtCall to review hearing. 


NAEN 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Na,....., Shlte Bar number. anesddl<>ss): 
. (' .> :, 


;:·d ; ·. j · ·· 
.. 'NLY 


FL-340 
Julia Kaemerle SBN:256788 


1- Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. l ii !ji rif 'l. !ri '" ~ J l'i: ~ · ! :i -7 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 ,, ~: . ,~!r r r ~ f':• Carlsbad, CA 92008 l ~' ~ . 


'· ; 
TELEPHONE NO.: 76~931-1981 FAX NO. (Oplion<l/):1 60-931-1982 


F. I L E D E-MAIL ADDRess fOplionaQ: juliaszafraniec.Iaw@gmail.com 
ATTORNEY FOR (Name): Tim McDaniel 


San Diego Superior Court SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


AUG 2 5 STREET ADDRESS: 5003rd Avenue 
2017 MAIUNG ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 


Clerk Of the S . CITY ANDZIPCOOE:ChuJa Vista, 91910 By· p C upenor Court BRANCH NAME South County Regional Center .. oncepcil 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY: 


CASE NUMBER: 
FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 


1. This proceeding was heard . ~ E c En;~~~ on (date): June 13, 2017 at (time): 8:45am ih Dept.: J 7 Room: : , · .-, 
1 


._.~ ~ 
by Judge (name).' Judge SharonKalemkirian D Temporary Judge .-.:(- { 'Z.""' a.-:'.{-- " • '" '- 1 2 017 On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date): 0 "2-/ "Z.. by (name): \6 \ ·:!:.---.;- :::;:::.o ~..;;; fL. 
a. [][] Petitioner/plaintiff present CRJ Attorney present (name): Neill Marangi 
b. [][] Respondent/defendant present (rei.-r;£,1( \>I"'t.iiS)CRJ Attorney present(name): Julia Kaemerle c. 0 Other party present D Attorney present (name): 


THE COURT ORDERS 


2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on form FL-341 D Other D Not applicable 
3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D Other D Not applicable 
4. Spousal or family support: As attached D on form FL-343 D Other CJ Not applicable 
5. Property orders: As attache_d D on form FL-344 rn Other D Not applicable 
6. Attorney's fees: As attached D on form FL-346 rn Other D Not applicable 
7. Other orders: []] As attached D Not applicable 
8. All other issues are reserved until further order of court. 


9. CRJ This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 8129117 at (time): I :45pm in Dept.: 17 
on the following issues: Review Hearing to vericy that the Judgment was made available to the Florida .Pre Paid College Plan as well as Petitioner's daughter. The court also reserved jurisdiction e the7 S C Account, the stock, and Attorney Fees and Sanctions. · J /}A . 


Date: Jaty--M-;-26'l"'r _y,., ;>. s-.....- t --;r- ~~--....-----
JUDICIAL OFFICER 


Approved as conforming to court order. 


-SHARON L KAhEMKIARIAN 


SIGNATURE OF A DORNEY FOR rn PETITIONER, PlAINTIFF o RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT o OTHER PARTY 


Form .1:\dopted tor Mandatory Use 
Jud1cial CouOcil of California 


FL-340 (Rev. January 1. 20121 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Family Law-Custody and Support-Unifonn Parentage) 
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2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel Case No. DS 51030 


ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


This matter came on for heating onJune 13,2017 at 8:45a.m. in Department 17 ofthe 


Superior Court of California, · County of San l)iego, South County Divi~ion, HonoraiJle Sharpn 


8 ·· Kaleirtkiarian, presiding. PetitionerNATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 


9 
"Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney;' NEILL MARANGI,ESQ., Respondent 


10 


TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter ''Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 
11 


12 attorney, JULIA. KAEMERLE, ESQ. 


13 Based on the evidence and.argumentpresented, the Court makes the following orders: 


14 
1. The Court Order's that the parties are to jofutly, with the assistance of counsel, 


15 
forward to the Florida Prepaid College Plan administtatorsofl068l40576, 2068 i 40576, and 


16 


17 
6068140576 the Judgfnent with the attachmentand indicate that the College Plan is to be 


18 · tran5fetredper the Judgment. This is to be done by July 14,2017. 


19 2. Acopyofthe orqer is alsotp made available to Petitioner's daughter, Dominique 


20 
Fraricelino, forthwith as she is the beneficiary of the: Florida Prepaid College Plan. 


21 
3. 'fhe ODRO is to be signed forthwith, The Court Will sanction Respondent in the 


23 amount of$1500 if the QDROis not signed before the Review Hearing on August 29, :2017. 


2.4 4. Respondent is ordered ilotto dispose ofany of the funds in the HSBC account or 


25 
any stocks listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment. These funds may be used for fees~ sanctions, 


26. 
·or to further eq~~e~th~ separation of the estate. 


27 


28 
Ill 
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~. 


1 OTHER FINDINGS 


2 1. The Cou.rtreservesjurisdiction ~ver orders as to th(! HSBC Account and Th(! Stoc 


3 
Ac.count tmtilthe contempt motion ha5 been resolved. This portion of the Request· for Order is 


4 
contint1ed to the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 


5 


6 
2. The Court reservesjurisdiction over Attotn¢y Fee's and Sanctions until the 


7 Review H¢aring. 


8 3. Petitioner's Counsel to prepare the. Findings and Order after hearing and submit 


9 
to Respondent's Counsel for approval. 


10 
4; the Court sets a Review Ilearingfor August 29, 2017 at 1:4$ p.m. to address the 


11 


12 orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction ovet. . . 


13 


14 


15 


16 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


2.6 


21 -


28 


[END OF OIIDER) 
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SUPERiOR COURT,-.~ CAUFORNiA? COUNTY OF ~AN DiEGO CAL. NO. D 
NUMBER REP9~~~R • CSR#. IINTEt" ,hER 0 SPANISH 0 
DS51030 ~··~ '"'"'i'f C4>:\lf!IRI}{'i '!;/ \ll?li' ' o!>'',o;() "~·«. ,-'\ 


OP DR 11'~.11~.·['~ t::l•l f.~{\) 
DATE OF HEARING I TIME OF HEARING I DEPT JUDGE 


~ ,.. WI • I CLERK 
08/29/2017 1:45 PM S-17 SHARON L. KALEMKIARIAN A. ESCOBIO 


PETITIONER ~p DNP AITORNEY FOR PETITIONER j;(P DNP 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES NEILL M MARANGI 


RESPONDENT ~ ~p ONP ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
9\'P DNP 


TIM MCDANIEL~~ ~ JULIA KAEMERLE 


ADDITIONAL PARTY DP DNP ADDITIONAL COUNSEL DP DNP 


Rev1ew Hear1ng. SET ON 6-13-17 RE LOAN, STOCKS, PROPERTY, PENDING CONTEMPT HRG. 


Next Hearing: 0 CONFIRMED DVACATED 


THE ABOVE MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING THIS DATE WITH ABOVE APPEARANCES, AFTER HEARING THE COURT ORDERED THAT 


CONS~ATIOrt}JCASE NO IS CONSOLIDATED. WITH PRIMARY/LEAD CASE NO. 
oATH: ~TNR)~\RESP swoRN AND EXAMINED 0As TO JURISDICTION DADVISAL, WAIVER OF RIGHTS, ST-1-PU_LA_T-IO_N_R_E_: -PA_T_E_R_NI_T_Y_F-IL-ED-
cusTODY: LEGAL: OJOINT OsoLE LEGAL PTNR DsoLE LEGAL RESP PHYSICAL: OJOINT DPRIMARY DPTNR 0RESP 
VISITATION: 0 PARTIES REFERRED TO FAMILY COURT SERVICES 0 EXTENDED MEDIATION 0 PSYCH. EVALUATION ORDERED 
0 FAMILY COURT SERVICES DMINORS' COUNSEL RECOM. DATED . ADOPTED AS AN ORDER 0 BY STIPULATION 0AS MODIFIED 
0VISITATION OF 0PTNR 0RESP 0SUPERVISED BY 0AGREED UPON 3RD PARTY 0PROFESSIONALAGENCY _______ _ 


0 CHILDREN NOT TO BE REMOVED FROM 0 COUNTY 0STATE WITHOUT WRITIEN CONSENT OF THE OTHER PARENT OR THE COURT 
0PARTIES NOT TO MAKE DISPARAGING REMARKS ABOUT THE OTHER PARTY OR HAVE ADULT DISCUSSIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE 
CHILDREN 
0PTNR 0RESP ORDERED NOT TO CONSUME ALCOHOUDRUGS IN PRESENCE OF CHILDREN 0 DURING VISITS OR W/IN 24 HRS OF VISITATION 
0PTNR 0RESP TO COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE ASSESSMENT 
DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. PARENTING CLASS DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. ANGER MGMT. CLASS DPTNR DRESP TO COMP. 52-WEEK DVRP 
0PTNR 0RESP STIPULATE/ORDERED TO DRUG TESTING 0PROOF TO 0COURT FILE 0COUNSEL BY ____________________ _ 
COURT FINDINGS (FC§ 3048): BASIS FOR JURISDICTION: DHOME STATE 0EMERGENCY ONO OTHER STATE HAS ASSUMED JURISD. & THIS 
IS AN APPROPRIATE FORUM 0PREVIOUS ORDERS MADE IN THIS COURT 0 
MANNER NOTICE GIVEN: 0PERSONAL SERVICE DMAIL SERVICE DPERS_O_N_A-LL_Y_P_R_E-SE_N_T_&_H_A_S_K_N_O_W_L_E-DG_E_O_F -H-EA-R-IN_G__,O_,-----


HABITUAL RESIDENCE OF THE CHILD(REN): 0SAN DIEGO CNTY, CALIFORNIA, USA 0 
0PARTIES ADVISED THAT VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER MAY RESULT IN CIVIL OR CRIMINAL_P_E_N_A_L T-IE-S-, _O_R_B-:-0,-.,TH----------


THE COURT FINDS: CHILDREN CHILD SHARE· % 01NTERIM DFINAL CUSTODYNISITATION ORDER 
PTNR: OSINGLE OHH OMARRIED DJOINT DFILING SEP ( ) . RESP: OSINGLE OHH DMARRIED OJOINT DFILING SEP ( ) 
GROSS$ __ ONON-TAX $ DABILITY GROSS$ __ ONON-TAX $ OABILITY 
DEDUCT: HEALTH$__ PROP.TAX$__ INTEREST$__ DEDUCT: HEALTH$__ PROP.TAX$__ INTER 
UNION DUES$__ MAND.RETIREMT$__ HARDSHIP$__ UNION DUES$ __ . MAND.RETIREMT$__ H~ 
NEW SPOUSE$ NET$ NEW SPOUSE$ NET$ 


THE COURT ORDERS CHILD SUPPORT OF:$, ______ _ MO.EFF: ---- PAYABLE BY RESP 
DCHILD SUPPORT ORDERED THRU D.C.S.S 
DFIRST CHILD$ SECOND CHILD $ THIRD CHILD$ FOURTH CHILD$ __ 
0PTNR 0RESP TO PAY 1/2 OF ANY UNCOVERED MEDICAUDENTAUORTHODONTIC/OPTICAL!PSYCHOLOGICAL FEES PURSUANT T 
0PTNR DRESP TO PAY 1/2 OF CHILD CARE COSTS FOR EMPLOYMENT I JOB SEARCH ONLY I AUTHORIZED EDUCATIONAL PURSUI 
DBILLS TO BE SUBMITIED W/IN 10/30 DAYS AND REIMBURSEMENT DUE 10/30 DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF THE BILL 
DPTNR DRESP TO MAINTAIN DHEALTH INSURANCE AT MINIMAL OR NO COST DUFE INSURANCE 
CHILD SUPPORT: EARNINGS ASSIGNMENT DORDERED DISSUED 0NOT ISSUED. 


THE COURT ORDERS SPOUSAL SUPPORT OF:$ MO.EFF: PAYABLE BY DPTNR 0RESP 
0TERMINATED DTERM. DATE DTHE COURT HAS CONSIDERED FC4320 FACTORS 
SPOUSAL SUPPORT: EARNINGS ASSIGNMENT 00RDERED 01SSUED DNOT ISSUED. 


ATTY FEES$ AT$ MO. EFF. BY 0PTNR DRESP 0RESERVED 02 MONTH ACCELERATION CLAUSE 
0AS ADDTL. SUPPORT FOR ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES 0WAGE ASSIGNMENT AUTHORIZED 
ARREARAGES: 0COU~ETS ARRE E AT DPTNR DRESP ORDERED TO PAY$ MO EFF: 
HEARING: DOFF CAL CONT. TO = AT ' DEPT. r "] BY DPTNR DRESP 0STIP ~OURT DREISSUE 
0EXISTING ORDERS IN IN EFF CT PENDING FURTHER HEARING, EXCEPT WHERE IN CONFLICT, THIS ORDER CO OLS 
0COURT RETAINS JURI DICTION OVER DRETROACTIVE TO DRESERVED 
0COURT APPTS. ATIY. FOR DMINOR~) [RESERVED AS TO FEE REIMBURSEMENT] OSEE ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL 


r-ev,tNVsee f9{ZJ . 
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SUPERiOR COURT OF CAUFORNIA7 COUNTY OF SAN [)~EGO CAL. NO. 
NUMBER 
DS51030 


DATE OF HEARING 
08/29/2017 


THE ABOVE MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING THIS DATE WITH ABOVE APPEARANCES, AFTER HEARING THE COURT ORDERED THAT 


EMPLOYMENT: 0PTNR DRESP ADMONISHED PURSUANT TO FC§4330 DPTNR DRESP TO MAKE __ JOB CONTACTS PER WEEK AND 
SUBMIT THE DETAILS TO OPPOSING COUNSEUPARTY _____________ _ 


PAYMENTS: DPETITIONER 
DRESPONDENT 


POSSESSIONS: DPETITIONER ----------------------------------
DRESPONDENT __________________________________ _ 


RESTRAINING ORDERS: DPTNR DRESP MOTION FOR RESTRAINING ORDER 0GRANTED DDENIED PURSUANT TO TEMPORARY ORDER 
DEXCEPTION FOR COURT ORDERED VISITATION EXCHANGES DPROTECTED PARTY MAY RECORD COMMUNICATION FROM RESTRAINED PARTY. 
DWITH MODIFICATIONS YDS) TO EXPIRE: 03 YEARS 0 0FC6389 FIREARMS ADVISAL 
0PC§29825 FIREARMS NOTICE TO RESTRAINED PARTY DRESTRAINED PARTY IN MILITARY- BRANCH: RANK: ____ _ 
DRESTRAINED PARTY TO PICK UP PERSONAL PROPERTY WITH PEACE OFFICER PRESENT ON--------------


MOTIONS: DPTNR 0RESP MOTION, __________________________ 0GRANTED DDENIED 


STIPULATION: DPART/FULL 0SUBMITIED/RECITED BY COUNSEL 0PARTIES AGREE TO BE BOUND 0COUNSEL AUTH. 0ADOPTED AS ORDER 


JUDGMENT: 0GRANTED EFF. ----DINCORP STIP. 0DISSOLUTION 0STATUS ONLY DLEGAL SEP ONULLITY DPATERNITY 


WAIVER: DPTNR DRESP WAIVES FILING OF FINAL DECLARATION OF DISCLOSURE 


DISMISSAL: DAFTER PROPER NOTICE TO PARTIES, CASE DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE DUE TO INACTIVITY 


ORDER AFTER HEARING: 0PTNR tlRESP DMINORS ATIY. TO PREPARE ~SEND TO OPPOSING COUNSEL FOR APPROVAL 0SUBMIT DIRECTLY 


OTHER: •!• The Court recites documents received and reviewed. The Court affirms orders in Judgment. 
•!• The Court notes the Petitioner's daughter is present in the audience. 
•!• Attorney Marangi informs the Court QDRO has been prepared. 
•!• The Court calls witness, Dominique Goncalves Francelino; witness is sworn, takes the witness stand, and the 


Court inquires of witness/child. 
•:• As to college plan, the Court orders the Respondent complete college plan disbursement form, specifying the 


Petitioner is new owner/survivor, as specified by the Court on the record, within (7) days. If Respondent fails to 
comply, Attorney Marangi may appear Ex Parte to request appointment of Elisor on Respondent's behalf; costs 
borne by the Respondent. 


•!• The Court orders the Respondent provide opposing party/Counsel with historical statements of HSBC/Stock 
account from 2015 to present, within (7) days. 


•!• As to the Respondent's award of $10,000 in attorney fees ordered on August 4, 2017, the Court awards the 
Respondent the Petitioner's portion of HSBC account ending in 2225, totaling $8,961.50, as partial payment of 
attorney fees award. The Respondent may withdrawal balance of $1,039 from stock account. 


•!• As to Brazilian property, the Court renews order the Petitioner shall not make any disposition of property. 
•!• As to Brazilian property, the Respondent's Brazilian Counsel shall provide Power of Attorney with specific 


instructions, including explanation regarding process of changing title of property, to the Petitioner; Petitioner 
shall comply within (30) days. 


•!• As to the transfer fees of Brazilian property, the Court orders fees be withdrawn from the community stock 
account, subject to reallocation. 


•t• The Court reserves as to fees and sanctions. 


Page 2 of 2 


•!• The Court sets a further review hearing to address compliance of transfer of Brazilian property, property 
transfer fees, and fees/sanctions on January 24,2018 at 1:45 p.m. in department 17. The Petitioner may file a 
Request for Order Re: Property taxes to be set on same date, file and served per code. 
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ATI~ ORP~TYWITHOIJT ATIORNEY (Name, Slate Bar number, and addws$): 
SBN: 256783 FO~~j:';~~fi ;of'Y\( •• J 


Julta Kaemer e 
Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 


i 5962 La Place Court Ste 165, Carlsbad, CA 92008 
Z!Jfl OCT -Lt P ~: TELEPHONE NO.: 760-931-1981 FAX NO.(Oplional): 760-931-1982 


e-mail:1,J¥f!: .. za~ie~,.law@gmail.com 
I ATIORNEY FOR (Name): • ' 


~UPERIOR COURT OF ~AU~OR~~. COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO CL[f(~ .. ; .. ~~UPERI!J~ CO 
SAN DiEGO COUNTY. §CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 220 W. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 CENTRAL DIVISION, FAMILY COURT, 1555 6TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 


.. §CENTRAL DIVISION, MADGE BRADLEY, 1409 4TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 EAST COUNTY DIVISION, 250 E. MAIN ST., EL CAJON, CA 92020 
NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 500 3RD AVE. CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 


PETITJONER(S) 
Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT($) JUDGE/DEPT 
Tim McDaniel Hon. Kalemkiarian I Dept I 7 


CASE NUMBER EX PARTE APPLICATION AND ORDER- FAMILY LAW DS 51030 


Hearing Date: October 5. 2017 Time: 8:30 fjg a.m. 0 p.m. 0 Opposed 0 Unopposed 


1. Type of relief requested: 
0 Temporary Restraining Orders 
(gJ Order Shortening Time 


0 Child CustodyNisitation Order 
[&) Order After Hearing Being Submitted for Signature 


(gj Other (specify): Enforce Court Orders for Petitioner to transfer the Brazilian Propeny at 288 Ouatrini Bianchi St. to Respondent. 


Ex parte relief is necessary because: Petitioner was found guilty of Contempt for not tran.~ferring Respondent's home in Brazil back into his name/ 
. She was ordered to to so within 30 davs at the Review Hearing. This time has lapsed. She was provided with instructions from Respondent's Brazilian I 
attorney and the POA as ordered and she has made no attempt to our knowledge of transferring the nropertv. 


i 


i 


i 
I 


I 
I 


2. Name of opposing attorney/party: N\.!:e!<!i.u.ll.uM~a!!.!ra~n!:.!!l!.... -----------------------.,..--
1 3. Did the opposing attorney/party receive notice? fjg Yes 0 No Date: October 3. 2017 Time: 2:29 ·- 0 a.m. [&) ~.m. 


0851030 4. If notice was not given, state reason(s): -------------- oo4s 


5. Have evidentiary declarations been submitted? fjg Yes 0 No 
6. Has a proposed order been submitted? 0 Yes [&) No 


7. Have you appeared ex parte before for the same relief? 0 Yes l1f) No. 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the Jaws of the State of Califo 
true and correct. 


Ex Parte Application and Order Family Law 
727019 


llllllllflllllflllflllllllllllllllllllll 
If "yes," relief was 0 granted U denied. I 
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Julia Kaemerle SBN:256783 
~Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 


5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 


TELS'HONENO.: 760-931-1981 FAX NO. (OptiotXIIJ:760-931-1982 


E-MAIL ADDRESS {Optionaf: juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 
ATTORNEY FOR (NartteJ: Tim McDaniel 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUN1Y OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADCRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
ctlY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 


BRANCH NAME: South County Regiolfal Center 


PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 


OTHER PARTY: 


FOR COURT USB ONLY 


~I L E D 
San Diego Superior Court 


JAN 3 2018 


Clerk of the Superior Court 
By: B. Stidman 


CASE NUMBER: 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 


1. This proceeding was heard 
on (date): August 29, 2017 at (time): 1:45pm in Depl: 17 Room: 


by Judge (name):Hon. Sharon Kalemkiarian r=J Temporary Judge 


FL-340 


On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date):2121111 by (name): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 


a. DO Petitioner/plaintiff present [[] Attorney present (name): Neill Marangi 


b. DO Respondent/defendant present [K] Attorney present (name): Julia Kaemerle 


c. c:l Other party present c:J Attorney present (name): 


THE COURT ORDERS 


2. Custody and visitation/parenting. time: As attached CJ on form FL-341 CJ Other CJ 
3. Child support As attached CJ on form FL-342 CJ other CJ 


4. Spousal or family support: As attached CJ on form FL-343 CJ Other CJ 
5. Property orders: As attached CJ on form FL-344 CKl other CJ 


6. Attorneys fees: As attached CJ on form FL-346 [X] other CJ 
7. Other orders: []D As attached CJ Not applicable 


8. All other issues are reserved until further order of court. 


9. [X] This matter is continued for further hearing on (d~te): 1/16/18 at (time): 1:45pm in Dept.: 17 


on the following Issues: Review Hearing regarding disposition of HSBC account and stocks as weU as sanctions requests. 


Date:..Septcmbet , 201 I Og .JAN 2018 ~ $f:lat:On L Kalemkjarian 
JUDICIAL OFFICER 


Approved as conforming to court order. 


SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY FOR C&'J PEllTIONER I PlAINTIFF CJ RESPONDENTIDEFENOANT CJ OTHER PAR'N 


Form Adoptad ror Mandatory U5o 
JudldaJ Council of caJifDmfa 


Fl-340 [Rev. January 1, 2012] 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Family Law-custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 


Not applicable 
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ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 


This matter came on for hearing on August 29,2017 at I :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 


Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 


Kalemkiarian, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 


"Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 


TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 


attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 


Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 


I. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 


the amount of$10,000 will be taken out of her community property share ofHSBC Account in 


the amount of$8,961.50. 


2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 


Respondent ($1,038.50) \Viii be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 


shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 


3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 


encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 


Respondent's sole and separate property. 


4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil~ Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent"s counsel 


with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 


FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 
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..... ' _ ... 


1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 


2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 


3 
5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 


4 
Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest remaining in 


5 


6 
the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 


1 6. . Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 


8 change of ownership form within 7 ~Y~ f>='"!:~~~ ~of this 
9 
~ ~ ·o~t.te.Jt\1\~ ~~ c:ac.CC-6w~. 


aeeowrt. )~L-
10 


7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 11 


12 stock accounts within 7 days. 


13 OTHERFINDINGS 


14 
1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 


15 
Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 


16 


17 
2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 


18 to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 


19 3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 
20 


Review Hearing. 
21 


4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and att~meyfee requests until 22 


2 3 the Review Hearing. 


. 24 5 . The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1:45 p.m. to address the 
25 orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 
26 


27 


28 [END OF ORDER] 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


DJ\ TE: September 21, 2018 DEPT. 17 


PRESENT: HONORABLE SHARON L. KALEMKIARIAN 


CLERK: A. Escobio 


DS51 030 Menezes, Natache C. Goncalves, 
Petitioner 


YicDaniel, Tim, 
Respondent 


Attorney.: Marangi. Neill M. 


Attorney.: Kaemerle, Julia 


EX PARTE MINUTE ORDER 


The Court is in receipt of Appellant Natache Menezes Proposed Statement on Appeal. filed August 21,2018. 


The Court has also received Respondent's proposed settled statement, including a red lined version with 
proposed corrections, and a DVD (Exhibit B). 


Pursuant to California Rule of Court 8.137(f)(J ), the Court is setting a hearing for October 12, 2018, at 
8:45 a.m. in department 17, to review and correct the proposed statement. In particular the Court orders the 
parties to explain at the hearing how the parties created their respective summaries of the oral proceedings and 
to provide the Court with a true and correct copy of any "recording(s)" that may have formed the basis for the 
Proposed Settled Statement or Respondent's proposed corrections. Any such recordings should be 
accompanied by a declaration signed under penalty of perjury of the individual who made the recording, and 
explaining the circumstances of the recording. 


IT IS SO ORDERED: 


Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian 
Judge of the Superior Court 


DATE D: September 21,2018 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 


DATE: October 17, 20 18 JUDGE: Honorable Sharon L. Kalcmkiarian 


CASE NUMBER: DS51030 CLERK: A. Escobio 


rNRE: 


PETTTJONER: Natachc C. Goncalves Menezes A ttomey : Pro Se 


RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel Attorney : Julia Kaemerle 


EX PARTE ORDER 


On October 12, 2018, the Court held a hearing regarding the proposed settled statements 
presented by Petitioner and Respondent. 


The Court note that the Petitioner had telephonically recorded the proceedings, in violation of 
California Rule of Court 1.1 5'0: The Court was unaware that P~titioner was recording these 
proceedings, apparently on her.phone. Respondent was unaware oftl}is as well. 


, . • , , , • I , ' ' •. •, ' , 


The Court_ has reviewed the settled staterp~nts of Petitioner and. Respond~nt. The Court adopts. 
the Respondent' s settl~d statement, '-~vi.~h one amendfn:ef!.t t.liat is founc}'Qn litles 3_. and 4, on page 8 
of the stateme.nt. The Court correc.ted the. language 'ofth~.-~6urt in this section, .\\fhere the Co\lrt 
was inquiring as to what decJaratiO?S WOUld.be piovi~ed at. an UpCOining hearing. 


•-1 ' • '~ ' .. . ' '• , : ) 


The clerk shaH provide a. copy of this order and proposed settled statement to Counsel forthwith 
via U.S. Mail . 


' 
~ . 
' ' 


•,, . , 


IT IS SO ORDERED: 


~/7 ~---------... 
Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian 
Judge of the Superior Court 


DATED: October 17,20.18 
. . ' 


1 • . 


' . 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


 


FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION ONE 


 


 


_________________________________ 


      ) D074434 


NATACHE MENEZES,   ) 


      ) (Super. Ct. 


 Appellant,    ) DS51030) 


      ) 


v.       ) 


      ) 


TIM MCDANIEL,    ) 


      ) 


 Respondent.     ) 


_________________________________) 


 


INTRODUCTION 


 This is an appeal from an award of $200,000 in attorney’s fees and costs as 


sanctions under Family Code section 271 in favor of Respondent husband Tim McDaniel 


(Tim).  Properly applying the rules of statutory interpretation, this Court should reverse.    


            The trial court accepted Tim’s fees and costs testimony totaling $334,427.  


Sagonowsky v. Kekoa (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 1142, however, holds only amounts tethered 


to attorney’s fees and costs are recoverable as sanctions.  Out of the $334,427 the court 


accepted, $160,000 was attributed to community stock and retirement account values that 


had nothing to do with fees and costs.  Moreover, an additional $19,000 credited as costs 


did not meet the plain statutory meaning of “costs” because they were neither “incurred” 


nor “expended” in the course of litigation.  Finally, an additional $24,127 could not 


constitute attorney’s fees because they were likewise not “incurred.”  
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As explained in further detail below, the $334,427 the trial court accepted in fees 


and costs, reduced by unallowable amounts, results in the statutorily permissible figure of 


$131,300.  As a result, this court should reverse $68,700 in sanctions that were not 


tethered to Tim’s attorney’s fees and costs.  


STATEMENT OF THE CASE1 


A. Marriage and Quatrini Property Acquisition


The parties married in October 2014.  (A.A. p. 14.)  Natache quit her job when the


parties married.  (A.A. p. 19.)  Tim worked for a construction company and earned 


$166,558 in 2012.  (A.A. p. 19.)   


The parties separated in ether January or June 2013.  (A.A. pp. 14, 27)  Natache 


filed a Petition for dissolution of marriage in June 2013.  (A.A. p. 14.)  Natache alleged a 


property located in Brazil at Avenida Alberto Quatrini Bianchi (“Quatrini”) was her 


separate property.  (A.A. p. 14.)  Natache also requested spousal support.  (A.A. pp. 15-


16.)  Natache stated she currently worked as a part time sales associate at Victoria’s 


Secret, worked eight hours a week and earned a $240 a month gross salary.  (A.A. pp. 19, 


21.)    Her expenses were $6,511 a month.  (A.A. p. 22.)  


B. Tim Alleged Quatrini Was His Separate Property


In October 2013, Tim filed a request for Exclusive Use, Possession of House in


Brazil.  (A.A. p. 41.)  Tim declared he sold a condo in Australia for $103,000 and sent 


1 Declarations not specifically admitted into evidence by the court were not considered 


for their truth.  (C.T. p. 76.) 
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Natache the proceeds to buy a property in Quatrini, Brazil.  (A.A. p. 47.)  Quatrini cost 


approximately $100,000.   Since Tim was a non-resident, he was required to go through a 


special process to purchase a property.  (A.A. p. 47.)  The special process was not 


conducive for those like him who could only visit Brazil occasionally.  (A.A. pp. 47-48.)   


The house was purchased in 2005, while Tim worked overseas.  Natache purchased the 


house as a Brazilian resident.  Tim believed Quatrini was his separate property.  (A.A. p. 


48.)  It was traceable to his separate property Australian condominium.  (A.A. pp. 48-49.) 


 Natache filed a Response in January 2014.  (A.A. p. 53.)  She disagreed with 


Tim’s assertion Quatrini was his separate property.  (A.A. pp. 56.)  Later in January 


2014, Tim filed a Reply.  (A.A. p. 67.)   


C. In May 2015, The Court Awards Quatrini  


To Tim As His Separate Property 


 


 In May 2015, after hearing testimony and reviewing the evidence, the court found 


Tim traced his separate property funds to Quatrini.  The court awarded the property to 


Tim as his sole and separate property.   (A.A. p. 89.)  


D. Tim’s 2016 Motion to Enforce the Order and  


Contempt Proceedings Against Natache 


 


 Around December 2016, Tim filed a request to enforce the order.  (A.A. pp. 89, 


106.)  Natache was to comply by January 12, 2017.  (A.A. pp. 89, 106.)  She did not.  


(A.A pp. 89, 106.)   


 At a contempt trial heard in August 2017, the court found Natache failed to 


provide proof of compliance.  (A.A. p. 89, 107.)  Natache was found guilty of contempt 


and was ordered to execute a power of attorney per Tim’s Brazilian attorney and 
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instructions within 30 days.  (A.A. pp. 89, 107.)  Natache did not comply.  (A.A. pp. 89, 


107.)  


 In October 2017, the court ordered Natache to perfect the power of attorney per 


the Tim’s Brazilian attorney’s instructions by October 2017.  (A.A. pp. 90, 108.)  


Natache provided a power of attorney in November 2017.  (A.A. pp. 90, 109)  Natache 


sent a copy rather than the original required.  (A.A. p. 90, 109.)  


 Tim filed an Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contempt in November 2107.  


(A.A. p. 85.)   


In a January 3, 2018, Order, the court found Natache guilty of contempt.  (A.A. p. 


92.)  The court awarded as attorney’s fees $10,000.  (A.A. p. 93.)  The court ordered 


Natache not to make any disposition of or encumbrance on Quatrini.  (A.A. p. 93.)  Tim’s 


Brazilian attorney, Eva Bischoff (Eva), was to provide Natache’s counsel with a letter in 


English instructing Natache how to transfer Tim’s Quatrini property back to his name.  


(A.A. pp. 93-94.)  The court reserved jurisdiction over all sanctions and attorney fees 


requests.  (A.A. p. 93.)  


In December 2018, Tim’s Brazilian attorney discovered Natache, along with her 


attorney Da Silva, filed a process where Natache claimed to owe her attorney 352,528 


Reals.  Natache awarded Quatrini to her attorney as payment.  (A.A. p. 109.)  


E. Tim’s Request for Attorney’s Fees and Costs as Sanctions   


 


On January 10, 2018, Tim submitted a declaration regarding attorney’s fees and 


sanctions.2  (A.A. p. 106.)  In the declaration, Tim requested $30,000 in attorney’s fees 


                                                           
2 This declaration was admitted into evidence.  (C.T. p. 44.) 
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and costs.  (A.A p. 111.)  His request for attorney’s fees [and consists] as well as 


sanctions was pending before the court since at least January 2016.  (A.A. p. 112.)  


 Tim also declared Natache’s salary was $3,000 a month.  Natache owned a home 


in Brazil worth $183,000 and an apartment worth $60,000.  (A.A. p. 115.)  Natache 


received one half of Tim’s 401k which was valued at $102,000.  (A.A. p. 115.)  


Tim also decaled there were upwards of $3,500 in property fees he would have to 


pay. Attorneys fees to his Brazilian attorney Eva would be around 20% of the value of 


Quatrini.  (A.A. p. 116.)  Translations were several thousands of dollars more.  (A.A. p. 


116.)  


In January 2018, Natache submitted an Income and Expense Declaration.  (A.A. p. 


119.)  Natache was employed as behavioral therapist.  (A.A. p. 119.)  She grossed $4,224 


a month.  (A.A. p. 119.)  Natache also worked at Victoria’s Secret four hours a month.  


(A.A. p. 120.)  She earned $65 a month from that employment.  (A.A. p. 120.)  Expenses 


totaled $6,185 a month.  (A.A. p. 121.)  Natache had $1,442 in credit card debt.  (A.A. p. 


121.)   


In January 2018, Natache also filed her responsive declaration.  (A.A. p. 118.)  


Natache declared there was no agreement to transfer Quatrini to attorney De Silva.  (A.A. 


p. 118.)  Instead, a Brazilian court froze Quatrini and ordered it awarded to De Silva.   


Natache never had control of the house since 2014 when litigation started. Squatters lived 


in the home and they tried to take control of it.  (A.A. p. 118.) 
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On February 27, 2018, Tim filed another declaration in support of attorney’s fees 


and sanctions.3  (C.T. p. 124.)  Tim declared Quatrini was valued at $131,364.  (A.A. p. 


125.)  Natache’s assertion a Brazilian court awarded Quatrini to De Silva was untrue. 


Natache agreed with De Silva to transfer Quatrini to her to pay a legal debt.  On October 


16, 2017, the court in Brazil confirmed the legal debt settlement and the enforcement of 


the lien was recorded.  (A.A. p. 127.)  Tim directed the court to Exhibit H.4  (A.A. p. 


260.)  Tim was able to stop De Silva from gaining ownership of Quatrini.  (A.A. p. 127.)   


Tim included in his declaration his expenses.  Tim incurred approximately 


$80,000 in attorney’s fees in California and approximately $10,000 in attorney’s fees in 


Brazil.  (A.A. p. 129.)  At the conclusion of the matter, 10% of Quatrini’s value would be 


owed to his attorney in Brazil.  The amount did not include appeals in Brazil if necessary.  


Tim paid $7,000 to his attorney in fees to file the process in Brazil to stop the property 


from being transferred.  It would cost at least $10,000 to have the property transferred 


once the litigation was over.  (A.A. p. 129.)  Natache was delinquent on property taxes 


and she owed at a minimum of $9,000. (A.A. p. 129.)  Tim had to pay for international 


flights to attend San Diego hearings.  However, no amount was specified.  Tim also had 


to pay for translations.  He referred to Exhibit M for those expenses.5  (A.A. p. 130.)   


Tim requested the court award him all of the remaining stock.  (A.A. p. 130.)  He 


sought fees under Family Code sections 271, 2031, 1101(d)(1) & (s), 1101(h), 2105(a), 


                                                           
3 This declaration was admitted into evidence.  (C.T. p. 44.)  
 
4 Admitted into evidence at trial.   


 
5 Exhibit M was not admitted into evidence at trial  


 



C.T./124
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2107(d), 2121, 2122(A), 2123, 128.7(c)(2), and Code of Civil Procedure 3294 in the 


amount of $500,000.  (A.A. p. 130.)  


On March 6, 2018, Tim filed the declaration of Eva Bischoff, his Brazilian 


attorney.6  (A.A. p. 141.) 


The first day of trial occurred on March 12, 2018.  (C.T. p. 22.)  


On March 23, 2018, Tim filed Points and Authorities In Support of Tim’s Request 


For Attorney’s Fees, Costs, and Sanctions.  (A.A. p. 160.)  Among other code sections, 


Tim argued attorney’s fees and costs as a sanction under Family Code section 271 were 


appropriate.  (A.A. p. 160.)  Natache’s deception in transferring Quatrini to her own 


attorney to thwart Tim’s recovery of the property was sanctionable.  (A.A. pp. 160-161.)  


Tim also argued he submitted prior fee requests before the court.  (A.A. p. 166.)   


The final date of trial was March 29, 2018.  (C.T. p. 33.)   


F. The Court Awards Tim $200,000 In Attorney’s Fees  


And Costs as A Sanction  


 


The trial court rendered its Statement of Decision on April 30, 2018.  (A.A. p. 


167.)  The Statement of Decision stated Tim requested fees in the amount of $500,000 


under Family Code sections 128.7(c)(2), 271, 1101(d)(1) & (2), 1101(h), 2031, 2105(a), 


2107(d), 2121, 2122(a), 2123, 3294, and Code of Civil Procedure sections 2023.010 and 


3294.  (A.A. p. 167.)   


The court awarded Tim fees as a sanction under Family Code section 271 in the 


amount of $200,000 for Natache’s repeated actions which thwarted Tim’s ability to take 


                                                           
6 The declaration was not admitted into evidence at trial.  (C.T. p. 43.) 
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ownership of Quatrini.  The court found Natache had the ability to pay and income 


sufficient to pay.  (A.A. p. 167.)  Natache refers this Court to the Statement of Decision 


for a complete history of her violations the court in cited in support of the sanctions 


request.  (A.A. pp. 168-169.)  The court denied Tim’s fees requests under all other 


statutory basses other than Family Code section 271.  (A.A. pp. 168-170.) 


Natache was ordered to pay the fees as follows.  Beginning May 1, 2018, Wife’s 


$1,500 in spousal support was to be applied toward the attorney fee award.  That would 


total $28,500.  (A.A. p. 168.) 


In addition, Tim was to receive Natache’s share of the community property stock 


account, or $29,000.  Tim was to verify to Natache’s counsel the cash value of the stock 


account within five court days of receipt of the court’s order.  (A.A. p. 168.) 


The court did not include in its sanction award the value of Quatrini.  (A.A. p. 


168.) 


On May 29, 2018, the trial court amended its Statement of Decision to reflect a 


change in spousal support Wife received so that the total amount of Natache’s support 


payable as a sanction was $8,500 and not $28,500.  (A.A. p. 278.) 


Natache filed her Notice of Appeal from the trial court’s April 30, 2018, Statement 


of Decision on June 28, 2018.  (A.A. p. 177.)   


Tim filed a Notice of Cross-Appeal on July 18, 2018.  (A.A. p. 179.) Tim 


abandoned his cross-appeal on August 21, 2018.  (A.A. p. 187.)  
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On February 20, 2019, Natache informed this court that her Notice of Appeal was 


taken from a Statement of Decision, which was not appealable.  This Court gave Natache 


20 days to perfect her appeal by filing a Judgment in this Court.   


On February 27, 2019, the trial court entered a Final Order After Hearing 


incorporating the April 30, 2019, Statement of Decision and a May 29, 2018, 


Amendment to the Statement of Decision.  (A.A. pp. 273-279.)   


  On February 28, 2019, this Court’s docket reflected the FOAH was received and 


Natache’s Opening Brief was due March 29, 2019.   


 


STATEMENT OF FACTS 


A. Tim’s Testimony  


  


1. California Attorney’s Fees 


Tim incurred close to $80,000 to $90,000 in fees in California.7  (C.T. p. 23.)   


2. Attorney’s Fees Tim Paid to Eva  


Tim testified he paid his attorney Eva either $16,000, $19,000, or $24,127.  (C.T. 


pp. 23, 36, 43.)   


 


 


                                                           
7 At the end of the of the parties’ testimony, Tim’s counsel stated Tim testified his fees 


were at least $50,000.  (C.T. p. 80.)  As an aside, the proposed settled statement in this 


case originally quoted Tim as testifying his fees were $50,000, and not $80,000 to 


$90,000.  The court ultimately adopted Tim’s version.  Tim’s counsel’s argument fees 


were $50,000 is an artifact of that and the likely reason for the disconnect between 


counsel’s argument and the testimony.  (1 A.A. pp. 280-281 [one-page excerpt from 


Natache’s proposed settled statement].)    
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3. Future Attorney’s Fees Tim May Have to Pay Eva 


Tim testified additional attorney’s fees he might have to pay Eva was 


approximately either $4,000 to $8,000 or $6,000 to $8,000.  (C.T. pp. 29, 43.) 


4. Additional Future Fees Tim May Have to Pay Eva 


Tim testified Eva may also be entitled to 20%8 of the of the home’s $130,000 


value as an additional fee.  (C.T. pp. 25-26.) 


5. Future Cost of Transferring the House (Quatrini) 


Tim testified the future cost of transferring Quatrini to his name was either $7,000 


to $8,000 or $10,000.  (C.T. pp. 24, 36.)  The court overruled Natache’s objection that the 


future fees were speculative.  (C.T. p. 24.)   


6. Translations 


Tim testified translations were either $1,000 to $2,000, $1,500 to $2,000, or 


$5,300.  (C.T. pp. 24, 36.) 


7. Flights 


Tim testified he paid on average $1,800 to $2,000 on average for each flight to 


San Diego.  (C.T. p. 26.)  Tim concluded he spent $18,000 on flights.  (C.T. p. 37.)    


8. Vacation time  


   Tim testified he missed 34 days of vacation time for the court proceedings.  (C.T. 


p. 36.)  The lost time was equivalent to approximately $9,000.  (C.T. p. 37.)   


 


                                                           
8 This figure is not a typo.  While Tim earlier stated in his declaration the percentage 


amount was 10%, it was 20% at the hearing.  (C.T. p. 25-26; A.A. p. 129.)   
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9. Stocks and Retirement account  


Tim asked for the value of a $30,000 stock account and $130,000 retirement 


account as a sanction.9  (C.T. p. 80.) 


B. The Trial Court’s Credibility Determination (Chart #1): The Court Accepts 


$334,427.10 in fees and costs  


 


The trial court asked Tim to tell it exactly what his request was since a lot of 


numbers were thrown around.  The court wanted that clear.  The figures Tim requested 


and the court accepted were as follows: 


CHART #1 


Item Amount 


Paid to Eva Already $19,000 


Translations $5,300 


Approximate for future Quatrini transfer $10,000 


Vacation Time  $9,000 


Travel Costs  $18,00010 


Retirement Funds  $130,000 


Stock Account  $30,000 


California Attorney’s Fees  $90,000 


Anticipated Additionally to Eva11 $24,127.10 


(C.T. pp. 79-80 [hereinafter referred to as “Chart #1”].)  


Total = $334,427.10 


Total without stock or retirement accounts = $175,427.10 


Total without stock, retirement, vacation time, and future cost to transfer = $155,427.10 


Total without stock, retirement, vacation time, future cost to transfer, and anticipated 


additionally to Eva = $131,300 


                                                           
9 Tim did not testify to these figures, rather it was his counsel’s argument.  


 
10 The court did not give a figure for travel costs, probably since Tim only testified to one 


value, $18,000. 


 
11 While the court initially believed potential additional amounts due to Eva were $6,000 


to $8,000, Tim clarified at the end of everything, Eva took $24,127.10.   
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ARGUMENT 


I. 


As A Matter of Law, Family Code section 271 Does Not Authorize as Sanctions 


Sums Untethered to Attorney’s Fees and Costs, Such  As the Value of The Stock and 


Retirement Accounts the Trial Court Awarded as A Sanction 


A. The Standard of Review is De Novo 


 Family Code section 271 authorizes the trial court to award attorney’s fees and 


costs based:   


“on the extent to which the conduct of each party or attorney furthers or frustrates 


the policy of the law to promote settlement of litigation and, where possible, to 


award the cost of litigation by encouraging cooperation between the parties and 


attorneys.  An award of attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to this section is in the 


nature of a sanction.”  (§ 271.)   


 


“Section 271 ‘ “authorizes sanctions to advance the policy of promoting settlement 


of litigation and encouraging  cooperation of the litigants” and “does not require any 


actual injury.” [Citation.] Litigants who flout that policy by engaging in conduct that 


increases litigation costs are subject to imposition of attorney fees and costs as a section 


271 sanction.’ [Citation.]”  (In re E.M. (2014) 228 Cal.App.4th 828, 850, fn. omitted.)  


“The imposition of sanctions under section 271 is committed to the sound 


discretion of the trial court.  The trial court's order will be upheld on appeal unless the 


reviewing court, ‘considering all of the evidence viewed most favorably in its support and 


indulging all reasonable inferences in its favor, no judge could reasonably make the 


order.’ [Citation.]”  (In re E.M., supra, p. 850.)   “We review any findings of fact that 


formed the basis for the award of sanctions under a substantial evidence standard of 


review. [Citation] ”  (In re Marriage of Corona (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1226.)  A 


claim that the judgment is not supported by substantial evidence may be asserted for the 
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first time on appeal.  (Tahoe Nat'l Bank v. Phillips (1971) 4 Cal. 3d 11, 23, 480 P.2d 320, 


330, fn. 17. [“Generally, points not urged in the trial court cannot be raised on appeal. 


[Citation.] The contention that a judgment is not supported by substantial evidence, 


however, is an obvious exception to the rule.”].) “To the extent that we are called upon to 


interpret the statutes relied on by the trial court to impose sanctions, we apply a de novo 


standard of review. [Citation.]” (In re Marriage of Feldman (2007) 153 Cal.App.4th 


1470, 1479.)   


B. While Tim Testified to Varying Figures for Attorneys’ Fees and Costs, the 


Court Accepted That Testimony and Those Figures in Natache’s Chart #1 


 


Under California law, “[t]he power to judge the credibility of witnesses and to 


resolve conflicts in the testimony is vested in the trial court. . . .”  (In re Carpenter (1995) 


9 Cal.4th 634, 646, 38 Cal.Rptr.2d 665, 889 P.2d 985.)  “It is an established principle that 


the credibility of witnesses and the weight to be given their testimony are matters within 


the sole province of the trier of fact. . . .” (As You Sow v. Conbraco Industries (2005) 135 


Cal.App.4th 431, 454, italics added.)  “A trier of fact may accept such witnesses as he 


wishes and reject others.”  (Green Trees Enterprises, Inc. v. Palm Springs Alpine Estates, 


Inc. (1967) 66 Cal.2d 782, 787, 59 Cal.Rptr. 141, 427 P.2d 805.)  “Where there is 


conflicting testimony, reviewing courts recognize that the trier of the facts has the better 


opportunity to judge the credibility of witnesses.  In such a case the trial court’s findings 


of fact, to the extent that they rest upon an evaluation of credibility, should be regarded as 


conclusive on appeal.”  (Estate of Fries (1965) 238 Cal.App.2d 558, 561, italics added.) 


“[S]o long as the trier of fact does not act arbitrarily and has a rational ground for doing 


so, it may reject the testimony of a witness even though the witness is uncontradicted. 
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[Citation.] Consequently, the testimony of a witness which has been rejected by the trier 


of  fact cannot be credited on appeal[.]”  (Beck Development Co. v. Southern Pacific 


Transportation Co. (1996) 44 Cal.App.4th 1160, 1204–1205.) 


Here, Tim presented the trial court with a dizzying array of testimony.  He gave 


two figures for the amount of fees he incurred in California.  (C.T. p. 23.)  Tim gave three 


figures for the fees he paid to Eva.  The highest figure was 66% greater than the lowest 


figure.  (C.T. pp. 22, 36, 43.)  Future fees due to Eva varied from $4,000 to $8,000.  (C.T. 


pp. 29, 43.)  Tim gave three different figures for the cost of transferring Quatrini to his 


name.  (C.T. pp. 34, 36.)  Then thee were five different figures for translations.  (C.T. pp. 


24, 36.)   


The trial court was understandably confused by the variation in Tim’s testimony.  


The trial court turned to Tim’s counsel to help it understand what Tim was requesting. 


Specifically, “tell me exactly what [Tim] is asking for because there have been lots of 


numbers thrown around and I wanted to know what relief he is seeking fees, sanctions, 


anything else to I have that clear[.]”  (C.T. p. 79.)  Tim’s counsel then established 


through a discussion with the court Tim’s requested sanctions in the amounts of items 


listed on Natache’s “chart #1.”  As the discussion progressed the court recited what 


figures it had for each item Tim had requested.  The court stated, “I got $19,000 for 


[Eva], $6k to $8k anticipated additionally, $5,300 for translations, $10,000 approximately 


for transferring the Quatrini, $9,000 for vacation time[.]”  (C.T. pp. 79-80.)  The court’s 


exercise in calling out the figures it had for Tim’s testimony was the court’s credibility 
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determination and crediting certain figures over others.  This court should not its review 


credit that that was rejected by the trial court.12     


C. Tim Could Not Recover the Value of Stock and The Value of a Retirement 


Account ($160,000)  as Sanctions as Their Values Were Not Tethered to 


Attorney’s Fees or Costs. 


 


 Chart #1 represents the sums the court accepted and awarded Tim as and for 


Family Code section 271 sanctions.  Pursuant to the trial court’s statements, included in 


its section 271 award were sums which reflected the value of certain stock and retirement 


funds, $30,000 and $130,000 respectively.  The trial court committed error as a matter of 


law when it awarded Husband the value of the stock and retirement funds as sanctions.   


The First District, Division Five’s opinion in Sagonowsky v. Kekoa (2016) 6 


Cal.App.5th 1142, is instructive.  In what the Fist District described as a lengthy and 


complicated procedural history, the parties in Sagonowsky were husband and wife.  The 


parties owned several rental properties.  The marriage was dissolved status only in 2005.  


In 2008, wife recorded a lis pendes against two properties.  Subsequently, a 2010 


judgment awarded husband the two properties that had wife placed the lis pendes on.  (Id. 


at p. 1145.) 


In early 2011, husband filed a rents motion.  (Ibid.)  Also, in early 2011, wife 


appealed the judgment and while her appeal was pending refused to transfer the 


properties.  (Id. at p. 1145.)  The appeal was unsuccessful, and after a petition to the 


California Supreme Court was unsuccessful in 2013, Wife continued to refuse to sign 


                                                           
12 In any event, the court mostly picked the highest picked the highest figure Tim testified 


to 
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deeds to the two properties and a third.  Husband was forced to move to have the trial 


court execute grant deeds.  Husband also moved to expunge the lis pendes, which was 


successful in 2013.  (Id. at p. 1146.) 


In early October 2013, the rents motion was set for hearing.  At the conclusion of 


the hearing, the court determined Wife wrongly withheld $58,028 on the two properties 


she had placed liens on.  (Id. at p. 1146.) 


In 2014, the husband moved for $776,732 in Family Code 271 sanctions based on 


1) wife’s failure to sign grant deeds to the three properties; 2) refusal to sign new grant 


deeds after defective deeds could not be recorded; 3) recusal to withdraw the lis pendens 


notices 4) delaying Husband from expunging the lis pendes and appointment of the clerk 


to sign the grant deeds 4) preventing husband from moving into one of the properties; 6) 


preventing Husband from selling one property; and 7) seeking numerous continuances to 


delay resolution of the parties’ claims.  Husband sought $42,781 in attorney fees and 


costs, $165,585 in interest on the attorney fees and costs, and $180,000 for the reduced 


sales price of one of the properties, for a total of $388,366, multiplied by a 2.0 lodestar.  


In points and authorities, Husband explained he lost $180,000 when Wife interfered with 


the sale of one of the properties by “scaring off all potential buyers”  (Id. at p. 1148.)  


Thereafter, Wife “began a campaign against the San Francisco Superior Court judiciary.”  


(Id. at p. 1148.)  


 When a hearing was finally held on the 271 sanctions, the trial court questioned 


how a family court judge could deter a litigant who “ ‘ at every turn thwarts any 


opportunity to resolve a mater and files numerous motions?. . .’ ”  (Id. at p. 1151.)  The 
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court partially granted the Family Code section 271 motion and ordered wife to pay 


husband $767,781 in sanctions.  The amount was in part comprised of $180,000 for the 


reduction in sales price for one of the properties and $500,000 for wife’s “ ‘relentless and 


culpable conduct’ in driving ‘up the cost of litigation against [husband][.]’ ”  (Id. at p. 


1151.)  Wife appealed the sanctions order.  


 The Court of Appeal held Family Code section 271 did not authorize the 


imposition of either the $500,000 or the  $180,000 in sanctions.  (Id. at p. 1152.)  Wife in 


her appeal did not dispute the court’s description of her conduct, rather she contended 


“the amount the court awarded was excessive because $680,000 was untethered to 


attorney fees and costs.  The Court of Appeal agreed.  Section 271’s plain language 


authorized a court to impose only “ ‘attorney’s fees and costs’ ” as a sanction.  (Id. at p. 


1153.)   


 In the present controversy between Natache and Tim, “there is no relationship 


between the sanctions of [$30,000] and [$130,000] and [Tim’s] attorney fees.”  In other 


words, since the cumulative $160,000 was not tied to attorney fees, there was 


insubstantial evidence those figures were “fees” and this Court should reverse that sum of 


the award.   
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II. 


 


As A Matter of Statutory Interpretation, the Plain Meaning of “Costs” and 


“Attorney’s Fees” as It Appears in Family Code Section 271 Does Not Encompass 


Amounts That Have Not Been Incurred And, As A Result, Tim’s Future Cost To 


Transfer The House ($10,000) And Vacation Time ($9,000) Were Not Recoverable 


As Costs And The Future Fees For The House Litigation ($24,127.10) Were Not 


Recoverable As Fees Either. 


 


A. Statutory Interpretation and Standard of Review  


 


In interpreting the statutory language at issue, “[w]e begin with the fundamental 


rule that our primary task is to determine the lawmakers' intent.” (Delaney v. Superior 


Court (1990) 50 Cal.3d 785, 798 (Delaney).) The process of interpreting the statute to 


ascertain that intent may involve up to three steps. (Californians Against Waste v. 


Department of Conservation (2002) 104 Cal.App.4th 317, 321, citing Halbert's Lumber, 


Inc. v. Lucky Stores, Inc. (1992) 6 Cal.App.4th 1233 (Halbert’s Lumber). As other courts 


have noted, the key to statutory interpretation is applying the rules of statutory 


construction in their proper sequence. (Jensen v. BMW of North America, Inc. (1995) 35 


Cal.App.4th 112, 122; Halbert's Lumber, supra, at p. 1238.) We have explained this 


three-step sequence as follows: “we first look to the plain meaning of the statutory 


language, then to its legislative history and finally to the reasonableness of a proposed 


construction.” (Riverview Fire Protection Dist. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1994) 23 


Cal.App.4th 1120, 1126.)  


Statutory interpretation presents a question of law in that the appellate courts 


review is de novo.  (Bonome v. City of Riverside (2017) 10 Cal.App.5th 14, 21.)  
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B. The First Step to Statutory Interpretation,  


Plain Meaning, Controls Here  


 


In the first step of the interpretive process the court looks to the words of the 


statute themselves.  (Delaney, supra, 50 Cal.3d at p. 798; accord, Janken v. GM Hughes 


Electronics (1996) 46 Cal.App.4th 55, 60 [“primary determinant” of legislative intent is 


words used by the Legislature].)  The Legislature's chosen language is the most reliable 


indicator of its intent because “ ‘it is the language of the statute itself that has successfully 


braved the legislative gauntlet.’ ” (California School Employees Assn. v. Governing 


Board (1994) 8 Cal.4th 333, 338 (California School Employees Assn.) quoting Halbert's 


Lumber, supra, at p. 1238.) We give the words of the statute “a plain and commonsense 


meaning” unless the statute specifically defines the words to give them a special 


meaning. (Flannery v. Prentice (2001) 26 Cal.4th 572, 577 Halbert's Lumber, supra, 6 


Cal.App.4th at p. 1238.)  If the statutory language is clear and unambiguous, our task is at 


an end, for there is no need for judicial construction. (California School Employees Assn., 


supra, 8 Cal.4th at p. 340; Delaney, supra, 50 Cal.3d at p. 798.)  In such a case, there is 


nothing for the court to interpret or construe.  (Halbert's Lumber, supra, 6 Cal.App.4th at 


p. 1239.) 


 In this case, the first step is determinative and there is no need to discuss the 


second and third steps.  The statute in question is Family Code section 271.  As stated in 


Sagonowsky v. Kekoa, supra, 6 Cal.App.5th at p. 1153,  


“[t]he plain language of section 271 authorizes the court to impose ‘attorney’s fees 


and costs’ as a sanction for conduct frustrating settlement of increasing the cost of 


litigation. . . . [T]he words ‘attorney fees and costs’ are not ambiguous[.] . . . 


Section 271 ‘means what it says’ –sanctions available under the statute are limited 


to ‘attorney fees and costs.”  (Ibid.) 
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Since the words are plain, no interpretation is required and simple dictionary definitions 


inform what “costs” plainly means.   


C. The Plain Meaning of The Term “Costs” and “Attorney’s Fees” Does  


Not Include That Which Has Not Been Incurred  


 


 As this Court has held, a dictionary definition is the best orbiter of a statutory 


term’s plain meaning.   (Searle v. Allstate Life Ins, Co. (4th Dist. Div. 1, 1979) 96 


Cal.App.3d 614, 616 [“suicide” defined]; Conservatorship of Ivey (4th Dist. Div. 1, 1986) 


186 Cal.App.3d 1559, 1564 [“transmit” defined];  Donovan v. Poway Unified Sch. Dist. 


(4th Dist. Div. 1, 2008)  167 Cal.App.4th 567, 592 [“remedy” defined].)  Webster’s New 


International Dictionary defines costs as:  


4. costs pl: expenses incurred in litigation as a: those payable to the attorney or 


counsel by his client esp. when fixed by law b: those given by law or the court to 


the prevailing against the losing party in equity and frequently by statute – called 


also bill of costs (Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, Unabridged 


(1986) Merriam-Webster Inc., publishers, p. 515, underlining added; Mutual of 


Enumclaw v. Harvey (1989) 772 P.2d 316, 220, 115 Idaho 1009; Lutz v. Belli 


(1987) 516 N.E.2d 95, 100 [citing Webster’s New International Dictionary “when 


used in a legal context, ‘costs’ are defined generally as ‘expenses incurred in 


litigation.’ ”].)   


Black’s Law Dictionary in turn defines “legal costs” as: 


“legal costs (18c) Attorney's fees and other expenditures related to a lawsuit.” 


(COST, Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014), underlining added.)  


Black’s Law Dictionary in turn defines “expenditures” as:  


“expenditure (18c) 1. The act or process of spending or using money, time, 


energy, etc.; esp., the disbursement of funds <the expenditure of time and money 


on one's professional endeavors>. 2. A sum paid out <expenditures on research 


and development>.”  (EXPENDITURE, Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014).) 
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Black’s Law Dictionary defines “attorney’s fee” as: 


“attorney's fee (18c) The charge to a client for services performed for the client, 


such as an hourly fee, a flat fee, or a contingent fee. — Also spelled attorneys' 


fees. — Also termed attorney fees.”  (ATTORNEY'S FEE, Black's Law 


Dictionary (10th ed. 2014), underlining added.) 


 Apparent from the above definitions, “costs” as the term has been employed by the 


Legislature in section 271, plainly means those amounts that have been incurred or 


expended in the course of litigation.  Moreover, attorney’s fees are amounts actually 


charged to a client for a service performed.  For the reasons discussed below, Tim has not 


incurred any vacation time, or future costs to transfer Quatrini in the course of litigation.  


Tim’s attorney has also not yet performed any services related to additional anticipated 


Quatrini action.  


D. Since Tim Did Not Incur “Costs” To Transfer Quatrini Or Give Up Vacation 


Time Those Amounts Were Not Recoverable as Sanctions and Since Tim’s 


Attorney, Eva, Did Not “Perform” Future Quatrini Litigation the Amount 


Attributable to Future Fees Was Not Recoverable Either.  


 


Here, the trial court accepted Tim’s testimony it might cost him $10,000 in costs 


to transfer Quatrini to his name in Brazil.  (C.T. pp. 24, 36, 79; A.A. p. 129.)  Natache 


objected that the future fees were speculative, which the court overruled.  (C.T. p. 24.)  


The court erred as a matter law when it awarded Tim this cost as a sanction under Family 


Code section 271.  Tim did not incur or expend $10,000.  (C.T. pp. 24, 36, 79; A.A. p. 


129.)  As a result, it did not meet the statutory definition for a costs award.   


The court also accepted Tim’s vacation time testimony and awarded him as costs 


$9,000.  That amount was similarly not incurred or expended.  (C.T. pp. 36-37, 79.)  Tim 


was not compensated by his employer for days he was not at work.  He did not incur or 
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expend that amount.  He merely lost out on compensation.  The missed days are not 


“costs” under Family Code section 271.  


Finally, the court accepted Tim’s testimony he anticipated $24,127.10 in fees 


related to the Quatrini litigation.  However, attorney Eva had not yet “performed” those 


services to justify the award of that amount as a sanction.  (A.A. p. 129; C.T. pp. 25-26, 


80.) 


As a matter of law, substantial evidence did not exist of $10,000 in transfer costs, 


$9,000 in vacation costs, or $24,127.10 in attorney’s fees.  Moreover, as a matter of law, 


there was an absence of substantial evidence of $160,000 representing the value of stock 


and a retirement account since those amounts were not tethered to attorney’s fees and 


costs.  It total, $203,127.10 must be subtracted out of the $334,427.10 sum the court 


accepted as attorneys’ fees and costs.  When that is done, only $131,300 of the trial 


court’s sanction award was supported, which results in the reversal of a $68,700 


unsupported sum.   


CONCLUSION 


For all these reasons, the order below should be reversed. 


Dated: April 1, 2018 


_____________________________ 


Dennis Temko SBN 288498  


Attorney for Appellant 
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SUMMONS (Family Law) 
NOTICE TO RESPONDENT (Name): Tim McDaniel 
A VISO AL DEMANDADO (Nombre): 



FL-110 
CITACION (Derecho familiar) 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 



(SOLO PARA USO DE LA CORTE} 



. ' . ~ 



'• I I 



You are being sued. Lo estan demandando. 
r11 u J 



tit'.' ....... , ! 7 P 2: 13 
Petitioner's name is:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
Nombre de/ demandante: 



CASE NUMBER (NUM 



You have 30 calendar days after this Summons and 
Petition are served on you to file a Response (form 
FL-120 or FL-123) at the court and have a copy 
served on the petitioner. A letter or phone call will not 
protect you. 



If you do not file your Response on time, the court 
may make orders affecting your marriage or domestic 
partnership, your property, and custody of your 
children. You may be ordered to pay support and 
attorney fees and costs. If you cannot pay the filing 
fee, ask the clerk for a fee waiver form. 



If you want legal advice, contact a lawyer immediately. 
You can get information about finding lawyers at the 
California Courts Online Self-Help Center 
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/se/fhelp), at the California Legal 
Services Web site (www.lawhelpcalifornia.org), or by 
contacting your local county bar association. 



Tiene 30 dias corridos despues de haber recibido la entrega legal 
de esta Citaci6n y Petici6n para presentar una Respuesta 
(formulario FL-120 6 FL-123) ante la corte y efectuar la entrega 
legal de una copia al demandante. Una carta o 1/amada telef6nica 
no basta para protegerlo. 



Si no presenta su Respuesta a tiempo, la corte puede dar 6rdenes 
que afecten su matrimonio o pareja de hecho, sus bienes y la 
custodia de sus hijos. La corte tambien le puede ordenar que pague 
manutenci6n, y honorarios y costos legates. Si no puede pagar la 
cuota de presentaci6n, pida al secretario un formulario de exenci6n 
de cuotas. 



Si desea obtener asesoramiento legal, p6ngase en contacto de 
inmediato con un abogado. Puede obtener informaci6n para 
encontrar a un abogado en el Centro de Ayuda de las Cortes de 
California (www.sucorte.ca.gov), en el sitio Web de los Servicios 
Legales de California (www.lawhelpcalifornia.org) o poniendose en 
contacto con el colegio de abogados de su condado. 



NOTICE: The restraining orders on page 2 are effective against both spouses or domestic partners until the petition is dismissed, a 
judgment is entered, or the court makes further orders. These orders are enforceable anywhere in California by any law 
enforcement officer who has received or seen a copy of them. 



A VISO: Las 6rdenes de restriccl6n que figuran en la pagina 2 val en para ambos c6nyuges o pareja de hecho hasta que se despida 
la petici6n, se emita un fa/lo o la corte de otras 6rdenes. Cua/quier autoridad de la fey que haya reclbido o visto una copia de estas 
6rdenes puede hacerlas acatar en cualquier lugar de California. 



NOTE: If a judgment or support order is entered, the court may order you to pay all or part of the fees and costs that the court waived 
for yourself or for the other party. If this happens, the party ordered to pay fees shall be given notice and an opportunity to request a 
hearing to set aside the order to pay waived court fees. 
A VISO: Sise emite un fa/lo u orden de manutenci6n, la corte puede ordenar que usted pague parte de, o todas las cuotas y costos de 
la corte previamente exentas a petici6n de usted o de la otra parte. Si esto ocurre, la parte ordenada a pagar estas cuotas debe recibir 
aviso y la oportunidad de solicitar una audiencia para anu/ar la orden de pagar las cuotas exentas. 



1. The name and address of the court are (El nombre y direcci6n de la corte son): 
Superior Court of California 
500 Third Avenue 
500 Third Avenue 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



2· The name, address, and telephone number of petitioner's attorney, or the petitioner without an attorney, are: 
(El nombre, direccion y numero de telefono de/ abogado de/ demandante, o def demandante si no tiene abogado, son): 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) (619) 420-1600 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 1 71 5 
259 Third Avenue, Ste. R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



Date (~~ha); . 



[SEAL] 



Clerk, by (Secretan·o, por) 



TO THE PERSON SERVED: You ares 
LA PERSONA QUE REC/816 LA ENTR realiza 



x as an individual. (a usted como individuo.) 



on behalf of respondent who is a (en nombre de un demandado que es): 
(1) D minor (menor de edad) 



. (2) D ward or conservatee (dependiente de la corte o pupilo) 
·ht-. ...__,,"-~"- (3) D other (specify) (otro - especifique): 



For4~t9d for dill)'; Use 
JuuCoOndi 6tCillfnii 
FL-110 [Rev. July 1, 2009] 



(Read the reverse for important information.) (Lea importante informaci6n al dorso.) 
Pa e 1 of 2 











WARNING-IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
WARNING: California law provides that, for purposes of division of property upon dissolution of a marriage or domestic 
partnership or upon legal separation, property acquired by the parties during marriage or domestic partnership in joint 
form is presumed to be community property. If either party to this action should die before the jointly held community 
property is divided, the language in the deed that characterizes how title is held (i.e., joint tenancy, tenants in common, 
or community property) will be controlling, and not the community property presumption. You should consult your 
attorney if you want the community property presumption to be written into the recorded title to the property. 



STANDARD FAMILY LAW RESTRAINING ORDERS 



Starting immediately, you and your spouse or domestic partner are restrained from 



1. Removing the minor child or children of the parties, if any, from the state without the prior written consent of the other party or 
an order of the court; 



2. Cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other 
coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, held for the benefit of the parties and their minor child or children; 



3. Transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether 
community, quasi-community, or separate, without the written consent of the other party or an order of the court, except in the 
usual course of business or for the necessities of life; and 



4. Creating a nonprobate transfer or modifying a nonprobate transfer in a manner that affects the disposition of property subject to 
the transfer, without the written consent of the other party or an order of the court. Before revocation of a non probate transfer can 
take effect or a right of survivorship to property can be eliminated, notice of the change must be filed and served on the other 
party. 



You must notify each other of any proposed extraordinary expenditures at least five business days prior to incurring these 
extraordinary expenditures and account to the court for all extraordinary expenditures made after these restraining orders are 
effective. However, you may use community property, quasi-community property, or your own separate property to pay an attorney 
to help you or to pay court costs. 



ADVERTENC/A - /NFORMACION IMPORTANTE 



ADVERTENCIA: De acuerdo a la ley de California, las propiedades adquiridas por las partes durante su matrimonio 
o pareja de hecho en forma conjunta se consideran propiedad comunitaria para los fines de la divls/6n de bienes 
que ocurre cuando se produce una disolucion o separaci6n legal de/ matrimonio o pareja de hecho. Si cualquiera de 
las partes de este caso llega a fallecer antes de que se divida la propiedad comunitaria de tenencia conjunta, el 
destino de la misma quedara determinado por las c/ausu/as de la escritura correspondiente que describen su 
tenencia (por ej., tenencia conjunta, tenencia en com(m o propiedad comunitaria) y no por la presunci6n de 
propiedad comunitaria. Si quiere que la presunci6n comunitaria quede registrada en la escritura de la propiedad, 
deberla consultar con un abogado. 



ORDENES DE RESTRICCION NORMALES DE DERECHO FAMLIAR 



En forma inmediata, usted y su conyuge o pareja de hecho tienen prohibido: 



1. Uevarse de/ estado de California a /os hijos menores de /as partes, si /os hubiere, sin el consentimiento previo por escrito de 
la otra parte o una orden de la corte; 



2. Cobrar, pedir prestado, cancelar, transferir, deshacerse o cambiar el nombre de /os beneficiarios de cualquier seguro u otro 
tipo de cobertura, ta/ como de vida, sa/ud, vehfculo y discapacidad, que tenga como beneficiario(s) a /as partes y su(s) 
hija(s) menor(es); 



3. Transferir, gravar, hipotecar, ocultar o deshacerse de cualquier manera de cualquier propiedad, inmueble o personal, ya sea 
comunitaria, cuasicomunitaria o separada, sin el consentimiento escrito de la otra parle o una orden de la corle, con excepci6n 
las operaciones realizadas en el curso normal de actividades o para satisfacer las necesidades de la vida; y 



4. Crear o modificar una transferencia no testamentaria de manera que afecte el destino de una propiedad sujeta a transferencia, 
sin el consentimiento por escrito de la otra parte o una orden de la corte. Antes de que se pueda e/iminar la revocaci6n de una 
transferencia no testamentaria, se debe presentar ante la corle un aviso de/ cambio y hacer una entrega legal de dicho aviso a 
la otra parte. 



Cada parte tiene que notificar a la otra sobre cualquier gasto extraordinario propuesto, por lo menos cinco dlas /aborales antes de 
realizarlo, y rendir cuenta a la corte de todos los gastos extraordinarios realizados despues de que estas 6rdenes de restricci6n 
hayan entrado en vigencia. No obstante, puede usar propiedad comunitaria, cuasicomunitaria o suya separada para pagar a un 
abogado o para ayudarfe a pagar los costos de la corte. 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTV WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name. Stale Bar number, and address): 



_Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



Te.EPHONE NO. ( 61 9) 4 2 Q -16 Q Q FAX 00. (Opllonal)' ( 61 9) 4 2 Q-1611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Op/Jon,1/): 



ATTORNEYFOR<Nam,J. Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 



STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 
MAILINGADoRess 500 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1PcoDe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME: South County Regional Center 



MARRIAGE OF 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves .Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDanie 1 



PETITION FOR 
W Dissolution of Marriage 
D Legal Separation 
D Nullity of Marriage 0 AMENDED 



FL-100 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



; . 



I' '• I 1 '"1 I'"""\ '), I "! 
JU1 I I I_, '· ~ 



CASENUr11_ 
y'J 5 l O ~ ~ 



1. RESIDENCE (Dissolution only) ~ Petitioner D Respondent has been a resident of this state for at least six months and 



of this county for at least three months immediately preceding the filing of this Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. 



2. STATISTICAL FACTS 



a. Date of marriage: 10 / 0 9 / 0 4 c. Time from date of marriage to date of separation (specify): 



b. Date of separation: 0 6 / 0 5 / 13 Years: 8 Months: 8 



3. DECLARATION REGARDING MINOR CHILDREN (include children of this relationship born prior to or during the marriage or 
adopted during the marriage): 



a. Gu There are no minor children. 
b. D The minor children are: 



Child's name Birthdate ~ Sex 



D Continued on Attachment 3b. 
c. If there are minor children of the Petitioner and Respondent, a completed Declaration Under Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction 



and Enforcement Act (UCCJEA) (form FL-105) must be attached. 



d. D A completed voluntary declaration of paternity regarding minor children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior to 
the marriage is attached. 



4. SEPARATE PROPERTY 



Petitioner requests that the assets and debts listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) 



W below be confirmed as separate property. 
Item 



Avenida Alberto Quatrini Bianchi, ?U9, JD. Praiano Guaruja SP Brazil 
Avenida .l\bi!:,:, Oo.s Santos Brar,-::o, 126 A? 33 .:;:,. Praiano Guc:ruJa SP Bc-.:s:il 



_r •·· 



D in Attachment 4 



Confirm to 



.i: -~- 1 ;' t~~=t~~r~·· :;~ r -
:~. ~:· Pet1~;:o~r·0·• : 



•• ~ .-- :·, ➔ 
"',, ·•1 .::.. - .a,, .,.I .-.~ -:::· ., -



NOTICE: You may redact (black out) social security numbers from any written material filed with the court in thisicaiie~i' 
other than a form used to collect child or spousal support. -· :::; ··; 



Form Adopted for Mandatory Use PETITION-MARRIAGE 
Judicial Council of California 



---AFc~-t'l'IIW£'""'·""''·"'!11s.n11ll'l'!a..M1p""1""'!, ,'"'005,.,1---------~---{EamUy""Law)... ~ 











MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): 
CASE NUMBER 



J:1arriage of Menezes and McDaniel 



5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 



a. D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 



b. [xJ All such assets and debts are listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment 5b. 



[iJ below (specify): 



5332 Angler Place, San Diego, CA 92154; 2011 Mazda 3; HSBC Ban~ account; 
Cadell Construction 401{k) 



6. Petitioner requests 
D nullity of voidable marriage based on a. UL] dissolution of the marriage based on d. 



(1) W irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{a).) 



(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{b).) 



{1} D petitioner's age at time of marriage. 



{Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 



b. D legal separation of the parties based on (2) D prior existing marriage. 



(Fam. Code,§ 2210{b}.) {1) D irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310{a).) 



(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) 



c. D nullity of void marriage based on 



(3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(c).) 



(4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 



(5) D force. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(e).) (1} D incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.) 



(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) (6) D physical incapacity. {Fam. Code,§ 2210(f).) 



7. Petitioner requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 
Petitioner Respondent Joint Other 



a. Legal custody of children to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D D 
b. Physical custody of children to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D D D 



As requested in form: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341(C) D FL-341(D) D FL-341(E) D Attachment 7c. 



d. D Determination of parentage of any children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior to the marriage. 



e. Attorney fees and costs payable by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D W 
f. Spousal support payable to (earnings assignment will be issued) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W D 
g. [iJ Terminate the court's jurisdiction {ability) to award spousal support to Respondent. 



h. W Property rights be determined. 



i. D Petitioner's former name be restored to (specify): 



j. D Other (specify): 



D Continued on Attachment 7j. 



8. Child support-If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submission of financial forms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 



amounts at the "legal" rate, which is currently 1 O percent 



9. I HAVE READ THE RESTRAINING ORDERS ON THE BACK OF THE SUMMONS, AND I UNDERSTAND THAT THEY APPLY 



TO ME WHEN THIS PETITION IS FILED. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Date: 06/05/13 :· , '\ 



Natache c. Goncalves Menezes -►----........ ~~--·-----------
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) OF PETITIONER) 



Date: 06/05/13 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 



NOTICE: Dissolution or legal separation may automatically cancel the rights of a spouse un other spouse's will, trust, 
retirement plan, power of attorney. pay on death bank account, survivorship rights to any property owned in joint tenancy, and any 
other similarthi_ng. It does not automatically cancel the right of a spouse as beneficiary of the other spouse's life insurance policy. 
You should review these matters, as well as any credit cards, other credit accounts, insurance polices, retirement plans, and credit 
repo~s to determine whether they should be changed or whether you should take any other actions However, some changes may 
require the agreement of your spouse or a court order (see Family Code sectio~:-· 231-235). 



=============== ;=: ==== :==== 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Nams. Sta/a Bar m,mber. and address}. 



~eill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619) 4 2 Q -16 Q FAX NO. (Optional): ( 619 ) 4 2 Q -1611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Op/Jona/) 



ATTORNEYFOR(NameJ: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
STREET ADDRESS: 50 0 Thi rd Avenue 
MAILINGADDREss: 500 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1PcooE: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
aRANCHNMIE: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 
D Child Custody 
D Child Support 
D Attorney Fees and Costs 



1. TO (name): Tim McDaniel 



D MODIFICATION D Temporary Emergency 
D Visitation Court Order 



UL) Spousal Support UL) Other (specify): 
Exclusive Use of Car 



FL-300 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



20 rninm:es 



2. A hearing on this Request for Order will be held as follows: If child custody or visitation is an issue in this proceeding, Family 
Code section 317 requ· es mediation before or at the same time as the hearing (see item 7.) 



3 Time: W Dept.: D Room: 



b. Address o court w same as noted above D other (specify): 



3. Attachments to be served with this Request for Order: 
a. A blank Responsive Declaration (form FL-320) 



b. D Completed Income and Expense Declaration (form 
FL-150) and a blank Income and Expense 
DecJmjion 



c. D Completed Financial Statement (Simplified) (form 
FL-155) and a blank Financial Statement (Simplified) 



d. D Points and authorities 



Date: 0 Co/I(/( 3 
Neill M. Marangi 



e. D Otr.u::,J,-,f'ttttt'lal.·tyJ: 



► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE) 



D 
4. 0 YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT AT THE DATE AND TIME LISTED IN ITEM 2 TO GIVE ANY LEGAL 



REASON WHY THE ORDERS REQUESTED SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. 



5. D Time for D service D hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 



6. Any responsive declaration must be served on or before (date): 
7. The parties are ordered to attend mandatory custody services as follows: 



8. D You are ordered to comply with the Temporary Emergency Court Orders (form FL-305) attached. 



9. D Other (specify): 



Date: JUDICIAL OFFICER 



To the person who received this Request for Order: If you wish to respond to this Request for Order, you must file a 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) and serve a copy on the other parties at least nine court days 
before the hearing date unless the court has ordered a shorter period of time. You do not have to pay a filing fee to file the 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) or any other declaration including an Income and Expense 
Declaration (form FL-150) or Financial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). 



Form Adopted for Mandatory Use 
Jud,cial Council of Califomia REQUEST FOR ORDER 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



CASE NUMBER 



REQUEST FOR ORDER AND SUPPORTING DECLARATION 
W Petitioner D Respondent D Other Parent/Party requests the following orders: 



1. D CHILD CUSTODY D To be ordered pending the hearing 



FL-300 



a. Child's name and age b. Legal custody to (name of person who 
makes decisions about health, education, etc.) 



c. Physical custody to (name of 
person with whom child will live) 



d. D As requested in form D Child Ci.Jstody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 



D Request for Child Abduction Prevention Orders (form FL-312) 



D Children's Holiday Schedule Attachment (form FL-341 (C)) 



e. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 



(2) ordering (specify): 



D Additional Provisions-Physical Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (D)) 



D Joint Legal Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (E)) 



D Other (Attachment 1d) 



2. 0 CHILD VISITATION {PARENTING TIME) □ To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. As requested in: (1) D Attachment 2a (2) D Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 



(3) D Other (specify): 



b. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



c. D One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now in effect. (Attach a copy of the orders if you 
have one.) The orders are from the following court or courts (specify county and state): 



(1) D Criminal: County/state: (3) D Juvenile: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



(2) D Family: County/state: (4) D Other: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



3. D CHILD SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



a. Child's name and age b. D I request support based on the 
child support guidelines 



c. Monthly amount requested (if not by guideline) 
$ 



d. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



N~tic~: The court is required to order child support based on the income of both parents. It normally continues until the 
child rs 18. You must supply the court with information about your finances by filing an Income and Expense Declaration 
~form FL:150) or a Finan_cial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). Otherwise, the child support order will be based on 
information about vour income that the court receives from other sources includino the other oarent 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



4. W SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



5 - 0 :-. ,. 
'· . 0 v 



a. W Amount requested (monthly): $ reasonable c. D Modify existing order 
b. D Terminate existing order (1) filed on (date): 



(1) filed on (date): (2) ordering (specify): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



d. D The Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form FL-157) is attached (for modification of spousal or 
partner support after judgment only) 



e. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be attached 



5. D ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS are requested on Request for Attorney Fees and Costs OrderAttachment(form FL-319) or a 
declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be 
attached. A Supporting Declaration for Attomey Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-158) or a declaration that 
addresses the factors covered in that form must also be attached. 



6. D PROPERTY RESTRAINT D To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. The D petitioner C:J respondent D claimant is restrained from transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, 
concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether community, quasi-community, or 
separate, except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life. 



D The applicant will be notified at least five business days before any proposed extraordinary expenditures, 
and an accounting of such will be made to the court. 



b. D Both parties are restrained and enjoined from cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or 
changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, 
held for the benefit of the parties or their minor children. 



c. D Neither party may incur any debts or liabilities for which the other may be held responsible, other than in the 
ordinary course of business or for the necessities of life. 



7. W PROPERTY CONTROL D To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. W The petitioner D respondent is given the exclusive temporary use, possession, and control of the following 
property that we own or are buying (specify): 2011 Mazda 3 



b. D The petitioner D respondent is ordered to make the following payments on liens and encumbrances coming 
due while the order is in effect: 
Debt Amount of payment Pay to 



8. D OTHER RELIEF (specify}: 



NOTE: To obtain domestic violence restraining orders, you must use the forms Request for Order 
(Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-100), Temporary Restraining Order(Domestic Violence) (form 
DV-110), and Notice of Court Hearing (Domestic Violence) (form DV-109). 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache c. Goncalves Menezes 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim Mc Danie 1 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



FL-300 
CASE NUMBER: 



9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specify number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 
order shortening time because of the facts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 



10. [iJ FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify): 



D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose. 
The attached declaration must not exceed 1 o pages in length unless permission to file a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 



Tim and I have been married for over 8 years. When we married, I quit 



my job. The only job I've had during the marriage is the part-time job 



I have now at Victoria's Secret as a sales associate. Full-time 



employment is not available to me there. I work as many hours as I am 



given. I've been working at Victoria's Secret since March of 2010. 



Tim has a high-paying job overseas working for Cadell Construction. He 



made $166,558 in 2012. Tim financially supports me by paying all of 



our bills. Now that I'm filing for divorce, I suspect Tim will stop 



supporting me this way. 



I ask the court to award me temporary spousal support because I need it 



and Tim has the ability to pay it. 



The 2011 Mazda 3 is in Tim's name. I'm worried he will try to take the 



car from me, but I'll need it in order to work. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



Date: 06/11/13 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) - -~R~ OF APPLICANT] 



Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office or go to www.courts.ca.gov/forms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons With Disabilities and Response (form MC-41 O). (Civil Code, § 54.8.) 
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:;ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, • Bir, ,,umber, and address): 



~Nl!:ill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
tLaw Office of Neill M. Marangi 
2~9 Third Avenue 
Suite R 



~.~ula Vista, CA 91910 
~ ·: . TELEPHONE NO: ( 619 ) 4 2 Q - 1 6 Q 0 
, _-E-MAIL ADDRESS (Opt,onal): 



FL-150 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



~ ~ATTORNEY FOR Name· Na tache C. Gonca 1 ves Menezes II f~I I 7 
..,-..:1·, , I P 2: l J 



SUP_ERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
$- • 



~-1~ STREET ADDRESS: 500 Thi rd Avenue 
tt0:a MAILINGAODRESS. 500 Third Avenue 
(:-·f c1TYANoz1Pcooe· Chula Vista, CA ~1910 
i:~---. BRANCH NAME: South Count Re 1.onal Center 



-· @:{f.ETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: N~tache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 



~Employment (Give information on yourcurrentjob or, if you're unemployed, your most recentjob.) 
· .. ( a. Employer: Victoria's Secret 



Attachcopies b. Employer's address: 324 Horton Plaza, San Diego, CA 92101 
o( your pay c. Employer's phone number: ( 61 9) 2 3 6- 0 816 
stubs for last 
~'months 



,(bla'ck out 
isbcial 
. seturity 
n~riibers. 



d. Occupation: Sales Associate 



e. Date job started: 0 3 / 10 
f. If unemployed, date job ended: 



g. I work about 8 hours per week. 



h. I get paid $ 2 4 0 gross (before taxes) w per month D per week D per hour. 



(t(:]9u have more than one job, attach an 8½-by-11-inch sheet of paper and list the same information as above for your other 
jotil



1
• Write "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 



R• 
·.:-tA.ge and education 



·:· i My age is (specify): 32 
D No If no, highest grade completed (specify): ··.!?_. I have completed high school or the equivalent: [iJ Yes 



Number of years of college completed (specify): 5 
_Number of years of graduate school completed (specify): 



W Degree(s) obtained (specify): Physical Therapy 



D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 
I have: D professional/occupational license(s) (specify): 



D vocational training (specify): 



·:~ Tax Information 



·-.: ~·a. [iJ I last filed taxes for tax year (specify year): 2011 



.:;-;,b. My tax filing status is D single D head of household D married, filing separately 



w married, filing jointly with (specify name): Tim McDaniel 



I file state tax returns in w California D other (specify state): 



a:;-:-:,. 
I claim the following number of exemptions (including myself) on my taxes (specify): 2 



~J9" .... 



;t'.:..,Qther party's income. I estimate the gross monthly income (before taxes) of the other party in this case at (specify):$ 13, 8 7 9 
·
1 .This estimate is based on (explain): W-2 



/". ;(If you need more space to answer any questions on this form, attach an 8½-by-11-inch sheet of paper and write the 
,.-- _ question number before your answer.) Number of pages attached: 4 



· i:declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information contained on all pages of this form and 
-Qy attachments is true and correct. 



. tk 06111113 



il_JN..;,.:a::.~ t.=,:.;a=c~h~e~Cu•~G"'-=o~n=c~a...,l...:v~e._.s'--IM"4.e~n~e~z:,!:,e:.:.s'-------- ::..►------<::..~.:=::::ii1:i:::::!:::::::::=:d:..::..~.::::::::~:::..... ________ _ 
_:;~, (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF OECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
_RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



CASE NUMBER 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



Attach copies of your pay stubs for the last two months and proof of any other income. Take a copy of your latest federal 
tax return to the court hearing. (Black out your social security number on the pay stub and tax return.) 



5. Income (For average monthly, add up all the income you received in each category in the last 12 months 
and divide the total by 12.) Last month 



Average 
monthly 



a. Salary or wages (gross, before taxes) .................................................. $ __ -=1=9-=8-- ----=2--4;...;:;0--



b. Overtime (gross, before taxes} ...................................................... $ ___ ....,O __ -----=0-



c. Commissions or bonuses ..................................................... $ _____ 0 __ -----=0-



d. Public assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GA/GR) D currently receiving ............. $ ___ -=0-- -----=0-



e. Spousal support D from this marriage D from a different marriage ................... $ _____ 0_ -----=O-



f. Partner support D from this domestic partnership D from a different domestic partnership $ _____ 0-- _____ O_ 



g. Pension/retirement fund payments ................................................... $ ______ 0_ -----=O-



h. Social security retirement (not SSI) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ 0 _____ o_ 
i. Disability: D Social security (not SSI) D State disability (SDI) D Private insurance .... $ ___ __..O _____ O __ 



j. Unemployment compensation ........................................................ $ ______ 0 _______ O_ 



k. Workers' compensation ............................................................. $ ___ ---0 ________ O_ 



I. Other {military BAO, royalty payments, etc.) (specify): ...................................... $ ___ _.O ______ 0_ 



6. Investment income (Attach a schedule showing gross receipts less cash expenses for each piece of property.) 



a. Dividends/interest .................................................................. $ _____ 0 ________ 0_ 
b. Rental property income ............................................................ $ ___ .... 0 _____ 0--
c. Trust income ..................................................................... $ _____ 0 ________ O __ 
d. Other (specify): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ __ ___,.;;0 ______ ....,;:0;.._ 



7. Income from self-employment, after business expenses for all businesses ............... $ _____ 0 ________ 0_ 
I am the D owner/sole proprietor D business partner D other (specify): 



Number of years in this business (specify): 



Name of business (specify): 



Type of business (specify): 



Attach a profit and loss statement for the last two years or a Schedule C from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
social security number. If you have more than one business, provide the information above for each of your businesses. 



8. D Additional income. I received one-time money (lottery winnings, inheritance, etc.) in the last 12 months (specify source and 



amount): 



9. D Change in income. My financial situation has changed significantly over the last 12 months because (specify): 



10. Deductions Last month 



a. Required union dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $ O 
b. Required retirement payments (not social security, FICA, 401 (k), or IRA) .................................. $ 0 



c. Medical, hospital, dental, and other health insurance premiums (total monthly amount) ...................... $ 3 9 9 
d. Child support that I pay for children from other relationships ........................................... $ O 
e. Spousal support that I pay by court order from a different marriage .................................. $ _____ 0_ 
f. Partner support that I pay by court order from a different domestic partnership ............................. $ ___ ..,.O_ 
g. Necessary job-related expenses not reimbursed by my employer (attach explanation labeled "Question 10g'1 ... $ ___ """'O_ 



11. Assets Total 



a. Cash and checking accounts, savings, credit union, money market, and other deposit accounts ............... $ 1 O O 



b. Stocks, bonds, and other assets I could easily sell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ Q 



c. All other property, W real and W personal (estimate fair market value minus the debts you owe) . . $ 21 O, 4 9 2 
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FL-150 
, ~~TITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



--RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
CASE NUMBE 



-_ -~,;.-,-
aQ)THER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



.. ~ following people live with me: 



How the person is That person's gross Pays some of the 
household expenses? A e 



Francelino 14 



related to me? ex: son) monthl income 



Daughter $-0-



0 
0 



0 
0 



0Yes w No 



□ Yes D No 



0Yes D No 



0Yes D No 



0Yes D No 



:~~~age monthly expenses UL] Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 



_-,_.Hom~: 



D Rent or w mortgage ....... $ 2,187 
h. Laundry and cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ --------'5=-0=---
i. Clothes ......................... $ ------'2=-0 __ 0=--



If mortgage: 



(a) average principal: $ ----=5-=4-=4- j. Education .. QQ11l~fl.i,qq~ ......... $ _____ 7:..,;0 __ 0_ 



(b) average interest: $ ----=l...._,..a,6 __ 4 __ 3 __ k. Entertainment, gifts, and vacation ..... $ ______ 4:.,;S_o_ 



Real property taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ______ 5=2==3- I. Auto expenses and transportation 



Homeowner's or renter's insurance (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, etc.) ..... $ ______ 6=-0-0 ___ 
(if notincluded above) ........ , ..... $ 277 m. Insurance (life, accident, etc.; do not 



13 9 
include auto, home, or health insurance)$ ______ o_ 



Maintenance and repair ............ $ ____ ...,;;;.; ___ _ 



~-t-f~alth-care costs not paid by insurance ... $ _____ .aa.6.aa.O_ 
n. Savings and investments. . . . . . . . . . . . $ ______ o_ 
o. Charitable contributions. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ _;::.O_ 



-
0 



p. Monthly payments listed in item 14 
· :.'f.f hild care · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $ (itemize below in 14 and insert total here) $ ____ ___,;2;;;..;:;;.5_ 



~-*-: ~~ 
\~roceries and household supplies ........ $ _____ 6=--=-3=0- q. Other (specifyJ.P.~t;.. J!1.~1:l.r:~tl.G~ .... $ _____ 4.....,_0_ 
:~~tingout ........................... $ ____ ~2...,2=5- ______________________ _ 



_ tilities (gas, electric, water, trash) ....... $ ______ 3.._0......::..0_ r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) (do not add in 



·19":,-
.~:. 



the amounts in a(1)(a) and (b)) $ ___ ;;:a..6 "--'' S;::;;_l=-=-l _ 1 



:.:Telephone, cell phone, and e-mail ....... $ ______ 1=0-=5-
s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ _______ O_ 



'¥.tallment payments and debts not listed above 



For Amount 



Hour Fitness G mernbershi $ 



$ 



$ 



$ 



$ 



$ 



-)!orney fees (This is required if either party is requesting attorney fees.): O 
;:::-To date, I have paid my attorney this amount for fees and costs (specify): $ 0 
>: The source of this money was (specify): 



}-:-) still owe the following fees and costs to my attorney (specify total owed): $ 0 
{: ·My attorney's hourly rate is (specify): $ 0 



M. Marangi {Bar J167155} 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME O ATTORNEY) ► 



NCOMe-A'NDgEXPENSE:DECLARA TION 



Balance Date of last payment 



25 $ 0 current 



0 $ 0 



0 $ 0 



0 $ 0 
0 $ 0 
0 $ 0 



(SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY) 











PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Na tache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 



CASE NUMBER 



(NOTE: Fill out this page only if your case involves child support.) 
16. Number of children 



a. I have (specify number): children under the age of 18 with the other parent in this case. 



-~ .; ~---~·;,,. 



~:11 
b. The children spend O percent of their time with me and O percent of their time with the other parent. 



. ;~f,, ;~,~ (If you're not sure about percentage or it has not been agreed on, please describe your parenting schedule here.) 



17. Children's health-care expenses 
a. DI do D I do not have health insurance available to me for the children through my job. 



b. Name of insurance company: 



c. Address of insurance company: 



d. The monthly cost for the children's health insurance is or would be (specify):$ 0 
(Do not include the amount your employer pays.) 



18. Additional expenses for the children in this case Amount per month 



a. Child care so I can work or get job training ......................... $ 0 



b. Children's health care not covered by insurance ..................... $ _____ ..;;O_ 



c. Travel expenses for visitation .................................... $ _____ =0-



d. Children's educational or other special needs (specify below): .......... $ _____ ..::;O_ 



19. Special hardships. I ask the court to consider the following special financial circumstances 
(attach documentation of any item listed here, including court orders): 



Amount per month 



a. Extraordinary health expenses not included in 18b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ ..;;O_ 



b. Major losses not covered by insurance (examples: fire, theft, other 
insured loss} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ ~0-



c. (1} Expenses for my minor children who are from other relationships and 
are living with me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ =0-



(2) Names and ages of those children (specify): 



(3) Child support I receive for those children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ------=O~ 
The expenses listed in a, b, and c create an extreme financial hardship because (explain): 



20. Other information I want the court to know concerning support in my case (specify): 



FL-150 [Rev. January 1. 2007) 
INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATIOf'' 



.. ,. ,,1(1,c, 
. 



--.,...:..,., 
' 



' 



;_~}ft~ 
,-.•. i 



·:.:.' ~~\· .. :-,f; 



/Jl 



For how many months? . ·:~•f j 
, ' ~ 
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CO LOCATION DEPTID 'l03042-002974 
vss 00080 0008' 



VICTORIA'S SECRET 
Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Four Limffed Parkway 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068 



HR Direct l-866-473-4728 
Employee ID: 00001218271 
Exemptions Addl Amt Addl % 
Fed: S-00 
CA(W): S-00 



E.rnin1s Rate Hours This Period 
Regular 8.76 8.81 77 .18 
Holiday Work o.oo 
Meal Pay o.oo 
Store Closed 0.00 
OVT - FLSA o.oo 



Taxes 
Fed Withholdng o.oo 
fed MED/EE 1.12 
Fed OASDI/EE 4.78 
CA WHhhol dng o.oo 
CA SDI FTDI 0.77 



Year-to-Date 



893.35 
69.49 
8.76 



19.10 
1.28 



35.91 
14.38 
61.50 
o.oo 
9,92 



. .. . ....... . . .. ··::%.:hi;t!:\K <U.i.L:i:~Ji.~JX::;:,::~;:.:::<:~]ali .:f':: 
ns 



Earn:· "f ~. Statement 



Period Beginning: 
Period Ending: 
Advice Date: 
Advice Number: 
Batch Number: 



Page 001 of 001 
05/12/2013 
05/25/2013 
05/31/2013 
0006358465 
SPOH04001188 



NATACHE C, GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 Angler Place 
San Diego, CA 92154 



Other Benefits and 
Inforaatfon This Period Year-to-Datt 



Current Hours Worked Sullllftary 
Hours Worked 8.81 



P1fd TiNe Off SU11Ury 



Direct Deposft Sumary 
Trans Type Allount 
Deposit Che 70.51 
Net Check 0,00 



Meaaage 
Questions about your pay? 
Call HR Oirect 866-473-4728 



Brand Discount Card: 



Victoria's Secret Stores,._L-LC 
Cross Brands Discount: 30% 
Expires 06/15/2013 EMP ID 101218271 
NATACHE C, GONCALVES MENEZES 



C%X!2k&:9U<Oft"'~~ 



G 



NON-NEG.OTIABLE 



a: 
0 
<· 



ii 
~I 
T 











CO LOCATION DEPTID 002841-002784 
vss oooao ooo· 



VICTORIA'S SECRET 
Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Four Limfted Parkway 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43088 



HR Direct 1-866-473-4728 
Employee ID: 00001218271 
Exemptions Addl Amt Addl % 
Fed: S-00 
CA(W): S-00 



E1rnin1s 
Regular 
Holiday Work 
Meal Pay 
Store Closed 
OVT - FLSA 



Taxes 
Fed ~Hthholdng 
Fed MED/EE 
Fed OASDI/EE 
CA Withholdng 
CA SDI FTDI 



Rate 
8.76 



Hours 



3.96 



Thts Period 



34,68 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
o.oo 



0.00 
a.so 
2.15 
o.oo 
0.35 



Ye&r-ta-Date 



816.17 
69.49 
8.76 



19.10 
1.28 



35.91 
13.26 
56.72 
o.oo 
9.15 



Earr ~ _,,, ·, Statement 



Period Beginning: 
Period Ending: 
Advice Date: 
Advice Number: 
Batch Number: 



Page 001 of 001 
04/14/2013 
04/27/2013 
05/03/2013 
0006264433 
SPOH04001182 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 Angler Place 
San Diego, CA 92154 



Other Benefits and 
Infonaatfon This Period Ye1r-to-D1te 



. . . .. . ,, -:~ 



Fed Taxable Wages 34.68 914,80 



Current Hours Worked Sll'IIIAry 
Hours ~orked 3.96 



P•fd Time Off SU11Nry 



Direct Deposit SU11Nry 
Tr•ns Type Allount 
Deposit Che 31.68 
Net Check 0,00 



Meaaaae 
Questions about your pay? 
Call HR Direct 866-473-4728 



Brand Discount C•rd: 



Victoria's Secret Stores, LLC 
Cross Brands Discount: 30% 
Expires 05/18/2013 EMP ID 101218271 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



,•:, 



a 
C 
0 



i 



u. a: 
w 
J: 
~ 
< w 
l-



e2X1ZAl&:l'TCC~P_,-g~ '1 



NON-NEGOTIABLE 



025 
~1r11 r1 ,,•r 1\,\I t\ ,1lr•t ":' ·r'r, 111-,1,\1 1.1,,1.-;1 ,, 1 1..-,,,,,, .,;., ·•••- -•••·•· .... , •. ,· -











I> Ernp!cp lddbtion number (EIN) S . 
c Em~• n■ml, lddrw. 1t11UJP cod■ L 4-21701 , 



i~w~~rui~EF~oLORES, LLC 



1211 See lnsbuctions fa,, bcnc 12 



s 
12b 



12c 



12d 



"i'1i;Emi,1ayt9;;;;;;;;.;,,:iht;;-;:;;neme;;;;-and;;;:;jlnitial;;;;i1--"j-;1.ac;;;-;:ta1M:;;:---------;:;ss.iuff1. -il--
12



-. _JJ.. ____ _j 



NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 



Thanformdal\1111M,g..,,...,,..,to1N 
lrufflll~~-



1 wage 1 :npensatiol' · 



-~ .24 



S~wlglisandlpl· 
2891.24 



7 Social~ llpa 



11Nclnquallhd~ 



11 SIDI ~ f• A 17 State inalme 1u 11 Local wega, llpe, etc. 11 Local lllc0ml tax 



' ;2' ...... JnaJD .. __ 



114.90 



tWedcal'91D-.llllheif 
41,92 



. 13 



28,91 



---------- ----- ----- ----------
_ £arm !:/-2 Wage and Tax Stabtment 2012 __ De~nl Df the Treasury-Internal Revenue s«vtat __ 0MB # 154S-0008 _ _ _ _ _ Copy B To Be F1i.cf W!ttl ~•• FED£JW. Ta Rttum · 



• Ernplo)'N'a llrlt name and ~ LIit'-



NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 



p 



Suff. 



1:Z. 



! $ 
12b 



I 
12c 



t 
12d 



f 
12• 
! 



Copy 2 To Be Filed With 
E~'s STATE, CITY or 
L Income Tax Return 



Er ·,.:-·· -- lollCIJrtt\l 



1 w.,,,.. lipl, otlw ~ 
2891.24 



3 
Seda! 289 f.24 



5 Mediem'e W1091,anlf t1ps· 



2891.24 
., Scx:la lil8CUlfty tip& 



11 NonQualir,ed plats 



1,oit.l' 
CASOI 



~• &'llil 10 number 11 51111a MON, tips, 81c. 17 5111111 inalrne tax 
_ 414-2904-4 _ _ _ _ _ 2891.24 ____ _ 



11 Local wag,..,'ttps, etc. 1t l.ocal inalme tax 



2 Federli lnc:0mt tax wle'lhlld 
114.90 



'Soc:WaecuritftD~ 
121.43 



.. Mldfcn'aii wltnld 
41.92 



· a Aloadlld 11pa 



1D ~ an bllllltl 



28.91 



Form W•2 Wage and Tu Statllment 2012 Dep■ttmont of tlll Treaury-lnttmal Revenue Servi<le 0MB # 1545--0008 Copy 2 To Be Ried Wllfl ~·· 8TATI. CITY or LOCAL lnoome TIX Rttum 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -·- -- -- - - - - -



., SodaJ saaaty tips IAIDcaaldtlps 



• ~• l'nl name and lnillll Lall natN1 SUI!. 



0098423 01 AT D.374 **AUTO TSO 0823 821~4•581032 10 Dapenlenlan i.lllb 



WACHE C ~YES IENEZES 32 ERP E-ofi CA 2 54-5810 



• f ·-·-·· ~ Mantty 



11 S1a111 wages. tlpl. etc. 17 Slla!lt Income lllx 11 Local wages, tlpa, a1c. ,a 1..cc111 1na:me tax 
_ _j8_i1~-L ____ _ 



• !°'!!'~-~~~~'!_T~~~~-2- _ ~~~"!._lll!T~~~~- _ ~!•~~ _ ~Z!a_!,e!~~-~~••_!T~~C!!Y_r6~~!_n~--
b ldanllllcaticn numbs 12a See lnnuctions for box 12 1 Wages, Ups, 0lha' cu,4)eiulb, 2 Fldarll mc:on-e tax wtlnheld 
C ~ln■ml,~a,,dZJPcade 54•2170171 f 2891 ,24 114, 90 



~tCJO~+eifi~E~lfi~~ORES, LLC 12b s SocauaauMywegm 'So:W,i.~ 
RrootMeu~ OH 43068 f SMelbl'e=~.}! •~mdNld. 



2891.24 41.92 
-~tips 



• Emiilo,N'a ht l"lmM and initial · Lat nama SUff, 
0091423 01 AT 0.374 ••AUTO T8 0 0823 82154•&81032 10~onbenell!a 



NATACHE C GONCALVES MENEZES 
5332 ANGLER PLACE 
SAN DIEGO CA 92154-5810 EMPLOYEE'S u O!hllr 



· CASDI 28.91 











'1l.r1'f B • -,... Be Filed with Employee's FEDEIIAL Tu Return. 



1 Employee's SSN 1~-~'corrc-uatlon 



142637.56 



~B N0.1545-008 



rtdtral illafflw tax wiolheld 



734l. 57 1"'1"-,~------' 3 Soda! MN!tyMga -4 Soda! r.1Cla1tyw withhlld 
Empjoyl,IDno.W~ 110100, 00 4624, 20 



63-0837971 
c ~• ram& lddresund ZIP mdt 



~ 0D0EL~NSTRUCTION CO., INC. MO LA N PARK DRIVE 
33~4- ItsAL 36109 



d Corlllal~ 



O)'W's I Nme 



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92154 



FormW-2Wl9'1ndTaSQ111m1nt cClc 
nib ll1fonoNllon fl bang flmnd ID IN ltl!lrnal ~ S.W:. 



Copy 2 -To Be Filed .tth Employws State, 
Oty. or Loal lna,me Tax Return. 
1 ~ISSN 1 Wlg«s,·alha'~ 



142637. 56 



6 Medlen tu WI held 



2415.10 



Suff. 



D 
r.. ... 



D 11753.00 



DD 5761.92 
12c 



12d 



Oept.afTrna1ry-lRS 



OMS NO. 1 S45-<>0I 



2 federil l"lml'lt tll lMlhhcld 



7341. 57 
l":"-::'"-'!------3Sodl!Maatt,Mga -4 SodllMNfl)'Qlwith/ied 
b EmpqwlO~ 110100. 00 4624. 20 



63-0837971 
C En,pla,,,rsn.nc,~andl:JP 0Clde 



~8ELLLA CONSTRUCTION CO. , INC. 
MO GOON PARK DRIVE 
33~~ItsAL 36109 



d ComralNI.ITN 



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 



Nffll 



SAN DIEGO, CA 92154 



, fmpic,yw111ddran1 ZP~ 



Form W-2 Wlgt and Tu 5lacitmn 



dps 



c0l2 



D 
I 



D 



2415.10 



-.. .... 
11753.00 



5761.92 



-------------------------------



Copy C - For EMPLOYEE'S RE' 0MB N0.1545-008 
~otlce to Employee on b,ck, ...!l:..:.•--------,~~-:-:-----~~~----1 
a ~•, SS>1 1 W1ga, 1ip1. ocher CDffiPINMIOl'I 2 Fedtnl lnc:«III 11X wllt'lheid 



142637.56 7341.57 
3 Sodal sewitywaQII 4 SodlJ MC.U11ywwllhhlld 



~b~~:--,--~-~~~=M.-----f 110100.00 4624.20 
s Medlc.ara~es 1nd tfpa 6 MedlcntlX d 



2415.10 63-0837971 166558.56 



C ~· name. ldd,-andZIP code 



CADDELL CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 
2700 LAGOON PARK DRIVE 
MONTGOMERY, AL 36109 
334-244-53.tlS 



d Control Numbtt 



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 ANGLER PL 
S.AN DIEGO, CA 92154 



f Emolorw'1MidlftlandZJl'mde 



13 140tner 



t---i=-~~-~NQ DEF DED 12168.00 



D 



•• •* •••• 



D 11753.00 
, Code 



DD 5761. 92 
llic 



12d 



Form W-2 Waoe and Tu 5r.tarTW1t c Cl 2 Dtpt ofTrua,ry-lR'i 
"llu lnfonn,tjon 1$ bang fllnlshed 10 ltw I~ If )'OU _. requred ID Ille I tall l'ftn\ a negllotna 
penalty a ocher wnction may be I~ on you If d'lts lnairM 11 axabla n )IOU fall ta f'ISJClft It 



Co:,y 2 -To Be Alld with Employee's St3tt. 
Oty, or Loc:al lncom, Tu Ret\lm. 
I Empqw'15.SN 1 Wlgel. tlP', ~ ~ 



142637.56 



OM8 NO. 1 S4S-008 



2 F«Mnl IIICX)ffll !Dw4ltftld 



7341.57 
3 5ocY1 s«Yity MglS -4 Social sea.tty tD wi'lhnlld 



~b~~~mplo)w...,.._O~na41....,,.,.~.,..____,. 110100.00 4624.20 
5 MldlQrewagesllldllpa 6 ~ID 



63-0837971 166558.56 
C ~1Nme,lddtasand1Jlaim 



CADDELL CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 
2700 LAGOON PARK DRIVE 
MONTGOMERY, AL 36109 
334-244-53.tiS 



d ContJaNumbs 



10166 
r ~·s hnarntr.dlnillll ~-



TIM MCDANIEL 
5332 .ANGLER PL 
SAN DIEGO, CA nl54 



°'" 140ltw 



t-~;;;:;:~~n-"1NQ DEF DED 12168.00 



fonTI W-2 Wage and Tu SDtlmenl 2Cli! 



2415.10 



Suff. 



II 
r.; ·' .... 



D 11753.00 



5761.92 



Dlpt. a(Trwu.iry- I RS 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (NafTlfl, Slate Bar number, and address): 



Alan V. Ednmnds, Esq. SBN: 70736 
-The Edmunds Law Firm 



527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 



TELEPHONE NO,; (760) 634-7630 FAX NO, (Optional); (760) 634-6799 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIM MCDANIEL 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



c1rv AND ZIP CODE: Chula Vista, 9 J 910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



MARRIAGE OF 



PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES :tv1ENEZES 



RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 



RESPONSE [X] and REQUEST FOR 
[X] Dissolution of Marriage 
D Legal Separation 
D Nullity of Marriage D AMENDED 



FL-120 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



Zn 13 !L'1·1'_ I J u .... - ,'~ :C: 00 



' ..... -·'. 
::;_.,~i1 ; . ;!. : __ _ : L _ 'I: . 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



1. RESIDENCE (Dissolution only} [X] Petitioner D Respondent has been a resident of this state for at least six months and 



of this-county for at least three months immediately preceding the filing of the Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. 



2. STATISTICAL FACTS 



a. Date of marriage: 10/09/04 c. Time from date of marriage to date of separation (specify): 
b. Date of separation: 01/07/13 Years: 8 Months: 2 



3. DECLARATION REGARDING MINOR CHILDREN (include children of this relationship born prior to or during the marriage or 



ad°fX_°j during the marriage): 
a. There are no minor children. 
b. D The minor children are: 



Child's name Birthdate 89.§. Sex 



D Continued on Attachment 3b. 
c. If there are minor children of J!le Petitioner and Respondent, a completed Declaration Under Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction 



and Enforcement Act (UCCJEA) (form FL-105) must be attached. 



d. D A completed voluntary declaration of paternity regarding minor children born to the Petitioner and Respondent prior 
to the marriage is attached. 



4. SEPARATE PROPERTY 
~ondent requests that the assets and debts listed D in Property Declaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment 4 
LXJ below be confirmed as separate property. 
Item Confirm to 



All property acquired prior to marriage by gift, inheritance, bequest. devise, Respondent 
or descent. All accwnulations and earings acquired after the date of separation, 
in addition to other separate property unknown at this time. Respondent 
reserves the right to amend this response upon further discovery. 



NOTICE: You may redact (black out) social security numbers from any written material filed with the court in this case 
other than a form used to collect chi Id or spousal support. 



Form Adopled lor Mandatory Use 
Judiclal Council of Caldornia 



FL-120 IRev, January 1, 20051 
RESPONSE-MARRIAGE 



(Family Law) 



Pa elol2 



=-~~~~lc:~0v. 
bDxHO!I~ 



\\).-02 a-~' r. ,---











MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): CASE NUMBER: 



C-ONCALVES MENEZES V. MCDANIEL DS 51030 



5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 
a. D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 



b. [X] All such assets and debts are listed CJ ln Property Dedaration (form FL-160) D in Attachment Sb. 



[X] below (specify): 



Respondent anticipates all such assets and debts will be disposed of by written agreement. In the event such an agreement is not 
entered into, he will prepare a property declaration to enable an equitable line disposition of all community and quasi
community assets and debts. 



6. D Respondent contends that the parties were never legally married. 



7. D Respondent denies the grounds set forth in item 6 of the petition. 



8. Res
1



'in1ent requests 
a. dlssolutlon of the marriage based on d. 



(1) [X] irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code, § 2310(a).) 
(2) D incurable Insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b}.) 



b. D legal~aratlon of the parties based on 
(1) LJ irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) 
(2) D incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) 



c. D nullity of void marriage based on 
(1) D incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.} 
(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) 



D nullity of voidable marriage based on 
( 1) D respondent's age at time of marriage. 



(Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 
(2) D prior existing marriage. 



(Fam. Code, § 221 0(b).) 
(3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code, § 221 0(c).) 
(4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 
(5) D force. (Fam. Code, § 221 0(e).) 
(6} D physical incapacity. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(f).) 



9. Respondent requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 



a. Legal custody of children to ... ....... ........ ........ .......... ......... ........ ............... ..... ............ .... PeCJner Rejponldent Jt=J ~r 
b. Physical custody of children to ...................................................................................... D D D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to ....................................................................... ,................. D D D 



As requested in form: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341 (C) D FL-341 (D) D FL-341 (E) D Attachment 9c. 



d. D Determination of parentage of any children born to the Petitioner and Respondent [)ti to the marriage. 
e. Attorney fees and costs payable by............................................................................... D 
f. Spousal support payable to (wage assignment will be Issued} ....................................... D ~ 
g. 00 Terminate the court's jurisdiction (ability) to award spousal support to Petitioner. 



h. [X] Property rights be determined. 



i. D Respondent's former name be restored to (specify): 
j. [X] Other (specify): Memorandum on all contested Issues; leave to Amend Response. 



D Continued on Attachment 9j. 



10. Child support- If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submisslon of financial forms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 
amounts at the "legal" rate, which Is currently 10 percent. 



I declarefn~er penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that tho foregoing is true and correct. 



Date: 11 \q \ f3 
TIM MCDANIEL -►------1-+-lorL-~...-=;...;::...~~~-=-..:..---=-=--=---+-=-,;__:,__:...;l...,IL- trlvre 



(TVPE OR PRINT NAME) 



Date: 



Alan V Edmunds Esq OuJia Sz_afraniec Esq ► 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



The original response must be flied in the court with proof of service of a copy on Petitioner. 
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MARRIAGE OF (last name, first name of parties): CASE NUMBER: 



GONCALVES MENEZES V. MCDANIEL OS 51030 



5. DECLARATION REGARDING COMMUNITY AND QUASI-COMMUNITY ASSETS AND DEBTS AS CURRENTLY KNOWN 
a D There are no such assets or debts subject to disposition by the court in this proceeding. 



b. [X] All such assets and debts are listed D in Property Declaraffon (form Fl-160) D in Attachment Sb. 



[X] below (specify): 



Respondent anticipates all such assets and debts -will be disposed of by written agreement. In the event such an agreement is not 
entered into, he will prepare a property declaration to enable an equitable line ctisposition of all community and quasi
community assets and debts. 



6. D Respondent contends that the parties were never legally married. 



7. D Respondent denies the grounds set forth in item 6 of the petition. 



8. Respondent requests 
a. [X] dissolutlon of the marriage based on d. D nullity of voidable marriage based on 



(1) [X] irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) (1) D respondent's age at time of marriage. 
(2) D Incurable insanity. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(b).) (Fam. Code,§ 2210(a).) 



b. D lega~aration of the parties based on (2) D prior existing marriage. 
(1) LJ irreconcilable differences. (Fam. Code,§ 2310(a).) (Fam. Code,§ 2210(b).) 
(2) D Incurable Insanity. (Fam. Code, § 231 0(b).) (3) D unsound mind. (Fam. Code, § 221 O(c).) 



c. D nullity of void marriage based on (4) D fraud. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(d).) 
(1) D Incestuous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2200.) (5) D force. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(e).) 
(2) D bigamous marriage. (Fam. Code,§ 2201.) (6) D physical Incapacity. (Fam. Code,§ 2210(f}.) 



9. Respondent requests that the court grant the above relief and make injunctive (including restraining) and other orders as follows: 



a. Legal custody of children to .... ............... ....... .. ..... ..... .................. ..... ..... ......... ... .. ......... Peon er Res[::=:rertt 
b. Physical custody of children to ... ................................. ........................ .......................... D D 
c. Child visitation be granted to ... . .... .............. ..... ...... ... .... ... .................... ... ... .... ..... .. ......... D D 



As requested inform: D FL-311 D FL-312 D FL-341(C) D FL-341(0) D FL-341(E) D 



~: ~rn~:~=~~i~~~~~~:sp;~~~~;~~~-~~~-~-~~~~~~~-~~~~--t-~ .. t-~-~-~~~~~~-~~-~~-~-~~~:.~:~~nt p~rl to the mc3ge. 



f. Spousal support payable to (wage assignment will be issued) ....................................... D D 
g. [X] Terminate the court's jurisdiction (ability) to award spousal support to Petitioner. 



h. [X] Property rights be determined. 



i. D Respondent's former name be restored to (specify): 
j. [X] Other (specify): Memorandum on all contested Issues; leave to Amend Response. 



D Continued on Attachment 9J. 



Joint Other 
DD 
DD 



D 
Attachment 9c. 



10. Child support- If there are minor children born to or adopted by the Petitioner and Respondent before or during this marriage, the 
court will make orders for the support of the children upon request and submission at financial torms by the requesting party. An 
earnings assignment may be issued without further notice. Any party required to pay support must pay interest on overdue 
amounts at the "legal" rate, which ls currently 10 percent. 



~::~la1rq [illy of perjury under the laws of the Stale of Calffornia that the foregoing is true and correct. "' 



TIMMCPAt:lJEI ► ::-sl ~t½U_:') 
(TVPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF AESPONDENTI 



Date: 



Alan v fnrouods Er,q /JuJja Szafraoit& Esq ► 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAK) (SIGNAlURE OF ATTORNEY FOR RESP()ltDENn 



The original response must be filed in the court with proof of service of a copy on Petitioner. 
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FL-335 
ATTORNEY OR PARTY IMTHOVT ATTORNEY (Name, Sista Bar numbor, and addrass)· FOR COURT USE ONLY 



~Ian V. Edmunds, Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. SBN: 70736 / 256783 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 



Encinitas, CA 92024 
TB.EPHONE NO. (760) 634-76)0 FAX NO (Optional). (760) 634-6799 2013 .. :Ui.. 2 3 ° 3: o 7 



E-MAIL AOORESS (Ophon1Q; 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIJv1 MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN uu:.uu 
STREET ADDRess: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRess: 500 3rd Avenue 



aTY ANo ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, 9191 0 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



HEARING DATE: 



HEARING TIME: 



DEPT.: 



NOTICE: To serve temporary restraining orders you must use personal service (see form FL-330). 



(If eppllcable, provide): 



1. I am at least 18 years of age, not a party to this action, and I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing took 
place. 



2. My residence or business address is: THE EDMUNDS LAW FIRM 
527 ENCINTAS BLVD., SUITE 100 
ENCINTAS, CA 92024 



3. I served a copy of the following documents (specify): CONFORMED COPY FILED JULY 11, 2013: 
1. RESPONSE AND REQUEST FOR DISSOLUTION OF MARRJAGE. 



by enclosing them in an envelope AND 
a. CJ depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 
b. [X] placing the envelope for collection and mailing on the date and at the place shown in item 4 following our ordinary 



business practices. I am readily familiar with this business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for 
mailing. On the same day that correspondence is placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of 
business with the United States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 



4. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follows: 



a. Name of person served: MS. NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES C/O l'vlR. NEIL M. MARANGI, ESQ. 
b. Address: LAW OFFICE OF l\1EIL M. MARANGI 



259 THIRD AVENUE, SUITER. CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 
c. Date mailed: 7/15/13 
d. Place of mailing (city and state): ENCINTAS, CA 



5. CJ I served a request to modify a child custody, visitation, or child support judgment or permanent order which included an 
address verification declaration. (Declaration Regarding Address Verification-Postjudgment Request to Mod;fy a Child 



Custody, Visitation. or Child Support Order (form FL-334) may be used for this purpose.) 



6. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California tha7t~e foregoing ·s true and correct. 



Date: JULY 15, 2013 ► \ 
JOY SALMON ----+lt---i--t----,L~~------------



Form Approved for Optional UH 
Judicial Counol ot Callornia 



FL,335 [Rev. January 1. 201~] 



(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAI, 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Slate t:JBr number, and address)" FOR COURT USE ONLY 



$/~ 
FL-115 (l It.-



_Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R •:',.//_i , .1 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 - ·!. /q 



TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619 ) 4 2 0 -1 6 Q FAX NO (Oplional). ( 619 ) 4 2 Q -1611 ' · ,'--; 



t-E-~-~rr-:-~-~-,:-:-F~-:-~N-:-rn;-'~::_o_:-~-:-t-,Fc_o_:-:-,A-~-~-o-~-N-~-~-~-:-1-~_e_a_~-~ .... : .... :-:-z-o_e_s _______ _,: .. ; ;i ('.,t-i Aj{,_!/(-l~·-·· ~ 
STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 O Third Avenue ., 
MAILING ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1Pcooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



PROOF OF SERVICE OF SUMMONS 
CASE NUMBER" 



05~1(Q)D 
1. At the time of service I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I served the respondent with copies of: 



a. w Family Law-Marriage: Petition-Marriage (form FL-100), Summons (form FL-110), and blank Response-Marriage 
(form FL-120) -or-



b. D Family Law-Domestic Partnership: Petition-Domestic Partnership (form FL-103), Summons (form FL-110), and 
blank Response-Domestic Partnership (form FL-123) 



-or-
e. D Uniform Parentage: Petition to Establish Parental Relationship (form FL-200), Summons (form FL-210), and blank 



Response to Petition to Establish Parental RelaUonship (form FL-220) 
-or-



d. D Custody and Support: Petition for Custody and Support of Minor Cht1dren (form FL-260), Summons (form FL-210), and 
blank Response to Petition for Custody and Support of Minor Children (form FL-270) 



.. and 



e. W (1) D Completed and blank Declaration Under 
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and 
Enforcement Act(form FL-105) 



(2) w Completed and blank Declaration of 
Disclosure (form FL-140) 



(3) w Completed and blank Schedule of Assets 
and Debts (form FL-142) 



(4) W Completed and blank Income and 
Expense Declaration (form FL-150) 



2. Address where respondent was served: 



5 352-- -A ~v- T'iace 



3. I served the respondent by the following means (check proper box): 



(5) D Completed and blank Financial Statement 
(Simplified) (form FL-155) 



(6) D Completed and blank Properly 
Declaration (form FL-160) 



(7) w Request for Order (form FL-300), and blank 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order 
(form FL-320) 



(8} UL] Other(specify): :3rr . .!.l.J' L=•,: ce.:ti:i.:~te :f 



Assignment; Notic~ of Case Assignment; 
Notice of Hearing 



a. w Personal service. I personally delivered the copies to the respondent (Code Civ. Proc.,§ 415.10) 



on (date): 7 / 0 / 1.D ( ~ at (time): 7 ~ ':) .3 pry, 
b. D Substituted service. I left the copies with or in the presence of (name): 



who is (specify title or relationship to respondent): 



( 1) D (Business) a person at least 18 years of age who was apparently in charge at the office or usual place of 
business of the respondent. I informed him or her of the general nature of the papers. 



(2) D (Home) a competent member of the household (at least 18 years of age) at the home of the respondent. I 
informed him or her of the general nature of the papers. 
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Form Approved for Op11onaI Use 
Judicial Council of California 
FL-115 [Rev. July 1, 2012) 



PROOF OF SERVICE OF SUMMONS CodeofC1vU Procedure.§ 41710 



==----~(_Fa_m_ily Law-:::-Unlform Pare"ct•ge---Cu~tody and Sup~rt) So~· ~[ _
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT A TT':.RNEY (~Tn'1. State. .Jmber. end address); 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 
TELEPHONE NO.: ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q - 1 6 Q Q ;: AX NO. . ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q - 1 611 
E-MAIL ADDRESS 



ATTORNEYFOR(NemeJ: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 



STREET ADDRESS 500 Third Avenue 
MAILJNGADDREss: 500 Third Avenue 



c1TYANoz1PcooE: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCHNAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARlY: 



DECLARATION REGARDING SERVICE OF DECLARATION OF 
DISCLOSURE AND INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 



W Petitioner's w Preliminary 



D Respondent's D Final 



1. I am the CK] attorney for w petitioner D respondent in this matter. 



. -
,.' ·,f, 'c1f:°~·cl") :\j•~,;/>\·: ;_:/ 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



2. w Petitioner's D Respondent's Preliminary Declaration of Disclosure (form FL-140), current* Income and Expense 
Declaration (form FL-150), completed Schedule of Assets and Debts (form FL-142) or Community and Separate Properly 
Declarations (form FL-160) with appropriate attachments, all tax returns filed by the party in the two years before service of the 
preliminary disclosures, and all other required information under Family Code section 2104 were served on: 



W the other party UL] the other party's attorney by D personal seNice D mail 
[Ju Other (specify): PDOD personally served on the other party on 07 /03/13. Tax 
returns served by mail upon the other party's attorney on 07/18/13. 
on (date): 07 /03/13 and 07 /18/13 



3. D Petitioner's D Respondent's Final Declaration of Disclosure (form FL-140), current* Income and Expense Declaration 
(form FL-150), completed Schedule of Assets and Debts (form FL-142) or Community or Separate Property Declarations (form 
FL-160) with attachments, and the material facts and information required by Family Code section 2105 were served on: 



D the other party D other party's attorney by D personal service D mail 



D Other (specify): 



on (date): 



4. D Service of D Petitioner's D Respondent's D preliminary D final declaration of disclosure 
D current income and expense declaration has been waived as follows: 



a. D The parties agreed to waive final declaration of disclosure requirements under Family Code section 2105(d.) 
(Form FL-144 may be used for this purpose.) The waiver D was filed on (date): 



Dis being filed at the same time as this form. 



b. D The party has failed to comply with disclosure requirements, and the court has granted the request for voluntary waiver of 
receipt under Family Code section 2107 on (date): 



c. D This is a default proceeding that does not include a stipulated judgment or settlement agreement. Petitioner waives final 
disclosure requirements under Family Code section 2110. 



*Current is defined as completed within the past three months providing no facts have changed. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 5.260.) 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoinQ.J.:iHH~1-1.1 



Date: 07 /18/13 



Neill M. Marangi ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



NOTE: File this document with the court. 
Do not file a copy of the Preliminary or Final Declaration of Disclosure or 
any attachments to either declaration of disclosure with this document. 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, State Bar number. and address). 



,_ Alan V. Edmunds, Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. SBN: 70736 / 256783 
The Edmunds Law Firm 
527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 



TaEPHONE NO.: (760) 634-7630 
E,MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 



FAX NO. (Optional): (760) 63 4-6799 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name): TIM MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING AOORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



c1rv AND z1P cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES l\1ENEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARTY: 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 



HEARING DATE: TIME: DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 



AUGUST 5, 2013 1:45 PM 17 



1. CJ CHILD CUSTODY 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



2. CJ CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I consent to guideline support. 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



(1) CJ Guideline 
(2) CJ Other (specify): 



4. [X] SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 



FL-320 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



P "). n, 
..)• .. , 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



c. CJ I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 



Fonn Adopted for Mandatory Ur.e 
Judicial Council of California 
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PETITIONERJPLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES lvIBNEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARlY: 



5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. [X] OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NUMBER 



DS 51030 



c. 0 I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 



9. 0 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 



[X] Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TlM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HEREIN. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form OV-120). 



FL-320 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct. 



Date: JULY Z Z ,2013 Signature Via Facsimile 
TIM MCDANIEL ► (TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF DECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARTY. 



5 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested 



c. D I consent to the following order 



7 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b D I do not consent to the order requested 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. D[I OTHER RELIEF 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NU.IJ.l!Ol 



DS 510:lO 



c. LJ I consent to the following order: PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL FILED CONCURRl::NTLY HEREIN. 



9 0 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



PLEASE SEE RESPONSIVE DECLARATION Of RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTIJY HEREIN. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence reslraining orders requested rn the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-120). 



FL-320 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct 



Date JULY Z. l .20 I 3 



TIM MCD -\NTEI ► 
RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER Pili!CI 2o(2 











1 Julia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. I 00 
Encinitas, California 92024 



ZU/3 ,./UL 23 P 3: OT 3 (760) 634-7630 
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7 
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9 
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Attorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 



In Re: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



Petitioner, 



) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
) MCDANIEL, IN OPPOSITION OF 



14 v. ) PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER 
) 



15 Tim McDaniel ) 
) 



16 Respondent ) Date: 8/5/2013 
) Time: 1 :45 p.m. 



17 



18 



19 



20 



) Dept.: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 



--------------) 



I, TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 



21 1. I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years. 



I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 



on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 



would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



I. 
BACKGROUND 



2. Petitioner, NAT ACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 



3. 



separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 



Petitioner filed for dissolution on June I 3, 2013. 
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18 



19 
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4. 



5. 



6. 



7. 



8. 



II. 



EXCLUSIVE USE OF CAR 



Petitioner has requested exclusive use of our car, which was purchased by me and is titled 



solely in my name. 



I consent to Petitioner's use of the car, but request the court order Petitioner assume title 



and insure the vehicle in her name. 



During the past two (2) years Petitioner has been involved in two (2) serious, at-fault 



collisions; one September 2011 causing nearly $10,000 in damages, and another October 



2012 resulting in a total loss of the vehicle. I should not be to forced to continue to face 



liability for Petitioner's reckless driving. 



III. 



SPOUSAL SUPPORT 



I ask the court order guideline spousal support, with credit to me for all support provided 



since the filing of this action. 



In calculating the guideline amount, I request the court impute Petitioner the income she 



should be earning as a physical therapist. She has completed the five (5) year degree 



program but remains under-employed because I have always paid all of her expenses. In 



the past she has told me she has no intention of contributing financially. (Please see 



Exhibit ~'A" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and 



Wages) and (Please sec Exhibit "B" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Jobs, 



Employment in San Diego, CA) 



23 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



24 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



25 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 



26 
Dated: _:i(, \,\.. \ 
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28 



Signature Via Facsimil 



TIM McDANIEL 
Respondent 
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4. 



5. 



6. 



7. 



8. 



If. 



EXCLUSIVE USE OF CAR 



Petitioner has requested exclusive use of our car, which was purchased by me and is titled 



solely in my name. 



I consenl to Petitioner's use of the car 1 but request the court order Petitioner assume title 



and insure the vehicle in her name. 



During the past two (2) years Petitioner has been involved in two (2) serious, at-fault 



collisions; one September 20 l l causing nea.rly $10,000 in damages, and another October 



2012 resulting in a total loss of the vehicle. l should not be to forced to continue to face 



liability for Petitioner's reckless driving. 



III. 



SPOUSAL SUPPORT 



I ask the court order guideline spousal support, with credit to me for all support provided 



since the fi]jng of this action. 



In calculating the guideline amount, I request the court impute Petitioner the income she 



should be caming as a physical therapist. She has completed the five (5) year degree 



program but remains under-employed because I have always paid all of her expenses. ln 



the past she hac, told me she has no intention of contributing financially. (Please see 



Exbibit "A" Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and 



Wages) and (Please sec Exhibit ''B'' Lodged herein, Physical Therapist Jobs, 



Employment in San Diego, CA) 



23 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



24 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



25 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 
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28 TlM McDANIEL 
Respondent 
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Julia Szafraniec, Esq, (256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Suite 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 lO I 1 Jl 2] p 3: I 0 



3 Telephone: (760) 634-7630 



4 



5 Attorney for Respondent, TIM McDANIEL 



6 



7 



8 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 



9 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 
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In RE: ~ Case No. D~S 16e444 1)S SlO~c) 
NATACHE C. GONCALVES M 



PETITIONER, 



V 



TIM McDANIEL 



RESPONDENT. 



) 
) NOTICE OF LODGMENT AND 
) LODGMENT OF DOCUMENTS 
) 
) 
) Date: 8/5/2013 
) Time: 1 :45 p.m. 
) Dept: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 
) 



NOTICE IS HEREIN GIVEN that Respondent, TIM McDANIEL, intends to lodge the following 



exhibits for the above-captioned matter. 



1. Exhibit HA," Physical Therapist Occupational Employment and Wages. 



2. Exhibit "B," Physical Therapist Jobs, Employment in San Diego, CA. 



Dated: JULY 22, 2013 



Respectfully Submitted, 



The Edmunds Law Firm 



j 



\ '._.,l \. l '- l.t.: 



Al Esq./ Julia Szafraniec, Esq. 
Att spondent, Tim McDaniel 



NOTICE OF LODGMENT AND LODGMENT 











ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Stale Bar 11Umbar, arxi address): 



_JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 



THE EDMUNDS LAW FIRM 
527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, CA 92024 



TELEPHONE NO. (760) 634-7630 
E·MAIL ADDRESS (Optional}. 



SBN: 256783 



FAX NO. (Optional): (760) 634-6799 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 



ATTORNEY FOR (Name)." TIM MCDANIEL '• · 
1----------------------------------.,.i.i._, ;\ti :.,; __ '.~ . 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



arv AND 21P coDe: Chula Vista 9191 0 
BRAACH NAME South Countv Rel?ionaJ Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



REQUEST FOR ORDER CJ 
D Child Custody CJ 
D Child Support CJ 



MODIFICATION 
Visitation 
Spousal Support 



CJ 



[X] 



Temporary Emergency 
Court Order 
Other (specify): Exclusive 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



D Attorney Fees and Costs Use, Possesion of house i!l Brazil 



1. TO (name): NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



FL-300 



2. A hearing on this Request for Order will be held as follows: If child custody or visitation is an issue in this proceeding, Family 
Code section 31 0 requi es mediation before or at the same time as the hearing (see item 7.) 



b. Address o court other (specify): 



3. Attachments to be served with this Request for Order: 



a. A blank Responsive Dedaration (form FL-320) 
b. D Completed Income and Expense Declaration (form 



FL-150) and a blank Income and Expense 



~. rec,aTion 



k n.1. \ \'_-,_•.,_l 
Date: 



JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 



c. D Completed Financial Statement (Simplified) (form 



FL-155) and a blank Financial Statement (Simpliffed) 
d. D ~oints and authorities 



e. D ;'6,er (specify): 



► i ·1 \' ,.·l· \1 ·J1. l .1') J l \ \,\_L,1_ · - 1 \I, ,l, j · ''- • · '-' 



CJ COURT ORDER \ I -· 



4. 0 YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT AT THE DATE AND TIM~ LISTED IN ITEM 2 TO GIVE ANY LEGAL 
REASON WHY THE ORDERS REQUESTED SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. 



5. D Time for CJ service CJ hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 



6. Any responsive declaration must be served on or before (date): 
7. The parties are ordered to attend mandatory custody services as follows: 



8. D You are ordered to comply with the Temporary Emergency Court Orders (form FL-305) attached. 



9. D other {specify): 



-·, ---~ -· -1· :.:.-> -·. ..,'"I c-1 ,... -:~~ 
'.::i· C !.~ '' '?. !'·< ~ ~~ ~ r,:;· ;::.t ~~t ·1'~, 



JUDICIAL l'"\'iFICER ~!. It i') ~~ ~~ ( ,) lt,I (~ ~\:: 



Date: 



~-1 · !:~ ~ • r•r 1-<t ''I• -• .._~ 



To the person who received this Request for Order. If you wish to respond to this Request for Or.deij~you•.p,lf~t filfa .3 _. . .--- ·-7· ~I 
Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320) and serve a copy on the other parties· at l_east· rii~•~ cotlrt day.S _·; 1 ~~ 
before the hearing date unless the court has ordered a shorter period of time. You do not have to pay ~1illn~ fee to fH~ tD~ ;;: .~:. ::; 
Responsive Declaration to Request forOrder(form FL-320) or any other declaration including an /ncome·ani:JExpense' ~- ;_:: c- ~,. 



Declaration (form FL-150) or Financial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155). , ::J -;,:; ~-~-'. 
'-----------------------------------------------,----'--'-:--, ··•: ... I 



Form Adopted for Mandatory U5oe 
Judicial Council of Ca~fomiil 
FL-300 [ReY. July 1, 2012) 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 



Pa e:1 of4 : ,·· 



,;,, Fa~i_ly ~~,'~§ 2045, 210~., 6224 •.. _ ; :! 
•:. :, '.:· ·6226, d320-:8326, 6380-6383 · , , , 



•-~-; ~O\le~r,n~~.t.Code, § 26826 . . fff-% 











PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM' MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PAR1Y: 



CASE NUMBER 



DS 51030 



REQUEST FOR ORDER AND SUPPORTING DECLARATION 



D Petitioner [X] Respondent D other Parent/Party requests the following orders: 



1. 0 CHILD CUSTODY C=:J To be ordered pending the hearing 



FL-300 



a. Child's name and age b. Legal custody to (name of person who 
makes decisions about health, education, etc.) 



c. Physical custody to (name of 
person with whom child will live) 



d. D As requested in form D Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 
D Request for Child Abduction Prevention Orders (form FL-312) 
D Children's Holiday Schedule Attachment (form FL-341(C)) 



e. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



D Additional Provisions-Physical Custody Attachment (form FL-341(D)) 
D Joint Legal Custody Attachment (form FL-341 (E)) 
D Other (Attachment 1 d) 



2. 0 CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) CJ To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. As requested in: (1) c=J Attachment 2a (2) CJ Child Custody and Visitation Application Attachment (form FL-311) 



(3) CJ Other (specify): 



b. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 



(2) ordering (specify): 



c. D One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now in effect. (Attach a copy of the orders if you 



have one.) The orders are from the following court or courts (specify county and state): 



(1) D Criminal: County/state: (3) C:J Juvenile: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



(2) D Family: County/state: (4) CJ Other: County/state: 
Case No. (if known): Case No. (if known): 



3. D CHILD SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



a. Child's name and age b. CJ I request support based on the 
child support guidelines 



c. Monthly amount requested (if not by guideline) 
$ 



d. D Modify existing order 
(1) filed on (date): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



Notice: The court is required to order child support based on the income of both parents. It normally continues until the 
child is 18. You must supply the court with Information about your finances by filing an Income and Expense Declaration 
(form Fl-150) or a Financial Statement (S/mplifled) (form FL-155). Otherwise, the child support order will be based on 
information about your income that the court receives from other sources, including the other parent. 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
-RESPONDENTfDEFENOANT: TJM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



CASE NUMBER. 



DS 51030 



4. 0 SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT (An earnings assignment order may be issued.) 



a. D Amount requested (monthly): $ c. c=J Modify existing order 
b. D Terminate existing order (1) filed on (date): 



( 1) filed on (date): (2) ordering (specify): 
(2) ordering (specify): 



FL-300 



d. D The Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form FL-157) is attached (for modification of spousal or 
partner support after judgment only) 



e. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be attached 



5. D ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS are requested on Request for Attorney Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-319) or a 
declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. An Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150) must be 
attached. A Supporting Declaration for Attorney Fees and Costs Order Attachment (form FL-158) or a declaration that 
addresses the factors covered in that form must also be attached. 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT [=:J To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. The c=J petitioner [=:J respondent D claimant is restrained from transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, 
concealing, or in any way disposing of any property, real or personal, whether community, quasi-community, or 
separate, except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life. 



D The applicant will be notified at least five business days before any proposed extraordinary expenditures, 
and an accounting of such will be made to the court. 



b. CJ Both parties are restrained and enjoined from cashing, borrowing against, canceling, transferring, disposing of, or 
changing the beneficiaries of any insurance or other coverage, including life, health, automobile, and disability, 
held for the benefit of the parties or their minor children. 



c. CJ Neither party may incur any debts or liabilities for which the other may be held responsible, other than in the 
ordinary course of business or for the necessities of life, 



7. D PROPERTY CONTROL c=J To be ordered pending the hearing 



a. CJ The petitioner c=J respondent is given the exclusive temporary use, possession, and control of the following 
property that we own or are buying (specify): 



b. CJ The petitioner CJ respondent is ordered to make the following payments on liens and encumbrances coming 
due while the order is in effect: 
Debt Amount of payment Pay to 



8. [X] OTHER RELIEF (specify): 



EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESJON OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI Bl AN CHI, GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 



NOTE: To obtain domestic violence restraining orders, you must use the forms Request for Order 
(Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-100) 1 Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence) (form 
DV-110), and Notice of Court Hearing (DomesUc Violence) (form DV-109). 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES lVIBNEZES 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



CASE NUMBER. 



DS 51030 



FL-300 



9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specify number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 



order shortening time because of the tacts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 



10. [X] FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify): 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. ( You may use Attached Declaration (form MC·031) for this purpose. 



The attached declaration must not exceed 10 pages in length unless rermission to file a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 



PLEASE SEE ATTACHED DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HERElN IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER 



I declare rder renalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



~:~~~~ ► Signature Via Facsimile 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT) 



Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office or go to www.courts.ca.gov/forms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons \Mth Disabilities and Response (form MC-410). (Civil Code,§ 54.8.) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: NATACHE C. GONCALVES !vrENEZES 
-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: TIM MCDANTEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



FL-300 
CASE ~JUMOcR: 



DS 51030 



9. D I request that time for service of the Request for Order and accompanying papers be shortened so that these documents may 
be served no less than (specif',! number): days before the time set for the hearing. I need to have this 



order shortening time because of the facts specified in item 10 or the attached declaration. 



10. 00 FACTS IN SUPPORT of orders requested and change of circumstances for any modification are (specify)" 
[X] Contained in the attached declaration. ( You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose. 



The attached declaration must not exceed 10 pages in length unless permission to ffle a longer declaration has been 
obtained from the court.) 



PLEASE SEE /fff ACHED DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL FILED 
CONCURRENTLY HEREIN IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER. 



I declare un1er Pf nalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoirg is true and correct 



Date; \Ol\ei\y'?, . rvlCh 
TIM MCDANIEL ► ~ ~ J 



(TYPE OR PRll'IIT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT} 



Requests for Accommodations 
Assistive listening systems, computer-assisted real-time captioning, or sign language interpreter services are available if 
you ask at least five days before the proceeding. Contact the clerk's office orgo to www.courts.ca.govlforms for 
Request for Accommodations by Persons IMth Disabilities and Response (fomi MC-410) (Civil Code, § 54.8 ) 
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Julia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
The Edmunds Law Firm 



2 527 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
Encinitas, California 92024 ZDl3 OCi 23 /~ 1
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Attorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 



In Re: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



Petitioner, 
v. 



Tim McDaniel 



Respondent 



) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 



DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST 
FOR ORDER RE: EXCLUSIVE USE AND 
POSSESSION OF HOUSE IN BRAZIL 



Date: I /z-zj llf 
Time: 13 ·-tt'~/tJll1 
Dept.: 17 
HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ ______________ ) 



1. 



2. 



3. 



I, TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 



I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years. 



I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 



on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 



would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 



I. 
BACKGROUND 



Petitioner, NAT ACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 



separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 



Petitioner filed for dissolution on JW1e 13, 2013. 
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2 EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESSION OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI BIANCHI, 
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4. 



5. 



6. 



7. 



8. 



9. 



GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 



Prior to my meeting Petitioner, I had purchased a preconstruction price condo in 



Australia. In 2003, I closed on the property which Petitioner knew about and then I sold 



the condo in December 2004 for a profit of approximately $103,000. (Please see Exhibit 



"A" which will be lodged with the court) This money was put into a Bank of America 



Savings CD that I had prior to marriage and had only my separate funds in it. 



I withdrew the profits out of the Savings CD acquired from the Australia property and 



wired it to Petitioner to purchase the house in Brazil which cost approximately $100,000. 



(Please see Exhibit "B" which will be lodged with the court) 



In order to purchase any real estate in Brazil if you are a non-resident you must obtain a 



CPF (Cadastro das Pessoas Fisicas) number. This is an Individual Taxpayer Registry 



which is mandatory for individuals residing abroad who own properties and investments 



in Brazil subject to public registration. (Please see Exhibit "C" which will be lodged 



with the court) 



The foreign applicant for a CPF must bring an international identity document. The best 



document for this purpose is the foreigner's passport. If the document offered is NOT the 



passport AND is not in Portugese, the foreign applicant may be required to submit an 



official translation of the docwnent, which would cost about thirty dollars and is only 



available from a small and obscure society of government certified translators. The 



simplest approach is to present one's passport when applying for a CPF. 



Unlike Brazilians, foreigners must wait for a mailed invitation from the Receita Federal 



Branch of the government to arrive at their place of residence and the foreigner must 



appear at an appointment at Receita Federal which is functionally like the US IRS. A 



half-hour interview is then held and an interviewer will enter the applicant's basic 



biographical and professional information into the Federal database. 



Since it may take 15 days to a month for the invitation to arrive and the interview to be 



held, applying for a CPF is not a procedure that casual one-time tourists to Brazil will 
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find feasible or time-effective. A week or more after the interview at the Receita Federal, 



the foreigner should receive his CPF in the mail at the address provided to the Receita 



Federal during the application interview. 



This house was purchased when I was working overseas in September 2005. I only 



viewed the house by photos and could not apply for a CPF in Brazil or a Brazilian 



Consulate in the USA. Petitioner had also told me that she had called the Receita Federal 



and that the processing was taking anywhere from 3-5 months because they were so 



behind. As I was working overseas I would not be in Brazil. I did not personally walk 



into the house until December of 2005. 



Petitioner said we needed a bigger house because we were living in a one bedroom 



apartment in Brazil at the time, that I had also purchased with my separate property, and 



her daughter was getting bigger while Petitioner attended school. 



I was not in Brazil and Petitioner's constant requests to get a bigger place finally led me 



to transfer my separate money acquired from the sale of my property in Australia from my 



Bank of America CD into a joint HSBC account and Petitioner, who is a Brazilian 



resident, was able to purchase the property. 



Over the years, we developed many problems in our relationship including but not limited 



to physically and mentally abusive behavior on the part of Petitioner. In 2012, I finally 



obtained my CPF and I requested that Petitioner add my name to the property. (Please 



see Exhibit "D" which will be lodged with the court). Petitioner outright refused. 



I have supported Petitioner the entire duration of marriage including supporting her 



daughter who is not my biological child. 



In 2010, when taking my Electronic Questionnaire for Investigations Processing for my 



security clearance when asked about residence information I reported that I owned this 



property in Brazil. (Please see Exhibit "E" which will be lodged with the court). This 



property is my separate property. I purchased my property in Australia prior to ma1Tiage 



with my money and the money from the sale was in my separate account and never co



mingled. Any property acquired by either spouse before marriage, and any rents, issues, 



and profits from such property, are ordinarily the separate property of the acquiring 



___ )_ 
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spouse under California Family Law Code § 5.10. It is completely traceable to separate 



property funds and Petitioner has zero interest in the property. My current contract with 



my employer is ending and I am unsure as to what my future employment status will be. 



5 16. As such, I respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 
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7 



8 



separate property in Brazi I. 



I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



9 foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



10 stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 
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TIM McDANIEL, Respondent 



DECLARATION OF TIM McDANIEL 











2 



3 



4 



spouse under California family Law Code§ 5.10. It is completely traceable to separate 



prope1ty funds and Petitioner has zero interest in the property. My current contract with 



my employer is ending and I am unsure as to what my future employment status will be. 



5 16. 



6 



As such, 1 respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 



separate property in Brazil. 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



I declare under penalty of perjury and the lan·s of the state of California that 



foregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



stated under information and belief, and as to those matter, I believe them to be true. 



Dated: / Z -0(..t - 1 3 ---------....__~, -- ~[bcDJ) 
TIM McDANIEL, Respondent 
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,, THE ED~MUNDS LAW FIRM FOR COURT USE ONLY - ALAN \J. EDMUNDS, ESQ. SBN: 70736 
527 ENCINITAS BLVD., SUITE 100 EtJCrlTAS, CA 92024 



Attorney For: 11'""' {Y)( \'JClYitf 
TELEPHONE NO.:(t 0) 634-7630 FAX NO. (Op/iona/J:(760) 634-6799 



E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): 



SAN DIEGO SUPERIOR COURT- SOUTH BAY FAMILY 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 THIRD AVE. 
MAILING ADDRESS; 



CITYANDZIPCODE:CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



BRANCH NAME: DOMESTIC BRANCH ZOIJ ~r-· ? ~ U1.1 l - .., ,~, C· ,· l I 



PLAINTIFF(nameeachJ: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MANEZES ti.. 



DEFENDANT(name each): TIM MCDANIEL 
CASENY~-~Ri 1::-::".·: ·:·I:.;·_~·: / 



· · .. ··· · ·oss·1030 '· ' J\3)< 
HEARING DATE: TIME: DEPT.: Ref No. or File No.: 



PROOF OF SERVICE 08/05/2013 01:45 pm 17 MCDANIEL, TIM 



AT THE TIME OF SERVICE I WAS AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE AND NOT A PARTY TO THIS ACTION, AND 
I SERVED COPIES OF THE: 



V 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER; DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT TIM MCDANIEL IN OPPOSITION 
OF PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR ORDER; NOTICE OF LODGTMENT AND LODGMENT OF DOCUMENTS 



NAME: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES C/0 NEIL MARANGI, ESQ. 



DELIVERED TO: PLACED DOCUMENTS IN MAIL BASKET- PER ATTORNEY'S INSTRUCTION 



DATE & TIME OF DELIVERY: 07/23/2013 
03:45 pm 



ADDRESS, CITY, ANO STATE: 259 THIRD AVENUE, STE. R 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



MANNER OF SERVICE: 
Delivery to Law Office: Service was made by delivery to the attorney's office; or by leaving the document(s) with his clerk over 
the age of 18 therein; or with a person having charge thereof; or if there was no such person in the office, by leaving them 
between the hours of nine in the morning and five in the afternoon, In a conspicuous place in the office. ([CCP 1011 (1)] Or 
Service Upon a Party: Service was made by leaving the notice or other paper at the party's residence, between the hours of 
eight In the morning and six in the evening, with some person of not less than 18 years of age [CCP 1011(b)]. 



Fee for Service: 93. 95 
r;:::::J County: SAN DIEGO 
~ Registration No.: 1779 



Advanced Attorney Services, Inc. 
3500 Fifth Ave., Suite 202 
San Diego, CA 92103 
(619) 299-2012 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 
The State of California that the foregoing information 
contained in the return of service and statement of 
service fees is true and correct and that this declaration 
was executed on July 24, 2013. 



I ) 1J ./ 
/. :/./ // / 



Signature: '/'~\ f' / ,--1 
,·1 /. - , 



ALBERTO MADRID 



---~~PROOF-OF-HAND DELIVERY 
Or5:13977S1/CCP1011 982(a)(23l[New July 1, 1987) 











SUPERIOR co~.<T OF CALIFORNIA, COUN°l . OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH BAY DIVISION 



TO: 
NEILL M MARANGI 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
259 THIRD AVENUE, SUITER 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



TIM MCDANIEL 



500 Third Avenue 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



619-7 46-6200 



FILE COPY: 



2 NOTICES PREPARED 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES .. 
P-et1t1oner 



CASE NO: D85103 0 EXH 



vs. NOTICE OF HEARING 



TIM MCDANIEL 
Respondent 



Notice is given that the above-entitled case has been set for the reason listed below and at the location shown above. 
ALL INQUIRIES REGARDING THIS NOTICE SHOULD BE REFERRED TO THE COURT AND PHONE NUMBER LISTED ABOVE. 



TYPE OF HEARING 



Family Resolution Conference 11/06/13 Ol:45PM 



DEPT 



17 



NEILL M MARANGI (P) 
TIM MCDANIEL (R) 



Judge ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 



I certify that I am not a party to the above-entitled case; On the date shown below, I placed a true 
copy of the NOTICE OF HEARING in separate envelopes, addressed to each addressee shown above; each envelope was 
then sealed and, with postage theron fully prepaid, deposited in the United States Postal Service at: 
Chula Vista, California. 



j DATED: 06/17/13 BY: CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 



Site.ct Q-131 {Bey 10-96} NOTICE OF ~EARIN.Q __ 
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ATTORNEY OR PI\RTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, Slate Bar number, a/Id address): 



_lJeill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
Law Office of Neill M. Marangi 
259 Third Avenue 
Suite R 
Chula Vista, CA 91910 



TELEPHONE NO ; ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q -16 0 Q FAX NO. (Optional). ( 61 9 ) 4 2 Q -1 61 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (OplJonal): 



ATTORNEY FOR (NameJ:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 



STREET ADDRESS: 5 0 0 Third Avenue 
MAJL1NG ACOREss 5 00 Third Avenue 



crrv AND z1P cooE· Chu 1 a Vista , CA 9191 0 
BRANCHNAME. South Countv Reaional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 



FL-320 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 
HEARING DATE. TIME: DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 



01/22/14 8:45 a.m. 17 



1. 0 CHILD CUSTODY 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



2. 0 CHILD VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



3. 0 CHILDSUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b.· D I consent to guideline support. 
c. D I do not consent to the order requested, but I consent to the following order: 



(1) D Guideline 
(2) D Other (specify): 



4. 0 SPOUSAL OR PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



Pa e 1 of 2 
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- PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Na tache C. Goncalves Menez.es 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. W OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. Ci] I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



c. [iJ I consent to the following order: That the court denies the request. 



9. W SUPPORTING INFORMATION 



FL-320 



D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



Please see the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (form DV-120). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing and all attachments are true and correct. 



Date: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 



Signature 
P.y Fac.simne 



(SIGNATURE OF DECLARANT) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Nat ache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



5. 0 ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order. 



6. 0 PROPERTY RESTRAINT 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to ttie following order. 



7. 0 PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested. 



c. D I consent to the following order: 



8. W OTHER RELIEF 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. [iJ I do not consent to the order requested. 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



c. W I consent to the following order: That the court denies the request. 



9. W SUPPORTING INFORMATION 



FL-320 



D Contained in the attached declaration. (You may use Attached Declaration (form MC-031) for this purpose). 



Please see the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 



NOTE: To respond to domestic violence restraining orders requested in the Request for Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) 
(form DV-100), you must use the Answer to Temporary Restraining Order (Domestic Violence Prevention) (fonn DV-120). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Galifomia that the foregoing and alt attachments are true and correct. 



Date: o l{ OS' /rt 
Natache C. Goncalves Menezes ► (TYPE OR PRINT N.AAE) 



~-
(SIGNA ruff OECLARANT) 
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Neill M. Marangi 
Law Office ofNeill M. Maran!.!i 
259 Third Avenue. Suite R -



2 Chula Vista. CA 91910 



3 



4 Attorney for Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



10 



II 



12 



13 



14 



In re the Marriage ot: 
) 
J 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, ~ 
Petitioner. 



and 



) 
) 
) 



1s TIM MCDANIEL, 



J ., 
) 
) 



16 



17 



______ R_e_sp_o_n_d_e1_1t _______ ) 



Case No.: DS SI 030 



DECLARATION OF NAT ACHE C. 
GONCALVES MENEZES 



DATE: 01/22114 
Tl ME: S:45 a.111. 
DEPT: 17 



18 f. Natache C. Goncalves Menezes. declare as follows: 



19 I ask the court to deny Tim's rcqutst for exclusive use: '1t1d possession of the Brazilian 



20 property. Tim doesn't live there. Tim lives and works in Afghanistan. Thar Brazilian propeny 



2 t is occupied by my 14-year-o !d d:nrghter, my :nothcr. Ill)' best friend. my best friend ·s husband. 



n and my 2-year-old godson. Tim has never lived in the Brnzilian property. He says he wants it 



23 now only to try to hurt me by kicking out my family. 



24 Characterization of the Brnzilian property set'.111s like a trial issue. but Tim's claim that 



25 ifs his separate prope1ty is not true. The property is acwally my separate property. It is titled in 



26 my name alone. I've attached th~ trun:;laled deed th,H shows I [!Jone purch~sed the property in 



27 June of 2006. 



28 I I I I 



-1-



,~ Iv 



0 6 











Tim declares I was 5omelhrn plt1si~all:· ~nd mental I) ahusive tvward him. but it was the 



2 opposite. Tim is an alcoholic. V•/h\.n h~ get drunk, he started swearing. lost his temper. and 



3 later started the violence. The first time that he got violent with me was in December of 20 I I. 



4 when we were spending a vacation with my family and friends in my house in Brazil. On 



5 December 30, 2011, after Tim had been drinking al I day, he got drunk and I tried to make him 



6 stop drinking and I asked him to give me the beer. He refused, so I got a mirror and I told him I 



7 was going lo shmv him how he looked and that he was drunk so he took it away from my hands 



8 and was going to break the mirror on my head. [ stepped away and he just didn't do it because I 



9 said he was crazy and I was going to ~all the polic~. It was ver) late and everybody was in bed 



10 



II 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



and they could hear us fighting. but they don't know English so they didn't know what was going 



on. After that. I went to sleep and I locked the door bt!t\vecn lhe rooms so I and my friends 



would be safe through the night. The next day, because of so much drinking, Tim was still 



under the alcohol effect and h~ went to sleep in the bedroom unlil afternoon. A fler he woke up. 



he came to talk and said sorry c1nd he promised to never drink ug:.iin and said sorry for what he 



had done and the way he treated me:. Aft.er New Ye,tr's, I came back to San Diego with my 



daughter and Tim went back to work in Afghanistan. 



In July of 2012. Tim came back home to Snn Diego for vacation and started fighting 



again. He pushed me against the bedruom door) telling me he 1,,rns going to leave me and I 



should take care of myscl[ He wns treating me r~E!II) badly and being abusi\e with words and 



calling me bad names. On July 07. 2012. after gettlng drunk all night at a birthday party. Tim 



came back home and started a tight saying he was gl)ing to leave. and I said he should not go 



anywhere driving drunk. Suddenly, h~ pushed rric out of bed and when i got ba1.:k to it he got on 



top of me so mad and started to choke me and I couldn't belie"ve he was trying to kill me. I 



defended myself with my hand, smacking his fa~e and trying lo gd nv\:ay from him. With his 



strength on holding me. he broke my Nike \Vat~h. After l got away, he stood up and he kept 



screaming at me and trying to hit my face. I steppe<l back and he kept pushing me and he threw 



me to the ground. My daughter woke up ~md came to the door. worried, and wanted to call the I 
police. I told her not to call thr: polic<: because he was drunk and it was going to pass. I didn't 



1·0· :·.; . . ,. 
I .· i 



1'.' 



. ··" 











want to call the police because I was worried that Tim was going to lose his job and they were 



2 going to take my daughter away because u f his violence with me. Tim looked at my daughter 



3 and said he was not her father, that he was her stepfather, and that he was going lo leave her I ike 



4 her biological dad did. He was so mean, and listening to that broke my heart. It was awful to 



5 see this and see my daughter scared. 



6 The next day, Tim said sorry for me and for my daughter and that he would never drink 



7 again. After that. in the same week, I went to the gym and left my daughter at home with him. 



s She called me without him knowing to tell me that he was drinking again and she was scared, so 



9 I had to go back home because I was worried about her. When I got there, I asked Tim why he 



10 was drinking again, and he said that it was just 4 beers to relax. So I got my phone and I started 



11 recording him and I said that I wanted to show him that he started to drink agaln and was 



12 breaking again his promise of stopping. !n this video (that I still have in my old phone and in 



13 my computer). Tim confirmed that ht choked me and he didn't know why I was still there after 



14 he tried to kill me. 



15 I was worried about my daughter because l ·didn't have any money saved or a job ihat 



16 could pay enough to support me and her. Afl:er a couple hours when he was sober, Tim said we 



11 should try to work things out and forget what happened. He went back to "'·ork overseas and I 



18 looked for psychological treatment to try to forget whac he did. From that day forward, I started 



19 to save money linle by little to leave the San Diego house to protect my daughter and to afford a 



20 lawyer to get a divorce. J couldn't forget what he did ~rnd I couldn't recover from all the pain. 



21 sent my daughter back to Brazil in June of2013 for her safety and I filed the divorce. 



22 Tim was personally serwd with the divorce papers on 07/03/13. That night. he called 



23 me many times wanting to talk to me. I said we could talk another day. The next day, he called 



24 me to ask me to come back and l told him it was over because of his violence. He promised 



25 never to do it again and to do things all different. He asked me to lorgi ve him and said he 



26 wanted me back. I told him I \Va11ted him a\.v:1y from m~. Tim then threatened that his lawyer 



27 was going to take care of it and he was going to quit his job just to not pay any spousal support 



28 He then also angril) said he was going to take my Brazilian house away. I told him justice was 



10. ~ . .. 
I . . ::~ .. 
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going to be made and he could not hurt me anymore. 



2 aggression and violence and it was over. No more. 



I told him I would never forget his 



3 On 07/10/13, Tim flew to Brazil. On that day. he invaded my house, jumping over the 



4 walls because nobody was at home and he didn't have the key to my house. He went to my 



5 personal file in the garage outside and stole some papers and documents. The neighbor of the 



6 bllilding in front of my house saw everything and called my friend that was at work. After Tim 



7 received the divorce papers, he lost his mind and I think he was trying to get the title of my 



s house, but he didn't know it was here \Vith me in the States, so l'ni not sure what exact papers he 



9 took. That proves how dangerous and unpredictable he is. 



10 



11 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of CaJifornia that the 



12 foregoing is true and correct. 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 
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26 



27 



28 



Dated: -------



$igt1ature 
8Y f ~~~5imHe 



NAT.ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
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1 going to be made and he could not hurt me anymore. I toJd him I would never forget his 



2 aggression and violence and it was over. No more. 



3 On 07/10/13, Tim flew to Brazil. On that day, he invaded my house, jumping over the 



4 walls because nobody was at home and he didn't have the key to my house. He went to my 



5 personal file in the garage outside and stole some papers and documents. The neighbor of the 



6 building in front of my house saw everything and called my friend that was at work. After Tim 



7 received the divorce papers, be lost his mind and I think he was trying to get the title of my 



8 house, but he didn't know it was here with me in the States, so l' m not sure what exact papers he 



9 took. That proves how dangerous and m1predictable he is. 



10 



11 I declare under penalty of perjury under the Jaws of Lhe Staie of California that the 



12 foregoing is true and correct. 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



Dated: 0 \ / o S/2..-01 l( 
NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 











L wt:gtote seatJ [Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103} {Signature} 
{Founded in 1951; Sao Paulo SecJion; Mt p qf the Notarial lnrernarional Union} 



[Embossed seal: "C,. .Jja Notary Public Office; [I/legible}''} 



OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA- STATE OF SAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SAMPAIO 



HE 
1ST TRANSCRIPT 
BOOK: 1074 - PAGE: 171 



[Left margin text: "Federative Republic of Brazil"} 



[Right margin stamp: "Guarujti Real £stale Registry; Dr. Zulmira Euphrasia Muniz 
Sampaio; Officer; Bachelor Roberto de Jesus Giannella: Substitute Officer "J 



PUBLIC DEED OF SALE AND PURCHASE WITH 
ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS 



On the nineteenth (19th
) day of June (06) in the year two thousand and six (2006), in this city and 



district of Guaruja., State of Sao Paulo, at the notary office, before me, Clerk and Notary, appear the 



contracting parties, which are: as SELLERS- OSWALDO Luis CARDAMONE IERVOLINO, 



Brazilian, salesman, holding the Identification Card N° 8.222.963-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 



013.864.818-23, married with partial community property, under Law 6,515/77, to Christiane Lapoian 



Iervolino, Brazilian, psychologist, holding the Identification Card N° I 8.758.486-2-SSP/SP, and 



Taxpayer Identification N° 107.159.948-83, residing and domiciled in the Capital of Sao Paulo State, at 



430 Inhambu St.- suite 12, Moema, represented herein by their attorney-in-fact: Maria Lygia 



Cardamone, identified below, pursuant to the Power of Attorney issued on June 22; 2004, at the Sao 



Paulo 29th Notary Public Office, on book 532, page 291, which, with its updated certificate, is filed at this 



office on file 047, page 057; SONIA ANTONlA CARDAMONE IERVOLINO DE OLIVEIRA, 



business administrator, and her husband SERGIO ANTONIO DE OLIVEIRA, chemist, Brazilian, 



married with community of goods, under Law 6,515/77, pursuant to the Prenuptial Agreement dated 



November 9, 1990, issued at the Capital 4th Notary Office, on book 2137, page 161, registered under n° 



7,336 on Book 3 - Auxiliary Register of the Sao Paulo 4u1Office of the Real Estate Registry, holders of 



Identification Cards N° 7.387.498-X-SSP/SP and 8.130. I 65-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 



082.354.678-01 and 852.828.048-91, respectively, residing and domiciled in the Capital of Sao Paulo 



State, at I 62 Horacio Bandieri St.- Morumbi, herein represented by their attorney-in-fact: Maria Lygia 



Cardamone, identified below, pursuant to the Power of Attorney issued on June 22, 2004, at the Sao 



[Seal: Notarial lnJernalfonal Union (Founded in /948)} 
204 MARIO RIBEIRO ST 15rFLOOR- DOWNTOWN 
-- .. --=GUARUJA-SP ·ZIP'CODE 11410:t90' ·-··-· ~--=---



PHONE: 13-33471112 FAX; 13-33552970 0 61 
Valid lhrouohout the countrv Anv adulle<alions er"""'"'~ nr rnnri,fi,..,.1;nn,. '" 11->, • ...,.,. .. --, '"'-·"'-' 











Paulo 29
th 



Notary Public Office, on book 532, page 297, which, with its updated certificate, is filed at this 



office on file 047 page 058; and MARIA LYGIA CARDAMONE, Brazilian, divorced, housewife, 



holding the Identification Card N° 1.280.320-SSP/SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 042.286.53 8-98, 



residing and domiciled in the city of Santos, State of Sao Paulo, at 66 Presidente Wilson Ave.- suite 3 l -



Gonzaga; as the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS: JOAO DOMINGUES COELHO, manager, and his 



wife MARTA LUCIA ALVES DA SILVA DOMINGUES, bank employee, Brazilian, married with 



community of goods, under Law 6,515/77, pursuant to the Prenuptial Agreement dated September 17, 



1980, issued at the Brasflia/DF rd Notary Office, on Book U-1, page 20, registered under n° 3,463 on 



Book 3 - Auxiliary Register of the Notary Office for the Brasilia-OF I 51 Real Estate Registry Office, 



holders of Identification Cards N° 470.146-SSP/DF and 593.158-SSP/DF, and Taxpayer Identification N° 



145.994.811-49 and 238.937.371-20, respectively, residing and domiciled in the city of Santo Andre, 



State of Siio Paulo, at 697 Coronel Seabra St.- suite 11 I - Vila Alzira; and as BUYER and ASSIGNEE



NATACHE CRJSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, Brazilian, single, of legal age, student, holding 



the Identification Card N°30.045.201-9-SSP-SP, and Taxpayer Identification N° 218.647.928-17, residing 



and domiciled in this city and district of Guaruja, State of Sao Paulo, at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St. 



- Jardim Vitoria. Those present here, identified by the documents listed above, are recognized 



themselves, by me, the Clerk, and the Notary, who subscribes, which I observe and attest; and, by the 



contracting parties, each speaking in tum, declared the following: t) Pursuant to the public deed of 



purchase and sale with the institution of usufruct rights, dated August 7, 1980, Book 868ebp, page 286, 



and notarial act, dated February 1, 2005, Book 2919, page 283, both issued at the Sao Paulo 21 st Notary 



Public, for the price of Cr$750,000.00 and Cr$250,000.00 (Currency in force on 08/07/1980), registered 



under n° 07 (eight [sic]) and 08 (eight), in record n° 14,790 of the Guaruja Real Estate Registry, and by 



the own construction of improvements pursuant to Certificate of Occupancy n° 9891/82, issued by the 



Guaruja City Hall, dated December 19, 1979, process 15.058/2861 I/79, pennit n° 0 l 042/79 -



replacement permit n° 0631/81 from 07/22/1981, the SELLERS, at that time with the marital status of 



single and married, respectively, became legitimate owners of the RESIDENCE AND ANNEXES 



UNDER N° 288 (TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-EIGIIT) ALBERTO OUATRINI BIANCID 



STREET, and the respective land made up of lot n° 18 (eighteen), block "D" at the Jardim Vitoria 



development, in this city, district and municipality of Guaruia, State of Sao Paulo, measuring 10 



meters facing Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St., with 35 meters front to back, on both sides, with the back 



having the same measurement as the front, encompassing the area of 350 square meters, bordered on one 



side by lot n° 17, with the other side having a boundary with the Jardim Josefina Estefno development, 



and on the back with lot n° 01, all on the same block. This property is registered by the Guaruja City Hall 
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[ llleg1ble seal} [Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103] {Signature] 
[Founded In J 95 ! ; Silo Paulo Section; Mf · of the Notarial International Union] 



[Embossed seal: "G.. .ljo. Notary Public Office; [Illegible]"] 



OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA- STATE OF SAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SAMPAIO 



under n° 3-0136-018-000, with the Fiscal Year 2006 market value of R$210,331.22. 2) Pursuant to the 



deed cited in item I above, the SELLERS instituted the Usufruct of the mentioned property to their 



parents Oswaldo Miguel Gatti Iervolino and Maria Lygia Cardamone Iervolino, married at the time, under 



record n° 08 (eight), in the aforementioned file n° 14,790 of the Guaruja Real Estate Registry. 3) Pursuant 



to the marriage certificate issued on June 21, 2000, by the Officer of the Civil Register of Individuals -



I 1
th 



Sub district - Santa Cecilia - Sao Paulo- SP, on Book 8-065, marriage records, page 232, on the 



margin of record n° 12554, the consensual separation and later the conversion of the separation into 



divorce of the usufruct-granted parties was annotated, with the wife coming to be named Maria Lygia 



Cardamone. 4) On June 5, 1999, the usufruct-granted party Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino, passed away, 



according to the death certificate issued on June 15, 1999, by the Officer of the Civil Register of 



Individuals and Notary Public - I st Sub district - Headquarters - "Conceic;ao" - Campinas - SP, thus 



consolidating the entirety of the Usufruct in the name of Maria Lygia Cardamone. 5) Pursuant to an 



individual purchase and sale commitment agreement, dated January 23, 2006, unregistered, the herein 



SELLERS committed to sell to the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS, for the price of R$100,000.00 (one 



hundred thousand reais), paid-off, the property described and characterized in item l above. 6) The herein 



CONSENTING ASSIGNORS, by the present deed and in the best fonn of law, irrevocably transfer and 



assign, to the herein BUYER and ASSIGNEE, all their rights and obligations of committed buyers for 



the property described in item 1 above, for the price of R$220,000.00 (two hundred twenty thousand 



reais), previously paid in the national currency, counted and found to be exact, of which I attest; and, 



having received the said price in the form described above, the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS give a 



fu11, plain, and general release from payments and that they are made in full, with nothing more to receive 



or claim under any pretext, and promise to make this Assignment of Rights good, sound, and valuable for 



them, their heirs, or their successors, hereby transferring all rights, stakes, and possession they hold over 



the aforementioned property, and when and if they are called before any authority, they shall respond for 



legal eviction, declaring under civil and criminal liability, expressly under the penalties of law that: a) 



they are not subject to the requirements of the law governing the National Social Security Institute 



(INSS), as employers or rural producers; and b) there is no contentious action against the 



CONSENTING ASSIGNORS in relation to the property object hereof, which requires the presentation 



of the respective certificates under Article 1, paragraph 2 of Law 7,433/85, regulated by Decree n° 



93,240/86.7) This having been stated and the SELLERS having the property described in detail and 



characterized in item I above, fully free and unconstrained of encumbrance, taxes, or fees of any nature, 



including legal or conventional mortgages, in compliance with the individual purchase and sale 



commitment agreement cited in item 5 of the transfer done in item 6 above, through the present deed, in 



[Seal: Notarial /nternaJional Union (Founded in 1948)} 
204 MARIO RIBEIRO ST. 15TFLOOR - DOWNTOWN 
- .,~~'GUARUJA~sp~z,p CODe 1141 O~f90~~-0-6-3----=-



PHONE: 13-33471112 FAX: 13-33552970 











the fonn of law, with Oswaldo Luis Cardamone Iervolino, with the consent of his wife, sell the property 



to the herein BUYER at the full and total price of R$100,000.00 (one hundred thousand reais). The 



SELLERS declare that they have received these payments from the CONSENTING ASSIGNORS in 



the manner of the aforementioned instrument, of which I attest; and as the aforementioned price is fully 



received, they give the BUYER and ASSIGNEE full, general, and irrevocable release from payments 



and that they are made in full, with nothing more to receive or claim, transferring the entire possession, 



activity, domain, and rights that they have and exercise over the aforementioned property as owners, who 



were committed for themselves, their heirs, and their successors to make this sale good, finn, and 



valuable and when called before the authorities, to respond for the legal eviction, declaring under civil 



and criminal liability, expressly under the penalty of law, that: a) they are not subject to the requirements 



of the law governing the National Social Security Jnstitute (INSS), as employers or rural producers; and 



b) there is no contentious action against the SELLERS in relation to the property object hereof, which 



requires the presentation of the respective certificates under Article 1, paragraph 2 of Law 7,433/85, 



regulated by Decree n° 93,240/86.8) The BUYER and ASSIGNEE told me that she accepts this deed in 



all of its express terms and contents, and considers herself vested with the property acquired herein, 



becoming hers as it was deemed so by her and under the Law, undertaking to pay in a timely manner all 



taxes, fees, and other proportional tributes for the property object hereof; and the "inter-vivas" transfer 



tax (ISTI) dut: as a result of this deed to the Guaruja City Hall were collected on this date, in branch n° 



0156 of Banco Banespa S.A., through collection forms in the amounts of R$4,206.62 and R$4,400.00, 



respectively, of which one copy is filed at this office and the other shall accompany the first transcript 



hereof; she also declares that she waives for the SELLERS and CONSENTING ASSIGNORS the 



presentation of the respective certificates referred to in Article 1, paragraph 2 of Federal Law n° 7,433 



from December 18, 1985, regulated by Decree n° 93, 240/86, under which the Distinguished Sao Paulo 



State Court of Justice is granted the normative opinion, of 01/16/1986 and published in the Official 



Gazette from 01/17/1986, and the certificates of the Labor Court. The Declaration on the Real Estate 



Transaction is issued pursuant to the Normative Instruction from the Internal Revenue Secretariat. The 



contracting parties each make themselves responsible for any fiscal debts in arrears impacting on the 



property object hereof, and request that the Officer of the competent Real Estate Registry collect all 



necessary documents for this purpose, especially the following: a) registration of marriage of the sellers 



Oswaldo Luis Cardamone and Sonia Antonia Cardamon e Iervolino; b) registration of the consensual 



separation and divorce between Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino and Maria Lygia Cardamone Iervolino; 



c) the death certificate for Oswaldo Miguel Gatti lervolino, consolidating the whole Usufruct for Maria 



Lygia Cardamone; and d) annotation for the building of residence n° 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi St., 
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L Jl/eg1ble seal} {Stamp: Notary Public; pages 01103] {Signature] 
(Founded in 195/; Siio Paulo Section: M •r of the Notarial International Union] 



[Embossed seal: "(, UJO Notary Public Office: [Illegible]"} 



OFFICE OF THE REAL ESTATE DEEDS, DOCUMENTS AND CIVIL REGISTER FOR INDIVIDUALS 
GUARUJA-SP 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA-STATE OF sAO PAULO 
NOTARY: ZULMIRA EUPHRASIA MUNIZ SANIPAIO 



pursuant to the Certificate of Occupancy n° 9891/82, issued by the Guaruja City Hall, dated 03/02/1982 



and the Debt Clearance Certification from the INSS under n° 037102005-21033020, issued on September 



2, 2005, pursuant to the blueprint duly approved by the Guaruja City Hall, dated December 19, 1979, 



process 15,058/28611/79, pennit n° 01041/79 - substitute permit n° 0631 /8 I from 07/22/198 I, with a base 



value of R$50,000.00 (fifty thousand reais), of modest level, with a SindusCon (Construction Union) 



value of R$162,987.20 (one hundred sixty-two thousand nine hundred eighty-seven reais and twenty 



cents) and the Property Registration Certificate was presented to me, as required by Article 1, Subsection 



IV of Decree n° 93,240/86, which was filed at this office in file n° 108 page 088. Finally, the contracting 



parties, previously identified, declare that they assume the consequences, civil and criminal liability for 



all documents they present and the declarations they make. And, in witness whereof, they ask me to issue 



this deed, which is done, read out loud, and found to be correct, they declare, deliver, accept, and sign, 



before me, the undersigned Clerk and Notary, expressly waiving the right to the presence of witnesses to 



this act, pursuant to provision n° 58/89 of the Distinguished Sao Paulo State Court of Justice, which is 



known to me and I attest. I, IDALCI DA COSTA FILHO, clerk, have written. I, STELLA MARIS 



SAMP AIO BRAGA, substitute of the Notary, have subscribed (undersigned).Duly signed by the 



parties mentioned nbove.(FEES R$2,343.52; INTERNAL REVENUE SECRETARIAT R$666.06; 



NOTARY UNION RS123.34; SAO PAULO WELFARE INSTITUTION R$493.38; SANTA CASA 



DE MISERICORDIA DE SAO PAULO R$23.44; COURT R$123.34; TOTAL AMOUNT



R$3,773.08). Nothing to add. Transcribed immediately. On the date shown above. I, STELLA MARIS 



SAMP AIO BRAGA, substitute of the Notary, had this copy of the original typed, which I granted, 



subscribed, I attest, I sign in public and place my seal. 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 



[Signature] 



[Stamp: "Guaruja Notary Public Office; Dr. Zulmira Euphrasia Muniz 



Sampaia: Notary: Bachelor Stella Maris Sampaio Braga; Substitute Notary"] 



[&al: Notarial /nJemaliona/ Union (Foundl!d in 1948)} 
204 MARIO RIBEIRO ST. 1STFLOOR - DOWNTOWN 



- -=~ ·GUARUJA~,SP·ZIP·cooE·11410-"f9""0 ___ 0_6_5 ___ _ 
PHONE: 13-33471112 FAX: 13-33552970 











Trusted.., 
T: 



'1 • 
., 't ~.~ rans1.ati0.u .. ~ 



September 20, 2013 



CERTIFICATION 



To Whom It May Concern: 



Deeds recorded at Book 1074, Page 171 and Book 441: Pages 119/122 of the Real Estate 
Registry of Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, were translated by a team of translators qualified to 
read and translate this material. 



The docwnents are accurately translated from Portuguese to English to the best of 
our knowledge and belief. 



Sincerely, 



TRUSTED TRANSLATIONS, INC. 



Liliana E. Ward 
Director of Operations 



County of Fairfax 
Commonwealth of Virginia 



The foregoing instrument was acknowledged and signed before me this 20th day of 
September, 2013, by Liliana E. Ward. 



HILDA M. APARICIO 
NOTARY PUBllC 



COMMONWEAlTH OF VIRGINIA 
MV COMMISSION EXPIRES FEB. 28, 2017 



COMMISSION I 35m8 



My commission expires vJC1w;,y , 











1 ulia Szafraniec, Esq. (SBN 256783) 
he Edmunds Law Firm 



2 27 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 100 
ncinitas, California 92024 



3 760) 634-7630 
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ttorney for Respondent: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL CENTER 



Re: 



Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



Petitioner, 



Tim McDaniel 



Respondent 



) Case No. DS 51030 
) 
) 
) REPLY DECLARATION OF 
) RESPONDENT, TIM MCDANIEL, IN 
) RESPONSE TO DECLARATION OF 
) PETITIONER 
) 
) 
) Date: 01/22/14 
) Time: 8:45A.M. 
) Dept.: 17 
) HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ 



11---------------) 



1. 



I , TIM McDANIEL, do hereby declare: 



I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter. I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years. 



I have personal knowledge as to the facts contained herein, and as to those statements made 



on information and belief, I believe them to be true. If called upon to do so, I could and 



would testify competently to the truth of the following facts and beliefs: 



I. 
BACKGROUND 



Petitioner, NATACHE GONCALVES MENEZES, and I married on October 9, 2004 and 



separated on January 7, 2013 for a marriage of eight (8) years and two (2) months. 



Petitioner filed for dissolution on June 13, 2013. 



1 
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II. 



2 EXCLUSIVE USE AND POSSESSION OF HOUSE AT 288 RUA QUATRINI BIANCHI, 



3 GUARUJA SP BRAZIL 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 . 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



Petitioner's declaration states that I do not reside at this property and that I live and work 



in Afghanistan. I have lived in Brazil from February l8, 2004 with Petitioner and her 



daughter. I purchased the apartment with my separate money as explained in my original 



declaration and then 1 also purchased the house. I have all my personal possessions, 



clothes, tools, photo's, and documents in my home in Brazil. I do not live in 



Afghanistan. 



I am currently completing my employment contract. Bia and Marcello Araujo have been 



occupying the house rent free since December 2008 when I asked them to move in to 



watch the house when I was able to have family status for a work contract. 



The documents that I have submitted in my previous declaration show that I transferred 



money from funds that were separate prope11y to purchase this house on July 2005 and 



the circumstances why I could not have my name on the Deed. The real estate contract 



documents were signed August 26, 2005 and the final purchase documents were signed 



September 10, 2005. After the final installment payment was made, Petitioner filed for a 



public deed while I was working overseas and unavailable. 



Petitioner is not able to refute any of the infonnation or proof that I provided to the Court 



because this property belongs to me. This is evidenced by the declaration she submitted 



through her counsel which does not address any relevant issues but is merely an attempt 



on her part to defame my character. 



I am not an alcoholic. The incidents as described by Petitioner on December 2011 are not 



accurate and moreover completely irrelevant to the determination of the ownership of this 



property. I was not drinking all day. We were at the beach and using the pool all day 



and I had a few beers around 1 0:00p.tn. Petitioner wanted me to go to bed, however, as I 



had just returned from Burundi, Africa and my body had not adjusted to the time zone yet 



I was not able to fall asleep. She got angry and approached me with a minor. I never 



threatened her with this mirror. She then locked me out of the bedroom and I slept on the 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



10. 



11. 



12. 



couch and eventually was able to sleep more in the bedroom when everyone awoke. I 



was tired due to jet lag. Petitioner was angry that J was no~ tired and that I had taken my 



wedding ring off and is now manipulating the facts of what happened. 



I have never been abusive towards Petitioner. To the contrary, she has assaulted me on 



three (3) different occasions July 5, 2012, July 7, 2012, and January 7, 2013. She has also 



been investigated for abusing her daughter by the San Diego Child Welfare Services. In 



July of 2012, when I returned from Afghanistan she was acting strange and was hyper



aggressive. We went to a birthday party where she left me with her daughter so she could 



go drink with her single friends. When we got home she slapped me, yelled at me, and 



eventually pinned me down to the floor. I yelled for her daughter to call 911 and 



Petitioner instructed her not to. There was no abusive behavior on my part ever. Any 



such claim is patently untrue. 



I have never threatened Petitioner with lawyers. I never said 1 was going to take her 



house because 1 have never considered it her house. This is my house. In addition, I 



never told her I would quit my job not to pay spousal support. Petitioner is blatantly lying 



to the court and has unclean hands. I work construction, when the job is complete you 



look for another job. 



Finally, it is true that I entered into my house to retrieve my personal documents. I had 



tried to contact the Arjuaros with no luck. After three (J) hours, I returned to the house 



where 1 proceeded to check the house to make sure everything was ok and I retrieved my 



personal documents. I sent the Araujo's an email explaining everything. l did NOT 



invade MY house. 



Petitioner's entire declaration is an attempt to disparage my character because she has no 



argument or proof that this property belongs to her. I ask that the Court look past her 



disingenuous response and look at the paperwork and the actions of both myself and 



Petitioner as it evidences that the property was purchased with my separate property 



money and the only reason Petitioner was involved was because I was overseas and the 



process for purchasing property in Brazil required us to proceed in the manner that I did. 
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13. As such, I respectfully request the court grant me exclusive use and possession of my 



2 separate property in Brazil. 



3 



4 I declare under penalty of perjury and the laws of the state of California that 



5 oregoing is true and correct to my own personal knowledge, except as to those matter to be 



6 tated under information and belief, and as to those matter, J believe them to be true. 



7 



8 



9 



IO 
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ated: --------
Signature Via Facsimile 



TIM McDANIEL. Respondent 
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2 



3 



4 



13. As such. I r~spcctfol!r rcque~t the: courl grnnc me exclu~ivo u:,;i: nnd possession ofmy 



separate prop1.my in Brazil. 



I dcdnre under penalty of pcrJttr)· and the laws of the state of CaJifornfa that 



5 foregoing is true and cnrrccl to my own J)(!r·sonal k11 O\Ylc<lgc, cx<.~epl as to those mutw1• in be 
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THvl fvkl.JANIEL, R1.!:-.pondcn1 
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1 JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#2S6783 
LAW OFFICE OF MA ITHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE L L p 



2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 ' · · · 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



3 (760) 931-1981 



Attorney for Respondcn~ TIM MCDANIEL 
s 



6 



7 



8 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHEC. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Petitioner, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Res dent 



Case No.: OS 5 I 030 



DECLARATION OF JULIA KAEMERLE 
REGARDING A TIORNEY'S FEES 



I 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 I, Julia Kaemerle, hereby state that I am an attorney, duly licensed to practice law 



15 In the State of California, and a member in good standing of the State Bar of California. I know 



16 the following to be bue, and if called upon as a witness, I could and would testify competently 



17 thereto. I am the attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, in this matter. 



18 2. Petitioner seeks an award of attorney fees against Respondent, based on Family 



19 Codes, §271, CCP §2023.010 (abuse of discovery process), and CCP §3294 (actual and 



20 exemplary damages). 



21 3. Petitioner is billed for attorney time at the rate of $285.00 per hour. Work 



22 pcrf onned by paralegals in this case is $150 per hour. 



23 4. I. together with my staff, have incurred approximately $59,000 in W\.lfk 



24 performed on this case to d1ile. This includes fees from the EdtnW\ds Law Finn~ L~w Otlice of 



25 Alexandra Mclnto~h. and Law Office of Matthew and Julia K11emerle, L.L.P. I have been the 



26 attorney of record throughout the: entire nultter. 



21 Ill 
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28. 



from ttansfcrrin h 
g my oUsc to her attorney. 



• There is upwards of $J .soo . 
' Ul propeny f~~s l will have to pay. 



• ~~::o~; fc~~~or A~tomcy Eva BischotTwill be about 20"/4 of the value of the 
.. • Wt available to the Coun via CounCall should the Coun have 



questions about her fees on l/16/18. 



• I h~ve had to cover the costs to obtain translations of the Hra1.i lian processes 
which wzJl had up to several thousan~. 



Ill, 
RELJEf' REQUESTED 



J am respectfully requesting that the Coun award me all of the remaining stock 



(specifically Petitioner's Commu.aity Property portion) ba.scd on her behavior and Jclay in 



transferring this property to me d~spitc repeated Coun Order1 and direct commc:nrs by numerous 



Judicial Officers. 



29. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and CCP §3294 in 



amount of $30,000 for havm8 to continuously come before the Coun on this same is.sue and for 



her blatant disregard for Coun Orders. Toe request for the S30.000 is in addition to the Court 



awarding me all of the stock. If Petitioner continues to sec no consequence to hl!r conduct and 



repeated disobedience and dilircspcct to the Court her behavior will cc.mtinuc. 



I dee Jan under penalty of perJury the laws of the State of Cahfom1a that the: foreg~lm1' is 



true and con-cct. Executed this 10 day of January 2018. 



~, SCANNED 
SUPPLEMC:.NT AL OH'LAfv\ 1 ION Of• RJ·.Sf'( >Nl>l;N r, ·1 IM MU>MJ.t-,L, lN Sl.•l'l'OK l 01-' IU·.Ql1EST H>R 
Ok.Dl:.lt Rl:.: A1'101lNl:.Y H-.t-~ ANU S~N<.1 lUNS • l I 
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JULIA KAEMERLE, SB#2S6783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



3 (760) 931-1981 



4 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



11 



12 



13 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



14 L Tim McDaniel, declare: 



Case No.: OS .51030 VIA 



DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 



ORDER 



15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 



16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 



l 7 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 



18 



19 



20 



2) 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



1. 



2. 



PETffiONER HAS STILL NOT TRANSFERRED THE PROPERTY IN 
BRAZIL AS ORDERED BY THE COURT. 



On August 4, 2017, Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of 



being in contempt of Court. Petitioner specifically violated an order to transfer the Braziliwi 



property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into my name. 



3. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the 



Court Order and transfer the property into my name by the Review Hearing previously set for 



August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 



4. Petitioner had not done so at the Review Hearing and instead provided a power o 



attorney which I had translated which allowed me use of the property but did not transfer the 
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2 



3 



property. In addition. she included that I would be responsible for her fees in Brazil for a lawsui 



she filed on the home and she awarded herself furniture. I am providing the translation for the 



Court. (Please see Translation lodged herein as Exhibit "A".) 
4 



5 



6 



7 



g 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. The Court ordered that my attorney in Brazil provide Petitioner with instructions 



and a Power of Attorney so that the property could be transferred to me. (Please see Letter from 



Eva Bischoff with Instructions on transferring the property lodged herein as Exhibit "B"'.) The 



property was to be transferred within 30 days of the review hearing. The letter and instructions 



were provided to Petitioner's attorney via email and facsimile September 26, 2017. They were 



also mailed. My attorney has followed up with Petitioner's attorney and we hnve received no 



confinnation of Petitioner taking any action to transfer the property. 



6. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 



woman she could sell the home. This would cause irreparable harm. I would have no recourse 



and I have already spent a significant amount of funds to have this judgement enforced and 



because the property is in Brazil and my name is not on it it would be difficult if not impossible 



to seek assistance there. Eva Bischofrs letter attached hereto as Exhibit B explains this concern 



as well. 



7. It could not be made clearer to Pcti ti oner how she is to transfer the property so 



that she docs not continue to violate Comt Orders. I have complied with all requests made of me 



by the Court. There have been little repercussions for her consistent violation of orders and 



perjury. She has consistently shown that she thinks she knows more about the law than the 



Court. 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
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ll. Prayer for Relief 



2 8. I am requesting that the Court make strict orders directing Petitioner (now that 



3 she bas very specific instructions along with a Power of Attorney) to transfer the property to me. 



4 9. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and §3294 in the 



s amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and for 



6 her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 



7 



8 I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



9 true and conect Executed this day of October 2017. 



10 
V 



~r.iCJ~ 11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



2S 



26 



27 



28 



TimMcDamel, Respondent 
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PARTYWTHOUT ATTORNEY OR ATTORHEV: STATEBARH0:256783 
NAME: Julia Kacmcrle 
RRMNAME:l.aw Office of Matthew and Julia Kacmcrlc, L.L.P. 
STREET ADOftESS:5962 La Place Coun Ste J 65 
CITY: Carlsbad 
TB.EPI-ONENO,: 760-931-1981 
E-MAIL AOORESS: juJiaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 
ATTOANeV FOR(-,: 



sr ATE: CA 21P COOE: 92008 
FAX NO.: 760-931-1982 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 
MNUHG ADOReSS: 500 3rd A venue 
CITY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vi~ 9191 O 
BRANCH NAMe South Coun Re ional Center 



PETITIONER:Natachc C. Goncalves Mene2cs 
RESPONDENT:Tim McDaniel 



OTI-IER PARENT/PARTY: 



REQUEST FOR ORDER D CHANGE D TEMPORARY EMERGENCY ORDER 



D Child Custody D Visitation {Parenting Time) D Spousal or Partner Support 
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~ 
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OCT 5 2017 



lerk of the ~il..lf.1•:;!i:)1 LO 
By: B. Stidman e~ 



0 Child Support O Domestic Violence Order ffi Attorney's Fees and Costs OS 51030 



0 Property Control [X} Other (specify): Sanctions under fC 271. 2031. and 3294. 
Enforce Order to transfer Property 



NOTICE OF HEARING 



1. TO (name(s)): Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes and her attorney of record 
rn Petitioner D Respondent D Other Parent/Party D Other (specify): 



2. A COURT HEARING WILL BE HELD AS FOLLOWS: 



a Date: - \ Tima: : Dept: 17 D Room.: 
b. Address bf cou same as noted above 



3. WARNING to the person served With the Request for Order: The court may make the requested orders without you If you do 
not file a Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320), serve a copy on the other parties at least nine court days 
before the hearing (unless the court has ordered a shorter pertod of time), and appear at the hearing. (See form FL-320-INFO for 
more ;monnation.) 



(Forms EL·300:fNFO end DV-400-/NfO provide infonnation about completing this form.) 



COURT ORDER 
ft Is 0/'darod that: (1'0RCOU1UUSEONI.~ 



4. D Time D for service D until the hearing is shortened. Service must be on or before (date): 



5. D A Respomive Declaration to Request for Order (fonn FL-320) must be served on or before (dste): 



6. D The parties must attend an appointment for child custody mediation or child custody recommending counseling as follO\'.Y'S 
(specify dale, time, and location): 



7. D Tho orders in Tf1mporary Emergency (EX Parte) Orders (form FL-305) apply to this proceeding and must be personally 
served with all documenlB filed with this Request for Order. 



8. D Other (SPfJcify): 



Date: 



Fall'IMarptadlotr.talldabryUlo 
JudldaJCowd~CellDmia 
R."300 lRll'I. July 1. 201~ 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 



JUDICIAL OFRCSt 
PIQD1of4 



f1Udy C:000, §§ 2045, 2107, 8ZZ4, 
az28.~.~; 



001•1111'nM1'1 Codo, f 2882e 
Cal Rulm of Court, rule 5.92 
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PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: . 



REQUEST FOR ORDER 



CASE...U.C~ 



OS 51030 



FL-3CO 



Nata: Place a mark~ in front of the box that applies to your case or to your request If you need more space, mark the box for 
"Attachment• For example, mark "Attachment 2a· to Indicate that the 11st of children's names and birtn dates oontinues on a paper 
attached to this form. Then, on a sheet of paper, list each attachment number followed by your request At the top of the paper, write 
your name, case number, and "Fl-300" a5 a titte. (You may use Attadied Declaration (form MC-031} for this purpo5e.) 



1. 0 RESTRAINING ORDER INFORMATION 
One or more domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now In effect between (sp,scify): 
D Petitioner D Respondent D 01her Parent/Party (Attach a copy oflhe orders if you have one.) 



The orders are from the follO"Mng court or courts {spscify coLlnty and state): 



a. D Criminal: County/state (specify): Caae No. (if known): 



b. D Famlty: County/state (specify): Case No. (tf known): 



c. D Juvenile: County/state (sfHl(ify): Case No. (if known); 



d. D Other: County/state (specify): Case No. (if known): 



2. D CHILO CUSTODY D I request temporary emergency orders 
0 VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 



a. I request that the court make order& about the following children (specify): 
. D Legel Custody to (penon who CJ Physical CtJStodv_to (person 



Child'& Name Date of B1r1h decides: health, ecJucBlion. etc): with whom chitd /ives): 



c:J Attachment 2a 
b. D Toe orders I request for D child custody CJ visitation (parenting time) ere: 



(1) D Specified in the attached forms: 



CJ form FL-305 D Form FL-311 D Form fL-312 D EQJm.fL-341,c) 
D Esmn..E.~Ql CJ Form FL-341{E) D Other(specify): 



(2) CJ r.a rollOW8 (specify): D Attachment 2b 



c. The orders that I request are In the best interest of the children because (specify): D Attachment 2c 



d. D This is a change from the current order for D child custody D visitation (parenting time). 
(1) c::J The order for legal or physical custody we:, filed on (date): • Toe court ordered (specify): 



(2) D The visitation (parenting time) order was filed on (date): . The court ordered (specify): 



D Attachment 2d 
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FL-30~ 



I 
PETITIONER:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT:rim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/PARTY: I 



CASSl«JMBER: 



OS 51030 



3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
(Note: An earnings assignment may be issued. See Income Withholding tor Support (fQrmJ:.~) 
a. I request that the court order chlld support as follows: 



Child's name and age D I request support for each chltd Monthly amount (S) requested 
based on the child support guideline. (If not by guideline) 



b. D I went to change a current court order ro, child support filed on (dsts): 
CJ Attachment 3a 



The court ordered chlld support as follows (specify): 



c. I have completed and filed with this Request for Order a current lncoms and Expense DBclarstion {form FL-150) or I filed 
a current Financial Statomant (Simplified) {form FL-155) because I meet the requirements to file form FL-155. 



d. The court should make or change the support orders because (specify); D Attachment 3d. 



4 0 SPOUSAL OR DOMESTIC PARTNER SUPPORT 
(Note: An Earnings Assignment Ord6r For Spousal or Pettner Support lform fb::435) may be issued.) 



a. D Amount requested (monthly): $ 



b. D I want the court to D change D end the current support order filed on (date): 
The court ordered S per month for support. 



c. D This request is to modify (change) spousal or partner support after entry of a judgment 
I have completed and attached Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (form Fl-157) or a dedaration 
that addresses the same factors covered in form FL-157. 



d. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expen3a DtJcJarat/on (fonn FL-150} in support of my request 



e. The court should should make, change, or end the support orders because (spscify): D Attachmeo..tA!,. 



5 [&] PROPERTY CONTROL D I request temporary emergency orders 



a. The D petitioner m respondent D other parent/party be given exdusive temporary use, possession, and 
control of tho following property that we D own or are buying D lease or rent (specify): Pct is still In violatioa or 



lhc order lo transfer the home in Brazil. She wu held in contempt OD 8/4/17. Pet w:u ordcmi then 1111d 8/29/1710 innsfcr the property. I 
requesl 1he Court ordar her IO toke 1ho Power nr Atty th.ii wu providcu tu ha to the Consulate forthwllh 1111d gru.a1 SJOk for fc:a/sa.actions. 



b. The D petitioner D respondent D other parent/party be ordered to make the following payments on debts 
and liens coming due while the order is in effect 
Pay to: ___________ For. _______ Amount: $ _________ Due date: _____ _ 



Pay to: ___________ For: _______ Amount $ _______ Due date: _____ _ 



Pay tD: For: Amount: $ Due date: _____ _ 



Pay to: For. Amount $ Due date: _____ _ 



c. D This is a change from the current order for property control filed on (date): 



d. Specify In &ta..£11.tru:!l'ltRi;i ttle reasons why the court should make or change the property oontrol orders. 
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PETITIONER:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT:Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



6. CK) ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
I requv5t attorney'5 fees and costs, which total (specify amounr): $30,000 



a. A current Income end Expense Declan1lion (form fL-1 SOt 



~NUM&a: 



OS 51030 



• I filed the following to support my request 



b. A Request for Attorney's Fees and Casts Attachment {form fl-319} or a dedaration that addresses the factcrs covered 
in that form. 



c. A Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Cost$ Attachmeri {form FL-158) or a declaration that addresses the 
factors covered in that farm. 



7. 0 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER 



• Do not use this fonn to ask for domestic violence restraining orders! Read form PY-505-jNFO How Do I Ask for a 
Temporary ReMraining Order. for forms and information you need to ask for domestic violence restraining orders. 



• Read form DV-400-!NFO How to Change or End a Dome$Uc Violence Restraining Order for more information. 



a. The Restraining Order Altar HBaring (form OV-130) was filed on (data): 



b. I request that the court D change D end the personal conduct, stay-away, move-out orders, or other 
protective orders made In Restraining Order After Hearing (form OV-130). (If you want to change the orders, complete 7c. 



c. D I request that the court make the follC1Ning changes to the restrelning orders (spacify): D Attachment 7c 



d. I want the court to change or end the orders because (specify): D Attachment 7d 



8. 0 OTHER ORDERS REQUESTED (specify): D Attachment 8 



9. 0 TIME FOR SERVICE / TIME UNTIL HEARi NG I urgently need: 
a. D To serve the Request for Order no less 1han (number): cour1 days before the hearing. 
b. D The hearing date and ser1ice of the the Request for Order to be sooner. 



c. I need the order because (~): D ~~t_9~-



10. [K] FACTS TO SUPPORT the orders I request are listed below. The fads that I wme In support and attach to this request 
cannot be longer than 10 pages, unl868 the court gives me permission. D Attachment 10. 
Please sec attached declaration. 



I dedare under penalty or perjury under the laws of the State of Calif ornla that the information provided in this form and all attachments 
is true and correct 



Date: l 0/3/17 
Tim McDaniel 



(TYPE OR PRJNT NA.t.E) 
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SHORT TITLE: 
- Menezes, Natache C. 



McDaniel, Tim 



CASENUMlEt 



DS 51030 



ATTACHMENT (Number): _____ S __ d __ _ 



(This Attachment may be used With any Judicial Council form.) 
FL-300 



Reasons why the court should make or change the property cootrol orders: 



(If the item that this Attachment concerns is made under penalty of perjury, all statements in this 



Attachment are mads under penalty of perjury.) 



ATTACHMENT 
to Judicial council Fonn 



MC--02! 



Page_l_ of ___L_ 



(Add pages as required) 
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JULIA KAEMERLE, SB#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTIIEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(760) 931-1981 
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Attorney for Respondent. TIM MCDANIEL 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 Case No.: DS.Sl030 VIA 



DECLARATION Of RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, TN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 



10 



11 



12 



13 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



ORDER ~ 



c::, 
c-, 
--f 



t 



14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: .c- ;, 



15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced czsR. The 
a 



16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, an~ 



17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. c.n 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



I. 



2. 



PETITIONER HAS STil,L NOT TRANSFERRED THE PROPERTY IN 
BRAZIL AS ORDERED BY THE COURT. 



On August 4.2017, Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of 



being in contempt of Court. Petitioner specifically violated an order to transfer the Brazilian 



property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Stteet into my name. 



3. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the 



Court Order and transfer the property into my name by the Review Hearing previously set for 



August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.m. 



4. Petitioner had not done so at the Review Hearing and instead provided a power o 



attorney which I had translated which allowed me use of the property but did not transfer the 
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3 



4 



s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



2S 



26 



27 



28 



property. In ndditio~ she included that I would be responsible for her fees in Brazil for a lawsui 



she filed on the home and she awarded herself furniture. I am providing the translation for the 



Court. (Please see Translation lodged herein as Exhibit '~ ".) 



5. The Court ordered that my attorney in Brazil provide Petitioner with instructions 



and a Power of Attorney so that the property could be transferred to me. (Please see Letter from 



Eva Bischoff with Instructions on transferring the property lodged herein as Exhibit "Bn.) The 



property was to be transferred within 30 days of the review hearing. The letter and instructions 



were provided to Petitioner's attorney via email and facsimile September 26, 2017. They were 



also mailed. My attorney has followed up with Petitioner's attorney and we have received no 



confirmation of Petitioner taking any action to transfer the property. 



6. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 



woman she could sell the home. This would cause irreparable hann. I would have no recourse 



and I have already spent a significant amount of funds to have this judgement enforced and 



because the property is in Brazil and my name is not on it it would be difficult if not impossible 



to seek assistance there. Eva Bischoff s letter attached hereto as Exhibit B explains this concern 



as well. 



7. It could not be made clearer to Petitioner how she is to transfer the property so 



that she does not continue to violate Court Orders. I have complied with all requests made of me 



by the Court. There have beea little repercussions for her consistent violation of orders and 



perjury. She has consistently shown that she thinks she knows more about the law than the 



Court. 



Ill 



/JI 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
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ll. Prayer for Relief 



2 8. I am requesting that the Cowt make strict orders directing Petitioner (now that 



3 she has very specific instructions along with a Power of Attorney) to transfer the property to me. 



4 9. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and §3294 in the 



S amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and for 



6 her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 



7 



8 I declare under penalty ofperjwy the laws of the State of Califomia that the foregoing is 



9 true and correct Executed this day of October 2017. 



IO --.--. "' V A 'kDf'J__y 11 
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Tim ·~McDamel, Respondent 
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ATTORNEY OR PNrrY Yv1THO\TT ATTORNEY (flllffO, &Ito Ber numbflf, and ltddron): 



Julia Kaemerle SBN: 2S6783 
Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 
5962 La Piece Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



lB.EPHONENO.: 760-931-198} FAX NO. (apb1.sQ: 760-93 J-1982 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (op~: juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com 



ATTORNEY FOR (namJ: Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AOORESS: S00 3rd Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



aTY AND ZIP oooE: Chula Vista, 919 I 0 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY/PARENT; 



ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND 
AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT 



,OlfCOUllrUSiONI.Y 



! ID) 
NOV Z-7 2017 



Clerk of the Supefio, Court 
By: A Zarzoso 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



1AVJSOI 



FL-410 



NOTICE! 
A contempt proceeding Is crlmln11I In natunt. If the court finds you in 
contempt, the possible penaltles Include Jall sentence, community 
service, and fine. 



Un proceso judlclal por desacato u de (ndole crimfnal. SI la co rte le 
declare a usted en duacato, las 11nclonu poslble1 lncluyan p11nas 
de prlsf6n y de servtclo a la comunldad, y nwltas. 



You are entitled to the services of an attorney, who should be 
conautted prompUy In order to assist you. Ir you cannot afford an 
attorney, the court may appoint an attorney to represent you. 



Usted tlene derocho I los servicios de un abogado, a qulen deba 
consultar sin demora para obtener ayuda. SI no puede pagar a un 
abogado, la corte podrj nombrar a un abogado para que le 
represente. 



1. TO CITEE (name of person you allege has violated the orders): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
2. YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN THIS COURT /JS FOLLOWS, TO GIVE ~y LEGAL REASON WHY THIS COURT 



SHOULD NOT FINO YOU GUil TY OF CONTEMPT, PUNISH YOU FOR WlLLFULL Y DISOBEYING ITS ORDERS AS SET 
FORTH IN THE AFFIDAVIT BELOW AND ANY ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS CONSTITUTING CONTEMPT; AND 
REQUIRE YOU TO PAY, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE MOVING PARTY, THE ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS OF THIS 
PROCEEDING. 



Dept.: 17 



b. Address of court rn same BS noted above D other (specify): 



Date: \\/z.-i/ti kJ-, !.._► ~~.Jt::4.--J..~~~~--



Shsar n ' _· K~ ' ' • arf'OICIAL OFFlCER 



AFFIDAVIT SUPPORTING OROl:A: ~ ~HlSW c8lU ~ CbNTEMPT 
3. D An Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 or FL-412) la attached. 
4. Citee has v.illf\Jlly disobeyed certaJn orders or this court as set forth In this affidavit and any attached affidavits. 
5. a. Cites hed knOYAedge of the order In that 



(1) [!] cltee was present in court at the time the order was made. 
(2) D cttee was served with a copy of the order. 
(3) CJ citee signed a stipulation upon which the order was ba&ed. 
(4) [X] other (specify): She wu ordered to submit the perfected Power or Attorney on 10/16/17. Sho 1w not done so. 



D Continued on Attachment 5a(4). 
b. Cltee was able to comply with each order when It was disobeyed. 



6. Based on the Instances or disobedience desert bed In this affidavit 
a D I have not previously flied a request with the court that the cltee be held In contempt. 
b. [X] I have previously flied a request with the court that the dtee be held Jn contempt (specify dale filed and results): August 



--------4.4,,....,1,lO++-before-Judge-Dweyne-k-Morin~itioner-warlound-goiltyiJcyondTreasonable-doubtl>fvtolatirrg'lli,.,,..e _____ _ 
Court Order to transfer the property in Brazil to Respondent 



D Continued on Attachment 6b. Page 1 ot4 



ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT F1.m11yCode,12112; 
Codo Ill CMI Pracffuro, H 1211.~, 21)15.S 
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75C6 IJ 



·-11rilf.lMH ii 1: !lmt 
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PETITIONERJPI.AINTIFF: Nacachi: C. Gonc-Jlv~ Mt!nt."7.i:S 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT; Tim McDnnid 
OTHER PARTY/PARENT; 



DS 51030 



7. [J[] Citee has previously been found In contempt of a court order (specify case. court, date): August 4, 2017 before I Ion. 
Dwayne k. Moring in Dcpamncnt 8. Pc1i1iuncr w:is found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of violating the Coun 
Order made on Mny 7, 2015 ordering Petitioner to transfer the Brazilian propeny loc:ated al 288 Albcno Qunlrini 
Bianchi Street. 



D Conbnued on Attachment 7. 
8, CK} Each order disobeyed and each instance of cisobediance is described as follows: 



a. D Orders for child support, spousal support, family support, attorney fees, and court or other litigation costs (see 
attached Affidavit cf Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL.-111)) 



b D Domestic violence restraining orders and child custody and visitation orders (see attached Affidavit of Facts 
Constituting Contempt {form FL-412)) 



FL-410 



c. [K] Injunctive or other order (specify which order was violsted, how the order was violated. end when the order was 
violated): Petitioner wus ordered lo transfer the Brazilian Property localed al 288 Alberto Quntrini Bianchi 
Street on May 71 2015. Respondent filed a Request for Order heard on 12/1 '!./ 16 requesting that the Judgment 
be enforced in regards to transferring thi1, property nnd the Court ordered her to do so hy 1/12/17. She 
violated this Order. She was held in contempt of Court for violating this order on Augusr 4.2017. She was 
ordered to transfer the: property by Augu.,;L 29, 2017. She ag1tin did not comply. Judge Kalemkiarill!l gnve her 
30 d11ys from lhc Review Hearing lo lrani;fer lhc propcny. Petitioner did not comply. Al the Ex J>artc on IO/S 
/17 she was ordered to perfect lhe Power of Attorney to transfer the property to Brazil to Rc~pondent and 
provide it to his Counsel by 10/16/17. She again did not comply. Petitioner has violated thii; order 5 times. 



00 Continued on Attachment Be. 
d. W Other material facts, indudlng facts indicating that the violation or the orders was without justification or excuse 



(specify): Petitioner refuses to lr.msfc:r this property. The property is soley in her nume and it is likely she will 
attempt lo sell U1c: property. TI1crc is no rcuson she would not be able 10 lrun.,fcr Ll1c properly und hus c:wn 
been provided with direct instructions. Jam requesting that jail time be imposed ns well as sanctions under 
Family Code 271, 2031. and 3294. Specificully, I um rcqucsLing 1hut the Court snnclion her by nwnrding me 
her community portion of the stock to me in i1s entirety in addition to $50,000 in fees 1md sw1ctions. 



D Continued on Attachment 8d. 



e. IT] I am requesting that attorney fees and costs be awarded to me 1or the costs ot pursuing this contempt action. (A 
co~ or my Income and Expense Declaration (form FL·150) is a ched.} 



Ff ttt\ 5 1 1 r - ~ l 
WARNING: IF YOU PURSUE THI C NTEMPT ACTION, IT MA AFFECT Tii ABJLllY OF THE DISTRICT 
ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE THE CITEE CRIMINALLY FOR THE SAME VIOLATIONS. 



I declare under penalty of pe~ury under the laws of the State of California that the loregoingls true and cor~ SCANNED 
Date· 



1 
\ 11, ; , 



I '):;; 1- "'- r;:, frl D~~~c1 ~i ~;>':.$.fv..'I' 
._ _ -C~--~--cr t Di~ ~~ e~~.t·~ 



Tjm McDnaicl r ._ ::J ' I 
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT 



(Do NOT deliver this Information Sheet to the cou'rt clerk.) 



Please follow these Instructions to complete the Order to Show Cause and Affidavit ;or Contempt (form FL-410) if you do 
not have an attorney to represent you. Your attorney, if you have one, should complete this form, as well as the Affidavit 
of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 or ronn FL-412). You may wish to consult an attorney for assistance. 
Contempt actions are very difficult to prove. An attorney may be appointed for the citee. 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT (TYPE OR 
PRINT FORM IN INK): 



If the top section of the form has already been filled out, skip down lo number 1 below. If the top section of the form is 
blank, you must provide this infonnation. 



Front page, nrst box, top of man left side; Print your name, address, telephone number, and fax number, If any, In this 
box. If you have a restraining order and wish to keep your address confidential, you may use any address where you can 
receive mall. You can be legally served court papers at this address. 



Front page. second box, left side: Print the name of the county where the court is located and insert the address and .any 
branch name of the court building where you are seeking to obtain a contempt order. You may get this information from 
the court clerk. This should be the same court in which the original order was Issued. 



Front page third box, left side: Print the names of the Petitioner, Respondent, and Other Party/Parent (if any) in this box. 
Use the same names as appear on the most recent court order disobeyed. 



Front page, flrst box, top of form, right side: Leave this box blank for the court's use. 



Front page, second box. rlght side; Print the court case number in this box. This number Is also shown on the most recent 
court order disobeyed. 



lli2mJ.;, Insert the name of the party who disobeyed the order ("the citeej. 



~ The court clerk will provide the hearing date and location. 



1.mm.1.;, Either check the box in Item 3 and attach an Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-411 for financial 
orders or fonn FL-412 for domestic violence, or custody and visitation orders), or leave the box In item 3 blank but 
check and complete item 8. 



~ Check the box that describes how the cltee knew about the order that has been disobeyed. 



Item 6; a. Check this box if you have not previously applied for a contempt order. 



b. Check this box If you have previously applied for a contempt order and briefly explain when you requested the 
order and results of your request. If you need more space, check the box that says "continued on Attachment 
6b" end attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause. 



lllW..1.;. Check this box If the cttee has previously been found In contempt by a court of law. Briefly explain when the 
citee was found In contempt and for what. If there ls not enough space to write all the facts, check the box that 
says "continued on Attachment 7" and attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause. 



~ a. Check this box If the citee has disobeyed orders for child support, custody, visitation, spousal support, family 
support, attorney fees, and court or litigation costs. Refer to Item 1 a on Affidavit of Facts Constituting 
Contempt (form Fl-411). 



b. Check thls box If the cttee bas dlsobeyert..domesttc violenca..oroelS-Of.Child-custody...and-vlsitatlafH}f'ders.-. -----
Refer to Affldavlt of Facts Constituting Contempt (form FL-412). 
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Information Sheet (continued) 



Item 8: c. If you are completing this item, use facts personalty known to you or known to the best of your knowledge. 
State the facts In detail. if there is not enough space to write all the facts, check the box that says "continued 
on Attachment Sc" and attach a separate sheet to this order to show cause, Including facts indicating that the 
violation of the orders was without Justification or excuse. 



d. Use this Item to write other facts that are Important to this order. If you are completing this item, insert fadS 
personally known to you, or known to the best of your knowledge. State facts in detail. If there is not enough 
space to write all the facts, check the box that says °Continued on Attachment 6d" and attach a separate sheet 
to the order to show cause. 



e. If you request attorney fees and/or costs for pursuing this contempt action, check this box. Attach a copy of 
your Income and Expense Declaration (form FL-150). 



Type or print and sign your name at the bottom of page 2. 



If you checked the boxes in Item 3 and item Ba or Bb, complete the appropriate Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt 
(form FL-411 ), following the instructions for the affidavit above. 



Make at least three copies of the Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contempt (fonn FL-410) and any supporting 
Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt (fonn FL-411 or FL-412) and the lncom& and Expense Declaration (fonn FL-150) 
for the court clerk, the cltee, and yourself. If the district attorney or local child support agency Is involved in your case, you 
must provide a copy to the dls1r1ct attorney or local child support agency. 



Take the completed form(s) to the court clerk's office. The clerk will provide hearing date and location in item 2, obtain the 
judicial officer's signature, file the originals, and return the copies to you. 



Have someone who Is at least 18 years of age, who Is not a party, serve the order and any attached papers on the 
disobedient party. For example, a process server or someone you know may serve the papers. You may not serve the 
papers yourself. Service must be personal~ service by mail is Insufficient. The papers must be served at least 16 
court days before the hearing. The person serving papers must complete a Proof of Persons/ Service (form FL-330) and 
give the origin al to you. Keep a copy for yourself and file the original Proof of Personal Service (fonn FL-330) with the 
court. 



If you need assistance with these fonns, contact an attorney or the Famlly Law Fa~litator In your county. 
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1 Natacbe C. Goncalves Menezes vs. Tim McDaniel 



2 San Diego Superior Court Case No.: DS 51030 



3 ATTACHMENT 8c 



4 ~ 



5 



6 



7 



8 COUNT I: 



ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND AFFIDAVIT FOR CONTEMPT: 



(Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt) 



9 The parties went to trial on this matter in May of 2015. After hearing testimony and 



10 reviewing the evidence the Court found that Respondent had traced his separate property funds to a 



11 property located in Brazil, specifically, 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street. The Court at this time 



12 awarded the property to Respondent as his sole and separate property. 



13 Respondent filed a Request for Order that was heard on 12/12/16 requesting enforcement of 



14 this order. She was to do so by January 12, 2017. She violated this Court Order. 



15 Petitioner was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of violating this Court Order. The 



16 criminal portion of this repeated violation has already been decided. At the Contempt Trial heard on 



17 August 29, 2017, the Judge specifically ordered her to provide proof of compliance at the Review 



18 Hearing on August 29, 2017. She dld not do so and provided a docwnent that awarded herself fees 



19 in Portuguese. 



20 COUNT2: 



21 At the review hearing on August 29, 2017, Petitioner was ordered to execute a Power of 



22 Attorney per Respondent's Brazilian attorney Power of Attorney and instructions within 30 days. 



23 Petitioner was already in contempt. She willfully and knowingly violated this order again. 



24 COUNT3: 



25 Respondent next filed an Ex Parte request, heard on October 5, 2017, because it is clear 



26 Petitioner has ao problem violating Court Orders.and as this propetty-is.titled-in-ber-name-as-a-singl-e ---



27 woman she could se]) it at any time. She has now in fact even made it clear that it is her intent to 



'>R enter the property to remove items from the home even though there is no Court Order pennitting her 



-- ~-- 0 8 9 ---~--- -· 











l to do so. The Court made an order at this hearing that Petitioner was to perfect the Power of Attorney 



2 per the Brazilian Attorney's instructions by October 13, 2017 and deliver the docwnent to 



3 Respondent's counsel by October 16, 2017. She again willfully and knowingly violated this Order. 



4 (Please see emails from Respondent's Counsel to Petitioner's Counsel regarding status lodged herein 



S as Exhibit "A ".) 



6 Petitioner did not communicate regarding the Power of Attorney being perfected until 



7 October 27, 2017 which is the day it was signed according to the document that she provided The 



8 Brazilian Consulate in Los Angeles is only open until l pm so she could have easily stopped at the 



9 office of Respondent's Counsel in Carlsbad on her way back from Los Angeles to Chula Vista. 



IO Not until many follow up emails did Petitioner finally suggest a time and day for 



11 Respondent's Counsel to have someone to meet her to obtain the original Power of Attorney. This 



12 was not until November 10, 2017 which was almost an entire month from the deadline given to her 



13 at the ex parte. This was also the 5th time the Court had given her a deadline that she did not abide 



14 by. 



15 COUNT4: 



16 The Power of Attorney that she provided was mailed to Attorney Bischoff so that the title to 



17 the property could be put in my name. On November 22, 2017, Attorney Bischoff contacted 



18 Respondent and his Counsel to inform them that the document provided was not an original but in 



19 fact a copy. In her email, Attorney Bischoff wrote in pertinent part: "This seems to be a very bad 



20 joke. I received not the original but a SIMPLE COPY OF THE POA! ! THIS IS NOT THE 



21 ORIGINAL!!!" 



22 Upon Respondent's counsel's inquiry as to whether it was absolutely conclusive that the 



23 document was a copy and could not be used she received a response from Attorney Bischoff. The 



24 response stated (again in pertinent part): "The copy came in the envelope that Natache gave you and 



25 I can send it back to you to prove to the court that she sent a copy. The original document should 



______ _..21io.1,6.,_,hLIAa'le..the-stamp..from..the.J3razilian--Embassy-glued-to-the-POA.-As-yoHwl-See-it-ittmactly-the--sam----



27 copy you sent me to check (I am sending both copies) You can even see the line of the tape that 



?~ glued the stamp to the POA .... she DID IT ON PURPOSE TO DELAY EVERYTHING. The fact is 











--·---



that if this deed is not signed this year, the next year it is going to cost more." 



2 Respondent has also incurred additional expenses and hardship because he had planned on 



3 flying in to Brazil once the Power of Attorney was received to help facilitate putting the property in 



4 his name. At this time, Respondent has bad to cancel those plans until some Relief is granted from 



5 the Court and Petitioner is finally required to abide by Court Orders. Petitioner has consistently 



6 shown that she has no regard for the Court or the Courts orders. 



7 Unless the Court sanctions her further, in addition to sentencing her to jail time, and takes 



8 very direct action to have Petitioner perfect this document she will not do so. An Elisor will not be 



9 sufficient as Respondent1s Brazilian Attorney, Eva Bischoff, has advised that it would not be 



10 accepted by the Registry of Property in Guaruja. Further, Petitioner was ordered to communicate 



11 with Respondent's counsel regarding where she would like to be served if she is unrepresented. We 



12 have requested this infonnation to serve her with this contempt and have not received a response. At 



13 this time, we have had to hire a process server to try to find her. 



14 



15 Petitioner is willfully violating the Court Order and Respondent is respectfully 



16 requesting that the Court take immediate action. 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



2 



27 



?R 



Mr. McDaniel is respectfully requesting that the Court Order Petitioner to pay him attorney 



fees and costs by awarding him Petitioner's community property portion of the stock that is subject 



of the January 16, 2018 hearing and in addition he is requesting that the Court sentence her to the 



mandatory jail time for these continuous violations of Court Orders. In addition to the stock and jail 



time, Respondent is now requesting $50,000 in Attorney Fees and sanctions. The Sanction request is 



made pursuant to §271, § 2031, and §3294 for having to pursue this second contempt action. 



0 91-·· - ·= --- -
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Carlsbad, CA 92008 
TELEPHONENO.: 760-931-1981 FAX NO. {Opton.lJ:760-93 }- l 982 



E-MAIL AOORess (OptJona/J: juliaszafraniec.law@gmaiJ.com 
ATTORNEY FOR (Name): Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



MAILING ADDRESS· 500 3rd A venue 
c1TY ,wo z1P cooe: Chula Vista, 91910 



BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



DS5HJ]lJ 
FCAHA 
Fint!•r,!J~· :;:uJ ~rdf' A~, 
.'Q~f.~;, 



CASE NUMBER: 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 



1. This proceeding was heard 



on (datet August 29, 2017 at (time): 1 :45pm in Dept: 17 Room: 



by Judge (name): Hon. Sharon Kalemkiarian D Temporary Judge 



On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date):2/27/17 by (name): Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



~·. ·.~ 
;,..:t." 



i; 



II; 



It 



" 



a. CXJ Petitioner/plaintiff present W Attorney present (name): NeilJ Marangi 
b. W Respondent/defendant present C&J Attorney present (name): Julia Kaemerle 
c. D Other party present D Attorney present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on form FL-341 D other D 
3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D other D 
4. Spousal or family support: As attached D on form FL-343 D Other D 
5. Property orders: As attached D on form FL-344 [X] Other D 
6. Attorney's fees: As attached D on form FL-346 [X] other D 
7. Other orders: DD As attached D Not applicable 



8. All other issues are reserved until further order of court. 



9. [X] This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 1/16/18 at (time): I :45pm in Dept.: 17 
on the following issues: Review Hearing regarding disposition of HSBC account and stocks as well as sanctions requests. 



Date: September---;-20tt I - , - LS' 



Approved as confonning to court order. 
Sharon L. Kalemk'i~ffF'CER 



" ~< ·-, "'..; ► 
~ ·.. .. --------------------------------



SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY FOR 



~·,, Fom, Adopmd for Mandatory Use 



i ~ 
.!-- _;._ ___ . 



Judicial Counc:il of Califomia 
FL.J40 [Rev Janua,y 1, 2012) 



[XJ PETITIONER/ PlAINTIFF D RESPONOENTIOEFENOANT D OTHER PARTY 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Family Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel 



2 



Case No. OS 51030 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



A IT ACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1:45 p.rn. in Department 17 of the 



Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South CoW1ty Division, Honorable Sharon 



Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



''Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 



attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



1. The Attomey Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of $10,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 



the amount of $8,961.50. 



2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



Respondent's sole and separate property. 



4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's counsel 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 



FfNDJNGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING ATTACHMENT 











1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 



5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 



Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest remaining in 



the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment. 



6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



.l.r;-tte,~\i4' P~"1-~ ~ 
change of ownership form within 7 d~~sl J::Ja~~Gel-ino-is the benefieiary-ef-this 
~ ~ d~t.ivc-v-..~ ~~ ~~.,14. 



a~>£,(~ 



7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accowits within 7 days. 



13 OTHER FINDINGS 



14 



15 



16 



17 



Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 



2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



1 a to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 



the Review Hearing. 



5. The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1:45 p.m. to address the 



orders as made as weil as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER] 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



Matter of Menezes v, McDaniel Case No. DS SI 030 



ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AF1ER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on December 12, 2016, at I :4.5 p.m. in Department 17 o 



the Superior Court of Californi~ County of San Diego, South ColDlty Division, Honorable 



6 Esteban Hernandez, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



7 "Petitioner'') was present and represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ. Rcspondcn 



8 TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present tclephonically and represented by his 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



attorney, JULIA SZAFRANIEC, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and araument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



Petitioner is ordered to pay Respondent SI 0,000 in attorney fees as he was the 



prevailing party in the Temporary Restraining Order filed by her in which she failed to meet her 



burden of proof. 



2. The $10,000 awarded to Respondent is offset by the $4,342 in spousal support 



arrears previously ordered by the Court in September of 2016 leaving a balance of $5,658 due 



and owing to Respondent. This balance shall be paid off at a rate ofS500 per month by 



19 Petitioner. 



20 



21 



22 



23 



3. Petitioner's request for Attorney Fees and Costs continued from the Septem~ 



1 &2, 2016 hearing arc denied. 



4. Respondent's request for Attorney Fees and Costs continued from the Septembc:r 



24 l & 2, 2016 hearing are denied aside from the aforementioned $10,000. 



25 s. The Court denies Respondent's request for tennination of spousal supJ".ll1 at this 



2G 
time. 



27 
Ill 



28 
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'- . 
l 6. Petitioner is to sign any required documents or take any necessary action to put 



2 title of the property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street in Brazil in Respondent's 



3 name by Janwuy 12, 2017. 
4 



s 



6 



1 



8 



9 



10 



ll 



12 



OTHER ORDERS 



1. 



2. 



Petitioner is ordered to notify Respondent if she remarries within 48 hours. 



The Court dismisses without prejudice Respondent's request for Attorney Fees 



and Costs under California Code of Civil Procedure 128.5 against Neill Marangi or Petitioner 



and this request can be brought forward again with notice. 



3. The Court orders that the two motions set for March 13, 2017 and March 14, 201 



13 arc not te be consolidated and that they wiJI be heard on the dates that they were originally set. 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



Respondent may appear telephonically for both of these hearings. 



4. All other orders not in conflict with this order shall remain in full force and effect 



[END OF ORDER) 
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SHORTTITLE:Marriage of Menezes and McDaniel CASE~CR 



- OS 51030 



ATTACHMENT (Number): ______ _ 



(This Attschment may be used with any Judicial Council form.) 



1. The Court orders that Counsel, Ms. Szafraniec, is to redact the Petitioner's 
address from all subpoena records as previously granted on the ex-parte heard 
this morning. 
2. The Court recites tentative ruling. At Attorney Marangi's request the court 
takes a ~~ort recess for counsel to review Court's tentative with Pe~itioner. 
3. The Court finds there is no material change in circumstance to re-litigate 
Family Code Section 4320 factors to modify spousal support, therefore request to 
modify spousal support is denied. 
4. The Court adopts the tentative ruling as specified below: 



a. The Petitioner is ordered to grant the Respondent power of attorney for the 
transfer of Brazilian property located at, 288 Alberto Quartini Bianchi Street, 
to the Respondent, no later than January 12, 2017. 



b. The court finds there is not sufficient evidence to order sanctions under 
Family Code section 271 as requested by Respondent. 



c. The court denies the Respondent's request for sanctions under CCP 128.5. 
d. The Court grants the Respondent's request tor sanctions under Family Code 



Section 2030 against the Petitioner in the amount of $10,000 for prevailing in 
the domestic violence restraining order hearing. 



e. The court grants the Petitioner's request for spousal support arrears in 
the amount of $4,342. Therefore, the offset amount owed for the sanctions under 
Family Code section 2030 by the Petitioner is $5,658. The Petitioner is ordered 
to pay $500 a month commencing January 1, 2017. 
5. Petitioner is ordered to notify Respondent of re-marriage within 72 hours 



(ff the Item that this Attachment concem3 I! made under penalty of perjury, all statements In this 
Attachment are made under penalty of perjury.) 
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PETITlO~ER.PLAINTIFF. Nahl\.'hc (.;. (.jonc11lvcs Mcnc1c:11 



Rl:SPONOEN'tJOEf'ENDANT Tim Md).:m,cJ 



OTr-tER PARTY 



ANOINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARJNG 



Tl'\is p1oeee<S1ng was heard 



on fdatt1) Augusl 29.2017 at (time) I :4~prn in Dept 17 



by Judge (name). I Ion. Sharon Kalc!mk1ari.in D Temporary Judge 



DS .SIO)O 



Room 



On the order to st,ow ~use. not,ce of motion or reque,t for order filed {d11te). '!/11, 17 by (name) Na1achc C Gltn<:al'wc$ ~knc,cs 



a. IT) Petrt10ner/plaintrff pre.ent C2J Attomey present (name) N\!ill Marang1 



b [SJ RespondenVdPfendant present W At1orney present (name) Julia K.icmcrk 
c CJ Other party present D Attorney present (name) 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2 Custody and \llsrtallon/parenbng time. As attached D on form FL-341 CJ Other CJ 
3 Child support. As attached CJ on form FL-342 D Other D 
4 Spousal or Ta'Tllly supp0rt As attached D on form FL-343 D Other CJ 
s Property order!. As attached D on form FL-344 m Other D 
6 Attorney's tees: As attached D on rorm FL-346 OJ . Other D 
7 Other orders CK) Asa~ched CJ Not applicable 



8 All other rnues are re$erved until further order of court 



9 IT) This rl'atter 1s continued for further hearing on (diJle) 1/16/18 af (llmo) 1 :4!ipm 1n Dept 17 



on tne lollo-.-.,1ng 1$$U4'1 ltc\•1~ lfc.umi n:,.uJm1& ll"JIU"hvn ul ltSlll' .11:.:,,u11111nll ~,od., ll) .-ell u •1111\.llu,u. IC\lll<'•b. 



Date Scpttm~r , 20 I 7 



ADpr~ H c.-onformng to court ordtu 



► 
____ ..,,~...,~..



_..').l;,:0.,.,,0('~
.L'.\ollO:'f .. • .. .....,•;,Q•JI 



FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(F •mily u~ustody and Supp0rt-Uniform Puentage) 



Not apphcable 



Not as:>pltcable 



Not applicable 



Not app11cable 



Not app1tcable 
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1 Matter of Megqg v, McDaniel 
2 



Cue No., DS 51030 



l 



4 



5 



6 



ATrACHMENJ TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARINQ 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29. 20 I 7 at I :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 



., Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 



8 
Kalemki,rlan, presidift&. Petitioner NA TACHE C. OONCALVES MENEZES (heteafter 



9 



10 
.. Petitioner; was present rep~ted by her attorney, NEILL MARANO I, ESQ., Respondent 



11 TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was pmient telcpboaically and represented by his 



12 attorney, RJLIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



13 



14 



15 



16 



Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Coun makes the following orders: 



The Attorney fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of SI 0,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 



1 7 the amowit of $8,961.50. 



18 2. The balance ofthe $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



19 Respondent (Sl,038.SO) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



20 
shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



21 



22 
3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



24 Respondent's aole and separate property. 



25 4. Rcspondent•s counsel in Brazil. Eva Bischoff, is to provide Rc.,pondent''s COW1.1el 
26 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent•s property located at 
27 



28 
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1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street '--'- . 
~ to his name. Respondent's counsel is 10 provide the 



2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 
3 



5. 
Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer oft.be aforementioned 



Brazilian real estate will be ded .. -~ "- p . · • 
5 \A,,""" uum ct:Jtioner s community property interest remainina in 



, the shares as listed in p&raa,aph 9 of the Judament. 



7 6. 
Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



8 
chan&e of Ownership form wilhin 7 days. Dominique 0. Francclino is the beneficiary of this 



9 



10 



11 



account. 



7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accounts within 7 days. 



1J OTHER FINDINGS 
14 



lS 



16 



17 



Petitioner bad been ordered to transfer the Bruilian property loated at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by Auaust 29, 20 J 7 and had not done so. 



2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



18 to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. 1be Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 



2 3 the Review Hearin&. 



24 s. The Court sets a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 at 1 :45 p.m. to address the 



25 orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 
26 



21 



28 [END OF ORDER) 
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La"v ()fiice of l\1attl 1e·w & Julia Kaen1edc 



Superior Court of Calif omia 
South County Division 
Attn: Clerk of Department 17 
500 Third A venue 
Chula Vis~ CA 919 I l 



5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



Phone:760~931-1981 
Fax: 760-931-1982 



Re: Menezes v. McDaniel - OS 5 I 030 



Honorable Sharon Kalemkiarian: 



October 12, 2017 



With respect to the Request for Order motion heard on August 29, 2017, I have prepared the 
Finding and Order After Hearing and it was submitted for approval to Neill Marangi electronically and 
via US Mail on September 13, 2017 and September 15, 2017 respectively. Mr. Marangi has not 
responded with any proposed changes and has not signed the FOAH. 



I am submitting my Findings and Orders after Hearing directly to the Court. If the Court finds it 
to be appropriate I am respectfully requesting that the Order be signed and that the Cowt return the 
conformed copies in the pre-addressed envelopes included. 



Should there be any questions please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 



I ' . I 



/ ...... ) Sincerely, . 



[ .• . r,clw.. 1<_!e1°,v/-(_ 
.. I • 



1 .: Juha Kaemerle 
Attomey for Respondent, Tim McDaniel 



Enclosures as indicated. 
cc: Neill Marangi, Attorney for Petitioner 



Iii i Iii llilllll llll lllllllilil/ill 111 l!I 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTOONEY (Name, SIBie Bsrrwmbsr, and address): 



_ Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l67155) 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C 
CHULA VISTA, Ck9191 l 



SBN: 167155 



TELEPHONE NO.:( 619) 420-1600 
E•MAIL ADDRESS (Opl/onal): 



FAX NO. (Op(Jonsl): ( 619) 420-16 I I 



ATTORNEY FOR (NamsJ:Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DrEGO 
STREET ADDREss:500 Third Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third A venue 



CITY AND ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCH NAME: South County Regional Center 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT:TIM MCDANIEL 



DECLARATION 



I). (DJ) 
/)(o MC-030 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



, 1; ;~: ln c r.r31 :1 H ·: ~:, 
. , : ~ '.~'.~ - ·:'\ I :"j'··~ 



ZO 8 JAN - 4 P 4: I Lt 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



I ask the court to order Mr. McDaniel to pay me the remaining balance of the $5,000 in attorney's fees the court ordered him to pay at 
trial back in May of 2015. Mr. McDaniel can pay me forthwith from his share of the community property funds he holds. 



At trial on 05/07/15, the court ordered Mr. McDaniel to pay me $5,000 toward Ms. Menezes's attorney's fees and costs at the rate of $100 
per month, effective 07/01/15. If any payment were not timely made, the entire unpaid balance would be immediately due. Here are Mr. 
McDaniel's payments: 



2015: 2016: 2017: 



July $100 Jan $0 Jan $100 
Aug $100 Feb $100 
Sep $100 Mar $100 
Oct $100 Apr $100 
Nov $100 May $100 
Dec $0 June $100 



July $JOO 
Aug $100 
Sep $100 
Oct$0 
Nov $100 
Dec$0 



Mr. McDaniel has paid $1,400. He's paid nothing since January of 2017, leaving a balance due of $3,600. I tried to resolve this 
informally with Mr. McDaniel (through bis attorney). Ms. Kaemerle said on 06/19/17 she thought Judge Hernandez instructed Mr. 
McDaniel to stop paying me. That never happened. though. and I've not heard back from Mr. McDaniel on this topic. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



Date:01/01/18 



Neill M. Marangi 



Fonn Approved for Optional Use 
Judicial Counc~ of Califomia 
MC-030 (Rev. January 1, 2006) 



(lYPE OR PAINT NAME) 



00 
□ 



-(~IGNA TUF_¥>F DECLARANT) 



Attorney for D Plaintiff []] Petitioner 



Respondent D Other (Specify): 



DECLARATION 



D Defendant 



Paga 1 of 1 
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1/1/2018 
I Print 



Subject: Menezes and McDaniel 



From: Neill Marangi (nmarangi@pacbell.net) 



To; juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com; 



Bee: natache10@hotmail.com; 



Date: Wednesday, June 14, 2017 5:30 PM 



I don't think I've received a $100 attorney fee payment from Tim since January. I'd be grateful for 
anything you can do. 



about:blank 











1/1/2018 Print 



Subject: Re: Menezes and McDaniel 



From: Julia Szafraniec Uuliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com) 



To: nmarangi@pacbell.net; 



Date: Monday, June 19, 2017 4:02 PM 



Neill, 



Do you still have the minutes from this hearing (12/12/16)? If so, could you please email them to me? Also I 
received your email in regards to attorney fees and to my recollection Judge Hernandez instructed Mr. McDaniel 
to stop paying when we were in Court towards the end of last year (around August I believe). I will review my 
notes and verify. 



Thanks, 
Julia 



Julia Kaemerle 
Attorney at Law 



LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 



- Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TEL (760) 931-1981 



FAX (760) 931-1982 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the 
individual(s) named as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 
2510-2521. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under 
applicable law including, but not limited to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are 
not the intended recipient of this transmission, please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not 
deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its contents or take any action in reliance on the 
information it contains. 



On Mon, Jan 30, 2017 at 9:06 PM, Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> wrote: 
I just got the Minutes, but I see you've already sent your version of the 12/12/16 order to the court. 
I've attached my letter to the court and my version of the order. 
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I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, L.L.P. 



2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



,-,, FO r \ --·· 
SOUTH CCUNT'(-14 



3 (760) 931-1981 



4 
Z018 JAN I O P 3: 2 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANlEL 
5 



6 



7 



8 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DMSION 



NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Petihoner, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Respondent 



Case No.: DS 51030 



NOTICE OF LODGMENT 
10 



11 



12 



13 



14 Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, by and through his attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, 



15 hereby lodges the following: 



16 Exhibit 



11 A 



Description 
Email Correspondence to Neill Marangi 10/3/17 



18 



19 



B 



C 



Email Correspondence regarding the Power of Attorney 



Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contempt 



20 
D 



21 
E. 



22 



23 
F. 



24 G. 



25 



26 



27 Dated: January 10, 2018 



28 



Email Correspondence regarding delivery of POA 



Email from Petitioner dated 11/9/17 



Brazilian Process Paperwork (translations to be provided) 



Findings and Orders after Hearing submitted to Court. 



JULIA 



NOTJCE OF LODGMENT - 1 



1 
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I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
70!8 JAN I 0 LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 .-. : _:: . .: · -i_ ~c~ .:: t_::~/3;:y 



3 (760)931-1981 ,• ;_r~ :_.,'-... 41~ !.'JJ ~-t''/l c.:~. 
4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



Q 



11 



12 



13 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL Al 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



fN AND FOR THF, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



N1\TACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff. 



TIM MCDANIEL. 



Defendant 



Ca.~c No.: DS 51030 



SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF 
RESPONDENT. TIM MCDANIEL. IN SUPPORT OF 
REQUEST FOR ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES 
AND SANCTIONS 



14 I. Tim McDaniel, declare: 



15 I. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 



16 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where othenvise indicated, and if 



17 called to testify. I could and would testify competently thereto. 



18 



19 



20 



11 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



.., 



.t.. 



1. 
TIMELTNE OF PETITIONER VIOLATING COURT ORDERS 
REGARDING SIGNING THE POWER OF ATTORNEY 



Originally, we filed a motion to enforce the Judgment from May 2015 regardin 



Petitioner transferring title of the home located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into m) 



name which was heard on December 12, 2016. The Court ordered that Petitioner was to sign an) 



required documents or take any necessary action to put title of the property located at 288 Albert 



Quatrini Bianchi Street in Brazil in my name by January 12, 2017. This was never done and th 



Attorney fee and Sanctions Requests as noticed in our Request for Order were not granted. 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



i 



8 



9 



11 



12 



13 



14 



IS 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



J. On February J, 2017, I tiled an Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contemp 



as Petitioner had taken no action to transfer the property to me. On August 4, 2017: Pctitione 



was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of being in contempt of Court. Petitioner speci ticall 



violated an order to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Strec 



into my name. 



4. On August 29, 2017 (a Review Hearing previously set by the Court): The Cou 



(Both Family and Criminul) had previously ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof o 



compliance with the Court Order at this hearing. She again was in violation of the above Cou 



Order which was originally made in 2015. In fact, she provided a Power of Attorney to th 



Court which specifically did NOT transfer the property but authorized me to use the house unti 



after her process to remove the :,;quatters was completed. In addition. she added specific languag 



which made me responsible not just for the cost of the process but also her personal attorney fees 



costs for the transfer, and cosL<i of the registration in the Registry. The Court had already ordere 



I hat she was to hear all o_{ these costs. As the Court will sec later in this declaration, she goes o 



to attempt to award the house to her Brazilian attorney as a payment for her fees (despite th 



speci fie order for her not to encumber the property in any way). Petitioner has never had an 



intention of abiding by the Court Orders at any time during this case. 



5. At the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017, Petitioner was ordered to execute the 



23 Power of Attorney per the instructions ofmy anomcy in Brazil within 30 days. We provided her 



24 with instructions on September 26, 2017 which we even had verified by the registry in Brazil. 



25 We did not receive any response from Petitioner at all. 



26 



27 



28 



6. My attorney then followed up with Petitioner's attorney on September 29, 20 I 7 



via email; however. he told us he was not representing her on this issue but that he would 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



JU 



II 



12 



I) 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



2.7 



28 



forward our request for status to Petitioner. On October 2, 2017. well over the 30 days she was 



given, my attorney followed up again and Petitioner's attorney informed her that Petitioner was 



requesting the document he translated even though her primary language is Portuguese. 



7. Due to the fact that Petitioner put herself on title to this property as a single 



woman she could sell the home. Based on her past actions, this would not surprise me especially 



since she is suing the tenants to evict them from my home. This is a lawsuit she could have casil 



dropped on her own when the home was awarded to me in 2015. We gave Petitioner and her 



attorney Ex Parte notice on October 3, 2017 for October 5, 2017 hoping that Petitioner would 



get the document executed and that we could then take the matter off calendar. (Please see email 



correspondence re ex partc lodged herein as Exhibit "A".) 



8. We appeared Ex Parte on October 5, 2017 to request that the Court assist us in 



having the Power of Attorney executed as it seemed clear she had no intention of complying. Al 



th~ Ex Parle she was still given additional time again. She was to go to the consulate by 



October 13, 2017 and then to deliver the pe1fected Power of Attorney to my attorney by 



October 16, 2017, This was not done. My attorney followed up with Petitioner's attorney on 



October 12, 2017 to sec if"Pctitioncr had complied with the Order and to try to facilitate a way 



for Petitioner to get her lhe Power of Attorney on October I 6, 2017. On October 17, 2017, we 



had still not heard back from Petitioner or her attorney so my attorney followed up again that da 



and on October 18, 20 J 7 (Please email correspondence re: Power of Attorney lodged herein as 



Exhibit ''B ".) 



9. By October 21, 2017, we had still received no news so we prepared another 



Order to Show Cause and Affidavit of Facts Constituting Contempt. (Please sec prepared and 



signed Order to Show CaLtsc and Affidavit for Contempt lodged herein as Exltibit "C".) My 



attorney infom,ed Petitioner that we would pursue a contempt as the Court had stated we could 



have it heard in Family Court as criminal guilt had already been decided. I did not want to have 



to bring this before the Court again but I needed to be prepared in the event Petilioner again 
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2 



3 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



IJ 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



IR 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



directly violated the Courts orders. 



I 0. Finally, on October 27, 2017, Petitioner sent my attorney a scanned copy of the 



Power of Attorney. However, by November 6, 2017, we still had heard nothing about when 



Petitioner would be delivering the original to my attomcy. My attorney contacted Petitioner 



again on this day to inquire as to how she could get the original. (Please see email re: Delivery 



of POA lodged herein as Exhi'bit "D ".) The original was needed by my attorney in Brazil to be 



able to take to the registry. Petitioner finally agreed to meet someone from my attomcy's service 



in front of the Courthouse on November 10, 2017. This is almost one month after she was 



ordered for the 51
h time to provide this Power of Attorney. 



11. Petitioner did email my attorney prior to that day that it was her intention to go 



into my separate property house after the litigation she instigated is over to remove property 



from the home. (Please see email from Petitioner dated November 9, 2017 lodged herein as 



Exhibit "E. '? [f she did thjs before the house was titled in my name there is nothing I could do 



to protect myself or my property in the home. This is just another example of her complete 



disregard of Court Orders. She believes that she knows better than all the Judges we have 



encountered to date and she will continue to try to manipulate the orders to benefit herself. 



12. At this Lime, we arc finally in possession of the origina I document which has been 



mailed to Attorney Eva Bischoff. Upon receipt of the original Power of Attorney, Attorney 



Bischoff went to start the process of transferring the property back into my name. On Decembe 



7, 2017, we were notified by Attorney Bischoff that she found documentation lo show that 



Petitioner (along with her attorney ADTMlLSON BARBOSA DA SILVA) had tiled a process in 



which Petitioner claimed to owe her attorney R$352,528,00. The house is Brazil is valued at 



approximately R$404,000.00. Petitioner, to compensate for this al1cgcd debt, awarded the house 



to her attorney. This is despite a strict order from this Court that she not encumber or 



transfer this property in any way. 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



13. The letter oF adjudication (carta de adjudicacao) was presented by ADIMf LSON 



BARBOSA DA SILVA to the registry in Brazil on November 30, 2017, This clearly 



demonstrates that Petitioner had absolutely no intention of abiding by the Court Orders. If this 



documentation had not been found by Attorney Bischoff then the property would already have 



been transferred to ADTMTLSON BARBOSA DA SILVA and J would have no recourse. Wear 



currently having all the processes translated so that the Court can see the extent of deception, 



manipulation, and criminal behavior of the Petitioner. We are providing the Portuguese 



documents at this time. (Please see Portuguese Processes lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 



14. On December 16, 2017, Attorney Bischoff notified us that the apartment awarde 



to Petitioner in Brazil as well as her Mother's home were still in her name. This means that she 



had other assets which she could have used to pay her alleged debt. Attorney Bischoff was able 



to meet with the Judge and the registration of the decision was temporarily cancelled. 



I 5. I have continuously represented to the Court that Petitioner can dispose of this 



property and we now have obtained documentation that she has absolutely engaged in fraudulent 



behavior. ln addition to the Contempt in the San Diego Superior Court, Petitioner, her attorney 



in Brazil, and her mother may be facing a criminal process in Brazil. We have provided an email 



to the Court from October 2015 (approximately 5 months aner the Court originally awarded the 



property to me) in which her attorney writes her that as of November 8, 2014 he had only 



received R$2.000,00 from her and that they should agree to a reasonable fee of I 0% of the value 



of the house. This was about RS243.067,00 (10% minus the R$2,000 already paid). The email 



specifies that he would consider it an agreement if she did not respond. Petitioner has never 



informed the Court in San Diego about any of this. 



16. ln addition to the translated processes l will provide to the Court. I am having 



Attorney Eva Bischoff appear via Court Cal I so that if the Court has any questions for her about 



the processes in Brazil she will be available. 



ill 
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17. To outline what has happened for the Court, I filed my request to Enforce the 



Judgment August 11, 2016, I filed the first contempt motion in January of 2017 and the origina 



order was made in 2015. The contempt was set for May Z3, 2017 for the arraignment, then we 



returned June 13, 2017 at which point Petitioner requested a continuance so the Court could 



appoint a defense attorney. Finally, on August 4, 2017 the Contempt was heard and Petitioner 



was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. [twas not until November 10, 2017, that my 



attorney was in receipt of the Power of attorney and now I have had to tile a lawsuit in Brazil to 



prevent Petitioner from transferring the house to her Brazilian attorney. This is 2 vears and 8 



months from the original order being made and 1 year and 5 months since I have been asking 



for the Court's a."sistance in enforcing the Judgment. 



18. Now after a RFO to Enforce Judgment, a Motion to Compel discovery regarding 



the house in question, multiple Review Hearings, a Contempt Trial, Related Matters, another 



Contempt motion, and an Ex Pa rte we are just now moving closer to the house being put back in 



my name. Even to finalize putting the house back into my name will require me to tly back to 



Brazil. Petitioner's behavior has caused me to incur unnecessary expenses, fees, and has taken 



up the Court's time unnecessarily. I am respectfully requesting the Court to seriously 



consider my request to not only award me Petitioner's community interest portion in the 



bank account (this was awarded to me already for the $10,000 she was ordered to pay for 



the Contempt Motion) but also the stocks and in addition an attorney fee and cost award in 



the amount of $30,000. 



19. I also request that the Court take action in penalizing Petitioner for her complete 



lack of candor, blatant perjury, and criminal behavior. She has wasted not just the Court's time 



and judicial resources but has also caused me to incur unnecessary costs, time, and difficulty. 



Nothing in the Family Court System has been effective to enforce the Court Order's again~t 



Petitioner. I have abided by all Court orders and just am requesting that the Court make a ruling 



that will make sure Petitioner does as well. 
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20. As the Court can clearly see Petitioner has twice had to pay fees because of her 



behavior. The first being for her DVTRO which the Court denied and I was the prevailing party 



and was awarded $10.000. I had to fly in from Belgium for this hearing. This amount was offse 



by spousal support that J would have to pay Petitioner despite the fact she was and is co



habitating with and being supported by Shane Douglas according to their testimony. He 



admitted to supporting her in Court on the record at the DVTRO hearing. The next being the 



Contempt trial wherein the Judge found her guilty beyond a reasonable doubt and also awarded 



me $10,000 which is being offset by her community property interest in a bank account we had 



during the marriage. I had to fly in from Sri Lanka for this hearing which she continued. She 



has yet to have to actually pay for her continued perjury to the Court, her bad faith requests to th 



Court, and her complete and total disregard for Court Orders. I believe that unless there is a 



punishment we will continue to see her violating and manipulating Court Orders. 



u. 
TIMELINE OF THE COURT RESERVCNG JURJSDICTION OVER ATTORNEY FEE' 



AND SANCTIONS THROUGHOUT THIS LITT GA TION. 



21. The Request for Attorney Fees and Costs as well as Sanctions has been before the 



Court since at least January 2016. The Cour1 reserved over this issue at the hearing on June 13, 



2017 and set a Review Hearing for August 29, 2017. At the Review Hearing on August 29, 



2017, the Court again reserved jurisdiction over all sanction and fee requests and set another 



Review Hearing for January 16, 2018. (Please see FOAH'S for the above-mentioned hearings 



lodged herein as Exhibit "f;'.) Both FOAH's were prepared and submitted to Petitioner's 



Counsel by my attorney. After receiving no response from him, my attorney submitted both 



FOAH's directly to the Court but we have not received conformed copies as of yet. 



22. Mr. Marangi has submitted an additional declaration claiming he is owed fees by 



myself: The Court specifically stated to the best of my recollection and supported by the notes o 
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my attorney that the Court was reserviJ1g over the payment of these fees. In light of the above, I 



do nol believe Petitioner should be awarded fees of any kind and should be solely responsible for 



her fees. The only reason this case is still being litigated is directly because of her actions. She 



has absolutely frustrated settlement and increased litigation both in Brazil and California. 



23. At each level we had the following requests: 



• ln our Responsive Declaration, tiled May 31, 2017. to Petitioner's Request for Order 



filed February 27,2017 and heard on June 13, 2017, r requested $20,000 ,n Attorney 



Fees and Sanctions under Family Code §271, CCP §2031.010, and CCP §3294. (This 



was supported by the Declaration of Julia Kaemerle Regar,Jing Attorney Fees filed on 



MayJl,2017.) 



• Per the Findings and Orders aftel' Hearing, the Court reserved on the above. 



• My request for $20,000 in fees and sanctions was continued again at the August 29, 2017 



hearing to the Review hearing set for January 16, 2018. 



• Per the declaration I submitted for the Ex Parte heard on October 5, 2017, I again made a 



request for fees and sanctions. This was filed October 4, 2017 and the underlying motion 



that l tiled concurrently for fees and sanctions was set for the January 16, 2018 date as 



well. ln my ex parte declaration, l requested $30,000 in fees based on Family Code §271 



§2031, and CCP §3294. This request was made because of Petitioner's blatant disregard 



for Court Orders which has forced me to appear before the Court on numerous occasions 



to enforce this Order. 



• In the underlying motion filed concurrently with the Ex Parte, (which was set for the 



same day as the Review Hearing) I again requested $30,000 under Family Code § 271, 
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§2031, and CCP §3294. 



• Prior to all of this, on November 8, 2016, I had to file a Motion to Compel because 



Petitioner refused to comply with our discovery requests, specifically, Fann 



Interrogatories. The motion was heard on March 13, 2017. We had requested $5,000 in 



Attorney Fees and sanctions under CCP §2031. 290 and §2031.300 for failure to timely 



and properly respond - there in fact was no response. Petitioner was only ordered to pay 



$500 under Family Code §271. 



24. lam asking that the Court review the aforementioned declarations, specifically, 



my Responsive Declaration filed May 31, 2017, my attorney's attorney fee declaration filed the 



same day, the Findings and Orders after Hearing lodged herein as Exhibit E, my ex-pane 



declaration submitted October 4, 2017, the Courts Order made at the hearing, the transcript from 



the C_ontempt Motion (previously lodged as Exliibit Hon August 24, 2017), my declaration 



submitted with the RFO filed October 5, 2017, as well as this declaration. In addition, I am 



respectfully requesting lhc Court review my Request for Order filed August 14, 2015 which 



outlines Petitioner's perjury to the Court as well as the Contempt Motion filed November 27, 



2017. 



25. I am also respectfully requesting that the Court consider the transcripts or minutes 



from May 23, 2017, June 13, 2017, and August 29, 2017. ln addition, I would request that the 



Court consider the original motion I filed to enforce the Judgment on August 11, 2016. I have 



throughout this matter informed the Court that Petitioner is committing perjury. 



26. The Court should also consider that she has been co-habiting with Shane Douglas 



since Oct. 7, 2013. We have infonned the Court of this several times. Our evidence is Faceboo 



statements and photos, investigation of her subletting an apartment and stating she lived there 
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when she lived with Shane and her bank statements with no utility bills or household expenses 



(these have all previously been submitted to the Court but will be provided again prior to the 



Review Hearing.) She is fully supported by him and she is intentionally misrepresenting her 



finances to the Court. 



27. While Petitioner continues to claim financial hardship, I would like the Court to 



see that this is not at. all the case. Petitioner has substantially bencfitted financially from this 



divorce. 



In addition to her salary which averages S3,000 per month, she also has the following: 



• Petitioner still has my home in her name valued at S I l 0,000 usd although she 
actively tried to transfer it to ADJMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA. 



• She has her own home in GuaruJhos in Brazil valued at $183,000 usd 



• She was awarded an apartment in Brazil valued at S60,000 usd which was 
purchased with my separate property funds. 



• Petitioner has received l /2 of my 40 I k which is valued at $ l 02,000 usd 



• Petitioner was able to purchase a new Mazda 6 in 2015- value $22,000 usd 



• She has not paid any Utility bills according to subpoenaed bank statements and T 
believe that she is fully being supported by Shane Douglas per his testimony in 
Coun. 



• In the time that Petitioner has been cohabiting with Shane Douglas, I have paid 
her $64,120 usd in spousal support. 



• This is a total of $541,000 usd (not including salary) that she has acquired 
throughout this matter. 



• 1 had to pay $990 (1 % of the value) to file the process against her preventing her 
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28. 



from transferring my house to her attorney. 



• There is upwards of S3150O in propeny fees J will have to pay. 



• My attorney fees for Attorney Eva Bischoff will be about 20% of the value of the 
house. She will be available to the Court via CourtCall should the Court have 
questions about her fees on l/16/18. 



• t have had to cover the costs to obtain translations of the Brazilian processes 
which will had up to several thousands. 



111. 
RELIEF REQUESTED 



[ am respectfully requesting that the Court award me all of the remaining stock 



(specifically Petitioner's Community Property portion) based on her behavior and delay in 



transferring this property to me despite repeated Court Orders and direct comments by numerous 



Judicial Officers. 



29. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, and CCP §3294 in th 



amount of $30,000 for having to continuously come before the Coun on this same issut: and for 



her blatant disregard for Court Orders. The request for the $30,000 is in addition to the Court 



awarding me lllJ of the stock. If Petitioner continues to sec no consequence:: to her conduct and 



repeated disobedience and disrespect to the Court her behavior will continue. 



I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



true and correct. Executed this 10 day of January 2018. 



,r;: ~ S> 
T1ffi' McDaniel. Respondent 



~ SCANNED 
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Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



k1 
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DJEGO 



FAMILY COURT 



8 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES. Case No.: D51030 
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Petitioner, 



vs. WITNESS LIST 



TIM MCDANIEL, Date: January 16. 2018 



Respondent. 
Time: 1:45 PM 



Dept: 17 



At the time of the Review Hearing, Respondent TIM MCDANTEL. reserves the right to 



take oral testimony from the following witnesses: 



1. 



2. 



... 



.). 



Petitioner. NAT ACHE C.GONCAL VES MENEZES 



Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



Attorney Eva Bischoff; other party. Respondent"s attorney in Brazil. Attorney 



Bischoff can testify as to the lawsuits regarding the House in question in Brazil as 



well as costs incurred by Respondent regarding the transfer of the House. 



Dated: January 9,2018 
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ATTORNEY Ofl PARTY WITHOUT A TTOANEY (N11"8. Sll/11 £Ju nurrc,r, 1NI Md'H1): 



_ Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l671S5) SBN: 167155 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911 



TELEPl'ONE N0,:(619) 420-1600 FAX NO. (Op«ona0:(619) 420-l 61 J 
£.MM. AOOAESS (C),lional): 



ATTORNEVi::oR 1'11•1111'-'Menezes 



SUPERIOR C:OUf;f. OF C:~L,IF()RNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
sTTmTAOORess:500 Third Avenue 
MAJLJNGADORES~:500 Third Avenue 



cmANDZJPCOOE:Chula Vista. CA 91910 
BAANCH NAME:Sou£h County Regional Center 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER:NAT ACHE C. GONCAL YES MENEZES 



DEFENDANT/AESPONDENT:TJM MCDANIEL 



DECLARATION 



MC-030 
FOR COURT IJ$E cw, Y 



23\8 JAN \ 2 P 3: P·1 



CASE NUIABER: 



DS 51030 



Tim was involved with the squauers. What happen is that had a lot. of debt from .the process against the squatters. !t y.,~ a legal decision 
from the judge in Brazil. l had a court order saying r lost the house to· Adn:iilson. I don't !lave any saying on the judge d:ecision. 



My lawyer in Brazil after the 2015 email he send tc me charging me he stop working for me because I told him I ~ouldn't pay and my 
mom look for another lawyer and unfonunately the judge didn't accept the new lawyer and sent the court paperwork to Admilson so 
decided to come back to work for me agc:tin my mom couldn't pay so he _started a process against us and the judge freeze the property and 
did a court order to award the houSI! to Admtlson. 



I in the same way can't determinate what happen there and what did happen there is whar I have been saying on court after court that had 
a chance ro happen and the house was losr. It's not true that I passed this house. I lost in the litigation proces.-. by court order in Brazil. I 
did my part I gave the POA exactly how they wanted. What happen in the litigation and the outcome result of losing the house was nor 
what I wanted. I lost the case. I never have the control of the hous!;: since 2014 when litigation started 1 told everyone that I didn't have 
the ownership because the squaner5 were trying to take over the house. I said that many times. 



I didn't know about the ex-part~ I didn't see my emails. This ex parte should not happened because Ms. Kaemerle took her 1 month to 
give me the POA draft and judge said r had one month to do it after she give me the paper and if she was late she was going to excuse me 
from any delay. 1 did my part and did-the POA even knowing was against the Brazilian law that 1 couldn'ttransfer the house tci nobody 
until the process was over. 



Tim didn't do the new form to transfer the college plan so that still pending. He is the one in the first place that should had done and srnd 
to the college plan. 



The value of Houses Ta.}(es I paid from 2015 to 2017: $ 8,363.43. I ask the court to order Tim to reimburse me. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under th11 laws of the State of California that the foregoing ls true and oorreet. 



Date: c!) \ I C l,. / cg 



NATACHE C GONCALVES MF.NFZF~ 



0S5103D 
MC030 
Declaration 
767538 
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Signatur~
By Fac:;irnite 



0 Attorney tor O Plalntlff 00 Petitioner D Defendant 



D Respondent D Other (Specify): 
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F1TITIONERIPL.AINT:F,:: N~tache C. Gonaalves ~enezes 
RES1>0~0ENT1DEFENOANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION CSE 5~030 
1. Employment (GAie lnfom,a~n cm your t;f.!mmt }ob or, if 'IO'J'«J unem;,byed, YQLJr most reot,nt Job.) 



a. Employ•: Optimum Behavioral Health · 
Attach copies b. Employer's a;edreat.: 591 Camino De La Reina, #8l1, San Diego, CA 92108 
of your pay e, Employa,'1 phone number: ( 619) 297-4300 
• tuba for l,st d. Occupation: 8ehaviora l Theranist 
two months "' 
(black out •· Date JPb started! 01 / Oe / 14 
mat f. If unemployed, d~t• Jop endecl; 



security g. I W01k about 40 hours per week. 
numbers}. h. I get paid S 4, 224 groa {before taxes) CX: per month C per week CJ per hour. 



•150 



(tf you hav• rnort than Ot\e job, attach an •Yrby·11-i~ sheet of p1J>$r ~nd lfat-tht 11me Information u atH?ve- for )four Olher 
jobs. Write uQuestlon 1--cthar Jottt• 11 the top.) 
2. Age and tducatfon 



a. My age Is (spedy): 37 
b. I have completed h{gh school Cf tht QQulvalent: .. X ·1 Yes i,_ __ : No If no, highest grade c:ompleted (specify): 



c. Number ot yure of ~llsga compl&tad (spet;lfy): 5 rx:: ~rN(S) obtained (~P'Klf</): Physical Therapy 
d. Number of years ot g111duate achool completid (specify): C"_J Oagree(s) ot>t11tnad (liPf'Clfy): 
e. 1 have: :Jc~ pRJf$81ionaVoccupatlOl1at 11can,e<11) (l{)(dy): Registered Behavioral Therapist 



CJ ¥Ocational training (9Pflclly): 
3. Tax lnformatk,n 



a . . 1'· __ I last flied taxes for taw year (apaoify Yfft); 2015 
b, My tax filing statu1 11 :..J single --~-~ head of household C~J mani6d, fll!ng separately 



·• .-: married, flllng jointly with (lt»Clfo/ nsrm1): 



c. l file state tax returns In ::.)L c,urarnla [--::~~ other (BPfci/y slate).· 



d. I Cl&lm the following number cf eXlffl!ptions (including myself) on my taX&G (spscify)i. 



4. Other panyts Income. I estimate the·gro~ monthly Income (before taxes) of the other partY In tt,is ca~• at (s,,«ify): • 8,666 
This etima~ I& be~ an (e)(IIJ.tin): Inc.orne and expense Def:lara.tion 



(If )'OU need mote apace to Ptwe, anr QUHt!ona on tftlJ ,f)l'm, •Uaoh an 8'fl.by•11-tneh ah"& of pJplP and w,lte ttle 
qu~tJon number before your •~wsr, Numbs, cf pag,91 attechad: ,,_ _ _,,.. __ _ 



I declare under penalty of perjury under tho lawa or th& State of C.allfornla thal the-Information ~ntalned on ell pages of this form and 



any ~ttachments is tl'\Je and correct. ~~ • Signature 
Oate. <!JI/ /1,./1 g »---..L-~-1---··-~ Ry F~,~•;imi1e 



Natache C, Goocaivcs Menezes ~►---'./l...:;..,~-~~~~~=------m" QI PR"'CT NAM~I 1$1CiNA"IV'IE Of OiCI.Altw.lTI 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 



□S51030 
FL 150P 
Petitio11er's lnr.ornr. and ~K1,1enSe O'!tlilrnliJn 
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Fl -1~'1 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



._RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT; 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



Attach copies of your pay stubs for the last two months and proof of any other income. Take a copy of your latest federal 
tax return to the court hearing. (Black out your social security number on the pay stub and tax return.) 



5. Income (For average monthly, add up all the income you received in each category in the last 12 months Average 
and divide the total by 12.) Last month monthly 



a. Salary or wages (gross, before taxes) .................................................. $ o 3,727 



b. Overtime (gross, before taxes) ...................................................... $ ___ __,,,,_ 0 
c. Commissions or bonuses ...... _(_$_~99!.1.~ .l!l~.n-~t:i~. ~- -~~~/~~: ~ ................ $ ___ _.._ 0 



d. Public assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GNGR) D currently receiving ............. $ ___ -=-0 



e. Spousal support I x 7 from this marriage D from a different marriage ................... $ ___ ---=-0 



f. Partner support D from this domestic partnership C-_J from a different domestic partnership $ ___ ---0 



0 g. Pension/retirement fund payments .................................................... $ ___ _::,_ 



0 h. Social security retirement (not SSI).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... $ ___ ~ 



i. Disability: D Social security (not SSI) D State disability (SDI) f I Private insurance .... $ ___ -=-0 



0 j. Unemployment compensation ........................................................ $ ___ _;:_ 



0 k. Workers' compensation ............................................................ $ ___ -=-



1. Other (military BAQ, royalty payments, etc.) (specffy):V.i.C:t;.9.r.~?.' -~. ?~.C:f!=!.t ... ( !!. )~9~J.f !? ...... $...:.·..:.•--:.....:.... 77 
per month) 



6. Investment income (Attach a schedule showing gross receipts less cash expenses for each piece of property.) 



0 a. Dividends/interest ................................................................. $ ___ -=-



0 b. Rental property income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .$ ___ ___ 



0 c. Trust income .............................................................. - ..... $ ___ -=-



0 d. Other (specify): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ __ ____,~ 



7. Income from self-employment, after business expenses for all businesses ... 
I am the D owner/sole proprietor D business partner D other (specify)· 



Number of years in this business (specify): 



Name of business (specify): 



Type of business (specify): 



0 .. $ ___ ....._ 



456 
41 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



0 



65 



0 
0 
0 



0 



0 



Attach a profit and loss statement for the last two year:.; or a Schedule c from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
social security number. If you have more than one business, provide the Information above for each of your businesses. 



8. D Additional income. I received one-time money (lottery winnings, inheritance. etc.) in the last 12 months (specify source and 
amount): 



9. D Change in income. My financial situation has changed significantly over the last 12 months because (specify): 



10. Deductions Last month 



a. Required union dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................... $ 0 



b. Required retirement payments (not social security, FICA, 401 (k), or IRA}.... . ........................... $ 0 
c. Medical, hospital, dental, and other health insurance premiums (total monthly amount). . . ............ $ 3 7 3 



d. Child support that I pay for children from other relationships . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ $ 0 



e. Spousal support that I pay by court order from a different marriage .................................. $ 0 



f. Partner support that I pay by court order from a different domestic partnership ............................. $ 0 



g. Necessary job-related expenses not reimbursed by rny employer (attach explanation labeled "Question 10g") . . $ 0 



11. Assets Total 



a. Cash and checking accounts, savings, credit union, money market, and other deposit accounts.. . . . . . . . . ... $ ~_Q_5_2_ 



b. Stocks, bonds, and other assets t could easily sell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ $ 0 



c. All other property, UL) real and ~.J personal (estimc1te fair market value minus the debts you owe). . $ 30. 841 
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FL-150 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Nat ache C. Goncalves Menezes 



~RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 
CASE NUMBER· 



DS 51030 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



12. The following people live with me· 



Name 
How the person is That person's gross Pays some of the 



Age related to me? (ex: son) monthly income household expenses? 



a. Dominique Francelino 18 Daughter $-0- 0Yes W No 
b. Shane Douglas 33 Boyfriend $5,500 Ci] Yes D No 
c. 0 0Yes D No 
d. 0 0Yes D No 
e. 0 0Yes D No 



13. Average monthly expenses [i] Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 



a. Home: 



(1) W Rent or D mortgage ....... $ ___ ..::::.J...: 



If mortgage: 



h. Laundry and cleaning .............. $ 
2.500 



i. Clothes ....... . . ' .............. $ 



(a) average principal: $ ___ __,O::... j. Education ..................... $ 



(b) average interest: $ 0 k. Entertainment. gifts, and vacation .... $ 



0 (2) Real property taxes ................ $ _____ ____ I. Auto expenses and transportation 



(3) Homeowners or renter's insurance (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, etc.) ..... $ 



0 (if not included above) .............. $ _____ __:::'-- m. Insurance (life, accident. etc.; do not 



300 (4) Maintenance and repair ............ $ ------=-=-- include auto, home, or health insurance)$ 



b. Health-care costs not paid by insurance ... $ 
n. Savings and investments ............ $ 



100 
0. Charitable contributions ............. $ 



0 
p. Monthly payments listed in item 14 



(itemize below in 14 and insert total here) $ 
c. Child care .......................... $ -------=--



800 d. Groceries and household supplies ........ $ ____ ___,_..;...;a;'- q. Other (specify)?.~~. Jrv~ \l.r:c;1nc;:~ .... $ 



480 e. Eating out .......................... $ -----=--=-a;-



630 
r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) (do not add in 



the amounts in a(1)(a) and (b)) $ 
f. Utilities (gas, electric, water, trasll) . . .... $ ------"--'-"-



162 g. Telephone, cell phone, and e-mail ....... $ ____ __.._ 



s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ 



14. Installment payments and debts not listed above 



0 



100 



125 



250 



460 



0 



25 



0 



20Q 



53 



6[185 



0 



Paid to For Amount Balance Date of last payment 



Chase Visa Credit card $ 200 $ L 443 current 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



$ 0 $ 0 



15. Attorney fees (This is required if either party is requesting attorney fees.): 0 
a. To date, I have paid my attorney this amount for fees and costs (specffy): $9, 6 0 3 
b. The source of this money was (specify): savings; credit card 
c. I still owe the following fees and costs to my attorney (specffy total owed): $0 
d. My attorney's hourly rate is (specify): $ f 1 at 



I confirm this fee arrangement. 



Date: c)\ { ( "'( '-'J 
Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) ► (lYPE OR PRINT NAME OF ATTORNEY) 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natache C. Goncal ,,es Menezes 
__ RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 



CASE NUMBER: 



~s s1030 



16. Number of children 
(NOTE: Fill out this page only if your case involves child support.) 



a. I have (specify number): children under the age of 18 with the other parent in this case. 



b. The children spend O percent of their time with me and O percent of their time with the other parent. 



(If you're not sure about percentage or it has not been agreed on, please describe your parenting schedule here.) 



17. Children's health-care expenses 



a. D I do D I do not have health insurance available to me for the children through my job. 



b. Name of insurance company: 



c. Address of insurance company: 



d. The monthly cost for the children's health insurance is or would be (specffy): $0 
(Do not include the amount your employer pays.) 



18. Additional expenses for the children in this case Amount per month 



a. Child care so I can work or get job training ......................... $ 0 



b. Children's health care not covered by insurance ..................... $ _____ ....,.O._ 



c. Travel expenses for visitation .................................... $ ___ --"O ___ 



d. Children's educational or other special needs (specify below): .......... $ _____ ...:,O._ 



19. Special hardships. I asl< the court to consider the following special financial circumstances 
(attach documentation of any item listed here, including court orders): 



FL -15C 



Amount per month For how many months? 



a. Extraordinary health expenses not included in 18b .................. $ _____ ....,.O'--



b. Major losses not covered by insurance (examples: fire. theft, other 
insured loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ _____ -0_ 



c. (1) Expenses for my minor children who are from other relationships and 
0 are living with me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................... $------



(2) Names and ages of those children (specify): 



(3) Child support I receive for those children ....................... $ ____ ___,.O'---



The expenses listed in a, b, and c create an extreme financial hardship because (explain): 



20. Other information I want the court to know concerning support in my case (specify): 
I received my December µay in January, so the year-to-date income has been 
divided by 11 months, rather than 10. The $500 bonus I've rec~ived this year 
is the only bonus I'll receive this year, so I've divided that amount by 12 
months. 
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GREGORY CARINCI PSVCHC•LOG~ INC 
!!'iill CM,tlNC) 0€ LA 1'((1"'14 STE az, 
SM 01eao CA 112,oe-;1110 



A132·f-2O1-4 
EE lrJ: 13 



NATACHEG ~ENE.ZE$ 
F<rnox~sjo3e2 
SAN DIEGO CA 82153 



~· ....... ---- --·--·····----·-·-••·-----I re•~NINGS "6PIS(»N"1, .ANO CHECK 1~,0f\MATION 
Nat.ad'le G Menezes 
PO 8oll5303.62 
San Diego. CA 92.1 S3 
Soc S.C #: :iooc•XX·l000I Emp4oy,e 10: 13 



PayPMtod: 10J01/17to 10/31/17 
£~.~_Da\41: .. ~_1/0&l1~----~~ck#: 5009~ 
N!T PAY ALLOCATlON1S 



DD 



Q~SCR/Pl'10N 



Hourly 
Ss1a1y 
OWlrtime 
Bonua 
Vacation 
Total Houre 
Orots Earnings 
Total Hn Worked 



Hf'(S/UNITS RA TE TWS PERIOD ( I) .YTO HOURS 



182.00 21 0000 



14.00 31,5000 



r/6.00 



176.00 



l-402.00 



4-41.00 



38,43 00 



1566 00 
15700 
1-'500 



_4_~.QQ 
1926 00 



32763 50 
:iso; co 
-15150 75 
500 00 



..J.@~QO 



423J9 25 



DESCRIPTION THIS PERiOO (SJ YTD (SJ MIieage 2-SfJ. :Q ,~ ?4 :,Q 
Che<:kAmounl 0.00 0.00 ______ REtMB&. OTHER PAYMENT-=S~--- .],_59 50 _______ 29!'4 ~~ 
Chkg 6639 2§7..U;J ~99-~~ WITH ... OLDll'IIGS DESCRIPTION FILING STA'TVS THIS PERICX) (SJ YTO tSJ 
NET PAY ______ ~1_S_.2_3 ___ 2_~6_9_8_.5_5 ,.., ..... 
TUiie Otrf (B8Md 0(1 Policy Vear) Social Secunty .,;..,., ,c;g 



DESCRIPTION 



So2.4 
AMTTAXEN 



0.00 hrs 
AVAIL BAL 



2◄ OOtn 



Medicare 65 72 
Fed lncomo Tax S O S•Ul 12 
CA lnoomi,TaJC SO 0 131 23 
CA Oisal)llity ~ S9 



roT~ tOO?~ 
oeovcriONS-- DESCR/P--r:-,ON--------- rn,s f-'t:RIOO ISJ 



PIA DEN POST T 
PIA MEO POST T 
PX40I EEPRE 



'fOTAL 



23 !i6 
H0':16 
3a ,lj 



.·,i 3~ 



;;:e;;~ OJ 
1>1Jn 



!!!07~ j") 



l•H-1~ 
331 or 



~56~ 
3?~ •i 



-4.::3 jg 



I 
I 



'. NIT Jl'AV 



f 



THISl>t;RtOD,SJ.' YTD(S) i 
_____________ l_ __ .. 



1 ZUUJ• ?M93.~ 1• 



'. --~ ·-- --- - ·- ---- --- _· -----·- ---~----------
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FILED 
So '!TJ...1 CrJn1...~ Y- i 1 ·t, I a I •, ,., r'l -



J JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#l56783 ZOl8 FEB 21 P J: ~O 
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



3 (760)931-1981 



4 



s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



II 



12 



13 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DMSION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



Case No.: OS S l 030 



DECLARATION OF RESPONDENT, TIM 
MCDANIEL, IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR 
ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES AND SANCTIONS 



14 I, Tim McDaniel, declare: 



15 1. I am over 18 years of age. I am the Respondent in the above referenced case. The 



t 6 facts herein are within my own personal knowledge, except where otherwise indicated, and if 



17 called to testify, I could and would testify competently thereto. 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



I. 
TIMELINE OF PETITIONER'S PROCESS IN BRAZIL 



2. On May 7, 201S, Petitioner was ordered to transfer title oftbe home located at 28 



Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street into my name. I am providing the Court with a detailed timelin 



as to what has occurred with this property. (Please s~e Litigation Timeline lodged herein a 



Exhibit "A".) On August 10, 2015, Petitioner was sent an email from her attorney in Brazil statin 



that he would be charging her R$241,067 .00 as her mother (who was her attorney-in-fact throu 



27 an executed Power-of-Attorney) directed him to charge her for the remaining amount of her bill 
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1 (Please see Translated and Original Email from Adimilson da Silva to Petitioner dated 8/10/1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



lodged herein as Exhibit "B".) ft was sent to the same email that she provided my attorney wit 



on January 28, 20 I 8. Petitioner has !!ill! informed the Court that she was being charged wi 



this amount as a debt for legal fees on this property. 



3. On June 25, 2017, Petitioner admits and assumes as liquidated certain an 



7 presently due a debt to Adimilson Barbosa Da Silva in the amount of R$320,000.00. Th 



8 



9 



lO 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



regarding the home awarded to me on May 7, 2015. (Please see Translated and Original "Privat 



instrument of Admission of Debt" dated June 25, 2017 lodged herein as Exhibit "C",) 



4. I would like the Court to take judicial notice that the home is 



R$427,339,78 currentlywb.foh is the equivalent of approximately $131,364.07 usd. In 2017 it w 



valued at R$406,409,69. (Please see Property Valuation lodged herein as Exhibit "D".J This i 



an extremely high amount to owe in Brazil for legal fees and Adimilson Barbosa da Silva has neve 



1 s to divide the funds from this property between each other. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. On February 3, 2017, I filed an Order to Show Cause and Affidavit for Contemp 



as Petitioner had taken no action to transfer the property to me. On August 4, 2017, Petitione 



was found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of being in contempt of Court regarding the Order t 



transfer the property back into my name. 



Ill 



Ill 



Ill 
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17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 
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27 



28 



6. On August 29, 2017, the Courts (Both Family and Criminal) had previous! 



ordered that Petitioner was to provide proof of compliance with the Court Order at this hearing 



Petitioner was given yet another extension and was ordered to comply within 30 days. Petitione 



attempted to provide a Power of Attorney at this hearing which stated that she was authorizing m 



to take possession of the home (it was not being transferred to me) and in addition it required tha 



I pay for all costs with the transfer (although the Court had already ordered she was responsible 



and all of her attorney fees in Brazil. (Please see translation of POA provided 8/29/17 by Petitione 



lodged herein as Exhibit "E".J We provided her with instructions on September 26, 2017 whic 



we even had verified by the registry in Brazil. 



7. We appeared Ex Parte on October S, 2017 as Petitioner had still not complied. 



Petitioner however appeared through her Mother before the Court in Brazil informing the Court 



that the parties have "amicably settled the dispute." The terms as described in the Instrument of 



Settlement and Giving in Payment of Real Estate are the same as those in the emaiJ from 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silva lodged herein as Exhibit "A". 



8. Petitioner represented to the Court in Brazil that the property that was awarded to 



me l'was free of any kind of encumbrances ... and it is not object of any other typed of contract." 



She then released her interest to the property to her Brazilian counsel which is what we have 



previously told the Court would happen because the property is in ber name. She had previously 



been awarded an apartment in Brazil (which I had purchased) and has an interest in a property 



with her Mother but she did not offer to use either of those properties as payment for her debt. 



(Please see Translated and Original Instrument of Settlement and Giving in Payment of Real 



Estate lodged herein as Exhibit "F".) 



9. Petitioner states in a declaration under penalty of perjury "It was a 1egal decision 



from the Judge in Brazil. I had a Court Order saying I lost the house to Adimilson. I don't have 



any saying on the Judge decision." This declaration was filed January 12, 2018. This 
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statement along with the majority of this declaration, her testimony, and everything she has 



presented to the Court is blatantly untrue. She agreed to allowing the property to be 



transferred to Adimilsoo Barbosa da Silva to settle her legal debt despite the fact that she 



knew the property was my sole and separate property. (Please see Eva Bischoff's 



"Comments to Natache's Declaration lodged herein as Exhibit "G".) 



10. Subsequently, on October 16, 2017, the Court in Brazil confirmed the settlement 



and the enforcement of the lien was recorded and the Judgment was made final and 



unappealable. (Please see Translated and Portuguese Judgment dated October 16, 2017 lodged 



herein as Exhibit "H''.) Petitioner had been ordered by this Court at our Ex Parte Hearing on 



October 5, 2016 that she was to provide my attorney with the executed Power of Attorney by 



October 16, 2017. 



11. Not until October 27, 2017, after the Judgement had been made final in Brazil 



did Petitioner send my attorney a scanned copy of the Power of Attorney. We did not receive the 



actual Power of Attorney from Petitioner until November 10, 2017. This docwnent had to be 



mailed to my attorney in Brazil. On November 21, 2017, Adimilson Barbosa da Silva appeared 



before the Court in Brazil to enforce the Judgment which would convey my property to him; 



however, be had not submitted his Certificate of Marriage, so we were able to sue both Petitione 



and Adimilson Barbosa da Silva before the property was transferred. (Please see Translated and 



Pormguese Notice of Compulsory Conveyance of Ownership lodged herein as Exhibit"[".) 



12. My Attorney, Eva Ingrid Reichel Bischoff, was able to file a Motion to Stay 



Execution of Judicial Lien on my behalf on December 19, 2017. (Please see translated and 



Portuguese Decision lodged herein as Exhibit "J".) On February 20, 2018, we expect to have a 



Judgment at the Superior Court in Guarulhos, Brazil. A criminal complaint has also been filed 



but at this time we do not have any news. 



Ill 



Ill 
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13. We are approaching three years from the date the first Order was made. I am 



respectfully requesting that this Court finally take aclion after reviewing my previous 



supplemental declaration and exhibits, this declaration and lodgments, and the Declaration of 



Eva Bischoff who was on hold to speak with the Court at our last hearing for opproximately two 



hours. Petitioner needs to be held responsible for her actions and blatant disregard to this 



Court's Orders now. 



II. 
PETITIONER'S ASSETS 



14. The Request for Attorney Fees and Costs as well as Sanctions has been before the 



Court since January 2016. The Court has always reserved over this issue and l would ask that 



the Court rt!vicw the timclinc submitted and our last Supplemental Declarntion which outlines 



the history of al I the requests for nttorney fees and sanctions that we have made during the 



pcndcncy of this matter. 



15. Petitioner continues to claim financial hardship, yet she has substantially 



bcnefittcd financially from this clivorcc. In addition to her salary which uvcrages $3,000 per 



month and the support of her tiancc (or husband at this time). she also has the following: 



• Petitioner still hns not transferred the property to me and it is valued at 
approximately $131,364.07 usd. 



• She has her own home in Guarulhos in Brazil valued at $I 8],000 usd 



• She was awarded an arartment in Brazil valued at $60,000 usd which was 



1mrchascd with my separate property funds. 



o Petitioner has received I /2 of my 40 I k which is valued at $ \ 32,310.86 usd 
(Plensc sec Cnddcll Retirement Statement lodged herein as E.,·hibit "K".) 



• Petitioner was able to purchase a new Mazda 6 in 2015- value $22,000 usd. 
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16. 



• She bas not paid any Utility biHs according to subpoenaed bank statements and I 
believe that she is fully being supported by Shane Douglas per his testimony in 
Court. 



• In the time that Petitioner has been cohabiting with Shane Douglas, I have paid 
her $64,120 usd in spousal support. We have on numerous occasions provided 
Petitioner's Facebook post wherein she states she is moving in with Shane 
Douglas. This was in October of 2013. (Please see Petitioner's Facebook Pose 
10/4/13 lodged herein as Exhibit "L ".) 



• This is at minimum roughly $592,000 usd (not including salary) that she has 
acquired throughout this matter. 



• In addition, I have contributed to her attorney fees in the US while she committed 
perjury the entire duration of this matter. 



m. 
MY EXPENSES 



My expenses/costa have been increased unnecessarily because of Petitioners 



behavior both in San Diego and in Brazil. These expenses include the following and do not 



include the expenses incurred listed under Petitioner's Assets: 



• Approximately $80,000 in attorney fees in Ca1ifomia and at this time 
approximately $10,000 in attorney fees in Brazil. At the conclusion of the matter, 
10% of the value of the home will also be owed to my attorney in Brazil. {This 
does not include appeals in Brazil if necessary.) 



• I have paid $7,000 to my attorney in fees to file the processes in Brazil to stop the 
property from being transferred. 



• It will cost at least $10,000 to have the property transferred once the litigation is 
over. 



• Petitioner was delinquent on property taxes and she owes (per Court order) a 
minimum of$9,000. She has perjured herself again and represented that she paid 
these truces, 
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17. 



• I have had to pay for international flights from Sri Lanka and other locations to 
San Diego for these hearings, 



• I have had to pay for translations of all the Court documents for Brazil and the 
costs continue as we return to Court yet again with the same facts and requests. 
(Please see Receipts for Expenses lodged herein as Exhibit "M" - more to be 
produced at time of the hearing) 



On top of these fees, I had filed a Request for Order and a second contempt 



neither of which were heard by the Court. The criminal portion of the contempt bad been 



decided so there would have been no violation of Petitioner's fifth amendment rights and the 



RFO was sent to Petitioner and her counsel. She has on numerous occasions dodged service, her 



attorney has subbed in and out of her case, and she had no consequences to her actions aside 



from our Contempt Motion in Criminal Court. 



18. It has been frustrating to be involved in litigation where Petitioner has been 



allowed time and time again to violate Court Orders with no repercussions. It is my sincere hop 



that the Court will now see the extent of deception and manipulation she has engaged in while I 



have obeyed all Court Orders and acted in good faith. 



m. 
RELIEF REQUESTED 



19. I am respectfully requesting that the Court award me all of the remaining stock 



(specifically Petitioner's Community Property portion) based on her behavior and delay in 



transferring this property to me despite repeated Court Orders and direct comments by numerous 



Judicial Officers. 



20. I am also asking for fees under Family Code§ 271, §2031, §1101(d) (I) & (2), 



§1101(b), §210S(a), §2107(d), §2121, §2122(a), §2123, §128.7(c)(2) and CCP §3294 in the 



amount of $500,000 for having to continuously come before the Court on this same issue and 



for her blatant disregard for Court Orders. 
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21. This request is in addition to the Court awarding me all of the stock. Petitioner 



has presented declarations and testimony for an improper pUll)ose, she has furthered litigation 



and frustrated settlement, and she has wasted a tremendous amount of Court resources. 



22. This amount can come out of her returning the apartment a listed in paragraph 15 



of the Judgment, her interest in her mother's home and business, the return ofmy retirement 



funds, the return of spousal support paid, reimbursement for health insurance and tax refunds, 



and the funds she has saved by being fully supported by a third party since 2015. 



I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



true and correct. Executed thisJJday of February 2018. 



<~ SCANNED 
~~½D 
Tim McDaniel, Respondent 



28 DECLARATTON OF RESPONDEITT, TIM MCDANTEL, rN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ORDER RE: 
ATTORNEY FEES AND SANCTIONS - 8 











A.TT~ OR PARTY WITHOUT A TTOftNEY (H-. 5111'1 Bu 1t11"1119r end~ 



Julia Kaemer1e SBN: 256783 



Law Office or Matthew and Julia Kaemer1e, L.L.P. 
5962 La Place Court Sle 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TGLE~(»j£ ~o 760-931-1981 fax: 760-931-19B2 



21rrft1rr,CMi=> 3: 31 
CLEm{~SUPERlOR COURT 
SAN Of EGO COUNTY. CA 



E•MAll >.ooREss 1opto,t111. Julla$zarranlec.law@gmail.oom 
ATTOR11EnORfNffllC/. Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNn' OF SAN DIEGO 
SttEET ADOAEss: 500 3rd Avenue 
MAUHG ADORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



ClTYANDU>COOE. Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH NiWE. South County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natsche C. Goncalv~ Menezes 
RESPONOEITT/OeFENOANT: nm McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
CAi&NU'-lBER: 



1. Employment (Give lnformstlon on your current Job or, ff you're unemployed, your most recent Job.} 
a. Employer: Caddell Construction LLC 



OS 51030 



0851030 
Fl15JlP. 



At1ach copies 1 



of your pay ; 
stubs ror lasl ' 
two mor,ths 
(black OtJI 
social 



b. Employer's address: Montgomery Alabama Resµonrlant's Income Md hp;:'i~P. l)ecl:mitior 
7il5124 c. E.11ployer's phone number: 334-272-7723 



d. OccupaUon: Civil Superintendant 



e. Date Job started: 23-Jan-2018 



f. If unemployed, dale job ended: 
Ill i llllllll!llllllilllillll lllifll I Ill 



~ecurity 
numbers). g, I wori< about 43.33 hours per week. 



h. I get paid S 50.00 gross (before taxes) D per month D per week W per hour. 



(If you have more than one job, attach an 81/rby•11-lnch sheet of paper and list the same Information as above for your other 
Jobs. Wrfta "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 



2. Age and aducaUon 



a. My sge Is (specify): 57 years old 
b. I have completed high school or lhe equivalent: 0 Yes D No tf no, highest grade completed (spsclfy}: 



c. Number cf years ol college completed (specify}: D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 



d. Number ~ass or graduate school oomplete<i {specify): 



e. I have: L...J professlonaVoccupatlonal llcansa(s) (specify): 



CJ Oegree(s) obtained (specify): 



W vocational training (spec/Ft): 



3. Tax lnrormaUon 



a. 0 I last filed taxes ror taic year {specify yearj: 2016 



b. My tax filing status Is m slng!e D head of household D manied, fillng separately 



D marrled, filing joinUy with (specify name): 



C. I file state tax returns In D canfomla m other (specify slalo): Florida 



d, I claim the following number of exemptions {including myseH) on my laxes (specify): 1 



4. Other party's Income. I estlmale the gross moothly Income (before taxes) or the olhar pany in lhis case at (specify): S 
This estimate Is based on (eKplain): 



(If you need more space to answor any questJons on this fonn, attach an 8'/rby•11•1nch sheet of paper an~w the 



question number before your answer.) Number or pages attached: --- ~ (' A lJNED 
I deciare under penalty or pe~ury under the laws of lhe State of Callfomla that the Information contained on all page~ Is r~ffll 
any altad!Tenls ,''}"'" and com,cl. ~ 



Dale:c3./la~;i8 T-.. ,,, rY\LD ..... 1J ► ~ ~.J) 
(T'VPE OR PAIHT NAJ.IEJ (SICNATVRE OF OEa.AIUNTl 



Fonn ~ for~ Uw 
Judicial Cooundl"' Callomll 



FL,150p:l.-, J--,y1.2007J 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 



loU 
Fld/ C:OCS., SS 20»-2032. 



4100-211J 3552. le2G-.)UI. 
-l050-l0711, AJ00-4339 



.....,., ~fo.c.1 pov 











PETTTIONER/Pl.AfNTtFF: Nalache C. Goncalves Menezes 
..ftESPONOENT/DEFENDANT! Tim McDanlel 



OlliER PARENT/CLAIMANT! 



CAS!!MIMB!R: 



FL-150 



OS 51030 



Attach caplas of your pay atub9 for the last two months and proof of any ottiar In coma. Tau a capy of your latest federaJ 
tu return to the court hnrtng. (Black out your soda/ sKUrlt)' number on the pay dub and tax return.) 



5. Income (For average monthly, add up aJ1 the income fOtJ 1'8C8iv&d in fHldr category In the last 12 months Average 
and divide the totll by 12.) Last month monthly 
a, salary or wages (gross, berore taxes), t t • t t t I t t t t • t • t • t t • t • 1 t 1 0 1 1 I t I I t I t I t I • t t t t t t , , , o t • s 8666,00 8866.00 



b. Overtime (grcaa, befo,e taxea) •• , ••••• , ••••• , ••••••• , •••• , , ••• , • , •• , , , • , , •• , •• , • , , • • • • $ __ _ 



c. COINTllsslcns or bonuses ••••••• , , •••••••• , • , •••••••••••••• , ••••••••• , , •• , •••••••••••• S---
d. Pub!Je assistance (for example: TANF, SSI, GA/GR) D currenUy receivfng • , • , , •••••••••••• $ __ _ 



e. Spou1&1 support D ffllm this mamage D frcm a different marriage .••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



f. Pettner support D from thla domastic partnership D from a different itomostlc pa,tnershlp S __ _ 
g. PenslonlreUrernent fund payments, •••.•••.•••.••••••••••.••.•••••••• , .• , • , •• , •• , ••••.•• S __ _ 
h. SodaJ security ra11rement (not SSI) , •• , • , , •••• , , ••••••••••••• , , ••••. , ••. , •••••••• , •• , .•• S __ _ 
I. Dlsah~ D SodaJ aecurfty (not SSI} D State dlsabSlty (SOI} D Private Insurance • $ __ _ 



J, Unemployment campensaUan ••••• , , ••• , •••• , •• , • , ••••• , •• , , ••••••• , •• , ••••••• , • , ••••• $ __ _ 



k. Wcrtc.era' ccrnpensatlon , ••.•••..••••• , •• , •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••• , •••.•• , • S---
1. Other (mffltary BAO, royalty payments, etc.) (specify): ••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••• $ __ _ 



8. Investment Income (Attach a schedule showing rJ10$1 r&ce/pls less cash ex,,e,,ns ror esch plecs of property.) 
a. Olvtdendsllnterest. .•••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••..•••••••.•..•.•.••••••••••• S---
b. Rental property Income ••••••.•••••••..••••.••••••••••••.•• , ••••••..•••••••••.•••••• , $---
c. Trust lnc:onte •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• , $ __ _ 



cl. Other(apedfy): ... •........................•...•..•.••.•...••....•. ' •.............. $ __ _ 



7, Income from Hlf-employment. aftltr business up1tnses for atl businesses. , , , . , •• , •••• , ••••••• $ __ _ 



I am the D owner/sole proprtator CJ bu&lness par1ner D other (specl(y): 
Number of years In this business (speclfyJ: 



Ne.me of business (specify): 



Type or business (specify): 



Attach a pn,ffi and loss statement for th• Ian two years or a Schedule C from your last federal tax return. Black out your 
soc:lal securfty number. If yau have more than ono buslnass, provide the lnfafmatlon above far each of your bustnaaaes, 



8, D Addftlonal Income. I rocelved on&-tlme money (lottery winnings, lnherttanco, ale.) In the last 12 months (specify aoun::e and 
amount): 



9. D Change In Income. My finandal situation has changed algntflcantly aver the last 12 montha because (spet:lty): 



10. Deductions Lastmonth 
a. Required union duBS •••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• , .••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 5 __ _ 
b, Required rotlrement paymonta (nol social sea.ntty, FlCA, 401(k), er IRA), •••••••••• , ••• , ••••• , • , ••••••• , • , , S---
c. MedlcaJ, hospital, dental. and other health Insurance premiums (total monthly amcwntJ ••••••••••• , ••••••••••• , s~55.oo 
d. Chlld suppor1 that I pay rar c:hndten from other relatfonahlps ••••••••••• I • ' • ' • ' •••••••••••••• ' • ' •••••••••• S--
e, Spousal support that I pay by court Ofder from a d1fferBnt maniage ••••••••••••• , •• , ••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • $ ---
r. Partner support that I pay by court Ofder from a different domestic partnership • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $--
g. Nec:essary Job-ralaled expenses not reimbursed by my employer (attach explansllanlebe#ed "Quesllon 100, ••••• $---



11. Aasets Total 



a. Cash and checklng acccunts, savfngs, ~It union, monil')' rnalbl, and other deposit accounts • , • , •••• , •••••• , S 36,000 
0 



b. Sleeks, bonds. and olher aasets I could eas8y sell •••••• , , ••••••••••••••• , •••••.••••••••••••••••••• , • $---



c. Alt othor property, D real snd D pem,nal (esllmats !&fr msrl<et value minus Iha debt8 you owe) • • • • 5 _o __ 
Fl.•IID(Rw. JINIIJ'f 1, 2D071 INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Park Drive 



Monigomery, AL 36109 



10166 l Tim McDaniel 



tmttW®ctltf7 
Gro,s Pay 



Bonu11 / Rolro 



twiii&i-
J,333,50 



0.00 



13,000.SO 401c 



19,667.42: !401k 



02-15-2018 2030 



2s0.00/ 



823.37 • 



750.00 



2,426.77 



Olhet Eoming, <\ Relmbul"!lements 2,133,40 4.268.80 , , ADDT Ins Pre Tox 6,22 18.66 



Taxaa And Deductions 1,736.62 6,507.86 ·•CIGNA Pro Tux 147,28, 441.84 



~•n.~f:...i.•~~~1~~~,~)t--ifri:,,,;; ::?;~ ~~ 4,730.28 30,426.86 14,91 44.73 



~~ilB~li~:.~~~~1'~i,?r~ i~~~1::.:;,;;;~:~~--... 1,&t-½'.:~.1 
Regular Wagos i 86.67 260.01 4,333.50 13,000.50 i FICA ! 390.51 2,258.83, 



(;~k 1~~-·-./,5b:tl?:b :, (:i!TiO'i[!, r ·••• tW/t~ IMedh:~rv 91.33 528.23 



::~IHoronll ~:: 1,73~:: lS,SS7.4i? ~. • '7~~~:{;,.., 't-•t>•;~/ 481.84 2,786.66 



Food/lncidenlllls Yu 400.~; aoo.oo ~TO Ins. 
~ 213340 -2.;9 .... ·-22-· .. , l"'""1,,1fi:c" ....... ::-r~•.1';"'"'~:if7~_"• 13,00 &Mri@@LtJiJ J31iluNti❖IPi#i.fl ·· -~~-- .,xt::-.:-.."t":\,._-_c~~z~ 'l 



xxxx:u2225 4,730.28' 12,264.00 



Total Olract Deposits 4,730.28 12,264.00 



FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY DOLLARS 28/100 



PAY TO 
IBE 
ORDER 
OF 



Tim McOanlel • 2030 



02-15-2018 



..... 4,730.28 



39.00 











ATTORNEY OR PA.~T'Y Yt1THOUT ATTORNEY fN- S11re S.,r Mm:>er. rnd ~."!!n!. 



- Julia Kaemer1e SBN: 256783 
Law Office of Matthew ancl Julia Kaemerle, L.L.P. 
5962 La Place Court Sia 165 
Car1sbad, CA 92008 



TEI.EFHONE NO 760-931-1981 fax: 760-931-1982 
E-WJL AOOREss (Optio1111/. juliaszafranlec.law@gmail.com 



ATTOAAEY FOR (Name]. Tim McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AOORESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



MAil.iNG ADDRESS: 500 3rd Avenue 



CIT'Y ANO ZIP COOE. Chula Vista, 91910 



DRAtfCH NAME. Soulh County Regional Center 



PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacha C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: nm McDanlel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION 
CASE NUMBER: 



1, Employment (Give informs lion on your current jab or, if you're unemployed, your most recent Job.) 



Attach copies : 
ofyourpay • 
slubs for last 
two months , 
(black out 
social 



a. Employer: Caddell Construclion LLC 



b. Employer's address: Monlgomery Alabama 



c. Employer's phone number. 334-272-7723 
d. Occupation: Civil Superintendant 



e. Dale Job started: 23-Jan-20i B 
f. Ir unemployed. dale job ended: 



g. I work about 43.33 hours per week. 



FOR COURT USE ONI. Y 



OS 51030 



security 
numbers). 



h. I gel paid$ SO.OD gross (before taxes) D per monlh D per week W per hour. 



FL-150 



(If you have more than one Job, attach an 81/rby-11-lnch sheet of paper and 11st the same information as above for your other 
Jobs. Write "Question 1-0ther Jobs" at the top.) 



2. Age and education 



a. My age is (specify): 57 years olcl 



b. I have completed high school or the equivalent: 0 Yes D No If no, highest grade compleled (sper;ify): 
c. Number of years of college completed (specify): D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 



d. Number r yejrs of graduate school completed (specify): 
e. I have: professlona1/occupallonal llcense(s) (specify): 



D Degree(s) obtained (specify): 



W vocational training (specify): 



3. Tax Information 
a. 0 I last filed laxes for tax year (specify year): 2016 



b. My tax filing status Is 0 single D head or household D married, filing separately 



D married, filing jolnUy with (specify name): 
c. I file slate tax returns In D California 0 other (specify state): Florida 



d. I claim the following number of exemptions (including myself) on my taxes (specify): 1 



4. Other party's Income. I esllmale the gross monthly income (before taxes) or the other party in thls case at (specify):$ 
This estimate Is based on (explain): 



(If you noed more space to answer any questions on this fonn, attach an B'/rby-11-lnch sheet of paper an~the 



question number before your answer.) Number or pages attached: --- ~('A llNED 
I deciare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale or California lhal the informallon contained on all page; Is r&lJ.llil1 
any attactuj'ents,i•r,• and correct.n, !\ 
Date:2)./ld.~/18 l\rv. r'f)c__C).._"\J ► ~ ~ ~_J) 



{TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF OECLARAHT) 



Form AdoC)led f0t M_,,.,1101y U1e 
JudlciAI Coulldl 01 C1~l0ffll11 



Ft.1!".0(Rev Jan1J11,y 1. 20071 



INCOME ANO EXPENSE DECLARATION 
F&lf'ot,/ CCICM, §, 20J0--20J2. 



2100--2113 3552, J620-.3al-4, 
4DS0---4076, 4300-'JJII 



ww.,,C!lUlllnhl.tapo>1 
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PETITIONERIPLAINTIFf: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
_RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Ttm McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



CASHMIMa!R: 



Fl•150 



OS 51030 



Attach copies of your pay atubll for the 1111 two months and proof of any other Income. Taka a copy of your latest federal 
tu return to the court hearing. (Blaclr out your loclal 1aan#ty number on lhe pay stub and tu ,etum.) 



5. lncame (For avvnrge monthly, add up ell the Income you l8C8Mld In each category in the last 12 montha Averqa 
and divide Ure tolaJ by 12.J Last month monwy 
a. Salary ar wages (gross. befora taxes). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • s 8866.00 8666.00 



b. C>vertlrna (groa,a.. before lllxes) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••• 1---
c. CCll'rl111Jsslons or boriu:aas ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S---
d. Pub1Jc assistance (fer example: TANF. SSI, GA/GR) D cwrently nK:elvlng ••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



e. Spousal support D from this marriage D from a different marriage ...•....•........ ,$ __ _ 



f. Partner support D l'ram thla domestic partnership D from a different domestic pa,tne,ahfp s __ _ 
g. Penslan/rallrarnent fund payrnants •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



h. Social securtty rethemenl (not sst) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



I. DlsablJty: D Social aecurtty (not SSI) D State dlsab&lty (SOI) D Private &nsurance • s __ _ 
J. UnanlployrnentcornpenaaUon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 __ _ 
k. Workers' con.-nsatlon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • S---
1. Other (mflltary BAO. royally payments, etc.) (apeclfy): •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



8. fnvastmant Income (Attach a schedule ahowlng g,us, 18C81pt. lea ca&h upenses ro, each piece of property.) 
a. DtvldandallntaresL •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
b. Rental property Income •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• $---
c. TN&t lrlc:IJrna •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1---
d. 0ttter (apedfyJ: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . S---



7. Income from aaH-employment, after bualneas expense• for an businesses ••••••••••••••••••••• $ __ _ 



I am the D owner/sole proprietor CJ business partner D other (specify): 
Number of yeara In lhla buaJnaaa (spec:lfyJ: 
Name of bustness (,pecity): 



Type of business (specify): 



Altacb a profit and Joa atatamant for the 1111 two years or• 8chaduJa c from your last federal tu ratmn. Black out your 
aoclal 8KWlty number. If you have more than one buslnea, pn,ylde 1he lnfannatlan abava fDI' uch af your bualnasan. 



a. D Addltlonal Income. I received one-timo money (lottery winnings. Inheritance, etc.) In the lntt 12 months (,pe,:lfy source and 
amt1UMJ: 



9. D Change In Income. My financial situation has changed algnlftcantly over tha last 12 months because (spsdfy): 



10. Deductions Last month 



a. Raqubed union dues •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • , • • • • S---
b. Required retfrument payments (not social saautty, FICA. 401(1(), or IRA) •••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• S---



1455.CO c. MedJcaJ. hoapftal. danlal. and other health fnauranr.e premiums (lDtal monthly amount} • ••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
d. Child support that I pay far chDdren tam other relatlonahlps ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S---
e. Spcuaal support that I pay by court order from a dH\'arant menlage. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S---
f. Partner auppart that I pay by cowt Older from a dlfferenl domeutlc partnership • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $---
0- Nacassary job-rala!ad upense1 not relmbuned b'f my employer (atlach eJJJlatudlan labeled "Question 10g' ••• •• $---



11. Aaaats Total 
a. cash and d1ecking aa:cunta, savings. credit unlan, money marbt. and other deposit accaums • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S 38•000 



0 
b. Stoc:lca, bonds. and othet aaaets I axjd eally tell ••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , $---



c. An other praperty. D raal end CJ petBDnat (eallmate fair martcet value mlnua the debts you owe) • • • • $ _o __ 
F1.-•sut11w.Jana,y,,2DCffJ INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLARATION Papa au 
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PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: Natacha C. Goncalves Menezes 



-RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



12. The following people live with me: 



FL-150 
CASE NUl.lBEA 



OS 51030 



Name 
How the person Is That parson's gross Pays some of the 



Age related to me? (ex: son) monthly Income household expenses? 



a. D Yes 0No 
b. D Yes 0No 
c. 0Yes 0No 
d. Dves 0No 
e. Oves CJ No 



13. Average monthly expenses 
a. Home: 



m Estimated expenses D Actual expenses D Proposed needs 
325 



h. Laundry and cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $ ----



(1) 0 Rent or D mortgage. . • $ 
1700 250 



I. Clothes . • . • . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . $ ----



Jr mortgage: j. Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . S ___ _ 



(a) average principal: S ___ _ k. Entertainment, gifts, and vacation. . • . . . • • S ----
(b) average Interest: $ ___ _ 1. Auto expenses and transportation 



(2) Real property laxes . • . . . • • • • . . . • • $ __ _ (insurance, gas, repairs, bus, ere.) • • . . . . . $ _4_s_o __ _ 



(3) Homeowner's or renler's insurance 
30 



{if not Included above) ............ $ ----



(4) Maintenance and repair ••••••••..• s ___ _ 
b. Heallh-care costs not paid by Insurance .•• s JOOO 



c. Child care .......................... S ___ _ 



m. Insurance (lire, accident. elc.; do not 
Include auto, home, or health insurance) ... $ ___ _ 



n. Savings and investments. • • . . . • • • . . • • • . $ _2_0_0 __ _ 



a. Charitable conlribulions. . • . • . . . • • . . • . . . $ ___ _ 



p. Monthly payments listed In item 14 
(itemize below in 14 end insert total here). . s _s_oo __ _ 



d. Groceries and household supplies ..•..•• s _ao_o __ q. Other (specify): • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . $ ___ _ 



e. Ealing out. ••.•.•.••••••••.•. , •••.•• S _2_5_o __ 
350 f. Utilities {gas, electric, water, lrash) •.•••• $ ___ _ 



r. TOTAL EXPENSES (a-q) {do not add in 
the amounts In a(1)(a) and (b)J s _ao_5_5 ___ 1 



g. Telephone, cell phone, and e•mail ••••..• $ _2_0_o __ 
s. Amount of expenses paid by others $ ___ _ 



14. Installment payments and debts not listed above 



Paid to For Amount Balance Dale of last paymenl 



Chase Credit Card Misc items / attorneys rees $ 500 $ 6361.82 14-Fetr18 



s $ 



s $ 



$ $ 



$ $ 



$ s 



15. Attorney fees (This Is required If either party is requesting attorney fees.); . 



a. To dale, I have paid my allomey this amount ror rees and co7Ls,Jipecj(Y): S { i UD [ F, V 'lJD O 
b. The source or this money was (specify}: Mb \\U{ l_(A..\f"'-l-0 \--V'Ci \,V\. .<lW'-rl,o 
c. I still owe the following fees and costs to my altom~(specify to/al owed): $ O\I\ tv I Y'-' 
d. My attorney's hourty rate is (specify): S 285 () 



I confinn this ree arrar,emenl. 



Date: I) j '11 / I ~ . 
Julia Ka~erfe #256783 ► ~()..,,, 



(TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF ATTORNEY) ;__ ___ ___,,q..._;~,wt-....:.... ...... ~r=::~~.A-'--X::;;..._ __ _ 



Fl•l50 (R..,, J"'4JMV 1. 2007) INCOME AND EXPENSE DECLA 
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PETTTIONERA.AlNllFF: Natacha C. Gcncalvel ManBZH 
PCNDEHTIDEFENDANT: nm McDanlal 



OTHER PARENT/ClAIMANT: 



CHILD SUPPORT INFORMATION 



CAR NUMBER: 



(NOTE: FIii out thla page only If your caaa lnvolvel child support.) 



18. Number of chfldn1n 
L I have (apady numbe,J: c:Nldren under lh8 age ol 18 With the other parent In th11 C898. 



OS 51030 



b. lbe chltdren spend percant of their llma wffll me and pen:ent of fh8lr time with Iha olher parent. 
(11,au'tw not aun, about pe,canfar,a or I has nat been lll/ffl8d an. plllalS desofb8 your pa,antlng aclHldule here,) 



17. Chlldnm._ health-can expanHS 
a. D I do D J do not have health Insurance avallable to ma for Iha chlJdren through my job. 



b. Name of Insurance company. 
c. AddJall of lnauranca company: 



d. The mantNr coat for tha chlldran'■ health tnsurance II or would be (,pecl(y): S 
(Do not lndude the amounl -yoclf employer pays.) 



18. Additional npenan for lhe chlldren 1n this cue Amount per month 



a. Qilld can1 10 I can wont ar gal Jab training ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, ____ _ 



b. Chlldtan"8 haallh cant net CUNnld by lnawanc8 ••••••••• • •••• , ••••• S-----
c. Travel expensas far vlattaUon • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• 



s ____ _ 



d. Chldron'& educaUonal or olher lpedal needs (specify below): •...•.•• 
$ ____ _ 



19. Speclal hardahtp■• I ask the court lo consider the follawtng apedal ftnanclal cuaunstances 
(atlach docutnenldon of any llem Hated here, lndudlng eoutf orden): Amount per month For how many month&? 
a. Extrlonflnmy health expenses not Included In 18b.................. $ ____ _ 



b. Major lossal not cavared by lnSUf&nce (examples: fire, theft. other 
Insured losa)............................................... $ ____ _ 



c. (1) Expanses for my miner chDdren who are from other relatlonahlps and 
era living wltll ITl8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • •••• , • • • I ____ _ 



(2) Names and ages or lhOl8 Chlkfran (specify): 



(3) Otlld support I racalva far thoae chlldren. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S ____ _ 



Tha expenses Bated !n a. b, and c craata an mdrema lnandal hanllhlp bec:allle (mtplaln): 



20. Othar Information I want the court ID llnaw concerning aupport In my cue (,pedly): 



R.•11D(bw • .-..,1,2DGJI INCOME ANO EXPENSE DECLARATION 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Par1t Crtve 
Montgomery, AL 36109 



®t¥W#i· 
10166 



@Ptk-5&\f'Et 
; Gross Pay 



1 Bonus I Retro 



WW,IUiH 
llm McOanlel 



I Other Eemlngs & Rolmbursomonts 
I T&lt85 And OeducUons 



CfEjN?a■ rat•· iiia\ 
4,333.50: 8,667.00 401c 



0.00' 19,667.42 401k 



0.00 i 
1,573.40 



2,760.10 



2,133.40 
4,n1.24 



25,696.58 



ADOT Ins Pre Tax 



CIGNA PreTax 



Dental Pra Tax 



TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY DOLLARS 10/100 



PAYTO 
Tl-IE 
ORDER 
OF 



Tlm McDaniel - 2030 



ltJflif Gild· 
01-30-2018 



01-30-2018 



..... 2,760.10 
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Caddell Const. Co., (DE) LLC 
2700 Lagoon Park Drive 
Montgomery, Al 38109 



EmpfoyN ID Employ■- N.1m1 . Period Ending C:hKlc Sort Group . 



10166 j Tlm McDaniel 02-15-2018 l 2030 



, GIii .. Pay •• 333.50 , 13.000.SO r:: M·:-nti¥Vft:tiii~,·"r;.~j:~~, 
Bonus I Retro 0.00 19,667.42 



1 
! 401k 623.37; 2,426.77 



Olh~r Earnings & Reimbursements 2.133.40 4,266.80 
1 



j ADDT Ins Pre Tax 8.22 18.66 



TaxeaAndOeductlcns ____ J 1,736.62 6,507.86 lclGNAPreTax 147.28
1 



441.84 



-1;HJ).v I 4,730.28 30,426.86 1 j Dental Pre Tax 14.91 44.73 



1~2tfri;-::i'~'~-=~~ · ··;· ffiP. <-- ~-. -~li}t~T~ ... {;'I;.5J:!~Q::J:2) · 1,241.78 3.682.00 



~~t: ·• \_ f2!b ~ =•~> . G:nrtrw \A8 --;:-·.-~1~•---·'."··- -~urI?:i . l"•~l!J 
Rogular Wagos I 86.67 260.01 , 4,333.50 13,000.50 'FlCA 2,258.63 



lc~nmwuTTfR1wTI~ ; rn:rtltJ ... ·arr-mill ~<"' ·\.it~! ~ IMedk:ara 528.23 



Al1la OllferonU 
I 



Yes ' 1,733.410 I 3,466.80 • 2,786-86 



Bonus Vos 0.00 19,667.42 ' ~1;;;.~t-·. 



Food/Incidental& Yes 400.00 800.00 b-~rnft:"':,.....~,,...-~"l'."!ll:~SZTI 
39



,00 I 
I.:..:., 2, 133.40f 23,934.22 I ~~·~~~~b!it!!~--~,... 39



.oo I -~_ ....... __ __, _________ -i 



J · 'l~iL~jl-::, \~I.!_, 



Total Direct DeposllS 



4,730.28 



4,730.28 



12,264.00 



12,264.00 



FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY DOLLARS 28/100 



PAYTO 
ll<E 
ORDER 
OF 



Tim McOanlel • 2030 



02-15-2018 



--4,730.28 
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ATTQANE"\' OR PAFITV WITMOl)T ATTOPNEV /Nu,,,., Sl.1111 (Ja, 11:1r1'bli1, IIIICI ,,u,;,.s,:J. 



_ Julia Kaemcrlc SBN: 2567RJ 
Law Office of Matthew and Juliu Kaemcrlc. I..f....P. 
5962 La Place Court Ste I 6S 
Carlsbad. CA 92008 



_ 1, p:xi'i_OURr US/'i <JNL Y 



r Lt:iJ 
St UTH COUNTY-12 



20 U MAR - b P 3: Ii 1 
TELEPH:INE N0,.-760-93I-198I FAX NO. (Ot,llo,1,,t).. 760-931-)982 t 



l:•"4AILl\l>OFl£S8/0,,11011111i:juliusz.afraniec.law@gmail.com v .... : ~:{<~:;F'Em ··, "'OUIH 
>TTORHEVFOR(N.-J;Tim McDaniel s;, ~ DIEGO C Y. CA r---------------------------------1 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DH~GO 



STF.EE'! ADORESS· .mo 3rd A vcn UC 



1M1LJNGAOOREss:SOO 3rd Avenue 
crrrn,;o 7JP coor:-Chula Vista, 919 I 0 



'3Fl'-\CM NAL<F.:Soulh CuunLy Regional Cenlcr 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONEA:Natachc C. Goncalves Mccezes 
0EFENDANi/RESPON0ENT:'fim McDaniel 



DECLARA TlON 



Please see attached declaralion of Attorney Eva Ingrid Reichel Bi!;choff. 



DS 51030 



MC-030 



I declare under penally of perjury under th·e laws ot the State of California q,at the toregoing is true and co~ 



Dale: ' -~ sr,~NNED 
Eva lngrid Reichel Bischoff 



Form ~uved lot Op1041.il U5ll 
.-O,c•I Cclmcl al Cal,C)l'l'IIIJ 
1.'C.(l.'Vl (Rev. J;i,,uary 1. 2006! 



[7 Attorney for D Plaintlff D Petitioner D Defendant 



D Respondent []] Other (Specify}:Rcsp. Altomcy in Brazil 



DECLARATION Pag• 1 ol 1 
~t.llflllli!r 
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\ ', • I .I ~ f ,. L j ..; ~ 



I t ! &'.',:,_, ... ~ .' 



To the 
Supeiior Cowt of California, 
County of SAN DIEGO 



BISCHOFF .A.DVOGADOS 



DECLARATION 



, •. :, I•,~;, f ! >~ 3~:--• f ! ••••, 



I ::~.I 11
: ,•:1,.,·l:,1:f!;/ :!::~ .:, .r; .. J.-



Santos, March 6th .. 2018. 



This declaration refers to the process/suit which ADJMILSON BARBOSA DA SIL VA, 
Natache·s lawyer. flied against her in Brazil, regarding an alleged debt of fees in the 
amount or R$ 352.528.00 and in which suit. after a fraudulent agreement by which, 
Natache's mother, legal representative of Natache and who rt!prescnted her in this suit, 
gave the house, which property Natache had been ordered by the Court to transfer to 
Tim McDaniel, in payment to Adjmilson. 



On the 18 1
h. of December I managed to get a copy of the above process and went to talk 



to the judge of tht: 9th
. Civil Court of Guarul hos/SP and after explaining tl1e situation 



she granted me one day to file my considerations regarding the process and fraudulent 
agreement which I did on December 19th 



•• one day before the Court·s recess of the end 
of the year. The recess/holida,1s ended on January 22nd



, 2018. 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silva - who continues representing Natache in tJ1e suH against 
the invaders of the house - as well as _the lawyer who represents Natache in the suit 
which Adimilson filed again.st her, JOSE MARCELLO ABRANTES FRAN<;A, replied 
to my motion defending the validity of agreement between them and even accused Tim 
McDaniel to have tried to kill Natachc and h~r c.laughter and wns stalking them in the 
States. 



Against Ad.imilson trnd Natache was filed a criminal process for calumny and 
diffamation. 



The judge is now waiting that the pnrtics inform which further evidence they intend tu 
produce to fix the date for a hearing in which witnesses and the parties might be callccl. 



Up to this date. nothing has been dt!cided except thnt the main process, which 
determined the transfer the property of the house of Quatrini Bianchi do Adimilson~ 
would rest until this suit be decided. 



Expenses incurred in by Tim McDaniel 



R$ 
R$ 



1.039,00 
2.327.00 



TranslaLion of documents 
Translation of documents 











I ! !. 1 I £,1!1 • , ,, ,: > , ,, - I._ •• 



R$ 217,00 
RS 236.9 l 
R$ 3.535.28 
R$ 21.52 
R$ 7.376,71 



BISCHOH ADVOGAT>t)S 



Fedex 
Fedex 
Court's expenses 
Court's expense$ 



1-i.-r ••1,::!: 11 .',.>,:..1.;-·1 



1t't1~l t•f"\;,,·1-i.,.~;,.'1 .. ,~.,-.,;11, l( 



Fees due are equivalent to 20% of the value given to the al lcgcd debt by Adimilson 
Barbosa da Silva of R$ 352.528,00, amounting to RS 70.505,60. 



Total e.xpenses and fees R$ 77.882,31 



Today's rate of c;u:hange is RS 3,228 x USD 1,00 = USD 2-U27,10. 



2 
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COMMENTS to NATACHE'S DECLARATION 



1. TIM was never involved ,vith the squatters. The squatters were long term friends 
of NA TAC HE and therefore allowed them to live in the house for free. 



2. [n the second sentence of NA TACHE's Declaration it. is not clear as to who 



"had a Int of debt from the process cJgainsl the squatters··. Who sta11ed the 
process against the squatters was NA TACHE who wanted them out of the 
house asap because a<:; she signed the deed of purchase in her name stating that 
she was singlt! thereby omitting the fact that she was married to Tim, she could 
sell Lhe h0use at any moment. 



3, 1--he judge nt!vcr isst1cd an order sa}'ing she 1'hud lo.\·t the l1t,u .. ,·e I<> .4din1ilsr1n'·. 



The judge only homologatcd (confirmed) the agreement between NATACHE 



(represented by her mother in Brazil) and her lawyer ADIMILSON, by which 



NA TACHE recognized a debt of unpaid fees to ADDvflLSON for Lhe various 
suits where he allegedly represented her. 



4. As the e-maiJ ADIMTLSON sent NATACHE on August 10. 2015 continns. 



ADIMILSON charged NATACHE for representing her 1n first and second 
instance in the process against the squatters, fees of 10% (ten percent) of the 



value given to the house in that suit and which value was of R$ 243.067,00. 
So, what NATACHE actually owed ADIMILSON was the amount of R$ 
22.306,70 (24.306,70 less R$ 2.000,00 she had previously paid). 



5. In that same e-mail ADIMILSON contim,ed that the real value of the property 



was, in 2015, R$ 600,000,00 (:,;ix hundred thousand rcais). 



6. But NATACHE confessed owing ADIMILSON approx. R$ 3S0.000~00 which 



means that she gave ADIMILSON 1N PAYMENT of this alleged debt a house 
worth nvice as much and ADI MILSON also lied in Court when he said Lhat the 



house in Guarujri was the only property NAT ACHE had in Bruzil. 



7. Nt\ TACHE has two two more properties in Brazil, an apartment in Guan~ja 



and a house in Guarulhos and ADIMILSON knew that 



8. Two vc11• suspicious facts about the confession of' debt that was allegedly 



signed by Natache and Adimilson on .June 25th, 2017, are that: 



a) tllt: c1uth<;nticity of the signatures of Natacbe's mother and Adimilson was 
not confirmed by a Notary Public which is usual in a confession of debt, so 
that confi::ssion of debt could have been signed at any time:; 
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b) the witnesses of the signature or this confession of debt were 



ADIMILSON'S wife FRANCISCA AUMERI DA SILVA who. strangely 



enough, si&>ned that document with her maiden name, FRANClSC/\ 
AUMERI DA COSTA (see marriage certificate) and ALEX BARBOSA 
DASILVA. probably ADfMILSON· son. 



9. NA TACHE c1l:m lies when she says that sbe warned to Court (in the States) that 
that might happen (to lose the house). She never said that. I tinderstand that 
what she said was that she might lose the house to the squatters (which would 



have never happened because NAT ACHE had already won that suit and the 
Court had already ordered the .squatters to leavt": 1he housej 



I U. What NA TACHE thought was very simple: As she would lose the house if she 
transferred the property to TIM, why not kill to rabbits with one shot'! She 



makes a fake agreement with her lawyer ADCMILSON admitting owing fees of 



an absurdly high amount. gives the house in payment of that debt, the property is 



transferred to ADlMlLSON who sells the house. cashes his fet;s and gives the 



balance back to NATACHE. 



11. Therefore NATACHE got out of her way to DELAY granting the power of 
attorney to me 10 gain time for the process in Guarulhos to finish. And. miracles 
do occur, this process which would have nonnal ly taken. at leasl. 2 Lo 3 years to 
finish. ended in less than C\.vo months: exactly in one month and 5 days. from 



September 11~2017 until October 16, 2017 v.'ith the .sentence of the judge which 
homologated the agreement between NATACHE and ADIMTLSON as 



mentioned above. 



12. It is not true that transfening the house to TIM while processing the squatters 
would be against Brazilian laws. In any case the Judge and the Court i:n Brazil 
had already decided in favour of NAT ACHE ordering the squatter~ to leave the 



house. 



13. This process of ADIMILSON against Nt\TACHE was just a scheme to disobey 
the judge• s order to transfer the property to TIM and they used the process to 



commit this fraud. 



14. At no moment. did ADIMKSON show a fee agreement regarding his 



professional lees for the various suit5 he said he was representing NAT ACHE 
nor did he prove that NAT ACHE was really a party of all of them! And she is 



not. In at least two of them. he was representing her mother. 
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15. Not forgetting that tllc percentage he mentioned in the e-mail to NATACHE was 



the payment for his professional work in first and second instance. 



16. And last hut not lea~. when filing this suit against NA TA CHE. ADltvfILSON 
requested that only the r,arties involved could have: access Lo this process. to 



avoid that this process became public and therefore, when the POA finally 
arrived ir would be too late to avoid the transfor lo the house to him. 



17. Forlunately. we got the information in time to sue NA TACI-IE and 
ADlMILSON before the property of the house was transferred to ADIMll .SON. 



l8. Rcimbun;crncnt or laxes paid from 2015 to 2017. As NATACllE did not 
transfer the property to TIM there is nothing to he reimburs<:d. 



Samos . .January I 5lh. 2018. 



EV A INGRID REICHEL BISCHOFF 
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l JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MATIBEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, L.L.P. i:.-ILEO 



2 5962 La Place Court Ste 165 c-o•JTtl couiuTY-12 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 v '1 1 1, 



3 (760) 931-1981 2018 MAR - b P 3: 5 Q 
4 



Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL '-.L.::.:~,-\ ·SU:)c.r<~u COUiri s SM~ DiEGO CO , CA 



6 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



7 



8 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Petitioner, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Res ondent 



Case No.: OS 51030 



NOTlCE OF LODGMENT 
10 



11 



12 



13 



14 Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, by and through his attorney, JULIA KAE:MERLE, 



Is hereby lodges the following: 



16 Exhibit 



17 A 



18 B 



19 



20 C 



21 



22 



23 D 



24 E. 



25 F. 



26 



27 



28 



Description 
Litigation Timeline 



Email from Adimilson Barbosa da Silva to Petitioner dated 
8/10/15 (Portuguese and translated - original translations t 
be provided in Court) 



Private Instrument of Admission of [Petitioners] Debt date 
June 25, 2017. (Portuguese and translated - original 
translations to be provided in Court) 



Property Valuation 



Translation of POA provided by Petitioner 8/29/17 



Instrument of Settlement and in Giving in Payment of Real 
Estate. (Portuguese and translated - original translations to 
be provided in Court) 



NOTICE OF LODGMENT - 1 











1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



G. 



H. 



I. 



J. 



K. 



L. 



M. 



Dated: February 28, 2018 



Comments of Eva Bischoff in response to Petitioner's 
Declaration submitted 1/12/18. 



Judgment dated 10/16/17. (Portuguese and translated -
original translations to be provided in Court) 



Notice of Compulsory Conveyance of Property. 
(Portuguese and translated - original translations to be 
provided in Court) 



Decision. (Portuguese and translated - original translations 
to be provided in Court) 



Caddell Retirement Statement 



Petitioner's Facebook indicating move-in date with Shane 
Douglass as 10/4/13 



Receipts for Expenses Incurred (more to be provided at 
hearing) 



ey for Respondent 



NOTICE OF LODGMENT - 2 
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PARTY ~1THOUT ATTORNEY OR ATTORNEY 



NAME: Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
FIRM NAME: NEILL M MA RANG I 



STATE B.AR NO.: 167155 



STREET ADDRESS. 355 K Street, Suite C 
CITY CHULA VISTA STATECA ZIP COOE9191 t 
TaEPHONE NO. ( 6 J 9) 4 20-1600 FAX N0.{6 J 9) 420•} 6} l 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: 



ATTORNEY FOR (name>:Nataches C. Goncalves Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STREET AODRESs· soo Third Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue 



c,rv AND ZJP cooE Chula Vista, CA 91910 
BRANCH NAME· South Coun Re ional Center 



PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT:TrM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



RESPONSIVE DECLARATION TO REQUEST FOR ORDER 
HEARING DATE: 



03/12/18 
1'IME; 



l:45p.m. 
DEPARTMENT OR ROOM: 
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FOR COURT USE ONLY 



lb 



MAR O 8 2018 
Cllfk of lhe Supeoor Coe.wt 



Sy: A. Z8rtOISO 



CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



Read Information Sheet: Responsive Declaration to Request for Order (form FL-320-INFO) for more information about this form. 



1. CJ RESTRAINING ORDER INFORMATION 
a. D No domestic violence restraining/protective orders are now In effect bet-Neen the parties in this case. 
b. D I agree that one or more domestic violence restraining/ protective orders are now in effect between the parties In 



this case 



. 2. CJ CHILD CUSTODY 
LJ VISITATION (PARENTING TIME) 



a. D I consent to the order requested for child custody (legal and physical custody). 
b. D I consent to the order requested for visitation (parenting time). 



c. D I do not consent to the order requested for D child custody D visitation (parenting time) 
D but I consent to the following order: 



3. 0 CHILD SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (f.9.cm.E..L-150) or, If eligible, a current Financial 



Statement (Simplified) (form FL,..:.15.§) to support my responsive declaration. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 
c. D I consent to guideline support 
d. D I do not consent ta the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 



4. c:J SPOUSAL OR DOMESTIC PARTNER SUPPORT 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income and Expense Declaration (fQr.a:u=J.:J.5_Q) to support my responsive 



declaration. 
b. CJ I consent to the order requested. 



c. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 
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PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES c~su,v,.ieE" 
RESPONOENT:rJM MCDANIEL DS 51030 



OTHER PARENT/PARTY: 



5. [K) PROPERTY CONTROL 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. [X] I do not consent to the order requested [X] but I consent to the following order: That the coun denies the 



request. 



6. [X] ATTORNEY'S FEES ANO COSTS 
a. I have completed and filed a current Income sntfExpense 09clsration (f_Qf.!!!£'-=".Ql to support my responsive 



declaration. 
b. I have completed and filed with this form a Supporting D9Claration for ANom9y's Ff18S and C05ts Attachment (19'.rn 



FL-158) or a declaration that addresses the factors covered in that form. 
c. D I consent to the order requested. 
d. CK) I do not consent to the order requGsted [KJ but I consent to the follO'Mng order: That the court denies 



the request 



7. 0 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER 
a. D I consent to the order requested. 
b. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 



8. [K) OTHER ORDERS REQUESTED 



a. D I conGent to the order requested. 
b. [][) I do not consent to the order requested W but I consent to the following order: 



That the cowt denies the request. 



9. 0 TIME FOR SERVICE/ TIME UNTIL HEARING 



a. D I consent to the order requested. 



b. D I do not consent to the order requested D but I consent to the following order: 



10. [X] FACTS TO SUPPORT my respon&lve declaration are listed below. The factll thal I write and attach to 1his form cannot be 
longer than ,o pages, unless the court gives me permission. D Attachn•ent 10 



Please sec the Declaration of Natache C. Goncalves Menezes, filed herewith. 



I declare under penalty of periury under 1he laws of the State of California that the information provided In this rorm and all attachments 



is true and correct. £~ 
Date: () 'J/.!n kg ~ ~ . ··: -:· 
Nat.aches C. Goncalves Menezes ► 



(TYPl ?It PRINT N,.MEj \St(;Nlll\,:IIE OF OECL-'~ANT) 
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Neill M. Marangi 
1 Law Office ofNeill M. Marangi 



355 K Street, Suite C 
2 Chula Vista, CA 91911 



3 



4 Attomey for Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



5 



6 



7 



MAR O 8 2018 



~ottne supeAOtCOlli: 
By: A. zarzoso 
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9 



10 



THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



11 In re the Marriage of: 



12 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



13 



14 and 



Petitioner, 



1s TIM MCDANIEL, 



~ Case No.: OS 51030 



~ 
) 



~ 
~ 
) 



DECLARATION OFNATACHE C. 
GONCALVES MENEZES 



16 
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Respondent ~ ______ ....c;._ ________ _ 



DATE: 03/12/18 
Tilvffi: l :45 p.m. 
DEPT: 17 



18 l, N atache C. Goncalves Menezes, declare as follows: 



19 04/17 /14: Respondent disobeyed court order of exclusive use of the Brazilian house and 



20 went to lhe house in Brazil. Respondent confi rrns very close friendship with squatters, Araujo 



21 family. See Exhibit 1 of Reporter's Transcript of proceedings of January 22, 2014 page 8 



22 (paragraph 3 ), 13 (paragraph I), 14 (paragraph I) and page 15 (paragraph 2) and Respondent e-



23 mail. 



24 6/05/2014: Respondent started a process in Brazil secretly against me to freeze all my 



25 properties there and tried to get a divorce settlement agreement with this process with the judge. 



26 See Exhibit 2. Process was denied by the judge and put down to file and he lost it. See Exhibit 2 



27 of Bischoff Attorneys Injunction. 



28 
0S51030 
OECL 
Oeclaration/Pleadiny 
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2014: Araujo's family refused to leave the Brazilian house and kicked my daughter out. 



2 My mother went to pick up my daughter and Marcelo Silva, one of the squatters, threatened to 



3 stab my mother if she tried to walk in the house. My mother picked up my daughter and opened 



4 a criminal process against Marcelo and Tim's lawyer, Eva Bischoff, defended the squatter and 



s this is not a coincidence that the same lawyer is helping the Araujo's family. See Exhibit 3 of 



6 Listing Publication Certificate. 



1 06117/2014: I was the only one that could defend the Brazilian house because it was in 



8 my name, so I was forced to file a repossession Lawsuit against the squatters to protect the 



9 property. This family said to the judge that I abandoned my house and they had their kids there 



10 and lived there for so many years that they could have the possession of the house by the Brazilian 



11 law of years that they are there. As of today, they are still living in the house. Exhibit 4 of Legal 



12 Action of Rescission of Verbal Commodatum. 



13 04/07/15: At trial, Judge Hernandez awarded the Brazilian house to Respondent, even 



14 knowing the fact that the house was in litigation. Respondent never took responsibility of house 



15 taxes of the house or costs with thls process that I start to defend the property. 



16 08/ l 0/15: My lawyer in Brazil charged me a partial part of the first year of the process 



11 and I told him I didn't have the means to pay it in that moment. Respondent still did not comply 



18 with the court orders from divorce settlement. 



19 11/27/15: My lawyer in Brazil exclude himself from the process because I couldn't pay 



20 him fast enough. My mother hired another lawyer after that, but the judge didn't accept and later 



21 send the court results to Adimilson's address for him to continue the process. 



22 06/17/16: Responqent's lawyer in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, sent an e-mail to my lawyer, 



23 Adimilson, mentioning their phone conversation and that she wants to congratulate him for his 



24 work. See Exhibit 5 of the e-mail. 



25 12/12/16: Adimilson went back to work for me and wrote a declaration to the couii of 



26 California about the situation of the process in Brazil. I explained again to Judge Hernandez that 



21 I couldn 1 t do anything with the house because I would be going against the Brazilian law because 



28 in the process I couldn't do anything \~ith the house. By the Brazilian court proceeding, I was 
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prohibited from trying to rent, sell, or give the propetty during the litigation. Judge Hernandez 



2 then ordered for me to do a power of attorney to Respondent. The California court kept enforcing 



3 me to go against the laws in Brazil. Respondent still had not complied with any of the orders of 



4 the Divorce settlement. The following year, he filed a process of contempt against me because I 



5 didn't give him the power of attorney. See Exhibit 6 of Silva & Associados declaration. 



6 08/04/17: I went to contempt court and testified why I couldn't do a power of attorney. I 



7 told the Judge that if the outcome of the litigation in Brazil was not in my favor, Respondent 



8 would then come to California court and claim more money and that was one of the reasons I had 



9 to wait for the litigation to be over. Judge srud.I could have dropped the Lawsuit in Brazil and 



10 could comply with court orders but he didn't want to hear that the law in Brazil is not the same 



11 and I couldn't drop a process that means losing a house to the squatters. I explained to the judge 



12 I didn't have ownership of the house until the process was done and the decision was made on 



13 who the house was going to belong to. Giving a power of attorney to Respondent was going to 



14 put me in violation of the Brazilian law and I would face sanctions in Brazil. Respondent was 



15 going to try to put the house in his name and he would not tell the title company he knew the 



16 house was in an active Brazilian Lawsuit, so I was going to face even more consequences of fraud 



17 to try pass a house that is not clean to do a title transfer. Even explaining all of this, the judge 



18 said I was guilty and ordered me to present the power of attorney in writing by me in a way that 



19 would protect against Lawsuits and sanctions in Brazil and give to Respondent at the next court. 



20 See Exhibit 7 of Advocacia Falcone declaration. 



21 08/29/17: I complied with the contempt court order and I did the power of attorney dated 



22 of 08/22/17 on my terms to save me from any consequences I could face in Brazil. I consulted 



23 two lawyers and the title company in Brazil to do this power of attorney. At the august 29 court 



24 hearing, Respondent Lold the judge they didn't accept my power of attorney and judge told 



25 Respondent to do a draft that they would accept. I believe Respondent didn 1t want to take 



26 responsibility for the Lawsuit and its costs because he is the one behind all of this and continues 



27 to have a close relationship with the squatters and support that they continue with the litigation 



28 against me. See Exhibit 8 of power of attorney. 
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08/29/17: Also at the August 29 court hearing, it states that Respondent is to provide 



2 Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College change of ownership form within 7 days. 



3 Respondent is ordered to transfer the college plan to Petitioner and he provided a paper signed 



4 that was not sufficient to complete the transfer. The Respondent is still the current owner of the 



s college plan and my daughter is still not able to use the plan. Respondent was also ordered to 



6 provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and stock account within 7 days and 



7 be has still not provided those documents requested by court order to date. See Exhibit 9 of court 



8 order. 



9 09/11/17; My lawyer in Brazil, Adimilson Barbosa da Silva, started a secret state Lawsuit 



to against me in Brazil to get paid for all his services in the Lawsuits he did. See Exhibit 10 of 



11 AdimiJson Lawsuit. 



12 09/27/17: Brazilian Judge Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira ordered to give the Brazilian 



13 property to Adimilson Barbosa da Silva. See Exhibit 11 of court order. 



14 09/28/17: The Brazilian house deed is stamped with the court order to block any actions 



15 on my behalf to try to do anything with the property and said Adimilson has the rights reserved 



16 to obtain the house by court order. See Exhibit 12 of the house deed with court order. 



17 10/27/17: I did a second power of attorney to comply with the court order that Respondent 



18 lawyer in Brazil drafted for me to take to the Brazilian consulate. This power of attorney said to 



19 give power for Respondent's attorney, Eva Bischoff, to represent him in Brazil and do the process 



20 to t.rnnsfer of the house to him by DONATION. I just copied everything and signed the power of 



21 attorney. Respondent wrote "donation" to evade property taxes in the transfer. 



22 11/30/17: My mother got notified by a court officer that I was facing a Lawsuit from 



23 Adimilson Barbosa da Silva against me. On this day is when I found out about this process. I 



24 had already complied with the San Diego court order and I gave the power of attorney to 



25 Respondent for the second time but now was on his terms. I don't have anything to do with this 



16 Adimilson lawsuit outcome. I was dealing with this process as much as I could to prevent loss of 



21 the Brazilian house to the squatters so I could comply with the California court order, but during 



28 the duration of this process I continually let the judges know every time that I didn't have 
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ownership of the house anymore until the process was over and I could lose the house, meaning 



2 Respondent could lose, too. It's absurd that the house is his responsibility and he want me to pay 



3 for all those lawyer's fees with him tmowing the house has had this Lawsuit since 2014 and I paid 



4 all the house tax.es since 2006. I do not have any say on the Brazilian judge's ruling or court 



s orders there. See Exhibit 13 of court officer proof of service to my mother in Brazil. 



6 12/19/17: Respondent lawyer, Eva Bischoff, filed a Lawsuit against me and Adimilson 



7 Barbosa da Silva to appeal with the court in Brazil to try to change judge's decision in Brazil that 



8 gave a court order to award the house to Adimilson, See Exhibit 14 of the Lawsuit from 



9 Respondenfs lawyer, Eva Bischoff. 



10 12/21/17: Brazilian lawyer, Adimilson, file an opposition Lawsuit against Respondent. 



11 See Exhibit 15 of Adimilson opposition to Respondent Lawsuit 



12 



13 



14 



IS 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



'23 



24 



25 



26 



'li 



28 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 



foregoing is true and correct. 



Dated: 0 ~ / D 1-' / ( 6 
5f&(---:?)' .. 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WfrHOUT ATTORNEY (Nan-e, State 8ar number, and addreii.s): FOR COURT USE ONLY 



Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) SBN: 167155 
NEILL M MARANGI 
355 K Street, Suite C, CHULA VISTA, CA 9191 l 



TELEPHONE NO.: (619) 420-1600 FAXNO.(Opllanal):(619) 420-1611 



E-MAIL AOORESS (Optional): 



[F i IL i! [Q) 
ATTORNEY FOR (Narroi:Nataches C. Goncalves Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
MAR O 8 2018 0 CENTRAL DIVISION, CENTRAL COURTHOUSE, 1100 UNION ST., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 B CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNlY COURTHOUSE, 220 w. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 



CENTRAL DIVISION, FAMILY COURT, 1555 6TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
Clerk ot the SuperJor (;O(Jt ~ CENTRAL DIVISION, MADGE BRADLEY, 1409 4TH AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 



EAST COUNTY DIVISION, 250 E. MAIN ST., EL CAJON, CA 92020 By: A. Zarzoso NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION, 500 3RD AVE., CHULA VISTA, CA 91910 



PETITIONER(S) NAT ACHE C. GONCAL YES MENEZES 



.. .- , - r 



RESPONDENT(S) TIM MCDANIEL CASE NUMBER ,:··\ ;- -~ -"' .. :·:.7'•.~! 



DS 51030 : ".i ' 



. ~~, 
.;\ -~~:.1 .. _ 



DATE: 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO LODGE DOCUMENTS TIME: 



DEPT: 



___________________ hereby gives notice that the documents listed below will be lodged 



with the court for the above hearing in accordance with San Diego Superior Court Local Rules. 



Exhibit No. 



2 



Description 



Reporter's Transcript and e-mail 



Bischoff Attorneys 1njunction 



3 Listing Publication Certificate 



4 Legal Action of Rescission ofVerbal Commodatum 



5 Eva Bischoff e-mail 



6 Silva & Associados declaration 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



Advocacia Falcone declaration 



Power of Attorney 



Court order 



Adimilson Lawsuit 



Brazilian Judge Ana Carolina ¼randa de Oliveira order 



House deed with court order 



13 Court officer proof of service 



14 



15 



Lawsuit from Respondent's lawyer, Eva Bischoff 



Adimilson opposition to Respondent Lawsuit 



Page No(s). 



6 



s 



6 



5 



2 



3 



7 



3 



2 



7 



9 



. ~ \..i ;<, (,,, ; ;;; !\'.,, )( 
~ ... ,.. ·',,,..•.a.: 



'~gnature of Filing Party/Attorney 
0S51030 
0235 NOTICE OF INTENT TO LODGE DOCUMENrs·::::::J 
Notice ot lnlenl to Lodge Documenls 
789181 
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Court l,f Appeal. four1h Appcll:rle l1islrkl. Di•:i~il'm ,."'ne 



Kevin J Lane. CkrkiF:xecu 1i,•c ('lfficer 



Electronically RECEIVED on 4/112019 at 3,58,32 PM 



(\,11rt l,f Appc.11. fourth ,\ppdlah: l1i$lticl. flivisil'lll l)nc 



Kevin J La Ill', CkrkiF:xecutive l"fficcr 



Electronically FIi.ED on 41 I IZO 19 at 3,58,32 PM 



ATTORNEY:Neill M. Marangi (Bar#167155) 
NM1E. 



FIRM NAME: NEILL M MARANGl 
srREET ADDRESS 355 K Street, Suite C 
mv: CHULA YlST A 
TELEPHONE NO.: ( 619) 420-1600 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: 



FL-950 
STATE BAR NO.: 167155 FOR COURT USE OHL Y 



STATE:CA ZIP CODE: 91911 
FN<N0.:(619)420-)6I J 



rA_TT_o_R_N~_FOR_(_na_~_i._N_a_ta_c_h_e_C_._G~o_n_c_al_v~cs~M~e~n~ez~~~---------------~n~.~ i L 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



111 ~ ~o 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue l!:dl 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 Third Avenue MAR O 8 2018 



c1rv AN□ ZIP cooe: Chula Vista, CA 91910 
DRANCH NAME.: South County Regional Center 1 ~Of,r,. Slipert,, . 



i-------------------------------l Sy: A , ... _o•.-. Caur, 
PETITIONER:NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 6.01~ ov 



RESPONOENT:TIM MCDANrEL 
OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 



1. Attorney (name):Neill M. Marangi (Bar #167155) 
and party (name):Natachc C. Goncalves Menezes 



D AMENDED 



have an agreement that attorney will provide limited scope representation to the party. 



2. The attorney will represent the party as follows: 



CASE NUMBER: 



DS 51030 



[J[] At the hearing on (date): 03/12/18 [X] and for any continuance of that hearing 
D Until resolution of the issues checked on this form by trial or settlement 



D Other (specify duration of representation): 



D Submitting to the court an order after hearing or judgment Is not within the scope of the attorney's representation. 



3. Attorney will serve as "attorney of record" for the party ~:m!Y. for the following issues in the case: 



a. D Child custody and visitation (parenting time): (1) CJ Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (specify)• 



b. D Child support (1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (descnbe in detail): 



c. D Spousal or domestic partner support: ( 1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (describe in detail): 



d. D Restraining order: (1) D Establish (2) D Enforce (3) D Modify (describe in detail): 



e. D Division of property (describe in detail): 



DS51030 
FL95(1 
Nolh;e ol Limited Scope RepresP.11!:illon 
789171 



--itffll~ll 1111111 ii I I Ill~ I 1111111~ 



NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 



Page I or 3 



Cal. Rules ot Couit, l\lle 5.425 
M-m.eourl$.c..i,ov 



Wesllaw Doc & Fenn Buider 
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PETITIONER- NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT· TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



3. f. D Pension issues (describe in c:JetaiQ· 



g. D Contempt (describe in d6taH): 



h. D Other (describe in detail): 



i. D See attachment 31. 



FL-950 



DS 51030 



4. By signing this form, the party agrees to sign Substitution of Attorney-Civil (form MC-050) when the representation is 
completed. 



5. The attorney named above is "attorney of record" and available for service of documents only for those issues specifically checked 
on pages 1 and 2. For all other matters, the party must be served directiy. The party's name, address, and phone nurnber are listed 



below for that purr,,ose. 



Name:Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 
Address (for the purposfJ of service): 



P.O. Box 212213 
Chula Vista, CA 91921 



Phone: (619) 942-2085 Fax Number: 



Thie notice acC\Jrately set8 forth all current maners on which the attorney has agreed to serve as "attorney of record" for the party in this 
case The ,nformahon provided in this document is not intended to set forth all of the terms and conditions of the agreement between 
the party and the attorney for limited scope representation. 



Date: c:J? /41 (t~ 



Date: 



Natache C. Goncal\les Menc1.es~· _____ _ 



t:l'] r ,zy l'i", ............. . 
Neill M. Marangi (Bar#l67155._ ____ _ 



(TYPE OR PR11◄ l NAME1 



NOTICE. OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION 
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PETITIONER:NATACHEC. GONCALVES MENEZES 
RESPONDENT:TIM MCDANIEL 



OTHER PARENT/CLAIMANT: 



FL-950 
CASE NUMBER: 



OS 51030 



PROOF OF SERVICE: 0 PERSONAL SERVICE [K) MAIL O OVERNIGHT DELIVERY LJ ELECTRONIC SERVICE 



1. At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this legal action (not applicable to electronic service). 



2. I served a copy of Notice of Umited Scope Representation (form FL-950) as follows: 



a. D Personal service. The document listed above was given to 



(1) Name of person served: 



Address where served: 
Date served: 



Time served: 



(2) Name of person served: 
Address where served· 
Date served: 



Time served: 



b. [K] Mall. I placed a copy of the form listed above in the U.S. mail, in a sealed envelope 'Nith postage fully prepaid. The 
envelope was addressed and mailed as indicated below. I live or work in the county where the form was mailed. 



(1) Name of person served:Julia Kaemerlc, Esq. 



Address where served: 5962 La Place Court, #165, Carlsbad, CA 92008 
Date of mailing: 
Place of mailing (city and state):Chula Vista. CA 



(2) Name of person setved: 



Address where served: 
Date of mailing: 
Place of mailing (city and state), 



c. D Overnight delivery. I placed a copy of the form listed above in a sealed envelope, with Express Mail postage fully 
prepaid, and deposited it in a post office mailbox, subpost office, substation, mail chute, or other llke facility maintained 
by the U.S. Postal Service for receipt of Express Mail. The envelope was addressed and mailed as indicated below. 
I live or work in the county where the form was deposited for overnight delivery. 



(1) Name of person served: 



Address where served: 
Date of malling: 
Place of mailing (city and state): 



(2) Name of person served: 
Address where served: 
Date of mailing: 



Place of mailing (city and state): 



d. D Electronic service. I electronically served the document listed above as described in the attached proof of electronic 
service (Proof of Electronic Service (form POS-050) may be used for this purpose). 



3. Server's information 
a. Name: Neill M. Marangi 
b. Home or work address:355 K St., Ste. C, Chllla Vista, CA 9191 I 



c. Telephone number. (619) 420-1600 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information above is true and correct. 



Date; r, 7( •£/i g ...--- ?;,{)/~~-
Neill M. Marangi ► ..;;;,,· :A·x~-, 



(TYPE OR ~INT NAMEJ -----.-,{-SIG_N_A....,;TU:..;R~E-Of.,....P--E-RSO_N_SE~R-VI-NG-NO---T--ICE)-------



<_ -- h .. / ·r 
F=L-950 [Rev. Soplembe, ,, 20'17] NOTICE OF LIMITED SCOPE REPRESENTATION P~• 3013 
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I JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
LAW OFFICE OF MA ITHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite # 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



3 (760) 931-198 I 



4 1018 MAR 23 P lf: 01 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



: SUPERIOR COURT OF THE ST ATE OF CALI;::~:b 't'~:Ji;\~ 
7 



8 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



9 NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, Case No.: DS 51030 



10 



11 vs. 



Plaintiff, 



12 TIM MCDANlEL, 



POINTS AND AUTHORTIES MEMORANDUM rN 
SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES, COSTS, AND SANCTlON 



13 



14 



15 



Defendant 



I. 
INTRODUCTION 



16 
Respondent has made the following requests for fees throughout the post-judgment litigation 



17 
regarding the home: 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 1. 



II. 
RESPONDENT HAS REQUESTED FEES AND SANCTIONS UNDER THE 



FOLLOWING CODES AND THE COURT HAS AUTHORITY TO GRANT HIS 
REQUEST 



FAMILY CODE 271: The Court may order sanctions and attorney fees and cost under 



23 this code based on "the extent to which the conduct of each party or attorney furthers or 



strates settlement of litigation. " 24 



25 2. Petitioner's conduct and litigation over transferring the property has done nothing beside 



26 frustrate settlement and it has absolutely furthered litigation. Petitioner has misrepresented the 
27 status of her litigation and involvement with her attorney to transfer the property to Adimilson 
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Barbosa da Silva She in fact voluntarily transferred the property to him. The Court should note 



that this was done almost two years after Judge Hernandez found it to be Respondent's sole and 



separate property and ordered that she transfer the property into hls name. 



3. The Court should also note that she was aware of the agreement to transfer the property 



to her attorney in Brazil in exchange for legal fees that she incurred on her own. In the entire 



time that the post-judgment litigation regarding the property has been going on Petitioner was 



aware that the house was being used to settle her personal legal fees. 



4. Based on Family Code 271 alone, the Court has grounds to sanction Petitioner for her 



delay tactics, misrepresentation and perjury to the Court. This statute gives family court iudges 



the power to reign in out of control litigants that behave like Petitioner through awards of 



attorney's fees and costs. Her uncooperative tactics merit fees and sanctions per this Code. 



5. Family Code §2031: This code specifies that the Court is allowed to award Attorney 



Fees and Costs in a post-judgment matter. Specifically, the Code allows the Court to augment, 



modify, or award fees made by a noticed motion or at the time of the hearing. It was included in 



noticed motions and on all post-judgment hearings. The Court awarded $5,000 to Mr. Marangi 



(payable by Respondent) for Petitioner's attorney fees in January of 2018. This decision should 



be modified. 



6. We believe Judge Hernandez suspended the fees in the amount of$ 5,000 based on her 



conduct and frivolous DVTRO filing. Based on this code, we are requesting that this order be 



modified suspending Respondent's obligation to pay any further fees to Mr. Marangi and for 



Petitioner to reimburse him for anything he has paid so far per this specific order. 



7. Family Code 1101 (d) (1) & (2): Respondent was not made aware of Petitioner settling 



her attorney fee debt with Adimilson Barbosa da Silva until December 7, 2017 when notified by 



Attorney Eva Bischoff. Though documents already provided to the Court (specifically Exhibit 



"C, F, H, I, J") submitted for the hearing dated March 12, 2018, the Court can clearly see when 
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these events took place. This code specifies that Respondent has 3 years from when he "had 



actual knowledge that the transaction or event for which the remedy is being sought occurred." 



8. The remedy Respondent is seeking is an award of $500,000 in the form of sanctions and 



fees. His request is timely and she is and been on notice of the request. The amount consists of 



fees he has incurred in Brazil and Califomi~ expenses regarding transferring the home, unpaid 



property truces on the home, the value of the home (as Petitioner used the value of the home to 



pay her fees although she knew it was his sole and separate property), and punitive damages in 



addition to the actual damages suffered because of Petitioner's conduct and blatant 



misrepresentations. 



9. Petitioner absolutely breached her fiduciary duty to Respondent. Petitioner did not 



treat Respondent with the highest duty of "good faith" and "fair dealing" and began litigation 



prior to the date of separation on property she had personal knowledge was purchased with his 



separate property money. She put this property in her name alone as a single woman when she 



could have put married. The Date of Separation in this matter is June 5, 2013 and she began 



litigation regarding this house (unbeknownst to Respondent) January 2013. Petitioner has acted 



in bad faith throughout this entire process. 



10. Family Code §1 lOl(h): This code states "the remedies for the breach of fiduciary duty 



by one spouse .... Shall include, but not be limited to, an award to the other spouse of 100 



percent, or an amount equal to 100 percent, of any asset undisclosed or TRANSFERRED. 



Petitioner transferred this property despite the very specific order of this Court not to encwnber 



this property. She had already signed docwnents to transfer the property at that time and made 



no mention of it to this Court. Her transfer of this property to her attorney in Brazil (in lieu of 



paying her legal fees) has a detrimental impact on Respondent as he has no remedies there aside 



from the motion filed by his attorney in Brazil to stop the transfer. 



11. It is also important that the Court keep in mind that Petitioner alleges that she filed this 



lawsuit in Brazil to protect the property but then gave it away to pay her fees. This was despite 
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the Order from this Court that she not encwnber the property, that it had been awarded to 



Respondent as his sole and separate property, and that she had already been found guilty beyond 



a reasonable doubt of violating thls Court's Orders. 



12. As such, the value of the property should be awarded to Respondent under this code. Th 



code also specifies "a Court may order an accounting of the property" which as mentioned above 



was indeed commenced within three years of Respondent having actual knowledge of what had 



transpired. We have provided documentation showing the value of the property and Respondent 



has also testified about his personal knowledge of the value. 



13. Family Code §2121: "The Court may, on any terms that may be just, relieve a spouse 



from a judgment, or any part or parts thereof, adjudicating ... division of property." This code 



further goes on to say that the Court can grant relief "if the moving party would materially 



benefit from the granting of the relief." 



14. Here, Petitioner was awarded an apartment that we have shown was purchased with 



Respondent's separate money but awarded to Petitioner because it was prior to their date of 



marriage. This is property that she could sell to pay fees/sanctions which would materially 



benefit Respondent for costs he has had to incur because Petitioner would not sign the property 



over to him, involved it in extensive litigation in Brazil and California, and then agreed to 



transfer it to her attorney in Brazil in lieu of paying her debt causing Respondent to have to start 



a process in Brazil to prevent this from happening. 



15. Petitioner is also co-owner of a business in Brazil and is on title to another home. These 



are all interests/assets that could be used to reimburse Respondent for the unnecessary costs and 



expenses he has incurred because of her conduct. 



16. Family Code §2122: The Court also has authority to award the Respondent the 



apartment listed in paragraph 15 of the Judgment and the $5,000 the Court ordered Respondent 



to pay in January of 2018 (listed as paragraph 18 in the Judgment.) It is our recollection that 
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Judge Hernandez instructed Respondent to cease payment after Petitioner's meritless DVTRO 



and volatile conduct. 



17. Per this Code, if there is Actual Fraud or Perjury, Respondent would have one year 



from discovering the fraud or perjury so this motion and request (which has been continued 



nwnerous times) is timely. As mentioned above, Respondent was notified that Petitioner was 



intending on transferring the home December 20 I 7. 



18. Code of Civil Procedure§ 128.5 and §128.7: Under CCP 128.5 "every trial court may 



order a party, the party~s attorney, costs incurred by another party as a result of "bad faith 



actions or tactics that are frivolous or solely intended to cause unnecessary delay" to pay 



reasonable expenses to that party which is Respondent in this matter. Petitioner has perjured 



herself to this Co~ she has presented argwnents totally and completely without merit, and the 



Court should impose sanctions based on this conduct. 



19. Under CCP 128.7, any declaration, petition, or other similar document cannot be 



submitted unless the party is submitting it to the best of their knowledge, information or belief as 



being truthful and accurate. Petitioner knew what was happening with the process in Brazil she 



started and both misled the Court as to the actual facts and in addition she 1ied by omission. Her 



representations to the Court were done for an improper purpose, her claims and defenses were 



not supported by existing law, and there was no evidentiary support to any document, pleading, 



or testimony she presented to the Family Court or the Criminal Court. The Criminal Court 



agreed with this position and the transcript has been provided to the Court. 



20. This case presents the perfect example of the type of abuse of the Judicial System that 



the Code of Civil Procedure Section 128. 7 was designed to prevent. Respondent requested fe 



under this section previously on December 12, 2016 which were dismissed without prejudice 



and again specifically requested of the Court in the declaration filed February 27, 2018. 



Petitioner has been on notice of these requests as she was present at both hearings, the hearing o 



March 12, 2018, and now is being presented with this Memorandum. 
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21. Civil Code §3294: This code allows the Court to award, in addition to actual damages 



punitive damages, if there is clear and convincing evidence that the defendant (in this case 



Petitioner) has been guilty of oppression, fraud or malice. 



22. Malice per this code, is conduct intending to cause injury or despicable conduct carried 



out with disregard for another's rights or safety. Petitioner's conduct has caused injury to 



Respondent, has caused him extensive fees/expenses, and has left him in a position where he 



may have no recourse to take possession of the home that was awarded to him. She entered into 



a settlement with Adimilson Barbosa da Silva conveying ownership of the property to him in lie 



of paying her legal fees and at no point informed Respondent or the Court. She delayed 



providing the Power of Attorney for approximately two years after Respondent's Motion to 



Enforce Judgment but since 2015 she has made no attempt to comply with the order. 



23. Oppression per the code is despicable conduct or concealment of facts depriving a 



person of property or legal rights causing injury. For the same reasons mentioned above and in 



all motions and pleadings submitted by Respondent from the beginning of this matter, 



Petitioner's conduct is despicable and has deprived him of property in addition to causing injury. 



24. Fraud per the code, is intentional misrepresentation, deceit, or concealment of a material 



fact known to the person causing depriving the other of property, legal rights, or causing injury. 



To avoid repetition of all facts that have been presented by Respondent since the Motion to 



Enforce Judgement and most importantly those that have been discovered and presented to the 



Court since December 2017, Petitioner's conduct shows malice, oppression, and fraud 



consistently. Petitioner has also had no consequences, aside from the Contempt Trial heard 



before Hon. Dwayne Moring. 



25. It has absolutely been proven to this Court by clear and convincing evidence that 



25 Petitioner has violated Court Orders, misrepresented facts to the Court and Respondent, and has 



26 been found guilty on a criminal level. The Court may award punitive damages based on this 



27 
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conduce. We are respectfully requesting based on this Code and the codes specified above that 



Respondent be awarded $500~000 for sanctions, fees, expenses~ and punitive damages. 
Ill. 



OUTLINE OF MOTIONS WHEREIN FEES WERE REQUESTED AND THE COlJRT 
RESERVED ,JURISDICTION 



• March 13! 2017 - $5~000 - FC 2031, 290, 271, 2031.300. 



• May 31, 2017 - $201000 FC 271, 2031, and CCP 3294 



• October 4, 2017 - $20,000 per the same codes 



• January 16, 2018, $30,000 in addition to ALL stock that were considered Petitioner's 



community property portion per the same codes 



• February 27~2018-$500,000 under Family Code 271, 2031.1101.1101. 2105. 2107. 



2121. 2122. 2123. CCP 128.7 and 3294. 



Dated this 23rd of March~ 2018. 



Julia 
Attor 
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DATE: APRIL 30, 201~ 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



CASE NUMBER: DS51030 



PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
PROSE 
LIMITED SCOPE COUNSEL: NEILL M. MARANGI 



RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 
ATTORNEY: JULIA KAEMERLE 



~ • L E D Cltti ,1 Hit Superior c,urt 



APR 3 0 2018 



By: K. BOYLES 



This matter came on for hearing re: Husband's various requests for attorneys fees and sanctions, on 
March 29, 2018. The Court makes the following orders in regards to Respondent Husband's request for 
fees and sanctions in this matter. For ease of reference, the Court will refer to Petitioner Natache C. 
Goncalves Menezes as "Wife" and Respondent Tim McDaniel as "Husband" in its orders. 



These orders are pursuant to Husband's request for fees per Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP 
(sic)§ 3294, made in his responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017 (the court reserved jurisdiction over 
this request at the hearing of June 13, 2017) and Husband's subsequent request for order filed October 
5, 2017, requesting fees under Family Code §271, §2031 and §3294. (The Court does not know what 
request is being made per Family Code §2031 or §3294, as these code sections are not correct. The 
Court construes the request for "3294" to be a request under Civil Code §3294 for punitive 
damages). Husband also filed a supplemental declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 
2018 and February 27, 2018. In his declaration of February 27, 2018, Husband further requests fees 
under "Family Code §271, §2031, §1110l(d)(l) & (2), §1101 (h), §2105{a), §2107 (d), §2121, §2122{a), 
§2123, §128.7(c)(2) and CCP §3294 in the amount of $500,000. All of the declarations of Wife of 
Husband filed under penalty of perjury in this matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016 have been 
considered by the Court in making its ruling. 



The Court is awarding Husband fees as a sanction under Family Code $271 of $200,000, for Wife's 
repeated actions which thwarted Husband's ability to take ownership of his separate property residence 
on Quartini Bianchi street. Her actions thwarted any enforcement of the court's orders, and caused 
protracted litigation around an issue that was heard and settled by the Court at numerous hearings -
namely, the transfer of Husband's separate property home in Brazil by Wife to Husband. The home had 
been purchased during marriage, and was titled solely to Wife. The Court made a finding on May 5, 
2017, that Husband had successfully traced the home to a separate property source, and found the 
property to be his sole and separate property. 



The Court finds that Wife has the ability to pay these sanctions, as she has income sufficient to pay 
(including $1,500 in spousal support from now through November 30, 2019 per the judgment entered 
September 17, 2015), her share of the community property stock account, and separate property real 
estate in Brazil, in addition to her earned income and other assets. The fees will be paid in part as 
follows: 



OS510~ 
ORD 
~•:;p• 
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From Wife's income received as spousal support. Beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $1,500 income 
due by Husband to Wife shall be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates 
this to be a remainder of $12,000 in 2018 (Payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 
months at $1,500) and $16,500 for the first 11 months of 2019, for a total of $28,500. 



In addition, Husband is to receive Wife's share of the community property stock account, or 
$29,000. Husband represented to the Court on 1.1.18 that each party had an approximately 
$29,000 in the stock account. Husband informed the Court that these funds were 
liquid. Husband is to verify to Wife's counsel the cash value of the stock account within 5 court 
days of the receipt of this order. 



Any balance owed by Wife to Husband, after totaling the support off-set of $28,500 and Wife's 
community property share of the stock account, is to be paid to Husband by Wife by August 1, 
2018. If the entire amount of the award has not been paid by that time, standard acceleration 
clause on the amount owed by Wife to Husband pursuant to these orders shall apply. The Court 
reserves jurisdiction over the payment of these fees and sanctions by Wife to Husband. 



This award does not include the property on Quartini Bianchi street as part of the value of the 
award. That property was assigned to Husband as his sole and separate property. The award of 
$200,000 is a cash sanction, separate and apart from the value of the Quatrini Bianchi residence. 



The Court finds the sanctions are warranted due to Wife's actions since the Court ordered her to 
transfer the property to Husband on December 12, 2016. At that hearing, the Court denied Husband's 
then outstanding fee request, and ordered Wife to grant to Husband power of attorney to transfer the 
Quartini Bianchi street property, no later than January 12, 2017. 



Wife did not provide a Power of Attorney to effectuate that transfer by January 12, 2017, and 
was held in contempt of court on August 4, 2017 for having failed to do so. She was sanctioned $10,000 
in attorneys fees and costs at the contempt hearing by the Court, and ordered to comply with the 
Court's orders to provide the power of attorney by August 29, 2017. The evidence is clear that there 
was a power of attorney provided by Wife to Husband on August 22, 2018, but this Power of Attorney 
did not transfer ownership to Husband, and had a number of provisions not acceptable to Husband and 
that went beyond the court's orders. Wife was provided with a power of attorney drafted by Husband's 
Brazilian attorney in a timely fashion after the August 29, 2017 hearing at which she was ordered to 
cooperate, and not to make any disposition of the property in Brazil. Husband had to come to court ex 
parte on October 4th



, 2017, to get Wife's compliance with the Court's order that she sign the POA 
provided by Husband's Brazilian attorney. 



In addition to Wife's lack of cooperation with the signing of an appropriate power of attorney, 
as a result of which Husband incurred substantial attorneys' fees, the Court finds that Wife appears to 
have been deliberately hiding information from Husband as to a very significant development in Brazil as 
to the ownership of the property. Wife testified that she gave her mother power of attorney sometime 
before judgment in this matter in May 2015, to deal with litigation Wife had initiated as to individuals 
who were seeking to possess the Quatrini Bianchi property. (Husband testified in his declaration of 
2.3.17 that he had been aware of Wife's litigation regarding the removal of the tenants, and he was 
fearful she could sell the house). Wife testified at the hearing on the request for order re: fees that she 
had hired Attorney Adimilson Barbosa da Silva ("da Silva 11



) for this purpose started in 2013. 











The evidence established that Mr. da Silva informed her in August of 2015 that she owed him a 
great deal of money in legal fees for the repossession action. In June of 2017, Wife's agent, her mother, 
signs an agreement and "admission of debt11 to pay da Silva R$320000.00 at the rate of R$ 16,000.00 per 
month. Her mother {or Wife - it was never established conclusively who signed this agreement nor 
does it matter, as Wife acknowledged that her mother had power of attorney for her in Brazil, as to the 
property) signed the agreement and Wife is listed as the Debtor, through her legal representative Maria 
Ines Goncalves. There was some dispute over payment, as on October 5, 2017, da Silva and Wife 
{through her legal representative), present an agreement to the Court in Brazil, giving the property in 
question to da Silva as payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him by Wife. This agreement is signed 
by da Silva as creditor, and by attorney Jose Marcelo Abrantes Franca, lawyer for debtor, and Natache 
Cristiane Goncalves Menezes (debtor) represented by Maria Ines Goncalves. 



At no time after the granting of the property to da Silva did Wife notify Husband that she and 
her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to da Silva. Wife does not send a signed copy 
of the power of attorney provided by Husband to him until October 27, 2017, and then only sent a faxed 
copy. In the meantime, the settlement between Wife and da Silva was ratified or "homolgated" by the 
Court in Brazil, and the Brazilian court ordered a "compulsory conveyance" of the property to da 
Silva. Husband only discovered the existence of this conveyance when his Brazilian attorney, sometime 
in late November, early December 2017, goes to execute the transfer of the property to husband per 
the power of attorney, and is informed by the authorities that the property had already been 
transferred to da Silva. 



Wife's testimony that she did not know that her mother was signing these documents is not 
credible. She testified that da Silva was a long time friend of the family, and had been working on the 
litigation regarding the tenants for over 4 years. She testified that she gave her mother power of 
attorney to deal with the litigation in Brazil to remove the tenants. She also testified that she was trying 
to preserve the interest in the house, first for herself (as she claimed it as her separate property in the 
dissolution proceeding) and then for Husband. It is not believable that she would give power of 
attorney to her mother in the litigation, that she would be aware of the debt to da Silva {which she 
testified she was aware of}, yet would have been unaware of her mother's actions on her behalf to 
settle the debt by signing over the property. 



As to Husband's other attorney fee requests, the Court makes the following findings: 



Family Code §1101(d} {1) and (2): These code sections address the statute of limitations for 
bringing a breach of fiduciary duty claim under Family Code §1101 (a). The Court would not make an 
award pursuant to §llOl(d)(i) and (2). If the Court construes this request to be a request for fees for 
breach of a fiduciary duty under Family Code §110l(a), this code section is usually applied for a breach 
of fiduciary duty for actions that impair the "claimant spouses's present undivided one-half interest in 
the community estate". Husband is seeking remedy for Wife's impairment of his access to his separate 
property. The case of IRMO Walker, 138 Cal App. 4th 1408 {2006) in dicta indicates that a spouse who 
impairs the claimant spouse's access to his separate property estate may well have breached a fiduciary 
duty, but the Court could find no other authority to award Husband fees for breach of a fiduciary duty 
by Wife as to his separate property. If the Court were inclined to find that Wife breached a fiduciary 
duty, it would not have awarded anything additional to the $200,000 awarded pursuant to Family Code 
§271, 
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Family Code §ll0l(h): This code sections addresses award of 100% of a community asset 
(giving the clamant spouse the breaching spouse's interest in the asset) is not applicable to these facts. 
This is Husband's separate property residence, in which Wife has no interest. 



Family Code 2105{a), and 2107 {d): These provisions of the family code pertain to disclosure 
requirements before judgment. The court file includes a waiver of the Final Declaration of Disclosure 
filed September 17, 2015, the same date that the Judgment was filed. Status had been taken May 7, 
2015. The waiver of Final Declaration of Disclosure is signed by both parties but not dated. The Court 



cannot determine if the final declaration of disclosure was waived by the parties before the trial on May 
7, 2015. Therefore, these two code sections are not applicable at this time. 



Family Code §2121: Husband gives the basis for this request in his declaration filed March 23, 
2018. The Court finds that his request essentially asks this Court to undo the orders of May 7, 2015, so 
that he might have a better opportunity to enforce any orders this court makes regarding fees or 
sanctions. He does not plead any basis under this Chapter of the family code, which is required for a set 
aside or relief from judgment. 



Family Code §2122: Husband requests that the Court award him the apartment listed in 
paragraph 15 of the Judgment, but does not link that request to any fraud committed by Wife related to 
the Court confirming that apartment as her separate property after hearing the evidence. 



Family Code §2123: This code section addresses restriction on grounds for relief, and does not 
provide Husband with a basis for an additional claim of fees or sanctions. 



Family Code 128.7 {c) (2): This code section does not exist, but Husband in his declaration filed 
March 23, 2018 clarifies that he is asking for fees pursuant to CCP 128.5 and CCP 128.7. CCP sanctions 
and fees cannot be awarded as the code requires that this request be made "separately from other 
motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct alleged to violate subdivision (b).'' 



CCP 128. 7 (d). Husband's request for CCP 128.5 sanctions and fees is a parallel claim in the 
Court's opinion to his request for Family Code 271 sanctions, and would not result in a different order 
from this Court. 



CCP 2023.010; This is a discovery sanction statute. A misuse of the discovery process has not 
been sufficiently plead by Husband for the Court to award sanctfons. 



Civil Code 3294: Husband did not plead the proper code section {referring to it as CCP 3294 in 
earlier declarations) until his declaration filed March 23, 2018. While the Court finds that there is clear 
and convincing evidence that Wife engaged in fraud when the property was transferred to Attorney da 
Silva by Wife's agent, the Court does not find that Husband has met his burden to prove that there are 
damages for the sake "of example and by way of punishing the defendant" CCP 3294 (a). The court has 
sanctioned Wife for her conduct by awarding Husband his fees and costs for his California and Brazilian 
attorney, and his costs is pursuing the transfer of the property to his name. The Court does not find that 
the need for punitive damages has been sufficiently established. 



IT IS SO ORDERED. S4l 7 /<J;1th1V~ -
SHARON L KALEMK1ARIAN 



----------
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181 Chula Vista D Ramona, California. 



NAME & ADDRESS 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
P.O. BOX 530362 
SAN DI EGO, CA 92153 



ATTORNEY NEILL M. MARANGI 
355 K STREET, STE. C 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911 



THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 LA PLACE COURT, STE. 165 
CARLSBAD, CA 92008 



Date: __ R_3_._0_3J18 ____ _ 



NAME & ADDRESS 



CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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t JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN#256783 
I LAW OFFICE OF MA TilIEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 



2 5962 La Place Court Suite #165 I I -• -:-



Carlsbad, CA 92008 
3 (760) 931-1981 



4 
Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 
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6 



7 



8 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 
9 



Case No.: DS 51030 



11 



12 



13 



14 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF 
EX PARTE REQUEST 



OS51030 



15 Respondent is making the following requests of the Court at this time: 



16 



OECL 
Declaration/Pleading 



~\ill\\\ II I\ II I Ill\\\ Ill\\\\ II Ill 17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



I. 
MODIFICATION OF STATEMENT OF DECISION 



The Statement of Decision issued by the Court (filed on 4/30/18 and receive 



5/3.18) awards Respondent $200,000 in sanctions owed by Wife. This amount in the decision h 



a total of $28,500 off-set in support against the $200,000. This amoW1t needs to be recalculated. 



2. In September of 2016, the Court changed the support order from $1,500 to $50 



24 per month. The calculation in the Statement of Decision uses $1,500 as support received fro 



25 May 201 8 through the first 11 months of 2019. 



26 



27 



28 



3. We believe support was terminated in December of2016 or January of2017 an 



are going to be requesting all minute orders as the FOAH's have not been sent back to counsel. 
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2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



7 



s 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. The o IT-set will need to be recalculated to either show spousal support as $500 



which would change lhe off-set to approximately $9,000 instead of $28,500 or ifwe are correct 



that i 1 was terminated there should be no offset. 



5. We are respectfully requesting that the Court amend this part of the Statement of 



Decision. 



II. 
PASSPORT 



6. There is a concern that Petitioner will leave the Country to avoid payment of the 



sanction. Petitioner has demonstrated that she has no respect for Court orders and her avoiding 



payment is very likely. We respectfully request that Petitioner be ordered to relinquish her 



passport until the amount is paid in full or in the alternative be ordered to notify the Court on a 



regular basis that she is still in San Diego. 



Dated this 9th day of May~ 2018. 



DECLARATION lN SUPPORT OF EX P/\RTE REQUEST- 2 











2 JULIA KAEMERLE, SBN #256783 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 



3 LAW OFFICE OF MA ITHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE, LLP 
5962 La Place Court, Ste 165 



4 Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(760) 931-1981 



5 



6 Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



7 



8 



9 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STA TE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE SOUTH COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



IL 



MAY 09 20 



0$51030 
OECL 
l'eclaration/Piea1ing 
813297 



~ fN 1_Q1 



IO NATA CHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



11 



12 



13 



Petitioner, 



Case No.: DS S 130 



Ill l Ill II I II I II II I I I ll!I I I !1111111111111 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 
14 



DECLARATION OF JULIA KAEMERLE 
REGARDING NOTICE OF EX PARTE 
HEARING 



Respondent 
15 



16 



17 



18 



1. I, Julia Kaemerle, hereby state that I am an attorney, duly licensed to practice 



law in the State of California, and a member in good standing of the State Bar of California. I 



19 
wn the attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL, in this matter. 



20 



21 
2. On May 8, 2018 at 4:15pm and 7:07pmt I personally gave notice to Petitioner's 



22 
Counsel Neill Marangi via email and Counsel and Petitioner respectively, of my intention to 



23 
appear Ex Parte on May 10, 2018 at 8:30am in Dept 17. 



24 3. Petitioner was notified as Mr. Marangi infonned me that he would not be 



25 attending the hearing due to a conflict and he has also filed a Notice of limited scope 



26 representation. The Court has given me permission to serve Petitioner via email and has stated 



27 that it will be considered proper service. I did email her notice at 7:07pm on May 8, 2018 (with 



28 Mr. Marangi copied on the email) and wrote "Return Receipt Requested" as ordered by the 
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19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



18 



Court. 



4. The purpose of the Ex Parte is to request that the Court amend the statement of 



decision as the amount of spousal support that is used to calculate the amount off-set from the 



sanction awarded to Respondent in nol correct ($28,500 was the total listed). The Cou1t used 



$1,500 as the support amount; however, support had been reduced in 2016 to $500 and we 



believe further that it was then tem1inated and will be requesting minutes from the business 



office to confirm. We also are requesting Petitioner relinquish her passport. 



1 declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 



true and correct. Executed this 9th day of May, 2018. 



Julia aemerle 
/\ ttorney for Respondent 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL 
~ASE NUMBER 



(CCP 1013a(4)) DS51030 



I, certify that: I am not a party to the above-entitled case; that on the date shown below, I served the following document(s): EX 
PARTE ORDER DATED 03-29-18 



on the parties shown below by placing a true copy in a separate envelope, addressed as shown below; each envelope was then sealed and, 
with postage thereon fully prepaid, deposited in the United States Postal Service at: D San Diego D Vista D El Cajon 
l8l Chula Vista D Ramona, California. 



NAME & ADDRESS 



NATACHEC.GONCALVES 
P.O. BOX 530362 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92153 



ATTORNEY NEILL M. MARANGI 
355 K STREET, STE. C 
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911 



THE LAW OFFICES OF MATTHEW AND JULIA 
KAEMERLE 
5962 LA PLACE COURT, STE. 165 
CARLSBAD, CA 92008 



Date: May 30, 2018 



NAME & ADDRESS 
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APP-002 
ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY: STATE BAR NO 288498 FOR COURT USE ONLY 



NAME: Dennis Temko 
FIRM NAME: Law Office of Dennis Temko 
STREET ADDRESS. 12636 High Bluff Dr. 1 Suite 200 
c1rv· San Diego STATE: CA ZIP CODE: 92130 
TELEPHONE NO.: (858) 366-5680 FAX NO.: F, I L E D 
E-MAtL ADDRESS: Dennis. Temko@yahoo.com Cttrk ,, ,,, 11,u1o, c,urt 
ATTORNEY FOR (name): Natache Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO JUN 2 ·8 2018 
STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Ave. 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Ave. 



By: G. Hohman, Deputy 
cIrv AND ZIP CODE: Chula Vista, CA 91910-5649 



BRANCH NAME: South County 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: Natache Menezes 



DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



[K] NOTICE OF APPEAL CJ CROSS-APPEAL CASE NUMSER: 



(UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) OS51030 



Notice: Please read Information on Appeal Procedures for Unlimited Civil Cases (Judicial Council form 
APP-001) before completing this form. This form must be filed in the superior court, not in the Court of Appeal. 
A copy of this form must also be served on the other party or parties to this appeal. You may use an 
applicable Judicial Council form (such as APP-009 or APP-009E) for the proof of service. When this document 
has been completed and a copy served, the original may then be filed with the court with proof of service. 



1. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that (name): Natache Menezes 



appeals from the following judgment or order in this case, which was entered on (date): April 30, 2018 



CJ Judgment after jury trial 



CJ Judgment after court trial 



CJ Default judgment 



D Judgment after an order granting a summary judgment motion 



D Judgment of dismissal under Code of Civil Procedure, §§ 581 d, 583.250, 583.360, or 583.430 



D Judgment of dismissal after an order sustaining a demurrer 



w An order after judgment under Code of Civil Procedure, § 904.1 (a)(2) 



[x:J An order or judgment under Code of Civil Procedure, § 904.1 (a)(3)-(13) 



CJ Other (describe and specify code section that authorizes this appeal): 



2. For cross-appeals only: 



a. Date notice of appeal was filed in original appeal: 



b. Date superior court clerk mailed notice of original appeal: 



c. Court of Appeal case number (if known): 



Date: 6-28-2018 



Dennis Temko ► 



0S5103ll 
NOA 
Notice of AppPal 
8'2180 



Ill I llllllll!lllillilll11
11111llli 111111 



(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE OF PARTY OR ATTORNEY) 



Form Approved for Qptior,11 Use 
Juclldal Council Of Calilomia 
APP-002 (Rev. January 1, 2017] 



NOTICE OF APPEAL/CROSS-APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 
(Appellate) 



Pa e 1 of 1 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO FOR COURT USE ONLY 



~ CENTRAL DIVISION, CENTRAL COURTHOUSE, 1100 UNION ST., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
~hrk 



1
,r th, ~p1rfor :u,1 D 0 CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 220 W. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 



0 NORTH COUNTY DIVISION 325 S. MELROSE DR. VISTA, CA 92081 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, JUL 13 2018 
APPELLANT 



TIM MCDANIEL, By: C. Delos Santos, Deputy 
RESPONDENT 



SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER 



OS51030 
NOTICE OF FILING 



COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER 



A D Abandonment of Appeal ~ Notice of Appeal D Notice of Cross-Appear D Amended Notice of Appeal from the 



04/30/18 Order 



was filed in this office on 06/28/18 by: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 



Clerk of the Superior Court 



Date: 07 /13/18 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am not a party to the above-entitled cause, that I placed a copy of this form in a sealed envelope addressed 
to the parties shown with postage prepaid, and deposited it in the United States mail at~ San Diego D Vista, California. 



Date: 07 /13/18 



To: 



Dennis Temko, Esq. 
LAW OFFICE OF DENNIS TEMKO 
12636 High Bluff Drive, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 



SDSC APL-022 CIV (Rev. 11/16) 



Clerk of the Superior Court 



,/"'J .. I~. L 
by ___ \..;_· -=-b_<.,..,.( :_~.·:,....:·'I_.,;._.~....:~;;...· ..• ____ , Deputy 



C. DELOS SANTOS 



Julia Kaemerle, Esq. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA 
KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court, Ste. 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



DS511J30 
APPL022CIV 
Notice of Filing 
&112183 
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APP-001-
j ATTORNEY OR PA.RT'Y WITHOUT ATTORNEY STATE BAR NO: 2 5 6 7 6 "i 0351030 



APF1JfJ2 
!lil'-"E: Julia Kaerne r le 
i:.R\111"-"E.T,aw Office of Matt!,ey; and Ju1.i.; ~:ae::ae.rlc:, LL!:' 
STRF.FT>nMcsr. 5962 La ?lace Court Ste 165 



Notice of Appeo: 



!iji11il 111 i 111111 !I l!lilll 1111 i I ii 11!1 
c1rv Carlsbad STATE. CA ZIP cor.1a. 92 O o 8 
TELl:PHOJ.lf ~- 7 60-931-19 81 FAX NO.· 



1:-w.1LAooREss· j ulias zafraniec. law@gnail.com 
ATTORW:YFOR(na1r-cr Tim McDaniel 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNrY OF San D1egr; 



!;r4f.E"T •ooRi:si; SO O 3 rd Ave 
MA1u-iG AODREss 500 3rd Ave 



crTHNDZJPto!>t Chuia Vis~a, CA 919.L0 
OR>'-'CHN/\MC So•.1th Cour.ty e>:.vision 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: Na tc1cl1i~ Menezes 



DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



NOTICE OF APPEAL ! x.·~ CROSS-APPEAL 
(UNLIMITED CNIL CASE) 



,- It~ ED 
SOUTH COUNTY 



2018 JUL 18 P 3: 2·q 



;)551030 



~----•------ -------·- ---- ---- -···--· 
i 
: Notice: Please read Information on Appeal Procedures for Unlimited Civil Cases (Judicial Council form 
l APP-001) before completlng this form, This form must be filed In the superior court, not In the Court of Appeal. 



1



1 
A copy of this fonn must also be served on the other party or parties to this appeal. You may use an 
applicable Judicial Council form (such as APP..009 or APP-009E) for the proof of service, When this document 
has been completed and a copy served. the original may then be flied with the court with proof of service, 
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-----·. --· .. --··· -·--· --------··-----------·· 
1. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that (narne):Tim ~cDaniel 



appeals from the following judgment or order In this case. which was entered on (date): .. Tun~ 2 8 , 2018 



. X. 



Judgment after jury trial 



Judgment after court trial 



Default judgment 



Judgment after an order granting a summary judgment motion 



Judgment of dismissal under Code of Civil Procedure, §§ 581 d, 583.250, 583.360, or 583.430 



Judgment or dismissal after an order sustaining a demurrer 



An order after judgment under Code of Civil Procedure, § 904. 1 (a)(2) 



An order or judgment under Code of Civil Procedure, § 904.1(a)(3H13) 



Other (describe and specify code section that authorizes t.hi.r; appeal): 



2. For cross-appeals only: 
a. Datenoticeofappealwasfiledinoriginalappeal: Jtir:e 28, 2018 
b. Date superior court derk mailed notice -:;f original app•:::al:No t ye,: received 
c Court of Appeal case number (if known): 



Date; J1Jl y 18, 2018 



F"cm, ~01/0d IOI O:,~QNII Us;, 
Ju:t.ciill COllnCll o/ C.1'o,llin 
>J>l'-()()2 (Rc:v Jar...Ary 1, 20171 



NOTICE OF APPEAUCROSS-APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE~c:a1. RuJe-,fJCour1."'1o 9 ,oo 
(Appellate) u · ns- _.axm,.,.,a~v 



~ 
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ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY STATE BAR NO.: 288498 



NAME: Dennis Temko 



FIRM NAME: Law Office of Dennis Temlco 



STREET ADDRESS: 12636 High Bluff Dr., Suite 200 



CITY: San Diego STATE: CA ZIP CODE: 92130 



TELEPt.ONE NO.: (858) 274-3538 FAX. NO'. 



E-MAIL ADDRESS: Dennis.Temko@yahoo.com 



ATTORNEY FOR (nofT18}: Natacha Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 



STREET ADDRESS: 500 3rd Ave. 
MAILING ADDRESS: 500 3rd Ave. 



CITY AND ZIP CODE: Chula Vista, CA 91910-5649 
BRANCH NAM!:: South County 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: Natache Menezes 



DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



APPELLANT'S NOTICE DESIGNATING RECORD ON APPEAL 
(UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 



RE: Appeal filed on {date): June 28, 2018 



0S5103C 
APP003 
Appellants Nolie~ es,g D . nating Rrco•d on Appe, 



ilii\\lil \II Ill II 11 \\\\II\ II\ 111111111\l 



~luk fol th ~ptrlor :w,1 D 
JUL 2 3 2018 



APP-003 



By: A. SANTIAGO, Deputy 



SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 



OS51030 



COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER (ii known): 



Notice: Please read form APP-001 before completing this form. This form must be filed In the superior court, 
not in the Court of Appeal. 



1. RECORD OF THE DOCUMENTS FILED IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 



I elect lo use the following method of providing the Court of Appeal with a record of the documents filed in the superior court (check 
a, b, c, or d, and fill in any required information): 



a. D A clerk's transcript under rule 8.122. (You must check (1) or (2) and fill out the clerk's transcript section on page 2 of this 
form.) 



( 1) D I will pay the superior court clerk for this transcript myself when I receive the clerk's estimate of the costs of this 
transcript. I understand that if I do not pay for this transcript, it will not be prepared and provided to the Court of 
Appeal. 



(2) D I request that the clerk's transcript be provided to me at no cost because I cannot afford to pay this cost. I have 
submitted the following document with this notice designating the record (check (a) or (b)): 



(a) D An order granting a waiver of court fees and costs under rule 3.50 et seq.; or 



(b) D An application for a waiver of court fees and costs under rule 3.50 et seq. (Use Request to Waive Court Fees 
(form FW-001) to prepare and file this application.) 



b. IT] An appendix under rule 8.124. 



c. D The original superior court file under rule 8.128. (NOTE: Local rules in the Court of Appeal, First, Third, and Fourth 
Appellate Districts, permit parties to stipulate to use the original superior court file instead of a clerk's transcript; you may 
select this option if your appeal is in one of these districts and all the parties have stipulated to use the original superior 
court file Instead of a clerk's transcript In this case. Attach a copy of this stipulation.) 



d. D An agreed statement under rule 8.134. (You must complete item 2b(2) below and attach to your agreed statement copies 
of all the documents that are required to be Included in the clerk's transcript. These documents are listed in rule 8.134(a).) 



2. RECORD OF ORAL PROCEEDINGS IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 



I elect to proceed (you must check a orb below): 



a. D WITHOUT a record of the oral proceedings in the superior court. I understand that without a record of tile oral 
proceedings in the superior court, the Court of Appeal will not be able to consider what was said during those proceedings 
in determining whether an error was made in the superior court proceedings. 



Fenn Approved fer OpliOnal 1Js11 
Judicial Council of California 
APP..003 jRav. January 1. 2018) 



APPELLANT'S NOTICE DESIGNATING RECORD ON APPEAL 
(Unlimited Civil Case) 
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Cal. Rules or Court. rules 3.50, 
8.121-8.124. 0.128, 8.1:lO. 8.134. 8.137 
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APP-003 
CASE NAME: Menezes V. McDaniel SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 



n::-, ·~ \ ·):.,-) I . ·-~ . , .• 



2. b. CR] WITH the following record of the oral proceedings in the superior court (you must check (1), (2), or (3) below): 



(1) D A reporter's transcript under rule 8.130. (You must fill out the reporter's transcript section on page 3 of this form.) I 
have (check all that apply): 



(a) D Deposited the approximate cost of transcribing the designated proceedings with this notice as provided in rule 
8.130(b)(1 ). 



(b) D Attached a copy of a Transcript Reimbursement Fund application filed under rule 8.130(c}(1). 



(c) D Attached the reporter's written waiver of a deposit for (check either (i) or (ii)): 



(I) D all of the designated proceedings. 



(ii) [:=J part of the designated proceedings. 



(d) D Attached a certified transcript under rule 8.130(b)(3)(C). 



(2) D An agreed statement. (Check and complete either (a) or (b) below.) 



(a) D I have attached an agreed statement to this notice. 



(b} D All the parties have agreed in writing (stipulated) lo try to agree on a statement. (You must attach a copy of this 
stipulation to this notice.) I understand that, within 40 days after I file the notice of appeal, I must file either the 
agreed statement or a notice indicating the parties were unable to agree on a statement and a new notice 
designating the record on appeal. 



(3) IT] A settled statement under rule 8.137. (You must check (a), (b), or (c) below.) 



(a) W The oral proceedings in the superior court were not reported by a court reporter. 



(b) D The oral proceedings in the superior court were reported by a court reporter, but the appellant has an order 
waiving his or her court fees and is unable to pay for a reporter's transcript. 



(c) D I am requesting to use a settled statement for reasons other than those listed in (a) or (b). (You must attach the 
motion required under rule 8.137(b) to this form.) 



3. RECORD OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING TO BE TRANSMITTED TO THE REVIEWING COURT 
D I request that the clerk transmit to the reviewing court under rule 8.123 the record of the following administrative proceeding 



that was admitted into evidence, refused, or lodged in the superior court (give the title and date or dates of the administrative 
proceeding): 



Title of Administrative Proceeding Date or Dates 



4. NOTICE DESIGNATING CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT 
(You must complete this section if you checked item 1 a above indicating that you elect to use a clerk's transcript as the record of 
the documents filed in the superior court.) 



a. Required documents. The clerk will automatically include the following items in the clerk's transcript, but you must provide the 
date each document was filed, or if that is not available, the date the document was signed . 



.__ _________ D_o_c_um_e_n_t _T_it_le_a_n_d_D_e_s_c_r __ ip_ti_o_n ________ __,I .... I __ D_a_t_e_o_f _Fl_li_ng-'--_ __, 



(1) Notice of appeal 



(2) Notice designating record on appeal (this document) 



(3) Judgment or order appealed from 



(4) Notice of entry of judgment (if any) 



(5) Notice of intention to move for new trial or motion to vacate the judgment, for judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict, or for reconsideration of an appealed order (if any) 



(6) Ruling on one or more of the items listed in (5) 



(7) Register of actions or docket (if any) 
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CASE NAME: SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 



4. NOTICE DESIGNATING CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT 



b. Additional documents. (If you want any documents from the superior court proceeding in addition to the items listed in 4a. 
above to be included in the clerk's transcript, you must identify those documents here.) 



D I request that the clerk include the following documents from the superior court proceeding in the transcript. (You must 
identify each document you want included by its title and provide the date it was filed or, if that is not available, the date 
the document was signed.) 



..._ _________ D_o_c_um_e_n_t _T_it_le_a_n_d_D_e_s_c_r_ip_ti_o_n ________ ___.l l.._ __ o_a_te_o_f F_i_lin_g __ .... 



(8) 



(9) 



(10) 



(11) 



(12) 



CJ Additional documents are listed on Attachment 4b beginning with number (13). 



c. Exhibits to be included in clerk's transcript 



CJ I request that the clerk include in the transcript the following exhibits that were admitted in evidence, refused, or lodged in 
the superior court (for each exhibit, give the exhibit number, such as Plaintiff's #1 or Defendant's A, and a brief description 
of the exhibit. Indicate whether or not the court admitted the exhibit into evidence): 



Exhibit Number 11 Description ! I Admitted (Yes/No) I 



(1) 



(2) 



(3) 



(4) 



(5) 



D Additional exhibits are listed on Attachment 4c beginning with number (6). 



5. NOTICE DESIGNATING REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 



You must complete both a and bin this section if you checked item 2b{1) above indicating that you elect to use a reporter's 
transcript as the record of the oral proceedings in the superior court. Please remember that you must pay for the cost of preparing 
the reporter's transcript. 



a. I request that the reporters provide (check one): 



(1) CJ My copy of the reporter's transcript in electronic format. 



(2) D My copy of the reporter's transcript in paper format. 



(3) c:J My copy of the reporter's transcript in electronic format and a second copy in paper format. 



(Code Civ. Proc.,§ 271.) 
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APP-003 
CASE NAME: SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER: 



' I 
'~ .. ,~i' .. - ·. .. ---



' ...:. -;"'" .I") ,- 'J-. 
I_ • ; -:) I _., '._ 



5. b. Proceedings 
I request that the following proceedings in the superior court be included in the reporter's transcript. (You must identify each 
proceeding you want included by its date, the department in which it took place, a description of the proceedings-for example, 
the examination of jurors, motions before trial, the taking of testimony, or the giving of jury instructions-and the name of the 
court reporter who recorded the proceedings {if known), and whether a certified transcript of the designated proceeding was 
previously prepared.) 



Date I Department I Full/Partial Dayl Description Reporter's Name I Prev. prepared? 



(1) 



(2) 



(3) 



(4) 



D Additional proceedings are listed on Attachment Sb beginning with number{5). 



6. NOTICE DESIGNATING PROCEEDINGS TO BE INCLUDED IN SETTLED STATEMENT 



□ 



□ 



□ 



□ 



Yes □ No 



Yes □ No 



Yes □ No 



Yes □ No 



(You must complete this section if you checked item 2b(3) above indicating you 6lect to use a settled statement.) I request that 
the following proceedings in the superior court be included in the settled statement. (You must identify each proceeding you 
want included by its date, the department in which It took place, a description of the proceedings-for example, the examination 
of jurors, motions before trial, the taking of testimony, or the giving of jury instruc.ions- and, if applicable, the name of the court 
reporter who recorded the proceedings {if known], and whether a certified transcript of the designated proceeding was 
previously prepared.) 



Date ! Department I Full/Partial Day I 
(1)1-16-18 SB-17 Unknown 



(2)3-12-18 SB-17 Partial 



(3)3-29-19 SB-17 Partial 



(4) 



Description Reporter's Name 



Scheduling Sanctions Motn. And N/A No Rptr. Present 
Required Filings 



Tentative+ Respondent's NIA No Rptr. Present 
Testimony 



Petitioner's Testimony NIA No Rptr. Present 



c=J Additional proceedings are listed on Attachment 6 beginning with number (5). 



I Prev. prepared? 



O Yes [8] No 



□ Yes [8] No 



□ Yes @ No 



□ Yes O No 



7. a. The proceedings designated in 5b or 6 IT] include CJ do not include all of the testimony in the superior court. 



b. If the designated proceedings DO NOT include all of the testimony, state the points that you intend to raise on appeal (rule 
8.130(a)(2) provides that your appeal will be limited to these points unless, on motion, the reviewing court permits otherwise). 



Points are set forth: c=J Below C=1 On Attachment 7. 



Date: 7-1s-1a 



Dennis Temko 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) ► 



...... _ 
\ , ___ 
i -----_..,,...-,,/ 



--(S1Gni\TIJRE1'FAPPELl.ANT OR ATTORNEY) 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
sTREEr ADDREss: -S-cD ~rJ A..,"-
MAIL1No AooREss; $CD '3r~ Av~ 



CITY AND ZIP COOE: ~ """' \.k. \) -~~~( CA '( ,q t D 
BRANCH NAME; ~ \.. "t::4..,(\ 



PET1T10NERJPLA1NT1FF: N (t-tu., ~e. /{/\e.,,.,eZ.e.> 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT~ A A r\. ., \ 
l \""- IVl l. \,,0/\. ,!, 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 



F I L E D 
Clerk ol th, Suptrior Court 



JUL 2 3 2018 



By: A. SANTIAGO, Deputy 



CASE NUMBER: 



DSS'l03u 
(Do not use this Proof of Service to show service of a Summons and Complaint.) 



1. I am over 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing 
took place. 



2. My residence or business addr~s~ is: 
j2.bJ,C, \~:11,,l ~h~ DJ(, s+e. 2CD 



b..1./1 Pr~ C, FA cr-z..) ~ u 
3. On (date)'.-jv\~ Z'3 LO; e) I mailed from (city and state): 



the following documents (specify): 



~e:A ke )e;,?) c ,CJ<\ ~~ -:i -\ 1.-.e, Q.e LO(~ 



D The documents are listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service by First-Class Mail-Civil (Documents Served) 
(form POS-030(O)). 



4. I served the documents by enclosing them in an envelope and (check one): 
a. ~ depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 



POS-030 



b. D placing the envelope for collection and mailing following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this 
business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that correspondence is 
placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in 
a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 



5. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follow1\ . 



a. Name of person served: 0 u\,o,... 5z.c~~rM,e l 
b. Address of p,son served: . . 



S2.7 -~c·\ t~~u.~ 51voi S\e ibO 
<2.l\L\\\.\°'-.5 10,4 C-j ·1-C 2..'°i 



D The name and address of each person to whom I mailed the documents is listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service 
by First-Class Mail-Civil (Persons Served) (POS-030(P)). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true -c!n.Q ~orrect 



Date: ~ \'i -t_ 3, :lo 1Y \ 



De:('\O\ )::fet\/\. v; ~ ~►-r=~~--___:;::z::::::::::::::;;;;.:~--
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM) 



Fom, Approved fol" Optional Use 
Judicial Council of cauromia 
POS-030 [New January 1, 2005] 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
(Proof of Service} 



COdeotCrvtl Proced\Jte, §§ 1013. 1013a 
www.courtinlc.ca.gov 



Amencan LegalNet, Inc 
----~ www:USCourtForms.com 











SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO FDR COURT USE ONLY 



181 CENTRAL DIVISION. CENTRAL COURTHOUSE. 1100 UNION ST., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 



~,.,, lol th, ~pttlor :wt D 0 CENTRAL DIVISION, COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 220 W. BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
0 NORTH COUNTY DIVISION, 325 S. MELROSE DR., VISTA, CA 92081 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



RESPONDENT JUL 2 6 2018 
TIM MCDANIEL, 



APPELLANT By: C. Delos SantoR n.nutu , 
SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER 



0S51030 
NOTICE OF FILING 



COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER 



A D Abandonment of Appeal D Notice of Appeal C8J Notice of Cross-Appeal D Amended Notice of Appeal from the 



4/30/18 order 



was filed in this office on 07 /18/18 by: Tim McDaniel 



Clerk of the Superior Court 



Date: 7 /26/18 by ___ O__,;. lY...,...·\(+-.J ...... 11 ....,.q_.._h __ · -' ..... .r· ____ , Deputy 
C. Delos--Santos 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am not a party to the above-entitled cause, that I placed a copy of this form in a sealed envelope addressed 
to the parties shown with postage prepaid, and deposited it in the United States mail at C8J San Diego D Vista, California. 



Date: 7 /26/18 



To: 



Dennis Temko, Esq. 
LAW OFFICE OF DENNIS TEMKO 
12636 High Bluff Drive, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 



sosc APL-022 CIV (Rev 11/16) 



Clerk of the Superior Court 



('\/, J,, 
by ____ L-_--_' _··-1_:1_:_•."-_,.-_-____ _, Deputy 



C. Delos Santos 



Julia Kaemerle, Esq. 256783 
THE LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA 
KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court, Ste. 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



NOTICE OF.FILING 



0S51030 
APPLD22C::IV 
Notice of i:11ing 



iliiliilll\ll\ l\lllll li\1111111\III I Ill 











ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Nam&. Srate Bar .,11mb&r, and addre:ssJ: 



Dennis Temko 
Law Office of Dennis Temko 
12636 High Bluff Dr., Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92130 



TELEPHONE N0.:858-27 4-3538 FAX 110. (Optional}: 



E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optiom,vDennis. Temko@yahoo.com 
ATTORNEY FoR (N.111i.J:N atache Menezes 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
sTREET A□□Ress:5OO 3rd Ave. 



POS-030 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 



288498 



JUL 2 6 2018 



MAILING A□oRess:5OO 3rd Ave. 
c1TYANoz1Pcooe:Chula Vista, CA 91910 



By: c. Delos Santos, Deputy 



sAANcH NAMe:South Countv .. 
PETITIONER/PLAINTIFF: 



Tim McDaniel 
RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
CASE NUMBER: 



OS51030 



(Do not use this Proof of Service to show service of a Summons and Complaint.) 



1. I am over 18 years of age and not a party to this action. I am a resident of or employed in the county where the mailing 
took place. 



2. 
1
M'.i residence or_ business address is: 
2636 High Bluff Dr. Suite 200 



San Diego, CA 92130 



3. On (dafe):7-26-2018 I mailed rrom (city and state):San Diego, CA 



.!.iik9i'~i,in~~Pcium~?J~£i~3W~&>rd on Appeal 



OS51030 
POS010 
Proof of Service 
84541' 



111111111111111111111111111111111111111 



D The documents are listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service by First-Class Mail-Civil (Documents Served) 
(form POS-030(0)). 



4. I served the documents by enclosing them in an envelope and (check one): 
a. W depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service with the postage fully prepaid. 
b. D placing the envelope for collection and mailing following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this 



business's practice for collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that correspondence is 
placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service in 



a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 



5. The envelope was addressed and mailed as follows: 



a. Name of person served:Julia Kaemerle 
b. Address of person served: 



.5962 La Place Ct Ste 165, Carlsbad, CA 92008-8838 



D The name and address of each person to whom I mailed the documents is listed in the Attachment to Proof of Service 
by First-Class Mail-Civil (Persons Served) (POS-030(P}). 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 



Date: 7-26-2018 



Dennis Temko ► {TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM) 



Form Approved lor OplioNI Use 
J1.1ctc111 Co1.1ncd or Calilor"la 
POS-OJ0 [New Jar.1.:ary 1, 2005] 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL-CIVIL 
(Proof of Service) 



Coda olCMI Proce<!ure. §§ 1013. 1013a 
www.COUtfJnlo.ca.gov 
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Doct.1Sign Envelope ID: 4E634095-9O4E-4690-8AF1-887987CDBA5F 



TO BE FILED IN THE SUPERIOR COURT APP-005 
A TTORNE T OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY.· STATE 8AR NO : 2 5 6 7 8 J 
NAME· Julia Kaemerle 
FIRMN/IMI;; Law Office of Matthew & Julia Kaemerle 
sTREer A0011.ess. 5 9 62 La Place Ct Ste 165 F, ' L E D c1TY: Car ls bad STATE.CA ZIP COOE: 9 2 Q Q 8 
TELEPHONE NO,: ( 7 60) 931-1981 F"1CNO.: CIHk or lht Suptrlor Cnrt 



E-MAIL AOORESS; ·• 



AlTORNEYFORjnam•) Tim McDaniel AUG 21 2018 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
STREET ADDRESS; 500 3rd Ave 



By: N. ZUAZO, Deputy MAIi.iNG ADDRESS: 5 Q Q 3rd Ave 
CITY ANO ZIP COOE. s an Diego, CA 91910 



t1RANCHNAME: South County Division 



PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER; Na tache Goncalves Menezes COURT OF APPEAL CASE NUMBER. 



DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT· Tim McDaniel 00744 'H 
SUPERIOR COURT CAS! NUMBER 



ABANDONMENT OF APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 
M Sl 01n 



The undersigned appellant hereby abandons the appeal filed on (date): Jul Y 18, 2018 in the above-entitled action. 



BY ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE 



Oa~:August 20, 2018 



Julia Kaemerle ► 
1¼:11:::~. 
Ls50,c,aaw,1e 



('NPE OR PRINT HMIEJ (SIGNATUR! OF APPELL.ANT OR l'lTORNEYl 



NOTE: File this form in the superior court If the record has not yet been filed in the Court of Appeal. If the 
record has already been filed In the Court of Appeal, you cannot use this form; you must file a request for 
dismissal in the Court of Appeal. You can use form APP-007 to file a request for dismissal In the Court of 
Appeal. A copy of this form must also be served on the other party or parties to this appeal, and proof of 
service filed with this form. You may use an applicable Judicial Council form (such as APP-009 or APP-009E) 
for the proof of service. When this document has been completed and a copy ser,ed, the original may then be 
filed with the court with proof of service. 



l'1gc 1 ol \ 



Form Aoorovea ro, OP1icna1 Uu 
JUC,cial COUt\"' 01 C.1,lo,ni1 
Af'p.005 !Rh Janua,y I, 20111 



ABANDONMENT OF APPEAL (UNLIMITED CIVIL CASE) 
(Appellate) 
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Exhibit 1 
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3 



4 



5 



E 



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



DEPARTMENT 17 BEFORE HON. ESTEBAN HERNANDEZ, JUDGE 



S NATACHE C. MENEZES, 



9 PETITIONER, 



:.o -AND-



11 TIM MC DANIEL, 



12 RESPONDENT. 



) 
) 
) 
) 
) CASE NO. DS51.J30 
) 
) 
) 
) ___________ ) 



13 



, ,. 
.... ': 



15 



: 6 



2. 7 



l8 



REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 



JANUARY 22, 2014 



:.s APPEARANCES: 



- 1 L. ..J 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



FOP. THE PETITIONER: 



FOP THE P ESPONDENT: 



NEILL M. MARANGI, 
ATTORNEY AT LA\V 
259 THIRD AVE:\UE. SUITE R 
CHULA VISTA., CA 919 L.1 



THE EDMU!\J[")S LLl.\V FlRf\1 
e. y · 1 u u A s ~ Ar R ... , N 1 h:· . 
ATTOHI\JEY .t\T LA\V 



HI LARY A. CAR LUC C 1, CSR NO. 8 16 0 
COURT-APPROVED REPORTER PRO TEMPORE 
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16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



8 



In his reply declaration, husband also says he has lived 



in Brazil with wife from February 18, 2004. At the same time, 



husband tells us in his reply declaration that the family called Araujo, 



they've been occupying that Brazilian house rent free since December 



of 2008, when husband declares that he asked them to move in and 



watch the place. So if husband really did live in the Brazilian 



property, likes he declares, why would he need a family to move in 



and watch the place? 



With his declaration, I oelieve husband admits that the 



Araujos have lived in the Brazilian house continuously since at least 



2008, consistent with wife's declaration that her best friend and the 



best friend's family occupy that house. 



Let's go back to husband's statement that he and wife 



have lived in Brazil since 2004. He declared that. If that were true, 



how could wife have filed this divorce action here in California? How 



could wife have met the residency requirement? 



Now, the reason that wife qualified to file for divorce 



here in San Diego County is the parties lived here. The parties 



bought a home here. The parties' San Diego home was listed on 



wife's petition. That's how she qualified. The parties lived together 



at 5332 Angler Place, San Diego, 92154, and that's the address that 



husband gave to his employer. 



Attached to wife's income and expense declaration is a 



W-2 for husband. And on husband's own 2012 W-2, his residential 



address is listed as 5332 Angler Place, San Diego, California, 92154. 



There's no Brazilian address listed there. Husband's name is not on 



the deed to the Brazilian property. 



Now, I don't claim to know anything about Brazilian law, 
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My client is in -- he has good contact with the people 



that are residing there. He says that he feels that if he was able to 



stay at the house, they would gladly let him stay there. Petitioner's 



mother is not, in fact, living there, and he has a wonderful 



relationship with Petitioner's daughter to the point where he has been 



supporting her college education, even though it's not his biological 



child. 



I don't believe there would be any sort of volatile 



situation. At the most, my client is home six weeks out of the year, 



so this is not that he would be, you know, staying there permanently. 



This would be a place where he could go. 



Now, both of these properties were purchased with his 



money. The property that Counsel mentions in San Diego, they lived 



there because he was working in Tijuana. He had a contract in 



Tijuana, so the San Diego property was convenient for them. That 



was in between 2009 and 2012. This property has been sold, so he 



has no access to any other residence other than the two properties in 



Brazil. 



He is just asking that the Court make an interim order 



until we can get through this case, so that if in the chance that he -



because there have been time periods where he's had five, six 



months where it's taken him to renew a contract. If in case that 



happens -- because as of right now, he is saying there are no new 



contracts available until 2015, some possibly in Kabul. If in the off 



chance that he needs extra time, he has somewhere to go. 



Now, whether the Court feels that the apartment is 



better, he's willing to comply with the Court on that. If th~ Court 



feels that the house would be appropriate, my client is certainly 
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14 



1 flexible with that and has a good relationship with the people that are 



2 currently residing there. 



3 So I think in the interest of having some kind of 



4 temporary orders in place, so that, you know -- and opposing --



5 Petitioner lives in San Diego, so it's not going to be them around each 



6 other in the case that he was granted access to either of these 



7 locations. 



8 I think that it's just in the interest of fairness, as he has 



9 a very strong and compelling argument that both of these properties 



10 are separate properties, and unfortunately, due to the way Brazilian 



11 property law is, he just had to structure the purchasing of these 



12 homes in accordance with Brazilian law, which caused him not to be 



13 on the deed.. 
.... -· 



14 So my client just requests that the Court enter an 



15 interim order, so that in the case that in four to seven weeks his 



16 contract is up and he is not offered another one, he is able to go 



17 somewhere where his possessions are and have a place that he can 



18 be home now. 



19 THE COURT: Okay. Let me ask you a few questions. 



20 Number one: The precise RFO is very narrow. We have 



21 been talking about it in more general terms of the properties of the 



22 parties, including the apartment, including the house here in 



23 San Diego, but that's actually not really before the Court. The only 



24 issue is the house In Brazil. 



25 So with regards to the house, tt1e tt1restrnld issue is, 



26 again, whether it's a trial issue, and I still trnven't t1eard sufficient 



27 basis to convince me that it's not a trial issue. So if it is a trial issue, 



28 then it's only a question of whether there would be some kind of 
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credits or offsets as a result. 



So if that's the case, then the threshold question has not 



been satisfied to go even further, so that it would be -- there will be 



no ruling on exclusive use of the house in Brazil because it will be 



addressed at trial. 



But as a matter of equity, looking at the relative total 



picture of the marriage, there appear to be three properties that the 



couple own: The house in Brazil, the apartment in Brazil, and a 



house in San Diego. 



And in terms of what husband's situation would be, it's 



very speculative at this point. Number one, because he says he may 



be in Afghanistan four to seven more weeks, but it may renew, in 



which case it would probably be another year. So that's a big 



uncertainty. 



Number two, even assuming it did not renew, where 



would he work after that? Would it be Tijuana? Would it be Central 



America? Somewhere else on the globe? Who knows? So that's a 



lot of speculation in terms of would he need a place to reside while 



he's looking for other employment? So that's a big second question. 



But even assuming arguendo there was no other job and 



he just needs a place -- a roof over his head, by denying exclusive 



use, there would be a number of options, apparently. 



Number one would be the house in Brazil. He would 



have to contend with the law in BraLil wtwttier, because he's married, 



he would be able to enter the house given the fact tt,at wife is on the 



deed. And from what Mr. Marangi has indicated, I'm not familiar with 



Brazilian law to be even able to comment, but that may be a big 



question under Brazilian law, whether he would have access or not 
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Q~Outlook [i_pe here to sea"«ti]~re Maibox "'CPI Privac.y ~ Ll Optcns O Sgn out 



l 1 ~ ,, ; [' • I ' • I '• ! !-:l I "' i ! · 0 11 • • □ I 
L~ :,· · .. My House 
\ i;j--: .--------:!: Tim McDaniel [timmcdaniel00@hotmail.com] 



I Sent: Thursday, Aprt 17, 2014 15:39 



. .J Caixa de l:ntrada (224) 



.. _j !tens Envedos 



~;i ltens Exd.Ji:ios 



. e Uxo Betr6nlco (9) 



... _lj RasaJnhos [19) 



Cid< to view all fow:lers ~ 



J DI\ORCIO 



~ Ocx:s 



[ill Manage Fok:1ers .•• 



To: Natache. [natachelO@rotrratcom) 



Natache, 



You have not been telng the truth to friends and f armv. I have answered questions about everything, 
from you onty receivng $500 a n-onth from rre, you havng to pay off debt from the San Diego house, to 
how rruch rroney a rronth do you get from rre, ard wtiy you haven't sent rroney for Ndcy's school or 
expenses. I thnk the worst of all is teling Ndy, your own daughter, that she betrayed you by takng tn 
n-e. The Question everybody and I rrean everyoody, rx:ilding Nidc:y, why is Nicky stiil ii &-az~? Why 
Natache? Does she iiterfere wth your social rte? 



You conntted perjury n Braza Farri¥ court. Jorge Santana Francelino has lived wth his rrother Maria 



since 2008 at Rua carbs Eduardo Nunes, nurrero 63, Jardm Rcc;a de Franc, Guaruhos, Sao Pauk:>- SP. 



CEP: 07081-230 / Ph# 55 1124513698, but you mew this didn't you? 



I amstayi1g in mt house i1 Guan.Jja wi:h Noey, Marcello, Be, Zeus and Cindy. I carre to Brazij a~er I 
corrpleted mt work n Afghanistan. I will stay here until we rreet in rourt on May 7 when the court wil 
officially decide on the property. lhey de not tell you because of beng led to by you, along wi.h Y°'-X 
explosive te"l)er and what you rright do. Ths s between you and n-e, not them Bia and t-"arc:elb are 
c:elet>rating Cndy. Do the rght thi'lg and leave them out of this and do not destroy ther happinesS by 



your sefishneSS, 



Tm 



...... 
-- . - -------------------Connected tD MicroSDft Exchange 
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BISCHOFF A TTORNE\'S 



An& CCKt• Avenue .C84-su1tc 721 
CI-.P 110(>()-002 UNlOS 



Sl'-Runl 



Telephone: 00.55.13 32114.1479 
r.rn ■ il ehi\Choff@uol.CMl.br 



Hisn-Jer Honor The Judge ofone of Civil Courts of the District of Guaruja / SP. 



TIM McDANIEL, American, married. cun·ently 
unemployed, resident and domiciled at 6538 Collins Avenue, 455, Miami Beach, 
Florida, 33 I 41, United States, to be found temporarily at Rua Iracema. 42, Praia da 
Enseada, Guaruja/SP, CEP 11443-400; 722 in Santos / SP, respectfully appears 
before Your Honor through his lawyer, Eva Ingrid Reichel Bischoff, entered in the 
Order of Brazilian La\vyers/Sao Paulo [OAB I SP] under No. 8796:!, with oflices at 
Avenida Ana Costa, 484 - suite 722, Santos/SP for you to pass judgment in this 
action, regarding 



LISTING OF ASSETS. 
baud on Articles 798 and 8.Uff, of the Code o/Ci1·il Procedure 



CIC 
APPL/CA TJON FOR AN UOVNCTJON 



against Nutal'lrt' Cri~lhrne Gonralves Mt'ne~es, Hralilisn, man-it'd, holtkr of 
General Registry [l<G] lcknti!y Cnrd n°30.045.201-9-SSP-'SI', ~nh:rt"J in the Rc-gister 
of IndividuaJs/Ministry of Finance I CPF I t-.·tF] u11dc-1 n. I,) 2 l No47Y2S-l-l, cum:11tly 
residing and domicilc-d at JLJ09 A lltt I.m11H Dr., lh111itu, CA, 9 l 90~- I 005, USA, on 
the grounds given : 
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ANh Ct.>STA A vu;:-.n. r. 4R4•Svil'l. 722 
CEP l I OM-002 SM'TO:i 
SP-BRAZll. 



BISCHOFF A TT'ORNEYS 



1. Application for injunction 



TI.l.EPHOh.1-:: 00.5S .13 3284.1479 
EMAIL: UIISCHe>Fr!ptlOL.C:OM.BR 



On the basis of Article 798 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, he asks Your Honor to grant an injunction to freez.t! the assets acqwred 
during the common law partnership, and subsequent marriage contracted b~tween 
the parties, denying them disposal un4er any title. 



This is because, as detailed below, there are grounds for 
concern that the def enda.'1t might secretly sell real estate belonging jointly to the 
couple. 



2. Applications and the reason for them 



The application is for an inventory to prevent disposal of 
the assets until the U.S. courts finali7.e the judicial division of the assets in divorce 
proceedings pending before the L.S. and Brazilian courts, and decide on action to 
rectify deeds and registrations to be filed within the statmory period. 



The application is based on the well founded fear of 



dissipation of the assets for which an inventory is hereby required, and which had 



been recorded soleJy in the defendant's name. 



3, Facts 



The parties have been married to each other since 0Q 
October 2004 - the rna1Tiage being celebrated in Las Vegas, Nevada, L1S:\ according 



to the attached ccnificatc and the certified translation thereof . . 
Before the marriage, however, the parties had lived 



together in a common law manfage, for over a year. 
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ANA Cosr 11. A VENl.."F- 484-s:IJTTk 7:U 
CEP l I 060-002 SA."J"l'OS 
SP-Bu211. 



BISCHOFF A ITORNEYS 



TU..EM'V>,..,,: oo.s~.1131g•· 1479 
EM/\Il.: EDl!C'l<OFf@LtfJt..COM~ 



Tl happens lhat in ~tember, 2005, i.e. during the 
marriage - the defendant acquired the property located at Rua Albeno Bianchi 
Quatrini, 288, Garden Praiano, Guaruja / SP, declaring herself single before the 
notary responsible for drafting the deed - copy attached. 



The plaintiff fears, because of this, that the defendant 
wiJI secretly sell the joint property of the couple. 



It should be sb·cssed that the parties are in the process of 
getting divorced in the competent court in the U.S. - Case No. DS 51030 of the 
Superior Court of San Diego, California - in v .. ·hich Lhe ownership of property 
acquired by the couple in Brazil is being discussed. 



According to the attached documents, the defendant 
stated several times before that foreign court that the real estate was ''separate 
property. r, The relevant portion of the translation of a statement issued by The 
Edmunds Law Firm, wh.ich represents the plaintiff, Tim McDaniel, in that divorce 
process is transcribed here: 



"This office. represents J1r. Tim McDanfol in his ongoing divor<:e action filed 
in the Superior Court of the State of California in and for the County of San 



Diego, South County Division. The fiJ/lowing properties arc in dispute in the 
action. in progress: 



J) The property situated at Ave. Abi/io dos Santos Branco, No. 426. apl. 33 



Guaruja, SP, Brazil; and, 
2) The property located at Rua Alberto Biam:hi Qualrini, No. 288, 



Guaruja, SP. Brazil. 



"The plaintiff, Natache C. Gonralves Menezes (hereillcifler simply r~ferred 
to as the JJlainrim, has said several time.~. verhallv and in writing, that the 
above properties are her separate propertp [ our underlining). 



.._ 
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8JSCIJOff ATI'ORNEYS 



A:-V. CciSTA A Vl·M.l'E 4t!4•Sl.Tlc 722 
CFJ' I J 060-002 SASTOS 



1l-.1J.;PJ-!Ol>"E: 00,Sj.13 3284.147~ 
tMAIL: P.RISC.riOfl·li:_~tJOL.COM.BJI. 



SP-BRAZll. 



Please note the follnwing documents that were presented and filed by the plaintiff 
(in the divorce proceedings) to prove his claim, and which are attached and 
incorporated as Exhibits "A" to "C:" 



A) Lisr o_f Assets and Liabilities, dated .June 11, 2012; 
B) Statement by Natache C. Gnnfa/ves J,.,fenezes. filed on January 8, 
2014 and; 
C) Response by plaintiff (Natache) to the Defendant's Questions (TIMj. 
dated April 14, 2014." 



These exhibits, "A," ''B" and ''C" resulted in the following: 



a) Exhibit A, a table showing assets consisting of the following properties. 
marked with 11P," indicating 1hat the asset would be the separate property of lhe 
plaintiff (in the divorce action): 



"Avenida A lherto Quatrini Bianchi, 288. Jd. Praiano Guarujd. SP 
Brazil,· 
Avenida Ahilio Dos Sanfos Branco, 426.. AP 33 JD Praiano Guan4ci 
SP Brazil, " 



b) Document B, second paragraph: 



" .... The prnperry is aclually my separate property. It ij· regi\·tereJ in my 
name only. I present, atfachr.d l,e.reto, the translated Jo,~ument indicating 
that I alone acquired tlte property in June 2006. "(our cmph:tsis] 



c) Document C, second page, Item 11: 



"JI. The residences /ocared at 'A\'enida Alberto Qzwtrini Bimu:hi, 2.S8 · and 
·Avenida Abilio dos Samos Branco, 426, 'in Bm::il, ,m.• n~v .\'t.1wraw propcrcy. 



I acquired the property in 'Avenidu Abilio' bejcJre the marriage. 1 acquired the 
property in 'Avenida Alberw' in my name only."[Our emphasis] 
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ANA COSTA A \'Dl\JE 484•SUllc 722 
Cf;P l 106(1-0()'.! SANTO~ 



SJ'-BRA7JJ. 



BISCHOFF ATTORNEYS 



lll.EPHO:,.1T°\.: 00.SS. I 3 321l4.109 
l:.MAn., r-JUSl:HOFf@llOL.COM...DA 



It should be noted, Your Honor, that in June 2006 tbe 
ddeodant was already married to the plaintiff, but falsely claimed to be single 
when the corresponding document was prepared! 



In additio~ in Februarv 2004 the parties had been livin& 
together under common law and the property located at Avenida Alberto had been 
purchased with funds from the sale of separate property of the plaintiff, located in 
Australia - howe\'er, the defend3Jlt omitted thal she was cohabiting W1d now states that 
she acquired the property "hr herself." 



The question of the fW1ds connected with the real estate is 



part of the divorce proceedings, in which the relevant evidence will be produced. lt is 
therefore important to stress in the present document lhat: 



a) the parties are married to each other; 



b) the defendant declared hcrself to be single when purcbasing the Property 
during the marriage ; 



c) There are divorce proceedings pending between the parties themselves in 
which the defendant now c1aims that the goods listed herein arc her exclusb.·t 
property. 



Finally this Court ought to be told that the defendant is 
planning to travel to Brazil in the near future, when she rnHy sell the real estate 
without any intervention or knowledge by the pl:iintiff. 
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ANA COSTA A\'I:Nt.'E-484-st,n,; 722 
Cf.p l 1 06U-002 sM, os 
SP-R.lU.ZJJ 



4. Leg~l Basis 



BISCHOFF A 1TORNEYS 



TF.1.Ef'HONJl: 00 . .55.13 3'ZK4.l479 
f..MAIL: l:.UISCHOFH~'lJOt..COM.l\Jt 



The injunction is therefore necessary. 



The requirements for the inventory . especially those under 
Articles 855, 856 and 857 of the Code of Civil Procedure, have already been 
explained above~ with the following being highlighted: 



a) the parties are married to each other, but the defendant acquires property 
during the marriage while identifying herself as unmarried; 



b) divorce proceedings between the parties~ in which the defendant claims that 
the assets onJy belong to her, are under way; 



c) with free entry into Brazil and appearing as sole owner, and unmarried, the 
defendant may sell the properties without any intervention or knowledge by the 
plaintiff; 



d) as the defendant's husband. the plaintiff has 1he right to half the property -
despi'ce it all having been bought with her ovvn resources. 



The plaintiffs interests are U1erefore proven and the reasons 
for fearing the dissipation of assr:ts made clear. 



Regarding the injunction to prevent the property from 
being d~posed of, the provisions of Article 798 of the CPC. apply for lhe same 
reasons, especially with regard to ''The well-founded fear that one party, K·ithin pre
trial proceedingl·, may ctluse serious harm to the rixhts of the other party that 
may be difficult to repair" 
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BISCIJOFF ATTOilNIYS 



A:"U.. Co.,i A AV0.1.IE 484-SUTTE 722 
Cf:P 11060-002 S>.."10S 



SP•B.RAZll. 



Tl'J.F.PHONF.: 00.55. I 3 32l<•tt•79 
r.MAn..: EBLS<.'HOFF(~UOL.COM..rut 



5. Moin issues 



The mafo issues lie in the divorce action, already 
mentioned, and the imminent action aimed at rectifying the registration of the 
property, in order to rectify the marital status of the defendant. 



6. Fr~ Jusrke 



As sho\\'Tl in the attachments - the originals and the 
translations • the plaintiff was dismissed in ~ .. fal'ch of this vear and has remained 
unemployed up to now. " 



As a result, he asks to be granted the benefits of Free 
Justice as he does not meet the current condilions for bearing legal costs, without 
prejudice to his own maintenance. 



7. Requests 



Based on the foregoing, he requests: 



a) an fNJUNCTION " /NAUD/TA ALTERA PARS," to prevent tbr 
assets described above from being disposed of, 
bearing in mind the possible difficulty in locating the plaintiff, considering her 
mobilily between Brazil and the United States~ which ~ame mobility, 
moreover, facilitates the sale of goods before she is summonsed; 



b) Natache Crisliuuc Gou~ah•es Menezes b~ sun.unoused by 1.£!.!£.!: 
rogatorv, at the address 3909 Aha Loma Dr., Bonita, CA1 9190~-l 005, USA, 
so tl1a1, with reg3.1·d to proceedings, she,rcply lo the preseJ1l claim subject to a 
warning about the effects of default in the eve11t of her not responding; 



c) the overall legality of the application for the inventory of the real estate 
described above, and maiataining the ba.n on disposing thereof until 
completion of the main proceedings. i.e. the divorce and rectification of the 
documents and the respective registration thereof. 
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BISCHOFF ATTORNEYS 



AN.-\ COSTA. A VF..NUE 48~sun E 712 
CQl I l 060.002 SANTOS 
SJ>-BRAZll. 



Tra.h-PHONE: 00.SS.13 321!4.1479 
°EMAll.: l::!!IS<.liOFF(S!UC)L.COM.Blt 



d) the defendant to be sentenced lo pay legal costs and expenses~ these to be 
decided by Your Honor, 



The facts alleged are duly supported by documents that 
accompany the original, without prejudice to any evidence that may be produced 
during proceedings. 



Without prejudice, he requests that Your Honor should, 
under Article 130 of the Code of Civil Procedure, indicate the evidence considered 
necessary to prove the facts alleged above, permitting from the outset the production 
of all evidence admissible in law, especially that specified herein: the personal 
testimony of the defendant, hearing of witnesses, gathering new documents, 
conducting surveys, sending and drafting letters rogatory, without prejudice to any 
other evidence that may become relevant. 



The swn of R$142,000.00 (one hundred and forty-two 
thousand reals) is allocated to the case. 



T em1s under which, 
I request justice, 



Santos, June 5, 2014. 



EV A lNGRID RElCHEL BISCHOFF OAB I SP 87.962 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 



College of Attorney, of Brazil OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
fla ... iooab holmail.com 



THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF THE COURT OF THE CIVIL 



Cl RCUIT WITHIN THE JURISICTION OF THE JUDICIAL 



DISTRICT OF GUARUJA. STATE OF SAO PAULO. 



NATA.CHE CRlSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, of Brazman 



nationality, unmarried, of legal age, bearer of General Registration [RG] Card No. 



30.045.201.9, and registered under Personal Tax Identification No. 



218.647.928.17 for Natural. Persons, issued by the Ministry of the Treasury 



{CPF/MF], represented in this act, by and through her public attorney, by her 



mother, Mrs. MARIA INES GONCALVES. of Brazilian nationality, widow. bearer 



of General Registration [RG} Card No. 5.272.631 and Personal Tax Identification 



No. 446.153.618.15, Issued by the Ministry of the Treasury [CPF/MF]. residing 



and legally domiciled on Rua Farias de Lemos, 46-Picanyo-Guarulhos, State of 



Sao Paulo, now comes by and through her attorneys, having duly signed a 



power-of-attorney, attached hereto. and, with all due respect, appears before this 



Honorable Court on the grounds provided under Article 926 and subsequent 



articles, of the Code of Civil Procedure, to file 



A LEGAL ACTION OF RESCISSION OF VERBAL COMMODATIJM 



against MARCELO DA SILVA, of Brazilian nationality, married, 



bearer of General Registration IRG] Card No. 32,563.058, and Personal Tax 



Identification No. 279.196.548.31, Issued by the Ministry of the Treasury 



[CPF/MFJ, and his wife, MARIA ROSEMJR DA SILVA, of Brazilian nationality, a 



storekeeper, bearer of General Registration (RG] Card No. 23.737.019.0, and 



Personal Tax Identification No. 121.488.018.56, issued by the Ministry of the 



Treasury lCPF/MF]; both residing on ,Bua.61,Qerto Quatrini Bianc~i, No. 288, 



Jardim Vitoria; and Jose Eudes dos Santos. or Brazilian nationality, other 



identifying characteristics being unknown, who resides on Rua Arthur Domingos 



Martins, 90. Jardim Fortareza.Guarulhos, State Postal Code 07153-290, for the 



following reasons: 
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Flavio Schoppan 
2 Attorney 



College of Attomeya of Brazil OAB / State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
Fla\lioo&bli1ho1mail.corn 



The pla1nbffs ere woman and owners of e property located on Rua 



Alberto Bianchi Quatrinl, comprised of Lot 18 on Block UD". ,n the subdivision 



called Jardim Vitoria-GuaruJa-State of sao Paulo. 



Through the generosity of the plaintiff and by virtue of her daughter. 



Dominique C Francelino wno Is living with the defendants in order to be able to 



study, because she Is attending the International School, the plalntiff has allowed 



the defendants to live at her residence, so they could watch over her daughter, 



since the plaintiffs mother cares for the minor child and the minor child stays 'With 



the grandmother on the weekends. 



It should be noted that the plaintiff considered herself to be a friend of 



defendants. and for this reason allowed them to live at her residence. 



It so happens that about one week ago the defendants informed the 



plaintiff that they were going to vacate the property and that they were no longer 



interested In remaining on the property. 



• So the mother of the plaintiff went to the property to find the daughter 



of the plaintiff, since the defendants were going to vacate the property. 



It came as a complete shock to the plaintiffs mother, when she went 



to find the minor child, that the defendant called her on her cell phone and 



threatened her by saying u,at if she went to the property, they would kill her. 



these events constituting the grounds th~t led the mother to file Complaint No. 



5575/2014 (copy attached hereto). 



This then prompted the plaintiff to contact the defendants again, but 



she was shocked again when the latter informed her that they wtre no longer 



going to vacate the property and that the pla1nt1ff would have to as5ert her rights. 
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Flavia Sc::hoppan 
Attorney 



College of Attorn•v• of Brazil OAB / State of Sio Paulo 250.425 
Fla..,looa cl.holmoil.cum 



In this sense. the jurisprudence of our Courts seeks to impose peace. 



By way of illustratlOl'I, we cite: 



Case Law 11116 



Entry; UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION BY 
COMMODATUM 



characterized by NOTIFICATION 



Judge writing the opinion Joao Jose Schaefer 



Court of Justice/Santa Catarina [T J/SC] 



Commodatum Characterized by unlawful 



dispossession. Action f Of repossession of property • 



Defendant served notice by the 0~ of Deeds and 



Instruments that the commodal\Jm on the property. 



in effect for an indefinite term. and the bailee not 



vacating the property in question within the term 



specified in the notice, wlll be charactenzed as 



unlawful dispossession of property, which authorizes 



the bailor to assert her rights to bring a legal action 



for repossession of property and curta~ment of non



existent defense if the facts proven do not resp0nd to 



the retolution of the issue. Judgment upheld. 



{Supreme Court of Justice/SC - Civil Appeal No. 



37,655 - Municipality of Seara • Unanimous • 4th 



Civil Chamber - Judge writing the opinion, Joao 



Schaefer • appellant Juvenal Rodrigues Bastos • 



Appellee Centrais Eletncas do Sul do Brasil S/A -



VEletrosul .. Attorneys: Celio Roberto Streck, Alacir 



Borges Schmidt and others - Source: OJSC, 



12/03191. p. 08). 



Case Law 14915 



Entry: REPOSSSESION OF PROPER1Y -



PROPERTY ceded by way of COtv1MOOA TUM· 



NOTIF"ICATION of RESCISSION OF CONTRACT 



• Refusal - UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION -



Characterizatiort 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 4 



College of Attorneys of Brun OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.,2& 
Fla\·looab(a.hotmail.com 



NOTIFICATION of RESCISSION of CONTRACT -



Reh.lsal • UNLAWFUL DISPOSSESSION • 



Cha racterizat1on. 



Judge writing the opinion: lrlan Arco-Verde 



court: Court of Appeals/State of Paran~ 



The property having been ceded to the defendants by way of 



commodatum, their refusal to restore it, upon rescission of lhe contract, is 



characterized as unlawful dispossession. especially since the defendants were 



duly notified of such circumstances. It ls clarified, moreover, that proof of a 



retainer should be admissible on ttie basis ot witness depositions, given that the 



contract was concluded both ln writing and verbally. A.ppeal upheld. 



Court of Appeals-Parana, Civil Appeal No. 



0052819-2 - Judicial District of Antonina -



Legal Cause 3781 - Unanimous. - 2nd Civil 



Chamber - Judge Writing the opinion, lrlan 



Arco-Verde - Appellants: Marci Lopes da Sil11a 



and Neusa de Almeida Silva, Attorneys; 



Narelvi Carlos Malucelli - Appellees: Edevaldo 



Maestre and Gladineia Roberto Maestri -



Attorneys: Tadeu Coelho Rocha Campos -



Legal License No. 09.09.92 - Source: DJ -



ParaM, 10/30/92, p. 11). 



Case Law 11628 



Entry: LEGAL ACTION FOR POSSESSION • 



COMMO0A.TUM - verbal notification of 



lentency - Failure to respond - UNLAWFUL 



DISPOSSESSION - Contiguratton - LOSSES 



AND DAMAGES - INDEMNIFICATION -



Payment of rent. Juclge writing the opinion: 



Lui.I Cezar de Oliveira Court: Court of 



AppealSIState of Parana 
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Flavia Schoppan 
Attorney 5 



College of Attornoys of Brull OAB /State of Slo Paulo 250.425 
Fla,·iooab@!hounaJ I. com 



Failure to respond to the service of process of 



the complaint regarding the commodatum, as 



verbally agreed upon, for possession of the 



real property, or any part thereof, i5 



characterized as unlawful dispossessbn, 



rendering the bailee subject to the obligation 



lo indemnify the bailor, pursuant to Articles 



501 and 1252 of the Clvil Code, upon 



payment of rent for unjust oo:.upancy, as of 



the date on which the dispossession took 



place. (Court of Appeals-State of Parani -



Civil Appeal No. 0041943-6 - Judicial District 



of Curitiba - Legal Action 2972 - Unanimous. • 



1st Civil Chamber - Judge writing the appeal 



Luiz Cezar de Oliveira - Decision handed 



down on 11.26.91 - Source: DJPR, 2/21/92, 



p. 39). 



In his capacity as owner and possessor of the property. the Plaintiff 



seeks to recover possession thereof. due to the failure to respond to the 



notif1cat1on to vacate the property. 



The defendants have always lived on the property free of charges: all 



taxes and fees ere paid by the plaintiff, as well as the gas and electric utility bills 



for the property. Therefore, the existence of a commodatum is self-evident. 



g,ven that the def end ant even failed to offer a response to the notification. The 



defendant limited themselves only to stating their refusal to the property. 



5. In light of the foregoing, the Plaintiff was compelled to seel< redress 



of her Injuries through the courts. 



PLEADlNGS 



Based on the foregoing, the undersigned pleads as follows: 
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Flavio Schoppan 
Attorney 



College of Attorne s of BrazJI OAB / State of S!o Paulo 250.425 
flu vioonbr,i: hotmll.i I com 



6 



Thal a preliminary rescission be granted of the verbal 



commodatum, restoring possession of the property to the plaintiff, under the 



terms of the Article 928 of the Code of Clvil Procedure. 



Summons of the defendants - so that they will appear before the 



Court to offer their response to the present legal action, within the statuto,y 



period required by law, under penalty of being held in contempt of court; 



The reconstruction of the rent due and payable by the bailee. as of 



the end or the period of notification, under the provisions of Article 1252 of the 



Civil Code; 



Declaring the production of evidence to be admissible by law, but 



objecting, in advance, to the personal testimony of the defendants. under 



penalty of their acknowledgment of fault. 



Finally, that this legal action be declared to be in accordance with 



law, so that the plaintiff may be permanently reinstated in the possession of her 



property. v.lith defendants sentenced to bear artomey's tees and court costs. 



The undersigned demand ttie benefits accorded by Law 1060/50. 



since the plaintiH does not have the resources to bear the procedural costs and 



expenses, 



which amount in this case to RS 10,000.00 {ten thousand) Brazilian 



reais. 



The foregoing having been submitted with all Clue respect, we beg this 



Honorable Court to grant our petrtion. 



Guarulho1. on June 14, 2013 



MARIA DE FATIMA ALMFIDA SGHOPPAN 



College of Atlorneys ot Braz/I {OABJISlale of Sao Paulo No. 324 952 
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Principal: 



MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Consulate General of Brazil in Los Angeles 



COPY OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 



..... 



TOME: 52 
PAGE(S): 100 - 101 
RECORD: 9575 



- NATACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, Brazilian citizen, single, physiotherapist, 
identity card (RG) 300452019, issued on 02/19/1998, by SSP/SP (Public Security Bureau of the 
State of Sao Paulo), taxpayer identification number (CPF) 218.647.928-17. 



Agent: 
- TIM MCDANIEL, U.S. citizen, divorced, construction supervisor, passport no. 745481137, issued 
by the United States on 09/29/2010, taxpayer identification number (CPF) 703.137. 721-85. 



Let it be known through this notarized Power of Attorney that, on the twenty-second day of August of the year 
two thousand and seventeen (08/22/2017), in this Office, located at 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 300, 
Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, United States, appearing before me, Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle, Vice-Consul, 
was the Principal NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, residing and domiciled at Avenida Abllio 
dos Santos Branco, no. 426 - Apt. 33, Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Postal Code (CEP) 11440-380, whose 
identity and legal capacity were hereby attested by me, as well as by the witnesses Caroline Muir, Brazilian 
citizen, and Viviane Montgomery, Brazilian citizen. The principal declared to me that, by this Public Instrument. 
she appointed as her attorney in fact Mr. TIM MCDANIEL, residing and domiciled at 210 S Grundy St, Gardner, 
Illinois, United States, Zip Code 60424, to whom she confers specific powers to take possession only of the 
property located at Rua Alberto Quatrini Bianchi no. 288, Jd Vitoria, in the District of Guaruja, in the State or 
Sao Paulo, registered by the Municipal Government of Guaruja under no. 3-0136-018-000, which is owned by 
the principal, except for the principal's furniture and personal belongings that are in the property. Let it be noted 
that the agent is fully aware of the existence of REPOSSESSION action number 1004917 -70.2014. 8.26.0223, 
filed on June 17, 2014, related to the property described in this power of attorney, being the agent aware that 
he can only take possession of the property after final judgment on this action; the agent will be responsible for 
following up the progress and conclusion of this action, and shall incur any legal expenses arising from the 
proceedings related to the property, including attorney fees. The agent is aware of the possibility of losing this 
property through a judicial decision resulting from this legal action that is still pending in the Judicial District of 
Guaruja, Sao Paulo, Brazil, and cannot claim any monetary value or recover the property if it is lost in court, in 
which case this power of attorney shall not be valid. At the end of the repossession proceedings and once the 
illegal occupants obey the court's order and vacate the property, the principal will remove her personal 
belongings and furnishings from the property, at which point the agent may transfer the deed to his name. The 
principal shall then be able to transfer to the agent the domain, possession, power of sale, right and action, 
accept and sign the corresponding notarized deeds, endorse the registration of the deed in the Real Estate 
Registry Office, and the agent shall be responsible for paying all the fees and taxes associated with the deed 
(transfer (ITBI) and property (IPTU) taxes, Deed and Registration), release and sign any necessary 
documentation, gather and retrieve documents from the property and reestablish possession: in sum, to carry 
out all necessary actions for the proper execution of this power of attorney. Nothing further was contained in 
the aforementioned power of attorney, which was transcribed and recorded in pages 100 and 101 of tome 52 
of this Consulate General. from which I faithfully extracted this first copy. I drafted, verified, read and hereby 
conclude this instrument. I hereby attest and sign. 
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034651MN NOTE 
11 lhe nurooer in lhe 
b:lrcodc is different, 
\his label is FALSE. 



............ _ ...... ...._. 



Consulate General of Brazil in Los Angele5 



Request no. 440.2.170822.000015 



Power of attorney of: NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GON~ALVES 
MENEZES. 
Tome no.: 52. Pages no.: 100 and 101. Record: 9575. 



Los Angeles. the twenty--second of August, two thousand 
seventeen (8122/2017) 



(signature I 
Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle 



Vice-Corisul 



• iha legalization of u,e ainsular sign3lure was waivod in accordance v,llh article 1, § 1 of Decree 
8742/2016 
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FL-3-40 
4TT0RHFt O~ PAATY WlhtC:ll/1' ATT()olr,;E'\' p.-- s,.,- a., .-..mo., • ..,-,.,.,., ,011 COURT UU ONl 'f 



Julia Kacmcrlc SUN:25fi710 
~ Law Otlice of Mon hew and Juli3 Kai:mcrlc. L.l..r. 



SW,~ L.I Place C\,urt Sic I(,~ 



t'arlsb:id. CA ll~U<>:< 
TEU?-tO'-lE "'° 7{,0-'}J l-19X I FAX~ ,0~1760-9) 1-1982 



E ,.,l.l._ AL"'OQESS,O~ JUhasz.1fr:u,1\."C,l:iw('.! ,;ma1l.cl'lll 
"'"~or°',,.,,.,.., Tim Mcl111ntcl . 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
STACI: ~c!'...c; 5()() 3rd /\venue 
'-'"UNG .. OOAESS ~00 lrd A \'Cnul! 



orv ""'° ZIP cOOE C:hulil Vi~ta. 919 I 0 



BAA-o- 111•ue South Count)' Rc~i,m;il Center 



PETITIONE.R:PLAINTIFF: Natachc C. (joncalvcs Mcnaci; 



RESPONOENT.'DEFEN:lANT Tim Mc03n1c) 



OTHER PAR'l"V· 



FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This proceeding was heard 



on (date)· ,\ugust 29, 2017 at (time) I : ➔~pm in Dept 17 



by Judge (:isme). lfon. Sharon Kalcmk1:ina.n D Temporar,. Judge 



On tne order :o show cause. notice or motion or reQoest ror order filed (dale). "2127/17 



DS s1mo 



Room 



a. [1J Petrt1oner/pta,nt1ff present 



b CIJ Respondent/defendant present 



c D Other party present 



OJ Attorney pre sen! (name) Nl!'ill Marang1 



W Attorney present (name) Julia Kat!m~rle 
D Attorney present (name) 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2 Custody and \IISttahon/parentmg time: As attached D on form FL-341 D Other 



3 Ctiild support As attached D on lorm FL-342 CJ Other 



4 Spousal or family supper. As a~ached D on fcrm FL-343 CJ Other 



5 Prooerr1 order'!,. As a::.ached CJ on form FL-344 CD . Other 



6 A~ome)"!. rees: As attached D on form FL-346 OJ Other 



7 Other orders OJ As attached D Not applicable 



8 All other •HJes ere reserved until further order or court 



9 CZ] This matter 1s conllnuecl for further hearing on {cliJIB) 1/lfl/lR al (t11no) I :~5rm ,n Dept 



Date Scptl!'mlxr , 20 I 7 ► 
Approved as uinrormng lo t;our\ ur<111r 



► 
&IGHAT\JREOf"ATTORNE"VfOR m P£T1TI0•1t:R/P,.~111,rr D IU.~,l'(lltllU<I/ClltEM•Al~l LJ l)lllfJH•ARl'I' 



,o,-, locac:-G IQ, l.&..,c•::.-t I.-. 
~i:o.,or,c..-=,,,... 



FL ~!'I .. J_....W, • ,01)1 



FINDINGS ANO ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(family Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage} 



D 
D 
D 
D 
D 



17 



Nol applicable 



Nol applicable 



Nol ac,~1ocat:1e 



Nol ap:,i,cable 



Not a~p11cable 



Paga I or I 
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1 Matter of Menezes V, McDaniel 



2 



Case No. OS S 1030 



3 



4 



s 



6 



ATTACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at l :4 S p.m. in Department 17 of the 



7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Division, Honorable Sharon 



8 Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES (hereafter 



9 



10 
.. Petitionern) was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 



TW MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telcphonically and represented by his 
11 



12 attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



13 Based on the evidence and argument present~ the Court makes the following orders: 



14 



15 



16 



11 



18 



1. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of $10,000 will be taken out of her commwuty property share of HSBC AccoW1t in 



the amount of $8,961.50. 



2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



19 Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



20 
shares as listed io paragraph 9 ~f the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



21 



22 
3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



2 4 Respondent's sole and separate property. 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's coW1.SCl 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transf~r Rc::!pondent's property located at 
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l 



2 



3 



• 
s 



6 



7 



8 



9 



10 



11 



288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 



instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 



s. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 



Braz.man real estate will be deducted from Petitioner"s community property interest rc:mafoing in 



the shares ~ listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 



6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



change of ownership form within 7 days. Dominique G. Francclino is the beneficiary of this 



account 



7. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accoW1ts within 7 days. 



13 OTHER FINDINGS 



14 



15 



16 



l7 



1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 



2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



l 8 to Petitioner• s Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. lbe Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and anomey fee requests Wltil 



23 the Review Hearing. 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. The Court set, a Review Hearing for January 16, 2018 al I :45 p.m. to ad~ the 



orders as made as well as the is.sues over which the Cow1 n::scrvcd jwisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER) 
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, .. ,...,, .... 191 ....... 



Case no.: 
Category - Subject 
Creditor: 
Person to be cited: 



COURT OF .JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9th CIVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, 103 - Guarulhos-SP - Postal Code (CEP) 07011-060 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 



DECISION/ORDER 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Debt Enforcement - Lien/ Lc,•y I Assessment / Asset Freezing 
Adimilson Barbosa da Sil\'a 
NATACHE CRISTL.\NEGOr-;(:AL\'ES MENEZES 
(REPRESE~TED BY )1ARlA INES GON<;ALVES), a Brazilian citizen, single, 
physiotherapist. Identity Card (RG) 300452019, Ta"tpayer Identification Number 
(CPF) 218.647.928-17, residing at Avcnida DoutorTim6tco Pcnteado,2153/2199. 
Picarn;u. Postal Code (CEP) 07094-000. Guarulhos -SP 



Honorable Judge: Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira 



Case re~ords examined. 



This case is filed in dig.ital format, i.e., without physical documents, and the parties and their 
anomeys may, at any time, access thl! digital fiks on the website (https://c:saj.ljsp.jus.br/). 



Taking judicial cog11izancc of the request for a writ of attachment of the propt!rLy, Lhe court 
acknowledges, at least for the time being, the existence of elements that justify granting the emergency 
measure prior to hearing the opposing party. 



This is because the debtor, herein represented by her mother (pages 16/17), who also has power of 
attorney to receive a summons, does not reside in Brazil. Thus, the court hereby acknowledges the fear that 
the condition of the property referred to on pages I 8/26 may deteriorate. 



Therefore, I hereby G RA~T the preliminary request for attachment of the property registered 
under no. 14,790 at tbe Real Estate Registry Office ofGuaruja, under the name of NATACHE CRISTIANE 
GONtALVESMENEZE& 



The cun-cnt owner of lh\! property is named as dl.!positary, regardless ofany other formality. 



This decision. signed digitally, will serve as a statement oflicn. 



The attachment shall be recon.lcd in the AR1SP system, if possible, and the attorney of the creditor 
shall provide the email address to which the debtor must send the bank slip for payment, a proof of which the 
records below. 



If an electronic \\-Tit of attachment cannot be issued. this court hcn:by orders the issu.ince of a full 
writ. upon payment of the costs. and it is incumbent upon the creditor lo arrange for its registration in the 
corresponding real estate registry office. 



It should be noted chat the use of the online system docs not prevent interested parties from 
learning about the ou1come of the clas;ification directly from the Real Estate Registry Office, in ordl!r to learn 
the requirements tlrnt may have bt!en formulated. 



In addition, pursuant co Article 829 of the Code of Civil Procedure (CCP). the di=btor is summoned 
to voluntarily comply with the obligation. within thrc!e working <lays. under penalty of having the attachment 
converted into a levy. 
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COURT OF ,JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF sAo PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9111 CIVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, I 03 - Guarulhos-SP - Postal Code (CEP) 070 I J-060 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 



Attorney's fees c1re set at I 0% oCthc amount being enfon;cd (CCP, article 827); this amount will be 
reduced by half in the event of' full payment within the aforementioned deadline (CCP. a11icle 827, paragraph 
I). 



The .\1arshal is instructed to observe article 827 and subsequent articles of the CCP. 



Let it be noted. 



Guarulhos. September 27, 2017. 



DOCUMENT SIGNED DIGITALLY I~ ACCORDANCE WITH LAW 11,419/2006, AS PER RIGHT 
.MARGIN TEXT 



THE COPY OF THE ORIGINAL COMPLAINT IS ATTACHED HERETO AND CO~STITUTES 
AN P.\'TEGR.\.L PART OF THIS DOCUMENT 



ITE1HS 4 arid 5 OF Cl/APTER VI OF THE STANDARJJS OF SER VICE OF THE DISClPLINARY 
BOARD OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM, VOLUME I 



Prov. 3i2001 of the Discipli11a,y Board oft he .Judicial System states: "4. The marshal is hereby forbidden 
from receiving c111y payment direcr~vfrom the party. 4.1 Expenses incurred ll'ith the rra11sportatio11 and 
deposit o_{goods and any 01/zer expenses necessa,yfhr lhe execution ofwarra111s. other than those related to 
a compul.\'01)' process, shall be paid by the party depositing the amount indicated by the marshal in the 
records, in a checking ttccou11t amilable to the court. 4.2. Once the deadline for compliance ·with the 
warrant lzas e.q,ired withnul the deposit /wvi11g been made (4.1 ). the marshal shall return it, cert([ving the 
occurrenct?. 4.3. W71e11 the imerested party ojfers the means to wmp~i- with rhe 1varram (4.1.), they must.first 
Jpecify them. i11dicari11g the dale, time and place when (111d where they will be ami/able, in which case rlrere 
no deposit shall be associated with suclr proceedings. 5. UIJ1e11 pe,jorming his or her duties, the marshal 
shall be idem(lied b_v showing his professional identijication card. mandatory in all procedures." Text 
extracted from Section VI. rf the Standard.~ of Service of the Disc1jJ/i11a1J' Board of the Judicial System. Note: 
To object to the execution ofa legal act. by means of violence or threat directed at a competent official 
appointed to execute rhe action, or to whom he or she is giving assistance shall be punished by: a prison 
sentence of 2 (two) months to 2 (i,..,o) years; Disrespecting a public o.fficial in the exercise of 1hcir cl11z1· or 
because ofil shall be pzmished by: a prL'io11 scmcnce of six (6) mo11tlL\· ro til"O (2) _\'L'ar:-: or a fine '"Text 
extracted/rum the Criminal Code. articles 329. !1t~ad provision, a11d 331. 
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COURT OF ,Jt;STICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRJCT OF GUARULHOS 
9th Cl VIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, l 03, Anexo I, Centro - Postal Code (CEP) 07011-060, Phone: 
( 11) 2408-8122, Guarulhos-SP - Email: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 



OFFICIAL LETTER - PARTY'S ACCESS PASSWORD 



The information related to the process below can be consulted on the website of the Court of 
Justice of Sao Paulo (http://www.tjsp.jus.br), by clicking on ••Proccsso Digital, e-SAJ, Consultas processuais" 
and then on .. Consulta de processos do IO grau". 



Digital Case: 
Category - Subject: 
Creditor: 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Debt Enforcement - Lien/ Levy/ Assessment/ Asset Freezing 
Adimilson Barbosa da Silva 



Debtor: Natache Cristiane Gon~alves J\'lcnl'zcs (represented by Maria Ines Guni;alves) 



Password: 061hty 



To consult the information. enter th~ password wht!n prompted on the site. Be aware that the 
password is personal and non-transferable. and allows full Hcccss to the proceedings. 



Guarulhos, October 3, 20 I 7 
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, ............ . 



Digital Case no.: 



COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
9111 CTVIL COURT 
Rua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo I. Centro - Postal Code {CEP) 07011-060, 
Phone: ( l I) 2408-8122, Guarulhos-SP - Email: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 
Hours of Operation: 12:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 



CERTIFICATE 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 
Category - Subject: Debt Enforcement - Lien / Lc\·y / Assessment/ Asset Freezing 



Adimilson Barbosa da Sil\'a Creditor: 
Debtor: 
Warrant Status 
Marshal 



Natache Cristiane Gon~alves Menezes (represented by Mnria Ines Gon~alves) 
Scnrcd - Satisfactory Action 
Emerson Armando Borim (18154) 



CERTIFICATE- WARRANT SATISFACTORILY SERVED 



I. a Court Marshal, hereby certify that, in compliance with warrant no. 
224.2017/091864-5. I went to AV. DOCTOR TIM6TEO PENTEADO, 2199 -
PICANCO, where l delivered a summons to NATACHE CRISTIAl'lE 
GON~ALVES MENEZES in the hands of MARIA INES GON<;ALVES, who 
was made aware of the entire content of the instrumenL. accepting it and 
acknowledging receipt. I attest to the above stutcment. 



Guarnlhos, Sao Paulo, l l/30117. 



Transport: GUIA 216556- R$75.2 I 
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Pgs. 1 



BISCHOFF AnVOGADOS 



Av. Ana Costa, 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Cude (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 



Phone: [13)3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.corn.br 



Honorable Judge of the 9th Civil Court of the Judicial District of Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo. 



Subordillated Case Assignm e11t 



Case no. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 



TIM MCDANIEL, U.S. citizen, divorced, engineer, 
US passport 475481137, tax identification number (CPF/MF) 703.137.721-85, 
residing and domiciled in the United States of America, at 455 Miami Beach 
Street, Florida, 33141, hereby respectfully addresses Your Honor through his 
attorney for the purpose of opposing the present 



INTERESTED THIRD-PARTY APPEAL with suspensive effect 
against 



I. NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GON(;AL VES MENEZES, Brazilian citizen, 
single, physical therapist, identity card (RG) 30.045-201-9-SSP/SP, tax 
identification number (CPF/MF) 218.647.928-17, declaring as her place of 
residence Av. Dr. Timoteo Penteado, 2153/2199 - Pican90, Postal Code 
(CEP) 07094-000, Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, and 



2. ADIMILSON BARBOSA DASILVA, Brazilian citizen, matTied, lawyer, 
identity card (RG) 19.106.922, tax identification number (CPF/MF) 
108.681.428-24, residing and domiciled at Av. Tiradentes, 1555, Centro, 
Postal Code (CEP) 07130-001, Guarulhos, Sao Paulo. 
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BISCHOFF AnVOGADOS 



Av. Ana Costa, 484 - cuni. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 



Pgs.2 



Phone: (13] 3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 



Unfortunately, Your Honor, all of the circumstantial 
evidence submitted in the case suggests that the parties have used the Judiciary 
to SIMULA TE an action and an agreement aimed at banning the right of the 
appellant to the property given in payment by NAT ACHE CRJSTIANE 
GONCAL YES MENEZES to her attorney ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA 
SILVA. 



Preliminarily, we request that the power of attorney 
on behalf of the undersigned attorney be admitted to the records, since the 
appellee is currently working in Colombo, capital of SRI LANKA. 



For the same reason, we also request that additional 
time be granted for payment of any costs that may arise. 



I. FACTS 



1. The appellant married the appellee NAT ACHE CHRISTIANE 
GON(,AL VEZ MENEZES on September 10, 2004 in Las Vegas, USA 
(please see attached documents). 



2. While married, exactly on June 19, 2006 (R. 17 of the property registration 
[Pg. 67]), the appellant acquired the property that has NOW been given by 
the appellee as payment of an alleged debt to ADIMILSON BARBOSA 
DA SILVA. 



3. Unfortunately, taking advantage of her then spouse's ignorance of the 
language and his credulity, in the property deed, the appellee declared 
herself as "single" (as she was also described by the other appellee, her 
attorney MR. DA SILVA, in this action for debt enforcement), which 
demonstrates her bad faith when acquiring such property. 



4. In the divorce proceeding that was filed before the District Court of 
San Diego, CA, USA, on July 5, 2015, the court granted the divorce 
and a,•rnrded the aforementioned property (Rua Alberto Quatrini 
Bianchi, 288, Jardim Vitoria, Guaruja, Sao Paulo) to the appellant, 
rnling that the appellant shall transfer the property, in the least costly and 
simplest maimer possible (please see attached documents). 
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BISCHOFF ADVOGADOS 



Av. Aua Costa, 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SA.~·ffOS - Sao Paulo 



Pgs.3 



Phone: [ 13] 3284-14 79 
Email: cbischoff@.uol.com.br 



5. Unfortunately, the appellee tried in every possible way to delay the 
granting of the necessary power of attorney to the undersigned attorney, 
who would represent her in granting the conveyance deed for that property 
to the appellant. 



6. Due to the delay caused by the appellee MS. MENEZES in a hearing held 
on August 4, 2017 before the Superior Court of California at San Diego 
County, she was ordered to pay the appellant the amount of USD 10,000.00 
in compensation for attorney's fees paid as a result of the delay in 
complying with the court order for the division of assets, and was given 
until August 29, 2017 to transfer ownership of the property to the appellant 
(please see attached documents; we hereby request that the translation 
thereof be admitted to the records, since she received these documents by 
email on this date). 



7. All this delay was caused by the appellee MS. MENEZES to allow time for 
the appellee MR. DA SILVA to file this debt enforcement action and 
request for injunction relief against herself, where the parties had 
previously negotiated an agreement that would give the property that bad 
been adjudicated to the appellant as payment, in a clear retaliation for the 
fact that she had been ordered to pay USD I 0,000.00 to the appellant as 
reimbursement for his attorney fees incun-ed in the United States. 



8. It should be noted that the appellee MS. MENEZES went to the Brazilian 
Consulate General in Los Angeles on October 27, 2017, ten (10) days 
after ratification of the agreement contained in these records, which 
had been signed on October 5 (pp. 57/58), to grant power of attorney to 
the undersigned attorney for the purpose of CONVEYING THE 
PROPERTY, which she had just given in payment to the appellee 
ADIMILSON, in order to comply with the order of the San Diego court 
(please see attached documents). 



9. Once this power of attorney was sent to the 1st Notary Public's Office in 
Guaruja to have the conveyance deed drawn up, the appellant had the 
unpleasant surprise of discovering that the prope1ty had been attached and 
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BISCHOFF ADVOGADOS 



Av. Ana Costa, 484 - conj. 722 
Postal Code (CEP): 11060-002 SANTOS - Sao Paulo 



Pgs.4 



Phone: [13] 3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 



that it had been presented for pre-notation of the adjudication order issued 
in these records. 



10. Infonnation on the origin and cause of this adjudication could not be found 
on the internet, since the case was being beard under seal, which caught 
the attention of the undersigned lawyer for the fact that it was a simple debt 
enforcement action. 



11. \Vhat was the purpose of requesting that this case be heard under seal? To 
prevent the appellant from learning about this action and taking any 
appropriate measures before a ruling was issued. 



12. The restriction was lifted after the undersigned lawyer intervened and 
questioned the reason for its being kept under seal. 



II - EVIDENCE OF SIMULATION 



It should be noted that the appellee MR. DA SILVA 
has been MS. MENEZES 's attorney for a long time, and must certainly be 
aware of the divorce proceeding and division of his client's assets, because, as he 
himself says on page 3, "The debtor is unequivocally aware of this, as she has 
always kept contact l•vith this lawyer, proof being that her mother is the one who 
ansn'ers for her in Brazil, since she has taken up residence in tlze United States 
of America (USA). " 



A - Appellee's request for free legal aid 



It is odd that a lawyer as illustrious and as successful as 
the appellee should file for free legal aid, and submit an Employment Booklet 
issued back in 1982, that is, over 25 years ago, 1 isting a single job as a clerk, 
where the signature has no resemblance whatsoever to that of the appellee! 
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Phone: [13] 3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 



B - The existence of other assets to guarantee the alleged debt 



In the 01iginal complaint, the creditor (now appellee 
MS. DA SILVA) immediately files for a writ of attachment on the prope1ty 
located at Rua Alberto Quatrini Bianchi, 288, in Guaruja, claiming that the 
debtor (now appellee) only had that property in Brazil and that she had 110 other 
g1wra11tees in the cmmhy! 



1.1. Now, the appellee himself stated in the alleged Cognovit Note 
(signed on June 25, 2017) that the appellee resided in the property 
located at Av. Abilio dos Santos Branco, 426~ Apt. 33, zip code 
11440-380, Guarnja/SP, which is owned by the debtor MS. 
MENEZES (please see attached documents). 



1.2. Also belonging to the appellee NAT ACHE is the property 
registered under number 68,769 at the 2nd Real Estate Registry 
Office of Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, in Vila Fany, Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo (please see attached documents). 



That is, there were other assets that could 
guarantee enforcement of the debt, and that could have been given as 
payment. 



But the intention was to give as payment the 
property that, as it was known to both appellees, had been awarded to the 
appellant in the divorce and division of assets. 



C - Cognovit Note 



While we do not question the fact that the appellee MR. 
DA SILVA was and continues to be the lawyer of the appellee MS. MENEZES, 
the latter appellee (represented by her mother) signed a cognovit note that on1y 
mentions a total amount, without a breakdown of the amounts due for each case. 
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Another aspect that stands out is the supersonic speed 
with which the parties got together to enter into an agreement by which payment 
was made in the forn1 of a prope1ty that no longer belonged to the appellee since 
it had been awarded to the appellant, a fact which-again-was of her 
knowledge, and seeing that she bad other assets of her own-as we have 
shown-to provide as payment, either the one in Vila Fany, in Guarulhos, Sao 
Paulo, or the apaitment in Guarnja, Sao Paulo. 



D - TIMELINESS 



The NEW Code of Civil Procedure (CPC) in its article 
675 states that: 



Art. 675: Motions may be challenged at any time during the hearing 
until a final decision is rendered and, during compliance or enforcement 
process of the ruling, within jive (5) days after the property is awarded, 
sold or auctioned, but always before the corresponding document is 
signed. 



Although the ruling on p. 69 points to a waiver of the 
procedural deadline by vi1tue of the agreement made on pages 56/58, the 
appellees did not make such a request, which is why, unless Your Honor finds 
that it was the mling that ratified the agreement, the ruling is not yet final with 
regards to interested third parties. 



On the other hand, although the adjudication order on p. 
79 was signed by the appellee MR. DA SILVA on November 22, 2017, the 
appellant understands that, due to the requirements of the Real Estate Registry 
Office on p., that order was incomplete and must be amended to, as has already 
been ruled by tbjs Court, which would cause these interested third-party appeals 
to be considered timely, unless Your Honor sees it otherwise. 



Be it for one reason or another, we respectfully request 
that Your Honor rule these appeals as timely. 
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Phon~ [13]3284-1479 
Email: cbischoff@uol.com.br 



Having thus been accepted, we request that your Honor 
grant these appeals to suspend the registration of the adjudication order issued in 
these proceedings until a final ruling on the motions, which shall be granted to 
ANNUL the writ of attachment on the property located at Rua Alberto Quatrini 
Bianchi 288, Jardim Virginia, Guaruja, Sao Paulo. 



We request summons be served to the appellces, 
ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA~ at his respective address, and 
NAT ACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, at the address of her 
mother MARIA INES GON<;AL VES, who has the power of attorney to receive 
summons (p. I 6 in fine). 



We request that all evidence admitted by law be 
accepted for this appeal, notably the hearing of witnesses, documentation 
gathered, issuance of letters of request and letters rogatory and other records 
needed to ascertain the facts. 



The suit is valued at BRL 352,528.00 



We hereby request that this appeal be granted. 



Santos~ December 19, 2017. 



EV A INGRID REICHEL BISCHOFF 
OAB/SP 87 .962 
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11/14/2017 Gmail • Menezes v. Marangi 



MGmail Julia Kaemerle <jullaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



Menezes v. Marangi 



Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 
Reply-To: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 
To: Julia Kaemerfe <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



I'll forward this to Natache, but I don't represent her on this issue. 



Take care. 



From: Julia Kaemerte <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
To: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 



Sent: Tuesday, October 3, 2017 2:29 PM 
Subject: Menezes v. Marangi 



Neill, 



Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at4:41 PM 



We will be appearing ex parte Thursday October 5, 2017 at 8:30 am in Department 17 to 
request that the Court enforce the order for your client to sign the property in Brazil over to 
Mr. McDaniel as ordered. We are also requesting sanctions for continued violation of Court 
Orders and for an order shortening time on our underlying Request for Order. I will get all 
paperwork to you as soon as possible. 



The concern is that she will try to sell this property. She has been found in contempt of court for 
violating this order and was to have completed the transfer by the review hearing in August - she 
had not complied. 



She was then given an additional 30 days in which time she has still done nothing to transfer the 
property. If this is not accurate please notify me and I will take the ex parte of calendar. I will be 
appearing telephonically. 



Should you wish to meet and confer and try to resolve this matter please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 



Regards, 
Julia 



https://mail.google.com/mail/u/Onui =2&ik= 154 e 7684c7 &jsver-=M~lChRWnOlpO.en. &view=pt&msg= 15ee49d86a0fa567 &q=in%3Asent%20n~~g~Op... 1 /1 











11/14/2017 Gmail - Menezes v. Marangi 



M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



·-··-··-·--------------------------
Menezes v. Marangi 



Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
To: Neill Marangi <nmarangl@pacbell.net> 



Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 6:21 PM 



Thank you for forwarding my email. I am awaiting signature on the ex pa rte paperwork and then will send that as well. 
would prefer not to have to go ex parte on this matter so if there is compliance on her part please let me know. 



Regards, 
Julia 



Julia Kaemerte 
Attorney at Law 



LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TEL (760) 931-1981 



FAX (760) 931-1982 



CONFIDENTrALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the individual{s) named 
as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law including, but not limited 
to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are not the inlended recipient of this transmission, 
please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its 
contents or take any action In reliance on the information it contains. 



[Quoted text hidden] 
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11/14/2017 Gmail - Menezes v. McDaniel 



M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <jullaszafraniec.law@gmall.com> 



--- ------------------------
Menezes v. McDaniel 



Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 6, 2017 at 2:30 PM 
To: "Natacha." <natache10@hotmail.com>, Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 



Natacha, 



I still have not heard from you regarding providing me with the original power of attorney as ordered by the Court Please 
advise when you will be bringing it to the office or If there is somewhere I can have someone meet you to get it. 



Thank you, 



Julia Kaemerle 
Attorney at Law 



LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW AND JULIA KAEMERLE 
5962 La Place Court Suite 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



TEL (760)931-1981 



FAX (760) 931-1982 



CONFIDENTIALl1Y NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the individual(s) named 
as recipients and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law including, but not limited 
to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. \f you are not the intended recipient of this transmission, 
please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its 
contents or take any action in reliance on the information it contains. 
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11/14/2017 Gmail • Friday November 10, 2017 



M Gmail Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 



Friday November 10, 2017 



Natache. <natache10@hotmail.com> 
To: Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
Cc: Neill Marangi <nmarangi@pacbell.net> 



Ok. Please send me a confirmation email when you get the original copy on hands. 



Thu, Nov 9, 2017 at 5:08 PM 



Please advise your client and his Brazilian lawyer Eva Bischoff to be truthful about the knowledge of the squatters 
litigation in Brazil when she goes to do the transfer at the Notary Public in Brazil. Also as soon as this litigation is over and 
the justice is made to remove the criminals from the house I'm going to get my personal belongs. 



Thanks 



From: Julia Kaemerle <juliaszafraniec.law@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 9, 2017 2:24:41 AM 
To: Natache .; Neill Marangi 
Subject: Friday November 1 O. 2017 
[Quoted text hidden] 
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ATTORHEYOA P#lffYIMTIOJT ATTOR,,'IV .,..,._ a.a,,,_.,, Mltl.-,...J. fl'Olt COCMIT US1! OM. Y 



Julia Kaemerlc SBN:256788 
- Law Office of Matthew and Julia Kacmerte, L.L.P. 



5962 La Place Court Ste 165 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 



"l'ELS'tiOHE NO.: 7~931-198 l FAX NO. ~7 60-931-1982 
E-MAIL A00RESS to,t,on-o: juli.uzafianiec. law@gmail.com 



ATTilAHEV i:at ~ Tun McDaniel 



SUPERIOR COURT Of CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIHOO 
&TREET AOCRESS SOO 3rd Avenue 
IMA.INO ~ 500 3rd Avenue 



cnY AHD lf' ccoe Chula Vista, 91910 
BRANCH ~South County Regional Center 



PETITlONER/PLAINTIFF: Natachc C. Ooncalvcs Menezes 



RESPON0ENT/OEFENOANT: Ttm McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY; 



FlNDINGS AND ORDER Afll:R HEARING 



1. Thia proceeding was heard 



CASE NUMBER 



OS 51030 



on (date): June 13, 2017 at (lime):8:4Sam In Dept: 17 Room: 



by Judge (name): Judge Sharon K.alenwrian D Temporary Judge 
On the order to show cause, notice or motion or request for order filed {date): by (name): 



a. CXl Petitioner/plaintiff present [X] Altomey present (name): Neill Marangi 
b. CD Respondent/defendant present [X] Attorney prnent (name): Julia K.aemerle 
e. D Other party present D .Altomey present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: Matt:ached D on form FL-341 CJ other D 
3. Child 5Upport As attached D on form FL-342 CJ Other D 
4. Spousal or family support: ~ attached D on form FL-343 D Other D 
5. Property order5: As attached CJ on form FL-344 rn Other D 
8. Attomey's fees: ~ attached D on form FL-346 CK] Other D 
7. Other orders; CXJ /w attached CJ Not applicable 



8. All other Issues are reserved unttl f\nther order of court 



9. [&J This matter Is continuod for further hearing on (dale): 8129/17 a1 (tlmB): 1 :4Spm In Oepl: 17 



Not appHcable 



Not appllc::able 



Not applleable 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



on the folJowtng tssuea: Review Hearing to verify lhat the Judgment was made available to the Florida Pre Paid College Plan 
as well as Peritiooei's daughter. The cowt also rcacrvc:d jurisdiction over the HSBC Account, the stock. and Attorney Fees 
and Sanctions. 



Date: July 14, 2017 ► .ILOCIAL ~ 



Approwd as conl'onnlng tD court onier. 



► 
SIGHAT\JAE Of 4TTORHEY FOR [[) ?EmlOHa / PI.AIHTIFI' D R!IP0Ml&fT'~ D cm9 PAATY 



.._~,_......,.,LIM 
.t11111U1c-,aitt1Cdlw'IIII 



FL..:MQ[Arl .llmaly 1, 31111 
FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



(Family LaW-Cualody and Support-Unlfonn Parentage) 
-.-.ca,.... 



... DrlF'amtalr 
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel 



2 



Case No. DS 51030 



3 



4 



5 



6 



ATIACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on June 13, 2017 at 8:45 a.m. in Department 17 of the 



7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South CoWlty Division, Honorable Sharon 



8 Kalemkiarian, presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. OONCAL YES MENEZES (hereafter 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



"Petitioner') was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANGI, ESQ., Respondent 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent,,) was present telephonically and represented by his 



attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and argument presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



1. The Court Order's that the parties are to jointly, with the assistance of counsel, 



forward to the Florida Prepaid College Plan administrators of 1068140576, 2068140576, and 



6068140S76 the Judgment with the attachment and indicate that the College Plan is to be 



transferred per the Judgment. This is to be done by July 14, 2017. 



2. A copy of the order is also to made available to Petitioner's daughter, Dominique 



Francelino, forthwith as she is the beneficiary of the Florida Prepaid College Plan. 



3. The ODRO is to be signed forthwith. The Court will sanction Respondent in the 



23 amount ofSl.500 if the QDRO is not signed before the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017. 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. Respondent is ordered not to dispose of any of the funds in the HSBC account or 



any stocks listed in paragraph 9 of the JudgmenL These funds may be used for fees, sanctions, 



or to further equali7.e the separation of the estate. 



Ill 
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l 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



OTHER FINDINGS 



1. The Court reserves jurisdiction over orders as to the HSBC Account and the Stoc 



Account until the contempt motion has been resolved. This portion of the Request for Order is 



continued to the Review Hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. 



2. The Court reserves jurisdiction over Attorney Fee's and Sanctions until the 



7 Review Hearing. 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



2 ◄ 



25 



26 



2"7 



28 



3. Petitioner's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



to Respondent's Counsel for approval. 



4. The Court sets a Review Hearing for August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. to address the 



orders as made as welJ as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER) 
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FL-340 
ATTORNEY OR PNnYWTHOUr ATTOAHEV ,....__ .S1111t a,,,nurne.; Md~:. /IOII COUIITUSE OHt.Y 



J~a-.lC.acmcrle. . . . . - . . SBN:2567~3 



-- Law Offi~ ofManhcw and Julia K.acmcrle, L.L.P. 
5962-1.a Place Court Ste 165 
carlsbac1, ·cA 9200s 



: :m.EPttQNEHO.: 76()-931-1981 FAXN0.~16Q-'9JJ.J982 



E-MMLAIXlRESS ~.juiiuzafnmiec.law@gmail.com 
A~ORNEY Fat ~:Tim McDaniel 



: S~PERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COU_Nty OF SAN DJEOO 
STREET ~500 3rd Avenue 
MAl.M AOOAeSS:_500 3rd A venue 



cnvm,ZJPcooe:~hula Vista. 91910 
~ NAM&:~uth County Regfon11J Center 



. PETITIONERJPl.AINTIFF: N11tachc C. Goncalves Menezc5 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT; Tim McOMicJ 



OTHER PARTY: 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING DS 51030 



1. This proceeding was heard 
· on(dats):A".lgust29,2011 at(lime):1:45pm in Dept: 17 Roam: 



by Judge (neme):Hon. Sharon Kalcmldaria.n O. temporary Judge 
On the order to stlow ~~se, nob~e of motion or request for ;o~ .fi!~d (dllle_):21211, 1. by (norn~): Natachc. c.~ <39ncalvcs. Menezes : . 



a. aJ . PetfUoner/plalntlff pre~ent '[j] Attorney pr8$0nt (name): .Nci~ M~gi· 



b. [X) Respondent/defendant present . : m Attorney present.(nstritJJ; Jalia Kumerlc 
c:. : D Other party present D · Attorney present (name): -



THE ~OURT ORDERS 



2. Custody.and visitation/parenUng time: As attached D on form Fl-341 D Othor D 
3. Child support: A& attached D .on fOf'm FL-342 D Other D 
4. Spousal or family &upport As at!Khed CJ on form FL-343 D other t::J 
5. Property orders: As attached CJ .on form FL-344 rn Other D 
6. Attorneys fee-a: As attached D on form FL-346 rn Othor D 
7. Other orders: CXJ As attached D Not applicable 



8.: All other Issues are reserved untll further order ot court 



9. [&] · This matter is continued for further hearing on (date): 1/J.6118 at (lime): 1 :4Spm in Dept.: 17 
on the following l~uos: Review Haricg rq1nUn9 disposition ofHSBC. X00Unl and~ ~.wdl.u aancfiom requesu. 



Date: Seplember ,·2017 ► J..OIQAI.OfflCeR 



Appn,-.,ed as oontarming to 00urt order. 



SIGAATVREOFATTORNFtFOR OD PEmlONER/PUINTIFF CJ R£1iPCtUHTID~lT D O'THStPARTV 



FINDINGS AND ORDER Afll:R HEARING 
(Family Law-Custody and.Support-Untfonn Parentage) 



Not applicable . 



Not applicable 



Not applicable 



Nat applicable 



Not applicable · 



-----•r,tlll 
"51111~UetaM!r-
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1 Matter of Menezes v. McDaniel Case No. DS 51030 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



A TI ACHMENT TO FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



This matter came on for hearing on August 29, 2017 at 1 :45 p.m. in Department 17 of the 



7 Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, South County Divisio0t Honorable Sharon 



8 Kalemkiari~ presiding. Petitioner NAT ACHE C. GONCALVES :MENEZES (hereafter 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



11 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



0 Petitioner") was present represented by her attorney, NEILL MARANOI, ESQ., Respondent 



TIM MCDANIEL (hereafter "Respondent") was present telephonically and represented by his 



attorney, JULIA KAEMERLE, ESQ. 



Based on the evidence and argwnent presented, the Court makes the following orders: 



1. The Attorney Fee's awarded to Respondent for Petitioner's Contempt of Court in 



the amount of S l 0,000 will be taken out of her community property share of HSBC Account in 



the amount of$8,961.S0. 



2. The balance of the $10,000 awarded in attorney fees from the Contempt Trial to 



Respondent ($1,038.50) will be deducted from Petitioner's community property interest of the 



shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment filed September 17, 2015. 



3. Petitioner is ordered by the Court that she is not to make any disposition of or 



23 encumbrance on the Brazilian real estate located at 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street as it is 



24 Respondent's sole and separate property. 



25 



26 



27 



28 



4. Respondent's counsel in Brazil, Eva Bischoff, is to provide Respondent's counsel 



with a letter in English instructing Petitioner how to transfer Respondent's property located at 
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1 288 Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street back to his name. Respondent's counsel is to provide the 



2 instructions to Petitioner's attorney within 30 days. 



3 
5. Any and all costs and fees associated with the transfer of the aforementioned 



4 
Brazilian real estate will be deducted from Petitioner's commwuty property interest remaining in 



5 



6 
the shares as listed in paragraph 9 of the Judgment 



7 6. Respondent is to provide Petitioner with the signed Florida Pre-Paid College 



8 change of ownership form within 7 days. Dominique G. Francelino is the beneficiary of this 



9 



10 



11 



account 



1. Respondent to provide historical statements from May 2015 of the HSBC and 



12 stock accom1ts within 7 days. 



13 OTHER FINDINGS 



1. Petitioner had been ordered to transfer the Brazilian property located at 288 



Alberto Quatrini Street at the Contempt Trial by August 29, 2017 and had not done so. 



14 



lS 



16 



17 
2. Respondent's Counsel to prepare the Findings and Order after hearing and submit 



1 a to Petitioner's Counsel for approval. 



19 



20 



21 



22 



3. Both parties to file updated Income and Expense declarations prior to the next 



Review Hearing. 



4. The Court reserves jurisdiction over all sanction and attorney fee requests until 



2 3 the Review Hearing. 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



5. The Court sets a Review Hearing for J8Jluary 16, 2018 at I :45 p.m. to address the 



orders as made as well as the issues over which the Court reserved jurisdiction over. 



[END OF ORDER) 
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Telephone: +1(877)255-0717 
Web: www.TrustedTranslations.com 
Email: sales@TrustedTranslations.com 



September 14, 2017 



To Whom It May Concern· 



~CERTIFICATION 



Trusted~~ 
Translations~ 



The following documents regarding Natache Cristiane Gonc;alves Menezes were translated by a team of 



linguists qualified to read and translate this material. 



• Accurate Transcript of Power-Of-Attorney 



• Consulate Stamp 



The documents are accurately translated from Portuguese to English to the best of our knowledge 
and belief. 



Sincerely, 



TRUSTED TRANSLATIONS, INC. 



--\ iJ!A1-.\JJ 1:~\~~J 
Bv Ana Whitby 
Office Manager 



Miami Dade County 
State of Florida 



The foregoing instrument was acknowledged by Ana Whitby and signed before me on this 14'h day of September 
2017, by Ana Whitby. 



/\ilanta ( hic;:.igo 



.-_,:.,·~•--,~-. BO0BIE JEAN 0. RAPOZA 
·, .. ig~ : 1.:, cc\,r,,,:;s;,1N ,,rr·1.-1:1:1-1 



. ".•,~ •. ,. ,·' EXf'lilF!-; Oc:101wr :?3. :?()llJ 



Gt UU1\I UJl/_1£ I< IN Tlll'>l•J',I /d/(1!-J ,1Nl i Ir.; ll !.-i'i/J //1! ;< JiJ Siu~_.,, ! -. 



AN ISO 9001 · 2008 Qt,.~, If y Cl 1-: m ,r,, Cr1~.'1W1N f 



Miami Washington D.C. 











Granter: 



[COAT OF ARMS] 



MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RElATIONS 
Consulate-General of Brazil in Los Angeles 



ACCURATE TRANSCRIPT OF POWER-OF-ATTORNEY 



BOOK: 52 
PAGE(S): 100 -101 



TERM: 9575 



- NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, Brazilian, single, physical therapist. ID no. 300452019. 
issued on February 19, 1998 by the SSP/SP, Individual Taxpayers' Registry no. 218.647.928-17. 



Grantee: 
- TIM MCDANIEL, American. divorced, worksile supervisor. passport no. 745481137, issued by the United 
Stateson September 29, 2010, Individual Taxpayers' Registry no. 703.137. 721-85. 



Those who see this Public Instrument of Power of Attorney satisfactorily know that, in the year of two thousand 
seventeen, on the twenty-second day of August (08/22/2017), in this Public Office, located at 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 300, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, USA, before me, Ticiana Cunha Ribeiro do Valle, Vice-Consul, 
appeared as Granter Mrs. NATACHE CRISTIANE GON<;ALVES MENEZES, resident and domiciled at Avenida 
Abilio dos Santos Branco no. 426. Apt. 33. Guaruja, Sao Paulo. Brasil, Postal Code 11440-380, recognized and 
identified by me as herself, of whose legal capacity I certify, and by witnesses Caroline Muir, Brazilian, and 
Viviane Montgomery, Brazilian, before whom she told me that by this Public Instrument, she named and 
constituted her as Proxy Mr. TIM MCDANIEL, resident and domiciled at210 S. Grundy St., Gardner, Illinois, 
USA, Zip Code 60424, to whom she grants specific powers only for taking over the real estate located al Rua 
Alberto Quatrini Bianchi no. 288, Jd Vitoria, in Guaruja, Sao Paulo State, registered by Guaruja City Hall under 
no. 3-0136-018-000 as her property, with exception of furniture and personal belongings of the Granter that are 
found there, it being worth noting here that the Grantee has full knowledge of the existence of 
OWNERSHIPREPOSSESSION PROCESS number 1004917- 70.2014.8.26.0223, which was registered on 
June 17, 2014, related to the real estate described in this power-of-attorney, by which the Grantee is aware he 
can only have the ownership of the estate after the end of this process, the Granter will be responsible for 
performing the procedures and finalization of this process and pay the costs of any legal expense~ resulting from 
the processes related to the object of the estate, including payment of the legal fees. The Grantee is aware of the 
possibility of losing this real estate by judicial decision in this process, which is still under procedure at the 
Guaruja Legal Court, Sao Paulo, Brazil, not being able to demand any monetary amount or repossess the estate 
in case he loses it judicially,and that this power-of-attorney will not be valid. At the end of the ownership 
repossession process and removal of trespassers by judicial decision, the Granter will remove her personal 
belongings and furniture from the real estate and then the Grantee may transfer the title deed of the property into 
his name. The Granter may transr er to the Grantee the domain, possession, power to sell, direct and gain, accept 
and sign the respective public deeds, facilitate the registry of the deed at the Real Estate Registry Office, and he 
shall pay for all fees stemming from this deed (ITBI, IPTU, Deed and Registration), grant discharge and sign 
whatever is required, gather and withdraw documents from the real estate and reestablish its possession: i.e., 
whatever is necessary for the good and faithful compliance with the present mandate. There was nothing else in 
the above-mentioned power-of-attorney, transcribed and registered on pages 100 and 101, from book number 
52, of this Consulate-General, out of which I faithfully extracted this first transcript. I elaborated, checked, read • 
and closed the present act. I certify and sign it. 



!ILLEGIBLE SEAL] 
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20.00 
P.~d RS ~0.00, G<Ad 



USS 2000°TEC '-ID': 



1,a,-.~•w. :,•rr-.~,o,, l 
~ .... ,, .. ,.~~ .. .," 
!:t.n~rrol frl•\.'-.:l.lt!J 



r.:u1.Pttr"Jr ,, . 



fUAIICUUfJ 
OJ.,6~11.ltl 



ConSlllai.-G,...,.., of Brad i,, Los Angal~s 



Req11osl N" "40.2.170822-<100015 



PCJWl'rol Allomey lrom: NATACltE CRISTIANE GOtl<;Al.VES MfNE.!FS 
BOOk u•: !12, P.19<11 N': 100 and 101. Torm: 9!115. 



[Signature] 
Tlcoana C<Jnho RtDeirn do V.Jlic 



vco-~ 



•TheCllf!lllbt119na11,rell1Uued~loar1. 1,i I rJ0ecn,ol.7O/201g 
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S W O R N 



• ! ~ ::- .: .. ': ::, : C ~ 5 ~·- : : 
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·,,:;.~. -:11-,~ ,, 0.-226.1.llL_ 



a:::ir ····-· ····-·22_~-----· 
::,-;;:~• . ·- 269 ·--···



::-::1.~ - • ·-····~ 12.01.2018 



me undersigned .swom translator does hereb-; ca.r1ty that a aocumant Y✓rirran /!1 me Portuguese language 
wos presented to her in order to be translated Into f nglish. which she t-:as done In her official capac,tt 



to wU: Settlement 1 /2 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silva, Lawyer 
•Avenlda Tfradantes, 1555- Centro - Guan,lhos/SP- CEP: 07113-001 ". • 



Tel: 112447-0106-Emall: dradlmlllon@aasp.org.br. • 



PP. 56lo59. 



THE HONORABLE JUOGE OF THE 9™ CIVIL COURT IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
GUARULHOS-SP. -



Case Number. 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224. -



ADIMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA. already duly described in the AcHon for 
Enrorcement of Exfrajudicially Executable lns1rument coupled with lntar1ocutory Ref'ief fled agalnst 
NATACHE CRJSTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES, therein represented by her mother MARIA IN~S 
GONCALVES, through her underaigned lawyer and attomey•in-fact, hereby moves• to lnfonn the 
Court that the parties have amicably settled the dispute according to the terms and conditions 
hereunder transcribed: 



INSTRUMENT OF SETTLEMENT AND GIVING IN PAYMENT OF REAL ESTATE,· 



The herein Debtor recognizes and adrruls lo owe the herein Creditor the sum of three hundred fifty• 
two thousand, five hundred and twenty-eight reals (R$ 352,528.00) inaeased by interest and 
adjustmentftrinflation.-



CREDITOR hereby and act0rdlng lo the law r!Q!lves from DEBTOR the REAL ESTATE registered 
under the number 14,790 with the Register of Deeds In Guaru]a In the name of NATACHE 
CRISTIANE GON~ALVES MENEZES, arrested for the herein etedl1or through the provfslonal 
annotation number 382413. CREDITOR recognizes and accepts the precarious possession of the 
REAL ESTATE GIVEN IN PAYMENT. -



DEBTOR dedares that the REAL ESTATE in question, objed of trus settlemen~ is free of any kind 
of encumbrances, whether in the form of personal guaranty or serurily lnteresl and it is not object 
of any other type of contracl -



In view of above and according to the law, the CREDIT OR receives from the DEBTOR in the manner 
of GIVING IN PAYMENT, lhe REAL ESTATE described as a piece of land of lot n.18, block "D", 
In the development named "JARDIM V1T6R1A11



1 located In the munlclpallty and dlstrict of 
Guaruji, measuring 10.00 meters front on Street 07, by a depth of 35.00 meters on b01h sides, 
and measuring ln the rear same as on th, front, totaling an area of 350.00 square meters, 
abuttJng on one side lot n. 17 and on the other side, lot n. 01, all of them In same block. -



CREDITOR hereby gives DEBTOR full and irrevocable release In all respeds as reganls the sum of 
three hundred fifty•lwo thousand, five hundred and twenty-eight reais (RS 352rS28.00) and will make 
no fur1her clain in court or oul of cou,t - ~ 
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2261/18 
f:c.O!c ___ 22_9 __ _ 



270 ?ewe------
12.01.2018 Dale _____ _ 



The undenignea sworn tronslolor doas.hereby cer1tty that a document written In 1he Portuguese language 
was presented f'O lier f,, order to be tron1lmed f.r,l'O Engllst,, which she has done fn h8r offlciotcapocify. 



· 10 ....,,,,. Settle11Jent.2J2 



The Parties hereby undertake to execute all documents and do an acts required lo formaf12e the 
transfer of ownership concemlng the REAL ESTATE, including, but not limited to, arrangements for 
the signature of the Deed and respective regtstralfon In the Register of Deeds. 



Considering the limltatlons and detennlnatlons of the offices of registrars of deeds, the 
parties move for the deed to be recorded through court-ordered compulsory conveyance of 
ownership. -



All costs and expenses deriving from the transfer of ownership of lhe REAL EST ATE, such as 
registrar's fees, payment of taxes. charges and any other applicable ~enses will be borne by 
DEBTOR.-



The parties request that an official letter be sent to the Register of Deed In the judlclal district 
of Guaruja. because of the arrest annotation, ordering the Register to have the real estate 
compulsorily conveyed on behalf of the herein creditor. -



In view of above, the parties respectfully move the court to have this settlement ratified lhrough 
judgment so that it may be lawfully and legally effective and, In the end, the real ntate described 
above be compulsorily conveyed to the creditor. -



Now, therefore, grant is requested. -
At Guarulhos: October 051 2017. -
[IRegible signature) AdlmH&on Barbosa da Sliva (CREDITOR). • 
Lawyer- Barn. 201,654/SP.-



[Wegihle signature) JOSE MARCELO ABRANTES FRANCA (LAWYER FOR DEBTOR) -laW'Jer 
-Bar n.164,764/SP. -



[lllegiblesignature] NATACHE CRISTIANE GONCALVES MENEZES (DEBTOR)- Represen1ed 
by MARIA IN~S GONCALVES. -



[Three initials in the right me-gin of pages 1 & 2 (P. 56 & 57) / Two Initials in Iha right margin of page 3 
(P. 58) / Ona initial in 1he right margin of page 4 (P. 59)). -



Remarlc In Ille tight margin of elCh page: -
This doaJmenl Is a a,py or the original dlgi1aly signed by AOiMILSON BARBOSA DA SILVA and by lhe Cowt 
of Appeals cl the State d SAo Pau1o. ~ on 0dJ0512017, at 06:18 p.m., under the number 
WGRU17703564044. The authenticity of the original can be verified at 
https://esaj.tjsp.jus.brlpastadlglta/pg/abrirConferenciaDocumento.do, enter the number of the case 1033964-
81.2017.6.2.6.tlzi4 and the OJde 2260'lFC, FO, FE, FF. • 



(Reverse: blank} 
NOTHtNG FURTHER was written, stamped, typed or printed in the document submitted in four 
pages, which I translated to the best of my knowledge and ability and return duty _stamped. -



Em01vmamo/Fae: RS 338.00 
RedbolRacelpC no.~ 23,431 
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'Vaferia Jfel6iiJ 
TRAOUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 



qua u --~~ .rr:a..'½~,~-~~ ~~-.-.. ·n_·•. _.!I. 
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o/alena J[e[6r9 
TRADUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 



-·~~••l~f: ~- ,~~~·~·DL• 



A execut41da ... ~~~c·~ e c:011f9ssa dever ao 
oxagu&Q.~.o,.o.:. !~.~e de ~-.,....;.~ ••. ~o ~tte%f!1't0:'t G elnqu_~n:a 
a do1~ ~J ·::~1.111ientos o· ·-v~te· ·o ·oito ieai.s) ,~,;~cl~s ~ 
jur1:,s ·a ·.cor~ monet.6.rJ,a • . , . . . .. •. _. ' . . ·-. 



. • £>cg, me.lo .dest.e: ~t-.t~n~o. · n·a . ~.i.bor .fC>~ de 
':11.rei.~o •.. ,i . ~IX)RA z.ece~. :.~~~-- ;Dt!VEOQ~, . ccmo .. · ™-~~o-· .. Ml 



Pag~tu,· ~ .. ~-.. ~~ l.w~:··~l..a .llild:ri:cn1e ).4. IJSP., cam 
,:ogi~m _no of..lc!o cfe•·~~fi,. .~·: .. c:;uarujai°~cm· noiine .. da ~en 



_·_1 -~-~-,-~-.'~~-jif..Y•~•~~~~~:=~<J ... ex~guento · com 
DLND~:>·· ~~~.:.- ~5a£?':·~~---. ~ .. -~ ·o CREDOR 
recontae~c .~· :~~:l:ta.: &•.~~-:~1-a_ . ._~o-~·~~~-·-



.. b .-,ev2!)Q.~.·-~-~~-- -~-ob~e~--C)·· IHOYEL ol)jeto do 
Pt'Cs~n~e ~~ ~.9.".:~~a~· p~~·e.r.. -t1P9$ ·:·c1c ··~nus, =oais ou 
pGSSC?Jl,i'&; o -!c°~.·que.-p~:-~..::.~j~b··_de' g~lqµer outro t:!po 
'(le COD'tiflllto. · . ··.· .. , . · . . . . · . . . 



... -~-- . ·: .. · . 



C9~slde,ranao:':o .d~~o. · d~ste · i.Dstx:_WDQru:o, na 
~-~~~~- ~onaa ~·'



1d_ye~~-~i-'•?,~:~,~-.~---D.~,. ~ 
Da lo CS. E'cl amentO o.A~---~·· 'fa-tm.cfi►.:.::::..., .... ~- A ... 0 .'-11-t.8·. da ~ .. o ... I -~~·,.,-·.-·-···"'~-•v•·~ 1 ••. ...... 
-~-.. z,-:. ~·.J.ot; . t,o .. -,P1Q.l(t,~~-. T. imp:Ao.,,:tU,iita,-t:o .dO 



.,:2~!,=:.t--~.o~:~4~::·:=~~ -:~:7~~== 
·-• ···· ·-•• • _-,,~ r:G ·•eic1o a ,ua,· t:ou1·· .;,· ·,so·;GO ~ .,_,. . ~~.. ·-•.. . . .... -· . .,. ' 
11112,~ · de .-.. -.. -=~· 1



• ·ocm:·-- o -l4ta:;: 1?:;·aa •. ~oua,o !ado ~- · ...... ••.•··• .. ,·--· . .,.· ... ..,. •..... ,.;-.... , .• ·•.--=·. ' 
,:&•· . __ ·i-~.,.p ~~• •• t_ ~: ~~ ~--~ .o no• 



~~~~-·~ta D~ 01,~.:~.·~ ~·~a.: 
. . - . 



. o CR&DOR:- outorq~- ~ DE;VEDOM qui tai;Jc pl_e-na, resa 
ll 4~vogAvel. e '·~rre~~c,Ave!. -~ re1~:u;ao a quan t~ de Rf 
352 .~0.0 -'Ct:~~Dt~. e ~ei~e:ita o do.is :ni:J. quinhentos. e 
vi~1.e o ou~o ~~i~l para ~da. Qa!8 ~;.amar, em ju1.:~ 01.. 



~era del.e. 



~ ~ars~s oamp~~~aa:-se 9 as~iaar ~odos 0$ 



do~1u;~ •e pr.ad.car:· roelos oa ~cos necassa=j,os- po.:-a ~ 
fo.rmal 1:•~cAo da · c~ef-'9nt~.c1a da t.1tulac-ldadc do JM6VEL, 
incluind~,~ ·se 1.-imii:,r,~ provi.~neias pal.'-~ a ~l~t~a 
da ~c::J.:tu~a · Public.a ~ respoetivo reqis:ro no Cart6rio de 
RaqUtn:>. de llra6v&ts, · •• · · · · · ~ 
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•:_. · ·AdilnilS.Qn ·Barbosa da Silva 
·. ~· · ., ' --Adv. . do: . 



o/..1leric11M1iig 
TRA!::.iTC:1.! 
TR.l.~•!3Lr ~·(.;:, 



-t on,· ·::·:~·-... ,;:~- ~'-· 51;;:ae. ·• ~ _.,._,. __ _,...&.-.ia...,,,;,,,..,,., . "'~· •. .. . - .. .J .. ~ ···n· . . . . -. 
-~~-~~'-11:8 .~··:~ ~,-_ 1&-rzada a 
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. , 'todoe. oo aasto:i · ·· e '.'de:5pe:1aS;- decortentes da 
·t::.a'1·•~m:tiif:ta~:·.· .da.- ti.t.ul-.11;:i~~:· ~ %MCVM., tai1' ~ 
~~!';t;&f:_ · ~rc~1~~~. --·~C9~JltO _ de Impastos, : :-t~x~s c. 
quaisqAAr .. .-.;~utro~. i"n~~t;:es .'. :·3;0r~o ~e res.p.ohS,ab.111dade da 
DC:V-1:J)()~.. . 



. -~ :~i--:.~~-:-,ct:)a -~*'P.t,J!d~~:~ :~~~ de 
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.. . . .. D1~tc-.. , do .-qZ:p~to; .. ri : .. ~.r."t.1J;t, ~~e.s~1t~sansnte. 
-::e·qu~ a ·v.ossa:-~~~~ia;· .. i.ue.:i .. ·Pi:4?~~~, t·r~~c;-10 seja 
h~.l.o4~ -~r~~-- J!.~~~-;··.:.»a•ii---~! .:.:p_~uza.: .. _scn~~-·:e_;oi;~95 



· ,. j~~dico~ .. e·: ~v~~~fit~a.o-~r,1·:_-,..~.e, =tc -o . .imlnral, -~~-.iii· it?-.0:.i' .. g .... , ... ;b,.-··· .. . 
. ;,-:-:··#::-.... :... ' .. "'t.· ' ·-:.. . 



~~~ ~tA•:.Qoe, . •' -~ -:•, ~; ... 



-P.ed~:·cief~~t_o,. 



Avenllla T&adentas, ~-Centro.~~~ CEP.: 01113-001 
1'El: 112441-0106-EMAJL:~br , 
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Adimilson Barbosa da Silva 
Advo~do. 



r\O ~'" \: - . , ... .,__,.. JOd' J -~ 1raANCA (1'DV-UECOTADA) 



ADV'OGU>o-oAB/SP.~64.764 



Aven.kfa iiradcmtes. 155S - Centro - Guarulhos/SP- CE.P.: 07113-001 
Tel,; 11 2447-0106-EMAJL: dradlmllson@aasp.org.br 
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1 Judgment 1/2 



. 2262/18 
229 



2i1 
12.01.2018 



Proceedings no.: 
Type - Subject: 



Creditor: 
Debtcr: 



COURT OF APPEALS OF iHE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT of Guarulhos 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9~ CIVIL COURT 
PRua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo l, Cen:ro. CEP 07011-060 
GuarulhosJsp• 
Telephone: (11) 2408-8122 - Email: guaru1hos9cv@tisp.jus.br 



JUDGMENT 



1033964-81.201i .8.26.0224. · 
Enforcement of Extrajudicially Executable Instrument- Judicial Lien 
I Levy I Appraisal/ Freeze of Assets. • 
Adimilson Barbosa da Si1•1a. • 
Natache Cristiane Gonc;alves Menezes (represented by Maria Ines 
Gon~alves). -



Judge: Ad~i~na Porto Mer.des 



.A.DVISEMENT 
On October 16, 2017 I s:nd this record to the Judge, to be taken undo: advisement. • 



Having this case been ana,yzed, rep:>r1ed r,n a;-.d disc"Jssed. I HOY.OLCGATE by judgment Uie 
settlement executed on pp. 56i58. -



Consequently. I DISMISS lhe case according 10 article 487-111-·b·. coupled wiU1 aiticle 924•11. 
both from the New Code of Civil Pro~dure. -



In v,ew of statement, I assvrne that time to ?.ppeal is waived. -



This judgment will so become FINAL AND UNAPPEALABLE. on this date. -



Enter notice of compulsory conveyance of ownership lo creditor concerning the real estate on 
pp. 60/68. -



Afterwards. upon payment of any required fees and arranged for the necessury papers, issue a 
letter of compulsory conveyance in favor of creditor. -



Be this re::;ord shelved, anno1ated and commu:iicated ecc::irdingly. • 



Then. t:e it p1.1blist:ed. recorded and nctified 2ccoroingly. • 



At Guarulhos. October 16, 2017. -



DOCW/:~T Sl·'.:N:D DIGIT).ilY ;..ccoA0i.'JG TOTH: P?.OVl5:o~s c;: iH: L:..w 
11,419/2006, .t.S PRINTEO IN TH: RIGHi l.t~Glrl H:REOF 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.022~- page 1.. 
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0019 ___ 12_.0_1_.2_0_18_ 



The uncJerslgnec:J .M'Om_ trcmslatar does hereby certify fhaf o document_ wr.'tt~n In the Portu~e languag& 
was ptStented to her In order to be tran~loted Info ErigtfSh, Whlcn !he has done In her orllel01 Cf1POC/fY, 
to wit: Judgm~nt 2/2 . . 



... 
!i 



i ... 
lj 



Remark In the &Jht margin of tha page: -
This document is a oopy or the original df;tally signed by ADRIANA PORTO MENDES, relead to lhe record 
on Oct/1&'2017, at 07:29 p.m. The authenticity of the otlgfnal Cll1 be veflfied at 
h•J/esaj.'5p.jus.br/pastacftgi1a~.do, enter lhe number d 1he case 1033964-
81.2017 .8.28.0224 and the c:ode 2'283EFO. -



[Reverse: blank] 
NOTHING FURTHER was written, stamped, typed or printed In the document submitted In one page, 
which I translated to the best of my knowledge and ability and return duly atamped. -



Emolumatt.DJFN: RS 1S0,00 
ReciboJRacejpl no.: 23.431 
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ff/awria J[e{.i ig 
TRAOUTORA 
TRANSL A.TOR 



-~ TRIBUNAL DE JUSTl<;A DO EST ADO DE SAO PAULO :.S-r;'ipe COMAR CA de Guarulho• 
~FORO DEGUARULHOS 



9°VARAcfVEL 
Rua Jos~ Mauricio. 103, Anexo I, Centro - CEP 07011-060, Pone: (11) 
2408-812Z Ouarulhos-SP - E-mail: guarulhos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 



SENTEN(!A 



Proccsso 0°: J 033964-81.2017.8.26.0%24 
Classe - Assunto Execu~o de Tltulo Extrajudiclal. Constri~o I Peohora / Avalla~o 



/ lndlsponibilldade de Bens 
Exeqnentc: 
Exccutado: 



Adimilson Barbosa da Silvu 
Natache Crlstlane Gon~lves Meneus (representada Por Marie 
In& Gon~Jvcs) 



Juiz(a) de Direito: Dr(a), Adriana Pono Mendes 



CONCLUSAO 
Em 16 de outubro de 2017, fa~o os autos conclusos ao MM. Juiz de Direito. 



Vlstos. 



HOMOLOGO, por seoteo~, para que produza .seus Jur(dlco.s e legals efeitos, o 



scordo cclcbrado 6s fls. 56/58 



Em consequEncia, JULGO EXTINTO o processo, nos termos do artigo 487, U1, b, 



cc com o artigo 924, ll, ambos do Novo C6digo de Processo Civil. 



Diantc da manifcsta~o. cntcndo que h4 a renuncia ao prazo recursal. 



Scrvini a prcsente sentenc;a de TRANSITO EM JULGADO nesta data. 



Lavre-se o auto de adjudicaJ;ao do im6vel de fls. 60/68 em favor do excqucn\e, 



Ap6s, recolhida as tu--as necessarias e providencindas as peyas necessarias. ex~-se 



carta de adjudica~o em favor do exequente. 



Arquivem-sc os autos. Anote-se e comuniquc-se. 



Publiquc-se. Reg.istre-se. lntimcm-sc. 



Guarulhos, 16 de outubro de 2017. 



DOCUMENTO ASSINADO DIGITALME1'1E NOS TERMOS DA LEI 11.419/2006, CONFORME 
IMP~AO A MAR.GEM DrREJT A 



1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224 - laada l 



fls. 69 
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229 



'!-,, ... ____ 273 --·--
12.01.2018 



The underslgnea swam lransk11or ~ nereby c;ert;ty that-a doc:.Jment w,;rren in the Portuguase Jangvage 
wcs Pf9$enlao lo her in order to be transloted inlo English. whfcn sr.e nos ao:,a m her otficlal capoc!ry. 
to wit: Notice t?f Compulsory Conveyance 1/2 



l4 



P. 79 



-4snp 
....:~~-..... 



tN •~'111.._.., .. • .. •:.'.!.i l 



COURT OF APPEALS OF THE ST ATE OF SAO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF GUARULHOS 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9" CIVIL COURT 
•Rua Jose Mauricio, 103, Anexo I, Centro- CEP 07011-060 
Guarulhos/SP· • Phone: (11) 2408.S 122 
Emoll: guarulhos9cv@tlsp.ius.br 
Open to the public from12:30 pm to 07:00 pm. 



NOTICE OF COMPULSORY CONVEYANCE OF OWNERSHIP 



OfgitaJ Proceedings no.: 1033964-81.2017.8.26.0224. • 
Type - Subject Enforcement of Extnljudlclally Executable Instrument - Judlctal 



Lien/ Levy/ Appraisal/ Fre8%8 of Assata. • 
Creditor: Adlmllson Barbosa da Sliva. • 
Debtor. Natache Crlstlane Gon~lves Menezes (represented by Maria lnAs 



Gon~tves). • 



At the Clerk's Office In lhe Courthouse of Guarulhos, city of Guarulhos, on November 22 2017, 
there appeared the lawyer of the creditor Adlmnson Barbosa da Silva, registered under lhe federal 
taxpayer ID n. 108,681,428-24, bearer of ID n. 19,106,922, Mr. Adimllson Barbosa da SOva, 
registered under the Barn. 201654/SP, with respect to Iha abovementioned record of proceedlngs, 
to sign this NOTICE OF COMPULSORY CONVEYANCE OF OWNERSHIP, granted by tt,e Hon. 
Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira, pursuant to order with the following content •Having this case 
been analyzed, reported on snd dlscussed, I HOMDLOGATE by judgment the settlement 
executed on pp. 56158. Consequently, t DISMISS the case according to article 487-111-•b•, coupled 
with article 924--11, both from the New (;ode of Civil Procedure. In vjew of statement, I assume that 
time to appeal is waived. This Judgment will so become FINAL AND UNAPPEALABLE on this 
date. Notice of compulsory conveyance of ownership to creditor concerning the real estste on pp. 
60'68 is to be entered. Afte1W81ris, upon payment of any required fees and mranged for the 
necessa,y papers, a letter of compulsory conveyance Is to be Issued in f8vor of craditor. Be this 
record shelved, annotated and communicated accordingly. Then, be it published, rscorded and 
notified accordingly'. -



ASSETS CONVEYED COMPULSORILY BY COURT: Reel estate desaibed as a pieeG of land of 
lot n. 18, block -o·, in the development named •JAROIM vrr6R1A•, located In the municipality and 
district of Guaruja, measuring 10.00 meters front on Street 07, by a depth of 35.00 meters on both 
sides, and measuring In the rear same as on the front, totallng an area or 350.00 square meters. 
PRICE OF CONVEYANCE: R$ 352,528.00, adjusted unbl Oct/05/2017. for the record, I have 
drawn up this notice, which was !hen read back and agreed to, and duly signed. FU~THER 
NAUGHT. At Guarulhos: November 21, 2017. • 



Pllegible signature} A<fimllson Bart>osa da Silva• Barn. 201, 6541S?. -
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··~ ., : - : ,. . ,: :, .; ,:· r; : . :1 .• ~ 
CPF•J~! .!C".:.i~i.~t 



,.... ~.: ~ ·J ~ - ·' 



rrcr.~;ollon il:> __ 22_6_3_/1_8 __ 



~o~· ___ 22_9 __ _ 
?og~ ___ 2_74 __ _ 
D:>!~ ____ 12_._0_1._2_0_18_ 



rt>e• undersigned sworn- t,arukitar cioSs he.r.eby certify that. a C1oe(Jmarit written In the Portuguese language 
,vqs presented to her-lrtotder to be trofisiafe<finfo Engllsh. which ,he ho$ done in her offlcla,:copaclty, 
to wit Notice 9f Compulsory Conveyance 212 . . . 



.... . , 



,. 
·-' 



Remark In the right margin of the page: -
This document is a oopy or the original digi1ally sgned by ROGENES ROZENDO DA SILVA, released to the 
record on Nov/2312017, at 10:18 a.m. The authenticity of the original can be verified at 
htfps://esaJ.gsp.jus.br/pastsdigl1aVpg/abrirConfesendaDocumento.do, enter the number at the case 1033964-
81.2017.8.26.0224 and the code 246F8E4 • 



[Reverse: blank) 
NOTHING FURTHER was written, slamped, typed or printed In Iha document submitted rn one 
page, Which I lranslated to lhe best of my knowledge and ability and return duly stamped. -



Emolumanta.fee: R$ 200,00 
RedbolREcepl no.: 23.431 
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'Valeria Jli:(6io 
TRADUTORA 
TRANSLATOR 



ns. 79 



_,., • .._. TRJBUNALDEJUSTIC:.A DO ESTADO DE SAO PAULO 
-~----COMARCA DE GUARULHOS 



S .» · p FORO DE GUARULHOS 
---...~..._...::.a_9-" VARA CfVEL ....... ,_ .... 



~'CSSO Di&ilal nu; 



Qa:i;.i;c - Assuntn: 



F."cquen1c: 
~xcculluln~ 



Rua Jm,c Mauricio, IOJ, Ancxo I. Ccncro - CEP 07011.060, ronc: ( 11) 
240~-8122. Guarulhos-SP - E-mail: guarulh069cv@tji1p.jus.hr 
Horalrlo de Atcndtmento ao PubJico: das JZhJOmin asl9h00min 



AUTO OE ADJUDICA<;Ao 



I OJJ964-8J.l017 .8,26. 0224 
Ex~cu('io de Trtulo E-rtn1Jodkl2l - Con,trf~Go I Penbor11 / A\'Alia~ / 
lndisponibllidatlc de Dens 
Adintllson Barbosa da Sih·o 
Natathc Crlsrlanc Gon~~l\"a McnC'7.cs (rrprescm1:acJ:, ror Maria In!.~ 
Gon(alves) 



Em Gunrulhus, 22 <le nnvcmhro lie 2017. no Foro de Gu.,rulhos ~m C-artorin. cnmparcc;('u o 
pntrom . ., do credor Adimil~on Barh,1.~a da Silva, CPF/CNPJ n" 108.681.428-24. RG nn IQ.106.922. 
Dr. Admil:o.on Dartm.c;a do Silva - OAU/SP201654, nos auto:. 11ci01u nu:ncionnc..lo~. pnm assinntura 
tlu pr!!!icntc AUTO DE ADJUDICA<;AO, <.lcfcrido(a) pcln(n) MM. An11 Corolin.i MimnJa De 
Oliveira, <.''Onforme c.h,-:;pachu de i;cguinlc tcnr:" Vl~lns.HOMOLOGO. por ,;cntc.:n~a. para 4w 
pmduzn ~cu." jurfdic.."Os ~ lcgais crcitos, o acurdo cclchrado a.Iii n!-. 56/58. Em cunscqucnda, 
JULGO EXTINTO o procc.~o. nos termos t.lo ortigo ~7. HJ, t,, cc cnm o nrtigo ~24, IL omt,05 llo 
Novo C6digo de Pmcc~'KI Civil. Dinnie tla mnnifcstll\"tiO, cnlcn<Jo quc h6 11 n.:num;ia no pra;eu 
rct.-ursul. Scrvirti 11 ptt.."-t:nlc ~cnlenfiU de TRA.NSITO EM JULGAOO ncfilu duLH. Lnvrc--:i;c o uul<l 



de atljudicac;iio do imovd de n~. (-J..l/r-.R cm favor do cxcquenlc. Apt',s, n:colhh.ln n.-. laxas 
nccc~"'1rins c providcncfadas n.li pcc;as nccc,;,;aria.,. cxpc<;,MiC ct1rta c.fo aJju<.lica~an cm fovor du 
c.xc4ucntc.Arquivcm-sc o.-. nutus. Anotc-sc c cnrnuniquc-~c.Puhlit1uc•~c. Rcgi~lrc-~c. lnlimcm-sc. 



DE.NS ADJUDlCADOS: lm(wcl <.'Onstiluidn pclo lcrreno n° I~ dn l{Undrn "D" <lu lotcamcnh) 
''JARDJM VITORIA"', munidpio. di~tritn de Guarujri. mcuindo ID ml'lrrn: lie frc111c pam a Rua 
07, por 35.00 metms t.lc frcnlc Bl>:i rum.Jo." cm amhos o:; Im.Jo~, tcm.ln nos fumJo.-; a mcsma mcuh!o 
de frcntc. cnccrruncJo u nrcn mlal de :4S0,0Clm.:!. VAL.OR OA ADJUDICA<;AO RS 352.518,00 • 
a1u.:1Jiz:u.Jo 1116 05/I0/20l7. Pnra cnnslnr. lavrci ,, prc.c::crHt! :culo, quc. lido c achnJo <:onformc. u 
\lcvi<lnm~nl ADA MAIS. Guarulho:-. 21 <.le; novcmhm tic 2017. 



Dr. /SPWtr,54 
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Troni1ofi:,n 11°. 2264/18 
S VI O R N T R A N S L A T O R a-:x11c _____ _,;;22=..;..9 __ 



: >.: :• , • : ' _ ~1 ~ r;; ~ v ; r, ! :: 
:.Oge ___ 2 __ 7--5 __ 



:: ;, ; • •:i : ~ t. .J , . ,~ '= J . a , D~I~ ___ 12.01.2018 



Tl'Je un.<;fertJgned sworn translator does hetet:>v certlfY tfltJt a dOCurN3rtt writ/en In lhe Portugve3e language 
was pr&!enfed to her in order to be trdmlared frtto E'nglish, Which she has done In her-offlclaf copor;tty, 
ro.wtt: Oecis~r ,,, 
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~~-= 
••rn,J~lut•.'.l."'• 



Proceedings no.: 



COURT OF APPW.S OF THE STATE OF SXO PAULO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT Of GUARULHOS 
VENUE OF GUARULHOS 
THE 9111 CIVIL COURT 
"Rua Jos6 Maur{clo, 103, Anexo I, Centro - CEP 07011·060 
Guanilhos/SP11 



Telephone: (11) 2408-8122 - Email: auarulhos9cvflisp.Ius.br 



DECISION 



104735H6.2017.8.Z6.0224. -



P.38 



Type - SUbjett~ Third-Party's Motton to Stay Execution - Judicial Uen / Levy / AppralsaJ 
/ Freeze of Assets. -



Appellant: nm McDanleL • 
Appellee: Adlmllson Barbosa da Silva and other.· 



Judge: Ana Carolina Miranda de Oliveira 



Having this case been analyzed, reported on and discussed, I receive this third-party motion 
to stay execution to operate as supersedeas, according to the provisions of the articles 675 and 
678 of the Code of Clvil Procedure. -



Be It annotated In/attached to the main record. -
Be appellees summoned to serve an answer, If they so d!Sire, within 15 working days.
Without prejudice, within ftve working days. court costs and procedural expenses have to be 



paid, as well as the social security charge regarding the judicial power of attorney under penalty 
of dismissal without prejudice (art. 485- I coupied with IV, of the Code of Civil Procedure) 
Irrespective of further notice. -



Give notice accordlngly. • 
At Guarulhos: December 19, 2017. -



O0CUMD4T SIGHED DIG\TAU Y ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS Of' TME LAW TI,419/2006, AS 
PRINTED 1H THE RIGHT MARGIN KEKEOf 



1047353·36.Z017.B.Z6.0ZZ4- page 1. • 



Remark in f/Je right ma,vin of the pave:· 
This docomenl Is a copy or the origin.ti diQltalfy signed by ANA CAROLINA MIRANDA OE OLIVEIRA, released to 
the record on Dec/19/Z017, at 07:22 p.m. The authentklty of the orlglnal can be verlfled at 
https://e.saitJ.sp.Jus.br/pastadlgital/pg/abrirConferentlaDocumento.do, enter the number of the we 
1047353-36l0t7.8.26.0Z2◄ and the code ZSD0A87 ·/J/ [Reverse: bfank). • 



KOTHIIC FURTll£R was Britten, stamped, typed or printed in tile doaimen submitted la m pa9a. wbicb I transhted lD the 
but of my knolledge and ibllily ~ re1ml duly stamped. -



Emolumeolo/fe,:R$12MO · Recibo/Reulolno.:Z3A31 ~ 



o::•Ooc;,o:<:.;,s•,mc,o·•• , ,_ .:;., :; • ?J-o-:e. (1~i3219.4Ba9 -im:~2!J~SP 
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Proccsso n°: 
C'lassc - .-\.ssuntc 



Err.barg-111:c: 
Embtt:-godc.i: 



, ,. ~ 



·, IS[O, .. 



TRIBUXAL DE JUSTI~A DO ESTADO DE SAO PAt;LO 
cm ... t,.\. .. ilCA DE GU . ..\Rl1LHOS 
FORO DE GUARULHOS 
9"VARACiVEI. 
?~ua Jose ).fauricio. 103, An~xo 1, C·:ntro - CEP 07011-060, For:c: (! 1) 
2408-S 122, Gurirulhns-SP - E-mail: gu.:iru1llos9cv@tjsp.jus.br 



DECISAO 



10~7353-36.2017,8,26,02:?4 



Embnrgos ck Tercl!Iro • Con)1Ji~ilo i Penl10rn i ,.\ ,·nlla~iio i 
lndlspo11ibillrl:idc de Bens 



Tim :\lcD:micl 



Adlmilsoa Bnrl.Josa d::i Sil\':J c ourro 



Juiza de Direico: Dro. An:1 Carolina !\iJr:md:1 de Olivcir:1 



Nos termos dos artigos 675 :: 676 c!o Ceidigo de Pro,:-es;so Civil tCPCJ. recebo os 
prescntes embargo:. de tercc.iros no efeito suspensin,. 



A not:::-se..':ipcnsem-se nos auto:, pti:icipais. 



Citc:m-sc os cmbargndos pnro contcstar, qu.::r.::ndc,, cm 15 dias uteis. 



Sem prcjuizo, no prru:o <l~ i.:i11co dias utcis, devcru recolher ~~s cusros Jndiclui.c; c 
clespe.sus proccm111is, bcrn coma a ta'.\:il previdcnciurio rebrivl u procuJw;iio adjudicfa, sob penn 
<le e:dinc;iio scm resolu~ao de mcdto (art. 485, I ,:/c TV, d(I CF'C). indepcndcntcmcntc cte nova 
intir.iaqno. 



lntimc-sc. 



Guarulhos. 19 de c.kzembro de 2017. 



DO<.:U~IE:\7"0 ASSl:-i . .\.DO OIGITAL.\lE:'-TE :\OS ITR~l05 DA u:f i 1:.$(9/200£i-,,---
,. ___ , CONFQ.i1\1E lM_PRESS.4.0 A :\URr.EM DJ.REIT~\ . 



Processo nu 1047353-36.2017.3.26,0224 - p. 1 



ns. 35 
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A TTOANEV OR PARTY W Tl-lOUT A TTORMeY ,~.,,,.. 5'M Bat 11~ Md ICl!hU): 



Natache Menezes 
-708 San Gabriel Place 



Chula Vista, CA 91914 



TELEPHONE NO.: ( 6) 9) 942-2085 F.U NO. (Opt/cVIIJ/: 



t-wA•L AOOResa t/Jolionall: natache 1 O@hotmaiI.com 
ATTOANev ,01t '"-•J: Pro-se 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF San Diego 
smm AOOREss: 500 3rd Avenue 
UAJL1No AcoAess: 500 3rd Avenue 
c,rv~oZJPcooe:Chula Vista, CA 91910 



eRANCHNAAilE: South County Regional Center 
PET1r10NERJPLAJNTtFF: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT/DEFENDANT: Tim McDaniel 



OTHER PARTY: 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 



1. This proceeding was heard 



-
FL-340 



fOlt COUIU ILSL ~ Y 



FILED 
S.in Diego Superior Court 



FEB 2 7 2019 



By: A. Escobio 
Clerk of the Supe~urt 



~NLJt,18£R: 



DS51030 



on (date): 3-29-18; 5-9-18 at (time): in Dept: 17 Room: 



by Judge (name): Sharon Kalemkiarian D Temporary Judge 



On the order to show cause, notice of motion or request for order filed (date): 5-31-17 by (name): Tim McDaniel 



a, m Petitiooer/plaintiff present [lJ Attorney present (name): Marangi (limited scope) 
b. m Respondent/defendant present [lJ Attomey present (name): Julia Kaemerle 
c. D Other party present D Attorney present (name): 



THE COURT ORDERS 



2. Custody and visitation/parenting time: As attached D on forrn Fl-341 D Other m Not applicable 



3. Child support: As attached D on form FL-342 D Other rn Not applicable 



4. Spousal or family support A! attached D on form FL-343 D Other m Not applicable 



5. Property orders: As attached D on form FL-344 D Other [ZJ Not applicable 



6. Attorney's fees: on form FL-346 D Other D Not applicable 



7. Other orders: 



Asattached Cl] 
W As attached D Not applicable Attached: Statement of Decision and 



8. All other issues are reserved until further order or court. Amendment to Statement of Decision 



9. CJ This matter is conUnued for further hearing on (date): 
on the following iss\Jes; 



Date: '1 "' "'::J L '4 
c1-~"" r. '--



at (tlmo): 



RESPONCENTIOEF£N!W.-Y D OTI-IE" PARTV 



F~A:l:lpeft!ICrW UM 



Ir, Dept.'. 



~ Cownai o/ CullwrM 
Fl~ (Rev. J&hMJ 1, 20121 



FINDINGS AND ORDER AFTER HEARING 
(Famlly Law-Custody and Support-Uniform Parentage) 



P•gt 1 Of 1 
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DATE: APRIL 30, 201t3~ 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



CASE NUMBER: D551030 



PETITIONER: NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES 
PRO SE 



LIMITED SCOPE COUNSEL: NEILL M. MARANGI 



RESPONDENT: TIM MCDANIEL 
ATTORNEY: JULIA KAEMERLE 



F. I L E D 
Clut 1I U1 Sw1tllt1 CtV/1 



APR 3 0 2018 



By: K. BOYLES 



This matter came on for hearing re: Husband's various requests for attorneys fees and sanctions, on 



March 29, 2018. The Court makes the followlng orders In regards to Respondent Husband's request for 



fees and sanctions in this matter. For ease of reference, the Court will refer to Petitioner Natache C. 
Goncalves Menezes as "Wife" and Respondent Tim McDaniel as "Husband" In Its orders, 



These orders are pursuant to Husband's request for fees per Family Code §271, CCP §2023.010 and CCP 
(sic)§ 3294, made in his responsive declaration filed May 31, 2017 (the court reserved jurisdiction over 



this request at the hearing of June 13, 2017) and Husband's subsequent request for order filed October 



5, 2017, requesting fees under Famlly Code §271, §2031 and §3294. {The Court does not know what 



request Is being made per Family Code §2031 or §3294, as these code sections are not correct. The 



Court construes the request for "3294" to be a request under Civil Code §3294 for punitive 
damages). Husband also filed a supplemental declaration regarding his fee requests on January 10, 
2018 and February 27, 2018. In his declaration of February 27, 2018, Husband further requests fees 
under "Family Code §271, §2031, §11101(d){1) & (2), §1101 {h), §2105(a), §2107 (d), §2121, §2122(a), 



§2123, §128.7{c)(2) and CCP §3294 In the amount of $500,000. All of the declarations of Wife of 
Husband filed under penalty of perJury In this matter since the hearing on December 12, 2016 have been 
considered by the Court in making its ruling. 



The Court is awarding Husband fees as a sanction under Famlly Code $271 of $200,000, for Wife's 
repeated actions which thwarted Husband's ability to take ownership of his separate property residence 



on Q.uartini Bianchi street. Her actions thwarted any enforcement of the court's orders, and caused 
protracted litigation around an Issue that was heard and settled by the Court at numerous hearings
namely, the transfer of Husband's separate property home in Brazil by Wife to Husband. The home had 
been purchased during marriage, and was titled solely to Wife. The Court made a finding on May 5, 
2017, that Husband had successfully traced the home to a separate property source, and found the 
property to be his sole and separate property. 



The Court finds that Wife has the ability to pay these sanctions, as she has income sufficient to pay 
(including $1,500 in spousal support from now through November 30, 2019 per the judgment entered 



September 17, 2015), her share of the community property stock account, and separate property real 



estate in Brazil, in addition to her earned income and other assets. The fees will be paid in part as 
follows: 
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From Wife's Income received as spousal support. Beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $1,500 income 



due by Husband to Wife shall be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates 



this to be a remainder of $12,000 in 2018 (Payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 
months at $1,500) and $16,500 for the first 11 months of 2019, for a total of $28,500. 



In addition, Husband is to receive Wife's share of the community property stock account, or 



$29,000. Husband represented to the Court on 1.1.18 that each party had an approximately 



$29,000 in the stock account. Husband Informed the Court that these funds were 



liquid. Husband is to verify to Wife's counsel the cash value of the stock account within S court 



days of the receipt of this order. 



Any balance owed by Wife to Husband, after totaling the support off-set of S28,500 and Wife's 



community property share of the stock account, is to be paid to Husband by Wife by August 1, 
2018. If the entire amount of the award has not been paid by that time, standard acceleration 
clause on the amount owed by Wife to Husband pursuant to these orders shall apply. The Court 



reserves Jurisdiction over the payment of these fees and sanctions by Wife to Husband. 



This award does not Include the property on Quartini Bianchi street as part of the value of the 



award. That property was assigned to Husband as his sole and separate property. The award of 
$200,000 is a cash sanction, separate and apart from the value of the Quatrinl Bianchi residence. 



The Court finds the sanctions are warranted due to Wife's actions since the Court ordered her to 



transfer the property to Husband on December 12, 2016. At that hearing, the Court denied Husband's 
then outstanding fee request, and ordered Wife to grant to Husband power of attorney to transfer the 



Quartinl Bianchi street property, no later than January 12, 2017. 



Wife did not provide a Power of Attorney to effectuate that transfer by January 12, 2017, and 
was held in contempt of court on August 4, 2017 for having failed to do so. She was sanctioned $10,000 



in attorneys fees and costs at the contempt hearing by the Court, and ordered to comply with the 
Court's orders to provide the power of attorney by August 29, 2017. The evidence Is clear that there 
was a power of attorney provided by Wife to Husband on August 22, 2018, but this Power of Attorney 



did not transfer ownership to Husband, and had a number of provisions not acceptable to Husband and 



that went beyond the court's orders. Wife was provided with a power of attorney drafted by Husband's 
Brazilian attorney in a timely fashion after the August 29, 2017 hearing at which she was ordered to 



cooperate, and not to make any disposition of the property in Brazil. Husband had to come to court~ 
parte on October 4 th



, 2017, to get Wife's compliance with the Court's order that she sign the POA 



provided by Husband's Brazilian attorney. 



In addition to Wife's lack of cooperation with the signing of an appropriate power of attorney, 



as a result of which Husband Incurred substantial attorneys' fees, the Court finds that Wife appears to 



have been deliberately hiding information from Husband as to a very significant development In Brazil as 



to the ownership of the property. Wife testified that she gave her mother power of attorney sometime 



before judgment in this matter in May 2015, to deal with litigation Wife had Initiated as to individuals 
who were seeking to possess the Quatrinl Bianchi property. (Husband testified in his declaration of 
2.3.17 that he had been aware of Wife's litigation regarding the removal of the tenants, and he was 
fearful she could sell the house). Wife testified at the hearing on the request for order re: fees that she 
had hired Attorney Adlmllson Barbosa da Silva ("da Silva") for this purpose started in 2013. 
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The evidence established that Mr. da Silva informed her in August of 2015 that she owed him a 
great deal of money In legal fees for the repossession action. In June of 2017, Wife's agent, her mother, 
signs an agreement and ''admission of debt" to pay da Silva R$320000.00 at the rate of R$ 16,000.00 per 
month. Her mother (or Wife - It was never established conclusively who signed this agreement nor 
does it matter, as Wife acknowledged that her mother had power of attorney for her in Brazil, as to the 



property) signed the agreement and Wife Is listed as the Debtor, through her legal representative Maria 
Ines Goncalves. There was some dispute over payment, as on October S, 2017, da Silva and Wife 
(through her legal representative), present an agreement to the Court in Brazil, giving the property in 
question to da Sliva as payment for the debt of legal fees owed to him by Wife. This agreement is signed 
by da Silva as creditor, and by attorney Jose Marcelo Abrantes Franca, lawyer for debtor, and Natache 



Cristiane Goncalves Menezes {debtor) represented by Maria Ines Goncalves. 



At no time after the granting of the property to da Silva did Wife notify Husband that she and 
her mother had assigned his separate property real estate to da Sliva, Wife does not send a signed copy 
of the power of attorney provided by Husband to him until October 27, 2017, and then only sent a faxed 
copy. In the meantime, the settlement between Wife and da Silva was ratified or "homolgated" by the 
Court in Brazil, and the Brazilian court ordered a "compulsory conveyance" of the property to da 
Silva. Husband only discovered the existence of this conveyance when his Brazilian attorney, sometime 
in late November, early December 201?, goes to execute the transfer of the property to husband per 



the power of attorney, and is Informed by the authorities that the property had already been 
transferred to da Silva. 



Wife's testimony that she did not know that her mother was signing these documents is not 
credible. She testified that da Silva was a long time friend of the family, and had been working on the 
litigation regarding the tenants for over 4 years. She testified that she gave her mother power of 
attorney to deal with the litigation In Brazil to remove the tenants. She also testified that she was trying 
to preserve the interest In the house, first for herself (as she claimed it as her separate property In the 
dissolution proceeding) and then for Husband. It is not believable that she would give power of 
attorney to her mother in the litigation, that she would be aware of the debt to da Silva (which she 
testified she was aware of), yet would have been unaware of her mother's actions on her behalf to 



settle the debt by signing over the property. 



A5 to Husband's other attorney fee requests, the Court makes the following findings: 



Family Code §llOl(d) (1) and (2): These code sections address the statute of limitations for 
bringing a breach of fiduciary duty claim under Family Code §1101 (a), The Court would not make an 
award pursuant to §1101(d)(i) and (2). If the Court construes this request to be a request for fees for 
breach of a fiduciary duty under Family Code §110l(a), this code section Is usually applied for a breach 
of fiduciary duty for actions that Impair the "claimant spouses's present undivided one-half interest in 
the community estate", Husband is seeking remedy for Wife's impairment of his access to his separate 
property. The case of IRMO Walker. 138 Cal App. 4th 1408 (2006) in dicta indicates that a spouse who 
impairs the claimant spouse's access to his separate property estate may well have breached a fiduciary 
duty, but the Court could find no other authority to award Husband fees for breach of a fiduciary duty 
by Wife as to his separate property. If the Court were Inclined to find that Wife breached a fiduciary 
duty, it would not have awarded anything additional to the $200,000 awarded pursuant to Family Code 
§271. 
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·· ,:. .'i=i~;iy-C~d;§i.fo1{h):·· This ~ode,se~fions addresses award of 100% of a community asset 
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(giylng,tht::cla~ant.spouse tne·_b~ea._chln:S:.~~,~~~~1s in~erest in the asset) is not applicable to these facts. 
This Is Husba.nd s s~parate property resldenc·e~ In which Wife has no Interest, 
~···~-,--· •-.... - ... . 



~ i.,,,.'.•·--



Family Code 2105(a}, and 2107 (d): These pro1Jlslons of the family code pertain to disclosure 
requirements before judgment. The court file Includes a waiver of the Final Declaration of Disclosure 
filed September 17, 2015, the same date that the Judgment was filed, Status had been taken May 7, 
2015. The waiver of Final Declaration of Disclosure is signed by both parties but not dated. The Court 
cannot determine If the final declaration of disclosure was waived by the parties before the trial on May 
7, 2015. Therefore, these two code sections are not applicable at this time. 



Family Code §2121: Husband gives the basis for this request in his declaration filed March 23, 
2018. The Court finds that his request essentially asks this Court to undo the orders of May 7, 2015, so 
that he might have a better opportunity to enforce any orders this court makes regarding fees or 
sanctions. He does not plead any basis under. this Chapter of.the family code, which is required for a set 
aside or relief from judgment. 



Family Code §2122: Husband requests that the Court award him the apartment listed In 
paragraph 15 of the Judgment, but does not link that request to any fraud committed by Wife related to 
the Court confirming that apartment as her separate property after hearing the evidence. 



Family Code §2123: This code section addresses restriction on grounds for relief, and does not 
provide Husband with a basis for an additional claim of fees or sanctions, 



Family Code 128.7 (c) (2): This code section does not exist, but Husband in his declaration filed 
March 23, 2018 clarifies that he Is asking for fees pursuant to CCP 128.5 and CCP 128,7. CCP sanctions 
and fees cannot be awarded as the code requires that this request be made "separately from other 
motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct alleged to violate subdivision (b)." 



CCP 128. 7 (d). Husband's request for CCP 128.5 sanctions and fees fs a parallel claim in the 
Court's opinion to his request for Family Code 271 sanctions, and would not result In a different order 
from this Court. 



CCP 2023.010: This is a discovery sanction statute. A misuse of the discovery process has not 
been sufficiently plead by Husband for the Court to award sanctions. 



Civil Code 3294: Husband did not plead the proper code section (referring to it as CCP 3294 in 
earlier declarations) until his declaration filed March 23, 2018. While the Court finds that there is clear 
and convincing evidence that Wife engaged In fraud when the property was transferred to Attorney da 
Silva by Wife's agent, the Court does not find that Husband has met his burden to prove that there are 
damages for the sake "of example and by way of punishing the defendant" CCP 3294 {a). The court has 
sanctioned Wife for her conduct by awarding Husband his fees and costs for his California and Brazilian 
attorney, and his costs is pursuing the transfer of the property to his name. The Court does not find that 
the need for punitive damages has been sufficiently established. 



IT IS SO ORDERED. %?~-
SHARON L. KALEMKfARIAN 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 



DA TE: March 29, 20 t 8 DEPT. 17 



PRESENT HONORABLE SHARON L. KALEMKIARJAN 



CLERK: A. Escobio 



DS51030 Menezes, Natachc C. Goncalves, 
Petitioner 



McDaniel, Tim, 
Respondent 



Attorney.: Marangi, Neill M. 



Attorney,: Kaemerle, Julia 



EX PARTE MINUTE ORDER 



The Responden~ Tim McDaniel, sought Ex Parte relief on May 9, 2018, as to the calculations the Court 
provided in its order of April 30, 2018, regarding Petitioner's payment offamily Code §271 Sanctions of 
S200,000. The Respondent was correct that spousal support was modified to $500 per month. effective 
September 1, 2016 by Court order on September 2, 2016. 



The amends order dated April 30, 2018 as follows. The first full paragraph at the top of page 2 of the 
order, beginning with uFrom Wife's income ... " and ending with "for a total of $28,500," is replaced ,..,,,th the 
following: 



From Wife's, Petitioner's, income received as spousal support, beginning May 1, 2018, Wife's $500 
income due by Husband to Wife shaJI be applied toward the attorney fee award. The Court calculates this to~ 
a remainder of $4,000 in 2018 (payment from May 1 through the end of 2018, or 8 months at $500) and $~ 1500 
for the first 9 months of 2019 (from January 1 to September 1, 2019, at which point spousal support te-nnin:Jtcs 
by previous order), for a total of $8,500. 



The balance of the order remains. 



IT IS SO ORDlmED: 



J/ii~ 'JI~ ~ 
Hoaor:.hlt Shuon L. K~Jrmkiarlirn DATEU: !\lay 29, 201H 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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RESPONOENT(S) 
Tim McD~nicl 



EX PARTE APPLICATION ANO ORDER - FAMILY LAW 



Hearing Date:Oc.1obcr ~. 2017 Time: ______ 00 a.m. 0 p.m. 



1. Ty!M of relief requested: 



-



18/8 UAY -q p t2: 



.'UOGE/OEPT 
Hon. K11lcmki4ri:in / Dcpl 17 
G.'SE NUt.18fR 



DS ,10:10 



0 Opposed 0 Unopposed 



0 Tempor1ry Restraining Ordr:rs 



(El Order Shortening Time 



0 Child CustodyNi31t1tion Order 
0 Order Alter Heanng Being Submitted for Slgnat1.Jre 
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4. If notice was not ~iven. stale reason(s): -----------------------------



5 Have eviden1Iary c:eclaritioni been submrted? D Yes [ID No 



6. Has a proposed oroer Deen submllted7 (El Yes O No ;~ 



7. Have you appeared ex par1e berore ror u,e same relief? D Yes [N No. lf'"yes;· relier was O grilnled O denied. ~::t 
I declare under penalty er perjury under the laws or the State af Callfornl !~ 
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19 TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT: 
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~ DATE: 
) TIME: 
) DEPT: 



20 Under California Rule of Court 8.13 7. Appellant. submits this statement in lieu of a 



21 reporter's transcript. 



22 Appellant proposes the following narrative summary of the oral proceedings during trial: 



23 JANUARY 16, 2018 



24 WITNESSES 



25 Mr. McDaniel 



26 Ms. Kaemerle 



27 



28 
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COURT: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: It has to be updated they don't accept that one anymore. 



COURT: Well Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi have to resolve this. 



MS. MENEZES: Ok, thank you. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle any more questions? 



3 



4 



5 



6 MS KAEMERLE: If the court reframe what Ms. Menezes should be doing with this 



7 property. I don't know if that would help but 



8 COURT: You are clear on that, right, he needs to get it. If it has some encumbrance on 



9 it rm going to hear about it but you can't encumber the property. But if it was encumbered by 



10 someone else it's a different issue. If her attorney filed a lien on it, that is a Brazil issue and is 



11 not a California issue and I will hear about that in March. 
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13 



14 



15 



16 



l7 
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19 



20 



MR. MARANGI: Thank you, your honor. 



Mr. McDaniel 



Ms. Kaemerle 



Ms.Menezes 



Mr. Marangi 



MARCH 12, 2018 



WITNESSES 



21 CHULA VISTA~ CALIFORNIA. TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 



22 MS. KAEMERLE: How much did you incur in attorney's fees in California? 



23 MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $50,000. 



24 MS. KAEMERLE: How much you have you paid Eva Bischoff in Brazil? 



2s MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $16,000. 



26 MS. KAEMERLE: And this included the cost of translating the documents? 



27 MR. MCDANIEL: No. no that is easily $1.000 to $2,000. That doesn't include additional 



28 $7 to $8000 in fees for registration and to transfer the house to my name. 
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Via TrueFiling 



Each email was then, on April 1, 2019 emailed in the United States at San Diego, 
California, the county in which I am employed. I declare under penalty of perjury that 
the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April 1, 2019 at San Die , California. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



DATE: October 17, 2018 



CASE NUMBER: DS5 l 030 



INRE: 



PETITIONER: Natache C. Goncalves Menezes 



RESPONDENT: Tim McDaniel 



JUDGE: Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian 



CLERK: A. Escobio 



Attorney : Pro Se 



Attorney : Julia Kaemerle 



EX PARTE ORDER 



On October 12, 2018, the Court held a hearing regarding the proposed settled statements 
presented by Petitioner and Respondent. 



The Court note that the Petitioner had telephonically recorded the proceedings, in violation of 
California Rule of Court 1.150. The Court was unaware that Petitioner was recording these 
proceedings, apparently on her phone. Respondent was unaware of this as well. 



The Court has reviewed the settled statements of Petitioner and Respondent. The Court adopts 
the Respondent's settled statement, with one amendment that is found on lines 3 and 4, on page 8 
of the statement. The Court corrected the language of the court in this section, where the Court 
was inquiring as to what declarations would be provided at an upcoming hearing. 



The clerk shall provide a copy of this order and proposed settled statement to Counsel forthwith 
via U.S. Mail. 



0S51030 
MO 



IT IS SO ORDERED: Minute Order 
872468 !Jtki ~--- Ill lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 



Honorable Sharon L. Kalemkiarian DATED: October 17, 2018 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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Attorney for Respondent, TIM MCDANIEL 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 



IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, SOUTH COUNTY DIVISION 



NATACHE C. GONCALVES MENEZES, 



Plaintiff, 



vs. 



TIM MCDANIEL, 



Defendant 



Case No.: DS 51030 



RESPONDENT PROPOSED SETTLED STATEMENT 
(CALIFORNIA RULE OF COURT 8.137 (A) 



14 TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT: 



15 Under California Rule of Court 8.137, Respondent, submits this statement in lieu of a reporter's 



16 transcript. For the court's convenience, lodged as Exhibit A is a redlined document showing the 



17 differences between Petitioner's proposed settled statement and Respondent's proposed settled 



18 statement. Also for the Court's convenience, lodged as Exhibit Bis a compact disk that includes 



19 both the Petitioner's settled statement and the Respondent's settled statement in Word format. 



20 



21 Respondent proposes the following narrative summary of the oral proceedings during trial. 



22 



23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, JANUARY 16, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 



Petitioner and Respondent are both sworn in. 
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COURT: Because of the contempt, Ms. Kaemerle, I can't move forward with this 
2 



Request for Order. I cannot make any order until we resolve the second contempt as the issues 
3 
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15 
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23 



24 



25 



26 



27 



28 



are related. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Understood. 



COURT: I can't take testimony from anybody unless Ms. Menezes waives her right 



against self-incrimination, but I would not advise her to do that without the advice of counsel as 



it is a quasi-criminal matter. Mr. Marangi has informed the Court he is not representing her for 



the Contempt. Is that accurate still Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: That has not changed. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, we are willing to drop the contempt if that is the 



Court's position. It was my understanding that as the criminal portion was decided it could be 



heard; however, because this is issue is time-sensitive we would like to be heard today. 



COURT: If you drop the contempt we can proceed today with the review hearing on the 



sanctions motion. Was Mr. Marangi served with the sanctions motion? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, and it was submitted with the ex parte paperwork. These were 



sent to Mr. Marangi and Petitioner. 



COURT: Okay, Mr. Marangi, were you served with the RFO? 



MR. MARANGI: I think a post-judgment motion has to be served on my client 



personally. 



COURT: It think so also. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The issue is I am unable to serve her personally. This has been an 



ongoing issue and has been addressed with the Court previously. She does not respond to 



emails that I send her and she dodges service. The court previously told me serve her via e



mail. 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, did you get any copy in any fashion of the request for orders for 



sanctions and attorney fees today? 



MS. MENEZES: By e-mail? I believe so, by e-mail. 
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COURT: When did you get a copy? 



MS. MENEZES: I can check my e-mail. 



COURT: Ok. While you are checking, Mr. McDaniel, do you still reside outside the 



country? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: Are you here just for the day or will you be here for a longer amount of time? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I will be here for approximately 3 weeks. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You Honor, I also have an updated Income and Expense 



Declaration to file with the Court. 



MR. MARANGI: So my client is looking at her phone and this is something I received, 



I don't know if she got something before that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It was October 4th specifically when ex parte notice was given. The 



RFO was submitted with the ex parte paperwork. I have the emails on my phone and can show 



the Court. It was sent to MR. MARAN GI as well as Natache on October 4th. 



MR. MARANGI: She has an email on her phone from October 4th. She has not opened 



it yet, but it is from Ms. Kaemerle. But I don't know if it's the sanctions motion. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was the underlying request for order filed with the ex parte 



and the Court has reserved over sanctions since June 2017. I have proof of electronic service. 



COURT: Is there an agreement for electronic service? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Mr. Marangi and I have served everything to each other 



electronically post-judgment and prior to that. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi, is this accurate? 



MR. MARANGI: Yes, I never had a problem with service by email, but I don't think 



she can serve me with something post-judgment. I don't even remember that motion for what 



it's worth. 



COURT: This is post judgment. Do you have an agreement for electronic service that 



was signed by Mr. Marangi or Ms. Menezes? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: No. The Court had previously directed me to serve her 



electronically as Mr. Marangi was substituting in and out of the case and sometimes 



representing her in limited scope. 



COURT: Can you remind me when that happened? 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was right around when we had the motion to compel. 



COURT: I want to make sure this is done properly. You asked for $30,000 in sanctions 



and that is a substantial amount of money. The parties have to agree with electronic service 



and a post-judgment motion needs to be served personally, especially if it is for sanctions. 



MS KAEMERLE: I have not been able to serve her personally. 



COURT: Well, she can be served right now. Mr. Marangi can serve her or someone in 



the audience that came with you. You can serve her personally right now if you have a copy. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I do. 



COURT: Okay. When do we have a hearing date? 



CLERK: March 12 at 1 :45. 



COURT: If she is served today then we can hear this on March 12 at 1 :45 P.M. 



MR. MARANGI: I can do it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I am available. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, did you serve her with the motion? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I have. The Court had reserved on the issues of fees and 



sanctions from August and it had been set for 1/24/18 originally. 



COURT: So the contempt that was set for 04/17/18 is withdrawn and that date is 



vacated. The review hearing was set. I was reserving over fees. That has been requested by 



previous motion and I see most recently that I reserved on 08/29/17. Now, Mr. Marangi first, to 



make this part of it simple, has requested payment on the $3,600 that is owed to him from the 



original judgment of07/01/15 so that is put as an issue. The sanctions requested Ms. Kaemerle 



that you made in your most recent motion are in regards to Petitioner's conduct that occurred 



after I last reserved jurisdiction? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: I reserved jurisdiction over previous requests for fees and sanctions. There 



has been so much activity in this case, from your perspective, which hearings was I reserving 



from? If you understand my question. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. At the hearing in June the Court reserved on fees and sanctions 



for both parties. Then a Review Hearing was set for 8/29 to see the outcome of the Contempt. 



It has been reserved on since that first hearing. 



COURT: That was from the June hearing when we were dealing with the college 



administration plan and other things? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And then I believe I just got a findings and orders from the court 



that indicates the same thing. 



COURT: Okay I see from the August, 29 that I reserved from the June hearing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: Let me ask some questions to see where we are in terms of the issues on 



calendar today, that are not about fees. Have the legal issues regarding the property been 



resolved, Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No, your honor, and I brought translations of the legal documents 



from Brazil and Ms. Bischoff who represents my client in Brazil is on the phone through 



CourtCall if the Court has any questions for her. She can clarify anything for you in regards to 



costs and expenses for Mr. McDaniel in Brazil as this was also an issue the Court reserved over. 



Most recently, Ms. Bischoff went to the registry in Brazil with the Power of Attorney that we 



did not receive until November despite the fact that this Court has ordered Petitioner to do so 



since our initial motion. I went through all of the hearings in CA and Brazil in the timeline 



submitted with my supplemental declaration. 
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COURT: I have reviewed the Court file so I'm familiar with the timelines. What has 



happened since then? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Ms. Bischoff went to the registry with the Power of Attorney 



provided by Natache to have the property transferred back into my client's name. She then 



found out there was a lawsuit that was sealed involving Petitioner and the attorney that had 



represented her in Brazil against the people who she alleges are squatters. She was able to talk 



to the judge right before the Courts closed in Brazil and obtained the legal documents indicating 



that Natache had signed an agreement to transfer the property to her attorney there to pay her 



own legal bills. Ms. Menezes had specifically been ordered by this court not to encumber or put 



any liens on this property. That was a previous order and is also in the FOAH from August, 29. 



We have proof that she signed an admission of debt to her attorney in Brazil and subsequently 



conveyed ownership of the house to her attorney in Brazil. I have all the paperwork showing 



that as well as the court's ratification of the agreement between Natache and Admilson Barbosa 



da Silva transferring the property to him for her fees. We were lucky that Ms. Bischoff was 



able to find out this information prior to the Courts closing because they close in Brazil from 



December 20 to January 20. Ms. Bischoff was able to file a third party motion to stay execution 



on the lien or frozen assets on behalf of Mr. McDaniel. So at this point the transfer to Ms. 



Menezes's attorney is on standstill, but the court will not open until the 20th of January. The 



next step would be for the court to make a decision on their appeal in Brazil and on our motion 



to stay execution. The decision to transfer the property to Mr. da Silva, her attorney in Brazil, 



then will be decided based on Mr. McDaniel's lawsuit. So this has been an extremely 



complicated and expensive process here and at this point we have no resolution. The house has 



not been transferred and there is proof showing that there were discussions between her and this 



attorney, well in advance of her providing us the power of attorney as ordered, that she planned 



on using the home to pay the fees she owed him. 



COURT: I understand that will be part of what you will be presenting to me when you 



come back. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: What are the remaining funds? I went back and reviewed the file and the 



funds in the HSBC account were awarded as sanctions already. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That's correct. 



COURT: The Florida account has been transferred. Are there any other community 



funds that have been held somewhere? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. The stocks that were divided in the judgement. The Court 



reserved over the stock. Our request is that remainder of the stock be awarded to Mr. McDaniel 



in addition to the $30,000 in sanctions. 



COURT: And how much is there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: $45,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: About $45,000. 



COURT: In total? I looked at the judgment and there was just one stock account. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Mr. McDaniel was awarded $10,000 from the Court at the contempt 



trial. This court awarded $8,961.50 to him out of the HSBC account out of her community 



property share and the balance of that which was $1,038.50 was awarded out of her share of the 



stock listed on paragraph 9 of the judgment. 



COURT: So the HSBC account was separate from the stock? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: At this point that stock is not going anywhere. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That's correct, your honor. 



COURT: Mr. McDaniel's supplemental declaration has updated information and he will 



be presenting another supplemental declaration before the March hearing when he knows what 



happens after Ms. Bischoff speaks with the judge or lawyers in Brazil. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. There is evidence to show that the amount of the encumbrance 



on the property which she is admitting to owing her attorney in Brazil is almost the entire value 
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of the house. It is very likely that there will be a fraud and/or criminal action against her, her 



mother, and the attorney in Brazil related to her agreement to use the house to pay her own fees. 



COURT: I don't mean to interrupt you but what I need to know is what information I'm 



anticipating that I don't know yet and will be presented with at the next hearing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely. 



COURT: Is it possible Ms. Bischoff will provide a declaration as well? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, and she is available to explain the exact status to the court and 



fees Mr. McDaniel has incurred until today. The fees are at least $4,000 just to file the motion 



to stop the property to going to attorney da Silva. These fees are ongoing. 



COURT: She does speak English? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, she does. 



COURT: I think I can get the information that I need through a declaration from Ms. 



Bischoff and she did one before as to what her fees had been with the equivalent information. 



As you both know I did some research on this and I can't issue 271 sanctions post-judgment 



without taking into account Mr. McDaniel's costs and income, but I do to have review the 



declarations because there seem to be significant costs that he has incurred due transferring the 



house in addition to attorney fees. I want information from you in the declaration about how 



much this has cost him. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I can inform you of what has been incurred to this point; however, 



the costs will increase and will be included in our declaration. 



COURT: I would request both parties to submit declarations and updated income and 



expense declaration 10 days prior to our next date. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We will submit both and would like the court to consider the gravity 



of the violations of the Court Orders that have been made. 



COURT: I definitely will. The Requests from the Request for Order files 10/5/17 RE: 



Sanctions per FC 2031/2031, 271 and 3294 to be heard March 12, 2018 at 1:45 in Department 



17. You can file a supplemental declaration for the Court to consider further sanctions/fees 
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against Petitioner within 10 days of the next hearing and Mr. Marangi can review that. I do not 



know what 3294 is. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It is a punitive sanction under the Civil Code. 



COURT: I didn't find the 3294 code for sanctions. Okay. In order for me to determine 



and order sanctions, I would need to know any information related to the legal actions in Brazil 



which would be helpful to the court. Alright, Mr. Marangi, do you have anything you want to 



be heard on today? I mean, you didn't anticipate we were going to be arguing this today. 



MR. MARAN GI: If the court would indulge me since we have the floor, it will take me 



a few minutes but to answer the courts question I'm ready to argue it. I'm ready for what I 



think is before the court today. If you would let me, I'm just going to briefly list what I think is 



before the court today. So, back on August 29, here is my understanding of the issues the court 



set for today. The court ordered husband to sign the college plan document that would name 



wife the new owner in 7 days or I could appear ex parte and husband pay the fees. That was 



item number 1. Then the court awarded the $8,961 to Husband from her community portion of 



the HSBC account as partial satisfaction of the $10,000 sanction from the Contempt Trial and 



$1,039 from the stock for the remainder. 



COURT: Was the college plan resolved? 



MR. MARANGI: I will address that, but the answer is yes. But for now I'm going only 



through what court did at the last one. 



COURT: Alright. 



MR. MARANGI: So court ordered Husband to also provide a current HSBC account 



statement in 7 days. That was ordered. The court also ordered that husband could withdraw 



$1,039 from the stock to make up for the difference to get to the $10,000 of the contempt 



ordered. Counsel has said that somehow the stocks still exist. As far as I know, it does not and, 



in fact, husband has liquidated all the stocks cash and I think it went in the HSBC account so for 



what it's worth I think he sold it all anyway. I could be wrong 
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COURT: Put a pin in that because that was my understanding, too. I thought the stock 



did not exist anymore, so we will have to have Mr. McDaniel answer that. Go ahead. 



MR. MARANGI: The court also ordered husband to provide historical statements for 



the stock account. That was an order. The court also renewed the order that wife cannot 



dispose of the Brazilian property That was ordered. The court ordered that husband's 



Brazilian counsel would provide a letter to explain the process by which title would go to 



husband along with the necessary power of attorney for wife to sign. That was ordered. Then 



wife would follow those instructions within 30 days. So that was an order. The Brazilian 



counsel was to do the transfer. The court ordered that. Any transfer costs would be advanced 



from the already liquidated stock account, subject to reallocation. That was ordered. Both 



parties to provide Income and Expense Declarations for the next hearing so the court can 



analyze ability to pay attorney fees. Okay. The court did reserve on attorney fees and 



sanctions. I wrote that down. And today's hearing is to address Wife's compliance with the 



transfer of the Brazilian house. We are here to address attorney fees, the transfer fees, and also 



property taxes that my client is claiming she is paying this whole time while this matter is 



pending and she wants reimbursement. So, going in order, I think the college plan husband's 



complied. He signed the document and we got it in 7 days. Done. The HSBC statement for 



what is worth I didn't get a current HSBC account statement. I got one that was from 2014. 



Husband felt like he only needed to provide the one that shows the balance on the date of 



separation. For what it's worth it, I don't think this is what the court ordered. The stock 



account, I don't think husband complied with that order, either. We didn't get historical 



statements that show what stocks they were or where they were when the liquidation happened 



and where they are now. I'm worried that he liquidated things while the action was pending. 



But anyway that is another issue. Anyway, I don't think husband has complied with the court 



orders for historical statements so I will leave that to the court. As far as disposal of the 



Brazilian property, let me just tell you what my client has told me. I think that husband's 



argument today is wife somehow disobeyed the order from the last court and disposed of the 
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brazilian house. For what it's worth, my client denies that. For this case even before your 



honor was on this bench, there was a lawsuit my client started before Judge Hernandez awarded 



the Brazilian property to anybody. There was a squatter in the Brazilian property, and she 



started a lawsuit to try to get them out. Of course, it's her position that Mr. McDaniel was 



responsible for the squatter's presence there, but whatever that was in the past. Well, that 



lawsuit has been pending for all these years. She finally lost it. There was finally a ruling. 



From what I can tell, the Brazilian court did not side with her. I don't know if that means the 



squatter got ownership of the Brazilian property. The only thing she tells me is that she lost it. 



Related to that is about this Brazilian attorney getting paid. I don't know what the agreement 



was between the Brazilian lawyer and my client. I don't know if she agrees to pay him, but her 



story is that she never did anything to somehow give the property to her Brazilian attorney. Her 



understanding is that the Brazilian court awarded the Brazilian property to her attorney. That's 



all I know is what she is telling me. The point is she didn't do anything to dispose of the 



property in violation of the order of August, 29. In fact, the Brazilian court gave the house to 



her attorney is all I know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, may I respond? 



MR. MARANO!: Just let me just get through my argument ifl could. 



COURT: Yes, but hold on I'm taking this as an open argument because and I appreciate 



it's good to get my head around it, but I'm still going to ask you to submit declarations as to the 



facts, any evidentiary documents that support the facts, and your position as what sanctions 



should be ordered against Petitioner 



MR. MARANO!: But here is my personal problem. It's not the courts problem but my 



own problem. I'm on limited scope. I don't have any idea if my client wants me to represent 



her on any future hearing for sanctions. I don't know so what I'm saying is my job I think is 



done today and I'm going through the issues and which ones I think are resolved. 



COURT: Okay. Let me ask some questions. You are under penalty of perjury, Mr. 



McDaniel. I'm confused about the stocks account. Do the stocks exist in one account? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No, they do not. 



COURT: When they were sold? 



MR. MCDANEIL: I think they were sold in 2015. They took the stock off the market 



and they deposited the amount that they were sold for into my account. 



COURT: And when you said my account what account is that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It was in one of the on-line accounts. I don't remember which one 



because I have not used them for a long time. 



COURT: Is that money still there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The money is all still in that one account, yes. 



COURT: Alright, so the Judgement filed September 2015 said the HSBC account and 



the following stocks Etrade, Green Bay Packers, Science, Ireland will be divided. 



MR. MCDANIEL: Correct, but the only one with value was the IRE which was the 



Irish bank. 



COURT: Those were the stocks you are saying were sold? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, they took the IRE stock off the market and deposited the 



amount they were sold for into my E*Trade account. 



COURT: So you believe it was in the E*Trade account. 



MR. MCDANIEL: It was, yes. 



COURT: And you can look it up now? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, I took it out of the E*Trade account and put in a bank account. 



COURT: What bank account did you put into? 



MR. MCDANIEL: That was the HSBC. 



COURT: That was the same HSBC account that was divided as part of the judgment? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: When was it deposited to the HSBC account? 



MR. MCDANIEL: This is showing 2014. 
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COURT: Just let me say this, counsel. The fact that we are not clear on this issue still is 



very concerning to the Court because I know we have had this discussion and we have asked 



these questions. I don't know that either of you can tell me that if they divided the account and 



stocks in 2015, and the money was deposited in 2014 why is the division of the stock a still 



being heard at contested hearing in 2018. 



MR. MARANGI: Because he didn't disclose that in the trial. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Only one stock was moved, the other ones are still there correct? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: Alright Mr. Marangi in terms of the issues that you raised regarding the stock, 



are those resolved? 



MR. MARANGI: I think the court can resolve this today. It's fine if it is liquidated in 



cash somewhere. They want the court to give it all to them. I don't know what the court will do 



that but that is the request. I think it should be divided community property law also I wanted to 



be paid the $3,600 from husband's share that he's owed me for almost 3 years. I'd like to be 



paid. 



COURT: Are you convinced that this money was already divided as part of the HSBC 



division? 



MR. MARANGI: Yes, I'm convinced of that yes 



COURT: So, where do you think it is? 



MR. MARANGI: I think he liquidated all the stocks without telling anyone it probably 



went to a Etrade account. I believe him. I think then he deposited into a HSBC account. What 



we divided from the HSBC account was the balance as the day of separation so that was 



separate from the stocks. 



COURT: Ok so that was my question. 



MR. MARANGI: I'm satisfied with the amount that she received from the HSBC 



account the only outstanding issue is the stocks that I think he liquidated. 
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COURT: Mr. McDaniel do you have any documentation that shows what the amount of 



the liquidated stock was? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Those documents have been provided Mr. Marangi. 



COURT: What is amount is represented? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have to find it 



COURT: Alright. 



MR. MCDANIEL: It's showing here the value of the Ireland Bank stock at $58,000. 



COURT: Alright, and where was amount deposited? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The HSBC account. 



COURT: Alright and do you agree Ms. Kaemerle that the amount divided on 05/2015 



was the separation value? 



COURT: That was a division of $17,923. I will ask your client what was that number? 



Again, that was an amount divided in the judgment of $17,923. 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: That was the date of separation value? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it was. 



COURT: Not included the $58,000? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, ma'am. 



COURT: So, under the judgment there was to be a division of the stock and it appears 



from the testimony today that that would be $58,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: And let me hear from counsel. The judgment indicates that it should be 



divided equally. Mr. Marangi is asking for previous balance on fees of $3,600 and at the Court 



still has the outstanding sanctions requested from Ms Kaemerle that I'm going to hear in March. 



I have an outstanding request from Mr. Marangi for sanctions on her behalf as to signing the 



QDRO and dividing the stocks account. 
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MR. MARANGI: Correct. 



COURT: So, first Ms. Kaemerle do you want to provide any arguments to the court 



about the stock account issues and why the $58,000 should not be divided per the judgment? 



MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, the 2015 Judgment specifically ordered Ms. Menezes to 



transfer the property in Brazil to Mr. McDaniel. If the court looks at what happened we have 



since December 12, 2016 requested that the Court enforce the order. Next, she was ordered to 



transfer it into his name by January 12, 2017. Here we are January 16, 2018 with the same 



request. 



COURT: Let's cut to it, are you asking me to hold onto it because that is going to pay 



her sanctions? 



MS KAEMERLE: Yes, and that was the purpose of this hearing. We have had to file 



all these motions, and the fact that he has to continuously come back and ask for the court's 



assistance and she is not complying with any Court Orders is why we are making that request. 



COURT: I understand. 



MS KAEMERLE: So, I think at a minimum he should be awarded her portion of that 



$58,000. On top of that we are requesting for sanctions for her behavior to transfer this 



property. 



COURT: I'm not doing that today. She didn't have notice personally. I can't do that 



today so I'm not going to distribute the funds, either. But I will make some orders regarding the 



amount and location. Mr. Marangi, you wish to be heard on the $58,000? 



MR. MARAN GI: I'm fine with it if the court wants me to speak about that but, from 



my perspective, it should again be divided equally because that was what the judgment ordered. 



As to the balance, I would like $3,600 from his share. It's a long-standing order. Husband 



keeps saying Judge Hernandez changed that. It never happened. You will not find any orders, 



any minutes anywhere, saying somehow Judge Hernandez changed the fee order. That fee 



order was made at the trial and nothing has changed except for the fact that he stopped paying 
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me. I want that amount paid immediately from his half of the stocks because, again, I don't 



know ifl'll be here in March. My job is done as it is today. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You honor, I would have to say that I disagree. If you look at Mr. 



Marangi's declaration, you can see that Mr. McDaniel had set up a direct payment to Mr. 



Marangi and January 2016 is his last payment. The reason why it stops right there is that is 



when she filed her domestic violence request and our recollection is that at that hearing the 



judge did instruct Tim that he could stop these payments. 



MR. MARANGI: That never happened. 



COURT: I looked, Ms. Kaemerle, because I saw in your pleadings. But where are any 



orders to say that he should not pay the 2015 attorney fees order? 



MS. KAEMERLE: In the finding and order after the domestic violence? 



COURT: You show me. I didn't see it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The problem has been that when Counsel has been requested to 



prepare the FOAH it is either not done or I do not receive a conformed copy. 



COURT: Give me the minute order. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I don't have the minute order. I can request it and give it to the 



court. But I believe the Court reserved. 



COURT: I have it here and I don't see that. What day in the court do you think he said 



that Mr. McDaniel doesn't have to pay? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Because his payment stopped in January 2017 I think whatever 



hearing was close to that day. 



COURT: There was a hearing in December, that was a request for documents that was 



denied, that was a hearing on December 12 for sanctions requests and spousal support arrears. 



There was a hearing on March 13, I don't see any orders. 



COURT: These are going to be the orders of the court today. First, the court orders Ms. 



Kaemerle to serve Ms. Menezes with the RFO of October 5th, 2017. The court finds good 



service today of that RFO for future hearing of March 12, 2018 at 1 :45pm in Dept. 17. Second, 
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the court orders that Mr. McDaniel pay Mr. Marangi the $3,600 balance on the attorney fees 



ordered as part of the judgment and within 48 hours or interest is going to accrue at the legal 



rate. Mr. McDaniel is authorized to withdraw monies for this from his share of the liquidated 



stock or elsewhere. Third, each party has an interest of $29,000 in the liquidation of the stock 



account. The court is reserving over the distribution of monies pending the hearing of March, 



12 due to the outstanding sanctions request. Fourth, each counsel to file ad serve an updated 



income and expense declaration IO days before hearing. Mr. Marangi's limited scope is 



concluded forthwith. The Court relieves Attorney Marangi. The court denies sanctions against 



Mr. McDaniel pursuant to the motion filed by Petitioner on February 27,2017. The Respondent 



may serve the Petitioner via email forthwith and Petitioner is to provide a valid email address 



today. The court sets further hearing on Respondent's RFO filed 10/5/17 re: Sanctions per 



2030/2031, 271, 2031 and 3294 sanctions. Parties to file and serve declarations regarding any 



facts for the Court to consider sanctions against Ms. Menezes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, can I say a couple of things? 



COURT: Sure. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Part of the hearing today was specifically to see what happens with 



the transfer of the house. 



COURT: I understand that, but what else can I do? I made the orders that were 



requested as to the power of attorney and everything else and what I'm hearing now is that we 



don't know until January 20 what is going to happen with the house. There are no further 



orders that I can make about the house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We have specifically requested attorney fees and sanctions if Wife 



was not transferring the house. 



COURT: Those were all going to be reserved for March because there is so much that 



has been put in subsequent motions and I don't have testimony from you about the fees that he's 



incurred. My tentative is that there will be sanctions for $30,000 at a minimum, but I have to 
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see what all of the translated documents show about his legal expenses in CA and Brazil, 



expenses related to the house, and anything shown in the declarations and IED's. 



MS KAEMERLE: Last question very briefly Your Honor. Now that Mr. Marangi is not 



going to be representing her, can the court allow me to serve her electronically? 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, for anything after today that is relevant to this motion, yes, you 



can serve electronically and do it with return receipt requested. And Ms. Menezes you are 



ordered to open it and read it and get back to her. The HSBC account Ms Kaemerle, Mr 



Marangi that account is not to be, well I hope the money is still there but I ordered each party 



has an interest in $29,000 pending the hearing set on March 12, 2018 due to outstanding 



sanctions requests. Alright, any questions, Mr. Marangi? 



MR MARANGI: I don't, but she may I guess. Natache has something. Go ahead. 



MS. MENEZES: The college plan the form that he provides the college plan didn't 



accept the stamp and they said it has to be done again because they couldn't see the stamp he 



did for notarized so the plan still not on my name. 



MR MARAN GI: Maybe we can get the original because counsel sent me via email. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes and the original was mailed as well directly to Mr. Marangi. 



MS. MENEZES: It has to be updated they don't accept that one anymore. 



COURT: Well Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi have to resolve this. Ms. Kaemerle any 



more questions? 



MS KAEMERLE: Could the Court remind Ms. Menezes that she is not to encumber the 



property in any way and that it is to be transferred my client? 



COURT: You are clear on that, right, he needs to get it. If it has some encumbrance on 



it I'm going to hear about it but you can't encumber the property. But if it was encumbered by 



someone else it's a different issue. If her attorney filed a lien on it, that is a Brazil issue and is 



not a California issue and I will hear about that in March. 



MR. KAEMERLE: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 2018, 1:45 P.M. 



Petitioner and Respondent Both Sworn in. (Attorney: Julia Kaemerle, Esq.) 



Petitioner Pro Se (Limited Scope Neill Marangi, Esq.) 



The Court provides tentative ruling: $30,000 sanction against Petitioner and costs/expenses 



for attorney in Brazil in CA and costs related to transferring the house to his name. 



Judicial Notice: Respondent has filed two contempt's prevailing in the first but dismissing the 



second so this matter could be heard earlier. 



EXHIBITS ADMITTED FOR REPONDENT: From notice of lodgment filed January 10, 



2018-for 1/16/18 hearing: 



EXHIBIT A: Emails to Neill Marangi from 10/3/17 



EXHIBIT D: Email Correspondence regarding delivery of POA 



EXHIBIT E: Email from Petitioner dated 11/9/17 



EXHIBIT G: FOAH submitted to Court 
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Notice of Lodgement submitted 3/6/18 for 3/12/18 hearing: 



EXHIBIT E: Translation of POA provided by Petitioner 8/29/17 



EXHIBIT F: Instrument of Settlement and in Giving Paument of Real Estate 



EXHIBIT H: Brazil Judgment dated 10/16/17 



EXHIBIT I: Notice of Compulsory of Property 



EXHIBIT J: Decision from Brazil 



EXHIBITS ADMITTED FOR PETITIONER: 



1. Transcript 



2. Eva Bischoff s Injunction against Petitioner 



4. Legal Action of Recission 



8.POA 



9. Court Order 



11.Brazilian Order 



13. Proof of Service 



14. Lawsuit filed by Eva Bischoff 



MS. KAEMERLE: Good Afternoon Tim, we are going to be discussing your expenses 



today in regards to attorney fees and costs to transfer this property back to you. Can you 



estimate how much you incurred in attorney's fees in California? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $80-$90. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you have also incurred attorney fees in Brazil, how much 



would you estimate you have paid Eva Bischoff your attorney in Brazil? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Close to $16,000 at this time but this an expense that is ongoing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did this include the cost of translating the documents? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No, no that is easily $1,000 to $2,000. That doesn't include an 



additional $7000 to $8000 in fees for registration and to actually transfer the house to my name. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know if you will have any future fees to transfer the 



property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The last time I talked to my lawyer ... 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, hearsay. 



COURT: What she told you is hearsay but if you have personal knowledge of what 



additional fees may be incurred ... are you referring to prospective fees, Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. 



COURT: The $7 to $8,000, Mr. McDaniel? 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, speculative. 



COURT: I want to know what the anticipated fees to transfer the home may be so 



Overruled. 



MR. MCDANIEL: I was told just the transfer fee was at least 7 to 8 thousand dollars. 



MR. MARANGI: Objection. 



COURT: Mr. McDaniel you can't say what you have been told. It has to be of what 



personal knowledge you have. So that question is do you have any personal knowledge of how 



much the anticipated fees would be to transfer the property to your name? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: And how much that it will be? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I believe $8,000. 



MS. KAERMELE: And are you going to owe Ms. Bischoff any future attorney fees? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I am. 
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MS KAEMERLE: And what is your personal knowledge of what future anticipated fees 



to Ms. Bischoff could be? 



MR. MCDANIEL: She would be paid a percentage of the value of the house. I believe 



20% of the value. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know personally what the value of the house is? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I believe it is ... 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, lack of foundation 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, can you lay per the family code of the law the basis of his 



belief. He can testify what his belief about the value of the property is. 



MS. KAEMERLE: May I approach; your honor? 



COURT: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you recognize this document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, these are the real estate taxes which state how much they 



appraise the property for. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And what is your understanding of the value of the house? 



MR. MARANGI: Objection, this is not evidence it is hearsay. 



COURT: Right. He has to testify as to his knowledge, any properties he sold, 



investigation he's done himself. It cannot be from a hearsay document. 



MS. KAERMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge of the value of the property? 



MR. MARANGI: Objection relevance 



COURT: Overruled, it is relevant. 



MR. MARAN GI: Objection, lack of foundation. Based on what? 



COURT: That is what she is trying to establish. 



MR. MCDANIEL: The properties in the area are valued around 400 thousand reals. 



MR. MARAN GI: Objection lack of foundation, how does he know that? 
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COURT: Ms. Kaemerle ask how he knows. 



MS. KAEMERLE: How do you know the values of the properties in the area? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I looked it up on the internet. 



MR. MARANGI: That is hearsay, objection. 



COURT: That is admitted under California law he can look it up in the internet to see 



what he thinks it is worth. Overruled. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So in US dollars do you know what the value the home would be or 



an approximately range? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The last time I looked the exchange rate was $130,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you testified previously that 20% of that would go to Ms. 



Bischoff? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that is from a written agreement? 



MR. MCDANEIL: My understanding was from a statement she showed me. 



MS. KAEMERLE: She has a document that she showed to you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that's how you have knowledge of the fees? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAERMELE: How much have you paid on flights to and from these hearings to 



San Diego regarding this home? 



MR. MCDANIEL: On average with flights, rental cars, hotels I would say 



approximately $2000 for each court hearing. 



MS. KAERMELE: Are you reimbursed for that time by your employer? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, I use my vacation time. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And your contract in Sri Lanka ended, correct? 



MR. MCDANEIL: Yes. I'm in another contract right now. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And the pay is similar? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: It's exactly the same. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you have an opportunity to review the documents submitted to 



the court from the Brazilian court regarding the litigation there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge if the lawsuit that the 



petitioner filed in Brazil is one that could have been dropped? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. I was told that she can drop the lawsuit as you can in the 



United States. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay 



COURT: What lawsuit are we referring to? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The lawsuit in Brazil. Specifically, I'm talking about the document 



submitted in my lodgments as Exhibit C. Do you remember the instrument of the admission of 



debt? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I don't remember that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: May I approach you honor? 



COURT: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen that? 



MR. MCDANEIL: Yes, yes, I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And do you have any knowledge if this is a court document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, that is a court document, that was submitted by my lawyer in 



Brazil. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I ask for the exhibit C to be admitted. 



COURT: I'm not going to admit it yet. I will admit it once I hear from Ms. Menezes 



that she signed this because this doesn't appear to me that this is a court document it says it is a 



private instrument. It reads and appears to me to be an agreement between Ms. Menezes and 



Mr. Admilson Barbosa da Silva. I don't see it's a court document but if she testifies that she 



signed it and there is a signature page attached but I don't think he can't testify to that. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Ok. I will move to exhibit B that was admitted already. Do you 



recognize this document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: To the best of your knowledge what is this document? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It's a power of attorney from Natache. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And was that the original power of attorney submitted to you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: The first one I believe it got translated. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Would that transfer the property over to you to your knowledge? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It would have not have transferred the property but allowed me to 



use the property, but I would have to pay her legal fees in Brazil, it would cost double the value 



of the house because of the legal fees, plus she wanted to go in and take whatever she wanted 



out of the house which was confirmed by the translation. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Were you able to look at the Exhibit G which were comments about 



Natache's declaration by Eva Bischoff? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Ok, I'm going over some of these statements with you. The first part 



states that you were -- this is from Ms. Bichoff s point of view -- is it correct that you were 



never involved with the squatters? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Correct. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Are you in contact with them right now? 



MR. MCDNAIEL: No, I'm not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any knowledge that Ms. Bischoff represents any of the 



squatters? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have no knowledge of that at all. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you know that there was an admission of debt of Natache using 



the house to pay her legal fees during the process of our post-judgment motions and the process 



in Brazil? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: No I did not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen the timeline we presented to the court? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: As for the Court documents in Brazil, the admission of debt we have 



provided was signed around June 25, 2017 does that sounds correct to you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, that sounds correct. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You were still unaware that this was happening? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I was unaware until December 7th or 5th after I received the second 



power of attorney from Natache and we tried to transfer the property to my name. 



MS. KAEMERLE: If the property has been transferred to Admilson Barbosa de Silva 



would you have any recourse to your knowledge? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, not at all. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And how you were able to find out? 



MR. MCDANIEL: My attorney went to transfer the property at the registry and she was 



notified that the attorney Admilson de Silva filed their agreement as to her debt and using the 



home as payment, but he didn't have a marriage certificate and so we were able to stop the 



filing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any personal knowledge if there is now a lawsuit 



against petitioner and her attorney in Brazil? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes and her mother. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any knowledge of the status of that lawsuit? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, I do not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know if Petitioner's lawsuit will cause you any future costs? 



MR. MCDANEIL: Yes, it will. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know how much? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I hear anywhere from $4,000 to $8,000. 
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MS KAEMERLE: Do you know what would happen if the lawsuit were not to be 



successful in your favor? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No I don't know what the results would be on that but I would not 



get the property if it fails. 



MS KAEMERLE: Would you have any recourse against petitioner if you were to lose 



the property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It there any other lawsuit in Brazil you could file to obtain this 



property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, not that I know of. 



MS. KAEMERLE: No furthers questions at this time. 



COURT: Alright, Mr. Marangi and Ms. Kaemerle, we need another day because we are 



not going to finish today. 



CLERK: March 29? 



COURT: Mr. McDaniel you have to be present because Mr. Marangi will have 



questions for you so you need to find a way to be here or you may appear via CourtCall. I was 



surprised we have a date so soon but I want to help to get this done for everybody. 



MS. KAEMERLE: March, 29 at 9 am? 



COURT: March 29, 8:45 all morning, I will block all morning. Let me point out to 



counsel a couple of things. I was confused about it but in the document found on Exhibit B that 



was not admitted as evidence because it has to wait until Ms. Menezes has to be asked about it. 



Mr. Marangi in the few minutes we have which exhibits you want to be admitted? Do you want 



it all as evidence? 



MR. MARANGI: Yes. 



COURT: Let's go through it now. Item number 1 is reporter transcripts. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 
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COURT: Item number 1 will be admitted. Item number 2 Attorney Bischoffs 



injunction. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 



COURT: Alright, Item number 3 listing complications certificated. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object to that as hearsay and also lack of foundation. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi it is hearsay. Your response to that? 



MR. MARANGI: No your honor is fine 



COURT: Ok so that will be stricken. Item number 4 Action of decision of a verbal 



Agreement. It has been translated and looks like is a court document Ms. Kaemerle. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no objection. 



COURT: Item number 5 an email from Ms. Bischoff. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object as to hearsay and lack of foundation. 



COURT: Alright, Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: Is that admission from Mr. McDaniel? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: Sorry, I was asking the court, not my client. 



COURT: It has two emails here from Ms. Bischoff and two people and they were not 



here so I don't think so. Yes, it's hearsay so it will be stricken. Silvia and associates number 6? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object as to hearsay and lack of foundation. 



COURT: Who was it addressed to Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: I will ask my client. 



MS. MENEZES: Judge Hernandez that saw it first I just put it again for you to have 



knowledge. It was admitted in December. 



COURT: Before the house was awarded to Mr. McDaniel? 



MS. MENEZES: It was after. The day is November 16, 2016. 



COURT: I don't want any explanation about it is hearsay. Mr. Barbosa de Silva is not 



here and it will not be admitted. Item number 7. 
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MS KAEMERLE: Hearsay, lack of foundation. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: Ifwe are going by that, it's hearsay. 



COURT: Yes. Item number 8? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 



COURT: Alright item number 8 will be admitted. Item number 9 that is the findings of 



the order and will come in. Item number 1 0? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I will object to that as hearsay and lack of foundation. 



COURT: Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARAN GI: My client says it's a lodgment of a lawsuit. 



COURT: It doesn't look like the actual document has been translated so I don't see the 



original document. 



MS.MENEZES: I can bring the original version without being translated. 



COURT: Well I don't have it. At this time, it will not come in. You can come later on 



with better foundation. Item number 11? 



MS.KAEMERLE: It looks like this is a document of the court. 



COURT: So no objection Ms. Kaemerle. Alright number 11 will come in now. Number 



12. 



MS.KAEMERLE: Subject to our review and opportunity to present testimony . The 



actual document, no objection. 



COURT: I will reserve over number 12. Item number 13? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 



COURT: Ok item 13 will be admitted. Item number 14? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No objection. 



COURT: Alright. And item number 15? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would object to hearsay, lack of foundation 



COURT: Mr. Marangi? 
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MR. MARAN GI: My client said it's a translation of something filed in court in Brazil. 



COURT: Yes, again it's not an official translation, it's not the original document. I 



don't believe this is acceptable. It doesn't tell me who translated and was translated by, so it 



will not be admitted this time. Alright, so from Mr. Marangi listed Items 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13 



and 14 were admitted. Okay, everybody, I will see you on March 29 in the morning and Mr. 



McDaniel will appear by phone and make sure you have a good connection. 



MARCH 29, 2018 



WITNESSES 



Mr. McDaniel APPEARED VIA COURT CALL 



Ms. Menezes 



CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 2018, 8:45 A.M. 



MR. MARAN GI: How many powers of attorney has Natache given you? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Two. 



MR. MARANGI: Relative to that first one that she gave you when was that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I would say September first week of October. 



MR. MARANGI: We were in court on August 29 do you remember that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes I do. 



MR. MARANGI: That was when she gave you the first power of attorney? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: I do not remember. 



MR. MARAN GI: For that first power of attorney that would allowed you to take title of 



the Brazilian house? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No. 



MR. MARANGI: Why not? 



MR. MCDANIEL: My attorney in Brazil said that is would not transfer the property to 



me. 



MR. MARAN GI: Could you have used it somehow to transfer ownership of the house 



for anybody else? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I didn't use that power of attorney. 



MR. MARANGI: Did you try? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, we presented it to the real estate registry in Guaruja and they 



did not allow us to transfer the house to my name. 



COURT: When you said you presented the power of attorney to transfer, which power 



of attorney, number one or two? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Number 2. 



COURT: Did they gave you a reason why? 



MR.MCDANIEL: The second power of attorney, if I remember correctly, was at the 



time her, her mother, and her attorney in Brazil agreed to transfer the house in Brazil to the Da 



Silva to pay off her lawyer's debt regarding the home that had already been found to my 



separate property. 



MR. MARANGI: What about the first power of attorney, did you try to use that to 



transfer your house to yourself? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No, I did not. What we received was only a copy of a power of 



attorney. I did not receive the original and when my attorney in Brazil presented it to the 



registry they said it was not adequate to transfer my property to my name. We didn't receive the 



original power of attorney from her at that time. 
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MR. MARANGI: If you have received the original could you have transferred the 



ownership? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No. 



MR. MARANGI: OK thank you. 



MS.KAEMERLE: Would it be accurate that the first power of attorney that was 



provided to you on August 29 didn't actually put the property in your name but in fact just 



allowed you to use the home? 



MR.MCDANIEL: If I remember correctly all it was for was the use of the house until 



the litigation she started in Brazil regarding my home was resolved but if she lost it she was not 



responsible for reimbursing me for the cost of the house. If I took over the house I would have 



to pay her lawyer fees and she was not going to be responsible for anything but it was just for 



the usage of the house. 



MS.KAEMERLE: Did it include her taking furniture and personal belongs out of the 



house? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes it did. I believe it has a clause there in the power of attorney that 



she could come in and take anything she wanted out of the house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You testified earlier that you would have to wait until the lawsuit in 



Brazil was complete to take possession, correct? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes, her lawsuit that was pending against the tenants had to be 



completed before I was allowed to use my property. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You looked at the time line I prepared, correct? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes I did yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you know on August 29 that she had signed the property over to 



Admilson Barbosa de Silva? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No but I believe the process had been started by June of 2017 if I 



remember correctly. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Were you aware of how much she owed in attorney's fees? 
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MR.MCDANIEL: No not at all not until December of last year when my attorney in 



Brazil pointed out that the power of attorney included a debt clause to pay the attorney fees. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Prior to December 2017, did you know she had entered into an 



agreement to transfer the property to Mr. de Silva to pay her fees? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No I did not. The second power of attorney would have worked. 



My attorney in Brazil said it would be fine but they had already basically went to the registry 



with the agreement to transfer the house to her attorney. I believe she was delaying all along to 



have the time to work on the transfer to the attorney's name. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Last time when I took testimony from you we discussed expenses 



and fees you had incurred. Do you have any recollection of any fees you didn't mentioned in 



the last hearing? 



MR.MCDANIEL: I believe I will have additional fees because of her attempt to transfer 



the property to the attorney. I believe it was $7000 to $8,000 additional fees from the last time 



we were here. I checked my record on the costs for all of the translations of the Court 



documents, I think I said $1,500 or $2,000 when we were here last. It is now $5,300. Also I 



missed 34 days of vacation for these proceedings in court. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have an estimate on how much you had to expend just in the 



process in Brazil regarding the house? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Legal fees or transferring the house? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Legal fees and what it would cost to have the house in your name. 



MR.MCDANIEL: $19,000 in legal fees to date and those are ongoing. If I were able to 



transfer the house back into my name right now I would be paying probably an additional 



$10,000 to get the property transferred and if there are any property taxes I would be 



responsible for those as well. 



MS KAEMERLE: And Ms. Menezes has testified that she paid the house taxes. To the 



best of your knowledge is that accurate? 



MC.MCDANEIL: To the best ofmy knowledge they have not been paid since last year. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: So they are not current now? 



MR.MCDANIEL: I do not know that I have to check with the registry in Guaruja as to 



what any taxes are owed currently. 



MS. KAEMERLE: How much do you spend on flights when you appear at these 



hearings? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Like I said in my previous testimony it is on average $1,800 to 



$2,000 depending on the flight. All together I have spent a total of $18,000 on flights. I lost 



vacation days an equivalent of 34 vacations days as well. 



MS. KAEMERLE: What would the 34 days be equivalent to in terms of your salary? 



MR.MCDANIEL: It would be close to $9,000. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I do not have further questions at this time. 



COURT: I have some questions now Mr. McDaniel and there could be additional 



questions from Ms. Kaemerle or Mr. Marangi. 



COURT: First you answered Ms. Kaemerle that one agreement was made one on June 



17 what was leading you to believe that? Why do you believe that agreement was made in 



June? The reason the court is asking is because I have a copy of the document that was 



presented to the court from Brazil in August of 17, but what makes you believe that this 



agreement was made in June? 



MR.MCDANIEL: The attorney in Brazil told me that was when it was filed in Brazil. 



COURT: Is there any document? I don't have it here. I see it was exhibit C because I 



think was not admitted as evidence. Exhibit C from your lodgment of March 6? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes 



COURT: Alright. Mr. Marangi, this document has signatures on it I will ask her about it 



but it indicates from the translation that there is a signature on it. Is there an objection to this 



document coming into evidence? 



MR. MARANGI: No 
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COURT: Alright so Exhibit C will be admitted from Respondent's lodgment of March 



6. And then Mr. McDaniel, because I wasn't here when the judgment was entered, I do see 



from the language of the judgment from 2015 the court found that the property was your 



separate property and not a community asset. Am I reading that judgement correctly? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes. 



COURT: Why was the property only in Ms. Menezes's name? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Well if I remember it correctly the house was put in her name 



because I was not allowed to put on my name because I was not a resident. 



COURT: So the property had only her name on the deed and that was something at the 



time that you thought and believed was legally required by Brazilian law? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes 



COURT: Ok. And I think Ms. Kaemerle asked you this to but to your knowledge at 



what point of time did Ms. Menezes transfer the property to Mr. DaSilva to pay her legal fees? 



MR.MCDANIEL: That was in December between 19 and 21 of 2017. Maybe 



December 12 it was before Christmas. 



COURT: Alright, in Exhibit B an email from her attorney regarding her debt dated 



August 10, 2015, Mr. Marangi I was going to ask her about it unless there is a stipulation it is 



not in evidence yet but there is a reference that he was doing legal work related to the home 



since November 2014, that was before the judgement. Did you have any knowledge of Mr. de 



Silva doing any legal work for Ms. Menezes before 2017? 



MR.MCDANIEL: No I never heard of this name before. 



COURT: When was the first time you were aware that Mr. de Silva was doing legal 



work for Ms. Menezes? 



MR.MCDANIEL: I believe was in December when we tried to transfer the property to 



my name. 
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COURT: Okay, Ms. Menezes says that you knew the squatters and you somehow were 



involved with them and they were living in there. Do you know the name of the individuals 



squatting on the property on Alberto Quatrini Bianchi Street? 



MR.MCDANIEL: Yes I do, they are Natache's friends they are Bia and Marcelo and 



their children. 



COURT: They were friends of yours? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Through Natache. 



COURT: And at what point do you know they started to live in the property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have to say maybe January 2010. 



COURT: So when you bought the property they were living in there? 



MR. MCDANIEL: No, they were not. We were living in a property in San Diego. She 



had her aunt and uncle living in the house and they had some issues and she told them to leave. 



I spoke to her and we both decided that Bia and Marcelo could stay in the house. 



COURT: And when was that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: 2010 I believe they met each other in 2008. 



COURT: So when did you live in the house? 



MR. MCDANEIL: I lived in the house in 2005 until we moved to San Diego. I would 



stay at the house on my time off from work. 



COURT: And when did you move to San Diego 



MR. MCDANIEL: In 2008 I believe. 



COURT: So you were living there alone or with Ms. Menezes? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I always lived with Ms. Menezes in the apartment starting in 2004 I 



believe. Then we moved to San Diego and she filed for divorce. 



COURT: Ok so these folks living in there you said was about 2010? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes 2009, 2010 end of 2009 beginning of2010 I believe. 



COURT: Ok and you didn't have any knowledge of Mr. de Silva until sometime in 



December 2017? 
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MR. MCDANEIL: Yes I had never heard about him before. 



COURT: Alright. Anything further Mr. Marangi? 



MR.MARANGI: No, thank you. 



COURT: Alright and does your client stipulate to Exhibit B it was an email sent to her 



being admitted? 



MR. MARANGI: She does. 



COURT: Ok Exhibit B will be admitted to the court. Ok Ms. Kaemerle anything 



further? 



MS KAEMERLE: Yes I have a couple of questions 



COURT: Ok 



MS KAEMERLE: Tim do you have the exhibits in front of you? 



MR. MCDANEIL: My computer crashed so no I don't 



MS KAEMERLE: Ok what I'm talking about specifically is Exhibit C. It discusses that 



the litigation started in January 2013. Do you have any recollection of that? 



MR. MCDANIEL: 2013? 



MS KAEMERLE: The the email from Da silva to Natache stating that the legal fees 



were incurred from January 2013 through 2015. 



MR. MCDANIEL: No I'm not aware of any of that. 



MS KAEMERLE: Do you remember what your date of separation is? 



MR. MCDANIEL: I believe it was July 7, 2013. 



MS KAEMERLE: Prior to the date of separation, were you aware of her involvement in 



any litigation regarding the property? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Not at all. I had no idea of any litigation at all in Brazil involving my 



home. 



MS KAEMERLE: She had put the property deed in her name as a single woman. 



Correct? 
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MR. MCMDANIEL: Correct. All her legal documents even the power or attorney she 



provided states she is single not divorced. 



MS KAEMERLE: Could she sell this property in Brazil without your knowledge? 



MR MCDANIEL: Yes 



MS KAEMERLE: As far as the squatters you said they were friends of Ms. Menezes. 



Did her daughter live with them also? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, for one year she lived in the house with Bia and Marcelo and as 



I understood they paid for her daughter's expenses. 



MS KAEMERLE: And why she was living there without petitioner? 



MR. MCDANEIL: I don't know this is a question you have to ask Natache. 



MS KAEMERLE: No further questions 



COURT: Ok anything else Mr Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No, thank you. 



COURT: Alright, ok Ms Kaemerle anything further or evidence that you would like 



admitted? 



MS KAEMERLE: In the documents we submitted just for clarity I wanted to make sure 



I have the right ones you have the exhibit B admitted, is that correct? 



COURT: Well let's start with the day of lodgment. From the March 6 lodgment, we 



now have B, C, E, F, H, I, J admitted and Band C were admitted today and from the 01/10/18 



lodgments I have A, C, D, E and G and Ms. Kaemerle and Mr. Marangi I think B should have 



been admitted on the minutes but I think we missed it. It is email correspondence between the 



two of you. 



MS KAEMERLE: Ok. 



MR MARANGI: Ok. 



COURT: B from the lodgment of 01/10/2018 is now admitted. And Mr. Marangi from 



his lodgment of 03/07/19 I have 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13 and 14. That is what everybody else has? 



MS KAEMERLE: As far as exhibit K I would ask for that to be admitted also. 
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COURT: Any objection Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARAN GI: I don't know why it's relevant it seems as hearsay. 



COURT: Yes Ms. Kaemerle it is hearsay. 



MS KAEMERLE: I can inquire of client as the veracity of the document. 



COURT: Alright go ahead and ask ifhe has personal knowledge of that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Tim did you remember sending me a Caddel retirement account 



summary? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I did send you the statement. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you obtained the statement off an online account? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it was a website that the company uses so we can monitor our 



401k. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And what does this document show? 



MR. MCDANIEL: It shows -- I don't remember the dates -- but probably one month 



after I was ordered to tum over half of the 401K, it shows the 401k being depleted in the 



amount of$ l 32k which went to Natache I assume, because I didn't take it out. 



MS KAEMERLE: Did you complete a QDRO to effectuate the transfer? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Correct. 



MS KAEMERLE: You provided me with receipts of your expenses including plane 



tickets and looks like Hertz vehicle rentals which we submitted in our lodgment. Did you 



remember providing me with these receipts? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I do. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And all those receipts are accurate as to the expenses you've 



incurred? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, should be an average with each trip I made to San Diego to 



here. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And I also have an email from your attorney in Brazil that estimated 



the total for the translation is about $5,300, is that accurate? 
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MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it is. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And have you also had a chance to look at Eva Bischoff s 



declaration? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I have yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And she listed several expenses, have you reviewed those? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes I have actually paid them. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And they are accurate? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, they are. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The total with the current exchange rate is $24,127 is that accurate? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, it is. 



MR MARANGI: It's hearsay. 



COURT: Yes, Ms. Kaemerle, I'm sorry he cannot testify. Her declaration was not 



admitted because it's hearsay. If he has personal knowledge of what he pays, it's different, but 



you cannot ask what she said and if is that is right because that is hearsay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: To the best of your knowledge did you pay $24,000? 



MR.MARAN GI: This is leading your honor. 



COURT: Yes just ask him directly how much he has paid in fees at this time to Eva 



Bischoff. 



MR. MCDANIEL: I have paid right now I have paid $24,127 and there will be 



additional fees coming to finish the process relating to the house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know how much the additional fees will total? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Anywhere from $6000 to $8,000 approximately but I cannot be sure 



until the litigation stops. 



COURT: Anything else Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No, thanks. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I would ask that Exhibit M be admitted. 



COURT: Letter M? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, those are his receipts with his expenses and also K with the 



retirement statement. 



COURT: K is still hearsay, but he testifies to his knowledge and I also I'm aware a 



QDRO has been completed. Any objection to his expenses Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARAN GI: Hearsay, your honor. 



COURT: They are hearsay. He testified to an estimate of his expenses and that will be 



the evidence so I will admit only M. Okay, so, Ms. Kaemerle, do you have any declarations 



from Mr. McDaniel that you wish to have entered into evidence? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I would like the declaration submitted February 27, 2018 



admitted into evidence and I'd also like the supplemental declaration submitted Jan 10, 2018 to 



be admitted. 



COURT: Ok Feb 27, 2018 is the declaration of respondent for fees. Any objections Mr. 



Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No. 



COURT: And the other one Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The supplemental declaration filed January 10, 2018. 



COURT: Alright Jan 10. Any objections MR. MARANGI? 



MR. MARANGI: No. 



COURT: Alright that will be admitted as evidence. Okay, Ms. Kaemerle, any other 



evidence? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No. Just cross examination of the petitioner. 



COURT: Of course. Ok Mr. Marangi your first witness please 



MR. MARANGI: So we while we are in the declarations as I don't forget I would ask 



for the admission of my client's declaration submitted March 08, 2018 so I don't forget. 



MS. KAEMERLE: What date? 



COURT: 03/08/18 



MS. KAEMERLE: Subject to cross examination that is fine. 
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COURT: I appreciate that. Ms. Kaemerle. Subject to cross examination. 



MR. MARANGI: My only and one witness is Ms. Menezes. 



COURT: Alright and then we take a short break after that. 



MR. MARAN GI: During the course of this proceeding has Tim ever acknowledged he 



has a close relationship with the people living in the Brazilian house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he did in January 2014 in one of his declarations he said he has a 



close relationship. He requested to have the exclusive usage of the house and that was when he 



told the judge he has a close relationship. After that court hearing, my daughter was still living 



in Brazil. He disobeyed the order that was denied for the exclusive usage of the house and he 



went to the house. 



COURT: I'm sorry who in court wanted to have the exclusive usage of the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Him and Judge Hernandez denied because my daughter was living in 



there and we had the domestic violence issues and Judge Hernandez prohibited him to go there 



and he went there anyway. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Move to strike the comment regarding domestic violence. The TRO 



was denied and found to have no merit. 



COURT: I will sustain because I think it's irrelevant. 



MR. MARANGI: What was the name of the people living in the Brazilian house 



Natache? 



MS. MENEZES: Aucilene Araujo and Marcelo Silva. Family Araujo. 



MR. MARANGI: Were you ever involved with any litigation against the Araujos? 



COURT: Can you spell the last name? 



MR. MARANGI: spelled to court 



COURT: When we refer to the Araujos we will refer to the people living in the home. 



MR. MARANGI: Were you ever involved with any litigation against the Araujos? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes so in 2014 when my daughter was living there they still my 



friends but they betrayed me and started to be Tim's friend and I ask themed to leave the house 



and they said they only would leave the house with a court order so I have to sue them. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Objection 



COURT: Hold on the question was if she tried to get them out of the house wasn't it? 



MR. MARAN GI: if she was involved in any litigation against them 



COURT: No, it's responsive so overruled. 



MS. MENEZES: So then I have to legally ask them to leave because they refused to 



leave the house. So then I did a process for repossess my house because was only in my name 



sole so I have to preserve the property. 



MR. MARANGI: So during this litigation to get the squatters out of the house, the 



squatter has an attorney representing them? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: What was that attorney's name? 



MS. MENEZES: Eva Bischoff represented them. 



COURT:who? 



MS. MENEZES: Eva Bischoff. 



MR. MARANGI: spelled the name for judge 



MS. KAEMERLE: Objection. 



COURT: Hold on. Your objection? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Lack of foundation. We don't have any evidence whatsoever to 



show 



that Ms. Eva Bischoff represented them. 



COURT: It's her belief. Overruled. 



MR. MARAN GI: Natache, does Eva Bischoff now represent Tim for any purpose? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, the entire thing in Brazil is Eva Bischoff is his lawyer. 



MR. MARANGI: so Eva Bischoff represents both the squatters and Tim? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARAN GI: So, related to the litigation against the squatters, what was your role in 



that litigation? 



MS. MENEZES: So, I'm the only one that could do this litigation because the property 



is on my name sole because in Brazil I'm the only one that could preserve the house. Tim could 



not take the squatters out and they're his friends anyway. 



MR. MARANGI: If you hadn't done this lawsuit for repossession of the Brazilian 



house, is is possible that the Brazilian house could be somehow awarded to the squatters? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. I would lose the house. They lived there since 2009, has a law in 



Brazil that the name is uso capeao and if someone is living for a long time in a house and they 



claim is their own and they don't have someone that claims it was theirs and they can prove 



they are living for that much of a time and nobody says anything, the house goes to the person 



that is claiming of the house. So I have totally the chance of losing the house because of the 



length of time they living in the house. 



MR. MARANGI: Did you file the repossession lawsuit to preserve the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: And how else did you preserve the Brazilian house? 



MS. MENEZES: I preserve because I was the only one that could do this and I still 



paying all the house taxes because still on my name. If I don't pay here I would have a bad 



credit, but there I would be prosecuted for not paying the house taxes because is on my name 



alone. I paid the lawyer's fees that I paid to start this and I had to keep on going. 



MR. MARAN GI: Did you have a Brazilian lawyer representing you for the repossession 



of lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: I had his name is Admilson. 



MR. MARAN GI: you honor I don't know if you refer to him as de Silva. 



MS. MENEZES: Admilson is the first name. 



COURT: So how should we refer to him? Which one is the first and which is the last? 
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MS. MENEZES: first is Admilson. 



COURT: It's easy for me to say Silva. 



MR. MARAN GI: How did you paid your Brazilian lawyer? 



MS. MENEZES: I could pay the first year and the start and some other money I could 



give here and there but I didn't have money to sustain the process. I couldn't pay and I told him 



I couldn't pay. 



MR. MARANGI: So was there a time that de Silva stopped representing you? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: When was that? 



MS. MENEZES: It was in 2015. He sent me an email. I had a debt and supposed to 



pay and if I didn't he would not serve me anymore. And he stopped working for me. I tried to 



get a new lawyer because I had to respond to the squatter's appeals because they keep appealing 



and then my mom looked for a new lawyer and want to restart with this new lawyer. But the 



judge refused and he didn't want the new lawyer to participate and sent all the paperwork to 



Admilson so he had to continue the process. 



MR. MARANGI: What was your understanding of your ability to somehow transfer 



ownership of the Brazilian house while the lawsuit is pending? 



MS. MENEZES: With this repossession process still ongoing I couldn't rent the house 



or sell the house or borrow or give to nobody or I would have a consequence by Brazilian law 



with sanctions. I don't know exactly what was going to happen but I was trying to prevent 



myself to get in trouble in Brazil because of that lawsuit. 



COURT: Which lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: The repossession because is a property and you can't do nothing with 



the property. 



COURT: Your lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT:ok. 
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MR. MARAN GI: So when judge at trial ordered you to do a power of attorney for Tim, 



how did you interpret that relative to your standing on the Brazilian lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: I couldn't because is the same as I giving, passing, selling was the 



same thing as I couldn't do anything with the house I couldn't do this power of attorney and I 



explained at every single court hearing. 



MR. MARAN GI: So you went to a contempt trial here and what was the result? 



MS. MENEZES: The result was guilty and on the contempt I explained to the judge the 



only reason I have for not doing the power of attorney is that I was going to have consequences 



in Brazil and that Tim was going to go there to try to transfer the house to him and not mention 



there was an ongoing lawsuit. So the Brazilian court was going to find I was doing fraud 



because I not supposed to do nothing with the house. I was going to get sanctioned. I was 



going to get in a lot of trouble. So the judge in the contempt said alright do it on the way you 



could be safe, with no sanctions and no problems in Brazil -- do it the way you can do it and all 



right. I consulted two lawyers and the tittle company, and I did this power of attorney to Tim 



that I presented in August. 



MR. MARANGI: Alright. On top of the judge telling you to prepare a power of 



attorney you felt protected you, what else did the judge order on that day? 



MS. MENEZES: Order me to pay $10,000. 



MR. MARANGI: $10,000. Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, I'm going to object to this. It's not accurate testimony. 



If the court would accept the transcript, the judge didn't say to her to do it so she protects 



herself. 



COURT: She says what she thinks he said. Did I have this transcript admitted to the 



court? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The transcript was submitted to the court August 24, 2017 it was a 



lodgment submitted for the review hearing in August. 
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COURT: I would reserve on that. I don't have it. If it was filed we will look at it. I do 



know there was a contempt hearing. What was the date for the contempt hearing? 



MR. MARAN GI: I don't remember May 23, 2017 off the top of my head. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The hearing was August 4, 2017 your honor. 



COURT: Okay, hold on. The minute order indicates the court finds all the elements 



have been met, the petitioner needs to follow through with the court order in 30 days, finds her 



with contempt, $10,000. It doesn't indicate specifically what she was ordered to do. Mr. 



Marangi, do you have any objection to me reviewing the transcript of that proceeding? 



MR. MARANGI: No. 



COURT: Ok if it is available I will review. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, so it's your testimony that the judge on the contempt ordered 



you to do a power of attorney that would protect you against lawsuits and sanctions in Brazil. 



Did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I did. 



MR. MARAN GI: And when did you present that power of attorney to Tim? 



MS. MENEZES: In the next court, August 29, 2017. 



MR. MARAN GI: So on August 29, 2017 what we call power of attorney number 1. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARAN GI: That Tim could use this power of attorney to take ownership of the 



house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, and he admitted on the last court now on MARCH 12. 



MR. MARANGI: Did Tim refuse to accept that power of attorney that would have 



allowed him to take the ownership of the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he refused. 



MR. MARAN GI: So did Tim say he wanted a different power of attorney at that court 



hearing? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 
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MR. MARANGI: So what did the court order on August 29, 2017? 



MS. MENEZES: The court didn't review my power of attorney, it just accepted their 



word for it that they needed another one. So the court ordered to go by their draft. The court 



ordered Tim had 30 days for his Brazilian lawyer to do a draft, and I was to follow directions on 



how to do it after. That supposed to come to me in 30 days so they can have the new power of 



attorney. 



MR. MARANGI: So, correct me if I'm wrong, on August 29 this court ordered Tim and 



his Brazilian attorney to provide you with the power of attorney that he wanted in 30 days. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: And when you have it, you then have 30 days to comply by signing 



that thing? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes with the instructions go to the consulate and provide the new one. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, Natache, did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARAN GI: Did you follow their instructions? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. I copy and paste exactly how she draft. I think the reason Tim 



wants this power of attorney is because he wants to evade taxes in Brazil because it was a 



donation for him so that's why he really wanted another one. He could have used the first 



power of attorney. 



MR. MARANGI: Alright. So you, within the 30 days you had received Tim's power of 



attorney, you signed how the court ordered you to sign? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MR. MARANGI: Meanwhile what, if anything, was happening m Brazil with the 



repossession lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: A lot of things happened. The squatters were still in the house. This 



process was still not done and the lawyer that I used to have decided to process me for debt. 



My mom was taking care of my sick grandma and she ended up passing and my mom signed a 
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paper for this lawyer acknowledging the debt. In the meanwhile, I didn't have no knowledge of 



this process. He did this secretly in Brazil, something that I didn't got served or my mom. I 



don't know why he did that way. After that I did the power of attorney for Tim -- the number 



two --and my mom she broke her knee on Thanksgiving. So, after she came back from the 



hospital, she got served that was going on this process that Admilson was doing against me. 



And the judge really took over the house she arrested the house and already had a stamp on my 



deed. There was nothing that I could do about it. I had knowledge in the end of November. I 



had already given the second power of attorney to Tim and then ended up finding out what was 



happening in Brazil. This way that the judge arrested the house and gave it to the lawyer. 



MR. MARANGI: The judge arrested the house and gave it to Mr. De Silva. Did you 



give the house to Mr .Da Silva? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MR. MARAN GI: Did you ever sign anything saying, "Here, Mr. De Silva, this Brazilian 



house is yourpayment of my debt?" 



MS. MENEZES: No never. 



MR. MARAN GI: Thanks, your honor. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, let me ask some questions, then you can. Can you please give 



her a copy of the lodgments from MARCH 6 to start with? 



COURT: I don't want to give my copies because I have to ask her questions. 



MR. MARAN GI: I'm working on it. 



COURT: Okay. 



COURT: Let's start with exhibits C and B. Ms. Kaemerle pointed at out Mr. De Silva 



or, I'm sorry, the private instrument of admission of debt. That is your signature first on the 



non-translated on the bottom of page two where says devedor excuse my my pronunciation 



Natache Cristiane Goncalves Menezes? 



MS. MENEZES: No 
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COURT: I think you are not on the right page. Keep going on the page that is not 



translated. There. That is not your signature? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



COURT: Do you know who signed that? 



MS. MENEZES: The signature looks like my mother. 



COURT: Okay. In this private instrument of admission of debt, indicated on the page 



one of the translated version, Mr. Marangi, the debt originates from the honorariums of legal 



assistance and services from January 13 to May 17. Did you hire Mr. De Silva starting in 



January 2013? 



MS. MENEZES: I hire him in 2014, on the 2013 probably was talking about process 



that may happen in the future because of the divorce I was consulting with him in 2013. 



COURT: So in 2013 and 2014 you were consulting with Mr. De Silva? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 2014 is when I initiate the repossession, so for sure. 



COURT: Okay. Did you tell him at that time you believed that house was yours, that 



you have an interest in the property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, we didn't have the court. 



COURT: Okay,just answer yes or no. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Okay. Did you tell Mr. McDaniel that you were consulting with Mr. De Silva 



in 2013 or 2014? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I didn't talk to him anymore. 



COURT: And in 2014 is when you started the repossession action? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Did you notify Mr. McDaniel that you started that action? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he knows by court. 



COURT: What do you mean by court? 
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MS. MENEZES: When I told Judge Hernandez that I couldn't transfer the house 



because of the lawsuit. 



COURT: I asked a very specific question. Did you tell Mr. McDaniel at any point 



before August 2015 that you filed a lawsuit for repossession of this home? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I don't talk to him. 



COURT: Okay. Now, on exhibit B. Hold one second. When I'm asking questions and 



there is not a court reporter I have to take notes. Exhibit B is an email to you dated August 10, 



2015 that is titled Dominique's birthday 2008. My first question is do you have any knowledge 



why it looks like in the bottom has an email from you to Mr. De Silva also saying Dominique's 



birthday. Do you know why there is a reference to Dominique's birthday 2008? 



MS. MENEZES: I think this lawyer just copy and reply for this email. 



COURT: So I guess from that you knew Mr. De Silva a long time? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: He is a family friend? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



COURT: You sent him an email, he sent you an email back, and he is indicating that 



since November 14 he received fees for an action for repossession and that is the same action of 



repossession on the property in question 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: I remember just one thing important your honor. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: So, Tim McDaniel know Admilson for long time because he was our 



lawyer when we needed authorization to travel with my daughter out of the country so 



Admilson has been our lawyer a family lawyer for a long time. 



COURT: Okay so when you said Ms. Bischoff was representing the squatters it was a 



response to the action you file for repossession. 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes and I tried to lodge the ... 



COURT: Hold on. So you file an action first for repossession sometime you said in 



January in 2014. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, in some point I don't know the month right now 



COURT: Ms. Bischoff was representing these squatters in response to that action? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I don't know the date these people has other lawyers involved 



but I don't know the day she got in the process she was in between after or something she got in 



I don't know the date but I have an evidence that I tried to lodge with her name on it but was not 



accepted. 



COURT: Alright those are the courts questions at this time. Let's take a 15 minute 



break. Mr. McDaniel, you still with us? 



MR. MCDANIEL: Yes, I am. 



COURT: Okay, we will be back in 15 minutes. 



COURT RECONVENES 



COURT: Ms. Menezes can you take the stand again? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Ms. Menezes, the process that you filed in Brazil regarding the 



property at 288 Alberto Quatrini. When did you file that exactly? 



MS. MENEZES: 2014. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you remember what month? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I have to see the paperwork. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Was it before the date of separation? 



MS. MENEZES: Before ... Wait. Separation or the date of the divorce settlement? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The date of separation. 



MS. MENEZES: The day of separation is when you just separate? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The day of separation listed on the judgment I believe is June 2014. 



COURT: 2013. 



MS. KAEMERLE: 2013 I'm sorry. 
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MS. MENEZES: After. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You did not notify Tim of the lawsuit, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I don't talk to him. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, now we have discussed this email entitled Dominique's 



birthday 2008. You do recognize this email? 



MS. MENEZES: yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The first sentence reads, "Considering that until now since 



November 2014 I only received R200,000 ... " So this isn't correct that Mr. De Silva represented 



you prior to November 2014? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay and did you have some kind of retainer agreement with him or 



any kind of agreement as to what fees you would pay? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And do you have any idea of the value of the property? 



MS. MENEZES: Not exactly. 



MS. KAEMERLE: In this email it says it's worth six hundred thousand reais does this 



sound accurate to you? 



MS. MENEZES: It's probably his assumption I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now the next document Exhibit "C" the Admission of Debt. Let 



me ask a quick question. Do you admit that this was a debt that you had to Mr. Da Silva? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, for sure is debt. 



COURT: What exhibit is this? 



MS. KAEMERLE: The email that we submitted stating the debt was 243.000,00 reais. 



COURT: So exhibit B. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes exhibit B. When you initially filed the petition for dissolution, 



do you remember filing an income and expense declaration? 



MS. MENEZES: No, here or in Brazil? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Here. 



MS. MENEZES: Ah ok yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember completing a schedule of assets and debts? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you include this debt on the schedule of debts? 



MS. MENEZES: I didn't include debts from Brazil because it was in Brazil and as my 



knowledge I didn't have to put debt in another country. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you did not put on your schedule of assets and debts? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now the next document is the private instrument of admission of 



debt. Have you seen this document before? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, when they put in the court. 



COURT: Exhibit C? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, it is Exhibit C. 



COURT: Alright. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now it says on here, and this is dated June 2017, in this document it 



says you owe R$320,000. It says Debtor admits and assumes as liquidated certain and presently 



due the debt described hereunder. Did you remember admitting to this debt? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So the signature on the copies is whose? 



MS. MENEZES: My mother. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Does your mother have power of attorney for you in Brazil? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, she does. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you are saying your mom signed this agreement without your 



knowledge? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So she committed fraud? 
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MS. MENEZES: She has my power of attorney she can make decisions. I don't have 



the knowledge. I have the knowledge of the debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: She authority through the power of attorney to sign legal documents 



on your behalf correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you had no knowledge that she signed an instrument of 



admission of debt on your behalf to this attorney? 



MS. MENEZES: I have knowledge she signed a paper about the debt. I didn't see the 



paper. This is the first time I'm seeing this paper. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Prior to June 2017, we had already filed a RFO December 12, 2016 



to enforce the judgment, specifically, in regards to Tim's house. Do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: December 2016? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So this document then, this private instrument of admission of debt, 



was signed after you again were ordered to transfer the property back into Tim's name? 



MS. MENEZES: When was the date of that? 



MS. KAEMERLE: June 2017. 



MS. MENEZES: 2017 the other 2016 then one year after? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: Like I said I have knowledge of this paper from court. 



COURT: When you say Court you are referring to this court? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I mean from this court. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But you also said that your mother told you that she was signing this 



document? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I told you that my mom had knowledge of debt. She said she 



signed a paper of knowledge of debt. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: So you have no idea that she was admitting that you owe? 



MS. MENEZES: Like I said, I just see this paper now. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You previously testified that you knew you owed Da Silva for fees, 



correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I have knowledge of debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, the next document that we have is F. This is the instrument 



of settlement in giving in payment of real estate. Did your mother ever tell you that she agreed 



on your behalf as your attorney in fact that she agreed to pay your debt with a home that had 



been awarded to my client? 



MS. MENEZES: No, my mom never agreed with such a thing. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Have you seen this document? 



COURT: What document are you showing her? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Exhibit F. 



MS. MENEZES: This is not an agreement giving the house. Sorry, this is saying the 



judge arrested the house and that was the proceedings of the court and she is just saying what 



happen. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It specifically says the herein debtor recognizes and admits to owe 



the herein creditor of R$352,528 and that you declare the real estate, Tim's house, is payment 



for your debt, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Let me read the part you have to read, here credit reberly and 



according to the receives from debtor the real estate register on number register of the deed 



number in Guaruja on the name of Natache that's me arrested for the rering creditor though the 



probismo annotation number 382413. That says when Judge arrested the house from this 



number here to the creditor recognizes and accepts the precaution and process the real state 



giving in payment because she arrested and the judged arrested. 



COURT: Can you show me from where you are reading because I'm reading the middle 



of the page were it says the real estate is conveyed on page 2? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: I think she is reading this first page. It is also saying in the first 



paragraph that Natache Cristiane Goncalves Menezes therein represented by her mother Maria 



Ines Goncalves, through the undersigned lawyer and attorney in fact, hereby moves to inform 



the court that the parties have amicably settled the dispute according to the terms and conditions 



here under described. That is referring to the settlement through the private instrument of debt is 



that not true? 



MS. MENEZES: If is associate with debt and this is one agreement of debt. So that 



means that she acknowledge the debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Is the amount more because of the interest added to it? 



MS. MENEZES: Is just an agreement of debt. 



COURT: Hold on, Ms. Menezes. I know you have a position you want to take, but I 



have to listen to the question and the answer, so let Ms. Kaemerle ask a question and you 



answer the question if you can ok. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The document goes on to state that debtor declares that the real 



estate, object of this settlement, is free of any kind of encumbrances. So it is a settlement of 



your debt? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember this court specifically ordering you to not 



encumber this property in any way? 



MS. MENEZES: I never did anything with this property. 



MS. KAEMERLE: This states says right here that you are giving this property to your 



attorney as payment for a debt you owe, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I'm not giving this property to nobody. Because of the repossession 



lawsuit, I can't give, or rent or sell it or give it to nobody because of the lawsuit in Brazil. So 



the judge, knowing that I can't do nothing with it, the judge arrested it and she made an 



enforcement happen. The judge arrested the house and she made that decision and that's what 



are you seeing on this paper. She arrested it, has a number, and she put the deed frozen. She 
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did. I didn't go there. My mom didn't go to the title company. The lawyer didn't. The judge 



arrested and went to the title company. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you know what the word encumbrance means? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You don't know. 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know this word. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, have you seen this document? It is Exhibit I the Notice of 



Compulsory Conveyance of Ownership. 



MS. MENEZES: Not really. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So is it your position that all these legal documents were signed by 



your mother without your knowledge? 



MS. MENEZES: If I see the signature, I guess so because I don't know about it. The 



only thing I know that my mom signed was that she agreed that I have a debt to my attorney. 



That's the only knowledge I have. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, well in this document it says having this case being analyzed, 



reported on and discussed, I HOMOLOGATE by judgement the settlement executed. So is it 



still your position that it was awarded without your knowledge and was not a settlement? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, the judge arrested the house. It's her own decision, I don't have 



nothing to do with it. I don't have no agreement. I never would give this house away. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You've never seen or notified about any of these documents 



regarding your own lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, this judge and this lawyer was doing everything secretly and I 



didn't know. The only thing is that my mom was dealing with my grandma's death and she said 



she signed a knowledge of debt and I didn't know. I asked my mom in November when she got 



notified and when we find out about the paperwork. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: And the Judgment which is Exhibit H states I HOMOLOGATE by 



judgment the settlement as well. What reason would the Court have to believe this was not an 



agreed upon settlement? 



MR. MARAN GI: Does that even matter your honor? 



COURT: Overruled it is relevant. 



MS. MENEZES: I think this court has to believe that the judge arrested the house and I 



didn't have no decisions on it. I wish Tim used the first power of attorney and we would not be 



here by now. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's talk about this first power of attorney that was submitted 



August 29. That document specifically said that Tim could live in the house after the lawsuit 



was finished? 



MS. MENEZES: That he could take possession and he should be waiting for the lawsuit 



to finish. He could not get in with people there. It was very clear that the house was taken over 



by squatters. There was litigation, like when I talked in the contempt court, I need to make that 



known to the title company in Brazil so it wouldn't be fraud for me. I didn't want to have 



sanctions by the court, so that meant Tim needed to acknowledge a lawsuit was happening there 



and he had to wait for the lawsuit to finish because he can't go in it with people living there and 



this lawsuit going on. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's go back to what you just said about taking possession. Is that 



what you were agreeing to instead of transferring the property that he owns back to him? 



MS. MENEZES: Possession means you take ownership. You go there so for that he 



needs to know that there are people living in the house. So this paper is for the title company to 



know because Tim was not going to tell that he knows that it's in litigation going on the house. 



The title company was going to say, well so you have people there and litigation, you're going 



to have a problem. So he would probably have to take over the litigation or do other things to 



resolve it because it was happening and that was the knowledge in the paper. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And also it said he had to pay all your legal fees didn't it? 
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MS. MENEZES: He has to assume the litigation. He had to take over it was still 



happening. 



MS. KAEMERLE: On August 29, the judge specifically said that you were responsible 



for any cost or fees for the transfer and it was going to be deducted from your community 



property portion of what was awarded to you as a tentative. So why did you put that language 



on the power of attorney? 



MS. MENEZES: Because the litigation was still happening and the judge here said I 



have to pay for the transfer of the house to him. That is the legal fees you talking about. I'm 



talking about that has a litigation there and he will encounter there when he gets to Brazil and 



Brazil needs to know he has the knowledge of this litigation and he is not trying to get 



something that I said it was free of the litigation, so I make sure I was protected in Brazil and he 



could take over as soon as finished or he had to proceed to take over. Look, he got the house, 



he got the problem, and it's like you buy a house and have a hole in the roof, I can tell you 



about the hole and I can commit to fix it, or you just take the house because it's yours and you 



fix it. So this house has a litigation before the judgment settlement to give the house to him, so 



it's a problem that he knows and has knowledge about it and I have to not be punished for 



something that is his and for these people there. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So let's clarify then why he should be responsible for the costs and 



encumbrances that you incur without his knowledge? 



MS. MENEZES: He has knowledge. He know about the process since day one starts he 



has knowledge. Nothing is for free. I did my best to pay what I could. He knows. 



MS. KAEMERLE: On the private admission of debt it says that you reside in Brazil. 



Have you seen that? 



MS. MENEZES: No, show me the paper so I can see it. So is because I have an 



apartment there so when you do a lawsuit they just relate it to the address you have 



MS. KAEMERLE: This is not a lawsuit, it's a private instrument of admission of debt. 



You don't live in Brazil, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes, but when you have a property, you can be related to that 



property. It doesn't mean you live there or not. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mother came to court and testify on your behalf? 



MS. MENEZES: Here? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, she came here. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you remember when that was? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't remember the date, but it was when Tim wanted to take over 



her house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that was after the judgement correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't remember the date I'm sorry 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mom have knowledge that the house was awarded to him 



as his sole and separate property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, this house yes 



MS. KAEMERLE: So your mother, having knowledge that this house was awarded to 



Tim, as your attorney of record, signed this property away 



MS. MENEZES: She didn't signed this property away sorry 



MS. KAEMERLE: The documents of the litigation in Brazil show the property is now 



transferred to Admilson Barbosa the Silva for your debt using the property as payment. Is that 



accurate? 



MS. MENEZES: Do you want me to read the part again that said the judge arrested the 



house and I would read the number and that is the settlement that she did. My mom didn't give 



my house away. It says that the judge, by the arrest, that she had already taken and was 



prosecuting for the payment for this lawyer. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, but let's go through exactly what the series of events is here. 



We have an email saying you start litigation regarding his home and that you owe the attorney 



money, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Yes, I have a debt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And then we have an instrument settling this debt, saying I agree I 



owe this debt, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I didn't agree with that paper. I didn't sign anything. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We have a document showing the property being conveyed to 



Barbosa Da Silva and we then have a decision saying that everything in that agreement was 



HOLMULGA TED and was final and unappealable. Do you know when he found out when the 



property was about to be transferred to pay for your debt to Barbosa? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know when he found out but I only just found out after giving 



the second power of attorney. 



MS. KAEMERLE: The Judgment says that they find this final and unappealable and 



they amologate this settlement. Meanwhile in California you have been ordered at least six 



times to transfer the house that's not correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't have the number but every time they order me to transfer I said 



I have a litigation until the contempt that the judge let me do it the way I was preserved in 



Brazil so I did in August. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's see what the judge says I'm reading through the contempt 



transcript I can give a copy to the court now or at a later time. 



COURT: Do you have an extra copy? If not just read and give me a copy later. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay the judge said "she [Natache] doesn't want to and she has a 



speculative fear of some type of litigation that she may expose herself to if she complies with 



this Court Order. However, I give that very little weight. She has been ordered to effectuate a 



transfer and she's --- through her testimony, she has acknowledged that she has spoken with 



counsel in Brazil. And so at the very least she could provide an alternative means of 



effectuating the transfer. Do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: Alternative means? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: The judge specifically asked you since 2015 have you ever offered a 



different way of transferring this property and you had not, is that correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Correct because Tim would not accept like he didn't accepted in 



August. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well that was in August of last year so that was 2 years that went by 



correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I guess so. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So for two years you did nothing to comply with the order? 



MS. MENEZES: Look I have an excuse, that I couldn't comply because of the 



litigation. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You have still not provided that as an excuse ... 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, every court hearing. 



COURT: Hold on. Question and answer, so let her finish. So the question was you still 



did not provide that as an excuse and your answer? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, every court I said I couldn't do it because of the litigation. If 



Tim ever said I take over the litigation is my house I have to continue this and I would say 



alright let's do all the legal papers for you to take over this lawsuit. I can't just abandon and let 



these people take over the house. I have to protect it ifs on my name only and he never really 



offer that, right? So, I have to maintain the position of saving the house this entire time and I 



don't understand why I have to be responsible for his house. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But the judge said to you ... 



COURT: Wait, so you said why do you have to be responsible for his house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he got awarded the house and I have this litigation and I already 



with the litigation before the decision preserving the house so I should not be responsible for his 



house. I have been responsible for this litigation to save the house and he could really have the 



initiative really let me take over. How can we do this? I got the document of the CPF to let me 



take over. I have to get this house I could not abandon and could not just not respond anymore 
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for this litigation so I continue the litigation. I continue paying the house taxes until finish. I 



wish it finish a long time ago, but still not finish for today's day this people still there and they 



still appealing. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: I'm sorry is frustrating. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you remember the judge saying to you that your testimony that 



convinced him that the decision you are making is because you think you know better than the 



court? 



MS. MENEZES: He probably said that because I know the law in Brazil and I know my 



punishments I was going to get there and all the sanctions and yes, I know what was going to 



happen with me in Brazil if Tim goes to Brazil and don't say to the title company that he knows 



this litigation and just try to take over. I know the problems I was going to have. I was in a 



comer. I had to do this power of attorney here and comply with the court order, but I have other 



proceedings in Brazil and I have to comply with what they say to not give this house away or 



pass this house or sell it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Let's simplify this then. You started this lawsuit to protect the 



property from the people living there? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Why couldn't you drop the lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Because they would take it. The judge there would assume it's theirs. 



It would not have a defense. When here you do a lawsuit you have to reply, right, and if you 



don't reply that means you accept it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Okay, but when Tim was awarded the property why you didn't you 



drop the lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: Because I was going to lose the house because the house is only on my 



name is not on Tim's name. If I did it the house was going to be lost. I wanted to preserve the 



house I couldn't lose it. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: But it was Tim's house at that point, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: So, I should not care alright say ok buy I lose the house. No, I was 



going to fight for preserve and if get go to him he just have to wait for it to finish. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Would it not be his responsibility to refile a lawsuit then if it's his 



property? 



MS. MENEZES: No because it's not his property until it's in his name and because it's 



on my name is mine by Brazilian law. So, no, I was going to lose it and he would not have 



opportunity to do nothing. It was going to be with the squatters and he may come back here and 



ask for his house again. So I try and I did my best judgment what I should have done on that 



moment to save the house, you know, until this house could pass the right way. 



MS. KAEMERLE: One of the documents says the amount of legal assistance is from 



November 2014 to the date of the email in August 2015 is that not accurate? 



2013 



MS. MENEZES: I just told the judge I was having consultations with this lawyer in 



MS. KAEMERLE: But in the consultations, did he do legal services? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes you pay by the house when you go talk with a lawyer right? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you ever mention this debt to anyone? 



MS. MENEZES: Anyone who? 



MS. KAEMERLE: In any records received or any of your declarations you never 



mentioned you have this very large amount of debt specifically related to the house? 



MS. MENEZES: I never put the debts from Brazil in any court paperwork. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But when we specifically talked about a property in Brazil, why 



would you never mention that it had so much debt attached to it from your personal legal debt? 



MS. MENEZES: Tim knows of the debt because he knows the proceedings are 



25 happening, he know about the lawsuit, he know is not free, he knows the debt 



26 MS. KAEMERLE: So you didn't know about any of these documents, but Tim did? 



27 MS. MENEZES: Not these documents, I'm talking about the debt 



28 
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MS. KAEMERLE: How did he know about the debt? 



MS. MENEZES: Because you pay a lawyer and even if I pay halfway it's still a debt, 



it's still an amount of money paid for a litigation. He knows this house is in litigation since 



2014, he knows the proceedings have a cost, not the amount because I don't even know the 



amount. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Do you have any other real estate in Brazil? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Such as what? 



MS. MENEZES: Such as an apartment. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And you have an interest in your mother's house as well? 



MS. MENEZES: Interest? 



MS. KAEMERLE: You are listed on your mother's house, aren't you? 



MS. MENEZES: It's in my name, but it's an inheritance from my Dad. We already 



discussed this in court. It's my mother's house. 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, try to just answer her question. 



MS. KAEMERLE: If you are paying your debts with property, why would you not use 



your property? 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry I'm not paying this debt with my property. I already told you I 



didn't agree with that so No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now the second power of attorney which we had already asked for 



in our first hearing on December 12, 2016, you were supposed to transfer by January 12. At 



that point, you had already been notified by email about the debt, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: What year? 



MS. KAEMERLE: 2016 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: In 2017, you were found guilty of contempt of court, right? 



MS. MENEZES: When? 
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MS. KAEMERLE: August 2017 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: But in June 2017, is when the agreement that there is a debt owed in 



the private instrument was executed so that was one month before the hearing correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't have knowledge of that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did your mom know of all of those hearings? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You don't talk with your mom about these court proceedings? 



MS. MENEZES: This court proceeding, yes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So did your mom know you were scheduled for a contempt trial? 



MS. MENEZES: She knew I was going to have a contempt. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And one month prior to the hearing, the debt was assumed by you in 



a private instrument relating to the property, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: I didn't see this document. 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, I want you to watch the time. I want to use part of it for a 



closing argument. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely. So, in September when we provided you with specific 



language to use for the second power of attorney, do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know exactly the date of it when it was in September. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was when we provided you with the language to use for the 



second power of attorney and by October 5th we still had not heard from you can you explain 



that? 



MS. MENEZES: Give me the dates again. 



MS. KAEMERLE: In September we told you the specific language that needed to be 



included in the power of attorney to transfer the property to Tim, correct? 



MS. MENEZES: Okay, then I had a month after that to do it with the draft. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: And in October we appeared ex parte and you were ordered to 



provide to me on October 16? 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry I was not present. I didn't know and have no knowledge of this 



ex parte. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I emailed you, provided you with notice, and provided documents 



to you and I informed your attorney as well. 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry my attorney could not even be here for this when I saw those 



emails later on. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Were you provided with a document saying that you were to have 



the power of attorney to us by October 16? 



MS. MENEZES: Sorry I have only the knowledge that I have 30 days after you provide 



me with the draft and I was taking care of it and trying to get a day off work to proceed this 



paperwork. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well you were directed to have it done by October 16. What also 



happened on October 16, 2017 is the confirmation by the Court in Brazil of the settlement of 



debt. That is just a coincidence? 



MS. MENEZES: I don't know 



MS. KAEMERLE: On October 27 you sent a scanned copy of the power of attorney 



which we couldn't use and not until November 10 did you actually provide me with the original 



power of attorney, do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: I remember that I went to meet with you to deliver and you were not 



available to meet in your office and wanted me to meet someone to work for you to pick it up 



and you set a date and I met him so the delay to have the paper was your availability. 



MS. KAEMERLE: You were ordered to provide it to me but I had someone meet you at 



the South Bay Courthouse. This is your obligation. I accommodated you and I sent someone to 



meet you, correct? 
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MS. MENEZES: Well, you don't want me to go deliver to you, that's why you want me 



to meet with your employee so I waited for the date to meet your employee. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did I not specifically ask you when you could come to my office? 



MS. MENEZES: No, you said I have to meet your employee. 



MS. KAEMERLE: That was after I asked you to come to my office, you don't 



remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: No, I just remember to meet with your employee and deliver the 



paperwork and when I said I wanted to meet with you and you said no I prefer my employee. 



MS. KAEMERLE: So you do not remember you told me you could not come to my 



office because you live in Chula Vista? 



MS. MENEZES: Not sure if I said that. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well, on November 10 was when you finally gave it to us and the 



Judgment making the settlement final was October 16. Do you remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: No 



MS. KAEMERLE: Looking at these documents and your actions throughout these 



proceedings, are you doing this to not transfer the property to Tim? 



MS. MENEZES: I tried. I gave the power of attorney in August because I had the 



contempt so there was nothing I could do before because I have to be preserved in Brazil but he 



has the knowledge of the litigation. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Did you and Mr. De Silva have an agreement to split the money 



from the house? 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Now on your declaration and your testimony from the contempt 



proceeding -- I'm talking about your most recent responsive declaration -- you state that you 



didn't have ownership of the house and you needed a decision of the ownership of the house. Is 



that accurate? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 
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MS. KAEMERLE: Could you have transferred the property to him by dropping the 



lawsuit? 



MS. MENEZES: No because I don't have the ownership. That means that is not 



decided if it was going to be repossessed by me or the squatters were going to take over. So I 



don't have no power to do that because it was going to be against the law in Brazil. So I don't 



have no power to do something against the litigation. I wasn't going to be against the law. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Are you aware you are being sued in Brazil? 



MS. MENEZES: For? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Fraud. 



MS. MENEZES: No. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have no further questions at this time. 



COURT: Alright. I have just a couple, but we are going to stop at 20 of noon so each 



have a chance to do the closing 



COURT: Ms. Menezes, when did you ... Lefs start with this. Did you give your mother 



a power of attorney in fact at any point since 2013? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: When did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: I believe was in 2014 that I gave her power of attorney but I don't 



remember the day I need to see the copy of the power of attorney. 



COURT: Okay and why did you do that? 



MS. MENEZES: Because of the litigation. She has to do this there to proceed because I 



was not going to be there every single time. 



COURT: Okay and did you do that voluntarily? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes. 



COURT: Okay. When you initiated the conversations with Mr. De Silva in 2013, who 



did you believe owned the property in question? 



MS. MENEZES: I believed I owned the house in 2013. 
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COURT: Did you believe that Mr. McDaniel had any ownership interest in the house? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he wanted the house and was interested in it. 



COURT: And what type of interest do you believe he had? 



MS. MENEZES: That he maybe wanted to go through the Brazilian divorce law and 



maybe get half of the property to him because 



COURT: So hold on. So is your belief that he was entitled to half of the property? 



MS. MENEZES: In my believe is that he was not entitled to the property because the 



proceeding for the house was bought with the money that was donated to me. So the house 



could not be in the divorce process and that he would not have ownership of the house from 



Brazilian law. 



COURT: So that was your understanding? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I was trying to investigate with this lawyer and telling that I was 



going to go to a divorce. I didn't know the proceeding and if I had to probably do the divorce 



here and not there so how was the law and I was consulting with this lawyer. 



COURT: Okay, so your understanding in 2013-2014 when you start the litigation, what 



was your understanding about the ownership interest in the property? How did you see it? 



MS. MENEZES: When you said the word interest is who wants it? 



COURT: Anything. What did you think about it at that time? You thought it was only 



your property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, at the time yes and it was in my name. 



COURT: Were you aware that he may have an interest in the property? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he wanted. 



COURT: And you were investigating the situation? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, by Brazilian law, how was the possibility for he have this house? 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. MENEZES: And they said maybe half potential but nothing because of the 



donation. 
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COURT: Alright and Mr. McDaniel, if you recall, in October 2013, did you recall, I 



think you mentioned today he filed a motion for exclusive usage? 



MS. MENEZES: 2014 yes 



COURT: 2013 did you recall when he filed that motion? 



MS. MENEZES: Not in 2013 it was 2014 here in California court. 



COURT: Let me clarify. The motion was filed and stamped October 23rd 2013 you 



have a hearing in January 22, 2014. 



MS. MENEZES: Oh, ok. 



COURT: So that is your recollection. You remember that? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, I only remember the hearing. I don't remember when is filed. 



COURT: Alright, so you recall what he was asking for when he came for that hearing? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, so he said he was leaving a job and wanted exclusive usage of 



the house and he wanted to live there. 



COURT: Okay and you recalled he was saying it was his separate property at that time? 



MS. MENEZES: Yes, he was saying that. 



COURT: Okay, and what was your response to that in court? 



MS. MENEZES: I told no because was not decided yet and didn't have a court hearing 



yet and he tried to kill me with the domestic violence. 



COURT: But about the ownership. When he said, "I think this is my property," what 



was your response? 



MS. MENEZES: Not yet, we have to see what the judgement is going to 



COURT: Alright. Mr. Marangi, any further questions? 



MR. MARANGI: No, thank you. 



COURT: Alright, Ms. Kaemerle, and consciously use the time if it's going to take you a 



little longer than ten minutes. 



MS. KAEMERLE: I will save that time for closing. 



COURT: Alright, thank you, Ms. Menezes, you can go take a seat. 
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COURT: Ms. Kaemerle, did you have a chance to confer with your client over the 



break? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I did. 



COURT: Alright, Ms. Kaemerle, I'll let you go first as your closing argument so stay 



with me while I make some notes before you start and counsel, excuse me, but I will be typing 



as you speak because we don't have a reporter and I want to be sure that I can do it and I can 



type faster than I can write. Also I'm going to inform the parties the court -- because I wasn't 



the judge who was here, Judge Hernandez was, -- I'm going to take additional notice of any of 



the file's pleadings. Not of the facts Mr. Marangi and Ms Kaemerle, but the fact that the 



litigation the requests that have been made and the minute orders so I'm not reading the 



declarations for the factual contents just to understand the course of the litigation. Any 



objections with that Mr. Marangi? 



MR. MARANGI: No 



COURT: Ms. Kaemerle? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No, and I do have the contempt transcript. 



COURT: You can leave it and I can review it because I will be giving you a written 



decision and I wanted to review the evidence and I take this as well. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Thank you. 



COURT: Alright. Ms. Kaemerle, go ahead. And, Mr. McDaniel, if you can't hear her 



let me know and I have them get their closing by the microphone. 



MR. MCDANIEL: Okay, thank you, your honor. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your Honor I think the most important thing for the court to look at 



is the timeline of events in California and Brazil. 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: And that's because we start with May 2015 my client was awarded 



this property as sole and separate property. Then shortly after it Ms. Menezes is informed that 



she has a debt to her attorney in Brazil regarding the litigation of this property. We hear 
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nothing about this debt and then we have to appear to enforce this order. By the time we appear 



to enforce the order, she had at that time admitted and assumed through the private instrument 



of admission of debt and that was a private agreement that matches the email she received from 



her counsel in Brazil completely. So it's really not believable to me that she didn't know that 



there was an agreement that she was making because it matched the email so closely. Her 



mother appeared in this court before she testified for petitioner and I believe that she is probably 



very aware of what is going on in this case and certainly aware Mr. McDaniel was awarded this 



property. And the fact that Ms. Menezes purposely gave her power of attorney, and did so 



repeatedly, that just shows to me that she was aware of what her mom was signing. And if the 



court also looks at the signatures on the documents compared to the signature that's on her 



responsive declaration, for example, they are pretty similar. There is, you know, obviously I'm 



not a hand writing expert but everyone of this translations documents when you look at the 



original in Portuguese the signature is similar to the petitioner's so it is possible even that they 



were mailed to her. Either way, she allowed her mother to have power of attorney, she was able 



to sign for her, and then these documents were signed. She has other real estate in Brazil that 



could have been used to pay her debt, but specifically Mr. McDaniel's property was used 



instead of her own property. When we appeared at the contempt hearing, the judge even said to 



her, I don't believe that the laws in Brazil can be that different from the United States that you 



can't dismiss a lawsuit that you started voluntarily. So she could have done that and Mr. 



McDaniel could then pick up that lawsuit so as not to lose the property. But instead, for two 



years going on three now, we were waiting for her to do this, but she is taking no action. The 



power of attorney that she provided us first dido 't transfer ownership it, in fact, it hasn't been 



submitted to this court. 



COURT: rm aware of it. 



MS. KAEMERLE: It specifically said that he can use the property but he has to wait for 



the litigation to end, pay for all the litigation, that she demands to take all of her things out of 



the house, and she is acting like she still is the owner. The court knows how many times we 
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have appeared before asking for the Court's assistance with the transfer of the property. The 



entire time we are doing that we have the contempt hearing. She is given another chance on the 



review hearing August 29. She has been provided with directions September 2017 again we 



appear ex parte October 5th to request that the power of attorney be provided. She is supposed 



to do so October 16 and on October 16 in Brazil we see the enforcement of the settlement of 



debt is filed in Brazil. That is a very big coincidence. Not until October 27, did I get a scanned 



copy which would not even had assisted us. I did tell petitioner to come to my office and I tried 



to arrange meetings with her. Finally, she agreed to meet one of my process servers in front of 



the court house on a holiday. I'm not sure what holiday it is, but November 10 and November 



21st Mr. Barbosa de Silva appear in front of the court and reinforced the judgement. So you can 



see that our position is that the reason that she has been dragging this out and not obeying court 



orders was so that this process in Brazil could go through and it is fortunate that when we 



finally did get the power of attorney to Ms. Bischoff that she was able to provide it to the Judge 



right before the courts was shutting down. She was then able to find out about this lawsuit and 



notify us exactly of what was happening. She had met with the judge that was involved with 



this case, the case regarding the house, and she told the judge exactly what was happening in the 



States and we were fortunate enough for the judge to freeze the process with transferring the 



property over to Mr. De Silva. Had that not happened, we would not have known anything 



now. On December 19, the motion to stay execution was filed and that was one day before the 



court was shutting down in Brazil. So had we not found out Mr. De Silva had filed this 



judgment to get this property, it would have been lost. It would have been transferred to Mr. De 



Silva and Mr. McDaniel would have absolutely zero recourse. So I think the point here is there 



are too many coincidences with the lawsuits in California and in Brazil to not see the 



correlation. I think is has been done purposefully. I think petitioner has shown has no respect 



for this court. I think, as the judge said from the contempt trial, she thinks she knows better 



than the Courts and the law. I think she thinks she is smarter than the court and she is telling us 



things about Brazilian law that she cannot verify. She has not shown us any proof that she was 
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going to be sanctioned or in any form of trouble in Brazil if she had not just dropped the lawsuit 



and transferred it to my client. So I'm asking the court to consider all of our declarations plus 



of the documents and exhibits that have been admitted because it shows there is clearly a 



pattern: this is your debt, I agreed to assume the debt, here the judgement is approved the 



settlement, and then there is a petition to actually transfer the property and a Judgment making 



it final and irreversible. 



COURT: So, Ms. Kaemerle, tell me exactly what Mr. McDaniel is asking for because 



there have been lots of number thrown around and I wanted to know what relief he is seeking 



fees, sanctions, anything else so I have that clear and of course I will hear from Mr. Marangi. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Absolutely, your honor. In total we are asking for $500,000 and 



that is to consist at her community portion of the stock, any other assets she has an interest in, 



and this is in addition to sanctions. 



COURT: And how much is that? 



MS. KAEMERLE: That is 30 thousand for the stock. 



COURT: And that hasn't been given to her yet? 



MS. KAEMERLE: No, the court told Mr. McDaniel to keep it but not touch it 



COURT: Okay. 



MS. KAEMERLE: We are asking for the return of his retirement, his half of the 



retirement portion that is $130,000. 



COURT: And in what theory you are asking for that? 



MS. KAEMERLE: It's all under sanctions and we have submitted a Memorandum of 



Points and Authorities citing the codes. We are asking the court order that she should be 



responsible for any of his costs that is related to the transfer of this property. He has given 



specific testimony of what costs he has incurred both attorney fees in California, attorney fees in 



Brazil, translations, travel costs, and the costs to transfer of the house. 



COURT: Okay, I got $19,000 for Ms. Bischoff, $6k to $8K anticipated additionally, 



$5,300 for translations, $10,000 approximately for transferring the house, $9,000 for vacation 
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time, travel costs to appear at these hearings, retirement funds awarded to her, and the stock. 



What did he paid you for post-judgment litigation related to the house? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I believe he testified at least $50,000. 



COURT: Is that on you latest accrued? 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have the income expense declaration that was filed but that is not 



just for post judgment but that was his testimony when he testified to at the last hearing 



COURT: Alright so there will be additional costs for post judgment litigation of the 



house? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, that's correct. 



COURT: And you agree that is about that amount as counsel? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes, I believe that is accurate approximately but he anticipates more 



costs in Brazil and California. Mr. McDaniel would know his records as well. 



COURT: Alright and so fees for Bischoff are partially paid but 20% of the value of the 



house is anticipated, $6k-$8K fees in possible fees in Brazil, $5,300 for translations, $50,000 to 



post-judgment costs, and he is asking for $30,000 for the return of stock, and $130,000 for 



retirement and what else he is asking for? 



MS. KAEMERLE: There is also a future cost of taking care of the end of this process 



that he has to do to get the house in his name for a total of $24,127.10. 



COURT: What is that for? 



MS. KAEMERLE: That is 20% of the value of the house. 



COURT: Okay, give me that number again. 



MS. KAEMERLE: 24 thousand one hundred and twenty-seven and ten cents 



COURT: And that is based upon Brazilian legal fees? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Yes. 



COURT: Is that is what is Ms. Bischoff is anticipating, because he said 6 to 8 thousand? 



MS. KAEMERLE: At the end of everything my understanding is that Ms. Bischoff 



takes 20% of the value of the house. 
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COURT: Alright I need to give Mr. Marangi some time now. Is anything else that he is 



asking then what you already told me? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Well, sanctions per my points and authorities submitted March 23, 



2018. I would ask that the court review that we are asking for sanctions and fees including all 



of those codes I believe that petitioner did lie on her schedule of assets and debts and the fact 



that was admitted entitles Mr. McDaniel to get the value of the house. 



COURT: As a sanction? 



MS. KAEMERLE: Correct. That is specifically under 1101H 



COURT: Okay 



MS. KAEMERLE: I have gone through when the court was reserving on fees and 



sanctions. I listed all of that in the last page of my point of authorities. All the times we 



requested fees and they were reserved on. 



COURT: Alright, okay, I see that. I need to give Mr. Marangi some time. Okay. Mr. 



Marangi. 



MR. MARANGI: From what I can tell, the only motion before the court today is the 



one Husband filed on 10/05/17. I think Husband served it upon Wife on 01/16/18. There was a 



three-page declaration in support of Husband's motion. Husband filed a supplemental 



declaration in January, and then, on 02/27/18, Husband served more extensive pleadings, 



including a 69-page lodgment. With that motion, Husband requested sanctions under Family 



Code section 271, as well as attorney's fees of $30,000 under Family Code section 2031. 



Again, as far as I can tell, those are the only two issues before this court today. 



COURT: You also have 3294. The request to enforce the transfer the property and then 



as we went over last time you were over here there are various requests in the body of the 



dee larati ons. 



MR. MARAN GI: Right, my recollection is that the last time we were here the court said 



those were pretty much separate motions that Husband needed to do. 



COURT: Yes, indeed, and I will address that in a moment. 
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MR. MARANGI: Again, as far as I can tell, those are the only issues before the court 



today- a sanctions request filed in October of 2017, as well as an attorney fee request. 



Procedurally, I argue that Husband's sanction request is limited to Wife's conduct after June 13, 



2017. I ask the court to hear me out on this. Here's why I think the court's jurisdiction 



regarding sanctions is limited to conduct after June of 2013. 



On June 13, 2017, Husband requested sanctions against Wife for her conduct relative to the 



Brazilian house. We can confirm this by looking at Husband's own recent pleadings. I'm not 



sure when he filed it, but in the Supplemental Declaration Husband signed this past January, he 



declares at page 8: "and heard on June 13, 2017, I requested $20,000 in attorney fees and 



sanctions under Family Code section 271." 



So, again, Husband asked for 271 sanctions against Wife at the hearing on 06/13/17. Likewise, 



Wife asked for 271 sanctions at that hearing based upon her argument Husband was in violation 



of the terms of the Judgment for not signing the QDRO and not paying Wife her share of the 



HSBC account. These were denied. 



At the hearing on 06/13/17, the court ruled on the parties' respective requests for 271 sanctions 



against each other. First, the court ruled that it would sanction Husband $1,500 ifhe didn't sign 



the QDRO before the next review hearing. Second, the court ruled there would otherwise be no 



sanctions ordered against either party because neither party was in compliance with the 



Judgment. That was it. 



The court did, I acknowledge, reserve over the issue of attorney's fees. The court specifically 



carried that issue forward to the next review hearing. 



COURT: And fees and sanctions. 



MR. MARANGI: That may be, but I was there on June 13. The court minutes also said 



no sanctions because neither party was in compliance? That is what I wrote it down. 



COURT: Sorry, I was looking at the August one. 



MR. MARANGI: That is the wrong one. June 13. 
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COURT: Hold on. Court does not issue sanctions against either party "at this time." 



Then in August I said I'm reserving over fees and sanctions. 



MR. MARANGI: That's okay, I guess you can do that. It seems like a ruling "at this 



time." What other time is it? 



COURT: Well, because a further hearing was set regarding contempt and regarding 



review and I specifically recall I said we are going to review this because I was trying to make 



sure people were going to comply. So go ahead Mr. Marangi. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay. 



COURT: I just wanted to make sure I double checked what you were looking at. 



MR. MARANGI: I think the issue of sanctions was resolved that day. You can read it 



however you like. That is how I remember it. Plus, the court has already ordered wife to pay 



$10,000 relative to a contempt trial August 4, 2017. And I wasn't there, but what about this? I 



even wonder if the imposition of sanctions against wife for conduct before the contempt trial 



August 4, 2017 would be a violation of double jeopardy laws. I don't know how can you hit her 



twice for the same behavior. She's already been convicted. She's already been sanctioned in 



the contempt proceeding for that very same conduct. So my position is, for what it's worth, that 



any of Wife's conduct regarding the Brazilian house up to 06/13/17 has already been addressed 



by the contempt ruling and the sanctions ruling in August. Wife's conduct before then is 



irrelevant today. 



With that context, let's look at Wife's conduct regarding the Brazilian house since 06/13/17. 



Wife has testified she provided a first power of attorney to Husband on 08/29/17. 



According to Wife, it was the power of attorney ordered by the court during the contempt 



proceeding. Husband admits the power of attorney Wife gave him on 08/29/17 would indeed 



have allowed him to take title to the Brazilian house. 



Yet, at the hearing on 08/29/17, Husband balked at Wife's first power of attorney. He 



told the court he wanted a different one from Wife, so the court ordered Husband's Brazilian 



attorney to provide a letter of explanation and whatever power of attorney he wanted Wife to 
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sign within 30 days. Upon receipt of the second power of attorney from the Brazilian attorney, 



Wife then had 30 days to sign it. 



From what I can tell from Husband's own pleadings, Wife received the second power of 



attorney around 09/26/17. I think that would mean Wife needed to sign the second Power of 



Attorney by around 10/26/17. Wife has testified she complied by 11/17. I think Husband 



acknowledges in his pleadings that Wife sent a scanned copy of the second Power of Attorney 



on 10/27/17. 



Backing up a bit, it looks like Husband went ex parte on October 5th and filed today's 



motion, but I'm not sure why. After all, it hadn't yet been over 30 days since Wife had received 



the Power of Attorney. I guess that was Husband's choice to seek relief before his request was 



actually ripe, but I'm not sure why the court should sanction Wife for that choice. 



In any event, and according to Husband's own Supplemental Declaration, he received a scanned 



copy Power of Attorney from Wife on 10/27 /17, 31 days after Wife received it. So, if Wife 



was in compliance with the court's time line, is there any other basis to consider sanctioning 



Wife? 



COURT: That was not the request on the 5th because there were further things that had 



to happen that she has to be at the consulate they have procedures and etc. 



MR. MARANGI: I don't know. I wasn't there. But number 2 your order was she gets 



30 days from the day she receives it. 



COURT: But what I'm saying is that he came back because she had not complied. That 



wasn't the order. On the 5th there was a specific request that regarding things she had to do to 



be in compliance. Go ahead. That is what is clear to me. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, well, from what I can tell, I think Husband alleges Wife 



somehow purposely disposed of the Brazilian house. Wife denies that. 



As a side note, remember Wife gave Husband the first Power of Attorney on 08/29/17. Given 



the Brazilian court apparently didn't award the Brazilian house to Wife's Brazilian attorney 
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until 09/27 /17, perhaps Husband could have influenced that outcome by utilizing the first Power 



of Attorney Wife had offered him a month before. 



In any event, Wife tells us there was finally a ruling on the Brazilian repossession lawsuit. Wife 



has always contended people squatted in the Brazilian house. Wife reports she started a lawsuit 



to get them out before this court ever awarded the property to Husband. For what it's worth, 



that's consistent with what Wife said repeatedly, which was that she felt she couldn't transfer 



the property because of the pending Brazilian lawsuit. Anyway, Wife reports there was finally 



a ruling, and she lost. And, as part of a separate lawsuit filed against her by her Brazilian 



attorney, Wife reports the Brazilian court awarded the Brazilian property to her attorney there to 



pay him for his fees. Wife testifies this was involuntary, that she simply did not convey the 



Brazilian house to her Brazilian attorney. Instead, the Brazilian court "arrested" the Brazilian 



house and awarded it to the Brazilian lawyer without Wife's knowledge or input. 



COURT: According to the document it's characterized as a settlement executed by her 



mother as her attorney in fact. In fact, your argument is that it was arrested, it was not requested 



and agreed to by her. 



MR. MARANGI: Yes, my understanding is that the document simply reflects what the 



judge did. She "arrested" the property. 



COURT: Alright. 



MR. MARANGI: Relative to sanctions, again, Wife argues Husband's claim is limited 



to conduct after 06/13/17, when the court already ruled on both parties' request for sanctions. 



It's not clear why the court would somehow sanction Wife, but not Husband. Wife is in 



compliance with the court's orders of 08/29/17. Number one, she provided Husband with the 



first Power of Attorney that day, one that would have allowed Husband to take title to the 



Brazilian house. Number two, Wife complied by providing Husband with the second Power of 



Attorney within 31 days of having received it from Husband's Brazilian lawyer. 
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And while Wife is in compliance with the order of 08/29/17, Husband is not. Husband never 



provided the current HSBC statement as ordered. Husband never provided the historical stock 



account statements as ordered. 



MS. KAEMERLE: Your honor, I object. These facts are not in evidence. My client did 



not testify to that. 



COURT: I take it as argument. 



MR. MARANGI: I think Husband's supplemental declaration throws out the number of 



$500,000 for sanctions for some reason. I say he "throws out" that number because I don't 



actually see an evidentiary basis for that particular amount. In other words, I don't see that 



Husband alleges he's actually incurred that amount in attorney's fees, and that he wants Wife to 



be responsible for that amount of attorney's fees as sanctions. 



Family Code §271 says an award of "attorney's fees and costs" can be awarded as a sanction 



after notice and an opportunity to be heard. That section doesn't say the court just makes up a 



dollar amount and imposes that as a sanction because it sounds huge and impressive. Again, 



there appears to be no evidentiary basis for a sanction of $30,000 or $500,000, as there's no fee 



declaration to support those seemingly random figures. Husband's sanction request is defective. 



Likewise, Husband's request for attorney's fees under Family Code section 2031 is also 



defective. From what I can tell, I don't think Husband has filed any of the mandatory Judicial 



Council forms that go with an attorney fee request, as required by California Rule of Court 



5.427(b), such as the forms called Request for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment (FL-319), 



the Supporting Declaration for Attorney's Fees and Costs Attachment (FL-158), and the 



Spousal or Partner Support Declaration Attachment (FL-157). And, again, there's no attorney 



fee declaration for the court to assess the reasonableness of Husband's fees that he may or may 



have paid, we don't know. So Wife objects to an attorney fee award to Husband on the basis his 



request is also defective. 



COURT: I have to wrap it up. 



MR. MARANGI: Okay, I'm done. 
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COURT: Okay, thank you, I will give all of you a written decision so you don't have to 



come back into court because I need to take some submissions and it will be with some time 



frame to give you a written decision. Certainly I can give that in 14 days. I will hold on to the 



lodgments and I let you both knows when you can come and collect them and that's it. Thank 



you both of you. 



This narrative summary is proposed in lieu of a reporter's transcript 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 



foregoing is true and correct. 



Dated: -------
Tim McDaniel 
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